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Say

" 'Little Annie Rooney' probably will
make millions of dollars. Plenty of

"'Our Mary is giving the world and
his wife what they want. I know

people were delighted." — -Tribune.

'Little Annie Rooney' is going to delight her large army of admirers.

"This is the Mary

Pickford of old;
the Mary Pickford who is real— the
one and only Mary. The crowds

She's younger, more
ever."

laughed at her, wept with her, and

"Here's

always were

interested." —World.

"'Little Annie

Rooney' will enter-

tain nearly everyone."

— Sun.

Now
UNITED

your Mary

adorable than
— American.

of the golden

curls and fighting fists. 'Little Annie
Rooney' cleverly marries the laughs
to the tears. You'll love this picture.
Mary is irresistible." — Daily News.
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J4ary Pickford
Douglas Fairbanks
Joseph M.Jchenck,
Chairman , Board of~ Direcfoiw.

Charles

Chaplin

D.W.Qriffifh
Oiiram Qbrams,
President.

Verdict

Of

New

York

"Colorful, full of action and a real
love story. Not since the feminine
world went on its knees and made
him

a kero kas Mr.

Valentino

JOHN

W.

CONSIDINE

, JP^..

kad
presents

suck an engaging role." — American.
"If 'Tke Eagle' is not a classic we
do not know one, and tke kero is
sincere, whimsical

and wistful, a most

devastating combination." — Tribune.
"Mr.

Valentino

RUDOLPH

acquits kimself with

\*\?
VAILIENTIINO

distinction. 'The Eagle' is a satisfying picture." — Times.
"Rudolph Valentino is kis old time
debonair, romantic, adventuresome
self.

He

is kandsome

TIME

EAGLE

in Cossack

uniform, dashing in bandit garb and
impassioned as tke lover. 'Tke Eagle'
rises to romantic keigkts." — Mirror.

Supped bfl\UAk

BANKY

and LOUISE

Screen Story by HANS
A

CLARENCE

DRESSEI

KRALY

BROWN

Reduction

"Rudolph Valentino offers a romantic comedy. People will be entertained
b\j 'Tke Eagle'.
more

Tke

production is

tkan superb." — Telegrapk.

" 'The Eagle' is interesting, entertaining, and dramatic. It is a good picture
beautifully staged and
seeing." — Eve World.
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At the Capitol (N. Y.) open

DEPARTMENTS

Editorials

says Daily Mirror.

advise 'Bright Lights,' it's a go

It's packed
REGULAR

enterta

BRIGHT
LIGHTS
with

.\

Charles Ray and Pauline Starke
Story by Richard Connell. Scenario by Jessie Burns
and Lew Lipton. Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
A

Metro- Goldwyn* Mayer
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Nita Naldi is hardly to be
recognized in white wig
and bustle of the Colonial dame in this rollicking
picture of the sea. Dorothy G i s h and Edna
Murphy are also sweet
pictures to look at in their
clothing of the romantic
age.

Clothes may make the pirate, all right, but Leon Errol
gets into all sorts of difficulties and most side-splitting
situations trying to convince the rest of his hardboiled gang that such is the case.

Leon Errol in his first screen trial, First National's
"Clothes Make the Pirate," is about as funny as anything that has ever been thrown through a projection
machine. A naturalnotcomedian,
stint his the
style.silent "drama" does

it

Pirate"
the
Make
Clothes
Leon ErroVs premiere into pictures
for First

National

scores

big.

48
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Editorial

THE

of combining and consoliPROCESS
dating the producing and distributing departments of this business goes steadily

ahead. Motivated not so much by the "greed" of
a few men who are constant targets of the radical
element in the business as by the insistent demand
of capital for more
Anyone

who

business-like

undertakes

the

administration.
financing

of

a

than by the manufacturers, it may
as it looks to the uninitiated.

not be so easy

From the standpoint of the independent theatre
owner, however, the motives that are leading to
consolidations are of little consequence. The
thing that counts is this: The number of sources
of supply of film is steadily shrinking. Every time
two distributing organizations, such, for example,

heavy producing program, or of a national distributing enterprise, is bound to find, very quickly,
that there are relatively few sources from which
the money can be obtained on a reasonable basis.
And that the majority of those sources are more
or less interwoven.

as Metro

Take, for instance, the establishing of a national
distributing system: Assuming that the necessary

it possible to deliver film at lower prices, the actual result will be higher prices, and, in many

organization can be formed, with satisfactory personnel throughout, such an enterprise can hardly
get a fair start on a million dollars, exclusive of
advances to producers, which are generally necessary to secure salable product. Where is it possible
to go for a million or two, with assurance that the
people

who provide the money will have no connections with people who are now financing other
film enterprises?
It isn't necessaiy to dig very deep to see that
when most of the money tied up in this business
is coming from so few financial sources, there is
bound to be a pronounced similarity of opinions
and policies wherever they are controlled or shaped
by financial interests.
It is most natural that bankers shall favor anything that may seem to take the gambling factor
out of a business in which they are hazarding their
money. It is not surprising, either, that they believe the speculative element can largely be eliminated from this business. Perhaps it can. What
has been done in many other fields may be possible here. But, considering the peculiar nature
of film production, considering the fact that picture values are determined by the public rather

and United

Artists, consolidate

their sell-

ing organizations, the situation becomes less competitive and vastly more difficult for every independent exhibitor. Even though it be admitted, for
the sake of discussion, that such consolidation may
reduce

costs of selling and

distribution

cases no pictures at all for the exhibitor
line for a squeeze.

and

who

make

is in

Individually, any exhibitor large or small, is
helpless in the face of this trend. There can be
no successful measures to combat centralized control except through exhibitor organization. And
there can be no successful organization effort until we get away from petty politics and level the
efforts of the national and state organizations directly at the one thing which menaces the theatre
business.
Fortunately,

however,

the national

organization

seems to be headed in the right direction. It is taking shape as a business institution, becoming less
of a motion picture Tammany Hall. If this policy
is wisely and generously supported by the majority
of the independent exhibitors who will profit by
it, there is still hope that they will be able to continue in this business. If, on the other hand, they
fail to take a united and decisive stand, they can
hope to remain in the field only so long as the
powers of distribution choose to tolerate them.

Exhibitors Trade Review
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-the
By

Tomorrow

of

Exploitation

Tie
Hank

Exploitation
Exhibitors

the past year, each week I have been reading
FOR
through some ninety odd exploitation stories, contributed bypublicity departments of producing firms,
by field exploiteers, and a goodly number of exhibitors who
think enough of their work to pass their ideas around.
Aside from the many unusual stunts and sometimes really
remarkable hunches, it has been of interest to watch how
these stories will follow in outline some definite, though
undisclosed leader.

-Up

Lin

e t

Editor

Trade

Review

to me, for it was one of the first sections on a short product
ever arranged. We have here, in the offices of the paper,
plenty of contracts with nationally known manufacturers
to use their products in tie-ups with feature pictures, and
stars. But Farina, and Fatty and the rest of the gang
presented a different problem.
That meant about fifty personal calls, and somewhere in
the neighborhood of 220 letters to manufacturers all over
the country, explaining the matter to them, and soliciting
Some one big picture hits the market. A big exploitation
their cooperation. Ten of the many answers were chosen.
campaign is put behind it. A single feature of the camThe "Gang" was photographed in various poses suited to
paign stands out strong and in a domineering way. Immethe needs of the tie-ups. Placards were made up. Store
diately afterwards, imitations begin — sometimes in total
keepers, dealing in the merchandise that was part of the
tie-up, were notified to cooperate, letters to them explaining
disregard of the fact that what is one man's food is
in detail the benefits they would derive. Wherever possible,
another man's poison. Stories start to pour in over my
desk — and I wonder at the vast waste of money, spent
nothing was left for the exhibitor to do.
fruitlessly in imitation.
All this done, the section appeared in a regular issue
of Exhibitors Trade Review, carrying suggestions for
So far, I have come across only one "cure-all" — and
window displays, many
that's
the tie-up.Trade
I am Review
proud started
to say
of them
that Exhibitors
worked out in detail. Manners in
this sort of exploitation. I am further
which store keepers, not reached by us
There is less effort needed to arproud to say that it took but a very
directly, should be approached were
range a tie-up campaign for the
short time indeed for the producing
outlined.
Wherever possible, minute
picture you are playing than if you
companies to recognize the almost percost
sheets
were given with the stunts
were to go into all sorts of ballyhoo
fect efficiency in tie-ups.
and
tie-ups
that appeared. In hardly
stunts. But you must have the
any
case
did
the
cost amount up to over
cooperation of your neighboring
ONLY
this morning I received an
ten dollars — for it has always been the
stores. Get into their windows once.
article from Leon Bamberger, asidea of this paper that it is the little
Work with them on the first one.
sistant exploitation manager of Famous
fellow that really needs help.
When they see their own sales inPlayers Lasky.
This article was comAnd the results: other sections of
crease because of the added attracposed of letters from exhibitors extohshort subjects followed. Then I got a
tion value of their windows, they'll
ing
the
great
benefits
they have
be coming to you for the second one.
few occasional reports on one exhibiderived from tie-ups.
Naturally, comtor staging an "Our Gang Week." I
ing as it did from Famous Players,
of theatre marquees
get photographs
with
the names of short feature players
only Paramount products were mentioned in the tie-ups arranged.
But I could as readily
in big lights. And now, I take these photographs and
choose any number of similar articles from letters and
stories on short features as the accepted thing. Everystories now in my files, covering nearly every picture of
body's doing it.
merit during the past year.
There are many theatres, especially in the West, that
AT the present time, I should say that about seventy peruse the tie-ups almost to the exclusion of every other kind
cent of the photographs reaching my desk on exploiof exploitation. Whether or not this is judicious, I am
tation stunts are window scenes, showing how one or annot at the present moment prepared to say. But it seems to
other of the pictures now playing have succeeded in getting
me, that being the case, the theatre owners must be getting
the cooperation of some manufacturer or local dealer.
Theatre owners who used to submit their pet ideas on
better than ordinary results from their efforts. That's
street ballyhoos, marquee displays, lobby shows and the
logical reasoning, isn't it?
like, are now giving more and more attention to the tie-ups
IN the face of this interest in tie-ups, it was suggested
that they can arrange with their local dealer friends. And
that it might possibly be of interest to exhibitors to get
if a national tie-up comes along on some special picture, I
some insight into the manner by which a National Tie-up
am just flooded with photos and stories on "How I put
section, as featured in Exhibitors Trade Review is arover
the So-and-So Picture with the national tie-up."
ranged. The suggestion struck my fancy. I believe that
I am certainly in a position to write on that subject, if
It's a great game, and everybody seems to have recognized its full advertising value. Nothing like making a
nothing else.
number of advertising mediums out of the live windows
I recall, for instance, the section I arranged for Mack
in your town, and then have each one of them advertise
Sennett's "Our Gang" comedies.
It was very interesting
your pictures for you — gratis.
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Is Associated's Special Representative in Middle West

KANSAS CITY. — Kansas City and territory is in the midst of a theatre building
boom. Almost daily plans for both large and
small houses, suburban and first run, are
being announced.
An office building, housing the largest motion picture theatre in Kansas City, now is
under consideration for a site at Thirteenth
and Main streets. The largest house at present is the Mainstreet, with a seating capacity
of 3,500. Completion of the deal depends
upon the exercising of an option held by the
Midland Theatres Company. The Midland
company, which controls the site, 177 x 109
feet at the northeast corner of Thirteenth
and Baltimore avenue, would join this property with the northwest corner of Thirteenth
and Main streets, 121 x 130 feet, owned by
H. M. Woolf, who is interested in the Midland company. Mr. Woolf now is in New
York, but consummation of the deal is expected in a few days.
Then, in Manhattan, Kas., the Miller Construction Company is building a new 800-seat
house, which will be completed soon. The
manager of the theatre has not yet been
named.
At Thirty-eighth and Main streets, Kansas
City, the city's finest suburban house is progressing rapidly. November 17 saw the completion of the prize contest in naming the
theatre, which will be known as the Madrid.
The prize winner, Miss Alma Bates, of Kansas City, received a season pass and $15 in
gold. The theatre, which will be under the
management of Jack Roth, will be completed
some time in January.
But construction is not being confined to
theatres alone. Dr. N. Zoglin, of Kansas
City, has announced that he will erect a
2-story building with a 50-foot frontage at
Eighteenth and Wyandotte streets — the heart
of Kansas City's movie row — to house film
exchanges. F. B. O. and the Exhibitors
Poster Exchange already have leased space.
Metropolitan, Boston, Books
"The Man on the Box"
"Syd" Chaplin in the Warner Bros, attraction, "The Man on the Box," is to have
its Boston premiere at the New Metropolitan
Theatre December 14. The length of the
run is yet to be determined. The New Metropolitan isa Famous Players-Lasky house.

ADDS

On his return from Chicago, E. J. Smith,
general sales manager of Associated Exhibitors, announced the appointment of H. O.
Martin as a special representative in the
Middle West.
Mr. Martin joins the Associated Exhibitors
after a long and successful career in the film
industry. His first connection was with Colonel Wm. M. Selig, in the capacity of selling
State Rights and exploiting the first "Spoilers." Later he entered the State Right field
in the territory of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa
and Nebraska and became the lessee of the
Empress and Willis- Wood Theatres.
After disposing of his interest there he
became connected with Wm. H. Clune and
disposed of the State Rights on "Eyes of the
World" and "Romona." After these sales
were completed he became associated with
Sol Lesser and was instrumental in disposing of the Mack Sennett bathing beauties and
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin."
In 1920 he affiliated himself with Pathe as
special representative, later becoming manager of the Pittsburgh office and then transferred to Chicago, where he remained for a
period of two years. After having resigned
from Pathe he joined Hiram Abrams with
the United Artists as a country sales manager and was later placed in charge of the
Chicago district. Upon Mr. Cresson Smith's
return to the United Artists, Mr. Martin retired from the business for a few months
and now comes back as special representative
for Associated Exhibitors.
Warners

TWO

BERTH

K.C.

Midland Theatres Company Plans
House That Will Eclipse
the Mainstreet

E W

Make Hebrew
Phila. Division Manager
Several important field changes in the
Warner Bros, organization were announced
yesterday by Sam E. Morris, general manager in charge of distribution.
J. S. Hebrew, who had been manager at
Philadelphia, becomes a division manager.
He will have charge of the Philadelphia
branch, with supervision over Washington
also.
Harry E. Weiner, who has been a member
of the Philadelphia staff, and formerly sold
Warner product for a franchise-holder, was
named Washington branch manager.
W. H. Rankin has been transferred from
Seattle, where he was a member of the sales
staff, to Salt Lake City, where he becomes
branch manager, and O. P. Hall has become
branch manager at Atlanta. Hall was with
the Fox organization three years.
The Warners also formally reopened their
New Haven branch this week, with Paul J.
Swift again in charge.

UNITS

Lex Neill, Former Buster Keaton
Man, Becomes Imperial Director
LOS ANGELES— George E. Marshall has
added two new production units to his comedy staff on the Fox lot.
Lex Neill, formerly on the Buster Keaton
started directing "A Flaming
already
lot, has for
Affair"
the Imperial Comedy series with
Sid Smith and Consuela Down in the leading roles. The other new unit will have
Andrew Bennison and Max Gold at the helm.
They are preparing the script on an Imperial
and will be ready to start shooting within a
short time.

These additions to Marshall's staff have
been necessary because of the help his directors have been giving to feature productions. Robert Kerr, director of the Van Bibber comedies, has started filming "A Trip to
Chinatown," the first of the Charles Hoyt
plays to go into production. This will be a
feature length comedy, with Margaret Livingston, Earle Foxe, J. Farrell MacDonald
and Harry Woods in the cast. Mr. Marshall
is giving the production his personal supervision.

Buckingham, who just finished directing Hallam Cooley and Kathryn Perry in
"His Own Lawyer" of the Helen and Warren series, is preparing to direct "Tony Runs
Wild," the next Tom Mix starring vehicle.
and WarWith five two reelers in the Helen Perry
has
ren comedies completed, Kathryn
First
"The
in
taken the role of the bride
Year," based on the Golden stage success,
under the direction of Frank Borzage. Hallam Cooley is playing a role in the modern
Ancient. Aiariner" which
of "Theis directing
version
Chester Bennett
Tom

Vital Executives to Coast
Leo A. Price, Abraham Kaplan and
William K. Hedwick of Vital Exchanges
are enroute to the coast. Financial deals
and the launching of a sales drive will claim
their attention.
Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW
readers receive every day
what is new, interesting and
readable news of the motion
picture industry. Fidelity to
its readers and consistent
service to its advertisers are
its prime principles.
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of Coming

UNIVERSAL

Events

PICKS

MONTANA"
MESS' NEXT

Katharine Newlin Burt's Western
for Inspiration Star
Inspiration announces that "The Kid from
Montana" has been chosen for Richard Barthelmess' next picture following "Just Suppose," for distribution by First National.
"The Kid from Montana" is adapted from
the novel entitled "Q" by Katharine Newlin
Burt, which was published by Houghton,
Mifflin & Co. In this picture Mr. Barthelmess will take the part of a breezy young
cowboy who falls in love with an aristocratic Eastern girl while she is summering
in Montana on a "dude" ranch.
The story has many dramatic complications and the characterization of the young
cowboy appeals strongly to Mr. Barthelmess
because of its picturesque and dramatic possibilities.
The adaptation of the story will be made
by Violet E. Powell and C. Graham Baker,
and the scenario will be made by Don Bartlett, all members of the Inspiration scenario
department. The picture is now being cast
and the name of the leading lady will shortly
be announced.
Brenon on "Dancing Mothers"
Herbert Brenon has begun production of
"Dancing Mothers" at the Paramount Long
Island studio. The story is an adaptation by
Forrest Halsey of the stage success of that
r.ame by Edgar Selwyn and Edmund Goulding. The cast includes Alice Joyce, Conway
Tearle, Clara Bow, Donald Keith, Dorothy
dimming and Elsie Lawson.

Dec. 8. — Oklahoma City, Okla., annual
convention Oklahoma M. P. T. O.
Dec. 8-9. — Columbus, O., annual meeting
M. P. T. O. of Ohio.
Dec. 11. — New York, 1650 Broadway,
second annual meeting Independent Motion
Picture Association of America.
F. B. O.'s Western Units
Start New Productions
F. B. O.'s three western stars are speeding
up the production trail.
Fred Thomson and Silver King have finished "All Around Frying Pan," and are
preparing
to launch their next, as yet untitled.
Tom Tyler has completed "The Wyoming
Wildcat," and is working on "The Cowboy
Musketeer."
Bob Custer has finished "The Ridin'
Streak," and is filming "The News Buster."
Dave Kirkland is directing Thomson; Bob
De Lacy, Tyler; and Del Andrews, Custer.
New

Ilion House

ALBANY. — Another theatre representing
an investment of about $150,000 is scheduled
to open in Central New York this month
when the house being built for Whitney,
Young and Pierce of Ilion will swing open
to the public. Robert Pierce will serve as
manager. "The Ten Commandments" will
be used for the opening. A ten piece orchestra will be one of the features of the
theatre. There is a report to the effect that
a new theatre will shortly be built in Clinton,
a village outside Utica.

CONTEST

WINNER

Nation-Wide
Exploitation
Closes in New York

Stunt

Dorothy M. Kitchen was the unanimous
choice of the judges and of the audience at
four different performances at the Hippodrome of "Peg of New York," the wind
up of one of the greatest newspaper-theatrepicture tie-ups ever arranged. More than
65,000 New York girls entered the Universal
exploitation contest, of whom 22 semi-finalists packed the huge New York playhouse
four consecutive night performances. The.
judges were Howard Chandler Christie, Mrs.
Oliver Harriman, Dr. Robert Bachman,
George M. Cohan, and Dorothy Herzog, of
the Daily Mirror.
Credit for the comprehensive arrangements
tying up Univeral's "See America First,"
New York picture with the Keith-Albee
circuit, comprising the Keith, Moss and
Proctor houses, £roes to William C. Herrmann,
Universal's general
Big "U"exploiExchange Charles
; manager ofMacDonald,
tation manager of B. S. Moss, and C. E.
Holah, in charge of Universal's trans-continental "studio on wheels." Several conferences with Messrs. Arthur White, Mark
Luescher, J. J. Murdock and J. J. Maloney
resulted in enthusiasm for the project.
In addition to several weeks pictorial and
editorial publicity in the New York Daily
Mirror, unlimited advertising and exploitation was accorded the project by more than
a score of theatres in their elimination trials.
One of the features of the Hippodrome performances was the appearance on its huge
stage of Universals "See America First"
trailer.

Philadelphia

to

have

Exposition

Picture

PHILADELPHIA.— One of the most interesting exhibits at the Sesqui-Centennial
in Philadelphia next year will be that representative ofthe motion picture industry. Definite arrangement for such a feature at the
exposition was made last Wednesday when
Mayer Kendrick, following up a suggestion
made to Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the
Stanley Company and a member of the
Sesqui-Centennial Commission, was informed that site for the proposed buildings
had been selected. They will be beautifully
placed with attractive surroundings and they
will contain such a comprehensive display as
has never before been made. The entire industry will be represented and the exposition
will not only offer the most recent developments in the art and the business of motion
pictures, but will also be historically interesting, illustrating in various ways the
growth of the fourth industry in America.
Mayor Kendrick turned to Mr. Mastbaum
for suggestions regarding the motion picture
exhibit some months ago, ana nc »„,, rurt.
made exhaustive study of the entire field
before submitting a plan for the intended
exhibit some months ago, and he in turn
wonderful presentation that tentatively may
be given the title of "In Hollywood," for
there will be a suggestion of California
studios in the presentation at the same time
that the exhibit will be concerned with giving accurate and comprehensive ideas of the
entire industry's activities. Naturally, this
will include the exhibition of films, but more

General

Exhibit

importantly their actual creation. Every
tribute of the studio will be at hand
visitors to the exhibition will have the
lightful experience of seeing directors,
tors and cameramen at work.

atand
deac-

It is the plan of Mr. Mastbaum to have
vhe buildings of distinctive architectural
beauty on a site convenient to all visitors
to the Sesqui-Centennial. Stages such as
are in actual use in leading studios will
be erected, and there will be every facility
to make pictures, no matter of what type.
The various film companies will have opportunity from time to time to prepare pictures
on indoor stages or in the open. Such demonstration issure to be tremendously interesting and popular. Unquestionably famous
screen stars will appear in action. Every
detail in the making: of pictures will be
shown and the exhibition will be much more
comprehensive than ever before attempted.
It is suggested by Mr. Mastbaum that an
incidental feature would be lectures by noted
men and women in the picture field on subjects pertaining to the cinema in its every
aspect.
One of the early activities in connection
with the exhibition will be the establishment
of a committee of leaders in the industry so
that there shall be enlightened presentation
and so that no detail shall be neglected to
make this one cf the outstanding offerings
at the grounds.
Foreign producers will be invited also.

Charles King
Features

Completed

When Guaranteed Pictures, Inc., started
to make the General Charles King series for
Davis Distributing Division, Inc., to be distributed by Vital Exchanges, they had the
option for
of afilm
number
of this famous author's
books
purposes.
"Under Fire," the first of the series, was
made before Ben Wilson became producing
manager for Guaranteed Pictures. The other
seven pictures of the series are beiiig made
under his supervision.
"Warrior Gap," "Fort Frayne" and "A
Daughter
the Gerber,
Sioux," were
co-starring
Wilson andofNeva
finished Ben
and
have been previewed by the trade papers. The
have ben prviewed by the trade papers. The
fifth
picture,
Son print
of theis Sierras,"
completed
and "Tonio,
the sample
on its wayis
1o the Davis Distributing Division home office.
The last three pictures of the series are
"From the Ranks," "Apache Princess" and
"Worst Man of the Troop." These, like the
four which preceed them, will also co-star
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber.
Prints of the first two of the series "Under Fire" and
"Warrior
Gap" are a'ready
in
ihe offices
of the
Vital Exchanges
and ready
for booking.
Regge

Doran

Appoints

Miss Regge Doran, director of the Public
Relations Department of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., has appointed Miss Lucy Meriwether
Calhoun as field representative of this exvicinity.
hibitor-aid department in Chicago and
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NEWS

As
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Reported

in

Exhibitors

Independents

$15,000

TO

M.

DAILY

Meeting

RETURNED
Called

For

Dec

T.

O.

Testimonial

A.

To

Dinner

Tender
To

Carl Laemmle

Concrete plans developed at sessions of the
Administrative Committee lasting over eight
hours this week, will be put into immediate
execution for the rehabilitating of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
into one of the most powerful membership
organizations in the country.
As one of the first planks in the new
platform of strength, the exhibitor leaders
yesterday wrote out and delivered a check
Motion Picof $15,000 ot the Independent At
the same
ture Association of America.
writand
time they cancelled an additional
ten obligation of the independent association
to the national organization totaling $25,000.
That the I. M. P. A. A. may continue the
maintenance of their association and that
Independence may be furthered is the basis
upon which the Administrative Committee,
at the request of the Play Date Bureau took
this action.
The Committee, as a token of the appreciation of the National organization, for
the steadfastness of Carl Laemmle in his
for the cause of Independpledge enceofmade$50,000
in the name of the Universal
Film Corporation at Milwaukee, was unanimous in its endorsement of a resolution
providing for the tendering of a testimonial
dinner to Mr. Laemmle in January.
In the Music Tax situation the committee
authorized the engagement of Fulton Brylawski, copyright attorney of Washington,
as the first step in the forthcoming fight
against the exactions of the American Society of Composers, Authors Association.
Kindred theatrical organizations and associations will be invited to join the National
association of theatre owners in this movement.
The fullest cooperation will be afforded
Mr. Seider in his capacity as business manager. Upon this official the executive committee rests much of the hope for the establishing of the National organization on a
rock-bound basis. The building up of a
massive campaign against all copyright legislation adverse to the industry will be one
of Mr. Seider's many earlier tasks.
The Administrative Committee heartily
sanctioned the issuance by the business manager of an organization bulletin which will
chronicle all matters of a technical and intimate interest to members of the National
organization. Details concerning the nature
of this bulletin will shortly be announced in
a statement to the entire industry by Mr.
Seider.

NEW

PRODUCTION

.11

INDEPENDENTS

P.

REVIEW

LINE-UP
The second annual meeting of the Independent Motion Picture Association of
America will be held at the headquarters,
1650 Broadway, Friday, December 11. This
date was determined at a meeting of the
Executive Committee of the association presided over by chairman W. E. Shallenberger
of Arrow Pictures Corp., with the following members in attendance : President I. E.
Chadwick, Chadwick Pictures Corp. ; Nathan
Hirsch, Aywon Film Corp. ; Wm. Steiner,
Wm. Steiner Productions ; W. Ray Johnston,
Rayart Pictures Corp. ; M. H. Hoffman,
Tiffany Productions, Inc. ; Jack Cohn, representing Joe Brandt, Columbia Pictures
Corp.
There were also present Abe Carlos, of
Carlos Productions, Inc. ; Sam Sax, of
Lumas Film Corp., and Frederick H. Elliott,
general manager. Various routine matters
were considered as well as plans for the
annual meeting, at which time reports of
officers and committees will be presented and
officers elected for the ensuing year.
Jack Cohn was appointed a committee of
one to investigate trailer service on behalf
of the producing and distributing members.
Mr. Cohn is to file his report with recommendations at the next meeting of the organization.
President Chadwick announced that he
would call a meeting of the producing members of the association to be held today
when various subjects of extreme importance to the independent producers are to be
discussed.
UFA
STARTS
OPERATION
OF NEW
THEATRES
Ufa announces the opening or reopening
of eight theatres in Germany. They are the
Ufa Palace, a 3,000 seat house in Berlin ;
the Mozart Saal, Berlin ; Koenigstaadt, Berlin, a 1,500 seat house ; the Schuman in
Frankfort-am-Main, a 5,000 seat house, the
largest motion picture theatre in Germany ;
the Lichtspiele in Dresden ; a theatre in
Dessau, and a 1,000 seat house in Heller
and in Kiel.

Turnbull,
berg

U. S. Supreme Court
Throws Out

LeBaron
Named

WASHINGTON, D. C— The appeal
brought before the Supreme Court by the
American Feature Film Company to test
the constitutionality of the Connecticut law,
taxing motion pictures shown in the state
$10 a reel, was dismissed by the court, upon
motion of the parties to suit.

and

Schul-

"Associate

Remains

at Strand

Fred Hamlin, who has been handling the
publicity for the Mark Strand Theatre for
two years, has patched up his differences
with the theatre and will remain in the same
capacity as heretofore, Joseph Plunkeet.
manager, announced.

Skouras
Appeal

F-P-L

Producers"
Jesse L. Lasky made public a new line-up
of the Paramount producing forces, as determined upon at a conference of the production department heads at the recent Paramount convention in Chicago.
As first vice-president of the corporation,
in charge of all production activities, Mr.
Lasky has made the following appointments :
Hector Turnbull, William LeBaron and
B. P. Schulberg will be associate producers
and will be in charge of actual studio production. Mr. Turnbull and Mr. Schulberg
will be the producing heads of the Lasky
studio in Hollywood, and Mr. LeBaron will
be in charge of production in the Long Island .studio.
Charles Eyton, as already announced, has
been appointed general foreign representative of the production department and will
leave for Europe to make arrangements for
production there.
Walter Wagner continues as general manager of the Production Department and
Edwin C. King as general manager of the
Long Island studio. Victor H. Clarke has
been appointed general manager of the Lasky
studio. Ralph Block, managing editor of
the editorial department, has been appointed
supervising editor at the Long Island studio
as
a member
of Mr. LeBaron's staff. Lloyd
Sheldon
will be
senior supervising director
at the Long Island studio and other supervising directors, beside Mr. Block, will be
Tom J. Geraghty, Julian Johnson, Townsend
Martin and Luther Reed. On the West Coast
Lucien Hubbard will be senior supervising
editor and his associates will be Garnet Weston and Kenneth Hawks.
Henry Salsbury continues as manager of
exhibition and distribution relations in the
home office and John W. Butler as manager
of the production department's home office.

Hamlin
Oklahoma M. P. T. O. Meet
December 8 is the date set for the annual
convention of the motion picture theatre
owners of Oklahoma, which will be held in
Oklahoma City.

AT

Takes

Another

ST. LOUIS.— The St. Louis Amusement
Company has taken over the bookings for
the Ozark Theatre, Webster Groves, Mo.
The Koplar-Skouras chain now includes 24
theatres, three of which are closed, and 15
airdomes. It also plans to build two new
houses in the near future. Deals are on for
the purchase of several houses.
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First
D. &

Natl

On
TEXAS

Thirty

Cabinet

M. PURCHASE

HOUSES

Theatres Bought From
Independent Owners

DALLAS, Texas. — Louis L. Dent and C.
J. Musselman, of this city, today announced
the purchase of thirty motion picture theatres in the State of Texas, involving a sum
of approximately one million dollars.
The string will be operated under the firm
name of Dent and Musselman, Inc. This
company was recently granted a charter to
do business in the state.
At the time of the announcement Dent denied the current report that the theatres had
been purchased from the Saenger Amusement Company. All were bought from private owners, he declared, admitting at the
same time that his firm had several other
deals pending.
The theatres acquired and their locations
are: El Paso, 4; Wichita Falls, 3; Amarillo,
3; Paris, 3; Tyler, 3; Abilene, 2; Breckenbridge, 4 ; Ranger, 3 ; Eastland, 2 ; Denton, 2.
William

Goldman
New

to Form

St. Louis

Company

ST. LOUIS.— William Goldman has announced that he will form a new corporation
to operate his various second-run houses.
Robert Smith, formerly manager of Skouras
Brothers Grand Central, will be general manager for the Goldman houses. In recent
weeks
Theatre.he has been running Goldman's Kings
On November 21st Goldman will take over
the Woodland and Kingsland Theatres formerly operated by Freund Brothers. The
Woodland has an airdome while Goldman
next to the Kingsplans
land. to build an airdome
Goldman also operates the Kings, Rivoli
and Queens Theatres and plans to build a
1,500-seat house at Union Boulevard and St.
Louis Avenue and a 2,000-seat house on
Hodiamont, near Easton Avenue.
He is seeking to purchase or lease over
valuable outlying houses.
Embassy

Plans

More

ST. LOUIS.— The Embassy Amusement
Company, controlled by the Leventhal-Stahl
interests, expects to close for two more valuable neighborhood theatres in North St. Louis
during this week. This company now operates six houses and will build two others,
one at St. Louis and Marcus Avenues to seat
1,500 persons, and the Sanford Theatre,
Union Boulevard and Northland Avenue,
which will have 2,000 seats.

Apollo-Wellmont Case
Set for Jury

Trial

The action brought by the Apollo Exchange, Inc., against the Wellmont Company
of Montclair, N. J., to enforce arbitration
over the validity of certain exhibition contracts, will be tried December 7th before a
consent, in the Supreme
jury onof attorney's
New York, Trial Term, Part 10.
Court
The outcome of this trial will act as a precedent for similar actions of the future.

Exchange

GERMANS

Tour
FREE

The members of the new Sales Cabinet of
First National Pictures, Samuel Spring,
chairman, Ned Marin, A. W. Smith, jr., and
Ned Depinet, will leave ISlew York Sunday
for a tour of First National exchanges.
The trip will keep the sales executives
jumping from city to city for the next three
weeks, during which it is the plan of the
sales cabinet to confer with all the important exhibitors in the localities visitea, in
addition
changes to holding meetings at the exFollowing is the itinerary for the trip : Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, Chicago, Detroit, Toronto and
then back to New York.
Samuel Spring announces that January
will be known as First National Month, during which all branches will conduct special
campaigns for the showing of First National's product.
There will be large awards in cash prizes
to branch managers, salesmen, bookers, cashiers and all other employees connected with
the exchanges. It is also announced that cash
awards will be made in the three branches
securing the best results in billings during
the eleven weeks' period starting November
15th and ending January 30th. The entire
personnel of all other branches reaching or
exceeding the quota for this eleven weeks'
period will receive a bonus.
Boss

Suit Against
F-P-L Finally

Settled

The widely known case of Boss vs. Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation which involved
the charges of unjust methods in the acquisition of certain theatres in the Southwest
territory by Paramount and which case and
testimony formed an important part of the
Federal Trade Commission's suit to dissolve
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, if
they are proved to be a trust, has been finally
settled.
It is not determined what the cash basis
of the settlement to Boss was, but a mutually
acceptable agreement was found. The case
was pending in the United States District
Court, Southern District of New York.
Parker

Goes

Abroad

William Parker, film writer and newspaper
man, who has been associated with Irving
Lesser and Harry Rathner in the Astor Distributing Corporation, sailed Saturday for
London aboard the Minnekahda of the Atlantic Transport Line. In addition to making
a study of the foreign film situation, Parker
will write a series of articles on foreign film
production
for an American newspaper syndicate.
Pathe

Manager

Pathe announces the appointment of S. R.
Rahn, formerly Special Feature representative, as manager of the Denver branch of the
distributing firm, succeeding C. M. Van Horn,
who has resigned to accept a sales position in
the San Francisco branch.
MacDonald

DESIRE

FILM

TRADE

Americans
By
Adoption Protest "Kontingent" System
Now in Force

METZ

HEADS

MOVEMENT

The Board of Trade for German- American Commerce, Inc., of which Herman A.
Metz, former comptroller of the City of New
York and former U. S. Congressman, is president, has lined up against the German Kontingent system which restricts the distribution of American films in Germany.
The Board of Trade "emphatically protests" against the limitation of American
films and urges that American motion pictures be admitted to Germany without restriction.
The resolution adopted unanimously by
this important international trade body has
been forwarded to Will H. Hays, president
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., accompanied by
"assurance of our cooperation and every
good wish for your success in combatting
these efforts." The resolution is as follows :
WHEREAS, our attention has been directed to the attitude of foreign countries —
particularly Germany — toward American
made pictures ; and
WHEREAS, we are informed that this attitude results solely from a desire to lessen
the demand for American made goods of all
kinds ; and
WHEREAS, we believe that motion pictures can and do promote friendly relations
among nations and that the free and unhindered flow of goods and services between
the different nations is the basis of friendly
political as well as commercial relations ;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that
the Board of Trade for German-American
Commerce emphatically protests such discrimination against or limitation of the use
of American made films and urges that, in
the interest of friendly commercial intercourse, American motion pictures be admitted
without restriction.
Christmas

Special

"A Little Friend of All the World" is the
name of special Christmas release of Red
Seal, made at the request of sixty first-run
exhibitors who were pleased with the Red
Seal Holiday films, "Ko-Ko Celebrates the
Fourth," and "Ko-Ko's Thanksgiving."
Anderson

Home

Dick Anderson, of International Films, has
returned to the city after an extensive sales
trip throughout the field in the interests of
the International Newsreel.
Black

Quits

Seattle Post

SEATTLE.— Manager H. A. Black, of
Warner Brothers, has resigned, effective November 15th.

Cast

J. Farrell MacDonald has been added to
the cast of "The First Year," which Frank
Borzage is directing for Fox Film Corporation.

Tuttle

Finishes

'Frank Tuttle has completed his biggest
Paramount production to date, "The American Venus."
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Raymond

Pawley

Mr. Pawley made an extensive tour of the
continental countries as well as Great Britain,
and while the trip was really a pleasure tour,
he took time to study the foreign film market
and make a general inspection of the new
distributing machinery recently set up to
handle the Producers Distributing releases
in England and on the continent.
As a motion picture executive, versed in
the problems of distribution, and a veteran
film man of practical experience in the exhibition field, Mr. Pawley's observations are of
interest to every one in the industry. In summarizing his tour, he says :

POOR

EQUIPMENT

"In both the United Kingdom and the
Continent the motion picture theatre is a
prettytent poor
to a very
excan be affair,
likened and
to those
of thelarge
United
States of some ten or twelve years ago. In
the entire United Kingdom one finds only
about four theatres comparable in size to the
Strand in New York — one each in London,
Cardiff, Liverpool and Glasgow. Excluding
the Gaumont Palace in Paris, now operated
by Metro-Goldwyn, I believe the only house
on the Continent that appproximates this
class of theatre is the Ufa Palace in Berlin !
PRESENTATIONS

RETARD

BUSINESS

"The modern form of presentation of pictures, as we see it in America's best firstrun houses, is practically unknown in Europe.

"For anyone interested in the development
of the motion picture industry, European
conditions should not be ignored; it is a subject well worthy of careful study. One can
hardly make an exhaustive survey of European conditions in a few weeks, but the time
I spent abroad has been ample to confirm the
opinion expressed by some observers, to the
effect that this market will eventually be the
most important world outlet for motion pictures.
"Myouritinerary
included
a visit
to London
and
seven new
branch
offices
in the
United Kingdom ; Paris, Berlin, Vienna and
Budapest. In England, Scotland and Wales,
with Mr. Vogel and Managing Director A.
George Smith, of the Producers Distributing
Company, Ltd., I met the branch managers
and staff, talked with prominent exhibitors,
and inspected the first run theatres in all
branch cities. In Berlin I had several conferences with the directors of National Film
Company, our contracting distributor in Germany, and others of the industry ; inspected
the new offices in Berlin of our Central European representative, Mr. Kofeldt, and a number of the important theatres of the city. In
Vienna I had conversations with a number
of those interested in the motion picture business and inspected the theatres. In Budapest the time was largely employed in an inspection of the field in Hungary, Austria
and Roumania, and conferences on proposed
plans for distribution of our product in these
countries.
KEEN

PUBLIC

INTEREST

"Everywhere one finds popular interest in
the motion picture of entertainment ; it is the
amusement of the so called 'masses' in Europe
as well as in America. In Berlin they
crowded the big Ufa Palace to see 'Charley's
Aunt,' just as they did in New York and in
small neighborhood theatres. I saw a thousand people climb eight flights of stairs, pay
admission prices ranging from two marks
(48 cents) to five ($1.20) ; crowd into a
small, illy ventilated hall and laugh at the
same scenes and generally enjoy the picture
quite as our American audiences do.
"In London, Paris, Budapest — in big cities
and little towns, they are all doing good
business, but, generally, with comparatively
primitive theatre equipment.

Surveys

Conditions

European

RAYMOND PAWLEY, first vice president
and treasurer of Producers DistributingCorporation returned to America this week,
after an absence of almost two months in
Europe.
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backwardness is retarding the business in
Europe. At present there is a decided 'hands
off' attitude — -a feeling that they know just
as well as we do, if not a little better, what
their public wants in the way of entertainment. There are exceptions, of course. Reginald Ford is trying to put over American
theatre methods in Paris, Rachmann in Berlin, and Somlyo in Budapest, and it appears
that European progress will come only
through such as these, or through direct
American enterprise.
THE

ANTI- AMERICAN

FEELING

"In England a great deal of publicity is
being given, both in the trade and public
press, to the subject of British production,
with considerable opposition feeling against
foreign productions, American pictures and
methods in particular. This agitation, started,
I believe, by a few disgruntled British producers, has now been seriously taken up by
the organization of British Trades, which
feels that British prestige is menaced by the
dominance of American pictures. But while
they like English pictures — if tney are good—
at no point did I find important exhibitors
particularly interested in this anti-American
movement. English exhibitors like American
pictures. First, because they are relatively
inexpensive, and secondly, because they are
generally of better quality than they can get
elsewhere. Moreover, they are making money
with them.
PRO DIS-CO., LTD., ESTABLISHED
"In the United Kingdom good progress has
been made in the organization of our subsidiary, the Producers Distributing Company,
Ltd., and in the sales of its first program of
fourteen pictures. Mr. Vogel made a wise
choice in his selection of Mr. A. George
Smith as managing director of this enterprise. Mr. Smith enjoys the respect and confidence of the trade and of his employees,
and the fact that we now have, in so short a
time,
ability.a smoothly running, well managed distributing organization, is a tribute to his

Raymond

Pawley

This would seem to be due to the fact that
the average European exhibitor is unenterprising. He seems satisfied to give his audiences just as little as possible for their money.
This, in a way, is a repetition of our history
in the United States, and the European exhibitor has yet to learn, as those of America
did some years ago, that the development of
their business depends largely upon a well
balanced program, with appropriate music,
better and bigger houses comfortably
equipped and well managed.

Learn

"Of course there is excuse for lack of
European progress in these respects. While
we in American were developing these
branchs of the business, Europe was busy
with the war, but I see nothing in present
conditions to preclude her now making progress along the same lines we followed.
"We must not overlook the facr that this
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SEIDMAN'S

By

M.

TAX

L. SEIDMAN

This is the third of a series of articles
by Mr. Seidman of Seidman & Seidman,
certified Public Accountants, on how to preappear regpare income tax returns, that will
ularly in these columns. Mr. Seidman is a
well known tax expert and has written
He will annumerous articles on taxation. that
might be
swer all income tax questions
ns
Questio
s.
reader
our
by
him
to
d
directe
should be addressed to him, c/o Seidman
& Seidman, 41 Park Row, New York City.
All communications must be signed by the inbut no names will be disclosed m the
answers. quirer,
* * *
In the last article, we learned that, generally speaking, all single individuals had to
file an income tax return if their net incomes were $1,000 or more, and that all married individuals had to file a return if their
The reanet incomes were $2,500 or over.
son for these requirements becomes more
readily apparent in considering the question
of exemptions allowed individuals. That
question will therefore be discussed in the
present article.
Single Persons
Under the law as it now stands, a single
person is entitled to an exemption of $1,000.
By that is meant that of his income is less
than $1,000 he will have no tax to pay. If
his income is over $1,000, on the other hand,
he will ordinarily have a tax to pay. That
is why all single persons having net incomes
in excess of $1,000 must file a return.
Head of Family
There is one exception to the $1,000 exemption provision for single persons, and
that is in the case of an individual who is
the head of the family. Such a person is
entitled to an exemption of $2,500.
The question naturally arises as to what is
family."
of bethedefined
"head
by ofthetheterm
meanthead
as
might
family
The
a person who supports and maintains in his
household one or more other individuals.
Note that two factors must exist : a head of
the family must support some other individual and the dependent must live in the
same household with the person claiming
the status of head of the family. An unmarried son who lives with his parents and
supports them would be classed as the head
of the family, and would be allowed the
$2,500 exemption. If, however, he did not
live with his parents, even though he supported them, he would not be the head of
the family, and his personal exemption, aside
from the question of dependents, would be
$1,000.
Another point is noteworthy. We saw that
a single person had to file a return if his
net income was over $1,000 because his exemption was $1,000. It does not follow,
however, that a head of a family need not
file a return if his net income is less than
$2,500, just because he is entitled to an exemption of $2,500. On the other hand, a
single person who is the head of a family
must file a return if his net income is over
$1,000, even though his exemption is $2,500.
It is true that if his net income were less
than $2,500,- he would have no tax to pay.
A return is required of him, nevertheless.
Married Persons
Now let us consider married persons. A
married person under the present law, is entitled to an exemption of $2,500. That accounts- for the requirements that married
persons having net incomes of $2,500 or over
must file a return.
There are several things to be noted in
connection with the exemptions allowed mar-
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ried persons. In the first place, the husband
and wife must be living together, in order
to become entitled to the exemption. If they
are separated, they are regarded as single
persons for this purpose- and their exemptions are computed accordingly.
Furthermore, the $2,500 is allowed the
husband and wife as a marital unit, and not
to each of them. However, the exemption
may be divided between them in whatever
manner they see fit. The husband on his
return might take the entire exemption and
the wife take nothing on her return, or vice
versa. Or the husband might take one half,
or one quarter, or one eighth of the $2,500,
and the wife, the remainder. That is entirely up to them. Of course, if they file a joint
return, the one exemption of $2,500 would
be shown.
Suppose a person were married during the
year. What then? Would he be permitted
to take the full married man's exemption?
The rule in this connection is very interesting, if not strictly logical. It is provided
that if the status of an individual changes
during the year, his exemption is to be computed on an apportionment basis.
For instance, if a person were married on
June 30, 1925, his personal exemption would
be arrived at as follows : having been single
for one-half the year, he would get half the
single man's exemption, or $500, and being
married for the other half of the year, he
would be entitled to half the married man's
exemption, or $1,250, making a total exemption of $1,750. If he were married on November 1,his exemption would be $1,250,
computed as follows : having been single ten
months of the year, his exemption for that
period would be 10/12 of $1,000, or $833.33.
Being married two months of the year, his
exemption would be 2/12 of $2,500, or
$416.67, making a total of $1,250.00.
The exemptions that we have thus far discussed are known as the personal exemptions. Every individual is entitled to them,
and their amounts depend solely upon
whether the individuals are single, married,
or the head of a family. There is in addition what is known as a credit for dependents. That will be explained later.
To round out the present discussion, let
us consider taxpayers other than individuals.
Corporations and Estates
A corporation is entitled to a credit of
$2,00, provided, however, that its income
is $25,000 or less. If its income is more
than $25,000, it is not entitled to any credit
whatsoever. An estate or trust is regarded
as a single person, and is allowed a flat
credit of $1,000.
New Law Possibilities
One thing should be mentioned in passing.
What has been here outlined is based on the
law as it now stands. There is some talk
about Congress changing the amounts of the
exemptions. It is known that the House
Ways and Means Committee in its report is
going to recommend a $3,500 exemption for
married persons. Whether this recommendation will ultimately be adopted, and in any
event, whether any new law that might be
passed would be made applicable to 1925
returns, cannot be said at this time. Matters
must therefore be taken under the law as it
exists at present. Should there be any
changes,
will this
be column.
called to the readers'
attention they
through
Note : Several of the readers' questions
have accumulated, and beginning with the
next article, both questions and answers will
be published.
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of

Eight on New Plan
Under a selling plan just announced by
First National Pictures, five million dollars
worth of special productions become available to every theatre in the United States
and Canada that has not yet played them.
The five million dollars represents the actual cost of production, prints and advertising of the eight First National specials
which may be sold under one contract. They
are pictures which have proved big moneymakers wherever shown, including three
Norma Talmadge pictures, the tremendously
popular "The Sea Hawk" and "Abraham
Lincoln," just awarded the Photoplay Magazine medal as the best picture of the year.
The eight pictures on the list are, Frank
Lloyd's "The Sea Hawk," starring Milton
Sills and conceded to be one of the finest
productions ever made ; Al and Ray Rockett's
portrayal of "Abraham Lincoln" ; "Secrets,"
"The Lady" and "The Only Woman," three
of the most popular pictures in which
Norma Talmadge has been starred; "Quo
Vadis," the great Italian spectacle presenting Emil Jannings in the role of Nero ;
"The Scarlet West," an epic of the West
filled with the most thrilling sort of dramatic action, and "Sundown," another western story of epic proportions dealing with
the passing of the cattle barons.
Every picture on this list has profited by
nation-wide advertising in magazines and
newspapers. The box-office value of all of
the productions has been proven at the leading theatres of the country.
* * #
Kleblatt

Press Installs

Exploitation Department
It is announced by Erwin S. Kleeblatt,
president of the Erwin S. Kleeblatt Press,
351-355 West 52nd Street, that a new department had been created to handle the complete advertising, publicity and exploitation
of motion picture producers and distributors.
Charles Reed Jones, formerly director of advertising and publicity for Chadwick Pictures Corporation, is in charge.
Jones and his staff have already taken over
the publicity and advertising of Chadwick
Pictures Corporation. The Chadwick company intends to broaden the scope of its exploitation.
The Kleeblatt advertising and publicity'
service will include trade journal, fan magazine and nation-wide newspaper campaigns.
It was pointed out by Mr. Kleeblatt, while
explaining his venture, that he believes his
plan will effect a considerable saving in time
and expense because of the fact that all publicity materials will be printed at the same
place where they are prepared.
Film Fans Magazine, a Kleeblatt publication, edited by Jones, is said to have met with
an enthusiastic reception throughout the counincrease in circulation.try and is enjoying *a rapid
# *
Maude

Miller Advanced

Jesse L. Lasky announced yesterday that
Maude Kirk Miller, who for several years
has served in the editorial department of
Paramount, has been appointed manager of
$ ' $ if:
the story department.
Sheehan

Stays Over

Los Angeles. — Winifred Sheehan will not
return
cember. to New York until the middle of De-
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Anniversary

Brings

Out

of

Pathe

Array

of

A

LARGE and representative gathering of national celebrities, headed by Vice
President Charles G. Dawes, paid tribute to Pathe News at the Fifteenth
Anniversary Dinner held at the Hotel Plaza in New York City on Saturday
evening, November 14th, in celebration of the founding of news films.

Never before has such a notable assemblage of the Nation's leaders and distinguished men rendered such tribute to the fifth
estate. Such a demonstration is a marked
honor to Pathe News and its popular editor,
Emanuel Cohen, who has for eleven years
commanded the army of cameramen covering
the world for this great pictorial disseminator
of news. The event further emphasizes the
high place the pioneer news film holds in the
minds of the people of the United States.
Vice-President Dawes paid glowing praise
to Pathe News in his talk, as did Governor
Ritchie of Maryland. The Vice-President
devoted the larger part of his address to. a
discussion of the Senate rules. Editor Cohen
related the history of the pioneer news film.
The surprise of the evening was presented
on the screen in "Flashes of the Past," a
comprehensive news film of historic events
from 1910 to 1925. Musical interpretation
for this film was provided by a symphony
orchestra under the direction of Doctor Hugo
Riesenfeld. As proof of the speed with
which Pathe News covers and screens events,
scenes of the Yale-Princeton football game
played in New Haven Saturday afternoon
were shown. Then-the guests had the pleasure
of seeing themselves actually at the banquet
in scenes photographed earlier in the evening.
"Flashes of the Past" will be presented serially in the semi-weekly issues of Pathe
News so that the public may see this remarkable film.
Frederic R. Coudert, attorney for Pathe,
presided at the dinner in the absence of
President Paul Fuller, Jr., who is in Europe
on business for the firm. Following his introductory remarks, Mr. Coudert introduced
Emanuel Cohen, Editor of Pathe News, who
spoke in part as follows :
"On behalf of the Pathe News, I, as its
editor, want first to thank you, our dis-
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tinguished guests, for joining with us this
evening in the celebration of the fifteenth
anniversary of the origin of news presentation by motion pictures. This illustrious audience, representing, as it does, every avenue of life which the newsfilm has trod,
Pathe News welcomes not only as an honor
to itself but as a tribute to the deeper significance of the occasion — the increasing recognition of the newsfilm as a new institution in
the dissemination of world news. I can add
nothing to the brief eloquence of our guest
of honor, Vice-President Dawes, who, when
honoring us by accepting our invitation,
wrote of the newsfilm:
" 'It is the newspaper of film literature. It
has become a necessity in our national life,
and its accuracy in daily presentation of
world news has made it a national institution. It fosters good will between the peoples
of the world and greater tolerance of other
nations' problems has been taught through
its penetrating eyes. All peoples, irrespective
of thought, find instantaneous expression
and common understanding in the newsfilm.'
"Like the great news syndicates, the Associated Press, the United Press, International
News, of whose tremendous service the public
is so fully aware, the Pathe News is now
world wide, its tentacles reaching into every
nook and corner of the earth — civilized and
uncivilized — its thousands of lenses focussed
on every political development, witnessing
the pagentry and the tragedy of every people ;
peering into the customs and habits of every
land; holding the mirror to every phase of
human activity everywhere.
"Although its purpose is similar to that
of the newspaper, the newsfilm plays a different role. Its objective is to bring its
readers to the very scene of an event, making them eye witnesses, so that ihey not
only see what transpires but can feel its

Notables

pulse. The deadly accuracy and the vivid
realism of the newsfilm has brought it to
the heights of purpose and the utility which
it now occupies. It has reeled its way into
the confidence of millions of persons. One
might say that it has won a place of affection as well as of trust. Supplementing the
service of the country's great newspapers,
this graphic portrayal is enabling the public
to form clearer judgments of world events
and guiding it to more intelligent understanding. The excursion 'round the world on
which it takes its readers in the fifteen minutes of each issue, as if on the wings of time,
has made it possible for them to see and to
become acquainted with other lands. The
lions of Trafalgar Square are just as familiar to American audiences as the Woolworth
Building to the Englishman. The sufferings
of Japan in the tragic hours following the
earthquake were felt from the screens of the
globe.
New

York's

Theatres
Total 434,595

Seats

New York City's motion picture theatres
have a total seating capacity of 434,595, according to a report of License Commissioner
Quigley. There are 548 licensed picture
houses in the city, divided as follows :
Brooklyn has 224 houses, 168,226 seats ^
Manhattan, 174 houses, 137,143 seats; Bronx,
71 houses, 66,743 seats ; Queens, 67 houses,
55,887 seats ; Richmond, 12 houses 6,596 seats.
* * *
New Name
Baltimore. — The * Exhibitors
League of
* * %
Maryland, Inc., has changed its name to the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland.

Loew-Red

Seal

Booking

Loew's, Inc., through David Loew, signed a
contract this week with Edwin Miles Cadman,
whereby the entire series of Ko-Ko Song
Car-Tunes will play in all the Loew houses m
New York City.

Vice-President Dawes headed the list of notables attending
the fifteenth anniversary of Pathe News at the Hotel Plaza,
New York.
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PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS
SEVEN TYPES of motion picture film,
each with an entirely different chemical treatment, were used by Camerman Peverell Marley in obtaining the photographic effects in
De Millie's "The Road
* * to* Yesterday."

THE PRO-DIS-CO CLUB composed
of the executives, department heads and employees of Producers Distributing Corporation, will assemble at the Hotel Empire Tuesday evening, November 24th, for a dinner
and theatre party. Dinner will be served at
7 p. m. Afterward the party will attend the
performance of "Kosher Kitty Kelly" at
Dalv's Theatre. . * * *
R. H. HALL, Assistant Secretary of the
Board of Public Works, Republic of Panama, on his first visit to the United States
in 27 years, visited the De Mille Studio last
week, where he watched progress of the
current Rod La Rocque production, "Braveheart," as directed by Alan Hale. Mr. Hall
told Mr. De Mille that, exiled as he is from
America, he gets a great kick out of pictures,
which he acclaims as the one great medium
through which he keeps in contact with
American ideas and customs.FRANK R. STRAYER whose latest
achievement is "Lure of the Wild," a Columbia Pictures Corporation production featuring the hew marvel dog, Lightning, was discovered by Harry Cohn, in charge of production for this organization. Mr. Strayer,
who was formerly "one of the best known assistant directors in the motion picture • industry was given his first opportunity to reveal his directorial genius when he was signed
"Enemy of Men."
to direct
by
The Harry
adage Cohn
that has
now become old in the
motion picture industry, "new faces needed
for
the of
screen,"
also applies to the directorial
branch
this art.
* * *
FOR ONE PICTURE, at least, Monte
Blue and Marie Prevost are to De reunited.
Exhibitors and fans alike will find satisfaction in the announcement made this week by
Warner Brothers that Mr. Blue and Miss
Prevost will be starred together in "Other
Women's Husbands."
The, reunion of this extraordinarily popular
teamrfs being effected in response to what
may' fairly be called a popular demand.
Neither1 Mr: Blue nor Miss Prevost has evef
scored more heavily than when in the other's
company, and each numbers such attractions
as "Cornered," "The Dark Swan," "Recompense," and "Kiss Me Again," in which they
shared honors.
Both the story and scenario of "Other
Women's Husbands" are by E. T. Lowe, Jr.,
who was responsible for "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" and other big productions.
As so far recruited the cast comprises Mr.
Blue playing the husband, Miss Prevost as
the wife, Huntly Gordan as the best friend
and Phylis Haver as the vamp.
* # *
AN ANNOUNCEMENT
from the Fox
West Coast studios adds another name to the
cast of "The Ancient Mariner," to be released for the coming Christmas holidays.
The addition is Wilson Benge, who will have
a part in the modern version of Samuel Taylor Coleridge's dramatic classic. The story as
originally written will be presented as a fantasy, in conjunction with the present day
conception.
* * *
GEORGE WALSH, who is making a
series of six modern, action romances for
Chadwick Pictures Corporation, will not
come to New York, as previously announced,
but will start work shortly on his fourth
starring vehicle of the current season. The
new* picture will be a screen version of "The
Test of Donald Norton," the popular novel
from the pen of Robert E. Pinkerton. The
story, a North Woods mystery thriller, provides a new background for the fast moving
action stories for which this star is noted.

DOES AN APPLE a day keep the
physician from calling? This question was
given a test by Rod La Rocque, the Cecil
De Mille Star, while on location in the
middle of the great apple belt in Oregon
filming "Braveheart" It seems thaj when Director Alan Hale accidentally sprained his
ankle, Rod fed him apples for two days and
at the end of that time it was found necessary to call a doctor.
* * *

Dolores Costello as she appears in
the Paramount production of Fannie
Hurst's story, "Mannequin."
The cast is now being selected and will be
announced shortly. It is expected that Joan
Meredith, who has appeared in several Walsh
features, will be in the cast.
Walsh has recently completed "The Count
of Luxembourg," an adaptation of Franz
Lehar's popular operetta, in which he will
be featured with an all star cast, including
Helen Lee Worthing, James Woods Morrison, Michael Dark, Lola Todd, Lucille LaVerne, Charles Requa and Joan Meredith.
"The Count of Luxembourg" will be released January 15th.
* * *
CLAUDE
GILLINGWATER, who
was brought to New York from Hollywood
to play the part of a millionaire steel mill
owner in First National's big steel picture,
"Men of Steel," has been forced by illness
to drop out of the cast and return to Hollywood. Gillingwater caught a slight cold when
he reached New York. The company went to
Birmingham three weeks ago to shoot steel
mill and iron mine scenes, and while there
his cold grew worse. Finally, on advice of
his physician, he returned to California. His
place has not yet been filled, but there has
been no let down in shooting, for Director
George Archainbaud has been filming the
scenes in which Gillingwater had no part.
sfc ^ *K
OLIVER B. GARVER, a former Los
Angeles newspaper man, and more recently
in the advertising business in Hollywood, has
been secured for the publicity department of
the DeMille Studio by Barrett C. Kiesling,
publicity director. Garver will start immediately publicizing Rod La Rocque; Leatrice
Joy, Lillian Rich, Vera Reynolds and other
Cecil B. De Millie players

"THE
UNCHASTENED WOMAN,"
the Chadwick Pictures Corporation special
production of the Louis K. Anspacher play,
which served as a return vehicle for Theda
Bara, is meeting with enthusiastic receptions
in all parts of the country. "The Unchastened
Woman," which was directed by James
Young from Douglas Doty's adaptation of
the play,
one of
most preten-is
tious is
offerings.
TheChadwick's
scenic background
varied, providing a strong contrast between
the spectacular settings of European cities
and the slums of New York. Several prominent players are in the support cast. Wyndham Standing plays the leading role opposite
Miss Bara. Others include Eileen Percy,
Dale Fuller, John Miljan, Harry Northrup
and Mayme Kelso.
* * *
HARRY LANGDON
has moved his
effects to the First National Studios, Hollywood. The comedian, who will appear in
feature length comedies for that organization, is comfortably housed within the walls
of the big studio and has closeted himself
with his quintette of gag men, making final
preparations for the filming of his first feature under the direction of Harry Edwads.
Shooting will start this week.
Langdon enjoys the distinction of being
the most talked about comedian on the
screen today. Before he signed with First
National, every big distributing organization
sought his services. He is considered as an
ace bet, and ace comedians are not to be
picked up on every corner in Hollywood. Just
what sort of picture Harry Langdon is going
to make is not as yet disclosed. Only his
inner office knows. He wants to be cotnpletely sure of his vehicle before he reveals
its contents.
* * *
JACK STARNES, flashy halfback of
the Florida University eleven. last fall, has
transferred his pigskin activities to the
movies. Needing a player of ability to appear
witht Rod LaRocque in a big game staged
from the motion picture production, "Braveheart," Director Alan Hale secured Starnes
to give the football scenes in this picture the
proper punch. Starnes plays quarterback on
the team, with Rod at half. "Braveheart"
will be La Rocque's next release through Producers Distributing Corporation. Lillian Rich
is filling the feminine lead.

Questions,
suggestions, criticisms and communications
are
cordially invited by EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
and
Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.
Help us to even make these
papers better than they are.
That is our ambition.
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Friendly — no, not enemies.
Just friendly, these two. Harry
B. Walthal, of the kindly eyes, who played the villain in
P. D. C.'s "Simon the Jester," and Rupert Julian, director, of
"Three Faces East."
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Talk about bowling champions! Why, Jimmy Smith, the
country's best, shown here with "Our Gang" of Pathe
comedies, pinned a large medal on Farina when he watched
the dusky starlet juggle two of the big billiard balls —
Farina showed him how to play with two balls at once.
Yum! Yum! What a Thanksgiving feast Fay Lanphier is going
to have. Miss Lanphier, who
w'is Miss America of the Atlantic City beauty pageant has a
featured role in Paramount's
"The American Venus."

Carmel Myers as Iras, the
Egyptian charmer in Fred
Niblo's "Ben Hur," now being
•completed on the Coast. MetroGoldwyn-Mayer is producing
the Lew Wallace play and novel
by arrangement with A. L. Erlanger from the adaptation made
by June Mathis.

Ernst Lubitsch, Warner Bros,
director, shivered while on his
visit to Toronto, on location for
"Lady Windermere's Fan," and
longed for that dear California.
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(Left) The prize role
of the season, offered by Cecil De
Mille in "The Volga
Boatman" for P.D.C.
goes to this browneyed, fair haired
daughter of Virginia,
barely in her twenties. And, say what
do you think her
name ought to be?
That's
right — Elinor
Fair.

(Right)theErnest
Torrence
Paramount
star is such a good
Scotchman that he
even has a Scotch
terrier for a companion. Whistle,
and
"Bunkie"
and call
(maybe)
the
dog will run to you.
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Making new history for short products — this company. Little
Arthur Trimble as Buster and his gang who put out the
Buster Brown Comedies for Universal.
Great time had by all at the laying of the corner stone for
the new Fox exchange in New York. Harry Buxbaum showing Boro President Miller what to do with the film that was
placed in the niche.
These three spirited dancers appear in "Sally, Irene and Mary", the coming MetroGoldwyn-Mayer product. It must be a high-stepping picture, says we. Edward
Dowling wrote the original stage success, and Louis Leighton fixed it up for the
pictures.

Radio fans recently were given a treat
when S. H. MacKean, News Editor of International Newsreel spoke on "How the
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Big Chief Um-Pah Rod La Rocque with his family of
adopters. The P. D. C. star is made a bona fide member of
an old tribe of real Indian chiefs. He's the tall one in the
center.

Emanuel Cohen, Editor of Pathe News met Vice-president
and Mrs. Dawes upon their arrival in New York to attend
the 15th Anniversary dinner of Pathe News. It was a gala
affair, with a long list of world notables in attendance.

It's always an amusing sight to extra cowboys to see the
star he-man of the picture daub himself with the paints and
powders necessary for good screening.
Here' is Art Acord,
making up for "Mavericks" for Universal release.

Director Goulding discovered Miss Jane

Dorothy Mackaill hails from England.
That's why, when some British boats came
near enough to the First National studios, the tars paid her a visit. With Edwin
Carewe and Dolores del Roi, they had some pretty fair host(esses).

Arden as one of the extra girls in Metro's
"Sally, Irene and Mary." She looks like a
real find and will be a strong contender
for the 1927 Wampas Baby honors. Miss
Arden has been in pictures for about a
year, her blonde beauty attracting much
favorable attention.
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Gets

Famous

Decision

Over

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
New Jersey scored this week one of their
greatest victories in the court of arbitratioi,
when the Philadelphia Film Board of Trade
on Tuesday decided for them in a test on
exhibitor contractual rights regarding Famous Players-Lasky's "Conquered."
The significance of the Philadelphia
board's ruling should elate every exhibitor
holding a Famous Players contract throughout the country, since it establishes a precedent upon which they can obtain the release
and delivery to them of the next Swanson
picture produced or released by the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, instead of paying an increased price.
The decision establishes that it was not
which induced the
picturein "Conquered"
the
exhibitor
this test case, I. M. Hirschblond
of the Tracco Theatre, Toms River, New
Jersey, to buy the Paramount output. On
±he contrary it specifically relates that it was
the magnitude of the star, Gloria Swanson,
which was chiefly instrumental in getting
Hirschblond's signature to the contract.
The decision thus substantiates in every
respect the contention of Joseph M. Seider,
Business Manager of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, who vigorously
prosecuted the action after procuring and
making a thorough study of the evidence.
Under the terms of the Philadelphia
Board's verdict, Famous Players-Lasky must
deliver the next picture which Miss Swanson makes for that company. This does not
mean any picture which the star has already
made and which has not been generally released but any feature which may be made
with Miss Swanson in the starring role in
lieu of "Conquered," production plans for
which were recently abandoned and the release from delivery was sought by Famous
Players.
* * *
To

Be

Honored

LOS ANGELES.— A testimonial dinner
patterned along the Unes of the famed
Gridiron Club dinners in Washington and
the nationally celebrated Lambs Gambol of
New York, to be given in honor of Sid
Grauman at the Biltmore Hotel the night of
December 3 by the motion picture industry
promises to be the most brilliant affair of
its kind ever attempted in the West.

The affair, which is to be given in recognition of Grauman's activities in Los Angeles and Hollywood and of his interest in
the motion picture industry throughout the
country, is sponsored by the Wampas. It
will be the first time the organization has
ever accorded such an honor.
^
Gobel

Closes

Richey
On
Tour
DETROIT.— H. M. Richey, business
manager of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan, will leave this month for a tour
through the state with the view of
increasing the enrollment of the state
organization and with consulting exhibitors on their various problems.
He plans to visit ten exhibitors a day
on his trip. His word to them is "get
your ises
questions
that if he ready."
cannot Richey
answer promthese
himself he will take the questions up
on returning to Detroit and use the
mails for replies.

in
"Conquered"

Grauman

Activities

Exhibitor

Columbia

BRISTOL, Va.-Penn.— Due to what he
terms excessively bad business, C. A. Gobel
has closed his Columbia Theatre, which was
located on the Tennessee side. Gobel has
consolidated his efforts on his two remaining theatres in Bristol which are situated
in close proximity on the Virginia side of
the town.
,
; t

Case

Mr. Seider could not personally attend
the hearing because of an urgent meeting of
the administrative committee of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America which
was attended by men who had traveled great
distances.
Mr. Seider assigned his personal representative, Leon Rosenblatt and Norman
Samuelson, counsel for the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New Jersey to appear
before the Philadelphia Board.
Commenting upon the decision Mr. Seider
declared : "The entire procedure and the
verdict is the greatest emulation of the principle of arbitration when fairly conducted.
It will be recalled that the Philadelphia Film
Board of Trade offered to us the right to
select our own exhibitor arbitrators. Because of this offer we were convinced of the
sincerity of the Philadelphia Board and instead, presented the case before their usual
board. This vouches for the fairness of the
verdict and, as Business Manager of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
it is my hope that this will settle the matter
for the country and that Famous Players
will release the next Gloria Swanson picture
that they produce, or release, to contract
holders of the picture 'Conquered' at the
present contract price, and further, that they
will release all those present contract holders
who so desire it, from the playing of the
picture 'Conquered' if produced with another

star."
Metro-Goldwyn's

Seattle Film

SEATTLE.— At its regular Monday meeting the Northwest Film Board of Trade
elected three exchange members to the
Seattle Arbitration Board. Appointments
were : Jay A. Gage, Seattle Educational
manager, three year term ; W. J. Drummond,
Producers, two years, and C. M. Hill, MetroGoldwyn, one year. * * *
New

Up

Advance reports of big grosses being
rolled up by pre-view showings of Erich
von Stroheim's "The Merry Widow," starring Mae Murray and John Gilbert, are
pouring
into exhibitors.
Metro-Goldwyn's
enthusiastic
Small offices
towns from
and
large are greeting this Metro-GoldwynMayer production with the same unequalled
applause and enthusiasm which the film
aroused at its Chicago premiere at the Roosevelt Theatre, where it is in its fifth big week,
and in New York at Gloria Gould's Embassy, where it has been playing since opening in August.
"Von Stroheim's 'The Merry Widow'
opened at my Paris Theatre yesterday,"
wires Don Nichols, Manager of the Durham
Amusement Company in Charlotte, N. C,
"with the weather man against it. We had
the worst weather we have had this year.
In the face of this we had to use the S.R.O.
Today, with weather not much better, we
topped the opening day. All the flowery
things Gloria Gould has said of 'The Merry
Widow' does not tell the half of it. Congratulations to you and to the 'Widow.' "
A wire from Metro-Goldwyn's exchange
in Cleveland, O., reports that the film has
been held over a second week at the Valentine Theatre in Toledo and also at the Allen
Theatre in Akron. Also that on opening at
the Stillman in Cleveland the picture has
equalled the house record and is building
daily, and that the film has been held over
at the Grand Opera House in Canton, O.

Management

LA GRANGE, Ga.— The Strand Theatre
which was recently purchased by R. T. Hill,
of Tullahoma, Tenn., will have its formal
opening next Monday under the name of the
New Fairfax Theatre.
* * *
Theatre Destroyed
The Scenic Theatre in Appleton, Minn.,
operated by R. G. Risch, was destroyed by
fire recently. E. G. Taylor, a fireman, was
hurt. No lives were lost.

"Merry

Rolling

Board

Widow"

Impressive

Grosses

Another wire, from M-G's Oklahoma Exchange, reports that the film is being held
over for a second week at the Sun Theatre
in Omaha, Neb.
Variety, theatrical trade sheet, heads its
report on the financial returns being registered in Chicago for the week with the
statement that "The Merry Widow" alone
among pictures in the Windy City showed
life in the box-office, and continued to draw
capacity audiences to the Roosevelt Theatre.
These reports on pre-view showings foreshadow unequalled success for the film
throughout the country.
"The Merry Widow" is a picturization of
the Lehar-Leon-Stein operetta as produced
by Henry W. Savage on the stage and as
adapted to the screen by Director von Stroheim and Benjamin Glazer.
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BOX

STELLA

OFFICE

DALLAS

United Artists Release. Produced by Samuel Goldrvyn. From the novel by Olive
Higgins Prouty. Directed by Henry
King.
Length, I 0 reels. .
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
.Stephen Dallas
Ronald Colman
Stella Dallas
Belle Bennett
Helen Morrison
Alice Joyce
-Ed Munn
Jean Hersholt
Laurel Dallas
Lois Moran
Richard Grovesnor
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Miss Philiburn
Vera .Lewis
Mrs. Grovesnor
Beatrice Prior
The suicide of his father leads Stephen Dallas to
.break his engagement to Helen Morrison, and retire
to a strange town. There he meets Stella Martin,
of low family background and vulgar habits. In a
susceptible moment he marries her. A baby is born
to them. Dallas, unable to lift his wife to his own
level, leaves her to reside in the city. He meets his
old sweetheart, now a widow. Meanwhile Stella has
centered her affection on Laurel, the daughter, who
often visits her father and becomes friendly with her
father's friend. Wishing to sacrifice her own happiness for her todaughter's
Stella
agreeshistoformer
allow
her husband
divorce good,
her and
marry
sweetheart, so Laurel may enjoy a cultured life.
Laurel retuses to leave her mother. Stella decides
on a supreme sacrifice, marrying a sordid companion,
so that Laurel will feel free. The plan works and
Stella lives to see Laurel married amid the splendors
of a high-society wedding.
By Michael L. Simmons
^HERE'S
a lot
language
I'd like to
spill about
thisof film.
High-powered
superlatives; a vivid description of its effect
on a "hard-boiled" professional audience;
my own emotional reaction to it, and so on.
That's how it's got me. For straight-forward box-office pertinency, however, I'll
shoot, in Film Row's direct lingo: "Boys,
here's one for you! Story, acting, cast, direction, heart-interest, a mother-love theme
— all primed to bring home the bacon in
thick, healthy slices."
A film man is taught by many conflicting experiences to be wary of declaring a
film the finest he's ever seen. One never
knows what may be lurking just around the
corner. Then follows the embarrassment
of reviving the use of 92 karat adjectives.
This thought keeps me from saying this
is the finest thing I've seen. And, if I may
proceed on the basis that perhaps time has
dimmed the vivid moments of past masterpieces, then I will say: "This one has
struck the most responsive chord in me."
Certainly, it is the finest thing of its kind
I've ever seen.
With the same reservation, I say, here
are character portrayals — Belle Bennett's
and Lois Moran's — second to none.
Without reservation, I say, here is a motherlove theme that has touched me more deeply
than any similar topic.
I've learned again that it can be done.
Tense gripping drama : without gun-play ;
without fist fights; without violence of any
kind. An entrancing spectacle: without
mob scenes ; without colossal sets ; without
trick photography. Love interest — powerfully moving, appealing: without ten-minute
kisses; without wrestling or acrobatics of
any kind. Can you beat it?

STAGE

REVIEWS

STRUCK

Paramount Photoplay. Story by Frank RAdams. Directed by Allen Divan.
Length, 6,691 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jennie H igen
Gloria Swanson
Orme Wilson
Lawrence Gray
Lillian Lyons
Gertrude Astor
Hilda Wagner
Marguerite Evans
Buck
Ford Sterling
Mrs. Wagner
Carrie Scott
Mr. Wagner
Emil Hoch
Soubrette
Margery Whittington
Jennie Hagen, a small-town waitress, idolizes the
flap-jack artist in her restaurant. He in turn spends
his affections on actresses. To him they are at the
heights in deserving adulation. Jennie then conceives the idea of winning him by taking a correspondence course in acting. Later, by a chance
meeting with the owner of a floating theatre, she
gets a chance to appear before the footlights. From
that point, matters take a peculiar turn, resulting
in her
and
his beau's
proposaldepreciation
to her. of the acting profession,
By Michael L. Simmons
QLORIOUS GLORIA had a line of
customers a block long and six-ply
clamoring for admission. Nor were they
disappointed. Miss Swanson rewarded
their patience with an entertaining variety of
slap-stick capers, delightfully portrayed,
and thoroughly enjoyed.
To say that Gloria reveals comedy gifts
heretofore unsuspected, would not be putitcorrectly.
"Manhandled"
us
that tingshe
can revert
to the Mack taught
Sennett
motif with credit. Nevertheless, many of
her admirers will be surprised at the antics
she unfolds in her neat comedy tent.
You can visualize the situation by picturing Gloria as a down-at-the-heels waitress, always in trouble, and the target for
laughter everywhere. There is a charming
sensitiveness in her portrayal that hangs each
laugh on the brink of a tear. In other
words, a sort of Charlie Chaplin pathos.
Picture Gloria as the masked marvel in
a female boxing show and you have a further idea of the possibilities for hilarious
action. These possibilities are made the
most of. That alone should sum up, succinctly, the star's contribution to the film.
Of interest is the star's new leading man,
Lawrence Gray, who does very well as a
flap-jack tosser, idolized by the wistful little
waitress, but who on his own part, idolizes
actresses. Scenes of a floating theatre on
the Ohio River, contribute an element of
novelty. Ford Sterling, as the ballyhoo
drummer for his own show, adds an appreciable amount of amusement.
The opening and closing sequences are
in color, well done as such things go. To
my mind, color treatment still has many
strides to make before a perfect illusion is
achieved. Nevertheless, in this film, it does
create a certain gorgeous impressiveness.
As to exploitation: how does one exploit
a Swanson picture if not to throw all the
weight of the billing, lobby-lure, advertisetc., behind
nameThe
of the
That's
what ing,the
Rivoli the
did.
firststar.
paragraph
tells you what happened.

SIMON, THE
JESTER
P. D. C. Photoplay.
Directed by George
Melford.
Frances Marion s adaptation
of original story by W m. J. Loc^e.
Length, 6,168 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Simon Brandt
de Gex
Eugene
O'Brien
Lola
,
Lillian
Rich
Dale Kynnersly
Edmund Burns
Brandt
Henry B. Walthall
Midget
William Piatt
Three men are in love with a woman. One, a
youth, who was more enamoured by love than by
the woman. Another with the jealousy and passion
of aj man distracted. The third with all the tenderness and sincerity of a man who was well able to
appreciate the real charm and worth of the woman.
He, the his
thirddaysone,werewasnumbered,
called "the
Jester,"
for
knowing
he even
mocked
Death. But that was before he met the woman.
Now he must live. And live, he does. Then, in the
very sarnie room where not so long ago he drank a
toast to ''The greatest 'adventure — Death," he now
drinks again to the greatest adventure — Woman !
By Hank
^

Linet

BEAUTIFUL
picture, novel
this of
screen
version of the beloved
the

same name, "Simon the Jester." So deftly
has Frances Marion handled the situations
of the written story that it still remains a
function of the imagination to get the full
significance of the pictures thrown upon the
screen. Just as if some hidden person were
reading the story to the audience, and the
screen simply the reflection of the mind's
reaction.
Eugene O'Brien as Simon de Gex, engages in a fist fight — but it is not the fight
that the mind sees, but rather his struggle
for a beautiful ideal. That ideal is Lola
Brandt, a woman of the circus, admirably
portrayed by Lillian Rich.
The Midget, played by William Piatt,
dies from a knife-wound. Yet the depression that a death scene brings about is submerged in his happiness that life had allowed him to bring together two souls that
longed for each other.
And you, Brandt, arch villain, was it
not the burning love for that woman that
drove you to commit those dastardly deeds?
After all, even you are not to be so easily
condemned.
One sighs because it is so beautiful a picture— so soft and sincere. And again one
sighs at times for another reason — and is
tolerant nevertheless. Tolerant when
O'Brien forgets here and there that the
picture is moving in the romantic 6/8 tempo
of the serenade and interposes an operatic
ad lib or recltato. But these moments are
short, and gives one time to reflect for a
moment on scenes that have just passed by.
* * *
And so it really seems that the stellar
honors are really to go to Miss Marion,
the scenarist, and to George Melford, the
director. In the face of the high standard
of acting, that certainly is leaving no doubts
about the entertainment value of the film.
Play up the circus angle for your ballyhoo exploitation.
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ARIZONA

SWEEPSTAKE

Universal Gibson- J ervel. Adaptation by
Isidore Bernstein. Directed by Clifford
Smith.
Length, 5,418 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
"Coot" Caddigan
Hoot Gibson
Nell Savery
Helen Lynch
Jonathan Carey
Philo McCullough
"Stuffy" McGee
George Ovey
Col. Tom Savery
Emmett King
Detective Donnelly
Tod Brown
Mrs. McGuire
Kate Price
The McGee Kids Billy Schaeffer, Jackie Morgan
and Turner Savage
"Coot"
Caddigan,
cowpuncher,
the with
China-a
town section
of Frisco,
and makesvisits
friends
gang of thugs. A man is shot and "Coot" is
charged with the crime. He hides away in "Stuffy"
McGee's
the little
has
to beroom,
homewhere
on alivecertain
date,McGees.
when he"Coot"
is to
ride in a horse race, on which depends the winning
of a bride, and the saving of her father's ranch, who
has bet his all on the race. "Stuffy" is "pinched,"
and "Coot" takes the little McGees and repairs to
the ranch. There, just prior to entering the race,
he is located by a detective. It seems all up with
him, but "Coot" manages to escape and take his
place in the race. This he wins after a neck and
neck struggle with a designing rival, and soon thereafter comes a telegram to the sheriff acquitting
"Coot" of any part in the crime.
By Michael L. Simmons

WANDERING

FOOTSTEPS

A Banner Production. Released by Henry
Ginsberg Distributing Co. Adapted
from the novel, "A Wise Son," by
Chas. Sherman. Directed by Phil
Rosen.
Length, 5,060 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Timothy Payne
Alec B. Francis
Helen Maynard
Estelle Taylor
Hal Whitney
Bryant Washburn
Elizabeth Stuyvesant Whitney ....Eugenie Besserer
Matilda
Ethel Wales
Mr. Maynard
Phillips Smalley
Dobbins
Sidney Bracey
Billy
Frankie Darro
Hal Whitney, a young millionaire, wanders drunk
to a large park where he meets Timothy Payne, once
aandgentleman,
but now
a "bum."
become friends
Hal decides
to make
Payne They
his adopted
father.
They go to a lawyer, who draws up the papers.
Then Hal persuades Payne to accompany him on a
yacht trip. Hal's sweetheart, Helen Maynard, is
very refuses
indignant
whenanything
she learns
associate
and
to have
furtherof toHal's
do with
him.
Hal is torn with conflict, for he loves Helen dearly
and also feels that Payne is a good influence to him.
Helen later realizes the injustice of her prejudice
and asks Hal's forgiveness. They both set out for
Payne's
give him
tidings.
they leamhome,
thattoPayne
and the
Hal glad
s mother
haveThere
just
tied the nuptial knot they having been childhood
sweethearts.
By Peggy Goldberg

ured drolgood-nat
GIBSON
JJOOT lery,
his smile, 'S
ease
camera
his perfect
in every sort of situation, and his more tangible abilities with horse and fists, supply a
characterization familiar to his admirers,
and one that will satisfy newcomers as well,
if they can be enticed to patronize a Western.
There are some people distinctly opposed
to viewing a Western, but even this class

is avincing
rather
far-fetched
and gounconmelodrama
that might
with
the less sophisticated.
i Years ago, before motion pictures had
reached the heights they have attained, this
undoubtedly would have been acceptable.
However, the motion picture public has
learned to admire the better things in drama,
as well as expert direction, photography

should find "The Arizona Sweepstake"
pleasant divertissement. Hoot's picture,
though in the literal sense a Western, is by
nature of its treatment and his own versatility, endowed with entertainment appeal
of wider scope than that usually associated

and acting. "Wandering Footsteps," lacking in these qualities, will therefore not go
with the sophisticated at all. They will
find it difficult, for instance, to accept the
plausibility of Helen giving up her sweetheart because he befriends a man who is

with the "cactus and chaps" type of film.
There is a story to this film as there must
be a story to every film, and since the latter concerns itself with a prairie background,
the story here has a certain amount of detail in relation to cowboys, horses, lariats
and the like. But unlike most Westerns,
the story in this case has no definite relation to the entertainment value of the film.
It is the incident and by-play, mostly of
a humorous kind, that make up a vehicle
that shows off Hoot's special talents in a
way that assuredly pleases and amuses.
Another attraction is the diversity of setting. The locales are not exclusively confined to the range.
The picture opens up in the Chinatown
district of 'Frisco, where men are just as
speedy on the draw and as eager to demonstrate this facility as they are in the wild
and woolly. Thus the spectator's eye is
given a change of atmosphere, a fact which
tends to keep the interest alive as the action
unfolds.
Talking of action, by the way — wait
till you see the horse race. You'll know
what the meaning of the term "horsepower" is. Memories of Man o' War,
Morvich, Zev, and the like, will take on a
new meaning as you see the magnificent
thoroughbreds lined up in the Sweepstake
flash by, down hill, scaling rocky barriers,
over hedges, and across grassy plains as
level as a pool table.

^HIS

really innately fine — especially since he
seems to be making a man out of Hal — and
more especially since she herself is actively
interested in uplift work.
On the other hand, it may appeal to
those not greatly concerned with the frailties of human nature, to whom a picture
with the love interest throughout is sufficiently entertaining.
It is surprising that even the grandeur of
style and lavishness of settings looked for
in a society melodrama are wanting.
As the story is adapted from the novel,
"A Wise Son," it opens the way for a
tie-up with book shops. Of course, Estelle
Taylor and Bryant Washburn are names
that may be played up with advantage.
Another exploitation stunt that suggests
itself is a ballyhoo in the form of a "sandwich" man representing the book; — in other
words, an animated book bearing the title
"A Wise Son."
Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW staff of
reviewers are capable men who thoroughly realize their responsibility. It
is true that reviews are the opinion
of one man, but it is also true that
experience and training count for a
great deal in reviewing. But at all
times you can count upon our reviewers not sidestepping, but reviewing with honest and absolute candor.

THE

SCARLET

SAINT

First National Photoplay. Adapted from
"The Lady Who Ptayed Fidele," by
Gerald Beaumont. Directed by George
Archainbaud.
Length, 6,880 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Fidele Tridon
Mary Astor
Philip Collett
Lloyd Hughes
Baron Badeau
Frank Morgan
Mr. Tridon
Jed Prouty
Josef
Jack Raymond
Trainer
George Neville
Cynthia
Frances Grant
Butler
J. W. Jenkins
Betrothed as a child to Baron Badeau, Fidele
Tridon finds herself in love with Philip Collett on
the eve of her marriage. She p;ans to elope. The
Baron tricks Philip into a fake duel. The Baron is
wounded and Philip goes to jail. To free Philip,
Fidele marries the Baron, but flees with Philip after
the ceremony. The Baron is stricken with paralysis,
and when Fidele hears of it, her conscience compels
her to return and nurse him. A year later, Fidele
learns he is feigning illness, and at the point of a
gun forces him to select from two glasses of water,
one of which contains poison. The Baron, seeing
the game is up, offers her her freedom, and Fidele
comes into her rightful love.
By Michael L. Simmons
average story, treated in an average
way, and of no particular distinction
at any point. Exception may be made of
Mary Astor, who can be said to contribute
whatever merit the film boasts of. It is
never more than mildly entertaining. Now
and then, a pretty interior, and scenes of
New

Orleans' Mardi Gras, furnish fragments of interest. Small town audiences

may welcome it for its illusion of wealth
and luxury.
We have made an exception of Mary
Astor. This beautiful and gifted girl
stands out as the highlight of the whole
picture. But her gifts, though having frequent opportunities to register, suffer from
the lack of co-ordination in her supporting
principal — Lloyd Hughes. Hughes, a very
presentable chap, contributes very little besides masculine
good looks. way.
He's handsome in a
clean-cut
Now that I reflect on it, poor casting
psychology seems to be the major fault.
One can't help being won to the attractive
personality and other admirable qualities
of the villain. Alongside the villain, the
hero cuts a rather meagre figure. Figure
the effect of that on an audience that likes
to see the better man win.
Those little, but important, things called
"touches," usually revealing the adept hand
of the director, seem woefully lacking.
These are what breathe "soul" into a picture. And that is what "The Scarlet
Saint" lacks. At moments it holds the
interest; at other moments it even entertains. But at no time does it stir. Never
does it catch the senses in a responsive rush
of emotion. That leads to one conclusion.
The picture is ordinary.
There are definite elements that may
recommend it to your own particular kind
of audience. There is a horse-race, which
lends a certain amount of excitement to one
scene. You can use this sequence to exploit
the film. Then, there is Mary Astor, whose
beauty and generally alluring qualities will
undoubtedly find admirers. For further
exploitation, the antics of a parrot offer a
tie-up opportunity with the owner of a bird
store.
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THE

CLASH
OF
WOLVES

THE

Warner Brothers Photoplay. From the
story by Charles Logue. Directed by
Noel Smith.
Length, 6,478 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lobo (Leader of the Wolves)
Rin-Tin-Tin
Mary Barstowe
June Marlowe
David Weston
"Heinie" Conklin
Sara Barstowe
Will Walling
Borax Horton
Pat Hartigan
lyobo, wolf-dog leader of a wolf pack, has a price
on his head. One day, suffering from a thorn in his
oaw, he is found by_ Dave, a borax prospector, and
befriended. The animal returns, love and loyalty.
Later Lobo saves Dave from attacks of a scheming
villain,thewhovillain
has attacks
designs the
on young
Dave's prospector
claim. Once
again
and
leaves him for dead on the site of the claim. Lobo
arrives, and Dave sends him with a message to town
for help. In the meantime a posse is hunting Lobo,
but he manages to escape them, and at the same
time decoy them to Dave. There, they learn that
Lobo is man's friend.
By Michael L. Simmons
J^IN-TIN-TIN is a magnificent animal.
He brings to the role of leader of a
wolf-pack, an intelligence, a beauty of motion, an impressive cleverness that should
find wide favor. He is a spectacle, in my
opinion, well worth the price of admission,
and I believe most others, when they see
him, will feel the same way about it.
There is a story woven into the fabric
of "The Clash of the Wolves" ; one that
involves certain episodes in the love of
the youthful borax prospector for a girl, of
his difficulty in winning her father's sanction, of a villain who aims to get both the
girl and the prospector's holdings, and so on.
This story is of comparative unimportance, though the boy is handsome, the girl
pretty, and the villain beaten. It is all a
thin device for furnishing the real hero, the
wolf-dog, with an opportunity to display
his bag of tricks. And these are various
and admirable. It is obvious throughout;
every time the human cast stacks up alongside the exploits of the animal players, the
latter stand out far ahead in the ability to
compel interest.
A picture of a litter of baby wolves
feeding at their mother's breasts, while her
mate, regal in stature and alert in bearing,
stands with a protective challenge at the
mouth of the cave, is comparable to that
which has come from the paint-brushes of
the best in the painting line.
Aside from situations of beauty, many
of which, showing the admirable dog
straining his neck from the topmost crags
of the Sierra Nevadas and silhouetted
against the spotless sky, are surpassingly
beautiful, there are active moments of interest. The spectacle of a steer cornered by
the wolf-pack, lashing out with hoof and
horn in a desperate stand for life, is indeed
breath-taking.
Rin-Tin-Tin's dashes across desert sands,
double-backing around cactus plants and
sage-brush, his primitive instincts outwitting
a hunting posse, make for action that interests and entertains. The dog furnishes
interest every time he appears. It is only
when he is off screen that the story flattens.
You have many exploitation angles on
this one. Dog shops, kennels, and the like
should be willing co-operators. Then there
is the borax angle with the grocer.

LORD

JIM

Paramount Photoplay, directed and produced by Victor Fleming from the original story by Joseph Conrad, adapted
to the screen by John Russell. Length,
6,702 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lord Jim
Percey Marmont
Jewel
Shirley Mason
Captain Brown
Noah Beery
Cornelius
Raymond Hatton
Stein
Joseph Dowling
Dain Waris
George Maerill
Sultan
Nick de Ruiz
Scoggins
J. Gunnis Davis
Yankee Joe
Jules Cowles
Tamb Itam
Duke Kahananamoku
A turn of the wheel of fate, and a man is branded
a coward and dishonorably dismissed from seamanship duty. Years pass, and ever the accusing finger
of shame pursues the unfortunate. Until at last,
far out on a native island, where he may start his
life
resurrects
his soul,of 'and
we see
him anew,
as LordtheJimman
— friend
and advisor
the heathen
natives. But because of the hardships he has undergone in his trials for recreation, he is tolerant with
some miscreants who have no thought but to do
injury. They betray his friendship and kill the
son of the rajah of the island. Lord Jim. true to
his
word,of gives
his own life in penalty — that being
the law
the land.
By Hank

ALL

Whether or not it was "saved by the bell"
is a matter of personal opinion. At any
rate, knockout or no, it remained fair entertainment,
The one difficulty, paradoxical as it mav
seem, was in the sterling manner in which
Percy Marmont, as Lord Jim. portrayed
the ragged and brow beaten unfortunate of
the first half of the story. So realistic was
he as the weakling that his last minute display of almost godly courage did not quite
register with the reviewer. It smacked too
much of movie quackery.
But as a full hour of entertainment,
"Lord Jim" is a jewel. Taking the picture in its entirety, it was fast moving and
rhythmic.
The cast was very good, with the one
slip-up mentioned above. Although it
might be added in the case of Raymond
Hatton, he too lacked just a bit the full
measure of genuineness when he made lightning rapid changes from a bully to a cowering savant. The coloring was there, but
the delicate shading was missing.
I guess the whole difficulty lay in the
fact that the picture had the makings of a
better than usual production, and perhaps
too much was expected of it. It does se^rn
that the only real criticism of it ran be
summed up in the few words: it could have
been a bit better. But it still remains,
nevertheless, a very pleasant memory.
As for "selling the picture," exhibitors
will find no difficulty at all in getting plenty
of cooperation from libraries, reading clubs,
etc. Announcement ads would reach their
greatest efficiency in the magazine section
of the local newspapers, playing up the author's name above all else.

FRYING

F. B. O. Photoplay. Story by Frank R.
Pierce. Directed by David Kirl(land.
Length, 5,519 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bart Andrews
Fred Thomson
Sheriff
Jim Marcus
"All Around" Austin
Wm. Courtwright
Jim Dawson
John Lince
Jean Dawson
Clara Horton
Mike Selby
Monte Collins
Foreman Slade
Elmo Lincoln
Newton Barber
Ruddy Logan
Bart Andrews, vagrant cowboy, is arrested by
the sheriff, chiefly because men are needed in the
road gang. At a rodeo, to which the sheriff takes
him handcuffed, a horse defies the attempts of many
to ride him. Bart begs for the chance, and the
sheriff consents. He succeeds and wins the favor
of the cowboys, who persuade the sheriff to let him
work on the Lawrence ranch. Bart learns of shady
work going on by the foreman, and is instrumental
in preventing the theft of a trainload of cattle. Later
he surprises the foreman in the act of rifling a safe
in the general store. A terrific battle ensues, at
the end of which he finally brings the foreman to
justice. Soon after, Bart reveals himself as the
missing son of the rightful owner of the ranch. He
marries the faithful caretaker's daughter.

Linet

interesting picture that will certainly
be appreciated by readers of Joseph
Conrad, for the screen adaptation contains
much of the genius of the writer. And
true, too, it contains some genuine acting
for a goodly portion of the 6,700 odd feet.
Only toward the end does it start to weaken.

AROUND
PAN

By Michael L. Simmons
T^HIS

picture is not, as the title may im-

ply, akitchen comedy. "Frying Pan"
"AJl-Around"
town,
name ofto athe
is thereference
has
manyandhectic
things that
happen from the time Fred Thomson starts
kicking up the dust of this prairie village.
What results is a brand of stunts familiar
to the followers of Fred Thomson; entertaining inthe way good red-blooded Westerns are entertaining, and plenty of excitement to salt the action.
The guiding principle of interesting
Westerns is— action. Well, the picture has
it in abundance. Not the kind to distinguish the film as a Western among Westerns, but sufficient to hold the interest and
give the customers their money's worth.
Figure it out for yourself: A near
lynching, cattle rustling, a rodeo scene, and
a battle, that is, Oh my! a battle. It starts
on the ground floor of a general store, then
works its way up a flight of stairs, descends
way down into the basement, until shelves,
stock, notions and sundry are heaped in one
wild mess, like ruins following an earthquake.
Of course, you can't speak of a Fred
Thomson picture without due credit to his
wonderful four-footed pal, Silver King. In
ancient days this horse would undoubtedly
have graced the harness of a royal entourage. Now, with the march of civilization,
he is used to better advantage.
Touches of humor, of a mild sort, are
contributed now and then by the antics of a
sheriff, whose bright new nickle-plated pair
of handcuffs are never brought into play
but that the prisoner manages to walk off
with them, his liberty included.
For exploitation — if your house caters to
the "Western" taste, run a trailer showing
in his "bronch" ;
Fred Thomson
another
flash of breaking
the terrific battle, and outs'de place a cut-out of the regal Silver King,
full of the restless dash and intelligence
that has won him many admirers.
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female sleuth, is assigned
jewels from an Algerian
frame around which to
episodes imaginable,

adventure.
to the task of recovering some stolen
potentate.
If that isn't enough of a
wind a series of the most exciting
then what does excitement mean?

There are desert scenes,
scenes in the home of
Abdullah, fights on board
ship, and what not. All
thrown together, in a very
regular order to get the
maximum gasps from the
audience.

Secret
the
ggy
PeThe
first of
of the
detective yarns
by Davis.

Dist.

Division

Service"
released
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Big- and

SELLING

THE

PICTURE

By HANK LINET
With the National Laff Month in
the offing, the committee in charge
have gotten their idea getters together
with the result that a lot of familiar
slogans were adapted' — -with some
changes and reservations — to meet the
new needs.
Here are a few in their new form :
"I walk a mile for a guffaw."
"A laugh a day will keep worries
"What
away." a whale of a difference a
few laughs will make."
"Say it with laughter."
"9.44 per cent pure laughs."
"Have you had your laugh today?"
Exhibitors are urged to get a local
contest on such slogans working in
their own immediate neighborhoods.
It is one way of starting the ball
arolling all over the country and assuring the industry that when the
month is over, the laughter will be
well warranted by increases in the
box-office receipts.
(From Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW)

Window

of Ideas

Little

for

Exhibitors

Exploiteers

Exploitation
SO

ELABORATE have been some of the reproductions of old-fashioned locomotives constructed to ballyhoo first runs of "The Iron Horse," that m many
sections of the states and Canada, these engines are being loaned out on a
rental basis for subsequent engagements.
The new idea in posters seems to be
to allow the illustration to do the
talking. "Billboards," as such, are
passe. As for example, this poster
on M-G-M's "Midshipman."

1

The Canadian "Iron Horse" ballyhoo
which was constructed as an exact replica of "The Lucy Dalton," is perhaps
the most faithfully reproduced in the
vast army of exploitation engines. The
engine which is a huge affair, mounted
on a large auto truck, with old time
diamond smoke-stack, is so constructed
that when operating, its funnel belches
black smoke, its headlight is electrically
lighted, and its bell rings automatically.
The appearance of this engine on Canadian streets, has always provided a
thrill for pedestrians, particularly when
the big "choo choo" does its proselyting
on narrow thoroughfares.

Demonstration

Exhibitors throughout Canada who
have not as yet played the Fox picture
are being circularized by the Canadian
exploitation force, with illustrated data
on the device, and a special booking department has been installed in Canadian

On "Slave of Fashion"
The idea of exploiting a picture by
having an attractive young woman demonstrate cosmetics in a window has
proved its worth again in Zanesville, O.,
where C. C. Deardourff, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, used it recently in connection with a showing of "A Slave of
Fashion," starring Norma Shearer, at
the Liberty.
In this case a colored maid in attendance upon the young lady demonstrating
the cosmetics paused at brief intervals

exchanges to supervise "Lucy's" dates.
Napkins

Ballyhoo

For

"Charley's Aunt"
Something decidedly new yet simple, inexpensive and remarkably effective inthe way of exploitation was

to hold up a card reading "Norma
Shearer, photoplay star of 'A Slave of
Fashion' at the Liberty Theatre, uses
and praises the exquisite quality of
Mello Glo toilet requisites." Large
crowds gathered about the display at
every demonstration.
Cards were carried by street cars, and
the store demonstrating the cosmetics
carried special display ads in the local
papers tying up various items with the
showing. Three special write-ups on
the cosmetics demonstration achieved
space in the dailies, and heralds were
distributed plentifully. In addition a
trailer was brought into play at
theatre.

Exploit

CREAMER'S "28"
Creamer's 28 ways in which he put
over "The Ten Commandments"
reached us too late for publication.
But it is good enough to call every
one's attention to its appearance next
week. Watch for it.

put over last week, by the Isis Theatre in Topeka, Kansas, for their showing of the Al. Christie success,
"Charley's Aunt."
In a special arrangement with all
of the big popular downtown restaurants, the theatre management
furnished their week's supply of crepe
paper napkins in the center of which
was a regular advertisement for
"Charley's Aunt" printed in blue ink,
in newspaper style.
This big idea may be duplicated
anywhere as the restaurant managers
will be glad to get a supply of napkins free of charge.
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Sharing the marquee
display with the feature
picture is one way of
getting over the message to the public that
the short is an integral
part of the regular
program in a motion
picture theatre. Lloyd
Hamilton is the featured short player, in
an Educational comedy.

m f

"The

Gold

Plays

Rush"

Day

and

Date

Showing Charlie Chaplin's "The
Gold Rush" day and date at Loew's
, Pa., and Loew's
Reading
Colonial, Harrisbu
rg, made it possible
Regent,
to put on an effective though similar
campaign in each city.
Larry
Colonial,
started
his Jacobs,
campaign Loew's
a week before
the
opening with a uniquely worded message to all city officials, from the Mayor
down, calling their attention to value

Akron

Takes

of

Advantage

Political

Campaign

FILM exploitation recently suffered a temporary setback — but only temporarily
- — out in Akron, Ohio, where the management of the Goodyear Theatre, together with a Fox exploitation agent, found themselves seemingly up against
a stone wall in getting any local interest fused on their campaign.
The reason for the Akronites being so greatly pre-occupied as to nullify their
interest in things theatrical lay in the fact that the city was just then in the throes
poli- «^
a three-cornered
hot
as
of
tical fight as Akron ever witnessed.
JUST AN INCH ON THIS PAGE
However, the engagement at stake was
— AND IT GETS YOUR ATTENTION. HOW ABOUT
YOUR
the
Fox
"Iron
Horse,"
and
something
had to be done. It was.
OWN ONE INCH
SPACE
IN
NEWSPAPER ADS?
AKRON
woke up and rubbed its eyes
collectively a few mornings later
when the front page of the Arkon
Times-Press apprised them under a
four column head that Mayor D. C.
Rybalt, Ross F. Walker and Kyle Ross,
the three candidates for the Mayoralty,
had come together on the first matter
that claimed their unified support since
the campaign started.
The matter that brought the three
warring candidates together, and bound
them up in a committee, was a prize
contest arranged to stimulate knowledge
in Akron history — and incidentally in
the forthcoming engagement of "The
Iron Horse." As proof that all party
lines were swept aside, the announcement carried statements from all three
gentlemen commending "The Iron
Horse" History Contest. The contest
consisted simply in publishing daily for
ten days the photograph of some scene
or landmark in Akron's history, and offering aprize for the best fifteen word
title describing the scene. The judging
of the titles was left to the three candidates. Three winners were selected
daily and given surprise awards tendered by Akron business houses. Tickets to "The Iron Horse" were also
presented to the winners.
WHICH
one of the candidates won
the race for the Mayoralty does
not matter. The only thing that really
counts is— that "The Iron Horse" by
reason of its unique contest rode into
its engagement at the Goodyear, with
a decided majority in its favor.

of picture entertainment, and to "The
Gold Rush" as a live wire tonic for
happiness. Brunswick record shops
carrying the Chaplin records gave big
window displays, as did the Postal
Telegraph branches displaying half
sheets of congratulatory messages to
Chaplin from Hollywood stars.
A well groomed man, wearing Tuxedo clothes, went into the better class
stores of all kinds and distributed the
Chaplin "Gold Rush" coin. This man
also carried invitations to city officials
and prominent citizens. He did not
carry any sign.
A

similar campaign

was

put on in

Harrisburg by Sidney Gates of Loew's
Regent.
The attractive 6-sheet that is pulling in business on Astor's production, "A Lover's
Oath." It lends itself in fine style for a shadow box, silhouetting the two central
figures, and letting a light shine through the moon.
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For

Over

Put

and

Theatre

New

B.

a

0.

Were

Highroad"

"Hell's

Smash

in

Denver

TTAL HORNE
is the boy who got up this line of ads for one of
the greatest little smash campaigns that was ever called to our
attention here. He had a new theatre to work for, and P. D. C. C.'s
great picture to work with — and he did put them both over, with a
capital "O."

Study

the ads.

They

suggest

some

real ideas.

Th<<y cheered ! They cheered I The brilliant audience that
filled the house last night! Acclaiming the beauty of -the
theater! The charm of the settings! The sweep of the
program! The glory! The grandeur of it all! Heigh!
Heigh! Denver! The show', on I YOUR show! THE
bright spot in town! Salute t

First FeMosaHyBuperrised Production, Directed by Euperf Julian
CECIL
B.DeMILLE'S
HELLS
WITH

HIGH

RAW

LEATRICE
JOY
Released by THE PRODUCERS' DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Asensations,
triumph abounding
of dramatisin
ALLEN
WHITES
fast un abating actionl
Lavish settings ! Gorgeous
+ COLLEGIANS*
gowns! Moonlit gardens I
Love!
Here IS romance I
ORANGE GROVE TRIO
RKESE. MAGGINETTI * WILLIAMS
HtROLI) CHRISTIE
GALA PROLOGUE!
LORI.NO COMEDY NOVELTIES GALORE!

Tomorrow
NKHTafft
c!SmorrotO/ 'Xtidatf! When
tht cJock strides ei^ttK
onli h'iludiliajl
k>Dm'Utrtof TiatninpaUl
flushf CaDta*
Uffcljlwnlu
■Unki Ojhi
valrrte*«<iwill-S^ai--'!-'-]
VOCJI
YOUl
b .Kbrwltl»<WaOUTSIDE
.j 'WELL iihiu
u liu-WtJt. iWlolSordlrTW
Ubf.Wutaal
S°wW* ifmvrlnf
<DM11h 't7Th.frtoi
'i tl Ifaar"--:-ik/didid^r
«•(!•
uqm
— 1*iMllfUk4 a*FPT
BCtJOLDIflm Uj r™n>
CECIL 6. DC MILLE'S
^•nU LEATBICE
(hoJuo-w.t*. (b*4»f.
HIGH-HOW1*
.Urrtof
JOY-HELL'S
I ALL<U«ln«.
EH WHITE'S
COLLEGIANS,
mUtutg
■»UJv>u
ib.tr
rt.iici THE -.11
ORANGE inGROVE.-itTRIO.«lA 1r~k
HAROLD
LOR
I
HG
T\alG»|«i>
STATE PRESENT At ION
Uf^a. iRtWiE/a'"*.

We're Ready! Denver! Ready
for the Big Opening Tonight
MAK£blazingAWAYt
Make
away!
Curti* Street!
Tonight!CALLThe
light* man,
Bind thewoman
bus ringForandtrumpets
calling—
ING— YOU! Every
child in areDenver!
To iwing
In with the Caravan of Joy— moving on toward THE bright spot of
the city— on toward the Foyer of Gold— TONIGHT! To share in
the glory of the mod brilliant event in the annal* of local theaterdorri—
the dazzling
theaterThe—
THE STATE!
Whatsociety
a nightopening
it will be!of Denver'*
INSIDE! newest
OUTSIDE!
hailofconfettil
balloon*! from
Multi-tight*
a millionplayingt
hue*!
Souvenir*
by theShower*
thousandof showered
the iky!of Band*
Everybody
"Heigh!TheHeigh!
STATE/UUAN!
TONIGHT!"
The
magic oflaying:
DE MILLE!
artutryForof theRUPERT
The
charm of LEATRICE
JOY!
Therhythm
dramatk
grandeurWHITE!
of "HELL'S
HIGHROAD!"
The
tint
dialing
of
ALLEN
The
•wing of hi* COLLEGIANS! The melodk *ong of the ORANGE
GROVE TRIO! The ribaldry and comedy of the CHRISTIE STUThe (weeping
LORINCl,Moulded
The decorativeDIOS!genius
of EDWINharmony
FLAGG!of HAROLD
The*el THESE!
into
one
gala remecnber—
*how by HALforever
HORNE1
For you IOqAyel
For Street
you to1
beholdbig and
I On, Denver!
to Curtis
The Magii of Joy are calling. Hail I

estwal

Opening

Prices!
STATE/
No Advance In
9
theati^e
Willi Willi

CONTINUOUS!

10 AM

to 11 P.M. 15™*

!*■*■ «!» NEW^lV OUTSIDE

40c

JURE*

m
mm. III

W mill

Hail!

the hrffiant

opening

Ji"1 «"ir ,l„i f"

of Den

*^7rM\&s
wwest- theatre beautii
srJ^triis a&qL&SS
^ffi^w^rtJSSSftlfS^ifiF -bill's.-

Y^M^fM

CECIL B.DeNIUEt lEKf mc^

A

.-:.it
HELLS
S.\

HIGHRf
l.\~/tSLE*3SO
or rMDVCt*? OlSTHIIIt'TIXe fO*MW4I
A L L E N I THE
WHITE'S
GROVEORANGE
TRIO |I CHRISTIE'S
RIOT OF FUN |I I-CWIBT PLASTEft." «J
COLLEGIANS | -"■
What A Surprise Awaits You!
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Oh?

Freshie!

marvellous reception and success that Harold Lloyd gets in his
"The Freshman" picture that was
released through the Pathe Exchanges,
is in many instances enough publicity
to let the picture ride along where
ever it is played.
But at the same time, those who
wish to cash in heavy while the cashing is good, would be wise to note that
THE

among other things, "The Freshman"
has one of the best press books that
was ever put out for a picture, and
added to that, it has a great series of
national tie-ups which were published
in a recent issue of Exhibitors Trade
Review.
To the right is one of the many
ways of handling the theatre front on
this picture. Submitted by the Royal
Theatre, Kansas City.

Shadow

Box

Cut

The
Trick
On
WHEN
the Royal Theatre, Laredo,
Texas, had Johnny Hines on the
program for two days last week, the
management of that theatre decided to
get the picture over big and with original exploitation. For ten days before

Out

"Live

Turns
Wire"

a three-sheet lithograph and pasted on
the beaverboard. Then it was touched
up with a "live wire" effect. Even the
eyes of Johnny were shown flashing
electricity. In fact, he was surcharged
with electricity, for his eyes were
"gouged out" and a piece
red tissue
paper was pasted over the ofback
of the
beaverboard in place of the eyes. Behind this piece of red tissue was a

Cyclone"

Makes

Rex Good Pub Agent
"Black Cyclone," the Pathe feature
with Hal Roach's equine star, Rex, has
any number of exploitation possibilities
as has been manifest by the many
photographic exhibits sent by exhibitors
to the Pathe Home Office. Some theatres have awarded ponies in contests
others have staged sketching contests
with Rex as the subject. From a spectacular angle the parade of society riders arranged by the Sun Theatre in
Omaha, Nebraska, tops the stunts used
to attract attention to the showings of
"Black Cyclone."

the showing of Hines in "The Live
Wire," his First National picture, slides
and trailers, in addition to special announcements were run on the screen of
both the Royal and the Strand theatres,
both of which are under the same management, while the lobby of the closed
Rialto Theatre was also pressed into
service to let people know that Hines
was at the Royal. Numerous stands,
frames and painted signs were used in
the Rialto lobby. Lithographs of various sizes were also used around the
three theatres and on the billboards of
Laredo.
But the big exploitation stunt was
arranged at the Royal on the opening
date of the picture with a painted sign,
plus a cut out, installed in the main
double-door central entrance of the theatre beneath the large electric sign with
its running and flickering lights— the
lights being made to flicker for this occasion on account of the picture — "The
Live Wire." The sign was painted on
a large piece of beaverboard 4x6 feet.
A fine likeness of Hines was cut out of

"Black

The Sun Theatre's parade of horseback riders was a small-sized circus
procession in effect. Mayor Dahlman
and a police escort headed the line and
they were followed by horseback riders
from three academies, including many
society folk of the city. Of course, the

Reproduction of the big shadow box
with great effectiveness at the Royal
atr, Laredo. Texas, when it played
National's Johnny Hines success,

used
TheFirst
"The

Live Wire."
flashing light for each eye, and this
added to the "live wire" effect of the
stunt as a whole.
The

hand-painted

sign was

appro-

priately worded with "Johnny Hines in
The Live Wire" — all in large letters
that could be read from quite a distance
away. On the bottom of the sign was
an electrical line with proper posts and
cross arms, etc.
The exploitation stunt, with its flashing effect, attracted the attention of all
passersby and many stopped and commented on the arrangement

parade of fine specimens of horsefleshattracted the attention and brought onlookers into a good frame of mind tO'
appreciate the "Black Cyclone" float
which drew up in the rear. Large cutouts of the Pathe posters on the horsefeature were the dominant note on the
float.
Needless to say the parade stunt
drew newspapers news space in addition to the word-of-mouth comment it
started in all parts of the city and the
Sun Theatre cashed-in most advantageously.
This stunt may be worked by other
exhibitors with the cooperation of locaf
riding academies and should prove
equally effective as in Omaha.
"Black Cyclone" is based upon art
original story by Hal Roach, the producer, and Fred Wood Jackman directed this unusual feature.

How

to

treasure

dig

up

than

Special

more

Captain

Exploitation

Kidd

Supplement
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"Lightnin"

Strikes
Vancouver
Orthodox Ideas of Long StandTopnotch
Remarkable
TKi* ItFeature*
the Placeon Thi»
to Come
Today! Bil

LIBERTY THEATRE RAILROAD
JOY LINE
1925
Form C 7 reels
GOOD FOR ONE ( 1 ) PASSAGE Aug.
PORTLAND
TO
Sept.
A1
Oct.
NEW YORK
Nov.
with stop-over privileges,** taxi
fares, cover
charges
and
all
incidentals nerfciinins to
Poo.
NIGHT

LIFE OF NEW

YORK

LIBERTY THEATRE
PORTLAND
TO
GRAND

CENTRAL

STATION

LIBERTY THEATRE
GOOD FOR SUITE ROOM AND BATH
HOTEL JENSEN
(Does not include flirtation privileges with
hotel telephone operators)
LIBERTY THEATRE
ADMIT TWO (2) TO GOOD TABLE
NOBLE CLUB
if they can get in
LIBERTY THEATRE
GOOD FOR A LOOK-IN at the followingNight Clubs
CIRO'S
ROSELAND
MIRADOR TROCADERO
LIDO
PLAZA HOTEL
RICHMAN CRILLON
LIBERTY THEATRE
THIS STUB with $190.00 will purchase oh
TAXI CAB
and a BARREL of EXCITEMENT to follow
LIBERTY THEATRE
Present THIS CHECK to Captain ol
PORTLAND POLICE STATION
PRECINCT 31
and see what it gets you I
LIBERTY THEATRE
For a coinr lete idea of the thrilliugest, fastest,
most amazing and most entertaining view of
the REAL
NIGHT LIFE OF NEW YORK
SEE THE PICTURE HERE STARTING
SATURDAY AUGUST I
-Allan
Dwan's
GreatRodJazzLa Epic
of theDorothy
Great
White Way with
Rocqne,
Gish, Ernest Torrence, and George Haekthorn.
Bv Edgar Selwyn. Screen play by Paul Seikofitlll. A PARAMOUNT PICTUflE

ing Shattered When "Lightnin" Exploiteer
Hits

Town

DOUGLAS

T

IGHTNIN' " struck Vancouver,
British Columbia, last week and

rpHIS long strip above is nothing
other than an unusual throwaway
that worked wonders in the advertising
of the run of Paramount's "Night Life
in New York" at the Liberty Theatre,
Portland, Ore. Paul Noble, manager
of that house is the person who originated the novelty. And he says it is
only one of the many that he employed
to make this picture one of the best
sellers of the year.

'/ZJ
UlfBI •Lift bit
MtcLem,
A3aHHBKre\ george
M.Cohan's
JCJERIhe DougLcv.hlc
Lock-

it was found that some very firmly established Vancouver customs had suffered aterrific jarring from their fastenings. For one thing, it has been
considered as much as an exploitation
man's life was worth, to dare suggest
to a Vancouver newspaperman that he
get together with a theatre on a cooperative page of advertising. It just

J Keys In Baidpri
If you «*• The Iron Hone." you'll (cream at

simply isn't being done by your best
Vancouver newspapermen, you know.
However, exploitation men are trained to venture where angels fear to
tread, so the Vancouver Sun was made *
to forget its conservatism long enough
to let the principal Vancouver merchants get together on a friendly page,
with every merchant's ad bearing the
word "Lightnin' " in heavy caps.
Theatrical contests are another commodity that are anathema to the esteemed Sun. However, as they fell for
the cooperative page, and as one good
turn, etc., pronto — and it was done.
Accordingly a page of the Sun blossomed forth for several days thereafter,
with a collection of the most egregious
and outlandish lies that ever issued
from the lip of man. It was the
"Lightnin' " Liar's Contest, and it
proved almost as big an exploitational
bomb-shell for the picture as did the
cooperative page. Moreover, A. H.
Gates, the Circulation Manager of the
Sun, paid this unique contest the tribute
of — as he expressed it— "being an excellent circulation builder."

tie-up staged in the display windows of
the Vancouver Hotel. Also a Corona

Throwaway

MACLEAN

when the casualties were recapitulated,

Other unorthodox stunts perpetrated
in Vancouver were an elaborate window

Effective

CHARLESTON DANCERS
Watch them go! Like drum sticks on a drum. Whoop la! Grace
and rhythm! Dixie's dashing, prancing exercise done right!

Typewriter tie-up at their sales shop,
in which the "Lightnin' " qualities of
Coronas were so forcibly visualized
that Mr. Les Dawson, the manager,
claimed he sold a machine five minutes
after the display was put in. Mr. Dawson quite naturally referred to this instance of quick merchandising as a sale
that
was made
"Lightnin'."
The
Canadian
PacificbyTelegraph
Company
also worked like "Lightnin' " multigraphing 15,000 of their telegraph
blanks, and had them delivered by messenger boys to a select list, in the same
fashion.

WINELAND, DWto

Half page (4 col.) ad appearing in the
Seattle Times, showing prominence of
space for Educational's "The Iron Mule."

Fifty - Fifty

On

Newspaper

The
Ad

um
Colise
the
so ,ago
A WEEK
, had
ngton
Theatre, or
Seattle
Washi
a corking good program. It would
have sold without much advertising, no
doubt. But it probably would not have
sold as big as it did after the management decided to pull off an unusual ad.
Paramount's "Seven Keys to Baldpate" was the feature. That shared 10
inches, four columns in the Seattle
Times with the music and divertisements. The lower 10 inches were given
over exclusively to a two reel Educational comedy, "The Iron Mule".
Did the advertisement pull. I'll say
it did, and so will the house manager.
Just because the management thought
enough of the short to advertise it the
way he did, the audience expected
something good,
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"The Silvery Art"
Red Seal
1 reel
This deals with the sport of skiing, giving
some valuable pointers in the mastery of the
art. Regardless of the fact that comparatively few people in this country indulge in
this fine sport, and will therefore not actually
benefit by the demonstrations given by an
expert ski-er, they are none the less interesting. In the more difficult stunts, there is
a display of remarkable poise and balance.
All this has for its background the country
entirely covered with the whitest snow, making for infinitely beautiful scenery.
* * *
"Laughing Ladies"
Pathe
2 reels
Littlefield is a dentist who administers gas to his
patients in generous quantities. Miss Grant arrives
with an aching molar and receives so much gas that
she is overcome with laughter. Rushing from the
office she trips giggling down the street and boards
a bus. She flirts with Brooke, who is a married
man in company with his wife.
"Laughing Ladies" will certainly make
them laugh — ladies or no ladies. This is a
screamingly funny comedy with Katherine
Grant in the lead. She gives a really clever
interpretation of a person under the influence
of laughing gas. She has that abnormally
glaring expression in her eyes remarkably
befitting her condition. As she wanders
down the streets, utterly oblivious of all that
is going on about her, slapping and pushing
the pedestrians as she is inclined, giggling all
the while, she provokes laugh after laugh.
Then when she ascends a bus and sees a
man she likes, without regard for his wife's
presence, she entwines her arms around his
neck and her happiness is complete. Katherine's smile is entrancing, and her dimples
were never put to better advantage. Lucien
Littlefield, Tyler Brooke and Gertrude Astor
are the other featured players and each contributes toward one of the best two-reelers
seen this year.
* * *
"A Day's Outing"
Pathe

1 reel

This edition of 'Aesop's Film Fables"
runs more or less true to form, with plenty
of action and laughs. A picnic has been
planned for the day and there is much excitement getting to the grounds, but the fun
begins when they go in for all the thrills
offered by the loop the loop, etc. The cats
certainly have a good time, but then so do
the onlookers.
* * *
"The Camel's Hump"
F. B. O.
J reel
In _ this Unnatural History subject, the Artist
promises to take his nephew to the Zoo. A severe
cold almost prevents him from keeping his promise
but the insistent persuasion of the young nephew
finally lands them both at the Zoo. The camel
attracts the nephew's attention and he insists on
learning why the camel has a hump. The story of
"The Camel's Hump" told in cartoon suffices to enfor all. lighten the youngster and his birthday ends happily
The infusion of animated cartoonics into
a plot acted by live actors, in a regular
studio setting, is in itself a novelty that is
bound to furnish diversion for the onlookers.
It appears to me that the type of comedy
entertainer is particularly adapted for the
entertainment of children. There are a variety of gags quite calculated to tickle the
funny bone of a kiddie, and the fact that a
youngster plays an important role in the
asking of the questions, the answers to which
give the artist the opportunities for his entertainment, makes stronger the argument
that the film will appeal to children.

Little

Feature
Fox

REVIEWED

IN THIS

"The

River

Nile"
1 reel

ISSUE

The Silvery Art
Red Seal
Laughing Ladies . .
Pathe
A Day's Outing
Pathe
The Camel's Hump
F. B. O.
The Scandal Hunters .... Universal
Faint Heart
Universal
Howe's Hodge Podge . .Educational
The River Nile
Fox
Control Yourself
Fox
Slow Down
Educational
See It in Color
Reelcolor
International Newsreel
Kinograms
Fox Continuity

This is an interesting little scenic which
takes us up and down and around the River
Nile.sam The
of itsAnd
waters
a balto the placidity
tired mind.
the is
crudities
of the methods of the Egyptians makes our
advancement the more prominent by comparison. No matter how little the individual
has contributed, he is nevertheless filled with
a sense of satisfaction when he realizes the
fields in his country are being tilled scientifically rather than the way the Egyptians do.
The presentation is conducive to a sense of
well-being. Your best bet is a tie-up with
the schools.
'Control

Yourself"

Fox
"The Scandal Hunters" 2 reels
Universal
The editor of the paper is very anxious to get a
story from the mayor. However, all the reporters
dodge the assignment, knowing of the mayor's reputation for manhandling. Al is only a printer's devil,
but having no alternative, the boss assigns the interview to him. Through the mayor's daughter, Al
gains entree to the house. He learns of the mayor's
desire _ to become an expert equestrian, and poses
as a riding master. The mayor finally becomes confidential with Al. However, after the former has
gone, the other reporters pounce on Al, taking everything, including his clothes.
A fair comedy with plenty of action and
not a little slapstick.
Al Alt finds it tough sledding filling the
gaps in the story, and one is rather inclined
to shout "Bravo, Al," when he is successful
in getting a laugh. One feels he's working
against great odds.
The title is good, and could be capitalized
in an exploitation way.
* * *
"Faint Heart"
1 reel
Universal
Charles is a very shy boy in love. The girl has
been waiting for five years to say yes. A friend
and she conspire to make him pop the question.
They give him a book which describes the methods
of love-making in the primitive days and the plot is
successful. He takes the girl to the magistrate,
where they are declared "male and female.".
If your program needs pepping up, "The
Cave Man" will do it. Charles Puffy in himself is a treat. He has the faculty of adapting himself to the part. He goes from a
perfect fat shy boy to a wild cave man
with superb naturalness. He is equally
funny in both roles.
While reading the tale of the primitive
days, the characters become animated, and
you see Puffy in the guise of a cave man,
his much abbreviated costume exaggerating
his rotundity.

What

10.
Others

Think

BRUCE FOWLER
Managing Director Newman and Royal Theatres
"There is no question in my mind
but that Red Seal subjects are the
finest short subjects on the market.
It is a pleasure to have the privilege
of showing them in Kansas City."

<"><"

J''&:'^'\,

N. Y. C.

Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

2 reels

Simon Legree is in love with a girl whose father
regards him as a sap and unworthy of his daughter's hand.
having Ita appears
dam builtO. and
the trio
set Father
out to has
look been
it over.
K.
and the deal is consummated when father makes the
of $50,000.
Al discovers
dam's
afinal
fake,payment
and endeavors
to restore
the check, the
which
he
finally does after a good deal of wild chasing over
the dam which is steadily crumbling. This act of
heroism makes him an eligible son-in-law.
"Control Yourself" is an unusually fine
two-reeler, fine, in that it abounds in that
rare element — comedy. Sid Smith has here
an excellent opportunity to display his talents to advantage, and unquestionably makes
the most of it.
A highlight in the comedy is the scene
where Simon gets all dolled up in his riding
togs and orders his valet to have his horse
saddled. The latter thereupon pulls a curtain aside and lo and behold, here is a real
mechanical horse which he mounts and rides
— or pretends to.
Here is a chance to capitalize the publicity
given the mechanical horse used by Calvin
Coolidge. Exploit the fact that one identical to Pres. Coolidge's is shown in "Control Yourself." Perhaps you can have a man
dressed in a riding habit seated on a hobby
horse in your lobby. This would undoubtedly attract much attention.

'Slow
Educational

Down"
1 reel

This is an entirely diverting little comedy
with Cliff Bowes and Helen Marlowe. Cliff
is mistaken for a police lieutenant and is
called upon to help Helen who has received
an envelope warning her not to go home.
Cliff accompanies her home and they sit up
all night in anticipation of a misadventure.
Then, of course, complications arise when
Cliff mistakes Helen's father for an intruder and vice versa. In quick succession they
lock each other up in different rooms, and
each telephones for the police. There is
much confusion when the police arrive and
each_ accuses the other. The misunderstanding is cleared up and Helen presents the envelope of warning to the police. This turns
ment.to be nothing more than an advertiseout
You might utilize this form of advertising with profit. Have envelopes printed with
the warning "Do Not Stay Home Tonight."
Enclosed, have a card, reading "Go to see
'Slow Down' at the Blank Theatre."
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"Lyman H. Howe's HodgePodge, No. 39
1 reeI
Educational
It's obvious that Mr. Howe believes in
spice of life,"
the old adage "variety is the novel
and enfor while his presentation is
tertaining initself, he believes in giving it
wide scope with the result that his offerings
are always of a highly entertaining nature.
This one, No. 39, compares very favorably
with its predecessors.
* * *
Reexolor

"See

It In Color

1 reel

An interesting display of fashions direct
from Paris, in colors that, if anything, enhance the attractiveness of the garments,
cloaks, fur-pieces and other attire worn by
the pretty models. Women, undoubtedly,
will find this interesting. Pretty backgrounds
give the subjects a vivid relief.
* * *
"Buster Brown"
Broadway

On

The Buster Brown Century Comedies had
their first Broadway first run presentation
this week when "Buster's Nightmare," the
current Buster Brown release was shown as
the comedy offering at Warner's Theatre.
Judging from the continuous laughs and applause, Buster's Broadway debut was an unqualified success. The theatre management
reported entires atisfaction with the cotn,..uy as a first run picture.
The Buster Brown Comedies are being
jp.:.de by the Century Film Corporation for
.clease by Universal. They are adapted from
R. F. Outcault's famous newspaper cartoons,
^ut are not cartoon comics, being made with
real people. Warner's Theatre, New York
City has booked the entire series of twelve
-two-reelers.
This offers many exploitation opportunities
to those booking the film.

"The

Green Archer"
Completed
"The Green Archer," the new Patheserial
based upon Edgar Wallace's mystery novel
of the same name, has been completed, according to an announcement from Pathe.
Allene Ray and Walter Miller head the large
cast of prominent players, which includes
Burr Mcintosh, Frank Lackteen, Stephen
Grattan, William Randall, Walter P. Lewis,
Tom Cameron, Wally Oettel, Dorothy King
and Ray Allen. Frank Leon Smith wrote
the scenario and Spencer Bennet directed
the ten chapter production.
In keeping with the Pathe policy of giving
its serials the best stories, production and
casts available, "The Green Archer" has
been produced upon a feature scale. Edgar
Wallace's mystery story has been a big success as a novel and is being now syndicated
by the North American Newspaper Alliance.
LANGDON
SPECIAL HEADS
PATHE RELEASES
Harry Langdon in the three reel comedy
l fecial "There He Goes," produced by Mack
..cnnett, heads the Pathe short feature release program for the week of November
29th, which also includes "Laughing Ladies,"
a Hal Roach two-reeler ; the final chapter of
the Patheserial, "Wild West"; "The Walloping Wonders," a "Sportlight," Pathe Review No. 48, "The Garden of Gethsem^ne,"
"Aesop's Film Fables," "Topics of the Day,"
and two issues of Pathe News.
Officer of the Day
Production

in

Another Imperial Comedy, "Officer of the
Day," has just been placed in production on
the Fox lot with Max Gold and Andrew
Dennison collaborating in the direction from
a scenario which they wrote. This is their
first joint effort for Fox. Dennison just
finished the Jmperial laugh hit, "Control
Yourself,"

TF dogs can think
•Mhen Tige can take
his place with the
most high-brow of
them. He sure weilds
a canny canine
think-tank in Century's Buster Brown
two-reelers, released
by Universal. He is
the long established
friend of the kiddies
through the cartoons R. F. Outcault
has published in
countless newsand stands
out as a papers,
measurable
publicity
assetplaying
to the
exhibitors
the Buster Brown

News

Reels

In

Brief

International News No. 95
Atlantic
SIDMOUTH, ENG. — Gale- swept MASS.—
WINTHROP, autumn
sea walls. Atlantic,
hammers side
too,
of the
On this
LOS ANGEdestruction.
threaten
stormsLES CAL.
dances revived in war
— Old-time
pupils reWallace's
on "Charleston." Earl
tx>
favorites
grandma's
of
veal
beauties
GLENDALE,
combat jazzy steps of today.
L. i. — Here's a record family of prize
dachshunds. KANDY, CEYLON (omit Atl.,
Cinci., N. Hav., Boston ana
Char.,— Colum.,
Chi.).
Religious frenzy rules India as Holy
hosts seek absolution
arrive.
Days
for their
sins Native
in weird tributes to their
gods. CHARLOTTE, N. C. (Atl. and Char,
only), — Battle of speed kings thrills thousands. Tommy motor
Milton classic.
carries off
first honors in exciting
COLUMBUS,
O (Colum. only). — Work completed on
O'Shaughnessy Dam. Mammoth reservoir
now guards city's six billion gallon water
supply. CINCINNATI, O. (Cinci. only). —
Business men's club elects new directors.
Pres. Gruen congratulates Messrs. Reehl,
Larkby, Brown and Strauss, winners of
spirited contest. NEW HAVEN, CONN. (N.
— moMoons"country
"Two tours
torist de —luxe.
Chief brave
Meet Indian
H. only).
in up-to-date wigwam. BOSTON, MASS.
(Boston and Chi.) — .Chicago's mayor goes
calling. Mayor Dever, once a iNew Englander,
"home town"
and meets
old
friends.visits
CHICAGO,
ILL. (omit
L. Ang.,
Frisco, Port., Sea., St. Lou., K. C, Okla.
City, Minnea.,
Moi.,
Phila. championship.
and Pitts.). —
Dartmouth
winsDes1925
football
Mythical title captured by the East as Chicago is overwhelmed by great Green team.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. (Pitts, and Phila.
only). — Pittsburgh humbles mighty Penn
eleven. Panthers tear through for a sensational triumph
over Red
warriors.
JANESVILLB,
WIS.and(L.Blue
Angeles,
Frisco, Port, and Seattle only). — Record
haul of carp for lucky fisherman. Midwest lakes yield biggest catch of the season. COLUMBUS, MO. (St. Louis, Kan.
City and Okla. City only). — Missouri eleven
triumphs over Oklahoma. Unbeaten eleven
adds one more victory to long list of gridiron successes. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
(Minneapolis and D. Moines only). — Minnesota's homecoming brings gridiron triumph.
Iowa in defeat in fast contest before cheering thousands. WASHINGTON, D. C. — Sen.
Borah opens fight to have all nations join
in outlawing the submarine. NEW YORK
CITY. — John Alexander trains for Society
career. Noted visitor from Africa studies
our system
of etiquette — and boy, he's some
Beau
Brummel!
Kinograms No. 5136
ROME. — Hail Mussolini on birthday of
Fascism. The Premier arrives at the Capital to receive the salute of the marching
throng. BOSTON. — Fifteen colleges in five
mile race. Bates College wins thirteenth
annual cross-country contest for New EngWALES.land
— runners.
17 killedLAKE
as dam EIGIAU,
bursts in NOK'lH
Wales.
Rush of 180,000,000 gallons of water floods
valley and destroys town. BUFFALO, N.
Y. — Rare plants amaze flower show crowds.
Annual exhibit at South Park conservatory
has one of finest collections in U. S. A
Kinograms exclusive. ROME. — Society attends festival at Rome. Municipal holiday
is celebrated by banquet in the gardens of
the Villa Borghese. SANTA MONICA, CAL.
— Army planes bomb village; score nits.
Fliers show great skill in practice when
air missiles destroy dummy buildings.
PARIS.
Paris
girlherself
gets very
"high hat."
In
fact —she
makes
so exclusive
that
hardly anybody can see her. NEW HAVEN.
— Princeton Tiger has fine meal of Bulldog. Yale, expected to win, goes down to
defeat
battle. before Princeton — 78,000 see the
Fox News Continuity, Vol. 7, No. 15
ROCKAWAY, N. Y. — Great motor broom
is used to clear Jamaica Bay causeway.
DALLAS. — Daredevil Rodack thrills Dallas
throng with slide to earth from airplane.
GRAND FORKS, B. C. — A strange community in Canada where the women do the
work. ST. PAUL, MINN. — 500 boys and girls
vie for honors at the eighth annual Northwestern Junior Livestock Show. EL PASO,
TEX. — Texas School of Mines and New
Mexico Aggies play 6-6 tie in game far the
Southwestern title. MONTGOMERY, ALA.
— Girl veterans of World War join with
men when American Legion holds its great
annual parade. SEDALIA, MO.: — Leading
farmers of the Mid-West bring choice products for exhibition at National Corn Show.
COLUMBIA,
MO. — University
of Missouri's
undefeated Tigers
beat Oklahoma
in a
thrilling HAPPENS
gridiron battle,
16 toCARELESSLY
14. HERE'S
WHAT
TO MAIL
SENT. — New York Post Office auctions vast
stores of mis-directed packages. COPEN-
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News
THEATRE

AND

New

York's

EQUIPMENT

Seats

New York City's motion picture theatres
have a total seating capacity of 434,595, according to a report of License Commissioner
Quigley. There are 548 licensed picture houses
in the city, divided as follows :
Brooklyn, 224 houses, 186,226 seats ; Manhattan, 174 houses, 137,143 seats; Bronx, 71
houses, 66,743 seats ; Queens, 67 houses, 55 S87 seats ; Richmond, 12 houses, 6,596 seats.
* * *
Construction

Programs Active
All Over the States
LAKE FOREST, ILL.
Archt: Anderson & Ticksor, care Jas. A.
Anderson, Deerpath. Drawing plans on
theatres, stores, and offices at N. E. Forest
and Deerpath. Owner— Estate of Jas. Anderson, Geo. Anderson, trustee.
LIBERTYVILLE, ILL.
Archt: Oppenhamer & Obel, 503 Bellin
Bldg. Finishing plans on theatre, store and
apt. building at Libertyville. Owner— Carrol
Gridley, care 1st National Bank Bldg., Libertyville.
ST. CHARLES, MO.
Archt: Boiler Bros., Huntzinger Bldg.,
for superKansas City, Mo. Plans drawn
structure on theatre at St. Charles. Owner:
Robert Stempl, care Strand Theatre, St.
Charles.
ROCHESTER, MINN.
Archt: Buechner & Orth, 500 Shubert
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. Sketches on theatre at Rochester. Owner : Twin City Amusement Trust, Finkelstein & Ruben, Loeb Arcade, Minneopolis.
ANN ARBOR, MICH.
Archt. withheld, care owner. Drawing
plans on theatre, stores, and offices at 221
S. State st., Ann Arbor. Owner: Bijou
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc. 505 Insurance
Exchange Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
NEW YORK,
N. Y.
Archt: Walter W. Alschlager, Inc., 65
Huron St., Chicago, 111. Building theatre at
E. S. 7th ave., nr. 50th st., N. Y. C. Owner:
Roy Theatres Corp., 383 Madison ave.,
New York City.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Archt : G. Morton Wolfe, 377 Main st. Revising plans on theatre at Hertel ave., nr. N.
Park ave. Owner : Simon Wertheimer, Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Archt: Henry Spann, 62 W. Chippewa st.
Drawing plans on theatre at 3049-51 Bailey
ave. Owner: Bickford Realty Corp., 117 Kensington ave.
KEARNY, N. J.
Archt : W. E. Lehman, 972 Broad st., Newark, N. J. Drawing plans on theatre, stores
and offices at 59-69 Kearney ave., Kearney.
Owner : Joseph Stern, 207 Market st., Newark, N. J.
THINK IN COLORS
SEE lit COLORS

DO IN COLORS

WIN WITH COLORS

SWEET
Another

ANNUAL
DIRECTORY

nearer

to the

EQUIPMENT
NUMBER.

Sweet Anticipation! It's going to be the greatest book
ever seen in the Motion Picture Industry. Worth waiting for, and worth working
for. Are you doing your
share? It's going
to be
YOUR book. The more of
YOU
we
more YOU
it.

Offers Blue

the Design

Kleeblatt

ANTICIPATION
week

Facts
and

of the House

ACCESSORIES

Theatres
Total 434,595

and

get into it, the
are going to like

Prints of
Theatre Booths

Free

Part of the service of the Precision Machine Co., a New York firm manufacturing
the Simplex projectors is its offer to theatre
owners and architects of blue prints of model
projection booths.
It stands to reason that a manufacturing
concern, specializing as it does, in that one
branch of theatre equipment, will have real
valuable information to divulge in these
prints. At least, so it has been adjudged by
the many thousands who have taken advantage of this exceptional offer.
Simplex distributors
are located in 25
key centers of the country, allowing for an
efficient service to all users of the machine
at all times.

EXHIBITORS!
HOLLYWOOD" changeable
letter sign will
ADVERTISE
YOUR

Bearing

on

Improvement

and Its Facilities

Press

Installs

Exploitation Department
It is announced by Edwin S. Kleeblatt,
president of the Erwin S. Kleeblatt Press,
351-353 West 52nd street, that a new department had been created to handle the complete
advertising, publicity and exploitation of
motion picture producers and distributors.
Charles Reed Jones, formerly director of advertising and publicity for Chadwick Pictures Corporation, is in charge.
* * *
New Loew House in Yonkers
John E. Andrus, realty owner and former
mayor of Yonkers, has leased a large plot of
ground on South Broadway for a long term
of years to Marcus Loew, who will erect a
3,000 seat house on the property. It is located
between Harriet and Vark streets. David V.
Picker represented Mr. Loew in the transaction and states that the lease will run for
one hundred years at an annual rental to
begin with $150,000 a year. Construction plans
are being prepared by McGuire & DeRose,
with Thos. W. Lamb office as supervising
architects.
Theatre for Haight Street
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal. — According to
plans filed with the building inspector, a fireproof building will be erected on the north
side of Haight street, 137 feet 6 inches east
of Steiner, by the Buena Vista Corporation.
* * *
$1,000,000 House for St. Louis
Plans are announced for the erection of a
moving picture theatre in St. Louis, Mo., to
cost $1,000,000.
Corporate Meetings
A meeting of the board of directors of the
Eastman Kodak Company of New Jersey
was held last Monday.
* * *
Fox to Build
The Fox Film Company announces that it
will build a $1,500,000 theatre in Buffalo, at
the corner of Main and Chippewa streets.

"T H E

PROGRAMS in locations where you
cannot get a poster
or card. Change the
type daily, (carries
8 x 10 still if desired). The store
(location) gets their advertisement freesign carries 9 lines, letters celluloid covered. Letters changed in a jiffy. A cutout figure of a Hollywood beauty is
seated on top of sign. Real silk band
on head, tassell on cushion (SEE ILLUSTRATION). One sample— $1.50,
6 for $4.80; 12 for $8.00, including letters. We letter the merchant's ad free,
also theatre name on sign FREE. Entire sign 14 x 22 inches.
Hollywood Film Co., Box 1536
Los Angeles, California
Dealers and Supply Houses Write for
Quantity Prices.

),000 to Remodel
The Strand Theatre at LaGrange, Ga.,
which was recently purchased by R. T. Hill,
of Tullahoma, Tenn., had its formal opening last Monday under the name of the New
Fairfax Theatre.
Mr. Hill owns a number of small town
theatres principally in Tennessee. He has
spent over $10,000 in remodeling and improving his new house installing a modern heater, two new projection machines, a Reproduce organ, and adding a new and attractive
marquise to the front of the New Fairfax.
Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchange*
for the

It's
littleaidto you
ask can
for, give
but your
it's musicians
the only
reliable
to help put the picture over.
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Classified
Opportunities
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy

TWO BROTHERS in theatre business whose lease
expires shortly will be at liberty about December 1st.
Position wanted in theatre or circuit. If there is an
opening for two young fellows who grew up in the
theatre business it will be worth your time to investigate. Address: Box R. T., Exhibitors Trc^de
Review.

Local Films
MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial.
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
TITLES, presentation trailers, local movies, competent cameramen. Best service. Rector Advertising Service, Marshall. Illinois.

For Sale

For Rent

USED THEATRE CHAIRS; Picture Machines.
Low prices. C. G. Demel, 845 South State, Chicago, 111.
FOR SrtLE — Organ, machines, fans, booths, new
and used chairs. Western Pennsylvania Amusement
Company, 1012 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. c-tf
FOR SALE: 1 SEEBURG ORGAN, 225 chairs,
3 power machines, 4 16-in. A. C. fans — 110 V., 60
cycles, 1 Lyric sign and several motors. F. H.
Stamp, Capitol Theatre, Delphos, Ohio.
EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS MADE ON CONTRACT. SEVEN
HUNDRED YARDS OF BATTLESHIP CORK
CARPET AND LINOLEUM, GOVERNMENT
STANDARD, FOR THEATRES, ETC. ONE
EXHAUST FAN AND THREE AMPMETERS.
ONE TRANSFORMER. ONE LARGE ASBESTOS CURTAIN WITH COMPLETE RIGGING.
TWENTY HIGH GRADE FOLDING CHAIRS,
DROPPED OFFICE AND FACTORY SAMPLES; SOME COST AS HIGH AS $6. FROM
$1.50 UP.
EVERY
ONE GUARANTEED.
REDINGTON & CO.. SCRANTON, PA.
EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
of battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
goods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs mad > to fit any chair ; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.
MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES— December PreInventory Sale of used Motion Picture Machines,
Theatre Supplies, Frames, etc. Send for bargain
list. ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO., 608 Olive
St., St. Louis, Mo.

MOTION PICTURE and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.

At Liberty

White space around your copy
matter doubles the value of your
advertisement. When you send in
your copy for these ads, keep that in
mind. Exhibitors Trade Review has
an efficient copy staff to advise and
guide you.

■
■

SH
SHIPPED
SAME DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED
gu
Guarantee
d Service— Good
— Popula
Prices — Send for Trial Work
Order.
1

F I LMACIC
736 S.WABASH

COMPANY
AVE. CHICAGO

USED SCENERY BARGAINS— For sale and rent
111. sizes wanted. KINGSLEY STUDIO, Alton.
State
MARCHANT
CALCULATING
MACHINE— A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a real machine for $75.00. Box M. O., Exhibitors Trade Review. New York City.
FOR SALE— UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER,
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
Box H. i
S., Exhibitors
Trade.
Review, New York
C
ty
INTERNATIONAL ADDING MACHINE. Recent Model. First class condition. A real bargain
at $75.00. Act quickly. Box R. R., Exhibitors
Trade Review, New York City.
Wanted
CHINESE
FILMS WANTED.
Creart Muuioa,
Box 1439 Honolulu.
WANTED— GRAFEEX CAMERA, 5x7 or 4x5,
with or without lens, or can use English Reflex.
Must be in good working condition.
State price.
Address, Graflex, Exhibitors Trade Review.
THEATKE WAWTEU in thriving town within 150
miles of Toledo, Ohio, preferred. Will buy, lease or
OWaid
hZeis,
rent.
1358o
Elmwood
i
.Avenue, Toledo,

tEEHOIiADAY
SE0.ACOLUNS

Picture Headquarters in Los Angeles.
Wire our expense for
reservations.

Motion

Mailing Lists
Will help
you increase
sales
Send
(or FREE
catalog sMie
coimtsanapricesonclasBlnM nanus
of yoarbeatprospecttvccufltomet*=
National,
Prof easiona.SUto.Xocal-IndlTfdnalaBusiness Firms.

99%

J 'each
of Louis
by refund it.

HIGHEST CASH PRICKS PaID tor Picture Machines. C. G. Demel, 845 South State, Chicago, 111.

%
J

NEIL
HOUJE

newest,
finest and most
f conveniently situated
hotel in
COLUMBUS
OHIO

WANTED — "Ten Nights in a Bar Room." Address, CINEMA, Box 164, Station N, Montreal.
WANT TO LEASE OR RENT small picture theatre in town of 5,000 or more population, preferable
in Virginia or North Carolina. State all in first
letter.
"Manager," 138 E. Church Ave.,
Roanoke,Address,
Va.
The
Smallest
Ads
in
Exhibitors
Trade Review

OPEN AFTER
AUGUST
25"1925
JREDERICKW.BERfiMAN
Manaymy Director

and
Exhibitors DAILY
REVIEW
HAVE
PULLING
POWER
Let these two big papers get results for you.

CINEMA
The Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager: E. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" is the only picture publication
circulating throughout the Orient.
Address :
"CINEMA," 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT
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^^Pammjauidfpictures

ORGAN

The

Spice

of Picture

Presentation

/

THE
real punch of pictures is organ
music — the white streak of lightning
through turbulent clouds, the pounding
hoofs of racing horses, the silver melody of
rippling waterfalls — are inanimate without
the thunderous or soft and mellow accompaniment of an organ, and no instrument
is as responsive and majestic in effect as a
Wurlitzer Organ.
Leadership, whether it be in the production of super-photoplays, precision in the
manufacture of equipment, or dependability
in organ construction, is established by a
recognized superiority over similar products.
World leadership in organ building is the
direct

result of Wurlitzer success in producing an organ of finer tone, a greater
volume and wider variety of effects than
found in any other organ.
Beautifully Illustrated Organ
Catalog Upon Request

WuRLlIZER
~
" REG U S PAT OFT
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
120 W. 42nd St.
329 S. Wabash Ave.
DENVER
2106 Broadway

LOS ANGELES
841 S. Broadway

Forty-jour brunches in thirty-three cities from coust to coast

Three
7 lews of New
Lincoln Theatre, Lincoln, Neb

Grand

Pianos

are endowed
with the same
unapproachable
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Medal

for

1 924

The
of Lincoln's
trial —time
of thegreatest
buttle
tothesavedarkthedaysRepublic
the (oust touching the screen ever has
directed
by Philby Rosen,
the producSupervised
theLincoln"
Rotket'ts
tion, of "Ahrafaiujiwasanda '
seen.
si niggle against terrific financial odds.
Hutlie organisation
never once did
Iundertaking.
Jose any
heartrtn-rriber
nor neverof
did the Uockctts lose faith 'in their
brought
to Newit wasYork
and, onitatJanuTheary 27, 19-24.
picture
completed,
was"
presented
the
Gaiety Theater. It came as an unards of Broadway,
iu. presentation,
heralded production,
ihe stand-'
was not elaborate;
it wasliy advertised,
tor
the
most
p'Jrt.y
by
the
faith that
the Roekett lirollierS and Miss Marian had in it. jVeverlilclciS,
the
picture
immediately
v."
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'he
highest
pttdse
from
toe
critics.it
Puotovmv, ill its review, expressed the ger.end opinion when
said.
"A ringing
answerandtoonethe thut
c;dl should
for betterbe seen
pictures.
Out of
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over made,
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tin- whole
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opening
in Newfamily."
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Editorial

They

Make

This

IF this industry can be charged with having one
outstanding mental habit that deserves censure,
it is the notion

that the little fellows, the Ex-

hibitors in the small towns,

don't count.

Letters galore come from small-town theatre
owners, telling of their troubles — all sorts and varieties of troubles — and the burden of practically
all of them

is the same:

"We

little fellows

can't

Industry

Big

with the big one, is entitled to decent

service, good

prints,
courteous treatment. He isn't getting them
m
many cases.
Some of the distributing companies are consistent offenders. And in a substantial majority of all the cases the trouble lies with
exchange managers whose conduct of their offices
is not sufficiently watched. Men who imagine they

are too big to be bothered with
of dealing with small customers.

the small details

expect any consideration. They don't answer our
letters. They don't pay any attention to our complaints. They don't seem to know that we are on

By way of illustration, take this extract from
letter from a Pennsylvania Exhibitor:

earth."
If the enterprising gentlemen charged with these
things are even slightly guilty, they ought to be

"Our house gets its prints from the Philadelphia
exchanges. I have been here for five years and
know what I am talking about. I have received

told one thing: It's the aggregate of little enterprises that makes this industry big. Talk about

prints from many exchanges in Philadelphia, including the so-called Big Three and the Independents. Some are good and some are bad. Whenever I receive a bad print I notify the exchange.

the "shooting galleries" as much as you please;
pass the mustard as often as you please at the expense of the little neighborhood theatres, the smalltown houses that regard 20 cents as a large admission price, have as much of a good time as you
can with the little fellows, but remember that the
dimes

they collect represent

revenue

that goes back
tributing ofpictures.

a large part of the

into the making

and

dis-

And the small Exhibitor is entitled to equal
consideration. It sounds a little trite, of course.

And they do nothing about it. I notify the home
office and they do next to nothing. They notify
the exchange and the branch manager promptly
gets mad at me for so doing. But what should I
do? Should I sit back and let them continually
send

me "bad prints and

volume

even

It's time to get away from the most provincial
of ideas — the idea that the man operating a small
business is a "hick" simply because his business
is small. To remember that the world's greatest
markets for gold-bricks are New York and Chicago. And to realize that the Good Will of the
small Exhibitor is worth cultivating because it is
a factor in shaping the course and conduct of the
entire business.
To

be more

specific, the small exhibitor, along

pa-

same writer goes into details as to his extrons?" perience with various companies and says that virtually all of them are guilty of the same fault:
Ignoring

business, even in films.

risk the lives of my

The

But he IS entitled to it. Decent treatment isn't
supposed to be measured out in proportion to the
of a customer's

a

complaints

though

such

regarding
complaints

prints and

service,

are fully substan-

tiated. Because they don't think he is big enough
to worry about.
The question seems to be: Where is there a
sales manager in this business big enough to tackle
this question in a big way and to lay down the law
regarding the rights of small customers?
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It suddenly occurs to those
who see Jackie Coogan that
it is about time to stop calling hint a child wonder, and
instead nut him down as a
recognized actor — regardless
of
age.that
In —"Old
Clothes",
he
is just
a finished
silver
screen luminary. And with
his friend "Max Ginsberg" as
his side kick, he is unsurpassed as a laugh getter.

The naiveness of
manner in which
Jackie "lets slip" a
brick upon the head
of an undesirable is
a genuine piece of
acting. Unconcerned,
as if he were in bed
at the time it all
happened, he later
goes down to "see
what happened."

Old
Jackie

Clothes"

Coogan* s age may now be forgotten
latest for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

in his

©CI
November
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NEW

HONOR
FOR

MEN

PICKED

SAFETY

DRIVE

Fire Prevention Committee
Constructive Work

Doing

In the last three years, since the Hays'
Organization' has been active in its conservation work among the several hundred
film exchanges, remarkable advance has
been mide in the methods of handling film
in exchanges.
More than two hundred exchanges have
moved into new quarters in that time and
in every case the recommendations of the
Hays' Organization
as carried
to fire out.
prevention
construction
have been
Great
improvements have been made in construction and in methods of handling film.
In the interests of further conservation,
safety and fire prevention activities in exchanges, the Film Boards of Trade throughout the United States have adopted a system
of selecting Honor Men. Their first list,
named by the Fire Prevention Committees
of the Film Boards of Trade, gives the
outstanding Fire Preventists in the Film
Boards of Trade of the United States.
A new vote will be taken each rv^V
At the end of twelve months the man who
has been on the monthly lists the greatest
number of times, will be named as the
branch manager who leads all others in ft,e
United States in Fire Prevention Work. He
will be awarded an appropriate prize bv
Department of Conservation of the Hays
Organization, which supervises the SafetyFire Prevention work of the industry.
Hays' Organization experts have been remarkably successful in carrying forward
this work because they have had the wholehearted cooperation everywhere of distributing company Executives, Branch Managers and employees.
A six page folder called "Fire Alarm"
(Dec. 1, 1925) Motion Picture Producers
& Distributers of America, contains a three
page
spread
of thecontains
winnerstheof news
this month's
contest.
It also
relative
to the subject.
Flinn Returning
John C. Finn, Vice-President of Producers Distributing Corporation, left Hollywood
today for the
in New York.
Flinncompanv's
has beenheadcpiHrters
at the De
Mille Studios for more than a month and
has now mapped out a tentative proeram
of productions for the season of 1926-27.
The Fairbanks to Europe
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 26.— Following the
completion of his present picture, Douglas
Fairbanks and Alary Pickford are slated for
a year's trip to Europe.

REVIEW

Devoted

YORK,

to the

Motion

SATURDAY,

Jubilee

Picture

NOVEMBER

28

to

Celebrate

Connecticut
TAX

REPEAL

The Motion

ISSUE

Industry

BOON

Picture Theatre Owners

Victory
TO

EXHIBITORS

of Connecticut, through its president

Joseph Walsh, announces that a Jubilee celebration, in connection with the satisfactory concessions won from the law-makers of the state, which will ultimately
permit of the repeal or withdrawal of the State Tax Law on every reel of film
shown in the state, will be held on December 3.

NEW

SHORT

ENTERS

PRODUCT

FIELD

Walter Futter, of Futter Productions, Incorporated, who was formerly in charge of
the Film Editorial Department of Cosmopolitan Productions, has thrown his hat
into the ring of the independent producers.
His first effort on his own will be a series
of single reel comedy-novelties to be known
as Curiosities.
part compiled from worldpictures,
The wide
sources, and the remainder produced
in New York studios, are composed of
particularly curious and interesting facts
and will introduce many photographic novelties.
Negotiations are now under way with one
of the largest national distributors of short
subjects and announcement will be made
soon.
Ii
NO

TROUBLE

HERE

ces" beany "differen
Emphatic
himself denying
tweenally
and Erich
Von Stroheim,
Joseph M. Schenck explained that plans for
"East of the Setting Sun" had been merely
"shelved" temporarily, to await the time
when he could allow Mr. Von Stroheim sufficient opportunity and money to make the
picture a success. In the mean time Von
Stroheim will go to Famous Players-Lasky
to fulfill his contract for two pictures, after which he will return to direct and act
in the delayed production.
Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW is reliable. It gives all the information
wanted by Exhibitors. That is why
you will find the DAILY REVIEW
almost any place in the motion picture field. It is read because it has
material worth reading. The subscription price is $5.00 a year, including Exhibitors Trade Review.

The gaia affair which, will be a spontaneous outburst of jubiliation, on the part
of every motion picture entity in the State
of Connecticut, will be held at the Hotel
Taft, in New Haven, and a combination
banquet- and entertainment will help to fittingly .celebrate the satisfactory conclusion
to the troubles which beset all the film , interests in that state, but a short time ago.
Through sincere cooperation of film and
state officials, unanimous approval was given
by all concerned to the proposition to resume operation of all theatres and exchanges as heretofore, in an effort to prove,
beyond question of all doubt, that the present law on the records is working a hardship on the business element of the state,
and that through this method, the law would
either fall into disuse and become inoperative, or the demonstration would lead to
the framing of further legislation which
would so amend the present law, as to give
satisfaction to all sides.
Joseph Walsh stated, at the time, this solution of the problem was adopted, that_ he
was altogether satisfied with the situation.
He said that the revolving fund, created for
the purpose of assisting exhibitors to meet
the tax payments would be continued. He
also said that theatre owners would continue to give their support to the Tax Commissioner. Resumption of all film activity
has already taken place.
Bowers

Starts Work

Production of a series of 12 special tworeel comedies, embracing a secret process
of Charles Bowers, has started at the Bowers Studio in Long Island City. The entire series will be released by Film Booking offices. H. L. Muller will direct the
films and Charlie Bowers himself will appear in them.
Anderson

for Publix

Following the announcement of the incorporation ofthe Publix Theatres, the new
affiliation of the theatre interests of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and Balaban and
Katz, it was announced today that the company has signed a long term contract with
John Murray
Anderson
director of productions for the
Publix as
Theatres.
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"Flashes

The

Week
(from

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

Exhibitors

New York — National President R. F.
Woodhull, among other speakers, addressed
the directors of the M. P. T. O. of New
Jersey, on the relations of producers, and
exhibitors, at the monthly meeting of the
directors. "Show clean hands" was the accepted slogan of National Pres. Woodhull,
and President Joseph M. Seider, the latter
reporting recent activities of the organization. Difficulties of Jersey exhibitors over
union regulations and the new theatre building code were discussed.
New York — William De Mille and Pierce
Collings, scenario writer, and Monte Katterjohn arrived from the coast.
New York— Details of a loan, 15,000,000
marks, by the Universal Pictures Corp., to
the Ufa Film Company, Germany, through
Carl Laemmle, were learned. Max Schach,
Mr. Laemmle's Berlin representative, completed the negotiations. The loan is for
ten years at 8% per cent, Universal securing two of five votes in committee, all Ufa
theatres open to Universal releases, and concessions for American stars, and other valuable rights.
New York — Mrs. Ruth Griffith Burnett,
winner of the first prize letter on "What
the Motion Picture Means to Me," was
feted by Will H. Hays at the Waldorf, before leaving on the S. S. Belgenland for
a world jaunt.
New York — Famous Players Lasky Actors School began production at the Long
Island
vision. studio, under Sam Wood's superNOVEMBER

24

New York — John H. Hammell, district
manager of New York, New Jersey, Albany and Buffalo, for the Famous Players
Lasky Corp., denied that the New Jersey
M. P. T. O would protest with the Philadelphia Board of Arbitration over the intended non-theatrical distribution of "The
Ten Commandments," as "such an arrangement would not be entertained."
New York — H. F. Hoffman, head of the
Tiffany-Truart Productions, returned from
a short trip in the Eastern territory.
New York — Lou Metzger, Manager of
the Western Division of Universal Distribution, returned from the middle-west.
New York — Hal Hodes, was elected
president of Short Film Syndicate.
New York — Carl Laemmle left for Berlin to sign the last article of the UniversalUfa deal, embracing loan by Universal of
15,000,000. To stop in N. Y. first.
New York — Rayart Pictures Corp., joined
the Laugh Month Group, Mr. W. Ray Johnston's connection being eagerly accepted.
Kansas City — -Plans for Exhibitors'
Month in December, to benefit the exhibitors' organization in 1926, are rapidly progressing.

the

Review

DAILY

REVIEW)

Past"

23

New York — Messages received here from
principals in the United Artist organization
affirmed that its affiliation with Metro will
not impair its independence in any way, but
will prove greatly beneficial to exhibitors
in facilitating distribution. Speculations as
to Metro's future control over United
Artists releases were answered in various
quarters by statements that the alliance will
go little beyond control of physical distribution.

TUESDAY,

in

of

Calendar

of Coming

Events

Dec. 8. — Oklahoma City, Okla., annual
convention Okla. M. P. T. O.
Dec. 8-9. — Columbus, O., annual meeting
M. P. T. O. of Ohio.
Dec. 11. — Second Annual Meeting, I. M.
P. A. of A.. Hotel Astor, N. Y.
Dec. 17. — M. P. T. O. of N. J., directorate
meeting. Trenton, N J
Universal City — Appointment of Henry
McRae as production manager of Universal
City, was confirmed by E. H. Goldstein of
Universal Pictures Corporation, from the
home office.
WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

25

New York — The Stanley Company of
America, through Jack McKeon, New York
representative, ridiculed the unfounded story
of the planned purchase of control of the
company for $7,000,000, which appeared
November 24 in a certain New York film
publication. "Fox, or anybody else, could
not buy control of the Stanley Company of
America for $70,000,000, to say nothing of
such a sum as $7,000,000."
New York — Incorporation papers of True
Story Pictures, the latest of MacFadden Pualication enterprises, were filed at Albany.
True Story Films produce screen versions of
True Stories appearing in the various MacFadden publications. The new comany, similarly produling, is capitalized at $100,000,
wth G. L. Harrington, W. Thompson, and S.
H. Wood, incorporators.
New York — Al Boasberg is to assist in
the production of Buster Keaton comedies,
having resigned from F. B. O. He left
for Hollywood.
New York — D. K. Chatkin, general sales
manager of Educational Exchanges, Inc.,
resigns that post early in December to join
the theatre department of Famous PlayersLasky Corp.
Hollywood, Calif. — Albert Rogell resigned from Universal City, where he has
been under contract for six months, directing Art Accord in one picture and Jack
Hoxie in "The Grinder," and others.
FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

27

from

Pathe

Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe News,
announces "Flashes of the Past" as a special
added feature to each issue of the pioneer
newsfilm during the Fifteenth Anniversary
period, which began on November 14th.
"Flashes of the Past" will, as the title implies, bring back to the screen the newsfilm
highlights that have been presented in Pathe
News during the past fifteen years.
Such outstanding world events as Theodore
Roosevelt's Trip into Africa in 1910, the
Coronation of King George of England in
1911, the Indian Durbar in 1912, the Dayton
Flood in 1913, the Rushing of Belgian Troops
to the War Front in 1914, the San Francisco
Pan-Pacific Exposition in 1915, the launching of Border Raids by the Mexican leader
Villa in 1916, the Outbreak of the Russian
Revolution in 1917, the Armistice Celebration
in New York in 1918, the German Delegates
Receiving the Peace Treaty at Versailles in
1919, Irish Free State Troops Fighting the
Rebels in Dublin in 1920, Tribute to the Unknown Soldier at Arlington in 1921, the
Smyrna Fire in 1922, the Earthquake and
Fire in Japan in 1923, the Arrival of the
World Fliers in Paris in 1924, and the Sailing of the ZR 3 from Lake Constance, Germany, to the U. S. in 1925, may be looked
for in this historical as well as entertaining
added feature of Pathe
* * News.
*
Along Chicago's Filmrow
H. O. Martin until recently Manager of
United Artist Chicago office has been appointed District Manager for Associated
Exhibitors. Mr. Martin will be in charge of
the exchanges in the Middle West and will
make his headquarters in Chicago.
JerrynownAbrams,
manager
for with
RePictures, is district
no longer
conected
that firm due to the fact that Renown Pictures have eliminated district managers. Mr.
Abrams is very well known in this territory,
having been connected with Renown since
inception and withi a few days will announce
his new affiliations.
Every manager of Non Theatrical exchanges in Chicago closed their desks Monday, November 23, to attend the funeral of
James Jankowski, manager and owner of
the Kinema Film Exchange, who died Friday, November 20.
Among
the visitors
Chicago's
Row the following
werealong
noticed
from Film
New
York:

Dan Lederman, of Associated Exhibitors Leon
;
Lee, of Chadwick Pictures ;
Henry Ginsberg, of Banner Pictures.
A testimonial dinner is being given in
honor of John Mednikow (recently appointed manager of Associated Exhibitors)
by his exhibitor friends, at the Congress
Hotel, Monday night,
23.
% % November
%

New York — Bernarr MacFadden made a
special statement to the Exhibitors Trade
Review on the suit brought against him by
the Astor Distributing Company, denyng that,
as the suit alleged, True Story Films, contracted by Astor for dstribution, had been
late in delivery. Astor, so basing his suit,
Hour Service
had filed plea for relief from contract.
MacFadden was emphatic in denial of any
The Pathe News sent a special cameraman
failure on his side of the contract.
to Columbus, Ohio, Saturday to attend the
New York — E. M. Ascher, Faultless Pic- Ohio State-Illinois game and to take pictures
tures, arranged with R. A. Rowland to pro- showing "Red" Grange's last Big Ten game,
the biggest crowd that ever saw a
duce for First National "Good Luck," a before
Western conference game.
Drury Lane melodrama.
These pictures were shown at special late
New York — Committee of the National
Laugh Month Campaign for January, has shows in Columbus, ^aturday night after the
arranged a complete line of accessories and
* * *
publicity matter for the use of exhibitors.
Fire
Investigated
New York — Second day of the Federal game.
case again Famous Players-Lasky deLOS ANGELES, Nov. 26.— Fire at the
Fine Arts Studio, 4500 Sunset Boulevard,
veloped
the
point
by
Swain,
defendant's
counsel, that since Famous Players has no which caused damage of $80,000 and slightly
less than twelve powerful producing com- injured Richard Thorpe, film director, is
under investigation by police and building
petitors, its alleged monopoly is pure "fic- authorities.
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Seidman's

Tax
Advice
pendent
upon
him
come within the definiBy M. L. SEIDMAN
tion of a dependent. A man living with his
dependent mother, therefore, would be enThis is the third of a series of articles by
titled to a total exemption of $2900. It
Mr. Seidman of Seidman & Seidman, certishould be noted that even if his mother were
fied Public Accountants, on how to prepare
capable of self-support, the son would still
income tax returns, that will appear regube entitled to the $2500 exemption as head of
larly in these columns. Mr. Seidman is' a
the family, although he could not take the
well knozvn tax expert and has written num$400 credit, assuming, of course, that the
erous articles on taxation. He will answer
mother was in fact dependent on the son.
all income tax questions that might be diAs we have previously seen, all that is necesrected to him by our readers. Questions
sary to establish a person as the head of a
should be addressed to him, c/o Seidman &
family is that he actually support and mainSeidman. 41 Park Rozv, New York City. All
tain in his own household one or more percommunications must be signed by the insons, irrespective of the age or mental and
quirer, but no names will be disclosed in the
answers.
physical condition of those other persons.
Credits for Dependents
In the last article we discussed the question
of personal exemptions and we learned that
an unmarried individual is entitled to an exemption of $1000, unless he is the head of a
family, which gives him an exemption of
$2500. We also found that a married person
gets an exemption of $2500.
In addition to the personal exemptions,
there is what is known as a credit for dependents. A credit of $400 is allowed for
each person receiving the chief support from
a taxpayer.
Let us analyze this a bit further. In the
first place what do we mean by a "dependent?" A dependent is defined as a person
under the age of eighteen or one who is mentally or physically incapable of self-support.
No matter how dependent in fact one person
may be upon another, if that person is over
the age of eighteen and is mentally and physically capable of self-support, the other cannot take the $400 credit. Thus, a parent supporting a nineteen year old child through
college would not be allowed the $400 for the
support of that child, nor could a son take
credit for the support of a parent, even
though the son was the chief support of the
parent, if the parent were mentally and physically capable of self-support.
Then, the taxpayer must be the chief support of the dependent. By "chief" is meant
that the person claiming the credit must contribute to more than fifty per cent of the
amount required to support the dependent.
It is therefore apparent that two persons
cannot claim the credit for the support of
the same dependent. On the other hand, unless there is one person who is the chief
contributor to the support of a dependent, it
may be that nobody can claim the $400 allowance. Thus, if two brothers were to contribute equally to the support of a parent,
neither one of them could take the $400
credit, because neither one of them would be
the chief support of the parents.
Exemptions
Note also that the $400 is allowed for each
dependent. Where the taxpayer is the chief
support of three individuals, his credit for
dependents is therefore $1200. However, it
is important to remember that a husband cannot take the $400 credit for the support of
his wife, or vice versa, even though one is
absolutely dependent on the other and may
be less than eighteen or mentally and physically incapable of self-support. Apparently
Congress felt that in allowing the husband
and wife a $2500 personal exemption, ample
allowance was made for the general dependency of one upon the other.
On the other hand, the head of the family,
in addition to his $2500 exemption, can take
the $400 credit if the person or persons de-

For fear that a contrary conclusion might
otherwise be drawn from the foregoing, let
it be specifically stated that it is not necessary for the dependent to live with the taxpayer in order that the taxpayer can take
the $400 credit. That question is involved
only to determine whether one is the head of
a family. But the matter of dependents
alone, the $400 credit is applicable irrespective
of where the dependent may reside. For that
reason, a son who contributes to the chief
support of his parents who live in a foreign
country would be entitled to take the credit
for their support.
Relation Unnecessary
Nor should it be inferred that the dependent must be related to the taxpayer. That is
not required at all. The credit may be taken whether the dependent is related to the
taxpayer or not, so long as there is a real
dependency as previously defined.
In discussing the personal tax exemptions
we saw that where a person was married
during the year his exemption was prorated,
based upon the number of months he was
single and the number of months he was
married. However, the credit for dependents
is governed by the situation at the last day
of the year. A parent might support a child
throughout birthday
the entire
if day
the child's
eighteenth
fellyear,
on theyetlast
of the
year, or any time before that, the parent
could not claim the $400 credit. On the
other hand, if a child is born on the last
day of the year, the parent supporting it can
take the full $400 allowance.

Helps Ohio.—
Cash-Box
SANDUSKY,
Arthur C. Himmelein made the third annivarsary of his assumption of managerical responsibilities at
the Plaza theatre, this city, something more
than a passing event. He arranged a special
program for the entire week of November
22-28, and cashed in on a "Third Anniversary" celebration. Throughout the week he
dwelt among flowers, the gifts of admiring
patrons.
Hirnmelein, nephew of Jno. A. Himmelein,
of Sandusky, owner of the Plaza, came to
Sandusky from Lakewood. The Plaza had
been sold by the Sheriff and for several years
after, was the bane of several lessees existences, losing money right along.
Today, under "Art" Himmelein's management, the theatre is one of the best properties of its kind in Northern Ohio.
"Art" is very strong on giving the people
the best to be had at all times and under all
circumstances.
* * *
NEGOTIATIONS
CLOSED
ON F. P. L. HOUSE
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., November 27.—
Preliminary investigations of the proposed
site of the Famous Players-Lasky House,
have been made by a Chattanooga Construction firm here in Birmingham. The building
is to be located on the corner of Eighteenth
street and Third avenue. Work on the building will be begun about February 1st, according to an announcement by Joe Loveman.
who has just returned from New York. Mr.
Loveman will use a portion of the building
as an annex to the Loveman Joseph and Loeb
Department Store when it is finished.
* * *
Full Speed Ahead
The Norma and Cons'ance Talmadge companies at the United Studios will begin casting within a few days for the two biggest
pictures ever launched by the Joseph M.
Schenck organization, while plans are being
made on the Buster Keaton lot to resume
an intensive production schedule.
* * *
"Midnight Sun" Arrives
Prints of "The Midnight Sun," the big
Universal special production, have arrived at
the home office where they will receive critical previews by H. O. executives.
This spectacular picture was directed by
Dimitri Buchowetzki and features Laura La
Plante and Pat O'Malley, and contains colorful vistas of the Russian Imperial Ballet
and life at the Kremiin.
3f£ $ $

Let us now summarize what we have observed concerning the credit for dependents.
We have seen that the taxpayer is entitled
toa $400 credit for each person under the
age of 18 or mentally or physically incapable j
of self-support receiving his chief support
from the tax payer. It was also brought out
Circuits Book "Buster Browns"
Two important deals have just been made
that a husband cannot claim credit for supporting his wife, or vice versa, and that it
by the Universal Sales Cabinet on the Buster
Brown series. One is for the Stanley Comis not necessary for the dependent to reside with the taxpayer, or be related to him.
pany of America Circuit of Theatres in
Furthermore, it is the situation on the last
Philadelphia, and the other for the importday of the year that determines the amount,
ant Kunsky Circuit in Detroit.
if any, hat a taxpayer may be entitled to as
* * *
a credit for dependents, irrespective of what
Johnny Hines for Mayor
may have been the situation at any other
time of the year.
H. A. Sherman of the New Plaza Theatre,
Thus far in the series we have considered
East Stroudsburg, Pa., reported an exceptional run on the house when Johnny Hines
who is subject to the income tax, who must
and several of the cast made a personal apfile returns, and the personal exemptions and
credits allowed. We are now ready to conWire" recently.
pearance for the showing of "The Li\te
sider the tax rates and the computation of
Johnny was well received, and got a big
the tax. That will form the basis of the
hand when he put on his Charleston as he
next article.
did it in the picture. Then, for a grand
It has again been decided to defer the
finale, Johnny, his brother et al "did the
questions and answers on account of the size
motions," while Bradley recited "The Shootof this article. However, ■ beginning with
ing of Dan McGrew." Popular vote among
the next article, the questions and answers
the audience was almost enough to elect
will be published.
him mayor of the town.
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Canada

Hull

Rotary Club
Seeks
Introduce British Plan
In Canada

Discusses

A Son of His Father
Kirke Lucas is following in the steps of
his famous father, Wilfred Lucas, and is
becoming the most sought after juvenile on
the screen today. Kirke is the third generation of the Lucas family to seek a career as
an actor.
* * *
War

Plan

To

OTTAWA, Can.— Impo rtant reference to the Quota Plan of the moving
picture business in Great Britain was
made by Raymond S. Peck, director of
the Canadian Government Motion Picture Studio^ Ottawa, at the meeting of
the Rotary Club of Hull, Quebec, at its
regular meeting last week, his address
being illustrated with several short subjects recently produced by the Canadian Government.
Mr. Peck told of the
proposal for the adoption of legislation in
Great Britain to provide for a certain percentage of British pictures at all performances in theatres in the United Kingdom.
He thought that this would be an excellent
example 'for Canada to follow. Mr. Peck
pointed out that American pictures were
supreme on the screen, even in the British
Empire, where 95 per cent of the subjects
shown were of American make.
"It is a matter of concern to the British
Government," declared Mr. Peck, "that so
much of the motion pictures shown in different parts of the Empire are of foreign manufacture. All governments realize the tremendous possibilities of the film industry and
propaganda and legislation will soon provide
that there must be a certain percentage of
British film shown in^any of the Old Country theatres."
In a recent interview, Mr. Peck declared
that the quota plan for cinemas in Great
Britain would undoubtedly encourage many
United States producers to make use of the
proximity of Canada for the making of various releases to qualify under the British requirements.
Mr. Peck has been the motion picture director of the Canadian Government at Ottawa for the past five years. In addition, he is
a member of the executive of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, having been elected to office last month.
He is a former film
exchange man, having been identified with
the business in Toronto and Montreal. He
is a memberin musical
of International
and is
prominent
circles of Rotary
the Canadian
Capital.
* * *

Star Awarded

Quota

Citation

Rosita Marstini, who played the French
mother role in "The Big Parade," was awarded a commendary citation by the Belgian
government in appreciation of her work in
the Belgian Red Cross during the Work*War.
* * *
WEDDING
BELLS
Thanksgiving Day was a memorable occasion for Diana Miller and George Melford. The day was doubly observed for in
addition to the customary festivities the day
had been selected as their wedding day. The
ceremony was informal with only the intimate friends of the couple atending.

'■■

<|
j
!
i

I
j

"When will we four meet again?" — the, famous question of Shakespeare's plays
answered when Harold Lloyd, Arthur Brisbane and his little daughter drop in on
Mary and Doug while the latter was at work on "The Black Pirate" for U. A.

SCOTT, JR., BACK
j LESTER
IN N. Y. OFFICES

OHIO

The offices of the Artclass Pictures corj
poration are humming this week due to the
;
presence of Lester F. Scott, Jr., President of
Action Picture Inc., the producer of the
Buddy Roosevelt, Wally Wales and Buffalo
Bill, Jr., series of five reel features which
are being distributed by Louis Weiss.
Mr. Scott calls this visit his annual vaca■
tion although he is making extensive plans
his
next year's
with a thebyword
three
• for
stars whose
work produ^iori
is becoming
wherever action pictures are the public taste.
It is expected that Mr. Scott's tentative
plans for future production will soon be embodied in an announcement which will be
made in the future.
* * *
'

COLUMBUS, O.— Public school motion
picture exhibitions for so long the bane of
small town exhibitors, were dealt a fatal blow
in Ohio this week by a ruling of the Attorney general to C. L. Swain, prosecuting attorney of Clinton county. The opinion holds
that school boards are without authority to
equipmotion picture
for contract
money into
public
spend ment
or to enter
with private

i 'FRESHMAN'

HELD

OVER

TORONTO, Can.— Harold Lloyd's "The
Freshman" closed its special Canadian run
at the Regent Theatre, Toronto, on November 28, after a continuous engagement of
five weeks, during which time the feature
was shown continuously every day except
Sundays. The run was conducted under the
direction of Manager R. G. Brown of the
Toronto Regent. Added numbers included
a prologue, and a short subject called "Varsity Life," showing scenes and incidents in
and around the University of Toronto.
MAE
MURRAY
AND
BUSHMAN
TO ATTEND
FILM PREMIERE
HERE
NEW YORK.— When the new MetroGoldwyn-Mayer picture, "The Masked
Bride," opens at the Capitol Theatre on Sunday, its scintilating star, Mae Murray, and
Francis X. Bushman, who plays the leading
male role, will be among those attending the
first performance. Mr. Bushman just arrived in New York, and Miss Murray has
been prolonging her visit here in order to be
present for the premiere.

PUBLIC

SCHOOL

SHOWS

BANNED

concerns for exhibitions when the contract
involves public money, and admission is
charged, though proceeds go to the schools.
School boards, however, may expend
money for motion picture exhibits when they
are to be in connection with and a part of
branch of study in the school
any particular The
curriculum.
opinion does not say
whether contracts for the showing of motion pictures in schools can be made where
no public funds are involved.
The Clinton county prosecutor asked for
board of itBlanschoola contract
afterto the
opinion
the
has
renew
desired
chester
edushow
to
firm
picture
had with a motion
cational films in the high school buildings.
The village of Blanchester has just one
picture theatre.
In many cities and villages throughout the
state, motion pictures are shown in the
schools, but just how these adventures are
financed and what contracts are involved, the
attorney general said he did not know.
* * *
Receives Silver Mounted Saddle
A silver mounted saddle was presented to
Jean Raymond, well known screen actress,
by her friends in Cripple Creek, Colorado.
Miss Raymond was at one time the Colorado
Women's Rodeo champion.
* * *
Using

Spare Time

Profitably

Olivia Burwell is using her "between pictures" time to good advantage. Olivia purchased a tract of land near San Diego and
is busy cutting it into sub divisions.
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PICTURE

WOMAN
Accessories

FOR

for

GOVERNOR

One-Time Member of Censor
Board Enters Primaries
MT. VERNON, Ohio.— Airs. Evelyn Frances Snow, of this city, former state motion
picture censor, has announced her candidacy
for the Republican nomination for governor
in the primaries next August. She is the
first woman to seek the governorship in Ohio.
Mrs. Snow was named a member of the
state moving picture censor board in 1921,
later becoming chief of the division of motion picture censorship when the state departments were changed under the David reorganization code. She served until June,
1922. Since then she has spent her time lecturing and traveling.
* * *
Cleveland

Ready

Film

Row Humming
The last week on Cleveland Film Row was
a busy one. Reported for the week were : .
Ned Holmes, head of the Fox Exploitation
department, visited with Roger Ferri, local
Fox exploiteer. Mr. Holmes was accompanied by Mrs. Holmes.
* * *
Meyer Fischer, of the Fischer Film Exchange, has moved his offices from the main
floor of the Film Exchange building to the
fifth floor in order to accommodate the increase in business. Mr. Fischer has just purchased the rights on "The Passionate Adventurer," featuring Alice Joyce.
% % Hp
Joe Greenly, former road man for Fischer
Film Exchange, and Nathan Schultz, formerly with the Lande Film Company, have
launched the Ivanhoe Film and Vaudeville
Exchange at 401 Film Exchange building.
A number of state right pictures have been
secured and negotiations for many more are
pending. It is also their intention to supply
vaudeville acts of all description ..to theatres.
% •(« ♦
Al Goldman, a nephew of Davie Davidson,
city man for the local Fox office, has been
appointed road salesman for the same concern.
* * *
Allene Wise is the new addition to the
Fox Exchange. She will assist Edward
Graves, the cashier, in his arduous tasks.
•t* 4*
Frank J. Hunt, short subject booker of
the local Fox office, has been promoted to
take the vacancy made through the resignation of Abe Chapman, head booker. Chapman has been appointed booker for the -Indianapolis Producers Distributing Corporation office.
i t*«f_l ' ■".
ifs ' ' iff ■ ' %
Al Davis will cover the western part of
this territory for the local Progress office.
H. Hirsch has been appointed sales manager of the Cincinnati Progress office. Mr.
Hirsch has been for years with the Cleveland
office and has been promoted to his new position through loyal service and efficient
work.
' ^ ♦ ♦ ' ' * •!' .'K
Security Pictures Corporation has been
organized with L. W. Chapman, George S.
Spencer and Fred Schramm as active heads
of the corporation.
Security has the franchise on the Reed
Howes, Billy Sullivans, George Larkins, Jack
Perrins, Rayart specials and the Jans productions. The company has been incorporated
for ten thousand dollars.

(Reprinted

National
Review.)
in full
from. Exhibitors Daily

The committee of the National Laugh
Month campaign for January has been extremely active in the past week and has arranged for a complete line of accessories and
publicity material for the exhibitors to Use.'
A broadside has been prepared and is going
out announcing the campaign. This is being
mailed to every exhibitor in the United
States and Canada and will be followed
within , a week by a complete press sheet
picturing the accessories and giving suggestions for a large or small campaign, whichever exhibitors may desire to use.
Arrangements have' been made with the
Sweeney Lithograph Company of Belleville,
N. J., to supply, on order, to exhibitors banners, pennants, one-sheets and three-sheets.
Special designs have been prepared for these
and they are being sold at nominal prices.
National Screen Service, with offices in
New York, Chicago, San Francisco and Los
Angeles, are making up a special animated
trailer of the laughing head. Exhibitors who
are
using
trailers
now ' will
receive
thisScreen
about Service
the middle
of December
as part of their regular service.
Buttons about one inch in diameter " with
the Laugh Month Slogan are being prepared
by Bastian Brothers Company, of Rochester, N. Y.
Arrangements are being made for special
slides, "ad" cuts, mats and window cards. As
soon as the details of these are worked iMt
with the manufacturers, announcement will
be made as to the prices and where they may
be obtained.
All the companies participating on the National Laugh Month committee are ordering

Laugh

Month

samples of these accessories for their exchanges and within a week or ten days every
exchange will be displaying National Laugh
Month material.
The press sheet containing the list of the
accessories arid the prices will be mailed to
all exhibitors during the first week in December so that ample time is given to every
theatre man to get material which he needs
to make Laugh. Month a success in. his particular community.
* * *
First Run

Theatres

Show

"A Dog's Life"
First run theatres in New York and in
Kansas
CityCharlie
are showing
Dog's Life,"
one
of the
Chaplin "Acomedies
which
Pathe is bringing back to the screen, during
Thanksgiving week.
.; . ;
Warner's Theatre on Broadway, New
York, and Liberty Theatre in Kansas City,
showed this comedy .classic all this week.
The booking of "A" Dog's 'Life" in such
representative. theatres during a holiday week
bespeaks the box-office value attached to
Chaplin's successes
entertainment. There is as
no popular
doubt of screen
the audience
appeal of the Charlie Chaplin comedies as
represented
"A Dog's byLife"
and under
the other
three classicsby acquired
Pathe
the
half-million dollar contract with the noted
comedian.
"A Dog's Life" opened at the Liberty in
Kansas City with an option for a second
Week,
is" almost
certain that popular
demand and
mayit extend
the engagements
in both
the Liberty and in Warner's.
■
w^i
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Sorry we cannot give his name — but
one of the big chain Exhibitors told
us yesterday:
"Exhibitors Trade Review and
Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW I enjoy
reading as they always tell the truth
whether people advertise or not. If
they will keep up this policy, the
industry will be in a better condition. These papers also give you
the news without too much to wade
through and the reviews are straight
from the shoulder."
Every sincere compliment like this
helps us to do our work well.

Chaplin

to Make
"The

Suicide

Club"

_ LOS ANGFLES Nov. 26— Charlie Chaplin has ideas in plan other than a film version of "The Dandy," at first contemplated
as his next production.
While in New York, it seems, he nursed
some ideas of his own, with the result that
he is now "digging in" on two new stories.
One, recalling old music hall life in London
with the possible suggestion of the "Suicide
Club," will be started into form Dec. 10, or
thereabouts. Chaplin, the whole life-andlaugh of it, as usual, will direct.
It is understood that Henry Bergman will
be included in the cast, as will Georgia Hale
in the lead.
The original film production of "The Suicide Club" was made by a new defunct company. It is not known whether Chaplin will
buy the rights for his new version.

Five

Completed

Features

Columbia

in Laboratory

"The Handsome| Brute," "Lure of the
Wild," "Ladies of Leisure," "Fate of a Flirt,"
and "The Thrill Hunter," are scheduled for
release before the Columbia 1926 season begins. "Lure of the Wild," which was directed by Frank R. Strayer, starring Lightning, the wonder dog, and an all star cast
headed by Jane Novak, is expected to be a
box office production with all the record
smashing qualities of "Steppin' Out," made
by the same director, which has established
new records in practically all the first run
houses in which it has been shown.

Production
DIANA MILLER has been spending a
large part of each day and incidentally a
large .part of her salary in buying Christiws gifts, p trouseau and wedding gifts
for her husband-to-be, George Melford.
* * *
MARIAN NIXON, Universal actress,
has returned from Rio Vista, where she
went for a rest following her role in
"Hands Up," for which she was loaned to
Lasky to play opposite Raymond Griffith.
* * *
WALTER HIERS returns to Christie
stud o ext we k to conclude production
on the fourth of his own starring series of
comedies for Educational. Work has been
suspended while Hiers recovered from two
broken fingers, injured while at work on
location.
* * *
THEODOR
VON ELTZ'S "boyish
figure" is causing him considerable worry
His portrayal of youthful roles necessitates
an athletic figure and between pictures
von Eltz is confronted with the problem
of an expanding *waistline.
* *
HAL ROACH has recruited two prominent vampires for comedy drama. The
original vamp, Theda Bara, is to stage her
return to the screen under the Roach ban
ner and Gertrude Astor, one of the newer
vamps, has been signed for a number of
productions.
* * *
ROSA RUDAMI, exotic Cecil B. DeMille actress, is anticipating her first personal appearance in a motion picture theatre, to be made here with release of "The
Wedding
tured role. Song," in which she plays a fea* # #
JOHN BOWERS and Cissy Fitzgerald
are erg-age1 in a number of cimedy scenes
for "The Danger Girl," in which Bowers
plays opposite Priscilla Dean for Metropolitan.
HELENE CHADWICK has just received acongratulatory telegram from Eastern officials of Universal for her dualage
starring role in "The Still Alarm."
LILYAN TASHMAN, for the past two
days, has been engaged in retakes for "Rocking Moon," her first screen role under her
new long term Metropolitan
contract.
* * *
EDMUND LOWE'S costume for his
present Fox starring vehicle indicate that a
few years ago men wore clothes as colorful,
as decorative and even as pretty as those
worn by women.
The picture is "Palaces of
(Left), It is to laugh. Two
pale-faces, A. Rogell and Ena
Gregory, trying to show an
Indian girl (none other than
Helen Bruneau) how to apply
the war-paint. Snapped between scenes of "Overland
Trail" for Universal.

(Right) Barbara La Marr, her
old self again strikes a few
fascinating poses for her First
National camera-friends. This
is how she looks in "The Girl
from Montmarte."

Highlights
Pleasure" and Lowe is co-starring with Betty
Compson.
* # *
LILYAN
TASHMAN, Metropolitan
star, is to be hostess at a dinner party at her
home in Hollywood tonight.
Guests for the occasion will include Misses
Norma Talmadge, Florence Vidor, Bebe
Daniels, Norma Shearer, Pauline Starke,
Aileen Pringle, Eileen Percy, Hedda Hopper,
Kathleen Clifford, Enid Bennett, Catherine
Bennett, Marjorie Bennett, Ann Pennington,
and others.
Buffet dinner will be served the guests,
who will participate in cards and the Charleston later in the evening.
* * *
JOHN ROCHE, who has been doing a
real life "Jekyll and Hyde" in that he has
been playing in two pictures at once — one
demanding a villainous demeanor and the
other a heroic characterization — is once more
himself following completion of both roles.
MITCHELL

LEWIS has been signed
* # #
by Marshall Neilan for a role in the latter's
production
"WildoneOats
at
present isof
playing
of theLane."
leading Lewis
roles
in "What Price Glory" with the Los Angeles
Company.
* * *
RUPERT JULIAN, who has just finished "Three Faces East," directing the picture and also playing the role of the Kaiser
in the production, is enjoying a brief vacation prior to the start of his next picture for
Cecil B. DeMille. The latter part of this
month
Max
which
Beulah

he commences work on "Silence,"
Marcin's great mystery melodrama,
has been adapted for the screen by
Marie Dix.

BETTY COMPSON danced as Lola
Montez the other night in the Philharmonic
Auditorium, Los Angeles, in the theatre and
ballet scenes in "The Palace of Pleasure," a
Fox picture based on the life of the Irish
girl who became the toast of all Europe.
Henry Kolker appeared as her chief admirer, the Portuguese premier, and Edmund
Lowe played the romantic hero.
MATTY KEMP, who has been playing
bits at Universal for the last four months,
has suddenly found himself started along the
road to screen fame; Kemp, who is only 19,
has. been loaned to Century Comedies for a
series of pictures in which he will play the
male lead. In his first picture Kemp will
impersonate a newspaper reporter and will
play opposite Wanda Wiley. In the second
Kemp will play opposite Edna Marian.
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National

Tie-Up

and

Exploitation

M

SHIVER

Section

'TIMBERS

So far, space has been devoted to describing the highpowered exploitation opportunities of "Clothes Make the
Pirate. ' It is only pertinent to
dilate on the fine entertainment
quality the fiim boasts, and

We're
THERE!
AVAST
Out For Treasure," yell
the pirates in "Clothes Make
the Pirate".
Exhibitors can go these
swash-buckling gallants of the
Spanish Main one better; for,
with the release of this rollicking comedy, exhibitors can

truthfully shout : "Ho,
Here Is The Treasure."

Exhibitors Trade Review

which, after all is the most important thing, if the picture is
really to satisfy audiences.
Fun, good wholesome sport,
which tickles the funny-bone
at a jolly clip, is furnished by
Leon Errol, who has never
failed to create an atmosphere
of mirth and merriment in a

Ho,

The very mention of the
word clothes is enough to make
mouth
showman's
exploiting
an
water
at the delicious
prospects
in store. Store! Ah, that's
another word that conjures up

long stage career, before the

alluring images to the merchandising mind.

When you see Errol careening around in drunken abandon
public.
on his funny spindly legs, and
then finally sink to the floor

Think of it. In any business
section ; in your own, neighborhood, any part of the town or
country — where are there not
clothing stores? Where are
there not men, women, and
even youngsters that are not
continually visualizing themselves in new, dressy clothes.
When you think of the,se
things, you are thinking of the
high potential power that
"Clothes Make the Pirate" has
for adding customers through
the magic medium of the tieups. But don't imagine that
this film bases its main hope for
success on tie-ups. In that direction, its promise is indeed
bright ; but its greatest appeal
will be on plain, unadulterated
entertainment values.

No

Hold-Up
in

Prices

HP HE above reproduction of one of the ad cuts available, to
those booking "Clothes Make the Pirate", offers splendid
opportunities Tor dressing up a window with 1 catch-lines.
Catch-lines are the real salt of. poster advertising, ' and
whether in window, on fence or in throwaway, its chances for
results more than' outweighs the investment incurred.
,head
As the
an instance
of howof the
above
be used,no you
' might
announcement
a sale
— andcanit makes
difference

like a tallow candle, you're going to explode with a volume
of laughs.
. As1
to
the for
film;more
-justtangible
see howaSse't's
this
cast -looms up as a box-office
magnet:' Dorothy Gish with a
characterization bit,1 as only a
member, of the Gish family can
do it ; Nita Naldi at the height

of her exotic charms"; ' Kdna
Murphy exuding appeal from
every pore ; Tully Marshall in
'-- a — well you know Tully Marwhether you sell clothes or tooth-brushes — "No Hold-Up,"
shall;James Rennie in a part
in bold eye-catching letters, and then in smaller letters, "In
Prices at So . and So's General Store". The knife in the
that will win the plaudits' of :
pirate's mouth might indicate the idea: "We-re On- the War- "|fthe women; and George MarPath to;; CUT. Prices", followed ' by other details you wish ' ion with a villainous^expression
that would stop an eight-day
^^•^^-'^—-■^
'"'■■ ;;:■ •"'■ %opportunities
'4v;.-'.excellent
'* the
<■'■■'}'jfo
get across'.
to These
examples
indicate
for
clock.
A treasure-trove of encapitalizing the ready-made exploitation practically inherent
,
tertainment.
in a cut 'already- available to you.
7„"'
-¥ ■*>
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specifically, what is the
MORE
itting nature of the
-spl
side
story of "Clothes Make the
the Pirate" ? Ah, it's a pleasure to explain. It has brought this viewer more
laughs than a centipede has toes.
Picture the opening scene in a tiny
crooked street of Boston as it was in
1750. Open the door of one of the
quaint, colonial shops, and you enter
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"Clothes

Pirate"

A

hides in the very boat, in which the
crew await Dixie Bull, piratical terrov
of the seas. Tidd is taken for Bull, and
before he knows it, is in command of a
ship on foul deeds bent.
Circumstance again plays into

is passenger. She becomes his prisoner, but doesn't recognize him because
he's shaved off his whiskers.
In truth, Tidd doesn't care for this
lawless life, but is forced to continue
by his crew. Tidd is compelled to
head a landing party in an attack on a
peaceful town. In the meantime, the

cuts deeper than a mule-driver's whip,
constantly guilds the domestic scene,

Tidd's wife walks in on him while he's
attired in this fashion, and she rushes

sure!

Tidd's hands, when his ship lowers the
colors of a frigate on which his wife

into the private domains of "Tremble-At-Evil" Tidd, who sews patches on
men's pants, but can't boast a decent
pair tor himself. Furthermore,
Tidd is one of the kind that ducks at
his own shadow. Add to this that a
shrewish wife, with a tongue which

and you have Tidd's character pat.
But, no. This timid, shrinking Tidd
reads stories of Captain Kidd on the
sly, and himself aspires to daring deeds
on the Spanish Main. Secretly, he expresses himself by donning the complete outfit of a pirate and strutting
around with a bold swagger. One day,

a

Page 15

Nita Naldi, in her exotic fashion, embellishes this film to the full height of her
powers. Won't the women eye her clothes?
out to call down the law on the villainous intruder.
Thus, circumstance forces Tidd into
the very arms of a buccaneer's "existence, abetted by "coincidence when Tidd'

Most

Peculiar

pirate ship is overhauled by the returning frigate and defeated. On shore,
Tidd finds himself up against the real
Dixie Bull, and just as it seems he
must bow to a bloody end, the pirate
trips, and Tidd makes him prisoner.
Conclude then, with Tidd's royal trip
back home, a hero .in all people's eyes
as well as his wife's, who has returned
before him to prepare a comfortable' reception, and bow to -his superior powers
with a meekness becoming to the spouse
of " a swash-buckling, dare-devil-. '*> •

Triangle

TRIANGLES, as we've come to know them in story, play or song involve, invariably a man tnd two women, or at least two women arid a mail? In
"Clothes Make the Pirate," we have the rare occasion of featuring three women
who are concerned with two men, concluding with the vampirish one. dropping
out beaten, while the two more domestically inclined come into their own. " ,■

Edna
Murphy
has that rare
thing, dear to the
heart of adulating
audiences, called
"charm". It glows
with an iridescent
quality in this
film.

Sounds' somewhat complicated, doesn't, though on the screen the situation is
unraveled with the simplicity of dividing an apple into four parts. Nevertheless, that doesn't mean that a terrific domestic snarl doesn't ensue, one that
contributes much of the entertainment to the film. Oh, yes, and one that, pan
be capitalized in an exceptionally good exploitation way.
For one thing, get the names: Nita Naldi, Dorothy Gish and Edna Murphy.
Beautiful in looks ; prettily gowned, and acting, as only artists of such distinction would offer. Costume shops present a fertile angle for window tie-ups, the
stills telling the showman's

story in a way that should spell profit for him.

You've never seen
Dorothy Gish in
shrewish w,i f e.
a part my!
like Tidd's
Oh
Her
tongue makes 4
screeching buzzsaw cat's
seem purr.
like -the
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Quartette

us your theatre name and
See that quartette up above? It is no attempt
JT must be
a quartette.
Otherwise it will fall flat.
the address of the store that
to characterize the persons really meant — but
desires to make the display
We here can deal only with
just have been dressed up in pirates costume to
for you. And leave the rest
the producer and the manuto us. You see, although
keep in the spirit of things. At any rate, they
facturer. The producer
can be called the exhibitor, the producer, the
gives us the idea when he
the ors
exploiteer
of ExhibitTrade Review
does not
shows us the picture, gives
manufacturer and the store-keeper. Now read
us the stills, and allows us
figure into the quartette at
the story.
all, he sort of fills the bill of
all the press book ideas, etc.
he sheet music.
There is no reason why your theatre
Then the manufacturer must be apGet that off, and you will have fallen
proached, and we get his cooperation
should be littered up with all sorts of
in line with the ever increasing numthrough the many splendid window diswindow cards, paste-board boxes and
ber of showmen that have come to recplays he will furnish to
empties.
You sell the store keeper on the
ognize this form of exploitation — the
Now, that's where you and the store
keepers come in. The manufacturer
Tie-up — as the greatest thing that ever
idea. It's a cinch to do that. It means
hit the moion picure industry.
would much rather send his display
increased business for him. An unExhibitors all over the country have
material right to the store keeper. It
usual display always means increased
recognized
its full value.
is the better arrangement for you, too.
business. Then you write us, and tell

Fixing

should, if
YOU
the store keeper is a newcomer
in the field of tieups, cooperate
with him for the
first window,
There are several
matters that are
essential for both
of you to get the
best results out of
what this paper
arranges for you.
Take for example, this dummy
window arranged,
featuring the book
tie-up on the story.
Holman
Day
wrote the original
novel, and the picture has kept the
title that became
so very popular
all over the country.
Note that the
card is not just put
in bare into the
window. There is
a sufficient display
of the books all

A

Window
around the window, and at the
same time some
suggestive
and
ends of odds
pieate
life to add to the
atmosphere of the
tie-up. The cutlass
and the flint-lock
pistol, which can
be borrowed from
any antique shop
add a great deal.
The treasure chest,
easily reconstructed from some dilapidated trunk,
and the model of a
three master all
help to get the
necessary effect.
np HIS
is justItoneis
example.
almost impossible
to explain all the
other windows in
detail. But get on
your thinking cap

Just picture a display like this in a store window on a busy thoro-fare. Will — get the showpeople stop to look at it? And if your theatre was named at the bottom of...
manship an g 1 e —
and you've gotten
the poster, don't you honestly think that they would remember it? You bet
something real.
they would!
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AS
CLOTHES

MAKE

AS

CLOTHES

Women today are paying as much attention to personal
charm and beauty, as they are to the matter of proper clothes.
As a matter of fact, the comparatively sudden rise in the
volume of beauty shop business that has struck the country
is eloquent testimony, to the accessibility with which women
can be appealed to upon the question of beauty.

PIRATE"

THE

IMPORTANT

In "Clothes Make the Pirate," the entire theme embraces
clothes, costumes and beauty. Right here you can take this
photograph and tie-up with beauty parlors and department
stores, which feature the sale of nail polishes and hand
beautiflers. The Cutex Company will be glad to co-operate
with you on any store-window tie-up. Take this still and
mount it on an ordinary white cardboard, and letter as shown.

Beautiful
Hands

Beauty

Edna Murphy
in
Leon tiwoL's Greatest Comedy
Pfc-^^''CLOTME6
MAKE

furnish you or the beauty-shop window you select, with handsomely lithographed window display material with which you
can tie the picture to. Vivi Face Powder (formerly Vivadou) ;

"

Venida Hair Nets ; Squibbs Cold Cream.
With

a little time and preparation, some window cardboards (blank) and brush and ink, your letterer can frame up
suitable cards to go into the windows along with the display
material the companies will send you. Make liberal use of

It is interesting to see how added effect can be given to ordinary production stills by the use of scissors, and a little ink.
As, for example, the picture in the poster above. This
poster is a dandy for window tie-ups in every drug store and
beauty parlor in the country. Cutex has a great line of display material, and it is a national favorite among the women.

IF

IT'S

IT'S

Tie-Up

This same photograph and many others you will be furnished with offer splendid tie-ups with beauty aids for women.
Any one of the following national advertisers will be glad to

Miss

THEat thePIRATE
Strand
TMIS» WCCK

Shop

the photographs pasted on your cards.

HAND

MADE

BETTER

What woman doesn't like to knit?
Not only is it economical and pleasurable but it is an agreeable outlet for
nervous energy. Window cards, based
on the knitting propaganda will be welcomed at all local novelty stores and department stores.
Perhaps you can arrange with stores
to use a local woman shown in their
store window doing some knitting and
illustrating how it is done. Other
angles are those of knitting contests for
the patrons of your theatre, the proceeds of the sale of the knit articles to
go to some local charity. Fertile advertising opportunities lie here. Every
woman patron in your locality ought to
be sent a personal letter advising her of
the contest you will hold and offering
either prizes or passes. Advertise the
contest in your newspaper advance advertising orthrough circulars.

.J

Hgne from 'Clothes Make the Pirate '

f/i^fV

i$

Novelties

thlS

ShOD

^

of

sorm

all

kinds

i

as novel as
National Pictore 51
5tarrmg Leon Errol

AT THE STRAND

- NEXT

FRIDAY
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Jewels

Cosmetics

Novelties

The

Ladies

Will

Have

T

must never lose track of the fact that the majority of your business comes to you because Mrs. or
Miss So-and-So says to the other half of the party,

YOU

"I would like to see a picture tonight." Or if she does
leave it to the judgment of the male members of the party,
four out of five will say "to a picture show" and think to
himself, "Here's where I save some dough."
Therefore it will pay you to sell the ladies on "Clothes
Make the Pirate."
There are plenty of good tie-ups arranged and ready for
you through the exploitation department of Exhibitors Trade
Review, all ready for your placing
with the local storekeepers. For

heir

Say

in

This

Picture

OROTHY
GISH created a furor in New York recently when she showed herself on Fifth Avenue with
a hand-made "Pirate Hat." It is all the fad now.
Although there are no nationally known manufacturers of
this hat, every millinery in the country has been making
these hats to order. Stills of Miss Gish wearing this hat
can be obtained upon application to these offices. We will
be glad to furnish you with detailed copy for window cards
as well.
Bring the playing of "Clothes Make the Pirate" to the
attention of the best milliner in
D

your town, and co-operate with
her fully on making a real tie-up.
// you can mail to us your play
date on the picture, and the name
and address of the milliner you
have in mind, we will be glad to

the women's tie-ups you will never
get a better line than that which
is offered you on this page.

go through with all the details.
You

a

Don't Have to Marry
Pirate
to Buy
These Clothes

FONTANIS

Fontanis, Inc., a New

woman's clothes, you will get a
fine
reaction in any dressmaker's
window.

every store in the country is familiar with the line, and will necessitate no trouble at all on your
part to interest the storekeeper.

The same applies to department
stores and any other establishments selling dresses. For window displays on recognized dress
styles, two manufacturers are offered. If you are located in the
East, correspond with us for the
Kummel Manufacturing Company
of New York. If west of the
Mississippi, Hitsch and Davis of
Los Angeles will co-operate with
window displays, etc.

THE

who

ETERNAL

FAN

Synonymous with the coquette
is the fan.
All through the romantic ages, the fair lady has always cast her sly eyes over the top
|
1
■
IlllillilllllliP

HOSIERY

Did you ever see a woman

York

concern, has a corking line of window display material available for
beauty shops and counters, as well
as for drug stores, etc. This company deals in perfumes, a recognized national quality, and a full
line of toilet requisites. Nearly

Using the above head as a catch
line under the still of Nita Naldi
in her gorgeous gown, and putting
the card in a suitable display of

SILK

REQUISITES

did not either wear, or

wish to wear silk hosiery. That's another angle for the
attention of the fairer sex. A display of Onyx Hosiery,
sent upon request, will make a very attractive window.
Dress up with stills, and use the treasure chest idea as explained on page 24 to add to the interest of the tie-up.

of the little fan that was an important part of her dress. And
[j^y
gtJjJ ^
m01-e

THE PIRATE'S JEWELS
What would a pirate be if he were not able to get all the
jewels he wanted? No good at all. At that rate, Leon
Errol makes a real good pirate, for there are plenty of
jewels on display in "Clothes Make the Pirate." These all
make fine tie-ups with your local jeweler and with the
jewel and novelty counters of department stores.
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Clothes
for the Pirate

AN EJ7ENTIAL PART

Jewels
MILADYlf
OFDRE//-

for the Woma
COME

essential as Leon Crrols funny Clot~hes in
A LAUGH FROM
START TO FINISH.
ClOIHES
MAKE
All Week
THE

PIRATE

The
Dig

||

CLOTHES

STRAND

AT

Jeweler's
in Deep

With
Out

Shining

]Y7 ita Naldi, bedecked in pearl necklaces and exquisitely
i_\ wrought bracelets, adds a scintillating appeal to her
appearance in "Clothes Make
the Pirate." This
should find ready favor in the eyes of the showman with
the knowledge of exploitation values in these ornaments.
Take the subject of the pearls. The jeweler had learned
by experience that the appearance of pearls in his window
immediately draws the attention of feminine passersby to
his wares. Pearls, since time began, have never failed to
excite the feminine mind. There is a mystery and romance
to their very appearance that is intriguing
Offer the jeweler an opportunity to augment this natural
T1 HESE axioms about
the worm turning,
and the long lane that
has no turning, must
have more than a grain
Df truth to them, for they
certainly work out with
a vengeance in "Clothes
Make the Pirate."
The photo to the right
shows Leon Errol in the
role of "Tremble-AtEvil." Tidd the man who
was veritably afraid of
his own shadow, finally
rising to the aspired
heights of a daring buccaneer of the Spanish
Main. Furthermore, after defeating a naval ship
to the best pirate's taste,
among his prisoners he
finds his own wife. The
same, who only a few
days before made life
miserable for him in biting, hen-pecking fashion.
Then, there is the defeated commander's pretty
lady, friend, who had
previously made Tidd a
laughing stock. Last, but

VIEW
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MAKE
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SELECTION
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STRAND

Treasure

a Merchandising

Bright,

IN AND
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Gentpare it with the Jewels of Mta Midi
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in
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WEEK.
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and
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drawing power by allying the beautiful commodity to the
figure of a well-known star, and you have a device infallible in its power for bringing store-keeper and exhibitor
mutual profit.
THE women — and the men too — will immediately be ar
rested by the sight of Nita Naldi's picture in the
window. They've learned that her appearance anywhere
is synonymous with interest, intriguing human interest.
Get this over to the shop-keeper, to every shop-keeper who
sells jewels, trinkets and other commodities that embellish
the feminine appearance with exotic appeal, and you have
a co-partner that will help measurably to sell your film.
not least, in the abject
trio, is his own neice,
whom he had tried to help
in a marriage to his best
friend, but which affair
his wife spiked.
And now here were the
three in his power, and,
oh, but didn't he lord it
over them. All of which
preamble is a fine suggestion as to how these incidents might be capitalized in an exploitation
way. Why not make a
popular dscussion about
the "Worm Turning."
Why not, also, a prize
essay contest, for men,
in which the contestants
tell what they would do
were they in Tidd's place.
An essay contest, with
the subject, say: "How
to Cure
Henpeckers,"
would
undoubtedly
catch
the public fancy, and
offer some human interest material for the local
paper to work on; .
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In producing "Clothes Make the Pirate,"
Sam E. Rork chose not only two famous stars
but a cast of players including at least four who
are stars in their own
gie la Tour,

right. Nita Naldi, as Vir-
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vamp,
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Stars

in crinolines and brocades quite as seductive an
affair as in the slinky satin of today. Tully Marshall in a splendid comedy role, Georr ? Marion
and

James

money

Rennie

are other names

at the box-office.

twat mean
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in

"Clothes

Make

The illustrations on these pages are from still
pictures available at all exchanges. Not only do
they make splendid lobby material but their use
in advertisements, news-publicity and window
displays

is obvious.

The

same

freshness

and

The

Pirate"

originality that make this picture the year's outstanding feat of showmanship are also evident
throughout the big line-up of accessories that
First National has prepared in order to do the
production

full advertising

justice.
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effect
not forget to
stress the name

of the pic-

ture, "CLOTHES MAKE
THE
PIRATE."
In all
printed matter, in window
cards, in throwaways, in placards, get the name over big.

The greatest natural tie-up
with this title is clothes. One

LAUNDRIES
AND MODERN
MACHINERY
Sweet and sad ! Isn't she ? Dorothy
Gish makes a pretty laundress but she'd
look much happier if she had modern
laundry machinery at her disposal.
Modern washing machines, ironers, etc.
Make local tie-ups with the laundries or
hardware and electrical stores which
feature labor-saving laundry devices.
Use the above still on a series of
window cards, calling attention to
"CLOTHES MAKE THE PIRATE"
— and others rebellious — when they
wash the old-fashioned way.
Sniff

and

of the country's greatest clothiers, Goodman & Suss, of New
York, are daffy on motion picture window-card tie-ups on
their clothing — the famous
G-G brand of clothing.

G-

Secure space in the windows
of every men's furnishing store,
clothing or department store,
handling this line and send in
your request for a special window display material. You can
do the rest with your own handmade cards and stills of Leon
Enrol in fancy costumes.

LAUNDRY

DRIERS

This still of Dorothy Gish hanging
clothes in the back yard in "Clothes
Make the Pirate," also lends itself to
a tie-up with laundries and labor-saving laundry driers.
Word your window card for laundries to say that "even pirates won't
worry about their clothes, if handled
through the Star Laundry, for they
won't blow away. In windows of stores
handling modern laundry dryers, have
samples of the dryers in the windows,
with stills like this one to accompany
them.

Snuff!

FAWNCY
that ! Our spic and span dandy, played by Leon
Errol is a lover of snuff. And quite the vogue too ! But
not so much nowadays. Still, every cigar and cigarette store
in town won't mind advertising their brands of snuff — or other
smokes. Fix up your window cards with this still. Send in
a request for window display material on the brand of snuff
carried by the dealer or Garcia Grande Cigars, carried by all
dealers.
We'll send them to you for an effective tie-up. Offer halfprice tickets to all smokers buying at each particular store,
to come and see the picture, after making a purchase.

Coaches

or

Fords?

for the good old days of colonial coaches and carriages.
Yes, those days are gone, but the day of the Ford is
here! Two possibilities present themselves. Get in touch
with every local Ford dealer and get him to feature stills from
the picture, and particularly this one shown here, together with
AH,

appropriately worded window-cards. Emphasize that "Clothes
Make the Pirate," and "A car makes the man." A necessity
which no one can be without. The other possibility is
that of advertising for old and broken-down automobile or
carriage coaches, stationed in front of your house.
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It doesn't take much
to get some real
good copy ideas out
of the many stills
that are available on
"Clothes Make the
Pirate." Every angle
that could possibly
mean anything for
tie-up value is covered. It is impossible to give them
all a detailed explanation in these
columns, and it is
hoped that the exhibitor looking at
the posters laid out
here will treat them
in the light of a
guidance for other
stunts and posters
•hat might be peculiarly suited to his
own type of house.
Each still tells a
story. Each still will
suggest some good
angle to the live exhibitor. Follow up
on them. They are
the cheapest and the
best form of publicity. Every poster,
with a still from the
picture, placed in
the window of a
store, means more
seats sold on the
days of showing.
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Clothes

Watch

Pirates

Had

Never

Time

CLOTH

NIGHT
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Night

going into fancy lettering. The idea is
the catch line — the
real eye attraction.
Then tell him to
stick to simple one
stroke lettering. It
is cheaper for you,
and more effective
to boot.

The

ES

For
—

WEEK.

S^4,
Art

Shirt

ill in ^our

Contest

Idea
Contests never fail to draw the interest of old and young alike. Start

The old-fashioned night-gown or the
union suit. Which? Many people prefer the old-style ; many the new. Edna
Murphy prefers the old, in this picture,
but in private life she probably wears
Sealpax, the new union suits for
women's under-clothing.
Pajamas and union suits. More and
more women are expressing their newwon economic freedom by wearing
what they please and these near approach to men's pajamas and union
suits, please them.
A most attractive window display
card which this photograph will make ;
coupled together with a set of lithographed and illustrated window displays which the Sealpax people, Oppenheim and Obendorf of Baltimore, will
send to you or any department or drygoods store, ought to create the interest of passers-by.

Show your artist this
poster to the left as
an example of how
to apply
the stills
sugges-to
tions of the
the finished copy.
Warn him to avoid

Mxke
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See him in

Jor the (fiest !

"CLOTHES
THE

I

for l

MAKE

PUCAJTJE"

a contest, which can be widely advertised among the younger element of
picture-goers, offering small prizes to
those drawing the best outlines of the
blank face of Leon Errol. illustrated
here to the left.
Have a large quantity of circulars
printed, reproducing this still and your
offer. Play up the name of the picture
and the stars. Tell them the face is
that of Leon Errol, and to tie it up and
even create a greater response would
be to publish a full-face view of Errol
in your local paper, in an ad of the
playing of the picture.
The readers of the paper will then
know what Errol looks like and there
will be an easy incentive for them to
draw his face on the other circulars...
you distribute to each patron,
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Perhaps you can interest a nearby toy store to make a
display of dolls in the window, and have each of the dolls
wear one of these hats.
And by the way, you hardly need any better suggestion

IF you want to get the kids started on a parade, just
hand out about fifty of these hats to them. The hats
can be bought at a very reasonable price from the First
National exchanges. They are made up of a flat piece of
paper with a slit for the head.

for your marquee than a big cut-out of a pirate hat.
A TREASURE
OF

oos

Make

CHEST

FULL

COIN

The

scheme
eye-bul
HER
ANOT
would
be this.
Digging
up an
olded
fashion
treasure chest, from some

IF there was

ever a picture made

for Ballyhoos,

this is it.

It has

spectacular elements, romance, the land of make-believe for the
youngsters, hopes of hidden treasure, adventure, life on the bounding-main, etc. Play up every ballyhoo you ever used before and then
some.
The picture has thrills and that's what
fans in your ballyhoos.
SIX
A

you want
FOOT

to give the

STILTS!

Pirate Parade!
A knockout

The first and most spectacular
ballyhoo which you must pull in
your town is a parade of
pirates ! Can you imagine the
way at which every boy and
youngster in town will want to
dress up as a pirate and join such
a parade through the town?
Enlist the co-operation of every
costumer in town. Masquerade
shops too will have a plentiful
supply of costumes and outfits for
everybody at cut-rates. Get up
a sufficient number of huge banners and placards to be carried in
the parade. Enlist the services
of a band, if possible. Give the
outside men in the procession
quantities of throwaways to be
thrown to spectators on the sidewalks. At the head of the parade,
either the bandleader or a special
tumbler, dressed exactly like Leon
Errol will furnish the comedy
element.
If this stunt doesn't make everybody in town want to see your
picture, we'll turn pirate ourselves and play it for a treasure
chest of box office gold. •

of a scheme to attract

every eye in town to your picture is
this. Have an employee parade up and
down the sidewalks of your theatre and
locality. He will be mounted on sixfoot high stilts, covered with a specially
made pair of long-trousers to cover
the stilts. This will place him about
six feet or more above the heads of
pedestrians, who will be constantly gazing up at your man on stilts and reading the signs attached to his back or
front. This stunt can't possibly fail,
as the novelty of such a tall man and
the six-league steps he takes will absolutely stop the town .
USE

antique store or furniture store. Obtain the aid of a local furniture store,
to feature the chest in one of
its windows. Then place placards
around the chest, stating that this is
the mysterious chest which the chief
pirate in "Clothes Make the Pirate,"
found in the sunken ship. Make a
mystery of its contents, with a prize
offered to the one guessing what it contains. Have some other antique object
of value in the chest, such as a valuable candelabra, or choice of ancient
weapons, or a number of bone skulls.
A

FLOAT!

Here's a good idea for a street float.
Build a pirate ship of light materials,
preferably, compo board, on a truck.
Put in a jazz band, or hire a calliope,
the men to be in pirate costumes, while
other pirates man dummy cannons at
the side. You can arrange sails of
white cloth, with skeleton heads,
bones and cutlasses, painted on
Cover the sides of the truck with
and white bunting to represent

SANDWICH

Here is a great idea for sandwichmen ballyhoos. Get one or two sandwich men, dressed up like the famous
pirate, Long John Silver, and using a
wooden
leg, strapped
to his own.

WAGON

crossthem.
green
water.

MEN!

Plaster his back with signs and have
him parade through the principal
streets. This scheme should be good
for lots of newspaper mention. It has
always proved effective exploitation.
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ATA

SMALL

Ho —

Couple

You've got your stills to work with, for one thing. They
really are a very attractive selection for "Clothes Make
the Pirate," and we would advise that you use as many of
them as you have room for in your frames. Then get a
suggestion of pirate atmosphere. That
does not mean that you have to make a
Just a little sugden out of your lobby. All you require
gestion for an
attractive
lobby
is the suggestion. A treasure cask,
card. The copy
which can easily be made out of some
must carry the
old trunk, with a lot of trinkets showsalt of the sea.
ing on the top layer, is one way to do
It must also play
it. Another would be to exhibit a line
up the leading
players, especialof pirates' weapons. These would inly Leon Errol. A
elude the old flintlocks, and the
still, either showpeculiarly shaped swords that were used.
ing the domesOr perhaps you can get a small model
ticity of the Bad
pirate ship. In fact any one item that
Pirate, or showing one of the
has to do with pirates would be suffifunny sea scenes
cient.
with Errol's wabbly legsglory,
in all
their
Use Lobby
Cards
to
should also be
Bolster Display
included. And always a punch for
the last line.
After the first suggestion of the
pirate atmosphere is attained, leave the
rest to the lobby cards. The card
shown in. the upper right hand corner
The
of this page is one suggestion as to
what could be used.

Shivers

press book on "Clothes Make the
Pirate" has further suggestions for
copy on these cards. Refer to them.
Ushers

and

Doormen

It is highly desirable that all your
attendants during the run of "Clothes
Make the Pirate" be suitably dressed in
pirate costumes to carry out the atmosphere of the lobby. Whether men or
women, these attendants should copy
the style of Leon Errol's suit very
closely — especially so far as the short
pants are concerned. This feature of
his clothes will be sure to get laughs
in the picture, and is therefore the one
point that ought to be accentuated in
all your bally-hooing.

and

a

COST

THERE
is no need telling the big theatres how to fix
up their lobbies.
The job right now is to get one up
for the exhibitor who is not able to put into it two hundred dollars worth of art work — or a hundred dollars worth
for that matter.

The sketch is very simple to make,
and any half-way decent artist would
get us similar cards for you at a very
reasonable cost. The First National
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MISS

Quartette
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IT!

Will

Prologue

won't need anything better than a good male quartette dressed in pirate costume as shown on page 16 for your prologue. Giving your stage
an appropriate setting, darkened lights, with just a few iron lamps and two
candles sufficing for that matter. The quartette is sitting around a little wooden
table drinking, (ginger- ale)
You might as well have them pull a line on this angle — something like "How
the deuce can a pirate be a pirate when
he has to wear knet pants and drink
THE
BOX
OFFICE
Y

OU

As the curtain goes up, they are
?"
ginger-ale
laughing at something one has told.
Then the next line is "Well, I can't tell
you any stories, but I'll sing you a song."
That's the lead line for the quartette to
get into action.
If any of the quartette can do a dance,
so much the better. Especially if the
dancer can imitate the rolicking style of
Leon Errol.
For a final touch, if you have the facilities., use a gin, sweet and demure a
la Gish to enter upon the scene.

ANGLE
What have you to got work with
in "Clothes Make the Pirate?" Well,
you have, among other matters
LEON ERROL, DOROTHY GISH
A MONEY TITLE
And if that is not enough, consider
the rest of the cast, Nita Naldi, the
vampiest of the vamps. Edna Murphy,
Tully Marshall. Rut always back to
Leon Errol — the funniest comedian
that ever was projected through a
Simplex.
The picture is a sure-fire hit.
Laughs all the way through. Forget
the forced gags — this is a case of
pure comedy — natural laughs.
Go on these features strong. Every
dollar you put into exploiting the picture will come back to you about tenfold. You have a thousand and one
angles to work from. Each and every
one of these is the real goods.
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Hands

an

The

Press

Book

OR

in keeping with the theme of the picture, let's call it
fTlHERE is a little story in the press book that tells about
"Hands across the sea."
The First National press
the fact that every pound that Nita Naldi takes off in
book on "Clothes Make the Pirate" is going to prove
weight means added dollars to her salary.
What a
itself a real friend to you. There is nothing very elaborate corking idea for a publicity story, with a chance to interest
in its makeup — but it sure has got the stuff in it. Six big the editor into getting up some sort of a reducing contest,
newspaper pages of real, live, showmanship matter. Use
Or perhaps you can work it out on a lobby idea, by putting
it, exhibitors. Most of it was written and thought up with a free weight scale in your lobby, over which scale you can
respect to the limited means of the majority of theatres in
hang up a little placard with the copy as shown in the press
handling their advertising and exploitation campaigns.
book.
Then there is the story on the new fad, The Pirate
Wherever an opportunity presents .
.
hat, as introduced by Dorothy Gish.
itself for you to get some free pubThere is an opportunity for you to
licity through tie-ups or through the
^am ^ Rork presents:
break right into the woman's page in
newspapers, it is a safe bet that the
LEON
FRROI
with
an^ °^ ^our ^ding newspapers,
men who wrote this press book have
M^LaKJL^
LJKKmWJ J_i
Read
through
these newspaper
called it to your attention.
You'll
find plenty of street stunts, ballyhoos
of all kinds, lobby ideas, prologue
ideas, novelties — and most important
of all, you'll get a fair idea of the
excellent line of newspaper ad mats
and cuts that are available for use
on this picture.

nODOTUV
U\JS\\J 1 11 I

/^"IQU •
v»I»Jl"l m
^^^^g
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g^^r*T^
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Y^9jmT*^~^^

andCapot
EL^l^
""'T.'T
to"h W p«

™a
AJ
AT
Newspaper
Ads
^H^m
It is probably hardly necessary to
call to your attention the fact that
Vf?

stories with an open mind. The
press book can't place them for you.
All it can do is to give you the bare
facts in an interesting style. The
rest *s UP to y°uAnd you as a
showman, ought to know how to
make the most use of them,
Jl

r>

J

Readers .
fro gram
The Pr°eram readers are iust as
important, especially if your theatre
Prmts a sort of a house organ, or fan

you are entitled to get some free
11 \ /^^f 3\\ '^(,sh i"™p^
publicity matter into the newspapers
8A
\\ f~y \k S3»piefc«fi3M
that get your paid advertising copy.
\\ wV ij
«use oneSdaykLeon
Now, they are not coming around
^ifiL.
frowned at it.
your front doorstep to beg you for
Vf^^^^I^Kj^v^
ffi&fa

magazine (which, by the way is the
greatest idea showmen ever adopt^d) . Get the program shorts started
just as soon as you book the pictures.
case -vou are 'ate *n &et^nS y°ur

this free matter,
You've got to call
a J^w^rSwi^^^^^*^
their attention to it— and make it J^':l¥^lW^^^m^^^^^
very clearly understood that you ex-

mf\\^tei.MA
S«Lj^'«b

Press book we are reprinting some of
the more pointed paragraphs,
Start the ball arolling in a hurry!

'mT)T^\}^^:Sk'^^^
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^U*^ — ^(/^T^,
A Tint notional
Picture ^Sfe^
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pect it. It pays. too. A column of
value
, is ofr more
,
i to• you
,1
free matter
than
a column
of ads,
any isday
m the
week—
if the free
matter
of an
in-

teresting nature.
Adaptcd and m^ui by
marion Fairfax
reading
That's another reason for rnn
tai
Tt containt
pImqpW
nrPCc hr,nk
thr press
the
book closely.
It
ns
some very splendid newspaper readmaurice tourneur
er copy.
The same applies to the

£or program reader3

ring picture will be "Clothes Make, the
vmte, a side-splitting comedy of pirate
adventure just completed by Sam Rork
for First National It is booked for show.
inS at *e
Theatre next
Dorothy Gish plays oppo-

*
Sup
reme

Dorothy Gish has the leading feminine
™'
—
IK/f ~ L, „
T
role in Leon Errol's first starring picture,
IVlURe
em
l^UUgn
^
c
*
,
"Clothes
Make the Pirate," which is
Theatre
booked for the
Another
OUggCStS n
^tte ow
shown
the line ot
nosters that are sh
of posters
The
next
Her role is that of a
on the facing page are of a very inHere above is one of the many ads for shrewish New England housewife, and is
teresting nature.
There is a laugh
newspaper use picked at random from the said to be the best Dorothy has ever done.
in every one of them. They are the
kind that will warm up your prospective aodience before they get to
your theatre — and that's the greatest
thing that you can do.
Get your
audience
and
• , into .,,a receptive mood, uthe picture
will go over twice as big.

1925's

Comedy

press book.
Isn't it a corker?
.
.
' '
Do you realize that even if you were not to bifsam^FiS
tltiaSTtZcZ
use the ad, the drawing and the copy matter "Clothes Make the Pirate," which is
suggests some real exploitation ideas for your booked for the
Theatre next
use. Press book, or tieup section, every idea
with Leon Errol, the
thati •is presented
another to with
-1M£Dorothy
staie T'u'^h
,f r"1
4-u
.j should
j
, . suggest
fts
Gish, Nita Naldi,
and
that is presented should suggest another. other notables.
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Get

Laughing

T¥T HEN you have a comedy picture to put oner, it's not going to do you any
' * harm if the audience comes in with the expectation of laughter. If you
could tell each one of them a joke before they entered your portals, your picture
would be a riot. If you haven't the time or inclination to do that, then place
a little more than the usual reliance on this line of laugh posters that First
National has issued for the Leon Errol
laugh

picture, "Clothes

Make

the

Leon Errol is an institution in New
Pirate."
York. If he isn't in your town, these
posters will soon enough get you and
your townsfolk acquainted with him.
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"Eighteen Carat'
2 ree,s
Universal
up to her father
Edna goes to the city to makedropped
and which
the loss of a diamond which she
a: job in a shoe
was swallowed by a hen. She gets
store but is fired because of her awkwardness. She
is hired again and is instructed to deliver three
clothes. Credulous Edna falls
packages containing
into the snare of a slick crook and is very sad when
are missing. She finally reshe learns the packages
covers them, and in delivering them to the proper
party, she discovers the lost diamond near the gizzard" of a roast chicken and departs happily.
sure to please.
A delightful comedy that's
Certainly not a startlingly new story, nor is
it particularly clever, but Edna Marian, pert
and pretty as she is, gives it such a fresh
touch that the result is more than satisfactory.
She provokes laugh after laugh when, in
the hopes of recovering the lost packages,
she stops every passerby carrying a similar
box, hurriedly examines it, and goes on with
the search.
* * *
"Felix The Cat Tries the Trades"
Educational
1 ree'
From the pen of Pat Sullivan again comes
a very diverting cartoon. The aggressive
Felix succeeds in landing the job as nursemaid, but when even after climbing up the
chimney and bringing down the moon for
the baby, he can't quiet him, he quits, and
tries his luck at brick-laying. His method
of securing the job is certainly ingenious.
The laborers whom he has mislead, all start
firing the bricks at him which helps rather
than hinders him, for the bricks all fly in
place, and in no time the building is completed and Felix collects heavily.

Educational

'Marionettes"

1 reel
A novelty that will make a most acceptable presentation on any program.
"Marionettes" is done in natural color and
is amazingly reminiscent of "The Voice of a
Nightingale," the winner of the Riesenfeld
short subjects prize. It strikes me that had
"Marionettes" been produced before the
awarding of the prize, it would have been
mighty difficult making the decision.
For one thing the color photography of
"Marionettes" far surpasses that of "The
Voice of a Nightingale."
Hope Hampton is said to be most suited
for this type of photography and this certainly confirms the belief.
"Marionettes" is an old but beautiful
legend, exquisitely presented. The marionettes are given the freedom of life and love,
and Pierrot and Columbine are sublimely
happy until Columbine is tempted by gold.
She leaves Pierrot only to return to him
after learning that the material things are
as naught compared with their happiness.
"The Jail Bird"
W. J. Winkler

1 reel

An amusing "Alice" cartoon that will cause
many a chuckle. It deals with the adventures
of the petite star and her friends the cat
and a turtle. Their escapades lead them to
jail, from which they finally escape with the
aid of an ostrich who uses their balls and
chains as breakfast food.
As usual, this one of the series offers more
than laughter. It is a real marvel how the
living Alice is blended into the picture with
the cartoon drawings of the caricatured animals.
"The Jail Bird" is good entertainment for
any theatre.
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Educational
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"One Wild Ride"
Pathe
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Winkler
"Pale Moon"
Polychrome
"Santa Claus"
Kleinschmidt
"Pale Moon"
1 reel
Polychrome Scenic
This interesting and different picture is
used in connection with the singing of an Indian love lyric. It depicts the customs of an
Indian maiden during her wooing. There are
some beautiful shots of skies, waters, forest,
tepees, canoes, campfires, etc. And as the
words of the song, which is not in rhyme, are
projected on the screen, the singing accompaniment may be disposed with if necessary.
However, a rendition of the haunting Indian
melody will enhance the value of the film.
Advertise this one as something unusual.
* * *
"The Fighting Dude" 2 reels
Educational
Lupino is a poor little rich boy "with nothing
to
do it." specimen,
His rival
for dothe and
handnotof enough
Virginia energy
is a bigto strapping
so Lupino doesn't stand a chance. At the sugthe girl's
joins a gymnasium
where hegestion ofgets
some father,
rigoroushe training.
When he
believes he qualifies, he has a boxing match with his
rival
which
proves
Lupino
has
improved,
but not
sufficiently.
Here is a rip-roaring comedy with Lupino
Lane at his best. Don't hesitate to book this
one ; in fact, if you've a feature you're not
certain of,
Fighting
in conjunctionrun
with it."The
It should
giveDude"
you renewed
confidence.
Lupino's experiences in the gymnasium
supplemented by the actual fight are sidesplittingly funny. That Mr. Lane will be
doing big things very soon seems inevitable.
His line of comedy is entirely different and
individual.
Exploit the fight for the benefit of the
boys. And remember even those very
strongly opposed to prize-fights will like this
one for the comedy moments interspersed in
the arena will soon make them forget their
prejudice.

* * *
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"We consider Red Seal pictures
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"Pathe Review No. 49"
Pathe

1 reel

This presents a trio of entertaining subjects: "The Timber Farmers," showing how
the government is replenishing the great
Western forests ; "Makers of Men," showing how West Point builds America's military man-power; and "The Gorges of the
Cher," Pathecolor views of a beauty spot in
the Chateau Country, France.
* * *
"Santa Claus"
Capt. F. E. Kleinschmidt
2 reels
It is the night before Christmas. Two children
are lying in bed, apparently asleep until their mother
has retired. Then they sneak up to the sitting room
to get a glimpse of Santa Claus, to speak to him, to
ask him questions about his home in the far North,
and what he does all year round. They fall asleep
and then dream that Santa comes in and takes them
on
his knee, and begins to tell them all they wanted
to know.

A

audience

happy

will

come

and

laughs

This is a Christmas novelty that won't
fail of appeal to the kiddies. The idea is
novel, and the far North background faithful to the locales represented. Capt. Kleinschmidt has shot these scenes in the most
northerly points accessible by a camera expedition, and this fact is graphically borne
out by the huge ice floes, the schools of porpoises, polar bears, and reindeer that figure
in the close-ups. The story of Santa Claus
is presented with a naive human interest
that will undoubtedly bring glee and good
cheer to the hearts of children.
* * *
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"Hold Everything"
Pathe
l reel
A fairly amusing comedy that starts off in
very promising fashion, but without warning, introduces the much overdone "theatre"

of comedies,

and

advertising

them.

Here

is

national
drive

a

publicity

benefi t .

your

great

for

with

Katherine Grant is featured together with
gags.
Eddie Borden and Martha Sleeper, although
she is only seen in the first few scenes. She
has such a sparkling personality that one
cannot help but feel that "Hold Everything"
would have benefited considerably by Katherine's reappearance.
Eddie Borden and Martha Sleeper do as
much with the antiquated situations as is
* * *
possible.

your

Ti e

up

"The Bonehead Age"
Pathe

it* through

This Aesop's Film Fable cartoon compares
favorably with its prototypes. There is the
introduction of a new character — a beautiful
bathing girl, as it were — who first leads the
old farmer on, and then gives him the "cold
shoulder." The broad satire with which this
situation is handled will prove mirth-provoking, to say the least.
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"One Wild Ride"
Pathe
2 reels
The "Gang,"
Farina, and
buildhitch
an unusual
vehicle
out of anexcepting
old automobile
a horse
to the back to push it. They have a glorious time
riding while Farina toddles along after them, crying
for
a ride.
the "Gang"
wagonmobile
becauseWhen
the owner
of the leave
horse the
claims
his
animal, Farina climbs into the vehicle. It is standing at the top of a hill, and before Farina knows
what is hapoening she is on one wild ride which
ends when she collides with a watermelon wagon.
Always diverting and deliciously refreshing are the antics of these kids, and in "One
Wild
Ride" they are given wide scope for
their funmaking.
Farina always distinguishes herself anyway, but in "One Wild Ride" she is given
full play for about half the picture and
proves conclusively that she can hold her
own. She has the gift for registering all
kinds of emotions, and on this wild ride she
has an opportunity to display her versatility.
In quick succession she registers fear,
ecstacy, and nonchalance. She's a perfect
darling, and if she fails to become anybody's
favorite, the fault lies with the "anybody."
The "Our Gang" trademark is a commenfies it. dation in itself and "One Wild Ride" justi-
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No. 96

CULVER CITY, CAL. — Aquatic champions
beware — baby mermaid enters the swim!:
Bonnie Barrett, four years old, does crawl
and back strokes with the skill of an expert. RABAT, MOROCCO (except BaltiResimore and Washington) — Newin French
Morocco. M.
dent Governor takes post
Steeg, former Governor of Algeria, receives
warm welcome upon arrival with escort.
FLASHES OF THE PAST: 1910-1925.— The
15
pulsing historical drama of the past
record
years has been preserved in graphic ts
the
by the Pathe News. It now resurrec
greatest chapters of this epoch to make
history repeat itself before your eyes. COCleveLUMBUS, OHIO .(except
his
plays
Grange ti,
— Red Cincinna
land and Chicago)
last intercollegiate football game. Record
ng
"Gallopi
noted Ohio
sees defeats
of 85,000
throng star
State.
as Illinois
Ghost"
ROME, ITALY. — Italian flier sets record
flight; Premier Mussofor Japan-t
thousands who greet aviator
lini is amongo-Rome
at Tiber landing after trip lasting 22 days.
News Fif— A Pathe
FLAMES.Feature
IN Anniversary
DIVING teenth
. NEW YORK
CITY (Washington and Baltimore only). —
Georgetown hands Fordham first defeat of
victeam's
tonmost
Washing
27 to 0.
season,
surprisof the
one
consider
tory isreversals
ofedyear.
ing
International News No. 97

ROME, ITALY. — Beware! says Mussolini,
parading his power. Premier answers
army's
foes by displaying
threats ofWESTBURY,
(omit Boston
N. Y. Fascist
might.
and St. Louis). — Raises stingless bees. If
you
don't Mr.
believe
it's trying
possible them
take out
a look
at brave
Storey
on
himself. BOSTON, MASS. (Boston only). —
Elks in colorful parade at cornerstone layThousands
ceremonies
forward
inging.
step attend
in building
of new markhome.
ST.
LOUIS,
MO.
(St.
Louis
only).
—
Home
city welcomes Secy, of War Davis. Big
parade in honor of new army chief and
host of notables join in greeting. LONDON, ENG. — Film memories of Dowager
Queen Alexandra. Intimate glimpses of
King
mother
whose death
has
plungedGeorge's
all Britain
into mourning.
HKOGO
KEN, JAPAN. — Thousands battle in "fighting festival."
villagers revive
strange
custom Japanese
of their forefathers.
NEW a
YORK CITY. — Champion canine jumpers
set a new
high record.
Drako'sfor leaping
hounds
in national
remarkable
exhibition
Newsreel. COLUMBUS,
O. Inter(omit
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Washington
). — "Red"
and Indianapolis
Grange makes
farewell
appearance
as gridiron
hero.
Greatest football player of the day plays
his last college game. WASHINGTON, D.
C. (Washington only). — Mrs. Coolidge sees
Marines defeat Army. Leathernecks win
20-0 in exciting gridiron match. BALTIn only).
MORE, MD.thrills
(Washingto
— ArrayNavv game
Goucher
College
girls.
1: Plenty of action. 2: The victors celebrate. BLOOMINGTON, IND. (Indianapolis
only). — Indiana
University's
new stadium
dedicated.
Picturesque
ceremonies
open
with placing of wreaths in memory of war
heroes. LOS ANGELES. CAL. — Trio of
daredevils frolic atop of airplane wing.
It's the first time three men ever chose
this particular spot for a place to get together— but they should worry.
Kinograms

No. 5138

NEW YORK. — Syracuse runners win
cross country race. Pittsburgh second,
Harvard third, in team score in six-mile
intercollegiate
contest.
LONDON. Glittering
— London
welcomes a new
Lord Mayor.
parade and gorgeous floats from British
possessions mark annual event. NEW
YORK.
— Santa's
workshop
going
full up
blast.in
Crew of
St. Nicholas
speeds
things
toyland as great day of cheer draws near.
ROME. — Joy-mad thousands greet hero airItalian crowds
give after
tremendous
tion man.
to Command
Pinedo
35,000 ovamile
flight.
ALEDO,
ILL.
—
Illinois
has
world's
fastest corn husker. Thousands of farmers
come for miles to see contenders from
many states strive for title. A Kinograms
Exclusive. CAMBRIDGE. — John and Eli
battle to a scoreless tie. Harvard team in
great comeback
attack. 52.000 see baffles
game. Yale's
PALO powerful
ALTO, CAL.
— Biggest bonfire is Stanford fun beacon.
University students hold rally with flaming
tower more than fifty feet high. A Kinograms Exclusiv.
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BOX

THE

BIG

OFFICE

PARADE

A

Metro-Goldrvyn-Mayer Photoplay.
From the story by George Slallings. Directed byKing Vidor. Length, 10 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
James Apperson
John Gilbert
Melisande
Renee Adoree
Mr. Apperson
Hobart Bosworth
Mrs. Apperson
Claire McDowell
Justyn Reed
Claire Adams
Harry
Robert Ober
Bull
TomKarlO'Brien
Slim
Dane
French Mother
Rosita Marstini

Jim the
Apperson,
rich man's
son,
enters
great warhappy-go-lucky
as a buck private.
He leaves
behind his parents, a brother, and sweetheart, Justyn.
While billeted in France, Jim meets Melisande, a
French
and loses The
his "heart
to sound
her. Theirs
an
idyllicgirl,
attachment.
trumpets
a suddenis
call to the trenches, and Jim and Melisande take a
heart-breaking good-bye as he boards a motor lorry.
Jim emerges from the great conflict minus a leg.
Arriving home he discovers that Justyn has transferred her love to his brother. He quickly returns
to France for a blissful reunion with Melisande.
By Michael L. Simmons
'J'HIS is the kind of picture that moves a
showman's reviewer to say to showmen:
"Boys, out with your pencils. Sign on the
dotted line. 'The Big Parade' is in! A
walk-over for the cash-till. A picture that
should put wings on your tickets and give
the machine a clicking cramp!"
That is one way of reporting on this fine
screen achievement. Another way is to call
attention to the specific elements that contribute toward its greatness.
To begin with, you have the story by
Lawrence Stallings. Stallings went through
the war. He observed it with faculties
trained by newspaper experience to project
his mind incisively into the heart of things.
He felt his environment with only such feelings as a man can experience who has
emerged from the shambles minus one of the
legs God gave him.
This incisiveness, those feelings, have
been molded into graphic form with a dramatic force rivalling, if anything, the booming of the hell-dealing "Big Berthas" depicted insome of the scenes. Some of the
material is frightfully grim. But how tell
a war story without the grimness of inevitable details? Audiences may quiver, may
squirm at the gory message of death, but it
will grow on them as will also the by-play
of exquisite humor and good cheer.
Pictorially, the film attains great heights.
Long range shots loom up in all the regal
beauty of classic composition. The direction inveigles you into not merely believing
that it is all true, but that you are a breathing, venturesome, pitiful performer in the
teeming spectacle.
Perfection of detail is paramount. The
acting is a revelation in purity of characterization and dramatic flawlessness. John
Gilbert and Renee Adoree convey a wealth
of meaning that comes only from inspiration. Their portrayals receive splendid coordination from those in the supporting cast.

THE

REVIEWS

UNGUARDED

HOUR

First National Photoplay. From the story
by Margaret Tuttle. Directed by Lambert Hillyer. Length, 6,61 3 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Andrea
Milton Sills
Virginia Gilbert
Doris Kenyon
Bryce Gilbert
Claude King
Duchess Bianca
Dolores Cassinelli
Russell Van Alstyne
Cornelius Keefe
Gus O'Rorick
Jed Prouty
Steho
Charles
Beyer
Elena
Lorna Duveen
Annie, the Maid
Vivia Ogden
The Butler
J. Moy Bennett
_ Virginia Gilbert is caught by her father just as she
is about to elope with a casual boy friend. Gilbert
Senior, dissuades her, and sends her on a visit to
Italy, to be the guest of the Duchess Bianca, to
whom he is engaged. There she meets Bianca's
nephew, who is indifferent to feminine charms.
Hoping to attract the Duke, Virginia feigns drowning. He rescues her only to discover her saving his
sister a few minutes
later. He succumbs
her
charms. This sister has been indiscreet in herto love
with Count Stelio. Virginia, hoping to plead Elena's
cause, is found with the Count in her room by the
Duke. When Stelio leaves, Virginia discovers that
Elena to
has kill
killed
herself. The Duke rushes to Stelio's
room
him.
In the struggle Stelio falls out
of the window and is killed. The tragedy brings
Virginia and the Duke to an understanding of their
love.
By Michael L. Simmons
J FIND very little in this picture, outside
some of the names in the cast, and the
settings, that has much value at the boxoffice. The story is of little consequence,
the acting uninspiring, and the treatment of
all the values, quite commonplace.
There is a grain of humor that comes to
the surface now and then, carried out not by
situation but by the titling. The titling is
good. This film may find a niche in the
small houses, supported by uncritical audiences.
The picture has a sprightly start, opening
up with a party at a high-society home to
which the hostess has invited a gang of
underworld toughs, intended to establish
the restless, adventurous spirit of the heroine, supplies what little humor the film contains. It might have enlivened the film
considerably had it been amplified, but it
runs its complete course early in the first
reel.
In appearance, Milton Sills is the same
impressive figure he always is, but somehow
he fails to add any of his power to the
story. That's just it, the story lacks force.
Had Sills been capitalized to the able extent of his unquestionable talents, the film
probably would have achieved the object
its director aimed for.
Doris Kenyon is in turn vivacious, smiling, grave and subdued, but never with the
moving power that a real flesh-and-blood
portrayal suggests. There is no doubt but
that Miss Kenyon has an entertaining bag
of tricks, but somehow, she, too, fails to
register.
I have said something about excepting
the quality of the sets from the charge of
faultiness. The sets are really a redeeming
feature.
They are elegantly appointed,
striking in design, and faithful to the locales.

THE

GREEN

ARCHER

Pathe Serial. Ten Chapters. From the
novel by Edgar Wallace. Directed by
Spencer Bennett.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Valerie Howett
Allene Ray
Jim Featherstone
Walter Miller
Abel Bellamy
Burr Mcintosh
Julius Savini
Frank Lackteen
Fay Savini
Dorothy King
Walter Howett
Stephen Grattan
John Wood
William R. Randall
Coldharbor Smith
Walter Lewis
Spike Holland
Wally Oettel
Butler
Tom Cameron
Elaine Holding
Ray Allan
Creager
Jack Tanner
In a New York suburb, Abel Bellamy, a day laborer who has become a millionaire, resides in a
castle the exact replica of a feudal structure. Valerie
Howett, who believes that a woman missing for
eighteen years is hidden away in this castle, purchases an adjoining untenanted estate. She bribes
Bellamy's valet to supply her with information. The
ghostly figure of a green archer haunts the premises,
leaving arrows stuck into walls and doors. These
are accepted as portents of destruction. A former
prison warden who had been on calling terms with
Bellamy, is suddenly refused admission to the castle.
He threatens to reveal damaging information. That
night he is found dead with an arrow through his
heart. The questions now arise : Who is the green
archer? Who killed the warden? What is the mystery of Bellamy? What is Valerie's interest in him?
By Michael L. Simmons

Green
three reels
the nextmeasure
JFArcher"
up toofthe"The
promise
established inthe first three, patrons of serials
are going to be treated to a highly satisfactory performance in the serial line. As
it stands now, it is much better than most
of the serials I've witnessed.
Of essential importance in the success of
a serial is its power to reach a climactic
interest at the end of each episode, thus
stimulating the spectator's desire to see the
succeeding number. This, "The Green
Archer" does with intriguing regularity.
The interesting element that sets this one
apart from the usual run of serials is the
employment of the subject of archery. It is
around this novel sport that the plot and the
attendant particulars revolve. The use of
the bow and arrow, demonstrations of remarkable skill, are worked into the dramatic
sequences in a manner that is truly novel.
They make for welcome innovations in a
class of picture, which in most other cases
depends on the lurid use of gun-play, blackjacking and sundry, for sustaining interest.
Yes, archery is a welcome change and an
interesting theme.
A word about principals. They help
measurably to make the picture as good as
it is. The types are well chosen and convincing. The bad men really look bad.
The hero is an alert, handsome-looking
chap, of interesting bearing and intelligent
countenance.
Alleen Ray, as the heroine, deserves a
paragraph to herself. She is, first, very
pretty — an important thing in a serial; she
is deft in her movements; and she has the
personality
that will
keep the spectator's
interest stimulated
throughout.
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HOGAN'S
ALLEY
Warner Brothers Photoplay, trom the
story by Gregory Rogers. Directed by
Rou Del Ruth.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lefty O'Brien
Monte Miller
Blue
Patsy
Ryan
Patsy Ruth
Michael Ryan
Willard Louis
Dolly
Louise Fazenda
A Stranger
Ben Turpin
Jewish Clothier
Max Davidson
"The Texas
Kid"
Herbert Spencer
Battling
Savage
Frank Griswold
Hagney
Dr. Emmett Franklin
Nigel Barrie
Mother Ryan
Mary Carr
Al Murphy
Frank Bond
Lefty O'Brien, prize-fighter, takes a fancy to Patsy
Ryan, a neighborhood tomboy. They become engaged. Patsy makes the acquaintance of a doctor,
who, smitten by her charms, invites her and her
father to his home for dinner. Lefty breaks in on
the party and orders Patsy to leave. She refuses
and returns his ring. Following this, the doctor gets
Patsy on a train to the Adirondacks, eluding her
father by a trick. Lefty is soon on their trail by
auto. A wild race follows, brought to a thrilling
climax, when Lefty changes to an airplane and
boards the train just in time to save Patsy from
the doctor's
over
the side evil
of adesigns,
trestle. and the train from going
By Michael L. Simmons
'JpHIS
film itself
is pleasantly
diverting
whileout-it
confines
to absurdities
on the
and-out burlesque order. A Hebrew comedian makes funny wise-cracks under the
name of Abie O'Murphy. Michael Ryan
would like to smash Abie one every other
moment, but Abie wisely sports spectacles,
and dares the Irishman to "hit a man vid
glasses."
You get your mood set to appreciate all
this broad, easy-going hokum, reminiscent
of the Webber and Fields style of entertainment. Suddenly, the theme switches to

A DOG'S LIFE
Distributed by Pathe Exchange. Written
and directed by Charles Chaplin.
Length, 3 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Charlie
Charlie Chaplin
The Girl
Edna Purviance
A Dog
Scraps
Charlie has a tough time of it satisfying the inner
man and keeping Scraps, his dog, supplied. When
Scraps digs up a wallet which has been buried in
their sleeping quarters — a backyard — for once it
seems Dame Fortune has been smiling on them.
But their joy is short-lived for the thugs who originally hid the wallet, again take possession of it.
Charlie, however, devises a clever means of rescuing
the money and thereupon settles down to a nice
peaceful life on a farm with a sweet little girl as1
his mate. Nor is Scraps denied the luxury of a
comfortable fireplace.
By Peggy Goldberg
TYPICAL
Chaplin
picture which
will more than please those who like
Charlie.
And who doesn't?
released as a three-reel special.

It is being

"A Dog's Life" is akin to "Shoulder
Arms" — though not containing the same
number of screamingly funny situations, but
certainly of a calibre.
For example, picture Charlie furtively
devouring one by one perhaps a dozen buns
— imagine the nonchalant expression on his
face each time the vendor turns around suspiciously, unable to comprehend the disappearance of his wares. The repetition of
the action gives it momentum and by the
time the twelfth bun has been deposited in
Charlie's mouth, this has developed into one
of the biggest laughs.
There is the usual Chaplin pathos which

ripe, unadulterated "meller," and then you
begin to wonder what the director had in
mind. From that point the film is frankly
bad.

causes a choking feeling in one's throat,
soon to be cleared away by a laugh. For
instance, when he steals a frankfurter from
the other side of a broken stile — and real-

This is my chief cause for complaint with

izes he's been caught at it, Charlie humbly
puts it back, looking up smilingly at the

"Hogan's Alley." It suffers a directorial
change of mind. It starts in Hogan's Alley, in a good, bluff comedy way and then
hits out for parts miles from the ghetto and
the city's dust. The further the action gets
away from the city, the more exciting it
tries to become but fails.
There are very interesting prize-fight
scenes. The atmosphere here is very real,
and further augmented by the introduction
of live celebrities from real pugilistic life,
ivionte Blue's acting is good, in that he does
everything required of him, but it is hard
to accept his type as that of a hard-hitting
knuckle-pusher of the city slums. One
swallow doesn't make a summer any more
than a cap and a jersey makes a tough
fighting champion, and that again is where
the picture is weak.
In a dare-devil leap from an airplane to
a railroad train, Blue is more in his element, and here he is quite satisfactory.
Patsy Ruth Miller is in turn interesting as
a street gamin, lovable in the robes of the
gutter as well as those of the drawing-room.
Summed up, you have here a picture that
will give a none too critical audience some
odd amusing moments, and which should
have a particularly interesting appeal for
fight fans.

policeman. The latter isn't inclined to let
him off so easily, but Charlie deftly evades
the hands of the law by rolling back and
forth under the broken fence, finally making his escape by running as fast as those
Charlie Chaplin feet can carry him.
And thus he rambles on philosophically,
so that one is filled with a sense of gladness
when the final close-up shows Charlie happily ensconced with pretty Edna Purviance
and "Scraps" — to say nothing of the 5 or
6 little
What "Scraps."
is more logical than exploiting
Charlie Chaplin in your lobby display,
newspaper advertising, community circularizing, and in every other means of advertising you do? A Charlie Chaplin ballyhoo
with Scraps, his dog, wearing a hat perhaps and carrying a pipe a la Charlie would
undoubtedly
forget the dogattract
shops. attention. And

don't

It might be pertinent to add that
one fairly large theatre, practically
subordinated its feature in the lobby
display, using the Chaplin announcement to lure in the patrons. The
stunt worked handily. There is a
cue for you.

IRISH

LUCK

Paramount Photoplay. From the Saturday
Evening Post Story, "An Imperfect Imposler.,, Adapted by Tom Geraghly.
Directed by Victor Herrman. Length,
6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom Donahue
Lord Fitzhugh
Thomas Meighan
Lady Gwendolyn
Lois Wilson
Douglas
Cecil Humphreys
Solicitor
Claude King
Earl
Ernest Lawford
Doctor
Charles Hammond
Aunt
Louise Grafton
Uncle
S. B. Carrickson
Denis MacSwiney
Charles McDonald
Kate MacSwiney
Mary Foy
Tom Donahue, a New York traffic cop, wins a
newspaper contest which gives him a free trip to
Europe. He visits relatives in Ireland. His uncanny
resemblance to Lord Fitzhugh leads to his winning
5,000
the Lordship
races, in and
the remains
latter's as
name.
Later pounds
he meetsat His
his
guest
at
the
castle.
Fitzhugh's
sister
calls,
and
thinking Tom is her brother, kisses and embraces
him. She learns her mistake and is fearfully embarrassed, but Tom puts her at ease, and is later
instrumental in saving her brother from a gang of
plotters, who would benefit by a will left by Fitzuncle. learned
In the that
meantime
Lady beat
Gwendolyn
and Tomhugh's
have
their hearts
for one
another and they plight their troth.
By Michael L, Simmons
rpHE film starts off with Tom Meighan
. directing traffic in the uniform of "one
of the finest." But just as we are visualizing Tom in one of his familiar choice
roles, the picture departs for parts across
the sea, and we have the star in what is for
him a decidedly new type of story. One
that is dreamy, whimsical, and for a good
part, dependent on pictorial lure. All told,
it makes a satisfactory measure of entertainment. One that will have particular
appeal for the Irish.
Action is quiet until very late in the film,
the story being allowed to run its course
without being obtrusively jacked up with
"pep." With another actor in the role, the
film up to this point might even be termed
"draggy," but with Tom Meighan exhaling very evident wads of personality from
every proverbial pore, a sense of tedium
never obtrudes itself.
Later, action of a good intelligent sort is
staged and gives the picture the balance it
needs for those who crave excitement. There
is an entertaining flavor throughout, even
when the scenes are purely pictorial, as
they are when Tom is being shown the
country by his relatives. How those who
retain fond memories of Old Erin will welcome these shots! Close-ups of pretty
streams, bridges, monuments and castles —
most of which have been made known to the
English speaking peoples of the world
through sobbing Irish lyrics, contribute a
pensive beauty to the background. These
should find wide appreciation.
There is an exciting scene in which Tom
capitalizes his experience as a New York
cop, by rounding up single-handed, three
Irish gangsters on murder bent. This scene
is perhaps more humorous than it is exciting ;in fact, most of the entertainment value
of all the sequences are secured through
touches that tickle the funny bone.
You have an angle of exploitation here
with your local police department. Invite
a traffic detachment as your guests. It will
create newspaper talk and add to your
prestige.
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TRIPLE

LIGHTS

M elro-Goldwyn-M ayer Photoplay. Adapted from the Liberty Magazine Story, "A
Little Bit of Broadway." Directed by
Robert Z. Leonard.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom
Charles Ray
Patsy
Pauline Starke
Gwendolyn
Lilyan Tashman
Marty
Lawford Davidson
Barney
Ned Sparkes
Patsy, a Broadway cabaret dancer, yearns for a
change from the tinsel life of the Gay White Way,
to something more simple and real. She receives a
message
her mother's
she
meets Tomto come
Corbin,to kindred
of the farm.
grass There
and trees.
She falls in love with him, and he with her, but he
misunderstands her relations with a visiting Broadwayite.
decides
he isn't
enough
for her
until
he He
learns
her ways,
so good
departs
for Chicago,
there to attend to the business details of an invention, and to learn the manners of the city man.
She returns to Broadway. Later he appears at her
hotel, atrociously gotten up in the clothes of a "bigtown" sport,
extravagant
mannerisms.
She heris
revolted,
and and
dismisses
him. Tom
learns from
room-mate that she loved him as he was. Quickly
discarding his cheap effects, and assuming the manner of his natural self, he returns to Patsy, the meeting resulting in a reunion of hearts that beat for one
another.
By Michael L. Simmons

J^NTER Charlie Ray in one of his oldtime "village-hecker" roles. And, of
course, since at this sort of thing Ray is in
his element, we have here a satisfactory
measure of entertainment; at least that
part of it carried on Charlie's awkward,
but able shoulders. The Broadway audience seemed to enjoy it hugely, and I believe that most audiences will reflect the
same appreciation.
There are, of course, other elements of
interest, besides Ray's character impersonation. Most important of these are the opening shots depicting life along the Gay
White Way that "jack" built (as the titles
had it). In these one discerns the very evident hand of Robert Z. Leonard, who
didn't let a chance slip to show rows of
slim shapely legs doing the Charleston
down flights of gilded stairs; corks popping
to the tempo of jazz refrains and all that
sort of thing.

There's no doubt but that scenes of this
kind are perfectly welcome to most audiences, how little their relation to the
working out of the story. In this case
there is a pertinent relation between the
night life scenes and the establishment of
the heroine's character, so taking it all in
all, the lapse of time in which Ray doesn't
appear on the screen is profitably employed.
That the moral in the story finally points
out that all this is mere tinsel, and a very
minor attraction in the lives of real people
in search of real kinship, does not detract a
whit from its allure to the eye. Broad,
simple "hokum" marks the antics when
Ray gets into action, seasoned in spots with
the lightest dash of pathos; not enough to
take seriously, but acceptable as a change
of pace is welcomed in a ball-game.
Though I liked Charlie, I can't say the picture brings him back to the enviable position he once occupied in the Film Hall of
rame. Probably not. This much I will
say: Charles Ray gives a performance that
on the whole makes for entertainment.
Exploit Ray by advertising him as back
to a part as of yore.

ACTION

Universal Blue Strealf Western. Story and
Continuity by Tom Gibson. Direction
by Tom Gibson.
Length, 4,800 feet.
CAST AND

SYNOPSIS

Dave Mannion
Doris Clayton
Donna Mendez
Don Pio Mendez
Pancho
Servant

Pete Morrison
Trilby Clark
Dolores Gardner
Lafayette McKee
Harry Belmour
Floyd Ames

Dave Mannion, a deputy ranger, loses his job
through inefficiency to prevent cattle smuggling.
Though disgraced, he determines to capture the gang
and
and make
is shotgood.
from He
his invades
horse bythetheenemy's
outlaw country
leader.
The gang departs for the hacienda of Don Pio
Mendez for refuge. The daughter of Mendez, who
loves Dave, comes upon the prostrate hero, and he
tells her to ride to town for the rangers. Doris
Clayton, who is beloved by Dave, is lured to the
hacienda by the gang. Her brother, an aviator in
the ranger service, rides to the rescue but is wounded
by shots from the hacienda. The rescuing force
reassembles for another attack on the gang, and in
a thrilling fight the outlaws are overcome.

THE

ONLY

THING

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Photoplay. From
the story by Elinor Glyn. Directed by
Jacl( Conway, under the personal supervision ofElinor Glyn.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Princess Thyra
Eleanor Boardman
Duke of Chevenix
Conrad Nagel
The King
Edward ConneUy
Sir Charles Vane
Louis Payne
Gigberto
Arthur Edmund Carew
Princess Erek
Vera Lewis
The Duke of Chevenix, British Envoy, arrives in
Chekia to attend the wedding of the King to Princess Thyra. The King is very repulsive, and his
kingdom is on the verge of a revolution. The Duke,
who has fallen in love with the Princess, determines
to prevent the marriage, which has been arranged
for political reasons. He has secret meetings with
the Princess. Suddenly the revolution breaks out
and a "Red" reign of terror follows in which the
King is killed, and the Duke and Princess are thrown
into the sea. The Duke manages to swim with the
Princess until he reaches his yacht, anchored outside
the harbor. Once safe, they embrace each other in
betrothal.
By Michael L. Simmons

By A. Bernstein
A NOTHER
snappy action Western
dealing with cattle rustlers and rangers,
somewhat different from the average Western, in that the airplane service of the border rangers is brought into play. Pete
Morrison carries his part in a convincing
manner ; although as the story was directed,
the major part of the action is placed in the
hands of the Spanish girl who loves him,
and the aviator who aids in the rescue and
in the machinations of the outlaw gang.
This results in Morrison becoming a less
virile character than he should have been.
The episode of the attempted rescue at
the hacienda is thrilling and full of suspense.
The airplane shots are especially well done,
and there is enough fighting and action in
the episode to keep up a lively interest
throughout.
Morrison is supported by Trilby Clark,
his sweetheart, Dolores Gardner, who
would die for him, Harry Von Meter, his
nemesis, Les Bates, the outlaw leader, and
Milburn Morante as the whimsical sidekick. These five players do much toward
making this picture satisfactory. While the
story and the direction are not noteworthy,
they are at least intelligently presented. The
patrons of every house catering to Westerns
will like this picture. Exploit Pete Morrison, the border rangers and the airplane
service.
Heralds made up in toy airplane style,
the kind that can shoot through the air,
might be a profitable investment.

The reviewers of Exhibitors Trade
Review and Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW, don't content themselves with
merely stating that a film is good,
or otherwise. They state specifically,
why. In describing just how and
why a film measures up to certain
standards, or fails, they are providing you with a critical record that
makes the best sort of booking
guide.

EXPERIENCE
has the
taught
exhibitors
what to expect from
pen of
Elinor
Glyn, and when you are told that "The
Only Thing" runs true to form, you know
that the setting is somewhere south of the
Balkans. You know also that a marriage
between a bad king and a lovely princess
is imminent, and that it will be thwarted by
a handsome adventurer — this time an English duke — and that after some goodly
shots of lavish palaces, underground passages and the like, real love will reap its
just reward.
That's exactly what happens in this picture. There is much color to the settings,
and no little diversion in characterizations,
,but these are threaded together by a story
that will hardly appeal to intelligent tastes.
;For all that, there is a flavor of entertainment throughout the film, attained for the
most part in amusing detail and good titling.
Story and direction, then, are somewhat
awry. The saving grace is the casting.
The king is convincingly repulsive, as enacted by Edward Connelly; Eleanor
Boardman is, oh, so easy on the eyes, and
well worth the courting of almost certain
destruction, as hazarded by Conrad Nagel
in the role of Duke. Arthur Edmund
Carew is just the man for the leader of the
revolutionists.
There you have the best that can be said
for "The Only Thing." To this should
be added that Conrad Nagel's characterization contributes a definite amount of entertainment value to the film. It will be seen,
therefore, that the picture is not without
certain attractions. In fact, if one wishes
to take the story less seriously, there is
enough entertainment for average audiences.
As a spectacle, in which kings, grand
dames, nobility and such are trotted out essentially for eye lure, the film has a definite
appeal for the curious. The love-making
is rather mild for the usual Glyn brand of
breast-heaving. The announcement that a
Glyn story was on the program proved a
magnet to a staggering turnout on Broadway. There's your cue, and don't forget
that book-shops do a land-office business
with Glyn novels.
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AISLE LIGHTS
The
Brookins
Co., 1741 Euclid Ave.,
Cleveland, O.
Exhibitors Supply Co., 825 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kausalite Manufacturing Co., 8129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, 111.
{Illustrated pamphlet on aisle lights)
ARTIFICIAL. FLOWERS
General Flower and Decorating Co., 228
West 49th Street, New York.
The McCallum Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Prank Netschert, 61 Barclay Street, New
York.
(Illustrated catalog on artificial flowers)
Schroeder
Artificial Flowers
Mfg. Co.,
6023 Superior Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
Worcester Artificial Decorating Plant Co.,
194 Front Street, Worcester, Mass.
ART TITLES
O. C. Bucheister, 245 W. 55th St., New
York.
AUTOMATIC CASHIERS
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co., Dept. U
Watertown, Wis.
(Illustrated booklet)
CAMERAS
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, New York
(Illustrated catalog)
Motion Picture Apparatus Co., 110 West
32nd Street, New York.
(Pamphlet on motion picture cameras)
CARBONS
M. G. Felder Sales Co., 1540 Broadway
New York.
National Carbon Co., 30 West 42nd St.,
N. Y. C. (projected carbons).
Charles W. Phellis & Co., 130 West 42nd
Street, New York.
Hugo Reisinger, 11 Broadway, New York.
CHAIRS
American Seating Co., 8 E. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, 111.
Heywood-Wakefield Co., Boston, Mass.
Mahoney Chair Co., Gardner, Mass.
CONDENSERS
Fish-Shurman
"S.O.G.," 45 West
45th St., New Corp.,
York City.
CURTAIN CONTROLS, AUTOMATIC
Automatic Devices Co., Allentown, Pa.
J. H. Welsh, 270 West 44th Street. New
York.
E. J. Vallen Elect. Co., Akron, Ohio.
DECORATORS
Carsen Scenic Studios, 1507 N. Clark,
Chicago, 111.
Gibelli & Co., 1322 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
United Scenic Studios, 30 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
DISINFECTANTS, SPRAYS, ETC.
Rochester
Germicide
Co., 16 Dowling
Place, Rochester, New York.
DYES, LAMP
Bachmeier & Co., Inc., 438 West 37th
Street, New York.
FILM RAW STOCK
C. P. Goerz American Optical Co., 317
East 34th St., New York City.
Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, N^w
York.
Fish-Schurman
Corp.,
45 West 45th
Street, New York.
FLOOR COVERINGS
Clinton Carpet Co., Chicago, III.
(Illustrated pamphlet on carpet and rug cushions)
FRAMES, MIRRORS, ETC.
Stanley
York. Frame Co., 729 7th Avenue, New
(Illustrated catalog on display frames and bulletin
hoards)
Dwyer Bros., 620 Broadway, Cincinnati, O.
INSURANCE
Theatre
Inter-Insurance Co., 137 South
5th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
INTERIOR FURNISHINGS
Robert
York. Dickie, 247 West 46th St., New
Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17 N. 10th
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
LAMPS
Westinghouse
Lamp Company, 150 B'way.
N. Y. C.
Edison
N. J. Lamp Works of N. J., Harrison,
{Illustrated
catalog on lamps and illuminating accessories)

LAMPS, REFLECTING ARC
Morelite
Co., Inc., 600 West 57th Street,
New York.
Warren
Products Co., 261 Canal Street,
New York.
J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co., 554 W. Adams
St., Chicago.
LAMP ADAPTERS
Best Devices Co., 22 Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
(Illustrated catalog on motion picture equipment)
LENSES
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester,
New York.
(III. catalog on lenses of all kinds)
C. York
P. Goerz
City. American Optical Co., New
(III. catalog on lenses of all kinds)
Gundlach-Manhattan
Optical
Co., 767
Clinton Street. S. Rochester, N. Y.
Kollmorgan
Optical
Co.,
35 Steuben
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Projection Optics Co., 203 State Street,
Rochester, N. Y.
(Illustrated catalog on protection lenses)
Semon,
Bache
& Co., 636 Greenwich
Street, New York.
(Illustrated pamphlet on lenses)
L. Solomon & Co., 199 Wooster Street,
New York.
LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT. SPOTLIGHTS,
ETC.
Display Stage Lighting Co., 334 West 44th
St., New York City.
(Illustrated pamphlet on stage lighting)
Charles H. Bennett, Cleveland, Ohio.
Best Devices Co., Film Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Henry Menstrum, 817 6th Avenue. New
York.
Charles
I. Newton, 244 West 14th Street,
New York.
(Illustrated catalog on stage effects)
Sun Ray Lighting Products Co., 119 Lafayette Street, New York.
(Illustrated catalog on spot and flood lights)
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321
ment) West 50th Street, New York:
(Illustrated catalog on stage and lobby lighting equipDwyer Bros., 520 Broadway, Cincinnati, O.
MARQUISE, METAL WORK, ETC.
Moeschl-Edwards
Corrugating Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
sashes)
(Illustrated catalog on metal marquise, doors and
TheKy. ProBert Sheet Metal Co., Covington.
Edwin C. Reinhardt Mfg. Co., 326 2nd
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
MUSIC STANDS
Liberty Music Stand Co., 1960 East 116th
Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
(Illustrated catalog on orchestra music stands)
ORGANS AND ACCESSORIES
Music
Corp.,Picture
1520 Sychnnization)
B'way, N. Y. C.
(BookBuyers
on Motion
Austin Organ Company, Hartford, Conn.
M. P. Moller, Inc., Hagerstown, Md.
(Illustrated catalog on theatre organs)
Geo. W. Reed & Son, W. Boylston, Mass.
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Illustrated catalog on theatre organs)
Viner
N. Y. & Son, 1375 Niagara St., Buffalo,
Cramblet Eng. Corp., 177 5th Street, MilChambers.)waukee, Wis. (Evenheaters for organ
PENCILS, SLIDE
Blaisdell Pencil Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
PRINTS, M. P.
Consolidated Film Industries, New York.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, Sherman St. & Harris Ave., Long Island
City,
N.
Rothacker Y.Film Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
PRINT PRESERVATIVES
Counsell Film Process and Chemical Co.,
236 West 55th Street, New York.
PRINTING PRESSES — (Hand)
Globe Type Foundry, Chicago, 111.
PRINTERS
Filmack Co., 738 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, 111.
Kleeblatt Press, 351 W. 52nd St., N. Y. Ctty.
Rialto Printing Co., 1239 Vine Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Hennegan Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PROJECTION
MACHINES, ACCESSORIES
Brenkert
Light Projection Co., Detroit,
Mich.
(Illustrated catalog on projection machines, flood and
spot lights)
J. Chicago,
E. McAuley
111. Mfg. Co., 552 W. Adam St.,
lamps)
Nicholas
York. Power Co., 90 Gold Street, New
(Illustrated catalog on projectors, accessories and
Precision
Machine
Co., 317 East 34th
sories)
Street, New York.
(Illustrated catalog on projection machines and accesYork. Projector, Inc., Coxsackle, NewSuperior
sories)
(Illustrated catalog on protection machines and accesFilm
Protector
Cleveland,
O. Corp., 811 Prospeet Ave.,
SAFES, FILM, AND SHIPPING CASES
American Film Safe Co., 1800 Washington
Blvd., Baltimore, Md.
Russakov Can Co., 936 W. Chicago Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
SCENERY
York.
Theodore
Kahn, 155 W. 29th Street, New
United Scenic Studios, Inc., 30 Lake
Street, Chicago. 111.
SCREENS
Nationalland, O.Screen Co., Film Bldg., CleveSHUTTERS
Double Disc Shutter Co., 2100 Payne Ave.
Cleveland. Ohio.
SIGNS — FLASHERS
Cramblet Eng.
177 5th Street, Milwaukee, Wis.Corp.,
(Flashers).
DeLuxe Studios, 833 W. Washington
Street, Chicago, 111.
SLIDES
M. New
S. Bush,
York. 52 Chippewa Street, Buffalo,
(Pamphlet on Illustrated slides to accompany pipe
organ features)
Radio Mat Slide Co., New York.
Standard
Slide Corp., 209 West 48th
Street, New York:
(Illustrated catalog on picture slides)
SPLICING, FILM
General
Machine
Co., 359 East 155th
Street, New York.
(Pamphlet on motion picture splicing machines)
STAGE RIGGINGS
Peter
New Clark,
York. Inc., 534 West 30th Street.
J. H. Welsh, 270 W. 44th St., New York.
SWITCHBOARDS, THEATRE
Mutual
Mich. Electric & Machine Co., Detroit,
(Illustrated catalog on electric switchboards)
THEATRES FOR RENT
Wm.
Smith
New J.York
City.& Co., 1457 Broadway,
THUMBTACKS
Solidhead Tack Co., 37 Murray Street,
New York
(Illustrated pamphlet on thumbtacks and punches)
TICKETS
Arcus Ticket Co., 352 N. Ashland Avenue,
Chicago, 111.
Globe Ticket Co., 352 North 12th Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(Illustrated pamphlet on roll and strip)
Keystone Ticket Co., Shamokln, Pa.
rrimount Press Co., 113 Albany Street,
Boston, Mass.
World Ticket & Supply Co., 1600 BroadNew York.
(Illustrated way,
pamphlet
on theatre tickets and ticket
registers)
TRANSVERTERS — M. G. SETS
Hertner Elec. Co., 1905 W. 112 St., Cleveland, Ohio.
VENTILATING
Typhoon Fan Co., 345 West 39th Street
New York.
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Proof

of

What

Screen

Modern

Theatres, Novel Construction, Projection Ideas,

Equipment Helps, Theatre
Management,
—
Everything !A! to Z Directory

Bulletins

Can

Do

THE most practical sort of evidence of the potential value of screen bulletins
as builders of theatre prestige is to be found in the results that have been
obtained by the Red Cross through the co-operation of theatre owners who
have used the Red Cross bulletins in connection with the annual drive. Every
Exhibitor, of course, appreciates the merit of the Red Cross cause and is glad
to give his aid. But many Exhibitors who are doing their part in this drive and
who have helped make a big success of the Ninth Annual Roll Call, have failed
to take home to themselves the lesson that
-Mat
their screens, so powerful in selling the
American people on the work of this great
organization, can be made fully as powerful
RadiO PATENTED
A" - *
in selling the same public on the motion picture theatre and its contribution to the life,
IT IS THE POLICY OF THIS
munity.
happiness and general welfare of every comHOUSE TO SHOW ONLY
An an illustration of what the Red Cross
CLE AM PICTURES
thinks of the power of the screen bulletin,
If in Your Opinion We Ever
Fail in This the Management
Will Welcome Your
Opinions or Advice
is the Stationery of the Screen

Non-melting — IS on-inflammable

Screen

Bulletins

by

the Exhibitor
"Have found that Radio
increase my business with
folks as well as it does
strangers. I change them

Mats
home
with
every

two nites." — S. B. Hillock,
Campbellsville, Ky.
"I have been a user of RadioMats for a good many years
and can state that they are a
mighty handy thing to have on

10,000 Typed Daily!
-Mat

RadiO
BUT 10 DAYS MORE
for the voting in the
BEAUTY CONTEST
One Years Free Admission
to This Theatre
To the Young Lady Receiving
the Most Votes
MISS MAY SIMPSON
■ Now Leads With 301,753 Votes
is the Stationery of the Screen

read the following taken from a recent bulletin put out by Red Cross headquarters in
Washington :
When a Red Cross is flashed on the silver
screen, from the eleventh to the twenty-ninth
of November, look behind it and read the
thrilling story of the American National Red
Cross which, through the courtesy of the
motion picture theatres will be told and retold every day from Armistice Day to
Thanksgiving.
There are more than 17,000 motion picture
theatres reaching approximately 15,000,000
persons daily. The good that they accomplish by co-operating with the Red Cross can
not be estimated merely in figures. It has a
heart interest as well.
It is impossible for the screen to tell the
story in detail. You will get the synopsis
through a close-up view of the cross and the
simple announcement that once more the
American National Red Cross calls upon the
people to support its work of concentrated
service by joining the society during the
Ninth Annual Roll Call.
Iy you inquire just what that work is you
will learn the following facts :
$48,000,000 has been spent by the society in
700 disasters in the United States since it was
organized ; when the great tornado raced
through the Middle West last spring the Red
Cross was on the job immediately; in 14
communities affected it gave rehabilitation
service to 6,000 families; of the $3,000,000
contributed by the American people every
cent was spent for the disaster victims ; all
expenses of administration were borne by the
Red Cross.
$53,000,000 has been spent for the disabled
veterans of the World War and for the men
of the regular Army and Navy and their families since the Armistice.
41,000 trained nurses stand ready to answer the call in such emergencies.
1,000 public health service nurses are scattered over the country engaged in a great
campaign to make the nation well.
21,000 were taught Life Saving this year
under Red Cross tutelage.
18,000 learned first aid to the injured.
161,000 were taught the relation of food to
health in a course of nutrition instruction.
67,281 learned Home Hygiene and Care of
the sick.
1,317,718 surgical dressings, 173,822 garments, and 97,450 pages of Braille for the
blind
have
been produced by volunteer workers.

In the Equipment Section of
the Exhibitors Trade Review
Annual — out December 26.
Free to Subscribers. $1.00 to
Non-Subscribers.

5,596,633 boys and girls make up the membership of the American Junior Red Cross.
They are being taught the duties of citizenship and the beauty and value of unselfish
service.
When the Red Cross calls the roll and the
motion picture theatres flash the symbol, remember that it is YOUR Red Cross which
speaks.
BUILDING

NEW

THEATRE

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.— Work was begun: recently by the Hoffman & Heenan Co.,
architects and builders, of Philadelphia, on
the erection of the new Stanley owned theatre
at Atlantic and Missouri aves.The theatre isto be called the Earle.
This is the second theatre to be erected by
the Stanley company in this city recently, the
first one being built at Kentucky ave. and the
Boardwalk. The building now in the course
of erection will be the largest the company
has built in the state and will have a seating
capacity of 2,000 persons. It is said that the
building, which will be in keeping with the
present one on the Boardwalk as to beauty
and architecture is to cost over ,half a million
dollars. It is planned to have a1 combination
bill of vaudeville and motion pictures to run
the year round.
The old block of stores and houses which
was between Missouri ave. and the Chelsea
postoffice were razed last week and a special
pumping system installed to keep the ground
dry until the cement foundation is finished.
The mason work will be done by Doughty &
Burke, of Atlantic City.

SUPERIOR

QUALITY

is the reason for
the
success of

GOERZ
FILM

RAW

STOCK

Use this formula for best results:
GOERZ LENS in your camera.
GOERZ NEGATIVE RAW STOCK
in your magazine
GOERZ
POSITIVE
RAW STOCK
for your prints.
Sole Distributors
Fish-Schurman Corporation
45 West 45th Street
New York City
1050 Cahuenga Avenue
Hollywood, Cal.
IN CANADA:
John A. Chantler & Co.
226 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.
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FOR OBTAINING MUSICAL RESULTS
WHICH
WILL
INCREASE
YOUR

CHRISTMAS
ATMOSPHERE
for the theatre
Can easily be created by the use
of any of the various decoratives
pictured in our latest catalogue.
Holly wreaths, Christmas trees,
poinsettias and other bright
colored flowers and foliage are
only a few of the suggestions it
contains.
FRANK
61 BARCLAY

D
O

FOR

OFFICE
PARTICULARS

MUSIC

RECEIPTS
WRITE

DIRECT

BUYERS

TO

NETSCHERT,
ST.
NEW

Christmas

o
D
o

Will be created when they see the
greatest Trade Paper issue ever put
out — Everything that means anything
to the constituents of the motion picture industry.
Trade

ANNUAL
D

1520

Broadway,
tOOE

New

York

D
[O

Lattice Hanging
for
Theatre

Baskets

Lobbies

&

Stage Set
Booklet mailed upon request.
Schroeder

Art Flower

Mfg. & Decorators,
6023 Superior Ave.
Cleveland, O.

Lively Going for Claflin
W. E. Claflin, of the Southern Moving
Picture Corporation, Washington, D. C, reports the sale of twenty-five Holmes projectors for use on battleships to the Navy
Department. Other installations made by/
Mr. Claflin include a Raven screen in the
Hospital at Anacostia, D. C, Motiograph
equipment with Super-Lite lenses in the
Wardman Park Theatre; curtains and draperies in the new Music Auditorium of the
Congressional Library. "We are glad to
say
that business is picking up," says Mr.
Claflin.
* * *

Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchanges
for the

Ed McGuire for Preddy
Ed McGuire, well known in Los Angeles,
has been appointed representative in that
city for Walter G. Preddy, theatre supply
dealer of San Francisco.

It's littleaidto you
ask can
for, give
but your
it's musicians
the only
reliable
to help put the picture over. '

NEW BUILDING
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company may
erect a new $500,000 building in Kansas City,
according to Howard E. Wurlitzer, president,
who was in Kansas City recently inspecting
sites.

have
want atell^strange"
us now.
Forms close Dec.
20, 1925.
Review

EQUIPMENT

NUMBER—

ANOTHER
FIRST CLASS
HOUSE FOR ENID, OKLA.
Enid has now six first class theatres, all
doing a fair business. The latest addition
is the new Melba, under the management
of J. Johnson. Two Powers, rebuilt machines, and a Transverter have been installed
by the Southern Theatre Equipment Co., Oklahoma City, Okla. The installation was
made by J. O. Buckles, of the Southern
Theatre Equip. The projection is under
the supervision of W. L. Beckett. About
400 new opera chairs have been installed,
also other improvements have been made.
* * *

YORK

want is in that
issue. But if you

everybody

Exhibitors

CORP.

Inc.,

Everything you

Atmosphere
for

BOX

Write at once for Catalogue
No. 24. It is a revelation in
artificial and natural prepared floral decoratives.

OUT

DEC.

26

BLANK'S
3,600-SEATER
DES MOINES, Nov. 24.— The A. H.
Blank offices have announced plans for the
construction of a $1,200,000 picture theatre
at Ninth and Locust streets, with a seating
capacity
twice as large as any theatre now of
in 3,600,
the city.
Big Lamp Order
L. H. Hoffman, Toronto manager of Perkins Electric Limited, Montreal, reports closing a big order for lighting equipment for
the Girls' Club of the T. Eaton store in
Toronto. The order included 15 baby spots,
6-400 watt spots; 4-1,000 watt spots; 1-200
ampere spot, and 6-1,000 watt box lights.
MOVIE

THEATRE

BANNERS
30<P

Each

WORDED TO ORDER— FOUR COLORS
Size 32 in. or 36 in. by 10 ft. 30c — sizes over
ten feet Sc per running foot.
Hand Painted on Heavy Poster Paper
(Ifmounted
a one on
sheet
desired
any poster
banner "cut
add out"
20c tois cost.)
MUSLIN BANNERS— 36 in. wide, any length
— 20c per running foot. ARTISTIC or
plain one sheet size lobby SHOCARDS, each — 90c.
MOVIE TITLES TO ORDER 10c FT.
TITLES 10c A FOOT FOR THEATRES
AND ROAD MEN
Sign Dept..
HOLLYWOOD
FILM COMPANY,
Box 1536
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Mail us a trial order TODAY.
No C. O.AU D.'s.
Caih Positively
Must Accompany
Orders.
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Motor-Generators
for

FIG. 406

Projection

Purposes

Mecco"
Marquise
An artistic exterior is just as necessary to
success as the right film inside the "house,"
and no one element adds so much attractiveness as a carefully selected marquise.
As manufacturers for years of structural, ornamental and sheet metal building specialties, we
have the most comprehensive designs at inviting
prices. We can provide a type to suit any architectural scheme, or design one to meet the individual taste of exhibitors or their architects.

SOMETHING
Means

Manufacturers

Duplex

More

Get the Particulars
Built to Serve

Light
Write

Us

the Best by Test

Sold on a Money Back Guarantee Basis

MOESCHL-EDWARDS
CORRUGATING

and

\,

Consider now the substantial increase in attendence you can achieve; write today for descriptive folder. — E. T. R.
The

Better

NEW

The

ACME

Co.

BOX 564 CINCINNATI, OHIO.
of Mecco Ornamental Ceilings and Side Walls and
Metal Projecting Booths

ELECTRIC
1449 Hamilton
CLEVELAND,

and MFG.
Ave.
OHIO

CO.

Manufacturers of Electrical Equipment for 10 Years

Makes Unusual
Offer to Exhibitors

The Duplex Motion Picture Industries,
Long Island City, N. Y., manufacturers of
rewinders, splicing blocks, measuring machines, reel-holders, etc., in short, everything
that is necessary to booth equipment and to
the exchange, are offering a combination of
all their products at an unusually attractive
price, assuring exhibitors in need of such
products that it will be very much worth
their while to take advantage of this offer
at once.
They boast of the fact that every item
they manufacture is of the very highest quality and made of materials which have been
found superior. In the manufacture of their
reel-holders, rewinders, etc., they do not use
cast parts which are readily broken, but the
very finest type steel obtainable. They also
claim that their splicing blocks, measuring
machines and every other item in their catalogue, which is obtainable on request, are
designed to give the very best service possible.
Theatre

Supplies

Booming

C. H. Badger, of the Stebbins Picture Supply Company, Kansas City, is responsible
for the statement that the supply business
is better than in several years previous.
"We have enjoyed the best demand for
general lines of theatre supplies this season
than in many years," said Mr. Badger.
Powers

Sales Reported

Chas. Plane, manager of the Des Moines
office, reports a sale to Wm. Youngclaus of
two Powers machines for Scranton, Iowa.
Mr. Boltzley, of Bussey, Iowa, has purchased aPowers projector and other supplies.
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DISPLAY
SIGN
FOR YOUR

to remind

you
the

SIGN

ELECTRIC!
SPAC
E
SIGN
RISOWN I
YOU
TH
PAINT

It.

PROGRAM

The most practical, most effective and lowest priced display of its kind on the market.
Can be placed on the stage, in the lobby, over the ticket
booth or in stores around your neighborhood.
The sign inserts are to be painted on transparent paper
by your sign man. This paper is obtainable in six different
colors.
The patented mahogany frame in front of the sign box,
which is 15 inches wide and 24 inches high, and consists of
two frames hinged and grooved together, grips the inserted paper and tightens it stiff as a drumhead.
An ideal publicity medium that is being used extensively
by Chicago Exhibitors. Ascher Bros, have several for
each one of their 15 theatres.
Price $10.00 F.O.B. Chicago
In lots of 6 — $8.50 ea.
100 Sheets Transparent paper in assorted colors, $2.50.
Mail check with order or shipment is sent C. O. D. Can
be returned after five days tryout if not satisfactory.
DE
833

W.

LUXE
Washington

STUDIOS
St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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TICKET

OUR
New

BOOTHS

Catalogue

CONTAINS

MIRRORS

All the newest and
most original designs
for
theatre lobbies.

LOBBY
DISPLAY

Send for Our New
Catalogue.

Lm

FRAMES

Stanley Frame Co.
L. RING, Pres.
727 7th Ave.
New York

ALL DESIGNS
ORIGINAL

Glocolor Your Lamps
Beautiful, durable colors. Do not
fade. Dry without current. Colored
by yourself in three minutes. New
shades and unusual effects. Used
by
thousands
of the including
country's best
known
exhibitors
the
Capital Theatre, Loew's New York,
Keith's Albee, Criterion, Rialto,
Rivoli, Strand Theatres.

In VALLEN Curtain Machines
and Noiseless Tracks. Do not
confuse cheapness with economy.
Figure your cost over a period
of years — do not base your conclusions on the purchase price!

Patented

Order a few trial cans at once.
ROSCO

LABORATORIES

133 Third Place,

Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Sheets size 19" by 21"
Gelatine
for reflectors and spotlights

MAZDA
S.

O.

G.

CONDENSERS
COMBINE
HEAT RESISTANCE
AND
SUPERIOR
OPTICAL QUALITIES
They are more highly polished than
others.
They are of extreme clearness and
do not discolor.
They do not absorb light rays, or
rays of photographic value.
The

S. O. G. factory is affiliated with the famous Goerz
Works of Berlin
Sole Distributors:

Fish-Schurman Corporation
45 West 45th Street 1050 Cahuenga Avenue
New York City. Los Angeles, CaL
Also Sole Distributors of:
Goerz Motion Picture Raw
Stock

"THE
E. J. Vallen

GETS OVER
A 122 FT.

THROW

ENID, Okla. — Two of the very latest type
Motiograph projectors were installed in the
New Royal, opened recently here. These
were Mazda equipped with Cinephor Condenser system, the installation being done by
H. G. Creekmore, chief projectionist. New
Superlite lenses and motor driven rewind
were also installed. The equipment was sold
by the Anderson Theatre Supply Co., Oklahoma City, Okla., and they are to be complimented on this wonderful installation.
The throw is 122 feet and the light source
is Mazda, the picture is very bright and
clear with this long throw. Mazda is usually
recommended for only 100 foot, but with
the Cinephor Condenser system the picture is
plenty bright enough at this long throw. A
Minusa screen is used with dandy results.
^ ^
EQUIPMENT
ASSOCIATION
OFFICE IN CHICAGO IS MOVED
Offices of the Association of Motion Picture Equipment Dealers of America have
been moved from 417 S. Dearborn street,
Chicago, to 1018 S. Wabash avenue. The
latter location is on Chicago's "film row."
A committee consisting of H. A. R. Dutton, B. A. Benson and C. H. Fulton will look
after the affairs of the association in the new
quarters. The new office is within easy access of this committee.

PERFECT CURTAIN TRACK'
Patent Applied For.
Electrical

Co.

Good

Phelco!"
22 W.Phellis&Co.
ICharles
INCORPORATED
130 West 42nd Street,
New York

IN FOREIGN
PROJECTORS

Preliminary Department of Commerce figures show that 166 motion picture machines
valued at $38,890 were exported from the
United States during the month of August
as against 99 valued at $23,699 in July, and
64 valued at $16,484 in August, 1924.

Ohio

Condensers

S. O. G. condensers are made of a new
optical glass produced by the Sendlinger optical Glassworks of Berlin, Germany.
This firm is affiliated with the C. P. Goerz
Optical Works of Berlin, and supplies the
Goerz Works of Berlin with all optical raw
glass used in the manufacture of the famous Goerz lenses, field glasses, and scientific instruments.
The glass is specially tempered and therefore can stand extreme changes of temperature with no danger of cracking, outlasting
many times condensers made of ordinary
optical glass.
But it is the combination of heat resistance and superior optical qualities which
puts the S. O. G. condensers in a class by
themselves. They are more highly polished
than others ; they are of extreme mechanical
and chemical clearness, and do not discolor ;
they do not absorb light rays, therefore they
produce the purest light on the screen, if used
in projectors; they do not absorb rays of
photographic value, therefore they give the
maximum light value for the photographic
film, if used in studio lights.

PEERLESS
BIG GAIN SHOWN
SALE OF

Akron,

LAMPS

USED

Northwest exhibitors are rapidly equipping
their booths with Peerless lamps. Recent installations reported by B. F. Shearer, Inc.,
are The Columbia and the Bob White, both
in Portland ; W. M. Morelock, in his new
house in Cottage Grove, Ore. ; Legion, Walla
Walla, Frank Talabere ; New Criterion, Medford, Ore., and the Vining, Ashland, Ori.
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New

CHICAGO, ILL.
Archt. Foltz & Brand, 510
North Dearborn Street, drew
plans for Theatre at Monterey
and Homewood. Owner, Fitzpatrick McElroy Co., Kenneth S.
Fitzpatrick, Pres., 202 S. State
Street.
Archt. E. R. Rupert, 822 W.
79th Street, is drawing plans for
theatres, stores & apt. bldgs. at
S. E. cor. Neva & Grand. Owner
Montclair Bldg. Corp.
LAKE FOREST, ILL.
Archt. Anderson & Tichner,
care of Jas. Anderson & Co.,
Deerpath, is drawing plans for
theatre, stores and offices, 2 story
& bas., 105x120. Owner, Estate
of Jas. Anderson, Geo. Findlay,
Trustee.
WIS.

Archt.
Work to start
soon on Theatre at 6 W. Miffin
Street. Priv. plans. Owner,
Miffin Realty Co., care of Dr.
Wm. Beecroft, 6 North Miffin
Street.
CLEVELAND,

OHIO.

Archt. Thomas Lamb. 644 8th
Ave., is drawing plans for theatre, stores & office bldgs. Owner,
Cino Theatre Co., B. L. Heidengsfeld, 1230 Keith Bldg.,
Cincinnati.
Archt.

sugyou.

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Ayenug

Constructions

MADISON,

position,

conditions.

Consult

Locust

hand

at the meter.

your Projection

c^HERTNER

in

TOLEDO, OHIO.
not selected. Work

Reported

contemplated, theatre. Owner,
J. B. McMahan & Oscar J.
Smith.
PHILADELPHIA,

BUILDERS

OF

STANDARD

ORGANS

SINCE

PA.

Archt. Hoffman Henon Co.,
Finance Bldg. Work contemplated on theatre. Owner, Stanley Co. of America, Jules Mastbaum, Pres., 1916 Race Street.
ALLENTOWN, PA.
Archt. Thomas, Martin &
Kirkpatrick, Cunard Bldg., 220
S. 16th Street, is drawing plans
for theatre. Owner, Jas. K.
Bowen, 901 Hamilton Street.
NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Archt. Thos. W. Lamb, 644
8th Ave. Theatre, stores & Offices. Work isn't started. Owner,
Lexington Ave. Theatre & Realty Corp., 1564 Broadway, Fred
F. Procter, Pres.
Archt. Eugene DeRosa, 110
W. 40th Street. Work started
on theatre & stores. Owner,
126-128 Clinton Street Corp., A.
way.
T. Halpring, Pres., 874 BroadNIAGARA

FALLS, N. Y.

Archt. E. B. Greene & Sons,
1 Niagara Square, drawing plans
on Theatre at Falls Street.
Owner, Niagara Gorge Railroad
Co., 38 West Falls St., Niagara
Falls, N. Y.
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Classified
Opportunities
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy

CLASSIFIED

ADS

Must Be Quick in Getting Results.
That's one reason why the Classified
Ad's Columns in Exhibitors Trade
Review and Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW are so well patronized. They
show results — quickly.

At Liberty

Local Films

TWO BROTHERS in theatre business whose lease
expires shortly will be at liberty about December 1st.
Position wanted in theatre or circuit. If there is an
opening for two young fellows who grew up in the
theatre business it will be worth your time to investigate. Address: Box R. T.( Exhibitors Trade
Review.

TITLES, presentation trailers, local movies, competent cameramen. Best service. Rector Advertising Service, Marshall, Illinois.

POSITION OPEN between December First and
January First for experienced operator on Style
Forty-one Photo Player. Thorough understanding
of music and proper cueing of pictures absolutely
essential. Show continuous from Three Thirty to
Eleven, six days a week. State salary expected.
Mrs. Jessie Mae Browne, Wallace Theatre, Bradenton, Florida.
For Sale
USED THEATRE CHAIRS; Picture Machines.
Low prices. C. G. Demel, 845 South State, Chicago, 111.
EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
of battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
goods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 S-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair ; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.

Wanted
Creart Studios,
CHINESE
FILMS WANTED.
Box 1439, Honolulu.
WANTED— GRAFLEX CAMERA, 5x7 or 4x5,
with or without lens, or can use English Reflex.
Must be in good working condition. State price.
Address, Graflex, Exhibitors Trade Review.
SALESMEN selling one of the most attractive 11x14
Poster Electric Display Signs to moving picture
theatres. Must be able to organize and manage sales
force. Have also five other real business propositions.
All patented. Adolf Himmelsbach, 4208 Boulevard,
Edgemere, Long Island.
WANTED—
"Ten Box
Nights
9 Bar N,Room."
dress, CINEMA,
164,inStation
Montreal.AdHIGHEST CASH PRICES PAID for Picture Machines. C. G. Demel, 845 South State, Chicago, 111.

VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa1.
USED SCENERY BARGAINS— For sale and rent
111.
State sizes wanted. KINGSLEY STUDIO, Alton,
MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES— December PreInventor.* Sale of used Motion Picture Machines,
Theatre Supplies, Frames, etc. Send for bargain
list. ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO., 608 Olive
St., St. Louis, Mo.
ADVANTAGES
OVERLOOKING BELMONT
YACHT HARBOR ANO
LINCOLN PARK GOLF
COURSES • • •
A N E W H 0T E L- 700 ROOMS
OPENED EARLY IN 1924
ALREADY FAMOUS FOR
ITS HOSPITABLE
ATMOSPHERE • • SPECIAL
MONTHLY RATES
WRITE FOR BOOKLET

G.E.Billingslei)

ATTRACTIVE ELECTRIC SIGN reading "VicTheatre,"Chicago.
very cheap. C. G. Demel, 845 South
State toria
Street,
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS are saved by exhibitors yearly by buving their machines and organs
from us. Motiographs $165.00, two for $290.00.
Simplex $265.00, two for $485.00. Automatic Organ
Players, as low as $425.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
18 years experience has taught us how. WESTERN
FEATURE FILMS, 730 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
WANT TO LEASE OR RENT small picture theatre in town of 5,000 or more population, preferable
in Virginia or North Carolina. State all in first
letter.
"Manager," 138 E. Church Ave.,
Roanoke, Address,
Va.
MARCHANT
CALCULATING
MACHINE— A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a itors
realTrademachine
Review, forNew$75.00.
York Box
City. M. O., ExhibFOR
SALE— UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER,
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
City. H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York
Box
INTERNATIONAL ADDING MACHINE. Recent Model. First class condition. A real bargain
at $75.00. Act quickly. Box R. R., Exhibitors
Trade Review, New York City.

Mailing Lists
Will help
you increase
sales
Send
for
FREE
catalog ir>Tto#
counts
andprlceaonclaealiled
nanus
of yourbest prospective customersNational,
Local-Individuals
Professions,8tate.
Business
Firms.
QQ071 Guaranteed C & .
. y y/O by refund StLouis
of J* each
IftthSt

CINEMA
J
%

HERALDS
[shipped same day order is received
I Guaranteed Service — Good Work — Popular
Prices— Send for Trial Order.
1

FILMACIC
736 S.WABASH

COMPANY
AVE. CHICAGO

HOUSE
NEIL

e newest,
finest and most
' conveniently situated
hotel in
COLUMBUS
OHIO

AUGUST
25'19?5
OPEN AFTER
JREDER1CK W.BERGMAN
Mtmaahy Director

The Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager : E. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" a the only picture publication
cbx cc latins; throughout die Orient.
Adtrm:
•CINEMA," 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT
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9he dusiness Paper of the Motion Picture Industry

Editorial

LET'S TAKE TIME for a heart-to-heart talk about
this "Laugh Month" thing.
What is it? Why is it?
Who
is
going
to
profit
by
it?
What's the catch in
it? And who started it?
Answering the last question first, I suspect it traces
its origin to a letter written six months or so ago, by
Elmer Pearson, of Pathe, who called the attention of a
number of people to the fact that Short Products wasn't
getting the consideration it ought to have. And suggested that, if he was right in that respect, something
ought to be done about it.
Well, he was right. Anyone who will take the trouble to analyze the sales energy utilized in putting various kinds of pictures across with the public will have
to agree. And so it had to be admitted that something
ought to be done. Because after all, the theatres are
selling programs of entertainment ; at least they are
supposed to be doing it ; not rooting for some particular
variety of pictures.
Out of the Elmer Pearson letters came some meetings
of representatives of the companies that produce and
distribute short product and the editors of various publications, including the film trade papers. And various
ideas were suggested. One of them being that a month
be set aside each year and designated as Short Subjects
month.
Now,

it happened that Carl Laemmle's palatial establishment on upper Fifth Avenue was represented in
these conferences by an enthusiastic young man named
Fred. McConnell, who is supposed to know something
about short subjects, having written them, directed them,
sold them and sales-managed them, and — for all I know
■— acted in them. And Fred spoke up with the suggestion that we have a "Laugh Month." After due deliberation, no one seemed able to pull that idea apart. It
certainly sounded a lot better than the original suggestion, so it was adopted. And a committee or association or something was organized to take hold and put it
over, with Julian Solomon, of Davis Distributing Division, delegated to do a lot of the hard work. And so
here we are, with the facts revealed in the cold light of
day.
Well, getting back to the questions, before we run out
of space — What is it? A month set aside for extra hightension advertising and exploitation of pictures featuring Laughs. A period during which the public is to be
told, in just so many words, that the comedies it expects
as a part of its daily dose of pictures, don't just grow on
trees out in Hollywood ; that they are as important, reel
for reel, as any other variety of pictures, with this extra-special added value — they make you laugh. And a
good laugh a day certainly keeps the doctor away.
Why is it? That's easy. Because the gloom-dispellers have long been taken for granted. It's high time
they shall have a little attention — a share of the light.
What?

You

say it's a scheme

of the distributors to get

more for their comedies? Well, what of it? If they
can make their comedies worth to you double what they
are worth today, you won't kick on paying 25 per cent
more for them, will you? And don't imagine, for a moment, that there is anyone in the business of distributing
short subjects who is foolish enough to suppose that
you will pay more for product unless it is made worth
more to you.
They aren't that kind of a crowd.
Who is going to profit by it? Everybody, if it goes
over. You will profit by drawing crowds of people who
like to laugh and are willing to pay you for the privilege.
The producers and distributors will profit because you
will discover increased values in the mirth-makers and
you will buy better pictures of the sort they are anxious
to make and sell. The public, too. Because it will get
better programs for its money. And even the trade papers, because they will have rendered a real service to
the industry in helping to put this campaign over.
Which, after all, is about the only thing a trade paper
can do to justify its existence.
What's the catch in it? Now you've got me. I don't
know. If some good Exhibitor will write in and tell me,
I'll be glad to print it. But, up to the moment, I can't
see a single catch. I can't see anything but good in going through with this Laugh Month idea, putting it over
with a smash. I think it's one of the most sensible
schemes, for the good of everybody concerned, I've seen
suggested since coming into this business.
All of which leads to this : Letting you in behind the
scenes for a moment — there is no million dollar campaign behind Laugh Month. But there is a lot of hard
and earnest work back of it. Work by men who are
sincerely anxious to see it a success. Who deserve your
cooperation. And there's possibility of a good profit for
you, Friend Exhibitor, if you will put a little elbow
grease and a few cerebral vibrations into it.
That doesn't mean, either, that you have to turn the
house inside out, or spend a lot of money on freak ideas.
If you will take the material that is going to you from
the Committee in charge of the festivities and use it in
a reasonable way, as the Committee hopes you will, you
will be doing a little laughing along about the end of
January, along with the rest of the crowd.
And Just a word of advice that doesn't come from
Laugfh Month headquarters, though the Committee may
be about to tell you the same thing: If you are a newspaper advertiser, begin now to carry this line through
the rest of December ; it will stimulate you, yourself, to
get busy and do a good job in January. Arrd it will
arouse a lot of real interest on the part of your patrons.
LAUGH
MONTH
IS COMING.

Ejxniouors
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MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

Week

30

New York — With the arrival of Carl
Laemmle, president of the Universal Pictures Corporation, from Berlin, today, the
final stage in the closing of the deal between
that company and the Ufa Film Company,
which involves an international alliance and
a loan of 15,000,000 marks to the Ufa Company, is under way.
New York — Plans, confirmed by Carl
Laemmle, for the buying up of 1,000 theatres
by the Universal Pictures Corporation for
the formation of a chain company to be
controlled by Universal, were made known.
The formation of the new corporation to
manage the chain will be financed by preferred stock or bond issue through Dillon,
Read & Co., of Wall Street.
Paris — Delayed prohibition of the importation of celluloid films planned as protection
to the French industry in non-inflammable
films controlled by the French Pathe group,
may cause disruption in the French Syndical
Chamber of the Cinematographic Industry.
New York — Joseph P. Day, with the cooperation of Felix Isman, C. L. Apfel and
K. B. Congor, has reorganized the Picture
City Corp., formed to develop a film center
in Florida.
Hollywood, Calif. — Announcement came
from Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corp., of a big
expansion program for greater production
TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

1

New York — The famous Wellenbrink case,
known as Apollo Exchange vs. Wellmont
Company, having pended in the Supreme
Court, New York County, was settled out of
court yesterday.
New York — Completing next year's schedule arrangements, John C. Flinn, vicepresident of P. D. C, arrived to-day from
Hollywood.
New York — The Official Bulletin, the new
printed organ of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, appeared in first issue
under the date of December 1.
New York — Further details of Universal's
plan to buy up 1,000 theatres to -form a
chain company, which was reported yesterday in the Exhibitors Daily Review, were
made known today.
New York — Definite denial that the
First National Pictures had taken over the
United Studios, in Hollywood, from Mike
Levee, were made by the executives of First
National Pictures.
New York — That the Universal-Ufa deal,
providing importation of one Universal picture into Germany for every Universal-Ufa
picture made in Germany, will not restrict
these imports to Universal pictures alone,
but will include other outstanding American
film in the quota, was stated by Carl
Laemmle on his arrival yesterday.
Toronto, Canada — J. C. Brady, of Toronto, was elected president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Canada, Ontario
Division, at the annual convention here.
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

2

New York — Official announcement made
of the formation of the International Projector Corporation, incorporated under the
laws of the State of Delaware. The new
corporation has acquired the entire business
and assets of the Nicholas Power Company,
Inc., and the Precision Machine Company,
Inc., both in New York City, and the Acme
Motion Picture Projector Company, in Chicago.

in

Review

New York — Administrative committee of
the M. P. T. O. A., headed by A. Julian
Brylawski, met at the main offices for a twoday session. The committee, to do important
work towards putting the organization on a
firmer business basis.
Kansas City — In conjunction with the
P. D. C. Exhibitors' Month, additional booking daily pour into the P. D. C. office here.
Kansas City — Plans announced for the
proposed 3,000,000 Midland Theatre here
have given momentum to a rumor that the
house will be controlled by Metro-Goldwyn,
as far as the booking is concerned.
Los Angeles, Calif. — F. R. Grainger, of
Fox Film Corporation, announced, in answer
to speculations over Fox's policy regarding
theatre ownership, that "regardless of rumored combinations, Fox Film Corporation
will ultimately have one or more first run
theatres in every important key city in the
country."
THURSDAY,

x raae ixeview

DECEMBER

3

Los Angeles, Calif. — Only hope seems to
be in the effort of Marcus Loew ro bring
about a reversal in the negotiations between
United Artists and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
for the planned merger. If pressure against
the merger is kept up by exhibitors, and no
change materializes shortly, the merger, at
present, will fail.
New York — In answer to a wire from the
Exhibitors Daily Review to Charlie Chaplin
on his stand regarding the proposed merger
between United Artists and Metro-GoldwynMayer corporation on joint distribution, it
was ascertained that the comedian will oppose the arrangement "if it tends to trustification or monopolization of the industry.
But if it benefits the corporations, really operating individually as to business and policy,
I accord with the co-operation plan," he explained.
New York — Released of existing obligations to the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, for further production of pictures,
Sidney Olcott is now reported as free to
negotiate with other companies for directorial services.

Kansas City — Theatre robberies of disturbing frequency are occuring in this territory. The Linwood Theatre was robbed of
$1,173, and its manager, W. O. Lenhart, of a
diamond ring. Pantages Theatre was also
robbed during the week.
New York — Following the affirmation of a
report that Warner Brothers was involved in
a deal with Western Electric Company to
handle the latter's talking machines, made by
the latter company, Manager Star, at the
Warner offices, stated that there was no
foundation to the report.
New York— R. K. Bartlett has joined F. B.
O.
as sales promotion director to replace Al
Boasberg.
New York — Administration Committee of
M. P. T. O. A. met Will Hays in conference
to discuss exoffices,
latter's
the and
at contract
yesterday,hibition
other
points.
New York — Executive
Warner Brothers' offices,
have resigned.
New York — Following
by the Ufa Film company,
sail for Berlin on the S.S.
FRIDAY,

department of the
covering publicity,
contract overtures
Mae Murray is to
Majestic Saturday.

DECEMBER

4

New York — Action brought by the Western Photoplays, Inc., through Jacob Landy
several years ago, against Pathe Exchange,
is reopened in the Bronx County Supreme
Court. One claim is for $1,500 owing to
Pathe's refusal to pay export tax on films it
had handled for Western.
New York — Fox Films announces signing
of Raoul Walsh to direct Fox Pictures, beginning January 1. Walsh comes to Fox
direct from Famous Players Lasky Corp.
New York — Edmund Goulding, Metrodirector, arrived from the
Goldwyn-Mayer
Coast.
New York— Robert J. Murray has been
appointed manager of the Dallas Exchange
of the Associated Exhibitors.
New York— E. J. Farrell has been appointed manager of the New Haven Exchange of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corp.
New York — When sought out by the Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW for a direct statement on her signing with United Artists,
Gloria Swanson would neither deny or affirm
the reported contract.
New York — J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president
charge of production, leaves
O., intoday.
of
for F.theB.Coast
New York — Samuel Rothafel announced
at the weekly meeting of the A. M. P. A.
for the Roxy Theatre, at 50th St. and
plansAve.
7th
New York — Following the affirmation of
a report that Warner Brothers was involved
in a deal with Western Electric Company
to handle the latter's talking machines,
made by the latter company, manager Star,
at the Warner offices, stated that there was
no foundation to the report.
New York — R. K. Bartlett has joined F.
B.
as sales promotion director to replace
Al O.
Boasberg.
New York — Administrative Committee of
M. P. T. O. A. met Will Hays in conferto disoffices,
at the latter's
ence exhibition
yesterday, contract
cuss
and other
points.
New York — Executive department of the
Warner Brothers offices, covering publicity,
have resigned.
New York — Following contract overtures
urday.
by the Ufa Film Company, Mae Murray is
to sail for Berlin on the S. S. Majestic Sat-
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BERLIN

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Pictures Corporation, 730 Fifth Avenue, is sailing for Europe on the Leviathan today. Accompanying him will be Sigmund Moos,
leasing manager at Universal City, California; Hans Winter, inventor; Henry Henigson, business manager of Universal City
and formerly supervising manager of Universale exchanges in Europe ; J. H. Ross,
Mr. Laemmle's secretary; Carl Laemmle,
Jr., Miss Rosabelle Laemmle and her friend,
Miss Estelle Cohen.
Mr. Laemmle is going abroad to consummate a big international deal whereby,
through the loan of $3,600,000 to Ufa, the
greatest of the German producing, releasing and exhibiting companies of Germany,
Mr. Laemmle secures for Universal the entre
to their six hundred theatres not only for
Universal pictures but for nearly one hundred other American made productions.
MAE MURRAY ON MAJESTIC
Mae Murray is sailing on the Majestic
today, to discuss the terms of her own
contract with Ufa, which takes on an entirely new significance since the Ufa pictures are to be released by Universal in
America. Miss Murray was formerly a
Universal star.
VAUGHN STAYS WITH F. B. O.
Alberta Vaughn, signed a new three year
contract with F. B. O. at one of the highest salaries ever paid an F. B. O. star, according to an announcement by J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president of the company in charge
of production. Alberta will star in one more
series for F. B. O., possibly "Fighting
Hearts" by Sam Hellman, and then be
starred in feature productions with a comedic slant.
JOE ROCK TO HOLLYWOOD
Joe Rock, well known producer of Standard and Blue Ribbon screen comedies, who
has been visiting his eastern representatives
in New York during the past six weeks,
will return to Los Angeles shortly. Rock
will take with him at least two popular
writers to augment his present scenario staff.

at

M.

P.

The significance of the document signed
by Will H. Hays pledging the future cooperation of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributers, of America, Inc., to the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America w?s described by Business Manager Joseph M. Seider as a justification of the sincerity of the "square table" now maintained
for Fifth
the entire
industry
in the Hays' office
on
Avenue,
Manhattan.
Obtained after a series of conferences between Mr. Hays and the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America officials this
document spells the first definite and concrete basis for the unanimous cooperation
of all forces in the motion picture industry.
The reading of this letter on the night
of December 2 before 500 producers, distributors and exhibitors, assembled at the
Hotel Taft, New Haven, Conn., came as a
climax of one of the most dramatic evenings in the history of the film industry.
The general acclamation of Hays' stand
was met with applause by members of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Con-

T.

O.

A.

Jubilee

necticut, owing to their victory of the tax
measure.
National President R. F. Woodhull, M. P.
T. O. A., and Mayor David Fitzgerald, of
New Haven made short addresses, assuring
the members that they could find no trouble
in the industry that they could not overcome
through cooperation.
After greeting by C. C. Pettijohn, general
counsel for the Hays organization, Joseph
M. Seider, Business manager, M. P. T. O.
A., gave a resume of the struggle of the
independent theatre owner to maintain his
independence and safeguard his investment.
He described the administrative committee
meetings and the efforts to find a solution
of the major problems confronting the theatre owners at the present time, which he
enumerated.
The letter from Mr. Hays follows :
December 2, 1925.
To the Administrative Committee, the Officers and
the Board of Directors of
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
Gentlemen :
Following further the matter of cooperation and
referring to discussions we have had recently in regard thereto (Continued
:
on page 15)
TWO MORE FOR TAX
Close on the heels of the announcement
that Fox Films has purchased motion picture rights to "Is Zat So?" comes the news
that Fox has bought "Whispering Wires"
and
Fitch's last play, "The City,"
from Clyde
the Shuberts.
"THAT'S

MY BABY" NEXT
ONE FOR

MACLEAN

Following his return from a vacation tour
which carried him to Panama, Cuba, New
York and San Francisco, Douglas Mac
Lean announced that he would begin production soon on "That's My Baby," his next
Paramount Comedy which is an original
story developed entirely by his story staff.
Make the public pay your business
expenses Mr. Exhibitor, and get a
bonus for your enterprise. EXHIBITORS Trade REVIEW and Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW can help you
get the bonus. $5 a year for both
papers,
300 issues — less than
two centsabout
a copy.
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Public

SEIDER

Executives

Leave

for Tour

To-Day

A party of home office executives of Publix Theatres Corporation will leave New
York today for the South to attend two
district conventions of the organization. The
first of these conventions will open in Dallas on Monday and will last the greater
part of two days. The other will be held
in Atlanta, opening Thursday.
The purpose of these conventions is to
acquaint the personnel of Publix Theatres
with the aims and purposes of the organization. The various problems of theatre operation will be discussed, along with plans
for the immediate future. The conventions
will be attended by all the district and theatre managers and directors of publicity in
the respective territories.
The home office party will consist of Sam
Dembow, Jr., head of the Buying and Booking department; Harry Marx and J. E.
Mansfield, of the department of Theatre
Management; A. M. Botsford, Director, of.
Advertising and Publicity, and Nathaniel
W. Finston, Director of Music.
* * *

ENTRY
BLANK
FOR
LAUGH
MONTH
EXPLOITATION
CONTEST
(Use this coupon to file your
entry in the prize contest for the
best Laugh Month exploitation.
Send entry to Laugh Month
Committee, 218 West 42d Street,
New York City.)
Name of Theatre
Address
City or Town
State

,

Name of person responsible for campaign
(This is the person to whom
money
wins) will be paid if this entry
Is theatre first run,

second run or

GETS

BACK

DUES

Although Joe Seider has been in office as
business manager of the M. P. T. O. A.
but two weeks or so he has already collected
more than $2,000 in back dues for his or* * *
ganization.
WILD

WEST

ACTORS

SAIL

Col. Joe Miller of the Miller Bros. "101
Ranch" in Oklahoma, and 20 of his Sioux
Indian charges, men, women and papooses,
sail today for London on the Majestic,
where they will appear in circus acts throughout Great Britain. The "101 Ranch" and
its Indian inhabitants were the background
forThe
Pathe's
thriller,
West." by
Indianserial
troupe
was "Wild
photographed
newsreels and newspaper photographers yesterday at the Hotel Biltmore, together with
Helen Ferguson, who played the leading
feminine role in the serial.
LEWIS

REMAINS
WARNER

WITH

Barren Lewis of the Warner Brothers
Publicity Department, in charge of the serialization of all Warner Bros, pictures' hr
newspapers, has been retained by that organization in the same capacity. It was reported in the Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW
Thursday that Lewis, William Murphy and
Randall White had resigned from the Warner Publicity Department.
* * *
HEROISM IN FIRE
The flames were leaping high in the projection room of the Admiral Theatre, Kansas City Monday. Walter Burkey, manager, walked to the stage and, in calm tones,
told
his
audience room
there and
was that
a "slight
blaze"
in the projection
it would
be
advisable to walk out into the street tor a
few minutes. The audience filed out in order, but never returned. Damage to the
house was $1,300, while L. V. Baker, operator, suffered burns about the head and
hands.
Defective wiring caused the fire.
H- ^ «fc
BUCHOWETZKI FOR POLA NEGRI
To complete the strongest possible triumvirate of star, director and writer, Dimitri
Buchowetzki, whose directorial genius is recognized both here and abroad, today was
signed by . P. Schulberg, associate Paramount producer, to direct Pola Negri in her
next picture, an original starring vehicle
written by Ernest Vajda, Hungarian playwright.

1200

Seat

House
For

Bill Goldman

William Goldman has announced plans for
the erection of a 1200-seat theatre at eighteenth street and Park avenue, St. Louis, on
the site of the Elite Airdrome operated by
Sigoloff Brothers.
Under arrangements perfected Sigoloff
Brothers will build the theatre and lease it
to Goldman for a term of twenty or more
Plans for the theatre building are being
prepared
Kennedy & Stegemeyer, archiyears. tects, by
Title Guaranty Building, and construction contracts will be let in the near
future. The structure will also contain stores
and apartments and cost approximately
Goldman recently took over the Kings$150,000.
land and Woodland theatre on Gravois avenue, formerly operated by Freund Brothers and has announced plans for new
theatres at Union and St. Louis avenues and
on Hodimont avenue near Easton avenue.
* * *
EDDIE ELKINS FOR RIVOLI, N. Y.
Eddie Elkins and his orchestra will be one
of the permanent new attractions at the Rivoli Theatre, N. Y., when that house, following its closing for alterations, reopens on
Christmas Day with the new policy of which
the John Murray Anderson presentations will
be an outstanding feature. The contract with
Elkins, according to the announcement from
Publix Theatres Corporation, was closed
Wednesday
through the William Morris Vaudeville Agency.
♦ ♦ ♦
JULIA HURLEY

ADDED TO
"RECKLESS LADY"
Robert Kane this week added Julia Hurley
to the cast of "The Reckless Lady" which he
is producing for First National at the Cosmopolitan studios in New York.
Miss Hurley is nearing her eightieth year
and on this birthday she will also celebrate
the fiftieth anniversary of her professional
career. When she can look back on fifty
years
acting, she is willing to retire, Miss
Hurleyof says.
^ % ^
SEILER STARTS COMEDY
"A Bankrupt Honeymoon," latest Fox
Films Imperial comedy has gone into production at the West Coast Studios under the
direction of Lou Seiler.

EXHIBITORS!
"T H E

subsequent run?
Seating capacity
Population of City or Town
Was campaign for one day, two days,
three days or a week?
Was a particular comedy exploited?
If so, give title and name of distributing company
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited,
it being sufficient if the campaign
boosts LAUGH
MONTH.
But if a particular comedy is exploited, it must be a short comedy— not more than three reels.)
— E. T. R.

HOLLYWOOD" changeable

letter sign will
ADVERTISE
YOUR
PROGRAMS in locations where you
cannot get a poster
or card. Change the
type daily, (carries
8 x 10 still if desired). The store
(location) gets their advertisement freesign carries 9 lines, letters celluloid covered. Letters changed in a jiffy. A cutout figure of a Hollywood beauty is
seated on top of sign. Real silk band
on head, tassell on cushion (SEE ILLUSTRATION). One sample— $1.50,
6 for $4.80; 12 for $8.00, including letters. We letter the merchant's ad free,
also theatre name on sign FREE. Entire sign 14 x 22 inches.
Hollywood Film Co., Box 1536
Los Angeles, California
Dealers and Supply Houses Write for
Quantity Prices.

December
HAYS

5, 1925
DOCUMENT
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HAILED

ENTHUSIASM

(Continued from page 13)
This letter is by way of reassurance of the continuing purpose of this association and my own personal determination to do everything possible to further that cooperation. I call your attention again
to the fact that the purpose of this association is to
promote the common interests "of ALL those enmotion quite
picture
our
efforts gagedarein thedirected
as business"
much for and
the that
ultimate
welfare of the exhibitor as for the interests of the
producer and distributor.
As a further declaration of purpose more definitely
to this end, I assure you that if any member of your
organization anywhere in the country has a real
grievance against any of the producers or distributors
who are members of this association and if you will
call my attention to such grievance, the good offices
of this association will be immediately and sympathetically used to bring about such conferences and
consideration of such real grievance between the
parties interested that a fair solution thereof may
be quickly sought.
The principle of arbitration is being successfully
applied in all arbitral matters in dispute which may
arise covered by the exhibition contract. This proposal is by way of further offering to use the good
offices of the association to develop conferences for
the settlement of matters not naturally included in
difficulties arbitral under the exhibition contract. The
whole purpose is to aid in the providing for any pos>sible means of adjustment of EVERY KIND of real
grievance that may arise, that thereby there may be
developed complete fulfillment of the formula of
confidence and cooperation as originally suggested
and which is today the solution of our problems as
certainly
as when the formula was originally indicated.
With kindest regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
WILL H. HAYS.
"This letter and its significance in major
detail, said Mr. Seider, when he had concluded the reading, is the first actual coordinate movement for the elimination of
the building of unnecessary theatres in localities already seated and served. It spells
the beginning of the end of the unlawfully
locking out of a producer's product by theatre
combines.
"It is a guillotine for the illegitimate transfer of theatres to avoid contractual responsibility. It starts the dissembling of the
purchase or acquisition of theatrical properties, or interests therein, by unfair or
coerce methods."
"This letter," Mr. Seider concluded, "provides for the allocation of products wrongfully and unfairly withheld by producer,
exhibitor or chain theatre competitors. Mr.
Hays' 'square table' is 'square.' This is a
statement signed by Will H. Hays. It justifies the sincerity of the presence of the
square table now placed in the headquarters
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America.
"What does this statement mean? It
means that the motion picture industry will
face the future with a solid front. It means
that the square table with its chairs has
become an actuality, that producer, distributor and exhibitor may now pull up chairs
around that square table and squarely discuss, adjust or arbitrate their problems to
the satisfaction of all.

GOTHAM

ANNOUNCES

PRODUCTION

STAFF FOR "THE SPEED LIMIT"
Advice received from Hollywood this
week states that the entire production unit
that
recently
made for
"Onetheofninth
the and
Bravest,"
will be
used intact
next
Gotham Production which is definitely titled
"The Speed Limit."
Frank O'Connor will handle the megaphone and his production manager and assistant director will be Glenn Belt.
The entire production will be made in the
Hollywood studios and under the personal
supervision of Renaud Hoffman, who has
been in a large measure responsible for the
greater part of the Gotham product this
Raymond McKee has been signed to head
the cast and Mr. McKee has an ideal role
year.
as the young ingenious garage man who
refuses to be downed. The complete cast
will be announced next week when camera
work will be well under way.
WARNER BORROWS STARS
Patsy Ruth Miller and Kenneth Harlan
have been loaned by Warner Brothers to
F. B. O. for the latter's new production,
"The King of the Turf." James P. Hogan,
who is directing this picturization of George
Browning's magazine story, was the one who
gave Miss Miller the first leading role of
her screen career in the noted box-office success, "Where is My Wandering Boy To^ ^
NEW CHICAGO EXCHANGE FOR
GOTHAM
night."
One of the most important Independent exchange deals this season was completed this
week and which will result in a new exchange unit coming into being in the Chicago
territory. The new distribution office will be
known as the Gotham Pictures Exchange and
will handle the Gotham Productions and
other releases of Lumas Film Corporation
exclusively.
* * *
BETTY COMPSON FINISHED
Betty Compson has just finished her romantic role in "The Palace of Pleasure" for
Fox Films, and now she's in New York with
her director-husband, James Cruze, preparmoon.ing to sail for Europe on their second honey* * *
MEIGHAN TO FLORIDA
Thomas Meighan joins the rush to Florida
today. He is going South to make a motion
picture
especiallycalled
for "The
him byNew
RingKlondike,"
Lardner. written
%
ADDED

TO CAST

Fay Marbe, the musical star, and her brother, Gilbert, who is her dancing partner, have
been added to the cast of "Dancing Mothers"
at Paramount's Long Island studio.

"Ittremeans
that the in
lifehis
savings
a theaowner invested
chosenof field
of
endeavor will not be taken from him. It
is a manifestation of the sincerity, the foresightedness and the fairness of Mr. Hays."
* * *
IN AGAIN, OUT

AGAIN

In again, out again. No sooner did C. E.
"Doc." Cook, business manager of the M.
P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri, return from a
10-day trip in the territory in behalf of the
organization's membership drive, than back
again he went.
♦ ♦ %
CHRISTMAS FILMS
Virtually all theatres of Kansas City, Kas.,
this week are showing a Christmas seal film,
describing the fight against tuberculosis,
gratis in conjunction with a campaign being
waged by club women.

DO IN COLORS

*

-

WIN WITH COLORS

Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchanges
for the
•
M.J. M MTl (»T(«»
T HI.*
IP31.S
It's little to ask for, but it's the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians
to help put the picture over. '

Production

Highlights

WILLIAM DE MILLE, who arrived
in New York this week after having completed his forty-first production for Paramount, "The Splendid Crime," is conferring
with production officials regarding his next
picture. If there is room in the Long Island
studio he will follow his custom of making
one picture a year in the East.
* * *
PIERRE COLLINGS, who wrote the
continuity for Pola Negri's "A Woman of
the World," will writei the scenario for
Adolphe Menjou's next starring vehicle,
which has not yet been titled, and which will
be
produced in New York. St. Clair will
direct.
EARLE WILLIAMS, who has made
thousands of young feminine hearts flutter,
has turned villain. The metamorphosis takes
place in "The Ancient Mariner," Fox Films
screen version
Coleridge's
immortal
poem, ofin Samuel
which aTaylor
powerful
modern
story parallels the classic fantasy.
* ^ *
BROOKS BENEDICT, well known as
the "heavy" in Harold Lloyd's "The Freshman," has been signed for a similar role in
"The Officer of the Day," a new Fox picture. The production will be directed by
Max Gold and Andrew
a new disje % Bennison,
%
rectorial team.
DON
RYAN,
well-known magazine
writer and newspaper columnist, has joined
the movies. He has been added to Universal
City's staff of title writers, which includes
Walter Anthony, Robert Hopkins and other
well-known title experts.
* # *
VIRGINIA VALLI, Universale popular
star, is working under the banner of her
own company again for the first time in almost a year. She is playing the featured
feminine role in "Wives
Rent," in which
=t= ^O For
#Malley.
she co-stars with Pat
"THE RECKLESS LADY," the latest
Robert Kane production, is being whipped
into final shape at the Cosmopolitan studios,
here. Howard Higgins is directing the work.
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Incorporations
ALBANY, N. Y.
— Ludlow Operating
Corp., theatres,
common,
no par ; 200
D.
Blum, L.
Greenfield, H.D. Zelenko.
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BY

YOU

IS BEING
DISPATCHED
ON
DECEMBER
1st THE
FIRST
ISSUE OF THE

Official

Bulletin

of the

Motion

Litigation
Appellate Term,
Supreme Court, 1st
Department. Scheduled for 10Tuesday's
calendar,
A. M.
Guinta vs. Yoost
Photo Play Theatre
Co. A. S. Jaffer will
appear for spondent.
the A. W.
reAndrews for appellant.

SIX

OMAHA

PLAN

OF

THEATRES
EPSTEINS

Starting on an ambitious program of expansion, which presages a theatre building boom
in the city, Sam and Louis Epstein, South
Omaha exhibitors, have announced plans for
invasion of Omaha proper.
Under plans announced, the six houses will
be practically uniform in size and construction
and are to cost about $50,000 each. Seating
capacity is to be around 750, it is stated.

New preme
Issues.
Court, N._ SuY.
County. Special
Term. Action for
meier vs. 'Advance
accounting.
OsterProductions, Inc.
C. L. Kahn for
plaintiff, Walton, B.
H. & S., for defendMotion
on calenant.• dar, Friday,
Dec. 4.
Supreme
Bronx County.Court.
Special Term. Before
Justice McCook.
Lipfeld vs. Main
Theatre Corporation.
Up for decision in
the Supreme Sourt.
Special Term. Part
2, by Justice Ford.
Credit Alliance Corporation vs. Sheridan Theatre
Co.,
Inc.
Decision in the
Supreme
Court.
cial Term.
PartSpe-1,
by Justice Gavegan.
Bay State Film
Sales Co. vs. Kinograms Publishing
Corporation. The
motion was granted.
Resettled order
signed.

Here

jnetmijJkmd

is

the

Place

AN'T
you
next convention
for your
States. The recently completed
c
new wing of the fire-proof, modern French Lick Springs Hotel
the wonderful
just picture
time you would building includes a well-ventihave at world
lated ground floor, daylight confamous French vention auditorium of 1500
Lick Springs seating capacity,giving thishotel
Hotel? Beauti- first placeventionamong
consites. And,America's
forthosewho
fully located in
"
hi
the semi-southern Cumberland
wish, the health-giving waters of
foothills of Indiana, FrenchLick the Pluto, Bowles and Proserpine Springs.
Springs knows no real severity
of temperature. The two fine 18hole golf courses can be played Today, get full particulars.Write
booklet with dewhen weather interferes with for illustrated
tailed convention information.
Address Convention Secretary,
play elsewhere.
Only 40 miles from the center French Lick Springs Hotel Comof population of the United
pany, French Lick, Indiana.
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"Home of Pluto Water"
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As great a mystery
had to solve.
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heartless,

as any

Sherlock

cruel, criminal

castle from England,
on the Hudson.

stone

Holmes

millionaire
by stone, and

ever

brings

a

erects it

Does he also import the ghost of the ancient archer
who haunted the historic structure in England?
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:/
r

Miller

How
X
\ V

else can

be explained

which stalks the corridors
ace to the oppressor?
Is the

charming

Archer?
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who
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a feature

a sensational,

with

at night, a deadly
lives near

men-

by, the Green

Scenario

the girl?

it would

be great.

surprising

bv Spencer

From

figure

Is it her father? Is it her father's friend?
handsome captain of the state troopers

is in love

Directed

girl who

the mysterious

As

a serial it is

triumph.
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by Frank
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Smith

the book by Edgar

Wallace
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A

Ten

Episode

Serial Chuck

Full

of Hair Raising

"Death

Thrills and Spills

Ray"

Machine

"Scarlet
Suggested
TEN
EPISODE
SERIAL
A

are enough real thrills in "The Scarlet
THERE
Streak" to ordinarily provide the action for about
twice the: length of this serial. Or, putting it the
other way, there are two thrills where only one grew
beforei In the face of the many good, live action serials
that have been released lately, that is saying a good deal
for this spectacular, sure-fire adventure picture.
First, of all, the whole basis of the plot is founded upon the recent invention of the "Death Ray" machine.
If you recall, there was an international discussion of
this invention. Newspapers, magazines and even books
were full of speculative opinions regarding the outcome
of this invention. Some said it would be the end of all
war. Others thought that war would now be of even
greater magnitude and fiercer than ever before.
And around this machine is woven this splendid story
with Jack Daugherty in the stellar role. From the mo-

99 Plot
Streak
REAL
THRILLER

ment that Bob Evans,, the star reporter of the Times,
(Played by Jack Daugherty) leaps from his own swiftly
moving automobile on to that which is conveying an
internationally notorious band of crooks, action, fast and
furious, is the keynote.
THERE
are collisions between trains and autos; then
a car turns turtle in full view of the audience, a hundred foot plunge into a chasm ; a broken cable of a mountain car; mistaken refuge on a floating target; — each
episode goes the last one better in strange and dangerous predicaments for the hero and heroine of the story.
"The Scarlet Streak" is a wow from start to finish.
Besides it lends itself very easily to the best sort of exploitation. Inthe section here you will find many, well
chosen stunts to put this picture across. The majority
of the stunts are planned to be put across before you
show the first episode. After you get the audience for

the first showing, you won't have to
do any more than to remind them
of the weekly playing dates. You
won't be able to keep them away
from vour doors.

No hokum here. The
auto is smashed to
smtitherp by the oncoming train. There is
not as much as a steerAND that is the keynote of the caming wheel of the car
paign lined up for you in the folleft when the debris is
lowing pages. The stunts, can be
cleared away. Can you
imagine, with this as •used at any time- during the run of
the final climax of one
. the picture', but the idea, is 'to put the
episode, how
your
maximum
of pressure
audience will await the
the openingamount
showing.
After, it behind'
is the
next?
fact that a serial keeps drawing them
from week to week that the serial is
so important in the business of an exhibitor.
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Starring

The
Jack

Two

Play

Serial Favorite
Daugherty

Favorites

Leading

Role

EVANS (Jack Daugherty), the star reporter of
BOB
the Times, has been assigned to a story that has
possibilities of international complications. He
gladly accepts. At the same time, Richard Crawford
and his daughter Mary, (Lola Todd), are putting to
test a machine that is so terrible in its potential powers,
that it may possibly prove the end of war.
Nearby Crawford is "the house of the closed shutters,"
in which agents of a foreign nation have made their
headquarters. Monk is the name of the leader, and he
quickly makes himself felt when Mr. Crawford is kidnapped by him.

"Scarlet Ray," which is the story to which he has been
assigned. He destroys the story, however, and enlists
himself to the cause of wiping out the band of criminals
who are so intent upon getting the scarlet ray for their
own selfish uses. Fights, thrills, excitement follow. At
last everything is cleared up. The criminal band is dispersed. The death machine permanently destroyed —
and of course, Bob and Mary live happily ever afterward.

Possibilities

For

Exploitation

"The Scarlet Streak" is
the easiest exploitation
subjects that this departmentoneof of
Exhibitors Trade Review
ever treated. Everything seems to be in its favor to line
Mary appeals to Bob to follow the kidnappers. He
up for a wow of an exploitation and tie-up campaign.
You have the name to work with first. Everywhere
does, and as his car draws near to Monk's, he gives Mary
the wheel and hurdles himself over into the car of the
where there is a possibility of showing a red streak is enough
enemy.
They
fight. Crawford
to start talk about the "Scarlet Streak,"
creeps out.
be it in neckties, hats, automobiles, or
Still fighting, they approach an onrushing railroad train.
anything at all. Then there is the
danger
Monk leaps to safety.
Bob gets ouz
element in the picture which
SHOWING A SERIAL IS
in the ni;k of time and sees the cttr
is treated in this section as a basis for
LIKE SELLING A SEAsmashed.
a "Safety First" movement. In such
SON PASS. IT PAYS TO
movemen
ts, it is always a simple matThat night, at a ball in the home
PULL THEM
US FOR
ter to enlist the help of all the ciyic
of Crawford, Monk and an accomTHE FIRST SHOWFNG.
bodies in town, as well as the police
plice steal into the house in disguise.
THEY'LL
ALL
BE
fire departments, etc.
and
They attack Crawford again, and in
THE
FOR
THERE
Then
there is the by-play on the
the melee, Mary is spirited away.
SECOND.
Death
Ray
machine, which gives you
Bob volunteers his help to Mr. Crawan opening wedge for newspaper disford, and in the ensuing friendship,
he is able to get the details of the
cussion and essay contest work,;'.
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Great

Exploitation

THEY

your neighborhood, when the greatest of spectacle film, when these all
fail to draw a capacity house for you,
Episode 2, or Episode. 5 will do the
trick.

posters up on "The Scarlet Streak"
and
no that
less
than keep
ten them
weeksup,toyou've
make got
sure
every man, woman and child has had
an opportunity to see them. See the
advantage you have over feature runs
that you show for only one or two
days. You must put your posters up,
and sometimes, before they have had
time to dry on the boards, they are
pulled down and the next day's showing is advertised.

rpHERE is the greatest problem of
X your exploitation campaign for a
serial. You must put at least 95%
of the exploitation pressure behind
the opening episode. After that, the
awakened curiosity of the audience
Will force it back into your theatre
to see whether or no the hero got out
of the scrape alive, and whether the
shot that was fired just before the

This is gospel business talk — real
showmanship. The sooner you get
to realize the full significance of these
serials, that much sooner are you going to keep your coffers as full as
they should be.
Working

You have many potent ideas in this
section. Use them all you can week
after week if you want to — BUT
USE THEM
ALL THE
FIRST
WEEK — and the rest is easy sailing
for you.

Stunts

reproduction, and that is this : Whatever the day of your showing might
be — Monday, Tuesday, or Thursday
— make that day stand out on all your
posters in big red letters. And on
that day, arrange for the stores in
which these posters are displayed to
put on some special sales.
That means more business for the

Miss No Bets

counts up. What
EVERYTHING
difference does it make to your
money till whether your feature picture or your serial pulls the crowd
(except that the serial means a ten
week return) ?
Pull them

FREE LOBBY
Every time you make use of a local
store window, in which you will obtain ready co-operation in inserting
placards, window cards, banners,
models and displays of any kind
you can get up, you must realize
it is just one more lobby working
for your theatre. The more lobbies your theatre has, the more
people you can attract to the merits
of the picture you play. Get something into the windows of the local
merchants. Anything, but something. Preferably, something colored, like streamers, or photographs, or display. And the merchants like people to stop in front
of their windows, too.

the Tie-Up

THE
same advantages are yours
when you begin to work the tieup as explained in this section. One
thing should be taken into account,
which unfortunately, did not occur to
us here until after the posters shown
in this section were all finished for

up hit

Why

Pullers

you've
gotten
the start, lines.
how easy
it is to continue it along
exploitation
Advertising
men
know the value of continued and repeated advertisements on any one subject or product. The same is
true of pictures. If you get your

on First Episode

in. You've
got something
easy to work with in a serial. Use it. Newspaper ads,
posters, ballyhoos and TIE
UPS. Use them.

!

ONCE

This is not mere speculative talk.
It is a known and acknowledged fact
among exhibitors who have had the
foresight to make serial showings a
regular part of their program.

"end of part one" slide came
its mark.

PULL

Steady

is one of the reasons that exhibitors play serials—they are GREAT PULLERS, and steady pullers of audiences week after week. When all else
will fail, when the most popular star, when the idol of

Exhibitors Trade Review

SERIALS

Pullers

THAT

Concentrate

Section

Serials

Can you imagine how

Pay

well off a theatre would be if

store keepers, and if you explain that fact to them,
they will do more than their
share in cooperating with
you

on

the

window

dis-

every ten weeks, all his patrons would come in and 3layssign a pledge that they will be on hand every week
THROWAWAYS
on a certain day? Can you imagine a theatre selling out
Time-worn
and ancient. But neverabout half the house on a ten-week subscription basis?
failing. Direct messages, such as can
Ideal, you say.
be accomplished by placing throwaways and teaser cards in the hands
Well, that's just what happens when you show a
of passing
people,
in their
boxes, or in
their ormail,
will letternever
serial like "The Scarlet Streak." Your patronage won't
fail to get a message over. Your
have to put it in writing, but you can bet your boots
experience will tell you the kind of
throwaways to use. Get something
that they will be there week afer week, until the last
attractive from the exchange. If
episode has been shown.
they have nothing to suit your
ideas, do an inexpensive printing
Get wise to the tremendous pulling power of a serial,
job with a streak of red color and
get real results. Get them talking
Mr. Exhibitor. 95% of the first showing audience will
about
the serial and watch Vra come
in.
be back for more. Your job is to get them in on the
first episode.
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LAST-

Something

IT sounds like a lot of hokum — to
get somebody else to spend a lot
of money for your benefit. But it
can be done, easily. Just take a few
minutes of your time to explain the
proposition to the owners of neighboring stores, and watch them fall
for it.
The stunt is based on the card
shown at the top of this page. The
photograph is one of the scenes in
"The Scarlet Streak." Particular attention is called to the cross word
puzzle, one of the most popular fads
that has ever struck this country. It
just lends itself as easy as pie to natural tie-ups with every store in the
vicinity.
Here is the idea. You know how
anxious any store keeper is to get
people to come into his store. That's
why he makes all the window displays, and sets up all his newspaper
ads, and so on. Now, suppose a
poster such as that above were
placed in a prominent position in his
window, isn't it a certainty that people will go in to inquire about it?
That much is dead certain.

for

Nothing

Here is a way to pass out $100
in prizes for your own benefit
without spending a red cent

CROSS

WORD

PUZZLE

CONTEST
First

Prize

Second
Third

Prize

Prize

$00
00
00

Directions — Follow the Diagram of the puzzle shown in
the poster, and make up a
puzzle using the name of the
serial picture playing at the
Strand Theatre every Monday, and the name of the
shop in which you get this
card. Send in card with your
puzzle.
(Shop

Name)

Now, you get about twenty of
these cards out, and have the storekeepers each contribute a proportioned amount to make up the $100
or $50, or whatever sum you decide
to give. That sum is divided up into any number of prizes you wish.
The prizes are to be offered to the
best cross-word puzzle, using the
form as shown in the still above, this
puzzle to contain the words, "The
Scarlet Streak" and the name of the
store in which the card appears.
Even newspapers can be interested in getting into the contest. At
least, you can be fairly certain that
they will if you place some of the
splendid newspaper ads on "The
Scarlet Streak" as shown on the last
page of the section into the ad columns of the paper. That ought to
be a part of your campaign anyway.
Just think this over. You know
your store keeper friends better than
we do over here. You may know of
a better angle to approach them. At
any rate, the idea is there, and it is
sound. Don't pass it up.
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Golden

Sane

Opportunity

to

Exploit

for

The

Themselves
want the good will of
YOU
t you
You
don'wn
yourt tow
as ?a man
be kno
to n,
wan
who has a sense of civic pride ?
Who has done things to further
the welfare of his home town?
Sure you do. There is a great
feeling of satisfaction in being
referred to as "One of the city's
leading citizens."
Get that across and people will
come to your theatre with a
friendliness that you never can
otherwise attain.

Here's the way to do it. Jack
Daugherty, who plays the lead in
"The Scarlet Streak" is a good fellow. He is an idol among those
who have had the fortune to know
him. The younger, blue-blooded
American is especially for him,
because he stands for everything
that the youngsters look forward
to.

Club

Exhibitors
Picture

As

Not

Only

But

Well
er is. And he fully realizes the
foolhardiness of exposing oneself
to danger unnecessarily. There is
enough to be had when it can not
be avoided, and is is his personal
opinion that the Jay Walker is the
worst sort of pest.

QThis

He is strong for the safety idea,

is to certify thai

has been elected a member

of the

£He is pledged to help in keeping himself and others free .from unnecessary
danger in crossing streets, hitching .
on tuagons and cars, and playing .
recktesslg on crotuded thoroughfares..
MONOR^ny precioen

Jack Daugherty will sign his
name as honorary president of the
"Safe
town.

Exhibitors Trade Review

Section

PUB SlOEKT

and Sane" Club in your
He knows what real dang-

A facsimile of a diploma that can be used for admittance into the "Safe and Sane" Club. The kids will
fall for it like iron filings to a magnet. Jack
Daugherty wants to be the honorary president. '

THE

especially for children. If there
is a woman's club in your town,
or a Father and Son organization,
have them get in touch with Jack
Daugherty through the exploitation editor of this paper, and he
will write to them and explain the
benefits of training boys and girls
from early youth, to watch their
step — to play safe and sane.
You

aside one day a week as a "Safe
and Sane" Day, during which
there will be talks in all public
centers on safety. You can get
the police department and the fire
departments as well as any organized taxi and other transportation, companies to cooperate with
you on this drive.
It may take a little effort on
your part to put across all this but
just think what wonderful results
you will get — and lasting results,

EXPLOITATION
Stunt

can get all the civic authorities behind you on this movement.You
.
can make them set

ANGLE

Takes On The Magnitude
Of
Club For Jack Daugherty

A

Fan

IN further reference to the "Safe and Sane" Club, it seems hardly necessary
to call your attention to the great advertising value the little diploma above
will have, especially with a motion picture star's name on it.
For the president, and secretary, use the heads of the welfare clubs in your
town. They like to have their names on things and it may be the one way of getting their full cooperation on the matter.

A couple of signs like these are very
easy to construct, and most effective
if put on display in front of your
lobby. It is the little effects like these
that will add up into one powerful
campaign for you in putting over "The
Scarlet Streak."
Don't pass up any
of them.

If nothing else, the least that can be accomplished by this diploma is to get you a
lot of extra rooters for Jack Daugherty, another fan-club, as it were. And every
exhibitor knows the value of these fan clubs. They are the greatest meal tickets
any theatre can get. ......
<■■■.?..
- \?

On the facing page are shown some other ways to get the picture across with
the safety idea tie-ups. Frankly, it is our opinion that this will prove to be the
best angle, since you have a chance to play up the great dangers that beset the hero
in "The Scarlet Streak."
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Will

Week

Safety

Section

Issue

A

Jay

Warning

to

Walkers

THERE is a shout, a hurried and frenzied attempt to
put on the brakes, — and then silence, except for the
stifled sobs of the innocent folks at home.
The Jay
Walker has paid for his carelessness.

Be

Sane

That's the story, nine times out of ten. And always
some innocent mother or wife back home is left to suffer. Here is your golden opportunity to get a real drive
against this unmoral evil, Mr. Exhibitor. There are
stills like the one shown to the left here, taken from

/
Be

OR

YOU

MAY

NEVER

"The Scarlet Streak," that show the terrible results of
street accidents — avoidable accidents, if only the pedestrian, or the driver had been a bit less reckless.

Sal
GET

TO

POSTERS

SEE

ON

EVERY

CROSSING

You can and ought to, get one of these graphic
posters on every dangerous street crossing in your
earlet
The

Thriller oF

the

Strea
Ag&S

town. That's where they will do most good, and that's
where they will call the most attention to your theatre.
You can get these posters up in schools, libraries, in
fact in any public buildings. After all, they do serve
the city and the public, and if, incidentally, they are

—

working

The

Railroads

graphic
CAN you imagine a more
poster than this to the right on
the now famous expression
"YOU MAY LOSE?" It's just the
thing that railroads have been looking for, and if they don't give it a
most prominent position in the railroad stations in your town, we miss
our best guess.
You can get some extra atmosphere into this idea by getting up a
window safety exposition in a store
that <s nearby the station. In such
an exhibition, feature only matters
of interest to railroad safety, such as
switches, brakes, and so on. It would
also help to get up a nicely lettered

ble"
with statistics of "Avoida
poster ts
on railroad crossings.
acciden
Throwaway cards, using the little
cross sign on the facing page and
the copy on this poster to the right,
will be an inexpensive but efficient
medium
sage.

for getting across your mes-

W

ill

If you

for you, that's nobody's business.

Tie-Up

seek

don't

have

PLENTY

OF

to

Excitera
do

On

ent

This

you

this

THRILLS

ylose

!

tCARLET

STREAK
EVERY
AT

MONDAY
THE .

5TR.AN

D

"You May Lose" is the slogan of all the safety movements that are started by
Railroad Companies. Follow along on that slogan to enlist the help of these
companies. In making up the posters, get the name of the company in whose
station you are going to place the poster prominently displayed on the card.
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THIS

BALLYHOO

STUNT

Famous Death Ray Machine
Is Basis of Story
The kids will fall for this one like a
flock of sheep. And the other ones will
also take a peek when they feel that
there is nobody around to call them
babies.
You know, the whole story of this
serial has been based upon the famous
death ray machine that caused so much
talk several years ago. If you want
to take the time to do so, you can get,
from any newspaper clipping service,
many of the items and stories that ran
in the newspapers about the machine.
Paste these stories up on a compo
board, and place it in a prominent position in your lobby. The machine,
seen in the photo below (which is an
exact reproduction of the machine used
in the picture) can be duplicated in
part by any deft carpenter. Or if you
have some ingenious mechanic around
town, he can have some fun by getting
all the odd wheels and bars he has
around his shop to form some contrivance that will give the impression of
being one of these death ray machines.
Don't try to get away with it, and
call it THE death ray machine but it
certainly can be panned off as a MODEL of the machine.
If you know anything about chemistry, itwill be easy for you to get some
compounds that flash smoke under certain conditions without any harm being
done. If you want to go into further
detail write to Hank Linet, Exploitation editor of Exhibitors Trade Review
and he will give you some formulas for
this stunt.

Keep

Hammering

The

Everything
The

Scarlet

That
Title

You
Will

Can
Help

On

Streak

Connect
Boost

Up

With

Sales

IN the drawing above is a suggestion for a very attractive marquee display that
is not over expensive, but is sure to pay back much more than it can possibly
cost to make.
It's a dummy airplane.
All the material you need is a few
bamboo rods and some canvas.
Your carpenter will do the rest for you.
Keep in mind that you can keep this machine hanging for several weeks, and
therefore the cost is to be divided over
as souvenirs to the children that attend the first performance.
that period of time. The important
part of the rig up is the light which
If you do not wish to go to the
should be placed either in the middle
trouble
of making these, your neighof the propellor, or under the chassis.
boring
toy store will tell you where you
The light should be red, and if possible
can
buy
these novelties.
get it to reflect upon some sidewalk
sign as is shown in detail on a page
They are very cheap, and the chances
farther on in this section (with drug
are
that if you take it up with the
store tie-up).
manufacturers direct, they will do the
imprinting for you gratis if you order
If you are careful in the building of
this dummy plane, you can easily make
about two hundred of them. The total cost ought not to be over $4.00, and
it a street ballyhoo as well, by putting
wheels on the chassis, and drawing it
considering- the line up vou will gret in
front of your theatre if the youngsters
through the streets. Americans as yet
know they will receive these gliders,
are not so blase that they will not stop
it will be well worth the expenditure.
to look at an airplane.
PAPER

ANY
how
requires
inches

GLIDERS

kid in the streets will show you
to make a little "glider." It
a thin wooden stick, about ten
long, and one quarter inch

square. Strips of cardboard (2" x 8"
for the large and 2" x 4" for the small)
are used for the wings, attached by
means of rubber bands. ' Print the
words "SCARLET STREAK" in red
on the big wings, and pass them out

GLIDER

CONTEST

There are, no doubt, some youngsters in your neighborhood for whom
the making of these gliders and model
airplanes (run with rubber-band motors) is a hobby. Get up a contest for
duration and distance flights among
these boys. Advertise the contest in
the newspapers, and we assure you of
results. (The writer once won a
prize that way).
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FORGET
Putting

the

HER

Your

Women

Overstressed

IN EVERY exploitation campaign, it would be financial
suicide to leave the women folk out of consideration.
' They are the ones who go to the movies the most, and they
are the ones that give the youngsters the pennies needed
to attend your matinees.
Sell them on the idea that they and their young ones
ought to see the pictures, and you are fairly sure of a good
house.
Take up the speculation
time regarding the solidity
looks as though it may lose
tresses will soon be in vogue

there is current at the present
of the bobbed-hair fashion. It
its popularity, and that the long
again.

Mr. Exhibitor, you as a man, can hardly appreciate the
extreme importance of this fact to women. Why, an earthquake would be relegated to second page news if some famous actress were suddenly to say that bobbed hair is
passe.
. .
Play up the poster that is shown to right of this column.
Place it in all the beauty parlors, but remember that it will
be used in these places only as an excuse for the management of the parlor to issue propaganda to counteract any
movement towards long hair.
Gloves

and Bags

Any ladies wear shop will welcome the opportunity to
use the two stills shown below in a window display of women's gloves and bags. Also note, in the still to the left,
how prominently the black bead necklace is worn. This
can be utilized in a novelty store tie-up.

back

long

tresses

again.

.— ^ — - •

7/oiv

do

you

EVERY
MONDAY

like

Jp
Jf

these

in

STRAND
THEATRE

1 N making up posters such as shown above, keep in mind
* the color scheme. In all cases, the words "The Scarlet
Streak" must be in red. And wherever possible, the window
display around the poster should carry out the same idea by
having red as the dominant color. It is these little touches
that add so much to displays
— enough to take them out of
the ordinary.
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Every

Tie-Up

Insurance

Here is one way to get yourself
some extra publicity, and at the same
time to do some good business. Insure
your opening showing of "The Scarlet Streak" against rain. That is,
should it rain on the day that you
advertise the showing for, the insurance company will stand the expense
incurred by you by allowing- one free
admission for everv oaid admission
that comes in on that day.
The cost of this insurance oueht
to be trivial, for it offers the insurance companv a great ooportunitv to
break into the front paee columns of
the local newspaper, tellino- p11 about
the mn^ unique form of insurance
ever sold.

Other

Exploitation

Insurance

Will

Rain

and

Section

Company

Help

You

lively an
is no more ess
E tion
THER
organiza
of busin
men
than those engaged in the
business of insurance.
They are
always on the lookout for some
way to increase their business.
They are the men to see when
you want to get something big
over, and if you can present some
angle that will result in benefits
to them, just watch their dust
when they start going.
The

poster layout below, made

up of

two

typical

scenes

from

"The Scarlet Streak" will be like
music to these insurance men.
Show

them

an

accident

of any

sort, and they'll deliver a lecture
on "If you can't be careful, at

Insurance

Stunts

least insure yourself." That's
the slogan of these men and they
sure do work hard on it.

. Tne same stunt can be just as easily worked on insurance against
heart-failure from excitement during
the picture; insure against street
accidents on the way of the patron
to the theatre. In each case, however,
it is to be remembered that the greaest results to be expected are from
the publicity you get in the newspapers commenting on the novelty of
such insurance.

Two

for

One

On this page are several ideas
that are suggested for co-operative work between yourself and
these insurance companies or their
agents. You'll find that for every
idea you advance to them, they
will usually have two others to
shoot back at you, and from what

It might be advisable, also, to get
Scenes taken from "The Scarlet Streak"
showing weekly at the Strand.

They

by

Should

BUT

BE

Insure

THE

IS NO
USE
OF
THEY
HAPPEN.
OTHER

Yourself

FELLOW'S

Against

In

the

CRYING
IT MAY
FAULT

Other

Fellow

This

we know of insurance men, their
ideas will be worth listening to.
a large facsimile of the insurance
policy displayed in the lobby of your
theatre. The insurance company
will stand the expense of this idea,
for after all, it is going to share in
the publicity as much as you.
Accident

Trailers

There are many insurance companies, in fact all of the better known,
who have prepared in their main offices trailers covering the subject of
accidents, showing statistics and such
matter, of great interest to most people. These companies welcome any
opportunity to show these, and if,
by granting them about ten minutes
of your running time for these showings, you can enlist their full cooperation in tie-ups, you should do so.

A

Different

Angle

Insurance against accident and
sickness is one thing. Then there is
the angle that is used by savings
banks and home building companies,
that call investments "Insurance
against old age." Take the matter
up with the officials of such companies, and they will no doubt, put
some of their high salaried men on
the job to work out the many suggested ideas along the lines to best
suit that particular purpose.

Accidents

Caused

THERE
AFTER

Exhibitors Trade Review

Are

Carelessness

Be

Avoided
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Display

Opti
's
Lens
Used cian
in Machine
Can

Be

Made

Interesting

The

Red

Hat

Following along the lines of the
comment caused by the recent fad of
"Green Hats," you can arrange with
the milliners in your town to feature
a ladies hat, either in a solid red or
justwith a scarlet red streak as a hat
band for it. Some of these have been
seen in New York, and they are very
attractive affairs that are sure to get
the women's fancy. Use the still
shown above in any window displays
arranged for these hats, calling attention to the hat.

Tie

UP
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On

In

Window

the

Display

HERE
is an unusual opportunity
for a tie-up with the local opticians. These opticians are very proud
of their work, and will always entertain an invitation of making a show of
what they do. For one thing, you can
arrange with them to make a display
in their windows of unusual lenses,
making sure, however, that the still
shown to the right is given prominent
position in the display, and calling attention to the fact that the lens shown
in the still is the one that made the
Death Ray machine possible in the
picture "The Scarlet Streak."
Contributed Articles
Follow up this display by arranging
controversy in newspapers between two
of the best known opticians in your
town regarding plausibility of . the
famous death ray machine that held the
attention of the entire world not long
ago. This can be adapted to any
ous inventors residing in your
They will have something to say
the matter. The chances are that

famtown.
about
what

they say will make good reading.

With

Valspar

Opinion Contest
l
a
controversy
started between
er
sev
opticians regarding the
plausibility of ever building a machine
that could cause death and destruction
through rays might open the way to
another contest among laymen on the
topic "Would such a machine stop war,
or rather, on the contrary, further the
unscrupulous nations in taking advanThere
be some live talk
tage of itswould
powers?"
about this matter, for, if we recall correctly, the newspapers were full of
such letters from the readers at the

CAN you imagine any better picture than this below to use for a tie-up with
time when the original Death Ray maValspar, Valspar features the fact that any article that is Valsparer will
chine was just heard of.
never be soiled by water hot or cold. Their advertising copy usually stresses
E
the fact that the knowtrays
TH
ledge that travs and
table tops, etc., are free
having
from the attendant dangers, will the housewife's mind free from
unnecessary worries.
That is the reason for
the copy advanced in
the poster here.
Don't discount the
tie-up simply because
Valspar seems to have
nothing to do with
"The Scarlet Streak."
That is immaterial. It
suffices that you can
get some sort of notice
into another window.
You can arrange tieups with any hardware
store on this point, for
Valspar is a national
product, and the line
of window displays is
famous
all over the

P

JO0Hl

foke

Ckanc,

Streaks

THEN

YOUR

H
or
MIND
WILL BE

FREE

playing:
EVERY
MONDAY

FOR

If you take a board
finished in mahogany and
pour hot water over it,
it will leave a streak of
a red color. There is another way in which you
can tie-up the picture
name with the Valspar
product. Suggest this to
the hardware man.
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Section

A

In

Natural

The

Name

HE SCARLET STREAK" is one of those descriptive names that lends
itself easily to exploitation on that account alone. Earlier in this section
there have been several references to manners in which this particular
angle of the picture might be exploited. We have mentioned the ballyhoo on
the "Death Ray" machine, and the stunt of hanging a dummy airplane under
the marquee.
Here is another that suggests itself, which can be used in a tie-up with any
store selling cosmetics.
First, arrange a window display with several of the stills from the picture
T

Neck

Tie

Tie-Ups

Every now and then, some enterprising haberdasher will put something in
his window for no other reason than
to attract attention, and incidentally —
to later capitalize upon that attention.
If you have a wide-awake haberdasher in your town, suggest to him
the great effect he could produce
ting the "flamingest" red neck
can procure and calling it "The
Streak."
A display of these ties will

by gettie he
Scarlet

hardly
create a sale for them, although, if you
are game enough to stake some free
passes, you can advertise the fact that

surrounding a nicely, naturally colored picture of a pretty girl's face. Paint this
girl's lips with the deepest scarlet you
can find. Then, in a poster caption, explaining this picture, refer to the drawDescriptive
Ads
ing as a scarlet streak, and explain the
correct way of applying lip stick so that
it will beautif uy the user, rather than
to make her look hideous.
We have arranged with Delico Lip
Stick to send their magnificent window
display material to any store that you
may designate through these offices
here. These will help materially in putting the tie-up across.
Spot

any man wearing one of "The Scarlet
Streaks" will be allowed in free on the
night that "The Scarlet Streak" plays
for the first episode.
Ten to one, the haberdasher will pay
half the admission, as he profits too.

Free

Your

Space

They Tell the Story Graphically

Is

Part

Newspaper

of

Ads

the facing page is a layout of some of the ad copy that has been
prepared for your use by the Universal exchange. These can be bought
either in cut or mat form at a very small charge. By all means, use as
many of them as you can. Always remember that when you pay a paper, say,
five dollars for some space, you are entitled to get it if you ask for it, and insist upon getting it. Do you get the point?
Don't pass it up, though. There is oftimes more value in two inches of
publicity reader than in ten inches of paid advertising. Get your share of
But here too, as for any other
both.
of the ideas suggested in this section,
get about 90 percent of your pressure
on the first episode.
5U
All the contests and all the discusThis sidewalk advertisesions you will want to get up about the
ment is explained in
death ray machines, and the uses of
full detail in the article
that machine, as well as any free matto the top of this page.
ter you will want to get on the "Safe
It is ^sure to prove a humand Sane" Club will be to a large dedinger.
gree dependent upon the amount of
newspaper advertising that you place
in the papers. Get wise to yourself,
and play the game with them. You
w*11 find that it pays.
ON

Light

To get the extra kick into the stunt,
and, at the same time, to play more
strongly upon the advertising value of
the name, a rig up such as is shown top
and bottom of this page will prove very
effective.
The
many
Have
above
to the

baby spot is in common useage in
stores throughout the country.
it mounted on the cornice ledge
the store, and direct its rays on
sidewalk upon which is painted

the following: "BEWARE!
THE
SCARLET STREAK." Either make
the spot red, or paint the letters in red,
to further emphasize the full significance of the same.
If you can arrange an interrupted
switch circuit for the spot, so much the
better,, for it has been proven that a
light working spasmodically has a
greater attraction power than a steady
one.
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Ad. No. 6 — 2-col.

NEWSPAPER

ADS

T has been stressed in other pages of this section that newspaper
i

PAY

advertising pays. Now

take

a look at the line up of ads that are available for "The Scarlet Streak." You can get the cuts
from
your
local Univrsal exchanges.
They are cheap, and at the same time,
or mats
sure fire result getters. Use as many
as you can the first week before showing episode one, then, keep shooting
them right through the whole serial.

They

Begged

A
THEY

Us

To

Make

It

Jewel

didn't want to see it — that hard-boiled Jewel Department. But they finally came in and sat thru a solid hour of

"The Scarlet Streak." Then the roof shivered. They all shouted
at once: "Marvelous! Wonderful! Great! A double wowwow!

Give it to us! Make

it a super-jewel" they begged.

ing doing," was the answer, "it's scheduled

"Noth-

as a serial, and as a

serial it stays." They begged with all but tears in their eyes, they
pleaded, threatened. They said we were losing a fortune to
sell it at serial prices. It hurt to refuse them.
our word.
dream
upon

But we stick to

It has everything you pray for — everything audiences

about.

Suspense,

romance,

novelty, action, and thrills

thrills in wild profusion. It's a gold mine, a mint, a Bonanza, treasure chest, all rolled up into one and multiplied by ten

— really the first-^reat first-run serial!

JACK
DAUGHERTY

with a dazzling all-star cast including Lola Todd, Al Smith, and Virginia Ainsworth.
Directed by
HENRY

One

of
LversaFs

"

Six"

Adventure

McRAE

Serials
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V

This is one of the scenes in "The Green Archer," where the subject is treated in its most graphic form — as a
contest! The exhibitor who can work up interest in this intriguing sport will make his theatre a rendezvous for
all the contestants. There are many exhibitions in the film to serve as a model, to say nothing of suggestions
from expert archers in Pathe's live press sheet.

A^JJ.tCJC'ir

i!3€^^J8

"

T

h

e

I first saw "The Green Archer"
WHEN
I witnessed it for the purpose of reviewing. My mind was all set for dissecting it reel by reel in terms of entertainment. What my conclusions were in this
respect have been recorded in the columns
where such things properly belong.

Out from apparently nowhere stretches a
clutching hand, terrible in its intent and
mysterious in its purpose. There are many
situations of this kind in this dramatic
serial.

By MICHAEL L. SIMMONS
99
r
Arche
n
e
e
to the bat" with exhibitors and the dear old
But r
what dawned on me with particular
public, invariably starting from the same
force, as one reel gave way to another, as
premise as this — possibilities and a press
incidents kept molding themselves into story
sheet.
form, was — from the exploiteer's point of
The possibilities are many, the press sheet
view — the unique selection of a subject.
shows each and every one of them in specific
Archery ! Not only the unique selection of
form, and the picture is interesting. A promsubjectment ofmatter,
but also
the for
unique
endowising investment.
entertainment
values
a serial.
The test of my reaction is that my old
instinct for exploitation kept asserting itself ;experiences with films out in the field
where the picture is sold direct to the public
kept percolating through my mind. I kept
turning over in my mind what I would have
done had I been sent out to put over "The
Green Archer," or what I would do were I
now to be sent out with it.

"The Green
ed serials
a reviewer
AS Archer"
one Iofpronounc
the best
1 had
witnessed heretofore. As a former exploiteer of serials, as a many times judge in
exploitation contests for serials, I can say
that never have I passed judgment on a
serial that had more promising exploitation
possibilities than this.
I notice that Pathe crystallized these possibilities in a press sheet that is indeed a
worthy accessory to the film. Archery contest, book tie-ups, ballyhoos, newspaper
"plant" stories, mystery stunts, lobby decoration schemes, shadow boxes, posters, window
cars, box-office names, trade-mark tie-ups
with national advertisers, sniping heralds,
and kindred other merchandising devices are
offered in a strikingly graphic form as to
truly comprise that oft used and just as
often "abused" term — ready made exploitation !
That's how I regard the advance work on
"The Green Archer." I say that not because
I am impressed by the masterful line-up of
exhibitor aids on paper, but with the perspective of one who has had to go "right

Burr Macintosh, well-known for his splendid portrayals on the legitimate stage,
gives a force and crushing vigor to his
mysterious part asCastle
the owner of Bellamy
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"Laff"

Offers

$100

EACH

Month
$850

WEEK

TO

EXPLOITATION

Committee

in

Prizes

WINNER

OF

CAMPAIGN

BEST

Rules

for Laugh

ontest
I
Month
Exploitation C gh
or U
Contest open to all exhibitors
theatre employees responsible for
exploitation campaigns.
Campaign can include advertising,
posters, publicity, tie-ups, ballyhoos
and any form of exploitation.
Description of campaign not over
200 words must be sent with entry.
Proofs or clippings of ads and publicity stories and photographs of
ballyhoos or other displays must be
submitted.
All campaigns to be eligible for
prizes must tie up with Laugh
Month.
If campaign is based on a particular
comedy it must be in the Short
Feature class (not over three reels).
Prizes are as follows for each of the
four weeks:
D
1st prize
o
.$100.00
50.00
2nd prize
. 25.00
3rd prize
12.50
4th prize
10.00
5th prize
and three additional prizes of $5.00
each.

THE
National Laugh Month Committee, which is conducting the Laugh
Month campaign for the Short Features Advertising Association, has
just announced plans for the distribution of $850.00 in cash prizes to exhibitors or theatre employees conducting the best exploitation campaigns
tying up with this national drive during January.
The prizes will be distributed weekly, the first prize for each of the four
periods into which the month will be divided being $100.00.
The awarding of the cash prizes will be in the hands of a Committee consisting of the editors-in-chief of six national motion picture trade publications— Willard C. Howe, Editor Exhibitors Trade Review, William A. Johnston, Editor Motion Picture News, Joseph Dannenberg, Editor The Film
Daily, Martin Quigley, Editor Exhibitors Herald, Arthur James, Editor Motion Pictures Today and William J. Reilly, Editor Moving Picture World.
The contest will be open to all exhibitors,
o
IOC
house managers, publicity representatives or
others responsible for the originating and exPATHE ISSUES THEMATIC CUE
ecuting of theatre publicity and exploitation
SHEETS FOR SHORTS
campaigns. There will be no restrictions as
Pathe announces another exhibitor aid in
to the size of the theatre, and the amount of
the issuing of Thematic cue sheets for its
money spent on any campaign will not enter
short-subject comedy product.
into the decision of the judges, the awards
The issuance of these music cue-sheets is
being made to those who in the judgment
in response to many requests from theatres
of the jury have conducted the best campaign
playing the Pathe comedy product, which
for their particular theatres and under their
have not only asked for them verbally from
own peculiar circumstances.
the Pathe Branch managers and salesmen but
For this contest an exploitation campaign
have written in to the Home Office.
may include newspaper advertising, newsIt is claimed that the demand for cuepaper exploitation tie-up, straight newspaper
sheets on the Pathe comedies was no doubt
publicity, tie-up with merchants, straight
started by the musical tie-up effected with
street ballyhoos or any other form of exploitation stunt. In submitting an entry in this
Whitmark and Sons on the special "Our
contest, the exhibitor should describe each
Gang" edition of "Stay in Your Own Back
factor in his campaign, as the judges will
Yard," which was issued coincidentally with
consider the campaign as a whole and take
the release of "Your Own Back Yard" one
of the best directorial efforts of Robert Mcinto account the coordination of the various
Gowan,
factors in the campaign.
the
films.who guides the Hal Roach rascals in
The first period for which prizes will be
A song dedicated to Farina, the little
awarded will be from January 1 through the
colored player, has been published by the
week ending January 9. The second prize
Avail yourself of this head, which the
Alvano Mier Music Publishing Company.
will be for the week ending January 15, the
"Laff"
Month
Committee
will feature
The title is "Lil' Farina, Everybody Loves
in various sizes and forms.
A smile that
third period for week ending January 23, an<J
the fourth period including the rest of the
will make the public smile with you.
month with the extra Sunday, January 31.
The entries for the first period will close at
noon January 23, for the second week they
will close at noon January 30. Entries for
National
Exhibitor
Support
the third period will be received unrjl n\m
February 6 and exhibitors will be given antil
noon February 15 to get in, their entries for
the final period.
You."
Behind
Laugh
Month
Exhibitors can use the blanks to be printed
by the trade papers to send in their entries
in this contest or they can give the required
West Coast, B. & K., L. & T., and Other Circuits Pledged
information without using these blanks, but
all entries must be mailed to the NATIONAL
the Windy City that the entire Balaban and
LAUGH MONTH
COMMITTEE, 218
That the "National Laugh Month" camKatz circuit, as well as the Midwest orWest 42nd Street, New York City, so that
paign, set for January, 1926, has taken a
ganization will do everything in its power
strong hold among exhibitors, is shown by
tney will be received by +he Committee before the closing dates mentioned above.
the veritable storm of pledges of support
to make a success of the "National Laugh
Month," with the Lubliner and Trinz houses.
that has descended upon the committee.
The Stanley Company of America, in
Earliest in the field, with elaborate plans
Philadelphia, demands a place in the sun of
APPROPRIATE
FOR XMAS
to aid in the campaign, is the West Coast
"Laugh Month;" the Stillman and Allen
Circuit, which, through its organization,
Theatres in Cleveland, giants of the Loew
First-run houses booking Educationalwill undertake to promulgate the short feaJuvenile Comedies will welcome the new reture subject throughout the entire Pacific
string in Ohio,' with their lesser satellites;
the Rialto of Washington, D. C. ; the Allease, "Bachelors' Babies," on account of its
Coast territory. A special meeting was held
extreme desirableness for showing during
hambra of Milwaukee ; the Broadway Strand
last week on the West Coast, attended by
the Christmas holidays. It is a short feature
of Detroit ; the Cameo of Pittsburgh and
representatives
of
producers
of
short-fealiterally breathing with Xmas spirit and good
its namesake in San Francisco ; the Amertures. Cooperation of the numerous stucheer.
ican in Denver; the Columbia in Portland,
dios producing comedies has been promised
Massive sets, showing toy window disOregon, and the Columbia of Seattle, Washthe
personal
appearance
in
theatres
of
plays, decorated Xmas trees and realistic
ington the
;
Clemmer, Spokane ; the Liberty,
many comedy stars.
snow scenes, predominate the film and make
Kansas City ; the Randolph, Chicago ; the
it a suitable subject in every way to usher
Chicago and the Middle West "sees its
(Continued on page 43)
in the exhibitor's Xmas program.
duty and does it," as witness the news from
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How

International
Helping

the

By EDGAR

Newsreel

is

Exhibitor

B. HATRICK

Gen'l Manager International Newsreel Corp.
inception the posters used to exploit them
International Newsreel's endeavors to
have merely been cold type. What seemed
help exhibitors put over International Newslike unsurmountable difficulties have always
reel, are broadened day by day with manistood in the way of illustrating newsreel
foldly successful results, both to the exhibposters. It remained for International
itor and producer.
Newsreel to overcome these obstacles.
The master stroke of exploitation has
With its unrivalled organization, Internabeen the issuance of "Life's Greatest
tional was the only newsreel that could posThrills,"
than
which
few
short
subjects
have
received such universal commendation. This
sibly accomplish this task. The posters
that now accompany every issue of Intersuper-thriller has now been shown in most
national Newsreel, contain three phototerritories throughout the country and everygraphic reproductions of scenes that actuwhere has been acclaimed as a super boxoffice attraction. Such prominent exhibitors
ally appear in the newsreel.
Exhibitors everywhere are taking advanand theatre-owners as Marcus Loew, Dr.
Hugo Reisenfeld, Balaban & Katz, William
tage of this great box-office value and there
Brandt, W. M. Massiter, of the Whitehurst
has been an unprecedented demand for these
remarkably interesting posters.
interests in Baltimore, A. M. Bowles, of
the West Coast theatres, and hundreds of
The unsurpassed quality of International
Newsreels is demonstrated more forcefully
others have voluntarily praised this means
of exploiting International Newsreel, while
as each issue appears. The recent football contests throughout the country have
no less a personage than the President of
afforded International Newsreel an excelthe United States saw and enjoyed the picture on his recent trip to the West.
lent opportunity of demonstrating its enterprise.
It proved a sensation in France, while in
Canada, Ralph Buffner, manager of the
International Newsreel's pictures of the
Capitol Theatre of Vancouver read so
Yale-Harvard game at Cambridge, on the
afternoon of November 21st, were on the
much about the picture, that he made a
screens of the Metropolitan, Modern, Beaspecial trip to Seattle to see it in the projection room of the Universal exchange.
con, Strand and other of the leading theaIn a letter of appreciation of it, he wrote:
tres in Boston at 6:30 o'clock the same evening. On the same evening, International
"In years of close contact with every
Newsreel showed in Columbus, Ohio, picpictured news item, I am afraid we all little realize the great accomplishments in
tures of the Ohio State-Illinois game, and
the following afternoon they were on the
newsgathering constantly going on ; and only
screens of Chicago theatres. Probably the
the viewing of the cream of the world's
most remarkable achievement was on the
most tragic and thrilling events brings out
the full appreciation we should all have
Illinois-Penn game at Philadelphia. By the
use of airplanes, automobiles and fast trains
for the newsreel cameraman."
International Newsreel was able to show
Newspapers everywhere acclaimed it ; Allison Smith, of the New York World, depictures of the Penn-Illinois game in Chivoted two columns in which to sing its
cago at the first showing on Sunday afterpraises.
noon, seventh"!! ron're after the game was
The illustrated poster recently adopted by
•layed. Such splendid effort drew forth
encomiums from Balaban & Katz, Lubliner
International Newsreel has proved of tre& Trinz, and other Chicago exhibitors,
mendous box-office value to exhibitors
throughout the country, according to scores
while radio announcements of International's
enterprise in showing football games so
of letters received by International Newsreel and Universal Pictures Corporation.
promptly were broadcast in Chicago, Boston
and New York City.
Newsreels show in thrilling pictures the
current events of the day ; yet since their
These are some of the things Interna-

A scene from "Ringling's Rivals," out of a "Hey Fellas" comedy, released by Davis
Distributing Division.
Real "Laff" Month material here.

An excellent accessory, 14" by 12",
to
be had Accessory
from the "Laff"
Committee
List, andMonth
very
suitable to the theme.
tional Newsreel is doing for exhibitors
without extra charge and with only the
times.
thought in mind to give the best first at all
KO-KO

RAISES

FUNDS

Three of
Red Seal's
cartoons,
animated
by Max "Out-of-lnkwell"
Fleischer, were
the principle feature last week of the annual fair held by the Grace Methodist Episcopal Church of East Orange, New Jersey.
Different booths were used to raise funds,
including booths for the sale of fancy articles, candies, ice cream, soft drinks, groceries, magazines, home made rugs, aprons,
etc. ; a roast beef supper brought in the most
funds until the selling of seats for the
Inkwell Cartoons, which topped off all the
others in money raised.
* * *
"MARIONETTES" WITH HOPE
HAMPTON
Hope Hampton will again appear under
the banner of Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., in a new Short Feature release entitled
"Marionettes." This short subject is being
made by the Technicolor process, with elaborate costuming and magnificent settings.
The theme is woven around Fate, Life,
Destiny and Love, and a fund of earthly
problems are enacted by puppets who have
been brought to life by a fairy and given
the ability to love, as do mortals. However,
the Fairy warns them that should the Marionettes voice the slightest wish, they are to
return to their former state.
Columbine is tempted, and departs from
her lover Pierrot in favor of the villain with
his sacks of gold. Later she repents this
action because of her jealousy of Zanette,
the coquette, and then she strives to gain
back_ once more ner original love. In time
this is accomplished, only at the cost of both
their mortal lives. With just love remaining they continue on happily in their original
puppet state — so the story goes.
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Below at the left you see Molly Malone, who
brightens up Jimmy Adams Comedies, and at the
right you have Amber Norman, who lends eyelure and divertissement to Christie's "A Salty

Sap."

Frances Lee's cheerful smile alone
Vernon worth
would make Bobby
that. has
more than
But she
seeing.

This is Marian Andre, who gladdens the eyes of audiences witnessing Christie Films. Nature
grand, isn't it?

How

I Regard
By EARL

Laugh
W.

Month

HAMMONS

President Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
LAUGH MONTH is a logical climax to
the concerted efforts that have been made for
some time past by the motion picture trade
papers, producers and distributors and leaders in the exhibition field itself, to show
exhibitors the value to themselves of better
exploitation on Short Features. And the
hearty response that has met the announcement of the LAUGH MONTH campaign is
the best of proof of the victory that is being
won.

just as it is the only reason for any advertising by an exhibitor. No expenditure of
effort or money on advertising or exploitation is justified at any time unless it will
build business for the theatre. But proper
advertising and exploitation on comedies and
other Short Features, in conjunction with
advertising of the longer feature and of the
theatre itself and its many attractions, will
build better business. It is doing it righl
along for an army of exhibitors that includes
most
of the country's
outstanding
showmen
and hundreds
of its smaller
exhibitors
and

LAUGH MONTH can, and will do many
things. It will encourage many people to
look on the brighter side of life. It will contribute no mean influence toward making 1926
a better and brighter year for the whole
country by getting a large part of the citizenry to start the year right — with merriment
and laughter. But from the standpoint of
the motion picture industry alone, if it induces one hundred exhibitors who have never
exploited their Short Features to boost them
in January — to prove to themselves the additional profit that c3.n be made by this better
exploitation of the whole program — it will
be worth' all the time, effort and money that
are being spent on it.

that is growing in numbers with every passing week.
Let's all start the year right by giving the
picture going public the best in laughs and
then telling them about it ; by looking on the
brighter side of life ourselves, and by letting
the old box-office join in the laughter. And
there's only one thing the box-office laughs
about — better business.

should be an aid in boosting business."
"A Little Friend of all the World" reveals the adventures of a youngster who
plays Santa Claus for all the little and big
shy creatures of the woodlands ; "The Magic
Hour" is about a kiddie who dreams that
his toys come to life. This picture is
marked with trick photography and fast action ;"Ko-Ko in Toyland" shows the appealing clown's adventures in the land of
toys.
Month Endorses
M. P. T. "Laff"
O. A. Official
Shorts Features Advertising Assn.,
218 West 42nd Street,
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen : —
It is superfloiis for me to add my
endorsement to the National Laugh
Month idea.
its The
own. Short Subject HAS come into

LAUGH MONTH !— January, 1926, will be
the ideal period for the exhibitor who is still
skeptical to put Short Features advertising
to the test. The special accessories, prepared
ads. and carefully detailed exploitation plans,
will make it easy for him. The force of
the national campaign of publicity will back
up his own efforts to an extent never before
approached in connection with Short Features,
and if he deliberately passes up this opportunity to make added profit from his comedies and other Short features, then he is
deliberately passing by box-office monev that
might just as well be his.
LAUGH MONTH should bring a great awakening to many exhibitors everywhere as to
the unlimited possibilities for building bigger
business that are offered to them in the
Short Features. And bigger business is the
whole point of the argument. A trade paper
editor recently commenting on the preparations for Laugh Month remarked that it
should be kept on a dollars and cents basis.
This is the basis — the only basis — for the
exploitation of Short Features at any time,

RED SEAL XMAS SPECIALS
Edwin Miles Fadman, president of Red
Seal announces that three special features,
"A Little Friend of all the World," produced by the Bray Studios, "The Magic
Hour," and "Ko-Ko in Toyland," an Outof-the-Inkwell cartoon, have been edited and
are ready for release for the ChristmasNew Years holiday season.
"These three one reelers have been prepared skillfully by the best men of our
staff," Fadman states, "who had in mind the
need of the exhibitors for this particular
season. Although these holidays are not
banner days for the show business in general, these particular productions are so
much part of the season in spirit, they

The only problem in this relation,
as I see it, is the method of bringing
the realization of this fact to the
theatre owner. Some distributors of
Short Subjects have recently added a
clause to their contracts in which
the exhibitor agrees to give equal
space to that given to the feature,
for the Short Subject.

Note the contagion in the laughter. It is
going to help put many others in a mirthful mood, for this is one of the heads that
the Short Features Adv. Ass., will feature
in its publicity and advertising. Get
behind it.

It is my conviction that "National
Laugh Month" for the purpose of
educating the motion picture forces,
to the value of the Short feature
is the better plan, and which should
and will bring the desired and
merited result.
Cordially yours,
(Signed) J. M. SEIDER,
Business Manager, M. P. T. O. A.
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SHORT

"The Rider of the Pass"
Universal
2 reels
Bronc Hurley who has been carrying on an illicit
traffic in horses, stealing horses from his employer,
Maitland, is watched by Edward Prince, a stranger
in the county. Bronc discovers Prince and wounds
him. Molly Maitland looks after Prince during his
convalescence. Later Prince succeeds in exposing
Bronc and makes himself known as a member of the
Mounted
Police.
Admiring
grit, Maitland
urges Prince
to accept
a job Prince's
on his ranch.
He decides in the affirmative when Molly agrees to become
Mrs. Prince.
For western fans this Mustang two-reeler,
featuring Fred Humes, will prove good entertainment.
The treatment of these westerns is so
stereotyped that one without range rustlers
fist fights, rough riding over mountainous
land or the hero marrying the ranch owner's
daughter, would be a novelty.
"The Rider of the Pass" runs true to
form, the ingredients being intact.
* * *

REVIEWED
The

Baby Peggy couldn't have been over two
or two and a half years old at the time—
the age, I think, when she was the cutest.
Where they favor her, they'll eat up "Little
Red Riding Hood."
Arthur Trimble, now featured in the
Buster Brown Comedies is seen as the favored contender for Peggy's hand and they
certainly make an adorable pair. After the
first few scenes which show Peggy's social
life, the story religiously follows the fairy
tale.
The expert training of the dog playing
the part of the vicious wolf adds conviction to the story.
The beautiful costumes, the settings, the
hand coloring, every detail was worked out
with the minutest care, with the result that
it is a highly meritorious product.
With three such names featured, you
should have difficulty taking care of all the
youngsters flocking to see "Little Red Riding Hood."
♦ * *
"The Window Dummy"
Pathe
2 reels
Graves is a human window dummy who breaks
into society by four-flushing. He meets a charming
girl and she invites him to come out to her home
for the week-end and meet her father. Ra>lph finds
that father is a stock broker and bluffs a knowledge
of the tape and the ticker. Father nearly loses his
money but luck changes and Ralph's tip wins.
The best one of Ralph Graves seen in a
long time. He is particularly suited for the
part, having the debonnaire appearance so
essential to the male manikin, and the savoir
faire befitting a prosperous young business
man
be. — or four-flusher, as the case happens to
As a means of impressing the girl's father,
Ralph carelessly drops several fictitious telegrams—one from "Cal" ; others .bearing important business messages. This stunt ultimately wins him father's consent for the latter takes a tip contained in one of these fake
wires, and gains a fortune.
Thelma Parr is very sweet as the girl, and
Marvin Lobach is a good type for the father.
Tie-ups with the shops in the neighborhood
displaying figures should prove effective.

Rider
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"Little Red Riding Hood"
Universal
2 reels
A delightful picture featuring Baby
Peggy. Johnny Fox and Arthur Trimble.
This was produced as a feature several
years ago, but has been cut down and is
now being released as a two-reel Century
special.

FEATURES

Ko

in Toyland

Bachelors'

Babies

Starvation

Blues

Red

Seal

Red

Seal

Educational
Pathe

"The Haunted House"
Pathe

In "The Haunted House" the mischievous
mice are again up to their old tricks and
make life miserable for the old farmer. They
frighten him in his sleep and cause all sorts
of havoc in his house.
When he calls for help, the policeman —
the cat — awakens, hurriedly washes his hands
and face and is about to leave. As an afterthought, he turns back, runs his toothbrush
across his teeth once, and dashes out.
Review

No.

50

Pathe

1 reel

A particularly interesting presentation,
featuring "Crossing Arctic America," Knud
Rasmussen's three-year pilgrimage through
the land of the Eskimos. This embraces the
mode of living of the travelers en route, as
well as revealing some of the characteristics
of the Eskimos. An interesting one is that
Eskimo babies never cry.
Other subjects in this issue comprise "Harvesting The Pie" and "Weavers of the Other
World." The former shows the picking of
blue-berries, and the latter shows the gorgeously colored Egyptian rugs in their various stages of manufacture, as well as the
finished product.

Wise
'THE

Showmen!

SILVERY

ART

One Reel Skiing Feature
Balaban & Katz booked it for
their big Chicago Tivoli and Uptown
— and their Mid West Circuit.
729 7th Ave.
Edwin Miles Fadman, Pr«s.

The first half of "Cheap Skates" has
barely any connection with the second half,
and does little more than introduce the
characters. This proves a rather dull procedure, and could easily have been eliminated.
Without a doubt, a good many situations
have been introduced with the purpose of
producing laughs, but most of them fail
for the reason that they're old gags rehashed.
The maneuvers on the skating rink of
Lige Conley, featured in "Cheap Skates"
are good for some laughs, and his expertness will win the admiration of skating fans.
Apropos of the name of the picture, you
could run a contest of some sort, offering
as a prize, a pair of skates.
* * *

1 reel

An Aesop's Film Fable of the usual high
calibre.

"Pathe

"Cheap Skates"
Educational
2 reels
Johnnie Jones skates onto the rink just in time to
be mistaken for the champion skater expected. His
inexperience
it "hot"
for him.
Whenis
the owner ofontheskates
rink makes
discovers
that some
money
missing from the safe, Johnnie is accused of being z>
thief as well as an impostor. He is chased through
the town on roller skates and is finally exonerated
when the owner's daughter makes her appearance
with the money which she had taken for safe-keeping.

Y. C.

"What's

Up"

Educational
1 reel
A rather indifferent comedy featuring
Cliff Bowes and Rose Shirley. It is, I might
say, of a negative nature, being neither entertaining, nor yet does one wait impatiently
for the end.
Cliff Bowes makes the most of the little
he has to work with. He's excellent in a
bit where he impersonates a girl. Nor does
he rely on grotesque get-ups to put this
over. All he does is don a coat and hat,
and he looks very much like the girl.
* * *
"The

Little Friend of All the
"World"
1 reel

Red Seal

"The Little Friend of All the World" is
dedicated to the spirit of Xmas and is an exceedingly finefor
presentation.
shouldn't
miss this one
your Xmas You
program.
It is the story of a little boy who, in the
true spirit of altruism, goes out on Xmas
Eve to distribute his own goodies among the
poor friendless animals whom Santa Claus
neglects.
This, combined with the theory expounded
that love will manifest itself, as exemplified
by the trust the most timid and fiercest animals place in "the little friend of all the
world," makes for an ideal picture to take
the kiddies to see — to teach them unselfishness and kindness to dumb animals, and to
help them overcome their fear for them.
The titling is beautifully handled, in keeping with the nature of the picture.
* * *
'Kp Ko
Red Seal

in Toyland
1 reel

This, from the pen of Max Fleischer, is
particularly suitable for this season of year.
The employment of mechanical toys is veryclever, and will certainly delight the kiddies.
The sensational rescue of a doll from the
wheels of a fast locomotive by Ko Ko will
surely be a thriller for them.
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"Bachelors' Babies"
Educational
2 reels
A member of The Bachelor's Club, in order to
dodge an engagement with a young lady on Xmas
Eve, invents the story that the club is giving a party
for orphans. The lady in question promises to come
over, so to make the story good, the bachelor rushes
out and picks up some kids at random, bringing them
back to the club. The party is a success as far as
the youngsters are concerned only, for the attentions
lavished on the women-haters make them somewhat
uncomfortable.
A Juvenile Comedy that will undoubtedly
please. Three or four bachelors dressed as
Santa Claus scrambling round in a chimney will evoke many laughs from the youngsters.
The plight of inexperienced bachelors
suddenly burdened with the care of five or
six children is always a source of amusement for the grown-ups. It follows that
men disinterested in women, are strongly
averse to the affections of cunning little
tots, illogical as it seems, so that the expressions of repugnance on the faces of
the woman-haters when they are carressed
and kissed by the youngsters, will afford
many a laugh.
Big Boy, the smallest of the lot, in his
raccoon coat and earphones, is a delight.
Play up to the youngsters — and their mothers.

'Starvation Blues"
Pathe
2 reels
Cook is a wandering musician who, with his partner, encounters difficulties in making a living with a
bass horn and an organ. The pair finally land in a
cabaret as entertainers and in spite of Cook's versatility, bounce out as suddenly as they entered.
This Hal Roach two-reeler is a genuinely
funny comedy, with Clyde Cook at his best.
Should prove an asset on any program.
In "Starvation Blues" Clyde is given full
play for his well-known tricks and comicalities. As a ballet dancer he's a knockout.
"Starvation Blues" has much of the Charlie
Chaplin style — providential escapades from
the hands of the law, vain efforts to earn a
meal honestly, the final close-up showing
Clyde hundreds
and his partner
taking
a night's lodging
with
of other
unfortunates.
Syd Crossley, Clyde's partner, isn't by any
means the straight man in the team. He gets
many laughs on his own.
* * *

Short Subject reviews are relatively
important as the reviews on features.
It will pay you to heed the reports
on shorts in this department for they
are done with an eye to one purpose,
the box-office needs.

Pathe News No. 97
News

Reels

In

International News

Brief
No. 99

IN THE TYROLEAN ALPS, AUSTRIA —
Aerial car spans chasms of towering Alps.
Tyrolese natives take this dizzy ride when
they go visiting as indifferently as we board
a 'bus. INTERESTING SNAPSHOTS FROM
THE NEWS OF THE DAY — POCANTTCO,
N.
an unconventional
JohnY. —D.Here's
Rockefeller,
Oil King, onpicture
his wayof
to church. WETHERSFIELD. CONN. —
(Omit Frisco, L. Angeles, Minneapolis &
Dallas) Acrobatic surgeons save oldest
Elm in America. Expert operations keep
250-vear-old tree from d^ing. ST. PAULMINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — (Minneapolis Only)
Minneapolis runners triumph over St. Paul.
Swift sprinting features annual 10-mile relay race. SAN QUENTIN, CAL. — (Frisco &
L.
Angeles
"Guests"
at San
Quentin
hold annual only)
field— day.
Visitors
sojourning
at famous hostelry revel in variety of outdoor sports. FT. BLISS, TEX. (Dallas Only)
— Crack Cavalry riders thrill thousands.
Uncle Sam's
horsemen VOLENDAM,
stage spectaculardaring
military circus.
HOLLAND — Coming of fair brings joy to
Dutch youngsters. After church evervbodv
trudges to the "big show" for time of their
lives.to L.
ANGELES,
CAL. — Here's
a new
way
learn
accurate flying.
No admission
to "Black Cat" daredevil organization unless you can pass this test. TIA JUANA,
MEX. — (Omit N. Orleans) — Americans flock
to Tia Juana as new racing season opens.
Thousands cross border to see thoroughbreds in inaugural handicap. NEW ORLEANS, LA. — :(N. Orleans Only) — Thousands
see opening of Southern Racing Season.
High of stakes
and Inaugural.
varied <^ard feature first
day
Jefferson
Kinograms No. 5140
ARMY DEFEATS NAVY IN GRIDIRON
BATTLE — New York — The annual classic
between West Point and Annapolis teams is
seen by crowd of 70.000. WALES IN
WALES HONORS THE GUARDS — Llandaff,
Wales — Brilliant escort accompanies Prince
at consecration of the colors. EVER SEE
A BOX TRICYCLE RACE? — Paris — Pedal
pushers paced by bicyclists strive for honors in 25 mile contest in suburbs. SERVICE AT SEA FOR M-l. SUBMARINE
DEAD — Off Start Point, Eng. — Impressive
ceremony is held for the fi9 officers and men
who died in fatal di^e. what KTND OF A
— Jacksonville.
BEST''
PET — DO
Fla.
This YOU
lady LIKE
chose the
only female gorilhas survived a captivity. ?>>e is
la,
that
Miss Congo, and was captured by Benjamin
r,n>TvrTr'TS
bunter.
famousFOR
Burbridge,
HAVE DAYa OFF
TRACKMEET.
—
San. Quentin, Ca. — For the first time movies
at their
of prisoners DO
allowed
are
games.
MOTORCYCLISTS
NOSE a'thletif
DIVES
ON HILL. — Roxborgh, Pa. — Amateur climbing contests began shows that some people
don't expect to grow very old.

This scene adequately conveys the authentic background and Oriental atmosphere
of Educational's "Maid in Morrocco," but
it doesn't
show you
how rollickingly funny
is Lupino Lane, whose
bright antics enliven?
the two-reeler with a
horde of laughs.

Announcing
and
Introducing
A new screen
COMEDIAN
NICOL

PARRE
IN

"THE
FARMER"
A One Reel Comedy
Produced by Himself Now
Ready for Release.
For Information, write
N. P. Film Co., care of
Exhibitors Trade Review.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. — (Except New
York, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Washington,
Baltimore) — Pennsylvania defeats Cornell
in annual grid clash, 7 to 0. 70,000 football
fans turn out to see Quakers conquer ancient foe in 31st annual battle. CLEVELAND, OHIO — Pennsylvania Flyer derailed
in blinding snow storm. Crews work stubbornly in face of driving blizzard to clear
main line of wreckage. FLASHES OF THE
PAST — 1910-1925 — The pulsir/f historical
drama of the past 15 years has been preserved in graphic record by the Pathe
News. It now resurrects the g reatest
chapters of this epoch to make history repeat itself before your eyes. HERE AND
THERE — -TURIN, ITALY— Price Humbert,
son of King Victor, receives stirring greeting on 21st birthday when he establishes
private residence. 1. — NEW YORK CITY
Women
challengehope
"surplus
to a tofinish
fight. Huskies
to fadefat"away
the
proverbial shadow before they complete exercises—. 2 BERKELEY, CAL. Gridiron fans
form symbol of King Football. College
rooters at California-Stanford game make
striking outline in unique group formation.
NEW YORK CITY — Getting ready to stuff
Saint Nick's pack. Birth rate of dolls mounts
to hundreds daily as the holiday season apSTEPPING
INTO SPACE
— A
Pathe News proaches.
Fifteenth
Anniversary
Feature.
1 — Burdette Airport, Cal. — The "Black
Cats", aces among aerial daredevils, step
out into 3,000 feet of emptiness to make a
thrilling trip back to earth in a triple
parachute jump. 2 — How would you feel?
Slow-motion shows, with nerve-tickling
accuracy, just how the "chute" snatches
them
into decided
space. whether
3 — Here'sto Ivan
not quite
jump Unger,
from
Art Goebel's plane or not — the cameraman
in Earl Daugherty's
hadrubber,
heart
failure.
4 — If humansplane
were almost
made of
this is what might happen. WASHINGTON,
D.C. — (Washington Only) — U. S. Navy Yard
workers seek wage increase. Thousands of
marineceiveemployees,
they
more money todeclare
meet the
highmust
cost reof
living. NEW YORK CITY (Buffalo Only) —
1 Print to Albany) — Syracuse humbles
Columbia by score of 16 to 5. Speedy Orange eleven overcomes heavier blue team by
dashing- play in annual holiday clash. MI. AMI, FLA. (New York City Only — Jimm)
says resting up after campaign is the best
parter, of
politics.
Walkof New
York, Here's
pickingMayor-Elect
out his breakfast
in Sunny South.
* * *
SENNETT'S BEAUTY HINTS
"Exercise means more in the development
of
mere diet,"
statesadorn
Mack Pathe
Sennettbeauty
whosethanbeauty
brigades
comedies.
Such is the advice that the famous crnnoisseur of feminine beauty gives to the
pretty girls with screen aspirations. He says
if a girl drinks plenty of spring water, walks,
swims and rides horseback, she can ea' most
anything. Of course, he does not advocate
the constant munching of candy, and he believes coffee is bad for young girls, too.
Make-up for the street, according to Sennett, is not only bad for the skin, but it defeats its own purpose
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Paraphrased

Slogans

Ready Made
For
Showman!
(The
National
Laugh Month
Committee has a unique exhibitor
aid in its creation <of 24 paraphrases ofnational slogans.)
"What

a whale of a difference

a few laughs make."
"A laugh a day keeps the doc-

"Have
you
tor away."

had

your

laugh

"99-44/100% pure laughs."
"Have
you a little laugh in

today?"'
"Better laughs for less money."
home?"
"I'd
a mile for a guffaw."
your walk
"What the well-dressed man
This may be funny, but it certainly isn't funny for Harry Langdon, as expressed
in Pathe's "Saturday Afternoon."
However, one man's tears is another's chuckles,
so why worry?
Laugh

Month

"Never
say cry — say laughs."
Laugh Month."
"Say it with laughter."
"A laugh a day will keep wor-

Gala

Month

For

F.

B.

O.

By PAULA GOULD
Film Booking Offices
An unusually imposing array of short
subjects has been scheduled by Film Booking Offices for release during January, 1926,
officially designated as National Laugh
Month. The producing and distributing
company will contribute seven short comedies
to the attractive array of shorts which will
be distributed during Laugh Month.

F. B. O.'s program is headed by "High
But not Handsome," No. 9 of "The Adventures of Mazie," in which cunning Alberta Vaughn is starred, with Larry Kent,
Kit Guard and Al Cooke in support. The
series based on stories by Nell Martin,
which originally appeared in Top Notch
Magazine, is replete with action and humor
and has been pronounced by exhibitors
throughout the country as easily the most
popular series released this year. Alberta
Vaughn, known as the girl with the most
beautiful figure in the world, possesses definite box office values as a star with an
enormous fan following. The stories are
being adapted by Doris Anderson and directed by Ralph Ceder. "High But Not
Handsome
release. " is scheduled for January 3rd

will wear — a smile."
"Babies
cry for it — National

reel Standard Fat Men comedy, featuring
"Fat" Karr, "Tiny" Alexander and "Fatty"
Ross, the three fattest men on the screen,
will be distributed on January 24th. The
gross weight of these three fat men equals
a ton, and their humorous antics have created unusually large fan following in the
thousands of theatres in which the Standard Fat Men series are shown. This
series is also being produced by Joe Rock
for Standard Cinema and F. B. O. release.
January 17th will also see the release of
"Dinkey Doodle at the Studio," a one reel
novelty in which
Dinky
Doodle cavorts
merrily
and Walter
mischieviously
toon
creator,
Lantz. with his car- 1
On January 31st, No. 11 of "The Adventures of Mazie" called "A Snitch in
Time" will be shown. The twelfth Mazie, as
yet untitled, is now being shot at the studios
of the company.

"Keep
that school-girl laughries away."
"Laugh

and

the world

laughs

"The laughs that bind."
with you."
"Laugh
until 10 o'clock in the
morning and the rest of the
day will take care of itself."
"Best
ter." in the long run —
"United

States laughs are good

laughs."skid — laugh."
"Don't
"Cover the earth with laughs."
laughs." no laugh like a hearty
"There's
"Laugh one — laugh all."
"57 varieties of laughs."
"When
Christmas bills
laugh." the
come
in on January
first —
laugh that off."

"Mummy Love" a Blue
comedy
of the funniest
starring Alice Ardell, is one Ribbon
two reelers F. B. O. has yet released. Alice Ardell is a piquant, delectable little
French comedienne who adds spice and
charm to the series of comedies which Joe
Rock is producing for Standard Cinema
and F. B. O. release. The entire series of
Blue Ribbon comedies has proved unusually successful wherever they have been
shown. "Mummy Love" will be shown on
January 10th.
Another January 10th release is "The
Giraffe's Long Neck," a one reel novelty
from the Bray Studios, in which Walter
Lantz, the artist acts in conjunction with
the cartoon characters he creates. These
cartoons are unusually clever, and are
meeting with enthusiastic response whereever they are shown.
"Little Andy Looney," No. 10 of "The
adventures of Mazie" will be shown on
January 17th, while "In the Air," a two

"We'll see you in the funny paper," say the immortal Gump family, as portrayed
for Universal by Fay Tincher, Joe Murphy and Jackie Morgan.
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Universal's Line -Up
"Laugh"
Month
By

FRED

for

McCONNELL

Of the many producing and distributing
companies cooperating in National Laugh
Month, Universal has probably the strongest
and best balanced array of short product
available. Carl Laemmle always eager to aid
exhibitors in projects devised to further their
interests, has scheduled for January release
an array of one-and-two reel comedies, as
well as a serial and several westerns, second
to none.

F. B. O. contributes a half-ton of comedy to Laugh Month, with these three 'anemics"
furnishing the motive power in a Standard Fat Men Comedy.

Smashing

Line-Up
cessories for Laugh

The committee in charge of National
Laugh Month for the distributors of Short
Feature Comedies have been extremely active
in preparing accessories which will enable
exhibitors to put over Laugh Month with a
bang.
A broadside announcing the coming of
January as Laugh Month has been mailed
to every exhibitor in the United States and
Canada. On the back of this broadside is
given a list of all accessories prepared and
available at the present time. Additional accessories will be ready within a few days and
will be included in the press sheet which
will be mailed to the exhibitors during the
coming week.
The Sweeney Lithograph Company of
Belleville, New Jersey, have made up banners, pennants, and posters. By grouping
all of this kindred accessories in one concern, the exhibitor may obtain the principal
items with a minimum of effort. Special
sketches have been prepared by the committee and each contains one or more laughing
heads and the wording — "Come in and laff
— LAFF — L A F F. January is National
Laugh isMonth."
LAFF
crescendo. The accent on the third
The banners will be 3 feet by 10 feet,
printed in blue and yellow on canvas and
will have 5 eyelets for hanging. These will
be sold for $1.25 each. Pennants, 13 inches
wide by 29 inches long will be printed in assorted colors, hemmed at the top with eyelets for hanging in the lobby or under the
marquee. These will cost 12c each. One
and three-sheet posters are being done in 2
colors, a combination of blue and orange.
National Screen Service, Inc., with offices
in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco have agreed to make up a special
trailer for the Laugh Month committee. They
have gone further and offered to supply these
trailers absolutely free of charge to all of
their regular customers. All the customer
has to do is to notify the Screen Service
Booker that he wants the Laugh Month
trailer and the exhibitor will then receive it
as part of the regular service.
Celluloid buttons about one inch in diameter are being made up by Bastian Brothers
Company, Rochester, New York. Buttons
will be shipped C.O.D. plus postage or express charges at the rate of 500 for $4.50,
1000 for $8.00, 2500 for $18.75 and $7.00 a
thousand for 5000 or more.
The Excelsior Illustrating Company, 219
6th Avenue, New York, are making up the
special Laugh Month slide from copy furnished by the committee.
As slides are too

of

Ac-

Month

small an item to permit bookkeeping, they
have agreed to mail direct to the exhibitor
on receipt of stamps, cash or money order
at the rate of 15c per slide. This includes
postage.
The window cards are being made up by
the Wintin
Printing
Company,
of 405
Broome Street, New York City. These are
are being sold at 5c each, C.O.D. if desired.
The committee in charge of National
Laugh Month consists of Gordon S. White,
Educational Film Exchanges as chairman ;
P. A. Parsons, Pathe Exchange ; Fred McConnell, Universal Pictures, Nat. C. Rothstein, Film Booking Offices ; Julian M. Solomon, secretary ; Fred Quimby, Fox Films, W.
E. Shallenberger, Arrow Pictures, W. Ray
Johnston, Rayart Co. Headquarters are located at 218 West 42nd Street, N. Y. Information should be sent to the committee at
that address.

Of the thirty-six reels comprising sixteen
pictures, scheduled for release during National Laugh Month, more than one dozen
stars are featured, giving the exhibitor a
variety of talent capable of filling his theatre
during the period of the drive. An Adventure Serial, four Century Comedies, two
Gumps comedies, four Bluebird comedies and
five
are on Universal's
1926 Mustang
January Westerns
release sheet.
Of the many patron-pulling personalities
starred in these short-product releases are :
Jack Daugherty, Edna Marian, Wanda
Wiley, Arthur Trimble, Al Alt, Joe Murphy,
Charles Puffy, Neele Edwards, Arthur Lake,
Fred Humes, Josie Sedgwick, Edmund Cobb,
Ben Corbett and Pee Wee Holmes. Universal's publicity, exploitation and advertising departments have effected several surefire tie-ups on these stars, destined to create
considerable
ers' releases. nationwide interest in these playUniversal's short-product box-office moneymakers scheduled for release during National
Laugh Month are: "The Scarlet Streak"
(Adventure Serial) ; "The Honeymoon
Squabble," "Buster's Bust-Up," "Her Lucky
Leap" and "Helpful Al" (Century Comedies) "Min's
;
House on the Cliff" and "Min
Walks in Her Sleep" (Gump Comedies) ;
"The Horse Laugh," "The Honeymoon Hotel," "Prep School" and "Ups and Downs"
(Bluebird Comedies) ; "The Call of Hazard," "Montana of the Range," "Hearts of
the
West,"
"The Man With a Scar" and
erns).
"The Hero of Pipe Rock" (Mustang WestRELEASES

January

is National

DURING

NATIONAL

LAUGH MONTH— 1925
"The Scarlet Streak," (Adventure Serial),
10 episodes, William Desmond.
Mustang Westerns (2 Reels)— "The Call
of Hazard, Fred Humes, January 2. "Montana of the Range," Josie Sedgwick, January
9. "Hearts of West," Edmund Cobb, January
16. "The Man With a Scar," Fred Humes,
January
Hero Holmes,
of Pipe January
Rock," Ben
Corbett 23.
and "The
Pee Wee
30.
Century Comedies (2 Reels)— "The Honeymoon Squabble," Edna Marian, January 6.
"Buster's Bust Up," Arthur Trimble, January
13. "Her Lucky Leap," Wanda Wiley, January 20. "Helpful Al," Al Alt, January 27.
(2 Reels)
— "Min's
House3.
onGumps
the Comedies
Cliff," Joe
Murphy,
January
"Min Walks in Her Sleep," Joe Murphy, January 17.
Bluebird Comedies (1 Reel) — -"The Horse
Laugh," Charles Puffy, January 4. "The
Honeymoon Hotel," Neely Edwards, January 11. "Prep School," Arthur Lake," January 18. "Ups and Downs," Charlie Puffy,
January 25.
* * *
PATHE'S

Come
in and LAFF-LAF
F'LAFF
A one-sheet available through the accessory arrangements and by the Short Features Adv. Ass., for the benefit of showmen during "Laff" Month.

ART

PUNCH

To emphasize the punch scenes in forthcoming comedies, Pathe is issuing special art
posters on the short feature comedies. Such
artists as Gustav Michelson, George Kerr and
Merle Johnson are drawing an unusual line
of posters which Pathe exhibitors will find
ready-made
for advertising their "Laugh
Month" attraction.
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SHORT
ADV.

ASS.

On Wednesday, November 25th, the Short
Features Advertising Association came into
formal being. On that day at the Hofbrau
House, uptown, the members present finally
ratified and adopted the constitution as submitted by the Constitution Committee.
Following the Adoption of the Constitution, election of officers was held with the
following results :
President, P. A. Parsons, Pathe ; VicePresident, Gordon White, Educational ;
Secretary-Treasurer, Julian M. Solomon,
Davis Distributing; Board of Directors, the
officers and the following four men : Fred
Ale Connell, Universal ; Nat Rothstein, F. B.
O. ; Fred Quimby, Fox; Howard Turrill,
Arrow.
The Budget and Finance Committee as
elected, consists of Nat Rothstein, Chairman ; Fred Quimby, Howard Turrill, the
president and the secretary-treasurer of the
association.
The Auditing Committee as nominated and
elected, — S. Barrett McCormick, Pathe ; Paul
Perez, Universal ; Bruce Gallup, Jr., Fox.
The Constitution provides for four classes
of membership. The first will be active members ; men in the sales, advertising and executive staffs of distributing and/or producing companies which are company or associate members. The second class will provide
for company membership which will include
all companies nationaly distributing short
length product of any nature. The third
class, associate or contributing members will
be composed of producers who are in sympathy with the aims of the Short Features Advertising Association and who desire to further, with financial help, the work which
the association is doing. The fourth class
provides for honorary membership and will
be conferred on such persons as perform signal services for the benefit of the association or the industry.
A report of the National Laugh Month
Committee was rendered showing the progress made towards binding together the various elements of the drive. Information of
the details of preparation was submitted for
approval.

Another one of the sterling accessories available through the Short Features Adv.
Ass. for laugh month.
This banner is 3 feet by 10 feet and makes a dandy stripper.

BEHIND

GETS

PATHE

WEEK"
Heads

WITH

January

Twenty

Release

Odd

Pathe
gettingandbehind
"Laugha Month"
with
fullis force
announces
list of
twenty-three laughmakers on the January
short feature release program. This is headed by a Harry Langdon special comedy made
by Mack Sennett and includes four two-reel
comedies from the Sennett Studio, five tworeelers and three single reelers from the
Hal Roach lot, and five releases each of
"Aesop's Film Fables" and "Topics of the
Popular comedy stars and featured players who will be seen in Pathe comedies during "Laugh Month" include Ralph Graves,
"Our Gang," Alice Day, Clyde Cook, Harry
Day."
Langdon, Charlie Chase, Billy Bevan, Glenn
Tryon, Andy Clyde, Al St. John, Lucien
Littlefield, "Husky" Hanes, Jimmy Finlayson,
Lige Conley, Martha Sleeper, Dot Farley,
Kewpie Morgan, Madeline Hurlock, Cissy
Fitzgerald, Jack "Rube" Clifford, Thelma
Parr, Marvin Lobach, Paul Parrott, Douglas Gerrard, William McCall, Ruth Hiatt,
Peggy Montgomery, Vernon Dent, Sue
O'Neil, and Vivian Oakland.
Titles of Pathe comedies listed for "Laugh
Month" include the following: "Saturday
Afternoon,"
three reel Harry Langdon-

Universal has made the exhibitor's problem that much easier by hooking up the
Buster Brown comedies with Carnation Milk. There's oil for your ticket machine
for you, and a laugh on the right side of the ledger.

FULL

"LAUGH
FORCE

Schedule

of

Laughmakers
Mack Sennett comedy special ; "A Punch in
the Nose," two-reel Hal Roach comedy ;
"The Gosh Darn Mortgage," Sennett tworeeler; "Good Cheer," "Our Gang" comedy;
"Hot Cakes for Two," Alice Day-Mack Sennett two-reeler ; "Whispering Whiskers," a
Mack Sennett comedy; "Long Pants," a
Glenn Tryon-Hal Roach comedy ; "Soft
Pedal," one-reel Roach comedy with Paul
Parrott; "Don't Butt In," a one-reel Roach
film with Paul Parrott, and "Between
Meals,"
Parrott. one-reel Roach comedy with Paul
"Aesop's Film Fables" to be released during "Laugh Month" include "The Gold
Push," "Three Blind Mice," "Lighter Than
Air," "The Little Brown Jug," and "A June
Bride". All of these subjects are packed
full of fun devised by Paul Terry and his
staff at the studios of Fables Pictures, Inc.
Five releases of "Topics of the Day," the
ever-popular reel of wit and humor clipped
from the press of the world by the editorial
of Timely Films, Inc., will be offered
staff
exhibitors.
In presenting the next Harry Langdon

release in "Laugh Month,"
comedy
givingforexhibitors one of the funisspecial
Pathe niest
films ever enacted by Langdon. In
"Saturday Afternoon," the Langdon release
for January, the droll star has a vehicle with
with a generous numembellished
a realber ofplot
laughs.
positive
In addition to providing a big array of funfilms, Pathe is also lining-up complete exhibitor helps to put over the comedy subjects in the many theatres that are expected
to cash-in on the wide publicity and fine programs being offered because of "Laugh
* * *
EXHIBITOR SUPPORT
FOR "LAFF" MONTH
Month." (Continued from page 36)
Rivoli, St. Louis ; the Capitol at Dallas,
Texas and the Olympic of Buffalo.
In the meantime the committee in charge
of the drive has not neglected the local
territory. Major Edward Bowes, Managing
Director of the Capitol Theatre, New York,
has, before this, expressed himself as in
favor of the short feature.
Dave Loew, one of the executives of the
Loew Circuit, comes out in favor of the
"Laugh Month" idea. Lee Ochs, one of
the foremost of New York exhibitors, has
expressed a desire to take an active part
in the campaign. Dave Lustig, of the Regun Theatre, New York, has declared himself for it. Hy. Gainsboro, with his headquarters in Flushing, is casting about for
ways
selling "Laugh Month"
to his and
Long means
Island ofaudiences.
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BOX

THE

MASKED

OFFICE

BRIDE

Metro-Goldrvyn-Mayer Photoplay. Scenario by Carey Wilson. Directed by
Christy Cabanne.
Length 5,699 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Gaby
Mae Murray
Grover
Francis X. Bushman
Prefect of Police
RoyRathbone
D'Arcy
Antoine
Basil
Grover's
Sister
Pauline
Neff
Wine Waiter
Chester
Conklin
Vibout
Fred Warren
Floor Manager
Leo White
Gaby, darling of the Montmartre, is the dancing
partner of a thief. She is suspected by the Prefect
of Paris of having information concerning stolen
jewels. Gaby meets Grover, an American millionaire, whoforces
has faith
her ahonesty.
Gaby's
partner,
her ininto
scheme Antoine,
to rob Grover
of a priceless necklace. The frequent meetings she
has with Grover, however, soon involve them deeply
in love. They set a wedding date. Antoine threatens
to killtoGaby's
Gaby delivers
the
jewels
him. husband
To save unless
her husband,
she delivers
them, but Antoine is apprehended at the door by the
Prefect,understanding
who is "jn" her
on the
plot. and
Grover
forgive*in
Gaby,
motives,
rejoicing
her real, sacrificial love.
By Michael L. Simmons
THIS

film seems a piece of excellent coordination between star and director;
and here one might also commend the glib
handling of the scenario. In other words,
given the irridescent quality of a Mae Murray, the able direction of a Cabanne, and
the expert scenario structure of Carey Wilson, and you have a trio that knows how to
please and does. "The Masked Bride"
strikes a very pleasing popular note.
Mae Murray is the shining light around
which all the entertainment values revolve
and scintillate. She is vivacious most of
the time, a spit-fire when aroused, but a diverting mad-cap throughout. She is full
of an inexhaustible energy that amazes and
bewilders. She gives the film a palpitating
pace that is contagious.
There is very little let-down in interest
and action throughout the whole of the
showing. The sets, particularly those in
the cabaret dance scenes, glitter with the
wild abandon of life as it is identified with
romantic hearsay of the Parisian underworld. From these scenes not the least
suspicion emanates that the sets have been
put there "regardless." They really look
as though they belong, and in belonging,
they adequately carry out the atmosphere
of the intriguing background.
Francis X. Bushman, in the supporting
lead role, deports himself with quiet and
restraint that contributes realism to the role
and offers a good contrast to chameleon
moods of the star. Basil Rathbone, as
Antoine, the criminal dancing partner of
Gaby, scores strikingly with his convincing portrayal.
Exploit Mae Murray in a role which
shows her in her element. Tease them in
with catch-lines and posters, promising a
close-up behind the scenes of the romantic
underworld of Paris. Stimulate the public
with stills of the cabaret scenes.

THE

BEST

REVIEWS

BAD

MAN

Fox Photoplay. From the Novel by Max
Brand. Directed by J. G. Bly-Slone.
Length, six reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Hugh Nichols
Tom Mix
Hank Smith
Buster Gardner
Frank Dunlap
Cyril Chadwick
Peggy Swain
Clara Bow
Dan Ellig
Tom Kennedy
Mr. Swain
Frank Beal
Molly the
Jones*
,
JudyWilson
King
Sam,
butler
Tom
Sheriff
Paul Panzer
Hugh Nichols, owner of ranch lands, learns that
the ranch lessees consider him an unyielding tyrant.
They've
never seen Hehim.
He decides
managesto his
from a distance.
finally
visittracts
his
properties incognito, in the guise of a wandering
minstrel. He arrives just in time to save the foreclosing of a mortgage on the Swain ranch. Hugh
becomes interested in Swain's pretty daughter,
Peggy. Later, Hugh discovers he is being systematically cheated by two employees. When he attempts to apprehend them, they trap him in a cabin,
and explode a huge dam which releases a raging
flood in the path of the cabin. Peggy is caught in
this boiling stream, and when it seems as though
it is all up with her, Hugh rescues her. Love
reaps its sweet reward.
By Michael L. Simmons
PARAPHRASING
the title, I believe
this might appropriately be called Tom
Mix's "best bad picture." Certainly he
has done many better. The film is not
without a definite share of entertainment,
but it is, oh, so slow, in getting started.
When it does finally cross into the realm
of activity — after the third reel — it has
many saving graces, hard riding, humor,
and a heroic life-saving climax.
The moment we see Mix emerge in his
own de luxe edition of a cowboy — crepe
de chine shirt, gorgeous white breeches,
smoothly pressed sombrero, jewelled spurs,
etc. — we realize that here is a story that is
not to be taken seriously. That would be
acceptable enough, for Tom Mix has shown
on numberless occasions that he and his
noble Tony can entertain royally, regardless of story form.
The hitch in this case is that Mix doesn't
open his bag of tricks until the latter half
of the film. How about the danger of
audience fidgets in the first half? In the
early parts, we see Tom in the guise of a
wandering minstrel, exhorting excruciating
tunes from a saxaphone. This might be
amusing enough if it could be heard, but on
the screen it offers very little in entertainment value.
As already said, later on the story is
pepped up with action of a sort generally
identified with the Mix type of offering.
Here, pictorial lure is manifest in fine shots
of horses charging down sheer straight
cliffs, over fences, and so on. The scene
of the bursting dam, with the released
waters boiling down the mountain side, is
also impressive.
There is a good angle for tie-ups here
with musical instrument shops.

CLOTHES

MAKE

THE

PIRATE
First National Photoplay.
Presented by
Sam E. RorkAdapted by Marion
Fairfax.
Directed by Maurice Tourneur. Length, 8,000 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tremble-at-Evil Tidd
Leon Errol
Betsy Tidd, his wife
Dorothy Gish
Mme. De la Tour
Nita Naldi
Jennison, first mate on pirate ship .... George Marion
Scute, the banker
Tully Marshall
Crabb, the innkeeper
Frank Lawler
Nancy Downs
Edna Murphy
Lieut Cavendish
James Rennie
"Tremble-at-Evil" Tidd, a hen-pecked Boston
tailor, reads tales of pirate exploits and aspires in
secret to a life on the Spanish Main. When no one
is looking he dons the attire of a buccaneer and
struts about his shop. One day his wife comes upon
him in this attire and, taking him for a pirate,
rushes out to arouse the populace. Tidd has to
flee. He hides in the stern of a rowboat awaiting
the arrival of a far-famed pirate. The crew takes
him to be the pirate in question, and Tidd is given
command. Later, in lowering a frigate's colors, circumstance playslords
Tidd's
wifeoverintoher.
his Later,
hands inas ana
prisoner. Tidd
it all
attack on a small town, Tidd captures the real pirate
commander, and becomes the hero of all Boston as
well as his wife's.
By Michael L. Simmons
"TfcESPITE

its colonial costumes and early

18th century settings, "Clothes Make
the Pirate" is up-to-date comedy, with no
pretense to anything but broad, slap-stick
burlesque. It is jolly good sport, reminiscent in many respects of a Gilbert and
Sullivan comic opera, and suited to a popular taste.
What results is practically a one-man
picture. Most of the humor revolves about
Leon Errol, the star, but that part of it
doesn't necessarily call for complaint. Errol
introduces a brand of fun-making which is
refreshing because it differs from the usual
brand of comedy film that depends on gags
for support.
It isn't with the quantity of tricks, so
much as with the individuality of a single
good trick — that of swaying around drunkenly — and then finally sinking to the floor
like a melted tallow candle, that gets the
comedian across. He pulls this one continually, but the expected laugh invariably
follows.
Errol sets the pace for his fun by falling
down hatchways, tripping over hawsers,
and hiding when the fighting is thick. The
humor derives from the very idea of .this
timid, spindle-legged misfit commanding a
pirate expedition.
Dorothy Gish is convincing as a shrewish wife who makes her husband toe the
line to her own taste. Nita Naldi enlivens
some scenes in the manner for which she is
noted, without being capitalized to any
measurable extent. The player who really
strikes the most appealing feminine note is
Edna Murphy. She exudes that rare thing
tailed charm. All in all, you have here
not distinguished, but certainly palatable,
entertainment.
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WINDERMERE'S
FAN

Warner Brothers Photoplay. Adapted
from the famous Stage Play by Oscar
IVilde.
Directed by Ernst Lubilsch.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lord Darlington
Ronald Colman
Mrs. Erlynne
Irene Rich
Lady Windermere
May McAvoy
Lord Windermere
Bert Lytell
Lord Augustus
Edward Martindel
Duchess
Helen Dunbar
Duchess
Carrie Daumery
Duchess
Billie Bennett
Lord Windermere's frequent visits to a notorious
Mrs. Erlynne (who, in reality, is Lady Windermere's
mother) provokes uncomplimentary comment in society. The Windermeres give a dinner, which Mrs.
Erlynne attends and is snubbed by Her Ladyship.
In further pique, Lady Windermere leaves that night
and goes to the home of Lord Darlington, an admirer. Mrs. Erlynne, anxious to save her daughter
from the awful consequences of this act, follows.
They both meet at Lord Darlington's, who arrives a
few minutes later with a party of men, including
LordhimWrindermere.
latter discovers
a fan
given
by
to his wife onThea divan.
Suspicious,
he starts
searching the house, when Mrs. Erlynne suddenly
steps forward from a bedroom, apologizing for carrying away Ladymakes
Windermere's
by mistake.
Windermere
her exit fan
through
a back Lady
door,
saved from the stigma of disgrace over the ashes of
Mrs. Erlynne's self-imposed sacrifice.
By Michael L. Simmons
gMOOTH,
intelligent direction, with
simple touches suggesting whole incidents by a mere detail is the outstanding
feature of this film. What results is an offering that will undoubtedly give satisfaction to refined, discriminating tastes.
How a story with this subdued, genteel
treatment will appeal to the vast popular
taste, is something else to consider. It is
becoming more and more evident every day
that deftness instead of garishness, and even
subtlety in place of obviousness, is growing
in popular favor.
But, after all, there is still, unquestionably, that great mass that likes its drama,
with the drama emphasized, with the popular elements of love, conflict, emotions and
so forth, presented in so-called "peppy" unsophisticated doses. And for those with
such tastes, "Lady Windermere's Fan"
will probably leave a lot to be desired.
There is nothing startling, nothing sensational here, nor can it be called, even in its
own class, a great picture.
Nevertheless, for the type of audience
described in the beginning, the picture certainly has its distinct: -»ns. The acting by
all the principals is pleasing beyond measure, the sets elegantly appointed and masterfully conveying the atmosphere of high
society.
Such elements have a definite value, and
as such, the film is successful. So figure it
out for yourself. You know your own type
of audience best. If they like a dignified
tale, adapted from the world-famous play
by Oscar Wilde, told with gentility and
restraint, very little or hardly no "emoting"
at all — here is an offering that recommends
itself strongly.
Irene Rich and May McAvoy distinguish themselves by adept performances.
Ronald Colman and Bert Lytell carry the
male parts with convincing sincerity. In
the names of these players you have an
exploitation cue that says: "Say It With
Players." For whatever else may be said
of the film, the cast is a box-office
one.
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First National Photoplay. Adapted from
Israel Zangmll's Stage Play by June
Mathis. Directed by John Francis Dillon. Length, 6609 feel.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mary Sundale
Colleen Moore
Sir Robert Sundale
Claude Gillingwater
Lady Kitty Sundale
Clarissa Selwyn
John Ashler
;
Jack Mulhall
Beamish
Tom McGuire
Dick Sundale
Cleve Moore
Oscar Pleat
Carl Miller
Johanna
Blanche Payson
Theodosia
Marcella Corday
Sir Robert Sundale and his wife have been so
busy contributing to the uplift of humanity, that
they've had very little time to attend to the transitions made by their children, Mary and Dick, from
a heritage of Victorianism to » sphere of ultra-modernism. Mary, particularly, is cause for disturbance.
She carries on a dangerous flirtation with a poetichumbug, Oscar Pleat, already married. In the meantime, there is John Ashler, sane and successful, who
adores her. But Mary has to live through the experiences of the moth skirting the flame before she
realizes that her parents, despite their old-fashioned
idea, are not such bad sports after all, and that John
presents a snug, comfortable harbor after the storm,
too genuinely desirable to refuse.
By Michael L. Simmons
COLLEEN MOORE, in a story somewhat preposterous, but full of humorous divertissements, "swanks" and skips
through this six-reeler in a manner which
won
manyresults
plaudits
herthat
old few
"flapper"
roles. her
What
is a infilm
showmen need worry about in booking, so far as
dishing up entertainment for audiences, is
concerned.
One gets an idea of what is meant by
ultra-modernism in the very first reel, when
Colleen, as Mary the irrepressible daughter dashes into the ornately appointed Sundale parlor — full of distinguished guests —
on a prancing horse. This is simply her
cute way of showing that the conventions
mean nothing to "we moderns." To boot,
she collects a ten-pound note from her
brother, who
dare.

WHEN

MODERNS

had bet that she wouldn't

There are twists in the story that furnish
some rollicking entertainment. One of these
takes the heroine on a new kind of modernistic treasure hunt, ending up under the bed
of a poet who is all the rage with the gushing variety of the younger smart set. This
sequence affords some excellent views of
London, featuring Trafalgar Square, Westminster Abbey, Buckingham Palace and
other places made famous in Cook's Tour
pamphlets.
But threading in and out of the story,
the moral, and whatever else is intended as
the story's object, is the extremely diverting,
vivacious personality of the star. She gives
a performance that will send the vast majority of picture fans away satisfied.
The finale is put across with an impressive bit of action, achieved through the
wrecking of an airship while in mid air.
There is a genuine thrill to this, which
quickens the pulse, and helps vary the tenor
of the story.
Exploitation possibilities loom up in tieups with European Tourist Agencies, book
shops selling "We Moderns," jewelry
shops, cosmetic concerns, gown shops and
auto garages.

THE

DOOR

OPENED
A

Fox Production.

Adapted

from the

novel by James Oliver Curxvood. Directed by Reginald Barker. Length,
6,515 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Teresa de Fontenac
Jacqueline Logan
Clive Grenfal
Walter McGrail
Mrs. Grenfal
Margaret Livingston
Henry Fredericks
Robert Cain
Grandfather de Fontenac
Frank Keenan
O'
Flaherty
Roy
Cafe
Siren
DianaLaidlow
Miller
Oh Mai
Walter Chung
Believing
he has
his thewife's
lover,woods.
Clive
Grenfal
wanders
alone killed
through
Canadian
Disillusioned and discouraged, he lives the life of a
hermit. When Fate throws him in contact with
Teresa de Fontenac, a young French girl, kept
sweet and fresh by her mistrusting grandpere, he
downs his emotions, feeling he is branded a murderer. Although she loves him, he pretends not to
understand. Henry Fredericks, who is foiled by
Grenfal in his attack on Teresas turns out to be
none other than the victim of Grenfal 's shot. This
clears Grenfal's conscience and he is free to accept
the happiness which Teresa's love offers him.
By Peggy Goldberg
FINE
drama — truly dramatic — and
which carries a strong measure of
fidelity.
It is sure to please the majority
for there are moments of poignancy and
suspense ; there are thrills galore.
Jacqueline Logan gives an excellent portrayal of the little French girl whose characteristic vivaciousness has been lulled by
the rigidity of the discipline of her grandfather, but which nevertheless asserts itself
when romance plays on her heartstrings.
Her coquetry is natural and bewitching and
she exudes a sweetness and wholesomeness
that are refreshing.
Walter McGrail as Grenfal has a difficult part and except for a few places where
he is inclined to overact, does very well.
Robert Cain is a really villainous villain.
Another who deserves special mention is
Walter Chung, whose portrayal of the loyal
and thoroughly understanding Jap valet is a
wholly lovable characterization.
In short, Reginald Barker has selected
an excellent cast for a totally absorbing
story which he has directed with an eye for
plausibility.
Although the photography is somewhat
faulty, the scene where the old chateau
crumbles beneath the maddening elements,
the people making their escape through the
flood on logs and improvised vessels, is one
of the highlights.
In most cases Mr. Barker's aim for realistic effects hits the mark. His storm
scenes, the atmosphere of the old Canadian
town, and the dignified air of the old
French chateau with its stone walls and
floors, are the essence of realism.
With four such names as Jacqueline Logan, Walter McGrail, Margaret Livingston
and Robert .Ca^n, properly exploited, you
should have no trouble drawing them in.
There is also the possibility of a tie-up with
book shops, lifefary societies, reading clubs,
etc., on James Oliver Curwood's book.
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AMBASSADOR
6
26
13
12
12

New
Bray
Bray
Sport
Tense

PICTURES

Subjects

CO.

Title
Subject
Length
Bray Magazines
Nature Pictures
Romances
Travelogs
Moments of Opera

Released

ARROW
Length
Title
Star
Wandering Fires
Constance Bennett . .
Share and Share Alike
Jane Novak — Jas. Rennie... 6400
My Lady of Whims
Clara Bow — Donald Keith . . 6500
The Silken Lady
Gladys Hulette
6500
In Borrowed Plumes
Marjorie Daw — Niles Welch
The Great City
All Star
Don't Lie to Your Wife ... All Star
The Cleaner Flame
All Star ...
Led Astray
Jane Novak ..
The Mysterious Pines
All Star
The Un-Named Woman .... Herbert Rawlinson
6500

Released

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
Title
Subject
Length Released
Tense Moments from Famous 1 reel classic . .
The Merchant of Venice
Plays and Great Authors
David Garrick
MacBeth
East Lynne
Scrooge
Jane Shore
The Lady of the Camelias
Moths
Hunchback of Notre Dame
Nancy (From Oliver Twist)
Sapho
The Scarlet Letter
Vanity Fair
Never Too Late to Mend . .
Les Miserables
Fagin (From Oliver Twist)
Bleak House
A Tale of Two Cities . . . .
AYWON
FILM CORPORATION
Title
Subject
Length
A Tough Night
Jimmy Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
On the Isle of Sap
Jimmy Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
The Poor Millionaire
Jimmy Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
A One Man Woman
Jimmy Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
The Huckleberry Gulch ... Jimmy Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
A Wonderful Wallop
Jimmy Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
October Morn
Jimmy Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
A Lucky Dog
Jimmy Callahan Comedies.. I reels
His Future Father in Law.. Jimmy Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels

Released

BISCHOFF, INC.
Released
Title
Subject
Length
Mac's Beth
H. C. Witwer Comedies ... 2 reels. .Aug. 1
Battling Romeo
H. C. W:twer Comedies ... 2 reels.. ..Sept. 1
Merchant of Weenies
H. C. Witwer Comedies ... 2 reels.. ...Oct. 1
Taming of the Shrewd
H. C. Witwer Comedies ... 2 reels. ..Nov. 1
1
Account of Monte Cristo .. H. C. Witwer Comedies ... 2 reels. ..Dec.
1 ive Agent
Riff Comedies
2 reels. .Aug. 10
.Sept. 10
HoIIvwouldn't
Riff
22 reels.
Working for the Rest.
Riff Comedies
Comedies
reels. . .Oct. 10
Six Miles to Go
Riff Comedies
2 reels. . . .Nov. 10
Assorted Nuts
Cold Me^nl Comedies
2 reels. .Aue. 20
Soookv Spooks
PnM Mer^pl Comedies
? reel*?. . .Sent. 20
Plav Ball
<~-olrl Me^«l Comedies
? reels!! . .Oct. 20
Roomers Afloat
CMH Me^ol Comedies
9 reels.. . .Nov. 20
Starvation Hunters
Biff Comedies
2 reel*.
Cured Hams
CoM Me^il Comedies .... 2 ree'q .Dec..
10
r>ec 20
las' of tbe Mohegians ... H. C Wirnrer Comedies .. 2 reels . ..T«n.
Lost Whirl
Biff Comedies
2 reels ..Jan. 101
CRANFIELD
& CLARKE,
Snbiret
Title
In Tulio T and
Cnemc
'Wooden
et's Go Shoes
Fishing
Soenic
^renic
Heroes of the North Sea . . Scenic
CUMBERLAND
rtn •».» II.
fn

j tt..„i...j„
• •—J
Around
Stick
Rivals
Hey Taxi
Braaa Button
West h West
Dog 'On It

INC.
Leneth
2 reels.
1 reel .
T reel .
1 reel .

Released
. .Sept.
, .. .Sect.
.Sent.
. .Sept.

PRODUCTIONS

Billy West
Bobby Dunn
Billy West
Bobby Dunn
Bi,tV West
Bobby Dunn
BiHy West
Billy West
Billy Dunn
Billy Weet

1810

Jan. 1
Jan. 15
1851 Feb. 1
Feb. 15
1846 •••••*<*• 1
Men. 15
1758 Aof '
Ao» l»
May I
May IS

Chart

DAVIS DISTRIBUTING DIVISION,
Length INC.
Released
Title
Subject
2000 ft.
Saturday
"Hey Fellas"
,
Peggy The Vamp
"Sheiks and Shebas"
" "
.
Fireflies
"Hey Fellas"
" " ....
Peggy's Pests
"Sheiks and Shebas"
" " ....
Tin Hoss
"Hey Fellas"
" "
Peggy's Putters
"Sheiks and Shebas"
" "
What Price Orphans
"Hey Fellas"
" " ....
Peggy in a Pinch
"Sheiks and Shebas"
" " ....
The Klynick
"Hey Fellas"
" " ....
Peggy's Heroes
"Sheiks and Shebas"
" " ....
Six Faces West
"Hey Fellas"
" "
Peggy's Helpers
"Sheiks and Shebas"
" " ....
Ringlings Rivals
"Hty Fellas"
" "
Peggy's
Reward
"Sheiks
and
Shebas"
"
" ....
It Might Happen to You ... A Tale Told Without Titles 2000 ft
The Mystery Box
Serial
10 Episodes .
The Promise
Tales Told Without Titles. . 2 reels
The Invention
A Tale Told Without Titles 2000 ft
Crooked
A Tale Told Without Titles 2000 ft
The Valiant Skipper
A Tale Told Without Titles 2 reels
Cinema Stars
Novelty Reel
1 reel weekly
The Power God
Serial
15 episodes .
Fragments of Life
Herrick Prods
2 reels
EDUCATIONAL
Title
Monkey Business
King Cotton
Dragon Alley
Judge'sBottom
Crossword Puzzle .
Rock
Only
a
Country
Lass
Fares Please
Tender Feet
Judge's Crossword Puzzle
Judge's
Crossword Puzzle..
Wild Waves
Hello Goodby
Two Poor Fish
Sit Tight
Judge's
Crossword Puzzle..
Fun's run
The Cloudhopper
Air Tight
Hodge-Podge
Wake Up
Going Great
Baby Blues
Props'Out
Dash for Cash
Look
Beware
Wild Beasts of Borneo . . .
Felix Cat Trifles with Time
Pictorial Proverbs
Soup to Nuts
Props and the Spirits
Felix the Cat In Business. .
Watch Out
Pleasure Bound
In Deep
Off His Beat
The Tourist
Felix Cat Thru Toyland . .
The Ston. -Teller
Who's Which
Re Careful
Fair Wflrn'np
A Misfit Sailor
Felix the Cat on the Farm
The Movies
r>oe Daze
Baby Be Good
Felix the Cat on the Job.,
tfnicknacks of Knowledge. .
Scrambled Eggs
Snot I ight
Felix the Cat in Gold Rush
Slipperv Feet
Sweet and Pretty
A Goofy Gob
Fire Away
Fellow Members
Felix Cat in Eats are Wets
Hot Feet
Cleaning Up
Maeical Movies
Felix Cat Tries the Trades
On Edge
FILM

FILM

EXCHANGES, INC.
Subject
Length
1000 MayReleased
3
Earl
Hurd Comedy
Cartoon Comedy 2000 May 3
Hamilton
2000 May 3
Juvenile Comedy
1000 May 3
Novelty
1000 May 10
Cameo Comedy
1000 May
Fables in Color
2000
May 10
10
Mermaid Comedy
May 10
Walter Hiers Comedy .... 2000
1000 May 10
Novelty
1000 May 17
L. H. Howe's Hodge-Podge 1000 May 17
Novelty
1000 May 24
Cameo Comedy
2000 May 24
Mermaid Comedy
1000 May 31
E. Hurd Cartoon Comedies 2000
May 31
Christie Comedy
1000 May 31
1000 June 7
Cameo Comedy
2000 June 7
Larry Semon
2000 June 14
Bobby Vernon
1000 June 14
Lyman
H.
Howe
1000 June 21
Cameo Comedy
Mermaid Comedy
2000
2000 June
June 21
21
Juvenile Comedy
2000 June 28
Christie Comedy
1
reel....
Aug.
2
Cameo Comedies
2 reels. . . .Aug. 9
Mermaid Comedies
2 reels Aug. 16
Special
1 reel Aug. 23
Felix the Cat
1 reel
L.
H.
Howe's
Hodge-Podge
2
reels. . . .Aug. 30
Christie Comedies
1 reel.... Aug. 30
E.
Hurd
Cartoon
Comedies
1
reel Sept. 6
Felix the Cat
2 reels
Bobby Vernon
Comedies . . . 2 reels
Mermaid
Comedies
11 reel
Cameo Comedies
reelSept. 13 .
Walter Hiers Comedies ....
2 reels. . .Sept. 20
Tuxedo Comedies
1 reel
Felix the Cat
1 reel
L. H. Howe's
Hodge-Podge
Cameo
Comedies
1 reel . , . .Sept. 27
2
Jimmie
Comedies ... 2 reels
reels
MermaidAdams
Comedies
Christie Comedy
2 reels
Oct. 4
Felix the Cat
1 reel
Oct. 4
Hamilton Comedy
2 reels
Oct. 4
Cameo Comedy
1 reel
Oct. 11
2 reels
Oct. 18
Juvenile Comedy
Felix the Cat
1 reel
Oct. 18
Hodge-Podge
1
reel
Oct. 18
Cameo Comedy
1 reel
Oct. 25
Mermaid Comedy
2 reels
Oct. 25
Felix the Cat
1 reel
Nov. 1
2
reels
Nov.
I
Bobby Vernon
Comedy ....
Cameo
Comedy
1 reel
Nov. 8
Christie Comedy
2 reels Nov. 8
Mermaid Comedy
2 reels Nov. 8
Walter Hiers Comedy
2 reels ....Nov. 13
Felix the Cat
1 reel
Nov. 15
Cameo Comedy
1 reel
Nov. 22
Tuxedo Comedy
2 reels Nov. 22
1
reel
Nov. 22
L.
Howe's
Hodge-Podge
FelixH. the
Cat
1 reel
Nov. 29
Mermaid Comedy
2 reels Nov. 29

BOOKING
OFFICES
Length Released
Subject
Title
2000 Dec. 1
Stan Laurel Comedy
Monsieur Don't Care
1000 Dec. 1
Dinkv Doodre
Pied Piper
1000 Dec.10
Screen Almanac No. 6 ... Broadway Beauties
2000 Dec. Is
Aubrev Comedy
Hebie Jeebie
2000 Dec.30
Stan Laurel Comedy
West «f Hot Dog
1000 Jen. 4
Dinkv Doodle
Red Ridine Hood
1000 Jan .10
Studio Secrets
Screen Almanac No. 7
2000 Jan. 15
Aubrev Comedy
Hypnotized
2000 Jan.30
Stan Laurel Comedy
Somewhere In Wrong

December
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FILM BOOKING
OFFICES— Continued
Title
Subject
Length
iOOO Feb.Released
1
Dinky Doodle
The
Captain's
Kid
1000 Feb. 10
Screen Almanac No. 8 .... Hollywood's Close- Ups
2000
Feb.
15
Oh What a Flirt!
Aubrey Comedy
2000 Feb.28
Twins
Stan Laurel Comedy . .
1000 Mar. 1
Dinky Doodle & Cinderella. Cartoon
Mar. 1
Welcome Granger
Comedy
2000 Mar. 15
Peacemakers
He Who Gets Rapped
2000 Mar.29
Merton of the Goofles .... Peacemakers
2000 Apr. 12
The Great Decide
Peacemakers
2000 Apr.26
The Fast Male
Peacemakers
The Covered Flagons
2000
May 10
Peacemakers
or Hooch Mon !
2000 May 24
Madam Sans Gin
Peacemakers
Peacemakers
2000 June 7
April's Fool
Peacemakers
2000 June29
Oscar's Wild
Aug. 2
Miss Me Again
No.
12
"The
Pacemakers"
Book Bozo
Aug. 15
Jimmy Aubrey
Aug.
16
Babes in the Woods
r it 12 Dinky Doodle Cartoon
Lame Brains
Sept. 6
Blue Ribbon Comedy
Amazing Mazie
Sept. 13
jt
of Mazie"
Tailoring
Sept. 20
5 11 "Adventures
Stand. Fat Men
Com.
Sept. 20
The Bad Man
it 1. Bray Cartoons
The Constant Simp
Sept.
j£
2.
"Adventures
of
Mazie"
Oct. 274
Three Wise Goofs
5 2. Stand. Fat Men Com.
Oct. 4
How Elephant Got Trunk . . Novelty Bray Studios
Oct. 11
"—Or
What
Have
You?"
.
ft
3
"Adventures
of
Mazie"
2nd Blue Ribbon
Oct. 18
Oct. 18
3rd Bray Cartoon
Oct. 25
"Mazies Won't Tell"
J 4. "Adventures of Mazie'
FILM
Title
Danse Macabre
Road to Mandalay
Aphrodite
Soul of the Cypress
Day Dreams
The White Chrysanthemum
Title
Land of Eternal Youth ....
Neath the South Sea Moon
Valley of Content
Hot and Cold
Jungle Rites
Honeymoon Place
Snows of Many Years ....
An Alphine Paradise
Heroes of Long Ago
Lady of Bath
Land of William Tell
Top of the World
Title
Working the Scenery
Where Firemen Grow Wings
Nipping Them in Nipigon . .
The Magic Rag
The Land of Rivers
We Parked in Ontario ....
Title
Spearing Lions _
Tiger of the Stream
Dinner Time at the Zoo . .
Toto of the Congo ......
Quaint People and
Head Hunters of Borneo . .
Old China
Ragoon of the Mystic East
Land of the White Rajah
Ruby Mines of Burma ....
Land of the Title
White Elephant
Secrets of the Waters ....
Comrades of the Garden . .
Glimpses of Bird Life ....
Feathered Friends
Sidelights of Water Birds .

EXCHANGE, INC.
Service Novelties
Synch, of St. Saens Sym. . .
Pict. of Kipling's Poem . .
Beauty
from Dance
the f-ea. .
Vividly Rising
Portrayed
Reverie in Land of Dreams
A Beautiful Love Story
New Era Novelties
Perils of the Alps
Idylls of Southland
Isle of Romance
Roof Tops of Europe ....
Winter's Playground
Mt. Blanc, the Magnificent
Venice of the South Seas . .
Memories of Helvetia
Land of Heart's
Desire ...
Mountains
of Romance
...
Week End in Paradise ....
Trip to Happyland
Novelty Scenics
Niagara FaJJs from Aero. . .
Fighting Forest Fires in Air
Trout Fishing as a Sport . .
Novelty Dealing with Paper
Northern Canada
Toronto, Ct. of Amus. Parks
Novelty Adventures
Jungles of India
Lassoing Wild Animals ....
A Path in the Woods
4 Others
Queer Places
Land Dyaks of Sarawak . .
Quaint Berne
With Nomads and Tartars
Sea Dyaks of Sarawak ....
Customs of Calmucks ....
Japanese Fishermen
Wonders of Nature
Way of a Sea Gull
Denizens of the Deep
Peep Into the Pond
Nature's Choristers
Common Folk of Nature . .

FITZPATRICK
Title
Franz Schubert
Famous
Felix Mendelssohn
Famous
Stephen Foster
Famous
Ludwig Van Beethoven .... Famous
Franz Lizt
Famous
Frederick Chooin
Famous
George Frederick Handel . . Famous
Richard Wagner
Famous
Haydn and Mozart
Famous
Guiseppe Verdi
Famous

PICTURES,
Subject
Music Masters
Music Masters
Music Masters
Music Masters
Music Masters
Music Masters
Music Masters
Music Masters
Music Masters
Music Masters

Subjects — Continued
FOX— Continued
Title
Subject
Length
The Golden Buterfly
All Star
The Johnstown Flood
All Star
Untitled
Tom Mix
The Dixie Merchant
All Star
Daybreak
All Star
The
Price
BuckStar
Jones
PalaceDesert's
of Pleasure
All
The First Year
All Star
Separate Rooms
All Star
Siberia
All Star
Tony Runs Wild
Tom Mix
Marriage
All Star
Dangers of a Great City ... All Star
Untitled
Buck Jones
Manhood
All Star
Streets of Sin
All Star
The Road to Glory
AH Star
The Ace of Hearts
All Star
Untitled
Tom Mix
Untitled
Buck Jones
Untitled
Tom Mix
Untitled.
Buck Jones

Released
Jan 3
Jan 10
Jan 10
Jan 17
Jan 24
Jan
Feb 317
Feb 14
Feb 21
Feb 28
Feb 28
Mar 14
Mar 21
Mar 21
Mar 28
Apr 4
Apr 1 1
Apr 18
Apr 18
May 9
Jun 6

Length
LEE-BRADFORD
CORPORATION
Series One
Subject
2 reels
reels
reels
His Week- End
The Lightning Comedies
reels
See Here !
The Lightning Comedies
Robbing the Rube
The Lightning Comedies
reels
reels
Two Too Many
The Lightning Comedies
Never on Time
The Lightning Comedies
Length
Horrible Series
Hollywood
The Lightning Comedies
Two
Subject
2 reels
reels
reels
The Dry Agent
The Lightning Comedies
Stage Struck Slim
The Lightning Comedies . 2
The Gob
The Lightning Comedies . 2 reels
reels
True to Two
The Lightning Comedies
Slippery Husband
The Lightning Comedies
Length
Old Timers
The Lightning Comedies . 2
Series Three
Subject
.2
The Lion's Share
The Lightning Comedies .22 reels
reels
Tangled Wives
The Lightning Comedies
reels
Marriage Lies
The Lightning Comedies
reels
A Crook That Can Cook . . The Lightning Comedies .
reels
Her Father's Agreement . . . The Lightning Comedies . . . 2
... 22
IRIS NOVELTY
EXCHANGE
12 Hand Colored Nov. Spe
20 Screen Stars
6 Nov. "Did This Ever
to You"
15 Happen
Trick Reels-Iris
9 Scenics

Jun 27
Released

MERIT FILM CORPORATION
Title
Author
Length
12 Fables in Slang
H. C. Witwer
2 reels
12 Biffs Thrill Comedies . . Chester Conklin, B. Franey 2 reels
12 Gold Metal Comedies . . A. St. John
2 reels
6 Criterion Classics
Gems of His. Romance.... 1 reel .
The Flame Fighter
Features Herbert Rawlinson 2 reels

INC.
Length
1 reel Released
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
June 13
1 reel
Sep. 1
1 reel
Oct. 2
1 reel
Oct. 15

FOX
Title
Star
Length
L Released
Thank Yon
All Star
6900
Nov 1
Durand of the Bad
Buck Jones
5844
Nov 1
Lazybones
All Star
7234 ...... Nov 8
The Fool
Edmund Lowe
9374
... Nov 15
East Lynne
All Star
8975
Nov 22
The Best Bad Man
Tom Mix.
Nov 29
When the Door Opened .... All Star
Dec 6
Wages for Wives
All Star
Dec 13
A Man Four Square
Buck Jones
Dec 13
The Ancient Mariner
All Star
Dec 20
The Golden Strain
All Star
Dec 27

PATHE
Title
Subject
Sunken Silver No. 9
Drama
Wine, Women and Song . . . Fables Pic Corp
Isn't Life Terrible
Roach Comedy
Ouch
Stereoscopik
Pathe Review No. 27
Educational
Topics of the Day No. 27 . Timely Films Inc
Sunken Silver No. 10
Drama
When Men Were Men
Fables Pic. Corp
Sherlock Sleuth
Roach Comedy
The White Wings Bride . . . Harry Langdon
Learning How
Grantland Rice
Topics of the Day No. 28 . Timely Films Inc
Pathe Review No. 28
Educational
Play Ball No. 1
Drama
For Love of a Gal
Fables Pic. Corp
Daddy Goes a Grunting ... Roach Comedy
Sneezing Beezers
». Mack Sennett
Pathe Review No. 29 .... Educational
Topics of the Day No. 29 . Timely Films Inc
Yes, Yes, Nanette
Roach Comedy
Play Ball No. 2
Drama
Bugville Field Day
Fables Pic. Inc
Boys Will Be Joys
Our Gang
Why Kids Leave Home
Grantland Rice
Pathe Review No. 30
Educational
Topics of the Day No. 30 . Timely Films Inc
Play Ball No. 3
Drama
A Yarn About Yarn
Fables Pic. Inc
Innocent Husbands
Roach
Tee for Two
Mack Sennett
Pathe Review No. 31
Educational
Topics of the Day No. 31 . Timely Films Inc.
Play Ball No. 4
Drama
Bubbles
Fables Pic. Inc
Madame Sans Jane
Roach
Sons of Swat
Grantland Rice
Pathe Review No. 32
Educational

Released

Released

Released

Released
length
5
2000 Jul
5
700 Jul
2000 Jul 55
500 Jul
1000 Jul S
334 Jul 5
2000 Jul
1000 Jul
2000 Jul
2000 Jul
1000 Jul
334 Jul 12
1000 lul 12
19
2000 Jul 12
1000 Jul 12
19
12
2000 Jul 26
19
26
2000.
12
12
1000.
26
334.
12
1000.
26
2000.
.Jul
•
Jul
1000.
• Aug
2000.
.Aug
.Jul 26
1000.
26
1000.
L334.
• Jul
• Jul 2
2000.
Jul
2
1000.
2000 Aug 2
2000 Aug 2
1000 Aug 2
334 Aug 2
2000 Jul
Aug 99
1000 Jul
Aug
2000 Aug 99
1000 Aug
9
1000. .... .Aug,,,
Jul
Jul
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RED

PATHE— Continued
Title
Topics of the Day No. 32 .
Play Ball No. 5
Soap
Lucky Stars
Tame Men and Wild Women
Pathe Review No. 33
Topics of the Day
Play Ball
Over the Plate
Don't Tell Dad
Mary, Queen of Tots
Seven Ages of Sport
Pathe Review No. 34
Topics of the Day
Play Ball No. 7
The Window Washers
Butter Fingers
Cold Turkey
Pathe Review No. 35 .
Topics of the Day
Play Ball No. 8
No Father to Guide Him . .
Barrier Busters
A Runaway Taxi
Pathe Review No. 36
Barnyard Follies
Topics of the Day
Madam Sans Jane
Unfriendly Enemies
Into Ugly
Segundo's
Hands
The
Duckling
Hurry Doctor
A Rainy Knight
Somewhere in Somewhere .
A Home Plate Wedding ...
Starting an Argument
Nuts and Squirrels
The Land Rush
Your Own Back Yard
Love and Kisses
The Big Kick
Hungry Hounds
On The Show
The Lion and the Monkey. .
Moonlight and Noses
The Outlaw Elephant
Solid Ivory
The Hero Wins
Over There-Abouts
The Caretaker's Daughter . .
Ride
'Fun Cowboy
Air Cooled
Cuckoo Love
Good Morning Madame . . .
Clever Feet
The
CloserRustlers'
Than aStampede
Brother .. .. ..
A Punch in the Nose
A Sweet Pickle
All Wool
"The Diamond
Girl"
Wildcats
of Paris
Better Movies
Dangerous Curves Behind . .
What Price Touchdown? ..
The Champion Cowboy ....
The Honor System
Should Sailors Marry
Are Parents Pickles?
Under the Buffalo Stampede
The Uneasy Three
More Mice Than Brains . . .
Take Your Time
Shooting at Time
Stolen Evidence
The Great Open Spaces . . .
Papa, Be Good !
Isn't Love Cuckoo
The Soapsuds Lady
A Dog's Life
Whistling
Lions
The Law Decides
ALaughing
Day's Outing
Ladies
Walloping Wonders
There He Goes
The Ghost of Bellamy Castle
The Bonehead Age
One Wild Ride
The Midnight Warning
The Haunted House
Wandering Papas
From Rags to Britches
Untitled
Then and Now
In theEnglish
Enemy's
Stronghold.
The
Channel
Swim.
His Wooden Wedding
Hotsy Totsy

Subject
Length Released
334 Aug 9
Timely Films Inc
Drama
2000 Aug 16
1000
Aug 16
Fables Pic. Inc
2000 Aug 16
Harry Langdon
Roach
2000 Aug 16
Educational
1000 Aug 1623
334 Aug 1623
Timely Films Inc
Drama
2000
Aug 23
750 Aug
Fables Pic. Inc
23
Mack Sennett
, 2000 Aug 23
23
2000 Aug 23
Our Gang
1000 Aug
<i rant land Rice
Eiducational
1000 Aug
334 Aug 30
Timely Films, Inc
, 2000
Aug 30
Drama
Fables Pic. Inc
, 750 Aug 30
Mack Sennett
, 2000 Aug
Mack Sennett
2000 Aug 30
Educational
1000 Aug 30
Timely Films, Inc
, 334 Aug 306
2000 Sep
Drama
2000 Sep 6
Hal Roach
1000 Sep 6
Grantland Rice
1000 Sep 6
Stereoscopik
1000
Sep 6
Educational
750 Sep
Fables Pic, Inc
334
Sep 66
Timely Films, Inc
Hal Roach
2 reels . . . .Sep. 13
Hal Roach
1 reel
Sep. 13
"Play Ball' No. 9
, 2 reels . . . .Sep. 13
2/3
reel Sep.
Sep. 20
13
Aesop'sSennett
Film Fables
Mack
2 reels
Mack Sennett
2 reels
Sep. 20
Hal Roach
2 reels
Sep. 20
t reels
Sep 20
"Play Ball" No. 10
1
reel
jep. 20
"Sportlight"
2/3 reel Sep. 20
Aesop's
Film
Fables
3 reels . . . .Sep. 27
"Wild West" No. 1
Our Gang
2 reels
Sep. 27
Mack Sennett
2 reels
Sep. 27
Hal Roach
1 reel
Sep. 27
Aesop's Film Fables
2/3
reel Oct.
Sep. 27t
"Wild West" No. 2
2 reels
Aesop Fable
2/3
reel
Oct. 44
2 reels
Oct.
Hal Roach-Cook
"Wild West" No. 3
2 reels
Oct. 1
Hunkey Dorrey
1 reel
Oct. 1
Aesop Fable
2/3
reel
Oct. 11
Mack Sennett
2 reels
Oct.
Hal Roach-Chase
2 reels
Oct. 1
"Wild West" No. 4
2 reels
Oct. 18
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel Oct. 18
2 reels
Oct. 18
Hal Roach-Tryon
Sennett-Graves
2 reels
Oct. 18
1 reel
Oct. 18
"Sportlight"
"Wild West" No. 5
2 reels
Oct. 25
Aesop Fable
2/3
reel
Oct. 25
Roach
2 reels
Oct.
25
Sennett-Day
2 reels
Oct. 25
Roach-Hunkey Dorrey
1 reel
Oct. 29
"Wild West" No. 6
2 reels Nov.
Aesop Fable
2/3
reel . . . .Nov.
Our Gang
2 reels
Nov.
Mack Sennett
2
reels
Nov.
"Snortlieht"
1 reel Nov.
"Wild West" No. 7
2 reels Nov. 8
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel Nov. 8
Hal Roach-Cook
2 reels Nov. 8
Roach-Parrott
1 reel
Nov. 8
"Wild West" No. 8
2 reels Nov. 15
Roach-Charley Chase
2 reels Nov. 15
Aesop Fable
.Nov. 15
Sennett-Graves
2/3
reel
2 reels
Nov. 15
1 reel
Nov. 15
Sportlight
"Wild West" No. 9
2 reels Nov. 22
Aesop Fable
2/3
reel Nov.
Nov. 22
Roach-Glenn Tryon
2 reels
22
Mack Sennett
2 reels Nov. 22
Sennett-Alice Day
2 reels Nov. 22
Charlie Chaplin
3 reels Nov. 22
Roach-Parrott
1 reel
Nov. 22
2 reels Nov. 29
"Wild West" No. 10
Aesop Fable
2/3
reel
Nov. 2929
Hal Roach
2 reels
. . . .Nov.
1 reel
Nov. 29
Sportlight
Sennett-Langdon
3 reels Nov. 29
"The Green Archer" No. 1, 2 reels Dec. 6
Aesop Fable
. 2/3 reel . . .Dec. 6
Our Gang
2 reels Dec. 6
"The Green Archer" No. 2 2 reels . . . .Dec 13
Aesop Fable
2/3
reel....Dec
Dec. 13
Roach-Clyde Cook
2 reels
13
Mack Sennett
2 reels
Dec 13
Sennett-Ralph Graves .... 2 reels Dec. 13
1 reel
Dec. 13
Sportlight
Dec. 20
"The Green Archer" No. 3 2 reels
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel . . .Dec. 20
Roach-Charley Chase
2 reels
Dec. 20
Sennett-Alice Day
, 2 reels
Dec. 20

RED SEAL PICTURES CORP.
Title
Subject
Length
Good Bye My Lady-Love .. Song Car-Tune
Come Take A Trip in My Song Car-Tune
Old Folks at Home
Song Car-Tune
Has Any Body Here Seen Song Car-Tune
Daisy Bell
Song Car-Tune
League of Nations
(Out-of-the-Inkwell)

Subjects — Continued

^Released
Dec.27
Jan. 15
Feb. 1
Mar. 1
Mar.20
Oct.15

SEAL PICTURES CORP.— Continued
Released
Title
Subject
Length
.Nov.15
The Cure
(Out-of-the-Inkwell)
.Dec.20
The Storm
(Out-of-the-lnkwell)
Eivolution
Urban-Kineto Prod
5 reels
Thru Three Reigns
Royalty
2 reels
The Silvery Art
Skiiing
2 reels
Flirting with Death
Ice Thriller
2 reels
13 Out of Inkwell Series . . Ko-Ko Cartoon Comedies
13 Marvels of Action
Fleischer-Novograph
13 Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes.. Fleischer Cartoons
13 Gems of the Screen
26 Animated Hair Cartoons By Marcus
RAYART
PICTURES CORPORATION
Length
Released
Title
Subject
Artists Blues
Rayart Pictures Corp.
Aug. 1
The Raid
Rayart Pictures CorpA
Sept. 1
Moonlight Nights
Rayart Pictures Corp
Hay Fever Time
Rayart Pictures Corp
Oct. 1
July
Merry Widower
Rayart Pictures Corp
Nov.1 1
Wood Simps
Rayart Pictures Corp
Dec. 1
Flame Fighter
Rayart Pictures Corp
Sept.15
SHORT
Title
Accidents
Won't Happen . .
Soda
Clerks
Invisible Revenge
Where Am 1
Bear Facts
Mixing in Mexico
Title
I Remember
One Day in June
Desert of Patience
Unknown Mother
Title
The Lion Hunt
The Rhinocerous Hunt ....
The Water Hole
The Cloud Cruiser
Thirty YearsTitle
Ago
Old Time Movie Show ....
Beware of Broncho Billy . .
Old Time Serial Show
Wild West Comes
Title to Europe
Boston and New England .
Conev Island
The Endless Title
Caverns
Betty and Her Beasties . . .
Orphans of Mother O'Phew

FILMS

SYNDICATE
Subject
Length
Mutt & Jeff Cartoons
l reel
Mutt & Jeff Cartoons
1 reel
Mutt & Jeff Cartoons
1 reel
Mutt & Jeff Cartoons
1 reel
Mutt & Jeff Cartoons
1 reel
Mutt & Jeff
Cartoons
1 reel
Subject
Length
Venturini Series
2 reels
Venturini Series
2 reels
Venturini Series
2 reels
Venturini Series
2 reels
Subject
Length
Adventure Series
1 reel
Adventure Series
1 reel
Adventure Series
1 reel
Adventure Series
1 reel
Subject
Length
Old Fashioned Movies .... 1 reel
Old Fashioned Movies .... 1 reel
Old Fashioned Movies .... 1 reel
Old Fashioned Movies .... 1 reel
Old Fashioned Movies .... ! reel
Subject
Length
Technicolor
1 reel
Technicolor
1 reel
Technicolor
1 reel
Subject
Length
Novelty Series
1 reel
Novelty Series
1 reel

Released

Released

.
.
.
.

Released

Released

Released
Released

SYNCHRONIZED Author
FILM SONGS
Lengtn
Subject
Yearning
350 feet Released
Irving Berlin
350 feet
IrvingFeist
Berlin
Waiting for the Moon
350 feet
Will You Remember Me . . Leo
350 feet
Feist
I'll See You in My Dreams Leo
350 feet . . .
Leo Feist
Honest and Truey
350 feet
Madeira
Watterson, Berlin & Snyder 350
feet
If You See That Girl, etc. Watterson, Berlin & Snyder 350 feet
Shadowland
Watterson. Berlin & Snyder
Preparation
WonderYour
If We'll
Meet Again Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.... In
Save
Salary
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.... In Preparation
Title
The Fighting Ranger
Great Circus Mystery No. 10
Queen of Aces
Roaring Waters
Fighting Ranger No. 2....
Nobody Wins
"he Fighting Ranger, No. 2
Love Sick
The Close Call
The Fighting Ranger No. 3.
Andy Articles
in Hollywood
Slick
The Show Down
The Fighting Ranger, No. 4
Speak ofFreely
Queen
the Round Up . . .
The
Fighting
Ranger No. 5
Kicked
About
The Outlaw
The Fighting Ranger No. 6
Gridiron Gertie
The Pronto Kid
The Fighting Ranger No. 7.
Married Neighbors
Beauty and the Bandit . —
The Fightine Ranger No. 8.
Plentv of Nerve
The Ropin'
Venus
The
Lucky Accident
The Fighting Ranger No. 9.
A Rough Party
The Knockout Man
Discord in "A" Flat
The Fighting Ranger No. 10
Just in Time

UNIVERSAL
Subject
Western
Serial
Century
Mustang Western
Adventure Picture
Arthur Lake
Jack Daugherty
Centurv Comedy
Edmond Cobb
Serial
"The Gumps"
Century
Mustang
lack Daugherty
Edna Marian
losie Sedgwick
Jack
Eddie Daugherty
Gordon
lack Perrin
Serial
Century Comedy
Mustang Western
Serial
Century
VUistang
Serial
Century
Mustang
Bull's Eye
Serial
Century
Mustang
Bull's Eye
Serial
Century

Length LReleased
2000 May 11
2000 May 11
2000 May 13
2000 May 16
2000 May 18
1000 May 18
2000 May 18
2000 May 20
2000 May 23
2000 May 25
2000 May 25
WOO
May 27
2000 May 30
2000 Jun. 1
2000 Jun. 3
2000 Jun. 6
2000 June
June 810
2000
2000 June 13
2000 Jun. 15
2000 Jun. 17
2000 Jun.20
'000 Jun 21
2000 Jun 24
2000 Jun 27
'000 Jun 29
2000 Jul 1
'OOO Jul 4
1000 Jul 6
2000 Jul 6
2000 Jul 8
:000 Jul 11
1000 Jul 13
2000 Jul 13
2000 Jul 15
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Production

Chart

of Short

UNIVERSAL— (Continued)
UNIVERSAL (Continued)
The Battle of Wits
The Milky Way
The Fighting Ranger No. .11
The Polo Kid
Captured Alive
The Green Horn
The Fighting Ranger No. 12
Alter a Reputation
Raiders of the North
The Fighting Schoolmarm .
The Green Horn
After a Reputation
Raiders of the North
His New Suit
Paging a Wife
The Best Man
Speak Easy
Won by Law
Stand Up and Fight
The Party
Crying for Love
Dynamite's
Pleasure BentDaughter
Stranded
The Fight Within
Westward Ho
Officer 13
Tricked
One Wild Night
Too Much Mother-in-Law . .
Taking Chances
Green Eyed Monster
Educating Buster
The Raid
By the Sea
Cupid's
Victory
Just
Cowboys
The Cat's Whiskers
Uncle Tom's Ga!
The Gold Trap
M.iHdled Up
Piping Hot
Tbe Road from Latigo ....
Winning Pair
Absent Minded
Rnster Be Good
Winds of Fate
The Rock of Revenge
The Rescue
The Fatal Card
Shootin'
Wild
Half Fare
No Greater Love

A

Subject
Mustang
Bull's
Eye
Serial
Century
Mustang
Bull's
Eye
Serial
Century
Mustang
Mustang-Josie Sedgwick . .
Bulls Eye-Charles Puffy .
Century- Edna Marian
Mustang-George Larkin . .
Bulls Eye-Arthur Lake
Century-Al Alt
Mustang-Josie Sedgwick . .
Bulls Eye-Charles Puffy . .
Century-Wanda Wiley ....
Mustang-Jack Perrin
Bulls Bye-Arthur Lake
Century-Eddie Gordon ...
Mustang-Josie Sedgwick . .
Bulls Eye-Charles Puffy ..
Century-Edna Marian ....
Mustang-George Larkin . .
BJue-Bird-Charles Puffy ..
Century- Eddje Gordon ...
Mustang-Edmund Cobb
Bluebird-Neely Edwards . .
Century-Const. Darling ...
Mustang- Fred Humes ....
Bluebird-Arthur Lake ....
Century-Trimble & Dog . . .
Mustang-Edmund Cobb ...
Bluebird-Charles Puffy . . .
Century-Wanda Wiley
Mustane-Ben Corbett
BlueBird-Neely Edwards .
Century-Ddna Marian ....
Mustang- Fred Humes
Bluebird-Charles Puffy ...
Century-Al Alt
Mustang-Edmund Cobb ...
Century-Wanda Wiley
Rbiebird-Neelv Edwards ..
Century-Tpmblo & Dog . .
Perils of the Wild No. 8.
Perils of the WMd No. 9.
Perils of the Wild No. 10
Ace of Shades No. 1 ....
Mustane-Corb^tt-Holmes . .
Blue Bird-Arthur Lake . . .
Ace of Spades No. 2

GREAT

Length Released
2000 Jul 18
1000 Jul 20
2000 Jul 20
2000
Jul 25
22
>000 Jul
1000 Aug 3
2000 Aug 3
2000 Aug 5
2000 Aug 8
2 reels... Aug 1
1 reel.... Aug 3
2 reels... Aug 5
2 reels... Aug 8
1 reel Aug 10
2 reels. . .Aug 12
2 reels. . .Aug 15
1 reel. . . .Aug 17
2 reels. . .Aug 19
2 reels. . .Aug 22
1 reel Aug 24
2 reels. . .Aug 26
2 reels. . .Aug 29
1 reel Aug 31
2 reels. . .Sept. 2
2 reels. . .Sept. 5
1 reel Sept 7
2 reels... Sept. 9
2 reels... Sept 12
1 reel Sept. 14
2 reels. . .Sept 16
2 reels. . .Sept 19
1 reel Sept 21
2 reels. ..Sept 23
2 reels. . .Sept 26
1 reel Sept 28
2 reels. . .Sept 30
2 reels. . .Oct. 3
1 reel Oct. 5
2 reels... Oct 7
2 reels. . .Oct 10
1 reel Oct 12
2 reels. ..Oct 14
2 reels. . .Oct 17
1 reel Oct 19
2 reels. . .Oct 21
2 reels. . .Oct 28
2 reels
Oct. 5
2 re«is
Oct. 12
2 reels
Oct. 19
2 reels
Oct. 19
2 reels
Oct. 24
1 reel
Oct. ?R
2 reels
Oct. 26

Subjects — Continued

The Boundary Line
Back to Nature
Whirling Waters
Nursery Troubles
Rustlers of Boulder Canyon
Jiminy Crickets
Fires of Sacrifice
A Taxi War
Thundering Hoofs
A Free Ride
A Speedy Marriage
Kick Me Again
Flung From the Sky
Red Riding Hood
Oh Buster
Andy's Lion Tale
Chester's Donkey Party . . .
Dynamited
Beware of Relatives
The Trail of Terror
Scandal Hunters
Breakin' Loose
The Understudy
The Lariat of Death
Eighteen Carat
The Rider of the Pass ....

Mustang-Fred Humes
2
Blue Bird-Charles Puffy ... 1
Ace of Spades No. 3
2
Century-Edna Marian
2
Mustang- Edmund Cobb ....2
Blue Bird- Edwards
1
Ace of Spades No. 4
2
Century-Eddie Gordon .... 2
Ace of Spades No. 5
2
Blue Bird-Lake
1
Century-Wanda Wiley
2
Blue Bird-Puffy
1
Ace of Spades No. 6
2
Special Century — Baby Peggy-Peter the Great
2
Buster Brown-Art. Trimble. 2
Gumps Series
2
Gumps Series
2
Gumps Series
2
Blue Bird-Neely Edwards . . 1
Ace of Spades No. 7
2
Century-Al Alt
2
Mustang-Corbett-Holmes ... 2
Blue Bird-Arthur Lake .... 1
Ace of Spades No. 8
2
Century-Edna Marian
2
Mustang-Fred Himes
2

SERING D. WILSON
Subject
Title
The Goldfish's Pajamas ... Kid Noah
In a Cottage Garden
.
The World in Color
w"aters
AThundering
Floral Feast
Divertisement
Volume 1
Wonder Book
Wonder Book
Volume 2
Volume
3
Wonder Book
Satires .
New Red Head Satires . .
Nero's Jazz Band
Why Sitting Bull Stood Up New Red Head Satires . .
Columbus Discovers Whirm New Red Head Satires . .
Balboa Discovers Hollywood New Red Head Satires . .
Rip Without a Wink
New Red Head Satires . .
New Red Head Satires .
The
James
Boys'
Sister
...
Napoleon Not So Great . . . New
Satires . .
New Red
Red
Cleopatra, Her Easy Mark New
Satires .
Red Head
Teaser Island
.
Head
Crusoe Returns on Friday.. New Red Head Satires
Satires .
Sir Walt and Lizzie
New Red Head Satires ...
Kidding Captain Kidd
New
Ebony
KolorHeadKomics
Karlo Red
Ebony
Honeymoon Heaven
Karlo Kolor Komics
Love's Tragedy
Karlo Kolor Komics
A Ripe Melodrama
Comedies
The Flying Elephant
Comedies
An Ice Boy

reels
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel

Oct. 31
Nov. 2
Nov. 2
Nov. 4
Nov. 7
Nov. 99
Nov.
Nov.
Nov. 1611
16
Nov.

reels Nov. 16
reel Nov. 23
reels Nov. 23
reels ....Nov. 21
reels
Nov. 26
25
reels ....Oct.
reels ....Nov. 16
reels Nov. 30
reel Nov. 30
reels Nov. 30
reels Nov. 3u
reels Nov. 30
reel
Dec. 6
reels Dec. 6
reels Dec. 9
reels
Dec 12

Length

Released

1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000 . .
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

NEWSPAPER

"Y"OU can't take a few people, a typewriter
and some printing machinery and turn
out a Great Newspaper.
Requires

News is one of the most elusive things in
the world. It crops up where and when you
least expect it.

A

GREAT

ORGANIZATION
If you are going to run a newspaper,
must be where the news is when

Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW.
45 West 45th St., New York.
Put me down for a Year's Subscription to Exhibitors
DAILY REVIEW ($5) and mail your bill.
Name
Address

you

it happens.

That takes organization.
Exhibitors DAILY

REVIEW

has the or-

ganization, the resources, to cover motion
picture
Europe.

news

throughout

America

and

One of the reasons why it is a Great News-

Theatre or Company
paper.
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Classified

Opportunities

Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash

With

Copy

For Sale
WONDERFUL
BARGAIN NEW DOUBLE
spring Sept movie camera, press button, make your
own movies. F. 3.5 lenses, leather case and 6
magazines, worth $150, only $37.50, guaranteed,
standard size film; negative for it 2l4c foot. RAY,
296 5th Ave., New York.
EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
of battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
goods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veseats and
"backs drop
made with
to fitrigging.
any chairThirty
; all new.
One neer
large
asbestos
new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.

Hotel
Knickerbocker
120-128 West

45th St.

/us/ £as/ of Broadway,
Times Square
New York's Newest Hotel
A

location unsurpassed. A few seconds to all leading
shops and theatres.
Away from the
noise and bustle
and still convenient to everything.
Between Grand
Central and Pennsylvania Terminals.

88

RATES
$3

to $5 per Day
400 Rooms — 400 Baths

1§

VENEER SEATS
chair, never used.
Scranton, Pa1.
USED SCENERY
State sizes wanted.
111.

and backs. 1200 for any size
Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
BARGAINS— For sale and rent
KINGSLEY STUDIO, Alton,

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES — December PreInventor> Sale of used Motion Picture Machines,
Theatre Supplies, Frames, etc. Send for bargain
list. ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO., 608 Olive
St., St. Louis, Mo.

Local Films
MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial,
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
TITLES, presentation trailers, local movies, competent cameramen. Best service. Rector Advertising Service, Marshall, Illinois.
Wanted
CHINESE
FILMS
Box 1439 Honolulu.

WANTED.

Creart Studios,

SALESMEN selling one of the most attractive 11x14
Poster Electric Display Signs to moving picture
theatres. Must be able to organize and manage sales
force. Have also five other real business propositions.
All patented. Adolf Himmelsbach, 4208 Boulevard,
Edgemere, Long Island.
WANTED— "Ten Nights in a Bar Room." Address, CINEMA, Box 164, Station N, Montreal.
WANTED— GRAFLEX CAMERA, 5x7 or 4x5,
with or without lens, or can use English Reflex.
Must be in good working condition. State price.
Address, Graflex, Exhibitors Trade Review.

ATTRACTIVE ELECTRIC SIGN reading "VicTheatre,"Chicago.
very cheap. C. G. Demel, 845 South
State toria
Street,
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS are saved by exhibitors yearly by buying their machines and organs
from us. Motiographs $165.00, two for $290.00.
Simplex $265.00, two for $485.00. Automatic Organ
Players, as low as $425.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
18 years experience has taught us how. WESTERN
FEATURE FILMS, 730 S. Wabash Ave., ■ Chicago, 111.
LET'S SWAP Film Value for Value. Have 40
Reels. John Rudolph, Diggins, Mo.
MOTIOGRAPH. motor driven, rheostat, rewinder
five reels. $75.00. Lane, 1311 8th St., N. W.,
Canton, Ohio.
MARCHANT CALCULATING MACHINE— A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a real machine for $75.00. Box M. O., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York City.
FOR
SALE— UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER.
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
City.
Box H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York
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At Liberty
AT LIBERTY — Experienced Operator, strictly reliable, five years' experience on Powers and Simplex. Can give references. Please state full particulars.So.Clarence'
M. Anderson, 614 So. Bartlett
St., Canton,
Dak.

jjj.3 11 11 11 13
11 11 U 1111 11

For Rent

12 33 Jf-jj 33 S

MOTION PICTURE and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.

%

HERALDS
viii n
SHIPPED SAME DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED
E
mlar 9
ed Service — Good
|9Guarante
Work
—
Popula
Prices — Send for Trial Order.

FILMACIC
736 S.WABASH

COMPANY
AVE. CHICAGO

NEIL
HOUSE.

e newest,
finest and most
' conveniently situated
hotel in
COLUMBUS
OHIO

OPEN AFTER
.FREDERICK
AUGUST W.BERGMAN
I'j'm'j
Alanaipny Daector

CINEMA
The Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager: E. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" is the only picture publication
circulating throughout the Orient.
Address:
•CINEMA," 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT

Mailing Lists
Will help
you increase
Bale*
Send
for FREE
catalog arMn*
coan ta and prices on classified a*al*s
of yoarboBtproapectlvecOfltomerwNational,
Local-Finns.
Individual*
Professions.8tate,
Business
C\C\07 Guaranteed C
,
yy/Oby refund it.
ej JLouis
^each
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Ad-Vertise

them*

The Two Reel Comedy is just as important to you as
any picture you can put upon your program.
Any exhibitor who fails to realize this (act; any
exhibitor who realizes the fact and fails to take advantage of the "draw" which the best two reel comedies
will give him, is not making all the money he can.
It's hard to get feature dramas that will please all
or even a majority of your patrons; but a two reel
Mack Sennett comedy will deliver for you week in and
week out, please all your patrons, and bring you extra
money — IF you tell them about it.
Advertise
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ta-

coupon.

Re-

This fine leatherette EXHIBITORS
Date Book Free to all exhibitors
whether they book F. B. O. product
or not. Your simple request using
the coupon below, filled out,
signed and sent in will bring
you one of these books, as
a little Xmas remembrance from F. B. O.
Exact pocket size.
The most complete
Date Book ever
issued. Use
the Coupon.
J

Film Booking
Offices
Dept. 18, 1560
Broadway,
New York City
(■(uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiisiuiiffiiaiaaifraafigifieiK

Film Booking

Offices

Dept. 18, 1560 Broadway, New York City
Gentlemen :
offering your new
I saw your ad in
Date Book.
Exhibitors'
1926 pocket size
leatherette
I woud like to have a Yours
copy. truly,

Sign Here
Theatre Name
WILL
THIS

SEND
BOOK

YOU
BY

A

COPY

RETURN

OF

MAIL

City

State.
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"Just
P/ay
TheseAVinners
. ft"
Richard Bart
Suppose."/
"Joanna, "tn
"Too Much
Stone an
Leon

Errol

spaper Serial Hit
with fcewis
pa 0- Nilsson.
Dorothy Gish in

"Clothes Make the Pirate." "r
Corinne Griffith in "Classified "
"The Darkl Angel," George
maurice Production.

Fitz-

"What Fools Men" with Lewis Stone.

And

2

Stupendous

From
First
National's
Winner
Group
"Bluebeard's Seven Wives," with
"Memory Lane," John M. Stahl
Production.
Blanche Swe%* Lois Wilson, and
Bert Lyon.
Norma, Talraadge in "GraUstark."
Colleen Moore in "We Moderns.
Richard Barthelmess in "The Beautiful City."
Johnny Hines in "The Live Wire."
"The Scarlet Saint," with Lloyd
Hughes and Mary Astor.
"Why

Women

mm

"The

Richard

Barthelmess

in "Shore

Love," with Blanche

I Sweet.
''TheNewCommandment/'Robert
Kane Production.

Specials:

Corinne Griffit^irj "Infatuation."
Milton Sills in "The Unguarded
Hour," with Doris Kenyon.

Lost

World"

Frank LloydV'The Splendid Road."
"The Girl from Montmartre." with
Lewise.Stone
and Barbara LaMarr.
Leav "
and

"Winds

of

Chance"
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Editorial

AS

of the year approaches, it is in
THE END
order to devote a little thought to the results

what

of the year's effort, particularly to determine
particular kinds of product and what particular pictures have been most profitable.

If there is one outstanding possibility for improvement in methods during 1926, it takes the
form of more careful buying.
Exhibitors who are reasonably wise in most
of the ways of this business and others generally
admit that they are too often ganged into buying
product against their own judgment.
It is commonly admitted, too, that flashy announcements and sales drives continue to overbalance the lessons of experience

distinguished for their failure than their performance of similar promises in the past.
progressive

theatre

owner

knows

the

value of good pictures. Every progressive theatre
owner wants good pictures. Every progressive
theatre owner knows that good pictures — as long
as they can be bought within reason — are the very
basis of profit.
But

the Exhibitor

is yet to be found

who

from

what

may

be expected

any distributing organization,

for 1926

the experience

of 1925 is one of the most helpful aids. The pictures will not be the same, but the policies of the
organizations supplying them Avill go on pretty
much unchanged.
So, with a couple of weeks remaining in 1925,
a little time spent in weighing and valuating the
experience of the year
ally to a clearer outlook
liberally to the building
ing policy for the next

to put prejudice

the merits
tendance.

of good

aside and

comedies

really try

as builders

of at-

Then, it is quite in order to go over the records of the various blocks of feature pictures
played during 1925, to see exactly how performance checked up with advance promises. The
conclusions you may draw from an analysis of this
sort will form a fairly dependable guide for next

may contribute very liberfor 1926 — may contribute
of a more successful buytwelve months.

First of all, it is timely to give some

If a distributor promised good pictures and delivered good pictures, on which you have made
year.
money, that distributor is entitled to credit for
keeping
On

faith and ought
sideration next year.

to have

appropriate

the other hand, if a distributor

handed

conyou

a collection of glittering generalities and superlatives and delivered you a lot of indifferent product,
the obvious course for 1926 is to keep off — not
to fall for the same line of bunk again.

will

say that he has earned a profit on broken promises^— on pictures sold to him as quality product
and shown by him with apology.
In considering

opportunity

and that a host of

Exhibitors fall for glittering promises, despite the
fact that the makers in many instances are more

Every

ing your theatre? It is a matter of record that
many Exhibitors persist in viewing this class of
product as filler material, refusing to give it the
prominence in advertising and publicity that will
really test its drawing power. To the Exhibitor
who has been so inclined, January offers a fair

thought

to Short Product. January is to be "Laugh
Month." Have you been giving short features a
fair break, enabling them to do their part in fill-

This is merely

a matter

of capitalizing Experi-

ence. And there's one mighty
Experience
— you
word for it.
You don't
know. have
There

are some

Exhibitors,

good

thing about

to take

anybody's

here and there, who

are no longer free agents in buying, because the
allocation of product has tied their hands. But
the vast majority are still free to shape their own
booking policies, to go where they feel they can be
surest of getting film that will show a product.
To

such, there can be no more profitable employment between now and December 31 than a
conscientious study of the Results of 1925. Put
them down on paper and they will yield sizable
dividends during 1926.
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MONDAY,

Week

DECEMBER

7

Columbus, Ohio. — More than 500 Ohio exhibitors meet for the fifth annual convention
of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio, seating for a
three-day session. Nominations for the new
executive committee and other important business will be taken up.
New York. — Sidney Olcott has signed a
contract to produce one picture for the Distinctive Pictures Corporation. He obtained a
release of contract from Famous PlayersLasky.
Washington. — With the publication of the
proposed income tax bill, the tax on admission to motion picture houses seems likely
to remain.

s

iNe

ws

in

New York. — Hiram Abrams, president of
the United Artists Corporation, is back again
at his New York office, following the shelving of the proposed M-G-M and United Artists merger.
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

9

New York. — Continuing to decry the affiliation plans of the Albany-Buffalo zones of
the New York exhibitors' organization with
the M. P. P. D. A., Joseph Seider, business
manager of the M. P. T. O. A, declared that
"there can be co-operation, but no affiliation
with Hays. Charles O'Reilly, president of
the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce
of New York, opposes the proposed affiliation also.
New York.— Frederick Wynne-Jones, repNew York. — George Morris, formerly pubresentative of the Ufa organization, sailed
licity man for Warner Brothers, has left
for Germany.
that organization to join F. J. Kaufman, as
associate, on the Evening Mail and TeleNew York. — Barren Lewis, of the Warner
gram. At the same time Warner Brothers
publicity department, is to remain with that
deny a report that Meyer Lesser has left
organization.
them.
New York. — International Newsree) Cor- '
poration announced exclusive rights in the
Columbus, Ohio. — Announcement was
made that Woodhull would introduce a resoUnited States for motion pictures of the
lution before the convened Ohio movie men
Locarno Treaty.
The pictures are now on
their way to America.
to "purge the industry of press agents who
place dollars and cents before artistry."
TUESDAY, DECEMBER
8
Columbus, Ohio. — Settlement reached in
the dispute between the Columbus and CleveNew York. — Joseph Seider, business manland groups as to the manner of electing a
ager of the M. P. T. O. A., protests the
new president for the Ohio M. P. T. O.
affiliation of the Buffalo-Albany zones of the
New York. — -An exploitation contest inNew York M. P. T. O. with the Motion Picvolving prizes totalling $2,000 announced as a
ture Producers and Distributors of America,
big feature for First National Month, Janfollowing Hays' warm reply to the BuffaloAlbany exhibitors.
tion. uary, by First National Pictures CorporaNew York. — Arrow Pictures Corporation,
through its president, W. E. Shallenberger.
Hollywood, Calif. — Staff of well known
directors here has been signed by Universal
has put "Red" Grange under contract, which
calls for a picture production next March.
Pictures to make the "White List" of 54
pictures for the 1926 program.
No
figures
of
Grange's
salary
was
announced.
New York. — Samuel Spring, chairman of
the sales cabinet of First National Pictures,
New York — .Harry M. Warner left New
with Ned Dipnet, sales manager of the
York for Los Angeles to arrange the comSouthern territory, arrived in New York
pany's 1926-27 production schedule. He exfrom tour today.
pects to be back in early January with next
year's program.
New York. — Nat Dyches, publicity man
for Sam Rork, left for the Coast.
New York.- — J. Charles Davis, 2nd, president of Davis Distributing Division, has returned from Hollywood.
New York. — Dallas Fitzgerald has gone
to the Coast to start on his next production,
having brought here a print of "My Lady of
Whims," his latest work.
JUST

Rome, Italy. — Dispatches report that a boycott of Rudolph Valentino films has been
started
because citizen.
of the star's action to become
an American
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

10

Columbus, Ohio. — Elections of the Ohio
M. P. T. O. give these results: Wm. M.
James, Columbus, president ; J. J. Harv/ood,
Cleveland, vice-president at large ; H. T.

IN TIME
FOB
th
on
BIGGEST,
NEWEST
COMEDY
SUCCESSES
hM
uc
a
HTHE

BUSTERBRoWN

Comedies/

^

With Buster Brown, Mary Jan*, and faithful, funny, old Tig*.
Twelve of them — -two reels each. Based on the immortal cartoons
by R. F. Outeauln
SEE

YOUR

UNIVERSAL

EXCHANGE

r review

Palmer, Fairport Harbor, first vice-president ;
J. A. Ackerhan, Cincinnati, second vicepresident ; Henry Bieberson, Jr., Delaware,
third vice-president ; Sam Lind, Zanesville,
treasurer; George Fenberg, Newark, secretary ;P J. Wood, Columbus, business manager; Executive Committee: all officers, F.
A. Kelly, Massilon; M. B. Horiwitz, Cleveland; A. C. Himmelein, Sandusky; John
Schwalm, Hamilton ; J. A. Damm, Wadsworth ; C. W. Miller, Youngstown.
London, Eng. — Exclusive American rights
to Locarno Treaty Pictures obtained by International Newsreel Corporation, start international complications in industry.
New York. — Mrs. Rudolph Valentino has
been starred by F. B. O. in "When Love
Grows Cold" production.
New York. — Verne Porter has been appointed editor-in-chief of the editorial department of Paramount.
Atlanta, Ga. — Convention of executives
of the theatre department of Famous-Players-Lasky ended today.
New York. — Gene "Fatty" Laymon, comedian, is co-starred with Charles Dorety in
twelve two-reel comedies being produced by
the Laymon Corporation.
New York. — Universal's 1926-27 productions will be known as the Golden Rule list,
it was announced at the home office.
London, Eng. — Carl Laemmle and party
arrived today to continue to Berlin, via.
Paris, to conclude Ufa-Universal transaction. On S. S. Majestic, also arrived today,
was Sidney R. Kent, general manager of
Famous Players-Lasky.
New York. — Joe Brandt and Harry Cohn
report from abroad that plans for the production of Columbia Pictures in Europe are
under way.
FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

11

New York, N. Y— Brooklyn M. P. T. O.
hold annual meeting, nominate officers,
choose E. Zerner, new business manager and
go on record against affiliation of Up-state
Exhibitor Body with Hays organization.
Chicago, 111. — Exhibitors protest the high
rentals demanded by distributors of Harold
Lloyd pictures, claiming that exhibitors have
been largely instrumental for his tremendous popularity.
New York, N. Y. — The First National
Pictures, Inc., through Richard Rowland,
Gen. Mgr., announces the inauguration of the
Unit System of production at its studio in
N. Y. Earl Hudson to manage four units;
Al Rockett, four, and Ray Rockett to become
business manager of the studio.
New York, N. Y. — The Producers Distributing Corporation and the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Ohio established a contract whereby for sum of $10,000, the M. P.
T. O. will throw the balance of their goodwill and play dates open in favor of P. D. C.
Hollywood, Cal. — Sam Sax, independent
producer, has signed Lloyd Hamilton.
New York, N. Y. — Associated Exhibitors
Inc. release "The Highbinders," starring
will
"Bill" Tilden, Tennis Champion. The picture was acquired from the Worthy Pictures,
New York, N. Y.— The Anita Stewart
Productions of Manhattan have been dissolved at Albany.
Hollywood, Cal. — Bebe Daniels, Paramount star, will have her own production
unit from now on. She will make big comedy features.
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January

Laugh

Universal

Is

Month

to Make

'The

Star Spangled Banner"
The Universal Pictures Corporation plans
to make a special feature entitled "The Star
Spangled
it was
announced
day at theBanner,"
Universal
Home
office. yesterIn the
main it will be a dramatic screen presentation of the colorful incidents which lead up
to the writing of the American National Anthem by Francis Scott Key, during the siege
of Fort McHenry, near Baltimore in 1814.
The picture will go into production with the
least possible delay so that it may be ready
for release before next Independence Day,
July 4, 1926.
Sam Sax Signs Hamilton
Sam Sax, president of Lumas Film Corp.,
has secured the signature of Lloyd Hamilton
to a contract for a term of years, during
which time the professional career of this
well known and popular comedian will be
under the personal guidance of Mr. Sax.
Stern Bros. Sign School Girl
Viola Carleton, a New York school girl
has been signed by the Stern Brothers, producers of Century Comedies, for comedy
roles in the two-reelers they make for Universal release. Miss Carleton is a newcomer
to the screen.
Loew Books "Polar Flight"
"The Amundsen Polar Flight," the authentic motion picture log of the Amundsen-Ellsworth expedition on the first atempt to reach
the North Pole by airplane, has been booked
by the Marcus Loew Circuit for showings in
eleven Greater New York houses during the
week of December 14th and 21st.
This Pathe picture has also been booked
by the Eastman Theatre in Rochester for
showing at an early date.
Haynes Joins P. D. C.
ST. LOUIS.— Paul Haynes, formerly with
First National as salesman, has joined the
Producers Distributing Corporation working
out of the St. Louis office.

to the Motion

SATURDAY,

REELS

LAUGH

Picture

DECEMBER

FEATURE

MONTH

The various companies releasing news
reels have made arrangements for special
material to be used in boosting January
as Laugh Month.
Pathe News editorial department has made
arrangements to shoot a group of wellknown cartoonists doing their stuff on
heads or other drawings suitable for Laugh
Month. Among those who will be filmed,
are, George McManus, creator of Jiggs and
Maggie in
"Bringing
up and
Father
;" Billy
DeBeck,
of Barney
Google
Spark
Plug
fame ; Russ Westover who makes "Tillie"
a toiler — sometimes ; Cliff Sterrett, creator
of "Polly and Her Pals," and Harry Hershfield, Raconteur par excellence — also a cartoonist of note who features Abie The Agent
and Kabibble Kabaret.
Kinograms through its West Coast representative has arranged to take pictures of
various comedians doing special stunts appropos of the season and of Laugh Month.
So far the following have been lined up
for the Kinoeram reel. Bobby Vernon,
Walter Hiers, Harry Langdon, Lloyd Hamilton, Luplno Lane, Lige Conley, Jimmie
Adams, Al. St. John, and Johnny Arthur.
By the time the reel is ready to be shot
there will be additional names on the list.
Androit

Engaged

by P. D. C.

Lucian Androit, the French cinematographer who filmed such pictures as "The
Thundering Herd," "The Count of Monte
Christo" and "A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court," has been signed by DeMille
to photograph Rod La Rocque's next starring
picture, "Red Dice."
Johnny-on-the Spot
When Kansas City newspapers began blaring forth prominent headline about the annual Royal Live Stock Show, Samuel Carver,
manager of the Liberty Theatre, first run
downtown house, did nothing else except hurriedly book the "Calgary Stampede" and he
got his share of the stockmen's weekly expense account.
Frank

Tours

to London

Frank Tours, for the past five years musical director for Sam H. Harris, left for
London on the Homeric to take up his new
duties as general manager of the musical department of Paramount's English • picture
theatres.
"Bluebeard" Opens Strand
"Bluebeard's Seven Wives," a Robert
Kane production, opens the New York
Strand December 27.

Industry

12

STANLEY

PLANS

COMPANY

EXTENSION

Intends to Increase Capitalization
from 150,000 Shares to
1,000,000
Recapitulation of the Stanley Company of
America will be voted on at a special meeting of stockholders on December 16th. Upon
its approval the management plans an exchange of stock, an allotment of additional
stock at $48.00 a share and a stock dividend.
The recapitalization is to provide for future growth of the company and the stock
allotment will reimburse the treasury for expenditures inconnection with acquisition of
properties in Washington and Wilmington
and other important expansion. Details of
the plan are contained in a letter from Jules
E. Mastbaum, president, mailed to stockholders under date of December 9th, which
began :
"In the opinion of your directors.^ the
present capitalization of your company is inadequate to provide for its probable growth
during the next few years.
"A notice is enclosed herewith of a special
meeting of the stockholders of Stanley Company of America to be held on the 16th
{Continued on page 10)
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BEWARE!
A communication from Rochester,
N. Y., reports two brothers, by the
name of Mandell, to be soliciting
subscriptions for EXHIBITORS
TRADE REVIEW. They are offering Cameron's
Handbook
as a premium. Neither
EXHIBITORS
TRADE REVIEW nor Exhibitors
DAILY REVIEW has authorized
these persons to solicit subscriptions.

PROOF

WANTED

The business offices of the M. P. T. O. A.,
through the manager, Joe Seider, took action
on the reports of the $300,000 supposedly
paid by Dr. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Pictures, to "Red" Grange, the pig-skin
ice-man. Mr. Seider wrote to the Associated Press, requesting it to investigate the
report, and also a letter to Arrow, asking
for a definite establishment of the payment.
* * *
Los Angeles
12th

to Commemorate
Lasky Anniversary

Commemorating the twelfth anniversary of
the founding of the Lasky Studio in Hollywood, the Metropolitan Theatre will hold
"Jesse L. Lasky Night" Monday, as a public
tribute to the star-making genius who pioneered as a motion picture producer in a
Vine Street barn and today is the first vicepresident of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
* * *
Libraries

Give

Out

Book

Markers on "The Phantom"
About three weeks before the opening of
"The Phantom of the Opera" at the Colonial Theatre in Indianapolis, W. R. McCormack, the Universal exploitation man in
the Indianapolis Exchange, made a tie-up
with the Public Library. Each of the 19
branches as well as the main library gave
out book markers, advertising the Leroux
thriller, with every volume taken out. On
the reverse side of the book mark was a list
of seven other mystery stories which the
library could supply its patrons.

$2,000
To

In

Calendar

Cash

Contest

of Coming

Winner
Calendar

First National

Exploitation

Con-

test Open to All Exhibitors
One of the big
Month, January,
National Pictures
contest that promi
exhibitors conduct

features of First National
1926, announced by First
Inc., is an exploitation
ses substantial rewards for
ing theatres of all sizes.
In addition to the cash prizes totalling
$2,000, exhibitors whose work is of conwill
receive recognition
spicuous merit
through an Honor Roll on which their names
will be inscribed.

of Coming

Events

Dec. 12. — Loew-Metro Club, dinner-dance.
Mecca Temple.
Dec. 17.— M. P. T. O. of N. J., directorate
meeting.
Trenton, N. J.
Jan. 21. — Sixth annual ball T. O. C. C,
Hotel Astor, New York.

The contest is open to all. It is designed
as an incentive to effective showmanship and
as a means of bringing recognition to those
directly responsible for fine achievements in
this important department of the motion picture business. It is believed that scattered
all over the country are many exhibitors who
are carrying out original ideas which should
be brought to the attention of their fellow
workers in other communities. One essential purpose of the contest is to give credit
where credit is due and to reveal the leading
showman in the country.
RULES

Events

Feb. 10.— Brooklyn M. P. T. O., dinnerdance, Hotel Bossert.
* * *
Wampas Stars Picked
HOLLYWOOD, Cal.— Dolores del Rio:
wealthy and beautiful Mexican, who came
to Hollywood several months ago to bid for
motion picture fame, has been selected as
one of the thirteen "baby stars" of 1926. The
selections, made annually by the Western
Associates of Motion Picture Advertisers
commonly known as the Wampas, were announced last night.
Other baby stars for next year are Mary
Astor, Mary Brian, Joyce Compton, Dolores
Costello, Joan Crawford, Marceline Day,
Janet Gaynor, Sally Long, Edna Marian,
Sally O'Neill, Vera Reynolds and Fay Wray.

OF CONTEST

The contest is open to all exhibitors.
Cash prizes totalling $2,000 will be given for the
best campaigns conducted on First National Month,
January, 1926.
Theatres will be divided into three classifications:
1. Theatres of over 1,500 seating capacity. 2.
Theatres of from 1,000 to 1,499 seating capacity.
3. Theatres of less than 1,000 seating capacity.
The following cash awards will be made :
For the best complete campaign in each classification $250. For the second best campaign in each
classification $150. For the third best campaign in
each classification $100. For the best newspaper
advertisement $50. For the best lobby display $50.
For the most original stunt $50.
In addition, one prize of $50 will be awarded for
the most effective newspaper stunt used by any theatre in any classification.
Judges are : William A. Johnston, editor, Motion
Picture News ; Joseph Dannenberg, editor, Film
Daily ; Martin J. Quigiey, editor. Exhibitors Herald ;
Willard C. Howe, editor, Exhibitors Trade Review ;
William T. Reilly, editor, Moving Picture World ;
and George E. Bradley, editor, Morning Telegraph.
All exhibits must be received by the Contest
Editor, First National Pictures, Inc., 383 Madison
Avenue, New York City, not later than midnight,
February 21st, 1926.
In the event of two or more contributions being
deemed of equal merit by the judges, the prize tied
for will be awarded to each entrant.
The complete campaigns will be judged on the

Every

"Crystal Cup" Next for F-N
"The Crystal Cup," a novel by Gertrude
Atherton, author of "Black Oxen," will be
among the stories to be filmed in the near
future by First National's Eastern production units. Sada Cowan will write the adaptation.
Third

BUT

Perlmutter

basis of the best newspaper advertising, publicity
stories, stunts, program matter, lobby displays, ballyhoos, presentations a-nd their contribution to the
success of .First National Month. Effectiveness of
display, originality, attractiveness and ingenuity of
design, and the showmanship revealed in each effort
will be the chief considerations in determining the
best. The judges should receive photos of stunts and
other data properly captioned, together with a complete storyFirst
of the
exhibitor's
throughout
National
Month. exploitation efforts
Announcement of prize-winners will be made in
the trade papers March 12th, 1926.

Month

ME

&

Samuel Goldwyn's third annual "Potash &
Perlmutter" laugh feature has been completed, according to advices from Hollywood,
and after going through the editing and
titling processes will be ready for distribution through United Artists Corporation.

LAUGH
TO

Potash

is

MONTH
WATCH

MY

CHARLEY
" Bluebird

SPEED

IN

PUFFY
Comedies

Also starring Arthur Lake. One reel each— fifty-two a year.
More fun packed into one reel than you ordinarily find in three*
- AT yOUR

UNIVERSAL

EXCHANCE

-

.
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SEIDMAN'S
By M. L. SEIDMAN

TAX
ADVICE
The income between $96,000 and $100,000 is
subject to a 36% surtax. The income beJanuary
Is
tween $100,000 and $200,000 is subject to a
The subject that we will take up in this
37%
turtax.
From
$200,000
to
$300,000
the
article is the tax rates and the computation
income is surtaxable at 38%. From 300,of the tax. Before going into it, however,
000 to $500,000 there is a 39% rate, and the
it may be best to indicate at the outset that
amount of income in excess of 500J300 is
there is considerable uncertainty surroundMonth
Laugh
ing the question in the light of the fact
subjectmum rate.
to tax at 40%, which is the maxithat the tax rates to be applied to 1925 reLet us work an example involving the
turns may be drastically changed as compared with those contained in the present
surtax. Take the very case of the individual
SHOWS
FREE
CHRISTMAS
law. Just what these changes will be canwho had an income of $15,000. His surnot of course be said at this time. What
tax would be computed as follows : The
FOR CHILDREN
we must necessarily discuss, therefore, are
first $10,000 is exempt from surtax. On
the rates prescribed in the law as it now
the income between $10,000 and $14,000, or
The Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre is
stand.
$4,000, the surtax rate is 1%, or $40. On
this year giving three special holiday mornthe income between $14,000 and $16,000, the
What is really more important than the
ing performances free of any charge to the
surtax rate is 2%. This taxpayer has $1,000
rates themselves for our purposes, is the
of New York and Brooklyn. Manchildren
of income between $14,000 and $16,000, since
specific manner of applying the rates to comaging Director Edward L. Hyman is prehis total income was $15,000. The tax on
pute the tax. That still remains unaffected
senting these shows in conjunction with
that $1,000 income would be $20, making
whether or not a new law is passed, and
three newspapers, two of them in Brooklyn
hence logically comes up for attention at
the total surtax $60. The normal tax, havbeing the Daily Eagle and the Daily Times,
and the remaining one in New York being
ing been found to be $510, this total normal
this point in the series.;:
and surtax would be $570.
the Evening World (Sophie Irene Loeb).
The Normal Tax
The first of the free performances will
If the individual's net income were larger,
the situation would be more involved, solely
Generally speaking, the tax paid by an inbe given on the morning of Thursday, Defrom the point of view that there would be
cember 24, and will be in cooperation with
dividual is made up of two factors, one
more tax rates to apply for each additional
called the normal tax and the other the surthe Daily Times of Brooklyn. The newsbracket of income. However, the method
tax. The normal tax is imposed on the^net
paper is handling the distribution of the
tickets and will supply presents and candy
followed in the application of the rates
income after deducting exemptions, and the
for the children.
would be exactly as just illustrated.
rates of 2% on the first $4,000, 4% on the
next $4,000, and 6% on the balance.
In actual practice, it is not necessary to
go through the computation of the tax in
To illustrate, suppose a married man with
each bracket. The income tax blanks have
no dependents has a net income of $15,000.
JOSEPH
M. SCHENCK
a schedule showing the total surtax for
His exemption is therefore $2,500. We just
various round amounts of income, and all
mention that the normal tax is based on
SIGNS JACK
PICKFORD
that has to be done is to compute the surthe income after deducting the exemption,
so that in this particular case the net income
tax on the difference between the particJoseph M. Schenck has long considered
ular amount involved and the next smallest
subject to the normal tax would be $15,000
Jack Pickford one of the best of the
amount shown on the blank.
less $2,500, or $12,500. The first $4,000 of
younger actors on the screen and as usual
this $12,500 would be subject to a tax of
So we see that the computation of the
he has backed his judgment with definite
income tax is not as frightful as it has been
2% or $80. The next $4,000 would be subaction. Word comes from headquarters
ject to a tax of 4%, or $160. This would
pictured to be. As a mater of fact, it is that Jack has put his name to a Schenck
absorb $8,000 of the $12,500. The balance
contract that calls for his services for a
just ordinary simple arithmetic. It is true
of $4,500 would be subject to a tax of 6%,
that there are other things to consider belong time to come, and at a price that
sides the normal tax and the surtax, in order
or $270, making the normal tax the total of
makes us sure he will only be used in very
to arrive at the actual tax due. There is
$80, $160, and $270, or $510.
important productions.
That is all there is to the computation of
what is called the 25% "earned income
the normal tax. It is a perfectly simple
credit" that is applied against the normal
matter, popular opinion to the contrary nottax, and the "capital gain tax." Likewise,
consideration must be given to the income
ROXY
BENEFICIARY
withstanding. Just keep in mind that the
subject to tax because not all income is
first $4,000 of net income in excess of exFOR $2,000,000
emption is taxable at 2%, the next $4,000
subject to both normal and surtax. Dividends, for example, are surtaxable, but are
at 4%, and the balance at 6%, and you
According to official announcement
NO
have the whole answer.
not subject to the normal tax.
W
life insurance amounting to $2,000,000,
with
/
These are all special features that arise
THE SURTAX
the
Roxy
Theatres
Corporation
as
benefiin the computation of the tax, and that
ciary, has been taken out by Samuel L. RothThe Surtax is a bit more involved than
will be explained in the articles that follow.
afel, head of the new Roxy Theatre in which
he is associated with the Messrs. Sawyer and
the normal tax, but no less easy to comFor our purposes, however, when we have a
prehend. The surtax is imposed only on,
clear idea of the computation of the normal
Lubin. The policy, which is said to be one
and surtax, we have the tax computing
net incomes in excess of $10,000. The indiof the largest ever issued for any theatre
vidual who has a net income below that
man, was underwritten by eight companies.
problem pretty well in hand.
amount has no surtax to pay. He need pay
only a normal tax. On the other hand,
whereas for normal tax purposes the rates
were applied on the net income after exyour
dates
for Januarv
emption, the surtax is based on the net in- Mahe
come before the exemption. In the case
STEP OUT DURING
^
supposed, we saw that the normal tax was
computed on 12,500. The surtax would be
computed on $15,000, altho, as already mentioned, $10,000 would be exempt from surtax.
The surtax rates are graduated somewhat in the same fashion as the normal
tax. However, there are many more surtax graduations, and on larger incomes the
rates become steeper than in the case of the
T"
normal tax. The surtax rate on the amount
ON
M
of income between $10,000 and $14,000 is 1%. WANSAWHtf!
H
UG
On the income between$14,000 and $16,000
LA
the surtax rate is 2%, rmd on the income
in CENTURY
COMEDIES
between $16,000 and $18,000 the surtax rate
Also
starring
Edna
Marian,
Al
Alt, Eddie Cordon and Charles
is 3%. The rates then advance more or
King
-with
the
Century
Follies
Girls.
Two reels each — one every
less consistently 1% for each additional
week.
$2,000 of income, until $100,000 of income
is reached, altho in some cases the advance
AT YOUR,
UNIVERSAL
EXCHANGE
is 1% for every $4,000 of additional income.
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PITTSBURGH

THEATRE

Theatre

HOWELL

Construction

SALES
REPORTED

to be WORLD'S
BIGGEST
Work will be started May 1st on one
of the finest theatre and office building
structures in the world, when Rowland
and Clark, operators of an extensive chain
of high grade theatres in Western Pennsylvania, will break ground for their new
downtown theatre.
These progressive theatre owners have
just acquired by purchase the entire block
at Liberty Avenue, Seventh Street and
Penn Avenue, a portion of which at
Seventh and Penn will be used for a ninestory office building and theatre. The
property takes in the Y. M. C. A. holdings
60x240 feet at Seventh and Penn, the Ross
estate 30x120 feet, the Kaufman estate 50x
120 feet, the Buhl property 40x120 feet, on
The site was acquired at a
Penn Avenue.
total cost of $3,000,0.00.
* # *
Grand

and Jefferson
Bought

UP

by Chain

and JefBirmingham, Ala. — The Grand
ferson Theatres of Huntsville, Ala., have
been bought by a chain operating theatres
in cities throughout the South. M. A.
of the chain.
Lightman is president
* * *

Eighth

for Stern

procured land for a theaJoe Stern has
tre at South Orange Avenue and Halsted
Street in the Vailsburg Section of Newark.
The theatre will be a 2,500-seat vaudeville and picture house, costing $500,000
now has under conis
and
struction.the eighth he
* * *
STANLEY
COMPANY
PLANS
EXTENSION
(Continued from page 9)
day of December, 1925, to approve a change
in the capital structure from the authorized
capital of 100,000 shares, class A, and 50,000
shares, Class B, to 1,000,000 shares of no
par value. A proxy for that meeting also
is enclosed.
"If this change is approved by the stockholders the holder of Class A or Class B
stock will receive two shares of the new
stock for each share now held. The Class
A and Class B stock certificates indorsed in
blank with the signatures properly witnessed
should be deposited with the treasurer of
Stanley Company of America, 1916 Race
Street, Philadelphia, or with Edward B.
Smith & Company, 1411 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, before January 2nd, 1926.

ANDY

* COUNT
ON ME
LOUDER

Sam Jones has opened a New
Theatre at Altus, Okla.

Empire
Sam Ronheimer, new house in Yonkers,
N. Y., on Broadway, 2000 seat being taken
over by Matthew Chrys;tmos. Chrystmos
is the owner of twelve other houses in
Westchester County.
Strand Theatre, Jersey City, being taken
over by Morris Kutunsky. He purchased
curtain control from Howells Cine.

The
Wigwam Theatre
here will be
opened soon.
It has been
dark since
May when Will Winch succeeded W.
Pasehall.
Shapiro & Sons of New York are erecting a new Rivoli Theatre at Dudley
Street, Roxbury district of Boston. They
are building another theatre, The Rialto,
in Reslindale. Construction work is also
started on the new Morton Theatse in
Dorchester.

RoxygestTheatre,
world's
greatest
and bighouse in the
United
States,
has
awarded their equipment to Joe Hornstein.
Olympia Theatre, one of Famous Players Houses, in Miami, Florida, and one of
the finest houses in the south will open
on December 15th. Howells Cine did all
the booth equipment.
Roth Bors. New Summit Theatre, open
December 26th, Howells Cine furnishing
all the equipment.
* * *
To Clear Site for Theatre

A theatre is under construction at the
rear of Park's Block, Westfield, Mass.
A theatre is to be erected on Merrimack
Street, Lowell, Mass., by Sam Katze.
About February 1st a new Bradford
Theatre in Quincy, Mass., will be erected
by William Bradford.
Edward W. Benson of Greenfield, Mass.,
is having plans drawn for a large theatre.

Freeport, L. I., Dec. 7. — Work on the
proposed new theatre on Merrick road will
start in the near future, it is assured with
notice towho
vacate
being given
to Dr. on
W.' the
H.
Smith,
occupier
the house
property. The house is being demolished
at the present time.

Wilfred Duffy and Howard Duffy, who
conduce motion picture theatres in Vinalhaven and Kennebunk, Me., are to lease
and manage the new playhouse to be built
in connection with the new pier at Old
Orchard Beach, Maine.

atic Music Ask
Mr.ThemExhibitor:
at ^g
thej Film Exchanges
^j
foruJthe

Oliver Kehrlein has made plans to build
a theatre on Telegraph Avenue, near 48th
Street, in the Claremont District, Oakland,
Calif.

V
1 Cue i.Shee.t'
It's little to ask lor, bat it's the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians
to help put the picture over. '

The Casino Theatre is under construction on the main street of Santa Cruz,
Calif., one-half block from the Unique and
Santa Cruz Theatres.
A new theatre is under construction on
Park Boulevard and Wellington St., in
Oakland, Cal.
Will Picket is planning to open a theatre in Maquoketa, Iowa.
By the Local Order of the Odd Fellows
aIowa.
theatre is being planned at Clarion,
The new Opera House, Manning, Iowa,
opened Wednesday replacing the old structure destroyed by fire last March.
UTICA,
N. Y.
Archt : Withheld. Drawing plans on a
theatre at Genesee St. Owners, withheld,
care Davis Vernon Co., Davis Vernon bldg.

CUMP

FOR BIGGER, LONGER,
A
f5l
LAUGHS
DURING
/, /L

LAUGH
7
HI

,: mm

ifw^
Series of twelve. Two reels each— one every two
weeks.
A nationwide
tie-up with Sidney Smith's
famous cartoons in 300 daily newspapers with a circulation of
nearly 17,000,000.
■8
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PRODUCTION
ALBERT S. LEVINO, scenario writer,
finds his indoor work too long and exacting without taking on some fun outside.
So he's an ardent golf devotee, and has
joined a number of local clubs to spend
his spare time on the links.
* * *

CLARENCE BADGER, who made two
Paramount
of Raymond Griffith's recent
successes, will direct Miss Daniels in
by
"Miss Brewster's Millions,"ng assisted
editor.
Kenneth Hawks as supervisi
* * *

ROSITA MARATINI, who finely portrayed the French mother role in "The
Big Parade," has been awarded a commendatory citation by the Belgian Government for her work in the Belgian Red
Cross during the World War.
* * *

DORIS KENYON, who is finishing
work with Milton Sills on "Men of
Steel," will soon be at work on Mismates," also for First National, which is
about ready for production.
* * *
ALICE DAY, who commands an array
of youth, sweetness and humor, is to be
featured in "A Love Sundae," the latest
of Mack Sennett's two reelers.
* * *

MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE, well
known favorite, is "only a bootleggers
daughter"— but this is only in fun at the
Cecil B. DeMille Studios. She is playing
in the photo-play "Red Dice," the story
of which was suggested by that famous
song.

WHAT THERE IS TO KNOW
ABOUT THE ANNUAL NUMBER
OF EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
It will be out on Saturday, December 26.

It will be bigger and better than
ever.

It will feature every worthwhile
subject in the Motion Picture Industry.

It is part of the regular subscription to Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW and Exhibitors Trade Review— both for $5.00.

To non-subscribers, $1.00 a copy

HIGHLIGHTS

George Walsh
and Helen Lee
Worthing, as the
Count and Countess in Chadtvick's
"The
Count of
Luxemburg" play
two of the best
roles they have
had for many a
moon. They fit
in perfectly into
all the moods required.

GERTRUDE OLMSTEAD, star of
Metro-Goldwyn Pictures, is billed to play
in the role of "Renidos" in their new picture, "The Torrent." This is one of the
principal feminine roles in the big Cosmodirecting.politan production which Monta Bell is
* * *
RALPH FISHER, late of the "Flying
Fishers" of circus fame, has been won over
for the circus sequence of "The Light
Eternal," the first American production of
Benjamin Christianson for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
* * *
TULLY MARSHALL, known to us all,
has been jaunting along the West Coast
for the past three weeks laying plans for
the immediate production of a serial featuring a German police dog.
* * *
JOHN GILBERT is a constellation
with directorial leanings. He has been
hailed as "the handsomest lover" for his
romantic portrayal of the American doughboy hero in "The* Big
* *Parade."
FRANK STRAYER, with an all-star
caste at his back, is engaged in directing
a five reel feature at the Waldorf Studios.
The title of the story is "The Thrill
* * *
Hunter."
DOROTHY
REVIER, starred in a
series of features, who is under contract
with Harry Cohn, was loaned to First
National for an important part in the
"Far Cry," June Mathis'
* * * latest production.
IRVIN WILLAT, who stands unique as
a director, is proving again that he follows
the policy of putting the most original
stuff in his work, and he gets it across.
* * *
JOHN BOWERS, who is at present
playing in "The Danger Girl," has great
stuff, and it's of the best. His new long
term contract with Metropolitan Pictures
is explained by William Sistrom, general
manager, on account of Bowers' "consistency of fine performance."
* * *
WALTER HIERS, chubby comedian,
who recently smashed his hand in a studio
accident, has received more than 75,000
letters of sympathy over his several weeks
of confinement.

MRS. RUDOLPH VALENTINO, who
is known as Natacha Rambova, likes accidents, we hope. In completing her new
picture, an F. B. O. Gold Bond production, she took a big "spill" (on purpose)
in the filming of the huge automobile collision on Fifth Avenue, New York.

GERTRUDE

ASTOR,

who is one of

the
highlights
of "Stage Struck,"
an
excellent
characterization
of thedoes
small
time leading lady of the stock company
which has as its headquarters a houseboat
travelling down the Ohio River.

DIANA MILLER and George Melford,
who, as many know, have signed a joint
contract with each other, have returned to>
Hollywood after a ten day honeymoon.
Melford is soon to start the direction on
"Shipwrecked," for Metropolitan Pictures,
while Miss Miller will continue as a freelance artist.
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COBRA

SINNERS

Warner Brother Photoplay. Story by
Louis Milestone and Darryl Francis
Zanuck- Directed by Louis Milestone.
Length, 6,927 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Molly Brian
Marie Prevost
Jerry Winters
Qlive Brook
Handsome Joe Hagney
John Patrick
Scarlet Fever Saunders
Charles Conklin
Pious Joe McDowell
Claude Gillingwater
Mamie McDowell (his wife) .... Mathilde Brundage
Policeman
Fred Kelsey
Molly Brian and Joe Ha'gney, expert safe riflers,
are
workingJoeonescapes
the Vicker's
box, surprised
by Jerrywhile
Winters.
to the strong
cellar
and Molly is about to escape with the booty when
both are interrupted by the arrival of the McDowells,
who pose as guests of the household, but are in
reality crooks. Molly and Jerry pose as servants.
Two others turn up, also crooks, all after the Vicker
jewels. The saintliness of the elderly McDowells
has a reformative effect on Molly and Jerry, who
have fallen in love, and they give themselves up to
the police, serve a jail term, and on release, start in
business selling burglar alarms, living happily ever
after.
By Michael L. Simmons
^HIS is what can be truly called good,
wholesome fun. A smooth-running
story, built up on a structure of preposterous
incidents, yet none the less entertaining on
that account. It bubbles over with good
nature and mirth, and should give audiences apleasant, diverting time in which to
forget the world's troubles. A good boxoffice prospect.
The action is easy-going, smoothly
unraveled, never hurried to get things
"pepped" up. In fact, one can really say
the action is slow. But it is not the draggy
kind of slowness that gets on your nerves.
Simply an easy pace compatible with the
style of story.
The humor doesn't depend on the slamming of doors, figures dodging around alcoves, mysterious effects, as most crook
farces do. In this respect "Seven Sinners" is different, and this difference can
be succinctly summed up as a virtue. It
means a grateful change from hackneyed,
"chase-about" types of crook drama.
So the film starts off by being original
in treatment at least. And then there are
Clive Brook and Marie Prevost, both of
whom do very well as a pair of crooks marooned in a house they originally intended
to rob. That they reform, and settle down
to an honest business of selling burglar
alarms, gives you at once the satirical note
that is rendered throughout the story.
Claude Gillingwater, as Holy Joe McDowell, acrook masquerading in the robes
of piety, does an exceptionally clever bit of
character work. All in all you have here
six reels of satisfactory entertainment, for
the most part amusing piffle, and never in
the realm of poignancy or pathos.
Tie up with hardware stores on burglar
alarms, advertise in strong language the
good time in store for your audiences, and
you need fear no come-back.

Paramount Release. Riiz-Carlton Photoplay. From the stage play by Martin
Broven. Directed by Joseph Henabery.
Length, 6,895 feel.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Count Rodrigo Torriani
Rudolph Valentino
Elsie Van Zile
Nita Naldi
Jack Doming
Casson Ferguson
Mary Drake
Gertrude Olmstead
Victor Minardi
Claire de Lorez
Sophie Binner
Eileen Percy
Mrs. Porter Palmer
Lillian Langdon
Store Manager
Henry Barrows
Marie
Rosa Rosanova
Count Torriani is fascinated by women as a cobra
fascinates its victim. He meets Jack Doming, who
sees
somebusiness.
good in him,
taken Mary
into the
latter's
antique
There andhe ismeets
Drake,
for
whom he feels a genuine affection. Later the Count
is
by Dorning's
wife,
who sheoffers
him
her compromised
love. He refuses,
and that
night
perishes
in flames at a notorious hotel. The Count goes
abroad for several months. On his return he intends
to press his suit with Mary, but learns that Doming
loves her. Actuated by sacrifice for his friend, the
Count pretends to treat his affair with Mary lightly,
leaving a clear field for Doming. The trick works,
and the Count goes out of their lives forever.
By Michael L. Simmons
JUST fair stuff at its best. Valentino
looks masterfully attractive in various
well-fitting "civies," but that's all he
amounts to in this film. Decorative, good
to look at, and committing no real blunders. But inspiring no real admiration for
his dramatic powers, nor much sympathy
for his role.
expectation,
turns
out Contrary
to be fortothe
most part, "Cobra"
light. There
are never any flights to strong, emotional
drama. In fact, there isn't a sequence that
doesn't produce its share of chuckles, not
by way of relief, but in the very nature of
the story.
It would seem, then, that the director
has missed the point of the story. There is
a definite attempt to work up to a climax
of pathos, the sequel to a frivolous man
turned strong, actuated by the spirit of sacrifice. This is almost successful until a
close-up shows the philandering hero with
tears in his eyes.
That was too much for the audience,
who responded with cackles of high glee at
a sight that was intended to excite sympathy. Yet this same audience seemed measurably entertained during the lighter sequence of the plot and responded with
itinerant laughs.
When it is said here that Valentino
doesn't add to his laurels, neither does it
mean that the picture materially detracts
from these. There is just enough here for
Valentino not to leave his admirers disappointed. And the mere announcement
of the star's screen appearance served to
arouse a staggering Sunday night turnout
on
cue. Broadway.

There's your exploitation

Nita Naldi's peculiar charms haven't
been capitalized to any telling extent. The
rest of the cast is just ordinarily adequate.

A

BROADWAY

LADY

F. B. O. Photoplay.
From the story by
Fred
Myton.
Directed
by Wesley
Ruggles.

Length, 5,500 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Rosalie Ryan
Evelyn Brent
Mary Andrews
Marjorie Bonner
Bob Westbrook
Theodore Von Eltz
Phyllis Westbrook
Joyce Compton
Mrs. Westbrook
Clarissa Selwyn
Martyn Edwards
Ernest Hilliard
Johnny
Johnny Gough
Rosalie Ryan, chorus girl, is admired by Bob
Westbrook, scion of a rich family. She likes him,
but defers his advances because of his addiction to
drink. She finally marries him as a retaliation to
his
family with
who had
snubbed
her. a Bob's
sisterwhois
infatuated
Martyn
Edward,
bounder
had betrayed Rosalie's friend, Mary. Rosalie calls
at Martyn's apartment to prevent an elopement beBob's
sister.dead.
She hears
reportstand
and
rushes tween
inhim toandfind
Martyn
In a aheroic
to the
protect
Bob's
sisterwins
and the
Mary
from and
implication
of
crime,
Rosalie
respect
love of
Bob's family, and all turns well.
By Michael L. Simmons
BROADWAY
LADY" has its
most interesting aspect in the fact
that it reveals the promising possibilities of
a new male principal, Theodore Von Eltz.
Otherwise, it is more or less of the stereotyped society melodrama, depicting the triumph of poor but proud virtue over a proud
but even poorer class of the rich. A program picture for the smaller houses.
It is an average tale told in an average
way, with now and then flashes of mild
humor to give it a change of pace. It is
suited to simple, in fact rather gullible,
tastes, its most likely niche being the country audiences who'll welcome an atmosphere of luxury of wealth.
Evelyn Brent, as the centre of interest
around which the plot revolves, lives up to
the letter of the part as it was undoubtedly
written for her without rising to any impressive heights. There is somehow a striking
lack of sympathy in the role where sympathy should be paramount. She has some better moments during the scene of a third-degree, and here the situation is really tense.
Other portrayals hold some of the attention as necessary incidents to working out
the plot, but fail particularly to impress.
An attempt at by-play goes over in an ordinary way, achieving nothing new in effect
or attention to detail.
Looking back at it, the most entertaining part of the picture takes place in the
opening take
scenes,
"gin-soaked"
rounders
the when
count intwo
a convivial
socking bee.
The above about sums up the quality of
the picture. Nothing outstanding, nothing
startling, and nothing of particular distinction anywhere. Nevertheless, experience
teaches that it will have a definite appeal
for certain types of audiences.
There's a good angle for a tie-up here
with optical stores. A cut-out showing the
incident
of the "third degree" should stimulate interest.
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WHAT

HAPPENED
JONES

TO

Universal Photoplay. From the stage play
by George Broadhurst. Adapted by
Mel Brown. Directed by William A.
Seiter. Length, 6,700 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom Jones
Reginald Denny
Lucille Bigbee
Marian Nixon
Mr. Bigbee
Melbourne MacDowell
Mrs. Bigbee
Frances Raymond
Ebenezer Goodly
Otis Harlan
Mrs. Goodly
Emily Fitzroy
Mar'jorie
Goodly
Margaret
Quimby
Richard
Ben
Hendricks,
Jr.
Henry Fuller
William Austin
Minerva Starlight
Nina Romano
Hilda
.Zasu Pitts
Tom Jones, the night before his marriage, is inveigled into a poker game which is raided by the
police. In trying to escape he exits via> the fireescape,
and finds
himself
later the
in adiscomforts
women's turkish
bath. Here
he goes
through
of hot
boxes, steam rooms, and finally escapes by donning
a woman's clothes. He reaches the home of his
friend, and there dresses himself in the clothes of a
bishop, whose visit is expected soon. He masquerades around the house as a bishop, and is told
that he is expected to perform the ceremony at his
own wedding. He is taken to the church, and at
the very last minute manages to extricate himself
from his difficult position. His own marriage to
the girl takes place in a taxi, with the real bishop
attending.
By Michael L. Simmons
T30LLICKING comedy material. First
rate stuff for the box-office. Clean,
wholesome situations, packed with continuous giggles and laughs. The type of fun
that will be appreciated by audiences everywhere. Exhibitors need not worry one
moment about the earning power of this one.
What puts over the works so effectually
here is that the star, Reginald Denny, has
been provided with a story which dove-tails
perfectly with his personality and talents.
The situations give him many opportunities
to capitalize his natural abilities and not
one of these opportunities fails to bring
home the bacon.
Picture the star as Tom Jones, inveigled
on the very eve of his marriage into a poker
game. Picture, still, the game being raided
by the police and the escaping groom landing in a women's turkish bath by mistake.
Picture him hiding in electric hot-boxes, in
steam-coops, in other contrivances built for
weight-reducing, and you have a fair idea
of the situations out of which a lot of sport
is had.
But that's not the half of it. Later, circumstance compels our hero to masquerade
around in the robes of a bishop. In this
bit, Denny rises to supreme laugh-producing
heights. The fun gathers, quickens in action and speed until the uproarious climax,
where Denny, still disguised as the bishop,
is taken to church by his friends to perform
the ceremony at his own wedding.
It is all in good taste and quite harmless. Even the caricature of the bishop is
in no way a satirical thrust at the clergy.
And the scenes in the women's reducing
parlors never depend on the erotic for interest. Otis Harlan deserves honorabb
mention for his portrayal, which is in the
nature of a comedy foil for the star.
There are fine exploitation possibilities
in this. The marriage idea immediately
suggests tie-ups with gift shops. Clothing
shops also offer an opportunity for tie-ups,
and if there are any women's turkish baths
in your neighborhood, they should be conscripted into a co-operative play with the
theatre.

THE

SPLENDID

ROAD

First National Photoplay. Story by Vingie
E. Roe. Directed by Frank Lloyd.
Length, 7,646 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Sandra Dehault
Anna Q. Nilsson
Stanton Halliday
Robert Frazer
Dan Clehollis
Lionel Barrymore
Banker John Grey
Edwards Davis
Captain Sutter
Roy Laidlaw
Captain Bashford
DeWitt Jennings
Captain Lightfoot
Russell Simpson
Buck Lockwell
George Bancroft
Satan'sAllie
Sister
Gladys
BrockGaron
well
Angel
Pauline
Lilian Grey
Marceline Day
Hester Gephart
Mary Jane Irving
Billy Gephart
Mickey McBan
Doctor Bidwell
Edward Earle
Sandra Dehault, driven by the spirit of adventure,
joins
a gold hunting
expedition
(theofdays
of '49)
to California.
The sudden
death
a widowed
mother leaves three orphans destitute, and Sandra
adopts them. Stanton Halliday renders her a service and she rewards him with a kiss, which stirs
him strangely. Later Sandra settles at a flourishing
gold-camp, presided over by Clehollis, owner of the
local gambling hall. He tries to force his attentions
on Sandra, who is saved by the sudden intercession
of Halliday. Halliday in the meantime has a commission from his employer to evict Sandra, who is
on squatter's property. He refuses. Sandra, learning that she is a milestone around the neck of Halliday's
to give
about tocareer,
set out,determines
when a wild
flood him
coversup.
the She
valley,is
and Halliday arrives just in time to drive Sandra
and her three little charges to safety. At the top
of a hill, safe from the raging waters, they plight
their troth.
By Michael L. Simmons
A STORY that makes good box-office
material, packed with colorful incidents and well-tempered by Frank Lloyd's
able direction. A list of box-office names
that adds measurably to the drawing power
of the picture, which should appeal to most
classes of picture patrons. In other words,
a good booking bet.
The picture is different from most California gold rush stories in that it has a girl
for the outstanding figure, and that instead
of a covered wagon trekking across the
plains the opening shots show a clipper ship
rounding Cape Horn, carrying a cargo of
human souls, all in search of the coveted
When one realizes that the director of
gold.
"The Splendid Road" is the same who applied the master touches to the ship scenes
in "The Sea Hawk," one knows immediately what to expect in technical effects.
Mr. Lloyd knows how to capture the romance of the sea. In consequence one of
the most realistic parts of the story wins the
spotlight of approval during this sea seHuman Interest is added to the later inquence.
cidents of the gold mining camp by the
introduction of Captain Sutter, known to
history as the discoverer of gold in California. Fights, a wild dash in a prairie
schooner to escape a raging flood, conflict
between gamblers and gallants of the backwash of society, contribute a full quota of
action and heart appeal.
Anna Q. Nilsson as the heroine, Lionel
Barrymore as the leering pursuer of the
girl, and Robert Fraser as her "Sir Gallahad," contribute interesting portrayals.
Not to go unmentioned is the relief touch
afforded
through
acter bit,
which George
remindedBancroft's
one muchcharof
Wallace Beery.
The strongest angle of exploitation is the
emphasis to be placed on the billing and
advertising of the cast, which is as good a
drawing card as one can possibly conceive.

SALLY,

IRENE

AND

MARY

Melro-Coldrvyn-Mayer Photoplay. Adapted from the musical comedy by Edmund
Goulding.
Length, 5,565 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
faI1V
Constance Bennett
jEene
Joan Crawford!
Ma
ry
Saily O'Neill
ilmmy..Dugan
William Gilmore
Haines.
Glen Mestor
Douglas
Charles Greenwood
Ray Howard
Mrs. O'Brien
Aggie Herrim
Mrs. Dugan
_
Kate Price
Mrs. ODare
Lillian Elliott
Marcus Morton
Henry Kolker
Tom ODare
Sam De Grasse;
Maggie Edna
Mae Cooper
Mary, an East Side and unworldly kid, joins a
Broadway musical show. She is warned by Sally,
another of the chorus girls, and who is kept
wealthy Broadway rounder, of the unhappinessby ofa
the
'thesame
Broadway
. Irene, her
Mary's,
friendlifeinof the
show, butterfly
is an example,
end
coming in a fatal automobile accident. Sally's lover
is infatuated with Mary, but the latter's determination to follow the straight and narrow results in
her returning to her old sweetheart, Jimmy, the

plumber.

By Peggy Goldberg

^VERAGE
entertainment will be found
in the adaptation of the popular musical
comedy bearing the same name. The
theme is hackneyed, and many of the situations trite. But Edmund Goulding, the
director, has managed to inject a measurable interest to balance these deficiencies.
The work of the cast is good, and altogether you have a satisfactory average program picture.
There is the gorgeous clothes and lavish
settings so essential to Constance Bennett's
type of beauty. A very elaborate effect is
produced by showing a revolving stage with
the chorus girls in all their splendor.

It is obvious that much care was given
the selection of every member of the cast
for even Irene's mother and father, who
have a comparatively small part, give a
very sympathetic portrayal of the parents
of a girl whom "Broadway had got" and
in whom they had placed implicit faith.
Sally O'Neill, who portrays the character of Mary, the naive but nevertheless
self-assertive creature, handles most of the
comedy and proves herself an apt comedienne. Her determination to beat the game
keeps
her on the alert and her spontaneityis
refreshing.
For the curious there is a peep behind
scenes, and for the thrill-hunters there is art
exciting collision between a fast-moving
train and the automobile which is carrying
Irene and the man she had decided to
marry, to the minister. For the flappers
there are some exhibitions of the Charleston that will make them sit up and take
notice.
In view of the fact that "Sally, Irene
and Mary" won such widespread favor as
a musical show, an inexpensively staged
song and dance bit from the original show
should prove very effective as a prologue.
There is a great chance for exploitation*
in this picture, as the play has made a
great name and has been well advertised.

JOHN

C.

FLINN

ROBERT

C.

VICNOLA

^

SPECIAL
WITH
MARGUERITE
and

ALLAN

Screen

DeLaMOTTE
FORREST

version

Anthony

by

Coldewey

suggested

byArthur

Stringer's Saturday
Evening Post Story

Produced
for

BE

by

LAS

CO

A.

H.

SEBASTIAN

PRODUCTIONS

INC

RELEASED

BY

PRODUCERS
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
T. C. MUNROE, Fr..,d,ni RAYMOND PAWLEY, V« P,.„d,n, „,t Tr,.,uicr JOHN C. FLINN. ttujnadui >n<l C.mi.l M™,.t
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Panorama

"Fifth

Avenue"

as the title would lead one to infer, "Fifth Avenue" is a
JUST
story of that most famous thorofare in all the world. Everywhere, Fifth Avenue is synonymous with clothing, and jewelry,
Few realize the sufferings of those who make
with silks and satins.
possible all these fineries for the idle rich.
As the story goes, Barbara Pelham loses her sole source of income
when her cotton crop is destroyed by fire. She comes to New York
to see Mr. Heffner for an advance upon the coming season's crop.
On the train north, Barbara meets a Mrs. Kemp who invites her
to stay with her in New York
while here. When she calls on
Heffner,

and tells him

that she is

staying

with Mrs. Kemp, he receives her very cordially, and
makes undesirable advances. She
runs away.
Through some fateful circumstances, Neil Heffner, son of the
wealthy man, meets Barbara,
who because of the misfortune
with

the

father, is in dire circumstances. They become friends and
announce their engagement.
Then it turns out that Heffner had

D
o

IOE

o:

WHO

IT

Barbara Pelham
Marguerite De La Motte
Neil Heffner
Allan Forrest
Mrs.
Claud
ine
Kemp
Louise
Dresser
D
o Peter Heffner
William V. Mong
Allan Trainor
Craufurd Kent
Natalie Van Loon Lucille Lee Stewart
Nan Lo
Anna May Wong
Mrs. Van Loon .... Lillian Langdon
Greenwich Follies Girls
n
o

thought that Barbara had been an inmate of an infamous house kept by
Mrs. Kemp. But on learning the truth,
he apologizes and accepts his new
daughter-in-law.

PLAYED

Q
o

Josephine
Sally
Long Norman
Mrs. Pettygrew, of Indiana
Flora Finch

OE

B
o

o
D
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TAT

ION

OX

Off

N

Records

All

O
Shattered
P

have a million and one angles by which to make "Fifth,
YOU
Avenue" the greatest box-office attraction ever played in your
theatre. The title alone gives you the clue to the many wonderful tie-ups. There are fashion shows, contests, essay and newspaper
•controversies to figure on.
From the moment that Barbara unknowingly enters Mrs. Kemp's
house of ill fame, until she has been through the last fashion show
-that is portrayed in "Fifth Avenue,"
life and love of "Fifth Avenue."
o:
0
o

the picture is teeming

with the

In the section of tie-ups and
exploitation ideas that follows
WHO

MADE

you will find no more than a skeleton of ideas that you can use for

IT

John C. Flinn presents
"FIFTH
AVENUE"
A Robert G. Vignola Special
Screen Version by Anthony Coldewey
Suggested by Arthur Stringer's
Saturday
Evening
Post StoryDirected by Robert G. Vignola
Assistant Director Philip Carle
Titles by Frederic and Fanny Hatton
Photography by
James C. Van Trees, A. S. C.
Art Director Charles L. Cadwallader
D Assistant Art Director T. E. Dickson
o
Produced by A. H. SEBASTIAN
For BELASCO PRODUCTIONS,
Incorporated
Released by
PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
OE

D
o

Q
o

D
o

putting the picture over. All the
ideas that are available would fill
a book ten times this size.
Work on the theory that every
idea in here is meant to suggest
at least two others. An essay
contest on the living of Fifth
Avenue infers a letter controversy in the newspapers concerning
whether the woman of Fifth Avenue is
■oas wholesome and good as the woman
of Rue de la Paix, Paris. That is the

D

only way to get
and effort that
section of ideas
of Exhibitors

the most out of the time
have been put into this
by the exploitation staff
Trade Review.
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Fair

"Fifth

the "Fifth Avenue" styles than those
who are least able to do so. But in
"Vanity Fair," we have an article
that is accepted as the fashion in
Fifth Avenue stores, and at the same
time is within the reach of the great
mass of workers in the country.
TAKE PART IN FASHION SHOW
THIS

If you decide to arrange a fashion

PAGE

CAREFULLY

can get enough out of this
YOU
page to put over the showing of
"Fifth Avenue" even if you do not
pull another stunt advanced in this
section. The displays put out by
the Vanity Fair Silk Mills are beautiful to look at and will attract attention. Use the still shown on this page
for your tie-up posters. You can paste
this still, in the form shown here, right
on to some of the window cards and
posters that Vanity Fair will supply.

Clip This Coupon
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW,
45 West 45th St.,
New York City.
Please have Vanity Fair forward their special window display material and suggestions so that I can take advantage of this
national
tie-upmy onplay
"Fifth
I have
listed below
datesAvenue."
and the number
of displays I can use in my exploitation
campaign.
Name

Fifth Avenue
Play dates

Number of Window
Displays Desired . .
Send to ?jgL
Store . .
Address

a

show, which is highly desirable for
"Fifth Avenue," you
must, by all means

Avenue

operation of the
editor for this
show."Women's Page"
However, rather than make a lot
of suggestions about
how to run the show
we believe you will
get farther with it if
you

them
run it.
do a good
job They'll
if you
can interest them.
CO-OPERATE

of the picture by advertising the Underwear Show as
exclusive for women

Co-operate in full
with the merchandisers that participate in
the show. Give them
all the publicity you

only, and run either
an early matinee or
even an 11 A. M.
showing.

can, for it will all
come back to you in
the end.
Suppose you try
this stunt. During
the time that the stage

But, you must not
do the thing in any
half
way measure.
Make sure you get
the. . cooperation of
all the department
stores and all the ladies' shops to
partake in the exhibition and display. Arrange the showing to take
at least a full half hour.
The models first, show themselves
on the stage, and then allow them to
come down the aisles of the theatre,
so that the assembled women may
have the opportunity to see the materials at close range.
IT IN ADVANCE

The success of the venture will ¥>e
in no small measure dependent upon

is a sure way

put the proposition squarely before the shopkeepers.

They know about
these things better
than any of us. Let

you can assure yourself of at least one
extra daily showing

Fair

Fair

Advertising the event in the newspapers will allow you to break into
the news page as well. It would
not be at all amiss to enlist the co-

and lobby is being arranged for the show, which, of course,
will be after theatre hours, keep plenty
I'.H lit in the theatre, and do not
of lights
discourage the last show audience from
staying around to watch the proceedings. They will talk about it on their
way home, and will probably afford you
as much publicity on the event as a.^
page ad in the newspapers.
Make the town think that it is going
to be one of the biggest things it will
ever have a chance to see, and it will all
be on hand to see what you really have
to show it.

A Tie-up with this nationally famous
Canity

"

the advance publicity you give it.
Personal letters, sent by your theatre,
and by the various shops that are to
partake in the show should be mailed
to every woman in town. Forget
about your neighborhood limits.
Make it a town affair.

stage a special showderthings.
ing on women's unWorking it from
a publicity angle,

ADVERTISE

By-Word

can spell that "Buy-Word" — for Vanity
Silks are the favorites of the rich

therein lies the value of the
AND
tie-up between Vanity Fair and
"Fifth Avenue." There is no
one more ready to follow the lead of

READ

is

line of silk underthings

to insure a strictly "all women"

matinee.
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How often that has been said,
PEARLS are the way to a woman's heart.
And now we will add to that statement, and
and with what understanding.
influence to large degree a woman's

say that through pearls one may
thoughts and desires.

Appeal to a woman through the medium of pearls, and see with what avidity
she will hearken to your message. Tie-up with the beautiful window displays
that are shown by dealers who sell the Richelieu Pearls. They are beautiful, and
have a tremendous appeal to women. Use the poster that is shown at the bottom
of this page as the centralized thought in the window display. The jeweler will
be glad to put that poster in, for it will likewise add to the attraction value of
his display as well. It is a fifty-fifty proposition all the way through.
HOW

TO

ARRANGE

RICHELIEU

IT is a simple matter to take advantake of the tie-up arranged by the
Richelieu Pearl manufacturers. And
it is so very effective, that not to use
it to the full might almost be written
down as that much of a loss on the
picture.
First of all, write to the exploitation
editor of Exhibitors Trade Review
requesting for the window material,
stating the name and address of the
jeweler in whose window the display is
to be made.
This will be sent to vou

THE
PEARL

TIE-UP

about a week before the day you play
the picture. Arrange with your artist
for the poster to be made, details of
which are given in the next column.
Then take up with this jeweler the
question of taking his allotted space in
the co-operative newspaper layout
which is shown further in the section.
That's all there is to it. It is so
simple that really it is criminal not to
take full advantage of all the wonderful opportunities it allows.

The

Card
the

Must

Suit

Product

Keep in mind that the card shown
below (in which, by the way you may
use the still of Louise Dresser shown
above, if she happens to be a bigger
drawing card in your town than Miss
De La Motte) — keep in mind that that
card is to be used in conjunction with a
display on pearls, and for that reason
must be of a delicate make-up. That is,
the lettering must be
vey.a nature to suggest
of
the feminine touch that
the pearls wish to con-

There are several
other gtills of Marguerite
De La Motte that can be
adapted for this poster
layout. Refer to the stills
that will soon be available at all the P. D. C.
exchanges, and the exexploit ecru there will cooperate with you in getting the still that will
best suit your purpose.

%

tfhe Splendor of.

FIFTH

AVENUE

Pearls have always been a
most important part of
dress for Marguerite De La
Motte, beautiful star of
"r<Z
rum
Avenue

'u

9low Showing at the. Strand theatre

Have your artist use
a gray board for a
background, and a rich
deep black, or a delicate blue for the lettering. One little touch
of scarlet somewhere
on the little box of
pearls shown in the
right hand corner of
the poster will add just
enough color to get the
best effects.
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fashion,
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(Play

of

The

the

In the above you see only the
use of Cappi as a perfume. But it
is well to note that the importers of
Cappi also have a famous product in
Cappi Cleansing Cream, a sample
box of which is reproduced in this
column.
So you see, when you arrange a
tie-up with some beauty parlor on
Cappi, you have more than just one
isolated item to work with. In making your display in the window of
the beauty parlor, we would suggest
that the full line of Cheramy condiments are shown. At the same time,
it would be well for the shop to plan
some little education cards of its
own, on the subject of keeping the
skin fresh and clean. Suggest that
Miss De LaMotte be used as an
example of a girl who has made the
most of her natural beauty through
cleanliness.

in

ORE

TVER

Hjear

of

Uncut

Flowers

Cappi

A NATIONALLY
famous perfume,
this Cappi. Verily, it has the
fragrance of uncut flowers, and
is just the perfume that women desire
most for the last touch on their lips.
Sweet and lasting, it is the favorite
of women, and the perfume that will
attract their attention the quickest
when on display in beauty parlor windows or in the show cases of department stores and drug stores.
The tie-up is easy xo perfect, since,
as has been explained, the perfume is
popular and for sale all over. You
will have no difficulty in finding sufficient outlets for the placement of the
display card shown at the top of this
page. The windows arranged will probably be very attractive, for Cheramy,
the manufacturers and importers of
Cappi are known
plays they make.
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Perfumes

Cap pi Is a Product Made
the Cheramy, Inc.,

Tie-Up

for the splendid dis-

It would be very desirable if you
could arrange for this company to
make some special deal with the store
you select to effect the tie-up, — the
deal being in line with providing some
scented cards with the perfume of

Cappi. Take this- matter up with the
beauty parlor or store. It can go a
good deal further in this than you or
this department can, since, after all, it
is on the books of Cheramy, and therefore must be listened to.

ATOMIZERS,

TOO

Another Tie-up, of Local Nature,
Comes With Perfume
You must not overlook the tie-up
that is always present when perfumes
are in consideration, and that is with
atomizers. There are several French
firms that are exporting their merchandise to America. Some of these are
becoming well known, and if the store
you happen to tie-up with on Cappi
sells some one of the better known
atomizers, do not fail to make them an
important part of your display. They
are very popular of late among the
elite of Fifth Avenue, and it would
seem that the entire country is following the lead.
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Knox

Mod|el

ALLAN

FORREST
Allan Forrest starring in
"fifth
Avervu E "

Ml
«FIFTH

NOW

SHOVING

AT

THE

STRAND

AVENUE//

Knox

Concentrating

"Fifth
Ave
man all over
well-dressed
the
of
hat
the
HATS,
KNOX
the world have come in on a co-operative tie-up for
"Fifth Avenue." The tie-up has been completely effected
already with Alexander & Oviatt, Knox agents in Los
Angeles, and it is only a question of days before all arrangements will have been completed with the New York
headquarters.
The reason that Knox has been so anxious to get in on
the tie-up arrangements is that Allan Forrest, who plays
the male lead in "Fifth Avenue," wears the famous Kncx

A

Special

on

New

nue"
Model
"Fifth Avenue" model all through the picture.
For the present, exhibitors can use the poster arrangement shown above to tie-up with the many distributing
stores of the Knox product. There is little doubt that before long, the manufacturing company will issue a series
of special posters for the tie-up. But even then, it would
be advisable to use the hand made poster, for the individuality of the theatre can be better preserved in that way.
(Stills 46, 47, 48, 52, 56, and 58 are best adapted to poster
use for this tie-up.)

Dress

The still of William V. Mong in his dress
clothes makes a very interesting study and

Jewelry

They stand for the last word — the "Fifth
Avenue" word for best dress, and when
used in a tie-up with Mr. Mong, who is immaculate in his dress clothes, they will
register big, and so provide you one more
outlet for your publicity copy in the store
windows of your town.

provides a splendid opportunity for a tie-up
most desirable for haberdasheries.
Haberdasheries are always on the lookout for the unusual in window displays.
And especially during the winter season,
when they special in matters pertaining to
evening dress, they will welcome with open
arms tie-ups with dress clothes, scarfs, and
such matter.
It is for that reason that the co-operation
of the John S. Sampson & Sons, manufacturers of the "Fifth Avenue" Dr^s
Set. This set is beautifully boxed in plush,
containing a pair of cuff links, a set ;jf
three shirt studs and four dress vest
buttons.

on

TIE-UP

William Mong, who plays
the part of Peter Heffner
in P. D. C.'s "Fifth Avenue," makes an excellent
subject for
evening dress
tie-ups.

NOT

LIMITED

This tie-up with the dress clothes of
William Mong is not limited to the dress
jewelry. It can be made to take in any of
the dress materials that the local haberdasher may have in stock ; vests, shirts, ties,
collars and such. Suggest that the window
be made one of general interest, including
all these items, and you will so get the most
out of the tie-up, featuring the dress
jewelry.

An

De

La

Motte

Allan
Forrest
LOUISE DRESSER
WILLIAM V. MONG
CRAUFURD KENT
LUCILLE LEE STEWART
ANNA MAY WONG
LILLIAN LANGDON
JOSEPHINE NORMAN
SALLY LONG
FLORA FINCH

I
L
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of readers
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who

the

can

screen!

Post
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Here
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JOHN C. FLINN. Vice-Presiden. and General Manager
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F C. MUNROE. Preside'
Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President.
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Woman

POSTERS

Something

There is no use
That
To

You
Know

Want

Everyone

going
into
tail about
the dearrangement of the

About

dow displays.
In
poster
for winthis picture, you
have the magic
title "Fifth
Avenue" to work

if it pertains to parts of a woman's dress.
IALLY
ESPEC
you have struck the most susceptible sense of
There
women. They want to know about everything that

with, and the
product used in
the tie-up, as
here — "Gotham
Gold
simply Stripe,"
used as isa
feeder to put
over the title. Any

pertains to dress. Tell one that "Fifth Avenue" favors the
Gotham Gold Stripe stocking, and every woman in town will
whisper to her neighbor that "Fifth Avenue"
Gold Stripe.

favors Gotham

Arrange with the hosiery or department store nearest you
to display the wonderful material that the Gotham company

good artist
will
make
suitable
lay-outs for the
posters.
him
to theRefer
other
similar layouts in
this section.

will send for tie-up purposes on "Fifth Avenue." Arrange
your posters, using the still to the right as the tie-up' with the
picture on that product. You know how to word the copy
matter. There are plenty of suggested cards in this section.
The rest is easy sailing.

The

Requisites

of

Modernity

MILADY
of to-day oft has a vanity table that would bewilder the eyes and
comprehension of man. We here hardly feel capable of coping with its
intricacies. What with curling irons, atomizers, perfumes, powders, orange
sticks and lip sticks, pastes, muds and rig-a-ma-jigs.
The tie-ups with each and every one of these secrets of the lady are there in
this marvelous fashion picture "Fifth Avenue." Make a confidant of the beauty
parlor nearest you, and implore the proprietor (ess) to help you in your search
for light.
No doubt, (s)he will have some favorite fountain of youth to exploit, and will
arrange a made-to-order tie-up for you.
In England, even men carry hand-bags. Now, we'll agree that that is stretching the point just a bit too far. But there is no denying the great popularity
that hand-bags are enjoying with the women of America — or if you are to use
this same thought in making, a window
poster with the still below, you simply
change the last to read "With the
women of 'Fifth Avenue.' "
Can you want anything easier, more
supple, more pliable to use in a tie-up
campaign than such a name,
"Fifth Avenue"?
It fits everything, everywhere.

REMARKABLE

STILLS

D D. C. has made a most remarkable col■*■ * lection of stills for "Fifth Avenue."
Nearly every one of them has some tie-up
idea in it. Examine the master set if you
can possibly lay your hands on it. You will
find many more local tie-ups than we can
ever hope to outline in these pages.

DO NOT, under any circumstances,
neglect to get the merchandise listed on this page into your fashion show.
The stocking tie-up is one that will be
of special value in the show, for it is not
in the category of the silk underthings
that are limited to women's views alone,
but may take their regular place in the
.
prologue
A favorite
stunt, in a situation like
this, is to have say four or five girls do
a dance hehind a half lowered curtain,
so that only their legs will show to the
audience. A novel effect can be had
if these girls hold on to a bar above
their heads, which bar is lowered or
raised while they are dancing, so that
the audience will suddenly be surprised
to see the girls dancing, literally, on
thin air.
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THIS
at a very reasduction
onable cost. It can be

lip stick of

made

for show card purposes for about two dollars
at the very most. Notice
that the little "Delica" cut
in the upper left of the
poster is a clipping from
a "Delica" advertisement,
which can be provided for

Javored
picture

by motion

.
uty of
parlor
you
ll isbeaone
This bystiany
the
many beautiful photographs
of Miss De La Motte that
can be procured from the
original set of stills on
hand in P. D. C. exchanges

Star? -

^ou will like the
pretty lips of

for "Fifth Avenue."

m
* FIFTH

AVENUE

"

playing

this1 uJeek .

in the

'Strand"

you are, Mr. Exhibitor. There's someKiss
Proof!
thing to talk about in your
ads, in your throwaways, in
the names and addresses of the store in
all your publicity work. You've a
,
g
tion
kin
e
wor
titl in that ques
and bewhich the tie-ups are to be effected.
sides, there is a tie-up with you with
But, coming back to the title, don't
Delica Lip Stick, which is best known
miss up on the many opportunities it
allows for newspaper letter discussions,
under the trade name "Kissproof."
as well as essays and debates on the
This tie-up can be worked in beauty
parlors, drug stores, and the beauty
kissableness of "Fifth Avenue" —
(Fifth Avenue being synonymous for
counters of department stores. The dethe idle rich).
tails of working out a tie-up for "KissIn this tie-up, as in nearly every other
proof" are similar to others explained
tie-up that is made around articles of
in this section. Simply send the exfemininity, there is always the golden
ploitation editor of Exhibitors Trade

troversy regarding the relative
morals of the present day flapper and the girl of the olden

THERE

Review

the date of your showing and

opportunity to start a newspaper

con-

days. like this sort of stuff,
Newspapers
and if you can start something along
those lines for them, they will appreciate. It makes good reading, and adds to
the circulation of the paper. But, of
course, it is not for you to worry about
what your stunt can do for someone
else. Suffice it that at least once in each
article, you are able to bring in the
suggestion of "Fifth Avenue," and the
fact that the picture is or will be playing at your theatre.

Pepsodent

Will

THAT'S what the manufacturers of Pepsodent Toothpaste say: "When all else
fails, Pepsodent will."
That's why it is a national favorite, and known all
over the country. And that's why there is so much value in the tie-up that has
been arranged between Pepsodent and the P. D. C. picture "Fifth Avenue."
The window display material that the Pepsodent manufacturers arrange is justly
famous. Drug stores will usually give the breaks to this product despite the fact
that there may be about ten other brands in their show cases. Arrange a display
card, showing this still of Miss De La Motte and her beautiful teeth, and you may
rest well assured that you will have no difficulty in placing the cards in the leading;
drug store windows neighboring your theatre.
You can easily get the copy for such a card by referring to similar cards in this
section. Cencentrate on the "Fifth Avenue" angle at all times, of course, explaining that beautiful teeth are one of the marks of culture and refinement of
"Fifth Avenue," etc.
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Dashionette
Invisible HAIR NETS

the last six months,
DURING
our attention has many times
been called to full page and
even
two page trucks of cooperative
advertising that
newspaper
have
been arranged by theatres
neighboring store
their
and
s.
The value of these ads has
friend
been proven
doubt.

Patronage

Exploitation

beyond

a shadow

For
"Fifth Avenue"
stores the world
over

of a
Three

the "Model"

If you have never tried one before, now is the time to do so. If
This special brand
of men's clothes
will be on a three
days' display at
the

you

are naturally

wary,

Tuesday

start with

a quarter page layout such as this
is supposed to represent. Once

The Smartness
exclusiveness

morning

at the

and
ALL

of

during the second

week

NEXT

WEEK

"Fifth Avenue"
showing
the
at the
Strandof Theatre

Avenue"

will be on display at the Fashion

John, the Hatter,
Show

at the Strand

of January
Millinery Shop
Betty's
Cage Hats
Exclusively

will carry a special display of the famous
"FIFTH

AVENUE"
worn

KNOX

and favored

ALLAN
the popular

On Fifth Avenue, New York,
"1
ves
o
l
or Fifth Avenue, Oshkosh
^G
Fownes Gloves remain the fashion
because of their softness and
durability.

JACK'S HABERDASHERY
Broadway at Fifth St.

HATS

by

FORREST,
motion

picture star

^FbWNES

A special deal on
these Gloves during
the showing of "Fifth
Avenue" at the Strand.
Inquire.

Brassieres

"Fifth Avenue"
at the Strand
Call at Theatre
Anne's Novelty Shop
for Complimentary Tickets

During
"Fifth

will display

Special Fashion Show
and picture showing
of

you do try, you'll be won over by
the idea just as all other users have
been.

SIMON'S
West A Street

Live Models

not ematter what the
doesandis
ITmerch
is — clothes,
carpets, tooth-brushes or
automobiles, there is not any
of them that can not adapt
in an efficient manner the
"Fifth Avenue" angle. They
are almost magic words. Mr.
Babbitt lives on Main Street.
Mr. Gotrocks lives on "Fifth
Avenue." Therein lies the
great appeal.

THE

HEAD

that appears
on the top
of
T^HAT
line drawing
head
this ad can easily be made by
cutting and pasting together
the heads at the top of the
cwo lead pages of this section. Room was left under
the "street line" to make a
clean cut. The engraving of
such a drawing is very inexpensive.
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Take"

of

Advertising

WE

have said it before, and will repeat it again,*
that newspaper pays — for the exhibitor who I,
knows how to take full advantage of the advertising matter that he places. Realize that newspapers become your friends when you place your ads
Marguerite De La Motte, who has*
with them. You compliment them by acknowledging to them that you believe them to be a worth
the leading woman's role in "Fifth |
Avenue,' 'is a southern girl by birth
while medium. They will be glad to reciprocate.
and has had a notable screen career.
She is in every respect a charming
woman and is rising rapidly in her
Here is how they reciprocate. It is a fifty-fifty
profession.
proposition. There is hardly a newspaper in the
Louise Dresser, seen as a worldly
country that does not carry a motion picture
woman of fashion in "Fifth Avenue"
column or section under a head something like
has a captivating personality that
what appears on this page. Movie chatter, is it ? has won her many screen admirers.
She was for years a stage favorite
Then the editor of that column wants all the
and
her hobby is the study of hismovie chatter he can get. Give it to him.
tory. She is decidedly popular with
screen lovers.
Allan Forrest, brother-in-law of
That's how you both gain. You being an advertiser in the paper, will have more or less of an
Mary Pickford, who scored in "Dorothy Vernon of Hadden Hall," is a
entree into the editor's office. He will listen to
highly capable all round screen playyou. And when you give him ready made copy,
er. He has an excpllent role in
he will publish it for you.
"Fifth Avenue," that of leading man
opposite Marguerite De La Motte, in
the rendition < of which his mimetic
You can get this ready made copy from the same
talents are admirably displayed.
sources that he gets it from. Read your trade
William V. Mong, an old-time
papers, and you will find all the squibs you can
stage player, is recognized as one of
the ablest character actors in motion
possibly want about the favorite players that appictures. His portrayal of a steel
pear in pictures that you play in your theatre.
worker in "Steel Preferred" revealed
Give the editor those squibs.
him as a comedian of no insignificant
Your townsfolks read that So-and-So, the popular movie star, was married yesterday. And on
the same page they see your advertisement to the
effect that that same So-and-So is playing at your
theatre next Friday night. Will they pay your ad
any attention? You bet. America is movie mad,
or rather — star-mad

"Fifth

merit. In "Fifth Avenue" he has the
role of a wealthy man about town
and many of his scenes with Marguerite De La Motte in that production are said to be as artistic as they
are exquisite.
Craufurd Kent, an Englishman,
who won success on the stage before
entering the picture field, has hazel
eyes and brown hair. He is an athlete. He is finely cast in "Fifth
Avenue." His hobby is golf. His
screen following is large.
Lucille Lee Stewart, who has a
strong
rolein in
"Fifth Avenue,"
her spurs
vaudeville.
She has won
had
a successful screen career. She is
tall, fair complexioned, has blonde
hair and dark blue eyes.
Lillian Langdon, one of the supplayers inJersey.
"Fifth She
Avenue,"
a native porting
of New
has hadis
a long stage experience and played
in comic opera. Her screen appearances have been uniformly successful.
Flora Finch, famous screen comedienne, is admirably cast in the
Metropolitan picture, "Fifth Avenue." In this impersonation her old
time humor is constantly in evidence.

Avenue"

is

Ritzy

Referring to the layout on the opposite page,
is it not easy to see why merchants will welcome
the opportunity to get in on the space? Suppose
they were to run their little ad, buried in the
many columns of the paper — its effect would be
ordinary. Readers might or might not see it. But,
tied
up with for
a big
picture, with a ritzy title ! It's
a knockout
them.
Show the layout to your local newspaper editor.
He'll get hep.
Spend

three or four dollars to make

a cut of

one of the attractive scenes in "Fifth Avenue,"
or use one of the prepared cuts or mats that P.
D. C. will provide, and you'll get back somewhere
between — well, a whole lot more dollars — in return. There is nothing like a photo to sell a
product. Especially if you get a story along with
it. The story with the photo on this page is
prepared for your use.
So are the little publicity items. They are all last
minute news. The editor of the motion picture
column wants them.

'"PHIS is the way to get your review of the picture into the newspapers when
you show the picture. Use a cut of one of the luxuriant scenes from the
story to appeal to the eye. And if the photo is a two-column affair, as is this
one, you may be fairly sure that the story under it will be arranged somewhat
similar to this. It need hardly be ex- +' —
plained to you that such a layout is
newspaper reproduction, following
much to be preferred over the regular
the style and space requirements
column reviews that one sees in most
that most papers desire. You will
have no trouble placing them. The
pictures.
press book will also contain many
If the newspaper in your town
regular newspaper readers, much
more explicit and in fuller detail
does not boast a regular reviewing
than the little squibs that appear in
staff, so much the better. The P.
the columns above. These readers
are of proven value. Use as many
D. C. press book on "Fifth Avenue"
will have several prepared reviews
of them as you can slip by the
editorial desk.
for you. These are arranged for
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Use this still in laying out posters for your fashion show an nouncements and also, try to keep in the spirit of the photo
for your stage settings during the fashion show.

An

Elaborate

Free

of

Expenses

is no question about it, Mr. Exhibitor. You
THERE
must have a fashion show in conjunction with the
showing of "Fifth Avenue." The very essence of
"Fifth Avenue" is fashion, and the women will expect to
get the very latest in clothes ideas from it.
Do not disappoint them.
You can give them a most elaborate prologue on fashions with
hardly a cent's worth of expense to yourself.
You must realize that a
fashion show is a contributed

Prologue

Luxuriant

be in the nature of a fashion magazine. Have each of the
modistes and clothiers who are to partake in the show write
some little article on what they will have to display. Arrange all this into a sixteen page booklet. The cost, distributed between all the participators will be negligible.
Conserve two center pages for publicity matter about the

Beauty

affair, in which all the women's
shops in your town take part.
They need not be sold on the
idea at all. The chances are
that you have had many requests from them to be allowed
to display certain of their models in your theatre.
Now is the time to allow all
these modistes to come forth
with everything they may have
to show. Even the drapes and
curtains for the settings should
be part of the show. The rugs,
chairs, everything, should be of
If you decide to issue a cooperative program, as outlined on
exhibition calibre.
this
page, this is the still from "Fifth Avenue" that will
Your program for the show
probably appeal most to the eye, and the one that should be
ing of "Fifth Avenue" should used in illustrating your own announcements in the program,

picture "Fifth Avenue," and,
we suggest, that you use this
still at the bottom of the page
for a suggestive touch. The
cover of the magazine should
be a photo of the beautiful
Marguerite De La Motte.

rs NT
in
pape
Sld be
theUN
news
shou
ME
CE
ANNO
carried about a week in advance of the event. Also, you
should plan
diren.ct-by-mail invitatioan campaig
Make these invitations of a
very personal nature, and address them under your written
name, or in the name of the
shop keeper who extends the
invitation. Do not stress the
showing of the picture but in
small type, down at the bottom
or the invitation, say "Regular
prices will prevail."
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Section

U.

broadcasting from the exploitation studios of Exhibitors Trade Review. N. T. U. stands for National Tie Up, the special feature of this
paper. The idea of National Tie-Ups was originated in these offices,
and in these same offices that same idea has been developed to a
point where tie-ups are now regarded as the best form of exploitation for
ior exhibitors,
exnioitors, big
Dig and little.
The whole value of these tie-ups
lies in the fact that you are talking
to your public of some picture that
they know nothing about in terms of
some merchandise with which they
are familiar. In other words, the
public can understand your speech,
and therefore will listen with more
understanding than ever before.
Nothing is required of the exhibitors in getting the material necessary to fix up the windows as arranged by Exhibitors Trade Review.
Simply send requests for material.

How

Many

in Your

There is so little cost to the working of these tie-ups by exhibitors, that
they are of special advantage to the
smaller theatres who have not the
hundreds of dollars necessary to
spend on elaborate exploitation campaigns. There is no cost except the
few dollars needed to make the window cards, and even these, if done
in sets of five or six, can be had at
an almost negligible price.
Yes, sir ! It's the sweetest publicity that an exhibitor can wish for.
Follow the campaigns of tie-ups laid
out for you in this section, and
get the picture across bigger
you could wish for. The tie-up
tions were made carefully, each
a very definite purpose in mind.

Lobbies

Theatre?

Only one, you say? That's not
so. You can say that it has only
one entrance. But from an exploitation viewpoint of lobbies,
which calls a lobby a place to
display advertising for the picture, your theatre happens to be
showing.
Under that consideration, your
theatre has as many lobbies as
you wish to provide for it.
Every window in a neighboring
store is a lobby for you if you
take the trouble to arrange with
that store to display the tie-up
merchandise explained in this
section.
Every store window in which
one of the artistic posters on
"Fifth Avenue" is displayed is
another lobby for you. Just
imagine, if you had to pay rent,
per square foot, for all these
show places, how much it would
add up to.
But you get it all for nothing,
and you get the good will of
your store keeper friends
besides.

Send

in

If you want

you'll
than
selecwith

Artistic

Posters

The fact that this paper may have
to pay some definite sum of money
for poster layouts appearing in this
section is no criterion as to the cost
of the same posters for exhibitors if
made by local artists. It must be
kept in mind that the posters shown
here require careful work, since they
are made for reproduction.
We have checked up on regular
poster costs, and can safely say that
the outside prices on such posters
should not be over two dollars apiece
at the very most. If you arrange
with your artist to make several of
them, you ought to be able to buy
them at one dollar a piece.

Your

Play

to get the full advantage

Dates

of the cooperation

this de-

partment of Exhibitors Trade Review wishes to give you
Avenue," fill in this coupon below, and mail it just as soon
can fill in all the information

-

desired.

"Fifth
as you

They'll get attention.

Exploitation Editor,
Exhibitors Trade Review,
45 West

My

45 St., New

York.

Your cooperation will be appreciated,
name

Address

Let's have it.
Theatre

City

State

I will play P. D. C.'s "Fifth Avenue" starting
for
days.
I could use window displays on the

3

|

following tie-ups

December

12, 1925
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"Ringling's Rivals"
Davis
2 reels
Unable to raise sufficient funds to gain admittance
to the
"greatest
earth,"of
the
Heywidely
Fellasadvertised
gang decide
to putshow
on aoncircus
their own. The general admission is anything from
a sick parrot to a door-knob. After the show comes
the exciting expulsion of the rival gang from the
circus grounds with the aid of a fire hose.
A good comedy of its sort. These Hey
Fellas comedies are always appealing to the
kiddies, and most of those who have outgrown their childhood days will laugh at
the pranks and ingeniousness of these
youngsters.
Their attractions at the circus which include "a strong man," a "rope-walker," a
"wild man," an "animal parade" and a
"death-defying ride" down an incline will
be just so many thrills for the children and
as many laughs for the others.
As special exploitation, in keeping with
the circus idea, you might have a ballyhoo
Rivals."
elephant advertising
* "Ringling's
* *
"His Wooden Wedding"
Pathe
2 reels
Chase is the groom who nearly becomes the gloom
when somebody informs him that his bride has a
wooden leg. The information was supplied by a
rejected suitor. Chase deserts the bride at the altar,
but a reconciliation is effected when he learns that
Katherine's wooden leg is merely fictitious.
Good direction and the ability of both
Katherine Grant and Charlie Chase featured
in "His Wooden Wedding" to make the
most of comedy situations, coupled with some
really funny situations, make for a thoroughly diverting comedy.
The scene where we see the picture that
fleets through Charlie's mind at the altar —
his offspring hopping around on crutches
and spindles, is both amusing and clever.
Katherine Grant, the essence of femininity, is adorable as the bride.
"Weak But Willing"
Educational
2 reels
Walter and Pumpernickle are contenders for
Nanny's
decrees into
that the
the order
winnerof will
be
the onehand.
who isFather
first initiated
the
"iGoats." In order to deter Walter, Pumpernickle
stages a frame-up, and with several friends, disguised
as "Goats," they put Walter through a regular
initiation procedure, with Walter much the worse for
it.
Eventually he gets to the real "Goats" and takes
the offices.
Walter Hiers in a much exaggerated and
overdone comedy character. Ordinarily he
doesn't need to resort to ridiculous costumes and situations to evoke laughter. And
with many it will miss fire. I daresay there
are those people who will laugh at the
husky Walter in baby clothes, crying "I
want my mama" on the street corner. And
those who do will like "Weak But Willing"
for that is the general strain of the comedy.
* * *
"Hotsy Totsy"
Pathe
2 reels
Alice is a department store girl who is appointed
by her fellow-employees to present a loving cup to
their emplover, who is giving a banquet for a new
partner. She becomes terribly nonplussed when she
gets up to make her little speech in presenting the
loving mentcup.
is only ofsaved
embarrassby the She
kindliness
the from
new total
partner,
who is
immediately attracted to her.
This one featuring Alice Day is only
mildly entertaining and suffers by comparison with the two or three comedies she
was last seen in.
Alice hasn't much chance to demonstrate
her abilities as a comedienne, for the comedy is divided among several members of
the cast, which is rather unfortunate. One
feels it would have been infinitely more entertaining if the comedy had been concentrated on her.
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'The
Pathe

English

Channel

Swim"
1 reel

The latest edition of "Aesop's Film
Fables" measures up to standard. It brings
out all the animals, oh, hundreds of them,
as well as the old farmer, all eager to
win the reward offered the winner of a
swimming contest Of course, the cat, the
most inventive of the lot, beats them by
alighting on a whale which easily carries
him to first place.

"The Leopard's Spots" 1 reel
F. B. O.
Here is another one the kiddies will like
for
it answers
the inevitable
"Why"
the
inquisitive
youngster
by showing
an of
actual
demonstration in fable-cartoon form of How
the Leopard Got His Spots.
The action centers around the artist who
portrays the bashful suitor ; his lady friend,
and the irrepressible kid, who is always
butting in. In order to keep the kid quiet,
the artist tells him the story of how the
leopard got his spots. Finally the cartoon
leopard enters the scene and musses up the
picture.
140

No.

51

Pathe
1 reel
An informative and interesting presentation which gives us a glimpse of Japan. It
embraces
"American
Flowers,"
distinctive also
Pathecolor
seriesWild
produced
by thea
time lapse camera as well as "The Bee's
Dailyies ofBread,"
one ofstudies.
the "Magic
ser-a
microscopic
The Eye"
last is
particularly fascinating study, showing the
bee in its embryo form, how it fights its way
out of its wax cast, and then finally how it
procures its daily * bread.
* *
"Tea for Toomey"
F. B. O.
2 reels
Ah Chew, a Chinese tea-merchant, is sued by
Moffat, an importer, for as shipment of inferior tea.
George Dorsey is counsel for plaintiff. Ernie Tompkins, the chief witness for Moffat, is turned over
to Fall and Trip, the detectives on the case but they
are set upon by Ah Chew and his hirelings who
capture Ernie. George, Mazie, his stenographer, and
the two detectives all rush down to Chinatown in
search for Ernie. There is a grand mix-up in Ah
Chew's
and
the establishment,
case is settled. but finally Ernie is found,
Excellent entertainment is provided by the
eighth edition of "The Adventures of Mazie"
series, featuring Alberta Vaughn. This has
more plot than usual, worked out with perfect continuity, and holds the interest
throughout.
There are some really exciting moments
which one follows breathlessly, so that "Tea
For Toomey" will well suit the palate of the
thrill-hunters.
The daring of Mazie, so characteristic of
her, is given full play when she ventures into the mysterious domicile of the Orientals
and participates in the actual fighting.
% %
"A Peaceful Riot"
F. B. O.
2 reels
Alice, the rightful heiress to the throne of Bologna, flees from her domain because she is pursued
by the Prime Minister who has designs both upon
her and the kingdom. She is in love with Slim, a
sailor boy, who persuades her to go to sea with
him. She is not permitted to board the boat, but
finally does get on. Disguised as a man, Slim does
not know her and rebuffs her attentions. They all
return to Bologna, where Slim becomes the knockout kid of the Bolognas, single-handed vanquishes
the whole
army, discovers
Alice's
stead of strangling
her, marries
her. disguise and inA decidedly funny comedy which is set in
a country where the fathers wear long whiskers and the children play with bombs instead of kiddie cars. Thus the action starts
at double quick time, and maintains a steady
tempo throughout. Situation after situation
evokes laugh after laugh. Slim Summerville's work is highly commendable, and he
is ably assisted by Alice Ardell.
Some good by-play on the Bolsheviki is accomplished by clever and significant titling.
For example, we see one of the leaders
looking at his watch — a handless one, by
the way — and says,
o'clock and
"¥ *"Eleven
#
we're three riots behind."
,

FEATURETTES

during 1925-26
8 Distinct Series
Animated
Hair Cartoons
Ko-Ko
Song Car-Tunes
Gems of the Screen
Out of the Inkwells
.Marvels of Motion
Search lights
Film Facts
Reel views
729 7th Avft.

Review

N. Y. C.

Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

"Yes, Yes Babette"
Educational
2 reels
Bobby, one of the American doughboys in France,
falls in love wilh a French damsel who doesn't understand aword of English. "Oui, oui," comprises
Bobbv's French vocabulary. After the Armistice is
signed, Bobby returns to the U. S. A., "changes
his
clothes,Intakes
bath," Bobby
and goesgetsback
Babette.
searcha quick
for Babette,
intofora
jam with French Pastry Pierre, and when two policemen find them fighting, Bobby is rewarded for
catching the fugitive from justice. He has also
found Babette, so all is well.
"Yes, Yes, Babette" featuring Bobby
Vernon will prove good entertainment. The
little French village is a suitable background
for Bobby's caprices. Most amusing are
Bobby's efforts to convey his message of

Exhibitors Trade Review

A LICE Ardell is starred
/1 in "A Perfect Riot,"
one of the Blue Ribbon
Comedies

than Alberta
T^ONE other
Vaughn, the most
amazing Mazie of
the
F.
B. O.

but
ALLthe word
Tied for
Up"it, isn't
it is the title of this
Standard Fat Man Com-

F.

B.

0.

Contributes

to

Laugh

Month
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Kinograms No. 5141
LONDON — Kings brave storm at Queen s
funeral. Pour monarchs march in blinding
snow behind Alexandra's bier. Leaving St.
James' Palace. WASHINGTON — Senators
acquire new batch of balltossers. Oark
Griffith, president of capital's ball club,
now has seven promising rookies. A Kinograms Exclusive. ROME — King and Mussolini dedicate
honor Italy's
dead — to
Monarch
Premier
memorial
men of and
the
Engineer Corps lost in the war. NORWAY,
ME. — Champion tiddler to play for Henry
Ford. "Mellie" Dunham, 70, invited to
Dearborn,
Mich., A toKinograms
the Flivver
King's
dance
carnival.
Exclusive.
WINTHROP, MASS. — Great seas lash New
England Coast. High winds cause enormous waves to sweep over sea wall, flooding streets. NEAR LOM, NORWAY — These
Norse tainguards
"over the
patrol, in slide
maneuvers,
getstop."
into Mounshape
for
a
real
hard
winter.
A
Kinograms
Exclusive.
International News No. 100

Here's an appropriate 3-sheet, designed by
the Short Features Adv. Ass., to stir up
public interest in "Laugh Month."
love to Babette by signs and gestures, with
Babette sadly misinterpreting them. In conveying to Babette his intention of returning to the U. S. A. and immediately coming
back for her, he very ingeniously builds a
vessel with the paraphernalia on the cafe
table and actually demonstrates his idea.
In the second reel the action moves more
quickly, introducing some wild apache
dances and chases.
♦ * *
"Felix

CHINA Vast
— China's
1925 Derby
a SHANGHAI,
real turf thriller.
sums wagered
on
Asia's
greatest
racing
event
—
Mongolians
and whites flock to the track. ST. MORITZ,
SWITZERLAND
— Famous
sled ride lures first(omit
winterSeattle)
tourists.
Early
snows put mile long toboggan in fine shape
for thrilling sport. SEATTLE, WASH.
(Seattle
only) title.
— Washington
wins defeats
northwest football
Husky eleven
Oregon by margin of one point in fast and
furious contest. LOS ANGELES, CAL —
Sniff! Sniff! Kerchoo! What's wrong at the
Zoo? Circus doctor has busy time prescribAl Barnes'
animals.
YORKing forCITY
(omit ailing
Portland,
SeattleNEW
and
Boston) — Around-and-Around with the 6day bike racers. Picturesque glimpses of
the pedal pushers as they battle for lead
in
new HOQUIAM,
"Madison WASH.
Square" (Portland
Garden's
firstthe
meet.
and Seattle only) — Novel motor carrier
speeds timber handling. New wagons
save much time and labor in busy lumber
yards of the northwest. BOSTON, MASS.
(Boston only) — Ocean greyhound takes allegiance to U. S. Stars and Stripes replace Union Jack at masthead of S. S.
LaPerla. SANTA MONICA, CAL. — Parachute testerwith
has world's
Heard
McClellan,
the aid riskiest
of windjob.
machine,
tries out old contraptions to see if they
still work — and how! LONDON, ENG. —
Four Kings join in tribute to Queen
Alexandra.

No. 99

LONDON, ENGLAND (New York, Philaand NewarkKings
only) of— Last
rites for delphia,
QueenBostonAlexandra!
four
nations unite with British public in impressive tribute at services for the Queen
Mother. WINTHROP, MASS. (except Philadelphia and Boston) — Storm rages along
Atlantic seaboard! Heavy winds during
first severe storm of winter whip up sea
that lashes ocean wall and spreads heavy
spray. Here'swould
one make
place awhere
automobiles
hit. amphibian
FLASHES
OF THE PAST — 1. 1910-1925. The pulsing
historical drama of the past 15 years has
been preserved in graphic record by the
Pathe News. It now resurrects the greatest chapters of this epoch to make history
repeat itself before your eyes. 2. Chapter
VII. The seventh installment of this review begins in 1919 with the homecoming
parade, in New York, of those "Fighting
Marines."
3. Gen.
Led Lejeune.
by their 4.
battling
commander, Maj.
Meanwhile,
another type of conflict goes on in Ireland,
where civil war wages throughout 1920 between the Black and Tans and Sinn Fein.
5. Terence MacSwiney, Lord Mayor of Cork,
who died after a hunger strike of 74 days.
6. Ireland a Fre.' State! Treaty with England paves the way to peace after centuries. 7. America pays supreme tribute to
her gallant dead as the Unknown Soldier
is enshrined 1921,
in the
8. In
November,
fivenation's
great capital.
Allied heroes
are united in times of peace at the American Legion convention in Kansas City. 9.
Gen. Jacques of Belgium. 10. Gen. Diaz of
Italy! 11. Admiral Beatty of Great Britain. 12. General Pershing. 13. Marshal
Foch. 14. Additional chapters, showing
pictures of historical events from 1922 to
1925, will be released in succeeding issues
of the Pathe News 15th Anniversary Series.
IN THE LIMELIGHT — WASHINGTON, D.
C. — Col. Mitchell's charges of incompetency
in Army-Navy air service groundless, aircraft board reports to Pres. Coolidge. DAMASCUS, SYRIA— Biblical city laid in ruins
by French attack. Pathe News presents
exclusive pictures of vast devastation
wrought in Damascus by bombardment.
RIDING THE OCEAN ROLLS— A Pathe
News Fifteenth Anniversary Feature.
Added

to Sennett

Staff

Mack Sennett announces an addition to his
staff of comedy writers who devise fun for
this producer's Pathe comedies, which will
help make "Laugh Month" a merry success.
The newcomer is James Gruen, well known
scenario and continuity writer. He is now
busily engaged with Jefferson Moffitt in the
preparation of a story for Ralph Graves.

the Cat in the Rainbow's

Educational
1 reel
Always diverting End"
are the antics of the
cute Felix, but this one is even of a more
highly entertaining nature than the average
edition of this series. Felix finds the proverbial pot of gold at the end of the rainbow and since this is purely mythical, it
allows for the introduction of some of the
fairy tale characters. Hence, we see Felix
pursued by Little Red Riding Hood, Jill,
etc., all eager to take possession of Felix's
gold. The showing of Little Red Riding
Hood, Jack and Jill climbing the hill, the
little old woman who lived in ?. shoe with
her flock of children, will surely charm the
children.
* * *
"Fatty" Laymon Comedies
Gene "Fatty" Laymon, comedian, is costarred with Charles Dorety in a series of
twelve two-reel comedies which are being
produced by the Laymon Corporation. This
film organization was chartered Tuesday at
Albany and capitalized at $50,000 and is producing the series of shorts at the Espee
Studio, Harlem, N. Y. The pictures are
scheduled to be released through Tenneck
Films of 1540 Broadway.

This gives you a faint idea of the proceedings in Mack Sennett? s "Hot Cakes For
Two," released by Pathe. That's Alice Day on the step-ladder listening to the
uke's strains, which are plunked out, so sweetly, but which, somehow, come out
oh, to tour I
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IOC
Rules for Laugh Month
rExploitation Contest

o
Contest open to all exhibitors or H
theatre employees responsible for g
exploitation campaigns.

Campaigns can include advertising,
posters, publicity, tie-ups, ballyhoos
and any form of exploitation.
Description of campaign not over
O 200 words must be sent with entry.
[| Proofs or clippings of ads and pubO licity stories and photographs of
ballyhoos
submitted. or other displays must be

.
2
Q
O

All campaigns to be eligible for
prizes must tie up with Laugh
Month.
jj If campaign is based on a particular I
q comedy it must be in the Short q
Feature class (not over three reels).
Prizes are as follows for each of the
four weeks:
Glenn Tryon has occasion to indulge himself a few pants in this scene of Hal
Roach's "Long Pants," a two-reeler released by Pathe
Eileen

Percy,
Clyde

Stuart
Cook

in

Eileen Percy and Stuart Holmes have been
engaged by Hal Roach to play with Clyde
Cook in the next Cook comedy just entering
production under the direction of James W.
Home. Cook has just completed a Pathe
Future,"
"Furious
titled
comedy,thetentatively
under
direction of
Richard
Wallace.
Both Miss Percy and Holmes are two popular players in features, and their advent into
the "short features" which Hal Roach is supplying as an "act" to the >Keith Circuit, as
well as receiving the best possible motion
picture theatre presentation throughout the
country, mark a further step in the idea of
casting Hal Roach comedies with feature
standard players.
Katherine Grant, Sue O'Neil, Charlotte
Mineau and Jack Clifford have been cast with
Glenn Tryon in the new Tryon just started
under the direction of Fred Guiol. Miss
Grant just completed a prominent role with
Clyde Cook in "Furious Future," and has
been going so rapidly from one role to another that she is unquestionably one of the
busiest of film actresses.
The Tryon unit will start with location
work near Moyave, California.
Laura De Cardi, an Italian beauty, who
was given her first role in Clyde Cook's
"Furious Future," has proved to be a "vamp"
type of most unusual personality. Miss De
Cardi has been on the stage in musical comedy, pantomime spectacles and dance presentations since she was a child of twelve.
She received her training in Paris, Rome,

Holmes
Pathe

To

Support

Comedy

Marcus Hair Cartoons : three, four, five and
six. Characters depicted in the third are:
Lady Astor, David Belasco, Clara Kimball
Young, Billie Burke, and Larry Semon ; the
fourth includes : W. H. Taft, General Joffre,
Napoleon, Morgan, Hayakawa, Lenin, LaFollette and Galli Curci ; the fifth has
Shakespeare, Barrymore, Bebe Daniels, John
Drew, Dorothy Dalton, and Thomas Meighan; the sixth includes: Bryan, Briand, Josephus Daniels, Lloyd George, Roosevelt, Jr.,
Roosevelt, Sr., Clemenceau and Cardinal
Two of the Song Car-Tune releases will
Mercier." of those well known favorites,
consist
"Dixie" and "Sailing." Three Out of the
Inkwells will be "Ko-Ko Packs Up," "Ko-Ko
Eats," and "Ko-Ko Steps Out."

Naples, and New York. In the' last-named
city she studied at Sargent's Academy for a
year. She is tall, slender, graceful and possesses vivid brown eyes which register with
directness and simplicity any emotion she
wishes to convey.
RED
FOR

SEAL'S
"LAFF"

prize . . . .$100.00
prize
50.00
prize
25.00
prize .... 10.00
12.50
prize
10.00
additional prizes of $5.00
I0E30E

Educational
'Short"

Strong
Tie-Ups

On

Substantial proof that exploitation tips
and national tie-ups are desired by exhibitors
on Short Subjects, is offered by the tremendous response to the window tie-ups arranged for by Educational with the National Biscuit Company on its Barnum Animal Crackers and the two-reel Educational Pictures
Special "Wild Beasts of Borneo."
Within a period of only five days, November 21 to 25 the New York Educational Exchange has had requests for tie-ups from
fifteen theatres. These theatres are the Costello, Mr. Morris and Clinton Theatres of
New York City, The New Colonial, Kismit,
State, Sumner, Republic, Roebling, Gem and
Meserole Theatres, of Brooklyn, The Victoria of Elmhurst, L. I., Hyperian and Palace
of Corona, L. I., and the Forest Hills Theatre of Forest Hills,, L. I.
In a few of the above instances the theatres
will purchase at a special price (ten percent
less than wholesale) from the National Biscuit Company, a quantity of full size packages of Barnum Animal Crackers, for free
distribution to children who attend a special
matinee with a grown person.
Another play under consideration calls for
purchasing the animal crackers in bulk and
inserting several in an envelope on the outside of which is printed the following:
THESE

ANIMALS ARE THOROUGHLY TAME AND HARMLESS
— they are samples of Barnum Animal
Crackers from the National Biscuit
Company bakeries.
If you want to see ferocious wild animals being captured alive — see the new
Educational
Pictures
Special "WILD
BEASTS OF BORNEO" at
:
Theatre

LINE-UP
MONTH

"Laugh Month" will be represented by
goodly number of short feature product to bea
released by Red Seal Picture Corporation,
according to president Edwin Miles Fadman,
of Red Seal, who prepared an extra large
quota of diversified featurettes for this
period.
There will be four issues of the Animated

1st
2nd
3rd
D
4th
5th
and three
each.

This is probably one of the peaceful
parts of F. B. O.'s "A Peaceful Riot," a
Blue Ribbon Comedy starring Alice Ardell

An exploitation tie-up of this magnitude on
a Short Feature would seem to make it certain that now even the most hard-boiled
opponent of short Feature exploitation must
admit that it CAN and IS being done.
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OCTOBER, 1924
Title
Star Distributor Length
Lily of the Valley
Chrissie White Cranfield & C..6289
Trouping with Ellen
Helen* Chidwiok. Prod. Dis 6452
Virtue's Revolt
Edith Thornton ..Win. Steiner 5175
Daring Chances
J. Hoxie
Universal ....4543
Story Without a Name . . Moreno- Ayres ...Paramount ..5912
Circe the Enchantress ...M. Murray
Metro
6882
City That Never Sleeps .Cortez
Paramount ..8097
Tarnish
May McAvoy
First Natl. ...6831
Hearts of Oak
H. Bosworth ....Fox
6337
Turned Up
Chas. Hutchinson.. Steiner Prod. 4990
Life'sClean
Greatest
Game ...Johnnie
Walker ..F.
B. O ...7950
The
Heart
Marmont
Vitagraph
Fast & Fearless
Buffalo Bill, Jr. Artclass
4600
The Fast Worker
Denny-LaPlante ..Universal ....6896
Cornered
Prevost
Warner Bros. 6400
Measure of s Man
Win. Desmond ...Universal .4979
1 Am the Man
Lionel Barrymore .Chadwick . 7460
Ridin' Silent
Kid Watcher
from PowderRiver
J. Hoxie .Universsl
.5727
The
G. Hunter
First Nstl. ...7575
Dangerous Money
Bebe Daniels ....Paramount , .6864
The Bandolero
All-Star
Metro
5600
Madonna of the Street* . . Nazimova-Sills ...First Natl. ..7507
The Painted Flapper
Kirkwood-Garon .Chadwick ....5551
Winner Take All
Buck Jones
Fox
5949
Western Wallop
J. Hoxie
Universal ., .4611
Rose of Paris
M. Philbin
Universal . . .6320
Welcome Stranger
All-Star
Prod. Dist. .6100
Her Love Story
Swanson
Paramount.. . .6750
Walloping Wallace
Buddy Roosevelt .Artclass
Millionaire Cowb*y
Lefty Flynn
F. B. 0
4700
Broken Law*
Mrs. Wallace ReedF. B. O
4800
Dangerous Flirt
Evelyn Brent
F. B O
4700
Thundering Hoof*
Fred Thomson . . . F. B. O
Pearls of Paris
Pearl White
F. B. O
4850.
The Border Legion
Moreno-Chadwick. Paramount. .. .7058
The Warrens of Virginia. .M. Mansfield
Fox
6538
Midnight Express
Fairbanks-Novak.. Shipman Prod. 4570
Let Him Buck
Carter
Sanford Prod
The Captivatin' Cannibal. ..Franey
Sanford Prod
Stepping Lively
R. Talmadge
F. B. 0
4800
Great Diamond Mystery. . . S. Mason
Fox
The Hunted Woman
Special
Fox
Midnight Secrets
G. Larkin
Rayart
4500- •
Hit and Run
Gibson
Universal
Ridln' Mad
Yakima Canutt Arrow
577!
Christine of Hungry Heart. F. Vidor
First Nat'l ..7495
NOVEMBER
rif/«
Star Distributor Length
Strangling Threads Alma Taylor Cranfield & C..5410
The Tenth Woman
Star Cast
Warner Bros. .6544
The Beauty Prize
Star Cast
Metro
.6756
Romance and Rustlers Hatton
Arrow
4947
Reckless Romance
All Star
Prod. DIs. ..5530
The Girl on the Stair*. . .P. Ruth Miller Prod. Di«. .6020..
The Snob
Shearer-Silbert.. . .Metro
6513
Manhattan
Logan-Dix
Paramount ...6415
Th* Only Woman
N. Talmadge
First National 6770
Border Justice
Bill Cody
Independent ..5432
Flattery
De la Motte Chadwick ..6 reels
Youth for Sale
May Allison
C. C. Burr... 6100
The Sunset Trail Wm Desmond Universal 4920
The Rip Snorter. Dick Hatton
Arrow
4998
Th* Tornado
House Peter* ....Universal ....6375
Worldly Goods
Agne* Ayres
Paramount ..6800
A Sainted Devil
Valentino
Paramount ..8633
Waget it Virtue
Swanson
Paramount ..7093
He Who Gets Slapped Chaney
Metro
66001
Janice Meredith
Davies
Co*mopolltanl2000
The Silent Accuser
E. Boardman Metro
5883
Along Came Ruth
V. Dana
Metro
5161
Barriers Burned Away. ..Spec. Cart
Assoc. Exhib
The Brs»* Bowl
Lowe
Fox
4500
Age of Innocence B. Bayne
Warner Bros.
Trigger Finger*
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4795
Sold for Cash
Madge Bellamy ..F. B. O
Hall the Hero
R. Talmadge
F. B. O
Greater Than Marriage. . .Daw
Vitagraph 6821
The Beloved Brute
de 1* Motte
Vitagraph 6719
Outwitted
Desmond-Holme*... Independent . .5548 .
Just Mary
Harlan
Rayart
4800.
The Pell Street Mystery. .G. Larkin
Rayart
4870.
Trail Dust
D. Dunbar
Rayart
Midnight Secret*
G. Larkin
Rayart
4700.
The Speed Spook
J. Hines
Ea»t Coast... 6700
Law or Loyalty
Lawson-Harri* ...Elfert
6500Left Hand Brand
Neal Hart
Ambassador .5000.
Shootin' Square
Jack Perrin
Ambassador .5000.
My Husband's Wive* S. Mason
Fox
6000
Gerald Cranston'* Lady. . Kirkwood-Rubens... Fox
6674
Rip Roarin' Roberta Buddy Roosevelt. .Artclass
4800.
Meddling Women
Lionel Barrymore. Chadwick ....6800
Sundown
Bosworth-Love ...Fir*t Nation. 6700
East of Broadway
Owen Moore
Assoc. Exhib. 5785
I* Love Everything
Alma Ruben*
Assoc. Exhib
Hot Water
Harold Lloyd
Assoc. Exhib. 4899
DECEMBER
Distributor Length
Title
Star
.Crsnfleld & C..5597
ATheSoul'*
Awakening
Flora
Le
Breton.
Garden of Weed*. .. .Betty Compson
. Fam. Players 6230

Review
Dec.
June 286
Oct.
Oct. 18
18
Oct.
Oct. 18
18
Oct. 18
Oct. 11
Oct. 11
Oct.
Oct. 114
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

25
25
25
25
25
25
29

Dec.
Jan.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

13
10
15
15
29

Oct. 25
Nov.
22
Aug. 30
Nov. 22
Nov. 22
Review
Sept.
Nov. 20
22
Nov. 22
Nov. 22
Nov. 22
Nov. 8
Nov.
Nov. 88
Nov. 8
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 15
Nov. 15
Nov. 15
Nov.
Dec. 156
Dec. 6
Nov. 22
Aug.
Nov. 23
22
Aug. 2
Nov.
Jan 293
Dec. 13
Dec. 13
Nov. 29

Aug. 30
Nov. 22
Dec. 6
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

18
29
22
158

Review
Sept. 6
Nov. 22

Title
Star Distributor Length Review
Tongues of Flame
Meighan-Love ...Fam. Players 6763
Jan. 3
Flaming Forties
Harry Carey
Prod. Dis....5770
Dixie .Handicap
C. Windsor
Metro
6500
Jan. 10
The River Road
Hamilton- Allison. .Ernest Shipman
The Midnight Express . ,E. Hammerstein ..C. B. C
4900 Dec. 13
Women First
Fairbanks-Novak. . C. B. C 4797.
One Glorious Night E. Hammerstein . . C. B. C....5000.
*50,000 Reward
K. Maynard
Blfelt
5000 Dec.
Under Firo
Bill Patton
Blfelt
My Neighbor's Wite
Lawson-Harrl* ...Blfelt
5300
Love and Glory
Bellamy
Universal ...6900 Aug. 23
Fighting Odds
....Bill Patton
Ambassador .4800
Plaything* of Desire
i aylor- Hamilton ..Jans
White Sheep
Olenn Tryon
Assoc. Exhib. 6800 Dec. 20
Barrier* Burned Away...F. Mayo
Assoc. Eixhib. 6474
Jan. 3
Battling
Bunyan
w'ealey
Barry ....Pathe
4000 Dec.
Classmates
tsgrthelmes*
Inspiration . .6500
Dec. 276
t-orbidden Paradise Star Cast
Paramont ...6991 Dec. 6
Cornered
Star Cast
Warner
..
Dec. 6
White Shadow
Star Cast
Prod. Dis. ..6157 Dec. 6
Her Nignt of Romance C. Talmadge First National.6990 Dec. 6
Isn't Life Wonderful? Star Case
United Artists 8800 Dec. 13
Greater Than Marriage. ... Star Cast
Vitagraph ....6821 Dec. 13
The Wise Virgin
Star Cast
Prod. Distrib. 5951 Dec. 13
Thundering Hoof*
Special
F. B. 0
5033 Dec. 13
The Dark Swan
All Star
Warner
6700 Dec. 13
Lighthouse by the Sea
Faz'da Rin Tin TinWarner
Dec 13
Inez
from ofHollywood
Star Cast
First Nat'l ..6919
Dec 20
20
Barriers
the Law
Special
Independent
5000
Dec.
North of 36
Holt
Paramount ..7908 Dec. 20
In Every Woman'* Life. .. . Virginia Valli
First National 6325 Dec. 20
Her Marriage Vow
M. Blue-B. BayneWarner
6500 Dec. 20
Girls Men Forget
Star Cast
Principal ...4900 Dec. 20
Greed
Sa Zu Pitts Metro-Gold. 10067 Dec. 20
The Roughneck
O'Brien-Dove
Fox
7500 Dec. 20
The Mad Whirl
McAvoy-Mulhall. .. Universal ...6000 Dec. 13
On the Stroke of Three riarlan-Bellamy. . . F. B. 0
5000
Dec. 13
Smouldering Fires
P.Frederick
Universal ...7356 Dec. 20
Passing of Wolf McLean
Russell Prod. 5000 Dec. 20
Air Hawk
Al Wilson
F. B. 0
4800
Dec. 27
On Probation
Edith Thornton ...Steiner Prod. 4728
Dec. 27
Daughters of the Night
Fox
5470 Dec. 27
Lover's
Lane
Star
Warner
Last Man
Star Cast
Cast
Ufa Films . 4300
.6637 Dec.
Dec. 27
27
Legend of Hollywood Special
Prod. Distrib
Dec. 27
Two Shall Be Born
Special
Vitagraph ...5443 Dec. 27
Tainted Money
William Fairbanks C. B. C
4906
May 16
Flashing Spurs
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
5068
May 16
Cheap Kisses
Rich-Landis
F. B. 0
6538
Feb. 7
Breed of the Border "Lefty" Flynn . . . F. B. 0
4700 Mar. 28
Courage
Franklin Farnum
Independent 4756
JANUARY, 1925
Title
Star Distributor Length Review
The Greatest Love of All Geo. Beban
Ass. Eixhib 6557
Nov 29
Eixcuse Me
Shearer-Nagei . Mero
6408
Feb 7
Phantom Shadows
Ferguson-Conley .Flem. Prod. ..5000
Scarlet and Gold
Al Ferguson
Flem. Prod. ..5000
Gold Heels
Agnew
Fox
6020
Feb t
Miss Bluebeard
Bebe Daniels ....Paramount ...6453
Feb 7
The Golden Bed
La Rocque
Paramount ...8584
Jan 31
Man Must Live
Richard Dix
Paramount ..6116 Feb 7
Red Rock
Thomas Meighan .Paramount ...6500
Frivolous
Sal
EugeneCast
O'Brien ..hirst
Natl 7307
Jan
As Man Desires
Spec.
First Natl
7790
Jan 31
24
How Baxter Butted In . . . Willard Louis
Warner Bros. .5200
Jul 11
Fear Bound
Daw-Nigh
Vitagraph ....5500
Mar 7
The Gambling Fool
F. Farnum
Independent ..4700
May 30
Her Game
Florence Reed ...Independent .5000
Riding Grit
Bill Cody
Independent .4663
Branded A Bandit
Yakima Canutt ..Arrow
4778
Vic Dyson Pays
B. Wilson
Arrow
4880
The Cactus Cure
Dick Hatton
Arrow
4600
Sand Blind
Ben Wilson
Arrow
4800
Let Women Alone
All Star
Prod. Distrib. ...
Feb. 21
On the Shelf
All tar
Prod. Dist. ..5000
Soft Shoes
Han-> Carey
Prod. Dist. ..5000
Off The Highway
Jacqueline Logan Prod. Dist
Midnight Molly
Evelyn Brent
F. B. 0
5000
Jan. 31
The Range Terror
Hob Cast
Custer
F.
B. 0 ...5500.
4800
Feb. 14
Feb.
Star
Chadwick
The Street Singer
Kenneth
Karlan
..Rayart
5000.
Mary
Carr
For Another Woma
Rayart
5500.
. Reed Howes .
Basy Money ....
.
Clara
Bow
.
.
,
Rayart
5000
14
31
Super Speed . .
B. P. Schulberg .
. Hoot Gibson
Capital
Punishir.tii
.Universal
...5296
The Hurricane
. . . Ken Maynard
..Davis
5000
Fighting Coun
Feb. 177
24
Ve'rdict=of
the
Desert
...Neal
Hart
Ambassador
.5000
Jan. 31
A Lost Lady
Rich
Warner Bros. 6700
24
So Big
Star Cast
Flr*t Nafl ..7427
Locked Doors
Betty Compson ..Paramount ..6221
Fifth Avenue Models . . . . Philbin-Kerry Universal ...6581
Jan. 2431
The Narrow Street
Matt Moore
Warner Bros. 5500
Feb.
Youth and Adventure . . . R- Talmadge
F. B. O. . .5565
Feb.
Jan. 24
24
Ports of Call
Edmund Lowe ...Fox
5500
Women and Gold
Frank Mayo
Gotham
6000
7
Another Man's Wife . . . . Kirlcwood-Lee ...Prod. Dist. ..5015
Jan. 7
The Redeeming Sin
Nazimova
Vitagraph ...6227
Feb. 177
The Triflers
. . . Busch-Dexter ....Preferred ...6626
Jan. 17
The Foolish Virgin .... Hammerstein ....Columbia ...5628
Jan.
Curlytop
Shirley Mason ..Fox
5828
The Fugitive
Ben Wilson
Arrow
4920
Jan.
Jan. 17
Man Who Played Square Buck Jones
Fox
6500
17
Troubles of a Bride . . . . R. Agnew
Fox
4915
17
Idle
Tongues
Marmont-Kenyon
.First
Nat'l
..5300
Jan. 17
Last Man on Earth
Earle Foxe
Fox
6637
Jan. 17
The No Gun Man
Lefty Flynn
F. B. 0
4522
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
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Current

Production

Title
Star
Distributor Length
Moccasins
Bill Cody
Independent 4800
East ot Suez
Pola Negri
Paramount .
.5821
Tomorrow's
Ayres-O'Malley
. .4938
Sign of the Love
Cactus
Hoxie
..
.....Paramount
Universal
.5842
.4812 .
Ridin' Mirage
Pretty
W.
Desmond ....Universal
The
F. Vidor
Prod. Dist. . .5770
.9593
Peter Pan
Betty Bronson ...Paramount
A Two-Fisted Sheriff ...Canutt
Arrow
.4537
.6300
So This Is Marriage . . . . Nagel-Boardman .Metro
.5637
Silk Stocking Sal
Evelyn Brent
K B. 0.
Argentine Love
Bebe Daniels ...Paramount . .5970
Courageous Coward ....Star Cast
Russell Prod. 4642
Dangerous Flirt
Evelyn Brent . . . . F. B. O.
.5297
FEBRUARY
Distributor Length
Title
Star
Ex. ..5817
Back to Life
Patsy Ruth Miller Assoc.
Metro
5921
Cheaper to Marry
l. btone
Metro
i>tii>
Lady of the Night
norma Shearer .. Metro
8 ii3
Never the Twain Shall Meet Ail Star
Ciunrield 5500
Speak No Evil
Alma 1 aylor
Crantield bMJU
Comin'
the Rye ..Mar
Cast
Cranrteld 4500
Crimson Thru'
Circle
All Star
Fox
t>7 16
Dick Turpin
Tom Mix
Fox
5258
The Folly of Vanity
Special Cast
..7167
Top of the World
Nilsson-Kirkwood Paramount
..6522
Coming Thru'
Thomas Meighan Paramount
Paramount ..7980
The Devil's Cargo
Pauline Starke
Paramount
.
Forty Winks
Griffith-Roberts .. Paramount . .6793
.5889
The Swan
Adolph Menjou .
...8640
l ampered Youth
Landis-Calhoun .. Vitagraph
Prod. Dist. ..7500
Charley's
Syd Chaplin
Prod. Dist. ..6000
Her MarketAunt
Value
Agnes
Ayres
The Girl of Gold
Florence Vidor . . Prod. Dist. . .6500
Prod. Dist
On the Threshold
All Star
Salome of the Tenements Goudal-Tearle
Paramount
B. 0 ...7017.
5500
Speed
Wild
"Lefty"
Flynn .. F.
F. B. 0
5500
The Cloud
Rider
Al Wilson
F.
B.
0
4700
Pirate
Peggy
O'Day
....
Evelyn
Brent
F. B. 0
5000
Forbidden Cargo
Evelyn Brent
When Winter Went
Griffith -Mirriam .. Independent .5000
Dangerous Pleasure . . . N. Welsh
Independent .5800
Who Cares .
D. Devore
Independent . .5000
One Year to Live
A. Pringle
FirstB. Nat'l
The Fearless Lover
William Fairbanks C.
C . .6064
4700
Siren of the Montmarte . All Star
Elfert Prod. .5400
Enticement
Mary Astor
Nat'l ..6224
The Lady
Norma Talmadge . First
First Nat'l ..7357
If I Marry Again
Bosworth-Mayo .. First Nat'l ..7242
The Lost World
Milton Sills
First Nat'l . .9700
Secrets of the Night . . . . Bellamy-Kirkwood Universal . . . .6138
The Monster
Lon Chaney
Metro
6425
Roaring Adventure
Jack Hoxie
Universal . . .4800
Metro
7811
The Great Divide
Terry-Tearle
Bad Company
Madge Kennedy . . Assoc. Exhib. 5551
Learning to Love
C. Talmadge
First
The Salvation Hunters . . G. Hale
United Nat'l
Art. ..6099
..5930
Fox
As No Man Has Loved . Pauline Starke
New Toys
R. Barthelmess . . First Nat'l ..6000
Oh Doctor!
Reginald Denny .. Universal . . . .6587
Mansion of Aching HeartsClayton-Landis . . °referred 6147
The Last Laugh
Emit Jannings ... Universal
Metro
5808
The Prairie Wife
H. Rawlinson
5500
The Summons
; Eleanor Boardman Metro
Davis Corp. 6800
Tale of 1001 Nights French Cast
Quo Vadis
Emil Jannings ... First National 8745
First National 5831
Playing With Souls
J. Logan
F. B. 0
4157
Jimmie's Millions
R. Talmadge .... Rayart
4571
The Right Man
George Larkin ..
MARCH
Distributor Length
Title
Star
Assoc. Exhib. 5120
The Adventurous Sex .... Clara Bow .
Arrow
5000
Where Romance Rides . . D. Hatton
Arrow
6751
The Lost Chord
Lake-Powell .....
Fighting the Flames
Devore-Haines ... C. B. C. ..5814
. .6773
Contraband
Wilson-Beery .... Paramount
Paramount . .5000
Thundering Herd
Holt-Wilson
Paramount ..6770
The Goose Hangs High .Star Cast
. .6796
New Lives for Old
Betty Compson . . Paramount
Paramount ..5759
Too Many Kisses
R. Dix
The Air Mall
W. Baxter-B. Dove Paramount . .6976
Paramount . .6223
Men and Women
Dix-Hamilton
Paramount . . 7O«0
Dressmaker From Paris . Joy-Torrence
Playing With Souls
M. Astor-C. Brook First Nat'l ..5831
Sally
Moore-Hughes ... First Nat'l . .8R94
One Year to Live
Moreno-Mackaill . First Nat'l ..6064
Metro
4791
The Denial
All Star
51 T3
Seven Chances
Buster Keaton . . . Metro
5951
Daddy's Gone a-Hunting Alice Joyce .... Metro
Metro
5500
Confessions of a Queen Alice Terry . .
Fighting Courage
Ken Maynard . Davis
4°00
Warner Bros. 6604
The Bridge of Sighs . ..Mackaill
Vitagraph ...5700
Fear Bound
Daw-Nigh ....
Prod. Dist. . .6020
The Chorus Lady
Star Cast ....
Paramount . .8700
Miracle of the Wolves . . French Cast .
Paramount . .7000
Grass
Banner
B598
Man Without a Heart ..Harlan .....
Metro
8408
Chu Chin Chow
Betty Blythe
tTn'Versal
...
.4419
The Saddle Hawk
Hoot Gibson .
Metro
5Pfi8
The Rag Man
Jackie Coogan
Fov
4fi«fi
The Star Dust Trail
S. Mason
Recreation of Brian Kent Harlan
Principal . . . .6879
Fox
5752
The Trail Rider
Buck Jones ...
On Thin Ice
Tom Moore ..
Warner Bros. fiTm
Riders of the Purple Sage Tom Mix
Fox
.W3
Universal
. . . 5B34
The Man in Blue .... Rawlinson
^"tinthorg . . .fili?
Mansion of Aching HeartaClayton
Slow Dynamite
Matty Mattison
San
5nn«)
San ford
ford
5000
Battlin* Bill
All Star

Review
17
17
10
17
Jan. 17
Jan. 17
10
17
Jan. 10
10
Jan. 10
Jan.
Jan. 10
Jan.
Jan. 10
Jan.
Jan. 28
ieview
28
Aug.
Feb. 21
Mar.
15
Feb.
reD.
Feb.
r.L
reb.
reb.
Mar.
reb.

28
-1 41
1A
21
14

7
Feb. 2i
14
, Mar.
Mar 14
Mar. 6
21
Apr. 2818
June
Feb. 28
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
28
Feb. 28
213
Feb. 21
31
21
Jan.
21
Feb.
14
Jan.
Feb.
14
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.M 14
Dec.ay 146
Apr.
14
May 30
Mar.
2
Apr. 11

Chart— Continued
APRIL
TitU
Star
Distributor Length
The Sky Raider
Jacqueline Logan.
Among Those Present . . . Harold Lloyd . . . Assoc. Exhib. 5980
My Pal
Dick Hatton ... Assoc. Exhib. 5000
5000
Justice Raffles
Henry Edwards . Arrow
Cranfleld
& C.6C00
My Neighbor's Wife
All Star
Elfelt
4800
ACode
Kissot inthetheWest
Dark
Menjou.
-1. Rich. ..Paramount
Owen Moore
Paramount
The Spaniard
Cortez-Goudal
. .Si
The Cflarnier
Hola Negri ...
Paramount . .6777
Mine. Sans-Gene
Gloria Swanson
Paramount .. .5500
The Crowded Hour
Daniels-K. HarlanParamount . .5988
.999467
The Night Club
jriffith-V. Reynoid6 Paramount . .6558
.
Adventure
P. Starke-T. Moor. Paramount
.
.oloZ
Her Husband's Secret . . . Moreno-D. T reneeFirst Nat'l
1 Want My Man
M. Sills-D. Kenyonrirst
. .6602
The Wolf Man
John Gilbert
First
. .6150
.. .5000
.61T5
One Way Street
Lyon-Nnsson ....First
Declasse
C. Grimth-L. Hu'esrirst
. .5000
My
Naiimova-J.
First
Heart6on
of a Siren
LaMarr-TearleP'foru
...First
.. .7869
.7700
His Supreme Moment . . .Sweet-Colman ...First
Chickie
Mackaill-Bosworth First
.
.7600
.
.6564
The Fool
All Star
Fox
.6700
Gold and the Girl
Buck Jones
Fox Nat'l
Marriage in Transit . ... El Lowe
Fox Nat'l . .9500
4800
Champion of Lost Causes E. Lowe
FoxNat'l . .4512
5115
Scar Hanan
Yakima Canutt . . . F. B. Nat'l
0
4684
That Devil Quemado
Fred Thomson ...F. B. Nat'l
0 . .4684
4720
Love's Bargain
M. Daw-C. BrookF. B.
.4720
Tearing Through
R. Talmadge . . . . F. B. Nat'l .. .5641
The Ridin' Comet
Yakima Canutt . . . F. B. Nat'l
4714
5287
The Sporting Venus
B. Sweet
Metro
6000
Zander the Great
Marion Davies ...Metro
6S44
The Way of a Girl
All Star
Metro
5025
Man and Maid
All Star
Metro
5307
Proud Flesh
All Star
Metro
5770
Beyond the Border
Harry Carey ...Prod. Dist. ..5000
The Crimson Runner . . . Priscilla Dean ...Prod. Dist. ..5500
Beauty and the Bad Man. All Star
Prod. Dist. ..5000
Friendly Enemies
Weber & Fields ..Prod. Dist. ..6288
Stop Flirting
All Star
Prod. Dist. ..6161
Private Affairs
All Star
Prod. Dist ...6132
The Courageous Fool ....Reed Howes ....Rayart
oOOO
Winning A Woman
Perrin-Hill
Rayart
4eb5
Getting 'Em Right
George Larkin . Rayart
4669
The Boomerang
Stewart-Lytell
. . . B. P. Sh'Iberg 6714
Faint Perfume
All Star
R. P. Sh'berg 6228
Straight Through
William Desmond . Universal ...4867
Fighting Back
William Desmond . Universal ...4750
California Straight Ahead. Reginald Denny ..Universal ...7000
The Price of Pleasure. .. Valli-Kerry
Universal ...6600
The Phantom of the Opera Lon Chaney
Universal ....8464
Dangerous
Innoeence
.
.
.
.
LaPlante-O'Brien
Universal
Roaring Adventure
Jack Hoxie
Universal ...6449
...4657
Barre Son of Kazan
...Anita Stewart ...Vitagraph ...6803
Tides of Passion
Mae Marsh
Vitagraph ...6335
Waking Up the Town ...Jack Pickford
United Artists 4802
Gold and Grit
B. Roosevelt
Artclass
4650
On the Go
Buffalo Bill, Jr. .. Artclass
4825
School for Wives
Tearle-Holmquist Vitagraph ....6182
Sackcloth and Scarlet. ... Alice Terry
Paramount ...6732
Forbidden Cargo
Evelyn Brent
F. B. 0
4850
Lilies of the Street
V. L. Corbin
F. B. 0
7216
0. U. West
Lefty Flynn
F. B. 0
5000
Ranger Bill
All Star
Sanford
5000
The Silent Pal
Thunder (dog) ..Gotham
6000
The Woman Hater
Chadwick
Warner Bros. .6591.

Review

June 6

Apr.
May
May
May
June
Apr.
May
Mar.

18
25
2
9
16
13
18
149

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
Apr.
May

254
11
18
2
119
9

May
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
Mar.
May
May
May

182
259
2
21
30
23
30

May 16
Apr. 1118
Apr.
May 23
Apr.
25
June
13
May 23
July 11

Apr. 18

Sept.
Mar.
Feb.
Sept.
May
June
May

12
28
21
16
13
9

Apr. 18
Apr. 18
Apr.
Apr. 18
18
Apr. 4
Apr. 18
Apr.
25
May 23
Apr. 25
Aug 1

Revie

Jan.
Sep.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

153
1141
28
14
21

Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

18
28
11
2
284
28
28
14

Apr.
Julv
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.

4
11
117

Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 21
Mar.
Mar. 21
21
Mar. 21
Mar. 28
Apr. 4
Apr. 4
Apr. 4
Apr. 4

MAY
Title
Star
Distributor Length
Arrow
4500
The Fugitive
Ben Wilson
4500
Wolves of the Road
Yakima Canutt ... Arrow
C.
&
C
6000
Lunatic at Large
Henry Edwards ...
The Cracker Jack
Johnny Hines .... C. C. Burr . . 6700
B. 0
5559 .
Alias Mary Flynn
Evelyn Brent . F.
F. B. 0
4700.
Speed Wild
Lefty Flynn
F.
B.
0
5291
The Bandit's Baby
Fred Thomson ... F. B. 0
5470
Sporting Grit
Richard Talmadge
F.
B.
0
4550
White Thunder
Yakima Canutt ...
F. B. 0
5800
White Fang
Strong Hart
B. 0
5470
The Fighting Demon
Richard Talmadge F.
F. B. 0
4770
The Texas Bearcat
Bob Custer
First National 8307
The
Necessary
Evil
Ben
Lyon-V.
Dana
Fine Clothes
Stone Marmount .. First National 697 1
National 8262
Soul Fire
Barthelmess-Love . First
4400.
Scandal Proof
Shirley Mason ... Fox
Fox
5783
She Wolves
Rubens-Mulhall .. Fox
5340
Wings
of Youth
Bellamy-Clayton
5000.
Kiss Barrier
Edmund Lowe . . ... Fox
Fox
4600
Everyman's
Wife. . .Hammerstein-Mulhall
The
White Desert
All Star ... Metro Gold'n 634>.
A Girl's Rebellion
All Star
Met.-Gold. .. 5000.
Return of a Soldier
All Star
Metro Goldwyn ...
Prairie Wife
Rawlinson-Devore Met.-Gold. .. 6478
Quick Change
George Larkin Rayart
5052.
The Snob Buster
Reed Howes
Rayart
5257.
Golden Trails
All Star
Sanford
5000.
My Lady's Lips
All Star
Schulberg ...6609.
Up the Ladder
Virginia Valli ....Universal ... 6023
Burning Trail
William Desmond. Universal ... 4783
Raffles
House Peters .... Universal . . . 5557
Saddle Hawk
Hoot Gibson
Universal .. 5468
Let Her Buck
Hoot Gibson .... Universal . . . 4700
A Woman's Faith
All Star
Universal ... 6023
Dangerous Odds
Bill Cody
Independent ..5000.
Eve's Lover
All Star
Warner
7237.

Review

May
Jan. 2317
Jun
Jun 206
May 23
June
May 20
16
Aug.
22
May 16
May 23
Aug.
. Jul 111
May 30
Aug 1
June
Mar.
Apr.
186
May 21
30
Aug. 8
Jan. 31
Aug 15

December
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Current

Production

Review
Title
Star
Length
JUNE . Distributor
Mar. 21
Introduce Me
Douglas MacLean.
Assoc. Exhib. 5610
Ridin'From
Easy
Dick Wilson
Hatton
Arrow
4500
Man
Lone Mountain Ben
Arrow
4500
Mist in the Valley
Alma Taylor
C. & C
6003
Smooth as Satin
Evelyn Brent
K B. 0
6003
... Jul 4
F. B. O. . . .5669
High and Handsome ....Maurice Flynn
The Human Tornado
Yakima Canutt
F. B. 0. ...4473
Jul 4
First National. 7571
Jul 4
The MakingLives
of O'Malley. .Sills-Mackaill
Gotham
6000
Shattered
Roberts
The Only Thing
All Star
Metro
5600.
The Texas Trail
Harry Carey
Prod.. Dist. 5000.
Double Fisted
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4918.
Rough Stuff
George Larkln ....Rayart
4764.
Jul 4
The Crack of Dawn
Reed Howes
Rayart 523f.
Youth's Gamble
Reed
Howes
Rayart
5264.
The Fear Fighter
Billy Sullivan
Rayart
5092.
Pioneers of the West ...All Star
Sanford
5000I'll Show You the Town. . Reginald Denny ..Universal ... 7400
June 13
Ridin'Meddler
Thunder
Jack
June 6
The
WilliamHoxie
Desmond. . Universal
Universal ...
... 4354
4890
My Wife and I
Irene Rich
Warner
June 20
6920
June
13
The Little French Girl ..Joyce-Brian Paramount .. 5628
June
20
Any Woman
Alice Terry
Paramount . . 5963
June 6
Old Home Week
Meighan-Lee
Paramount
.. 6780
First National
June
7861
The Talker
Nilsson-Stone
May 236
The Desert Flower
Colleen Moore .. Firs' National 6837
Jun 20
.First
National
6363
Just a Woman
Windsor-Moore .
Jun 13
The White Monkey Barbara LaMarr. . . First National 6121
Jun 20
Haunted Range
4900 Sept. 19
Ken Maynard ... • Davis
• Independent . .5000
Cold Nerve
Bill Cody
. Independent .5000
Bandit Tamer
F. Farnum
Review
Title
Star
Length
JULY Distributor
The Secret of Black Canyon Dick Hatton
Arrow
4500.
The Strange Rider
Yakima Canutt ..Arrow
4500
Fighting Youth
All Star
Columbia
500o!
The Thrill Hunter
All Star
Columbia
6000..
The Danger
Signal
All
Star
Columbia
...
.5584"
Speed Demon
Columbia
5000... ... 'Aug
Pipes of Pan
Taylor
Cr. & Dist.
Clarke.
6200. .!""!!! !
Tentacles
of the North . Alma
All Star
Davis
.. .5000.
Aug 8
The Mystery Box
Wilson-Gerber .. Davis Dist. . . .500o!
Twenty Years After Richard Talmadge F. B. 0
4800]
The Bloodhound
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4800! . . . . . . Jul ii
Fighting Courage
Ken Maynard ...Davis Dist. . .500o! \ \. '.\ \ Jul 11
The
Griffith 1st.
1
The Marriage
Lady WhoWhirl
Lied. ... . .Corrinne
Stone-Valli
1st. Natl
Natl 7672
Villi ! "Aug
. Jul 18
Lightnin'
Hunt-Bellamy ...Fox
8050
Aug
8
6015
Aug
The Love Gamble
Lillian Rich
Ginsberg ....6000
Jul 118
Rugged Waters
Wilson-Baxter Paramount
5304
Mar 14
.4838
Taming the West
Hoot Gibson ....Universal
Don Dare Devil
Jack Hoxie
Universal
, .4626.
Red Clay
William Desmond. . Universal
Marry Me
Vidor-Horton ....Paramount .. 5586.
Aug i
Parisian
Love
Bowl-Tellegen
...Schulberg
..
6000."!.'.
Aug
White Desert
Windsor-O'Malley Metro
6464
Jul 22
11
Pretty Ladies
Moore-Pitts Metro
5828
Aug 8
Grounds for Divorce Florence Vidor ...Paramount .. 5692
Jui (8
Paths to Paradise
Raymond Grffith ..Paramount .. 6741
Jul \\
Light of Western Stars ..Jack Holt
Paramount .. 6850
Jul 4
Lost — A Wife
Adolphe Menjou ..Paramount .. 6420
Jul 4
Beauty and the Bad Man Mabel Ballin
Produc. Dis. 5794
Jul 11
Awful Truth
Asrnes Ayres
Prod. Dist. .. 5917
Happy Warrior
All Star
Vitagraph .. 7865
Jul 18
After Business Hours . . . . E. Hammersteln ..Columbia.... 5600
Man of Iron
L- Barrymore . . . . Chadwick .. 6200
Jul 4
Before Midnight
Wm. Russell
Ginsberg Dis. 4RR^
Jul 18
An Enemv of Men
Waldorf Prod. ...Columbia ....6000
50nr
K°n Mavnard ....Davis
Timber Wolves
T ady Robinrood
Evelyn B-ent
F. B. 0
5582
&ip
0
The Mysterious Str«n"er. . Richard Talmadge . F. B.
A Little Girl in a B:g Ctt> All Star
Gotham
600"
The Fighting Smile Pill Cody
'ndependent .5000
Rough Going
F. Farnum
Independent .5000
AUGUST
Title
Star Producer
Length
■ Review
American Pluck
Geo. Walsh
Chadwick
5900
Jul H
A Slave of Fashion
Norma Shearer ...Metro
5906
Aug 8
Becear on Horseback ....All Star
Paramount ..6874
Business of love. The . . Bellamy-Horton ..Asfor
6038
Children of the WhirlwindB-more-de la MotteArrow
6389
Oct 10
Coming of Amos
Rod 1 aRocque ...Prod. Dist. ..5677
Sep 19
fnn O
D. Fairbanks Unit. Artists 10200
Drusilla With a Milli"" ..Kenneth Harlan . F. B. 0
7391
Jun 13
"rucstore i^owooy, ine ..F. Farnum
Independent .5000
Feb 14
Evprlnsting Whisper. The T»m Mix
Fox
6000
r,ir< W"- '^n't Work All Star
Schulberg ... .5979
Aug 22
Gold Rush, The
C. Chaplin
United Artists 8700
Aug 29
Oranstark
Norma Talmadge .. First National 5900
Sep 21
Halfway Girl, The
l~>oris Kenyon ....First
Aug
. .Assoc. National
Exhib. 7570
6000
Jul 87
Headlines
Joyce-McGregor
Aug 15
Her S'sfer from Paris.... C. Talmadge . ..First National 7250
6000
His
Voice
(dog) . .Gotham
In theMaster's
Name of
Love . . . . Thunder
Cortez-Nissen
.Paramount ...5904
Sep 5
Isle of HoDe, The
R. Talmadge
F B. 0
5240.
Kentucky Pride
Walthall- Astor Fox
6597
Aug 29
Knockout, The
Milton Sills
First National 7540
Sep 26
Lover's Oath, The
Ramon Navarro ..Astor
5845
Lucky Devil, The
Dix-Ralston
Paramount ...5935
Jul 18
My Pal
Dick Hatton
Arrow
4621
Never Twain Shall Meet.. All Star
Metro
8143
Aug 15
Never Weaken
Harold Lloyd
Assoc. Exhib. 2941
Jul 25
New Champion, The ....Perfection Prod. .Columbia ....5000
North of Nome
Arrow
5491
-.
Off the Highway
Bowers-d'I Motte.-Prod. Dist. ..7641
Pps^nnate Youth
All Star
Truart
6400
Jul 18
Penalty of Jazz
Waldorf Prod. ...Columbia
6000
Pretty Ladies
All Star
Metro
5828
Aug 8
Range Justice
Dick Hatton
Arrow
4973

Chart — Continued
Tttle
Star
Distributor Length
Romola
Lillian Gish
Metro
5906.
Scarlet West, The
All Star
First National 3390.
Seven Days
Lillian Rich
Prod. Dist ..6974.
Shining dventure, The . . . Marmont-Ballin ...Astor
5126.
S.O.S. Perils of the Sea .. Columbia Prod. ..Columbia
6000.
Sporting Chance
Lou Tellegen ....Tiffany
5807.
Street of Forgotten Men . . Marmont-Brian ...Paramount ...6366.
Ten Commandments
All Sar
Paramount ...8000.
That Man Jack
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4993.
Three in Exile
All Star
Truart
4446.
Thrill Hunter, The
Waldorf Prod. ...Columbia
6000.
Texan's Oath, The
Ken Maynard
Davis
4600.
Unholy Three, The
l.on Chaney
Metro
6848..
Unwritten Law, The
Columbia Prod. ..Columbia
6000.
Wizard of Oz, The
Larry Semon ....Chadwick ....6300.
Wrong-Doers, The
Lionel Barrymore. Astor
6410.
SEPTEMBER
Title
Star Producer Length
A Man of Nerve
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4452.
Amazing Quest, The
Alma
Taylor
C'field-Clarke
5500.
A Son of His Father
Love-Baxter
Paramount ...6725.
Below the Line
Rin-Tin-Tin (dog)Warner Bros. 6053.
Bobbed Hair
Prevost-Harlan ...Warner Bros. 7817.
Coast of Folly, The
Swanson ..Paramount ...7000.
Courage of Capt. Plum... Gloria
All Star
Davis
4700.
Desert Valley, The
Jones
Fox
6000.
Fighting Club, The
. Buck
All
Star
Truart
6267.
Free to Love
Mills-Tellegen Schulberg ...4825.
Galloping Dude, The
F. Farnum
Independent . 500Q.
Greatest Thing, The
Tom Moore
Assoc. Eixhib. 5400.
His Majesty Bunker Bean. M.
Moore-Devore. Warner Bros. 7291.
If Marriage Fails
Jacqueline Logan.. F. B. 0
6006.
Keep Smiling
Monty
Banks
Assoc. Exhib. 5800.
Knockout Kid, The
Jack
Perrin
Rayart
5000.
Lazy Bones
Fox
7234.
Let's Go Gallagher All Star
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0
5182 .
Limited Mail, The
All
Star
Warner
Bros.
7144.
Manhattan Madness
Dempsey - TaylcrAssoc. Exhib. 5620.
Man Whorie
FounddHimself. Thos.
Mar
Meighan ...Paramount ...7350.
Owen Moore
Jans
6000.
Mystic,
The
...
Pringle - Nagle. .Metro
6147.
Not So Long Ago
Betty Bronson ...Paramount ...6349.
Other
Story All Star
Schulberg 6000.
Paint Woman's
and Powder
E. Hammerstein ..Chadwick ....6300.
Parisian Nights
H'stein - TellegenF. B. 0
6278.
Primrose Path, The
Bow-MacDonald ..Arrow
5473.
Riding the Wind
Fred
Thomson
.
.
.
F.
B.
0
7518..
Scandal Street
KennedyWelch
...Arrow
6923.
Ship
of
Souls
Siegfried
Lytell-Rich
Assoc. Exhib. 6800.
Paul
Richter
Ufa
9000.
Souls for Sables
Stella Maris
Windsor-O'Brien .Tiffany
6500.
Sun
Up
Pat O'Mailey
Universal ....6000..
Starke-Nagel
Metro
5819.
Teaser, The
LaPlante-O'Malley
Universal
.—.6000..
Three Wise Crooks
Evelyn Brent F. B. 0
6074.
Trouble With Wives
Vidor - Menjou ..Paramount ...6489.
Wheel, The
H.
Ford-C.
AdamsFox
7264.
Wall Street Whiz, The.. . R. Talmadge
F. B. 0
5452.
Wife Who
Wanted Irene Rich
Warner Bros. 7125..
Wild
HorseWasn't
Mesa
Holt-Ralston
Paramount
...7164.
Wild,
Wild Ring
Susan
Bebe Daniels ....Paramount ...5574.
With This
Wre
ckage
Alyce Mills
Schulberg ....5333.
All Star
Banner
6000..
OCTOBER,
Title
Star Distributor Length
A Regular Fellow
Griffith Brian ....Paramount ...5116.
Beautiful City, The
Dick Barthelmess .. First National 6466.
Big Pal
Wm. Russell Ginsberg
4543.
Bobbed Hair
Prevost-Harlan ...Warner
7817.
Circus Cyclone, The
Art Acord
Universal ....4609.
Classified
Irene Rich
Warner
6789.
Compromise
Reed Howes
Rayart
5000.
Crack of Dawn, The
C. Griffith
First National 6927.
Down Upon Suwanee RiverThurman-Mack ...Lee-Bedford .6000.
Everlasting Whisper, The .Tom Mix
Fox
. ..5611.
Exchange of Wives
Boardman-Cody . .Metro
6200 .
The Fear Fighter
Billy Sullivan .. ..Rayart
6000.
..Fox
6978.
Fighting Princess.
Heart, The
Golden
The Geo.
Betty O'Brien
Bronson ., . ..Paramount ...6546.
Grey Vulture, The
Ken Mavnard . ..Davis
4800.
5842.
Heads Up
"Lefty" Flynn .. .F. B. 0
Hell's Highroad
I eatrice Joy
Prod. Dist. ..6084.
His Buddy's Wife
Glenn Hunter
Assoc. Exhib. 5600.
Iron Horse, The
All Star
Fox
10288.
Keeper of the Bees
Robt. Fraser
F. B. 0
6712.
Lights of Old Broadway .. Marion Davies ....Metro
6437.
Lorraine of the Lions. ... Kerry-Miller
Universal ....6750.
Little Annie Rooney Mary Pickford ....United Artists. 8850 .
lovers in Quarantine ... Bebe Daniels Paramount ...6570.
Man on he Box, The . . . . Syd Chaplin
Warner
7481.
The Midshipman
Ramon Novarro ...Metro
7498.
New Brooms
Hamilton-Love ...Paramount ...5543.
Pace That Thrills. The. . Lyon-Astor
First National 6900.
Part Time Wife, The
All Star
Gotham
6000.
Paint and Powder
E. Hammerstein ..Chadwick ....6000.
Peacock Feathers
J. Logan
Universal ....6802 .
.9920.
Pony Exnress, The
Cortez-Compson . .Paramount
.4603 .
Prairie Pirate
Harry Carey
Prod. Dist. .5000
Pride of the Force, The. .Tom Santchi
Rayart ...
Red Hot Tires
Monte Blue
.Warner
6660.
Seven Keys to Baldpate ..Dick Barthelmess .Paramount ...6034.
Some
Cas. Perrin
Ray
Chadwick
StarlightPum'kins
the Untamed ...Jack
Rayart ....7000.
5000.
Storm Breaker, The
House Peters ....Universal ....6093.
Thunder Mountain
All Star
Fox
7537.
Tower of Lies
Ion Chaney
Metro
6849.
Two Gun Sao. The . . . . F. Farnum
Independent ..5000.
Unchastened Woman, The Theda Bara
Chadwick ....6500.
Under the Rouge
Moore-Percy
Assoc. Exhib. 5600.
Why Women Love
Sweet-Frazer First Naional 6675.
Winding Stair, The
All Star
Fox
5992.
Without Mercy
Vera Reynolds ...Prod. Dist. ...6550.

Review
Aug 8
Sep
Aug
Aug
Aug

12
1
8
8

Aug 15
May 9
Review
Oct 3
Oct 10
Sep 12
Oct 3

Jun 20
Oct 173
Oct
Sep
19
Jul 25
Sep
July
Sep
Oct
Aug
Oct.

5
25
3112
15
10

Sep
Jun
Oct
Sep
Sep

26
246
5
5

Aug 29
Oct
Aug
Sep
Oct

10
15
5
24

Aug
Aug 22
22
Sep 3}
26
Oct
Sep 5
Review
Oct 10
Nov
Oct 177
Nov 7
Oct 17
Oct 10
Sep
Sep 2119
Sep
. Sep
Jul
Oct
Nov
Aug
Oct
Oct
, Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Aug
Oct
Sep
Sep
Oct
Nov

12
25
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24
7
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24
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3
17
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10
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213
245
7
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Oct 10
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10
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Theatre

Construction

CHICAGO. ILL.
Archt: B. F. Marshall, 612 Sheridan Rd.
Drawing plans on a theatre at the N. E. Cor.
Wabash Ave. & Seventh. Owner, Harry J.
Powers, 310 S. Michigan Ave.
Archt : Ben. H. Marshall, 612 Sheridan Rd.
Drawing plans on a theatre at the S. W. Cor.
Michigan Ave. & Ohio St. Owners, I. & J.
Freihling, 35 North Wells St.
LIBERT Y VI LLE, ILL.
Archt : Oppenhamer & Obel, 503 Bellin
bldg., Green Bay & Wausau, Wis. Drawing
plans on a theatre. Owner, Carrol Gridley,
1st National Bank, Libertyville.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Archt : Kennerly & Stiegemeyer, Title
Guaranty bldg. Drawing plans on a theatre
at Hodimont & Easton Ave. Owner, Wm.
Goldman, 818 N. Kingshighway.
Archt: Kennerly & Stiegemeyer^ Title
Guaranty bldg. Drawing plans on a theatre
at Union & St. Louis Aves. Owner, Wm.
Goldman, 818 N. Kingshighway.
OMAHA, NEBR.
Archt : James T. Allen, Brandels Theatre
bldg. Drawing plans on a theatre at 16th &
Corby. Owners, Sam & Lewis Epstein, 4932
S. 24th, South Omaha, Nebr.
DULUTH, MINN.
Archt : Giliuson, Ellingsen & Erickson, 502
Lonsdale bldg. Drawing plans on a theatre
at 2nd Ave. East & Superior St. Owner,
Orpheum Theatre, 2nd Ave. East.
WAUSAU, WIS.
Archt: Oppenhamer & Obel, 606^ 3rd St.,
Wausau & Green Bay, Wis. Drawing plans
on a theatre at 4th St. bet. Scott & Jefferson.
Owner,
Wausau Theatre Co., 4th St., Wausau.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Archt : Wm. L. Charr, Victory bldg. Drawing plans on a theatre at 60th & Lansdowne
Ave.
Owner, withheld.
EASTON, PA.
Archt: W. H. Lee, 1505 Race St., Phila.
Drawing plans on a theatre at Northampton
St., Easton. Owner, Wilmer & Vincent Theatre Corp., 1451 Broadway, N. Y. C.
BETHLEHEM, PA.
Archt: Wm. H. Lee, 1505 Race St., Phila.
Drawing plans on a theatre at Bethlehem.
Owner, Independent Theatre Corp.

Classified
Opportunities
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy
For Sale

Positions Wanted

EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
of battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
goods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair ; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.

AT LIBERTY — Experienced Operator, strictly reliable, five years' experience on Powers and Simplex. Can give references. Please state full particulars. Clarence M. Anderson, 614 So. Bartlett
St., Canton, So. Dak.

VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa\

For Rent
MOTION PICTURE and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.

USED SCENERY BARGAINS— For sale and rent
111.
State sizes wanted. KINGSLEY STUDIO, Alton,
MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES— December PreInventor> Sale of used Motion Picture Machines,
Theatre Supplies, Frames, etc. Send for bargain
list. ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO., 608 Olive
St., St. Louis, Mo.
ATTRACTIVE ELECTRIC SIGN reading "VicTheatre,"Chicago.
very cheap. C. G. Demel, 845 South
State toria
Street,
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS are saved by exhibitors yearly by buying their machines and organs
from us. Motiographs $165.00, two for $290.00.
Simplex $265.00, two for $485.00. Automatic Organ
Players, as low as $425.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
18 years experience has taught us how. WESTERN
FEATURE FILMS, 730 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
MARCHANT
CALCULATING
MACHINE— A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a real machine for $75.00. Box M. O., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York City.
FOR
SALE— UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER,
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
Box
City. H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York
Local Films
MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial.
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
TITLES, presentation trailers, local movies, competent cameramen. Best service. Rector Advertising Service, Marshall, Illinois.
Wanted
CHINESE
FILMS
Box 1439 Honolulu.

WANTED.

Creart Studios,

SALESMEN selling one of the most attractive 11x14
Poster Electric Display Signs to moving picture
theatres. Must be able to organize and manage sales
>orce. Have also five other real business propositions.
All patented. Adolf Himmelsbach, 4208 Boulevard,
Edgemere, Long Island.
WANTED AT ONCE, position, experienced operator. Join union if necessary. Reference if required. Chas. Lewellen, Eaton, Ind.

Mailing Lists
Will help
you increase
sale*
Bond
for, FREE
catalog sirlnc
coonta and prlceaoo classified crenua
' f roarbMt prospective customers^
MtaMl, State.
T^U-IndivQnaI»
rofomloM,
Bosineea
Finns.
Q07 Guaranteed C «f
7 /O by refund ej J peach
St Louis

Belmont
CHICAGO

ADVANTAGES
OVERLOOKING BELMONT
YACHT HARBOR ANIX
LINCOLN PARK GOLF
ANEW
HOTELROOMS
COURSES
• •700
OPENED
EARLY
IN• 1924
ALREADY FAMOUS FOR
ITS HOSPITABLE
ATMOSPHERE
SPECIAL • • MONTHLY RATES
WRITE FOR BOOKLET
G.E.Billmgslei)

WANTED— GRAFLEX CAMERA. 5x7 or 4x5,
with or without lens, or can use English Reflex.
Must be in good working condition. State price.
Address. Graflex, Exhibitors Trade Review.

CINEMA
The

Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager: E. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" is tile only picture publication
cireulating throughout the Orient.
Adirw.

"CINEMA." 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

SHIPPED SAME DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED
JIVED ■
eed —Service
■ Guarant
SHI
Good
Prices
Send —for
Trial Work
Order— Popular
■ Gua
jpular I
FILMACIC
COMPANY
736 S.WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
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Thus he spoke, that lover bold,
"Never shall my love grow cold;
You're my girl and I'm your man,
Test my love, howe'er you can."
At the altar came his shame.
And the villain was to blame.
"Listen, buddie, this I beg,
Bridie's got a wooden leg!"
Is a wooden leg a valid excuse for a man to desert his bride
at the altar?
What a question!
comedy!

What a situation!

What

a riot of a
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The
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

Week

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

16

New York — Final papers signed for
Strand-Robbins $3,000,000 deal, the Mark
Strand Theatres Corp. taking over ten theatres in Utica, Watertown, and Syracuse from
the Robbins Chain.
New York — Vital Exchanges, Inc., to hold
Managers'
Convention to take place here on
December 19th.

WHY

CALENDAR

Dec. 17.— M. P. T. O. of N. J., directorate
meeting.
Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 17.— Meeting of A. M. P. A. at Hofbrau, New York.
Dec. 18. — Trade Press Luncheon, Short
Features Advertising Association. Hotel
Lorraine.
1 P. M.
Dec. 19. — Managers Convention, Vital Exchanges, Inc. Three days. New York.
Dec. 29. — National Motion Picture League
Ball, Hotel Plaza.
Jan. 21.— Sixth annual ball T. O. C. C,
Hotel Astor, New York.
Feb. 6. — Naked Truth Dinner-Dance, Hotel
Astor.

15

Paterson, N. J.— Two million dollar new
Fabian Theatre opened last night with many
film notables in attendance.
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Annual convention of the Oklahoma Motion Pictures Owners and Managers Association took place with
over one hundred members in attendance.
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Publix Theatres,
Inc. have purchased the Palace and Melba
Theatres here and a number of houses
throughout Texas.
New York — Robert Lieder, president of
First National Pictures, Inc., returned from
abroad yesterday on the Mauretania.
Akron, Ohio. — Loew Theatre Co. of Cleveland has leased the Hippodrome Arcade
Building to be the site of a $1,500,000 theatre to be built next year.
New York — New executive committee for
the I. M. P. A. A. held meeting at the association's headquarters.
* * *
WEDNESDAY,

Review

14

New York — I. E. Chadwick, Chadwick
Pictures Corp., was elected president of the
Independent Motion Picture Association at
its second annual meeting held last Friday.
Other officers were chosen, and a resolution
extending cooperation to foreign independent
distributors was adopted.
New York — Re-opening of testimony in
suit by the Federal Trade Commission
against Famous Players Lasky Corp. and
affiliated companies may be decided upon early
in January.
New York — Announcements on the plans
of the new Universal Chain Theatres Corp.
for acquiring theatres were made known.
New York — Novelty Movie Ball is to be
held on December 29th, by the National Motion Picture League.
St. Louis, Mo. — Sites for a new modern
first-run picture house are reported to be
under consideration as a new outlet for Fox
Film Corp.
* * *
TUESDAY,

in

THEATRES?

The following is an excerpt from
an address delivered by J. J. Harwood, president of the M. P. T. O.
of Cleveland at the Ohio State convention last week:
"A motion picture theatre has no
other reason to exist except for the
service along amusment and other
lines it can render to the community.
Our government, our churches, our
fraternal societies are all based upon
service, and the motion picture industry today is proud of its record
of achievement and service in times
of war and peace. Public service is
destined to add new life to national,
state and community leaderships and
bring into active being lines of ability
in all sections which would otherwise have remained dormant."

Feb. 10.— Brooklyn M. P. T. O., dinnerdance, Hotel Bossert.
Hollywood, Cal. — Announcement by Jesse
L. Lasky, First Vice-President of Famous
Players Lasky Corp. of the assignment of
Hector Turnbull and B. T. Schulberg to
head producing units under recent reorganization plan for Paramount.
New York— "Steel Preferred," the Metropolitan Picture featuring Vera Reynolds and
William Boyd will have first night at Warner's Theatre next week.
New York — -Mammoth Studio Building to
be erected for Publix Theatre Corp, at Long
Island City.
* * *
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

17

New York — Overtures by Eugene O'Neill
to produce pictures from his plays for Famous Players-Lasky have been dropped.
New York — John C. Flinn, President of
the Metropolitan Productions, was guest of
honor at the weekly meeting today of the
A. M. P. A.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Mayor John H. Walrach
has been offered the chairmanship of the
New York State Motion Picture Commission by Governor Smith.
New York — The
awarded this year to
dent of Educational
half of L. Starevitch,
Will H. Hays made

Review

Riesenfeld Medal was
E. W. Hammons presiExchanges, Inc., in beat the Astor yesterday.
the presentation.

New York — The premier showing of "The
Sky Rockett," has been planned by Associated Exhibitors for the grand ball room of the
S. S. Leviathan, through the co-operation of
the U. S. Steamship Lines, Peggy Joyce,
starring, will be present for the showing on
January 7th.
New York — The home office of F. B. O.,
R-C Pictures Corp., will remove from their
present quarters, 723 Seventh Ave., to the
New Embassy at 1560 Broadway.
New York — Directors Meeting of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, will meet next week to take up the
Upstate Dillon request to join the Hays body

DECEMBER

18

Chicago, 111. — Syndicate to build and
finance new theatres here has been capitalized
at $1,000,000, headed by Reuben Levine, of
the firm of R. Levine & Co., Inc. Three locations have already been purchased.
New York. — I. E. Chadwick, president of
the Independent Motion Picture Association
of America, announced the appointment of
committee of independent producers and exchangemen on the drafting of a plan for a
national organization of independent and
state right exchanges.
Hollywood, Calif. — Twelfth anniversary of
the founding of the West Coast studio of
Famous-La sky Corp.
New York. — Sidney Olcott will be the next
director for Richard Barthelmess.
New York. — Ned Marin, western sales
manager for First National Pictures, returned to New York.
New York. — Tiffany Productions form
plans for February Month.
New York. — Robert Lieber, president of
lis.
First National Pictures, left for IndianapoNew York. — Frank J. Rembusch, chairman
of Indiana directors of M. P. T. O., and
H. M. Richey, general manager of the Michigan branch, arrived here.
Salt Lake City, Utah. — Mormon Church to
exclude all but clean pictures from state.
Hollywood, Calif. — Joseph Hergesheimer,
renowned novelist, has arrived in town.
New York. — First entries for exploitation
contest staged by the National Laugh Month
Committee received.
Los Angeles, Calif. — Frances Marion is
preparing with Harry Carr, dramatic writer
of the local "Times," a picture of "Calamity
Jane" for Metropolitan.

Industry

in Panic

"The motion picture industry is
in a panic right now over the theatre
situation," John C. Flinn, president
of Metropolitan Productions and
vice-president of the Producers Distributing Corporation, told members
of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., at their regular weekly luncheon held today at the Hofbrau-Haus on Broadway.
"A chaotic condition," he said,
"has been caused within the industry because of the acquisition of
control of hundreds of theatres
throughout the country by leading
producing and distributing companies in the business. Independent
producers," he said, "are worrying
because they feel their product may
find no theatre outlet."
"But," added Flinn, who is a past
president of the A. M. P. A., "there
is really no need for a panic and
no reason for such general worry.
The centralization of theatre control
is a natural part of the evolution of
the business and will, to my way of
thinking, in the end prove a boon

December
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At a luncheon given by the Short Features
Advertising Association yesterday at the
Hotel Lorraine, to the members of the trade
and daily press, the short subject was eulogized and an earnest pleai made for its serious consideration by motion picture reviewers and critics.
Joseph Dannenberg and R. F. Woodhull
were the principal speakers. They were introduced by P. A. Parsons of Pathe, Chairman, who first called on Joseph Dannenberg
to address the gathering.
In his talk, Dannenberg implored motion
picture critics to stay for the short subject
when attending the theatre to review a

SATURDAY,

Picture

DECEMBER

19

Pa

Committee

of

structed to Introduce
Bill"
S eider

Industry

War

Legislative

Attacks

in
"Blue

M.

P.

"Open

T.

O.

In-

Sunday

Legislature
Laws"

at Trenton

Session

One of the most important meeting's in the history of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New Jersey closed after an eight hour session in Trenton
on December 17, with the Board of Directors instructing its legislative committee to introduce in the New Jersey Legislature a local option "Open
Sunday
Bill," similar to the one which
Theatre Owner, who was recently elected to
proved so successful in New York State.
the New Jersey legislature, and who was
A most important clause in this bill, which
introduced by Joseph M. Seider, President
the organization believes will be of especial
significance to opponents of Sunday movies,
of the New Jersey organization as "the first
Governor of futurity emanating from exis a restriction which will provide that no
theatres would function on the Sabbath, in
hibitor ranks," imbued the directors with
additional confidence that their fight of
competition with the regular hours devoted
(Continued on page 8)
to church services.
This resolution was adopted in Executive
session immediately after the directors had
listened to Governor Stokes' broad commendation of the motion picture industry.
"You men are entitled to recognition," the
Governor said. "You are an advocate for
good. You are an educational and moral
force. You have nothing to apologize for.
You must let Officialdom and the Public
know what public service you are rendering." This statement by the Governor, together with an open endorsement for local
option on Sunday movies in New Jersey by
the Honorable Walter H. Olden, a Princeton

"PARTNERS
AGAIN"
FILM FINISHED
Samuel Goldwyn announces the completion of the film version of "Partners Again
— with Potash & Perlmutter," directed by
Henry King, with George Sidney and Alexander Carr in the title roles.
Frances Marion prepared the scenario, and
"Partners Again" will be distributed by
United Artists Corporation, to be released
February 15.

Mak

to the Motion

On

DRASTIC!
(Special to Exhibitors Trade Review)
SEATTLE, Wash. — A drastic bill
was introduced by Senator Christenson, Democrat at Olympia, providing for film supervision. A commission of five members, consisting
of two college professors, two women
and one member at large were appointed by the i-overnor with power
to inspect and fix fee for such inspection based on length of the film.
The proposed statute provides for a
penalty of Five Hundred Dollars
fine, or sixty days or both for violation of this order.
The step was taken because of the
attribution of juvenile delinquency,
crime, disrespect, et. al., to motion
pictures.
The film men hssve appealed to the
Hays organization for aid, and steps
are being taken to defeat the plan.

Speakers

REVIEW

e

Pleas

orts

Recognition

feature. And he also asked that critics be
kind enough not to ignore the short subject
in their review of first-run weekly programs
and to give the short subject its rightful
due.
R. F. Woodhull, President of the M. P. T.
O. A. followed Dannenberg and spoke authoritatively onthe importance -of short subjects in his own experience as a leading theatre owner. He stressed the vital importance
of the short on any program and stated that
many of his patrons have mentioned that
they particularly remembered the short subject they had seen at his theatres and very
{Continued on page 15)

Columbia
Almost

Plans
Complete

Messrs. Joe Brandt, Harry and Jack Cohn,
President, Vice-president and Treasurer of
Columbia Pictures Corporation respectively,
issued a statement at a recent meeting of
Columbia franchise holders, held at the New
York headquarters of this organization,
which in effect is that plans for the coming
year includes one of the most ambitious programs yet attempted by an independent producer. Also a unique arrangement for
pleasing distributors and exhibitors for the
coming year's product has been accomplished,
and even a bigger and better year than 19251926 is anticipated. The statement in, part
is as follows :
"When purchasing stories for production
and engaging talent, directorial and acting
for picturization of these stories, it, behooves
the producer to show as much consideration
for the opinion
of the distributors
(Continued
on page 9) of his picO'Reilly Builds Theatre
Charles O'Reilly, head of the T. O. C. C.
is to erect a 10 story apartment building and
theatre seating 2,500 at 89th St. & First Ave.,
New York City. The project which will cost
$2,000,000 will commence actual construction
Jan. 20, 1926. Gohman Levine Construction
Company of Chicago are the general contrac-tors. 3
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TURKEY!

London

Controversy

Over

Raging
Locarno
Newspapers

Play It Up
British

Films

Still

Big.
Matter
Parliament

International Newsreel's exclusive pictures
of the signing of the Treaty of Locarno, secured in association with Gaumont of London, are being featured in hundreds of theatres throughout the country and are creating
a profound sensation.
_ The controversy, started over the exclusive distribution of this film by Gaumont and
International Newsreel, is still raging. London newspapers for the past week, just received here, contain literally scores of columns on what is considered the most remarkable newsreel beat in history.
The majority of the British press led by
The Daily Express, which is owned by Lord
Beaverbrook, also one of the chief owners of
Pathe of London, are bitter against the refusal of the British government to interfere
in the matter. E. Foxen-Cooper, TechnicalAdviser of the British government on cinematography, has been made the target of
vicious attacks by certain of the London
newspapers. To all of these attacks, Mr.
Foxen-Cooper has maintained a dignified silence, except for the publication of a letter
in answer to a telegram from Pathe of London. This letter reads :
"Dear sir, — I am in receipt of your telegram addressed to this office, which reads
as follows:
" 'The majority of the kinema theatres in
this country and the colonies and our allied
news films and agencies in every country will
be unable to show the Government pictures
of the actual signing of the Locarno Treaty
unless we are granted an equal opportunity
of showing, the monopoly is removed from
one film, and kinema news films are treated
in the same lines as the press. — Editor, Tathe
Gazette,' London.
"In ment
reply
beg to say the
made thereto
for the I distribution
of arrangethe film
which was taken of the signing of the Locarno Treaties promises to give much more
satisfactory results than those suggested in
your telegram. From the information before me I am satisfied that the majority of
theatres in this country showing news films

Taken

Before

will exhibit the Locarno Treaties film ; further, that abroad, and more especially in
America, all the large theatres and the majority of the smaller theatres will be offered
facilities to screen the film in question.
Whilst I am anxious to obtain the greatest
publicity for the record of this important
event, I have not found it advisable in this
instance to follow a practice which you infer
has been successful with general press
Attempts were made to prevent the shipagencies."
ment of the pictures to the United States,
but when the matter was brought up in Parliament, the statement that the pictures were
already on their way disposed of that suggestion.
Levine

Gets

Lincoln

The raffle of a large roasted turkey will be one of the pre-Christmas
features of the next meeting of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., which, with the membershipof
• the Cheese Club also in attendance, will be held Wednesday,
December and
23, 52nd
at Jansen's
Broadway
street. Hofbrau,
Ampas,
Cheese Clubbers and their guests will
participate in the raffle of the turkey,
which the restaurant is donating for
the purpose.
Harry Hershfield, president of the
Cheese Club, will preside and, according to the announcement of
Glendon Allvine, A. M. P. A. chief,
one of Broadway's leading celebrities
will be introduced as a "surprise
guest of honor."
KATHLEEN
MYERS

SIGNED

Kathleen Myers has been engaged to appear opposite "Lefty" Flynn in his next F.
B. O. production "The Traffic Cop." It is
Miss Myer's third role with the former Yale
star, now producing under the guidance of
Harry Garson for the
program.
* *F.B.O.
*

A Lincoln Limousine car for a Christmas
present was presented to Reuben Levine by
his
Inc. business associates of R. Levine & Co.,

Added to Cast
David Torrence, as Mr. Wharton, and
Charles Clary, as Homer Lane, have been

Levine who was in New York yesterday
transacting a number of theatre financing
deals, will leave for a two month's vacation
to Biloxi, Miss., and will leave Chicago December 26th. He will transact most of his
business from Biloxi.

added to the cast of Rex Beach's "The Auction Block," which is now being directed
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer west coast
studios by Hobart Henley. Charles Ray and
Eleanor Boardman have the leading roles.
The screen adaptation was made by Frederic
and Fanny Hatton.

The

Naked

What promises to be without question of
a doubt the biggest and finest NAKED
TRUTH dinner ever staged is the coming
A. M. P. A. annual affair tentatively set for
February sixth. The Board of the A. M.
P. A., Glendon Allvine, Walter Eberhart,
Charlie Einfeld, Tom Wiley, Bill Yearsley,
Nat Rothstein, King Fisher and other members of the A. M. P. A. met at the home of

The signing of the Locarno Peace Treaty in the Gold Room of the Foreign Office
in London. To the amazement of the British, motion picture cameramen were
admitted to the sacred precincts, at which time pictures were made of the epochal
event for exclusive distribution in the United States by International Newsreel.

Truth

Mr. Allvine on Saturday afternoon, December 5th, to discuss tentative plans. The enthusiasm evinced at this meeting points to a
tremendous affair this coming February.
It will
known
and Hoof"
party
and be
if but
half asof anthe"Eye
suggestions
are
whipped into shape, it promises a rare treat
for the industry this time. One of the many
ideas brought forth was that of 100 tables
and 100 stars and plans are now being formulated to have present at the dinner every
motion picture star in New York at the time
and to bring from Hollywood by special train
if necessary, a galaxy of stars such as have
never been assembled under one roof before.
Nat Rothstein was chosen as the Official
Announcer for the evening. Two of the
most famous Jazz Orchestras in America will
be engaged to play so that dance music will
be constant and continuous throughout the
entire evening.
Although it is nearly two months before
the event takes place, the A. M. P. A. has already received more than one hundred requests for reservations, with cash accompanying these requests in exactly fifty-four
cases, an indicator of the widespread popularity of the A. M. P. A. Naked Truth Dinners
and particularly the coming party.
Even before the committee met and before
the boys of the A. M. P. A. began to think
of the dinner, more than a hundred people
have been thinking about it and have attempted to reserve tables for themselves and
guests. What brought genuine enthusiasm
from the members of the A. M. P. A. was
the suggestion
of "No unnecessary,
Speeches." irrelevant
The time
taken
up with useless,
speeches, will be used this year for dancing
and high powered entertainment.
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Cooperate

The United States Post Office Department at Washington, D. C, has
requested through National Headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America that theatre
owners of the country cooperate with
the Post Office during the rush of
mail in the holiday period.
The Postal authorities have always
been among the first to cooperate
with National Headquarters whenever
the mails have been concerned.
Therefore, a letter urging the theatre
owners to utilize the mails during the
next few weeks in a manner which
will not cause any unnecessary congestion has been incorporated in the
latest issue of the Official Bulletin.

Pictures
Broadcasting
StaOn Tuesday, Dec. 22, at 3:15 P.M.,music
tion WOR will broadcast a playlet with
called "A Kiss For Cinderella From Her
Traffic Cop," an adaptation, by Grace Lynn,
from the Barrie play and the Famous Players-Lasky production of "A Kiss For Cinderella"' which will be shown for the first
time on Xmas Day at the Rivoli in New
York, and in every large picture house
throughout the country. Grace Lynn is a
dramatic and screen actress who played a'
court lady in the motion picture.
Besides writing this feature, Miss Lynn
arranged and directed it. Broadway actors
of prominence will play the parts.
* * *
"The

Production

Work

"The

Bat"
Begun
by
West
After several weeks of intensive preparascreen version of "The Bat," which will be
tion in an atmosphere of great secrecy,
released through United Artists Corporation
through arrangements made by Joseph M.
Roland West, independent producer, has beSchenck, chairman of the Board of Directors
gun actual production work on "The Bat."
of that organization. The release date has
It is reported that "The Bat" is to be the
been set for March 15.
biggest independent production ever launched.
^ ❖ ^
A new record price for independent material was paid for the screen rights by Mr.
Wide Bookings Reported for
West to Mary Roberts Rinehart and Avery
Hopwood, authors of the sensational stage
"The Count of Luxembourg"
success.
Although Chadwick Pictures Corporation's
Mr. West, recognized genius of mystery
special production, "The Count of Luxembourg," is not scheduled for release until
melodrama, with such thrillers as "The UnFebruary 1, many important first run bookknown Purple" and "The Monster" to his
credit, is directing as well as producing the
ings have already been made for it in all
parts of the country. Prelease bookings
provide for the showing of this picture in
all the Loew theatres in the Metropolitan
Bob Custer, F. B. O. star, believes
District. George Walsh, in the title role,
in Santa Claus. At any rate, he
heads an all star cast, that includes Helen
takes no chances. Nothing to lose if
Lee Worthing, James Woods Morrison, Joan
A'leredith, Lola Todd, Michael Dark and
there "ain't no Santy" — and everyCharles Requa.
thing to gain.
*I* *i" *r*
SPEEDY
DOG
IN
"VOLGA
BOATMAN"
Papyrus, one of the fastest dogs in the
world, is the latest to be signed for Cecil
De Mille's
Volga
which
Lenoreproduction
J. Coffee "The
adapted
fromBoatman"
Konrad
Bercovici's story.
This lithe, slight dog did one-eighth of a!
mile in twelve and two-fifth seconds. This is
at the rate of about 'Mforty-eight
miles an hour.
*
The world record for* human
runners is in

Red Kimono"
Has Brilliant Preview

David R. Hochreich and J. Charles Davis,
2nd, presidents respectively of Vital Exchanges, Inc., and Davis Distributing Division, Inc., are in receipt of telegrams complimenting their organizations on the brilliant reception given Mrs. Wallace Reid's
production
"The Room
Red Kimono"
at a preview
in the Chinese
of the Hotel
Statler,
Buffalo. The picture was exhibited to a
brilliant and discriminating audience including Theatre Owners, City and State Public
Officials, Representatives from the leading
Newspapers and officials from a number of
city,
tions. State and National women's organizaThe exact date of the New York premiere
has not yet been decided upon, but it is
scheduled for release early in 1926.
•■ '* '* '*
LOEWS | CIRCUIT
BOOKS
F. B. O. SHORT
SUBJECTS
Charles Rosenzweig, manager of the F. B.
O.
New York Fat
Exchange,
sold "All
Out,"
a Standard
Men has
Comedy,
featuring

"Fat" Karr, "Kewpie" Ross and "Fatty"
Alexander, the three fattest men on the
screen, and "A Peaceful Riot," a Blue Ribbon comedy
featuring
Ardell, to to
Loew's
Circuit
in New
York Alice
and Brooklyn
play
the Loew houses for 154 days.
* * *
ROCK STARTS PRODUCTION
Joe Rock started production this week on
"Alice Blues," a Blue Ribbon comedy featuring Alice Ardell, Petite French star, and a
well known comedian to be named shortly.
* * *
Monta Bell's Next
Monta Bell's next picture for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer will be Alice D. G. Miller's
adaptation of John Alexander- Kirkpatrick's
dramatic success "The Book of Charm." It
is a comedy drama of modern society.

on

the neighborhood of twenty-one seconds.
Warner

Baxter

Leaves

Warner Baxter, having completed the role
of "Nuitane" in Gilda Gray's first screen
starring effort, "Aloma of the South Seas,"
left for the West Coast this week. Upon his
arrival at the Lasky studio in Hollywood,
Baxter will start work as leading man for
Bebe Daniels in her newest screen comedy,
"Miss Brewster's Millions," which Clarence1
Badger is to direct.
* * *
Review Man on Top

Columbia
Plans
(Continued from page 7)
tures as his own. Distributors have their
fingers on the pulse of the demand the world
over and no producer can go far wrong if he
listens to the advice and opinions of his
franchise holders.
"In this belief we have arranged a conference to be attended by as many of Columbia franchise holders as is possible, at
which our plans for the coming year will
be discussed, and advice and opinions listened
to and accepted or given consideration in an
effort to, insofar as possible, arrange our
1926-1927 schedule to fill the demand for the
type of pictures which will please the distributor, exhibitor and public alike."

R. M. Vandivert has been appointed Advertising and Sales Promotion Manager of the
Fabrikoid Division of E. I. Du Pont de
Nemours & Company with headquarters at
Newburgh, New York. He is widely known
in the advertising field, having been formerly connected with the National Advertising
Division of the Hearst Newspaper Organization, and also having been prominent as an
advertising executive for Exhibitors Trade
Review. He has also been actively identified
in advertising capacities with other publicatoins. During the war he was Commissioner for the Committee on Public Information
in South America.
January

Is

Buys

Control

Laugh

of Studio

LOS ANGELES, Cal— Purchase of full
control of the Marshall Neilan motion-picture studio was announced today by Marshall
Neilan, film producer. Heretofore a half
interest has been owned by Pat Powers.

Month
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Seidman's
Tax
By M. L. SEIDMAN
This is the seventh of a series of articles
by Mr. Seidman of Seidman & Seidman, certified Public Accountants, on how to prepareincome tax returns, that will appear regularly in these columns. Mr. Seidman is a
well known tax expert and has written numerous articles on taxation. He ivill answer
all income tax questions that might be directed to him by our readers. Questions
should be addressed to him, c/o Seidman &
Seidman, 41 Park Roiv, New York City. All
communications must be signed by the inquirer, but no names will be disclosed in the
answers.
THE CAPITAL GAINS TAX
In the last art'cle consideration was given
to the computation of the earned income
credit. It was there noted that in the great
majority of the returns filed, the actual tax
due was determined by adding the sum of
the normal and surtax less the earned income
credit. Attention was also directed to the
capital gain tax, which must be considered
in a good many instances. This will be the
subject of discussion in the present article.
The purposes of this capital gains tax is to
furnish a measure of relief to persons who
realize .in one year profits from property
which has been held for a period of years.
Similarly, the reduction in the tax on account of losses sustained in one year from
the disposition of property which has been
held over a period of years is limited by the
tax law.
The benefits of this relief provisions are
limited to capital gains, as defined by the
revenue act. The law defines capital gains
and capital losses to be gains or losses resulting from the sale of a capital asset. A
■capital asset is in turn defined as property,
•except stock in trade, held for mere than
two years. These definitions, which are taken
from the 1924 revenue act, have been carried
forward without change in the new revenue
act as proposed to Congress by the House
Ways and Means Committee.
It is noteworthy that this property, which must be held
for two years, need not necessarily be property held for profit, in order to constitute a
capital asset. The definition includes property
held for personal use, such as a personal
automobile and a home. All that is necessary
is that the property be held for a two year
period, irrespective of whether it is held for
profit, and whether or not it is connected
with the trade or business of the person involved.
The relief afforded by the capital gains
lax is the limitation of the tax on such gains
to l2l/2 per cent of the amount of the capital
net gain. Capital net gain is the excess of
capital gains over capital losses. Thus, if in
1925 A sold securities for $100,000 which he
had purchased for $60,000 in 1915, A realized
a capital gain in 1925 of $50,000. However,
if A. sold in 1925 other securities tor $15,000
which he had bought for $25,000 in 1920, A
has thereby sustained a capital loss of $10,000
in 1925. His capital net gain is therefore the
difference between $50,000 and $10,000, or
$40,000.
Under the law, the tax on such capital net
gains is limited to. 12^ per cent, regardless

Advice

of the amount or rate of tax paid on other
income, and so in this case, if A had other
income of $25,0000 in addition to the capital
net gain of $40,000, his tax would be computed as follows :
We shall assume that A is a married man
with no dependents and his earned income is
$5,000. In this case, the normal and surtaxes on the ordinary income of $25,000
would amount to $1,607.50. To this is added
the capital gains tax of 12^2% of the capital
net gain of $40,000, or $5,000, making the total tax $6,607.50.
Now let us see just what A's tax would
have been if he did not take advantage of the
lower rates provided by the capital gains tax.
His total income would then be the sum of
$40,000 and $25,000, or $65,000. ] The total
normal and surtaxes on $65,000 in A's case
would then be $10,667.50. As we have seen,
the total tax computed with the benefit of the
capital gains provision is $6,607.50, so that
the saving which A receives through applying this relief provision is $3,400.00.
Of course, it is recognized that in a good
many cases the tax payer is not paying as
high a rate at 12^ on his ordinary income.
Such a taxpayer may possibly increase his
tax under the capital gains provision. Here
the law makes it entirely optional with the
taxpayer as to whether he wants to take advantage of this section. Obviously, this provision should be used only in such cases
where it works out to the benefit of the
taxpayer ; otherwise, he should not elect to
be taxed under the provision. The thing to
do is to work out the tax in the ordinary
way, as if there were no capital gains tax,
and compare it with the tax computed under
the capital gains section. Whichever shows
the smaller tax is the method to be followed.
A hard and fast rule cannot be laid down
covering just when this provision should be
taken advantage of, and when the point is
reached where the capital gain section will
work out against the interests of the taxpayer. This is necessarily so because of the
numerous possibilities under the tax law.
However, it can be said with exactness that
where the income, including capital gains, is
less than $23,000, it is best not to report on
the capital gains basis, and likewise, where
the total income, including capital gains, is
more than $23,000, the capital gains provision
will afford a measure of relief. Under the
new act that is now proposed, this dividing
line is increased to $26,000.
The benefits of the capital gains provision
are extended only to individuals. They do not
apply to corporations, since corporations pay
a flat tax of 12 per cent on their net incomes. Under these circumstances, no benefit
can be extended to a corporation since the
capital gains tax rate is also l2l/2 per cent.
So much for the capital net gains. In the
rjext article, the effect of capital net losses
will be considered.
* * *
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q. I wish to know what amount of tax
must be paid on the following items of income by an American citizen, a married man,
without exemptions on account of dependents. Take a salary paid for full time service of $4,000, income of $700 from dividends
of a business corporation, and $100 interest.
On what items will tax be levied, and how
much?
C. B. R.
A. The taxable income in the case supposed would be $4 100, made up of The $4,000
salary and $100 interest. Dividends being
subject only to the surtax, and the surtax
being imposed on incomes only in excess of
$10,000, there would be no tax to pay in this
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case on the dividends. From the total taxable
income of $4,100 would be subtracted the
exemption of $2,500, leaving $1,600 taxable
at 2 per cent, or $32, from which would be
deducted 25 per cent for the earned income
credit, or $8, making the net tax payable $24.
* * *

Jack

Chefe*

Finished

With The Reckless Lady'
Jack Chefe', Europe's greatest character
actor, who was brought here last year, expres lfor
y'
the American screen by M. H.
Karper, has completed work in Robert Kane's
latest picture "The Reckless Lady" in which
the brilliant artist played six distinctive
Howard E. Higgin, who wrote and directed
"The Reckless Lady" with Belle Bennett,
parts.
Lowell Sherman, James Kirkwood, Ben Lyon and Lois Moran, was so impressed with
Mr. Chefe's performance and remarkable
characterizations that he will give him an important role in his next picture. Although
Mr. Chefe' has only been in America a short
time, he has appeared in many fine pictures,
among which are "The Pace That Thrills"
with Ben Lyon, "The Sixth Degree" with
Owen Moore and Constance Bennett, "The
Orphan" with Al Joy, "The Cloudhopper"
with Glen Hunter, "Bluebeard's Seven
Wives" with Ben Lyon and Blanche Sweet.
* * *
$2,390,000
New

Paid For
Asher House

The six story apartment building and theatre to seat 3,500 people which will be erected
at Twelfth and Crawford streets, Chicago,
111. by R. Levins & Co., Inc., will, when completed, be purchased by Asher Bros., of Chicago. The plot comprises 119 x 219 and
costs $126,000. The entire building will total
$2,250,000 when completed, and the purchase
price reported to be paid by Asher Bros, for
this new theatre and building is $2,390,000.
Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchanges
for the
^/AematicMusic
Cue -SAect1
It's little to ask for, but it's the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians
to help pat the picture oyer.
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Sam R. Greenwald, International Newsreel cameraman, located
in Los Angeles, center bottom
row, is the prime mover of a
unique club just formed in Hollywood. The members, of which
there are thirteen, are dare-devil
cameramen, all of whom do
amazing air stunts. Every member's name contains thirteen
letters. The others shown here
besides Sam E. Greenwald arc
Ben MacDougall, Fronty Nichols,
Arthur J. Goebel, Herd McCleland, Albert Johnson, Frank
Lockhart and Paul Ruhterm, Jr.

1
ft

Em
Meet at last — Mary Pickford and
C. Gardner Sullivan, the famous
scenarist. Both have been in pictures since the old Biograph days
but have never, until this time,
met. Mary commissioned Sullivan
to her
assistlatest
in thefor
making
Unitedof "Scraps,"
Artists.

Fred Newmeyer, Harold Lloyd director, snapped in action
during the filming of a scene in "The Lunatic at Large," a
First National production starring Leon Errol.

S ± I UUH

Black and white studies of King Vidor,
Lillian Gish and' John Gilbert during the
filming of "La Bohernc," the new starring
vehicle for Miss Gish, made for M-G-M
** ■■• '■'" ' ■
release.

Iris Gray, of , Wichita, Kansas, the newest
of the Paramount beauties to grace the
screen demonstrates her favorite bob for
beach wear. This one goes under the name
of the "Bather's Bob." Nothing simpler
than that.

Bill Hart with us again. He returns in all
his old glory in the latest production,
"Tumble-weeds," released through United
Artists Corporation. The picture is completed and it is only a matter of so many
days before New York will be given its
first peek at the great wild-west favorite.

Horace Wade, "the boy novelist" favorite
of the
film of
folk,
putting
on awith
littleMildred
"two'
all
because
a new
watch,
Bragdon, the Universal beauty with the
million dollar smile.

Lois Moran, who bids fair to become a darling of America
because of her splendid work in "Stella Dallas" has been
chosen by Richard Barthelmess to play opposite him in
"Just Suppose," an Inspirational
release. Picture for First National

Their first costumes worn in the movies — Virginia Valli, Mary
Philbin, Laura LaPlante and Marion Dixon, now all under the
Universal banner.

Knee Muffs, filmdom's latest winter
fashion, have been introduced in
New York by Dorothy Mackaill,
First National's star, now appearing in the Broadway theatres in
"Joanna."

Lloyd Hamilton, a favorite
film funster who was recently
signed by Sam Sax for future
production activities. Lloyd
Hamilton is a very popular
comedian who depends upon
his straight face for laughs.
(Above). Carol Nathan,
manager
of Universal's
San
Francisco
exchange
greets Pauline Frederick on her return ,from
the Antipodes.

(Right). Claire Widsor
and the straight bob
she wears in "Dance
Madness," an S. J.
Kaufman story being
made for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release.

Ricardo Cortez rests for a few brief moments during the
filming of "Volcano," the Paramount production in which he
is featured with Bebe Daniels. Director W. K. Howard and
Cameraman Abdriot are the men enjoying the brief respite
from the hustle of the studio.
An unusual shot of the Educational studios at night. These
studios located in Santa Monico, are the home of the Lupino
Lane new series of comedies, the first of which, "Made in
Morocco" made a sensation.

When the lunch whistle
blows at the Metropolitan Studios, Hollywood. (Left to right)
Mong,
Priscilla Dean,
Bill Boyd, Seena Owen
and Charles Murray.

Newspaper

Feature

Syndicates
99

Get
Exceptional
supportBehind
to Laugh Month is "Laugh
side on Laugh Month Month
to all the newspapers it
serves,
calling
attention
to the wide-spread
being given by the various newspaper feature
benefits _of the movement and calling upon
syndicates. Arrangements have been comeach editor for liberal support.
pleted whereby the various columnists, ediSix of the leading King features cartoonists and the following, well known indetorial writers, cartoonists and other special
pendent artists, Terry, Webster, Bill Johnston
feature writers serving the thousands of
and Locher, were filmed in special Laugh
American newspapers through the feature
Month scenes for the Pathe News early this
syndicates, are to devote special attention to
week.
* * *
the Laugh Month idea and boost for it
wherever possible.
R. T. NEWTON
JOINS
An example of the wholehearted support
NEW
"U" CHAIN
Laugh Month is getting from these syndicates are the varied Laugh Month activities
Leaves New York to Investigate
now being undertaken by the King Features
Potential Purchases
Syndicate. From fifteen to twenty columnists
of this service are to make Laugh Month a
R. T. Newton, who recently resigned from
feature in one or more of their articles. Two
the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation after
special Laugh Month poems have been written and soon will appear in newspapers all having been connected with the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises and the Southern Enterprises for
over the country. The King syndicate is goeight years, has been signed by the new
ing evert further in its support of the Laugh
Universal Chain Theatres, Inc.
Month idea. It is sending out a special broadAs soon as arrangements had been completed between Universal and the former
Paramount theatre executive, he left New
ENTRY
BLANK
FOR
York for an extensive trip through the South
for Universal. He is looking over location
LAUGH
MONTH
sites for new theatres and investigating potential theatre purchases for the new UniEXPLOITATION
versal corporation.
CONTEST
During his experience with Famous Players, he managed various groups of theatres
in the cities throughout the South, buying
(Use this coupon to file your
and booking pictures in the Southwestern
entry in the prize contest for the
territory, with Dallas as his headquarters.
best Laugh Month exploitation.
Send entry to Laugh Month
Public Asked
to Pick
Committee, 218 West 42d Street,
New York City.)
Next Valentino Picture
Name of Theatre
The votes of ten million motion picture
fans will dictate the policy of Rudolph
Address
Valentino's next starring photoplay.
Simultaneously with the announcement
City or Town
that Valentino had been summoned home
State
from Europe to begin a new picture, Joseph
M. Schenck yesterday revealed plans for one
Name of person responsible for camof the most unique experiments in motion
picture history.
«.
paign
Through
the
medium
of
questionnaire
bal(This is the person to whom
lots to be distributed to theatregoers in every
money will be paid if this entry
part of the world, Mr. Schenck hopes to diswins)
cover the type of, role in which Valentino
is most desired. His next picture will be
Is theatre first run, second run or
patterned along those lines.
subsequent run?
Four of the star's most famous characterizations will be given as examples. Fans
Seating capacity
will be asked whether they would rather see
him as he appeared in "The Four HorsePopulation of City or Town
men," "The Sheik," "Blood and Sand," or
Was campaign for one day, two days,
"The Eagle," his most recent United Artists
Corporation release.
three days or a week?
The sellers
screen have
rightsbeen
to four
of theand
season's
best
obtained
each
Was a particular comedy exploited?
story is similar to one of the star's greatest
pictures. The votes of the fans will decide
If so, give title and name of distr which story shall be filmed.
buting company
% l}j sfc
(It is not necessary that a parFamous
Players Buy
ticular comedy should be exIn At Toledo, Ohio
ploited, it being sufficient if th:
campaign boosts LAUGH
Famous Players-Lasky Corp., through its
newly formed Publix Theatres, Inc., are reMONTH. But if a particular
ported to be financiall}' interested in the new
comedy is exploited, it must be
16 story office building and theatre which
a short comedy — not more than
will seat 3,300, to be financed and constructed
in Toledo, Ohio, by R. Levine & Co., Inc.
three reels.) — E. T. R.
The entire project is estimated to cost
$4,500,000.
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Theatre

Construction

BOSTON,
Archt: Not selected.
E. F. Cassell 18 Tremont
tre. Green, Chardon &
WOBURN,

MASS.
Owner J. C. Kielly,
street. Plans theaPitts Sts.
MASS.

Archt : G. E. Robinson, Chamber of Commerce Bldg. Drawing plans for a theatre at
Pleasant & Federal Sts. Owner E. M. Dangel, 18 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
DETROIT, MICH.
Archt: P. R. Pereira, 333 State St., Drawing plans for a theatre at Adams Ave. Owner C. H. Miles, Griswold & State Sts.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Archt: E. A. Meyer, 2703 Lisbon Ave.
Drawing plans for a theatre at North &
Fond du Lac Sts. Owner Semi & Pessin,
1606 North Ave.
OMAHA, NEB.
Archt. not selected. Liberty Film Co., 1514
Davenport St., planning to build a theatre at
20th & Dodge Sts.
HARTFORD, CONN.
Archt : G. A. Sanblom, 145 West 45th St.,
New York City. Drew plans for a theatre at
Village St. Owner Harris Bros, c/o Archt.
MADISON, WIS.
Archt : P. M. Homer, Madison. Drew plans
for a theatre at Madison, Wise. Owner E.
Michalson, 1949 Winnebago St.
G. L. Rapp Archt: 190 North State St.,
Chicago, 111. Drew plans for a theatre.
Owner W. G. Beecroft, 6 West Miffin St.
DULUTH, WIS.
Archts : Gilliuson, Ellingson & Erickson,
Lonsdale Bldg. Drew plans for a theatre at
Superior St. & E. 2nd Ave. Owner G. G.
Ha/tley, 740 East Superior St.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Archt:
L. A. Smith, Lilyfletcher Bldg.
Drew plans for a theatre at Maplewood,
and Western
Aves.
Owner West Coast
Theatres Inc., Film Exchange Bldg.
•LOWELL, MASS.
Archt : J. A. Tuck, Park Sq. Bldg. Drew
plans for a theatre at Merrimack Street.
Owner S. Katz, c/o archt.
VERNON, TEXAS
Arthur Keys is opening a new theatre in
Vernon, Texas.
CICERO, ILL.
Cicero, 111.— Archt., E. P. Rupert, 822 W.
79th St., Chicago, 111. Drew plans for a
theatre at N. E. corner of 25th and and 63rd
Streets, Cicero. Owner, S. J. Gregory.
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Compliments

Metro

Organization

Credit for the high quality of the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer productions does not go altogether to the artists, writers and directors
of that organization, according to Marcus
Loew, president, who is now on his annual
visit to the studios at Culver City.
Much of the credit is due the highly efficient studio organization, and the various
Mr. Loew told the exdepartments thereof,
ecutives assembled at a dinner last Saturday
evening.
"I can't resist the temptation of personally
thanking you for your wonderful cooperation
in the making of our productions," said Mr.
Loew. "Without the efficiency of the various
departments represented by you men, pictures
such as we turned out this year could never
have been made. You who have contributed
so much towards our successful production
can be assured that as long as I am with the
organization you will remain with us and that
will be all my life,* I *hope.
*
Jersey on War Path
(Continued from page 7)
years against the Blue Laws, is rapidly nearing victory.
fn his report, President Seider declared
that the time is rapidly nearing when theatre owners, not only in New Jersey but in
the entire country, will be emancipated from
political dominance of such things as Blue
Laws. He spoke of the necessity for harmony in the entire industry but stressed the
point that before all things, the exhibitor
must recognize that his salvation reposes not
only in his state organization but in the
National organization.
Mr. Seider informed the 28 directors and
associate directors in attendance that he had
submitted to members of the New Jersey
legislature copies of the current New Jersey
organization's bulletin. In this bulletin Mr.
Seider quotes the Law in New York State
regarding the exhibition of Sunday pictures.
"Any law that is not respected is a bad
law. If I were opposed to Sunday movies I
would first advocate the repeal of the antiquated and obsolete 'Blue Law' — that the
motion picture industry shall be freed from
the 'Vice and Immorality Act.' "
An outstanding event at the Trenton meeting was the report of J. B. Fox that he had
collected over $1,000 for state and national
dues in Burlington, Atlantic and Camden
Counties during the past month. Air. Fox
reported that never before had he found the,
local organization so highly regarded.
Other resolutions in addition to the one
sanctioning the drawing up of a Local Option
Bill for legalizing Sunday movies included a
significant one. This was that the organization will never make a membership affiliation with the M. P. P. D. Assn. In this respect, however, the point was emphasized
that New Jersey will continue to function
and co-operate for the common welfare of
both Producer and Theatre Owner.
The association also went on record as
opposed to the Bill to be introduced by Congressman Randolph Perkins authorizing collection! of a tax by music publishers in excess of what the association believes to be a
' the
fair payment
profit, especially
it would
mean
of royaltiessince
to foreign
societies.
New Jersey theatre owners were warned
not to answer any questionnaires of any description which might come to them through
the mails, until after they have been thoroughly investigated by the organization.
Another resolution put the organization
on record as opposing voting of any nature
through the mails. It was at this time that
the increased volume of business was mentioned with a recommendation that in the
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near future the directorate may be divided
into Administrative Committees to expedite
matters with all thoroughness.
A resolution of sympathy and condolence
was extended to Sydney Samuelson, Chaiv •
man of the Board, over his bereavement in
the recent death of his father.
The direct proof that Famous Player..
Lasky, contrary to the denial it made at trie
last session of the New Jersey organization,
is booking the "Ten Commandments" on a
non-theatrical basis, was presented to the
directors at Trenton in the form of a newspaper advertisement which publicized the
"Ten Commandments" as playing in an independent hall in a New Jersey town on
December 1 and 2.
The next meeting will take place at Moiristown, when the directors will be the guest
of National President R. F. Woodhull and
I. A. Roth.
Those in attendance at the Trenton meeting included : W. C. Hunt, Wildwood ; Benjamin J. Hayney, Riverside; John Mannix.
Bordentown ; E. Thornton Kelly, Palisade ;
I. A. Roth, Morristown ; Joseph and Samuel
Varbalow, Benjamin Schindler, Camden ;
Louis Gold, Newark; Joseph Bernstein and
John Keale, Jersey City; A. W. Hill, Paulsboro ; J. B. Fox, Burlington; Lee Newbury,
Belmar, Leon Rosenblatt, Bayonne ; L. G.
Juskowitz, Perth Amboy ; Louis Rosenthal.
Orange; Frank L. Warren and Walter H
Olden, Princeton ; I. M. Hirshblond, Toms
River ; Pearson H. Hume, H. H Laird
Russell H. Lamont- William Keegan, Charles
Hildinger, Isaac Levy and Phillip Blaustein,
Trenton; Sydney Samuelson, Newton, Chairman of the Board, and President Joseph M.
Seider.
Mae

Marsh

a Mother

PASADENA, Cal, Dec. 18.— Mae Marsh,
film star, became the mother today of a
seven-pound boy.
She was already the mother of a girl,
Mary.
^ ^ #
"Tumbleweeds" at Strand
William S. Hart in "Tumbleweeds," the
fifth of the United Artists special productions of the season, and Ted Lewis with his
clown band and Miss Bobby Arnst, the
dancer, form the double feature program at
the Mark Strand theatre the week beginning
Sunday, Dec. 20.
"Tumbleweeds" is from the story by Hal
G. Evarts and it was directed by King
Baggott. Barbara Bedford is leading woman,
with an exceptional cast.

Do

Your

Bebe

Daniels, Paramount star, believes in
doing her Christmas

shopping early — with
the result that she ha;
been checking lists ovei
and over again. Mayb
it's best to let it go, an.'
just take pot-luck
chances

New

Independent
Enters

Hollywood

H. E. Edington, for six years business
manager of the Goldwyn Studio at Culver
City, and just back from abroad, where he
spent nearly two years as General Manager,
in chargenouncesof
"BenIndependent
Hur," anthat heproduction
is to be theof next
Producer of pictures in Hollywood. At
least he is to produce pictures independently
for one of the largest of New York and
English picture interests.
Mr. Edington has three stories ready for
production. Two are from books by well
known English novelists and one an original
written by himself. The latter, according
to one of the best directors in pictures,
should be a sensation, due to the fact that
it has a theme and treatment never before
touched upon by our well known authors.
* # *
Buys

Control

of Studio

LOS ANGELES, Cal.— Purchase of full
control of the Marshall Neilan motion-picture studio was announced today bv A'Tarshall
Neilan, film producer. Heretofore a half
interest has been owned by Pat Powers.
* * *
Newspaper

Cooperation

Sought for Snorts
(Continued from page 7)
often could not remember what the feature
was all about. He also compared the playing of shorts on feature programs with the
situation in vaudeville years ago, when they
act,
anyand"dumb"
withacts
the bill
open their
would
follow with
feature
close with
more "dumb" acts. Today the smart vaudeville manager tries to open with a good act,
because he knows if his curtain raiser is a
good one, the whole bill will get a good
review by critics. " The same holds good in
pictures. A good short very often saves
and bolsters up the entire program.
Motion picture critics of newspapers and
magazines present were Mordaunt Hall, New
York Times, Agnes O'Malley, Photoplay
Ro'-e Pelswick, New York Journal, McVeagh,
Post, Thirer. Daily Neivs, and Eileen Creelman, New York American.

Shopping

Early

Exhibitors Trade
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Review

First National came in with four of the lucky thirteen that
■were chosen as the Wampas Baby Stars for 1926. From
left to right, Joyce Compton, Mary Astor, Marceline Day
and Dolores Del Rio.

The

Lucky

Thirteen

HERE
they are. The thirteen girls whom the Wampas selects each year as
the most promising young leading women on the screen and whom this
year the publicity men are labelling "Wampas Stars of 1926."
No longer are they called "baby stars." This time, the astute publicists are
going on record as predicting the girls' elevation to stardom within the calendar
year, based on their study of the girls' merits, achievements and future promise.
Over one hundred girls were considered by the entire Wampas membership
before the vote. The results were announced last night at the meeting of the
publicity men and girls will be present
MARY ASTOR
ed in all their glory at the 1926 Wampas Frolic and Ball which will be held
Mary Astor, now with First Nationat the Shrine Civic Auditorium on
al, played opposite Douglas Fairbanks
February 4.
in "Don Q," and John Barrymore in
"Don Juan."
The lucky girls include :
MARY BRIAN
Mary Brian, from Texas, first came
to the screen as "Wendy" in "Peter
Pan," and is now in "Behind the
Front" at the Lasky Studio, where she
is under contract.
JOYCE

COMPTON

Joyce Compton,
".of Kentucky,
newcomer
to the films.
She, too, ishasa
a First National Contract; her first part
was in "What Fools Men."
DOLORES COSTELLO
Dolores Costello, the only New
Yorker on the list, is a daughter of
Maurice Costello, early screen idol.
She started in musical comedy and is
now a Warner contract player, having
Worked most recently opposite John
Barrymore in "The Sea Beast."
JOAN CRAWFORD
Sally O'Neill (full photo) and Joan Crawford (circle) were Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
contribution to the Hollywood Hall of
Fame. Joan Crawford made her entre into
pictures in Jackie Coogan*s "Old Clothes."
Not a bad break at all. Sally will be
seen in "Sally, Irene and Mary,' a forthcoming M-G-M production.

Joan Crawford also hails from Texas.
Her stage name was Lucile Le Sueur.
Her first screen role was in Jackie
Coogan's "Old Clothes," followed by
the part of "Irene" in "Sally, Irene and
Mary." She is under contract to MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and has been loaned to
Harry, Langdon.

Rev. Neal Dodd, Wampas chaplain,
Evelyn Gibbs, vault clerk and C. A.
Vanderlip, • manager of the Commercial National Bank were the trustees
for the Wampas votes.
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Sally Long, (left) and Vera Reynolds made their bid for
Edna Marian, popular Century player is trying to make a
fame in the ranks of Producers Distributing Corporation.
secret of the affair.
Edna is a two reel specialist. Fay
Both of these charming players have a comedy background.
Wray is now playing opposite Jack Hoxie in his Universal
"Fifth Avenue" and "Thevehicles.
Road to Yesterday" were their
Westerns.
She also knows
something
of the two reel
comedies.
JANET

GAYNOR

Janet Gaynor has been in the films
just a short time. Already she has to
her credit leads in a number of Universal Pictures, and recently she was

Mary Brian must have been wearing the
Seven League Boots.
Her rise to fame,
since she
played Pan"
her first
role as "Wendy"
in "Peter
for Paramount.

signed by Fox on a long-term contract.
Her first featured part is in Irving
Cummings'

"The Johnstown Flood."
SALLY O'NEIL

Sally O'Neill was "discovered" by
Marshall Neilan, and stepped right into
a prominent role in "Mike." She is
now under contract to Metro-GoldwynMayer and will be seen soon as "Mary"
in "Sally, Irene and Mary."
EDNA MARIAN

Dolores Costello, daughter of the one-time
matinee and screen idol, Maurice Costello,
has cast her lot with Warner Brothers. It
took less than no time for her abilities to
receive the recognition they so richly deserved. She is the only New York girl on
the list.
MARCELim

Edna Marian is internationally known
as a star of Century Comedies, although she has recently played important roles in several dramatic pictures
at Universal and Fox.
r

VERA

Vera Reynolds is another Wampas
Star of 1926 with a comedy background. Her dramatic opportunity was

DAY

Marceline Day recently came into
prominence after a couple of years in
bits and small parts. Her two latest

in "Icebound," where she was "discovered" by Cecil B. de Mille and played
with him in several of his pictures
while he was still with Lasky. Since
the organization of his own company,
he has signed Miss Reynolds for a
long-term contract and is featuring her
in a number of pictures, of which the

featured roles were in "The Splendid
Road," produced by Frank Lloyd, and
"The Barrier," an all-star production.
DOLORES

DEL

RIO

Dolores Del Rio is the young Mexican beauty whom Edwin Carewe induced to enter the films and who is
scheduled for a featured role in one

first is "The Road to Yesterday."
FAY

of his early productions for First National.
SALLY

WRAY

Fay Wray was born in Canada but
had her first professional experience in

LONG

Sally Long is another recruit from
musical comedy. Her most recently
important screen role was in the Belasco production, "Fifth Avenue."

REYNOLDS

Janet Gaynor got her first featured role
in "The Johnston Flood" which was directed by IrvinK Cummings for Fox. She
has been placed on a long time contract
by that company.

the Hollywood Pilgrimage Play. Subsequently, she appeared in a number of
comedies and is now under long-term
contract to Universal, for whom she is
now

playing opposite Jack Hoxie, under the direction of Al Rogell.
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PRODUCTION
H. B. WARNER, widely known stage
star, comes to the De Mille Studio after a
year's triumphant success in New York
where he played in the stage version of
"Silence."
LEATRICE JOY, who recently returned to Hollywood following a shopping
invasion of New York, starts her next starfor DeMille "Eve's Leaves,"
within ringa vehicle
few weeks.
* * *
LEX NEAL, Max Gold and Andrew
Bennison have been added to the West Coast
directorial staff of Fox Film. They are working under the personal supervision of George
E. Marshall, comedy director general.
RAY PECK, director of the Canadian
Government Moving Picture Studio, Ottawa,
spent last week on a speaking tour in Illinois and Indiana, addressing a number of film
clubs.
* * *
HARRY SWEET has been added to the
unit making the Paramount junior stars' picture, "Glorious Youth."
* ^ ^
BERT ROACH, comedian, has returned
to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios following
a much needed vacation. His last work was

HIGHLIGHTS

THEDA BARA, our old familiar vampire, has been signed by Hal Roach to play
in two reel comedies. She expects to start
work early this week.
# * *
RUDOLPH VALENTINO
is on his
way to London, where he will witness the
English Premiere of his first United Artists
picture, "The Eagle."
# * #
LYNN REYNOLDS has started the direction of Hoot Gibson in "Chip of the Flying U," a novel of the Canadian Northwest
Mounted Police. He recently finished directing House Peters in
# "Comeback."
* *
RUPERT JULIAN, fresh from the completion of 'Three Faces ETSt," is sporting
bffef rest before he starts his next picture
for Cecil B. DeMille.

BUCK JONES, under the direction of
R. William Neill, has left Hollywood for a
location "somewhere in Mexico," to start
filming the new sequences of a seventh F x
vehicle for the current season. This is the
"Fighting Buckaroo."
* * *
HOWARD HAWKS is directing, with
with May McAvoy in the leading feminine
role, "The Road to Glory." He wrote the
story hmself and his handling of it is as fine
as his creation.
RAOUL WALSH has been assigned by
Fox to direct the screen version of "What
Price Glory." Walsh, who is now with Famous Players-Lasky, will start work on this
production the first of the new year. He
hopes to exceed his fine work in the direction
of Douglas Fairbanks in "The Thief of Bagdad," and Pola Negri in "East of Suez."
JANET GAYNOR, is a new star shining on the Fox Films lot. She portrays
the role of Ann Berger in the realistic production, "The Johnstown Flood."

RUDOLPH CHILDKRAUT it is reported from many quarters, may be starred
in "The Auctioneer" soon to be filmed for
* * *
Fox.

ROL DEL RUTH has been named by
Warner Brothers to direct the picturization
of a story by A. C. Lancaster which bears
the temporary title of "The Grafters."
CHUCH RAISNER, director for Warner Brothers, whose "Good-bye Broadway,
* of
* " ..the most
Hello France," was * one
popular
of war-time1 songs, is now writing a song to
accompany Syd Chaplin's next picture, "Oh,
* * *
What a Nurse !"
FRANK LLOYD, producer of First
National pictures, recently paid a brief
visit to the First National Oriental small
branch in Kobe, Japan, where he was welcomed by Horace T. Clarke, exchange
manager and his staff. A welcome dinner
by the Japan Motion Picture Association
was arranged.
* * *
JOHN

FRANCIS DILLON, who is directing Lewis Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson
in the featured roles of "Too Much
Money" is putting the final touches to this
* * *
picture.
DOLORES DEL RIE, who is reputed
to be one of the richest women in Mexico
has been honored as "The most beautiful
screen actress in Hollywood," by The
Wampas West Coast Organization of Publicity Men.
* * *
ROBERT T. KANE has started casting
his fourth picture of the current season for
First National. This is "The Dances of
Paris," by Micakel Arlen, which will go
into production next week under the direction of Alfred A. Sentel.
* * *
RICHARD
BARTHELMESS,
is in
Florida vacationing between productions,

in therole
Rupert
Hughes
next
has not
been picture
assigned."Don't." His
$ 4i
LON CHANEY says he is going to the
hospital — but we doubt it. It all came about
from his playing a cripple as one of the
characters in a dual role in his new starring
■vehicle "The Mocking Bird." The result is
it has "left him full of kinks," as he says.
"The Mocking Bird" is a Tod Browning story
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
* * *
CAREY WILSON scenarist is consulting with John M. Stahl, director who is
preparing to make a screen version of "Toto,"
the stage play in which Leo Dietrichstein
made a memorable hit.
RENEE .ADOREE, Metro-Goldwynplayer, is recuperating with a short holiday
following her completion of the role of the
French dancer in "The Mocking Bird." Miss
Adoree "jumped" to this production from
"La Boheme."
* * *
CET WITHEY is directing Evelyn
Brent in "Bright Lights" for F. B. O. Theodore Von Eltz is playing opposite.

Revieu

and the betting is even in New York's
film colony as to whether he will — or will
not — return as a bloated Florida real estate
holder.
* * *
If Santa hadn't been quite so wise, he
might have been caught this time in his
work of leaving Christmas gifts by Mildred
Davis, who tried to put one over on the
foxy old fellow by sneaking up on the
fireplace with a candle. Miss Davis has
just returned to the screen with Paramount.
WILLIAM CODY has finally completed his tenth western thriller for the Independent Pictures Corp. Joan Meredith is
playing opposite him in the picture which is
called
Straight." Watch Bill put
it over "Shooting
in this one.
* * *
DUKE WORNE is directing the filming of "Help! Police!!" This is a Duke
Worne production with Richard Holt and
Marie Beth in the leading roles.
* * #
WALTER HIERS has returned to work
at Christie Studios after two months absence, caused by having injured his hand in
a studio mishap.
* * *
PETER B. KYNE, well known fiction
writer, has arrived in Hollywood to begin
work on "Rustling for Cupid," one of four
original stories to be made for Fc x Films.

SAM E. RORK returned last week to
Hollywood exulting in the success of his
latest First National picture, "Clothes
Make the Pirate," starring Leon Errol,
* * Gish.
*
supported by Dorothy
TOM MIX plays as a mounted policeman. Knowing Tom's ppst actions this seoms
unbelieveable, but it all happens in "My
Own Pal," his latest starring vehicle for
Fox Films, in which he appears as Tom
O'Hara,
of the range but now a member of thelatecops.
* * *
ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS, well
known screen and magazine writer is preparing an original* story
* * for Tom Mix.
MAT

MOORE,

who plays the part of

Tommy Tucker in "The First Year," is
giving one of the best performances of
his career. In fact, many who watched the
picture, in the making, declare that the
situation and his treatment of them make
the picture even better than the play of
that name.
* * *
GEORGIE HARRIS and Barbara Ludy
"Pawnwill appear in the leading roles ofinto
proshop Politics," which has gone direction
duction at Fox Studios under the
of Benjamin Stoloff.
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BOX

SKINNER'S

DRESS

OFFICE

SUIT

Universal Photoplay. Story by Henry
Irving Dodge. Directed by William A.
Seiler. Length, 6,887 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Skinner
Reginald Denny
Honey
Laura La Plante
Perkins
Ben Hendricks, Jr.
McLaughlin
E. J. Ratcliffe
Tommy
Arthur Lake
Mrs. Colby
Hedda Hopper
iackson
Lionel B rah am
liss Smith
Betty Morrisey
Mr. Colby
Henry A. Barrow
Tailor
William W. Strauss
Mrs. Wilton
Lila Leslie
Mr. Wilton
Broderick O'Farrell
Mrs. Jackson
Lucille Ward
Mrs. Crawford
Lucille De Nevier
Mrs. McLaughlin
Frona Hale
Skinner is a clerk, idealized by his young wife,
who believes he is a wonderful business nian. She
urges him to ask for a raise. His employer refuses,
but in order not to disappoint his wife, Skinner tells
her he has received the raise. She insists now he
must have a dress suit. The purchase of this involves so many other social obligations that they
are soon plunged heavily into debt. As a final blow,
Skinner loses his job. When things look darkest,
Fate suddenly brings Skinner more business through
the successful appearance afforded by his dressing,
than he ever attained by plodding diligently in his
office. In the end, Skinner becomes a partner in the
concern for which he previously labored as a lowly
underling.

REVIEWS

SOME
PUN'KINS
Chadwick Pictures Corporation Photoplay.
Story by Bert Woodruff and Charles E<
Banks. Directed by Jerome Storm.
Length, 5,900 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lem Blossom
Charles Ray
Pa Blossom
George Fawcett
Ma Blossom
Fanny Midgley
Mary Griggs
Duane Thompson
Josh Griggs
Bert Woodruff
Tom Perkins
Hall am Cooley
Constable
Wm. Courtright
Gossip
Ida Lewis
Mossville picks up its ears at the arrival of Mary
Griggs. Lem Blossom, ambitious, sees in her an
incentive for the completion of his inventions. As
a means to success Lem conceives the idea of cornering the local market on pumpkins (having learned
that a frost has killed up-state product) and selling
to the cannery. Josh Griggs, and Tom Perkins,
suitor
hand,scheme,
both see
Lem'sinterested
plan a
set-backforto Mary's
their own
theyinbeing
in the cannery. They instigate a run on Lem for
immediate payment by the countless contributors to
his "corner." As the angry mob presses him, the
fire bell rings. Lem rushes for his water-pump, his
invention, and with the help of this saves the Griggs
house. He rescues Mary from certain death, with
the help of his folding ladder, also his invention.
Old Man Griggs returns good for good, by tiding
Lem over in his pumpkin deal, and blessing the
union of Lem and Mary.
By Michael L. Simmons

By Michael L. Simmons
fits
SUIT"
"gKINNER'S
snugly, so toDRESS
speak, around
the talents and personality of Reginald Denny.
The result is sure-fire audience entertainment, embracing many laughable situations.
An excellent booking proposition.
The star is here abetted by the very personable qualities of Laura La Plante,
whose good looks and well-simulated ignorance of practical housekeeping lends a
most diverting note to the proceedings.

1^/rE find Charles
Ray but
herewith
in anorole
completely asof yore,
pretence
to seriousness in the story. A typical, rural,
semi-melodramatic farce, promising a fair
evening's entertainment for the smaller
houses.
You can smell the wisps of hay in Ray's
handling of the "rube" role — a broad, unadulterated stage-comedian version of the
Hick from Hen's Foot Corners himself.
But not by a long shot does Ray approxithing. mate his former impressiveness in this sort of

Director Wm. A. Seiter has gone the
makers of comedies one better, so far as
taking advantage of the modern dance craze
is concerned. He has injected some hilariously funny dance sequences, which fairly
out-Charleston the Charleston, and known

Much of variety has been packed into
the situations. There are amusing shots of
the country gawk twisting himself up like a
pretzel from the sheer embarrassment of
attempted love-making; of an extraordinary
incident in which a wholesome youth resents

as "The Savannah Shuffle."
The story is by no means a new one, but
its treatment as staged here, is. The atmosphere of bridge parties, home-socials, and
suburban life is well done, and generously
sprinkled with human interest material.
The moral of the dress suit is carried

his father's ill-treatment of his mother by
"knocking the old man cold" (this might
better have been left out) ; a dance in which
the gawkiness of the hero is held up to buffoonery; and finally a heroic rescue at a
raging fire.
That catalogues the ingredients out of
which "Some Pun'kins" is made. There
are several sure-fire laughs in the Ray man-

out with deft touches of irony and humor —
showing the many other obligations attendant to the purchase of dinner clothes until
the wearer is headed for sure bankruptcy.
Finally, the very thing that causes all the
trouble brings the wearer prosperity because
of the air of success the suit gives him.
It's a "natural" for exploitation. There
is the dress suit angle for clothiers; a radio
set furnishes subject matter in one laughable
sequence ; real estate also offers opportunities in that direction — and haberdashers
will find something to interest them here.

ner, but hardly with the "kick" as it was
with the Ray of old. A scene showing a
huge pile of pumpkins, said to weigh thirty
tons, makes for a spectacular shot.
On

tie-ups, try the restaurants to ar-

range for a "Pun'kin Pie Week." Get in
touch with groceries for a more intensive
featuring of pumpkins, lending your aid so
that mutual benefits will result. The thought
that also suggests itself is a walking ballyhoo
of a huge pumpkin made from paper
mache.

A WOMAN

OF

THE

WORLD

Paramount Photoplay from the novel by
Carl Van V echten. Directed by Mai
St. Clair. Length, six reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Countess Elnora Natatorini
Pola Negri
Gareth Johns
Charles Emmett Mack
Richard Granger
Holmes Herbert
Lennie Porter
Blanche Mehaffey
Sam Poore
Chester Conklin
Lou Poore
Lucille Ward
Judge Porter
Guy Oliver
Mrs. Maerbauer
Dot Farley
Mrs. Fox
May Foster
Annie
Dorothea Wolbert
The Countess Elnora, disappointed in love and
betrayed by the man she believed in most, decides
to leave society's European playgrounds, and retire
to the quiet, subdued life of a mid-western American
city. Her arrival in the strictly moral community
occasions a sensation. Her exotic appearance and
manners are the basis for slanderous gossip, which
finally reaches the ears of the district attorney, the
town's paragon of virtue. He orders her to leave
town. She refuses. At a public bazaar, in an impassioned oration the district attorney brands the
countess as an immoral woman. Later the infuriated Countess horse-whips him, and, strangely, he
accepts it in a chastened spirit. He realizes that
he loves her, and the Countess experiences the same
feelings for him. So the odious incident closes with
their betrothal.
By Michael L. Simmons
pOLA NEGRI, gorgeously gowned and
exhaling exotic waves of personal magnetism, endows this film with the interest
that her peculiar personality usually exerts.
On the side, Mai St. Clair, the director,
has added some Hal Roach comedy flourishes, which brings the film to the very
brink of broad farce. The odds are all in
favor of sending the customers away feeling
that they've gotten their money's worth.
The change in Miss Negri's case is diverting. Her appearance in the atmosphere
of the "sticks" gives the sensation in reverse of seeing a Child's waitress mingling
with the elite in a Park Avenue bridge
party. Add to this, Chester Conklin in a
three-ply mustache doing a facial "slapstick," and you certainly get the impression
of parody instead of drama.
This isn't poking fun at the film. It's
simply showing that there is fun in it, and
what kind. The director was after just
that kind.
Nevertheless there are some serious moments. When the infuriated Countess
lashes out at her accuser with a horse-whip
— six stinging blows across the face — the
effect is really breath-taking. The women,
too, are going to have some happy mogiving the and
"low-down"
to Pola's
amazingmentswardrobe
jewels.
It will be seen, then, that here is a film
with star appeal definitely established on
the one hand, an amusing brand of comedy
on the other, and an atmosphere to satisfy
those who have tired of the settings which
have invariably surrounded the star in her
previous appearances.
Exploit Pola Negri to the limit, get in
touch with modistes for gown tie-ups, do
the same with jewelers, and don't overlook
the book-shops selling Van Vechten's novel.
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LIMITED

Rayarl Photoplay. Story by John Francis
Natteford. Directed by Oscar Apfel.
Length, 5,981 feel.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Alan Morse
Gaston Glass
Mary Foster
Wanda Hawley
Sam Foster
Sam Allen
John Reynolds
William Humphrey
Mrs. Reynolds
Mathilda Brundage
Hal Reynolds
Richard Holt
John
O'Connor
DoctorO'Connor
Harrington L. J.Eric
Mayne
Doctor Jones
Fred Holmes
Gladys Kane
Belva McKay
Asst. Dispatcher
Hayford Hobbs

Warner Brothers Photoplay. From the
Novel by Ruth Cross. Directed by
Length, six reels.
Millard Webb.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer Photoplay. Story
by Kate Jordan. Directed by Robert
Z. Leonard.
Length, six reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Huntly Gordon
"Gregory Cochran
Helene Chadwick
Molly Shannon
Tucker
Richard
Mr. Renfro
Frank Campeau
Split-Ticket Dillworth
Margaret Seddon
;
Mrs. Shannon
Carrie Clarke Ward
Mrs. Parker
Charles McHugh
Mr. Shannon
Violet Kane
The Baby
almost
Renfro
Mr.
a
by
Molly Shannon is jilted
.at the very altar. In her grief, she walks the
streets in a blinding rain, bewildered and shocked.
In this1 condition she is almost run down by a train,
whence she is taken care of by • Gregory Cochran.
■Cochran brings the happiness into her life that she
They are blessed with' a
her.
by" marrying
missed girl.
has risen - high and has been
jovely
nominated
to-Gregory
run for governor. The opposition,
.determined to create scandal to beat him, suddenly
.confront Molly with spurious evidence of past hns. deeds. Knowing that mere public mention of this
Will defeat her husband, she decides to leave him.
The papers print , a report of her death., The; day
before election she is discovered by Renfro,. who is
in league with the oppositipn. He goes to bring
Cochran the news, followed' unseen by Molly- In
.'Cochran's quarters Molly and Renfro strugglelatter
for
the possession of a gun, and in the scuffle the
is mortally wounded. Cochran bursts into the room
his arms. In their future happiMolly to
to gather
jiess
she forgets
the grim past.

Larry r»akin
Bnmdage
Lew Busch
Cody
Nwq
Mae
Ruth Dakon
Gertrude Olmsted
'lime,
The Comedian
Kosloff
Ruth Dakon
(Child) Theodore
Rae Ethelyn
Michael Lawler
Roy Stewart
Mrs. St. Germaine
Paulette Duval
Tom Cautley
Creighton Hale
Aunt Abbey
Nellie Parker Spaulding
Anthony Dakon
Robert Ober
Count De Brissac
David Mir
Prince Strotoff
Templar Saxe
Swedish Maid
Mildred Vincent
Nora Dakon, bored with the dullness of her married, small-town life,, agrees to run away with., a
wealthy New York sportsman, Larry Brundage.
Her husband commits suicide, and Brundage, dodging the mess, leaves her. She is left alone with her
{•ittle
'girl, Ruth.
passesfield,
and while
Nora has
prominence
in theTime
operatic
Ruthachieved
is the
admiration of all Paris. They give a party to celebrate the Armistice, at which Brundage suddenly
appears. He falls in love with Ruth. When Ruth
tells her mother she intends to marry Brundage,
Nora is desperate. She visits Brundage at his apartment, whereRuth
Ruthof finds
Brundage's
Nora tells
the her
earlyintragedy,
and arms.
Ruth
gives him up. Later, Ruth is repaid for her sorrow
by winning the worthy love of a steady admirer,
Tom Cautley, an art student.

youngat yegg
drops offRocky
the red-ball
freight
to tapof
theA safe
the isolated
Mountain
station
Benbow. The old agent gets the drop on him, and
suddenly collapses from a paralytic stroke. The yegg
is about to escape
with on
his booty,
when the
granddaughter
appears
the scene.
The agent's
yegg,
thus interrupted, helps her put the old man to bed,
and remains
the house. The
doctor's diagnosis
predicts
total inspeechlessness
and incapacity
for an
indefinite period. Attracted by something in the
young
girl'shedemeanor,
the yegg determines
to over
stay
on. Later
saves a strong-box
being shipped
.the
company's
lines
from
the
hands
of
thieves.
This
proves he is going safe, and after adding further
laurels by saving the Midnight Limited from total
wreck,
the girl,
withrailroad
her grand-dad's
consent,ouralsohero
the wins
gratitude
of the
company,
which had learned of his checkered past and was
about to prosecute him.

By Michael L. Simmons

By Michael L. Simmons

By Michael L. Simmons

'JpHIS
might be described
a film
the trimmings
are better asthan
the where
main
course. By trimmings is meant direction,
sets, the good looks of at least one of the
n^incipals, and novelty of presentation.
Though neither the acting or the situations

rpHRILLS of the kind generally associated with hair-breadths' prevention of
train wrecks by the hero's courageous action, aslam-bang fist fight with desperate
yeggs, and a neat little love story are woven
into a railroad romance somewhat better
than the usual melodrama of this kind. The

'TM-IIS is a rather stereotyped story, if not
an actually implausible one, depicting
the wife who would sacrifice her own happiness inorder not to stand in the way of
her husband's career. However, smooth
direction and excellent sets give it an entertainment grade that should strike an average note at the rural box-office. The more
unsophisticated the audience, the more the
film is likely to be enjoyed.
Huntly Gordon cuts a good figure in this
picture, at least one good to look at and
committing no noticeable blunders. Perhaps, had he been capitalized for more frequent appearances, a marked improvement
in the appeal of the picture might have
resulted.
As it is, Helene Chadwick carries the
heavier burden of the acting with fluctuating
results — now good, now not so good — ■
achieving no particular distinction at any
point. Nevertheless, the smoothness of the
continuity and the uninterrupted unraveling
of the story gives just enough appeal to
bring it up to the grade estimated in the
first paragraph.
A shot showing the heroine staggering
around in a blinding rain, bewildered and
grief-stricken with the news that she has
been jilted, achieves a very fine moment
pictorially, and helps provoke sympathy for
the role. In fact, the photography is good
all around. A child player contributes a
few moments of the kind that will probably
tickle the fancy of women, but on the whole
the film will hardly set the picture world
aflame.
The essay angle would seem to be best
for exploitation,
subject
being
Sacrifices
WouldtheYou
Make
for"What
Your
Husband?"
Snipes
heralds
in the
form of election
ballotsandwould
be kindred
with the atmosphere of the film. And, of
course, names like Helene Chadwick and
Huntly Gordon are worth featuring in the
billing.

.are
impressive,
the story up
"gets
by" because
of its
effects. Summed
in showmanship
terms, you have a fair picture for average
houses.
What is lacking is stronger performances
by the main characters. By reason of this
defect, the film misses making the grade of
"unusually good."
The novelty of presentation is achieved
by the figure of a clown, which allegorically

result is a satisfactory box-office bet.
The man who wrote this story evidently
knew his railroads. He has captured the
elements of railroading adventure with a
knowing eye for effects. This in turn has
been capitalized by Director Oscar Apfel,
who clothes the incidents with the flesh and
blood of vigorous action and close attention
to detail.

represents "Time." He appears outside
the story, between sequences and with each
sub-title, much as the Devil used to cower
behind the players in the plays of old. This
part is done very effectively by Theodore
Kosloff, and in a unique way establishes
the mood for the whole picture.
Scenes of Paris life among the artists

Several interesting situations offer a diversity in theme, thus preventing the railroad background from becoming monotonous. One of these is a shot of a Rocky
Mountain cabaret, featuring an attack upon
her former admirer by a woman scorned,
and the other has a truly unique dramatic
touch. This involves an incident in which

give Robert Z. Leonard a chance to "throw
a couple of parties" in his own inimitably
lavish way, and these contribute a diverting
quality to the film. Some interest will undoubtedly find its way to the early sequences showing life in Jersey City in 1 904,
which reveals that according to the change

the paralyzed station-agent attempts to

in women's clothes, at least, Time is indeed acomedian.
There is little action of a melodramatic
sort, no particular suspense at anv time.
The story tries to stir the emotions by setting forth the incidents from a woman's
tragic life. Elsewhere, this has been known
to result in powerful drama, but here the
situations never reach the gripping stage.
Exploit this by tieing up with book-shops
selling the novel. Angles for hook-ups with
jewelers are very promising. And you can
get lobby lure from a mechanically worked
pendulum, on the bottom of which swings
a rag-stuffed clown, grinning ironically at
the crowds.

voice
against
the only
"yegg"
memberhisof accusations
his household,
and can
do
it through the Morse code, by tapping on
his soup-plate with a finger ring. Ironically
enough, only the yegg comprehends the
telegraphic message.
The climax, in which the Midnight Limited is brought to a stop only a bare few
feet before the yawning void caused by the
explosion of a bridge, is deftly achieved.
In its place a freighter leaps high in the
air and falls hundreds of feet below.
For exploitation, a not unlikely expedient is that of launching a co-operative campaign with the Railroad Engineers Brotherhood. Then, there is the angle of Safe
Deposit Vaults, a tie-up showing that the
family jewels are far safer in the bank than
under the mattress. Dressing the ticket
office as a railroad station office will put
your lobby in the proper character.
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CRIME

Paramount Production. From story by
Wm. DeMille. Screen play by Violet
Clarl(. Length, 6,069 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jenny
Bebe Daniels
Bob Van Dyke
Neil Hamilton
Beth Van Dyke
Anne Cornwall
John Norton ,
Anthony Jowitt
Dugan
Fred Walton
Kelly
Lloyd Corrigan
The Kid
Mickey McBan
Mary
Josephine, Crowell
Madam Denise
Marcelle' Corday
Jenny, known a-s the Magpie, has been taught
.since childhood by her foster father the tricks of
burglary. That is the extent of her education. Bob
Van Dyke, whose home Jenny enters one night,
■catches and releases her after pleading with Jenny
to go straight.
a. case
love the
at first
sightIn.with
Jenny
and for hisIt's.sake,
she ofquits
game.
the
capacity of seamstress Jenny again comes to the
Van' DykeThe home.
Here Bob confesses
his feels
love she
for
Jenny.
latter discourages
Bob for she
■does not measure up to him either intellectually or
socially. Financially, Bob is in a bad way. When
Jenfiy learns of his intention to use money entrusted
him to help him get out of a tight hole, she steals
it in the thought that if anyone is to go to jail, it had
better be she. Ultimately Bob learns of her motive.
When the matter is smoothed out, and Bob has secured a position as shipping clerk, he cpmes back
to make Jenny his own.
- . .By Peggy Goldberg
JJEBE DANIELS is her usual charming
self in an old-style "meller." The
treatment is a little antique for these modern times and will only prove entertaining
to those who do not take it seriously. All
in all, an average picture for programhouses, catering to unsophisticated patrons.
If the idea of this picture were to burlesque the old-time movie thriller, this
would have fulfilled it beautifully. To all
intent and purpose, however, this is a
straight crook melodrama with moments
that are meant to be stirring, and lines of a
highly dramatic nature that, instead of
tears, are more likely to produce laughter.
For example, when the Magpie ,comes
to the Van Dyke home the second time as
a seamstress and the following is flashed on,
"And now she comes to sew instead of
reap," it was too much for the typical New
"Yorkers assembled to view the picture and
they expressed their feelings with a loud
"'Whew."
Although a crook melodrama, there's
hardly a thrill or tense moment in the entire six reels. No sooner does the Magpie
appear than she goes on the reform. In
fact, there are several reformations. First
comes Jenny's realization that honesty is the
best policy. Then she exercises her good
influence on the Kid and finally comes her
turn to show Bob the light.
Bebe Daniels is the one redeeming feature of the picture. In her tough moments
and her sentimental ones she is equally
charming. A sorry bit of comedy was
dished out to her out of which she drained
a laugh or two. That was the best that
>couId be done with it. With her capabilities as a comedienne, it was disappointing
to find that the comedy angle was so sadly
neglected.
Neil Hamilton, as Bob Van Dyke,
gives a rather indifferent characterization.
But perhaps he is not to be blamed for his
inability to summon up sufficient enthusiasm. The rest of the cast was well selected. Lay particular stress on Bebe Dan-

iels. They won't be disappointed in her.

THE

SHADOW

OF

JOANNA

THE

MOSQUE
USA Film Distributors Photoplay. Story
by Morris MacDougall. Director,
Walter Hall.
Length, 5,750 feel.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Captain. Richard Gait
. Edmund Loewe
Musa
Stewart Rome;
Major Falconer
,
.Alexander Murski
Mrs. Falconer
J
Marie Sandton
Yuni, daughter of Musa
Marie Odette
Sheik Agha Ahmed
J;.. Lewis Anderson
Captain Gait is sent by the British Government
to quell an incipient revolt among Egyptian tribesmen. A villainous Sheik tries hard to foment rebellion undernative
the guise
of atemporarily
"holy war."
Gait and
some loyal
troops
frustrate
the
conspiracy. Gait falls in love with Yuni, presumed
daughter of a devote Mohammedan. The Sheik
kidnaps her for his harem, but she is rescued from
his clutches by Gait. Accusing Gait of stealing her
from him, the Sheik inflames his followers against
the British inhabitants. A batt'e between the tribesmen and the followers of Gait ensues. The hero's
forces are getting the worst of it when reinforcements arrive and the day is saved. It develops that
Yuni is really a white girl kidnapped in childhood.
She and Gait wed in a happy ending.
By Michael L. Simmons
'JpHIS one looks like an excellent buy for
the state rightecs.
It has many qualities that raise it above the product usually
available for this market.
The production was filmed in Egypt.
There are real Arabs ; genuine caravans ;
dry, billowy deserts, inside shots of a
harem, and a variety of things that form
the popular conception of the mystic East.
The heavy incensed beauty of the Orient is
measurably stressed, and you are afforded
a night of adventure among* the turbaned
conspirators of the bazaars.
Pictorial in nature, there is, nevertheless, a convincing love theme interwoven
through the mystic sequences of the picture.
It is the affection of a dashing British captain for the supposed daughter of a Koranquoting son of Mohammed. And to complete the eternal triangle, we have a bearded
desert sheik, whose love burns with the fire
of a tropical sun.
There is plenty of physical conflict, and
some battle sequences, though the latter
are not so impressive. The climax is
achieved in an assault on the English fortress by the horde of dusky tribesmen bent
upon the destruction of all "infidels." They
storm the walls while the small garrison
within steadily approaches extermination.
Then come the reinforcements that turn the
tide of battle and send the villain scurrying
back across the sands with his fanatical
cohorts.
The cast makes the grade, not in any
distinguished manner, but with sufficient
conviction for the purpose. The points
necessary to the various characterizations
are clearly registered. The acting is restrained and natural. The best are Edmund Loewe as the hero, and Marie Odette
who plays Yuni, the desert girl. Next
comes Lewis Anderson as the sheik.
Stress the Oriental atmosphere. Play up
the sheik stuff. Let them know that this is
the real thing actually filmed in Egypt. A
desert chieftain in costume will make an
appropriate ballyhoo. If possible, erect a
tent in the lobby and thus materially carry
out the idea.

First National Production. Directed by
Edrvin Carewe. Scenario by Lois Leeson.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Joanna Manners .,
Dorothy Mackaill
John Wilmore
Jack Mulhall
rrank Brandon
Paul Nicholson
Andrew Eggleston
George Fawcett
James Grayson
Edward Davis
Carlotta de Silva . .,
Dolores del Rio
Teddy Dorminster . .
; . . .John T. Murray
Georgie Leach ,
,
Rita Carewe
Mrs. Roxanna Adams
Lillian Langdon
The Chauffeur
Bob Hart
Joanna is informed by the president of the bank
in which she has a balance of $7.20, that one million dollars had been placed to her credit. The
money is hers if she makes no inquiry as to its
source.atelyBrandon,
the president's
nephew, immedibecomes attentive
to little Cinderella.
Johp,
Joanna's sweetheart, misunderstands this sudden
wealth and leaves her. Joanna, heartbroken, turns
to Brandon. He introduces her to Carlotta, a woman
of the w6rld, and in love with Brandon. Joanna
goes to live with Car.otta, participating in all the
gaiety and night life. Brandon lavishes attentions
on Joanna and is jealously watched by Carlotta.
After
wealth
Brandon
begs her
to be Joanna's
nice to him
and ishe gone,
will give
her everything
she has grown accustomed to. He attacks her, and
she strikes him. Everything is smoothed out when
the bank president asserts that the whole thing was
a.i
'plan by.
to "prove
wholesomeness
of thebet.
modern
flapper
which the
he won
a million dollar
He
adopts Joanna, who becomes reconcl ed with John.
By Peggy Goldberg
J^EPLETE with box-office values. It
will draw them in, and what's more,
will please the multitude of movie-goers.
Dissected, we find that basically "Joanna" ispure hokum. With the revealing
of incident upon incident that has little, if
any, relation to life as it . is, it is proven
that modern womanhood has been sadly
misjudged. That notwithstanding her
gaiety and unconventionally, way down
deep, she is as pure and sweet as grandma
was. That liquor and moonlight bathing
parties and auto rides till the wee hours of
the morning have "nothing to do with the
case." She comes through it all as pure
and untainted as the lily because innately
she is good and wholesome."
The jazz parties, scantily clad maidens,
the bohemian atmosphere and the peep into
the lives of the young and idle rich as they
"think" they are being lived, will afford the
majority a good evening's entertainment.
Edwin Carewe's direction is good without reaching the height of distinction. The
pretentious scenery and gorgeous clothes are
all in harmony with the jazz-craze age
around which the picture evolves.
Dorothy Mackaill gives an excellent portrayal of the modern flapper and is assisted
by a consistently good cast. Dolores del
Rio, a new Mexican beauty, has unusual
aesthetic appeal.
"Joanna" offers countless exploitation
possibilities. One that suggests itself is a
contest, the prize to be awarded for the
best essay on what the writer would do if
he suddenly came into a million dollars.
The reviewers of Exhibitors Trade
Review and Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW, don't content themselves with
merely stating that a film is good,
or otherwise. They state specifically,
ivhy. In describing just how and
why a film measures up to certain
standards, or fails, they are providing you with a critical record that
makes the best sort of booking
guide.
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XPLOITATI

A

Section

Bif and

of

Little

Ideas

for

Exhibitors

The cut - out of
Johnny is proving a
most popular form
of exploiting this
corking comedian in
his picture "The
Live Wire," released
through First National. This photo
to the left is the
Rex Theatre, Eugene, Ore.
When "The Iron
Horse" played at the
WiTwarn, Reno, Nevada, the equipage
that preceded it was
used to exploit this
Fox epic. It is interesting to note the
size of the theatre
and the magnitude
of the exploitation a
small t-ieatre will
get out. Bigger exhibitors might heed.

The Midshipman," a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, starring Ram on Navarro had its Northwest premiere at the Rialto Theatre,
Bremerton, Washington.
For a prologue, the management solici ted the services of the Puget Sound Navy Yard band, and with the
appropriate settings, the affair was a great success.
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Xmas

1

Time

*

Is

/
THIS one week, of all the fifty-two in the year,
is the week in which you will find it easiest and
most

to your

advantage

ture showing with

the holiday

played in the ^windows
But
They

you

must

are busy.

The

own

merchandise

problem

these

You

own,

For

*

just answer

"

are the one that Avill have

You

must

rpAKING advantage of the interest
i- aroused by the publication of "The
Unholy Three" in serial form Manager
A. L. Anderson of the Ideal Theatre
in Winston-Salem, N. C, procured the
Tod Browning picture for a showing
immediately following the appearance
of the last installment of the story in
the local press. Norman W. Pyle,
Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, opened the
campaign with teasers in the dailies,
followed up with an underline in the
regular theatre ads four days in advance.

Expect

no aid.

season.

worried

Fine

Results

Unholy Three" was directed
Browning for Metro-Goldwynfrom the Tod Robbins story
to the screen by Waldemar
Lon Chaney and Mae Busch
featured players.

Four thousand post cards announcing
the run were sent out to a selected
mailing list, and on the Saturday preceding the premiere the Winston-Salem
Journal was persuaded to run a cross
word puzzle contest. Tickets to see the
picture were awarded the first twentyfive winners, all of whose names were
printed in the Tuesday Journal.
A tie-up with the Merchants Bank
and Trust Company resulted in the exhibition of cards in the bank windows
reading "Prevent Disaster Similar to
That Brought About by 'The Unholy
Three' at the Ideal Theatre. Open a
Savings Account at This Bank and
Play Safe." Other cards exhibited in
the bank windows read "Place Your
Valuables in Our Safe Deposit Vaults
^nd Prevent Disaster as Shown in 'The
Unholy Three' at the Ideal Theatre."
The bank followed up these displays
with an ad in their regular space in the
local papers.
A special front was built for the theatre on this occasion, and a 24-sheet

The

about

Do

store keeper

Ask

your stuff, and

100%

"Home

in filling

selling his goods.

display card fills for you is your

cut-out placed above the marquee.
Other cut-outs, stills and photos completed the display. Several thousand
heralds were distributed, and windowcards, insert cards, 24-sheets, 6-sheets,
3-sheets and l -sheets were used liberally. A trailer was brought into play
at the Ideal.
"The
by Tod
Mayer
adapted
Young.
are the

hear

"Thanks;

trouble

take the initiative.

"Unholy

Gets

even

to you."

Arkansas
Three

Time

are that he won't

are saying, and

is not very much
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your hose this holiday
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delay a minute
on and
thesenothing
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have everything
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lose.
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Simply
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window cards made up. Use plenty of Christmas finery on them, in a decorative way. Then ask
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not bother
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to tie-up your
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Tie-up
City Gets

Week"

Behind

Campaign

Just about as near a "100 per cent
tie-up" as it is possible to promote was
arranged in Arkansas City at the
New Burford Theatre, where Earl
Cunningham, Paramount exploiteer arid
the Burford organization laid their
plans for the showing of the Paramount
picture, "Old Home Week."
The following organizations were
drawn

into the

ber of Commerce,

campaign : CharnParent Teachers Or-

ganization, Business Women's Club,
and practically all of the larger merchants in the city.
Entry
for

Blank

Laugh

Month

Exploitation Contest
(Use this coupon to file your entry
in the prize contest for the best
Laugh Month exploitation. Send
entry to Laugh Month Committee,
218 West 42nd St., New York City.)
Name of Theatre
Address
City or Town
Stake \.,a_v ■ .
. '. . . .> . ...^i.Name of person responsible for campaign
Is theatre first run, second run or subsequent
run?
. .... . . . ... . . . .
. . ... ....
Seating capacity
Population of City or Town
Was campaign for one day, two days, three
days or a week?
Was a particular comedy exploited ? If so,
give title and name of distributing company
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy
should be exploited, it being sufficient if the
campaign boosts LAUGH MONTH. But if a
particular comedy is exploited, it must be a
short comedy— not more than three reels.)
E. T. R.

The plan of the campaign was for
the city to sponsor a general invitation
to the public to attend the civic program honoring the old citizens. The
local newspaper conducted a prize contest relating to the best essay of 300
words on the successes of former residents of Arkansas City who have since
achieved success in other fields. An
old fiddlers contest was another feature of the program.

Make

1926 your greatest Exploitation Year, and 1926 will »e your
greatest profit year.
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Simply because Charlie Chaplin is
featured in United Artists' "The Gold
Rush" does not mean that the picture
was not given any exploitation. And
strangely enough, the exploitation was
of a tie-up variety. In the two news
squibs following', you get an idea of
how Akron, Ohio, and Winnipeg
treated the Chaplin special.
AKRON,
OHIO— Full page of
Bank Advertising. A page advertising
display was built around a center relating to the lesson of thrift and savings
deposits as contrasted with the luckv
fortune of "The Gold Rush." The
newspapers in this case worked up the
page by going after banks generally.
The same idea was carried through
with three prominent banks in Canton,
Ohio.
The Beacon-Journal of Akron sponsored a contest for boys under fifteen
years old for the best imitation of
Charlie Chaplin. The judging was
done during a parade in which all contestants joined. Special value was accorded comedy antics that were in harmony with the role.
WINNIPEG,

MANITOBA

—

A

"Gold Rush" dog sled attracted lots
of attention since it was a burlesque of
the regular dog sled stuff. A compo
board sled, bearing the theatre signs
on each side, looking more like a chariot
than a sled, was mounted on small
wheels and drawn by an assorted collection of curbstone setters. The wheels
were necessary because of the absence
of snow. The body of the sled was
heaped with bags of "gold nuggets"
and the outfit steered along by a "sourdough" in a fur coat.
* * *

Schools

Universal
With

Exploiteer

Uniexploits
J. SHARIC
pictureswho
versalK,
in the
d
Clevelan
territory, believes in lining up the
schools on serials. When laying out the
campaign for "The Fighting Ranger"
for the Capitol Theatre in Delphos,
Ohio, he sent letters to all the schools
outlining the educational policy of
Universal Pictures generally and putting emphasis on the special children's
entertainment as manifested in Universal serials, and arranged for a
"Fighting Ranger" matinee on Monday
afternoon immediately after school.
A

The formation of an Adventure
Club, the stunt which he has found so
successful in campaigns in other towns,
was also carried out. The theatre put
on a special school matinee before the
serial was scheduled to start, which
packed the theatre with children.
Shanck talked to the kids, explaining
the Adventure Club plan, and then had
them sign slips with their names, addresses and ages. These were left at
the box office, and each boy as he
handed in his slip was presented with
one of the "Fighting Ranger" booklets
put out by Universal. This gave the
theatre an excellent mailing list. A
slide about the club and an ad in the
paper with a place for the boys to sign
was also used.
This Adventure Club not only promoted business for "The Fighting
Ranger" but for all the Universal
serials following it.
v* - * *

C. E. Lounsbury, Denver exploitation man for Universal Pictures, working on "The Goose Woman" run at the
America Theatre tied up to a civic
drive in an unusual way. Denver is advertising "500,000 in 1930." Lounsbury sold the Berkowitz Baby Specialty
Shop on the idea of giving one pair of
baby shoes to each baby born in Denver on the opening day of the picture
He secured several moving vans
across which were posted muslin signs
reading: "This van loaded with baby
shoes, consigned to Berkowitz Baby
Specialty Shop — one pair to be given
to each baby born in Denver Saturday
and Sunday — opening days of 'The
Goose Woman' at the America Theatre—500,000 in 1930." The stunt
caused considerable comment.
In addition to giving away the shoes,
the baby shop also donated a window
for tie-up purposes and mailed several
hundred special heralds to prospective
customers.

Ad

Up

Up

Schools on Serial Showings

Cooperative
"GOOSE
WOMAN"
IN DENVER TIED TO CIVIC DRIVE

Ties

Lined

Pages

For "The Lost World"
When "The Lost World" was found
in Norfolk, Virginia, it was no surprise
for the populace had been warned of
its advent from every angle by Lowell
H. Stormont, whom Allan S. Glenn,
Supervisor of Exploitation for First
National Pictures, sent to the Southland to cover this engagement.
Stormont and J. J. Madden, manager of the Wells Theatre, laid out a
campaign and Stormont went to it.
Madden bought 25 stands, all that were
available, and put up an additional 25
six-sheets, 25 three-sheets and 25 ones.
He splurged on his Saturday and Sunday newspaper ads. Stormont. went
after the co-operative end of it and
landed a double truck for Sunday
which cost the theatre nothing.
Stormont also placed the Weight
Guessing Contest in the Virginia Pilot,
which meant two column art daily for
seven days. And it also meant a great
deal of interest created in the Lost
World animals.

Selling The Picture
From a Desk
Would it interest you to know
some of the problems that beset an
exploitation editor, sitting behind a
desk in a INew York office, turning
out live copy for exhibitor use in
exploiting pictures? It makes an interesting subject, and one that may
start discussion, and possibly lead to
an improvement in the service that
Exhibitors Trade Review offers its
readers. The article will appear in
the Annual Issue, out next week.

Window

Displays

on

9
" Slave of Fashion'
An exceedingly vigorous campaign
waged by J. W. Clarke, Metro-Goldwyn exploiteer, recently woke up Dallas, Tex., to the fact that "A Slave of
Fashion," starring Norma Shearer, was
playing at the Palace Theatre.
A single truck of cooperative advertising- oublished in connection with an
essay contest which proved exceedingly
popular, was achieved in the columns
of the Times Herald, and special stories
achieved space in all of the four local
dailies. Seventy-three inches of space,
including seven cuts, were procured in
advance of the premiere, being onethird more than the amount usually attained by the Palace. Altogether two
hundred and eight inches were achieved
in the local press.
A number

of very elaborate window

displays exploited the showing effectively, and a striking lobby display consisting of a large cut-out of Miss
Shearer upon which heavy, dark red
material was hung in attractive folds
simulating a modish costume, attracted
enormous attention from the ladies. A
beautiful black fur was draped across
the shoulders of this figure, which was
posed against a background of yellow
silk. Silver slippers and a frame of
knotted
display. pink silk ribbon completed the
So effective did this set-up prove that
it was duplicated by the Fields Millinery Shop, and attracted much attention
in a window display featuring hats.
An effective prologue to the picture
and the use of a trailer completed this
campaign, , which brought excellent
business to the Palace.
"A Slave of Fashion" is' a MetroGoldwyn-Mayer picture directed by
Hobart Henley from the Samuel Shipman story adapted to the screen by Bess
Meredyth. Lew Cody has the leading
male role.

FASHION
NORMA
It was

the

TIE-UP

WHAT

FOR

SHEARER
easiest thing

This little teaser car, that seems
to have lost its sense of direction,

in the

made a very appropriate ballyhoo for
the Universal Reginald Denny pic-

world for the manager of Loew's
Temple Theatre in Birmingham, Alabama, to arrange window tie-ups
for Norma Shearer in "The Slave of

ture, "Where Was I?" when that picture played at the Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee, recently.

Fashion," a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
production.
This picture, which was recently
treated in one of the big National

BERLIN

In the lower right you see one of
the stunts that was used to put over
Universal's "Phantom of the Opera"
when the super film played at the
Primas Palast, Berlin, Germany. The

on a crest of popularity, and a perfect specimen of the dictates of modern fashion, is looked upon as one
of the present feminist leaders.
The treatment shown in the still
is just one example

can be done.

The

of what

tie-up was

ar-

ranged with J. Blachs & Son, a leading shop in Birmingham. Stills of
Miss Shearer, displaying her latest
gowns which she wears in "The
Slave of Fashion" and a couple of
production stills were all that were
used, arranged in the attractive manner shown above.

EXPLOITS

"PHANTOM"

Tie-Up Sections in the Exhibitors
Trade Review, lends itself to any and
all sorts of fashion and clothes tieups. The beautiful Norma, riding

above

IS IT?

MARQUEE
CUT-OUTS
Still a favorite way to exploit First
National's "The Lost World" is this
display of giant cut-outs of some of
the prehistoric mammals v. Inch play
so great a part in the photoplay. The
one shown here was arranged and
used at the McDonald Theatre, Eugene, Oregon. The eyes and mouth
were cut out with red flashers for
added effect.

stunt caused' quite a commotion
amongst the many inquisitive who
lined the streets, to find out the cause
of the unusual parade.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, however, was not to be outdone by Berlin,,
and when the same picture had its
premiere in the smoky town, no less
than five hundred boys, made up as
phantoms, staged a parade of their
own. The newspapers gave this a
big break the following morning.
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SHORT

Fox

"Cupid

A

La Carte'

2 reels
railthe
of
president
the
of
Mame, the daughter boarding house for the men
road, incognito runs a
both
them,
with
on the road. She is very popular
for her charm and her ability in the culinary arts.
Jeffery Peters, son of the general manager of the
Jeffery 'scarfather
is infatuated
road,
and
on his private
cook Mame.
a job aswith
offers Mame
Mame accepts. Father, too, becomes enamoured of
Mame and, casting off his prejudice for "the lower
class," makes preparations to marry her. Jeffery
believes the arrangements are being made for his
marriage to Mame and is elated. In the meantime
father'sat prigone
Mamevate has
the
are surprised
threeandmen married
The off
secretary?
to give
come
has
who
appearance of the president
Tiis blessing to his daughter and son-in-law.
The surprise ending, so characteristic of
O. Henry's stories from which "Cupid A
La Carte" was adapted, comH"'es an excellently directed and thoroughly diverting
two-reeler.
Human interest appeal, bits of psychology,
an ideal comand some good comedy make
bination for every type of audience.
Florence Gilbert's work is highly commendable. As the hostess of many uncouth, but honest, laborers, she simply radiates hospitality. And as the recipient of
the attentions of her many admirers, she is
charming. Through it all she has remarkable poise and grace of movement, and is,
of course, lovely to look at.
Exploit the fact that this is one of O.
Henry's.
"My Swedie"
Educational
2 reels
Jack and Helen, newlyweds, are very much perJack's
arrivesforfrom
which $5,000
turbed over a letter
former sweetheart,
demanding
the return
of letters on which she plans a suit for breach of
promise. Their Swedish maid serves notice, stating
that she has been hired by Ethel, the former sweetheart. Jack bribes the maid, and in her attire arrives at Ethel's home to rescue the letters. He is
discovered and is about to leave when Helen, also
in the guise of a Swedish maid, enters. Ethel and
the detective are ultimately outwitted by Jack and
Helen, who carry away the letters.
A rollicking comedy which features Neal
Burns.
Plenty of action is its main forte.
The comedy is under way in the first
scene which shows the newlyweds unpacking their wedding presents and reveals a
whole table filled with salt and pepper shakers. When the setting is transplanted to
the house of Ethel, the vamp, the comedy
becomes of a more strenuous nature, and
leans rather to the slapstick which, however,
is not over done. Neal Burns' impersonation of the Swedish maid who applies for
the "yob" is one of the highlights.

Universal
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"A Parisian Knight"
2 reels
Fox
Van Bibber, blundering hero of countless amazing
adventures, finds on his arrival in Paris that his
fame has preceded him. The gendarmes, at their
wits'a end
solvetakes
a kidnaping
to Van.in
At
cafetoVan
exceptioncase,
to appeal
the manner
which one of the habitues dances with his fiancee.
After some terrific fighting, Van, disguised as a
woman, escapes. He darts into an Apache den
where he finds the kidnaped child. Unable to keep
the tot quiet, the kidnapers appeal to Van, who
flees frompopulace.
the p'ace to deliver the victim to an
admiring
With no less plot than is often found In
a five-reeler, an excellent cast headed by
Earle Foxe and Florence Gilbert, and expert direction, "A Parisian Knight" makes
a decidedly better than average two-reeler.
It abounds in the humor that made the
stories of Richard Harding Davis so popular,
and in transferring the story from the book
to the screen, little, if any, of the subtlety
was lost.
Everybody has read and enjoyed Richard
Harding Davis' Van Bibber stories. Hence,
mention of the fact that "A Parisian Knight"
is an adaptation from one of these should
unquestionably help to draw them in.

ON

BROADWAY
Famous Players'
RIVOLI

a KO KO SONG CAR-TUNE
"Ta-Ra-Ra Room Der E"
playing this week
a MARVEL OF MOTION
played last week
729 7th Ave

"The

Iron Trail Around

the
1 reel

1 reel

Some good entertainment is provided by
several funny situations in this one reel comedy featuring Arthur Lake. There is nothing about it that is startlingly new nor of
a screamingly funny nature, but "Love My
Dog" has a definite story, which is lacking
in most one-reelers, and tells it in a direct
and plausible manner. The comedy is pleasing, to say the least.
Arthur and his boy friend, two typical
"cake-eaters" are fond of Isobel who is
fonder of her dog — a rather insipid looking
mutt — than anything on earthy First, at
father's instigation, they have great difficulty getting rid of the dog. They have a
harder time of it still, trying to recover it
when Isobel almost passes out with grief.

"Buster's Nightmare"
Universal
2 reels
Buster, Mary, her baby brother and Tige, the
dog, are left alone in the house to play. Each in
his turn gets into mischief of some sort, Buster
and Mary playing bake shop and adding so much
yeast that the dough explodes. The baby demolishes
quantities of jam and takes a bath in the sink, while
Tige locks himself up in the refrigerator, reappearing in the form of a cake of ice, and thawing out
in the oven. Darkness comes on and the kids are
paralyzed with the fear of ghosts. They run into
everything, making pretty much of a mess of things.
Particularly suited to the palate of the
youngsters are the innocent pranks of these
mischievous kiddies. And of infinite interest are the almost human emotions of the
wonder dog, Tige. For expressing actual
feelings, there isn't another in the canine
species to compare with him. Nothing short
of remarkable is Tige's stunt of quavering
his upper lip to convey the idea that he's
cold.
He virtually steals away the laurels from
Buster Brown and little Doreen Turner
both of whom are awfully cute

IW

N. Y. C.

Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

Unique in idea and treatment is this presentation which shows the remarkable development of railroads throughout the whole
world. From the days of the DeWitt Clinton, to the powerful electric giants of today ;
from jungle to crowded
railroad yard, from
World"
arctic to desert this epic of transportation
takes you. The unusual tramcars of
England and the strange elevated system of
France, together with some magnificent scenery all make for one of the most interesting
pictures of this sort
* *ever
* presented.
"Flaming Flappers"
Pathe
2 reels
Daughter comes home from college with the cheer
leader, to announce their engagement. On the way
they decide to adopt an orphan baby. They hide
baby indenly
father's
and whenfingers
the latter
is sudawakened room
by chubby
patting
his
cheeks, and unable to explain its presence, transfers
the chargeplication isto
his brother-in-law's
The comeventually
straightened room.
out.
Mildly entertaining is this depiction of
the modern frivolous and impulsive flapper.
With a cast which includes Glenn Tryon,
Jimmie Finlayson, Tyler Brooke and Sally
Long, better results were expected.
The highlight of the comedy is a recalcitrant flivver which constantly departs from
the straight, even if not narrow path.
"Noah and His Troubles"
Pathe
'
1 reel
Another mirthful animated cartoon of the
Aesop's Film Fable series. This time the
farmer, as Noah hi"-s"' c. has his hands full
when his animals rapidly multiply in the
ark. Constantly there are new arrivals.
Loads of little skunks, and nice baby elephants brought and deposited by storks.
"Fins and Feathers"
Pathe

1 reel

One of Grantland Rice's most entertaining
Sportlights — one in which sport lovers will
revel. It is an interesting study of the fish
and birds — their relation to each other, as
well as the important part they play in the
lives of our fishermen and hunters. Taken
in various sections of the United States, the
scenery is of rare beauty and will have a
strong appeal to the lovers of the outdoors.
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Pathe

Doubles

For

Santa

"Say it with sellers," signifies Pathe, extending greetings of the season with an
output that includes "Our Gang" Allene Ray, Clyde Cook and Larry Semon

Review
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19, 1925

News

Reels

In

International News

"Ringling's Rivals" is the name of this picture, which is a "Hey Fellas" comedy released by Davis Dist. Div.
"Pathe Review No. 52" 1 reel
Pathe
An interesting and entertaining review that
features Annette Kellerman in demonstration
of her prowess as a dancer. The multiple
action
made by the
provides
both merriment
and "process-camera"
wonder. This review
alstr
includes the latest edition of the new series,
"American Colleges in Pathecolor," which
treats with Yale, one of the greatest universities inthe country. "The Triangle," one
of the Makin's of an Artist series by Hy
Mayer, is also an interesting subject.
* * *
"Capt. Suds"
Universal
2 reels
Eddie deserts his washtub to see his sweetie whose
mother is strong for Eddie. Father, however, has
"his - own candidate for daughter's hand — a big,
brashing bozo "who is not afraid to tackle anvone
half his size." There is a game of Blind Man's
Buff and when Eddie realizes his rival's intention of
throwing him off a cliff, he challenges him to a
battle. Eddie wins when an outsider hurls a brick
which knocks out the bozo. Of course, Eddie gets
the girl.
Eddie -Gordon featured in a pure, and unadulterated slapstick comedy which makes
no attempt at originality. . Every old gag designed to produce a laugh has been introduced, no matter how irrelevant.
The prize fight between Eddie and hi.>
husky rival and Eddie's groping round on
the edge of a cliff offer some excitment. Further than that
recommend
it. "Capt. Suds" has nothing to
BOOK PATHE
EXCLUSIVE

SHORTS
AT NEW

Brief

No. 102

GRAYS HARBOR BAR, WASH, (omit
Philadelphia, Omaha, Des Moines, New Orleans, Memphis, St. Louis, New York City,
Boston and Chicago) — Big schooner trapped
on treacherous rocks. The Halco runs
aground on dangerous jetty; crew escapes.
ROME, ITALY (Philadelphia, Omaha, Des
Moines, New Orleans, Memphis, St. Louis,
New York City, Boston and Chicago only) —
King of Italy sees unique high-jumping
contest. Victor Emmanuel and royal family enjoy exhibition of brand new sport.
PARIS, FRANCE (omit Washington) —
Paris midinettes hold yearly hunt for hubbies. St. Catherine's Day finds an army of
girls making their annual bid for lifemates. BALTIMORE, MD. (Washington
only) — more
Wonderful
Xmas newspapers
show for Baltichildren. Hearst
take
thousands of youngsters on a personally
conductedGELES,tour
of Santa's
LOS New
ANCAL. (omit
Atlanta,realm.
Memphis,
Orleans, Jacksonville, Charleston, Washington, Chicago
and reindeer
Detroit) —team
Santabrings
Claus Old
arrives! Trusty
Kris safely from his home amid the igloos.
ATLANTA, GA. (Atlanta, Memphis, New
Orleans, Dallas, Jacksonville and Charleston
only) — $15,000,000 bought in great charity
drive. Members of Southern Regional
Conference of U. Jewish Campaign discuss
plans for huge drive. WASHINGTON, D. C.
(Washington only) — Famous Illinois iceman visits Capitol. Sorrel-topped Grange
and his Bears defeat Washington team in
professional gridiron tussle. CHICAGO,
ILL. (Chicago only) — Cardinal Mundelein
blesses site for Church Congress. High
dignitaries of R. C. faith consecrate ground
for great religious assembly. NORWAY,
ME. (Detroit only) — Goin' to make Henry
dance the jig, B'gosh! "Mellie" Dunham,
Maine's champion fiddler and snowshoe
maker, guest of famous flivver magnate.
AROUND
MIAMI,
What's what
Florida. Vast
armyFLA.of— homeless
fortunein
hunters find shelter in Tent City. BLUE
CANYON, CAL. — Flame-fighting train battles forest fires. Unique flyer patrols
mountain routes. LONDON, ENG. — Locarno
Peace Treaty designed to banish war in
Europe
nations. for all the time signed by great
Kinograms No. 5143
CHICAGO — Coolidge speaks to farmers in
Cncago. Tremendous crowds greet President and Mrs. Coolidge on quick trip from
Cipi.tal. MUNDELEIN, ILL. — Preparations
T>^-gih for huge Catholic meeting. Cardinal
Mundelein picks procession route for Eucharistic Congress in June. PARIS — Paris
revives old stvle of locomotion. It's a
walking relay race of Midinettes, as messenger girls are called. NEW YORK — AllAmerica eleven meets for first time. Players
picked by "Sun"team
as country's
best are firstA
All-American
ever assembled.
Kinograms
Exclusive.
Santa's up to his

Page 29
old tricks — and some of them are new. Mr.
Claus surprises San Francisco with a preliminary visit. A Kinograms Merry Xmas
Exclusive.
SUIYUAN,
CHINA of— China.
Rules vast
domain
all his
own in heart
Ma
Fu-Hsiang, General, multimillionaire and
opium king,
, celebrates
— photo-of
graphed for first
time by birthday
Gene Lamb,
Kinograms.
Pathe News

No. 100

WASHINGTON, D. C. — 69th Congress
opens. Nation's law makers to consider
many important problems, including World
Court,
leviesCAL.
and (except
Dawes
cloture farm
rule. relief,
CULVERtax CITY,
Los
Angeles)
Sets new
world's
250-mile
auto — speed
classic!
Frankrecord
Elliottin
cover distance at terrific average speed of
127.86 miles per hour. LONDON, ENGLAND
(Except New York, Boston, Newark, Philadelphia)— Last rites for Queen Alexandra.
Kings of four nations unite with British
public in impressive tribute at services foV
the
QueenAmericans
Mother.. turn
NEW tourists.
YORK CITY
—
Original
Sioux
Indians from 101 Ranch plan to open the
eyes of Europeans with their gay paint and
feathers. NEW YORK CITY— Grange and
Chicago Bears
oversee.
Newfamous
¥"ork
Giants.
70,000score
turnvictory
out to
player in eastern professional debut as his
team wins, 19 to 7. NEW YORK CITY
(Newark
Mayorelect
back and
homeNew
againYork
and only)
ready— for
big
job. Next city executive receives reception
upon arrival here after visit in Florida and
Cuba. CHICAGO, ILL. (Newark and Nfew
York only) — Joie Ray sets new record in
5-mile cross-country race — champion runner leads 56 harriers through whirling
snow to win in 28 minutes, 1 second.
Fox News

Continuity, Vol. 7 No. 22

CHICAGO, ILL. — The President and Mrs
Coolidge pay flying visit to attend the
American Farm Bureau meeting. PARIS,
FRANCE — Carrying the hat boxes Of their
calling, midinettes from the modiste shops
hold 4-mile walking race. FIGURES OF
PROMINENCE IN THE NEWS OF THE
DAY — Cardinal Hayes departs for Rome to
attend Holy Year closing ceremony. NEW
YORK CITY — Here's the very newest thing
in dogs — so new that there are only 12 of
them in the United States today. UNITED
STATES DRAWS ON EUROPE FOR COAL
DURING STRIKE — Firs shipload arrives
from German mines in Ruhr to ease shortage. LOS ANGELES, CAL. — First subway
system in the West is opened with christening on train on maiden trip through tube.
COLUMBUS, OHIO — Gov. Donahey greets
Motion
Theatre here.
Owners'MUNDELEIN,
Association
of Ohio Picture
in convention
ILL.- — Site for the Statue of the Immaculate Conception
at St. Mary's
is blessed
byCardinal
Mundelein.
LONDON
— Locarno
treaty signed — Statesmen of Europe gather
to ratify
thatCORPORATIONS
bans war amongKEEP
nations.pact
HOW BIG
EMPLOYEES FIT — Here's one in New York
that builds
"gym"NEVADA
on roof— Aforrarely
its workers'
welfare.
RENO,
visited
spot is Pyramid Lake, where thousands of
pelicans find peaceful sanctuary.

STAHL

Another instance of Pathe short features'
appeal to the exhibitor was shown at the
opening of the Million Dollar Stahl Theatre
in Homestead, Pa., when three of the Pathe
products were included in the initial bill.
Pathe News, Topics of the Day and
Aesop's Film Fables were the only short
features screened and had a large share in
maintaining the interest of the large audience
that crowded to the theatre for the opening
performances.
This house will play Pathe short features
exclusively.

Naturally, this is the sequel to the wedding in "There Goes the Bride," a Hal Roach
comedy released by Pathe.
Don'thecudgel
youra widow.
mind about the baby. It's just possible
married
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SHORT
HAVE

Review

SUBJECTS

COME

THEIR

INTO

OWN

By S. BARRET McCORMICK
Director of Exploitation, Pathe Exch., Inc.

These are the comedy stars whom the Christie Studios depend on to put some of their
biggest Ha Ha's across in the new releases prepared for distribution of Educational
during "Laugh Month."

The

National

Character

of

99

"Laugh

Month

By NAT G. ROTHSTEIN
Director of Publicity, Advertising and Exploitation for F. B. O.
Laugh Month is going to crash its way
clear across the continent and back again,
up and down, east and west, north and south,
because the boys behind the movement have
their hearts and souls in the idea.
Already more than 1,700 of the leading
newspapers throughout the nation have been
communicated with and hundreds have signified their intentions to get behind Laugh
Month in every way they can to make it an
event that won't soon be forgotten. Originof "pooh'pooh-ed" as
idea was sort
beingally the
impossible,
unfeasible, not practical,
too many obstacles, too much red tape, too
many angles, and all that rot.
That didn't make an iota of difference
among the boys who started out to put the
idea across, they reasoning that after all
things are accomplished by human beings
who have faith enough in their proposition,
and the boys back of the big idea had faith
and will continue to have it long after the
doubting Thomases have ceased croaking because of the wonderful results they will be
enabled to see and hear about if they have
eyes and ears.
In the N. Y. Morning World of Dec. 4th
the famous columnist Frank Sullivan, used a
double column space and about 125 lines deep
on the front page of the second section of
the World to comment humorously on
Laugh Month.
Hundreds of the leading newspapers
throughout the nation will follow suit. The
famous King Feature Syndicate that controls
more actual circulation than any other syndicate or combination of syndicates in this
country, or elsewhere for that matter, have
famous nationally known cartoonists and
humorists interested in Laugh Month.
Prominent editors, educators, men in high
political stations, clergymen, publicists, and
many of the best known men in other walks
of life, have O. K.'d Laugh Month as a
great idea and one conducive to better mental
state and better health for the nation in not
just one laugh month but a continuity of
laughter during all the months, through the
medium of films or whatever other agency
these constant laughs can be produced.
A broadside has\ been mailed out to 17,000
theatre owners, to be followed shortly by a
big press sheet carrying dozens of ideas,
suggestions and plans for putting Laugh
Month over with a smash. When you remember that the tireless efforts of several
of the high pressure boys in the industry are
behind the idea you may understand that
Laugh Month can't fail to go over.

The press sheet now being printed is jampacked with ideas, stunts, suggestions, ballyhoos, and includes everything an exhibitor
could possibly wish for to put Laugh
Month over. One of the dandy ideas in this
press sheet is the proclamation by mayors in
all cities.
The idea in the main was "just an idea,"
yet it has grown with such amazing rapidity
and to such proportions in less than two
weeks that it's success is unquestioned.
The nation will know that Laugh Month
is a reality when Jan. 1st comes around, and
every smart exhibitor who is looking for
extra business during January and who seeks
to go still further and build up his business
by the use of short subjects properly advertised will find in Laugh Month a whale
of a starting point. Crash the cymbals, sound
the siren, ring the bells, shoot off the fireworks— for Laugh Month. It will pay you
handsomely.

A swing around the theatres of the big
eastern cities by the 'Pathe field men has been
convincing proof that short product is being
played up more than ever by the exhibitors
through their newspaper advertising, lobby
and theatre front displays, ballyhoos, and
novelties. Showmen have begun to see the
vast possibilities of selling complete shows
instead of only the feature.
A visit to the Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia, found them using a special trailer announcing the coming of an Our Gang comedy. In it, the theatre management recommended that their patrons see it and vouched
for its quality. In the frame of the Stanley
Theatre front the Our Gang comedy headed
the list of added attractions. Large papiermache cut outs of Farina and Mary were
used in the lobby decorations, and Our Gang
was prominently displayed in the house proAs in the Keith- Albee houses in New
York, Keith theatres everywhere are doing
everything in their power to call the attention
gram.
of their patrons to the Pathe comedy features on their vaudeville program. At Keith's
Theatre, Providence, a large frame carried a
complete black and white layout of players
in Our Gang, as well as a forceful announcement of the permanent added attraction.
The Keith- Albee Temple Theatre in Rochester gave Our Gang space in their newspaper
advertising equal to that of the headline act.
Manager Schwartz, of the Savoy Theatre,
Philadelphia, had a big front flash on Our
Gang. Manager John Sidebottom, of the New
Broadway, Philadelphia, had a good front
display on the Pathe comedy played and on
Aesop's Fables. Mr. Sidebottom uses all the
Pathe accessories on the company's short
product, including the mats of ads, which
are always furnished free. The Ritz, another
Philadelphia house, had the comedy announcement in a conspicuous place on his
theatre front.
The advertisements of Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo, include a good display of the comedy features. The Capital in Buffalo carried
a one sheet in its wall frame on a Mack
Sennett comedy they were playing. The Emblem, Buffalo, had a front display of Our
Gang, Aesop's Fables, the Patheseiial "Play
Ball,"
largeGang.
head cut out of Mickey
Danielsandof aOur
CHRISTMAS
TO

NO
RED

BURDEN
SEAL

SHORTS

Despite the natural tendency for a falling
off in the show business about the Christmas
and New Year holidays, Red Seal discovers
that business for them has been picking up
and that their short features in general, especially their three holidav featurettes, "A
Little Friend of All the World," made by
Bray; "Ko Ko in Toyland," an Out of the
Tnkwell made by Max Fleischer, and "The
Magic "House," made by Cranfield and
Clarke, are being booked by the biggest
theatres in the country.
Balaban & Katz, after the success achieved
with the Red Seal featurette made by Bray

Wanda Wiley's gifts are distributed all
year round, says Abe Stern of Century,
who releases her comedies through Universal. She has a goodly kit-bag of joy,
cheer, laughs, and- — by no means least
important — good looks.

Studios,
"A Little
of All and
the World,"
have
booked
it for Friend
their Tivoli
Uptown
theatres for the Christmas week.
Red Seal is being well represented on
Broadway these days. Last week one of
their Marvel of Motion series, played at the
Rivoli, and this week one of the Ko-Ko
Song
'Ta-Ra-Ra
Boom
Der A"
is
also Car-Tunes,
playing at the
same first
run house.
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"Yes,
There
So Exhibitors will exclaim,
Peggy

O'Day

Is a
Santa
Claus"
say the Davis Dist. Dir., who release the

Series through
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Theatre

Review

Construction

Plans were drawn for a theatre at Euclid
and Superior Avenues, Cleveland, Ohio.
Owner, The Eucor Realty Co., president, S.
Jones, Guardian Bldg.
Archt. H. C. Kirshner, International Life
Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. Drawing plans on a
theatre at Delmar Blvd., near Grand Avenue.
Owner, H. Chouteau, International Life
Bldg.
Archts.
Kennerly
& Stegemeyer, Title
Guaranty Bldg. Drawing plans for a theatre
at Kingshighway, near Delmar Blvd. Owner, .
Sogoloff Bros., 1747 Park Avenue, St. Louis,
Mo.
Archts. A. Levin & Reid Bros., 105 Montgomery Street. Drew plans for a theatre at
24th and York Streets. Owner withheld,
San Francisco, Calif.
Archt. W. A. Dykeman, 15 Exchange
Street, Boston. Drew plans for a theatre.
Owner, Cresant Gardens Corp., Revere,
Mass.
Archt. A. S. Meloy, 2965 Main Street,
Stratford. Drawing plans for a theatre at
.South Norwalk, Conn. Owner, H. Goodwin,
16 Spring Street, South Norwalk, Conn.

Archt. Kohner & Payne, 1402 Kresge Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich. Drew plans for a theatre at
Lawrence Avenue and Dexter Blvd. Owner,
H. Brown, 1674 Atkinson Avenue, Detroit,
Mich.
Archts. Boiler Bros, 114 West 10th Street,
Kansas City, Mo. Drew plans on a theatre
at Houston Street, San Antonio, Texas.
Owner, W. J. Lytle, Princess Theatre Bldg,
.San Antonio, Mo.
Archt. E. W. Norton, 44 Pearl Street,
Worcester, Mass. Drew plans for a theatre
at Elm Street. Owner, F. T. Ley Co, 230
Boylston Street, Worcester, Mass.
Archts. Mahoney and Tucker, 72 Weybosset Street. Drew plans for a theatre at Wey"bosset
W. E.
New
Fenner Street.
Street, Owner,
Providence,
R. Randall,
I.
Allentown, Pa. — Archt. not selected. Contemplated. Owner, Mark H. Young, 24th
and Walnut Streets.
New York, N. Y.— Archt, Harrison O.
Wiseman, 25 W. 43rd Street. Drawing plans
for a theatre at 202-206 West 58th Street. .
•Owner, Durham Realty Corp.
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Classified
Opportunities
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy

For Sale

Positions Wanted

EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
of battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
goods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair ; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.
VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa.

AT LIBERTY — Experienced Operator, strictly reliable, five years' experience on Powers and Simplex. Can give references. Please state full particulars. Clarence M. Anderson, 614 So. Bartlett
St., Canton, So. Dak.
AT
LIBERTY
AFTER
JANUARY FIRST—
Theatre Manager and Projectionist. Young man,
fully capable of taking absolute charge of one or
chain of theatres. One who knows how to buy film
and put show over big. Wonderful, inexpensive
publicity ideas. Will do a.l advertising. Slide
soliciting, booking, etc. (Operating when necessary
to reduce overhead.) In the game since the age of
fourteen. Best references as to character and ability from owners ; also film exchanges. No house too
large. However, I prefer small town where I can
know my patrons. Strictly sober and reliable. Personality that will make and keep friends, but do not
chase
girls.
you?) salary.
Mr. Owner,
you need me.(Yes,WillI smoke;
accept don't
reasonable
Can
demonstrate my ability. Write DECK, care Add
Sales Co., 529 N. Fulton Ave., Baltimore, Md.

FILMS FOR SALE— WESTERNS. CARTOONS,
Comedies. New Norfolk,
list available.
EXCHANGE,
Arkansas. FINLEY'S FILM
MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES— December Prefnventor^ Sale of used Motion Picture Machines,
Theatre Supplies. Frames, etc. Send for bargain
list. ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO., 608 Olive
St., St. Louis, Mo.
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS are saved by exhib tors yearly by buying their machines and organs
from us. Motiographs $165.00, two for $290.00.
Simplex $265.00, two for $485.00. Automatic Organ
Players, as low as $425.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
18 years experience has taught us how. WESTERN
FEATURE FILMS, 730 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
SACRIFICE 5-FIVE REEL FEATURES $10.00
each. Road of Evil — Beyond the Shadow — Little
Brother — Days of Daring, Tom Mix — Right Off the
Bat. 3-Six Reelers for $15.00 each. Circumstantial
Evidence — Price Women Pay — Lust of Ages. Ten
Single Reel features and comedies $10.00. These
pictures are in good shape. I have quit the road.
Am selling out — ship C. O. D. upon receipt of deposit. Geo. Scott, Box 57, Chetopa, Kansas.
FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre, seats 225.
New chairs ; new screen ; two Powers projectors. In
a> good growing town. Geo. C. Morton, Lynn
Haven, Fla.
SPLENDID PRODUCTIONS. Send stamp for
list. Cyril Jenney, Endicott, New York.
2 LATEST TYPE "S" SIMPLEX LAMPHOUSES, perfect condition; 2 Peerless Arc Controls, all guaranteed. Atlas Moving Picture Co.,
538 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.
"PALS IN BLUE," 5 REEL TOM MIX Western.
"Primal Lure," 5 reel Wm. S. Hart Western. 2 reel
Chaplin Comedy. All in good condition. $50.00
takes
all. Wire
Baltimore,
Md. Add Sales, 529 N. Futlon Avenue,
FOR
SALE— UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER.
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for
and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
City. Billing
Box
H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York
MARCHANT CALCULATING MACHINE— A-l
condition; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a real machine for $75.00. Box M. O., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York City.
For Rent
MOTION PICTURE and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.

CINEMA
The

Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager: E. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" is the onry picture publication
circulating throughout the Orient.
AMrttt:
•CINEMA." 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

Local Films
MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial,
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen. Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
TITLES, presentation nailers, local movies, competent cameramen. Best service. Rector Advertising Service. Marshall, fllinnis.
W anted
CHINESE FILMS
Box 1439, Honolulu.

WANTED.

Creart Studios,

SALESMEN selling one of the most attractive 11x14
Poster Electric Display Signs to moving picture
theatres. Must be able to organize and manage sales
torce. Have also five other real business propositions.
All patented. Adolf Himmelsbach, 4208 Boulevard,
Edgemere, Long Island.
WANTED AT ONCE, position, experienced operator. Join union if necessary. Reference if required. Chas. Lewellen, Eaton, Ind.
THEATRE
Prices Paid.

CHAIRS
Highest
Cash
C.
G. Demel,WANTED—
845 South State,
Chicago.

Motion

Picture Scenery

HIGH ART SCENERY; Decorative Hangings
Lobby and Wall Paintings. Finest Work at Lowest
Prices. Decorate your theatre ; it pays. Send dimensions for estimate and catalog. Enkeboll Scenic
Shops, Omaha, Nebraska.
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Pictures

Current
THE

M-G-M

MERRY

Starring Mae

Hits

WIDOW

Murray

and John

Qilbert. Erich Von Stroheim's production. Henry W. Savage's stage
success by Lehar-Leon-Stein. Screen
adaptation and scenario by Erich
Von Stroheim and Benjamin Qlazer.
r

THE

UNHOLY

THREE

Starring Lon Chaney, with Mae
Busch, Matt Moore. Tod Browning's production of the story by
Tod Robbins.
NEVER THE TWAIN
SHALL MEET
With Anita Stewart, Bert Lytell
and All Star Cast. By Peter B.
Kyne. Maurice Tourneur, director.
A Cosmopolitan Production.
THE

2
5

MIDSHIPMAN

Starring Ramon "Novarro. By Carey
Wilson. Christy Cabanne, director.

W

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY
With Constance Bennett, Joan
Crawford, Sally O'hJeill, Edmund
Qoulding's production of the Broadway play.

from
GO

WEST

Starring Buster Keaton. Presented
by Joseph M. Schenck. Directed by
Buster Keatoi\.
BRIGHT

LIGHTS

With Charles Ray and Pauline
Starke. Robert Z. Leonard's production. Story by Richard Conncll.

o-

r
Met

EXCHANGE

OF WIVES

"With Lew Cody, Eleanor Boardman,Renee Adoree,Creighton Hale.
Hobart Henley's production uj
Cosmo Hamilton's play.
1926
be

er

M^

will

another

positively
M-G*M

year

1925

a

Year

year 1925 record has placed International Newsreel at the absolute peak
— in a class by itself as a film news
gatherer. Sparing no trouble or expense it
has combed the unbeaten paths of all the
world for news — it has kept its sleepless eye
on the four corners of the Globe — on land,
on sea, in the sky — and has brought the
news to the public first or exclusively in almost every instance. The record of its service is impressive testimony to its achievements; achievements that make it a feature
THE

on any program — that makes it a moneymaking power at the box office.
International's succegs in 1925 is but a forerunner of what International's constantly
increasing service will bring in months to
come. There will be big scoops in 1926 and
they will be in International.
It will be a bigger, greater year for exhibitors booking International Newsreel now.

TWICE

of

Achievement
Important

Events

Given

Exclusively

Exclusive pictures of His Holiness, the Pope, bestowing the
apostolic benedictions at the first of the Holy Year exercises.
Italian army airplane flying into the smoking crater of Mt.
Aetna.
First airplane flight over Death Valley in California.
British Royal Airplanes in maneouvres over Pyramids.
Inauguration of President Coolidge. International was first
by twelve hours.
The great midwest tornado which swept thru six states.
Only genuine pictures showing Gunnar Kasson's heroic sledge
race to Nome with heroic Balto carrying diphtheria antitoxin.
Spectacular jump from airplane by Sergeant Bose, who
dropped 1800 feet before opening his parachute.
First pictures of Rum Row coast-guard cutters and liquorsmuggler's ships.
Sinking of Japanese freighter Raifuku Maru 800 miles from
shore. Shown on Broadway, New York, 72 hours after ship
went down.
First pictures of Prince of Wales in Africa.
Inauguration of von Hindenburg as President of Germany.
Giant elephants in deadly battle for pleasure of Indian Potentates at Alwar.

EVERY

WEEK

for
and

First

International
by International

News

Reels

First views from a French military dirigible flying over Paris.
Smoke-screen laid by army airplanes to hide dirigible Los
Angeles, flying over Washington.
Dare-devil rides of U. S. cavalrymen at Fort Riley, Kansas.
Airplanes bombard flying shadows in marksmanship test at
Kelley Field, Tex.
Flight thru Rio Grande Canyon, Texas.
First pictures of return of explorer Amundsen from daring
attempt to reach North Pole by airplane.
First pictures of Scopes trial at Dayton, Tenn.
First pictures of destruction of U. S. dirigible Shenandoah at
Ava, Ohio.
Army parachute class sky graduation at Chanute Field, 111.
Arrival of Prince of Wales at Buenos Aires.
First rescue pictures of U. S. Submarine off Block Island.
U. S. Steamer battles gale to rescue crew of tiny ship helpless
on stormy Atlantic.
Serial dare-devil rides bicycle in sky at Santa Monica, Calif.
First pictures of burning liner Lenape off Lewes, Delaware;,
First airplane flight ever made over Roosevelt Dam, Arizona.
Signing of Locarno Peace Treaty. One of the most remarkable newsreel feats ever achieved.
Pope Pius in Vatican grounds as Holy Year draws to close.

News
Remarkable

Reel

example

ice makes
News Reel.

of speed

International

— Wisconsin

Theatre,

International

and serv-

outstanding

Milwaukee,

is always

Wise.

first. Patrons

fully enjoy every presentation.
— California

Best News

Weekly

— American

This

Theatre,

Stockton,

Cal.

on the market.

Theatre,

Oakland,

Calif.

service best in the field.

— Osage

Theatre,

Kansas

City, Kans.
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Pictures from
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CHARLES

THE

the Novels of
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Curwood

"MY NEIGHBOR'S WIFE'
"THE GOLD HUNTERS"

READY

"
1
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Wallace

THE
featuring

Reid

s

RED

In Production — "The Courage of Captain Plum"
READY
Lawson
o

"LAW

Haris

AND

Production

PRISCILLA

ROYALTY"

GENERAL
CHARLES
Frontier
Features
starring

KING

Super Feature
starring
"RED
LOVE"

BEN

WILSON and NEVA GERBER
"Warrior Gap," "Under Fire,"
"Fort Frayne," "Tonio, Son of
READY
the Sierras," "A Daughter of
the Sioux."
Completed — "Apache Princess," "Worst
Man
"From the Ranks"
De

of

the Troop,"

JOHN

1

Secret Service

Luxe Specials
with

Featuring

8

"Peggy
"Peggy
"Peggy
"Peggy
"Peggy
"Peggy

15

Ben

Wilson

THRILL

GIRL"

Episode Serial
BEN WILSON
and NEVA

GOD"

and Neva
READY

"THE

Stories

PEGGY
O'DAY
of the Secret Service" (Ready)
from Headquarters" (Next)
Scores a Victory"
Takes a Chance"
on the Job"'Peggy Under Orders"
in Danger"
Peggy in Chinatown"

Episode Super-Serial
Nationally Advertised and Exploited
POWER
starring

LOWELL

RUSSELL
EVANGELINE
A READY
Daring Differentand
Drama
of the American Indian
of Today

MARILYN
MILLS
and her intelligent horses
"STAR" and "BEVERLY"
"TRICKS"
(Ready)
"FLEET FOOT"
8
"THREE PALS" (Ready) "LONG ODDS"
"THE KILLER"
"WHITE FURY"
In Production— "THE HEART OF POQUITA"

"THE

BONNER

Story by — Adela Rogers St. Johns
Directed by — Walter Lang

GERBER
in

Gerber

"THE

MYSTERY
NOW READY

BOX"

RELEASED
THRU
DAVID

by

DAVIS

R.

HOCH

DISTRIBUTING
J.

218
Foreign rights to Kings, Curwoods, Maynards and Mystery Box, RICHMOUNT
TURES, INC., 729 7th Ave., New York, N. Y.
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CHARLES
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Presents:
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PICTURES

For
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MAKER
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OF

Aviation Aces
from

1926

PRODUCTION
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SHE

AL

APPEARS

The World's
1

"
NO
Supported
by
KIMO
Theodore Van Eltz
Mary CanCarl Miller
Sheldon Lewis
Virginia Pearson
Nellie Bly Baker
Max Asher
Tyrone Power
Emily Fitzroy
George Seigmann

Super
ARABIAN
"Tales
and

The

FANTASY
I

Nights"

The HE
doing
Y

"KID"

(Released every other week)
Produced by McKnight-Womack

15

Prod., Inc

SHEIKS

DeLAUGH:

AND

SHEBAS

Featurettes
The

"FRAGMENTS

OF

Haps

LIFE"
6

"Tales Told Without Titles"
FOUR NOW READY

and Mishaps
Americans

of Flapper

(Released every other week)
Produced by McKnight-Womack

EXCHANGES,

Prod., Inc
26
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President

DIVISION,
DAVIS,
NEW

26

Pictures

Two- Reel Herrick

EICH,

COMEDIES

andFE
disasters
of "!
young
LLAS
America.

COMEDIES
Unique

S

Vulture."
CORKING

FEATURES

Ready — Seven

is ready

(acclaimed as the new star of Westerns)
and "TARZAN," King of All Horses
READY— "$50,000 Reward," "Fighting Courage," "The Demon Rider,"
"The Haunted Range," "The Grey

FERGUSON

WESTERN

Thru"

6

Super Westerns Starring
"KEN"
MAYNARD

Splendid
AL

"Flyin'

Stunt Flyer

READY

of a Thousand
One

Greatest

r

Special
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First

WILSON

II,

Inc.

President

YORK
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Foreign Rights on all other pictures controlled by INTER-OCEAN
218 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
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Sensation

of

Samuel

the

Nation/

Ooldwyn

presents

♦

cJk

Henry

King

Production^

AGAIN

PARTNERS

WITH

tP

POTASH
with

George

Sidney

^Adapted

PERLMUTTER7

and Alexander

by Frances

Can

Marion

r^Jfrom the Broadway Stage Success by
Montague Glass and Jules Eckerb Goodman

Samuel Goldwyn's "annual laugh classics"
have become a box-office habit. Now —

"PARTNERS
with
The

Potash

Laugh

and

AGAIN
Perlm utter"

Sensation

of the Nation

Bigger in Production; bigger in laughs and
thrills; bigger in audience appeal, and
sure to be bigger in box-office profits.
The famous "fifty-fifty" partners break into
the automobile business and wind up in
a thrilling, daring airplane chase that will
bring any audience to their feet roaring
in applause.
FEBRUARY

Now
UNITED
CMary

15th

RELEASE

Booking

ARTISTS

CORPORATION

Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks
Joseph M.Jchenck,
Chairman , Hoard of Directors.

Charles

Chaplin

D.W.Qriffith
Jiiram Qbrams,
President.
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THE
was going to be a season
of comedy. Probably none of
foresaw just how thoroughly their predictions would
fulfilled. Comedy, without

them
be

predominate all
picture entertainment.

doubt, will soon
motion
The
tures

advance
has

of all Short

kept

great strides

made

this season. The
mentum

pace

with

Fea<-

with

by

the

Comedy

tremendous
which

mo-

the Laugh

Month movement is going for'
ward is striking testimony to
the bigger place that comedies
and all Short Features occupy
in the plans of exhibitors,
as to the building
and

both

of programs

their exploitation.

Isn't it significant that in the same
season when this trend in picture en'
tertainment is so pronounced, theatre
development

and theatre building are

setting new

and

staggering records?

Here is a thought that should fill
us all with gratitude as the Old Year
draws to a close, and inspire us to
begin the New Year with renewed
faith and increased confidence in the
future of Motion
ment.

THE.SP1CE

Picture Entertain'

OF THE PROGRAM"
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To

the

cordial

entire
wish

Motion
for A

Picture

Merry

-

Industry ,Harold

Xmas

and

A

Happy

Lloyd
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extends

Prosperous

New

a most
Year

C.

C. BURR

JOHNNY

THE

LIVE

WIRE"
"THE

Johnny

Hines

BROWN

presents

HINES

"RAINBOW
DERBY"

is First National's

Comedy

King

RILEY
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FOR

BETTER

ENGRAVINGS

Pioneer

348

Engraving

West

New

38th

York

AIN'T
WE
The United Studios is the best organized
Picture
prove

Studio
it by

in the world,

producing

their

and

pictures

PRODUCERS
Edwin

Street

City

GREAT!
and the best managed
Motion

following

Producers

and

and

ARTISTS:
June

Productions

Mathis

J. E. McCormick

Samuel Goldwyn
Corinne Griffith

Colleen Moore
Sam Rork

Harry

Joseph

M.

Sol Lesser

Norma

Talmadge

M.

Constance

Langdon

C. Levee

Frank

Lloyd

UNITED
Melrose

Rudolph

STUDIOS

Avenue
M.

Artists

there!

Carewe

First National

5341

the

Co

C. LEVEE,

President

Schenck
Talmadge
Valentino

INC.

Hollywood,

California
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than
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to
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see

BILLION

have

the
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films

paid

by

GRIFFITH

"D.

W.

Griffith

THE

is

a

genuine

LONDON

SPHERE

"
master.

"Griffith
all rivals.

wizard

of

far

outdistances

This

genius

is a

humanities."
LONDON
DAILY EXPRESS
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We

With

Can

Help

Your

You

Paper

Problems!

The selection of the right kind of paper — whether it be for
Posters, Heralds, Letterheads, Office Forms, or the thousand and
one other things paper is used for — is most

important.

We supply to Printers, Stationers, and Lithographers quite a
lot of the paper used by the Motion Picture industry, and we would
welcome an opportunity to be of helpful service to you.
Associated houses in nineteen
United States at your command.
Put

American

your

paper

Paper

different centers

problems

Mills

Corporation

Offices and Warehouse
Avenue
NEW

at Twenty-Seventh
YORK,

the

up to us!

Distributors Butler Standard Brands

Eleventh

throughout

N. Y.

Street
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Season

'$ Greetings

DONALD
LASHLEY
FOLLIES
VANITIES
COMEDY
STOCK
7 years' picture experience
LAST TWO PICTURES
"PRICE OF PARTY"
"WRONGDOERS"

Season's

DRAMA

AL.
Director

SANTELL

of First National

"The Marriage Whirl"
"Classified"

Pictures

"Bluebeard's 7 Wives''
"The Dancer of Paris''

Greetings

ferttttgH

of

t\\t ^eaaoti

Cordially

Richard

The

Vanishing

Dix

American
11

The

Lucky

Devil
it

" Womanhandled
HUGH

WILSON

"
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s

"LAUGH
and
EDMUND

GROW

GOULDING

FAT"
is

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Sunshine

Hart's

Motto

She has been laughing and
making others laugh for sev- \eral rears in comedies —
AND

HER

NAME

IS REALLY

Sunshine

SEASON'S

Hart

GREETINGS

When

any

paper

"dominates

tells you

the

field"

get a feeble suggestion
same
Trade

idea.
Review

and

of the

and

Exhibopposes

of all kinds

sorts in the motion

pic-

ture field. That's

it is

why

read by so large a number
independent

CHARLES

McHUGH

you

EXHIBITORS

itors Daily Review
all domination

it

of

Exhibitors.
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SEASON'S

-

GREETINGS
To

H.

H.

has

months

his

story,

Her

A

Tense
Tears

The

TREMENDOUS

Timely
Fast

Excellency

Title!

Action!

. . .
. . .

Situations!
and

Mighty
Thrilling

. . . Heart

Laughter

VAN

LOAN

just completed—

four

—

Producers

of hard

biggest

entitled

after
work

and

best

—

Governor

MELODRAMA

Theme!

. . .

Scenes!

. . .

Throbs!

! . . . Peculiar

Powerful
Big

Suspense!

. . . Human

Twists!

Plot!

. . . Unusual

Interest!
Climax!

SOME
PAST

A

REAL

BOX

- OFFICE

STORY

OF H. H. VAN LOAN'S
SCREEN
SUCCESSES
INCLUDE
THE VIRGIN OF STAMBOUL
THE NEW MOON
THE SIREN OF SEVILLE
THE GREAT REDEEMER

FIGHTIN' MAD
NELLIE, THE BEAUTIFUL
MODEL
SPEEDWILD
Producers

Interested

Communicate

H.
HOTEL

H.
ASTOR

VAN

Please

With

LOAN
NEW

YORK

CLOAK

THESTORMSWEPT
DRIVIN' FOOL
FLATTERY
THE SPEED MANIAC
WHITER THAN SNOW
THE NIGHT LETTER
THE CLEAN UP
A ROGUE'S ROMANCE
THE HIGHEST TRUMP
WHEN A MAN LOVES
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The

Press

Publishing

Compa

ny

East

Stroudsburg,

Penna.

PRINTERS

OF

Exhibitors

Should

Your

be

Consulted

Next

Big

Trade

Big

Town

Review

Regarding

Printing

Printers

with
Small

Town

Prices

Job
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F.

Herrick

Herrick

Director-Producer

TEC

-ART

STUDIOS
NEW

YORK

Season's

Harrison

Paramount

Ford

Pictures

GLENN

JOE
1925

ROCK
Releases

rHE LARGEST
1926

STANDARD COMEDIES
2 reels each
Featuring JOE ROCK'S "Ton of Fun," "Fatty
Alexander,"
"Kewpie
Ross,"
"Fat Corp.,
Kerr." through
Released by
Standard
Cinema
F. B. O.
STAN

LAUREL COMEDIES
2 reels each
Featuring STAN LAUREL.
Released by Standard Cinema Corp. Distributed by F. B. O.
"FEARLESS"
2 reelsPRODUCTIONS
each
Supervised by JOE ROCK Featuring the great
German
Dog, story
"Fearless,"
a series
12 comedyPolice
detective
dramasin An
all starof
castProduced
appears by
withVan"Fearless."
Pelt Productions for distribution by Chesterfield Pictures Corp., ot N. Y. C.
BLUE RIBBON COMEDIES
2 reels each
Featuring ALICE ARDELL and a leading
screen comedian. Chester Conklin, Neely Edwards, Slim Summerville, Joe Rock, Lee Moran,
appear in first five.
Released by Standard Cinema Corp., through
F. B. O.
"UNNATURAL one HISTORY"
reel each

COMEDIES

Produced with the Bray Studios in New York.
A seriesmatedcombining
photography
and anicartoon and straight
a combination
of both.
Produced for Bray Productions, Inc. Distributed by F. B. O.
JIMMY

AUBREY COMEDIES
2 reels each
Featuring JIMMY AUBREY. Released by
Standard Cinema Corp., through F. B. O.
Joe
New

Rock

Greetings

Productions

UNIVERSAL CITY, CAL.
York Office, Jacques Kopfstein,
130 West 46th Street

INDEPENDENT

PRODUCER

HUNTER

OF SHORT

SUBJECTS
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SIDNEY

OLCOTT

wishes

you

Merry

a

most

Christmas

Nineteen

twenty-six

INSPIRATION

with

PICTURES,

INC.

starring

RICHARD

Lots

of

EVEN

Good

THOUGH

MR.

EXHIBITOR,

TO

MISS

OF

OF

GOOD

MOTION

Things

YOU

ARE

BUSY,

YOU

DO

NOT

ANYTHING

IN

THIS

EXHIBITORS

FROM

BARTHELMESS

TRADE

FIRST

TO

THINGS
PICTURE

ISSUE

REVIEW.

LAST,
FOR

WANT

IT
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INDUSTRY.
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%e Business Taper of the Motion %ture Industry

Editoria

when motion pictures went over
IN THE DAYS
with the public by virtue of their sheer novelty,
the character of the house in which they were
shown was of relatively little consequence and the
them was
in presenting
employed
equipment
necessarily crude.
Year by year this situation has changed. The
novelty of pictures quickly wore off. They came
to be accepted as a normal part of the institution
of living and the public, from an attitude of openmouthed wonder at their marvels, drifted into a
more

critical and analytical frame of mind. It discovered that some pictures were better than others

and that some theatres were
entertainment than others.

able to put up better

To meet this change on the part of the public,
motion picture theatres developed a good many
tricks of the Barnumesque variety. The industry
took on something of the character of the circus
and the Gaudy Period came in. The theatre resorted to the most primitive sort of appeal. Banks
of lights on the marquee and across the facade ;
acres of gilt, in fact everything that would tend to
attract the eye and the ear, regardless of quality
or taste was acceptable. And it must be admitted
that the theatres
in keeping

of this period

were

with the pictures they were

fairly well
getting.

Improvement in the technique of picture making, elevation of the general standards of production, necessarily brought a changing trend in the
designing and equipping of theatres. A comparison of typical houses built during the last ten
years will show that this evolutionary process has
been going steadily on, until we have come to the
stage where the motion picture house, at its best,
is fully the equal in artistic character, in equipment, in comfort, in everything that appeals to an
educated and critical public taste, of the legitimate
theatre at its best.
Frequently done on a much

I

larger scale than the legitimate house, but with no
less of quality in the doing.
It cannot

be said, however,

that the older houses

devoted to motion pictures have universally followed this trend. Theatre owners who made heavy
investments five or ten years ago have naturally
been hesitant about pouring more and more money
into their establishments to keep them fully in line
with the progress of the business. So that, today,
we have in this country a rather conglomerate
mass of new-fashioned and old-fashioned theatres,
with a very large number of houses in sad need
of renovation and new equipment.
It is not at all surprising that surveys of the
theatre situation show the chain houses, on the
average, better equipped and fitted for their present day purpose than the majority of the individually owned theatres. For one thing, the chain
theatres, on the average, are newer. For another,
they are generally backed by larger capital, in position to invest heavily in those facilities of entertainment that show substantial likelihood of returning aprofit. And so, while it may be argued
with some show of reason, that the more commodious and better equipped chain theatres, on the
average are inferior in respect to that element of
management that grows out of personal ownership, itmust be admitted that their better physical
equipment is pointing the way the individual
owner must go to meet competition.
The

public, except in those rare instances

where

competition is lacking to acquaint it with the modern theatre, is showing an increasing tendency to
buy its picture entertainment where it finds the
most for its money, not in pictures alone, but in
pleasant

surroundings,

genuine

comfort.

This

trend

is of

agreeable

atmosphere

vital importance

to

and

every

theatre operator. It points definitely the importance of modern equipment throughout the house.
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It is to meet

It proves, beyond question, that more attention
must be paid to the physical side of the business,
less dependence placed on pictures as the sole
basis of audience appeal.

TRADE

this trend

REVIEW,

that

with

this last issue of the

year, presents a widely assorted mass of material
designed to aid every exhibitor in the effort to keep
step with the advance in theatre management.

Certainly it cannot be doubted that the theatre
is going to become more and more a Community

The purpose of this Number will be fully justified if it shall cause Exhibitors to give more

Institution, enjoying an identity and status definitely determined as much by its appearance, atmosphere and equipment as by its programs and

thought to this phase of their business, if it shall
induce them to take stock of the real needs of their
houses to
theatre.

entertainment policy. The theatre, in fact, is going to be the absolutely dominant factor in this
business, with production and the distribution of
pictures waiting on its demands.

meet

the

competitive

£H5E5H525HE5E5ESE525E5E5H5E5E^^
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What

Mean

Does

the

the

to

New

Year

Exhibitor?

business is the best end of
THE THEATRE
motion pictures. Anyone who doubts it can
find ample confirmation in the rush by the
big-moneyed interests of the industry to get all
the theatres they can — by noting the ease with
which highly reputable financial houses today
are handling big issues of securities intended to
furnish money for theatre investments.

tack on almost anybody about almost anything!
They are the fellows who have put most of the
dents in every effort to organize the theatres.

The motion picture theatre has far greater possibilities than its numerous owners have realized.
It is in many respects the surest thing in the
whole show business, subject to one condition :
It must have the sort of management that will
recognize opportunity.

January 1 is supposed to be celebrated with
Resolutions. Commonly they are referred to as
"Good Resolutions." Actually, most of them
are bad. Because they are monumental bluff.
And a resolution that is merely an incident of
the holiday ritual is a serious matter likely to
lead to disaster. There may be some people who
can take their resoluting or leave it alone. But
not so many.

There are a good many people in this world
who could lose money operating the mint. Mostly, their trouble is shiftlessness, laziness, inertia.
Call it what you will, it's the habit of putting
off forever that which ought to have been done
yesterday.
Competition is going to get a lot more keen
in the theatre field. The next year will see a
steady increase in seating capacity. Too much
capacity in many spots, with the business going
where someone is making the most intelligent bid
for it.
January

1 opens Laugh

Month

and

various

other "months" more or less germane to this
hectic industry. For Exhibitors generally, it
might well open, also, a Personal Inventory
Month. With every Exhibitor who thinks he is
going somewhere putting himself through a vigorous examination to see whether he is really
going somewhere, or just merely coming back.
The battle for business in 1926 isn't going to
be a matter of lying back in the overstuffed
trenches and hoping for the best. It's going to
be a case of over-the-top-and-at-'em. Supershowmanship is going to be needed. Energy.
Not conversation.
And speaking of conversation, what a Godsend it would be if some Exhibitors would lay
off a while. Those fellows who think they are
politicians — who get a magnificent wallop out of
breaking into the Associated Press with an at-

They need a Silence Month. Let's have that in
January, too. So the chosen spokesmen who
have a right to speak for the organized Exhibitors of the country can have a chance to get a
word in occasionally.

Reverting to January 1 and Exhibitors, there's
one resolution that is going to be in order : A
resolution to work like Hell through '26. Not
a pleasant outlook, perhaps, but there's nothing
in the stars to alter this prophecy — it is going to
be an awfully easy year for going out of business. Anyone in the theatre business who doesn't
feel like embracing that faith and sticking to it
may well pick his exit now. And put on the
padded pants.
Another thing the Bright New

Year

might

well mean to every theatre owner is this : It's
time to quit yelping about the cost of belonging
to Exhibitor organizations. Any good steamfitter expects to pay his union more money in
1926 than the average Exhibitor is asked to kick
in for dues. And if there ever was a time when
salvation must come out of organization, it is
right now. Any Exhibitor — and this means you
— who isn't in position to display a receipt for
dues in the union deserves to be a liveried doorman for some philanthropic distributor. And
watch him get there !
All in all, January 1 means a lot to the Exhibitor. It means another chapter in the battle.
Another chance to take Success by the collar.
Or a chance to snooze comfortably while someone taps the safe.
Which

shall it be?
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The Eastman Theatre, Rochester, New York, one of the outstanding motion picture
institutions of the world.

The

"They

Patron

want
are

House
Theatregoers come to the theatre to
be entertained and therein lies the basis of the policy that should guide the
house manager and his assistants. In
the first place, the entertainment-seeker
enters the theatre lobby in a frame of
mind that is optimistic of a carefree
treat. He is in a holiday mood and
anything that jars on that mood or
sounds a false note of annoyance does
just that much to spoil the pleasure of
the occasion.
No matter how carefully all the other
persons concerned with the preparation of the entertainment have done
their part and no matter how excellently the program has been prepared,
if the ticket buyer has met a false note
of discourtesy or has been annoyed by
any failure to smooth his way toward
entertainment, then the whole program
has been marred so far as he is concerned.
Therefore, courtesy is the first
principle in the handling of theatre
crowds. Every employee is cautioned
again and again on this point, and is
made to see that upon him or her is
directly imposed the burden of making
every patron's visit to the theatre entirely pleasant. It becomes the house
manager's duty to see that his small
army of ticket sellers, doormen, ushers

Is

entertainment
the

only

Right

—

and

criterions"

By JOHN
O'NEILL
Manager, Eastman Theatre, Rochester,
and other floor employees are chosen
for their good nature and politeness
and that they are trained to. give the
utmost in courtesy and service. We
have an exceptionally well-qualified
corps of attaches at the Eastman
Theatre and to them belongs the major
share of the credit for what we have
been able to accomplish in making our
public happy and comfortable.
Mr. O'Neill sent this article under
the head, "Maying Things Pleasant for
the Audience." But somewhere in the
article he writes of "the patron is always right" and we substituted that instead. In our humble opinion that phrase
is the sesame of all salesmanship. If the
patron is right, and knows he is right, he
will be a pleased patron.
"The patron is always right" might
be the motto of theatre house employees, for nothing is more distracting
to the mind and mood prepared for entertainment than to be compelled to
argue with some attache. At the Eastman these first precepts are preached
with daily regularity.
Of course, there are hundreds of
other details that must be looked after
to make

they

the theatre ready for its audiences and they all come under the

N. Y.
same general policy of eliminating anything that might jar the sensibilities of
the patron. The auditorium must be
immaculately clean, for which a large
force of cleaners is employed ; the seats
must be daily inspected and in order.
If any one of these things is neglected
there is a jarring note that will destroy
the patron's pleasure.
The house manager of a big theatre
is a combination of housekeeper, butler,
host and guardian of the property.
His first duty is to see that his guests
are happy and comfortable. At the
Eastman we make every possible effort
to handle the crowds with the least
possible inconvenience or delay. And
in this respect we receive splendid cooperation from the public. Our audiences are good-natured audiences.
They know that we are trying to get
them into the theatre and into a seat
and on those occasions when the line
has to wait outside for a brief period
they accept the delay with good humor
and patience.

The house manager comes into closer
contact with the public than anyone
else. Patrons tell what they think of
the performance and he is able to pick
up many valuable suggestions for the
other departments and for the general
guidance of the executive staff.
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The

Let's

Beautiful

Curtain

Go

of the Stanley

to

Theatre,

Philadelphia,

the

Pa.

Pictures

By JULES E. MASTBAUM
President Stanley Theatre Chain

The essentials of the modern motion picture theatre !
It is not such a far cry when the
essentials for entertainment in a
theatre devoted to motion pictures
were few. All that was required was
a building, seats of any kind, a sheet
for a screen, a flickering projection
machine and crude films. In that day
the motion picture entertainment was
but an experiment — a 'novelty and
one that many predicted would soon
be in the discard.
Yet so often does the human prediction go wrong. It was so in this
instance. Today motion picture entertainment inall that it implies is an
art. Millions of dollars have been
spent in the erection of palatial edifices for the showing of pictures.
Many thousands of dollars are spent
weekly in some of the really big motion picture theatres on the surrounding programs. It is an art but
an art the supreme achievement of

How do you invite the patronage of
your townsfolk? How do you make

conscious

them Masibaum
say, "Let'shas
go made
to thehundreds
pictures"?
Mr.
of
thousands say it. He can tell you how.

shopping, but they are, nevertheless.
For example, thousands of men come
home in the evening and ask the

He writes on the "Essentials of the Modern Motion Picture Theatre."

question

which has
reached.

by

no

means

been

The

motion picture theatre of yesteryear is as different from the motion picture theatre of today as there
is between day and night. Patrons
have been educated to a higher standard of entertainment. New patrons
are being added to the ranks of the
millions and millions who enjoy pictures and each one of these newcomers quickly reach their conclusions as to whether they are going to
continue as patrons by the manner in
which a theatre is conducted. The
American amusement loving public
carefully shop for motion

picture en-

tertainment. They may not be fully
of the fact that they are

"Where shall we go tonight?" The answer is: "Let's go to
the movies." If the gentleman then
asks: "Where shall we go?" invariably a reply somewhat as follows is
given: "When I was shopping I
looked at several of the theatres, and
I think the Stanley Theatre has the
best show." The lady in question was
shopping just as carefully for motion
picture entertainment as she was for
anything else she was buying.
Knowing that this condition is
prevalent, it is good showmanship
and good merchandising to display
all of the wares you have to offer in
your theatre. The essentials of the
modern motion picture theatre, and
to be conthe first ofon these
perhaps (Continued
page 37)
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Let's

Go

to

the

Pictures

another way of saying "give service."
To give worth-while service is to inspire confidence. To do this means
that your theatre will be secure in
the esteem of your patrons.

(Continued from page 34)
sidered may be House Management.
Each week the Stanley Theatre in
Philadelphia, which is considered the
leading one in the East, entertains
many thousands of people. Making
these people comfortable, extending
to them the courtesy that will make
them cultivate the theatre as a weekly habit, ushering and changing the
huge crowds that fill the theatre is a
big job. Yet it is doubtful whether
a more courteous, efficient system of
house conduct can be found than that
which exists here.

And

The factor behind the success of
the system is the esprit de corps
which has been established. At all
times, employees must be punctual,
obliging and courteous. From the
doorman, who is the first attache with
whom the patron comes in contact,
and the first reception has much to
do with the general impression, all
along the line this rule is strictly observed. The comfort and convenience
of the patrons is of paramount importance. Hence, an essential of the
modern motion picture theatre are
such things as well equipped rest
rooms for both men and women, comfortable chairs from which they can
view the stage, and the keeping of
the house scrupulously clean. We
begin cleaning the Stanley after the
last show at night by turning up every
seat. Then the cleaning staff comes
on duty later, and the house is
thoroughly cleaned and inspected before the opening time.
Ventilation of the proper kind is
a very important consideration. With
the advance of modern science along
this line no excuse can be offered by
the exhibitor who does not safeguard
his patron's health by clearing the
air of the auditorium of all impurities and keeping it clear at all times.
This is not a matter that requires
any deep thought on the part of the
theatre owners — competent sanitary
engineers will solve his problem in
no time. But it is important that it
should be done. Then there is the
matter of projection. Few people
realize what an important factor this
is. They see the screen with the picture thereon but the general public
does not realize that this department
is one that is subject to more frequent
inspections than perhaps any other
in the modern motion picture theatre.
And this espionage is necessarv for
should even a little bolt or pin fall out
of place in the projection machines,
the best of them costing thousands of
dollars, the result may interrupt the

ganization that does not contain the
exact conditions pertaining to this or
that particular program. And that is

JULES

E. MASTBAUM

entire program or cause its cessation.
Truth in advertising I have always
found to be a most essential thing in
modern motion picture entertainment.
Never promise the public more than
you can give them. I have seen others try this and meet with disaster.
The public, especially those seeking
entertainment, may be fooled once,
but that theatre which does that will
wonder why its box office receipts
are nil. The Stanley Company of
America has ever maintained that
the public should know the truth
about its programs. There is not an
advertisement sponsored by this or-

Better

then I reach the program essential. What comprises the ideal
program? Of course, the reply to
that question will vary in different
localities or communities. What may
be interesting to patrons of a house
in San Francisco might not please
those who attend a motion picture
show in Philadelphia. Of course, to
say today that in program building,
the feature is the first and all important consideration, is archaic. It is
a gross mistake to gorge patrons with
feature pictures. I have my own
ideas and preferences, and naturally
I believe in variety. There is the
prologue to the feature, there is the
overture by the orchestra, and I cannot make too emphatic the importance
of high class music. There is the
cemedy, the scenic, an educational or
travel subject. Above all, there should
be contrast in all programs. The
subjects should be so alternated that
the same emotion will not be appealed at any two successive times.
The public first paid its money to
see feature films and other pictures.
Unconsciously, it has learned to like
the incidentals such as prologues, soloists, instrumental and vocal, and
other special features which are
termed added attractions. Public
spirit is a power, just as real and
no more mysterious than electricity
or any other great force of nature.
It may be harnessed and guided in
the same way these forces are controlled. It can be if we observe the
essentials of the modern
ture theatre.

Projection

motion

pic-

Pays

(Continued from page 35)
ute and a theatre owner or manager
does well when he secures the good
will of the projectionist, increases his
interest in his work, gives him responsibilities and then sees that he deserves
such consideration. Such methods may
not work in every instance but they are
very successful in many theatres and
it might be wise for some managers to
try them. It is possible that they may
not produce completely satisfactory results at first and will require some experimenting, checking up and changing
but the general average of results will
prove beneficial and profitable.
Screen presentation is an important
part of good showmanship and better
projection pays. Good projection depends upon a great many things and it
is not possible to properly cover the

subject in an article of this nature. I
hope, however, that the few suggestions I have made here will induce
theatre owners and managers to consider the importance of good projection. It is not my intention to advise
spending considerable sums or making
radical changes in theatres. If every
theatre owner and manager, however, will consider projection from the
correct standpoint and take up this part
of his work in the right spirit he will
soon find out that he will secure very
profitable results with a comparatively
small expenditure of time and money.
BETTER PROJECTION PAYS !
* The writer of this article requested that it be
published unsigned to permit him greater freedom
in expressing his views. He is widely known for
his earnest, persistent and effective advocacy of better projection and has succeeded in arousing wideinterest industry.
in this important department of the
motion spread
picture
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S. L. Rothafel
By "ROXY"

year 1926 will mark a milestone in my life, for
THE
that period will see the culmination of my life's
ambition — the erection of the new Roxy Theatre,
the largest in the world to be built at 50th Street and
Seventh Avenue, New York City, with every device
humanly possible for the enhancement and artistic
presentation of motion pictures. With the cooperation
of my associates, Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin, I promise
that the new Roxy Theatre will contain every innovation,

S. L. Rothafel,
otherwise known
as "Roxy" to his
radio audiences.
Roxy built up a
great following
for his "gang"whoof
performers
hit the air over
W E A F
every
Sunday night.
Now Roxy will
have his own "litplayhouse."
At
the tletop
of this
page is a photo
of the architect's
plans for the exterior of this "litIt
will tlebeplayhouse."
known as
the "Roxy Thea-

every comfort and luxury in keeping with the dignity
and prestige of so ambitious an undertaking. At this
time I shall not divulge any of the novelties, original
lighting effects or musical offerings we plan for our new
theatre. I want to show you what they will be, not
talk about them, but I predict that the opening of the new
Roxy Theatre in November, 1926, will strike a new note
in the presentation of motion pictures and one which
will
bring radical changes in our motion picture houses
of today.
Since my resignation from the Capitol Theatre some
months ago except for the brief interim of a trip abroad,
I have been devoting all my energies to this project
which has been my dream for many years. Not only will
the theatre itself be built on a lavish and artistic scale,
but here for the first time I will have free scope for the
development of my own ideas. Not only will the Roxy
Theatre be notable for the individuality of the presentation of pictures but the theatre itself as planned by Walter W. Ahlschlager, the Chicago architect, will be unique
among film edifices.
Built of Bedford stone, terra cotta and pressed brick with
elaborately stained glass windows, it will occupy a plot
which' fronts 290 feet on north side of West 50th Street
and 190 feet on south side of West 51st Street and has
an irregular depth of approximately 200 feet. The theatre
itself will cover an area of 52,250 square feet rising to a
height of 115 feet making the Roxy Theatre the largest
in the world.
There will be a seating capacity of over 6000 seats,
1054 of which on the mezzanine floor will be de luxe
divan reserved seats.
There will be 2850 on the lower
(Continued on page 40)
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"The
Roxy"
WHY
should not the same economic law apply to
motion picture theatres that in the last decade
has made most of our largest industries the giants
that they are — the law of increased volume making for
decreased unit costs.
This law is fundamental and must apply equally well
to motion picture theatres as to the manufacture of automobiles— cash registers — chain stores — large office
buildings — the very making of films for movies — the
very distributing methods of these films — and so on to a
list too numerous to attempt to further portray.
More specifically — who will argue that it will require
twice as much management and overhead expense to put
on a show in a theatre of 6214 seats as one of 3107 seats
— or that
as much
the stage
need cost

's

World

the operators in the projection booth get twice
salary in the former as in the latter — or that
craft involved in the production of the former
twice as much as in the latter — or that the advertising isdouble in the first mentioned house?

Again, by continuing the comparison just started, we
embark on a discussion of relative values that can be extended to many pages of space. Suffice to say that the
answer to all of these hypothetical questions is that the
cost is not double, and in most cases it is hardly increased
beyond the cost of the one-half sized house — which answer really projects the idea or impelling motive responsible for the conception of the Roxy Theatre, and
let it be also borne in mind that neither the construction cost or financing cost, or even the real estate cost
of a theatre like the Roxy, by the same law, is twice the
cost of a similar theatre as the Roxy — of one-half its
size, even if it were to be erected on the identical Roxy
site.

Walter

By

W.

Ahlschlager
One of the outstanding leaders
of theatre architecture in the
world — a product
of Chicago, 111.

$100,000.00 possible, making architectural problems not
found even in the ordinary large theatre. In keeping with
the size of the project, Mr. Rothafel has estimated that
his weekly expenditures will approximate $35,000.00.
Reference to the map will show that a tract was acquired having a total area of 52,280 square feet, and
that the 40 x 100 foot portion constitutes the main entrance,
the 100 x 100 foot portion the large elliptical foyer, and the
190' x 200' 10" portion the auditorium proper. The main
floor has a seating capacity of 2982 seats, the mezzanine
1054 seats, and the balcony 2178 seats, total 6214.
Probably the first interesting deviation from ordinary
theatre design is the method of staircases and approach
to the three classes of seats. The patrons to the main
floor of the auditorium, having passed through the entrance, will travel the long axis of the elliptical foyer to
the auditorium. Patrons to the mezzanine floor will
(Continued on page 41)

With this basic law in mind, the physical construction
of the Roxy has started, and a short explanation of its
main features may be found of interest.
The magnitude of this new theatre and its entire architectural program, as reviewed by its architect, has made
an exceedingly interesting problem to solve, and has
given rise to new and refreshing forms for composition.
In the Roxy Theatre, an assemblage of 6214 people,
all comfortablv seated, in rows 36 inches back to back,
shall view a picture accompanied by an orchestra of over
100 musicians. The size of the theatre favoring an elaborate enframement of the picture program, productions
supported by up to 150 people on the stage at one time,
and 100 additional voices concealed in the choir chambers, may be presented to this mammoth audience.
To not only make this possible ; to not only take care
of 3,500 people in the lobby and foyers, while they are
awaiting their chance at seats, after they have purchased
th eir tickets from any one of six cashiers on entering ;
to make the theatre in its entirety without equal architecturally and artistically, to, last but not least, create
a highly profitable operating unit, from a show man's
standpoint, was the problem in its entirety as presented
by S. A. Rothafel (Roxy) and his associates to their
architect.

The owners, bankers, and other operators familiar with
the project, are already aware of its economic advantages.
The design of the theatre makes a weekly gross, up to

Words of comparison fail when description of the "Roxy"
interior is attempted.
Like describing Niagara Falls.
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floor and 2110 on the balcony. The proscenium arch
will be 70 feet wide and 50 feet high.
Back stage will be a six story building served by electric power to be used for private projection rooms, dressing rooms, club rooms, kitchen, tailoring establishment,
in fact every convenience for this "city within itself."
TWO ORGANS INSTALLED
Consoles for a duo-organ will be installed. They will
be placed high above the stage on either side of the
proscenium. The organ units will be concealed from
view and in back of the organ there will be chambers to
contain a choir of 100 voices.
There will be another organ in the grand foyer and a
third in the broadcasting studio.
Two high speed elevators with combined capacity of
70 people will carry patrons to the balcony, and a marquee 440 feet long will take care of people in inclement
weather.
Radio broadcasting studio will contain the last word
in modern equipment and will be one of the features of
the Roxy Theatre. Here with my gang I will broadcast
regularly.
The orchestra pit will accommodate 110 or more musicians. This will be raised and lowered by electrical
mechanism.
A 550 ton mechanical ice cooling plant will be installed
for the summer.
W. E. ATKINSON

IN CHARGE

General business management of the Roxy Theatre
will be in charge of W. E. Atkinson, widely known in the
film business who severed his connection with the MetroGoldwyn Pictures organization to join us in the management of the new theatre and to become vice-president
of the company.
H. G. Kosch is secretary and Irvin S. Chanin treasurer
and director.
The demolition of the old carbarns on the site of the
new theatre started some weeks ago and is in charge of
the Chanin Construction Company the builders of the
new Roxy Theatre.
While at this writing, it seems almost impossible, I

THE FLOOR PLANS
OF "THE ROXY"
The tract of land that was acquired for "The Roxy Theatre"
had a total area of 52,280 square
feet. 4,000 of this made up the
main entrance; 1,000 constitutes
the elliptical foyer. The rest
went into the auditorium proper.
In this remaining space, the orchestra floor took on a capacity
of 2,982 seats, allowing 1,054
seats for the mezzanine and 2,178
seats for the balcony, totaling up
to 6,214 seats.
Compact, one might say. Yet
the plans call for a most comfortable arrangement, with one
seat equally as good for the
patron as any other.

His

Theatre

predict the box office receipts of this new enterprise will
average $100,000 gross exclusive of the war tax. The
scale of prices of the theatre will be Evenings $1.00 orchestra, 60 cents balcony, $2.00 divans. Matinee prices
will be 60 cents for orchestra, 40 cents for balcony and
$1.00 for divans. We plan that the divans shall be open
to yearly subscription on the plan employed by the Metropolitan Opera House.
GREEK

BALLET

PRESENTATIONS

An interesting feature of the new theatre will be the
staircase from top to bottom on each side of the proscenium arch, after the style of ancient Greek theatres,
making

possible a series of tableau and ballet presentations of an unusual nature.

In making plans for operating the new theatre I am
trying to do something that has never been done before.
I have studied equipment both here and abroad and have
combed the world for novel effects. I plan to give
entertainments that will rival even grand opera. It can
be done and have no fear that "it will be over the heads
of the public." Nothing is over the heads of the public.
The public is always right. They're the first to recognize and appreciate what is really good and I always feel
that if a number does not appeal to the public it is my
fault,
public's. about the pictures to be presented.
I am not
notthe
worrying
The Roxy Theatre will of course be absolutely independent, but I feel that the house itself and the quality
of our programs will attract all that is best in motion
picture production. There will always be room for short
subjects which are the punctuation notes of any program. The Roxy, I am prouder of that name than I am
of my own, will be the fulfillment of my dreams. I am
looking forward to giving entertainment which will mark
a new standard.
NO

PLACE

FOR

VAUDEVILLE

I have been asked many times my opinion on the
practice of combining vaudeville with motion pictures.
To my mind vaudeville with pictures is the curse of
film exhibition today and will have no place in my new
theatre.

December
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travel one-half the length of the long axis, and then up
a separate and private marble staircase sixteen feet wide
to the mezzanine floor. Patrons for the balcony, immediately on entering the large foyer, will turn to the left
and travel by means of a sixteen foot wide, winding marble staircase to the tunnel floor. Patrons to the balcony
will at all times have a vista, through the colonnades, to
the entire foyer, and likewise will be visible, as they are
enroute down or up the stairway, to all persons on the
main floor of the foyer. For those who desire to reach
the balcony via elevator, two large elevators have been
designed with a capacity up to thirty-five persons each,
which will stop only at the main floor and the tunnel
floor of the balcony. All seats on mezzanine are designed
to be reserved and sold evenings at $2.00.
LARGE CROWDS EASILY CONTROLLED
A thorough digest of this line of travel will show
clearly that a very important problem — the mastery and
control of large crowds by the operators, has been simplified and made possible by dividing each set as soon
as possible and sending them on their respective and
separate journeys, each in a definite direction of the
shortest possible length.
Within the actual walls of the auditorium at each floor,
confusion, always prevalent with crowds, has been eliminated by spaciousness at usually troublesome locations.
To enframe the spectacle of an audience of over six
thousand has in itself called for creative instincts and
architectural ideals never before made possible. Every
architectural form dictated by the practical condition of
the structure has been made useful to the producer to
put in force any fanciful idea of stagecraft.
An innovation in organ building has been designed,
placing the organ chambers beneath the stage. The
commonly excessive volume of vibration, now affecting
patrons of the balcony seats when organ lofts are elevated on either side of stage opening, has been eliminated and that space heretofore so allotted has been used
for the creation of vistas and architectural embellishments, such as a pair of huge, richly carved, winding
stairs, starting at the ground floor on either side of the
proscenium and twisting upward to odd pulpit-like landings, until they reach the ceiling.
LIKE A EUROPEAN CATHEDRAL
The ancient Greek idea of placing the chorus out into
the audience may be actually put into use, and likewise
choir processions may be produced as effectively as in
the largest European cathedral. Taking into account the
arrangement of a great amount of color lighting, architecturally concealed, and studding balconies for spot
lighting, it becomes evident that the audience is seated
in a workable stage setting itself. It is the architect's
conception that architectural forms, rather than paint,
shall decorate the auditorium, that the crowds and vistas
shall enhance the spectacle and that the concealed four
color lighting, with its power to control and change the
entire color scheme of the house, together with the music
of the chorus, the concealed choir, the organ, and the orchestra shall form any atmosphere desired in working
stagecraft on the stage. Polychromatic decorative
treatments in pigments, as is now so generally used, shall
not be adopted in the Roxy — instead contracts, already
awarded, call for the interior to be basically of gold tones
— high-lighted and burnished to emphasize architectural
effects.
The orchestra pit,
dred musicians, may
a distance of fifteen
lower position direct

of a size accommodating one hunbe lowered by electrical control to
feet below stage level, from which
access is available to club rooms,

Theatre

lounge room, lockers, smoking room, and library of
musicians. This platform may be raised to a total height
of three feet above stage level, if desired. A separate
elevator, within the orchestra pit, independent of the
elevator of the orchestra platform, will take care of the
piano and the lectern, enabling it to be elevated, if desired, independently. In front of the orchestra pit, and
as an extension thereof, is located the fourth electric
elevating platform, upon which are located three organ
consoles, which again may be operated independently of the
orchestra platform, and of the lectern platform.
The stage presents many interesting appointments.
Its maximum depth at the center line is 55 feet. Approximately the rear half of the stage is elevated by
electric elevator 60 feet wide, 20 feet deep, enabling 75
people to be located thereon below stage, and raised into
position at stage level, or above the stage, in terrace
fashion, and enabling them to be as quickly removed. A
scenic production of great splendor may also be built
thereon in almost prolific fashion.
BECOMES A MIGHTY SPECTACLE
Drawing into one's imagination the aforementioned
stagecraft employed in the actual auditorium and adding the stage possibilities with an elevated orchestra,
curtain up, and two terraced back stage platforms, and
with ballet in action, exemplifies the possibilities of this
theatre from a gigantic, spectacular standpoint.
Another highly interesting development in the design
of a large moving picture theatre is the manner of projection, designed by the architect in the Roxy Theatre.
Contrary to precedent, the projection room is located, not
at the rear wall of the balcony, where the angle of projection is sometimes as steep as 45 degrees, but in a
cut-out formed at the front railing of the balcony, as an
examination of the entire auditorium, here portrayed,
will depict. The result of this method of design is
that instead of a projection of 180 feet from machine to
screen, as would be the case ordinarily, if the booth
were located at the rear of the balcony, the projection
is 90 feet, and the lense of the projection machine is
only eight feet above the top of the screen. The projection room, by the way, is mechanically ventilated and
cooled, the same as the balance of the auditorium and
foyer.
Having rambled into the subject of cooling furnished
by a 600 ton refrigerating unit, it is interesting to note
that back stage an individual six story building is being
built, an institution in itself, where are housed the many
dressing rooms required for large productions. The comfort of these people who are doing the work front or back
stage in all of their varied capacities has been considered.
The ballet rehearsal room, club rooms, try-out rooms,
in fact every room is individually cooled. There is not
one room throughout the entire project that is not
cooled in the summer-time. In this building is located a
suite of broadcasting rooms of a most improved type.
Vertical travel in this wing is again accomplished by
elevator.
ITALIAN

VILLA

ON

ROOF

On the roof of the lobby portion of the theatre has been
designed a two story Italian Villa. On the lower floor
will be the executive and business offices, while the
studio of "Roxy" himself, and his many reception and
assistants' rooms, will grace the top. This portion will
have a private elevator
connecting it with street level.
May the science and technique of theatre design continue to improve so that in the future we may point with
pride to the many instances wherein we have excelled
beyond even the Roxy.
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Peggy Hopkins Joyce makes her screen
debut under the most auspicious conditions. The story is an adaptation of
the St. John novel, directed by Marshall Neilan, and the cast includes
Owen Moore, Earl Williams, Gladys
Hulette, Eddie Dillon, Gladys Brockwell and Bull Montana. Associated
Exhibitors will release the picture.
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Once a year the film industry pauses
to take a breath and look back upon
what has either been a profitable or a
disastrous year. That time is now, and
in glancing back over not only this past
year, but my past eight years on Broadway in executive motion picture theatre management, I begin to get a clear
comprehension of the essential requisites that enter into the physical operation of a motion picture theatre.
ELECTRICAL

the

EQUIPMENT

There are, perhaps, no two theatres
in the country which find it reasonable
or practical to run their theatres in the
same manner. Nevertheless, in mulling
over the things I have learned on
Broadway, and registering in my
mind's eye the host of essentials that
I personally would embody into a motion picture theatre, at some distant
time when I am a theatre owner myself, Iwould particularly emphasize a
guiding principle taught by experience
that is, always purchase materials of
the best kind for the operation of your
theatre. Good materials eliminate
worry.
Any attempt to be small in the expenditures of theatre supplies, ultimately reflects itself in the criticism
or odious comparisons that very naturally follow.
Let me for a moment speak of the
electrical equipment in front of the
theatre. It occurs to me that the actual installation of marquee flashers is
just the beginning of the proverbial
difficulties that one meets with. There
follows the necessity to keep after the
organization that has installed the
equipment. The further necessity to
have the house electricians dipping
lamps at reasonable intervals to break
the monotony of the color effects. It
is reasonable to suppose that the momentary effect of a lighting equipment
in front of a theatre is unimportant
as far as its effect on the box office,
but it is assuredly worth a large part
of attention in the routine of theatre
management.
I could discourse endlessly on the
importance of a presentable box office.
It is the patrons first contact with the
theatre, and its impression, if only momentary, remains with the patron. A
box office can be made to appear like
a paying teller's window in a bank.
After all, the actual purchase of an
admission ticket, though necessary to
the theatre, should be gotten over with

York

as much finesse as possible. There can
be a certain quiet dignity about the exchange of money and ticket that only
the atmosphere of the box office — and
the person in it— can give. The use
of glaring lights in a box office, in itself a provincial custom, is not only
deliberately inviting to the passerby,
but obnoxious in its taste. A box office is more or less taken for granted
and to make it unnecessarily conspicuous is, if anything, indiscreet.
Concerning lobby frames and displays, it is advantageous to work
directly with the publicity department.
It is preferable to standardize the
frame sizes for the possible use of enlarged photographs. The painting of
the lobby and the frames I have found
it best to keep alike, with re-paintings
on an average of every three months.
Here again I suggest conservativeness
in lighting.
CARPETS
Carpets and the care of them are a
problem in itself. A Felt-Ozite lining
is probably the most lasting and gives
one that comfortable footing so desirable. It is hardly necessary to stress
the importance here of a carpet that
will stand the wear of continual usage.
The purchasing of a beautiful carpet
doesn't end there. There follows daily
cleanings that can leave a carpet threadbare in six months. Consider an average of fifty thousand persons a week
milling around on a carpet, especially
near the head of the aisles, the immediate entrance of the theatre and the
stairways. Add to that the air pressure
of carpet cleaning and one is faced
with a situation that means careful
forethought. Outward appearances,
though important, should not entirely
govern the purchase of carpets.
Summer slip covers for the seats require two sets for the season. At
least three or four changes during the
summer season are necessary, and having two sets makes it so much more
possible to have the house appear not
only presentable but clean and wholesome. In speaking of lights for chandeliers my own experience has taught
me that use of sprayed lamps inside
the theatre are always preferable.
There isn't anything I can think of in
a theatre more annoying than the use
of plain lamps that detract the attention of the patron from the screen.
Sprayed lamps serve the double purpose

Max Cooper, House Manager of the Rialto
Theatre, N. Y.

of giving sufficient light and creating
a pleasant atmosphere. The season of
the year should govern the different
color lamps to be used.
THE

PERSONAL

TOUCH

There is much that could be said of
the importance attached to having the
ladies' retiring room and the men's
smoking room both serviceable and
pleasant rooms to be in. Aside from
the fact that the rooms are not in constant use, it still remains that the few
moments spent there can be made
agreeable. And there are occasions
when patrons wish to smoke before
or after the performance that a certain
length of time is spent in these rooms
viting.
and the atmosphere must be made inThere is a certain standardization
about the equipment of an emergency
room that needs no repetition. It is,
of course, advisable, aside from the
actual medical equipment and fixtures
necessary, to keep the room as much in
the atmosphere of a rest room and not
stress the point of its being used for
serious emergencies. A soft straw
light takes away that harsh feeling of
a hospital room with all the white
painting, basins and enameled tables.
The check room is a service room
for the convenience of the patrons.
However, the less conspicuous it is the
better. An attendant may or may not
be in continual service though it is preferable especially where the patron can
see the room and expects someone to
be there. A telephone room with
'phone
should
should
rest of

booths is a convenience that
not be neglected. The booths
be painted to coincide with the
the theatre painting.
The at-
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tendant in the check room can serve
the purpose of a change booth to those
patrons requiring it.
The frequent inspection of seats
both in the orchestra and balcony is
advised. It prevents the possible complaints of torn coats or dresses, aside
from the possible injuries caused by
broken seats. An inspection by the
company that installed the seats is
preferable. They have a better
mechanical understanding of the structural devices of the seats.
In those theatres where it is possible
the services of a staff painter and carpenter is assuredly advantageous.
Their daily presence coincident with
the daily necessities of a theatre is
infinitely valuable. Having them on
the theatre payroll gives you the privilege of experimenting with paintings
and needless
to say The
a carpenter's
services are endless.
moderate cost
of a daily change of flowers makes
that expenditure worth while. It is
attractive and pleasing.

An

STAFF
The

uniformed

staff, their conduct

service of the patron and his appearance should have just one impression :
That of making the patron feel at ease
immediately upon his entrance to the
theatre. To have an elaborate uniform— gold braid included — w o u 1 d
give him the appearance of a flunky and
attract attention to him that his position does not warrant. The more
conservative the uniform the easier it
is for the patron to appreciate the fact
that his duty is perfunctory and not
an annoyance. It is a matter of opinion as to how often the uniforms of
a staff of ushers should be changed. It
is natural to assume that a yearly
change of uniforms is desirable but
the expense of such procedure is prohibitive. Nevertheless the weekly care

Unusual

Added

of the

Theatre

to Music

UNIVERSITY
OT ROCHESTER
TREASURER

is being

■I CHIEF EN6INEER !■

and was chief of construction during
the building of the Eastman Theatre.
The Eastman is not comparable with
any other institution in the world,
through its being a part of the Eastman
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School of Music, one of the most comtence.

Pl«AWLLY THEATRE

REGENT THEATRE

plete conservatories of music in exisplumbing equipment; the huge electric
chandelier in the Theatre weighing two

heating, ventilating and maintenance of
all electrical and mechanical equipment,
and all new construction, carried out
for the Music School and Theatre.
This maintenance includes the care of

and one-half tons and containing five

one hundred

Requires

twenty-seven thermostats controlling
direct radiation ; thirteen separate ventilating fan and air washer installa-

thirty-seven electric panel boxes, seven
large electric switchboards and nine
organ

blower systems. The maintenance staff comprises sixteen persons
including the boiler room force.
Through the connection of the Theatre with the Music School, the maintenance cost is practically reduced by
one-half, as the maintenance department serves both institutions equally,
and in addition, maintains the Regent

In Mr. Livingston's office are centralized all activities concerned with the

one hundred

In all the foregoing, I have endeavored to give glossary comments on
some of my personal impressions and
conclusions. Different cities, theatre
elements, maintenance appropriations,
all of these things are what really govern the individual treatment of theatre maintenance and management.

tions, one hundred eighty-two automatic telephones and automatic switchboard, one hundred twenty-five electric
clocks operating from single master,

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT

very efficiently carried out under the
methods and organization developed by
the General Superintendent, Mr. Clarence A. Livingston. Mr. Livingston
is a registered architect, a member of
the American Institute of Architects

For the equipment and supplies necessary for the projection booth cooperation with the supervisor of projection isessential. His ability and experience in the matter is certainly to
be considered. In fact for all those
departments where there is a technical
experience necessary for the intelligent
purchase of material a mutual understanding with the heads of these departments always results in better efficiency and a minimizing of expenditures.

Conservatory

ORGANIZ
MAINTATION
ENANCE CHART
DE.PT OF

large theatre is a highly specialized
business. At the Eastman Theatre in

of uniforms has much to do with the
absolute necessity of making these
changes. A weekly pressing and
monthly cleaning is sufficient to have
the uniforms presentable.

Problem

Eastman

Attention

of any modern,

Rochester, N. Y., this work

USHERS

and their appearance is a matter that
would justify an article of itself. I
should like to say a word concerning
their uniforms.
The usher is at the

Maintenance

Plant maintenance

OF

and fifteen water closets,
and

twenty-eight lava-

tories, thirty-eight slop sinks, twentytwo drinking fountains, twenty-two
showers, which is indicative of the

hundred

eighty-six lamps which is periodically lowered to the Auditorium

floor by hand operated winch for cleaning and replacement ; one hundred and
twelve electric motors and generators
with a total of five hundred and eighty
Horse Power; five manually operated
elevators and four push button automatic electric elevators; three hundred

Theatre, an eighteen-hundred seat
house and the Piccadilly Theatre with
twenty-two

hundred

seats, the other

two leading picture houses in Rochester, owned by the University of Rochester of which the Eastman Theatre and
Eastman School of Music are a part.
The organization of the Maintenance
Department is shown on the chart.
Mr. Livingston is in direct personal
contact with all matters affecting the
(Continued on page 46)
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The talented
Renee Adoree in
a charming pose
as a gypsy lass in
'The Exquisite
Sinner," a MetroGoldwyn - Mayer
picture in which
she plays opposite Conrad Nagel.
"The Exquisite
Sinner was
adapted from Alden Brook's novel, "Escape," by
Josef von Sternberg, the director.
Paulette Duval
and Mathew Betz
have parts in this
picture.
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An

Unusual

Problem

(Continued from page 44)

pnysical condition of the properties and
he is directly responsible to the University of Rochester. His principle
is the Chief Engineer, Mr.
ant
assist
n, in charge of all heating
Mowso
H. K.
and ventilating and maintenance of
same including electrical equipment.
The engineering staff comprises three
engineers, three firemen, one relief man
and one maintenance man, working in
three shifts and maintaining twentyfour hour service, covering operation of
heating plant, ventilation, maintenance
of all plumbing fixtures and elevators;
three electricians, two of whom are on
duty from seven A. M. to Three P. M.
daily and one from three P. M. to
eleven P. M. making routine inspection of all electrical equipment, maintenance of same and any new wiring
installations or alterations; two carpenters maintain all door hardware,
te
shop with power saw,
opera
make repairs to furniture and build
all cabinets required and other carpenter work; one painter handles
up-keep of all painted work, extra additional painters being employed seasonally when painting is especially
heavy such as re-decorating in Music
School during vacations or when special
wo 'k has to be done in a limited time,
A freight receiving station is maintained in the Boiler Room for the delivery of all express and freight, with a
receiving clerk on duty from nine to
six.
The cleaning of the Theatre is done
under the direction of the Theatre management, and is not a function of the
maintenance department, although all
janitor service of the Music School is
under supervision of the Chief Engineer. As an auxiliary to the carpenter shop, a well equipped machine shop
is operated in the boiler room and much
special machine work for the Theatre
stage and mechanical equipment for the
productions in the Theatre is also
turned out.
The General Superintendent acts as
purchasing agent for the Theatre and
the Music School. Memorandum
requisitions are sent in to his office and
he issues purchase orders in quadruplicate. Original copy of order going to
vendor, a yellow copy is sent to department for whom order is issued as
confirmation, and for checking when
goods are received, this yellow copy
being then returned to the office of the
General Superintendent for use in
checking and approving invoice. A
pink copy goes to the receiving clerk
as notice of expected delivery and for
his information regarding consignment.
A fourth copy, blue in color, is made
for the file in the Genera' Superintendent's office

All painted walls are coated with a
washable
flat paint
which
can be
cleaned with Climax cleaner, a soft,
dough-like preparation.
In addition to the maintenance

of

these buildings, the General Superintendent personally directs all building
construction. The Theatre installed a
year ago a combined stage and orchestra pit elevator consisting of two platforms, each twelve feet by sixty feet,
the width of the stage, operated by
three inch jack screws and motor driven
worm gear, conceived and designed by
Mr. Livingston and installed under his
direction without any interference with
the performances in the Theatre. A
hundred and twenty-three room dormitory for women students of the Music

Where

Do

Park

Their

when folks "hitched up and drove to
town" on Saturday night.
who

has

a complete performance.

Your

There was a time when the traffic
problem was indigenous to the large
cities. In fact there are people living
today who can remember the era of
hitching posts on Main Street, the day

Anyone

School has just been completed at a
cost of $450,000.00 and contracts have
just been awarded for a new eightyfive room addition to this building.
On account of numerous requests to
conduct parties through the Eastman
Theatre group, the novel method has
been devised of combining such parties
into theatre parties. Lantern slides
have been made of all interesting portions of the buildings and equipment,
much of which can not ordinarily be
seen by visitors. These are shown in
Kilbourn Hall, which has a complete
projection equipment, accompanied by
a descriptive talk illustrating the slides,
after which the party is conducted to
reserved seats in the Theatre to attend

spent Saturday

night, or any other night, in any reasonably prosperous small city or
town during the last couple of years
knows that times have changed in
this respect. In fact, no better
testimony can be had than that of
the manufacturers of the "Stop and
Go" signs that make life complex
for the average motorist. They
will tell you that a very substantial part of their aggregate business,
today, is coming from the small towns,
where traffic congestion is becoming as
much of a problem, in its way, as in
the big cities.
The average theatre, whatever its location, has a sizable number of regular
patrons who come in their cars. If the
house is located in a town that serves
an agricultural area the number is apt
to be fairly large, with a tendency to
increase steadily, since the farmer is
the best buyer of automobiles today.
But even in the case of the neighborhood house located in a big city, the
automobile business is an important
item.
li iamily business happens to be the
backbone of your revenue, this automobile parking question is going to be
more and more important as your community increases in size and density , of
population. If you haven't given it
consideration, it will pay you to make
a definite count, night by night for a
period of two weeks, of the number

Patrons

Cars?

of cars delivering people to
theatre.

your

It isn't necessary to call attention to
the fact that when people find it difficult or impossible to find parking place
for a car within a reasonable distance
of your box office and when transportation by automobile is their principal
reliance in getting to the theatre, your
business is going to suffer.
It isn't possible, of course, to offer
any general solution of the parking
problem. Everything depends on local
conditions. Some alert theatre managers have made deals with conveniently located garages, whereby patrons
are given a special rate for the show
period. Others are leasing vacant
property and providing space off the
streets where cars may be left without charge, no effort being made to
provide watch service. Still others are
acquiring parking space under lease or
by purchase, putting watchmen in
charge and giving their customers
checking facilities at rates running
from 10 to 25 cents, depending on
what may be found necessary to cover
the expense.
One of the most important angles of
this question develops, naturally, in
connection with selection of a theatre
site. If you are planning a theatre to
go into a congested district, it will pay
you to take into consideration the question whether lack of facilities for handling automobile business will seriously
hurt. The answer depends entirely on
the locality and the class of trade you
anticipate.
But in any case, it is one of those
questions that ought to have consideration before you proceed on your

plans.
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Unusual, to say the least, is this
interior of the "Savoia" Theatre,
Florence, Italy. It is one of the
few pretentious playhouses there.

"Savoia"
The
of

THE
Florence consular district comprises ten of the
Italian provinces in the central northern part of the
Kingdom. It has an area of 11,581 square miles and
a population of about four million, the greater part being of
the peasant- farmer class.
In most of the small villages and towns there are halls
where on Saturday evenings and on Sunday afternoons and
evenings moving pictures are displayed. In the larger
towns there will be one or two small cinema theatres of the
converted store type giving nightly performances and in the
capital cities of each province the converted stores and halls
assume a more pretentious aspect, having folding seats,
single balconies, small orchestras and some attempt at
decoration.
Prices of admission (which always include the Government pleasure tax) vary in accordance with the importance
of the theatre, the film shown and the arrangement of the
seats. The minimum price is rarely less than 1 lira (about
"five cents). Children and
standard prices are in two
nearest the screen and more
the hall or in the balcony if

soldiers obtain half price but
categories, i. e., cheaper seats
expensive ones in the rear of
such exists.

As a rule, films are 'displayed for one week, the pre"formances being continuous. In the smaller villages and
towns but one film is shown but in the more pretentious
theatres a dramatic film is followed by a comedy. News
films and travelogues are not displayed nor are films of a
distinctly educational character appreciated, for the rural
and semi-rural Italian public enjoys "emotions" and thrills

Theatre,
Outstanding
the

Italian

Florence

Playhouse
Provinces

where the love element is emphasized and jealousy plays a
leading part. Subtle effects make no appeal for the public
comes to be amused and entertained, being desirous of
reflected action and color and not reflective thought.
OBVIOUSLY the films shown in the smaller provincial
villages and towns are those which have served their
day in the larger cities. They are mostly of Italian origin
although second hand American films form a close second.
The better class cinema theatres because of a more critical clientele, higher admission charges and daily performances, are able to offer recent productions and it is interesting to note how American films are rapidly growing in
public favor. German films are also making their appearance and obtain public interest and approval because the
subjects are generally of a historic nature which permits
mass movements of a spectacular character.
In the ten provinces of this district there are probably
between 800 and 900 moving picture houses but only a
rough estimate can be given as there are no statistics available. Of this number, not more than twenty can claim
the rank of motion picture theatre and of the twenty, only
one stands out as worthy of special recognition and detailed
description in this report as the remainder present no features distinguishing them from the smaller houses except
in the matter of seating capacity and minor attempts at
decoration.
The single exception in the way of a motion picture theatre is the "Savoia" located in Florence.
In artistic detail.
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proper and the Bal Tabarin
up to the present unused).
1400 but can hold 2500. At
of 18 musicians but there is
American photoplay theatres.

It is, however, to be admitted that when the Italian architect is
allowed to let his fancy take material form, unusual beauty in
design is the result; for example, this promenade of the Savoia.
is an example.
in form of construction and comparative cost, it is probably
not excelled by any photoplay theatre in Europe. This theatre features American films of the highest standard as for
example 'Robin Hood' (Douglas Fairbanks) which is the
current attraction for this week. Such films as 'America'
and
the season.
'Thief of Bagdad' are scheduled during the coming
winter
The Savoia Theatre is owned by the Societa Anonima
Sindicati Imprese Toscane, a stock company with headquarters in Florence and having a paid up capital of three
million lire. This company also owns the Corso Cine Theatre in Rome.
The theatre was inaugurated in December 1922 in what
was formerly the Strozzino Palace, a building centuries old.
It is situated in the heart of Florence, adjacent to the
principal square of the city and surrounded by other venerable palaces with their characteristic medieval lines of
architecture.
The building in which the theatre is located (using the
ancient walls of the Strozzino Palace), cost eight million
lire of which five million was expended on the theatre

DEAD
for twelve years, a South
#
_
Side Theatre in Kansas City is
/V
f^ll "pi Of]
U**-*resagain,
life
to
t
brough
be
to
urrected in an elaborate fashion it
never before knew and again will house a gay throng it
formerly was host to.
More than twelve years ago at Thirty-first and Main
streets, a theatre, the auditorium of which formed the cen-

(Ball room below ground ana
It has a seating capacity oL
present there is an orchestra
no organ such as is found in

FOR projection, the German 'Ernemann' machine is used
as this projector is considered in Italy the best machine
of its kind. The projecting room is situated underneath
and within the balcony and in this room are contained the
electric controls to all parts of the theatre. The large dome
of art glass (green, blue and gold being the color scheme),
covering the body of the theatre, which divides and draws
apart between each reel of film to permit thorough ventilation, isalso electrically controlled from the projecting room.
As described in the translation of the accompanying
pamphlet, the dome of the theatre rises in the inner court
of the building proper, two floors of business offices forming a quadrangle above and surrounding the dome. The
inner walls of this quadrangle are covered with a wooden
lattice upon which rose vines have been trained, so that between the reels of film when the dome is opened a picture
of blue sky, green leaves and roses greets the eye and
forms a soft and restful picture.
Aside from this system of periodic ventilation, a constant
circulation of air is maintained by a large ventilating fan
and an aspirating fan in the basement, capable of moving
20,000 cubic meters of air per hour. Heating is supplied
by three furnace units and the heated air passed into the
ventilating plant above mentioned, for distribution.
No expense has been spared to make this theatre unique
in its class and mention should be made of the exquisite
carving of the supporting posts of the balustrades; the inserted bas-reliefs in the ceilings ; the hand carved black
walnut furniture in the medieval style; the bronze statues
(originals) ; the five-foot colored marble wainscoting in
the foyer, stairs and upper corridors ; the two main stairways of white marble; the silk stage curtain which alone
cost 30,000 lire and was specially designed ; and many other
items worthy of study.
The intrinsic richness and art in decoration, the graceful
lines of proportion and mode of distribution from the architectural standpoint, make this photoplay theatre without
parallel in Italy and probably second to none in Europe.

f"|V^
TL
* IlCdUC

ter of a group of store buildings
and shops, was abandoned and its
lobby was made over into a store
room. The auditorium has stood in

silent darkness since that time. The
chased by the E. O. Koch Leasehold
pany of Kansas City and plans for
are in charge of Charles A. Smith,

property has been purand Investment Comremodeling the theatre
Kansas City architect.
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What

Should

Your

Theatre

Below
Built

are

the

without

who has had experiNE
EVERYOence
with building operations of
any sort knows that there is
usually a wide discrepancy between the
most carefully prepared estimates and
the actual figures compiled after the
job is completed.
In this theatre field this discrepancy
seems to run higher, on the average,
than with most other comparable types
of buildings — libraries, hospitals and
institutional types generally. One reason, doubtless, being that the equipment
factor is so highly variable, and another that many theatres are built each
year under the design and supervision
of architects who are not specialists
in this class of work and who, though
perfectly competent, lack such comprehensive experience as is necessary to
arrive at minutely accurate estimates
of cost.
It is fairly common practice, of
course,' to make an estimate and then
to add some arbitrary percentage for
extras. In the absence of any definite
idea, based on experience, as to what
that percentage ought to be, such methods are decidedly unsatisfactory, because the owner is apt to find, after
having based all his plans on what was
supposed to be a maximum figure, that
completion of the project calls for considerably more money than he has arranged to invest. Such a situation, after all financing arrangements have
been completed, is likely to be embarrassing, to put it mildly, and often can
be met only by skimping on equipment,
with the result that the house and its
fittings are altogether out of harmony.
In presenting a tabulation of actual
cost figures on a theatre of 1,000 seats
located in an eastern city, Exhibitors
Trade Review offers a basis for comparison and analysis which should be
very helpful to owners and architects
interested in arriving at the most accurate possible cost estimates, covering
both building and equipment.
For obvious reasons the name and
location of the theatre on which these
figures are based must be withheld. A
brief description is necessary, however,
to clarify the purpose of the tabulation.
The building, first of all, is devoted
solely to theatre purposes. The ground
area did not permit of stores on the
street floor and it was not deemed ad-

costs
frills

Cost

of
or

a

1,000

fancies

visable to go above the height required
for the theatre itself. The house was
designed to provide maximum capacity
for the investment, with sufficient allowance for artistic decorations and the
best of equipment, but no "frills." The
construction itself is of the most substantial and permanent type, planned to
minimize upkeep expense and to reduce
the fire hazard, as nearly as possible to
zero.
The figures that follow are based on
absolutely accurate accounting and,
with necessary allowance for changes
in material costs and labor scale, the
money.
job could be duplicated for the same

The general building account for this
house shows as follows :
BUILDING ACCOUNT
Architect
$5,380.00
70,825.00
Contractor
Electric current during construction 65.00
400.00
Engineers
550.00
:.
Fuel during construction
640.00
Hardware
2,180.00
Heating apparatus
285.00
Incidentals
345.00
Insurance
1,845.00
Lighting fixtures
605.00
Owner's expenses
4,780.00
Painting
$87,900.00
This total, $87,900, represents absolutely everything that was spent on the
building itself, up to the time when it
was completed and turned over to the
owner. The analysis that follows, showing how the General Contract account
more valusubdivides, provides even, the
relative
able information, showing
various sub-contract
importa
items
: nce of the

Carpentry
Concrete floor
Concrete floor (reinforced)
Concrete foundations
Cornices and friezes
Electric
Excavating and grading
Incidentals
Masonry
Mill Work
Oil tank excavation
Ornamental iron
Plastering
Plumbing and heating
Roofing and sheet metal
Steel
Temporary heating connections . . .
Temporary sheds, etc
Tile

$4,965.00
^ •
ha'aa
4,300.00
^00.00
5,965.00
1,5?2™
61000
V^.OO
S'c°^-nn
595.UU
,1.800.00
10,740.00
/,« U.UU
3'540-°0
8,115.00
255.0U
??0.00
440.00

$70,825.00

to

seat

Build?

house,

but

right

An equally accurate record is available of the cost of all equipment:
installed :
FURNITURE,
EQUIPMENT

FIXTURE

AND

ACCOUNT

Automobile
Display and lobby frames
Electric bulbs
Flood lights
Furniture
General equipment
House telephones
Operating booth
Organ
Seats
Sign (electric)
Stage and scenery
Ticket machine
Ventilating fans

:

$700.00
990.00'
215.00
155.00
1,060.00
1,520.00185.00
3,405.00
5,455.00
5,140.00
785.00
1,690.00
190.00
1,505.00

$22,995 00
In these equipment costs, obviously,
there are numerous factors that would
permit of wide variation. In such
items as seating, the organ, furniture,

stage equipment, etc., the expenditure
for a typical house of this size might
be considerably larger or somewhat
less, depending on the owner's ideas as
to his probable needs. These, however,,
are cost elements that can be determined definitely in advance and the
figures quoted show what can be done,,
by careful selection and buying, in the
light of the fact that the house in
question has proven eminently satisfactory in actual operation.
It may be well to add that this theatre was designed in all respects to provide for the essentials of the business.
No effort to cheapen the job wastolerated, but no money was wasted on
anything that, in the opinion of the
owner, would not yield a return in.
some form, either permanence and low
maintenance cost, or general satisfaction to the customers of the house. This
latter point was taken rather seriously,
also, since the theatre dealing with
neighborhood trade, must depend on
serving substantially the same people
month after month, and has its full
share of competition.
Exhibitors

Trade Review

will wel-

come analyses of these figures by owners or architects who have had recent
experience with theatre construction or
who
tistics.have compiled similar cost sta-
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Protect

Your

Patrons

Against

Almost any casualty insurance company will write a public liability policy
protecting the theatre owner against financial liability for accident to his cus. tomers while they are on his premises.
But there is no insurance against the
annoyance and ill will developed by
petty accidents which are the result of
his failure to provide all reasonable precautions for the safety of patrons.
It is surprising that motion picture
theatres do not have a much larger
number of accidents than seems to be
their experience, in view of the conditions which prevail in most of them.
Take, for example, the very common
combination of stairs in aisleways with
lack of aisle lights — a condition found
in a large number of houses, and view
it in the light of accident insurance statistics, which show that a very large
percentage of the serious accidents
coming to these companies is the result
of falls. People tumble on the streets,
in their homes where they are accustomed to every step, in all sorts of
places. Is it not to be expected, then,
that customers endeavoring to negotiate
strange unlighted aisles and stairs In
theatres are likely to meet with a large
number of accidents?
The average person, with average
eyesight, coming from daylight into the
subdued light, or almost darkness of
the theatre is virtually blind for a few
minutes. It takes time for the eye to
accommodate itself to such a change
and to begin to function again. That
interval of adjustment presents the best
sort of opportunity for a misstep that
may bring almost any sort of personal
injury, depending in large measure on
the age and agility of the individual.
Emergency

Exits

Proper lighting of aisles and stairways is the most essential item in protection against such accidents. Aisle
lights, of course, should be so installed
that they throw all their illumination
downward, no glare into the eyes. Also
where there are steps in an aisle, care
should be taken to see that the lights illuminate the entire surface of the stair
treads, back to the risers. Vague lighting of a stairway, however few the
steps, is almost as bad as no lighting
at all, because it is apt to cause people
to misjudge distances and to miscalculate their own steps.
Flashlights in the hands of ushers
are an important contribution to the
convenience of customers, but in most
houses do not afford adequate safeguard against accidents when aisle
lights are lacking. In most theatres, al-

so, they are badly used, which is entirely due to lack of proper instructions to the ushers. Flash-lights should
be so handled, always, that their beams
are not projected toward any part of
the audience, and this means that they
must always be pointed downward,
where the light is needed. Even when
so used they are not a satisfactory substitute for aisle lighting, because in any
house, large or small, there will always
be people who prefer to blunder ahead
and find seats for themselves rather
than to wait for an usher with a light.
And it is just such people who are
ready to blame the management for accidents of their own making.

Legal Obligations
Aside from the purely moral obligations that you have to provide for
your patronage the maximum of
safety while in your house, you also
have a legal obligation in which matters of conscience do not enter into
consideration. But even if the
patron does not care to take advantage of the law in bringing you to
terms for each petty accident that
may occur because of badly lighted
stairways and such — you are probably paying greater damages in the
loss of good-will.

Exit Lights
Proper lighting of exits is another
point on which some houses are open
to criticism. In communities where the
fire supervision is reasonably thorough,
this practice is taken care of. But it is
not at all unusual to find fairly well
equipped theatres in our smaller cities
which do not pay much attention to the
marking of exits. In the very small
house, of course, the customers generally know their way out and need no
such guidance. But in any theatre
which has one or more doors leading
out of its auditorium and which are
not quick exits, the marking of all exits
with red lights is very important. Exit
lights, moreover, should pever be entirely dependent on same source of
current as the general house illumination, since one of their most important
functions is to guide the audience out
when the lights have failed. In many
cities the code requires that exit lights
shall be oil-burners or shall be equipped
with automatic auxiliary storage battery current supply which comes into

Accident
play immediately on failure of the
house current. Either plan is satisfactory, but it should be apparent to every
manager that the one time when exit
lights are most essential is the occasion
when the current supply has failed and
the house is plunged in total darkness,
with resulting danger of panic as wall
as minor accidents.
Another point which is frequently
overlooked is the equipping of doors to
emergency exits so that they can be
opened with little effort. All such
doors should be fitted with locks that
require no skill to manipulate and
should be opened frequently to make
sure that they do not stick. In the
Iroquois Theatre fire which occurred
in Chicago many years ago and cost
more than 600 lives, it developed that
many of the exit doors could be opened
only from the outside. And in many
other theatre fires it has been demonstrated that the average person is baffled by any sort of trick lock. People
who are seeking escape from a burning
building or who have been thrown into
panic by the failure of all lights are an
unreasoning lot, usually altogether incapable of using their heads. The important thing, therefore, is to make it
easy for them to get out, with the absolute minimum of effort.

Still another safety precaution too
frequently overlooked is avoidance of
any floor obstruction over which people
can trip. Worn, torn and loose carpeting is one of the most prolific causes
of accidents of this character. Likewise door mats with bad edges, loose
linoleum, etc. The legal responsibility
of the theatre for damages growing out
of accidents traceable to these causes
is generally so certain that constant
watchfulness is important. When a
few carpet-tacks will ward off serious
trouble, it doesn't pay to take chances,
particularly when the job must be done
sooner or later anyway.
Defective Seats
It hardly seems appropriate to call
attention to the dangers of broken
glass, damaged hardware displaying
sharp or rough edges, defective seats,
etc. Yet accidents due to such causes
as these are fairly common in theatres
and many Exhibitors have paid liberally for damage to women's gowns
which might have been avoided by
prompt repairing of seemingly inconsequential defects in equipment.
It is well to remember that in exercising the most constant watchfulness
on these and scores of other minor mat(Continued on page 52)
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Business

Are

Screen

Bulletins

Is your theatre a facility for a few
manufacturers and sellers of pictures,
whereby they reach the public with
their product? Or is it an institution
that serves the community with well selected and planned entertainment,
standing on its own reputation?
There's nothing new in these questions. It's an old, old issue. And, as
is
usually is the case, the easy answer
the wrong one.
It is always easier to let the other
the
fellow do your work for you. Use
rs,
poste
his
advertising he supplies, use
use his exploitation stunts, use anything that comes to you ready-made,
because to create something original in
d
the interest of your own business woul
are
you
that
ming
assu
be work. But
not that sort of Exhibitor— there are a
w— have
good many of them, you knoself the
your
d
aske
y
ousl
seri
ever
you
I boostquestion, "Whose business am year,
my
ing fifty-two weeks in the
you
own or the other fellow's?" Have
asked this question and insisted on
having an honest answer from your-self? ,
Give brands of pictures, names ot
stars and feature players, widely
known stories and all the other items of
conventional ballyhoo all the weight
they deserve, play them up as much as
accomyou choose, and what do they
plish by way of building community
prestige for your theatre?
"Perhaps," you will say, "the fact
that I am steadily advertising big pictures with big stars is enough to show
people that my house is serving them
them."
well, doing everything it can for
that statement
All right. Let's takeout.
You blow
and see how it works
yourself to the limit to advertise Syncopated Pictures, with all the stars in
the heavens, (heavens, not heaven, by
and you do a knockout busthe way)
iness. You make a lot of money. And

then, some fine day, a scout for Syncopated Pictures Corporation discovers
that you are getting a lot of kale for
yourself on the strength of his company's duly trade-marked product.
inWhat happens? Maybe you get edan for
vitation to sell out to Syncopat
about half what you think would be
a fair price. And, refusing, you find
the steam shovel at work around the
corner, getting ready for a Syncopated
When it opens it has all the
theatre.

You

Will

Build

Boosting?

You

An

The "other fellows" ads and
accessories will sell the "other
fellows"

product. Who
your theatre?

"sells''

Syncopated Features you have been
bragging about so long. And where, if
you please, are you?
Now let's imagine that you have been
playing Syncopated features all along.
But you have been advertising and exploiting them largely as the best entertainment, always found, naturally, at
Brown's Theatre. Suppose Syncopated
does try to put you out of business.
What of it? Go out and buy yourself
some other product. Get something
equally as good, if you can. But, whatever you are able to get, your customers won't go around the corner in a
body because what they have been lead
to believe is their favorite entertainment has moved around the corner.
If that isn't a plain statement of
simple business logic, write your own
ticket.
And

the moral of the tale is, Shout

your loudest about your own establishment, about yourself as an expert
judge of entertainment, about your
standing as a showman. Exploit yourself and your own business first. Then
give the other fellow what's left, if
anything.
Tell your community your theatre is
headquarters for all that is best in motion picture entertainment, regardless
of who makes it, whose brand it bears.
Say so in your advertising, in your ex-

Protect

Your

Patrons

{Continued from page 51)
ters that concern the safety of your
customers, you are not merely avoiding
trouble and unpleasantness, but you are
something constructive — something of considerably more importance
— building a reputation for your theatre as a safe place. This is important
with all your customers and particularly, overwhelmingly important if you
have much juvenile trade. Parents
generally give some thought to this
question where their children are indoing

Institution

ploitation. Keep in mind that your customers naturally credit you with a superior knowledge of what constitutes
good entertainment. You are supposed
to know entertainment values, just as
the Pharmacist is supposed to know
more about the goods on his shelves
than any layman.
And when you come to the physical
problem
ber that
100 per
flash on

of telling these things, rememyou have one medium which is
cent efficient. Whatever you
your own screen is read by

everyone in the house. There's no
"waste circulation." There is no waste
of money. In fact the cost is almost
nothing. And you are using the most
appropriate medium. You are reaching your customers when they are receptive, when they are keenly interested
in whatever you are prepared to say
about what you are doing for them.
There are two sides to most arguments. But it is difficult to find any
negative side to this one. You have
at
your command
these circulation,
factors of good'
advertising
: Ample
the
full attention of every reader and extremely low cost.
The question is, will you use this
medium to build and protect your
own business, or will you turn it over
to someone who is, at best, a potential
competitor?
If you arrive at the right answer to
this question, the next move is easy:
Plan to devote a reasonable amount of
time once a week to providing yourself
with a series of screen bulletins that
will sell your theatre and yourself to
the theatre-going public.

Against

Accidents

volved. They will be much more favorably inclined toward the theatre when
they have reason to believe that every
possible precaution has been taken
against accident. So the maintenance
of such a policy gives you a bias for
institutional advertising. Make your
house known as a safe place by telling
your customers something of the effort
you are taking to make it safe and
there is bound to be a favorable reaction which you will be able to measure
at the boxoffice.
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Magnificence
was the keynote
of the symphony for the
eye in the CapiI tolChicago,
Theatre,
111.
THE CAPItOL THEATRE
CHICAGO
JOHN EBERSON, ARCHITECT

The

Capitol
CHICAGO,

By

Dale

Theatre
ILLINOIS

Evans

Capitol threw open its doors on the 19th of
THE
January, 1925, and on that day Chicago walked into
an Italian Garden, with marble balustrades, colored

the open air effect is featured. An elaborate special lighting system was installed to give the illusion of the sky,

symmetrically. The arch above the stage was conceived
as a triumphal arch supported on columns and roofed with
a Roman tile roof. On one side of the house an Italian
palace is effected and on the other is a sunken terrace
.garden with a temple building, statuary, marble fountains

early Empire style. The entertainment is the best that can
be given, only the very best releases are shown, and the
highest type specialty acts booked. A new innovation for
moving picture houses, and one that is attracting the most
wide spread interest, is the special presentations which the
Capitol Theatre features.
A ballet chorus of the finest talent to be had, under the
(Continued on page 54)

the clouds rolling by, the gleaming stars and even "yon
•copings, grilled windows, walls with Persian hung rugs,
rising moon!" John Eberson, of Chicago, was the architect
distance mirrors, and statuary in the
for this beautiful theatre and is responcarved niches.
A Moonlight Night !
sible for all the special features and installations. The entire structure is
The entrance lobby was inspired by
An Italian Garden I
strictly fireproof, concrete and steel, with
St. Peter's in Rome, the main lounge and
masonry walls and terra cotta
brick
staircase is five stories high, representing
A deep blue Mediterranean sky,
in rich polychromes. There is a
facade
an Italian patio,— and above is the deep,
and soft clouds floating o'er head; a
slowly rising moon, luminous stars
seating capacity of 3500, and the aisles
blue sky, so lighted as to deceive one to
that twinkle, wink and are gone!
and seats have double the usual space
unlimited vastness and depth.
This
is
the
Capitol
Theatre,
the
required by the regulations. The side
Artistically and architecturally the
are separated by archways of
walls
palace
beautiful
of
Southside
ChiCapitol Theatre is perfect. Drawn from
cago, located at 79th and Halsted
columns from which hang
marble
the Italian Renaissance, it adheres truly
Streets.
bracketed lamps.
to this style of Roman architecture, conVenice, Florence and Milan, they
Furnished in antique and mannish
forming in minute details throughout
all speak in the soft cadence of
the building.
style is the men's smoking and retiring
beauty as one enters the wonderful
rooms, while the ladies rooms are luxurtheatre.
The auditorium proper is unique, inasious in rose and black and done in the
much as the two sides are not treated

and even a gorgeo'us spread peacock struts by the garden
wall.
Here, in the theatre auditorium, as in the main lobby,
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personal direction of a permanent production manager of
exceptional ability, stages an elaborate presentation every
week.
So successful has this theatre been for The National
Theatres Corporation, that the Cooney Brothers are already
in the midst of building two more such theatres. Naturally,
Mr. Eberson is the architect for these houses, which are
to be built on even more elaborate lines than the Capitol.
One of the Theatres will be known as "The Avalon" and
the other as "The Paradise." Construction on the Avalon
is progressing rapidly and the opening of this house is not
far distant. 1
And right here something can be said of the Cooney
Brothers, J. J. Cooney, and B. J. Cooney, the dreamers,
the builders and owners of this string of moving picture
houses ; of the organization they have built up around them,
and of their plans for the future.
"Plans for the future?'' echoed J. J. Cooney, when
approached on the subject, — "why daily developments in
our business create the new ideas. Today some plan might
be in the promotion stage, but tomorrow it is an actuality.
It is done ! And, already before we know it, we are engrossed with new plans evolving from the thing which has
been accomplished."
"It's the spirit of the game," volunteered slow speaking
"Ben," "we are only actors in it. It is a fast game and
everyone in it is moving faster and farther in every branch.
We simply try to move faster than the other fellow, —
sometimes our moves are anticipated, but we' anticipate the
other fellow's game, too."
"It is the age of the motion picture industry, just as
twenty years ago, it was the age of the railroad industry,"
said "Jack" Cooney in his keen, eager manner.
"It was

Palace

Theatre,

Harriman's day then and Gould's and Hill's. It was nothing for one of them to start a railroad and then build
everything that went with it, even to the cities."
Huge enterprise, enormous finance, great odds and high
courage, that was the key to the success of the builder of
railroads yesterday, and that same key fits the moving picture industry of today.
A theatre is built ! Presto, — shops, restaurants, city
blocks spring up ; new activities, new businesses, new enterprises,— and lo, a new little city is born !
Yes, it is a fast game !

Leadership

Unchallenged
FRANK
The

t

The Station Fountain Plaza of the Capitol Theatre, Chicago.
A remarkable piece of Italian architecture, stone flagging,
fountain head, arbor and bucket.
The foliage in metal. The
theatre is one of the National Theatres Corporation.

Courteous

Dallas, lays

Service

Has

Been

Foundation
in the
building of the Palace

a

an unchallenged claim to leadership in Texas

Firm

Up-

THE PALACE Theatre, Dallas, lays
unchallenged claim to leadership in
Texas. Generous theatre men concede that it deserves this distinction
over the entire Southwest. At the time

the more impressive by the contrast.
In architectural design it is similar to
the Capitol Theatre in New York, according to A. Vollmer, interior decorator for the two theatres. For variety a
few classic adaptations of the Adam

it was built, four years ago, it was considered the finest of any in the South.
Courteous personal service has been

style have been used in a highly effective manner. The principle examples of
this motiff are the * colonnades to be
found on either side of the auditorium.

just as firm a cornerstone in the upbuilding of its coveted patronage as the
granite block on which the physical
structure was reared.

Gold and tan predominate in the color
scheme. The drapes and grand curtain
are a deep blue.
Gray Tennessee marble, recognized
as one of the most beautiful and refined
materials for interior construction in

The Palace has a seating capacity of
3,000 with one balcony. The seating
arrangement is in fan formation, with
unobstructed vision from every angle.
This theatre is unique in the fact that
the exterior is very plain and in striking
contrast to the interior. The frontage
is narrow and no pretense is made at
an elaborate view from the outside.
Once

inside the magnificence becomes

It is no wonder that the Palace is known
for its many S. R. O. days. What, with
a front such as shown above here, blazing
out anything that could be made a selling
point.

theatres of the better class, is used extensively in the auditorium and the
vestibule. The pillasters, walls and
floors are of marble.
The vaulted ceiling, with a span of
more than 100 feet, radiates from the
top of the entablature and is one of the
most gorgeous parts of the theatre.
The panels
of the ceiling
are 55)
of special(Continued
on page
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ly designed ornamental plaster after the Adam style, and
are richly finished in dull blue, ivory, golden-brown and
wedgwood. The medallions are in white, wedgwood blue
and Roman gold.
THE symbols are from famous statuary and paintings,
some representing historical periods and others of mythological origin. The frieze is a replica of that in the Parthenon temple at Athens.
The vestibule is a capacious one. It will accommodate
hundreds of persons comfortably. In the center a beautiful
bronze chandelier is hung.
Three bronze doors of art
glass panels and French
design, divide the vestibule from the lobby.
The seats are designed
for comfort, but nothing
has been sacrificed to
make them ornate as well.
They are commodious,
leather upholstered and
air cushioned. The rows
are spaced 32 inches apart
allowing ample room for
ingress and egress.
There are twelve individual boxes on each side
of the theatre and nine
loges in the rear of the
auditorium.
The

orchestra pit accommodates thirty musicians and the director. It

Page 55
The sole duty of one usher is to greet the patrons on
entering and bid them good-bye as they leave. From the
post at the entrance to the vestibule he bows to everyone as
they pass. There are times, naturally, when this service
cannot be strictly carried out. Crowds at times make it im
possible. Departing patrons are always helped on with
their coats by the ushers at the head of the aisles.
All ushers are well drilled and their uniforms always neat,
The uniforms are distinctly military in character and the
wearers are military in their general bearing.
In cooperation with a local newspaper a Dallas news-reel
is shown.
This feature
has attracted a great deal
of favorable comment.

of
archiwas b,
York, Lam
AS
OM
THNew
C. D. Hill, of
tect and
Dallas, associate. The
Palace is reputed to have
cost more than $1,000,000
and has adopted for its
slogan, "Dallas/ Million
Dollar Theatre." After
the steel framework was
in place the building was
completed in seventy-six
working days, a record
for construction.

Fred A. Jones, Dallas,
was the consulting and
construction engineer.

A fine example of the utmost utilization of seating space in
The building extends
has a separate curtain dia theatre, long and rather narrow.
The Palace Theatre,
Dallas, Tex.
through the block and the
viding it from the audirear of the building is of
ence. The pipe organ
unusual beauty in design.
console is of the disapIt is so constructed that the projection is on a parallel with
pearing type and is situated in the center at the keystone
the streets in the front and rear of the theatre. Therefore,
point on the orchestra pit rim.
the rear is not a rear, literally speaking, but a side of the
auditorium. This arrangement obviates the necessity of
LIGHTING is from the dome by indirect system, using
erecting unsightly flys on the opposite street as is usually the
amber and blue lights according to -the season. Warmer
case where a theatre extends through the length of the block.
tones are used in the winter season, such as red and orange.
The orchestra consists of thirty pieces and as an added
Summer colors are lighter including blue and lavender.
feature,
presents a symphony concert every Sunday during
Four Powers machines are used in the booth with one
the
winter
months. It is directed by Alexander Kesse, forspot light and slide lantern.
merly of the Howard Theatre, Atlanta.
A $100,000 weather plant manufactures the weather to
An atmospheric prologue or some divertisement in keeporder. An even temperature of 72 degrees is maintained
ing with the picture is presented every week. This is exat all times.
ecuted by Keese and the technical staff. The Palace orchestra isnoted for its perfect synchronizing.
Personal service is a big factor in the policy of the Palace.

Quaint scenes from the Dutch Flower Show Pictures, released by Cranfield and Clarke
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The

Prologue

Major Edward M.
Bowes, Managing
Director
"Capitol

Passes

of

the

Theatre,"

N. Y., and VicePresident
of
Metro

- GoldwynMayer.

Music

ion of
IN the opin
ging
na
Ma
Bowes,
Capitol Theatre,
ly
launched successful
on Broadway of "The

the

Major Edward
Director of the
who has also
the presentation
Merry Widow

," the "atmospherand "The Big Parade
es has outlived
ic" prologue to pictur
its purpose. ■
ed along ele"A picture is construct
mainmentary dramatic principles," nciples
pri
e
sam
e
tains the Major, "th
novel is written.
on which a play or a
unfolded m its
The story is begun and
How abof events.
logical sequence ruo
be to
ld
wou
it
us
surd and incong
dle
mid
the
tear out several pages from
beginof the book and place it at the
ning! A novelist does not give an exposition of his story as the preface.
a
Similarly, it would never occur to
y
dramatic producer to preface his pla
ly forwith a motion picture, an entire
eign and different medium, and reveal
the crux of his climax and his plot.
ic
It would be against all laws of dramat
construction and defeat the very purpose of the play.

"The

Medium

Logical

Atmospheric

Prologue

to

tion picture as to make

the contrast

pictures has outlived its purpose. Music will become the

appear ludicrous.
"And yet so many exhibitors feel it
their duty to give the picture a pro-

logical medicine;' is the opinion
of Mr. Bowes.

logue. They take a scene in the picture from its place in the logical development of the story and attempt to

"A picture is built along the same
dramatic lines. A scenario is written
and the picture directed according to
the logical development of the story.
All elements which might disclose the
such
plot are carefully concealed until
time as it suits the dramatic purpose
of the director to reveal them. Each
scene has its logical position in the
development of the story.

"The prologue defeats that very purpose. It extracts an important part
of the plot and reveals and destroys the
dramatic effect which the makers of
the picture have gone to great lengths
to achieve. The medium of the stage
is different from that of the screen;
the tempo, the elements are entirely
foreign; the whole stage picture is so
far afield from the elements of the mo-

reproduce it and achieve a similar atmosphere on the stage. With what results? The physical limitations of the
stage and its accompanying effects,
compared with the wide and far-flung
scope of the screen, only serve to make
the prologue appear in the light of a
The carecheap and puny imitation.
picture
the
of
climax
developed
fully
is disresult
the
and
has been revealed
tinctly anti-climatic. And when the
stage scene fades out, it is immediately
succeeded not even by the opening
scenes of the picture, which, according
to all rules of dramatic construction,
are scenes of pure atmosphere and exposition, but into a succession of credit
titles and facts in connection with the
making of the picture.
"Pictures are made like any other
[Continued on page 57)
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Planning

a

for
Planning a program for a de luxe
motion picture theatre is not a mere
matter of sitting down with a pencil
and a paper for an hour and picking
out here and there from the available
material the items that go into it. It
means much advance preparation and
discussion. It means night after night
of looking at pictures — frequently well
into the morning — and hours devoted
to rehearsals.
The first aim of every program, of
course, is entertainment. People come
to the theatre to be entertained. They
want quality entertainment. They
want variety. From the Eastman
Theatre they expect something a bit
better than they can find elsewhere.
Our job is to give it to them.
The largest single item in a program,
of course, is the feature picture. The
Eastman Theatre has its choice of practically all the screen productions that
are made. We preview in our private
theatre on the fourth floor, most of the
pictures that are made. This gives us
a wide range of selection, which sometimes only emphasizes the difficulty.
Frequently a run of good pictures will
come at one time. They cannot all be
played nor can they be held on the
shelf indefinitely for some future engagement, for in the meantime they will
be played in many cities nearby and
thus appear behind the times when offered here. In the interim other good
pictures are coming along which would
have to be pushed further along in the
schedule of playing dates.
From the pictures presented to us,
which as I said include practically all
of those produced, we select those
which we believe offer the best entertainment value for audiences of the
type which patronize the Eastman
Theatre. In making this selection we
have due regard, of course, for a
proper variety. We must have a fair
rotation of dramas, comedies and romances. And we must not present the
same stars too frequently.
Selection of the feature picture
comes first because on the length of
the film depends the make-up of the
program built around it. An overture
must be selected, an act or two arranged, ashort comedy scenic or topical film selected. The Current Events
is an integral part of every bill.
In arranging acts we avail ourselves
of both outside material and of the
talent that we have in our own institution. A majority of our acts are
our own creations, originated by our

Program

a

De
By

ERIC

Luxe
CLARKE

Managing Director of Eastman
Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

Theatre^production staff, costumed

and staged

by our own scenic department and presented by our own singers, dancers or
instrumentalists. These acts must be
arranged weeks in advance in order to
provide sufficient time for rehearsals.
Motion picture performances operate
almost on a split second schedule.
There must be no waits. The screen
must never be blank. The slightest
break in the continuity of the performance breaks its tempo that much.
In arranging the program we have to
consider not minutes — but seconds, because the whole presentation must synchronize with the musical score and the
slightest break in the continuity mars
the performance.
In building up an Eastman program
it is my task as general manager to
arrange a bill which shall include the
constituent parts that I have mentioned,
with careful consideration of a balancing of numbers so as to appeal to
the greatest possible variety of tastes.
When I have set it down I call the department heads into conference for
counsel and suggestions. Once the
bill is decided upon, each department

Mr. Eric Clarke is recognized as one of
the foremost minds in the industry in the
planning of programs. His work with the
Eastman Theatre has been nothing short
of spectacular.

The

takes up its particular work and several days before the first performance
the whole program has been rounded
into shape and is ready for the Sunday
morning rehearsal which precedes the
week's presentation.

Prologue

Passes

{Continued from page 56)
products of creative art.

They are

complete artistic achievements in themselves. Now and again there comes a
picture so colorful, so brilliant, so complete and comprehensive, that no prologue within the confines of the limited
stage could hope to convey 'the spirit
and atmosphere of the production. It
would be sheer anti-climax. Such a
picture is "The Big Parade," where
this theory was successfully put to application.
"Music is the logical medium of
interpreting the mood and character of
the story, and the music score to "The
Big Parade" by David Mendoza and
William Axt of the Capitol Theatre,
was conceived as a musical counterpart
of the motion picture. The picture
needed no introduction ; its strength
and beauty carried itself. But the scoring received as much attention as the
actual making of the picture. Seventy-

five per cent of the score was original
music — especially composed for the
picture by Dr. Axt. There were 180
separate numbers. No less than 8,340
sheets of music had to be marked and
cued.
"No prologue could hope to convey
the magnitude and scope of this production. It could at best only be a
cheap aping of its spirit. Instead, we
made of the score a cumulative symphonic treatment of moods and characters. The music carried the mood of
every scene and followed the action of
every character. Each person had his
or her theme which expressed the individuality of that person and his development.
"This is the special province and contribution of the exhibitor, and, in my
opinion, the way he can best serve the
interest of the motion picture and the
motion picture public."
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To the right, "Goofy"
playing the pal to William
Boyd, as Wally Gay, does
the friendly act when
Wally
can't
exactly
weather some
bad hootch.
The realistic background
lends a strong relief to the
pair.

"Steel
A Metropolitan
and

William

Preferred"

Production
Boyd

with

released

Vera

Reynolds

by P. D. C.
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The

Grand

Theatre

A

Theatre

Believing

Improves
By

RALPH

THIS adage seems to sum up the history of the Grand
Theatre, Columbus, Ohio, as nicely as any lengthy discourse might. This theatre built 25 years ago as the
Grand Opera House and housing everything from burlesque to stock until it passed into the hands of the James
Amusement Co., in 1922, is as imposing in its presentations
as it is unpretentious in its exterior appearance.
When this property was acquired by the James interests
twelve big posts marred the vision of the audience. For a
time these obstacles were allowed to remain. Their values
as liabilities were obvious. J. Real Neth, general manager
for the organization, devised a plan of removing these, but
could find no contractor or builder willing to undertake the
proposition. Finally, a young chap — Charles Carlson, agreed
to try it. On one Saturday night in 1922 immediately after
the last show, one hundred artisans of all kinds rushed into
the theatre, and worked for one week continuously day and
night removing the posts, placing eye beams across the
theatre, resting these on girders in the walls and firmly
placing these in place in the basement. One week after the
start, the show was opened on schedule time. The name of
the archietct and contractor who built this structure has
been forgotten but the engineering feat of Carlson will live
in architectural annals for years to come.
The entrance fronts twenty feet on State street, opposite
the Ohio state capitol. The front of the building is grey
stone.
The lobby is twenty by forty. French doors lead both
into and out of this lobby.
The theatre proper is seventy by one hundred and fifty
feet and contains a main floor and two balconies. The
first has 647 seats. The latter have 325 and 280 seats respectively. Ten boxes are also located on each floor. Each
holds six chairs.

That

With

Quality

Age

COHEN
The stage is seventy by twenty-eight.
The drapes around the boxes are a dark blue. The stage
set, made by the New York Scenic studios, consists of
three curtains in a cycloramic effect in front of the screen.
They are in burnt gold and orange. The organist operates
their opening and closing.
No murals cover the walls. Instead the entire surface is
painted in buff and light blue panels. The ceiling, decorated
with ornamental plastering, is a cream color.
The lighting effect obtained in this theatre is original to
it. A specially prepared canary tint covers each bulb. This
color was prepared by the Sterling Bronze Co., of New
York. While the show is in progress the lights in the indirect lighting fixtures, which predominate, are dimmed.
During intermissions the bulbs are turned on full, bathing
the audience in a pale-canary glow.
The organ a three-manual instrument, was installed bv
the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., at a cost of $35,000.
The ProBert Sheet Metal Co., of Cincinnati, made the
marquee, an ornamental glass and iron affair, installed
after the change of ownership.
P. F. Yoerger, Columbus, manufactured

the huge three

story sign which spells out "Grand" in varied colored lights.
The projection rooms were fully equipped by the American Theatre Equipment Co., of New York. Among the
larger pieces included are two Powers motion picture machines, one spot light and one double dissolving stereopticon. The lobby frames were also purchased from the above
firm.
Charles Carlson, Columbus, made the booths.
In the lobby are twelve big carved display frames with
polychrome mirrors over each. These were made by the
(Continued on page 60)
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Stanley Frame Co., of New York. In these are displayed
photographs of the current picture and at least two coming
attractions. No banners or printed matter are found in
the lobby display. Hand painted signs are used as a supplement tothe photographs, which vary in size from 11 x 14
to 22 x 28.
The employees are outfitted in special uniforms made by
the Russel Uniform Co., 1600 Broadway, New York.
The management has decided views on both advertising
and pictures. All newspaper advertising is hand drawn by
F. M. Bragdon. This gives the show a chance to tie up
its lobby displays with its newspaper copy. No heralds
or other methods are used for non-publication advertising.
Not a single opportunity to exploit a picture is lost, however. The manager, John H. James, especially believes in
the policy of giving special performances for persons who
might advertise his attraction. Two recent examples were
"The Iron Horse" where a special view was shown to fifty
retired railroad engineers and "The Fool" where a preview was shown to Columbus clergymen.
More than ten

THE

REALIZA

OF

The

By

bartering begins immediately. Despite the intense competition the Grand usually manages to land the biggest.
The program consists of features, organ numbers, novelties, news reel and finally, the feature film.
At one time, the manager of this theatre was "stung"
on one film. Appreciating its faults he asked newspaper
critics to write up the show as poor, apologized to those
who had seen it and had not liked it and promised the
money back to others who did not care for it after they
had viewed it. This one trick made many friends for his
theatre, which had been under new management for only a
short time.
Columbus has not what might be termed a real "Film
Row."
Rather it has a "Film Square." This surounds the
acy.
Ohio state capitol. The fact that the Grand is the only
theatre on one side of the square helps explain its suprem-

TION

A

McDonald

clerics spoke from their pulpits on the subject of the latter.
All pictures are first runs. They include Famous-Players, United Artists, Metro, Fox, and others. When advance sheets from producers tell of an especially good play

LIFE

Theatre,
C. M.

LONG

Eugene,

HOPE

Oregon

PATTERSON

COMBINING
the solidness of the Romanesque, with
the lighter, free Byzantine, in a skillful blending of
architecture, the McDonald theatre, Eugene,
Oregon, is one of the outstanding theatres of the Pacific
Northwest. The structure is 160 x 160 feet, and one
story high, of solid construction that other stories may
be added as necessary. Reinforced concrete construction was used throughout, with an exterior of stucco,
giving a beautiful and durable finish. Stien Brothers,
well known firm of building contractors, erected the
structure.

at either end. This is elaborated with handsome frescoed railings, and solid newel posts. From these inclines a perfect view of the fover is afforded. On the
walls, as one ascends, are five scenes from old Norse
tales. These paintings, though originating in the far
north, are co-incident with the period, and match up
faithfully with the surroundings.
Two aisles lead to the balcony, which is divided into
two sections with broad aisle between. From this section a full view of the house is afforded. Huge impressionistic paintings reach from ceiling to floor, in harmonizing shades. The ceiling is a masterpiece. It is
designed to simulate the sky overhead and concealed
flood-lights with an interplay of color, give a full array
of pleasing color effects during concerts and special numbers. ,Lights are on full booth control.
Proscenium and

Massive Roman arches within the lobby are relieved
by gay colored lunettes on either side, in which colorings of the Orient strike a warm color note. The soffits
are in warm tones, in harmony with the substantial pilasters. The interior decorations, drapes, murals, etc.,
are a triumph of the
decorators, giving a
warm colorful atmosC harming
the Patrons
phere of luxury. This
note is struck upon
entering a magnificent foyer, deeply
carpeted under foot
with a heavily padded carpet especially designed for the
theatre, to harmonize. It is neutral in
colorings. The foyer
ceiling slopes slightly. From ornate medallions done in polychrome effect, hang
handsome ornamental lanterns on stout
chains. The inner
wall is broken by
four richly decorated
arches, and a double The foyer of the McDonald Theatre is a triumph in the annals of modern
ramp with entrance
theatre architecture.
And for comfort- -the floor is deeply carpeted and padded

organ grilles are supported by handsome
Roman pillars. The
proscenium
is
squared at the top,
with
work

ornamental
in rich color-

ings lending an air of
dignity.
Medieval noteThe
is struck
in this decoration.
All drapes throughout are of heavy velvet in shades to
match

the surround-

ried outings.
on This
theis stage
carwhere the grand
drape is of burnt
orange silk plush, especially dyed for all
color effects.
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Interior

What

Constitutes
And

What

the

Decoration

Interior

Is the Mission

Schemes

Decoration
to the Public

LIEF

Rambusch

Decorative

NEANDROS

Decorating

PROBLEMS confront the modern theatre decorator who may be selected by a theatre owner to
embellish the interior of his house. To strike a
happy medium, that which would at one time coincide with
the ideas the owner has in mind, and his own high conceptions of the art and history of decoration, the decorator
must consider the matter of mob psychology, that is the
tastes of a conglomerate mass of motion picture patrons,
as well as the matter of a lasting and pleasing interior
which must perforce perform one of the chief essentials
of entertainment.
TWO

The box-office is a very sure and competent thermometer
which registers the degree of success with which a well
selected architect and his supporting interior decorators and
painters has solved the problem of creating an atmosphere.
An atmosphere that can at one time attract the banker accustomed to the splendor and refinements of life; the budding debutante in her search for amusement about town;
and the more staid workers who seek rest and diversion
after their day's toil.
We feel certain that even a mediocre play or film program can be made quite charming and memorable if displayed in a beautifully decorated interior. Music, of course,
helps to a great extent in creating atmosphere. We further
know that a poorly decorated interior cannot and does not
entice the fickle public which seeks comfort, rest and
diversion.
While all plays or films are transitory, released for but a
definite period, the decorations are stationary, and must be
carried out in such a fashion as to appeal to the majority.
Therefore, all possible care and precaution must be taken
by the investors to select such men as are qualified to handle
this particular problem by virtue of their close contact with
this particular phase of construction and with the knowledge
of the everchanging whims of the public.
Blueprint

of Such

Theatre?

as the Art of the Artist Conceives
By

From

of a Broadway

to Opening

is a brief portrayal of what happens in the
HERE
majority of cases, to the problem of the theatre interior, from the time the blueprints leave the architect's office until the formal opening to the public.
The architectural plaster concerns are asked to embellish
the structural walls and ceilings with panels, relief ornaments, and mouldings, all of which are, of course, governed
by the classical periods in vogue. The architect's blueprints
of the interior are then distributed among painting concerns for their proposed solution of the problem.
A word might well be said here concerning the different
kinds of organizations who solicit this work.
They range from the substantial firms of one or more
generation's growth, having a competent management and
the necessary capital ; supported by trained designers and
artisans ; with large reference libraries containing complete
data on the glorious decorative work of the past centuries
in Europe, to the lone individual who carries his office in
his hat and is supported by such talent as he may find along
the way.
Various interior views by such individuals or firms are
then drawn in perspective, and herein are grouped the various items that go to complete an ensemble ; always bearing
in mind the use to which the building will be put; the class
of productions to be shown there, and the financial limita-

Co., N. Y.

tions of the project. One
selected.

of the submitted schemes

is

Then there is the degree of harmony which must exist
between the colored surfaces, which are often profusely
enriched with relief in Roman gold, and the soft blending
of the draperies and rugs ; the competent selection of the
furnishings; the style of chair, etc., in the lounges, lobbies
and rest rooms, as well as in the theatre proper.
All of the above is then subdued by a correct lighting
scheme which clothes the interior in an atmosphere of comfort and elegance. The further purpose of light is to emphasize and bring out such decorations as are worthy of
note.

CONCERNING the proscenium arch, it is essential to
bear in mind that it is a large frame within whose
boundaries is depicted a pageant of conflicting emotions and, therefore, it must be treated with more care and
elaboration than any other portion of the building, for this
frame is ever before the eyes of a critical audience and must
frame many and various types of shows.
Three

Treatments

Three notable examples of theatre decoration, conceived
and designed by the Rambusch Decorating Company and
descriptive of three distinct types of decorative treatment
which have proved successful on Broadway are the Embassy, the Piccadilly and the Colony.
The color design of the Embassy finds its motif entirely
from the Watteau room of the Chateau de Bruschal (Bade)
of the French period of Louis XIV. Arthur Crisp, mural
painter from
of note
transferred
series
"of oldto French
paintings
taken
canvases
of the aold
masters
the walls
of the
theatre.
The color scheme of the carvings on the walls is of red
and black lacquer of early Chinese design. Beautiful
tal chandeliers adorn the ceilings and the walls and
monize with the rest of the sumptuous fittings. The
ings treated in a light cool grey and gilt, are in direct
trast with the very elaborate lower walls.

crysharceilcon-

Thesuch
lighting
effects
throughout
the pastel
house tones.
are in' There
subduedis
tints
as flame
amber
and other
no white or blue lighting used, and this is a distinct innovation with motion picture theatres.
The

Piccadilly

PICCADILLY, a name more English than England
herself, conjures up visions of the livable, comfortable places with beamed ceilings and wainscotings
of oak ; of wide open moors, ringing with the shouts of
huntsmen in their bright red jackets; the Piccadilly (now
known as the Warners) was therefore decorated and furnished in truly English style.
This suggestion of old England is carried out in the
lounge with its heavily beamed ceiling, and the gay sporting
or hunting prints hanging on the sidewalls above the wainscoting. The smart and social side of English life is represented in the panels of the sidewalls of the theatre, and the
silk-hung ladies' room, which very cleverly gives the effect
of an English boudoir.
The picture in the sounding board is executed in gay
(Continued on page 65)
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The

Organ
By

DR.

MELCHIORRE
Chief

THE

and

Organist,

the

MAURO-COTTONE
Capitol Theatre

orgail, in its advanced state of perfection today, lends

Capitol Organ is an
interesting one. Meree
ory of th
st
tics c
H
isE
T
at
onvey little
st
idea of the resources of

itself perfectly to the synchronization of motion
.
es
pictur
It is an instru-

this organ.

ment which admits of perfect continuity. The organist has at his command an instrument with

He

by the Estey Organ Company, and it is fully
equal to the needs of the
largest theatre in the
world. It consists of
three separate manual
divisions — swell, great
and solo — nine stops of
the swell also appearing
on the choir manual.
One new feature of the

ability, and the possibilities are innumerable.
can achieve anv num-

ber of effects — instrumentation
rapid change of effect; an absolute
placticity ; elasticity ; above all, continuity. Most important of all, without creating brutal passages, he can
smoothly connect the different moods
he has to express and make only one
great score out of his interpretation
of the film. For all of these reasons,
the organ is an ideal instrument for
the screen.
The American organ is recognized
today by the greatest arists of the
world as the most complete instrumen of its kind. Its orchestral quality and tendency are all that can be
desired in the interpretation of a film
where a good sized and dignified orchestra cannot be supplied.
The organist, must, of course, recognize his responsibility. He should
not lack the musical equipment necessary to create a real music score to
the picture. That should include, in
addition to his technic, a comprehensive knowledge of composition
and instrumentation sufficient to
avoid staggering from one mood to
another. He must also be sufficiently
equipped to give the audience the
much desired continuity which is the
real basis of good film plaving and
artistic musical interpretation.
Perfect

Scoring

In the early stages of musical accompaniment to pictures, the scoring was a crude business. Compositions of different natures followed
each other with little continuity or
musical discretion. We have, at
last, however, arrived at the perfect
(Continued on page 67)

It is tonally

the largest ever designed

which he can interpret
and follow
the action,
moods and atmosphere of
the picture.
He has no
limitations other than his
own

Screen

The

Pied

Piper

of Palermo

By the Editor
A little over three years ago, the
Pied Piper of Palermo came to the
Capitol Theatre. It was but fitting
that Major Bowes should secure the
greatest organist available for the
greatest theatre in the world, and so,
he chose Melchiorre Mauro-Cottone.
Mauro-Cottone the leading organist at that theatre comes from a family of illustrious Italian organists.
His career began at the age of thirteen, when he substituted at the organ of he Church of St. Dominick,
Palermo, Italy, where his father was
organist. At the age of nineteen, he
was appointed assistant prbgressor to
his father in the Organ Department
of the Royal Conservatory at Palermo, having obtained the highest
honors in the musical work done
there. Coming to America he has
successfully held the positions of organist atthe Spanish Church, Church
of St. Ignatius Loyola and St. Francis
Xavier, all in New York.
He is at the present time known
all over this country as a concert organist ond composer. He is also
credited with having rendered under
his direction for the first time in a
Catholic Church in this country,
Palestrina's Stabat Mater for eight
voices a cappella. His compositions
are numerous, the first one having
been published in Milan when he W'as
only thirteen. Mauro-Cottone, who
is a member of the American Guild of
the National Association of Organists,
Society of St. Gregory of Baltimore,
(Continued on page 67)

console is the placing of all couplers in groups over the tablets of
r
thei respective manuals. This avoids
having a single unbroken row of
couplers, which leads to confusion.
The building plans of the Capitol
Theatre were on such a large scale
that it was impossible to sandwich the
theatre into a Broadway block, as
are other large houses, and thus, ample
provision was obtained where it was
most needed — at and behind the proscenium arch. Through the sagacity
of the management, the architect was
free to reserve ample chambers over
the boxes on each side and in front
of the arch, thus placing the organ
about as far from the audience as
the orchestra. This makes it possible to attempt combined organ and
orchestral work with rare success.
In this organ, the balance and distribution ofthe great families of tone
are well planned. A noble string section of eight ranks on the swell reveals the greatest care in voicing.
Theu unda maris is made from a
beard clarabella and has a lightness
of quality and is charming. The
smaller flutes have also been given
great care.
The diapason family include a smooth
stentorphone, entirely free from
coarseness. On the pedal organ, the
diapason is a noble specimen, while
the second, derived from the great is
immensely useful. The control viol,
eight-foot two-rank 'cellox and trombone complete this department, which
is equal to every demand. The scales
(Continued on page 67)
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FIRES

THEATRE

Their

Cause

pronounced tendency exists,
A
throughout the United States, to tighten up on building codes generally and
to place increasing severe restrictions
on all classes of large buildings in
which people congregate. It seems that
the occasional fire in a public or semipublic building which results in injury
or death for a few people arouses several times as much public resentment
as the tremendously greater casualty
toll for which the automobile is responsible.
Among legislative authorities the impression seems widely prevalent that
motion picture theatre fires are needlessly numerous and that the film hazard is several times as great as it really
is.
There can be no denial, and should
be no attempt at it, of the need of every
reasonable safeguard in connection
with the use of inflammable film, but
the dangers of celluloid fires should not
be permitted to blind the owners of
theatres or the authorities who exercise
supervision over them, to the presence
of other hazards that require very
nearly as much watchful supervision.
The very presence of large crowds
of people in confined areas brings into existence a definite and large unavoidable fire hazard, and one that has
grown surprisingly in the last ten years
because of the rapid increase in the
use of cigarettes, now known as one
of the most prolific causes of fires in
all sorts of buildings. This variety of
hazard can be met only by providing
the best possible fire-protection equipment which can be relied on to put out
incipient blazes and by exercising the
closest possible supervision to prevent
the lawless use of cigarettes where they
are likely to start fires.
One rule should be enforced with unfailing rigidity: The smoking of cigarettes inprojection rooms ought everywhere to be valid cause for a projectionist's summary discharge. Anyone
who is party to creating a hazard of
such character, with its terrible possibilities of loss of life and property,
deserves no consideration whatever.
But the projectionists are in position
to answer that bad splicing and subsequent negligent inspection of prints
are far more common causes of projection room fires than any delinquency
of theirs. And in this the experience
of most small houses will bear them
out. Unfortunately, too, it is the small
houses, paying minimum prices for
pictures, where the greatest structural
fire hazard exists. Thest theatres
more or less habitually receive their

and

Prevention

prints on a schedule that does not permit of inspection before running, and
as habitually get into trouble through
lack of adequate inspection at the exchange.
Once the fire prevention authorities
of the country begin to realize that
blazes attributable to this sort of thing
are blamable on the exchanges and not
on the theatres, there is likely to be a
clamping down of responsibility that
will retire a good many thousands of
prints before they become a real
menace.
There are, however, two very common causes of fires for which theatre
operators can be held responsible, along
with most other classes of business
men. The first and foremost is the
presence anywhere on the premises of
rubbish accumulations. The very first
step in fire prevention is the abolition
of all accumulations of inflammable
stuff that can be disposed of from day
to day, which reduces itself to a matter
of regular daily inspection of the premises, plus such work as may be necessary to get rid of the stuff. The second
cause is the practice of allowing oily
waste to accumulate in projection room,

boiler room or any place where cotton
waste is used. Every such place should
be provided with approved covered
waste cans and the practice of keeping
used waste elsewhere than in such cans
should be vigorously discouraged.
Reverting to the cigarette as an habitual offender, one of the common
causes of theatre fires is the throwing
away of lighted fags which land on
carpets or woodwork. Even a casual
inspection of the premises after the
audience is entirely out at closing time
would prevent many fires of this character, and it is well to remember that
fires of such origin usually remain undiscovered until they have reached such
magnitude as to be difficult to extinguish, if not altogether out of control.
The tabulation that follows, based on
information compiled by the National
Fire Protection Association, of Boston,
Mass., will be found helpful in analyzing causes of theatre fires and arriving
at methods of protection, and also, in
some cases, in guiding the deliberations
of constructors of building codes whbi
are overly
with the importance of theimpressed
film hazard:
(Continued on page 67)

Interior
Decoration
(Continued from page 62)
colors on account of the gray
used on the side walls of the
tre behind the boxes. The
decorations depict scenes taken
the days of Beau Brummel.
The Colony
The

architect

has

color
theamural
from

visions directly
the mirrorslobby'
doors contain
a above
group of
which reflect the luminous arched

judiciously

passage leading to the balcony. Black
and gold marble steps with the balustrade of marble and wrought metal
lead from both sides of the rear to

grouped the lobby, foyer and promenade leading into a spacious auditorium with its ornate balcony swinging in a delicate curve from the
boxes and proscenium arch, and
moulded the surfaces in a conservative adaptation of the late Renaissance of Northern Europe.
A constant effort was made to create a sedate atmosphere of restfulness and refinement.
The
toned
makes

lobby with its raised ceiling
in gold and subdued colors
the transition from Broadway

to the foyer. A large paneled wainscoting of Circassian walnut carries
the eye from a richly carpeted floor
to the balcony ceiling. Here the architectural divisions have been enhanced by various light tones of
ivory and buff, accentuated by small
portions of color laid in gold relief.

The

upper portions of the arched di-

this upper promenade. The ceilings
here are treated in tones of warm
gray and cream enriched with polychrome gold relief.
The two large tapestries in the
stair approach add additional life and
color to the rich quality of the entrance. The panels of the auditorium walls above the wainscoting are
treated in a soft cream framed with
golden shaded mouldings. The style
member is of "cafe au lait" tone sufficiently strong to give a pleasant
transition to the main ceiling. This
ceiling is treated with a soft blending of various shades of warm and
cool buff colors and enriched with
large

circular panels with polychrome gold relief.
The ornamentation of the balcony
and the box fronts is enriched with
gold and soft colors.
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Elinor

Forging
Ahead
Not the least among those rising young
film stars who will warrant the close attention of producers and the interest of the
industry at large, is Eleanor King, who appears as leading lady in most of F. HerrickHerrick's
productions, released through Vital Exchanges.
Though barely out of the infancy of her
powers, Miss King already has an impressive
array of performances to her credit. In
"Fragments of Life," a series of two-reelers
produced by F. Herrick-Herrick, and later
in "The Invention," a feature, Miss King
acquitted herself with such distinction, that
the consequent success of these films has
been attributed in no little part to her work.
Miss King was born and educated in New
York City, entering the picture field about
four years ago. Her first screen experience
was a "bit" in D. W. Griffith's "Dream
Street." For a time after that, she experienced the usual trials and tribulations of a
newcomer, but having confidence in the realization of her aspirations she refused to be
discouraged. Her first real opportunity
came in "Fragments of Life," and she has
established a definite position of recognition
ever since.
*
* *

Johnny Hines and Mildred Ryan in a
scene from "The LivetionalWire,"
a First Narelease

Johnny

Hines

Whether you meet Johnny Hines personally, or observe by hearsay some of the
witticisms that unfailingly drip off his fertile mind, or — most pertinent of all — sit on
the other side of the screen while this fUnmaker is doing his stuff on the silver sheet,
you'll know immediately what has brought
this comedian to the top in the screen player's hall of fame.
Johnny Hines, as some earnest critic has
aptly put it, is a humorist turned psychologist, and like other men of science — for
*
* *
Characterizes
Does

Her

at

the

Top

with him the mission of eliciting laughs is
a science — he has studied his subject with
the close scrutiny and enthusiastic research
of a profound scholar. That subject has
been the great American audience, and that
Tohnny knows just what makes this audience
'tick," is concretely evidenced in the way he
„ets under the public's skin in such highly
successful films as, "The Early Bird," "The
Speed
Spook,"
"The
Crackerjack," "The
Live Wire," and "Rainbow Riley."

Name

Sunshine

Hart

Yes, that's the most apt thing thai, can be
said of Sunshine Hart, who appears in Mack
Sennett comedies — she characterizes her first
name perfectly ; namely, sunshine, and lots
■of
That's
the commodity
to
the it.
hearts
of those
who watch she
her brings
from the
other side of the screen.
Sunshine made her entrance into films
not as an extra as many successful players
have done — though it would sound more romantic to say so — but on the stepping stones
of a broad stage experience, and natural
screening aptitude. One of her latest appearances is in Mack Sennett's two-reeler,
"From Rags to Britches," where she is cofeatured with Billy Bevan, and a barrel of
chuckles it is. She has been on the Mack
Sennett lot for two years.
If you asked Sunshine what her chief
interest in life is, it is just possible she
would say pictures, but more highly probable that the mention of a beautiful daughter, fourteen years old, would play a star
part in the answer to that question.
% %
,
DONALD

Up

LASHLEY

Donald Lashley comes to the pictures on
the substantial stepping stones of experience
in the legitimate drama. His background in
this respect finds him in real "big league"
company as witnessed by his last appearance
in
the stage
Smoke" with James
Rennie
and play
Ruth "Cape
Shepley.
Lashley's most recent appearances have
been in the "Price of a Party" produced by
Howard Estabrook ; D. W. Griffith's "America," and "Wrongdoers," a MacFadden film.

King

Tom

Meighan—
Personality

Plus

"Good for you — that's the best you've
ever done," exuberantly declared one of the
country's most caustic newspaper critics, referring to Meighan's performance in "Irish
Luck," his latest release for Paramount.
Praise from a critic is praise indeed, but
aside from that, what would be most significant in the
any has
man's
work outis
the fact
thatcriticism
his last of
effort
turned
to be his best. Which means, in the case
of this popular player that past successes,,
and former achievements are not the resting places on which Meighan places his
hopes for future successes.
Each new film he makes has to get along
on its individual merits. It so happens that
the star is blessed with that rare personal attribute called masculine charm, and no
matter what the story, what character
Meignan plays in it, there will always be
that soft, ingratiating quality in the role
which is the star's chief contribution.

JEAN HERSHOLT
Universal's new 1926 star
The

New

1926

Star

Folks who have been watching the consistently excellent character work of Jean
Hersholt, who has shown to advantage in
the most difficult roles on numerous occasions, are looking forward wi'h ift res" to
see what this impressive actor will show
in the coveted position of a star.
For that's what Hersholt is now, a position that has been gained by him on the
stepping stones of his famous portrayals in
"Greed," "Stella Dallas," "Don Q," and
other important films. Universal is to be
congratulated.

MARY PHILBIN
Who created a profound impression by her
excellent work in Universal's "The Phantom of the Opera."
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RECORD

Number
S-26836
S-27267
S-27483
H- 1621 9
S-27493
H- 16234
H-16242
H-15250
S-28229
H-16376
S-28120
S-28678S-28678
H-16939
H-17408
H-17160
S-29206
S-30915
S-29310
S-30324
H-17314
H-17433
H-17369
H-17555
H-17576
H-18187
H-17803
H-18096
H-18020
H-18142
H-18287
H-18380
H-18368
H-19536
H-18644
H-18813
H-19226
H-19127
S-34802
H-19671
H-19426
H-19760
H-20410
S-33999
S-36596
H-20606
H-20638
S-37257
H-206S0
H-20725
H-20753
H-21342
H-21270
S-37844
H-21085
S-38S70
H-21376
H-21618
H-21575
S-39239
S-39958
H-22221

OF FIRES IN MOTION PICTURE THEATRES
January, 1920, to July, 1925
(Continued from page 65)
Date
Location
Cause
Loss
1/17/20 New York, N. Y._ Unknown
—
_ Small
1/27/20 Boston, Mass.
Fire was in bales of waste paper
$ 2,750.00
2/28/20 Haverhill, Mass
Incendiary
_
554.76
2/29/20 Corry, Pa.
_ Heating
_
Large
2/29/20 Haverhill, Mass
Incendiary
None
3/5/20 St Paul, Minn
Unknown
_
_
_ Large
3/7/20 Northwood, Iowa
Unknown
_
_ 15,000.00
3/19/20 New Orleans, La
Motion picture machine
Small
4/21/20 Providence, R. I
Smoking
—
150.00
5/4/20 Buffalo, N. Y._
Unknown
__ _
_ Small
7/15/20 Boston, Mass..Picture machine
-. Slight
Rubbish
—
_ _ No claim
A 10/1/20 Montreal, P. Q.
Transformer
Small
10/26/20 Montreal, P. Q
Unknown
_ Small
11/8/20 New Orleans, La.
Lighting
__.
5,000.00
2/2/21 Montague, Mich.-..
—
45,326.71
2/4/21 Michigan City, Ind. Picture machine
2/5/21 Ottawa, Ont
Unknown
__ —
Slight70.00
3/1/21 New York, N. Y
Lighting (electrical)
No claim
3/13/21 Montreal, P. Q
Match ignited leaking gas~...
350.00
Apr., 21 Binghamton, N. Y...._. Unknown
—
_ __.
„
22,800.00
4/3/21 Plainview, Texas
Film ignited
Large
4/11/21 West Monroe, La
Smoking __
_._
—
2,000.00
4/22/21 Newport, Ark
__. Incendiary
5/22/21 New Orleans, La
Unknown
—
_
_ Small
6/17/21 New Orleans, La..._ Film ignited
_
Small
6/30/21 Rockport, Maine
Unknown
_
_
2,500.00
9/4/21 Waterloo, Iowa
Unknown
_
16,557.78
11/12/21 Grantsburg, Wis... _ Heating
_._ 15,000.00
11/27/21 New Haven, Conn
Incense burner (7 killed)
_ 2,000.00
12/16/21 Kewanee, 111 __
Unknown (1 life lost)
?
1/28/22 Philadelphia, Pa
Film ignited
Heavy
2/24/22 Athens, Texas-..- _ Unknown
—
_
_ 5,000.00
3/2/22 Marlin, Texas —
Heating
_
_
28,000.00
4/13/22 Brockton, Mass
Rubbish
_
130.00
5/25/22 Portsmouth, Va
Unknown
_ 36,875.00
8/16/22 New Orleans, La._ Rubbish
__
15,000.00
12/7/22 Kansas City, Mo
Gas explosion _
_ 27,000.00
1/19/23 Bar Harbor, Maine... Film ignited (1 killed)
150,000.00
2/19/23 Hartford, Conn
Film ignited
500.00
3/13/23 Cynthiana, Ind.___
Film ignited ._
8-9,000.00
3/16/23 Skiatook, Okla._ _ Picture
82,000,000
Large
Unknownmachine (1 killed)
6/1/23 Steubenville, Ohio-.
33,740.00
Incendiary
6/3/23 Helena, Ark
Oily material
10/21/23 Springfield, Mass.
No claim
No claim
11/17/23 Pawtucket, R. I
Film ignited
?
1/29/24 New York, N. Y._ Unknown ...
Small
Film
ignited
2/14/24 New Orleans, La.
Large
Slight
Film ignited
2/23/24 Gloversville, N. Y.
Film
ignited
4/1/24 Benson, Ariz
4/30/24 Rock Hill, S. C._
Unknown
3,700.00
5/13/24 Manchester, N. H.__ Film ignited (1 killed) _
Small
.
2,500.00
8/23/24 Norwich, Kansas
Flue ._
_
25,000.00
8/23/24 Lexington, Mo
Unknown ...
8/27/24 Somerville, Mass _ Film ignited
_ 1,080.00
_
15,000.00
9/1/24 Chelsea, Mass
Film ignited
10/15/24 New York, N. Y
Heating
_
_
_
Moderate
10/20/24 New Castle, Ky
Film ignited (1 life lost)
Small
10/24/24 Shelbyville, 111 _ Lighting _
_
6,200.00
12/29/24 Lancaster, Pa _
Chimney
70,000.00
3/5/25 Cambridge, Mass
Smoking _
No claim
6/22/25 New Bedford, Mass. Rheostat short circuited
6,000.00
6/25/25 Kansas City, Mo
Explosion (3 lives lost)
150,000.00

The

Organ and the Screen
(Continued from page 64, col. 1)

synchronization of motion pictures.
Today the score to a film is comparable in many respects to an opera
score.
As a matter of fact, a picture score
should, in form and effects, be parallel to a regular opera score. Since
the film represents a silent drama,
the lines to follow in adapting the
music to the film must be the same as
that of putting a spoken drama into
music. The organ and the organist
can undeniably have at their command every facility to achieve that
result. From the lightest moods to
the most dramatic and polyphonic
movements, the organ is susceptible
to any effect. Even the storms which
are produced most effectively at my
great organ at the Capitol Theatre,
would require two or three men in
the orchestra.

In conclusion I should like to touch
on the moments of lyricism and of

Est.

polyphony which are unequaled in effect when rendered on the organ.
This instrument, because of its particular nature, is qualified to reproduce all of the emotions of the human drama as presented on the
screen.
* * *

Est.

The

Pied

Piper

of Palermo
(Continued from page 64, col. 2)

and the Society of Theatre Organists, was honored in 1921 with the degree of Doctor of Music by the
American University of Los Angeles,

Est.
Est.

It will be noted that a large proportion of the fires covered in this tabulation were of a character that might be

it is almost sure to fail in operation
ji st when you stand sorely in need of
it. Most of the dependable chemical

■controlled without outside aid, if the
house is satisfactorily equipped with
fire hose, chemical extinguishers, water
buckets, ladders and axes. These items

extinguishers require refilling or other
renewing once a year, as well as after
any use that results in partial discharge.
If this precaution is neglected they are

are essential to safety and one of them
deserves special mention: A host of
establishments, fully equipped with
chemical extinguishers, are placing
their faith in equipment that is of no
value whatever. Any piece of chemical
apparatus that is not kept in working
condition and inspected at least as often as its manufacturer recommends is
just a little less than worthless, because

apt to prove altogether worthless.
The presence of axes, ladders and
such incidental equipment as will make
it possible to reach fires within walls
or otherwise inaccessible places is so
important as to need little discussion.
There have been many serious fires in
theatres that could have been kept within the $25 mark if these facilities had
been available, instead of having to wait
for the fire department to bring them.

Cal.
Each year, starting with 1922,
Mauro-Cottone has scored a marked
and signal success in his yearly organ recital in New York for the National Association of Organists, at
which more than 200 well known organists attend. At the first of these
performances, the press unanimously
placed him amongst the great organ
recitalists and composers of the present day. These concerts are also
radio-broadcasted each year. MauroCottone is a specialist in improvisation as contrasted with the playing of
set pieces. He uses few of these, preferring to improvise wherever possible and this he does to perfection.
* * *

The

Capitol

Theatre

Organ

(Continued from page 64, col. 3)
throughout the organ are wonderfully smooth and characteristic. But
though it is a concert instrument
with many stops chosen for their solo
quality, the ensemble is that of many
voices gloriously blended.
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At the left and at
the right, respectively, are scenes
from the 1926 contribution of the
famous PickfordFairbanks family.
Mary is seen in a
characteristic scene
from "Scraps," and
Doug is doing his
stuff in "The Black
Pirate," both United Artists releases.

The

Van

Loan

H. H. Van Loan is a name which, to the
members of the film field, stands for a definite identity with scripts that have acted as a
lubricant to the ticket machines in box-offices
throughout the country. And what is meant
by the Van Loan trade-mark is nothing else
but the full name — H. H. Van Loan — attached to the "by" line of a script for any
given story.
Trade-marks come to be associated with
well-known characteristics ; as for example,
when we see the Gillette Razor trade-mark,
we know just what to expect in the nature
of quality, service and other institutional details behind the oft-experienced felicity of
the razor and the blade.
By the same token, when we see an original
story from the Van Loan pen, we know —
without any further knowledge of plot, details or sundry — that there is something in it
that fundamentally appeals to a popular taste,
something based on previous successes in
catering to the public's screen wants.
Just what it is, just what mysterious power
is injected into the plot that produces an allengrossing illusion for the play of emotions
and other human faculties is something for
the psychologist to worry about. The exhibitor, who uses the story in its final form,
is concerned only with the results at the entrance of his theatre, and this question has
been answered for him as it has in the case
of the consistent user of the Gillette razor
or blade.
In other words experience alone has established the meaning of the Van Loan trade
mark, and just exactly what is meant by this
can be determined by a glance at the following titles of films, all of which dripped
off in story form from the fertile pen of
H. H. The list includes : "The Virgin of
Stamboul," "The New Moon," "The Great
Redeemer," "The Siren of Seville," Fightin'
Mad," "Nellie the Beautiful Cloak Model,"
''Speedwild," "The Drivin' Fool," "Stormswept," "Flattery," "The Speed Maniac,"
"The Night Letter,' "A Rogue's Romance,"
"The Highest Trump," "When a Man
Loves," and most recently, "Her Excellency
theA Governor."
graphic insight into what motivates the
Van Loan method is revealed by noting the
experience of the author with the last mentioned, "Her Excellency the Governor." Mr.
Van Loan wrote this over a year ago, but
refused to dispose of it because he was unsatisfied with its result as a whole. He felt
that there was something else he could add
to it, some amplification of its plot or details
that would enhance its value. And, although
in its then finished state it was already sal-

Trade

Mark

able, Mr. Van Loan decided to hold it and,
with characteristic persistency and painstaking endeavor to be satisfied only with the
best, spent four months of well-directed effort moulding it to perfection.
That has been the policy of this free-lance
script writer, who has remained free of producer affiliations for the whole of his career.
Nevertheless, by dint of getting that quality
into his stories which in the last analysis rolls
up the gross, the largest producing companies
in the business have constantly used his material.
Mr. Van Loan, who is staying temporarily
at the Astor Hotel, N. Y., has had a colorful
career, practically saturating his stories with
actual experiences from his vivid personal
adventures all over the world. This has resulted in creating atmosphere, in which authenticity of detail and realism are strikingly
manifest. He presents an inspiring example
of the writer who records his own convictions, fearlessly, artistically, and yet with pertinent attention to the needs of those who
have to capitalize his talents at the box-office.

FRANCIS
IN

X. BUSHMAN

COMEBACK

To attempt to chronicle the various events
associating Francis X. Bushman with the
motion picture industry would be as fullsome
a job as recording half the history of the
business. Suffice at the moment to say, that
this star is as well impressed on the minds
of the great fan public as anything would
be that had been projected into the consciousness of human beings by countless advertisements, innumerable film appearances,
and other addenda that brings hero worshippers to the universal acceptance of a matinee
idol.
In late years,
infrequency
of Bushman's
appearance
has the
rather
subordinated
him to
other players in the minds of the public.
Now, however, by his recent contract agreement to appear in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
pictures, Bushman stands fair to win back
a goodly amount of his former prestige.
Not the least important factor in his "come
back" is the notable role of the mighty
Messalina he portrays in Metro's most lavish
contribution of the* year,
Hur."
* "Ben
*
Charlie

McHugh
From

Mary Alden
As the domineering old aunt in Universal's
"Siege" she gave character artists a new
model to emulate

Comes
"Philly",

But—

Charlie McHugh, who most recently attracted attention in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
"Lights of Old Broadway," boasts Philadelphia as his home. Judging by his active work
in this picture, the "sleepy city" has injected
little of its proverbial character into him.
In "Lights of Old Broadway," as Shamus
O'Tandy, an irrepressible, brick-throwing
Irishman, McHugh comes into his own as
a notable character actor.
McHugh entered this business when it was
still in its swaddling clothes, or more precisely in 1904. His first appearance in films
was with Lubin as a bettor at the Fitzsimmons — Corbett fight. Since then he has appeared in a list of productions longer than
an alligator's tail. Some of his more recent
appearances have been in Chadwick's "Prince
of Broadway," "The Seventh Bandit," "Smiling at Troubles," and as before mentioned,
"Lights of Old Broadway."
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Better

Pictures

and
By ERNEST

Common

Sense

MAAS

Assistant to Robert T. Kane

IT IS a mistake, I think, to divide
people into highbrows and lowbrows
so far as motion pictures are concerned. It would be much nearer to
the truth if we understood that the
average person is neither high nor lowbrow in the matter, but medium-browed.
It is particularly important that this be
understood by those in charge of the
motion picture industry because it is
only by a proper estimate of the average intelligence that we are able to
make the right kind of productions and
meet the insistent demand for better
pictures.
Ever since the birth of the wellknown picture industry one has heard
the cry for better pictures. Most loudly the cry has emanated from a disgruntled, impatient highbrow element
whose critical estimates are born ol

The chief complaint of the mediumbrow during the last year, so far as I
am able to diagnose it, is that there has
been a sameness about the pictures
which he has seen. He feels that they
have become too standardized and stereotyped. He feels the producer has
imposed a bit upon his good nature,
and is taking advantage of the fact that
theatre going has become largely a matter of habit with him. He feels that he
has been asked to digest too many pictures, agoodly percentage of which he
might just as well have never seen, because they neither amused nor entertained him. And we may as well admit
right here that this is substantially true.
Almost every reason under the sun

mixture of misunderstanding, pose, insincerity and ego, and whose support,
at best, has been grudging, condescending and unsatisfactory. From the boxoffice point of view, the highbrow's
contribution has been a flat failure.
Luckily he is in such minority that he
simply does not count. So much for
the highbrow.
Then there is the lowbrow. So far
as motion pictures are concerned, I
think it is a grave mistake to give the
lowbrow any more consideration than
should be accorded the highbrow. It
is certainly not advancing the art of the
motion picture by keeping it on such a
plane that even the dullest understanding shall fully comprehend its meaning.
To keep it on this plane would be to
doom it forever to adolescence and immaturity, and saddle it with an inferiority complex, if you get what I mean.
Which of course is something no one of
us wishes to see.
Better pictures, to my mind, are simply a matter of considering the legitimate wants of the medium-brow. What
these legitimate wants are is no mystery to anyone who will take a moment
to analyze the situation. When the
medium-brow goes into a theatre he
wants, first of all, amusement and entertainment, preferably in the form of
romance and adventure. He wants
cleverness and intelligence. He wants
lots of humor. He will not rebel at
hokum, provided it is not smeared on
too thick. He is interested in problem
plays, provided the problem does not
put a needless or cheap strain on his
emotions or purvey a distorted notion
of life. In short, he is not a hard customer to please if he is met half way.

shortcomings and limitathedirector.
tracedtionsto
of the
There is an element of truth in each
of these contentions, but I believe that
an impartial survey of the situation
would reveal the fact that most of the
sameness complained of today is. to be
found in the sameness of the work
which characterizes the rank and file of
directors. This is a large statement to
make, but the statistics of 1925 will
bear me out. I feel there would have
been many more good pictures in the
been a more disthere outstanding
past year had
tinguished and more
group
of directors at work.
Of course, you may come back at
me and say that 1925 saw more exceptional pictures than any previous twelve
months. I am glad to admit this fact.
But it is not of exceptional pictures
that I am talking, I am concerned
with the general output, the program
run ; the kind of pictures the mediumbrow is asked to see week in and week
out. ment
Surely
there is room for improvehere.
It is idle for us to go on alibiing
about the cause of poor and indifferent
program pictures. We can not forever
go on blaming this and blaming that.
We have got to effect a permanent
remedy. We have got to make a definite start somewhere to get rid of this
sameness. The logical starting point is
the director.

ERNEST

MAAS

Production Department
Robert T. Kane
has been given for this monotonous
sameness in pictures. At various times
during the past, the medium-brow has
been told that the main cause has been
poor stories; that the scarcity of good
screen material has held up the whole
works. Not infrequently the woe has
fallen upon the continuity writer's head.
The paucity of histrionic talent, too, has
been named prominently in the bill of
particulars. Most often, however, the
blame has been laid at the door of the
producer, who, in his fiendish desire to
make money, has been accused of every
crime in the artistic criminal code.
Lastly, there are those who always
maintained that the general mediocrity
of motion pictures could invariably be

After all, all that an author can do
is to write a story that will lend itself
to the screen. All that the most creative continuity writer can do is to fit
perfectly the author's idea to the exigencies of the camera. All that the
actor can do is to act out his part and
at best create a fine characterization.
All that the producer can do is intelligently to coordinate the various human
equations that go into picture making.
The director must make the picture.
Let us not forget that. He must supply the inspiration. He must supply
the determining, guiding mentality. He
must be able to infuse the creative germ
into all those who have anything to do
with the production of a film. Above
everything, he must be able to supply
the psychological impulse.
And speaking of this psychological
impulse, I am firmly convinced that
we shall never have a greater percentage of good pictures until our directors
understand it more thoroughly. The
psychological impulse is nothing more
(Continued on page 71)
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How

The

By

Abraham Bernstein
Short Subject Department
past year has seen a concentrated effort on the part of producers, distributors, exploiteers
and publicists, and finally the exhibitor
to featurize what is commonly termed
the short subject or, The Big Little
Feature. Exhibitors Trade Review
has devoted particular attention to the
short subject in all its phases, in its
Monthly Short Subject Numbers.
Notwithstanding, what may seem to
us, who are so close and germane to
the short subject, the fact that about
everything has been said that can be
said about comedies, scenics, newsreels,
travelogs, cartoons and other novelties,
nevertheless this paper ventures to sav
that the surface has hardly been
scratched.
THE

THE industry knows that it has taken
between five and ten years to convey just an inkling to the exhibitor of
the inherent possibilities latent in the
exploitation and advertising of feature
motion pictures. It can hardly be expected therefore, that the exhibitor's
education in the necessary pioneer work
he and others must take, to properly
evaluate the short subject, or short
feature if you will, has been completed.
In fact, it has just begun. And for the
first time in motion pictures a co-operative and constructive movement, in
which all of the leading producers and
distributors of short subjects will participate, isabout to take place. That
movement is known as "NATIONAL
LAUGH MONTH."
The principal aims in this drive may
be summed up as, first, Educating the
exhibitor and the public as to the real
mission and importance of the short
subject on picture programs, and second, the production of better and finer
short subjects, possibly largely through
the results which will materialize
through this drive. Not only will the
exhibitor in later months be supplied with every incentive to play the
better sort of short but the combined
knowledge and experience of every authority inthe short subject field will be
concentrated in his behalf, in order that
he may be shown how to put his shorts
over to his own best advantage.
Let us consider one sound business

Short

ABRAHAM

Use

We

Shall

Subject

BERNSTEIN

may have been overprinciplelookedwhich
and one which underlies the
frequent and judicious use of short
product.
We know of a famous retail jewelry
shop in lower Broadway, New
York, known for its tremendous trade.
All day long, throngs are attracted to
the shop by the displays of jewelry
novelties offered at amazingly low
prices. Though there is very little profit
to be had in the sale of these eyes-glitterers, The
this turnover
shop isn'tin inthis
business
for
love.
store will
amaze you and still its profits are probably as large as that of finer and more
reputable jewelers. Well, what is the
answer?
It is this. Selling trinkets at almost
factory cost is the chief drawing card
and lure. Inside the store, in addition
to the multitude of inexpensive novelties, are show-cases of the finest
wrought, higher-priced jewelry, as fine
as that carried by the best retailers.
Most of the really worth-while sales of
this concern are the result of buying on
the part of patrons who primarily
stepped in to buy a genuine solid gold
pencil, or a pretty silver ring, or a
cameo at the ridiculous price of $1.00
or thereabouts. In other words, the
palate-tickling cocktail before the
heavy course, is the guiding principle
of this unusually successful business.
Isn't there a striking analogy to this
scheme,
in thecan
waymake
that use
exhibitors
'n
this country
of short
product? While undoubtedly the day
is passing when cheap and ordinary
short subjects can result in effective
draws at the box-office, still the principle behind the use of a lure is a sound
one. Only now, the stronger the lure,
the better the short comedy or noveltv
played and exploited, the greater will
be the proportionate gain.
Take a concrete example. An exhibitor, let us say, has a worth while
program on tap for his patrons. His
feature is a fairly good one, his divertissement anovel one, his surrounding
program strong. Yet, on lining up his
exploitation campaign, there is a noticeable lack of specific angles, with which
to draw his patrons to the theatre. It
may be that the title of the feature has
no drawing possibilities. It may be
that he hasn't the proper accessories on
hand which he could splurge with on

his
feature.
reasons.

Or

a variety of other

THE exhibitor or his manager knows
that once his public is inside the
doors of the house, it will go home satenafter
isfied and happy
What cantheheevening
do? 'sThis!
tertainment.
He can pick on his best short subject
and give it the same and even greater
publicity than his feature. The very
novelty of a hullabaloo being made
about something new, some new angle
that has an unusual tang to it, will in
itself attract attention.
Perhaps his short is a serial episode,
such as "Wild West." The manager
can ballyhoo the town with strong men
and wild animals, parades and floats,
placards in the good old carnival style;
newspaper announcements of a circus
week at the theatre and the good time
for the youngsters to be had. A calliope along main street, a lobby full of
caged monkeys ! anything, as long as
it smacked of the sawdust ring.
Why

should he spend all this time,

a !short?
and onattention
money
ridiculous
the face on
of it
Not a It's
bit,
say we. What difference does it make
what you exploit, when you are up
against it? Get the people into the
house. Your program is good, that vou
know.
They will go away happy.
Maybe the short is a Ko-Ko Song
Cartoon. These shorts are extremely
popular with audiences because they
are asked to join in the singing and
anything that promotes a community
spirit wins success from the start. Well,
what can you do with this? Advert' se
a community sing. Get it across with
glee clubs and singing societies. Promise them a new innovation. Put on a
song presentation
with a localofquartette. Distribute throwaways
the
cartoon character Ko-Ko, with a personal invitation to the recipients to
show how well they used to sing in the
days gone by. And adinfinitum. There
are just as many possibilities for exploitation inshorts as in features. A
little ingenuity will discover them. And
once the habit grows, the habit of thinking seriously about the short stuff on
programs, the easier will the inclination
present itself for exand opportunity
ploitation and commensurate profit
with effort expended.
(Continued on page 71)
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*
(Continued from page 70)
Short

1926

the Building
Year

IN view of the virtual panic existing in the exhibition branch of the industry as 1925 closes, it is extremely difficult to forecast with any degree of
accuracy the probable volume of theatre construction in 1926. Evidence
is plentiful, however, that it will establish a new high mark, both in numbers
of houses and in aggregate cost.
Study of theatre building statistics over the last five years shows a pro
gressive increase in the average cost of motion picture houses, reflecting very
definitely the trend toward larger and better equipped establishments. This
trend is expected to continue, forced in considerable measure by the steady
rise in film rentals and the public demand for better entertainment in better
surroundings.
According to reports published by Building Age and the National Builder,
—
leading magazine of the building industry, New York, 795 theatres are needed

The

in

ed
afdofl°^tf^st[^u
in 590 fiescost
aggregate
$60,926,216. ihese
figures are based on reports received
direct from Chambers of Commerce.

In closing, I wish to present this
Classifying the reports on the basis of
hought.
The other day at the weekly
population;
the show i . In 287
of
luncheon of the Association of Motion i>c nnn
00-2 cities
u
■n- ,
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,.
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speake
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princi
Flinn was the
Tt Cltl^ £jd towns population from 2,500
made a very pregnant statement.
d value
was this : In the final analysis, though to 25'°°0) 502 theatres, estimate
10
ies,
communit
rural
16;
the exhibitor, the distributor, the ex- $29,923,2
$100,000.
value,
estimated
houses,
in
others
ploiteer, the press agent and
the industry are vital, it is the producer it will be noted that the estimates for
after all who must be encouraged.
He houses in the large cities show an avermust receive a suitable return for his age value of a trifle less than $110,000
efforts ; he must be kept in a contented and in the smaller cities and towns a
frame of mind.
To this end, that he shade less than $60,000.
shall go on producing better and finer ™
. ,.
, „
. ,T
New
of
Forum,
l
ectura
He is the keystone upon vT,he Archit
pictures.
see the
will
926
that
es
estimat
York'
rests.
ion
foundat
the whole
which
g of 1'645 theatres and presents
What he said about feature, applies to kuildm
following percentage tabulation 01
shorts
what it terms the "demand for theaSo, I believe, that unless the exhibit- tres" by sections of the country, shower wakes up and forms the habit of ing probable changes by sections in the
playing and paying for really worth volume of theatre building as compared
while short subjects, he will not cor- with 1925 :
tinue to get the kind of material he can
„
, ^ , , Irv.
. ^
,

The
oit and capitalize.
Properly%xpl
leaders
in short
subject producing are
beginning to do their share.
Thev are
not contented with haphazard, hit or
miss comedies, lackadaisical newsreels,
cartoons and novelties. They intend to
progress in a big way. Keep the short
producer in a good frame of mind ; reward him for his efforts and stimulate
him toward a bigger goal, and you, the
exhibitor, will begin to get lavishly produced and intensely interesting short
product.
Producers like Hal Roach, as
you are aware of by this time, are signing up the biggest actors available and
putting them into comedies and little
dramas.
If you want Lionel Barrymore, Mildred Harris, Theda
Bara,
Stuart Holmes and others, make
it

Percentage of Tota /District^Demand
v
,
s
cR 1 7 41 1
^TorJ e ^I,
c! ?
o
\ i 7 ess
.7
13
North Atlantic States 2
.8 less
2^
.28
Southeastern States
more
2
2.9
2.7
States
n
Sout hwester
?.6 5.7 3.1 more
^ldf e ^ff
.3.4 3.6 .2 more
We^rn States
UNITED STATES 3.2 3.1 .1 less
It should be remembered, of course,
that the statistics compiled by the
architectural and building papers do not
distinguish between motion picture and
other theatres. They include, therefore
an undertermined amount of money to
be devoted to the construction of legitimate and vaudeville houses. In the aggregate, however, construction of this
class is not sufficiently heavy to impair

worth the producers' while.

seriously the value of these forecasts.

Another factor which more seriously
affects any attempt to predict the volume of theatre construction is the competitive situation now existing between
various distributor-theatre organizations. Because of the sudden changes
that arise in connection with the
demand for first runs, it frequently
happens that theatre plans are made
almost over night and with very little
regard for the needs of the community.
On the whole, it is safe to predict
that 1926 will exceed the 1925 figures
for theatre construction and that the
per house, will show subcost,increase.
average stantial
* * *
Better
Pictures
(Continued from page 69)
or less than that spark which the truly
creative director is able to impart to
his work.
It would be too much to expect that
every director possessed the psychological impulse to the last degree, but
it is not too much to ask that every
director have at least a conscious working knowledge of this power. Even a
most rudimentary grasp would help him
avoid a great many mistakes now being
made in direction and kill off a good
deal of the mechanical treatment which
is mostly responsible for the sameness
in pictures today.
The whole matter of making pictures
that will please the medium-brow for
the coming year, I repeat, lies in the
hands of the director. The solution of
the problem will be found in his mentality, and in his mentality alone. If
he look to the spinner of tales and continuities for more imagination and new
dramatic flights, if he place his faith in
finer performances on the part of
actors, if he rely on the producer for
more enthusiastic cooperation and
greater studio facilities ; in short, if he
himself is unwilling or unable to give
more to motion pictures for the coming
year than he has heretofore delivered,
I predict that the cause of better pictures will be no further advanced at the
end of 1926 than we find it at the
present moment.
Let us not disappoint the mediumbrow in 1926. Let us get rid of the
sameness that afflicts program pictures.
Let us make 1926 a director's year.
And that is all I have been trying to
say for my boss Bob Kane in this little

piece.
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By JOSEPH M. SEIDER
Business Manager M. P. T. O. A.
dependent exhibitors getting worth
while product at let-live prices ; and independent producers being able to find
any market for their material efforts —
a project which has resulted in a complete reversal of these conditions and a
rehabilitation of Independence was promulgated byofficials of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
At the instigation of Sydney S. Cohen, then chairman of our national administrative committee, a movement

JOSEPH M. SEIDER
Business Manager, M.P.T.O.A., and
Pres. M.P.T.O.A. of N. J.

based on facts, figures and merit, entered its embryonic stage. It first took
shape as a questionnaire submitted to
try.
every known producer in the film indusThe

Excessive theatre building threatened early in 1925 to make this year one
of the darkest in the history of the film
industry for the independent forces and
their struggle for independence. Everywhere were undercurrents foreboding
giant theatre interests contemplating
mergers which, it seemed to me at the
time, would make such combined forces

replies to this list of pertinent

questions proved to the Independent exhibitor that he need have no apprehen-

of America readily appreciated that unless a union of independent forces was
effected — a pact in the form of a mutual
understanding and knowledge of each
other's merits — the apprehensions of
early 1925 would materialize into a
chaos, which would crush the cause of
Independence.
To me, in fact, never did the cause
of Independence seem so near the brink
of dissolution as it did early in this
year.
But, just when matters seemed at
their darkest — with the problems of In-

Milwaukee

convention

of our

national organization gave birth to this
fundamental basis, christening it— The
Playdate Bureau.
Thereafter weekly bulletins and advice which emanated through the Playdate Bureau was mottoed "Hold Your
Playdates." All during June and July
theater owners were cautioned through
this medium to value each playdate as
a diamond of the first water.
What was the result achieved by the
Playdate Bureau during the first two
months of its existence? The actual
arresting of a stampede for product
which would have terminated in many
independent exhibitors today not being

And

with August and the headline

in the Playdate Bureau changed to "Fill
Your Playdates" the mission of the
brain child born in Milwaukee was fulfilled to an extent far beyond our greatest hopes. Much individual credit for
the success of this medium, which not

The first few months rolled by and
with their passing came realization. It
was then definitely established that
there would be over 1000 feature productions for the season 1925-26. But
the producer-distributor-exhibitor situation caused many an independent exhibitor to be disheartened rather than

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners

The

in our ranks, as well as a lot of excellent independent pictures, now solidly booked, being high on the shelves
of the musty film vault.

literally invulnerable as producer-distributor-exhibitor.

encouraged by the knowledge of such a
quantity of product on the market.
The Independent producer as well was
in a similar quandary. Because, against
him and his comparatively small capital
were amalgamated millions and the
pressure that millions will bring on
sales, exploitation and advertising.

but the way had to be paved with something workable — something concrete —
which would serve as the active medtuality.
ium for cementing security and mu-

only preserved the integrity of our battle for independence but also elevated

R. F. (Pete) WOODHULL
President M.P.T.O.A.
sion as to obtaining meritorious product
at
prices commensurate
fice.

with his box of-

The answers afforded a light of salvation to Independent producers.
Summarily, the replies proved to the
independent exhibitor that in the independent producer ranks was product to
be obtained in abundance of the finest
quality, embodying some of the greatest
stars and whipped into shape by some
of filmdom's most eminent directors.
The questionnaire, as I have said,
was the first step. It indicated the way

SYDNEY

S. COHEN
Chairman Board of Directors, M.P.T.O.A.
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it to a plane from which it can now
be precipitated only through some unforseen circumstance, is due to R. F.
Woodhull, of Dover, N. J., our National President ; our national directors,
Harry Davis, of Pittsburgh, Pa. ; A.
Julian Brylawski, of Washington, D.
C. ; Nathan Yamins, of Fall River,
Mass. ; and Louis M. Segal, of New
Haven, Conn., in addition to Sydney S.
Cohen, of New York.
Now, thanks to the Playdate Bureau,
the year 1925 terminates for the independent exhibitor and the independent
producer with an aurora of brilliance.
Instead of being forced to sell his house
through an inability to obtain pictures
the theatre owner today has opportunity
of selection of the quality product, as
is recorded in his bookings. Were he
to dispose of his holdings now he would
have competitor bidding against competitor with a worthwhile figure in cold
cash at his option instead of being
forced to sell at the buyer's price. What
a contrast to twelve months ago !
Recently, The Independent Motion
Picture Association, which had contributed $25,000 to the functioning of the
Playdate Bureau, requested aid for the
maintenance of their organization and
the furtherance of the cause of Independence, and The Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America turned
over to them the sum of $15,063.25,
this being the unexpected balance from
the $25,000 originally paid by them;
$9,936.75 have been expended as evidenced by vouchers approved by The
Independent Motion Picture Association.

any subject is gauged by the majority,
I can say most truthfully that in my
estimation the inception, of the Playdate Bureau and its activities constitutes the primary event in the film year
of 1925.
As to other movements of singular
significance which have been made during the past twelve months, I would
relegate the active interest Wall Street
has taken in the activities of our industry to a primary position. The fact
that the world's greatest market of finance is now ready to lend us aid at
any time is sufficient to have me declare
that the film industry has successfully
passed through an adolescent period,
made stormy and precarious by "fly-bynighters,"
to a ofmaturity
deserving
of
the
confidence
Wall Street
and the
rest of the universe.
On the other hand, the ease with
which building projects are financed
through this very same Wall Street interest spells unsettlement for the mo-

A. JULIAN BRYLAWSKI
Chairman of Administrative Committee
of M.P.T.O.A.
gers of circuits as 1925. Outstanding
among these, of course, is the tie-up
between Famous Players-Lasky and
Balaban and Katz. The nature of this
merger was revealed in an enlightening
and exclusive interview with Adolph
Zukor. The statement crediting Mr.
Zukor with the declaration that it is not
his intention to submerge the independent theatre owner causes me to see a

I have dwelt upon the Playdate Bureau because unquestionably it has
proven itself a savior of the cause for
Independence. Since Independence is
the keynote of the masses in the film
industry and since the importance of

ray of hope. It impresses me as signifying that Mr. Zukor is aware of the
same fact which early stressed itself
upon the big steel interests In this country— that an industry cannot survive
without having in its ranks competition.
JOSEPH

WALSH

Vice-Pres. of M.P.T.O.A. and
Pres. Conn. M.P.T.O.
tion picture industry. In 1925 we have
witnessed in a small measure a battle
of the "Giants." In 1926 and 1927 we
will see the major offensives in this
battle of the "Giants." The Independent theatre owner's only safe-guard
from being trampled is the course the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America will take in the next two years.

LOUIS M. SEGAL
Prominent in organization work of
M.P.T.O. of Connecticut

'No year in the history of the film industry has recorded as many giant mer-

Exceptional product and sound business has caused 1925 to witness the
progress of more than one big producer.
I refer particularly to Fox and Universal. William Fox and Carl Laemmle
through their own efforts to cope with
a difficult situation are to be highly
commended for the front rank positions their respective companies now
occupy. In other words from my viewpoint these producers are now commissioned officers whereas in 1924 they
were "non-coms."

As to the Greater Movie Season — it
was a failure. Why? Surely not because of any lack of enthusiasm on the
part of its sponsors. Simply this : because it was inaugurated at the wrong
time. The attempt was made to literally magnetize the public into theatres
during August, a month when quality
product is at ebb tide. Had they waited
until September or October when the
big releases of the new season were
under schedule then they would have
had something to offer. As it was there
was no inducement except splashy banners and extensive advertising with a
basis — real product — absent.
"Bringing Broadway to Main Street"
was one of the accomplishments for the
smaller theatre owner during the past
year. It is natural that news reels and
reviews flashed upon the screens in
small towns should create within fans
in that category a desire to share the
comfort, music, atmosphere and added
(Continued on page 76)
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By MICHAEL

lenged, just as water has no perceptible taste, because the membrane
has become accustomed to it by
habit.

MICHAEL L. SIMMONS
Staff Editor
of Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW and
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
Whenever the subject of star
value to a picture is discussed in film
circles, particularly in critical circles,
the talk invariably leads to the important necessity of bringing new
faces to the screen.
New faces figure in the argument
when, as occasionally happens, the
newspaper critics take the industry to
task for the alleged extravagance in
stars' salaries. New faces are often
urged by the exhibitors as a device
for lowering the cost of films to
them. The producers, too, often talk
of combating the ever increasing demands of high-salaried stars by developing new stars — new faces.
Then, there is the dear old public,
who, in the last analysis, is the consideration chiefly to be concerned

Yet, it is known that new faces on
the screen are a refreshing stimulant
to the sometimes jaded taste of the
public. New actors and actresses
coming to the fore with talents comparable to those of older artists,
guarantee the maintenance and the
advance of improving standards.
This brings us to the essential
point of this article. Granting the
importance of the appearance of new,
appealing faces on the screen, it is
encouraging to note that 1925, in this
respect has experienced some notable
finds.

and

Their

Developments

L. SIMMONS

Then the great thing — for me —
happened. I was swept off into an
exalted sphere, where things are no
more of this earth, where dimensions
cease, where one feels more than he
limity.
sees. I was face to face with subWith

all due credit to the handling

of the story — which

was

excellent;

with a proper regard for the masterful direction — which was superb ; and

Starting with latest events first,
and then working backward, the
most striking examples would seem
to be Lois Moran and Belle Bennett,
both of whom have scored so notably
in Samuel Goldwyn's production,
"Stella Dallas."
I recall the afternoon I left the office to review "Stella Dallas" at its
New York premiere. I had hardly
any or no information as to the identity of these players, nor any conception of the nature of their roles.
I did know that Ronald Colman and
Jean Hersholt were in the cast, and
if I had any predisposition to look
for good performance
tion to the last two.

it was in rela-

Rene Adoree
She makes the part of Melisande palpitate
with vivid pathos in Metro's "The Big
with none the less appreciation of the
fine work rendered by Hersholt, Colman, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
Alice Joyce, my mind
Parade"could envision,
mainly, one outstanding factor in the
gripping power of this film, and that
was the soul given to it by the porMoran. trayals of Belle Bennett and Lois

with. Reports on the public's wish
for new faces are various and conflicting. Some would have the public clinging persistently to its favored circle of stars, year in and year
out, whether these continue to deliver in big-league style or not.
It is true, certain personalities on
the screen, just as in every day social
life, grow on one until they seem an

I have here my original review of
"Stella Dallas," written the next day
— -after many hours of turning over
and reviving in my mind the mysterious elements that had gripped me

indispensable part of one's very existence. But, back of it all, somewhere in the early part of the relationship, there had to be a definite factor
responsible for the drawing together.
Later, when time had tarnished the
early perfections of these idols, intimacy had blunted the perspective.
The result is that blemishes and faults
had become unnoticed and unchal-

Film

Eye

so strongly — and I reread the lines
which say : "Only the language of
the poet could adequately describe
the soft, lilting beauty of those porLois Moran
Who renders a touching portrayal as Laurel
in "Stella Dallas," released by United Artists

More

specifically, from the showman's point of view, future pictures
in
which Belle Bennett and Lois
trayals."
Moran appear, will be important to
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she has delivered a superb character
portrayal, and then base all future
prospects on the promise of this one.
There is nothing else to show just what
we
may expect, except her next performance.
But in Lois Moran, nineteen years
old, and at the very infancy of her
experience, one discerns very definite
endowments, which, aside from any artistic talents, loom up as powerful potentialities. She has what one may
describe as the mother's milk for the
nourishment of talent. These may be
more specifically described as a face,
which fairly radiates spiritual, pensive
beauty; grace of form and carriage
which revives images of fauns, gazelles
and slim-stemmed plants swaying in a
gentle breeze ; and a personality that
keeps you wanting to see her on the

ers. But in "The Big Parade" she
gets her really first big start, and the
way she "breezed home under the wire"
has had critics and public talking about
it ever since.
In the part of Melisande, caught in
the crushing circumstances of a warracked country, Miss Adoree creates
a character that fairly eclipses anything
of its kind done before. In a role
where the slightest departure in the
most delicate shades of interpretation
would result in just ordinary melodrama, this little French girl achieves
the acme of perfection. She displays
an individuality of treatment which
promises well for her future development. As a result of her fine work in
Tom

(Left to right) were two
of the many reasons for
|y|

Belle Bennett
She more than justified Henry King's selection from 72 applicants for the title role of
"Stella Dallas"

O'Brien and Karl Dane

"The Big
Parade."
the
of leaven
the successThey
frightful
grimness of
ghastly
details
with ofa
rollicking
brand
doughboy humor

remember. My laudation of their
performances reflects not merely
critical opinion, but the opinions of
many audiences who have since
gone on record with word-of-mouth
advertising. So much for the drawing power of the next film that features these two artists singly or together.
Of course, there is always the
prospect of a single notable performance being but a flash in the pan.
With this thought in mind it might
be pertinent to catalog the qualities
which may or may not qualify the
players for the pedestal of stardom.
For Belle Bennett, who has a long
dramatic career on the legitimate
stage behind her, one can say that
picture every single moment
showing.

of its

It is my opinion that in Lois Moran
the screen has possibly its future supreme darling of the fans. It stands
to reason that the Pickfords, the Swansons, the Talmadges, the Gishs, and
others in the kindred circle, cannot
continue forever. It is encouraging
that a girl of the type of Lois Moran
is the logical candidate for wide public
favor.
Great performances bring to mind
great films. With the mention of

"The Big Parade," Metro-GoldwynMayer has evidenced an intention to
give Miss Adoree ample scope to display her powers in their next year's
What has afforded most frequent
program. (Continued on page 76)

"great," the memory of "The Big
Parade" immediately projects itself on
the background of my imagination.
But this isn't the place to launch forth
with rhetorical bouquets on the various
merits of the film. Of pertinent interest is the fact that this fine screen

WILLIAM

BOYD

One of the newer faces on the screen which
will be recalled for the memorable impression it created in P.D.C.'s "The Road to
Yesterday"

achievement is notable for the impressive performance of three players,
whose faces are hardly known to the
majority of American audiences.
The first to mind is Renee Adoree,
whose acting contributes measurably to
the magic of the film. Miss Adoree's
face is not entirely new to screen-go-

Louise Dresser
She attracted the attention of critics and
public with her remarkable interpretation of
the title role in Universal 's "The Goose
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Saya HIRAM ABRAMS
President United Artists Corporation

Policy

(Continued from page 73)
OF M.P.T.O.A."
feature enjoyed by the metropolitan
theatres.

For the year 1926 United Artists Corporation has no new policy to announce.
In the coming year this organization will
continue to offer as it has offered since its
inception, the greatest productions of the
greatest stars, each production to be sold individually and strictly on its merit.
It is of great importance for the exhibitor
to know that United Artists Corporation will
continue to offer the best productions of the
outstanding stars in the industry.
It is of great importance for the exhibitor
to know that present indications are that
United Artists Corporation's releasing schedule for 1926 in all probability will contain a
larger list of pictures of the highest standard than in any previous year. It also is of
great importance that this fact is by no
means to be taken as any indication that pictures to be released in the coming year will
be of any less high standard in entertainment
or box-office values than heretofore. Quality will not suffer in the slightest degree because of an increase in quantity.
It is of the greatest importance for exhibitors to know the manner in which these

New

With the new special service department of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of American now available to
15,000 Independent theatre owners in
the United States and Canada, I look
for truly big accomplishments in 1926.
This department, vested in me as Business Manager, is instituted to care for
any problem which may confront the
theatre owner, whether it be in the managing of his own house, an obnoxious
measure before the legislature in his
State, or a snarl in his film contract.
This department will also serve to bring
the theatre owners of the country into
closer contact, through its functionings
and

HIRAM
quality
will be
Each
picture

Screen

ABRAMS

productions from the greatest stars
offered to them.
picture will be marketed singly. Each
will be sold on its individual merit.

Faces

(Continued from page 75)
subject matter for discussions of the
good things in "The Big Parade" is the
portrayals contributed by Tom O'Brien
and Karl Kane, both in the roles of
rough, uncouth but big-hearted doughboys. These two are practically unknown— in fact, I believe this film
marks Kane's initial start on the screen.
Their parts in the film were undoubtedly intended as mere comedy foils for
the sensitiveness of John Gilbert's role.
Vilma Banky deserves honorable
mention, for two reasons ; one for making good in her initial start, despite
the well-known "hoodoo" of being
over-heralded m advance ; and two, for
the really fine actress that she is. Her
work in Goldwyn's "The Dark Angel,"
stamped her immediately as a "big
league" product, and her following contribution to the general excellence of
"The Eagle," starring Valentino, bore
out the predictions made on the basis
of her first performance.
Limitations of space and the fact

itely and indelibly in P. D. C.'s "The
Road
Yesterday."
Boydto has
noteworthy physical gifts,
-vhich alone, should go far in qualify.ng him for principle parts. In appearance, aclean, wholesome, unmovie
type of "he-man," splendid of figure,
magnetic of personality, handsome in
every way one regards the kind of
handsomeness that appeals to men as
well as women.
For other performances, in a quick
concluding survey, one is inevitably

house organ is a confidential mouthpiece where theatre owners may express themselves freely and where each
man can thus benefit by the experience
of the other. Every item appearing in
this publication is and will be purely
constructive, to guide and advise.
The old year inscribes one of its
most important events just before it
leaves us. The inscription forbodes the
eradication of what some have considered an enmity. It is not for me to
take up at this time a negative issue,
especially when it pertains to the past.
Whenever it is feasible, from the standpoint of solid practicality, I am for the
positive. What is it I am driving at,
you ask.

It is this:

reminded of Mary Alden's excellent
rendition of the crusty, domineering
aunt in Universal's "Siege ;" also,
Louise Dresser's intelligent handling
of the role of the goose woman in

chairs around that "square table" are
being used by members of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.

Universal's picture of the same name ;
Vera Reynold's attainment to impressive heights in "The Road to Yesterday" and
;
Rudolph Schildkraut's splendid inaugural role on the screen, "Papa
Kaminsky," in Universal's "His

use of that "square
The isproper
our chief hope for a united
table"
front in the film industry during 1926.
There has been talk about the purchase
of such a piece of furniture in the

As I said, perhaps there are others,
just
as worthy of honorable mention,
People."
if not more so, than these already
listed. But one can't see them all. It
is sufficient to say that, even confining
one's findings to the small group in the
above, one has a crop of "future
greats," which marks the year of 1925
as a banner one in its contribution of

Boyd, who

good things to the screen.

very defin-

particularly so through our organization bulletin entitled "The Official
Bulletin." In this publication is recorded material of a technical nature invaluable to the theatre owner but of a
kind which could hardly find its way
in trade and newspaper channels. This

Will Hays has installed a "square
table" in the headquarters of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America on Fifth Avenue. The

that one reviewer can't possibly have
seen all the films containing the impressive performances of newcomers,
must narrow the number down to those
already mentioned, and to a quick
glossing over of several others. But
before this is done, one other player
deserves a paragraph all to himself.
The reference is made to William
left his mark

HYMN

and its
Table"
"Square
past.
purchased.
actually
been
have the
chairs Now
Upon unity is based harmony and upon
harmony is founded the success of
every organization, every industry. I
can see no reason why 1926, with a reasonable exercise of the principle of
"give and take" on the part of every
producer, distributor and theatre owner,
should not be the most successful from
every perspective in the history of the
motion picture industry.
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BE

DONE

DIETZ

Director of Advertising and Publicity
will start thj New
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Year with an auspicious group of releases. Best
sellers, as well as original stories for the screen by
W/HAT
might be done next year to increase
famous novelists, have been bought by M-G-M and molded
scenario
skilled
by
screen
the
of
ments
the general attendance at the theatres deto the require
writers. The M-G-M stars, and the popular M-G-M stock
pends largely upon the pictures that are to be
shown at the theatres.
players give life and movement to pictures carefully directed by experienced directors.
Rex Beach gives another Alaskan story to the screen.
All advertising and publicity plans depend first
"The Barrier", directed by George Hill, is an adventurous
upon the product to be publicized and advertised.
variant of the "eternal triangle" against a background of
and
vigorous
a
splendid scenic shots. A gold rush gives
Good publicity and advertising are used to pave
moving tone to the picture. Norman Kerry is cast as a
in
succeeds
the
way for the appearance on the market of a
and
loves
who
tall, romantic, army officer,
Necia,
product known to be good by its promoter.
gaining the love of the appealing, half breed heroine,
sympathetically portrayed by beautiful Marceline Day.
Lionel Barrymore gives a strong characterization of the
villain, a brutal sea captain. Harvey Gates is responsible
for the continuity.
Another popular novel finds its way
Claire Windsor and Bert Roach are
story of a young woman sacrificed to
to the movies through the release of
please her family in a marriage with a
again combined. An amusing motiva"The Exquisite Sinner" made from the
tion for the story is the marriage of a
worthless
young
man,
and
her
regenbook, "Escape" by Alden Brooks. The
eration of him. Eleanor Boardman
poor young woman and a wealthy
picture is a colorful tale of the advenyoung
man who go to Paris for their
and
Charles
Ray
are
the
players
feahis
escapes
tures of a young man who
tured in this simple and moving story
honeymoon,
where, because of her inlarge
a
of
head
cares as the youthful
ability
to
speak
French, the girl falls
of
business
and
marriage.
Eleanor
band
a
joining
by
manufacturing house
back on their American chauffeur for
Boardman
is
the
gentle
and
virtuous
of gypsies. Conrad Nagel plays the
companionship. The resulting love
young wife, and Charles Ray plays the
part of the young man, and the lovely
part of the wealthy and drunken husaffair, and the husband's clever solution
band.
Renee Adoree that of his gypsy sweetof their problem gives the basis for
heart. The vampire's role is played by
amusement.
Paulette Duval. Escape, pursuit; a
"The
Light
Eternal,"
starring
Norma
duel, and a mass fight between gypsies
Shearer, was directed from his own
Big Chaney Role
acdramatic
the
supply
peasants
and
original
story
by
Benjamin
Christiantion.
Lon Chaney appears in "The Mockson, M-G-M's Danish director. "The
ing Bird." Tod Browning directs the
character star in this adventurous
Famous Authors Signed
Light Eternal" has its locale in modern
Denmark, and Norma Shearer is again
crook story. The chief feature of the
Blasco Thanez, the world renowned
cast as a circus star. It is a moving
story is Chaney's lightning changes
story of very human beings. Miss
Spanish wr;+er, supplies a novel for
from crook to mission worker in the
Shearer is supported by Carmel Myers.
"The Toncnt", a tragic and powerful
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde role which
story of Spanish life. The continuity
he plays. There is a deft love interest,
Rupert Hughes' "Money Talks," an
of Ibanez, "Torrent" is by Dorothy Faroriginal comedy for M-G-M, has
and Renee Adoree, who won such high
num. She weaves into the scenes the
Archie Mayo directing, and the scenlove story of a Spanish politician and
praise for her work in "The Big
ario is lightly handled by Frederic and
Parade," is the music hall actress who
Leonora, the great singer. Ricardo
Fanny Hatton. Conrad Nagel and
incites the rivalry between the Mocking
Cortez is the enamoured Don Rafael
Claire Windsor give a characterizaBird, Chaney's role, and West End
Brull, making fervent love to Greta
tion of a young American couple, and
Eddie, played by Owen Moore. A
Garbo, who lends her exotic beauty to
Bert Roach supplies the fun. This
diamond
dog collar is the prize which
the role of Leonora. Gertrude Olmcomedy disproves the teachings of the
the
two
crooks
covet for their sweetstead has the part of the heiress whom
busy ant, for it is to the spendthrift
heart, and the possession of which
hero of this comedy that success and
it is Don Rafael's duty to marry. And
passes from one to another through a
money come.
Sally O'Neil, who made a hit in "Sally,
series of startling robberies. Doris
Irene and Mary," enlivens the picture
Lloyd plays the part of the Mocking
with her merry personality.
A sophisticated story from the pen
Bird's faithful sweetheart, and the picAnother Rex Beach story to come
of witty S. Jay Kaufman, who conture ends happily for both sets of
out under the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ducts the. column, "Round the Town"
lovers. Waldemar Young guides the
banner is the widely read novel, "The
in the Evening Telegram, is 'Dance
story through the intricacies of plot
Auction Block." Hobart Henley diMadness," written especially for M-Gand
counter plot set in the Limehouse
rects. The scenario has been done in
M. Robert Z. Leonard does the direcdistrict of London.
tion. The continuity has been written
collaboration by Frederic and Fanny
Continued on page 79)
Conrad Nagel,
Hatton.
"The Auction Block" is the by Federica Sagor.

The appearance of the lovely
Prisciila Bonner is only one
of the many good things
offered in "The Red Kimono," released through Vital
Exchanges. When you read
some of the names in the
supporting cast, you get a fair
idea of what is meant; namely, Virginia Pearson, Tyrone
Powers, Mary Carr, Emily
Fitzroy, Sheldon. Lewis, and
others

Davis

Presents

" The

Red

Kimono

"
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By ADOLPH
President Famous

ZUKOR

Players-Lasky

Corp.
that represent the best in screen entertainment.

With the country in the prosperous
condition which prevails today, I expect that 1926, so far as the motion
picture industry goes, will be one of
the banner years, in the history of the
business.

We expect — we hope — that other
producing companies will follow our
example. If rhey do it will mean that
once and for all the bugaboo of poor
business in the Spring will be killed.
However, whether other companies follow our example or not Paramount is
committed to this new and progressive
policy, which can be summed up in the
words "There are no seasons in the

However, all prosperity in the motion
picture business depends on one thing
— the quality of the pictures.
This brings into sharp focus a weakness in the picture industry which has
grown up because of force of habit
through the years. This weakness is
the belief that good pictures cannot be
profitably made and shown during the
Spring and Summer.
Where

motion picture business."
Only Good

Therefore, Paramount this year proposes to take another great step forward
and, beginning February 1st, will release a group of thirty pictures, whose
investment and screen value represent
the best that this company has ever put
out for any season of the year. We do
this in the firm belief that progressive
showmen will appreciate our efforts toward raising the income of the picture
business in the Spring and Summer to
the high peak of Fall and Winter.
A Heavy Investment
We are making this heavy investment
in negative and we are making this extraordinary effort in exploitation to
correct a habit of mind which has cost
this industry millions of dollars. We
are making this negative investment
because we appreciate thoroughly that
if theatres are to be as prosperous in
the Spring and Summer as in the Fall
and Winter, they must have pictures

Pictures

But, as I said in the beginning, the
basis of box-office prosperity in this
business — whether it be in the Fall or

the Fallacy Lies

A little thought will show the fallacy
of this reasoning. There are no seasons in the motion picture business.
The public has shown repeatedly that
it will patronize good pictures just as
well in the Spring and Summer as in
the Fall and Winter. We know this
as a result of our experiences in our
own theatres. We know it also from
the testimony of those progressive
showmen who have refused to believe
that the public cannot be attracted to
the theatres in the Summer, and, by
installing cooling plants, have made
their houses the most attractive spots
in town even in the hottest days of midSummer.

Year

ADOLPH

Metro

in the Spring — depends entirely on
good pictures. That is what we propose to give the motion picture industry
for this Spring and Summer.

ZUKOR

- Goldwyn

- Mayer's
Line

Up

for

1926

(Continued from page 77)
A

record that surpassed all expectations was compiled by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer during the past year.
It was my distinct pleasure to be
able to personally thank the various
department heads at our studios recently for the remarkable line of box
office productions that we sponsored
in 1925, a wonderfully consistent
schedule of pictures made possible
by their brains and cooperation. It
is indeed a record that we all may
well be proud of.
Elaborate plans are already in operation for 1926. After conferences
at the studios with Mr. Mayer and
his associates I am firmly convinced
that the new year will see MetroGoldwyn-Mayer forge further ahead.
Among our 1926 productions will
be found stories by such authors as
Rafael Sabatini, Blasco Ibanez, Rex
Beach, F. Marion Crawford, Frank
L. Packard, Max Brand, Justice Myles
Forman, Alice Hagens Rice, Elbert
Hubbard, Jules Verne, Robert W.
Chambers, Frank Swinnerton, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Sutton Vane, Er-

With

nest Pascal and John Balderston.
our staff of directors and the

players under contract to us I expect to see several of these stories
develop into even greater successes
than "The Big Parade," "The Merry
Widow," "The Unholy Three" and
other of our outstanding hits of 1925.
We already have over forty productions planned for the coming year.
One of them, which was nearing
completion while I was on the coast,
is the Lillian Gish production, "La
Boheme," which will undoubtedly be
hailed as this great actress's outstanding contribution to the screen. She
and John Gilbert are simply superb
in this King Vidor offering.
1926 will see us "the talk of the
industry" more than ever. During
the next twelve months we will top
everything that has been done before
and I take this opportunity to thank
and extend the season's greeting to all
those who have in any way contributed to our past success and bespeak
the continuation of their efforts in
our behalf.
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The

Unit

System

By RICHARD

Wins

A. ROWLAND

General Manager, First National
Pictures, Inc.
as Noni Taimadge> Colleen Moore,
Corinne Griffith, Constance Talmadge,
Richard Barthelmcss, Milton SillsLeon Errol, Johnny Hines and Harry
Langdon.
What we have done for the exhibitor
in ;925, we expect to do even more
successfully during the season to come.
Most of the stars I have named will
appear in two or more pictures between January (First National Month)
and June. Then there will be all-star
casts of box office favorites, and topping the entire list of productions,
either completed or in preparation, are

RICHARD

A. ROWLAND

General Manager of First National
Pictures, Inc.

Sam Spring, just returned from a
trip through the Middle West and the
South, came into my office all smiles.
look great'" he said. "Exhibitors are making money and are
counting on the biggest year they have

"Things

ever had."
Ned Depinet, who accompanied Sam
Spring on the trip, was equally enthusiastic, and from the far west, Ned
Marin is sending us the same son of re-

two big specials, Earl Hudson's "Men
of Steel" and "The Viennese Medley,"
the latter a June Mathis production,
and, according to all reports, one of
the finest pictures made on the Coast
during the past year.
In accord with the policy always adhered to by First National, there is
plenty on our program for the best of
the product of individual producers.
From its inception, First National has
opened its doors to the highest type of
picture, encouraging the individual producer and director. The result is a
line-up of photoplays representing a
great variety of talent supplementing
the output of 'the company's own
studios on the East and West Coasts.

steady increase in patronage throughcut the past twelve months and there is
every assurance that this demand for
of the better class will inpictures
crease.
One certain indication of tne healthy
condition in which the industry finds
itself on the eve of 1926, is the activity
in theatre construction. Many communities are finding that they need new
?nd better theatres and real estate men
have enough confidence to place their
money in the investment.
The inevitable result will be enlar-red
market for motion pictures of the most
entertaining quality that producers can
make.
Speaking for First National, I may
say that we are proud of what has been
accomplished during 1925. Records
show that our product has made mcney
for the exhibitor and we feel that we
have helped to build for the future in
increasing the popularity of stars such

SPRING

Secretary and Treas., First National
Pictures, Inc.
It appears to me that the last two
years have shown conclusively that the
best results may be obtained through
the unit system of production rather
than the older method of studio work
which tended to curb the genius and
originality of individual producers and
authors. I believe that units should be
relatively small so that the producer
can concentrate and specialize on his
pictures.

ports.
On every side, the situation look*
mighty good for the motion picture
business during the coming year.
A close check-up of all types of
theatres shows that there has been a

SAM

An

Ex-Exhibitor

Denton, Texas, December 8, 1825.
Editor: — My forecast for 1926 picture business is indeed very pessimistic
insofar as the independent exhibitor is
concerned. In fact, the close of 1925
sees him almost exterminated in Texas,
as trust-owned or controlled chains
have nearly every good town in the
state under their control. And those
that they don't control they are dickering for an interest or an outright purchase. The weaker ones don't do any
dickering. It's either "sell to us or be
without service." However, the drastic
Anti-trust (?) laws of Texas would be
violated if such a broad threat were put
into so many words. If the independent producer is going to have a market
for his output, he had, or they had better get busy and build some theatres in
these trust-controlled towns.
I wouldn't suggest that they buy any
chain that might be for sale as there
might be such an error as was recently

's

Lament

made in the purchase of a key city
house in this state. For the chains I
see a very prosperous 1926, using up
their shelved goods in conjunction with
the Infamous — and other products of
the big 3. It's, "take what we offer or
do without." Other state organizations will do well to look forward to
what they are coming to and forestall
the fate that the independents of Texas
have suffered. And there are two ways
of doing that.

the 'Big 3' are
to forgetthethat
One, pictures,
making
other to tie up with
the independent producer on percentage
contracts as the independent producer
is as bad about squeeze plays as is the
trust when the balance is thrown in his
favor. This is a case where the state
organizations must work out their own
salvation.
Respectfully,
(Signed)

E. L. BYAR.
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But
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on

Top

By M. H. HOFFMAN
Vice-President and General Manager
Tiffany Productions
A man

There are three kinds of people — the
calamity howlers, Castles-in-the-Air
Builders and those with their feet on
the ground. During 1925 there was a
predominance of the first.

continue supplying somebody the weapon with which to maim or kill him,
and to be more specific why should an
exhibitor give me money with which to
open up an opposition house to his and
enable me to put him out of business?
Wouldn't he rather deal with a man
or a firm who does not compete with

In my opinion this industry is no different from any other. It has its rises
and falls, it has its changes which require adjustments but when it is all
boiled down, there is not much difference from any other business. It resolves itself to the survival of the
fittest.

him, providing of course that he can
get the product he needs to continue
business with.
And this matter of quality product
is something that the smaller producer
did not realize until recently exactly
as the exhibitor did not realize that he

There has been a great deal said
about this business becoming Trust
controlled. The cry of "wolf" has
been on every tongue, but the levelheaded men always felt that the only
way this business, which is a public
commodity, could be controlled would
be if camera and raw stock became a
patented monopoly. That being out of
the question and not even a remote
possibility, I maintain that there are
always men in this progressive country
of ours who are willing to gamble a
salary, which is all they would get for
their brains and efforts in the employ
of a company — and their bank roll as
well, taking the chance of producing
something that the public wants regardless of the trade mark. Providing
a picture is good entertainment it does
not care and neither does the public
care who produced it or who distributes
it.
The calamity howlers seem to forget
that competition is the life of trade.
The big men in the industry are big because they had ability and vision and
therefor they surely realize this elementary principle of business. Therefore
they would not eliminate competition,
even though their motives might not be
philanthropical. Assuming even that it
was due to greed for gain and nothing
else, they know that to maintain standards in production, efficiency in distribution, ingenuity in presentation and all
the other necessary elements for the
successful progress of a business, competition must be maintained to a degree.
They must realize that the shortest
route to the stagnation of any business
is the elimination of competition.
The big men in our business have
vision. They are not trying to stifle
competition. They do not want to put
anybody out of business, because they
have vision.
I look upon the tightening up of outlet and of returns to the small producer
or distributor as a boon to the business.

certainly has to be insane to

was supporting his present or futurt
competitor. Now gradually the exhibitor realizes his position and is willing

M. H. HOFFMAN
Vice-President and General Manager
Tiffany Productions
It compels efficiency, ingenuity, specialization, care and caution. It hampers and gradually eliminates the flyby-night, the insincere and the incompetent, and makes the survivors exert
themselves to the nth degree.
The greatest danger in the opinion
of those even less radical has been the
fact that the big companies have constituted themselves manufacturers,
jobbers and retailers all in one, and this
has been looked upon as a gradual shutout of the smaller man or company and
gradual monopolization. To me even
this serious condition will find its solution through adjustment, although I
may be accused of blind optimism ; and
I find a solution in history which generally repeats itself, and in the peculiarity of our business.
Where is there a business that the
retailer will continue patronizing his
manufacturer and jobber, who goes
into competition with him? It is true
that the retailer in our business has
been doing it only because he did not
realize what was happening. Everybody knows that exhibitors throughout
the country have been getting together
to fight or offset this condition although up to date there may have been
more talk than action. You can just
bet that there will be action when thev
begin to see red figures on the right
side of the ledger instead of reduction
in the black figures.

to support the producer who has quality product and who does not compete
with him, and the producer on the other
hand knows through sad experience
that the exhibitor regardless how
anxious not to support his competitor
cannot and will not support the producer who does not fill his needs or
wants with quality product.
There is another angle in regard to
control of outlet. Whether it be
against the smaller producer or smaller
exhibitor — and mind you I am not
accusing anyone of unfair competition,
nor do I say that it exists ; but should
it exist and continue, we have a government, and a good one at that, which
says, not quoting the law, but the essence, "Do not stifle progress — therefor do not prevent competition — live
live." point with regard to conandOnelet more
trol of theatres ; just the same as production of pictures cannot be stopped
unless the camera crank or the raw
stock is monopolized, just so can not
the building of theatres be stopped as
long as the public will patronize pictures and builders can see a return on
their investments. This has been evident the past year more than ever.
Keen competition in production brought
out better pictures; better pictures
created greater patronage for the
theatres ; greater patronage and absorption of a number of theatres under
the control of two or three companies
brought about greater investment and
enterprise in new theatres; and what is
even more beneficial to the industry is
the fact that greater individual efforts
in showmanship and presentation had
to be made in order to survive, and we
have a greater army of real showmen
(Continued on page 83)
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The debonair Clive Brook gives a characteristic suavity
and polish to his role of the philandering Mr. Mason.

1

"When
Love
Grows
F. B. O. Greets the New Year with an offering
more

than

justify the wide-spread

Cold"
that promises

interest

in it.
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(Continued from page 81 )
and more developing than we ever had
before. The small exhibitor had to become aspecialist, the same as the small
producer; with the result that they became experts and are even in a better
position to compete with corporate
management.

To

Many
By CARL

man

its Short Product worthy of its best
advertising and exploitation efforts,
but also because it is eager to have exhibitors reap the greatest possible benefit from Universal comedies, westerns
and news reels, I have insisted on backing these short-reel features with the
best exhibitor-aids available. Just as
Universal produces Jewels and features
that lend themselves to effective exploitation, sohas our company made a
point of making comedies and westerns
that afford exhibitors unlimited tie-up

or group will ever control

the thousands of theatres, nor* control brains and enterprise to make pictures, and no man or group can ever
dictate to the public where it wants to
go and what it wants to see.

possibilities.
No other comedies on the market
have the advantage of such wonderful,

Entertainment being almost as essential as food itself, there will always
be a market for those who know how
to entertain. No trust has ever been
created that hasn't brought about other
trusts and combinations, and when
those are formed other developments
take place — there is competition, progress, growth, and as it should be.
The smaller men in this business
have learned that this is no different as
far as business principles go, from any
other business. That there are no 1000
percent profits — that it requires as
much technical knowledge to produce,
distribute or to operate theatres, as any
other undertaking — that the conditions
which always exist at the beginning of
a new industry where some people succeed in spite of themselves, are no more
— that honest effort and honest investment will bring honest returns, and
those that cannot operate that way must
be left by the wayside and must make
room for those who can.
There has always been the cry of too
much product, and a just cry at that.
Yes, and what's more, too much product but not enough of the right kind.
This is a matter that need not be
remedied by any individual or association— it will take care- o-f- it self. There
will be less product if for no other
reason than the fact that investors will
not continue investing and facing
losses; and for even the better reason,
that the producer who makes too much
product cannot give it sufficient thought
and effort to make it good. The distributor with too much product becomes an ordertaker instead of a salesman and an exploiter, and the exhibitor
who uses too much product — changes
too often — does not give the meritorious products the right kind of exploitation and presentation and as a result
hurts himself, the producer and the
public as well.

LAEMMLE

President Universal Pictures

It must always be remembered that
necessity is the mother of invention,
and the man who is put to the task of
live or die will use greater efforts to
survive than the salaried employee or
the firm with which it is only a question of bigger or smaller dividends.
No

Exhibitors

CARL

LAEMMLE

The President of the Universal Pictures
Corp., at one of his favorite pastimes,
when not engrossed with the pressing
duties of the director's table.
Universal is behind National Laugh
Month 100%. As the oldest and largest company making and distributing
Short Products we have long been cognizant of the important part comedies —
westerns and news reels, too, for that
matter— play in the industry.
That many of the country's most
alert showmen recognize the drawing
power of Short Product is evidenced
by the increasing number of theatres
presenting all-comedy programs. The
public's appreciation of this innovation
is conclusively proved by the attendance increase and augmented receipts.
Although

many

exhibitors realize

and capitalize the patrons' liking for
Short Product, few have troubled to
derive the maximum benefit of the
public's marked appreciation for programs of this sort. Not until showmen
exploit, advertise and publicize their
comedies, westerns and news reels as
whole-heartedly and intensively as
they do their features, not until then,
I repeat, will they obtain the greatest
patronage and profits.
Not only because Universal believes

nationwide, advance publicity as "The
Gumps," the newspaper cartoons of
which are read daily by millions of
readers in more than three-hundred
newspapers. The Century series of
"Buster Brown" Comedies, not only
share the advantage of being based on
the nationally-read and nationally-popular R. F. Outcault comics, but also
has the .additional advertising value of
its trade mark possibilities. Buster
Brown Shoes, Buster Brown Hose,
Buster Brown this, Buster Brown that
— all offer splendid tie-up opportunities
to the enterprising showman.
Gur western stars, too, have been
tied-up nationally; special exploitation
stills of these popular players lend
themselves to patron-pulling window
displays, newspaper hook-ups and cooperative ballyhoos. Stills from your
current issue of International News
Reel will suggest innumerable exploitation possibilities. The same can be
said for many of the stills from all
Bluebird Comedies.
The same psychology that induces
your patrons to bestow their patronage
on those comedies boasting the prettiest girls should be utilized as a means
of obtaining additional newspaper publicity. Editors know their readers like
to see pictures of attractive young girls ;
the next time you submit a publicity
still from your feature, include one or
two scenes from a Century Comedy
with its dozens of cuties — you'll find
the editor not only publishes it, but also gives it preferential space.
National Laugh Month

is destined to

succeed. But why stop at a month devoted to laughs? If the project meets
with the success it merits, we may look
forward to National Thrill Month, devoted to westerns, and, for serials,
National Narrow Escape Month.
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A

Retrospective

In anv review of the activities of the
year that is drawing to a close — especially of the latter part of it— two
things seem to stand out. One is the
tremendous theatre activity, with building setting unparalleled records. The
other is the rapid advancement, from
whatever angle you look at it, of comedies and of the Short Features field

Once-Over

By E. W. HAMMONS
President, Educational
Inc. Film Exchanges,

every effort to look at this move conservatively, itstill indicates nothing at
all if not the biggest year Short Features have had.
No other exploitation drive of this
sort has ever met with such instantaneous and hearty approval and cooperation. From all sides come reports of

generally.

magazines, newspapers, press syndicates, writers, artists and other persons
of public influence falling in line to
help along the move to make 1926 a
better and brighter year by starting it
with a month of laughter. All of this
is for the benefit of the exhibitor who
uses his comedies and other Short Features as something more than fillers —
who boosts them as well as books them.
So it is little wonder that practically

The astounding figures on theatre
building are a matter of record. The
most cursory study of theatre advertising and exploitation all over the
country will show a pronounced tendency on the part of the exhibitor to
treat his Short Features in a more
business-like way; in other words, to
use them not just as something extra
to give to his patrons after they come
to his theatre but as something extra to
GET THEM TO COME INTO his
theatre. And, if more proof were
needed of the new place occupied by
Short Features, it surely is provided in
the spontaneous shout of approval that
greeted the announcement of plans to
make January, 1926, National Laugh
Month, with comedies predominating
in both entertainment and advertising.
I do not mean to say that either of
these developments is the direct cause
of the other, although there can be little
doubt that better showmanship as
typified in the changing attitude toward Short Features is back of the big
theatre progress. But it is mighty interesting to see these two big factors

eveiy big circuit of theatres in the
country, as well as countless independent exhibitors had signified their intention to join the bandwagon within
a few days after the campaign had been
announced.
EARL

W. HAMMONS
Inc. Film Exchanges,
President Educational

in motion picture progress moving side
by side as the outstanding features of
the
greatest year in the history of the
industry.
Looking

Great commercial enterprises in other fields
owe their success in a large measure to institutional advertising. Likewise, those of the
theatre who have triumphed both locally and
nationally have been firm advocates of this
plan of promotional activity.
Consider the company which ranks foremost in the theatre field today — Balaban &
Katz of Chicago. This company's theatres,
which are the finest in the world, are as much
a part of Chicago as Michigan boulevard, the
city hall or the stock yards.
Trace the history of this organization and
you will find that institutional advertising has
played
a prominent
part in the company's
development
and success.
The Harry M. Crandall chain in Washington, D. C, is another shining example of
what may be achieved through institutional
activities. In Arkansas, Eli Whitney Collins

ahead in an effort to see

what the year 1926 may hold affectingShort Features, the big national cam-

Advertising
Institutional advertising, publicity and exploitation are the most forceful factors in
business building. That is not a new thought
but it is one that cannot be stressed too
often.

paign for Laugh Month seems to be by
far our best guide, and though we make

and
By

JAY

the
M.

Everywhere

will be attracting the particular attention of the picture fan, to such an exent that comedies cannot fail to develop
an even greater pull at the box-office
than they have had before. And so,
1926, it would seem, is going to be a
better and brighter year for the showmen who know how to take advantage
of their comedies as well as their longerfeatures to build better business at the
box-office.

Trade

SHRECK

F-P-L's Publicity Department
is directing his advertising activities along institutonal lines. In California the same is true
of West Coast Theatres.
Many other examples might be cited, but
these few serve to illustrate the powerful influence which this type of advertising has in
building patronage— a steady patronage.
If any one thing can be done to increase
general attendance at motion pictures it is, I
believe, a more general application of institutional advertising.
The serve
tradeand
paper's
is twofold.
must
it mustmission
disseminate
the newsIt
of the business. Both are important.
Primarily, the service features of the trade
paper must be written for the exhibitor,
whereas the news must report the activities
of every branch of the business.
No greater service can be rendered by the
trade paper than a service which will aid

during January comedy

Press

the theatre owner in increasing his attendance
for increased attendance at the theatres means
greater prosperity for the entire industry.
First, the exhibitor must ' have advance information on forthcoming product. Such information isbona fide news. Through it the
exhibitor obtains a knowledge of the type of
pictures he is to offer his patrons. In each
story are facts which the exhibitor may use
in his advertising and in his house organ.
Once an exhibitor has booked his programs, he next gives consideration to proper
exploitation. On each picture the trade paper
should publish as complete a campaign as
possible and in advance of release date.
In addition, institutional campaigns should
be outlined for the theatres. A complete
campaign on theatre opening should be formulated. The trade paper might well be a
clearing house for material with which to
fight censorship and Sunday closing.
The trade paper should open its colums to
an exchange of thought on matters of vital
concern to the industry. Its presentation of
news should be unbiased.
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"Facing

A
Prosperous
Year
By LOUIS B. MAYER
Vice-President in Charge of Production for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
purely through carefully thought out producing plans by the greatest brains in this field
of endeavor and executed by perhaps the most
imposing galaxy of artistic talent assembled
in one organization. Headed by persons who
are essentially showmen, the various producing departments are prepared to far outshine
the achievements of 1925 during the coming
Following a year of triumph, the personnel
year.
of the M-G-M studios has ironed out many
difficulties that confront any producing organization. Innearly two years we have perfected an organization and eliminated waste
motion to an extent where we are now able
to operate without the handicaps that confront most institutions in the field of motion
picture making.
For the coming year I cannot see anything
but a record breaking season for M-G-M pictures. The past year, as notable a one as it
has been for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is but a
start. We have only begun to hit our stride,
we are facing a prosperous year for motion
pictures in general and M-G-M pictures in
particular.
i^jj
* * *

LOUIS

B. MAYER

Bachmann

Vice. Pres. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
With perhaps the most successful year in
the history of any motion picture producing
organization drawing to a close, the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer studios is about to embark
on its producing program for the new year.
The achievements of M-G-M during 1925
is written on the books of exhibitors throughout the country in figures that speak much
louder than words. The trade has conceded
that for consistent record breaking pictures
M-G-M now stands at the top. Not one failure has been recorded during the current season, and the consistent success of pictures
produced as part of the "Quality Fifty-Two"
has in truth become "the talk of the industry."
The wonderful support accorded to M-G-M
product by exhibitors during the past year
has given every member of the producing organization an incentive to surpass the achievements of 1925. It has also encouraged the
executives to prepare for a schedule of producing activities the like of which has never
before been attempted by any organization.
Nineteen-twenty-six will see a larger organization than has ever been housed by the
Culver City studio, the largest institution of
its kind in the world. Improvements to facilitate increased activities are already underway at this plant.
Under the supervision of Irving G. Thalberg, together with Harry Rapf and Hunt
Stromberg, the product of M-G-M for the
coming year will be made under the producing policies adopted following the merger of
the Metro, Goldw>n and Mayer organizations
and which policies have become recognized
throughout the trade as the most successful
in history of motion picture production.
For the past months, in addition to producing the current season's box office pictures, we have been busily engaged in the
building of an organization and physical
facilities to cope with the great plans we have
in mind for the coming years. Details oi
these plans we are not in a position to make
public at this time but when they are announced we truly believe they will be conceded to comprise the most ambitious producing undertaking in the history of pictures.
The consistent success of M-G-M pictures
has not been a matter of luck, it has resulted

Acting for Mr. Bachmann in charge of
production will be Harry O. Hoyt, former
First National director, who made "The Lost
World." Mr. Hoyt's headquarters will be in
Hollywood where the pictures will be made.
He will
leavecontracts
for the with
coast several
in a few
days'
time
to sign
directors
and scenarists of high standing who will begin preliminary work on the first group at
once.
All of the stories formerly held by B. P.
Schulberg Productions have been acquired by
Mr. Bachmann.

F.B.O.'S* 1926-27
Array
Biggest
Yet
By J. I. SCHNITZER
Vice-president of F. B. O.
Plans for assembing next season's product
were definitely set in motion some weeks ago
at the F. B. O. Studios in Hollywood. It is
pretty well understood that F. B. O. will adhere closely to its current policy of vigorous
and showmanly melodramatic attractions
framed directly for their box-office values as
to theme and cast and general development.
At least twelve Gold Bond special attractions will be grouped together on the 1926-27
program. These will include a number of the
biggest exploitation attractions ever released
by this organization.

to

Continue
Uninterrupted delivery of the remaining
thirteen pictures on the Preferred schedule
will be made by J. G. Bachmann who will
carry on production and distribution of the
same type material which he was influential
in supplying to the Independent market during his four years' partnership with B. P.
Schulberg.
This means that Mr. Bachmann will continue as an independent producer, devoting
his attention now, as in the past, to releasing
productions based on well known stories and
stage plays, made by directors of established
repute and invested with casts of popular
players.

J. G. BACHMANN
Head of the organisation bearing his name

J. I. SCHNITZER
There will be star series features starring
Fred Thomson, Evelyn Brent, Dick Talmadge, "Lefty" Flynn, Tom Tyler and Bob
Custer. Alberta Vaughn will be starred in
at least one more two reel series, "Fighting
Hearts" by Sam Hellman, and then be starred in full length feature productions.
Future Fred Thomson attractions will be
made on an even more elaborate scale than in
the past. So swiftly has Thomson risen tu
the heights as a box-office star, and so insistent has been the demand from exhibitors
for his well made attractions, that F. B. O.
has decided to increase the production budget
for all future productions in which the big
Western hero is to be starred, along with his
famous horse, Silver King.
Under the supervision of Milton Gardner,
production manager for Thomson, a corps of
writers is at work on stories for future
Thomson productions. Thomson, too, takes
a direct and active interest in the preparation
of all his stories for the screen, carefully
analyzing every angle of the script and insisting at all times upon the inclusion of
showmanship for the benefit of the exhibitor.
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You'd never recognize
Percy Marmont in this
half-caste native (below), but it
none
other than
he, islending
one of his characteristically sensitive portrayals to the exotic
story of the tropics.

GildalikeGray's
sylphform shows
to
advantage in this
exotic story, which
has the wild, primitive
morass of the tropics
as its background.
The heavy mystic atmosphere of the
South Seas makes an
appropriate framework.

"Aloma

Famous

of
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Players Makes Its Paramount
Abetted by the Directorial Genius

Seas"

Offering of the New
of Maurice Tourneur

Year

December

26, l()25
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To

Be
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Remembered
e. McCarthy

Publicity Director, Famous
A producer can aam at no higher ideal and
achievement than to please the theatre owner,
for it is he who mirrors the attitude of the
public, which is the motivating force behind
the motion picture industry.
Exhibitors in their reports on pictures, present in concise form a truthful record of the
box office performance of a company's product. Likewise, these reports represent the
public's appraisal of the film fare offered it.
Through these reports, theatre owners have
written this record of Paramount's achievements during 1925:
"On an average Paramount pictures are
the best." "My patrons all liked it." "By
all means play it up big." "Good picture that
drew well." "One of the best Westerns Paramount has ever made." "A refreshing story
with a moral." "An excellent picture." "A
mighty good action picture." "Wonderful picture," etc., etc.
During 1925, Paramount released a universally great picture, "The Ten Commandments." Ithas been a money maker for exhibitors incities and small towns alike. Many
have acclaimed it as one of the greatest
money-making pictures in the history of the
industry. Throughout the world it holds long
run records.
Another money-maker released during 1925
was "The Pony Express," which has j -roved
an outstanding picture from an exploitation
viewpoint. This picture has been heralded as
better than "The Covered Wagon." It is the
type of picture which lends itself to the
kind of exploitation which engenders good
will. For most of its engagements exhibitors
have held revivals of the pony express of the
days of 1860. In this endeavor they have had
the cooperation of city and state executives
and civic organizations.
Among other pictures of the past season
which have prompted laudatory comments
are "A Regular Fellow, "The King on Main
Street," "The Street of Forgotten Men,"
"The Thundering Herd," "The Air Mail,"
"The Man Who Found Himself," "The
Goose Hangs High," "Are Parents People?"
"Feet of Clay," "Beggars on Horseback,"
"Seven Keys to Baldpate," "Stage Struck,"
"Irish Luck" and others.
Such pictures as "Womanhandled," "A
Kiss for Cinderella," "The Splendid Crime,"
"A Woman of the World," "Mannequin,"
"Hands Up," "The Enchanted Hill," "That
Royle Girl" and "The American Venus" have
not yet had their general release. Their
record will not be written by exhibitors until
next year.
For 1926 Paramount has plans formulated
for its biggest and greatest year. More
money will be expended in production than in
the past. Studio facilities are being expanded to handle this program.
The new year will bring to the screen two
historical epics, "Old Ironsides" and "The
Rough Riders," the former a story of the
battle engagements of the American frigate
Constitution, and the latter a screen history
of Theodore Roosevelt's part in the Spanish
American war. James Cruze, who will direct
"Old Ironsides," is now in Europe seeking
locations for this feature.
Lucien Hubbard

Players-Lasky Corp.

pictures. In producing this group Paramount
has adopted the slogan, "Make it bigger,
make it better and forget the season of the
year." To accomplish this the company is
putting more into these pictures than in all
the fall and winter attractions ever released.
Of this new group, "The Wanderer" and
"The Vanishing American" have had prerelease showings in different sections of the
country, and both have been acclaimed by
the press and the public.
In 'the new season's product are pictures
with titles and casts that
draw at the box
office. There will be "The Grand Duchess
and the Waiter," "The Song and Dance
Man," "Behind the Front," "Moana," "The
Blind Goddess," "For Heaven's Sake," Dancing Mothers," "Sea Horses," "Miss Brewster's Millions," "The New Klondike," "Let's
Get Married," "Tamed," "Wild Geese," "I'll
See You Tonight," "That's My Baby," "Desert Gold," "Fresh Paint," "Volcano," "The
Rainmaker," "The Palm Beach Girl," "The
Secret Spring," "Take a Chance," "Crossroads of the World," "The Deer Drive,"
"Grass" and "The Lucky Lady."
WEBB

COMPLETES

BRILLIANT

YEAR

Kenneth Webb who directed "The Beautiful City" and "Just Suppose" which were recently produced by Inspiration at the TecArt Studio, has had a remarkably successful
career, not only as a director, but as an author and playwright as well. While Mr
Webb was engaged in directing "Just Suppose" the latest Inspiration picture in which
Richard Barthelmess is starred,
his play,
"One Of The Family" had its premiere in
Chicago and was an immediate success.
Kenneth Webb is a graduate of Columbia
University. He began his uirectorial career
with Vitagraph, where his work in making the

Mr. Webb is enthustiastic about Dick's
characterization of the prince in "Just Suppose" which he believes to be one of the best
roles Barthelmess has played. • The cast for
this picture includes Lois Moran, Bijou Fernandez, Henry Vibart, Prince Rokneddine of
Persia, and Harry Short.
* * *
Red

Seal

Bookings

Increase

2000%

Red Seal Pictures Corporation, today, at
the end of 1925 is able to boast of a wonderful growth since 1924, both in the amount of
product being released, and in the number of
bookings achieved during the same period.
This growth has been accomplished firmly
and solidly under president Edwin Miles
Fadman's able guidance.
The previous year Red Seal released but
twenty-six featurettes. The present year's
schedule calls for one hundred and forty-one
reel releases. The year of the twenty-six releases saw only one hundred and fifty theatres booking the Red Seal product. Yet 1925
ends with three thousand houses, all over the
country, most of which are first run or very
big theatres playing such series as the Marcus
'Animated Hair Caiioons,' 'Ko-Ko Song CarTunes,' 'Gems of the Screen,' 'Out Of The
Inkwells,' 'Marvels Of Motion,' 'Searchlights,'
'Film Facts,1 and 'Reelviews.'
"Our growth," Fadman states, "is the normal response to the demands of the exhibitors
and public for short subjects of the better
sort. Our subjects^ no matter how picturesque or scientific, never fail to be simple and
thoroughly human. As a result of releasing
featurettes which even a child may comprehend without any difficulty, we have obtained
an artistic sense of simplicity which has given
these short features a broad and really worldwide appeal. As a result, we have distribution throughout the entire world.
"It is repeatedly proven in the motion picture industry that 'high pressure selling'
backed up by big advertising campaigns
never completely puts over a poor feature. If
something like success be achieved through
such methods, the reaction which results invariably injures that particular producer or
distributor — or both, when either follow up
with their subsequent releases.
"As a result of understanding and bearing
this psychological factor in mind, we have
been working with, and releasing for the
ablest and most sincere producers of short
features who are available : Urban-Kineto,
makers of "Reelviews' and 'Searchlights;'
Max Fleischer, producer of 'Ko-Ko Song
Car-Tunes,' 'Out Of The Inkwells,' 'Marvels of Motion,' and 'Film Facts ;' Cranfield
and Clarke who produce 'Gems of the
Screen ; and Marcus, celebrated artist of the
New York Times, who draws the 'Animated

will supervise production of "The Rough
Riders."
D. W. Griffith is now considering preliminary plans for what he hopes will be his greatest
Sorrows
of Satan,"
by
Marie production,
Corelli. "The
This will
be a road
show attraction, as will "Old Ironsides" and "The
Rough Riders."
For the spring and summer Paramount is
offering an outstanding array of showman's
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O. Henry series attracted wide attention.
Since that time he has worked for practically
all the principal motion picture producers.
Among the photoplays he has staged are
"Salvation Nell," with an all star cast,
"Marie, Ltd.," with Alice Brady, "The Truth
About Husbands," with May McAvoy, and
"The Fair
Lady," the Rex Beach story for
United
Artists.

KENNETH

WEBB

Who has just completed "Just Suppose,"
starring Barthelmess, for Inspiration

Hair
Cartoons.'in the casts of these pictures
Prominent
are Gloria Swanson, Raymond Griffith, Bebe
Daniels, Adolphe Menjou, Harold Lloyd,
Douglas MacLean, Florence Vidor, Wallace
Beery, Noah Beery, Ernest Torrence, Tom
Moore, Bessie Love, Alice Joyce, Clara Bow,
Raymond Hatton, Mary Brian, Betty Bronson, Greta Nissen, William Collier, Jr., Richard Dix, Lois Wilson, Thomas Meighan, Lila
Lee, W. C. Fields, Ford Sterling, Harrison
Ford, Lawrence Gray, Jack Holf, Billie Dove,
Carol Dempster, Palo Negri, Ricardo Cortez,
Donald Keith, Conway Tearle, George Bancroft and Lionel Barrymore.
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"We'll
Make
Them
Bigger"
Jesse Lasky Sounds a Significant Keynote
for the 1926 Paramount

By JESSE
The year 1926 can mean only one thing
to the motion picture business — that is,
bigger and better productions than this
business has ever seen before.
Every year has seen an improvement
in the quality of the pictures shown to
the public. This year now closing has
been no exception. A number of truly
wonderful productions have been released
and the acclaim which has greeted them

L. LASKY
proves better than anything else that the
public will support the very best we can
offer.
However, pictures must contain showmanship and must be made by showmen if
the exhibitors are. to get the greatest possible return out of them. With that
thought in mind we have formed this
policy for the coming year:
The pictures which Paramount will release in the Spring and Summer of 1926
will equal, if not surpass, in box-office
value any group of pictures ever released
for any season in the history of the business. By that I mean, that we have
thrown overboard the old idea that revenue at the box-office is controlled by the
season of the year. We have wiped out
all seasonal lines. We believe that business in the Spring and Summer can be —
should be — just as good as in the Fall and
Winter.
However, we realize that Spring and
Summer business cannot be brought up to
the level of Fall and Winter unless the
exhibitor has attractions in the Spring and
Summer that are just as good as those for
colder weather. Therefore, we have gone
to unusual expense and effort to insure
that our Spring product will be up to the
highest
standards of Fall and Winter entertainment.

JESSE LASKY
Vice-President Famous
Players-Lasky Corp.

SIGNS

OF
PROSPERITY

By SAMUEL ZIERLER
President, Commonwealth Film Corp.

The most important sign of prosperity
is evidenced by the unprecedented amount
of theatre-building which has, been going
on all over the country. This is a reflection of the public's appetite for motion
picture entertainment. The fruits of this
building will be realized in increased business during 1926. The many new outlets
will bring more equable conditions than
have existed during 1925; producers and
distributors will get their deserved share
of the prosperity which has existed this
year and which will be even better next
year.
There has been a great deal of discussion
on the subject of Independence; too much,
in my opinion, for the good of the industry. In one regard, however, it has served
a good purpose, because it has awakened
Exhibitors generally to give thought to
the source as well as the quaiity of their
supply and they have learned that the socalled Independent product is as worthy
of their patronage as that of the so-called
old-line companies; that they can exercise
their individual preference at all limes
without fear of being caught short for good
pictures.

The second part of our policv involves
our productions for next year. It is a
little early to discuss our plans in detail,
but for next season our production schedule calls for a series of the biggest pictures than this company has ever made.
Several of these pictures will be of roadshow caliber; all of them will be of outstanding quality, because the day of the
has gone forever.
picture
program

Too

Many

Sisters
THE

in

PROMISE

Weak
1925
OF

1926

By W. RAY JOHNSTON
President Rayart Pictures
Ninf teen-Twenty-Six should promise
much, inasmuch as 1925 gave us so little. In
my humble opinion, arid the opinion of the
greater number of persons with whom I
have discussed the situation, 1925 gave to the
industry more "weak sisters" than in many
years past. The programs of all the bigger
companies by whose product the standard is
more or less judged showed a material decrease in quality standing over the previous
This, to me, means that 1926 should be at
years.
least a bit brighter and better year from the
fan's viewpoint at least, as it seems a certainty that the lesson learned by the producers this year should result in a material improvement the coming year.
As regards the independent pictures, speaking for my own company, we surpassed all
our expectations for the year by 20 per cent,
which in itself speaks well for the future of
the independent market. The foreign market
looks good.

Dr. W. E. SHALLENBERGER
Pres. Arrow Pictures Corp.
THE

SIGNIFICANCE
OF

1925

By W. E. SHALLENBERGER
Pres., Arrow Pictures Corp.
1925 was particularly significant in that
it saw the carefully laid plans of certain
organizations which strove to obtain complete control of the motion picture industry
and —demonstrated
it's to be hoped
—
for all spiked,
time. once
It was
beyond
a shadow of a doubt that this business of
ours is too tremendous a thing — too great
a force for good — too vast in its potential
possibilities for education and uplift — too
close to the great heart of the American
people — to be controlled by one man or
one group of men.
It was significant, too, that the tremendous changes which were brought about —
and which were indicative of still greater
changes to come — were occasioned by the
pictures themselves. The product of the
so-called Independent market was of such
a superlatively — and consistently — excellent
quality as to result in the establishment
of new standards.
It is these standards which will determine the outcome in the months which lie
ahead. 1926 will see the picture come into its own, definitely and decisively. It
will see those organizations which are
sincerely striving to bring quality to the
screen, reaping the rewards which quality
merits, while the others — those who surround themselves with an atmosphere of
mediocrity
— may expect proportionate returns.
I look for the "Open Road" to come
definitely into existence — a road along
which worthy productions, regardless of
their source, will travel to a deserved success. I look for a more perfect understanding between the exchangeman and the
exhibitor. And last, but not least, what
with our brilliant aggregation of players
and amazingly strong group of pictures —
plus the redoubtable "Red" Grange, than
whom there is no more discussed personality inthe world today — I look for the
most triumphant year in the history of
Arrow Pictures Corporation.
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SELLING

from

THE

Behind

By

HANK

a

PICTURE

Desk

LINET

Exploitation Editor
Exhibitors Trade Review and Exhibitors DAILY
In which
not

the writer

gold

that

necessarily

blind

will try to explain

comes

in

because

I NEVER really have received the
letter that follows, but it is a
pretty fair composition of many
that have come to my attention:
"Exploitation Editor, — Sir:
I am a reader of your paper. I
would like to stage a special exploitation campaign for the showing
of "Sweet and Sour." Will you
please lay one out for me. (Signed")
Exhibitor."
Now, lest you misunderstand me,
I have no quarrel to pick with the
exhibitor who wants help. After
all, he is the one that is making it
possible for me to draw my weekly
check. But I do wish to use the
above as an illustrative example of
what an exploitation man, working
from behind a desk, has to contend
with.
Usually, if time permits, I answer
such requests for guidance with a
number of queries.
"What
tre?"
"How

is the size of your theamuch

are you willing to

spend ?"
"What is the exploitation boundary
of your theatre? that is, do you exploit the whole city or town, or just
some isolated section nearest your
theatre?"
"What are your facilities for exploitation? Have you the cooperation of your newspapers, of your
neighboring merchants, of your local
civic organizations?"
There you are. These questions
may all seem strange to you. An exploiteer comes to your theatre to cooperate with you on some picture.
He does not ask you anything like
that which I must put before you.
The exploiteer working in your
territory can find those things out
in very few hours — a little observation, afew phone calls, several personal calls.

bricks;

nor

REVIEW
that all is
is a man

he carries a cane.
But you, Mr. Exhibitor, are located in Peoria, and I am sitting behind a more or less comfortable
desk in New York, banging out
copy. What am I to do?
I get a good idea: frame a fake
arrest of some bathing girls who appear in one-piece suits on the sandy
for "Miami."
tie-up with
Great pages
beaches.
Bust into front
the story.
Maybe get some photographs of die
bathing girls. Advertise the fact
that these girls will appear in the
same costumes as a prologue for the
picture when it plays your theatre.
Then you laugh — as though this
month were Laugh Month instead of
January. Why do you laugh? Because there isn't a bathing beach
within seven hundred miles of your
theatre.
All right, I'll try another one. I
give you a long, detailed explanation about the working of my favorite stunt, Rain Insurance. Ha-haha-ha-ha! Mr. Florida Exhibitor
•says that for four months they never
see rain, and for the four following
months they see nothing because of
the rain. Trump that.
Sorry, then, old man. Suppose
you try a cut out for your marquee.
"I have no marquee for my theaNow, in the words of Milt Gross,
"Is diss a system?"

or "Selling the PicExploitat
tre."ture" fromion,
behind an office desk is
quite another problem than field exploitation, or writing press oooks.
Of the latter two, one concentrates
on the resources of the theatre, the
other concentrates on the exploitation value of the picture. But my
particular problem is to combine
them. I must sell the whole picture to every theatre, from 800 seats
up to 5,000.
Nor is it a "political" job. I must
make no false promises, nor false

Henry A. (Hank) Linet, whose "Selling the Picture" is one of the daily
features in Exhibitors Daily Review.
Mr. Linet is also responsible for the
National Tie-Up Section appearing
in the Exhibitors
Trade Review.
representations. I must not chance
putting over any fast ones. Exploitation men in the field are too
prone to catch me on any fast ones.
Especially in the writing and planning of the National Tie-up sections
that are featured in the Exhibitors
Trade Review am I at times oorely
tempted to spread my wings. Sometimes Ido succumb; but then I will
usually qualify my writings with a
warning that what has been offered
is meant only for the exhibitor who
can afford the time or money, or
whatever the strings might be.
Exploiting from behind a desk is
a calling of itself, I have always
tried to be very careful in the choice
of my offerings. I have tried to
make my suggestions meaty, and at
the same time of a nature that
could be adopted in any and every
variety of theatre. In the tie-ups,
aside from the times that I mentioned above, do I find the happy
medium. A store window does not
cost the Capitol Theatre, New York,
any more or less than a store window would cost the Arcadia in
Squeedunk. There is the perfect
medium for exploitation ideas from
behind a desk, and sometimes I am
inclined to think tie-up displays on
store windows are the happy exploitation medium for the field exploiteer aswell.
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Better

For

An Electric Sign That Increases
Your Sales

Don't
for Ititsis space.
Let your
willing and
idle.
remainpay
it to lobby
permit
ready to work for you by increasing your
box office receipts. Let it ! The FLASHO-LITE electric sign displays are manufactured by the FLASH-O-LITE SALES
COMPANY, Inc., of Boston, Mass. They
are metal boxes, divided in the front into 8
sections, each one electrically illuminated.
The wiring is arranged so that four sections
are illuminated at one time, flashing on and
off. Each section is a separate sign in itself
which is arranged with a slot into which a
new sign can be put, bearing new copy whenever desired. This sign permits you to display coming attractions or announcements
by a method of colored interchangeable mats
electrically illuminated, at a cost of less
than an expenditure on hand painted signs.
This sign, the frame of which is carved and
bronze finished, is highly ornamental as well
as serviceable and will prove to be a fixture
of great attraction either in your lobby or in
the interior of your theatre. The FLASHO-LITE COMPANY will furnish the display signs and weekly changes of copy at a
small weekly charge. They will send you a
circular and further details. Let your lobby
serve you in this way. It pays.
* * *
Interior Decorations
The interior appearance of your theatre
means a great deal toward increasing the enjoyment of your audience.^ Attractive draperies and curtains and good settings for
your stage go far to help you get the most
out of your show. Your patrons watch the
pictures from pleasant surroundings, and see
them displayed through the advantage of
good scenic effects. The THEO. KAHN
SCENIC STUDIOS, of New York, are designers and constructors of scenery, draperies and curtains of every description fop
theatres of all sizes. Their studio is one of
the largest and contains all the latest equipment which insures you the utmost in quality, and at prices which are very reasonable.
They will gladly submit their quotations,
samples and sketches, on your sending them
a list of the items you need, together with
the size of your stage.

100% Satisfaction Assured
It means a great deal to an exhibitor
to know- -quickly, and surely at the end.-Q.f
a show just what the sales for that performance have amounted to. Of course
that can be done in the old fashioned way
of counting up the cash in the till before
and after that particular performance, and
so striking a balance.
But that is a bad waste of valuable time
when a little automatic machine, known
as the Simplex Ticket Register, sold by
the World Ticket and Supply Company,
can do the same thing for you in a moment. And the chances are that it will
be more correct, for this machine can not
make mistakes. It is an automatic contrivance which registers each ticket sold,
and adds up as it goes along. It is really
100% perfect, and is a machine that can

Equipment

Your

Theatre

IN THIS SECTION, correctly
called "Better Equipment for
Your Theatre," it has been the
policy of the editors to give only
the exhibitors impressions of the
material treated. In that way,
much of the press agent raving
about the marvelous results that
could be attained from the usage
of the many items treated herein
has been successfully avoided.
However, it is a pleasure to say
that in many instances, exhibitors
have been as much, if not more,
lavish in their praise of the equipment material you will read about
in these columns.
Take what is said with a grain
of salt, if you wish, but at the
same time keep in mind that we
but echo the voices of brother
showmen.
be installed in every theatre with satisfaction and efficiency. The World Ticket
of the promialso one ticket
Co.inare
Supply
&
nent factors
admission
printing.
They print both flat and roll tickets and
is infallible.
their accuracy of* numbering
* *
The

Light of Broadway

Wherever dependable spot lighting is absolutely essential ; wherever flood or effect
work is required, whether on continuous duty
or long distance work, there you are fairly
sure to see a Balluna Spot Lamp in action.
These lamps are manufactured by Henry
Mestrum, of New York City, and are put
out in two styles, one of 100 Amperes, and
other of 150 Amperes with 6" and 8"
the
openings. At the present time, among other
users, these Balluna Spots are being used in
the New York Capitol, the Strand, Hippodrome, Rialto, etc. The Loew and Keith
circuits are also extensive users of the Balluna.
* * #
Da-Lite Screens Cut Your Expenses
and Assure the Best of Service
It is well , said that your screen today is •
worth no more than its value a year from
today". Is it not, therefore, a good policy
to make your initial installation of such
minimum"'depreassure
screens that
ciation,
and will
at the
sameyoutime,
the best of
service? • The Da-Lite Screen, manufactured by the Da-Lite Screen and* Scenic
Company of Chicago, costs you, it is claimed,
less than 1% of your entire theatre invesment. The extra years of service that you
will get from the Da-Lite Screen will overpay- for it many times. This screen wears.
Its surface is put on to stay on. It is almost scratchproof, and resists flaking, scaling and tarnishing. Constructed with heavy
coatings through special processes, the backing of the screen gives you the utmost
durability. The highly reflective surface
gives you all that can be desired, in the part
the screen plays in the showing of your
" <
pictures.

Private Telephone

Systems

Whether your theatre is large or small
you have long realized that a telephone system for interdepartmental communication is
not only advisable but necessary. Both in
emergency and in the ordinary procedure of
your performance the private telephone installation plays a definite and essential part.
The S. H. COUCH COMPANY, of Norfolk Downs, Mass., have installed hundreds
of their private systems in establishments
throughout this country, including many motion picture theatres. Having specialized in
the design and manufacture of telephone
apparatus for private use for over thirty
years, the line of products of this company
includes telephone sets and wiring systems
representing the highest development in this
branch of the telephone industry. The systems made by S. H. COUCH COMPANY
range from a two-station private line to a
100 station automatic private exchange. The
fine quality and reliable efficiency of this
equipment is recognized by the leading electrical contractors.
*

* *

Sanitary Drinking Cups a Necessity
The day of the common drinking glass is
over. The danger that is incurred from their
use makes it hardly necessary to stress the
necessity of the sanitary individual cup. The
public insists on clean and healthy drinking
facilities. It is your problem to satisfy them
in a complete and efficient way. The INDIVIDUAL DRINKING CUP COMPANY,
of Easton, Pa., are manufacturers of the
well-known DIXIE cup. In the lobbies,
foyers and retiring rooms of the better
motion picture theatres one usually finds
DIXIE service. To drink from DIXIES
is delightful and, above all, safe. Your patrons know this. The DIXIE service, providing your patrons with free individual
cups, and the DIXIE Penny Cup Vendor
Service are equally appreciated. Both styles
show the glass-enclosed, white columns of
fresh inviting sanitary cups. The simple
mechanism of' each of' these styles assure
quick and instantaneous service. Your patron knows this convenience also, and satisfaction is reflected in that greatest of all
assets — good will. The DIXIE Penny Cup
Vendor, aside from rendering a wanted service, gives you a worth while cash profit.
Complete

' - '
Line
$ :Je ofs£ Theatrical
Hardware

You must have a good assortment of
hardware in your theatre always ready for
instant use. This is just as necessary as
the bigger and more conspicuous items of
your equipment. R. J. Clancy, Inc., of
Syracuse, N. Y., can supply you with a
useful and complete assortment of hardware along all lines of your needs. Have
your stage, your projection room and all
parts of your theatre equipped with these
necessities where you can lay your hand
on them when you want them. Then
there will be no regretting later.
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Selected

List

of

* Special Attention

Equipment
is Called to Catalogues

Manufacturers
Listed Below

We have recorded below the names of the advertisers in this issue, together with the product which they
manufacture, in order that you may have in convenient form the manufacturers of the best products in
the motion picture field. Many of the companies listed issue catalogs of their products which can be obtained free by writing to this publication or to the manufacturers direct. In writing direct to the manufacturer kindly mention The Exhibitors Trade Review.

Acme Electric Co. — Manufacturers motor generator sets, Cleveland, Ohio.
American Film Safe Co. — Issue catalog on film safes, 1800 Washington Blvd.,
Baltimore, Md.
American Seating Co. — Manufacture theatre chairs of every kind and description, 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Automatic Devices Co. — Issue illustrated literature on automatic curtain controls and track, 17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
Bass Camera Co. — Issue illustrated catalog on motion picture cameras, projectors, etc., 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ih.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. — Issue an illustrated catalog on lenses of all descriptions, Rochester, N. Y.
Beck & Sons Co., Wm. — Builds scenery, _ stage equipment, velour curtains, etc.,
Highland Ave. cor. Dorchester, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Best Devices Co. — Issue catalog on spotlights, stereopticon and lamp adaptors,
22 Film Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
Bilt Rite Frame Co. — Manufacture lobby display frames and ticket booths, 225
N. Green St., Chicago, 111.
Blaisdell Pencil Co. — Manufacturers of pencils including those for slide making.
Will send samples. Philadelphia, Pa.
Bush,Chippewa
M. S. — St.,
Issues
a pamphlet
Buffalo,
N. Y. on "Songfest" (old favorite song slides), 52
Cameo Music Co. — Issue thematic cue sheets for motion picture theatre organists, 112 West 44th St., New York City.
Capitol Machine Co. — Manufacture motion picture projectors for theatre lobbies, 100 E. 42nd St., New York City.
Carson, Robert P. — Designers and painters of stage settings and scenery, 1507
N. Park St., Chicago, 111.
Clancy, J. R. — Issue catalog on stage hardware, Syracuse, N. Y.
Clinton Carpet Co. — Manufacturers of carpet lining, Chicago, 111.
Couch, S. H. — Issue illustrated bulletin on private telephone systems, Norfolk
Downs, Mass.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. — Issue a catalog on theatre dimmers, Milwaukee, Wis.
Cramblett Engineering Co. — Issues a pamphlet on sign flashers, Milwaukee, Wis.
Da-Lite Screen Co. — Manufacture motion picture screens, 922 W. Monroe St.,
Chicago, 111.
De Luxe Studios — Manufacture interchangeable flash signs for lobby iisplays,
833 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries — Issues catalog on accessories for motion
picture theatres and laboratories. Long Island City, N. Y.
Eastman Kodak
ester, N. Y. Co. — Illustrated catalog Kodak's films and accessories, RochEdison Lamp Works of N. J. — Issue an illustrated catalog on lamps and illumination accessories, Harrison, N. J.
Entwhistle, Robt. C. — Manufacture stage lighting equipment, 304 W. 52nd St.,
New York City.
Exhibitors ment,
Supply
Co.- — Distributors
of "Aislelites*"
and other picture equip845 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Filmack
HI. Co. — Printers of posters, heralds, etc., 736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
Fish-Shurman — Manufacture positive and negative raw stock, also lenses, 45 W.
45th St., New York City.
Flash-o-light Sales Co. — Manufacture changeable display signs, 1102 Boylster
St., Boston, Mass.
Fulton Co., E. E. — Issues an illustrated catalog on accessories and reel safety
equipment, 3208 Carroll Ave., Chicago, 111.
Globe Ticket Co.- — Issue illustrated pamphlet on roll, strip and flat tickets, 122
N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Globe Type & Foundry Co. — Manufacture hand printing presses, 956 W. Harrison St., Chicago, 111.
Goerz American Optical Co. — Issue catalogs on lenses and trick devices for motion picture cameras, 317 E. 34th St., New York City.
Gundlack Manhattan Optical Co. — Manufacture projection lenses, 767 Clinton
St., Rochester, N. Y.
Hertner Electric Co. — Issue descriptive literature on motor generator sets, Locust Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Holcomb & Hoke — Issue illustrated catalog of vending machines for lobby use,
3204 Van Buren St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Howells Cine Equipment Co. — Distributors of motion picture equipment, 740
Seventh Ave., New York City.
Individual Drinking Cup Co. — Manufacture individual drinking cups (Lily
Cups), Easton, Pa.
Jackson,
York Henry
City. — Manufacture pennants, flags and banners, 141 Fulton St., New
KahnNewStudios,
Theo. — Stage settings and drop curtains, 155 West 29th
York City.
Kallmorgan Optical Co. — Manufacture motion picture lenses, 31 Steuben
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kimball Co., W. W. — Manufacture unit organs-for .motion picture, theatre
306 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kleeblatt, Erwin S. — Printers of press books, window cards, heralds, etc.,
W. 52nd St., New York City.
Knauss Studies, Vermond — Maintain studio teaching organ playing, furnish
ganists, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
KuhnNewStudios,
York Louis
City. — Interior decorators, drops, drapes, etc., 105 W- 63rd

St.,
St.,
use,
351
orSt.,

Mark1T9dWestS-27rdaStU!aNew
^ arc lamps,
frameS"552***
etC>
McAuley, J. E.— Manufacture Yog
reflector
W. b°°thS'
Adams St., Chicago,
Mestrum, Henry— Manufacture spotlights and stereopticons, 817 Sixth Ave
.New Edwards
York Ci
1
Meeschel
Mfg. Co.— Issuety
illustrated catalog.
on marquise, metal doors
etc., Picture
Covington,
K
.
Motion
Apparatus
Co.— y
Issue catalog
on motion picture cameras and '
supplies, 110 W. 32nd St., New York City.
Music Buyers Corp.— Publish cue sheets for theatre organists, 1520 Broadway,
'
New York City.
729 S.
Wabash&u Printin&.
Ave., Chicago.
111.
Nat'?o?1
cP«rel
Co.— Printers
of theatre programs, heralds, etc.,
Netschert
City. illustrated catalog on artificial flowers, 61 Barclay
York Publish
at., NewFrank—
Nicholas Power Co.— Issue illustrated catalog on projection machines and acces ories, 90 Gold St., New York City.

Philadelphia Sign Co.— Issue illustrated folder on interchangeable letter signs,
338 N. Randolph St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia Theatre Equipment Co.— Distributors of motion picture equipment
1311 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Precision Machine Co. — Issue catalog on projection machines and accessories,
317 E. 34th St., New York City..
Probert
Metal Co.
doors,Sheet
Covington,
Ky.— Issue illustrated catalogs on marquise and kalemin
Projection Optics Co. — Issue an illustrated catalog on projection lenses, 203
State St., Rochester, N. Y.
Radio Mat — Manufacture slides, 167 W. 48th St., New York City.
Randall Co., A. L. — Manufacture artificial flowers and decorations, 729 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Reed, Geo. W. — Builder of theatre organs, West Boylston, Mass.
Reinhardt, Edwin — Manufacture brass railings, 326 E. 2nd St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Reisinger, Hugo— Carbons, 11 Broadway, New York City.
Rosco Laboratories — Manufacture gelatin sheets and coloring for incandescent
lamps, 133 Third PI., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ross Gould Co. — Mailing lists, St. Louis, Mo. •
Russelloid Co. — Issue literature on floor covering, 31 N. 2nd St. Haxrisburg,
Pa.
Samuels
StabilarcPa. Co. — Manufacture motor generators
Allentown,

sets — 17 N. 7th St.,

Schell Scenic Studios — Building and painter of stage settings and drops, Columbus, Ohio.
Schroeder Artificial Mfg. Co. — Artificial flowers and decorations, 6023 Superior
St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Stafford
Mfg. 111.
Co., E. H. — Manufacturers of theatre chairs, 367 W. Adams St.,
Chicago,
York
City.
Standard Slide Co. — Manufacture motion picture slides, 208 W. 48th St., New
Stanley
Co. — Issue
covering
etc.,Frame
127 Seventh
Ave., catalog
New York
City. lobby display frames, ticket Nxjths,
Sun Ray Lighting Products Co. — Issue catalog covering spotlights, etc. 119
Lafayette St., New York City.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel — Issue catalog on motion picture projection lenses,
153 West 23rd St., New York City.
Tablet
& Ticket
Co. — Issue
Adams
St., Chicago,
111. catalog illustrating interior theatre signs, 1015 W.
York Fan
City. Co — Manufacturers of ventilating fans, 345 W. 39th St., New
Typhoon
United Studios, Inc. — Theatre decorators, 30 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Universal Elec. Stage Lighting Co. — Publish catalog of lighting effect for
theatres, 321 W. 50th St., New York City.
Vallen Electrical Co., E. J. — Manufacturers of automatic curtain controls and
track, Akron, Ohio.
Viner & Son — Manufacture theatre organs, 1375 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Walker
New Sunlite
York Screen
City. Co. — Manufacture motion picture screens, 359 Canal St.,
Warren
Co. — Manufacture reflector arc lamps, 265 Canal St., New
York Products
City.
Welsh. J. H. — Manufacture automatic curtain control, asbestos curtains electrical effects, 270 W. 44th St., New York City.
Wertsner, C. S. — Manufacture motion picture screens, 221 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. — Manufacture motor generator sets, E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Williams, A. F. — Publish lists of motion picture theatres, etc., 166 W. Adams
St., Chicago, 111.
Wittenmeier Machinery Co. — Issue catalog on air cooling systems for theatres,
850 N. Spalding Ave., Chicago, 111.
World Ticket & Supply Co. — Manufacture tickets, also distribute ticket maOhio. chines, 1600 Broadway, New York City.
Wurlitzer Co., Rudolph — Issue illustrated catalog on theatre organs, Cincinnati,
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INCANDESCENT

PROJECTION

Just a word about the Incandescent Lamp
Projection that we installed in November.
Our electric saving is about 60%. Our
lamps have given good service and our
projection is much better than when we
used the arcs. I feel that Incandescent
Projection is the only thing to use. — F. W.
Meade, Meade Theatre, Kingman, Kas.

We are thoroughly satisfied with Incandescent Lamp Projection. Our screen is
12 x 16 ft. with a throw of 119 ft. We
consider the light we are now getting superior to our 70 amp. arc. The actual saving
accomplished amounts to over $60 a month
on the light and over $13 on lamps over
cost of the carbons.— W. D. Fulton, De
Luxe Theatre, Hutchinson, Kansas.

After several months use we are more
than satisfied with Mazda Lamp Projection. Our equipment is not only paying for
itself but is also giving us the best projection we have ever had. We are sorry
now that we hesitated so long. — /. E. Runyon, Iris Theatre, Hutchinson, Kas.
* * *
Mazda Projection has cut our power cost
about 45%. There is also quite an added
improvement in projection and we find the
equipment satisfactory in every way. — R. R.
Gladish, Rex Theatre, Higgansville, Mont.

The 900 Watt
Edison Mazda Lamp

We are delighted with Incandescent
Lamp Projection. Our power bill has been
reduced from $32 a month to $7. — Strand
Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
MAIL THIS COVPOH
Publicity Department,
Edison
ElectricLamp
Co. Works
Harrison, New Jersey.
The full story of incandescent lamp
projection is told in an interesting bulletin prepared by engineers of our Lighting Service Department. A copy of this
bulletin will be sent to you free on
request.

of General

Please send me your free booklets
on Incandescent Lamp Projection.
Vame
Theatre
Address
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Efficient Distributors and Equippers
The servicing of equipment has become
one of the outstanding necessities in the motion picture industry. Not only must you
have, as a theatre owner, the best in quality
and the most up-to-date types in equipment,
but the installations of equipment in your
house must be carried out in a manner thoroughly efficient, prompt, and above all, reliable. As a showman, you have to make it
your business to know what pictures your
patrons want and which producers supply
them. But in ihe field of equipment you
cannot be so well informed. It is often necessary and advisable, therefore, for you to
put the equipment needs of your theatre in
the hands of a thoroughly reliable company,
one whose excellent service has been tested
through many complete installations. Such
a concern knows all the products on the market, and their excellences and limitations.
Such a concern is the PHILADELPHIA
THEATRICAL EQUIPMENT
COMPANY, the sole distributors in their district of Powers Projectors, Motiograph Projectors, Peerless Arc Lamps, and dealers in
many other products of proved satisfaction
through their wide use. The PHILADELPHIA THEATRICAL EQUIPMENT
COMPANY will give you most excellent
SERVICE — which means all that word
stands for — assuring your audiences the utmost in enjoyment, and you, released from
worry and dissatisfaction, the best results
from their wise choice and expert execution
in your equipment.
* * *
Modern Aisle Lighting
A dark aisle, lost ticket stubs, the usher
fumbling with a flashlight to show you
to your seat, a misstep in the dark, a possible lawsuit to follow, — that was the old
way. Now by utilizing "Aislelites," a specialty of the Exhibitors Supply Company,
you eliminate these dangers and discomforts. Your patrons are pleased at seeing
where they are stepping,. The locations
called for by their tickets/are easily found,
and the disturbance to .fKbse back of them,
intent on watching the picture, is greatly
lessened. These things go to make the
audience greatly pleased, hence there is
a boost in your receipts. It is safety,
comfort, pleasure, ■, vs. danger, worry, irritation. Can you question the necessity
of aislelites?
. ~ $ b£ $ •
Reliable Curtain Control
Every theatre operator realizes the necessity for reliable operating equipment, the
kind that will not fail m a pinch. In the
handling of your curtain by one of the old
methods you run the risk of jerky manipulation many times at every performance.
But you can now be assured of perfect
curtain control when and at what speed
you require it at all times by using The
Vallen Automatic Curtain Control and
Track. This is made by the E. J. Vallen
Electrical Co. of Akron, Ohio. It is designed to operate a curtain automatically
and absolutely noiselessly. This ideal
working is made possible because the
working parts of the Vallen are enclosed
in a cast iron case which allows them to
run in oil. In this way the life of the
equipment is greatly prolonged. Equipped
with a main switch, which is operated externally, and an automatic rolled clutch
which is adjustable to various loads, the
machine also has the Vallen Remote Control Switch which enables the operator to
start, stop or reverse, when going in either
direction. The equipment is standard 110
volts, 60 cycles, A.C. or 110 volts, D. C.
Motor, 1-3 H.P., Junior Vallen, y4 H.P.
Floor space is 22 inches by 21 inches,
height 15 inches. Shipping weight is 170
pounds. Operate your curtain the Vallen
way.

Mechanical

Speed Control and Indicators Good Features of
Powers Projector

An assurance of absolute accuracy and dependability isrendered
by Speed
the newControl
Power's
Governor Type
Mechanical
on
projectors made by the Nicholas Power Co.,
of New York. It is often difficult for operators to control the projection with precision,
and keep an exact tab on the rate of speed.
To meet this problem, much care has been
taken in the manufacture of Nicholas Power
Projector to render complete control and
operation satisfactory in every way. By
setting a lever on this machine, and then
simply throwing in the motor switch, the projector will at once reach the exact speed for
which the -control is adjusted. This speed
will not be affected even though a change in
line voltage should cause the motor to vary
considerably. Power's Speed Indicator is a
scientifically designed and constructed instrument, which shows at a glance the speed
at which the projector is operating, and the
exact film footage passing through the machine at a given time. It consists of a
high grade magneto generator which is connected by suitable wiring, with one cr more
indicating instruments haviner scales, calibrated to show the speed of film in feet per
minute, and minutes per thousand feet. These
indicators are placed at any number of
points desired, enabling the manager, musical
director, or projectionist to closely follow the
program and time schedule.
* * *
Pipe Organs

of High Quality

The piano which was once the onlv musical medium in the majority of motion picture theatres has now given place to the
organ and the orchestra. For motion picture
theatres large and small the organ is now an
almost indispensable part of the equipment.
It can do the work, and do it better, in the
interpretation of your pictures than any other
single instrument. GEO. W. REED & SON,
of West Boylston, Mass., are among the
manufacturers of better organs. No matter
what size theatre you have or whatever requirements your acoustic conditions call for,
GEO. W. REED & SON will help solve
your problem. You can be assured in buying a REED organ of both quality and price.
The company will also take care of your
tuning, rebuilding and repairing.
* * *
"Luz" Symphonic Color Guide
It is one of the most unfortunate and
embarrassing experiences in the motion picture show business for an exhibitor to have
good pictures, perfect projection on the
screen, pleasing appointments and yet poor
musical results. Failure in proper musical
presentation means a dissatisfied and restless
audience — and chagrin to you. The Music
Buyers Corp., of New York, through their
"Luz" Symphonic Color Guide system has
gone far to assure you the best aid in solving this problem of good musical interpreta
tion. It is their, claim that their system will
prove indispensable to you. On cleverly
devised cue sheets the nature of the various
emotions and actions on the screen are represented in distinct and appropriate colors.
The significance of these colors — red, for
passion or anger, for instance, is felt by the
musician and rendered in his music. It is
a fact that the men in the pit think in colors,
see in colors, play through means of colors.
The color arrangement of the cue makes
it impossible for the musician to go wrong.
He can not possibly mistake the meanings of
these color markings. He deals through
colors, you earn greater profits through
colors, when you use this infallible method
of the Music Buyers Corp. For particulars write direct to the company.

Service the Soul of Your

Business

Service — the best service — is the watchword of the motion picture industry. Service
to you as a showman is your greatest need.
The old days of makeshift arrangements, of
haphazard supply contracts, has gone forever. You are in a business which depends
largely on the "other fellow." You must
have from him the best service on the market. HOWELLS CINE EQUIPMENT CO,
of New York City, is one of the largest and
most comprehensive theatre supply firms in
the Eastern territory, if not in the country.
This is because the reputation of this company is founded firmly on the foundation of
efficient, reliable and prompt service. It installs only the finest and most highly approved items in equipment. Take, for instance, its equipment of the Embassy Theatre. In the projection room the HOWELLS
CINE CO. installed three Simplex Projectors, made by the Precision Machine Co.
For the light source for the screen the company procured the famous Sperry Sunlight
High Intensity arcs, which give the screen
the best light. To safeguard the theatre
against fire HOWELLS CINE CO. installed
an American Film Safe Cabinet approved by
insurance underwriters. In lenses the company chose the product of Bausch & Lomb,
and in carbons the "Orotip" copper coated
negative carbon for high intensity use, perfected by- the National Carbon Co. These
installations attest to the wise and able service rendered by HOWELLS CINE SUPPLY CO. The other reliable products handled through this company are too many to
mention here. The prompt and efficient service rendered by Howells cannot be surpassed.
* * *
70% Current Saving
It is claimed for the Morelite Reflecting
arc lamp, manufactured by the Morelite
Company of New York Gty, that it is capable of saving an average of 70 per cent of
the current consumption in its projection illumination. This arc lamp is very important
in the projection problems of the theatre, for
the efficiency of projection is entirely dependent upon it. So when a lamp, like the one
in question comes to the fore with the claims
of steadier and better illumination and a
market saving besides it is well worth investigating and trying. It further claims to
cut the expenditures for carbon in half, besides eliminating the use of condenser lenses
entirely. The larger number of Morelite
lamps which are in) use today giving efficient
service attests this lamp efficiency.
Expert Interior Decorating
No matter how good a picture you have
in your house, you are not going to retain
the patronage of your customers unless
you have also the pleasant and comfortable
surroundings which go to make your patron as comfortable in your house, as he
would be in his own home. It is essential that the general atmosphere of your
theatre be pleasing, that the decorative effect be harmonious in order that a man
sitting in your theatre may enjoy your
pictures in an atmosphere which is in keeping with the class of pictures which you
run. This result can be obtained only by
the proper use of draperies, etc, and the
good interior decorator is capable of bringing about this result. The United Scenic
Studios of Chicago are experts along this
line. Not only do they handle the interior decorating in a proper manner, but
working in conjunction with -their own
architects, they are in a position to handle
the entire construction of your new theatre. Do not be misled by thinking that in
putting good pictures in your house that
you have finished the job of satisfying
your customers. The good exhibitor will
appreciate this fact and he will give as
much attention to the decorating and layout of his house as he does to the buying;
of his pictures.
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"PEERLESS" Condensers
Are Highly Corrected,
Do Not Discolor and
Are

There is no mystery to the fact that Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps are the most highly efficient reflector arc lamps made, for —
Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps are built as nearly
mechanically perfect as it is humanly possible, to

UNBREAKABLE

proven engineering principles and
standards.

high precision

Peerless lamps are rugged and massive to insure
durability and everlasting service; Peerless precision
is maintained as your guarantee of perfect mechanical
operation.
The Peerless Optical system is much more than an
ordinary reflector and condenser combination, for it
represents the application of an optical principle that
makes possible the greatest utilization of light from
the arc center; its superiority is evidenced by the
vastly greater screen illumination obtained by the
Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp.
Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps have been adapted
as standard equipment by the largest theatre circuits
in America and the actual number of lamps in operation more than doubles the total of all other makes
combined.
To obtain Peerless screen results Peerless Lamps
must be used so —

Why
Experiment?
"PEERLESS" ASSURES PERFECT
SCREEN DEFINITION
WRITE

J.
552-54

Imitators
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ADAMS

by their

acts
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McAuley

Mfg.

Co.
CHICAGO,

ST.,

undeniably

Make

FOR
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acknowledge the great superiority of the product they endeavor to reproduce and
through their errant efforts only —
A

Great
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Greater

.
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PerQnt

Westinghouse
ATLANTA, GA. — Theatre Supply & Equipment Co.
AUBURN, N. V. — Auburn Film Co.
BOSTON,
MASS. —Street
Eastern Theatre Equipment Co.
43 Winchester
CHICAGO,
— Amusement
Supply Co.
746 SouthILL.
Wabash
Ave.
CINCINNATI, O.— Movie Cooperative Supply Co.
CLEVELAND, O.— Oliver Motion Picture Supply Co.
The Theatre Supply Co. — 21st & Payne Ave,
DALLAS, TEXAS — Simplex Theatre Supply Co.
DETROIT, MICH. — Amusement Supply Co.
2105 John R. Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Cole Theatre Supply Co.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.— Pacific Amusement
Supply Co.
MEMPHIS,
228 UnionTENN.—
Avenue Monarch Theatre Supply Co.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Wisconsin Theatre Supply Co.

Distributors
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — The Rialto Co.
NEW729YORK,
Y. — Independent Movie Supply Co.
SeventhN. Avenue
NEWARK,
J.— Frank N. Kautzman
750 BroadN. Street
OMAHA, NEB.— Western Theatre Supply Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Williams, Brown & Earle
Co.,
918 Chestnut
Street324 Vine Street
Brilliant
Electric Co.,
Philadelphia Theatre Equipment Co., 13 1 1 Vine St.
PITTSBURGH,
Forbes Street PA.— The S. &S. Film & Supply Co.
PORTLAND,
ORE.Street
— Service Film & Supply Co.
78 West Park
SALT LAKECITY, UTAH-Utah Theatre Supply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.— Theatre Equipment
Supply Co.
SEATTLE,
— Theatre Equipment Co.
2016 ThirdWASH.
Avenue
ST. LOUIS, MO. — Sanderson Electric Co.
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Mazda

Lamps Give You Best
Lighting Service
Of all important public institutions the
motion picture theatre is, perhaps, foremost
in demanding the best service in lighting possible. Your patrons come to your theatre
to see your pictures. It is their vision, therefore, both of the screen and your interior,
that is most necessary to cater to. You put
your best efforts forward to display your
pictures with correct light and effects pleasing to the eye. You must, moreover, give
the same attention to the lighting arrangements of your house throughout; it must be
properly and attractively lighted to give that
satisfactory expression you aim for in your
whole decorating scheme. Correct lighting,
from this point of view, calls for not only the
best lamps, but for a thorough knowledge of
illumination in the application of these lamps
for the particular requirements of every
playhouse. The WESTINGHOUSE CO.
are celebrated for their MAZDA LAMPS.
These lamps are used in the theatre, for the
lounge, parquet, signs, marquise, lobby, and
rest rooms. They may be had in many sizes
and colors to meet your own exacting means.
In addition to these lamps, WESTINGHOUSE are manufacturers of motion picture projection lamps that render the same
good service which is characteristic of the
MAZDA product. The illumination bureau
maintained by the WESTINGHOUSE
COMPANY will be glad to help you with
your theatre lighting problems.
* * *
Motion Picture Cameras For
Every Need
Consider your need for reliable, accurate
cameras, the kind that will stand the stress
and wear of hard work, and prove fit and
always ready. For 16 years the Bass
Camera Company has successfully catered
to the world's market in professional and
amateur, new and used cameras. Look
over the Bass catalogue, a veritable encyclopedia of motion picture apparatus. A
Bass camera will cover every special need,
whatever it is.
* * *
Brass Railings
Your theatre should be neat and substantial in all its appointments. The day
of slipshod equipment when ropes, chains,
etc., were used to keep the crowds in line
is over. Brass railings present a neater
and better appearance. They are more
substantial. Equip your theatre adequately, and let Edwin G. Reinhardt Manufacturing Co., of Cincinnati, give you the
right things in ornamental brass, bronze
and iron railings.
* * *
Projection Lenses
The market today for projection lenses
is a field of close competition. Operators
throughout the motion picture industry demand the highest efficiency and reliability,
which means, primarily, precision and
sharpness. The Gundlach Radiant Projection Lense, manufactured by the Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co., compete with
the world's standard for sharpness and
light transmission.
They set to work to
give you the best * of *service.
*
Novel and Appropriate Frames
Dress up your lobby. Make your lobby sell
your tickets. You get the best of pictures to
attract your crowds, let your lobby help you
in the most up to .date way that brings results.
Display the pictures in your lobby in suitable
frames. They will draw your audiences better
and satisfy you with bigger box office returns.
Frames made by the Bilt-Rite Frame Company will fill your needs. They have a big
assortment for you to choose from. Dressing
up your lobby means a boost to your receipts.

A Floodlight With

Spotlight Beam

To make your lobby efficient in the display
of your stills and pleasing to your patrons
in its entire aspect you must have the best of
lighting facilities. A dark or poorly illuminated lobby is a gloomy place, besides the
pictures you must place there to advertise
your attractions lose half their drawing
power when shown dimly or with too much
glare. SUN-RAY lights, manufactured by
the SUN-RAY LIGHTING PRODUCTS
CO., of New York, can be the life of your
lobby. They are floodlights with center spotlight beams, attachable by an arm to the
walls and ceiling and arranged and directed
at such adjustable angles as to give your displays full illumination and your whole lobby
a soft and pleasing light. These fixtures are
made entirely of metal, and are therefore unbreakable. The color-frames make it easy
and quick to change the color of your lighting with various tint and hue effects. These
lights are made with complete wiring and
plug attachments. You can order from your
dealer directly. The SUN-RAY LIGHTING
PRODUCTS CO. will gladly furnish you
with detailed literature on their various
models and sizes. Efficient lighting on your
part makes your lobby an efficient moneymaker.
* * *
Fulco Reel Safety Equipment
Motion picture projection is either the best
friend of the theatre owner or his bug-bear.
There is no go-between. Poor projection of
your pictures means pictures badly presented
on the screen, interruptions in your show,
and, most unwelcome of all, the evident and
ever overhanging danger to your business
and property from fire. FULCO REEL
SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES, made by E. E. Fulton Co., of Chicago,
111., both improve your projection results and
greatly minimize your fire risks. The better
showing of your pictures increases the enjoyment on the part of your audience when
you use FULCO REEL EQUIPMENT. At
the same time you can rest easy from thought
of possible fire. FULCO REEL SAFETY
EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES have
been tested and approved by insurance underwriters. Your saving in your insurance
rates in using these products soon pays for
this essential and inexpensive equipment.
* * *
Excellent Flash Signs
You advertise in many ways to keep
your old patrons and to get others to see
your pictures, but the crowds on the street
count the most in building up your steady
flow of ticket sales. The "De Luxe Interchangeable FlashofSign,"
made 111.,
by can
the
De Luxe Studios,
Chicago,
help you in a quick, sure way. This electric flash sign is remarkably cheap, so
cheap that it is -bound to make a big reduction in your advertising expenditure.
It is a small sign of convenient size for
displaying your daily program over the
ticket booth, in a conspicuous place in
your lobby, or at the ends of your stage.
You can also get big results by making
arrangements with local merchants to have
it placed in their neighboring stores, near
the entrance where the shopping crowds
will see it best. Because of its small size
it will take up very little room. One of
the telling effects of the "De Luxe" Sign
is that it flashes on and off, thereby holdingt the attention. It is very practical because you can change the sign cards yourself in a minute. Just .slip in the sign inserts, painted by your Sign man, under
the frame, and it's ready. The inserts are
on transparent paper in six different colors.
The patented mahogany frame in front of
the sign box, which is 15 inches by 24
inches, consisting of two parts hinged and
grooved
and
holdstogether,
it tight.grips the inserted paper

Simplex

Projectors Give You
lent Service

Excel-

Better service, the best of service is still
the cry of motion picture operators all over
the country. Perfect projection — and you
must have this as well as good pictures, to
attract your audience, has a number of requirements. The machine must be always
under perfect control, it must give precision
the quality of durability in high degree.
Simplex Projectors are made by the Precision Machine Company, Inc., of New York
City. The fact that Simplex distributors are
doing an ever growing business in twentyeight centers throughout the country attests
that this product fulfills all the requirements
of a machine as nearly perfect as each detail in its design and construction can make it.
The Precision Company maintains a staff of
expert engineers, whose duty is to see that
every Simplex Projector gives the service
that is promised. These engineers are at
the call of any theatre, at any time, for advice on any matter pertaining to projection
or the operation of these projectors. Another
valuable service that thousands of theatre
owners and architects have advantage of is
the line of free blue prints of projection
booths. These blue prints are made be experienced theatre architects for any type of
theatre, large or small. Particulars of this
service will be sent you on request.
A Money Making Contest
You probably have little difficulty in getting
your patrons to your theatre occasionally.
But do you keep them coming regularly? You
probably do not. Here is a way that will
draw them with their dollars night after
night running. Your profits will go sky high!
Get this !
The STANDARD SLIDE CORPORATION, of New York, has inaugurated a prize
contest. The contest consists in your patrons
recognizing a number of players you flash on
your screen. The award is given for the
number of recognitions alter a cergreatest
tain period has elapsed. They will simply
flock to this competition! This is how you
put it over. The company will supply you, at
a very reasonable charge, with a large number of slides, each bearing the picture of a
player and a number. You show a different
one of these each night, and the succeeding
night a new one, and also the slide you
Forms printed with numshowed previously.
bers will be distributed in your theatre each
night, one to each patron. He recognizes the
picture on the slide and writes the name on
the form opposite the corresponding number.
When you have shown 30 or SO slides, over
the same number of evenings, the contest
closes. The patron who returns the greatest
number of forms with the names of the
players correctly recognized from your slides,
written by the corresponding numbers, wins
the contest. To stimulate interest and not
make the contest too difficult, several smaller
prizes can be awarded to second, third and
fourth places. Besides furnishing you with
the numbered picture slides, the STANDARD
SLIDE CORPORATION will supply you
with posters, bills, and other aids to help you
put this over. Put it over ! It will mean a.
lot more dollars for you, and the expense is

Snaplite Lenses
The projection lens is the eye of the
screen. It must give you clear, sharp and
n. It must "tune in" well
accurate
the able assistant of the operator.
proveprojectio
and
Your picture is ready for the screen. Your
lens must do the work called for accurately.
Among the makers of dependable lenses is
the Kollmorgen Optical Company, of Brooklyn, New York, makers of the Snaplite Lens.
These lenses come in quarter and half size,
with the "Snaplite Jr." for portable machines.
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is good
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PROJECTORS

tion."
It is not surprising, therefore, that
more and more theatre owners are installing new Simplex Projectors. For
Simplex has always represented the
most advanced engineering practice in
projection machine design. And not
only in design, but in construction — in
the quality of material used; in the
precision of working parts ; in the improved oiling system that keeps each
part functioning smoothly — and in its
perfect performance, is shown the
superiority of the Simplex.
There is a Simplex distributor serving
your territory who will gladly demonstrate features of the Simplex which
have won for it first place in its field.
Or, write us for full information.

INCANDESCENT

Simplex
International

Projector

Prints

Theatre

Booths

of

Simplex Distributors
The Amusement Supply Co.
2105 John R. Street, Detroit, Mich.
Auburn Theatrical Supply Co.
Auburn, N. Y.
Becker Theatre Supply Co.
416 Pearl Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Calif. M. P. Equipment Co.
836 South Olive Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Dwyer Bros. & Co.
520 Broadway, Cincinnati, Ohio
The Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
825 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
The Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
Film Buildings, Cleveland, Ohio.
The Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
824 Twenty-first Street, Denver, Colo.
The Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
128 West Ohio Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
The Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
715 Wells Street. Milwaukee, Wis.
The Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
221 Loeb Arcade, Minneapolis, Minn.
The Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
1514 Davenport Street, Omaha, Neb.
The Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
3315 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
N. C. Haefele & Co.
228 North Gay Street, Baltimore, Md.
Hollis, Smith Morton Co.
1024 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Howells Cine Equipment Co.
■ 740 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
Theatre Supply & Equipment Co.
158 Marietta Street, Atlanta, Ga.
B. F. Shearer, Inc.
210 Virginia Street, Seattle, Wash.
Simplex Theatre Supply Co.
Film Exchange Bldg., Dallas, Texas. '
Lewis M. Swaab & Son
1327 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Salt Lake Theatre Supply Co.
132 East Second South St.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
United Theatre Equipment Co.
26 Piedmont Street, Boston, Mass.
Western Theatre Supply Co.
121 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Calif.
Yale Theatre Supply Co.
108 West 18th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Yale Theatre Supply Co.
10 South Hudson St., Oklahoma City, Okla.
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Blue print recommendations are made
by experienced theatre architects for
any type of theatre, large or small.
Full particulars of this service will be
sent to you on request.

pat-

on the merits
Patrons
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Another valuable service that thousands
of theatre owners and architects have
taken advantage of is our offer of free
blue prints of projection booths.
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Heralds

and Programs Bring
Big Results
You must advertise to get them to your
theatre, and keep on advertising to keep
your regular patrons and get more. Advertising isa necessity, there is no getting
away from that. There are many ways of
advertising — and they all get some results. One of the best and quickest
methods to start results is by using heralds
to announce your coming attractions.
These should be written in a catchy and
striking way, giving a special slant to the
feature of the picture. Heralds are one
of the specialties of the National Poster
and Printing Co., of Chicago. This company also prints weekly programs to be
distributed to the homes. They attract
people who do not come to your theatre
and others who do not come often. You
can distribute them at your theatre also.
The illustrations get the patrons' attention
interand the reading matter holds their Poster
est. It is claimed by the National
and Printing Co. that over 350 motion picture theatres are using their weekly programs as the cheapest advertising they
can buy that gets real results. The cuts
and copy are furnished you by the company,
carefully selected and written to your satisfaction. The National Poster and Printing Co. will also attend to your mailing
matter. SampTes and price lists will be
gladly sent you on application.
* * *
Make Your Lobby Your Showroom

Barnum once said, "Get 'em in and
they're yours." In his day they didn't
have the opportunity to "get 'em in" that
you have today. He was forced to use
our
have
he didn't
d methods;
antiquatemethods
Today
ion.
of exploitat
modern
in the modern way, you can sell your vacant seats by showing continuously in motion, your current and coming films in your
lobby. The Capitol Machine Company has
made this by the use of their lobby projectors and their Special Trailer Films on
non-flammable stock. These Capitol SelfOperating Continuous Motion Picture
Projectors can be displayed in your lobby,
day or night, with equal success. They
give continuous automatic projection
without your attention. They used 16 mm.
films, and are non-flammable. They are
made in both light portable and cabinet
styles.
Follow Barnum's tip; but in the modern
way, because it has proved an exploitation
triumph.
* * *
No Bronzy Glare But Whiter Light
More and more, you as theatre owners
realize that there are two important factors
in the throwing of your picture on the screen.
They are, of course, your projection machine
and the screen itself. You cannot show pictures well without the perfect working of
these two agents. The result in using Sunlight Screens manufactured by the WALKER SUNLIGHT SCREEN CO. of New
York City is shown in brighter and more
satisfactory presentation. It is the claim of
the WALKER SUNLIGHT SCREEN CO.,
that their product is the only washable flexible reflecting screen of its type manufactured.
Some of the essential qualities of this screen
are that it is washable, cannot be torn, nor
will it sag or crack. Its durability, therefore,
is beyond question. In projection, moreover,
brighter pictures are the result when Sunlight
Screens are used. Sharp detail, wide angle,
and good definition are assured. This metallic
screen is made in such a way that there is
no bronzy glare. The fade-away also is lessened. Many leading motion picture circuits
have chosen the WALKER SUNLIGHT
SCREEN to assure the better and in every
way, satisfactory projection of their pictures.

The Choice of Better Lens
You know the size of the image you
want on your screen, and you know the
distance of your throw. All that remains
is to find the lens that will give you the
desired condition under the existing circumstance.
Bausch & Lomb's
cinephor
lens has been
constructed
to meet
the
varying conditions that will so arise in
different theatres. A table is available
from that company giving you all the information required on the Bausch & Lomb
lenses, and allowing you to ascertain for
yourself the exact focal lens that is needed.
The Bausch & Lomb lens feature the
critical definition, flatness of field, brilliant
illumination and the maximum of contrast
between the white and black and their various shades.
* * *
Stage Settings and Equipment
Next to your pictures, perhaps the most
important part of your equipment as a showman is the construction and carrying out of
your picture and stage settings. Your audience watches the screen, and they can not
help noticing whether your decorations are
appealing or not. With many important pictures, special features and the like, you can
do much to increase the enjoyment through
appropriate and pleasing effects, thereby getting out of your picture the greatest satisfaction for all ; and you can not help marking up bigger profits, for you have clone all
you can to get the most success^ out of your
show. The Robert P. Carsen Scenic Studios,
Chicago, are constructors, designers and
painters of picture and stage settings. They
also specialize in renting scenery. They can
also supply you with fabric settings, electrical equipment, theatrical hardware and
general supplies. See to it that your scenery
equipment helps your picture boost your
* * *
profits.
Illuminating Signs in Marquises
Are Good Money Makers
The marquise, for many reasons, has become an important feature of the exterior
of every progressive theatre. Considered as a
canopy the marquise is indispensable as a
protection for your patrons against inclement
weather, and because of that, it is a definite
aid to your advertising outside of the lobby.
While waiting under its shelter the patron
will give his undivided attention to your
posters and announcements. The PHILADELPHIA SIGN CO., of Philadelphia, Pa.,
are designers and makers of marquises. Besides these, the company makes a specialty of
changeable illuminating signs built into the
marquise. There is, perhaps, no better medium
of direct advertising from your theatre than
this. No passerby on the street can fail to
see your announcements and at the same time
be attracted by the pleasing appearance of
the whole effect The PHILADELPHIA
SIGN CO. will gladly give you estimates on
illuminating signs and marquises on your
sending
them information on your particular
need.
* * *
Lenses of the Higher Quality
Perfect projection and a good picture mean
a satisfied audience. The motion picture exhibitor business is highly competitive to-day;
the best and clearest pictures fill the house.
Due to the construction of the SUPER LITE
LENS, it is the claim of its makers, the Projection Optics Company, Rochester, N. Y.,
that this lens is adapted for all makes of
motion picture projection machines. The long
over all length permits the rear lens to come
as close as possible to the gate and therefore
gather all the light rays. Special attention is
called to the superior color correction, and
perfect central definition and unequalled flatness of field, with practically no astigmatism,
is claimed among other reasons for using the
SUPER LITE LENS.

Listings an Advantage to Both
Exhibitors and Distributors
To-day the motion picture industry has
grown to such magnitude and complexity
that directories and theatre listings come as
a distinct benefit to both exhibitors and distributors of theatrical products. The theatre
owner listed, with indication of the location
and nature of his house, is assured of ready
co-operation from manufacturers and distributors ofsuch products as he is most likely
to need. On the other hand, the manufacturer has a ready and accurate guide in sending out his circulars, catalogues, and advertising matter to the theatres he wishes to interest inhis products. In this way distributors, also have a readier access to information regarding new theatres, change in managements, etc., in his territory through these
lists, constantly revised and kept up to date.
The TRADE CIRCULAR ADDRESSING CO. of Chicago, 111., are compilers of
theatre directories, and complete theatre listings in the United States. Their service is accurate and prompt, due to special care taken
to register the latest developments in theatre
holdings. Your convenience and profit can be
well served through these listings.
* * *

Laying Floor Covering Economically
You cannot stress the saving of money
in your equipment expenditures too much.
Poor equipment is as bad as too little
equipment. It wears out and you have to
replace it. Make your carpets last longer,
give them endurance to stand the stress
of longer service. Friction, caused by
thousands of feet that walk over your
floors and up your stairs wears out your
carpets quickly. You buy good carpets.
Make them last longer. It pays.
Ozite Carpet Cushions, made by the
Clinton Carpet Co., save wear on your
carpets. They are laid between the carpet
and the floor; made of felted hair and
reinforced strongly with a center web of
tough burlap. The hair resists friction,
tends to keep the same temperature, and
offers resistance to fire. It is absolutely
clean and odorless. Most important of all,
the Ozite Carpet Cushions, yield under
pressure on the carpet above and spring
back again, saving the carpet friction.
* * *
Goerz Raw Stock
The tremendous increase in the motion
picture industry in a few years has inevitably increased the different kinds of
raw stock on the market for private and
professional use. Results have shown that
the Goerz product is growing in popularity
because of its very high quality. The FishSchurman Corporation, of New York City
and Hollywood, Calif., are the sole distributors of this product in this country.
The stock is made for positive, negative
and panchromatic use, and the lively sales
by Fish-Schurman attest that it has been
found thoroughly efficient in all its service.
* * *
A Good Organ Makes a Better Show
There is no disputing the fact that
music is an indispensable part of your program. As an assistance to the interpretations ofyour pictures the organ has gone
far to prove itself superior to the piano.
That was proved years ago. And now organ music is taking a recognized place as
a special feature of the better balanced
programs. Besides the picture there is
nothing better to assure a satisfied audience than the richness of tone and the
complete orchestration a good organ gives.
Viner & Son, of Buffalo, N. Y., are builders of standard organs. As one of the
makers of organs which give the desired
tone and complete orchestration, Viner &
Son claims that a Viner instrument fills
every requirement of the motion picture
theatre.
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Powerlite

Reflector

This company has long been fully aware of the
value of the reflector lamp but did not feel justified in
placing one on the market until a lamp of this type could
be offered to the motion picture industry which would
fully live up to the reputation we have established for
Power's Projectors and Power's Products. In offering
Powerlite we feel that a reflector lamp has finally been
produced which overcomes the serious defects of the
earlier lamps and in addition has a number of important
improvements and patented features which will win the
strong approval of exhibitors, managers and projectionists.
Control apparatus is very neat and compact and is
attached inside the lamphouse, thus eliminating the
necessity for extra shafts, gears and control handles.
Constructed so that perfect control of the arc is secured
and carbons feed intermittently and automatically upon
an infinitesimal rise of voltage brought about by the
burning of the carbons. Control apparatus is thoroughly protected and it is impossible for the current to reach
the motor until the arc is struck regardless of whether
the line switch is open or closed. This permits the control motor to be wound for proper arc voltage and to
operate positively at full voltage as soon as it is brought
into the circuit. The control mechanism forms part of
the lamp itself and only the necessary controls project
from the rear of the lamphouse.
The method of inserting carbons will be found a real
convenience to the projectionist. It is merely necessary
to press a lever, insert carbons into the carbon holders
Powerlite

can be attached

in about

LAMP

PARTLY

WITH

OUT

DOOR

Special attention has been given to the design and
construction of the mirror which has been made according to our own specifications. Improved insulated mirror supports and latch allow the mirror to be readily
removed for cleaning. A radical departure and a great
improvement in lamphouse construction has been made
in Powerlite by having the door slide quickly and easily
into the top of the lamphouse. This action is similar
to that of the door in a sectional bookcase and leaves
the interior clear and accessible for the projectionist's
manipulation.. The lamp slides easily into or out of the
lampihouse and this will be found extremely convenient
when cleaning or making replacements.
Powerlite lamphouse is of ample capacity and this
is extremely important as the reflector lamp requires a
certain minimum space in order to secure the most efficient results. Stereopticon attachment may be easily
swung into position for projecting slides, operating in a
manner similar to that of the ordinary arc lamp. Entire
lamphouse is finished in black crystallized lacquer and
makes a very attractive appearance.
to Power's,

adjustments

Simplex

or Motiograph

are required.

OF LAMPHOUSE

HALF

DOOR

OPEN

INTERNATIONAL

PROJECTOR
POWER'S

90 GOLD

FROM THE SIDE and release the lever. The carbons
are then locked into position ready for operation without
the use of tools. Vertical adjustment of the negative
carbon and lateral adjustment of the positive carbon
have been provided for in a manner which will be found
very satisfactory to the projectionist and Powerlite also
permits an exceptionally long carbon trim. An improved friction device allows the arc to be struck and
fed without unlocking it from the motor feed system.

five minutes

and no lining-up or similar

Lamp
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Well Aired Theatre a Necessity
Protect Your Films Against Fire
and Save Money
Whether it is winter or summer — whatYou realize that you must do all you
ever the season — your house must be comfortably aired. A packed house, and you
can to protect and insure your house and
your films against fire. The precaution of
must pack your house, often means standfire prevention is better for you than the
ing room in the galleries, and at all searemedy of insurance after a disastrous fire.
sons the necessary crowding together
But film fires can be entirely eliminated
brings marked discomfort, unless your
theatre is cooled and well ventilated
and the danger from nitro-cellulose film
throughout. Typhoon Fans, manufactured
greatly reduced. Because of this reduction
by the Typhoon Fan Company of New
of danger through the use of Film Safes,
York assure an even temperature for all
made by the American Film Safe Corporation, of Baltimore, Md., fire underparts of your theatre at all times, no matwriters will make a great reduction on
ter what the weather is outside. Typhoons
your insurance premiums. The success of
operate
to screen
pull in orvolumes
o'f pure,
these Film Safes, tested under great heat,
air
at the
stage end.
Thisfresh
air
has been proved to the satisfaction of
is carried along to circulate freely through
the theatre and keep the temperature even
many insurance companies and State examiners and fire commissioners.
and pleasant. That means, of course, a
The more serious fires have occurred
steadier patronage for you, whatever the
season. The Typhoon Fan Company
where the storage facilities consisted exclusively of vaults, which not only failed
maintains a force of skilled engineers to
to minimize danger, but increased it, by
solve your ventilation problems for you.
concentrating within a limited and closed area
You are given this service free of charge.
There is a Typhoon Fan to suit any house
large amounts of explosive material. Over
large or small.
heating, a short circuit from electric wir* * *
folThen
negligence.
petty
ing, or some
lows disaster. American Film Safes elimiTransverters Improve Projection
nate all danger of loss and lower depreciation of films when they have been placed
There was a day in the motion picture
in these patented and specially constructed
industry when all that mattered was to
safes. Each film is in a separate and comEach of
have a good picture, one that would sell
pletely insulated compartment.
your house out. Today competition in the
these compartments is individually vented
presentation of pictures is as keen as in
proto the outer air, affording complete
and externally.
the department of getting good pictures
tection both internally
The film is suspended in its compartment
themselves. You must put your picture
in a film carriage, which is automatically
on the screen perfectly to pack the house.
The transverter will assist you along these
moved forward when the door to the comlines. The Transverter, made by The
partment isopened, thereby making each
Hertner Electric Co., of Cleveland, Ohio,
reel of film easily accessible for handling.
The door to each compartment closes and
is used in over 2,000 theatres where molatches
automatically,
sealing the film
tor generator sets are in use. They elimwithin its insulated cell. By reason of its
inate the flicker and fluctuation on the
unit structure this system of Film Safes
screen which is most important. They
also economize on current, ensuring a
can be easily added
* *to *or re-arranged.
flexible and easy control of the volume of
A Small Press For Your Theatre
light required, while giving you the utmost
candle power for what you pay on the
Means Lower Costs For Little Labor
meter. You can obtain them in either the
vertical or horizontal position, whichever
The problem of putting out your programs, announcements, mailing cards, etc.,
will
best meet your projection room conditions.
you can often take care of yourself at reduced cost and really very little labor.
Because the Transverter means a way
The Globe Type Co., located in Chicago,
to economy for large and small theatres
makes a small and rather unique printing
alike plus better projection on the screen,
unit for just this kind of work. It is of
its manufacturers report its increased use
very low cost, and can easily be handled
wherever pictures are shown.
to your complete satisfaction, in fact its
operation requires what may be called fun,
or at most the part time attention of yourself or one of your employees. By this
New Focusing
Device and Speed
means you can quickly reduce your former
Indicator Features De Brie
expenditures. You can get paper very
cheaply from one of the well known paper
Camera
dealers at attractive wholesale prices. The
Globe Type Co. will gladly supply you
Several new and highly important features
with detailed information and help you in
are to 'be found on the latest model De Brie
every way possible with the installation of
high speed
ceived from motion
France. picture camera just reone or more of their unique machines.
One is a direct focusing tube with which
the
operator may look through the lens and
Handsome and Appropriate Seating
see his image right side up on ground glass,
You must, above all, make your patrons
magnified nine times, enabling him to get
an absolutely correct focus and to see that it
comfortable. They must be at ease, just
is taking in his view exactly as he wants it.
as comfortably seated as if they were in
their own homes. Your seating problem
Another advantage of the new De Brie is a
dial which shows the operator exactly how
is one of the most important that confronts you. Comfort in seats and chairs
many pictures per second he is making, and
the number of times normal at which the
depends largely on how well they stand
pictures are registering. The speed ranges
up under hard and constant wear. Breakfrom 3 to IS times normal, and the number
age in the springs and cushions quickly
of pictures from 48 to 240 per second. Even
worn down will soon make your patrons
restless and their entire enjoyment of the
at the extreme speed, this De Brie is guaranteed to produce rock-steady pictures, by
picture impossible. The American Seatvirtue of special pilot pins which engage film
ing Co., of Chicago, 111., besides giving
you the best in seat construction that will
perforations at each picture.
The light weight of this camera (22 lbs.)
give the longest wear, can supply your
makes it especially attractive for field work.
seating in a number of designs and styles
to fill your special requirement. This
A supply of the new De Bries has just
been received by the American distributors,
company manufactures a number of difthe Motion Picture Apparatus Co., 110 West
ferent types of seating to suit both large
and small theatres.
32nd street, New York.
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Five Star PointLenses
French

Condensing

You may have good pictures but their
successful presentation in satisfying your
patrons depends in large measure on their
projection on the screen. You can secure good pictures, the kind that sell out
the house and bring in big profits, that
are often spoiled by poor projection. That
is bound to mean dissatisfaction to your
audiences. Accurate, clear, sharp projection is essential. Five Star Point French
Condensing Lenses sold by Sussfeld,
Lorsch & Schimmel, New York, are made
of the best quality of glass, optically
ground and polished, and will not discolor.
Subjected to an annealing process to render them less brittle, they will withstand
high pressure. Of very long endurance,
these lenses come in Piano Convex,
Double Convex and Meniscus curvature
and are obtainable in all regular diameters and focal lengths.
* * *
Electra Carbons Satisfy
Every exhibitor is aware of the fact that
good projection is as essential to the
proper exploitation of his pictures as good
pictures themselves. Many exhibitors,
however, overlook the fact that carbons
are an important factor in projection. You
cannot obtain a volume of light, clear
definition, or any of the other necessary
requisites to good projection without carbons that fill every requirement for projection purposes. Electra carbons which
have been used in the Industry for many,
many years, have been found to fulfill all
requirements necessary for good projection. Under test, they have been found
to give an unusual volume of brilliancy,
which is probably one of the most important essentials. Electra carbons can be
obtained in all sizes necessary for projection purposes, and are considered one
of the standard makes of the Industry.
They are distributed by the Hugo Reisinger Co., of 11 Broadwa
* * y,* New York City.
Attractive Stage Settings

Dress up your, stage. Give your pictures the best settings you can. Attractive
curtains go far to make your pictures sell
to larger audiences, and capacity houses
mean profits. Often you have pictures you
count on to draw especially big crowds.
You carefully pick your feature pictures,
why not make your stage decorations increase their success? The Schell Scenic
Studios, Columbus, Ohio, make settings
and scenery for motion picture houses, as
well as for schools, colleges and auditoriums. They handle curtains, drapery settings and special painted scenery for your
particular need. For that special attraction, that feature picture that must draw
the crowds, they will rent you appropriate
scenery and curtains. A catalogue of over
a hundred scenes will be sent you on re* * *
Glocolor Your Lamps
quest.
There is nothing like color to attract attention; but colored lamps are expensive.
You are always glad to hear how you
can reduce expenses when you can do so
with satisfaction and pleasing results. If
you have a large theatre or a small one
you have illuminating lamps. You can
color them yourself with durable and beautiful colors. The Rosco Laboratories, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., put up cans of color and
also gelatine sheets for reflectors and spotlights. The colors will not fade and after
they are put on, which takes but a few
minutes, they will dry readily. The Rosco
Laboratories claim use of this product by
thousands of the best known exhibitors,
including the Capitol Theatre, Loew's New
York, Keith's, Albee, Criterion, Rialto,
Rivoli and Strand Theatres.
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Film-Safe

this

need

BECAUSE

it protects your films and surrounding property against film storage
fire hazards.

Now

installed or specified for all Fox Theatres,

all new famous Players'
Theatres, many other
large and small theatres,
Eastman Kodak Studios,
Academy of Music, New
York, and in many exchanges and laboratories

BECAUSE
it provides
ing cabinet for your
each

film instantly

a convenient filfilms and keeps

available

There are two sizes of
American Film - Safes.

for use.

Style 1 100 has five compartments forfive 1,000
foot reels, designed principally for exchanges,
studios, laboratories, etc.
and style 1200 for five

BECAUSE
it is the only film-safe available that has been listed as standard and
labeled
tories.

by

BECAUSE
rating

the

Underwriters'

it pays

companies
ductions in rates

for itself.

2,000 foot
reels, for
designed principally
theatre projection booths

Insurance

make
substantial refor theatres, studios,

exchanges, etc., equipped
Film-Safes.

with

The
The American
films.
It is made

Labora-

American

American

Film-Safe

Film Safe is a neat, compact, fireproof filing cabinet for

of full cold rolled sheet steel with all joints tenoned and pinned

together and is practically indestructible.
The safe is of unit construction and may be added to or rearranged at will.
Each film is housed in a separate fireproof compartment and is suspended
on a film carriage which automatically moves forward when the door to
the compartment is opened. Reels are always readily accessible for handling. Doors to compartments close and fasten automatically.
Each compartment has a bronze label holder on the door into which
card can be inserted so that films can be catalogued or indexed.
American

Film-Safes absorb abnormal

at normal

humidity, thereby increasing the life of the films.

a

heat from films and maintain them

Exterior surfaces are beautifully finished in baked enamel. Interior surfaces are thoroughly protected against rust. Standard colors are olive
green with bronze hardware but they may be had in several other finishes.

No

matter what size theatre

you have it will pay you to install an American Film-Safe.
You may purchase one on the
deferred payment plan.
Send for full information.

MAIL

THIS

COUPON

AMERICAN FILM-SAFE CORP.
Baltimore, Maryland
Please send me full description of the
American Film-Safe.
Name
Address

The

American

Film-Safe
Baltimore,

Md.

Corporation

Business
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Chicago Theatres Strong For
Kimball Organs
It has been reported that almost 75% of
the motion picture theatres in Chicago are
using Kimball organs. Considering further that users include the Ascher Brothers
circuit as well as Balaban and Katz, Jones,
Linick and Schaeffer, Lubiner and Trine
and the Orpheum Circuit, it seems reasonable to believe that the Kimball organ is
an instrument of great merit.
Kimball organs are all built to order,
to fit the requirements of each individual
theatre, conforming with the architecture
and acoustic properties that are to be
found. The pipes are made and voiced
only after all these _working conditions,
very essential in getting the besf results,
are known.
It is especially worthy of note, and this is
of particular interest to the organist, that
the pedal and manual action is speedy almost beyond human testing, using the
highest resistance magnet known for the
organ. The tremelos and vibratos have
separate regulation for speed and force,
and the individual silent electric swells are
perfectly graduated.
There are a number of well printed and
profusely illustrated catalogues available
on this instrument, many of them directed
to exhibitor attention in particular.
* * *
Teaches Better Organ Playing
As the motion picture industry grows with
marked rapidity, the importance of the organ
for the motion picture theatre steadily increases. This is so, because only the organ
can render a full and entirely satisfactory
orchestration of pictures. MR. VERMOND
KNAUSS is an organist reputed all over the
country for his superior plaving. At the
VERMOND KNAUSS STUDIO, he is most
efficient in turning out musicians who can
give perfect synchronization and interpretation of pictures through the organ. His wide
experience in the various requirements of
perfect organ playing fit him for the training of organists, by the most up-to-date
methods. He has, and is turning out organists who give the finest and most skillful
organ interpretations.
* * *
Probert Marquises Are Profitable
If an exhibitor is not satisfied with the way
his marquise looks, it is certainly not the
fault of the PROBERT SHEET METAL
COMPANY of Covington, Ky. This company has issued a new catalog showing about
fifty different styles of marquises, each made
up to conform with some special individual
requirement of the theatre. It d^es not matter whether you have a ten foot front or one
hundred and ten, and it does not matter
whether your theatre building holch nothing
but the theatre, or is but the street floor of a
tall office building. This company has a special design to fill your needs. The marquise
should play its part in the operation of your
business. As a canopy for weather protection, itgives your patrons a distinct service.
While waiting under it, whether for admission or under inclement conditions your
patrons will give their full attention to your
displays of current and coming attractions.
Its own electric display can be seen by many
passers-by for many blocks up and down
the street. Make *your* marquise
serve you.
*

The Edison Lamp Works
It is gratifying, indeed, to come across
such firms as the Edison Lamp Works, of
Harrison, N. J., which, despite the fact
that their merchandise is indispensable to
exhibitors, have never made that the occasion to rub it in by asking unfair prices.
There are but very few real good lamps
on the market, and the Edison lamp has
always stood every test it was ever put
to by its many users. Regardless of what

was required of it: sign lighting, house
lighting, spots, projection and what not,
the Edison lamp has always come out of
the. test with colors flying.
* * *
Holiday Decorations
Christmas has passed, but the holiday
season is at its height. Prolong its glad
and welcome spirit in your theatre throughout the year. It makes things more pleasant and jolly for your patrons and helps
along your bigger returns. For there is
nothing so appealing in lobby and general
theatre decoration as the holiday atmosphere attained through artificial or natural
floral effects. Frank Netschert, Inc., of
New York, has a catalogue of various decoratives along this line. Holly wreaths,
box trees, poinsettias, and other bright
colored flowers and foliage are a few of
the many suggestions it contains.
* * *
"Mecco" Marquise
An attractive and prosperous appearance
outside a place of business can hardly be
over emphasized. It gives an air of refinement which means more business, and
that means greater patronage. You are
a showman. An artistic exterior is just as
necessary to your success as the right film
inside your house, and few elements add
so much attractiveness as a carefully selected marquise. The Moeschl-Edwards
Corrugating Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, are
makers of the "Mecco" Marquise. As
manufacturers for years of structural, ornamental and sheet metal building specialties, they have a list of comprehensive designs at inviting prices. This company
claims they can provide a type to suit any
architectural scheme, or design one to
meet the individual taste of exhibitors or
their architects.
Flags, Banners and Pennants
You often count on a feature picture as a
special advertisement for your theatre. The
giving of that show which you have prepared for a long time and with great care
is a big event in your season. You must
assure its complete success. HENRY JACKSON, New York City, manufactures flags,
banners and pennants. These are made in
muslin, felt, bunting and silk of every description for indoors and outside use. You
can utilize them to your advantage in advertising. It would be a particularly good
stunt to give small flags and pennants in your
house at the close of the opening night of
the feature picture. They make excellent
souvenirs and will attract novel attention
when carried away from the show and displayed by first-nighters. HENRY JACKSON has a large line of these articles. They
are carefully printed, sewed and embroidered
to suit your needs of the special occasion.
They will help bring in big profits at trifling
cost.
* * *
Wurlitzer

Organs on Three
Continents

In saying 'WURLITZER" you say a great
deal on the importance of having a very good
organ in your theatre as one of the best
musical mediums for the interpretation of
your pictures. The rendition of that particular mood shown by an important scene in
your feature picture, the various degrees of
speed in the action and movement of your
picture is rendered accurately and fully by
organs made by THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO. As a unit organ, this instrument can give you complete orchestration of
the finest type. As a result of its success
the WURLITZER organ has been installed
in a great number of progressive motion
picture theatres in the British Isles, Europe
and Australia, as well as in all parts of the
United States.

"Songf est" Slides Keep Them

Get your audience in a good mood. Get
them happy. There is no surer, quicker
way to do it than by the warming, jolly
way of a good song. Soon they all join
in. And often because of this they like to
come to your theatre and enjoy the chorus
of an old favorite. It's a real good time
then, and your profits prove it. There is
a nation wide tendency to swing back to
the old favorite melodies. Take advantage
of it. The "Songfest" Slides of M. S.
Bush, Buffalo, N. Y., comprise 52 complete numbers with over 300 old favorites.
You can use these just as successfully for
the small theatre with a piano as the big
one with a three manual organ. M. S.
Bush can also supply you with a complete
line of organ novelties as carefully arranged as a vaudeville act in order to produce the effects and get the laughs. Each
set consists of a set of slides, being a complete story in itself and illustrated to fit
the subject; some are comedies, some
straight musical novelties and others are
"Songfests" for community singing. Some
of the best and most progressive motion
picture houses are using these slides as a
regular feature. They find they pay. You
will find they pay you, too.
*

* *

Goerz Lenses
Not the picture alone but its perfect projection on the screen is of the uttermost importance. Goerz Lenses, manufactured in
Germany, and sold by the C. P. Goerz American Optical Co., of New York, give precision in focus, thus assuring the clarity and
accuracy of detail in your picture on the
screen. Goerz Kino-Hypars are made especially for clean cut movie negatives. Their
extreme speed has been attained without
sacrificing its simple and compact 3-lens
construction. Goerz micrometer mounts allow interchangeable fittings with quick shift
of lens. They can be fitted to any standard size of camera. Focal lengths of 12
inches and 14 inches allow good portrait
effects on "close ups". The C. P. Goerz
American Optical Co. also put out movie
trick devices of all kinds, including the well
known Goerz Vignetters, with opaque and
amber leaves, mask boxes and double and
multiple exposure devices. Focusing magnifiers and microscopes are a'mong other
products
tical Co. of the C. P. Goerz American Op-

Best Adaptors

Save Money

Bearing out the old adage that a chain is
only as strong as its weakest link, you often
find that some of what you call minor accessories are of great importance in that they
further better operation, and appreciably cut
your expenses. Among other accessories
manufactured by the BEST DEVICES
COMPANY of Cleveland, Ohio, is the BEST
MAZDA ADAPTOR. Through its use you
can convert your carbon arc housing to
mazda projection as easily as you would set
a new carbon in the lower jaw of your housing. By this means, you can enjoy all the
advantages of incandescent projection. There
is nothing to change, nothing difficult. The
whole is easily adjusted up or down, left or
right, back or forward. The BEST SILVERTIP ADAPTOR is used with Silvertip and
similar lower carbons. The increased contact surface permits the using of carbon to
the smallest stub. Thus, there is great saving. All screws and grip members are protected from heat and metallic deposit. On
sale at all dealers, these products will prove
of complete satisfaction and efficient cost
reducers.
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THIS

i

THAT

REMARKABLE
EQUIPMENT
$600 TO $3,000
A YEAR
EXTRA
PROFITS
BRINGS
How

PROFIT— that's the magic word that makes any en-

to increase

returns

without raising the admission price.
Thousands of theatre owners and

terprise succeed — and with
the heat, rent and light, film
costs and salaries constantly

managers have found the
solution — found the answer— and installed the

increasing, Exhibitors are
facing the problem of how to

Butter-Kist

increase their profits.

Popcorn

and

Peanut
machine —
read the enthusiastic

Now-a-days a Butter-Kist
machine is as much a part of
the up-to-date, modern
atre as the box-of-

theatre

comments
reproduced here — these
are legitimate profits
—they belong to you.

the-

fice or the projecting machine.

"These machines are
great
Motion profit
Picturemakers
houses.forI
am taking in $100 a week
on this machine on pop-

Here are some of the
reasons why a Butter-Kist
machine will be a wise addition to your show —
Butter-Kist is the Nation's oldest
treat — it has been advertised consistently for over twenty years. A
healthful treat, a delightful confection.
It will attract new patrons, who will
spend often many times the price of
admission with you.

Daisy Theatre
Indianapolis, Ind.
"One of the red letter
days of my life when I
purchased It
my isButter-Kist
machine.
amazing
how much real profit a
mancorn."
can make with your

The profit on a dollar's worth of
Butter-Kist business is sixty-five cents.
Butter-Kist Popcorn sells itself. The
motion of the machine attracts the
eye. The coaxing fragrance of the
popping corn makes the people buy
and the exclusive toasty flavor brings
them back for more.
The machine itself is durable, handsomely attractive, automatic and operated by electricity at a very small
cost.
Occupies but small space in your lobby
— the model illustrated, the Triumph
requires but 26 x 38 in. and is every
inch a money maker. There are other
TRIUMPH MODEL
models, the Grand — larger, the Gold
-Kist
Popcorn & Peanut Machine
Butter
Mine and Money-maker — smaller.
There is a machine to fit your needs —
COMPLETE—
LESS SPACE— MORE PROFIT
COMPACTWrite for catalog today 1
Fall and Winter
Spring and Summer
All-The-Time
EVERYWHERE
Butter-Kist
Brings
Profits
Theatres
to

O.
E. Varneau
Wealthy
Theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
equipment."
"The
Triumph Butter-Kist
machine w e purchased
from you is in continual
operation twelve hours a
day andof we
can't say
too
much
its profit
making
The Co.
Crescent Amusement
Nashville, Tenn.
"During
ability." the past year our
profits onhasthe exceeded
Butter-Kistby
machine
far the profits on our
New business."
Lewis Theatre,
theatre
"HasIndependence,
made us Mo.
money
each and every week since
we have had it. People
will pass other machines
and walk
twotheorwaythreeto
blocks
out of
Butter-Kist popcorn.
Berryman Brothers
Lyric Theatre,
Bartlesville, Okla.
"During eleven months
your Butter-Kist
popcorn
machine
has done $2500.00
worth of business. I can
cheerfully say without
exaggeration in all of my
year's business experience
not one vestment
single
otherme inhas netted
or
equalled the handsome
profits of the B-K popcorn and Theatre,
peanut maStrand
Rockland, Me.
chines."

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co.
3204 Van Buren St.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Until you install a Butter-Kist machine you are not getting
profits that are rightfully yours — profits you can bank.
Don't postpone prosperity — act now — get the facts — write
diately for our proposition, telling you how you can secure
mendous profits at an exceedingly small investment of money
Detach and mail today this coupon!
Holcomb

&

Hoke

Manufacturing

enormous
us immethese treand space.
Co.

Send particulars on Butter-Kist
Equipment and how it will increase
my profits!
Name
Theatre
Address
City

State
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Light and Color Charm
Patrons

Your

You can best draw crowds to your theatre
by presentations offered in a novel, delightful and original manner. To do this, have
at your command equipment for producing
effective lighting and color conditions. The
Kliegl Sciopticon, made by the UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC STAGE LIGHTING CO.,
of New York City, is one of their types of
unit machines for producing the effects of
rippling water, moving clouds, twinkling
stars, fiery flames and other natural phenomena. It is designed for use with a 1000
watt nitrogen lamp. Through this unit you
can prologue feature pictures with appropriate scenery, accompany orchestrations
with a play of light and color, or add to the
atmosphere of a song or danc*e number with
a more pleasing treatment. THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC STAGE LIGHTING CO.
will promptly send you a booklet on the
most novel effects, spotlights, reflectors,
music stands and similar theatrical equipment. They have many suggestions for you.
* * *
Typewritten Slides a Convenience
There is often a picture that arrives at the
last minute, or an announcement that you
must flash on your screen with no previous
notice. Radio Mat Slide Company, of New
York City, make these mats to cover just
such an emergency. You have a piece of
local news— well, just slip one of these mats
in your typewriter and you have your announcement neatly typed in an instant.
Quick? Two minutes, and it's ready for the
screen. There are many other uses you can
put these little mats to. On election nights
your patrons will be glad to hear the returns during the show. In the baseball and
football seasons they need not be anxious
to leave your theatre to know the results.
You can also keep them posted, when the
news is red-hot, on local elections, public
meetings, concerts, etc., through instantaneous printing on these slide mats. They serve
your every last minute convenience at trifling
cost.

Slide Pencils That Give Satisfaction

The Blaisdell Pencil Co., of Philadelphia,
besides their many kinds and grades of pencils for general use, are specialists in the
manufacture of slide pencils for motion picture theatres. Their service in this special
line has made their business forge ahead
from year to year. The patronage of an increasing number of the best motion picture
houses will bear this out. The company features China and Glass marking pencils, which
are specially adapted to cover your emergency in preparing slides quickly. An inexpensive method of making your slides, neat
pencil layouts, and decorative effects in colors, ismade possible through their blue, red,
and black styles. These slide pencils are also
made in six other colors. Samples will be
furnished you on request. Great advantage
can be had to the exhibitor on these pencils
when he books pictures on short notice in
announcing programs, and other information.
■>' v *
* *% * ■
'
Scenery and Stage Equipment
Let your scenery help your pictures make
the dollars roll in. You must have good
pictures to attract the crowds and keep
them coming back with more crowds. You
have good pictures because you are a
good showman. Attractive scenery gives
the picture the added touch that makes
it more appealing. If your decorations do
not absolutely make your show, at least
they help greatly and do much to set it
off to the best advantage. Suitable decoration means increased enjoyment and
pleasure for your audiences. That means
your scenery and decorations help sell

your pictures and the dollars roll in the
faster. Is your present scenery and stage
equipment the most attractive you can
buy? It is the claim of THE WM.
BECK & SONS CO., that for nearly 75
years their scenic studios have operated
for the entire satisfaction of showmen.
For the past ten years this company has
specialized in scenery for motion pictures.
A large variety of velour curtains has become a high specialty with WM. BECK
& SONS.
* * *
Liberty Stands Have
Satisfactory

Proven

It is of prime importance to provide your
musicians with adequate light, which at the
same time does not interfere with the light
from your projector, or give an offensive
glare from the orchestra pit. LIBERTY
ORCHESTRA MUSIC STANDS manufactured bythe LIBERTY MUSIC STAND
COMPANY of Cleveland, Ohio, are designed
to assure better cooperation between the
players and their leader, giving better opportunity for leaders and organists to see
the picture, and properly accompany it. These
stands are of heavy, permanent construction.
Concealed wiring gives an adequate source
of light thrown in such a way on the music
sheets, as to illuminate but not give a strong
glare to the eyes. Of simple or highly ornamental design, these stands add decorative
value to the pit. They are made in several
styles and finish.
* * *
Artificial Flower Decorations Appeal
It is well known that there is nothing
that gives such a pleasing and finished aspect to an interior as flowers. This is as
true of the theatre as it is of the home,
hotel or restaurant. The charm of your
lobby and the appeal of your stage will
be increased many times by the careful
selection of artificial flowers; and that
means more dollars to you! The A. L.
Randall Co., Chicago, are one of the largest specialists in artificial flower decoration. Whether you are interested in a
complete layout or just a few palms or a
pair of boxwood trees the A. L. Randall
Co. are in a position to serve you well.
tion,
They claim that there is no order too
large or too small for their careful execu* * *
Perfect Curtain Control
There are few occasions as embarrassing
and unpleasant to the operators of a theatre as the jerking of a curtain or its failure to operate on time. An impatient audience means dissatisfaction, and you can't
afford that. Through trouble with the
manipulation of the curtain a perfect performance may be ruined. Owners of leading theatres, appreciating this fact, have
long sought means to remove this difficulty by means of a perfectly controlled
mechanism which may be operated from
various parts of the house, thus avoiding
the imperfections of movement that invariably gowith hand-control. Among the
many automatic curtain controls in use,
that of the Automatic Devices Company,
of Allentown, Pa., has proved very satisfactory. With their device the curtain is
usually controlled from the projection
booth.
* * *
Super-Lite Screens
Results

Give Good

The excellence of your screen is just as
important in the presentation of your pictures as efficient projection. Poor quality in
the fabric or an unevenness of the surface
will result in such unsatisfactory effects as
cannot be overcome by the best projection
possible. The SUPER-LITE SCREEN,
manufactured by C. S. WERTSNER &

SON, of Philadelphia, gives a brilliant picture. It is easy on the eyes, as a picture
projected upon it is soft and clear. More
than this, it gets out of the picture all itswealth of detail, with depth, proper tones and
color value due to its exceptional quality and
uniformity of surface. This is a rich and
necessary service, the proper aid for betterprojection.
Printing Seven Magazines
Week of the Year

Each

There is a printing establishment in East
Stroudsburg, Pa., which goes under the name
of "The Press Publishing Co.," that has the
facilities to turn out and does turn out no>
less than seven magazines every week of the
' year, these not including special numbers,
semi-monthly and monthly editions.
Four big automatically fed presses, and
several smaller ones, including the speedy
Kellys, are often pressed into continuous 24hour service to do this job. It is most interesting to watch the automatic folders, the
collating machine, stitcher, paster and binder, all combined in one machine, turning out
under ordinary speed eleven books, ready for
trimming, in ten seconds. There are only
four of these machines in the country.
The facilities of The Press for handling;
all sorts of job work, like heralds, posters,
etc., is really remarkable. With regular daily
messenger service to New York, this outfit
it weaning away many big printing jobs from
New York printers whose efficiency is of
lower standard.
Right Paper for the Particular Use
You must have the right kind of paper
for your advertising and general printed
matter. Insist upon it. But the selection of
the correct brand for each of your needs is
difficult unless you have expert advice and
willing co-operation. Whether you do your
own printing yourself with a small unit in
the premises of your theatre, as many theatre
owners do, or job your work out to a printer,
the AMERICAN PAPER MILLS CORPORATION, of New York City, can supply
your requirements with the best brands for
the need in hand, whether it is for heralds,
posters, broadsides, programs, mailing cards,
or your office stationery. The AMERICAN
PAPER MILLS CORPORATION, with associated houses in over nineteen different
centers throughout the United States, make
paper for every need in the motion picture
industry. They would welcome an opportunity to be of helpful service to you, whether you are theatre owner, printer or lithograRoll Tickets and Reels
pher.
Your ticket supply is an absolute essential to your theatre. It is an indispensable
item which EVERY theatre must have
and the tickets must be absolutely accurate, numbered correctly and printed clearly. They must also be readily detachable
for quick handling. Special color tints
make them proof against counterfeiting.
The Globe Ticket Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.,
is, as it is well known, one of the largest
ticket manufacturers in the country. For
more than twenty-five years that company
has been manufacturing amusement tickets
with a reputation for accuracy and quality
rendered. The numbering of Globe tickets
is correct, the printing is clear. They are
well rolled, securely packed, and the company claims to be able to make shipments
to you two or three days after orders are
received. They are printed in a variety of
styles and sizes, both single two coupon
and three coupon tickets. You can also
arrangesiredtoadvertising.
have room on the back for de-
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New Uptown Theatre, Chicago
Seated by American Seating Company
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Auditorium of Temple Theatre, Kane, Pa.
Seated by American Seating Company

these

and

all other

points

per-

taining to designing, building and installing theatre chairs, for large theatres
or small,
Seating

the country

Engineering

over,

our

Theatre

Department

can

be

of signal service to you.
Always
the

in mind

that

when

im-

provements have been decided upon,
installation of the new chairs can

be made
any

bear

way

without

disturbing

business

in

whatsoever.

Address Theatre Seating Engineering Dept.

American
New

West Coast Theatre, Long Beach, Calif.
Seated by American Seating Company

Seating
General Offices

14 East Jackson Blvd.

Keith's
New York
City
Seated byHippodrome,
American Seating
Company

Company

CHICAGO

Riviera Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Seated by American Seating Company
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Helios Reflector Lamps

Are

Dependable
Among the most important pieces of
equipment installed in your theatre the arc
lamp is among the foremost. Upon the arc
lamp, it is evident, depends efficient and
clear projection. The HELIOS REFLECTOR LAMP made by the WARREN PRODUCTS COMPANY, of New York, is designed to give you a better screen illumination by more than 25 per cent than you can
get from many other makes. That is its
aim, and its success so far has been proved
by its wide sales. HELIOS REFLECTOR
LAMP was the first to appear in its special
field. Its depth and perspective is one of its
admirable features. Sturdily built of steel
and the best composition, its dependability for
long service is beyond dispute. The truth of
this is substantiated by the fact that the
earliest constructed of these machines are still
in use. It is reported by the WARREN
PRODUCTS COMPANY that it has never
been necessary to replace any of them. That
in itself speaks praises of the highest for
the HELIOS REFLECTOR LAMP.
* * *
A Pleasing Interior Brings You
Bigger Business
Your patrons come to your theatre to enjoy more than the picture alone can give
them. They come for complete recreation.
They must be attracted by the surroundings
as well, and be as comfortable as in their
own homes. The settings of your show
should be as pleasing and appropriate as
possible. LOUIS KUHN STUDIOS, of New
York City, furnish and install interior decorations completely and efficiently. Curtains
of all styles and materials, draperies, stage
drops, stage settings, valances, and wall coverings of all descriptions are made by them
with the aim of giving a pleasing effect for
the interior, as a whole. No matter what
your requirements in decoration call for, the
LOUIS KUHN STUDIOS can satisfy your
most particular needs. No matter how large
or small your theatre, you will do well in
writing them for information as to their designs and prices. * * *
Butter-Kist
Popcorn
and Peanut
Machines Earn You Big
Profits
It is almost certain that you have ample
space in your theatre, either in your lobby
or rest rooms, for a small ready income earning machine. Make such space pay many
times its rental value. You can do that easily
and this is one of the best ways. HOLCOMB
& HOKE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, of Indianapolis, Ind., are helping
thousands of theatres throughout the country
by means of their BUTTER-KIST popcorn
and peanut machines, installed as a definite
part of the exhibitor's equipment. These
machines are growing in popularity with
motion picture theatre owners particularly.
They are made in a variety of styles and
prices, each assuring you a profit of 65 per
cent on every dollar taken in. Many new
theatres are being built and a great number
of these have wisely provided a definite
space for the BUTTER-KIST popcorn and
peanut machine. This device has come up
to their highest expectations both as to very
simple operation and its steady activity as a
money getter. If you do not personally superintend this department of your business
you can easily find some one to buy or rent
the operation concession at a1 good price. If
you have room for one of these machines,
use it! If your space is over crowded uselessly, change its arrangement. A BUTTERKIST machine will work for you steadily
and faithfully. It takes up but very little
room.

Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps
in Carbon and Current

Save

It is the claim of the J. E. McAULEY
MANUFACTURING CO., of Chicago, 111.,
that their PEERLESS reflector arc lamps
will assure you twice the light at one-third
the cost of many other makes. These lamps
are built extremely heavy, and the greatest
possible care has been taken to make them accurately machined. Their Idesign has resulted from special attention also. The adoption of these lamps has been proved absolutely satisfactory by thousands of America's
leading motion picture theatres, as they are
adaptable to all makes of projectors. Among
the users of the PEERLESS reflector arc
lamps are following prominent houses : Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion Theatres of New
York; the Stanley, Aldine and Stanton
Theatres, of Philadelphia; the Pantages, of
San Francisco ; the Tiffin, of Chicago ; the
Strand and Empire, of Syracuse ; the Circle,
Garden and Ambassador Theatres, of Cleveland. These lamps are considered entirely
satisfactory as part of the standard equipment by such concerns as the Precision Machine Co., manufacturers of the Simplex
Projectors, and the Stanley Co. of America,
operating a! chain of over one hundred theatres in this country.

Keeping

Pace With the Needs
the Exhibitor

of

Changeable signs, like nearly all products
designed to fill a definite business need, have
evolved to their present stage of perfection
and usefulness by gradual stages which have
always been the result of seeing a need or
possibility of improvement a step or two
ahead of the demand.
However meritorious former attempts at
changeable signs may have been, it was not
until the advent of the present sign lettered
with self spacing celluloid letters that a
really substantial advance in the construction
of such signs was accomplished.
This self spacing feature, for which there
is now a patent pending for the benefit of
the Tablet and Ticker Company, consists of
a heel or projection at the base of every
letter and figure which automatically places
them at just the proper distance from each
other. It prevents the unsightly overlapping
and overcrowding of letters that is the common fault of ordinary signs.
GLO-LTR electric signs for theatre interiors are one of the important specialties
of the Tablet and Ticket Company. These
are designed for all directional purposes, particularly for the showing of exits, aisles,
balconies, rest rooms, etc. Suspended from
the ceilings or held from the walls by brass
arms, these signs present a striking and
fitting appearance.
The company has a splendid catalogue
available, which illustrates in part some of
the many designs and modes of usage of
the signs.
* * *
High Quality Motor Generators
For Projection
The source of power is the life-spark of
all operation. Unless that power flows
fully, smoothly and always under perfect
control no satisfactory results can be attained. The truth of this has been realized
and carefully followed by the ACME ELECTRIC AND MFG. COMPANY, of Cleveland, Ohio, in the manufacture of their motor generators for projection purposes.
Sleeve bearings of ample size, precise balancing of the rotor, and accurately proportioned brushes are some of the prominent
factors that enter into the construction of
these ouiet pn^ vihrat'rm'ess mnt^r-gencrators. ACME ELECTRIC MOTOR GENERATORS mean better and more light.

An Upholstered Chair That Gives
Long Wear and Perfect Comfort
Theatre owners are each year becoming
more attentive to the comfort given their
patrons by their seating. Every year theatres
are becoming more elaborate, and the exhibitor realizes that his audience must be as comfortably seated in his theatre as in the most
carefully furnished homes. The upholstered
opera chairs constructed by the E. H. STAFFORD MANUFACTURING CO., of Chicago, 111., give audiences an atmosphere of
luxury and perfect comfort. These chairs
are in every way, both from the standpoint
of ease and wear, superior to the old fashioned veneer seat. That type of chair was
hard and easily broken. The STAFFORD
MANUFACTURING CO. is a leader in this
field of finely upholstered, durably built and
reasonably priced opera chair. The many
styles are on display at the various offices of
the Exhibitors Supply Co.
* * *
Lobby Display Frames That Will
Increase Your Patronage
You get the best pictures to assure your
audiences the highest degree of enjoyment
possible. As a taste of your show you select
your stills with great care to show in the
lobby. Present them adequately and in a way
that attracts and pleases the eye instantly.
The STANLEY FRAME COMPANY, of
New York, is one of the biggest leading manufacturers of lobby display frames in this
country. Of metal or wood construction,
these frames are designed with the highest
degree of utility and handsome appearance
as their keynote. Of almost countless styles
and! sizes, a selection from their number is
certain to fill your need in this line. Realize
that all designs in STANLEY frames are
original, and that they are conceived with
the express purpose of increasing the numbers of your patrons. The STANLEY
FRAME CO. are also makers of the highest
type of mirrors, ticket booths and other like
appurtenances for the lobby, foyer and corridors of all kinds of theatres, large and
small. They have equipped some of the
finest houses in the country and their new
catalogue shows one of the most complete
lines of display frames, mirrors and ticket
booths ever gotten together in one line. However, you are not even limited to the designs
shown in this catalogue, as they are in a
position to create new and original designs
for the particular needs of your theatre.
* * *
C-H Simplicity Dimmers Create
Atmosphere
There is nothing that renders a more
pleasing atmosphere and enhances the interior decorations of your theatre more than
color and lighting harmony. Proper assembling of lighting not only helps put your
picture over, but it pleases and enraptures
your audience with your whole ensemble of
show and theatre appointments. Your illumination control can be ideally handled by
C-H SIMPLICITY DIMMERS, made by
the CUTLER-HAMMER COMPANY, of
Milwaukee and New York. These are designed to produce such beautiful effects in
soft lowering and rising of your current that
your lighting itself will become a big factor
in drawing more patrons to your house. Providing flickerless illumination control these
dimmers stand successfully many years of
long hour continuous service, and they may
be installed easily in a small space. They are
recognized throughout the country by theatres large and small, and particularly motion picture houses, as a vital part of necessary equipment. The company has a new
book on modern theatre dimmer practice
which will be of great interest to you.
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patronage

Steady
Create

"Atmosphere"
C-H

As tne well-known

through
Simplicity

S. L. Rathofel of the Cap-

itol Theatre recently said, "The

importance

of

'atmosphere' cannot be over-emphasized.
"The gorgeous ensembles
of lighting are most important. Behind each lighting
effect there is an idea, consistently conceived and ex-

spells

illumination

control

with

Dimmers
ous service — and can be installed in a minimum

space.
That dependable illumination control by means
of C-H

s^m s~: t

Simplicity Dimmers

is recognized as of vital importance ingaining steady,
profitable patronage is evidenced bythe rapidly grow-

ecuted."
To produce beautiful effects
of color and lighting harmony
— to enhance the interior

ing application
Hammer
Dimmers ofin Cutlertheatres
all over the country — large
and small. In fact, more are
now on order than at any

decorations — to produce the
"atmosphere" that pleases
theatre patrons — is the function of Cutler-Hammer Simplicity Theatre Dimmers.
They provide flickerless
illumination control — withstand successfully years and
years of long hour continu-

success

other time in the company's
30 years in business.
Our new book on modern
theatre dimmer practice is of
interest to electrician, stage

A typical bank ofillumination
C-H Dimmers
for modern theatre
control

manager, theatre owner, and
architect. A copy will be
mailed on request.

THE

CUTLER-HAMMER
MFG. CO.
Works: Milwaukee and New York
^Branch Offices:
New York: 8 W. 40th Street
Buffalo: 358 Ellicott Square Bldg.
Cleveland: Guardian Building
Chicago: 323 N. Michigan Avenue
Boston: 52 Chauncy Street
Milwaukee: 530 Grand Avenue
Pittsburgh: Century Building
Detroit: 506 Hofman Building
Cincinnati: 41 5 Dixie Terminal Bldg.
St. Louis: 2111 Ry. Exchange Bldg.
Philadelphia: Commonwealth Bldg.
Inquiries from the Pacific Coast may be directed to the H. B. Squires Co., Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle
Northern Electric Co., Ltd., Canada

CUTLER-

HAMMER
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Raw

Stock of Unquestioned

Quality

The EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
of Rochester, N. Y., can supply you with
:raw stock that is entirely satisfactory. Its
service to you cannot be excelled. EASTMAN positive and negative film is prepared
with the special aim to assure you the best
photographic quality on the screen. It can
be one of the factors that count in making
your bookings box office successes, because
it carries quality through to the screen. The
amazingly
use of COMPANY
this product of
the"
EASTMAN wide
KODAK
proves
that the firm has carried the same ideal of
perfect service into picture supply manufacturing that it has sustained in its older
fields. At Kodak Park every known precaution is exercised to make sure that every
foot of EASTMAN positive film actually will
produce tone for tone all the details of the
negative. EASTMAN experts have made
this their aim, and you can rely on the result. He who gives the best service reaps
the greatest returns. And from the point of
view of production and business returns,
the reputation of the EASTMAN KODAK
COMPANY places it in the foremost rank
of manufacturing houses in the motion picture industry today.
* * *
A Safe System for Cooling Your
Theatre
At all seasons of the year your theatre
must be comfortably cool throughout. Your
.audiences often necessitate crowding, and
the occupying of all available space. A packed
house demands that the air be humidified.
THE WITTENMEIER MACHINERY
COMPANY, of Chicago, has perfected their
carbonic anhydride system of refrigeration
lor the cooling of auditoriums and theatres
in connection with the ventilating system.
Their system is definitely preferable to the
ammonia process. First of all, it is odorless,
non-poisonous and absolutely safe. An important factor in the WITTENMEIER machines isthe low ratio of compression, which
is but one to three, and consequently, the reexpansion of gas in the clearance space
amounts to very little, resulting in high efficiency. Although the pressure required in
this carbonic machine is higher than that in
one which uses ammonia, the power required
is not any greater, as the cylinder bore is
exceedingly small, and when taking pressures
:in consideration they must always be associated with volume. The operation of the
carbonic anhydride (CO2) machine is very
simple. If it is desired, for instance, to
inspect the inside of the cylinder, it is only
necessary to close the discharge and suction
valves (both valves being mounted on the
sides of the cylinder) and open the machine,
where desired.
* * *
Lobby

Display Frames — Ticket
Booths and Boxes

You show good pictures, these days. You
know what your patrons want inside your
house. But are those scenes you've selected
to display in your lobby shown to the best
advantage? They should be because they
are a taste of what is inside. They must be
presented fittingly. S. MARKENDORFF,
of New York City, manufactures an extensive line of suitable frames for displaying
your stills and scenes properly. They are
distinctive in appearance, thus, besides their
utility, they are real assets in the decorative
aspect of progressive houses. To be a good
showman inside your house you must prove
you are a good showman outside.
S. MARKENDORFF also makes ticket
booths and boxes of varied and attractive
designs.
From
their catalogue
you can
•quickly
choose
such
types
as
will
best
fill your
:need.

Splicing Made Sure With New
Duplex Cement
The Duplex Motion Picture Industries,
Inc., of Long Island, New York, has recently launched on the motion picture market
a Duplex Film Cement known as the Duplex
Cumminone No. 7, for use in projection
booths, exchanges and laboratories whenever the cutting, splicing or patching of
films make it necessary to use a cement that
will hold.
An important factor in the motion picture
projection booth is the cementing of a
"break" in a film, and the operator is in the
habit of "splicing" his "break" and then testing it to see if the patch holds securely. The
Duplex Motion Picture Industries has proven to the satisfaction of the users of their
Duplex Cumminone No. 7 Cement that their
cement will patch a break in a strip of film
withoutwhole.
any The
testing
after
thesecurely
"break"andis
made
patch
holds
stands more than the ordinary strain. Much
grief in the projection booths over poor
patch-work will be eliminated by this new
cement.
Among the many fine DUPLEX products
the measuring machine deserves special mention. This machine has a capacity of 10,000
feet and can be reset to zero at any time. It
is 100 per cent accurate and eliminates any
possibilities of errors in footage. Its speed
is practically limitless, and in its construction
the quality is characteristically Duplex. One
of the best known accomplishments of the DUPLEX MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRIES
was the production of the automatic printer,
a machine which so accurately prints a positive film from the negative as to reduce to a
minimum the flicker on the screen that it has
made the watching of a picture a positive delight. Cameras, tripods, perforators, power
and hand rewinders, adjustable patchers,
frame line machines, polishing machines, automatic light change, and developing machines, and others, all attest the high quality
of service rendered by DUPLEX products.

Builder of Electrical and Mechanical
Stage Equipment
It is essential for theatre owners to obtain
the very best services for properly equipping
their theatres with stage rigging. This must
be so, as many accidents in theatres can
be traced to improper rigging. J. H. Welsh,
of New York City, is one of the leading designers and builders of electrical and mechanical stage equipment, and can serve you
with satisfactory and adequate rigging jobs.
They have given special attention to the
manufacture of their steel and asbestos curtains for theatres of all kinds, laying paricular importance on the accuracy and precise operation of their counterweight system
of control. In fact, perfect curtain control
that is noiseless and smooth running has been
one of the special features in their service
to motion picture theatre owners. Theiri continuous success in this line has been proved
by the test of long usage by many prominent
theatres. Through their method, curtain can
be efficiently and easily controlled from the
picture booth and from any other location,
as desired. J. H. WELSH can also supply
you with spot lights, portable switchboards,
dimmers and many other electrical effects.
* * *
Flowers Add

That Final Touch

You can do no better in the final attention
you give to the decoration of the lobby and
interior of your theatre than add an appropriate selection of artificial flowers. Flovrers
give a finished and distinguished appearance
to the ensemble of your appointments. The
Schroeder Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, are
among the biggest dealers in this important
line. Flowers in baskets, side brackets and in
many compositions of every size and description as tq color and variety can be furnished you at short notice and in original
designs to suit your need.
* * *
Keystone

Floor Covering
Satisfy You

Will

* * *
Heated

Pipes Eliminate
Trouble

Organ

Your pipe organ represents a large investment. Keep it in perfect operating condition
by protecting it against cold weather and
dampness'.
YourEVENHEETERS,
business demands
this attention.
manufactured
bv
the CRAMBLET ENGINEERING CORPORATION, of Milwaukee, Wis., will protect your organ from deterioration through
cold exposure. The appliances are entirely
electric and automatic in function. They are
absolutely noiseless and constructed simply
and ruggedly. Your own electrician can readily install them. Designed to meet the requirement of every size of organ. EVENHEETERS will suit you in price as well as
in their reliable service. Send CRAMBLET
ENGINEERING CORPORATION advice
as to voltage, kind of current, dimensions of
each chamber and details as to the outside or
exposed walls.
* * *
Stage Lighting and Equipment
Service
The value of expert advice to help you
solve your difficulties in stage lighting can
hardly be over estimated. There is much in
that problem which is likely to perplex you
ROBERT C. ENTWISTLE STAGE
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT (formerly Rialto Stage Lighting Co.), of New York, can
render you such assistance as is the result
of long experience, and continuous study
along these lines. Besides undertaking the
lighting equipment of your stage, Mr. Entwistle will be glad to serve you with technical consultations in all branches of the trade.

It is very probable that you have met
with considerable trouble in the covering of
your flooring for corridors, aisles, and the
projection room. The RUSSELLOID COMPANY, of Harrisburg, Pa., are manufacturers of KEYSTONE FLOOR COVERING. This material is used for runners, in
aisles, corridors, lobbies, and also for covering entire floors. Because no fastenings are
required, you can lay KEYSTONE on concrete as readily as on wood, the seams never
turn up, and interfere with walking in any
way. KEYSTONE deadens sound, is shock
absorbing, easy on feet, and quickly cleaned.
It is made in one color only (black), therefore it harmonizes with surroundings of almost any color. There is no sharp contrast as
would be the case were it made in red,
green, or brown. KEYSTONE wears well.
* * *
A Complete Will
Printing
Service That
Satisfy
Hundreds of theatres have taken the advantage of a complete printing and publicity
service that combines excellence in printing
with original methods of putting your advertising matter before your patrons in an
attractive and forcible manner. The ERWIN
S. KLEEBLATT PRESS, of New York
City, is one of the biggest houses that render
this complete and efficient service for motion
picture theatres and producers. This concern
does every kind of printed work that can be
required, such as press books, heralds,
streamers, broadsides', programs, mailing cards
and the like. A special publicity service has
been established for writing original copy,
laying out material and handling all such
advertising
andneed.
publicity any exhibitor or producer would
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Revolution and Footage Indicators
(Patented). This device adds up
when the handle is turned forward
and subtracts when it is turned back.
It shows number of handle turns and
exact footage. Either indicator can
be set back to zero at any time.

"K"

MODEL

DEBRIE
2.

Synchronized Focusing and Diaphragm Bars. A new method of scaling the focusing and diaphragm bars,
and a new shape in the focusing rod

"P-A-R-V-O'

insure instantly an absolute sharpness in focusing which cannot be secured by any other camera.

MILLED SCREW FOR OPERATINC GROUND GLASS
SPIRIT LEVEL
FOCUSSING ROD

Call for demonstration — or
Write for Free Details

MILLED SCREW FOR REVOLVING
. FOCUSSING AND DIAPHRAGM BARS

VIEW FINDER
APERTURE SIGHT

We
carry in stock Reels —
Splicers — Rewinders — Stine. man Apparatus — Printers Projectors and everything for the
Production of Film.

BUTTON FOR FIXING
ARTICULATED SUNSHIELD

MAGNIFYING VIEW
FINDER AND EVEP'ECE

DISSOLVING SHUTTER
INDICATOR HAND
PUNCH R03
SHUTTER OPENING
INDICATOR BUTTON

1 TURN 1 PICTURE CHANGE
SPEED OPERATING ROD

Motion

PLACE FOR F 'TTI N G
ELECTRIC DRIVE

Robert
Scenic

P.

U. S. and Canada Agents for Debrie

Carsen

Studios

CONSTRUCTORS,
and

PICTURE
Specializing
amateur
FABRIC

DESIGNERS

PAINTERS

of
STAGE

and

SETTINGS

in renting scenery for professional

and

productions.

SETTINGS
ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT

THEATRICAL

HARDWARE
And

1507

No.

Clark

CHICAGO,
Phone

Apparatus

Co., Inc.
Ownership Management C. G. Willoughby, Inc.
110 West 32nd St.
New York

SLOT FOR HANDLF

SPEED INDICATOR

Picture

all Depts. Delaware

SUPPLIES

Street
ILL.

6922:

Office, Superior

1852
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THEATRE

EQUIPMENT
Powers
Adv.) Co., Nicholas, 90 Gold
St., IV ew York City, N. Y. (See
Precision Machine Co., Inc., 310
E. 34th St., \eiv York City,
IV. Y. (See Adv.)

ACCESSORY DEALERS
(See Equipment
Supplyat Dealers and Distributors
rear
of this section.
ACOUSTICS, Theatre
Hamlin, Irving, 716 University
PI., Evanston, 111.
International
Insulation Co.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Union
Acoustical
Co.,"Insulite."
104 S.
17th St., St. Louis, Mo.
ADAPTERS, Carbon
Best Devices, Cleveland, Ohio.
"Best." (See Adv.)
Exhibitors Supply Co., Chicago,
111. (See Adv.)
Franklin Electric Products Co.,
750 Prospect Ave., S. E.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Fulton, 10. 10., 3206 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago, 111. "Regular," "Super." (See Adv.)
ADAPTERS, Electric Lamp
(See also Incandescent Projection Adapters)
Enterprise Optical Co., 564 Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Erickson Electric Co., L., 82
Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.
Franklin Electric Products Co.,
750 Prospect Ave., S. E. Cleveland, Ohio.
General
N. Y. Electric, Schenectadv,
Hart & Hegeman, Capitol Ave.,
Hartford, Conn.
National Electric Lamp Works,
Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Stewart, F. H. 37 N. 7th St.,
Phila., Pa.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

ADAPTERS,

Mazda

Pro-

(See
Incandescent Projection
jection
Adapters.)
ADDRESSING AND MAILING MACHINES
Addressing Machine Co., 859
Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Addressograph Co., 901 Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111. "AdAuto
- Mailing Machinery Co.,
dressograph."
Fitchburg, Mass.
^Automatic Adding Machine Co.,
148 Duane St., New York City.
Elliott Addressing Machine Co.,
143 S Albany
St., Cambridge,
IVIclS
Multipost • Co., 51 Centre St.,
Rochester, N. Y.
New Writerpress Co., Hull &
Wharf Sts., Shelton, Conn.
Pollard-Ailing Mfg. Co., 312 E.
23rd St., New
York City,
N. Y.
Rapid Addressing Machine Co.,
46 W. 23rd St., New York
ADVERTISING
TIES

NOVEL-

(See
Novelties, Exploitation &
Advertising.)
ADVERTISING PROJECTORS
(See Projectors, Advertising)

ADAPTERS, Lens
Newton, Chas. I., 331 W. 18th
St., New York City, N. Y.

For Better

DIRECTORY
The Davis Bulletin Co., Inc.,
6-10 Lock St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Edwards terior& Sts.,Co.,
N. Y.140th
City,& N.Ex-Y.
Holtzer-Cabot Co., 125 Armory
St., Bostpn,
Ostrander
& Mass.
Co., W. R., 371
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Pettes & Randall, 150 Nassau
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Partrick & Wilkins Co., 51 N.
7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
"Guarantee."
Y.
Stanley & Patterson, 23 Murray St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.

AISLELITES, Theatre
Brookins Co., The, 1741 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland, O.
Crouse-Hinds
Co., Syracuse,
N. Y.
Electrical Products Corp., ±±22
W. 16th St., Los Angeles.
Exhibitors Supply Co., Chicago,
IH. (See Adv.)
Frink, Inc., I. P., 24th St. & 10th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Kausalite Mfg Co., 6134 Evans
Ave., Chicago, 111., "Kaus-aAISLE ROPE and Fittings
D. C. Humphreys
Co., 909Pa. Filbert St., Philadelphia,
Novelty Scenic Studios, 220
West
lite." 46th St., New York City,
N. Y.
AISLE RUNNERS
Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston 9,
Mass.
AMMETERS, Volt
Biddle. James G., 1221 Arch St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Buton-Rogers Co., 755 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
General Electric Co., SchenecN. Y.
Harvard tady, Electric
Co., 525 W.
Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Hickok land,Elect.
Inst. Co., CleveO.
111.
Jewell
Electrical Instrument
Co., 1648 Walnut St., Chicago,
Adv.)
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See

ARC FEEDS, Automatic
(See Controls, Arc)
ARCHITECTS, Theatre
Ahlschlager, Inc., W. W., 65 E.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, In.
Bair, Harry S., State Theatre
Bldg., Pitsburgh, Pa.
Benedict, E. E., 51 Leavenworth
St., Waterbury, Conn.
Bennit, Cyril, Glendora, Cal.
Boiler, & Bros., Carl, Inglewood, Cal. P. J., International
Bradshaw,
Life Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Briggs, E. F. 312 Broadway,
Fargo, N. O.D. C. 306 Noll Bldg.,
Brunswick,
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Burroughs, H. R., 70 E. 45 s>t.,
New York City, N. Y.
Campbell, J. B., Ontario, Cal.
Caster, Howard W., 21 S. 12 St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Claussen & Claussen, Portland,
Clenahan,
Merle C, Ogden,
Ore.
Utah.C. E., 206 Fine Arts, Des
Cope,
Moines, la.
Crane, C. H., Burns Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

ANNUNCIATORS, Electric
Ansonia
Electrical Co., Ansonia, Conn. Appliance
Automatic
Co., 162
Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

Projection

USE

SUPER-LITE
LENSES
.

A

,_ A
V

Free

Motor-Generators
for

Projection

Purposes

Trial
SOMETHING

will

convince

NEW

you
Means

\
Projection Optics Co.
PROJECTION \
OPTICS CO.
Rochester, N. Y.
Gentlemen :
203
State
St.,
V
Please send us one
pair of SUPER-LITE
Rochester,
Lenses
on through
a ten days'
X
free
trial,
our
supply dealer, who is
N. Y.
Dealer's Name
Address
Our Name
\
Address
\

Better

and

More

Get the Particulars

Light
Write

Us

Built to Serve the Best by Test
Sold on a Money Back Guarantee Basis
The

ACME

ELECTRIC
1449 Hamilton
CLEVELAND,

and
Ave.

MFG.

i
j

pO.

OHIO

Manufacturers of Electrical Equipment for 10 Years
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Crane, C. H., 127 N. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
Crane, C. H., 562 Fifth Ave.,
New York City, N. T.
Crunimins Construction Co., 25
Crescent
City, N. Y. St., Long- Island
DeRosa,
Eugene,
New York
City, 110
N. "W.
Y. 40 St.,
Ditmars
& Reilly, 111 Fifth
Ave., New York City, N. Y.
Dixey, W. V. & Smilie, H. B.,
25 Huntington Ave., Boston,
Mass.
Dubois, M., Cheyenne, Wyo.
Eberson, John, 219 E. Superior
St., Chicago, 111.
Eichberg, S. Milton, 64 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Ferguson,
W. S. Co., Eucnd
Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Graf, R. F., Arnstein Bldg.,
Knoxville, Tenn.
Grey & Lawrence,
42 Church
St., New Haven, Conn.
Hall, Douglas P., 405 Lexington
Ave., New York City, N. Y
Hedden,
Wm.
J., 221 Grand
Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Hemphill,
J. c., Greenwood,
s. c»
Hill, Bertram C, Dallas, Tex.
Holler & Bros., Carl, Ridge
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Hopper, W. T. & Janusch, F.
W., 879 N. State St., Chicago,
Hughes, C. T., 8049 Wilson Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.
Jackson,
1819 Broadway,
New YorkJ., City,
NY
James,
Fred
J.,
Fl'a.
State
Board
of Architects
, Tampa
,
Fla.

McDonald, John & Alen, Standard Oil Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
Meyer & Holer, Hollywood, Cal.
Mitchell & Hunter, 1319 F. St.,
S. W., Washington, D. C.
Moore, John V., McClelland
Bldg., Lexington, Ky.
Nason, J. P., Corn Exchange
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Noyes Jr., F. A. & La Barr,
Gordon, California Bldg., Los
Angeles, Cal.
Rapp, C. W. & G. L., 190 N.
State St., Chicago, 111.
Reid Bros., 105 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Rupert, E. P., Chicago, 111
Sawyer & Cummings, 1440 Somerset St., Taunton, Mass.
Scroggs & Ewing, Lamar Bldg.,
Augusta, Ga.
Squires, F. C, 628 Kansas Ave.,
Topeka, Kans.
Starks, Leonard, Sacramento,
Cal.
Werner, Carl, Santa Fe Bldg.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Wilson & Jones, Arcade Bldg.,
Seattle, Wash.
Winkler,
Geo., Palace Bldg.,
Tulsa, Okla.
ARC LAMPS
(See Lamps, Arc.)

ARC
LAMPS, Reflecting
Projector
(See Lamps, Reflecting, Arc,
Projector.)

Ki5£;
F- s,Cardondelet
Bldg., New Orlean
La.
Kuehn, F. C. W., Huron, S. D
Lamb, Thos. W., 644 Eighth
Ave.. New York City, N. Y.
Lee.
. W. lphia,
H. 1505
Race St.,
Philade
Pa.
Lehman, W. E., 972 Broad St..
Newark, N. J.
Magaziner, Eberhard & Harris,
603 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
McClean, Wm. H., 88 Tremont
bt., Boston, Mass.
McCormick, Eugene, Brookhaven, Miss.

ARCS,

Balluna Lamps, the spots that are lighting Broadway, installed
in leading theatres, such as the Capitol, Mark Strand, Rialto,
Keith's circuit, Loew's Fox and all progressive smaller theatres,
as well as studios.
Light

Ballunas

High Intensity Pro-

(See
jection
Also Lamps, Arc.)
General Electric Co., Schenec"G-E."Nicholas, P0
N. Y. ny,
Power tady,
Compa
Gold St., New York City, isT.
Precision Machine Co., 319 E.
34th St., New York City. N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Westinshouse
Electric & Mtg
Adv.)
Co East Pittsburgh, Pa. (See

Glorifies

Your

Theatre

Glorify

Light

NOT

a single exhibitor but knows that effective lighting individualizes his theatre and
that the secret of successful lighting lies in its
correct application. The proper use of light is
now available to all those who give this important phase of showmanship serious attention.
Modern lighting equipment has made this

possible.
Balluna Lamps, with their many special features of design, are essential to every theatre that
requires the best in lighting effects. Balluna
Lamps are built sturdily; counter weights and

GOERZ

Products

for

Picture

the

Motion

ball bearings give complete flexibility of operation. Also, special provisions are made in their
corfstruction, eliminating all vibration of the spot.
If you are interested in better lighting effects
for your house, mail the attached coupon for
more details on Balluna Lamps
Desirable

Industry

Film Raw
Stock;
Panchromatic.

Positive, Negative,

Heat Resisting but of superior optical quality; diame

MAIL

ters: 11//—12".

Optical

Mirrors;
Raw

THIS

Howells Cine Equipment
New York City.

For

Glass:

Arc-Lamps.

For
picture equipment, etc.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS:

for

We have some excellent territories open for live
distributors; write us for complete information on
discounts and exclusive representation,

S. O. G. Condensers:

Goerz

Territories Available
Distributors

COUPON
Co.,

740

Seventh Avenue,

Gentlemen: Please send me complete details on Balluna
Lamps.

motion

Mame
Theatre
Street

Fish-Schurman
Corporati
45 West 45th Street, New York City on
1050 Cahuenga Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.
IN CANADA:
John A. Chantler & Co.
226 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

City & State

Howells
740

Seventh

Cine

Equipment

Avenue,

New

York

Co.
City
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ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
(See Flowers, Artificial).

gives

you

and that's
Mirror Arc
Mirror

the

arc

as

the

must

Projection

than

other

cannot

be

vertical
be

kept

and

for what

the

you

drawn
and

does

pay

horizontal

voltage

you

in candle

easier
power

BALLOONS,

Toy Advertis-

(See
Novelties, Exploita
tion also,
and Adv.)
Barr
Rubber
Products Co
Lorain, O.
Brazel Novelty Mfg. Co., 170
Ella St., Cincinnati, O.
Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland,
O.
Howe
Baumann
Balloon Co.,
187 Murray St., Newark, N. J.
Mohican Rubber Co., 250 Miller
St., Ashland, O.
Novelty
Rubber
Sales Co.,
Akron, O.
Reed
Rubber
Co.,
1156
Dorr St.,
Toledo, O.
Shure
Co.,
N., Madison &
Franklin Sts., Chicago, 111.
BALLYHOO

STUNTS,

FOR

ALL

TYPES

of

PROJECTION

CARBONS
44

Also

ELECTRIC

LABEL"

PERKINS ELECTRIC LTD.,
Canadian Distributors

Uppers

INTENSITY'5
"LOW
INTENSITY"

CARBONS
STAGE

for
LIGHTING
STUDIO

and
LAMPS

CO.

Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

Ex-

(See Novelties, Exploitation and
ploitation
Advertising,
also Exploitation
Stunts,
Moving)

"COPPER
COATED
NEGA"
"WHITE
A. C." Lowers

for our latest de-

.

Feaster Mfg. Co., 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.

meter.

use, as preferred.

Locust Avenue

NON-RE-

automati-

either for vertical or

HERTNER

A UTOMA TIC
WINDS

normal.

scriptive literature showing the many advantages
of the Transverter.

The

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROLS
tric).
(See Curtain Operators, Elec-

ART TITLES
(See Titles, Film).

"HIGH

Write

Boehler's Attractions, Charles,
Woods Theatre Bldg., ChiThe Fallycago, 111.Markus Agency, 1547
Broadway, New York City,
N. Y.
Morris, Wm., 1499 Broadway,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Shea - McCallum Booking Of318 Erie Bldg., Cleveland,fices,
O. ing
Kraft Attraction, 1476 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.

ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVES
(See Casting Agencies).
ASSOCIATIONS,
Motion
Picture
Allied
Laboratories'
220 West
42nd St.,Association,
N. Y. City,
N. Y.
American Federation of Musicians, 110 West 40th Street,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
American Projection Society,
584 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
City, N. Y.
American Society Cinematographers, Markham Building,
Hollywood, Calif.
Association of Motion Picture
Equipment Dealers of America, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Electrical Illuminating Engineers Society, Fred Mills,
President, Lasky Studios,
Hollywood, Calif.
Motion Picture Directors Association, 234 West 55th St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors, Inc. (Will H.
Hays), 522 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, St. Regis Bldg.,
43rd St. & Bway., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Screen Writers' Guild, Hollywood, Calif.
Society Motion Picture Engineers, care A. F. Victor, 50
West 67th St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Society Theatre Organists, care
Frank Adams, Rialto Theatre,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
United
Society of Cinematographers,
50 Y.
East 42nd St., N.
Y.
City, N.

PINK
Designed

Vaude-

because

the

this

at the

more

as long

also gives
most

in

out

practically

Transverter

control

is much

methods

arc

The Transverter
cally.
The

Stability

especially important
Projection.

Arc

sensitive

Supreme

ATTRACTIONS,
ville

Hugo

Reisinger
SOLE IMPORTER

11 Broadway

New

York
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BANDS, Reel
Bargains
Pubg. Co., Esuex,
Mass.
Greene, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.
Tension Envelope Co., 87 34th
St., Bush Terminal, Brooklyn,
N. T.
BANNERS, Announcement
Arkay Display Service, Film
Exchange, Cleveland, O.
Chicago Flag & Decorating Co.,
1345 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Enkeboll Art Co., Omaha, Neb.
Hayden & Co., Inc., 106 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hennegan Co., 311 Genesee St.,
Cincinnati, O.
Humphreys Co., D. C, 909 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Jackson, Henry, 141 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City, IV. Y. (See Adv.)
Kosmos Art Co., 120 E. 6th St.,
Cincinnati, O.
National Poster Co., 518 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Playhouse Advertising Co., 49th
St. Y.& 7th Ave., N. Y. City,
N.
BASKETS, Decorative
Gudeman & Co., 30 Irving PI.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
D. C. Humphreys Co., 909 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mesmore, H. L., N. 47th St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Netschert, Frank, 61 Barclay
St.. N. Y. City, N. Y.
Randall, A. L. Co., 180 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)
Schroeder Artificial Flower Co.,
0023 Superior Ave., Cleveland,
O. (See Adv.)
Worcester Artificial Decorative
Plant Co., 194 Front St.,
Worcester, Mass.
BATTERIES, Electric
light and Flashlight
American Ever Ready Works
of National Carbon Co., 303
Thompson Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y. "Eveready."

Columbia
— See National Carbon
Co.
Eveready — See American Ever
Ready Works.
Hot Shot — See National Carbon
Co.
National Carbon Co., 303
Thompson Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y. "Columbia," "Hot
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N.Shot."
Y.
BELLS AND BVZZERS
Acme — 'See Ansonia Electric Co.
Ansonia Electric Co., Ansonia,
Conn.
"Wizard." "Acme," "Eureka,"
Automatic Appliance Co., 162
Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
Holtzer-Cabot Co., 125 Armory
St.,
"Hub Boston,
Dome." Mass. "Berlin,"
Hub
Co. Dome — See Holtzer-Cabot
Kell & Son, Francis, 401 E.
163d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Reliance."
Lungen — See Edwards & Co.
Manhattan
Electrical Supply
Co., 17 Park PI., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Ostrander
& Co., W. R., 371
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Pettes & Randall, 150 Nassau
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 Y.St. Paul St., Rochester,
N.

WITH AN
A. D. C. Automatic
Curtain

AUTOMATIC

Wittenmeier
A

Recent

Allentown, Pa.

bTABILAPC
ECONOMICAL— QUIET— DEPENDABLE
A Motor Generator
Set with features
that are better,^—
distinctive
new.
Write for details.
SAMUELS
STAB IL ARC
CO.
17 N. 7th St.
Allentown, Pa.

SYSTEMS

Public

Carbonic
Few

CO.

ANNOUNCING

COOLING

and

DEVICES

17 N. 7th St.

BELT CUTTERS, Transmission
Scholhorn Co., W., New Haven,
Conn.

Theatres

Control

Smooth — Silent — Compact — Economical

BELLS, Musical Electric
Deagan, J. C, 1758 Berteau
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Federal Sign System Co., Chicago, 111.
Mayland & Son, Rowland H.,
54 Y.
Willoughby St., Brooklyn,
N.

AIR

For

CONTROL YOUR CURTAIN FROM ANY
POINT IN YOUR
HOUSE

Buildings

Safety

System

Contracts

Metropolitan Theatre,
Detroit, Mich.

Lawrence-Harding Theatre,
Chicago, 111.

Loew's Theatre, Norfolk, Va.

Grand Opera House,
St. Louis, Mo.

Rialto Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
Majestic Theatre,
Houston, Texas.

Loew's- Theatre,
New Orleans, La.
Capitol Theatre, New

Majestic Theatre,
Dallas, Texas.

York.

Metropolitan Theatre,
Boston, Mass.

Orpheum Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Grand Theatre, Pittsburgh.

Kialto Theatre,
Omaha, Nebraska.

Davis Theatre, Pittsburgh.

Main Street Theatre,
Kansas City, Mo.

New Palace Theatre, Chicago.
Write for Catalogue or Information.
WITTENMEIER
850 N. Spaulding

MACHINERY

COMPANY

Avenue, Chicago.
30 Church St., New
H. J. Kelly, Louisiana Bldg., New Orleans, La.
Southern Representative

York,

N. Y.
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PROLOGUE

SETS

OF

CHARACTER

• ■ iTMl Wf ill J— ■»■'■ -TO Vv

PAINTED
and

A

Complete
United

Circle

of

Service

AS

far as we know, ours is the only organization
in America equipped to offer all four of the
services indicated in the above circle.

Thus, for the first time in theatrical history, it
becomes possible for promoters to make one firm
responsible for their entire project — a vast saving in
time, worry and money.
Further, it is reasonable to conclude that a theater
financed, designed, built and equipped by one responsible organization will be a better, more profitable,
more economically-built theater than if it had been
the work of several different interests, each seeking
its own selfish advantage.
And, most important of all, there will be an artistic
and architectural unity about it all — a unity that will
appeal to the theater-going public and win its admiration and its patronage.

MANY
years of practical experience stand back of
the members and the staff of United Scenic
Studios. We are creators of theaters that pay because we know what the public wants and the theater
needs.

ALL

SCENERY,

THEODORE
SCENIC

155 W. 29th St.,
PHONE: Penn.

BELTING LEATHER, (for
Projectors)
The Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.,
356 Franklin Street, Worcester, Mass.
BENCHES,

Cement

National Plastic Relief Co., 416418 Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTERS
(See also Fans, Electric)
American Blower Co., 6004 Russell St., Detroit, Mich.
Barney Ventilating Fan Wks.,
196 Lardon St., Boston, Mass.
Bicalky Fan Co., 866 Prospect
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
Blizzard Fan i Sales Co., 1514
Davenport St., Omaha, Nebr.
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N.
Y.
Carrier Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.
Clarage
Fan Co., Kalamazoo,
Mich.

r*3.rk
'i ss Co., 345
Adv.) "ATFan
Typhoon
St„ ST. Y. City, N.
Westmghonse Electric
Co.,
Adv. East Pittsburgh,

Write for particulars
United

Studios,

Inc.

L. P. Larsen, Managing Art-Director
CHICAGO
30 W. LAKE STREET,
Local and Long-Distance Telephones,
Dearborn 1774-1775-1776

W.
Y.
&
Pa.

KAHN

STUDIOS

underwriting
better.

larger the

DRAPERIES

No Catalogues issued— Will Give Estimate on Request

Electric Ventilating Co., Chicago, 111. E.
"Universal."
Fulton Co.,
E., 3298 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Seymour, James M.
e
St., Newark,Co.,N. B.J. P.,
Lawrenc
Hyde
Sturtevant

projects — the

■ '-

NECESSARY
EQUIPMENT
FOR THE STAGE

We specialize on Houses of 1000 seats or larger —
and offer suitable bond guaranteeing completion within time-limit set.
Our financial connections enable use to assist in
important

.Mt 't

39th
(See
Mfg.
(See

Wheele.r-Green
Co., 2939 St. Paul Electric
St., Rochester,
N. Y.
BLOWERS, Organ Power
American Blower Co., 1400 Russell Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Electric Power Co., 353 Atlantic
Ave., Boston, Mass.
Kinetic
Engineering Co., 6161
Pa.
Baltimore Ave., Philadelphia,

New
2288

York

City

Organ Power Co., The, 484 New
Park Ave., Hartford, Conn.
"Orgoblo."
Sptncer Turbine Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
BOLTS, Panic
Corbin, P. & F., New Britain
Conn.
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., New
Britain,
"Columbia."
Smith
MetalConn.
Window
Hardware
Co.,J. 81 Clay St., Newark,
N.
Vonnegut Hardware Co., Indianapolis, Ind. "Von Duprin."
BOOKS, Theatre Law
Baker-Voorhees, 45 John St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
BOOKING OFFICES
(See Attractions, Vaudeville)
BOOKKEEPING
MACHINES
Dalton Adding Machine Sales
Co., 254 Beech
St., Norwood,
Cincinnati,
O.
BOOTH

HEATERS,

Ticket

Ticket Booth)
(See Heaters
BOOTHS
, ,Projection
A. G. Mfg. Co., Seattle, Wash.
Anchor tionCorrugating
ConstrucCo., 140 Washington
St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo
St., Dallas,
Bennett,
Chas.Tex. H, 224 North
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Fulton. E. E.. 3208 Carroll Ave..
Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Goldberg Bros. 1431 Lawrence
St., Denver, Col.
Harry
Steel Co., O. K., 2333
Papin Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Johns-Manville
Co.,
H. W.,
Madison Ave. & 41st St., N.
Keasbey
Co., Dept.
Y. City, &N. Mattison
Y. "J. M."
Langslow
R., 232 Jay
N, Ambler,Co.,Pa.H. "Century."

December

26, 1925
BREAKERS, Circuit
(See also Cut-Outs, Automatic)
Roller-Smith
Co., 233 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Seymour
Mfg. Co., Seymour,
Conn.
Ulmer Circuit Breaker Co., 434
E. Market St., Louisville, Ky.

'Leland
St., Rochester,
T.
Theater N. Supply
Co.,
97 State St., Montpelier, Vt.
Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th & Burnham St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Moeschl-Edwnrds Corrugating;
Co., Covington, Ky. (See
Adv.)
O. K. Metal Box Co., 209 Greenwich St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Riverside Mfg. Co., 162 Riverside Ave., Newark, N. J.
Souther Iron Co., E. E., 2206
N. Second St., St. Louis, Mo.
Standard Iron & Wire Works,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Williams, Browne & Earle, Inc.,
91S Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
BOOTHS, Ticket
Decorators Supply Co., 2547
Archer Ave., Chicago, 111.
Flour City Orn. Iron Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Friedman, I. M., 219 W. Lake,
Chicago, 111.
Libman - Spanger Co., 1600
Bway., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Markendorff, S., 158 W. 234 St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Menger, Ring & Weinstein, 306
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Stanley Frame Co., 727 7th
Ave., IV. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Adv.)
BOXES, Ticket
Arcus Ticket Co., 352 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Caille Bros. Co., Detroit, Mich.
"Caille."
Stanley Frame Co.. 727 7th Ave..
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
World Ticket Co.. 1600 Bway.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
BOX OFFICE STATEMENTS
Green, P. A.. 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.
BRASS FIXTURES
(See Poster Frames; Frames,
Lobby; Railings, Brass)

BROKERS, Play
Celebrated
Authors Society,
Ltd., 723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Forrest, Mary, 220 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Wall, Margaret V., 80 Longacre
Bldg., N. Y. City, N. Y.
BROKERS, Theatre
Alguse,
1457 Broadway, New
York City, N. Y..
Blake, Room 308 Times Bldg.,
New York City, N. Y.
Cross & Brown, 18 E. 41st St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Elvin,
R. C,
852 Plymouth
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Krawitz,
M. M., 1735 Welton
St., Denver, Col.
Kriger & Aarons, 1482 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
Lazarus, Harry, 37 Ten Eyck
Bldg., Albany, N. Y.
Lewis
Theatre
Brokers, 1002
Mutual
Life Bldg., Buffalo,
N. Y.
Manhattan Realty Co., 1482
Broadway, New York City,
N. Y.
Miller, W. J., 427 Good Black,
Des Moines, la.
Motion Picture Adv., Co., 261
N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith, Wm. J., 1457 Broadway,
New York City N. Y.
Sofferman, A., 1493 Broadway,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Theatre Sales 'Co., 414 S. 13th
St., Omaha, Neb.
Theatre Service Co., 341 Loeb
Arcade, Minneapolis, Minn.
Theatre Trading Exchange, 67
Church St., Boston, Mass.
United Theatre Exchange, Pacific Bldg., San Francisco,
Cal.

BRONZE & IRON WORK
Adv.)
Rcinhnrdt
Mfg. Co., 326 East
Second St., Cincinnati, O. (See
BRUSHES, Bill Posters
Elder & Jenks, 415 Vine St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Erker
Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
BRUSHES, Dynamo, Generator, Motor
American
Carbon
& Battery
Co., E. St. Louis, 111.
Barkelew
Electrical
Mfg. Co.,
Middletown, O.
Baylis Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
Becker Bros., 25 N. Jefferson
St., Chicago,
"Perfection."
Corliss
Carbon 111.Co.,
Bradford,
Pa.
Crown Woven Wire Brush Co.,
Salem, Mass.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph,
Wayne & Monmouth Sts., Jersey City, N. J.
Eureka Co., North East, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hart & Co., Fostoria, O. "LanHertner Electric Co., Cleveland,
O. (See Adv.)
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Holmes Fibre Graphite Co.,
Pa.
(Germantown) Philadelphia,
Langleben — See Hart & Co.
Le Valley Vitae Carbon Brush
Co., 521 W. 23d St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Morganite Brush Co., Inc., 519
W. 38th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
National Carbon Co., Madison
Ave., N.land, O. W., & 117 St., CleveNungesser Carbon & Battery
Co., 27 King St., Cleveland,
Ohio
Electric
Specialty Mfg.
Perfection
Supply
Co., 98 Park
Co., Troy, O. "Perfection."
PI.,
O. N. Y. City, N. Y.
Stafford Co., N., 67 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Thompson-Bonney Co., 45 York
United
States Graphite
Co., 143
St., Brooklyn,
N. Y. "Acme."
Holland Ave., Saginaw, Mich.
Walsh
Co., J. F., Pittsfield,
Adv.)
Westinghouse
& Mfg.
Mass. "K. & Electric
W."
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
B ULLETIN

BOARDS,

Changeable, Etc.
ClarK Mfg.
R. W., 111.1774 Wilson Ave., Co.,
Chicago,
Davenport Taylor Mfg. Co., 160
N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

gleben."

HELIOS
REFLECTOR

MODEL

LAMP

"D"

Shurbert's Forest Theatre, New York City
WE ARE
SPECIALISTS
IN INTERIOR

THEATRE

DECORATION

Curtains, Draperies, Stage Settings, Valances,
Stage Curtains and Wall Coverings.
Furnished and Installed in an Artistic and
Competent Manner
The

"BEST BY TEST"
latest achievement

Motion

Picture

"HELIOS"

in

Projection

means

Definition, Depth, Perspective
Manufactured by
Warren
Products
265 CANAL ST.

Company
NEW YORK

A Few Theatres We Have Done:
Shuberts New 49th St. Theatre, Republic Theatre, Astor Theatre, Belasco
Thatre, Cohan & Harris Theatre, Hippodrome Theatre, Knickerbocker
Theatre, Metropolitan Opera House, Winter Garden New York City.
B. F. Albee Theatre, Bk'lyn. St. James Theatre, Park Square TheatreBoston, Mass. Strand Theatre Lynn, Mass. Wilmington Theatre Wilmington, Del., Loew'e Palace Theatre, Columbia Theatre Washington,
D. C. Toledo Theatre — Toledo, Ohio. National Vaudeville Artists
Club, New York City. Windsor Theatre, Fordham Road, New York
City. Englewood Hospital, Englewood, N. J.
LOUIS
105 WEST

KUHN
63 ST.

STUDIOS,
NEW

YORK

Inc.
CITY
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Stern Metal "Works, 1006 Vine
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
CABINETS,
vice
KEITH'S

and

Other
HAVE

(See Vending
Machines,
matic Sanitary
Device) Auto-

Theatres
CABINETS, Switchboard
Large-Dail Mfg. Co., 606 Cherry
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mutual
Electric
& Machine

PROBERT
MARQUISE
AND
KALAMEIN
DOORS

Co., Detroit, Mich.
Wheeler-Green
Electric"Bulldog."
Co., 2939 Y.St. Paul St., Rochester,
N.

KEITH'S AT LOUISVILLE, and hundreds of
other showhouses know the value of Pro-Bert Marquise and Kalamein Doors.
PROBERT MARQUISE not only add beauty to a theatre's outside appearance, but
actually bring dollars through the box office as an 'added attraction.' As a medium1
for advertising, the Marquise is unique.
INSIDE THE THEATRE, Pro-Bert Kalamein Doors mean absolute protection
against fire. They are distinctive in appearance and stay so year after year, giving
lifetime satisfaction.
Let us send you our new Marquise or Kalamein Door Catalog
showing how easily your own theatre can be equipped with these most
modern architectural features.
THE

PROBERT

COVINGTON

SHEET

MARQUISE— KALAMEIN

Davis Bulletin Board Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Efficiency Devices Co., 416 W.
Larned St., Detroit, Mich.
Lorenzen & Co., Inc., Chas. F.,
521 W. Monroe St., Chicago,
Hi.
Multiform
Sales Co., 1926 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Tablet & Ticket Co., The, 1001
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
• Adv.)
«De
Luxe,"
"Easel." (See
U. S. Changeable Sign Co., 19 E.
24th St., New York City, N. Y.
Viking Sign Co., Inc., 422 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.

METAL

BUTTONS, Advertising
(See also
tion and Novelties,
Advertising)ExploitaKraus, L,., 134 Clinton St., N. Y.
City, N. Y. Badge Co., 942
Philadelphia
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CABINETS,

Towel

Autostop
Towel
Cabinet Co.
Inc.. 342 Madison Ave., N. Y.
Drawn-Down
Service Co.,
City, N. Y. Towel
"Autostop."
Inc., 540 W. 58th St.. New
York
City, N. Y. "Drawn
Hillyard Chemical Co., 801 S.
9th St., St. Joseph, Mo.
Holcomb Mfg. Co., J. I., Indianapolis, Ind.
Independent Towel Supply Co.,
1822wn."
Central Ave., Cleveland,
O.Do
Individual Towel & Cab. Service Co., Cottage Grove Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
National Paper Products Co.,
1789 Montgomery St., San
Francisco, Cal.
Pullclean Towel Cabinet Co.,
Inc., 252 Greenwich St., New
York City, N. Y.
Re-Be Soap Co.. Inc., 108 E.
"ReBe."
16th St., New York City, N. Y.
Sanifect Co., The, 419 Plane St.,
Newark, N. J.
U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
170 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.

CO.
KENTUCKY

DOORS

BUBBLERS, Fountain
Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. "Protectajet,"
"Quickool." — See Central
"Protectajet"
Brass Mfg. Co.
"Quickool" — See Central Brass
Mfg. Co.

Sanitary De-

BUZZERS, Electric
(See Bells and Buzzers.)

CABINETS, Safety Reel
Adv.)
American Film Safe Co., 604 W.
Pratt St., Baltimore, Md. (See
Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Fulton,
Adv.) E. E., 3208 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago,
111. "Fulco." (See
Peterson Co., C. J., 723 Fulton
St., Chicago, 111.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W 42d
St., New York City, N. Y.

Lighting Motion
CABLES,

Picture

Major
Equipment
lom St.,
Chicago, Co.,
111. 2519 Cul-

BANNERS

FLAGS
Stage

AND

For

Moving

PENNANTS

Settings

Picture

Theatres,

ery or Painted

Drap-

Sets

FOR
THEATRE

EXPLOITATION

Special scenes
feature

pictures made

or sale, Draw
We

Do

Not

Print

on drops or full stage sets for

curtains

to your

order for rent

complete

with operat-

a Catalogue
ing equipment.

— BUT—
WE

MAKE

EVERY

BANNER

FOR

HENRY
141

Fulton

St.

STYLE

AND

THEATRE

TYPE

OF

USE

York

Scenic
COLUMBUS,

JACKSON
New

Schell

City

Studio

OHIO
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Motion Picture Service Co., 313
West 44th St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
(Vheeler-Green Electric Co., 29?9 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Y.

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
CAMERAMEN'S
SCHOOLS
New York Institute of Photography, 141 W. 36th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y„ also Chicago, 111.,
and Brooklyn, N. Y.

CABLE, Wire Asbestos Insulated
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Y.
Rochester Production Co., New
Haven, Conn.

CAMERAMEN'S TEXT
BOOKS
Falk Publishing Co., 145 W.
36th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.

CALL SYSTEMS,
Automatic
Automatic Electric Co., Chi111. "Pax." Co.. 150 NasPettes & cago,Randolph
sau St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Russell Electric Co., Danbury,
Conn.
Universal Electric Stage Equipment Co. (Kleiarle Bros.), -*nth
St., New York City, N. Y. (See
Adv.)

CAMERAS, Motion Picture
and Camera Supplies
(Professional,
News, Tropical,
Amateur)
Advice Machine & Mfg. Co., 352
S. LosCamera
Ange'ies,
Akelev
Co.,Cal.
250 W. 49th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Ansco Doremus & Co., 44 Broad
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.

Bans
Camera Co., ]<>0 IV. IJenrAdv.)
born St., hlcngo, 111. (See
Bell & Howell Co., 1803 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111. "B.
Bettina Syndicate, 17 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Burke & James, 240 E. Ontario
Doremus
& Co.,111.44"Universal."
Broad St.,
St., Chicago,
New H."
York City, N. Y.
&
Duhem
Motion Picture Mfg.
Co., 985cisco,Market
St., San FranCal.
Duplex tries,
Motion
Picture
Long Island City, IndusN. Y.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y. (See Adv.)
Fitzsimons, R. J., 75 5th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Goerz American Optical Co., 317
E. 34th St., N. Y. City, IV. Y.
(See Adv.)
Herbert & Huesgen, 18 E. 42d
St., New York City, N. Y.
Los"Sept."
Angeles "Krupp-Ernemann."
Motion Picture Co.,
215 E. Washington St., Los
Angeles, Cal. "Angelus."
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Mitchell Camera Co., 6025
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
Motion Picture
Apparatus Co.,
110 W. 32nd St., IV. Y. City,
IV. Y. "De Brie." (See Adv.)
Russell Camera, Inc., 19 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Universal — See Burke — James.
Universal Camera Co., 361 W.
Ontario St., Chicago, 111.
Victor Ammatograph Co., 527
W. 4th St., Davenport, la.
Widescope Camera Corp., 1321
Union
Ave., Kansas City,
Kan.
Wilart Camera Co., New Rochelle, N. Y.
CAMERAS,
Studio, Still
Adv.)
Bass Camera Co., 10D N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111. (See
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
IV. Y. (See Adv.)
CAMERAS,

Ultra Speed

Bell
& Howell
Co., 1801111.Larchmont
Ave., Chicago,
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CITY

PAYS
J. H.270Welsh
West 44th St., New York City.
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Please send me your figure on same.
Address
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CANOPIES, Bronze
Bonnard Bronze Co., Henry, 20
Exchange Place, New York
City, N.& Y.Atwood Mfg. Co.,
Plume
Waterbury, Conn.
Republic
Iron "Works
Co., 5300
Cleveland, Structural
O. Lakeside Ave.,

M/aisde//
Slide

Pencils

!No. 168 Blue
No. f69 Red
jjo. 173 Black
Made in
6 other colors.
An inexpensive
method of making
slides,
neat pencil layouts
and
decorative effects,

CANOPIES, Sidewalk
(See Marquees)
CANS, Film
(See Tins, Film)
CAPS, Color and Shade
Betts & Betts Corp., 151 W. 42d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Federal
Sign System Co., 640
W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Reynolds Electric Co., 455 S.
Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.
CARBIDE, Calcium
American Carbolite Sales Co.,
301 S. 55th Ave., W., Duluth,
Minn.
"Carbolite."
Union Carbide
Sales Co., 122 S.
Michigan Blvd., Chicago 111.
CARBON SAVERS
Adv.)
Best
Devices Co., 1541 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, O. (See

in colors.
4
E.Loosen
the strip
once
around.
This ts
' perforations

nf/
/?/aSv
y^JJCtl
(3r)
Wx?J/

3.the
Pullstrip
away.
straight

important

COMPANY
CIL
PEN
PHILADELPHIA
-~ U.S.A.

CARBONS, Arc Lamp
Arco Electric Co., 110-114 W.
42d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Bio."
Felder Sales Co., M. G., 1540
Bway., N. Y. City, N. Y.
M. ham
& W.Rd.,Elec.
Co., 53 WelverSpringfield,
Mass.
National
Carbon Co., Madison
Ave., N. W., & W. 117th St.,
Adv.)
Cleveland,
O. "National," "Silvertip,"Chas.
"Columbia."
Phellis,
W., 130 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See

Philadelphia
Ee-upiii e nt Co, 352Theatre
North 13th
St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Adv.)
Reisinger, Hugh, 11 Broadway,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Co.
Silvertip — See National Carbon

CARDBOARD,

Sign

Caldwellyette Paper
St., N. Y., Co.,
City,244N. LafaY.
Doty & Serimgouer Sales Co.,
30 Reade St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Hoerauf & Co., Arthur F., 595
WoodwardBros.
Ave.,Co.,
Detroit,
Hurlock
Inc., Mic'i.
34TS
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
National Card, Mat. & Board Co.,
4318 Carroll Ave., Chicago,
111. "Nat-Mat." '
CARD INDEX, Systems
Rand
N. Y.Co., Inc., N. Tonawanda,
CARNIVAL GOODS
Albert Pick & Co., 208-224 West,
Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
CARPET
CLEANING
COMPOUND
Aladdin Rug & Carpet Shampoo
Co., Scarsdale, N. Y. "AladClaire Mfg. Co., 6742 Yale Ave.,
Hueller,
J., 296 Rutland
Chicago,Harry
111. "Jinx."
Jewel
Mfg.
Co., Lansing,
Mich.
Rd.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y. "Kyro."
"Jewel."
Lac-Mar Co., Canton, O. "LacMurr Chemical Co., 541 N. Capitol Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
States Chemical Co., 656 W.
din." Ave., Chicago, 111.
Austin
"Spee-Dee."
Trianglesau St.,
Products
Co., 150
New York
City,Nas-N.
Y. "Cyclone Cleaner."
CARPET
Adv.)
Mar." LINING
Clinton Carpet Co., 122 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. (See

I
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CARPETS AND RUGS
(See Floor Coverings)
CARTOONS, Advertising
Voorhees, H. F., 953 Roscoe St.,
Chicago, 111.
CARTOONS, Film
Lochren Film & Slide Co., Wm.
A., 706 Film Exchange Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
White Studios, Eddie, 160 W.
45th St.. N. Y. City, N. Y.

CASES, Film Shipping
Ajax Film Accessories Co., 30
Church St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Goldberg Bros, 1431 Lawrence
St., Denver, Colo.
Indestructible Metal Products
Co., 521-25 W. 45th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y. Auto
"Impco."Tarts Co.,
International
S. W. cor. 16th & Wood Sts.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Niess - Waner Co., Blackstone
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Russakov Can Co., 936 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, III. "Bull
Dog." Bros. Co., 442 W. 42d
Sharlow
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
CASES, Medical Emergency
Accident Cabinet Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. "Kalamazoo."
Bauer & Black, 104 E. 25th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Burroughs-Wellcome Co., 18 E.
41st St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Johnson & Johnson, New
Brunswick, N. J.
Sharp & Smith, 155 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
CASES, Reel Carrying
Ajax Film Accessories Co., 30
Church St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
American. Can Co., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
American Film Sale Co., 1800
Washington Blvd., Baltimore,
Md.
(Se« Adv.)
Ball, Wm. Co., 235 W. 39th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Carey Safe Co., 1200 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Columbia Metal Box Co., 228 E.
114 St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Continental Can Co., 616 W. 43d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, Long Island City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Fulton Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, IU. (See Adv.)
Globe Machine and Stamping
Co., 1250 W. 76th St., Cleveland, O.
Goldberg Bros., 1431 Lawrence
St., Denver, Colo.
Gueder, Paeschke & Frey Co.,
1303 St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wise.
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Indestructible Metal Products
Co., 521-25 W. 45th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Leatheroid
Mfg."Impco."
Co., 45 W. 16th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Le Comte & Co., 174 Seventh
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Manufacturers'
Can Co., Newark, N. J.
Niess-Waner Co., Blackstone
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Russakov Can Co., 936 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Standard Trunk Mfg. Co., 535
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Stern Metal Works, 1006 Vine
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Teco Products Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

The
Selection

of Artificial

Decorations

the

World

Whether you are interested in a complete
layout or just a few
palms or a pair of boxwood trees, you should
get in touch with us —
we are in a position to
serve you well.

There's a Capable
Randall Representative
in Your Territory

Boxwood

*
No order too large
or too small for our
careful execution.

Trees

K 600 30" Tall $6.25 ea.
K 601 42" Tall 11.00 ea.
A. L. RANDALL
729 So. Wabash
Crosby, J., 3 West 47th St., New
York City, N. Y.
Motion Picture
Players'
Association, Inc., 1614
Cahuenga
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Silton, Rebecca, 723 7th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Small, Edward, 1560 Broadway,
New York City, N. Y.
Smith, Jess, 112 West 44th St.
New York City, N. Y.
Walton, C, 248 West 47th St.,
New York City, N. Y.
Weiss,
Ben, 124
New York
City,West
N. Y.<>6th St.,

CASTING AGENCIES
Alton Maxine, Inc., 1482 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Albertine Rasch, Inc., 344 W.
72nd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Bardine & Co., Mabel, 723 7th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Clark, Gee, 145 West 45th St.,
New York City, N. Y.

in

Flower

Specializing
in Stage and Theatre
Decorations

CASH BOXES
Bainbridge
& Co., Henry, 99
William St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Corbin Cabinet Lock Co., Park
St., New Britain, Conn.
Estes & Sons, E. B., 364 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Geuder, Paeschke & Frey Co.,
1303 St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.
Halls Safe Co., P. O. Box 846,
Cincinnati, O.
Herring-Hall-Marvin
Safe Co.,
Hamilton, O.
Kreamer, Inc., A., 307 Kent
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
National Enameling & Stamping Co., 411 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Penn Art Steel Works, Erie, Pa.
"Diamond Line."
Republic Metal Ware Co., 60
Tecumseh St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Rice & Sons, T. B., Delaware
Ave. & Mifflin St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith Mfg. Co., J. O., Middletown, Conn.
Standard Paper Goods Co., 26
Southbridge St., Worcester,
Mass.
Standard Stamping Co., HuntW. Va. Co.,
"Standard."
Vandermanington,Mfg.
Willimantic, Conn.
Western Stamping Co., 214 S.
2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.
York Safe & Lock Co., York, Pa.
CASHIERS, Automatic
(See Machines, Change Making)

Largest

COMPANY
CHICAGO
Wentworth, 1493 Broadway,
New York City, N. Y.
CEILING, Metallic
Edwards Mfg. Co., 411-461 East
5th St., Cincinnati, O.
Pro Bert Sheet Metal Co.. 21
W. 8 til St., Covington, Ky.
(See Adv.)
Moeschl-Edwards Mfg. Co., Covington, Ky. (See Adv.)
CEMENT, Film
Bell
& Howell
Co., 1801 111.Larchmont
Ave., Chicago,
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for
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that

the

will
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the
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Lattice Hanging
for
Theatre

Baskets

Lobbies

&

Stage Set
Booklet mailed upon request,
Schroeder

Art Flower

Mfg. & Decorators,
6023 Superior Ave.,
Cleveland, O.
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SCENIC

Scenery

STUDIOS

and

Stage

VELOUR
A

The

Wm.

Beck

Equipment

CURTAINS
SPECIALTY

&

Sons

Co.,

Established

Highland Cor. Dorchester
Cincinnati, Ohio

1858
J

EVERYTHING

FOR
IN

THE
MODERN

THEATRE
AND

UP-TO-DATE

EQUIPMENT

OUR
"FULL

CREED

SERVICE

IS

AFTER

SALES"

— o—
DISTRIBUTORS
POWERS

&

FOR

MOTIOGRAPH

PROJECTORS
ALSO
Peerless
Low Amperage Lamps
A. D. C. Automatic Curtain
Control
Superlite Screens

Phila.

Theatre

1311 Vine St.

Motor Generators
C. E. Mazda Lamps
Cinephor Condensers
National Carbons
Automatic Ticket Registers

Equipment

Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Duplex M. P. Industries, Inc..
Sherman St. <& Harris Ave.,
Adv.)
Long Island City, N. V. <See
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y. (See Adv.)
Exhibitors Supply Co., Chicago,
111. (See Adv.)
Fulton Co., B. E., 3208 Carroll
Ave.,
Chicago,
HI. "Fulco."
(See Adv.)
Griswold Machine Works, Port
Jefferson, N. Y;
Hakilu Mfg. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hornbeck, Harley H., MonticelNew,
O. F.,"H. 249
W. 47th St.,
lo, Y.
Ind.
N.
City, N. H.Y. H."
Weldon Film Cement Co., Froduce Exch., Minneapolis, Minn.
Williams, Browne & Earle, Inc.,
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
CHAIR COVERS, Theatre
Baldwin Bros., 16 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Chase, L. C. & Co., 86 Franklin
St., Boston, Mass.
Dubltex, 14 E. Jackson Boul.,
Chicago, 111.
Greater
N. V. Export House,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Pa.
Overall, E O., Co., Bradford,

Kalamazoo Sled Co., Kalamazoo,
Mich.
McKinnon Dash Co., Buffalo, N.
Phoenix
Chair Co., Sheboygan,
Y. "McKinnon."
Wis.

Textile Specialties Co., Pioneer
and Broadway, Cincinnati, O.
CHAIRS, Folding

Lloyd
Mich. Mfg. Co., Menominee,
Reischmann Company, The, 229
W. 36th St., New York City,
N. Y.
CHAIRS, Theatre
Acme Chair Co., Reading, Mich.
American
Seating
Co., 8 E.
Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, III.
(See Adv.)
Andrews & Co., A. H., 107 So.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Arlington
Seating
ton Heights,
111. Co., ArlingCramer
Co., Thomasville, Furniture
N. C.
Crawford Chair Co., Grand
Ledge, Chair
Mich. Co., Sheboygan,
Crocker
Wis.

Buffington Co., Inc., The, 342
Madison Ave., New York City,
N.
Crocker
Chair Co., Sheboygan,
Wis.Y. "Stakmore."
Cross & Co., James H., 30 W.
Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Dillingham
Mfg. Co., Sheboygan, Wis. Furniture Co., 14th
Ellerbrake
& Locust Sts., St. Louis, Mo.
Gold Medal Camp Furniture Co.,
Racine, Wis.
rfettrick Mfg. Co., Summit &
Magnolia Sts.. Toledo, O.
Hincher Mfg. Co. of Indiana,
Ind. "Good
Washington
Joesting & Schilling Co., The,
379 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.

Form."
Why
Our
Palms
Look
The explanation is short and simple.

Pick & Co., Albert, 208 West
Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Reischmann Company, The., 229
W. 36th St., New York City,
N. Y.
dolph St. Chicago,
Sam Products
Co., 309111."W. RanSteel Furniture Co., 727 7th
Ave., New York City. N. Y.
Steinfeld
Bros.,
New York
City,1 1 6N.W.Y. 43d St.,
Taylor Mfg. Co., Princeton, Ind.
CHAIRS, Foyer, Lounge
Box, Balcony
Heywood Bros. & Wakefield Co.,
1415 S. Mich. Ave., Chicago.
CHAIRS, Rattan, Reed &
Willow
American niture
Reed
Willow FurCo., 368& Congress
St.,
Boston, Mass.
Heywood-Wakefield Co., 1415 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kelly
Mass.Bros., Logan St., Gardner,

Dillingham
Mfg. Co., Sheboygan,
Wis.
Grand Ledge Chair Co., Grand
Ledge, Mich.

Alive

They are made of real palm leaves — selected leaves
which have been carefully dried, bleached and recolored a natural green.
Live palms and Netschert natural prepared palms
look alike. But live palms cost three times as much
and are short-lived, even if regularly attended.
Have your name booked now for
a copy of our new Spring Catalogue No. 14, to be issued about
January first.
All Kinds

Frank
61 BARCLAY

Netschjert,
STREET

NEW

Inc.
YORK

All Sizes

December

26, 1025
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& Co., 1123 BroadGrote, H.way, N.L.,
Y. City. N. Y.
Hale." F.
mer, N. E.,
Y. Mfg\ Co., HerkiHevwood-Wakeneld Co.. 415 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Washington St., Bosand 209 Mass.
(See Adv.)
ton,
Co., Washington,
Mfg\
Hinchar
Vornbrock FurniHoltgreive
ture Co., 10th & Howard Sts.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Mahoney Chair Co., Gardner,
Mass.
„
Marble, ford,B.Ohio.L., Chair Co., BedMidland Chair & Seating Co.,
Michigan City, Ind.
Northwest Chair Co., Tacoma,
Wash.
Furniture Co.,
Peabody School
N. Manchester, Ind.
Peter & Volz Co., Arlington
Heights, 111.
Pull-N-Out Products Co., 220 S.
Sth St., St. Louis, Mo.
oro Chair Co., ReadsReadsb
boro, Vt.
Simmons Co., KenosTia, Wis.
Stafford Mfg. Co.. E. H., 367 W.
Vilnius St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)
„
Bure Co., 1479Grand
Steel Furnitu
chanan Ave., S. W.,
Rapids, Mich.
Stone, L. E. & E. C, 10 S. 18th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Seating- Co., MuskeSuperior
gon, Mich.
Tex.
United Seating Co., Dallas,
Webster Mfg. Co., Superior,
^
Mich.
Wisconsin Chair Co., Port
Washington, Wis.
Seating- Co., New
Wiscons
London,in Wis.
CHANGE MAKERS
(See Machines, Change Making)
CHECKS, Door and Spring
Caldwell Mfg. Co., 8 Jones St.,
Y. "Dime."
Rochester
P. , & N.F., New Britain,
Corbin,
o„
Conn.
Norton Door Check Co., 90 W.
Lake St., Chicago, 111.
C, 015 S. JefRixon Co.,fersonOscar
St., Chicago, 111.

Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., New
"Russwin."
Britain, & Conn.
Sargent
Co., Water
& Wallace St., New Haven, Conn.
"Eclipse."
CHECKS, Hat, Coat
American Purchasing Corp., 25
W. 45th St., New York City,
N. Y.
American Tag Co . 6143 State
St., Chicago, 111.
Globe Ticket Co., 112 N. 12xh
St., Philadelphia, Pa., ^ 'See
Adv.)
Co., Hotel ComMollet Service
modore, New York City, N. Y.
Albert, 208 W. RanPick & Co.,
dolph St., Chicago. 111.
Co., N.. 69 Fulton St.,
Stafford
New York City, N. Y.
Waterbury Button & Mfg. Co.,
837 S. Main St., Waterbury,
Wilcox Mfg. Co., W. W., 564 W.
Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
CHEMICALS,

Comfortable

Theatre

Seating

Air Purify-

(See Disinfectant Sprays)
CHEMICALS, Photographic
Burke & James, 240 E. Ontario
*
. ter,
o, 111
St., Chicag
Roches
Co., .)
Kodak
Eastm
N. Y.an (See
Adv
_
Ful81
L.,
Ralph
Fuller ton&St., Co.,
N. Y. City, N. Y
Hewes Laboratories, N. 13th &
Berry Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y. gs
Marden, Orth & Hastin
Corp., 136 Liberty St., N. Y.
City N. Y.
al Co.,
Natl. Aniline & ChemicY.
City,
Slip, N.
g
Burlin
21
N. Y.

CHEWING
MOVER

GUM

RE-

Co., 143
General Disinfectant Brook
lyn,
Clermont Ave.,
N Y
Co., 411 5th
West Disinfecting N.
Y.
Ave., N. Y. City,

This illustration shows one of our
seating.
many exclusive designs in theatre
Seating Specialists for 35
Years

E. H. Stafford Manufacturing
Co.
Chicago
367 West Adams St.
Church Seating
Portable Chairs
School Seating
Lodge Furniture

iVALLEN

—

VALLEN-

A
The entire V alien organization is ready to
give their extensive experience and complete
cooperation for the correct design and operation
of any curtain installation.

L
L
E

FIG. 405

N

...Our
Creed...
To Give Our Theatre Patrons Prompt,
Efficient Service at All Times.

V

In VALLEN Curtain Machines and Noiseless
Tracks;, do not confuse cheapness with economy.
Figure
your conclusions
cost over a onperiod
years^— doprice
not !
base your
the ofpurchase

Mecco"
An artistic exterior isMarquise
just as necessary to
success as the right film inside the "house,"
and no one element adds so much attractiveness as a carefully selected marquise.
As manufacturers for years of structural, ornamental and sheet metal building specialties, we
have the most comprehensive designs at inviting
orices. We can provide a type to suit any architectural scheme, or design one to meet the individual taste of exhibitors or their architects.
Consider now the substantial increase in attendence you can achieve; write today for descriptive folder. — E. T. R.

Patented

!a
L
L

Pat. Applied For
We don*t have to praise our machines or tracks
—our customers do it for us each new cusbest. tomer is a new booster— join them and use the

E

The

MOESCHL-EDWARDS
CORRUGATING

Co.

BOX 564 CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Manufacturers of Mecco Ornamental Ceilinga and Sida Walls and
Metal Projecting Booths

V
A
L
L
E
N

V
A
L
L

E. J. Vallen
N

VALLEN

Electrical Co.
AKRON, OHIO

—

E

VALLEN
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KEYSTONE

FLOOR

The

BRAND

COVERING—

Enemy

Wear

of

CLEANERS, Film
Duplex M. F, Industries, Long
Island City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Hewes Laboratories, IN. linn <sc
Berry Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Leland Theatre Supply Co., 97
State St., Montpelier, Vt.
Mortimer Cleaner Co., Freeport,
Me.
Twin City Film Renovating
Co., 100 Temple St., MinneMinn. Renovator Co.,
Bennett apolis,
Film
Kansas City,
Kan.& "Bennett."
Williams,
Browne
Earle, 918
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

and

CLEANERS,

Every foot that falls on your theatre floor — and thousands of them fall
at, each performance — means wear and tear unless you have covered
your floors with
Keystone Brand Floor Covering
Made especially for theatre floors where wear and tear is costly and
continuous. Keystone is almost immune to wear. It has long been a
favorite covering for theatre floors. Its color is natural and lasting,
smooth, never slippery, easily washed and waterproof. Laid without
fastenings.
Word

From

Labor
Saving Corporation, The, 104 W. 44th St.
New York City, N. Y. "The
Domestic Vacuum Cleaner Co.,
Torrington, Conn.
Duntley
Pneumatic Sweeper
Co., 82 W. Broadway, N. Y.
Bissell."
City, N.Electric
Y.
Edison
Appliance Co.,
5660 Taylor St., Chicago, 111.
Electric Vacuum
Cleaner Co.,
Inc.. Euclid Ave. & Ivanhoe
Rd.,
Cleveland,
O. "Frantz
Federal Electric Co., Inc., 8700
S. State
St., Chicago, 111.
"Federal "
Premier."
Frantz
Premier Co., The, Plate
& Ivanhoe Road, Cleveland,
Ohio.
General Compressed
Vacuum Machinery Air
Co.,& 1915
Pine St., St. Louis, Mo. "ThurHamilton Beach Co., Racine,
Wis.
Hoover
Suction
Sweeper Co.,
New Berlin, Ohio.
Hurley Machine Co., 28 E. JackInvincible
Mfg.
Co.,
Point
son Blvd., Chicago,
111. "Thor."
Power Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
man."
Jewell
Electric Co., 4757 Broad-

CLASPS, Film
Film Clasp Co., 810 Tacoma
Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Tear

A

Domestic

CHOPPERS, Ticket
Caille Bros., Detroit, MichElectrical Products Co., 1122 W.
16th St., Los
Angeles. Co.,
"Epco."41
Projection
Apparatus
Lafayette St., N. Y. City, N.
Y. "Acmec."
Spratler,
Jos., 12 E. 8th St., Chicago, 111.

Theatre

Metal

(§ee Metal Polish)
CLEANERS, Vacuum
Air Way Electrical Appliance
Corp., The, Toledo, O. "Airway Electric," "Airway
Apex Electrical Distributing
Co., 1067
land, Ohio.E. 152nd St., CleveJunior."
Atwood-Stewart
Vacuum Machine Co., 4525 Ravenswood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Beaudette & Graham Co., 128
Federal St., Boston, Mass.
Birtman
Electric Co., 12 S.
"Bee."
Clinton
St., Chicago, 111.
Brookins
Co., Euclid Ave. &
18th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Clayton
Marlborough
Mfg.,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
Clements Mfg. Co., 609 Fulton
St., Chicago, 111.

way, Chicago,
111. "Jewell"
Kent
Vacuum
Cleaner
Co., 545
and
"Quaker."
Dominick
St., Rome, N. Y.
"Vacuna."
Landers, Frary & Clark, New
Britain, Conn.
Lindstrom,
Smith "Universal."
& Co., 3220
Lake St., Chicago, 111.
McAnerney Co., Joseph A., 62
W., 45th St., New York City,
N. Y.
Morrow
Co., The, Waukegan,
National
Sweeper Div. of Tor111. "Morrow."
rington,
Conn.
Perfection
Vacuum
Cleaner Co,
111.
25 N. Jefferson St., Chicago,
Pettingell-Andrews
Co., Cor.
Pearl St. & Atlantic Ave.,
Boston, Mass.
Pneuvac
Co., 164 Fremont St.,
Worcester,
Vac." Co., Mass. "Sweeper
Ramey
Columbus, Ohio.
"Rayval."

Managers

Is Sufficient
"There is nothing in the same
class with Keystone. I recomvale, Pa.mend it."— Best Theatre, Mill"No doubt you have our recent order on file. For eight
years Keystone Brand Floor Covering has served more than what
you claim. We cannot recommend it too
highly."
atre,
Pittsburgh,
Pa. — Smith TheOther

"Have used Keystone as runners in my theatre for seven
years and it is still in good
I want more of it." —
shape. Theatre,
Derby
Derby, Conn.
"Keystone Brand Floor Covering is absolutely the best we have
ever used.'' — Lincoln Theatre,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

RUSSELLOID

31 N. Second
Dept. E
The RUSSELLOID

Moving

21,776 Moving

and

Theatres

Picture Theatres

per M

11,814 Moving Picture Theatres Selected
omitting small theatres and
small town theatres
per M
1,035 Legitimate Theatres
1,059 Film Exchanges
452 Moving

$5.00

6.00
15.00
10.00
4.00

220 Mfgrs. and Studios
Picture Machine

and
8.50

Supply Dealers

COMPANY

Street, Harrisburg,

LISTS

Picture

Legitimate

Users

Consolidated
Amusement Co.,
Otis
Renner
Co., Hackensack
N. Theatre
J.
New York City
Rowland
& Clark Theatres,
Strand, Rochester, N. Y.
Pittsburgh
Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y. City
Terminal Auditorium, Toledo, O.
Majestic Theatre, Cleveland, O.
Knickerbocker Theatre, Phila.,
Poll's
Theatre,
Waterbury,
Pa.
Criterion
Theatre,
Chitago Conn.
Schaefer
Bros. Theatre Co.,
Lyceum
Theatre,
Terra
Haute,
Ind.
Chicago
New Lincoln, Baltimore, Md.
Grand Theatre, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Everett Square, Boston
Casco Theatre, Portland, Me.
Kearse Circuit, Charleston, W.
Bowdoin Square, Boston
Va. Lyric, Richmond, Va.
Merrimack Sq., Lowell, Mass.
Keith's
Terms F. O. B. York, Pa., Cash with order
The

MAILING

Guaranteed

Pa.

95%

correct or better.

Ask for detailed price list.
COMPANY,

31 N. Second St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Please send us samples and literature on Keystone Floor
Covering.

F.

166

Name
Address

A.

WILLIAMS,
List Dept.
W.

ADAMS

ST., CHICAGO

Established 1880.
Town

Mgr.

December

26, 1925
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KINO-HYPARS—
For clean cut movie negatives. Extreme speed has been
attained without sacrificing the simple and compact 3lens construction. Focal length 2, 2%, and 3" in speed
f:3.5, and
1^, 2, 3 and 4" in speed f:3.
MICROMETER
MOUNTS—
The necessity of pi virion in focusing is well known to
practical camera men. Goerz mounts allow interchangeable fittings with quick shift of lenses. They can be
fitted to any standard make of camera. Other makes of
lenses can be fitted to these mounts. Adjustment of focus
can be made to 1/S00th inch.
KINO-TELEGOR—
A practical and compact telephoto, speed f:6.3, 9^ inch
focal length, with precision focusing device and a hood.
The lens can be fitted to standard cameras. Focal lengths
12 inch and 14 inch allow remarkable portrait effects on

Hay

Be

Next

"close-ups," where background is completely out of focus.
MOVIE
TRICK
DEVICES—
We are headquarters for movie trick devices of all
kinds, including the well known Goerz Vignetters, with
opaque and amber leaves, mask boxes, and double exposure
devices. We do special work of this nature and ask that
you bring us your problems.
FOCUSING
MAGNIFIERS—
Camera men will appreciate the convenience of our
4-power Magnifiers which fit directly on Bell & Howell,
Pathe, Universal and other cameras. They give a brilliant, rectilinear image, and there is no cutting off at the
corners. No special fitting is required. The price is
$12.00.
FOCUSING
MICROSCOPES—
These are fitted to many standard cameras. They give
magnifications of six to eight times linear, and an image
right side up. In asking for information, do not fail to
give specific details as to the name and the model of the
camera.

Systematize

your

your business
projection

projection

and property

—

—

Safeguard

Improve

results — Eliminate

interruptions

— Assist your projectionists in obtaining
fect projection— Install
SAFETY
ORIES.
The

"EQUIPMENT

FULCO
AND

saving in your insurance

for this essential and

your

REEL

ACCESS-

rates soon

inexpensive

per-

pays

equipment.

OAOOR
We make the celebrated GOERZ DAGOR for still photography, and a complete line of high-grade anastigmat
lenses, lenses for projection, special lenses for small projectors, cameras, etc.

C. P. Goerz

American

Optical

Co.

Send for the New 24 Page Catalogue, just off the
press, — Illustrating and describing PULCO ACCESSORIES & REEL SAFETY EQUIPMENT.
Name
.£
Theatre
City

321 C

East

34th

St., New

York

City

r

State

E. E. Fulton Co., 3208 Carroll Ave., Chicago, 111.
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Vital Mfg. Co., 7500 Quincy
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Western Electric Co., 195 BroadY.
way, New York City, N. Y.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29
39 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.

The

New

"Best"

Baby

CLIPS, Film
Eisenhower, Elmer C, 223 W.
Center St., Shenandoah, Pa.

Spot

CLIP SHEETS
Times Square Printing Co., 250
West
N. Y. 54th St., New York City,
Beacon Press, Inc., 318 West
39th St., New York City,
N. Y.
CLIPS, Test
Morse, Frank, 289 Congress St.,
Boston, Mass.
Mueller & Co., R. S., 432 High
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
CLOCKS, Advertising and
Screen
Kineto Machine Co., 329 Plymouth St., Chicago, 111.
Pettes and Randall Co., 150
Nassau St., New York, N. ; .
Publicity Clock Co., 110 W. 40th
St., New York, N. Y.

BRIGHTEN THAT DARK CORNER with a "BEST"
BABY SPOT, for display, lobby, footlite, or wherever a concentrated form of illumination is desired.
The "Best" Baby Spot is highly recommended; well
ventilated; well designed; easy to look at; easy to
sell.
Price $15.00 — Lamp

i.

CLOCKS, Time
Tork Co., 8 W. 40th St., New
York, N. Y.

Extra

CLOTH, Poster
Fulton Bag & Cotton Mills, Atlanta, Ga.
Grinnell, Willis & Co., 44 LeonSt., New Co.,
York,62 N.
"S.
Turner ardHalsey
Leonaru
St., New York, N. Y.

. r

CLUSTERS, Wireless Fixture
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., 128
S. Sangamon St., Chicago, 111.
Dale Lighting Fixture Co., 108
W. 13th St., N. . City.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport,
Conn.
Wheeler-Green
Electric Co., 29
39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

A highly efficient, low price Stereopticon, well built
and well ventilated. Complete with 10 ft. lamp
cord, switch, slide carrier and Bi-Convex Lens,
(lamp extra).
Price — Stereopticon $26.00

BEST
Film Bldg.

DEVICES

Rex Vacuum Cleaner Co., 429
Kent Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Richmond Radiator Co., 1430
Broadway, New York City,
N. Y.
Rumsey Electric Co., 1231 Arch
St., Philadelphia,
Pa. "Torto gtoEle
n."ctric Appliance Co.,
Sanrin
820 Sixth Ave., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Santo Vacuum Cleaner Co., 820
6th Ave., New York City,
N. Y.
Scott & Fetzer, W. 114th St. &
Locust Ave., Cleveland, O.

CO,
Cleveland, O.

Spencer Turbine Co., Hartford,
Conn. "Spencer."
Sturtevant
Co., B. F., Damon St.,
Hyde Park, Mass.
Suction System Cleaning Co.,
B. F. Sidney,
"Princess."
Thurman
VacuumO. Cleaner
Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Torrington Co., Torrington,
Conn. "Miss Don," "TorringUnited Electric Co., Canton,
Ohio.
Vacuum Cleaner Construction
Co., 417 Fifth Ave., New York
ton." N. Y.
City,
Permit

Your

COIN BAGS
Cleveland Akron Bag Co., 40th
& Perkins Ave., Cleveland,
Federal Bag Co., 325 W. 3ind
St., Chicago, 111.
Fulton
Bag & Cotton Mills, AtO.
lanta, Ga.
COLOR FILMS, Natural
Kalmico Comstock & Westcott,
110 Brookline
Ave., Boston,
Ma. 83
Prizma',
Inc., N.
220 Y.W. 42nd St.
New York,
COLORED LAMPS, Etched
Westinghouse
Electric & Mtg.
Adv.)
Co., East Pittsburg*, Pa. (See

Patrons

USE

to Go

Edison Lamp Works, Harrison,
New Jersey. (See Adv.)
National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
COLORING,
Hand Film
Lamp
Scott, John Duer, 106 W. 52nd.
St., New York, N. Y.
Silvera, G. R. 590 West 178th
St., New York, N. Y.
COLORING,

Austin tonChemical
1692N. bosRoad, New Co.,
York,
Y.
Bachmeir
&
Co.,
438
W.
37th sc.,
New York, N. Y.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., St.
Paul «& Smith Sts., Rochester,
. . N. Y. (See Adv.)
Crown Coloring & Chemical Co.,
327 Col.umbus Ave., New
York, N. Y.
Franche leans&St., Chicago,
Co., C. E.,111.440 OrPyramid Color Co., 326 Canal
St., New York. N. Y.
Rosco Film Labs., 131 3rd PI.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Signaloid
Universal
tric —StageSeeLighting
Co. ElecTechnical Color & Chemical
Works, 382 Hudson St., iNew
York, N.Electrle
Y. "RedStage
Devil."
Universal
LightYork,ing Co.,
N. 321
Y. W.
(See50th
adv.)St., New
Waldman, J. J., 136 Liberty St.,
New York, N. Y.
COLOR HOODS
Betts
Betts, N.646Y. W. 43rd St.,
New & York,
Reynolds Electric Co., 2660 <7.
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
COLOR WHEELS
(See Frames, Color)
COMPENSATORS, Current
Current) Alternating
(See Transformers,
CONDENSERS, Projector
(See Lenses, Condensing)
CONDUITS
Adaptl Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
CONSTRUCTION, Theatre
Almitall & Co., Inc., 1 Dominick
St., New York, N. Y.
Bader & Co., J. A., 923 Market
St., Wilmington, Del.
Bethlehem
Eng.
Corp., 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Chapman, Paul, 1482 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
Elvin & Co., R. C, 852 Plymouth
Bldg., Minneapolis,
Minn. Co.,
Fleishman
Construction
531 7th Ave., New York, N. Y.
Fuller Co., Geo. A., 175 7th Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Jardin
Co., The,
New York,
N. Y.507 5th Ave.,
Hopper & Sons, Isaoc A., 15 E.
40th St., New York, N. Y.
Llppe
Contracting
52 N.
Van-Y.
derbilt
Ave., New Co.,
York,
Margolies, Edward, 19 E. 33rd
St., New York, N. Y.

Safely and Quickly

ESCO

Incandescent

to Their

Seats

AISLELITES

The Esco Aislelite throws a soft, subdued light downward, thoroughly
illuminating the aisles, making every step plain. Constructed so illumination is on the floor only — No reflections on screen or in patrons' faces.
Insure against accidents caused by dark aisles. Handle your crowds
quickly and efficiently. Light your aisles.
Price

Each
ELECTRICAL AND EQUIPMENT DEALERS
Write for Discounts and Full Particulars

DEALERS— Big-Long Profits

EXHIBITORS
825 So. Wabash Avenue

SUPPLY

CO.

$4.00

Chicago, Illinois

December

26, 1925

McClintic Marshall Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stewart & Co., Inc., James, 30
Church St., N. . City, N. Y.
Thompson-Starret Co., 66U 1st
Ave., N. T. City, N. T.
CONTROLS, Arc
Chicago Electric Sign Co., Chicago, 111.
Fulton. E. E., 320S CnrroU Ave.,
Chicago,
111. "Fulco Speedco." Elec.
(See Co.,
Adv.)
Hub
2219 W. Grand
St., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
McAuley. J. E., Mfg. Co., 32 IV.
Jefferson
St., Chicago, 111.
"Peerless."
( See Adv.)
National Electric Controller Co.,
154 Whiting St., Chicago, ill.
Projectograph Co., 2573 E. 65th
St., Cleveland, Ohio. "Teco."
CONVERTERS, Electric
Acme Engineering, Cleveland,
Ohio.
(See Adv.)
Bell Electric Motor Co., Garwood, N. J.
Electric Products Co., lObV E.
152d St., Cleveland, O.
General Elec. Co., Schenectauy,
N. T.
Hertner Electric Co., W. 114th
St., Cleveland, O. "Hertner." (See Adv.)
Martin — See Northwestern Electric Co.
Northwestern Electric Co., 412
S. Hoyne
St., Chicago, 111.
"Martin."
Northwestern
Mfg.
Co., 480
Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
CONVERTERS, Rotary
Northwestern Electric Co., S.
Hayne St., Chicago, 111.
COOLING SYSTEMS, Theatre
American Blower Co., 6004 Kussell St., Detroit, Mich.
Blizzard Sales Co., 1810 Commerce St., Dallas, Tex.
Helmar Air Conditioning Corp.,
103 Park Ave., N. T. City,
N. Y.
Sturtevant
Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.
Typhoon Cooling System, 345 W.
39th St., N. Y. City, IV. Y.
(See Adv.)
COSTUMES, Theatrical
Arlington,
Paul, 118 W. 48th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Brooks, Thea. Costume Co., 142
W. 40th St., N. Y. City. N. Y,
Chicago Costume Works, 116120 N. Franklin St., Chicago,
111.
Chicago Theatrical Costume Co.,
24 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Chrisdie & Co., Chas., 562 7th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Consolidated Theatrical Costume Co., 314 W. 44th St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Eaves Costume Co., 110 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Fisher, J. C, 255 S. Ninth St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Hayden, Frank, 56 W. 45th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Haxel Rene State Lake Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
Kampmann
Costume Works,
237 S. High St., Columbus, O.
Lester, 612 State Lake Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
Mahieu & Halaire Co., 243 W.
47th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Mavbelle, Mile., Inc., American
Bond & Mortgage Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Miller-Costumier,
236 S. 11th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
New York Costume Co., 137 N.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Orange Mfg. Co., 729 7th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Russell
Uniform
Co., 1600
Bway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Tarns, Arthur W., 1600 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
United
Decorating
Co., 421
Washington St., Hoboken, N.
J.
Van Horn & Son, 919 Walnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
COUNTERS, Tally
Durant Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.
International Register Co., 15
Thropp St., Chicago, 111.
New York Standard Watch Co.,
Jersey City, N. J.
Schaeffer
& Budenberg Mfg.
Co., 338 Berry St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
COVERS, Program
Erie Lithographing Co., 8th &
Perry Sts., Erie, Pa.
Henegan
& Co., 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, O.
Kleine Poster Co., 1423 Vine
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Utley Co., Holyoke, Mass.
Water
Color Co., 450 Fourth
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.

The

Pays

You

of DIXIES
a Profit

TTN lobbies, foyers and retirJL ing rooms, you find DIXIE
Service.
Today the public realizes the
danger of drinking glasses —
insists on clean and healthy
drinking facilities.
To drink from DIXIES is delightful— and safe. And your
patrons know it. ,
The DIXIE Service providing

CUE SHEETS, Thematic
Cameo Music Publishing Co., 112
West 44th St., N. Y. City,
N. Y. (See Adv.)
Music
Corp., 1520 BroadAdv.) Buyers
way, N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Dixie Penny
CUPS, Sanitary Individual
American Lace Paper Co., 908
Chestnut St., Milwaukee, Wis.
American Paper Goods Co., 171
Duane St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Boston Drinking Cup Co., 1000
Wash. St., Boston, Mass.
Brown Bag Filling Co., 10
Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.
Burnitol Mfg. Co., Orient Ave.,
Everett, Mass.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass.
Individual Drinking Cup Co.,
Easton, Pa., (See Adv.)
Joestig & Schilling Co., 379 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
Knight, Allen & Clarke, 177
High St., Boston, Mass.
"Tulip."
McClellen Paper Co., 700 S. 4th
St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Public Service Cup Co., Bush
Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Lily."
Rochester Germicide Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Royal Drinking Cup Co., 11 E
9th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.

Popularity

Cup Vendor

your patrons with free individual cups and the DIXIE Penny
Cup Vendor Service are equally
appreciated. Both show the
glass-enclosed, snow-white column of fresh, inviting DIXIES.
Thus DIXIES immediately
attract the attention of the
discriminating patron whose
appreciation of this healthguarding convenience is reflected in that greatest of all
assets— good will.
And the DIXIE Penny Cup Vendor,
aside from rendering a wanted service,
gives you a worthwhile cash profit.
Write us for complete information today

■■aaafflaarijaia
m

with every drink
— one at a time

Absolutely
Permanent
GLOCOLORS do not fade or
change in appearance.
GLOCOLOR your clear lamps and
cut down your lamp bill.
Used by the best known exhibitors
including New York Capitol, Rialto,
Rivoli, Strand, Criterion, Keith's,
Moss, Loews, Fox, Warner
Theatres.

ROSCO
LABORATORIES
133 Third Place
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Try

ROSCO

Gelatine

A fresh cup

Sheets

Free
Dixie
Dispense
Service

INDIVIDUAL
DRINKING
CUP CO., Inc.
Original Makers of the Paper Cup
EASTON, PA.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
With Branches at Philadelphia, Chicago, Baltimore, Los Angeles

T^TTrTTl

INDIVIDUAL

DIXIE

cups
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Mass.
Sherman
Envelope Co., Boston,

Gillmore, Millard, 429 S. Taylor
Ave., Oak Park, 111.
Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co., Aurora, 111.
Vallen Co., E. J., 85 S. Canal
St., Akron, O. (See Adv.)
Welsh, H. J., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
CURTAINS, Steel
Channon, James H. Mfg. Co.,
227 W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Welsh, J. H, 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.

Wayne Paper Goods Co., Ft.
Wayne, Ind.
CURTAINS, Fireproof
(See Also Scenery).
Novelty Scenic Studio, 220 W.
46th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Rothe
& Trichner,
Irving'
Theatre,
N. Y. City,
N. Place,
Y.
Adv.)
Beck & Co., Win., Dorchester
Ave.,
Cincinnati,
O. (Sec
Brunton Studio, John, 226 W.
41st St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Gerhardt, H. L., 433 W. 42'J ft ,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Haller & Haller, Columbus, O.
Henderson-Ames Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Humphreys Co., D. C. 909 Filbert St., Philade phia, l a
Johns-Manville Co., IT. W.,
Madison Ave. & 41st St., N.
"J. M. ■ Co., atS
N. Y. Scenic
JoyY. &City,
Cannon
Wabash St., St. Paul, Minn.
Pa.
Keasbey & Mattison Co., Amber,
Adv.)Studio, Louis, 105 W. <53d
Kuhn
St.. N. Y. City, JV. Y. » See

CUSPIDORS,
Brass
ing
McKenna Bros. Brass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
CUT-OUTS,

ploitation and AdvertisBeacon Press, Inc., 318 West
39th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Circle Press, Inc., 238 W. 53d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Hennegan
Co., The, Cincinnati,
O.
Seipel, Louis, 301 West 50th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Times Square Printing Co., 250
West 54th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Weshner & Davidson,
117 W.
46th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.

CURTAIN MACHINES
tric).
(See Curtain Operators, Elec-

CUTTING
Film

CURTAIN
OPERATORS,
Electric
Adv.)
Automatic
Devices Co., Allentown, Pa., "A. O. C." (see
Beck & Sons Co., Wm., The,
Cincinnati, O. (See Adv.)
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
"Cesco."

ROOMS,

Studios, 220 W. 42nd
Simplex
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.

in

Railings

Points:

(1) The best suitable quality of glass, optically
ground and polished is used in their construction
(2) The lenses will not discolor.
(3) They will last a long time.
(4) They have been subjected to an annealing
process to render them less brittle and so that
ttiey will withstand high temperature.
(5) They are moderately priced.
Obtainable in all Diameters and Focal Lengths.

EDWIN

All Genuine "Fit?e -fa Point'' Condensers
Etched with the -fa

MANUFACTURING

and Every Wrapper and Label Bears
Trade Mark

LORSCH
&
Sole Distributors

SCHIMMEL

153 West 23rd Street, New York

REINHARDT

— Manufacturers

CO.

of —

the
Ornamental

Brass,

and Wire

Obtainable from the Leading Supply Houses.
SUSSFELD,

G.

326

East

2nd

Public

(See also Storage Film)
Film Storage and Forwarding
Co., 37 W. 38th St., N. Y. City,
N. Y. Jos. R., 136 W. 46th St.,
Miles,
N.
Y. City,
N. Y.
Y. City,
N. Y.
„ j
Porter, B. F., 729 7th Ave., N.

Specialists

Five

Pro-

Fyre Guara
Co., Fox
tre Bldg.,Mfg.
Aurora,
111. TheaHulett, E. W., 5013 N. Mozart
St., Chicago, 111.
jector
CUT-OUTS, Novelty Ex-

Lash
Studios, Lee, Lontyaure
Bide:., N. Y. City N. Y
Manville, John Madison Ave &
41st St.. N. Y. City, .V. Y.
McVicker;;
Fireproof Curram
Co.,
2137
caeo, 111. Shoffioia i't., < niSheck
& Co.,
O., Metropolitan
Theatre,
Cleveland,
O.
Story Scenic Co., O. L., 21 Tuft-?
St., Somerville
Sta., Boston,

Brass

Automatic

Bronze,

Iron

Work

St., Cincinnati,

O.
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DATE
What

Is the Difference
between the

Bausch

&

Lomb

CINEPHOR
Condensing

System
and ordinary condensers?

The diagrams below indicate why CINEPHORS
are superior, why CINEPHORS furnish a better
quality of light and why a 25% increase of illumination on the same current consumption is
guaranteed.
PDlNTSOOKCF
\er LlOHT

Object

Cop*T>0«3ER

Psoject/ohLenoI

The first diagram represents the ideal condition
that would result if there were available a "point
source of light" and of the condensing lenses were
perfectly corrected for spherical aberration.

Lens
Condense i?

Object

The next diagram shows what the result would
be with a theoretical point source of light and
ordinary condensers.
Extended Sourci
OF LiawT

Projection Lens

Condense?
Object

The third figure indicates the condition found
with the usual type of condensing system under
actual operating conditions. (Rays of light from
different zones of condenser imaged in widely
separated planes).
t<TEND£D50URC
OF Light

Parabolic Condenser

Projection Lens

The last figure represents the condition found
with a Bausch & Lomb CINEPHOR Condensing
System. (Rays of light from all zones of condenser imaged approximately in one plane).

STRIPS

Hennegan
Co., The, O. 311-321
Genesee, Cincinnati,
CAMERA
DAYLIGHT
LOADERS
Burke & James, Inc., 240 E.
Ontario
St., Chicago, 111. "InAdv.)
Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111. (See
DEALERS, Supply
gento."
(See Equipment Supply Dealers
and
Distributors at rear of
section).
DECORATIONS, Artificial
Flower
(See Flowers, Artificial)
DECORATIONS, Theatre
(See Flowers, Artificial, and
Decorators, Theatre Interior)
DECORATORS,
Theatre
Interior
Art Decorating Co., 1112 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Baumgarten & Co., 238 E. 34th
St., N. Y. City.
Bazelle & Partridge, 33 E. 6th
St., St. Paul, Minn.
Beaumont Velvet Scenic StudAdv.)ios, 225 W. 47th St., N.Y.C.
Beck & Co., Win., Dorchester
Ave., Cincinnati, O. (See
Brand & Co., Gustave A., 1428
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Brunton Studios, John, 226 W.
41st St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Carson Scenic Studio, Rofot. P.,
1507 Clark St., Chicago, IU.
(See Adv.) Supply
Decorators
Co., 2547
Arche Ave., Chicago, 111.
Dewar & Clinton, 435 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dickie, Robt., 247 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Duchemin, Geo. W., 37 Wainwright St., Newark, N. J.
Gen. Flower & Decorating Co.,
228 W. 49th St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Gibelli & Co., 1322 Vine St.,
Phila Pa
Harmer'
Inc., N.201Y. W.
49th St.,Studios,
N. Y. City,
King
Studios,
2215
Adv.)Chicago, 111. Van Buren
St.,
Kahn, Theodore,
155 W. 29th
St., N. Y. City. N. Y. (See
Adv.) Studios, Louis, 105 W.
Kuhn
63d St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Kasson,
Irving, 463 Boylston
St., Boston, Mass.
Nelson
Co., 614 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 220 W.
46th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Rambusch Decorating Co., 2 W.
45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Reliable
Decorating
o., 17 N.
Kent St., Phila., Pa.
Service Studios, Inc., 2819 W.
Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Roth and Tischner, 222 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Service Studios, Inc., 2819 W.
Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Silsby, I. E., 110 N. 50th St.,
Omaha, Neb.

Fill in and mail today the coupon that will bring
you helpful literature describing and explaining

Stulen & Sons, J., 101 Market
St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Theatre Reconstruction Studios, 212 E. Superior St., Chicago, 111.
United Studios,
Inc., 30 \V. Lake
St., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Voigt Co., 1743
delphia, Pa. N. 12 St., PhilaWescott King Studios, 2215 W.
VanBuren St., Chicago, 111.
DIFFUSERS, Ceiling Light
Frink,
Inc., I.
24th St. and
10th Ave.,
N. P.,
Y. City.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
Adv.)
DIMMERS,
Electric Light
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis; "C-H." (See
City.
Display
Stage Lighting Co.,
Inc., 314 W. 44th St., N. Y.
Major
Equipment
Co., 111.
2518 Cullom Ave.,
Chicago,
Newton, Chas. I., 331 W. 18th
St., New York City.
Ward Leonard Electric Co., Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.Electric
"Vitrohm."
Wheeler-Green
Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
Adv.)
DIMMERS,
Portable
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. "C-H." (See
Adv.)
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 Y.St. Paul St., Rochester,
N.
DISINFECTANTS
AND
SPRAYS, Theatre
(See also Purifiers, Air)
Accident Cabinet Co., KalamaAmericanzoo, Mich.
Oil "Cresoltol."
& Disinfectant
Co., 196 Water St., N. Y. City.
American
Sterilizer Co., 12th
and Plum Sts., Erie, Pa.
Automatic Disinfectant Co., Box
252 Memphis, Tenn.
Burch & Co., 64 W. Illinois St.,
. Chicago, 111.
Chamberlin
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
"Sanicube."
Chemical Mfg. Co., 417 S. 7th
St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Chemical
Supply
Co., 1565
win Ave.,
Cleveland,
O. MerCleaner Mfg. Co., 2842 Olive St.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Cremolin Mfg. Co., 17 S. Main
St., St. Louis, Mo.
Continental Drug & Chemical
Works,
371
Wythe Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
DeLaney
Oil
&
Lubricant
Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Dusenberry,
N. Y. City. H. C, 95 Gold St.,
Fil-Trim Mfg. Co., 1946 Fulton
PI.,
Ohio.Co., P. M.,
Adv.)Cleveland,
Frank
Disinfecting
91 Bleecker St., N. Y. City,
Fulton Co., 3208 CarroU Ave.,
Chicago,
111. "Fulco." (See
Garnet & Co., Geo. H., Allentown, Pa.
General
Disinfectant Co., 143
Clermont Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y. (Perfumed sprays.)

Quarter Size
3
2% inch
inch
2Vn inch
3*4 to 6 in.

CINEPHORS

Half Size
5 to 8^4 in.
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.,
655 St. Paul St.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
Please send me folder E-43 that fully describes yonr
CINEPHORS. Also send booklet E-42 on projection lenses.
Name
Address

9 to $1130in.
Houses
"Snaplite Jr.," Send
For forPortable
Projection
Descriptive Booklet

$25
Machines

Kollmorgen
Optical Corporation
31-43 STEUBEN STREET
BROOKLYN, N. Y., U.$5S.0 A.

$60
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Great Western Oil Co., 2855 E.
3Sth St., Cleveland, O.
Hewes Laboratories, N. 13th
and Berry Sts., Brooklyn,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Hillvard Chemical Co., 801 S.
9th St., St. Joseph, Mo.
Houchin Co., Thos. W., 36 E.
12th St., N. Y. City, N. Y. "Volcano."
Houghton
& Co., E. P., 240
Somerset St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Hvdro-Pneu Disinfecting Co.,
21 Mercer2 St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Hygienic Specialty Co., Greensburg, Pa.
Ideal Disinfectant Co., 461
Eighth Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Idico."
Indianapolis Chemical Co., 1440
Madison Ave., Indianapolis,
Ind.
International Metal Polish Co.,
Quill St. and Belt R. R., Indianapolis, Ind.
Murphy Young & Co., 188 Milk
St., Boston, Mass.
National Disinfecting Co., 306
W. 59th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Noyes Bros., Inc., Sitche and
Sibley Sts., St. Paul, Minn.
Perolin Co. of America, 1127 W.
37th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Phinotas Chemical Co., 237
Front St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Purozone — See Fulton Co.
Pyn-Air tant—Co. See Sanitas DisinfecPyrene Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Rath Mfg. Co., Hedley & Richmond Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
"Rathola."
Rochester Germicide Co., 16
Dowling Place, Rochester,
N. Y.
Sanitas
Disinfectant
Co., 33
Keap
St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
"Pyn-Air," "Sixco."
Sanitation & Supply Co., 70 E.
45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Sanozone
Chemical
Co., 26th
and Olive Sts., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Shoemaker & Busch, 511 Arch
St., Philadelphia, Pa. "Airsweet." Spcialty Co., MilwauSoudam
kee, "Wis.
U. S. Sanitary
Specialties Corp.,
170
W.
Randolph St., Chicago,
111.
Van Tilburg Oil Co., 2424 University Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.
West Disinfecting Co., 411 5th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
White Tar Co., 2 Cliff St., N. Y.
City, Laboratories,
N. Y "Creolo."
Wolff
230 Greenwich St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Young, Murray & Co., 188 Milk
St., Boston, Mass.

DISPLAYS, Lobby
(See Lobby Displays)
DISSOLVERS
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Detroit, Mich.
DOORS, Fireproof
Coburn Trolley Track Mfg. Co.,
Holyoke, Mass.
Consolidated Sheet Metal Wks.,
661 Hubbard St., Milwaukee,
Wis.
Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co.,
Jamestown, N. Y.
Dowman-Dozier Mfg. Co., 20
Trinity Ave., Atlanta, Ga.
Hermann & Grace, 673 Bergen
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Howell, Field & Goddard, Long
Island City, N. Y.
Keystone Fire Door Co., 1231
Irwin Ave., Pittsburgh, fa..
Kinnear Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.
Leonard Sheet Metal Worits,
219 Grant St., Hoboken, N. j.
Lupton's Sons
Co.,
legheny Ave.
& David,
Tulip AlS,t.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
McFarland-Hyde Co., 2701 S.
Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.
McFarland, Wm. T., 3209 Harrison St., Chicago, 111.
Merchant & Evans Co., 2019
Washington Ave., Philadelphia. Pa.
Moeschl-Edwards Comigating
Co., Covington, K y. (See
Adv.)
Peelle Co., 123 Liberty St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Pro-Bert Sheet Metal Co., Covington, Ky. (See Adv.)
Reliance Fireproof Door Co., 47
Milton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Saino Fire Door & Shutter Co.,
2025 Elston Ave., Chicago, 111.
Solar Metal Products Co., 470
E. Starr Ave., Columbus, O.

Stowell Mfg. & Foundry Co., S.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Thorp Fireproof Door Co., 1609
Central
Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.
Van
Kannel
Revolving Door
Co., 259 W. 54th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Variety Mfg. Co., 2958 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Voigtmann & Co., Chicago, 111.
Weson Mfg. Co., Jas. G., N. Y.
City, N. Y.

LET

LOBBY
Light

DOORS, Rolling, Steel
Edwards Mfg. Co., 411-451 East
Fifth St.. Cincinnati, O.
DRAPERIES
(See Also Drops, Velvet Stage
and Decorators)
Beck & Co., W„ Dorchester Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
Carson Studios, Robt. P., 1507
Adv.)
Clark St., Chicago, 111. (See
Haller & Haller, Columbus, O
Humphreys
Co., D. C, 909
bert St., Philadelphia,
Pa. FilKahn, Theo., 155 W. 29 St., New
York City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Knhn Studio, Louis, 293 Eighth
Ave.,
Adv.) N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Novelty Scenic Studios, 220
West 46th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Pick & Co., Albert. 208-224 Vv est
Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
United Studios, 30 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Allen Filter Co., 25 S. Claire St.,
Toledo, O.
Associated
'Co.,
Milwaukee,Manufacturers
Wis.
Casey-Hedges Co., The, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Cordlev & Hayes, 21 Leonard
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. "XXth
Crane
Co., 836 S. Michigan Ave.,
Century."
Chicago, 111.
Ebinger Sanitary Mfg. Co., D.
A., 184 Lucas St., Columbus,
Hyland
Mfg. Co., W. J., SpringO.
field, Mass.
Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., The,
1236 W. Harrison St., Chicago, 111.
Loeber Co., H. G., 151 E. 126th
St., N. Y. Cty, N. Y. "SaniManufacturing Equipment *
Engineering Co., 136 Federal
St., Boston,
Mass.Decatur,
"Meecu.
Mueller
Co.,
111. '
tor." Mfg.
Murdock
Mfg. & Supply Co.,
The. 426 Plum St., Cincinnati,
O. "Out-Door,"
"Lily-Whtte."
National
Filter Co.,
1364 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Nelson Mfg. Co., N. O, 10th and
Chestnut Sts., St. Louis, Mo.
O'Donnell-McCormack Co., 80
Adams Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain Co., Haydenville, Mass.
"Puro."
Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co.,
Bessemer Bldg., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Twentieth Century Brass
Works, Belleville, 111.
Waterman Waterburv Co., The,
1121 Jackson St., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
DROPS, Velvet Stage
Beaumont Velvet Scenery Studios. J. H., 245 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. City.
Beck & Co., Wm., Dorchester
Ave., Cincinnati. O. (See Adv.)
Carson, Robt. P., 1507 Clark St.,
Chicago, III. (See Adv.)
Cleveland Decorative Works,
1120 Prospect Ave., Cleveland,
O.
Kahn, Theodore, 155 W. 29th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Adv.)
Kulin Studios, Louis. 105 W.
Adv.) St., N. Y. City, N. Y. ( See
63rd
Lash
Studios, Lee, Longacre
Bldg., N. Y. City. N. Y.
McHugh & Son, Jos. P.. 9 W.
42d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 220 W.
46th St.. N. Y. City, N. Y.
Story Scenic Co., O. L., 21 Tufts
St., Somerville
Sta., Boston,
IVEass.
Twin City Scenic Co., 2819
Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.
United Scenic Studios, 30 W.
Adv.)
Lake St., Chicago, III. (See

YOUR

the way

to

BIGGER

PROFITS!

LIGHTING

EFFECTS

WILL ATTRACT
YOUR PATRONS
TO YOUR THEATRE AND AROUSE
THEIR INTEREST IN YOUR LOBBY
POSTERS AND DISPLAYS.
A

SURE
SEND

BUSINESS

FOR

FULL

GETTER

INFORMATION

Sun -Ray Lighting Products, Inc.
119 Lafayette St.,
New York, N. Y.
DYES, Film
American Aniline Products, 80
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Burroughs, Wellcome & Co., 18
E. 41st St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Continental Drug and Chemical
Works,
371
Wythe Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Empire Chemical Co., 230 Morgan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Geisenheimer & Co., 130 Cedar
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Heller, Merz Co., 503 Hudson
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Hemingway, F., 115 Broadway,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Hewes
Laboratories,
N. 13th
and
Berry
Sts., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Marden, Orth & Hastings, 61
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Metz & Co., H. A., 317 N. Clark
St., Chicago, 111.
Special Materials Co., 140 Livingston St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
DYNAMOS, Electric
Allis-Chalmers
waukee, Wis. Mfg. Co., Mil-

Crocker Wheeler Co., Ampere,
N. J.
Diehl Mfg. Co., Elizabeth, N. J.
Dilg Mfg. & Trading Co., 401 E.
163d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Acme."
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hallberg,
440 N.Riverside
Drive, N.J.Y.H.,City,
Y.
Hobart Bros. Co., Troy, Ohio.
Holtzer-Cabot Co.. 125 Armory
St., Boston,
Mass.
field, O.
Ideal Electric
& Mfg. Co., MansNorthwestern Electric Co., 412
S. Boyne St., Chicago, 111.
Peerless Electric Co., Warren,
O.
Ridgway Dynamo & Engine Co.,
Ridgway, Pa.
Sprague . .lectric Works, 527 W.
34th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Western
Co., N.55 Y.BethAdv.)St., Electric
une
N. Y. City,
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

GUNDLACH

Projection

Lenses

An improved type of lens which gives a
clean cut brilliant image from the center
to the corners of the screen, reproducing
IT WILL PAY YOU
all the fine tone gradations and photoTO REPLACE YOUR
graphic qualities of the film.
OLD LENSES.
Look for the name RADIANT on the
mount.
It means quality unexcelled at fair prices.
Gundlach Radiant Projection Lenses have been the standard
of quality since 1908.
GUNDLACH
MANHATTAN
OPTICAL
735 Clinton Avenue South,
Rochester, New

CO.
York
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EASELS, Brass, Picture
Commercial
Mfg. Co., 13th and
Pa.
Appleton
Sts., Philadelphia,
Electrical Products Corp., 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
McKenna Brass & Mfg. Co., 1st
Pa.
Ave. and Ross St., Pittsburgh,

Light

Your

with

Setting

Kleig-Lights

NOVELTIES
LIGHTING
PLEASING
e
and attract steady patrons
win applaus
to your theatre. Have at your command,
Kliegl devices for producing lighting and
effects — to accompany orchestrations, feature prologues and specialty
numbers — thus enhance the attractiveness
of your programs and increase your box
office returns.
scenic

Kliegl Brothers can supply every theatrical
lighting requirement from a spotlight or
color wheel to elaborate stage and scenic
effects — they have specialized in stage and
theatrical lighting for almost thirty years.
Secure

a

copy of

KliegPs

new

catalogue

"M". It is the most complete manual of
Theatrical, Decorative, and Spectacular
Lighting
producer
handy

specialties ever compiled. Every
and exhibitor should have a copy

for ready reference.
FORWARDED
ON REQUEST
'the reference manual of the Motion Picture Industry''

Partial List of Kliegl Products
Footlights
Outdoor Floodlights
Spotlights
Floodlights
Border Lights
Arc Lamp Parts
Proscenium Lights Stage Lamps
Enclosed Switches
Exit Signs
Pipe Clamps
Color Wheels
Aisle Lights
Resistances
Color Frames
Illuminated Signs
Act Announcers
Color Rolls
Stage Cable Cable
Borderlight
Dimmers
Color Boxes
Cable Supports
Diffusing
Screens
Floor Pockets
Gelatine Mediums
Lenses
Color
Caps
Wall Pockets
Slide Carriers
Color Globes
Plugging Boxes
Shutters
and
Blinders
Connectors
Coloring for Lamps
Natural Scenic Effects Colorine Remover
Music Stands
Fantastic Effects
Incandescent Lamps
Piano Lights
Electro-Mech. Effects
Leader Stands
Copper Terminal Lugs

Menger, Ring & Weinstein, 306
W. 42d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
EDITORS, Film
Alynlu
N. Y. Studios,
City, N. 251
Y. W. 42nd St.,
Buckheister,
N. Y. City, Oscar,
N. Y. 835 8th Av.,
Chandlee. Harry, 130 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Dixon - McNitt - Schneider, 959
Seward Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Meyer,
N. Y. Louis,
City, N.251Y. W. 19th St.,
Photoplay Title Co., 5828 Broadway, Chicago, 111.
EMERGENCY
SYSTEMS

LIGHTING

Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122 W.
16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
"Epco."
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939
N. Y.St. Paul St., Rochester,

ENGINEERS,

ENGINEERS, Theatre
tion)
Bodamer, H. F., 720 Commerce
Bldg., Erie, Pa. (IlluminaEichenlaub,
G. Erie,
E., Pa.
720 Commerce Bldg.,
Burroughs, H. Robbins, 70 E.
45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Horton, O. D., 720 Commerce
Bldg.. Erie, Pa. (Heating;.
Rickards, A. E., 720 Commerce
Bldg., Erie, Pa. (Electrical).
Stevens, R. C, 720 Commerce
Bldg., Erie, Pa. (Ventilating).
Gas & Gasoline

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
Sturtevant Co., R. F., Hyde
Park, Mass.
ENGRAVERS, Theatre
Eaker Bros. Engraving Co., 1122
Harney St., Omaha, Neb.
Lange Eng. Co., 160 N. Wells
St.. Chicago, 111.
Rueff, Jos. A., Inc., 152 W. 23rd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
EQUIPMENT,

Mazda

Pro-

Capital Merchandise Co., 538 S.
Dearborn
jection St., Chicago, 111.
Edison
N. J. Lamp Works, Harrison,
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Co., 844 S. Wabash
Movie Supply
Ave., Chicago, 111.
National Lamp Works of General El. Co., Nela Park, Cleveland, O.
Westing-house Lamp Works, 165
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
EQUIPMENT DEALERS,
Motion Picture Theatre

Universal Electric Sta6E Lighting Co., inc.
ESTABLISHED 1896
321

West 50th Street
N EW YORK, N.Y.

Wheeler-Green Elec. Co., 29-39
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Wrood Electric Co., C. D., 441
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
EXIT SIGNS, Theatre
Frink, Inc., I. P., 24th St. and
10th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Valentine
Elec.N. Sign
Co., At-<
lantic City,
J.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
EXPLOITATION,
Picture

Motion

National
MovingScreen Service, 126 W.
46th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
EXPLOITATION

STUNTS,

Stage

Capitol Theatre Equipment Co.,
626 10th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Clarke, Peter, 534 W. 30th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Major
Equipment
Co., 111.
2518 cullom Ave.,
Chicago,
Sheck & Co., O., Metropolitan
Theatre, Cleveland, O.
Welsh, H. J., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

ENGINES,

EXIT LIGHTS
Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122 W.
16th St., Los
Angeles,
Cal.
Exhibitors
Supply
Co., Chicago,
HI. (See Adv.)
Major Equipment Co., 2518 Cullon Ave., Chicago, 111.
Pittsburgh Brass & Glass Co.,
130 7th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sunlight Reflector Co., 226 Pacific St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
ValentinelanticElec.
City, N. J.Sign Co., At-

(See Equipment Supply Dealers
and Distributors at rear of
this section.)
EXITLIGHT ROXES, Theatre
Buettner, Chas , 247 W. 47th St.,
Wheeler-Green
Electric Co., 29N. Y. City. "Bee."
39 Y.St. Paul St., Rochester,
N.

Chester Mechanical Adv. Co.,
1416 Broadway,
N. Y. City,
Ivel Process, 544 8th Ave., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Normandie Specialty Co., 1196
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
EXPORTERS, Film
Export & Import Co., 729 7th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Klein Co., Edward L., 152 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City ,N. Y.
Vogel,
N. Y. Wm.
City,M.,N. 130
Y. W. 46th St.,
EXTINGUISHERS,

Fire

Amer. Chemical Co., 113 N. 9th
St., Lebanon, Pa.
American La France Fire Appliance Co., Elmira, N. Y.
Badger Chemical Mfg. Co., MilBoyce Motometer
Co., Long
waukee, N.
Wis. "Mitchell."
Island City,
Y.
Boyd & Bro., James, 25th and
Wharton Sts., Philadelphia,
Pa.
"Keystone," "Paragon,"
"Marvello."
Foamite Firefoam Co., 151 ath
General
Extinguisher
Co.,
Ave.,
N.Fire
Y. City.
Providence,
R. I. "Firefoam."
Johns-Manville Co., H. W., Madison Ave. and 41st St., N. Y.
National
Metal
Stamping &
City.
"J-M
Success."
Mfg. Co., curate,"
Newark,
J. "Ac"Marten," N.
"Peerless,"
"Newark."
Northern Fire Apparatus Co.,
2422 University Ave., S. E.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Phoenix Fire Extinguisher Co.,
Norwich, Conn.
Pyrene
Mfg.
Ave., N.
Y. Co.,
Citv. 52N. Vanderbilt
Y
Stempel Fire Extinguisher Co.,
4250 N. 20th St., St. Louis,
Mo.
Woodhouse Mfg. Co., 35 Warren
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
FAN

BRACKETS,

Electric

Voight
Co., 1734
Philadelphia,
Pa. N. 12th St.,
FANS,

Advertising

(See also,
Exploration, andNovelties,
Adv.)
Harrison
Co., The, Union City,
Ind.
Lauxman & Co., Ohio, 1133
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Toledo Calendar, Inc., 1415 W.
Delaware Ave., Toledo, Ohio.
Warshaw
Inc., 175
booster St., Press,
N. Y. City,
N. Y.
FANS,

Electric

Bicalky
Fan Co.,N. 866
Ave.. Buffalo,
Y. Prospect
N. J. Wheeler Co., Ampere,
Crocker
EckBelleville,
Dynamo N. J.&

Motor

Co-
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Mechanical Appliance Co., 1242
Webster Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.
National
Stamping& Elec.
Wks., Chicago. 111.
Westinjf house Electric & Mfs.
Co.. E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. T.
FILM-MEASURING
MACHINES
(See Machines, Film Measuring-.)
FILM CLEANERS
(See Cleaners, Film.)
FILM PACKERS
(See Storage, Film)
FILM PROCESS
Counsell Film & Chemical Co.,
236 W. 55th St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Dura Film Protection Co., 220
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Victor Stewart Process Corp.,
12$ W. 52nd St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
FILM, Raw Stock
Agfa Film Corp., 1540 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Ansco Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
Bavstate Film Sales Co., 220 W.
42nd St.. N. Y. City, N. Y.
Burke & James. 240 E. Ontario
St., Chicago,
Eastman
Kodak 111.Co.,"Rexo."
Rochester,
N. Y. "Eastman." (See Adv.)
E. I. Du Pont deNemours Co.,
35 W. 45th St., N. Y. Citv,
N. Y.
Fish-Schurman. 45 W. 45th St.,
N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Powers Film Products, Inc.. 73
7th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Scencitized Films, Inc., 1650
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Tinpett, John D., Inc., 1540
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
FILM RENOVATING
(See Machines, Film Renovating-.)
FILM SPLICERS, Machine
General
Machine
Co., 359 E.
155th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Griswold
Machine
Wks., Port
Jefferson, N. Y.
Slipper & Co., J., 728 S. Olive
St., Los Angeles, Cal.
FILM STORAGE
(See Cutting Rooms)
FILTERS, Ray
Bausch & Lonib Optical Co., 637
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Scheibe, George H., 701 N. Belmont Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
Shriver & Co., T„ 876 Hamilton St., Harrison, N. J.
Wollensak Optical Co., 1415
Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
FILTERS, Water
American Water Softener Co.,
1011 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Aquapura Filter Mfg. Co., 1045
Park Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
General Filtration Co., Inc.,
Cutler Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.
International Filter Co., 38 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
National Filter Co., 1364 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Rundle-Spence Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
FINANCE, Theatre
Credit Alliance Corp., 149
Broadway, N. Y. City. N. Y.
East River Savings, 41st St.
andY. Broadway, N. Y. City,
N.
Hamilton National Bank, 130
W. 42nd St., N. Y. Citv, N. Y.
Straus & Co., S. W., 565 5th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.

FIRE ALARMS, Automatic
American Chemical Co., Lebanon, Pa.

;y
TICKET

display

BOOTHS,
— SEND

727

FOR

OUR

MIRRORS,

FIRE PREVENTION and
ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS
Fyre-Gard
Mfg.
Co., 111.
Fox Theatre Bldg.,
Aurora,
Rex Harris Fire Appliance Co.,
312 W. 39th St., N. Y. City, ]V.
Y. (See Adv.)
FIREPROOF CURTAINS
(See Curtains, Fireproof).
FIRST AID EQUIPMENT
American LaFrance Fire Engine Co., Inc., Elmira, N. Y.
American White Cross Laboratories, 80 Bronx St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Aseptic Products Co., Long Island City, N. Y.
Bauer &born St.,
Black,
2500 111.So. DearChicago,
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
Kny-Scheerer Corp., 56 W. 23rd
St., New York City, N. Y.
National Plastic Relief Co., 416
Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
FIXTURES, Lighting
Alexalite Co., 432 E. 23d St.,
New York City, N. Y.
Alter Light Co., 827 S. Dorimer
St., Chicago, 111.
Avondale Chandelier
Co., 2842
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, Hi.
Bailey-Reynolds Chandelier Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Baldinger
& Kauferman Mfg.
Co., 59 Harrison Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bayley & Sons, 105 Vanderveer
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.,
216 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.
Black & Boyd, 17 E. 47th St.,
New York City, N. Y.
Bradley & Hubbard Mfg. Co.,
Meriden, Conn.
Brookins Co., Euclid Ave. and
18th St., Cleveland. O.
Day Co., Thos.. 725 Mission St.,
San Francisco, Cal.

COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY

Decorators
Supply
Co., 2547
Archer Ave., Chicago, 111.
Frink, Inc., I. P., 24th St. and
10th Ave., New York City, N. Y.
"Frink."
Guth, Edwin F., Co., Jefferson
and
Washington
Sts., 'St.
Louis,
Mo.
Luminous Unit Co., 2609 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
"Brascolite."
Macbeth - Evans
Glass Co.,
Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,
National
Plastic
Co., 416
Pittsburgh,
Pa.Relief
"Alba."
Elm St., Cleveland, O.
Roman Art Co., 2704 Locust St.,
St. Louis Mo.
St.
Louis
Brass
Mfg. Co.,
Washington & Jefferson Sts.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
FIXTURES,

Store

Pick
& Co., Albert,
208-224 111.
West
Randolph
St., Chicago,
FLAGS
Annin & Co., 99 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Wrh. Beck
nati, O. & Sons Co., CincinChicago Flag & Decorating Co.,
1315 S. Wabash Ave., Chi111.
Chicago cago,Canvas
& Flag Co., 127
N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Humphreys
Co.,Philadelphia,
D. C, 909 Filbert Street,
Pa.
Lamp
Jackson,
Henry, 141 Fulton St.
IV. Y. City, jy, Y. (See A«v.)
FLAME

ETC.

CATALOGUE—

STANLEY
FRAME
7th AVE.

Automatic Electric Co., Chicago,
111. Equipment
"Pax."
Fire
Mfg. & Engineering Corp., 330 W. 58th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Foamite Firefoam Co., 200 5th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Hospital Supply Co., 155 E. 23rd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.

frai

SHIELDS,

Arc

Blue Seal Products Corp., 27
Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
FLASHERS, Electric Sign
A. & W. Electric Sign Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Betts & Betts Corp., 511 W.
42d St., New York City, N. Y.
"Vacu,"
"Thermo Wynk,"
"New York."
Cramhlet Eng. Co., 177 5th St.,
Milwaukee, Wis. (See Aflv.)
Cramer, R. C, 136 Liberty St.,
New York City, N. Y.
Cusack Co., Thos., Chicago, 111.
"De Luxe."
Federal Sign System Co., Chicago, 111.

Kelley & Kelley, 3193 Boulevard, Jersey City, N. J. "Thermon-Blink,"
Ncrden
Electric"Tic-Tac."
Sign Co., 311
W. 40th St., New York City,
N. Y.
Novelty Electric Sign Co., 165
Eddy St., San Francisco, Cal.
Reynolds Electric Co., 2651 W.
Standard
Automotive
EquipCongress
ment Co..St.,
1111 "Reco."
Boylston St.,
Boston, Mass. (See Adv.)
Straus Seyer Co.. 42nd St., New
York City, N. Y.
Tic-Tac — See Kelley & Kelley.
Valentine Electric Sign Co.,
Atlantic City, N. J.
FLASHLIGHTS,
and Lantern

Pocket

(See Batteries also)
American
Carbon
& Battery
Co., East St. Louis, Mo.
American Ever Ready Works,
Long
Island
City,
N. Y.
"Ever
Ready,"
"Daylo."
Anglo - American
Co., Crystal
Theatre Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
MOTION PICTURE
CAMERAS
Bass has prepared for the profession a 48-page catalog of Motion Picture Cameras and Equipment, making the selection of a
Camera for your specific purpose
a simple matter.
lust think of buying
PROFESSIONALa ERNEMANN
CAMERA for $92.50. Capable
of
producing
high-class
Dozens
of other
items ofresults.
equal
interest, also large list of used,
rebuilt cameras.
FREE for the asking. Fill out
and
coupon below and get
YOURmailcopy.
BB,
Bass Camera Company
Department E.
109 N. Dearborn St, Chicago, 111
BASS CAMERA COMtANY.
109 N Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.
Sena me your NEW 4b-iage Catalog ot CAMERn BARGAINS.
Name
Street and Number
Town and State
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FRAME

ST.,

Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston 9,
Mctss.
Marble'oid
The, York
8th City,
Ave.
and 34th Co.,
St., New
N. Y.
Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Russelloid Co., Harrishurg, Pa.
"Russelloid," "Keystone
Brand." (See Adv.)
Sloane, W & J., 575 5th Ave.,
New York City, N. Y.
Beacon Miniature Electric Co.,
108 Dean St., New York City,
N. Y.
"Daylo"
Ready.— See American Ever
Electroton St.,
Importing235 N.FulNew YorkCo.,City,
Y.
Interstate Electric Novelty Co.,
29 Park PI., New York City,
N. Y.
National Carbon
Co., Madison
Ave., N. W., W. 117th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Shepherd Dry Battery Co., S. S.,
Boston, Mass.
Universal
Novelty
Co., 1193
Broadway,
New
York City,
N. Y.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
C. D. Wood Electric Co., 441
Broadway, New York City,
N. Y.
FLOOR COVERINGS,
Theatre
Asbestolith Mfg. Co., 1 Madison
Ave., New York City, N. Y.
"Asbestolith."
Armstrong Cork & Insulation
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. "LinoBigelow
Hartford Carpet Co.,
tile."Madison
385
Ave., New York
City, N. Y.
Certain-teed Products, St. Louis,
Mo.
Cockran
Mfg-. Co., East Dedham, Mass.
Cook
Linoleum
Co., Trenton,
N. J.
Economart
Floor Co., 229 E.
41st St., New York City, N. Y.
Greater N. Y. Export House,
817 Y.8th Ave., New York City,
N.

Decorative Plant Co., 230 5th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
30 Reade St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
General
Flower & Decorating
Co., 228 W. 49th St., N. Y.
City, N. & Y.Co., 30 Irving Place,
Gudemar
New York City, N. Y.
Leistner, Oscar, 323 Randolph
St., Chicago, 111.
McCallum Co., The, 137 7th St.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
National Decorating Co., 35 6th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Natural
Plant Preservers Co.,
233 5th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Netchert, Frank, 61 Barclay St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Pick & Co., Albert, 208-224 West
Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Randall Co., A. L., Lake St. &
Wabash
Ave., Chicago, IU.
(See Adv.)
Schack Artificial Flower Co., 63
E. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Schneider, L., 6 Second St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Schroeder
Artificial Flower
Mfrw.,
6023
Superior Ave.,
Cleveland, O. (See Adv.)
United
Flower
& Decorating
Co., 238 W. 48th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.Flower Co., 228 W.
Universal
49th St., New York City, N. Y.
Worcester Art. Plant Co., 194
Front St., Worcester, Mass.

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

FLOORING, Cork
Beaver Tile, Inc., 440 W. 42nd
St., New York City, N. Y.
Cork Floor Products Co., 388
Stark St., Portland, Ore.
Dreadnought Flooring Co., Inc.,
115 E. 23rd St., New York
City, N. Y.
Henry Jackson, 141 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
United Cork Co. of New York,
Lyndhurst, N. J.
FLOORING, Mosaic
Dawson Bros., 523 N. Halsted
St., Chicago, 111.
Interior
Hardwood
Co., 1605
Talbott Ave., N., Indianapolis,
Ind.
States Chemical
Co., 656 W.
Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Velvetile Floor Co., 231 S. Wells
St., Chicago, 111.
FLOOR SCRUBBING MACHINES
American Scrubbing Equip. Co.,
32 S. Clinton St., Chicago, 111.
Herr Mfg. Co., John, 44 N. 4th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
International
Floor Machine
Co., 220 W. 19th St., New
York City, N. Y.
Kent Vacuum Cleaner Co., Inc.,
545 Dominick St., Rome, N. Y.
"Utility."
St. Louis Janitor's Supply Co.,
116 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Mo.
"Kelley."
FLOWERS, Artificial
Adler Jones Co., 651 S. Wells
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Art Flower & Plant Co., 355
W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111.
Baumann & Co., L, 357 W.
Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111.
Bodine Spanjer Co., 316 So Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Borgenski Sons, J. S., 62 N. 13th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Botanical Decoration Co., 317
Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Artificial Flower Co.,
28 S. Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Flag and DecoratingCo., 1345 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FORWARDERS, Film
Masse & Co., Inc., 115 Broad
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
FOUNTAINS, Decorative
Architectural
Decorating Co.,
1600-1608
So. Jefferson St.,
Chicago, 111.
Botanical
Decorating
Co., 208
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Decorators'
Co., Archer
Ave. & LeoSupply
St., Chicago,
111.
Williamson & Co., R., 601 W.
Washington
Block, Chicago,
111.
Drinking
FOUNTAINS,
Sanitary
Central land,Brass
Mfg. Co., CleveO.
Chicago Faucet Co., 2712 N.
Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111.
"Chi-Fau-Co."
Clow & Sjns, Jas. B., 544 S.
Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
"Hygiene."
Crane
Cc, 836 Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Douglas Co., John, 906 Poplar
St., Cincinnati, O.
Edwardsville
Brass Co., Edwardsville, 111.
Glauber Brass Mfg. Co., 4917
Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.
Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis. "Delevan," "Elkhorn," "Monona."
Maddock's Sons Co., T., Trenton, N. J.
Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Nason Mfg. Co., 71 Beekman
St., N. Y. City, N. Y
National Plastic Relief Co., 416
Elm St., Cincinnati, O.
Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain Co., Haydenville, Mass.
Rundle-Spence
waukee, Wis. Mfg. Co., MilTrenton Potteries Co., Trenton,
N. J.
Twentieth Century Brass Wks.,
Belleville, 111.
Watrous
Co., 524 S. Racine,
Chicago, 111.
Wolff Mfg. Co., L., 601 Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
FRAMES AND WHEELS,
Color
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Detroit, Mich.
Capitol Theatre Equipment Co.,
626 10th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.
Major
Co., 111.
2518 Cullom Equipment
Ave., Chicago,
M I'M rum, Henry, 641 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
New York Calcium Light Co.,
451 Y. W. 53d St., N. Y. City,
N.
Newton, Chas. I., 224 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., IV. Y.
City, N. Y. (See Adv.)

FRAMES, Poster and
Lobby Display
Braxton Frame Co., 3 E. 12th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Adv.)
Bilt
Bite
Mfg.
Co., 225 N.
Green St., Chicago, 111. (See
Consolidated Portrait & Frame
Co., 225 N. Greene St., ChiChicago cago, 111.Metal Covering Co.,
2833 W. Lake St., Chicago,
111.
Flower
City Ornamental Iron
Co., 27th Ave. & 27th St.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Friedman, I. M., 219 W. Lake
St., Chicago,
111. Co., 2411 W.
Illinois
Moulding
23rd St., Chicago, 111.
Kettler Brass Mfg. Co., HousKeystoneton, Tex. Picture
Frame Co.,
629 5th Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Markendorf, S., 159 W. 23rd St.,
N. Y. City,
IV. Y.& (See
McKenna
Brass
Mfg. Adv.)
Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Menger & Ring, 729 7th Ave.,
New York City, N. Y.
National Picture Frame & Art
Co., 947 61st St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Reuben
Studios, 812 Prospect
Ave.,
Cleveland,
Adv.) Frame Co., O.729 Seventh
Stanley
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
United States Frame & Picture
Co., 46 Vesey St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
FRONTS,
Ornamental
Metal
Canton Metal Ceiling Co., 1957
Harrison Ave., Canton, O.
Edwards
Co., 411-451
East
5th St., Mfg.
Cincinnati,
O.
Friedly-Voshardt Co., 735 S.
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th Ave. and Burnham St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Pro Bert Sheet Metal Co., Covington, Ky. (See Adv.)
Scott Roofing & Mfg. Co., 420
Culvert St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
FROSTING,
lamp)
(See

Lamp

Coloring, Incandescent

FURNITURE, Fibre-Reed
American Chair Co., 913 N. 11th
St., Sheboygan,
Wis. Corp., 25
American
Purchasing
W. 45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
American niture
Reed
Willow FurCo., 368& Congress
St.,
Boston, Mass.
Bailie Basket Co., 82 Sudbury
St., Boston, Mass.
Barker Bros., 724 S. Broadway,
Burdett
Chair Mfg.
Keene,
Los Angeles,
Cal. Co.,
"Quality."
N. H.
Burrowes
Co., The, E. T., 70
Free St., Portland, Me.
Buzzini Corp., John S., 224 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Cross & Co., James H, 30 W.
Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Derby
Mass. & Co., Inc., P., Gardner
Dickerman
ner ]VTass.Co., Inc., J. A., GardDunn' Co., John A., 58 Main
St., Gardner, Mass.
Eastern
Chair Co., Gardner,
Mass.
Ficks Reed Co., Cincinnati, O.
Greenspan
& Son, Wolf, 686
Grand St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hartshorn,
Chas. H., Gardner,
IVI <\ s s
Heywood Brothers & Wakefield
Co., 209
ton, Mass.Washington St., BosJoesting & Schilling Co., The,
379 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
Kelly Bros., Logan St., Gardner,
Lee,
218 N.
E. Y.
37th St.,
NewPeter
York C,City,
Lennon Furniture Co., 153 W.
23rd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Long
Beach
Reed
& Willow
Furniture
New
York Co.,
City,136N.E.Y. 41st St.,
Luxfibre
Furniture
Co., The,
Waukesha, Wis.
Mays
Rattan
Works,
3347 N.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.
Michigan Seating Co., Jackson,
Mich. "Kaltex."
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Telephones:
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Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

YOUR
LOBBY

DISPLAY

FRAMES
will
EARN

DOLLARS

For

You

If They

Are Right

We Are
Manufacturers
of
Lobby
Correct
Display
Frames
Box

Offices

Ticket

Lobby
S.

159 WEST

Displays

Manufacturer
Telephone: Chelsea 2483
NEW YORK
23 ST.

Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchanges
for the

It's
littleaidto you
ask can
for, give
but your
it's musicians
the only
reliable
to help put the picture over. '
Electric

Buffalo Fuse Corp., 752 Main
St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Commercial Enclosed Fuse Co.,
1317 Willow
Ave., Hoboken,
N. J.
RJCAU

Send

for

Catalogue
£9
d

J..\CLANCY,:r;c|SYRA

CUSENY

GRAPHITE, Powdered
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph,
Wayne & Monmouth Sts., JerN. J. Graphite Co.,
Unitedsey City,
States
Saginaw, Mich.
Wisconsin Graphite Co., Stevens Point, Wis.
GRILLES, Brass
Buffalo Wire Works Co., 320
Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.
Kettler Brass Mfg. Co., Houston, Tex.Brass Co., First Ave.
McKenna
& Ross St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Michaels Art Bronze Co., 230
Scott St., Covington, Ky.
Midland erineMetal
Co., 1427 Pa.
CathSt., Philadelphia,
Pitt Composite Iron Works,
Wm. R., 219 W. 26th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.Brass Mfg. Co., 32nd
Pittsburgh
St. & Penn Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F.
P., 56 W. Lake St., Chicago,
111.
GRILLES,

Dividends.

MARKENDORFF

Minneapolis Baby Carriage Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago Ave. & Larabee St.,
Chicago, 111.
New England Reed Co., 11 A.
Green St., Boston, Mass.
Old Hickory Chair Co., Martinsville, Ind.
Omaha Reed & Rattan Co.,
Omaha, Neb.
Pick Co., Albert, 208-224 W.
Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

FUSES,

Pay

Boxes

GRAPHITE, Lubricating
United States Graphite Co., 1430
Holland Ave., Saginaw, Mich.
"USG iteNo.
Co. 40"— See U. S. GraphDixon Treplute Co.

CITY

Federal Electric Co., 8700 So.
State St., Chicago, 111.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 Y.St. Paul St., Rochester,
N.
GAZING BALLS, Lobby
Architectural Decorating Co.,
111.
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
GELATINES
Gelatine Products Co., 224 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Major
Equipment
lon Ave.,
Chicago,Co.,111.2518 CulNewton, C. I., 331 W. 18th St.,
New York City, N. Y.
Roseo Labs., 133 3rd PI., Brooklyn, N. Y. (See Adv.)
GENERATORS, Motor
Acme Eleetric 3Ifg. Co., 144
Hamilton Ave., Cleveland, O.
"Acme Ra Lite." (See Adv.)
Automatic Devices Co., Allentown, Pa.
(See Adv.)
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
American Blower Co., 6004 Russell St., Detroit, Mich.
CrockerN. J. Wheeler Co., Ampere,
Electric Products Corp., 1122 W.
16th St.. Los Angeles, Cal.
General tady,Electric
Co., SchenecN. Y.
Hertner Electric Co., 1S05 W.
112th
St., Cleveland, Ohio.
(See Adv.)
Hobart Bros. Co., 113 W. Water
Holtzer-Cabot
125 Armory
St., Troy, O. Co.,
"H. B."
St., Boston, Mass.
Northwestern Electric Co., 412
S. Hoyne St., Chicago, 111.
Ridgway
Dynamo
& Engine
Co., Ridgway, Pa.
Robbins & Myers Co., Springfield, Ohio.
Robinson-Walker Co., Ltd., 705
Artis Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Ross, G. M., 255 Greenwich St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Sturtevant
Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Western
Electrical
Co., 195
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.

Wood

and Com-

Daunt Co., Wm. A., 31 E. 27th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
position
Lorenzen
Co.,Chicago,
C. F., 278111.N. Ashland Ave.,
McHugh & Son, Jos. P., 9 W.
42d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
National Plastic Relief Co., 416
Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Voigt
Co., 1753Pa. N. 12th St.,
Philadelphia,
HARDWARE, Stage
Armbruster & Sons, M., 249 S.
Front St., Columbus, Ohio.
Channon Mfg. Co., Jas. H., 227
W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Adv.) J. It., 1010 W. Baldwin
Clancy,
Ave., Syracuse,
N. Y. (See
Electric Products Corp., 1122 W.
16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Storey Senic Co., 21 Tuft St.,
Boston, Mass.
HEATERS, Hot Air
Black, E. L., & Co., Mt. Vernon,
Wis.
„
Burgstrom
Stftve Co., Nenah,

Co., RoCooperativechester,Foundry
N. Y.
WilCo.,
Furnace
Farquhar mington, O.
Haynes Langenberg Mfg. Co.,
4057 Forest Park Blvd., St.
Louis, Mo.
Keeley Stove Co., Columbia, Pa.
Kelsey Heating Co., Syracuse,
N. Y.
May & Fieberger, Akron, O.
Miller Range
& Furnace Co.,
125 E. 5th St., Cincinnati, O.
Simplex
Oil Heating
Co., 306
Church St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Syracuse Heater Co., Syracuse,
N. Y.
Twentieth Century Heating &
Ventilating Co., Akron, O.
Weiss Furnace Co., Akron, O.
Williamson Heater Co., 635 W.
5th St., Cincinnati, O.
HEATERS, Hot Water
Cox and Sons Co., Bridgton, N. J.
HEATERS, Organ
Cramhlett Eng. Co., 177 5th St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
(See Adv.)
HEATERS, Ticket Booth
Cramhlett Eng. Co., 177 5th St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
(See Adv.)
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Adv.)
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
HEATING SYSTEMS
Crane Co., 836 South Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.
HEATING SYSTEMS, Oil
Oil Heating Corp., New Haven,
Conn.
Rockbestos Prod. Corp., 85 Willow St., New Haven, Conn.
Simplex Oil Burning System, 30
Church St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
HERALDS, Novelty
(See Printers, Theatre)
Beacon
Press, Inc., 318 West
39th St., New York City, N. Y.
Circle Press, Inc., 238 West 53d
St., New York City, N. Y.
Filmack
Co., 738 So. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Hennegan
The, O.311-321
Gennesee, Co.,
Cincinnati,
Tanney Printing & Publishing
Co., American Theatre Bldg.,
42nd St., bet. 7th & 8th Aves.,
New York City, N. Y.
Times Square Printing Co., 250
West 54th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
HOLDERS, Ticket
(See Ticket Holders)
INCANDESCENT
PROAdv.)
JECTION ADAPTERS
Best Devices Co., Film Bldg.,
Cleveland, O. "Best." (See
N. J. Lamp Works, Harrison,
Edison
General Electric Co., SchenecY.
Nationaltady, N. Lamp
Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, O.
Adv.) Co., Nicholas, 90 Gold
Power
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Precision Machine Co., 314 E.
34th St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Adv.)
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Wheeler-Green Electric Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
INDUSTRIAL FILMS,
Producers of
American
Picture Co.,
Louisville,Motion
Ky.
Associated
Screen News, Inc.,
129 W. 41st St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Atlas Educational Film Co., 63
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Bosworth DeFrenes and Felton,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Bird Film Service, 355 Washington St., Newark, N. J.
Bray Pictures Corp., The, 23 E.
26th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Carlisle, Ellis, 71 W. 23d St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Carter
Cinema
Company, 220
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Cincinnati Motion Picture Co.,
(PatheSt., News
Studio),
1434
Vine
Cincinnati,
O.
Ellis, Carlyle, 71 W. 23d St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Non
Theatrical
M. P. Corp.
Straus Bldg., 5th Ave., New
York City, N. Y.
Pyramid Film Corp., Dayton, O.
Staulcup
3 D. 61stCinema
St., N. Service,
Y. City. Inc.,
Tilford Cinema Studios, 332 W.
44th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Venar
Studio, The, Orpheum
Theatre Building, Peoria, III.
Victor Safety Film Corp., 710
First National
Bank Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
White
Studios, Eddie, 160 W.
45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Worcester
Film
45th St., N.
Y. Corp.,
City, N.145Y. W.
INKS, Slide
Continental
Drug & Chemical
Works,
371
Wythe Ave.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Davids Co., Thaddeus, 95 Van
Dam
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Glassine."
Fulton Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll
(See Adv.)
111. "Fulco."
Ave.,
Glassine
—Chicago,
See Davids Co.
Greater New York Slide, 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Higgins
& Co.,
Chas. M.,
Ninth St.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.271
Litholia Color Co., 75 W. 23d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Stafford
Co., N., 67 Fulton St.,
Adv.)
N.
Y. Citv, N. Y.
Standard
Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
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INSERTS, Colored
(See Printers, Fheatre)
INSURANCE, Rain
Brown, Clark T„ 55 John St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Eagle Star & British Dom. Insurance Co., 123 William St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Hartford Fire Ins. Co., Asylum
St., Hartford, Conn.
Home
Insurance
St., N.
Y. City, Co.,
N. Y.95 "William
Stebbins, Arthur & Co., 1540
Bway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Theatre Inter. Insurance Co.,
304 Rexall Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
INSURANCE, Theatre Fire
and Liability
Kemper, J. S„ 4624 Sheridan Rd.,
Chicag-o, Fire
111. Apparatus Co.,
Northern
2422 University
Ave., S.E.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Stebbins, Arthur
& Co., 1540
Bway., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Theatre
Inter-Insurance Co.,
Rexall Bldg-., Philadelphia, Pa.
IRON WORKS, Architectural or Ornamental
Pro Bert Sheet Metal Co., Covin ii ton, Ky.
(See Adv.)
Reinhnrdt, E. G., Mfg. Co., 426
E. 2nd St., Cincinnati, O.
(See Adv.)
KICK PLATES, Guards &
Pulls, Door
Baldwin Brass Works, 411 S.
Clinton St., Chicago, 111.
Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., The,
1236 W. Harrison St., Chicago, 111. "Imperial."
Kettler Brass Mfg. Co., Houston, Tex.
McKenna Bros. Brass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Newman Mfg. Co., 416-418 Elm
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Brass Mfg. Co., 32d
St. & Penn Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Republic
Structural Iron
Works Div., 5300 Lake Side
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Revolving Door & Fixture Co.,
556 W. 27th St., New York
City, N. Y.
Stanley
Works,
New Britain,
Conn.
LABELS, Film Caution
Dennison Mfg. Co., 15 John St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Ever-Ready Roll Label Co., 203
W. 40th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.
Stafford Co., N., 67 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
LABORATORIES, Film
American Film Co., 6227 Broadway, Chicago, 111.
Artfilms Studio, Ontario St.,
Cleveland, O.
Associated Screen News, 120 W.
41st St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Atlas Film Co., 63 E. Adams
St., Chicago, 111.
Biograph Company, 807 E. 175th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Burton Holmes Laboratory,
7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Burnbaum, H. L., Coronet Film
Corporation, Providence, R. I.
Chenowith Film Co., 1306 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.
Claremont Film Laboratory,
Inc.. 430 Claremont Pkwy., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Clune's roseLaboratory,
5356Cal.MelAve., Hollywood,
Consolidated
" 7297th Ave., N.Laboratories,
Y. City, N. Y.
Craftsman Film Laboratories,
729-7th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Crandall & Stevens Film Laboratory, 1761 Alessandro Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Cromlow Film Laboratory, 220
West 42d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Crosby Film Laboratory. 5813
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Crouse - Davidge Laboratories,
1511 Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Downing Laboratory, 6363
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Eclipse Laboratorv, 523 West
23d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
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Eliminates glare from the orchestra pit. Of heavy
construction, highly ornamental with wiring fully
concealed.
Made in Several Styles and Finishes.
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Standard
Motion
Picture Co.,
Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Sunset Laboratory, 6060 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Tremont Film Laboratories, Inc.
1944 Jerome Ave., N. Y. Citv,
N. Y.
LABORATORY
PLIES, Film

NEW

BOOKLET
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T
T
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STAND
CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

St.

Empire
Ave., N.Laboratories,
Y. City, N. Y. 723-7th
Evans Film Mfg. Co., 416 W.
216th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Film Craft Industries, Ltd., 39
Queen
St., West Toronto.
Can.
Filmcraft Laboratories, Culver
City, Cal.
Film Development Corp., Hoboken, N. J.
Film Laboratory, Hudson
Heights, N. J.
Film Storage & Forwarding
Corp., Harris & Van Alst
Aves., Long Island City, N. Y.
Griffith, D. W., Laboratory,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Hirlagraph Motion Picture
Corp., Fort Lee, N. J.
Horsley Laboratories, Wm.,
6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.
Howe, Lyman, Laboratories,
Wilkes-Barre Pa.
Jerome Film Corp., 761 Jackson Ave., Bronx, N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Kessel, Nicholas, Laboratory,
Fort Lee, N. J.
Kineto Company Laboratory, 71
West 23d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Klune Laboratories, 5356 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Knickerbocker Film Laboratory, Fort Lee, N. J.
L'Star Laboratory,
111 Westchester Sq., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Lustig Film Laboratory, Sam,
2147 land,Prospect
Ave., CleveO.
Malcolm Film Laboratories,
244-259 West 49th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Prizma, Inc., 110 W. 40th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Randall & Stevens Film Laboratories, 1761 Alicandro Ave.,
Hollywood. Cal.
Republic Laboratories, Inc., 128
W. 52d St., N. Y. City. N. Y.
Rex Laboratory, Inc., Cliffside,
N. J.
Rothacker-Allers Laboratory,
5515 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles. Cal.
Rothacker Film Laboratory, Diversey Parkway, Chicago, 111.
Standard Film Laboratories,
Seward & Romaine Sts., Hollywood, Cal.
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Electrical Products Corp., 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
"Epco."
LAMP DIPS
(See also Coloring, Lamps.)
Major
Equipment
lon Ave.,
Chicago,Co.,111.2518 CulLAMP GUARDS
Betts & Betts Corp., 645 W. 43d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Reynolds Electric Co., 2650 W.
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
LAMPS, Arc
American Arc Lamp Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. "Lea," "Northlnd.
Aurora
Electric Co., Aurora,
Birkholm
& DeHart,
111 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Electrical Products Corp., 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
"Epco."
Gelb
Co., Joseph, 512 W. 36th
St., all."
N. Y. City, N. Y. ".Sp.ecGeneral Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.Tom,
"Luminous."
Hadaway,
Montgomery,
N.
Y.
"Panchroma
Twin."St.,
Hall & Connolly, 135 Grand
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Imperial Electric Mfg. Co., 4
Murray
N. Y. City, N. Y.
tro." St.,
Adv.)
McAuley,
J. E. Co., 32 N. Jefferson St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.) Co., Inc., 600 West 57th
Morelite
St., N. Y. City, IV. Y. (See
Toerring Co., C. J. 2119 Toronto St., Philadelphia, Pa.

la.
Warner
Lamp Co., Davenport,
Western
Electric Co., 195
Adv.)
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Warren Products Co., 365 Canal
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Wohl, M. J. Co., Paynter Ave.,
L. I. City, N. Y.
LAMPS, Colored, Etched
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co.,
East
Pittsburgh, Pa.
(See Adv.)
Edison Lamp Works, Harrison,
N. J. (See Adv.)
National
Lamp
Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, O.
LAMPS, Floor
Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston 9,
Mass.
National Plastic Relief Co., 416
Elm St., Cincinnati, O.
Wheeler-Green
Electric Co., 29N.
39 Y.St. Paul St., Rochester,
LAMPS, Incandescent Protion Lamps)
jection (Mazda ProjecColonial Electric Wks., Warren,
O.
Edison Lamp Works of G. E.
Co., Harrison, NT. J. (Edison
Mazda)
(See Adv.)
National Mazda Lamp Co., Nela
Park, Cleveland. O.
Nela Specialties Division of National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, O.
Peerless Brilliant Lamp Division, Warren, O.
Standard Elec. Lamp Co., 143
W. Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Westinghouse Electric Mfg. Co.,
E. Pittsburgh,
Pa. "Westinghouse" (See Adv.)
LAMPS, Incandescent
Mazda, Gem and Carbon
American Electric Lamp Wks.,
Central Falls, R. I.
Banner
Electric
Works, 646
Market St., Youngstown, O.
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Brilliant Electric Works, Electric Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Bryan-March Works, Central
Falls, R.
I.
Capitol
Electric
Co., Denver,
Colonial
Electric
Division,
Col. "Hall." Pa.
Pittsburgh,
Columbia Incandescent Lamp
Works, Equitable Bldg., St.
Louis, Mo.
Consolidated
Electric Lamp

VINER

Co., Danvers, Mass. "ChamEconomical
Electric
Lamp N. Division, 25 W.
Broadway,
Y.

ORGANS

VINER

ORGANS

theatre

increase

patronage!

They express the true sentiment of motion pictures better than any other organ
at present on the market.

^

Their full rich tones and complete
orchestration make the Viner Organ a delightful method of entertainment and
permit them to take the place of the full
orchestra.
ore

/
Send

for Full
Our

Information

on

Organs

The successful operation and
satisfaction obtained from recent
installations
Viner Organ

VINER
1375

NIAGARA

are ample
Supremacy.

&

proof

of

SON

ST., BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Edison.
Works of GenCity, eral
N.Lamp
Y. "Hylo."
Electric,
Harrison, N. J.
(See Adv.)
Federal Lamp Works, 6 E. 39th
St.,pion."
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Fostoria
Incandescent Larcfp
Works, Fostoria, O.
Franklin Electric Mfg. Co.,
Hartford,
Conn. "Femco."
"Novi."
General Incandescent Lamp
Works,land, O. Electric Bldg., CleveHygrade
Lamp Co., Salem,
Mass.
Independent Lamp & Wire Co.,
1733 Broadway, N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Kentucky
Owensboro, Ky.Electrical Co.,
Laco-Phillps Co., 131 Hudson
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Lux Mfg. Co., Terminal Bldg,
Hoboken, N. J.
M. & W. Electric Co., Springfield, Mass.
Munder tralElectrical
Falls, R. I. Works, CenNela Specialties Division NaLamp Works
Generaltional
Electric
Co., Nelaof Park,
Cleveland, O.
New York Electric Lamp Co., 38
Park Row, N. T. City, N. Y.
"Best," "Regent."
North American Electric Lamp
Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Novelty Incandescent Lamp Co.,
Emporium, Pa.
Packard
ren, O. Lamp Works, WarPeerless Brilliant Lamp Woncs,
Warren, O.
Roberts & Hamilton Co., 413 So.
4th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Rooney Lamp Co., F. J. 1317
Willow Ave., Hoboken, N. J.
Shelby
Lamp
Works, Shelby,
O.
Standard Elec. Lamp Co., 143
W. Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Sterling Electric Lamp Works,
Warren, O.
Sunbeam
Incandescent Lamp
Division, Natl. Lamp Works
of General
Electric, 500 S.
Clinton St., Chicago, 111.
U. S. Incandescent Lamp Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Westiiifjhoii.se
Lamp
Co., 165
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
LAMPS, Miniature Incandescent
American Electric Lamp Wks.,
Central Falls, R. I.
Banner Electric Works, 646
Market St., Youngstown, O.
Brilliant Electric Works, Electric Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Columbia Incandescent Lamp
Works, Equitable Bldg., St.
Louis, Mo.
Domestic Tungsten Lamp Mfg.
Co., West New York, N. .).
Edison Lamp Works of General Electric, Harrison, N. J.
(See Adv.)
Elux Miniature Lamp Works,
6 E. 39th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Fostoria Incandescent Lamp
Works, Fostoria, O.
General Electric Co., SchenecN. Y.
Howard tady, Miniature
Lamp Co.,
487 Orange St., Newark, N. J.
Jaeger Co., H. J., Hoboken,
N. J.
Lux Mfg. Co., Terminal Bldg.,
Hoboken, N. J.
McCandless & Co., H. W. 67
Park Place, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Mannweller Co., A. C, 2719
Broadway, Fort Wayne, Tnd.
Nela Specialties Division, National Lamp Works of General Electric Co., Nela Park,
Cleveland, O.
Rooney Lamp Co., F. X, 1317
Willow Ave., Hoboken, N. J.
Shelby Lamp Works, Shelby, O.
Sterling Electric Lamp Works,
Warren, O.
Pa.
Tipless
Lamp Co., Emporium,

Vosburgh
Miniature Lamp Co.,
Adv.)
W. Orange, N. J.
Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg.
Y. E. Pittslmrgh,
Co.,
Pa. (See
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
LAMPS,

Reflecting, Arc,

Projector
American mazoo,
ArcMich. Lamp Co., KalaElectrical Products Corp., 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Enterprise Optical Co., W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Griffin & Bowen, Inc., 90 Gold
St., New York City, N. Y.
Hall & Conolly Canal St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
McAuley Co., J. E., W. Adams
St., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Adv.) Co., Inc., 600 W. 57th
Morelite
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Adv.) Products Co., 365 Canal
Warren
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
LANTERNS, Slide
(See Stereopticons)
Adams, J. F., 459 Washington
St., Buffalo,
Y.
Bausch
& Lomb N. Optical
Co., St.
Paul
St.,
Rochester,
N. Y.
"Balopticon."
(See Adv.)
Brenkert
Light & Projection
Co.,
Ave., Detroit,
Mich. Cortland
Lantern Slide Co., 220 W. Liberty St., Cincinnati, O.
Nichols, Grace L., 58 E. Congress St., Slide
Chicago,and111. Pictures
Perfection
Corp., 79 5th Ave., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Standard Slide Corp., 200 W,
48th St., N. Y. City, A. Y
(Sec Adv.)
Stieren
Optical Co., Inc., W. M.,
211 7th St., Pittsburgh, Ta.
LAVATORY FIXTURES
Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
LENS CLEANING FI UID
Paramount Lens Corp., 205>
Fulton St., N. Y. City, N Y.
LENS, Filters
Deshler, Wm., 8 E. Broal St.,
Columbus, O.
LENS GRINDING
Jones & Hemitt Optical Co.,
2-4 Gordon St., Boston, Mass,.
LENSES, Condensing
Adv.)
Bass Camera Co., 10» N. nearhorn St., Chicago, 111. (See
Bausch & Lomb, Optical Co.,
635Y. St.(See
PaulAdv.)
St., Rochester,
N.
Bennett,
Chas. H., 224 Morth
13th St., Philadelphia, Pf.
Bennet, Harold M., 153 W. 23d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Burke & James, 240 E. Ontario
St., Chicago,
Electrical
Prods.111.Corp., 1122 W.
16th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Epco."
Fish-Schurman, 45 W. 45th St.,
N. Y.Amer.
City, Optical
N. Y. Co.,
(See 317
Adv.)
Goerz
W.
34th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Gumdlack
Manhattan Optical
Clinton
S. N. Y.
Co., 761 chester,
Adv.) Ro(See Ave.,
Jones & Hewitt Optical Co., 2
Gordon St., Boston, Mass.
Kollmorgan
Optical
Co., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Sec Adv.)
& Co.,
Major,
N. Y. M.City,
N. Y.303 4th Ave.,
Phila. Theatre Equip. Co., 1252
W. Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Adv.)
Plant
Co., L.,
Adv.)
New & York
City,432N.W.Y. 23rd St.,
Projection Optics Co., 203 State
St., Rochester,
N. Y. (See
Semon Bache
wich St., N. &Y. Co.,
City,636N.GreenY.
Solomon cester& St., N.
Son,Y. L.,
City,199N. WorY.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City,
N. Y. (See Adv.) "Five Point."
Wollensack
. ester, N. Y.Optical Co., Roch-

December

26, 1()25

LENSES,
Camera

Motion

Picture

Biiusch
Lomb'St.,Optical
Co.,
635 St. >& Paul
Rochester,
N. Y. (See Adv.)
Bell & Howell Co., 1S01 I.archniont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Bennett,
Chas. H., 224 North
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Bennet, Harold M., 153 W. 23rd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Fish-Schurmuii, 45 W. 45tli St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Goerz Amcr.
Optical Co.. 317
W. 34 St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Gundlnch-Manhattan Optical
Co.. 761
Clinton
Ave., So.
Rochester, N. Y. "Ullrnstigniat." F. — 1.9. (See Adv.)
Jones and Hewitt Optical Co.,
2 Gordon St., Boston, Mass.
Kollmorgan
Optical
Co., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Philadelphia
Theatre Equipment Co., 1252 North Vine St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. (See Adv.)
Projection Optics Co., 203 State
St., Rochester,
IV. Y. (See
Adv.)
Solomon & Son, 199 Worcester
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Sussfeld-Dorsch & Schmell, 153
W. 23rd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Wollensack
Optical Co., 1415
Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
LENSES, Photographic
(See Lenses, Camera)
LENSES, Projection
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 635
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
"Cinephor."
(See Adv.)
Bennet, Harold M., 153 W. 23rd
St., New York City, N. Y.
Burke & James, 240 E. Ontario
St., Chicago, 111. "Voightlander," "Dallmeyer," "Ingento,"
"Taylor-Hobson."
Electrical
Products Corp., 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
"Epco."
Fish-Schurman, 45 W. 45th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Goerz American Optical Co., 317
E. 34th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical
Co., 761 Clinton Ave., S. Rochester, 3V. Y. "Radient."
(See Adv.)
Jones & Hewitt Optical Co.,
2-4 Gordon Street, Boston 30,
Mass.
Kollmorgan
Optical Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Snaplite."
(See Adv.)
Phila. Theatre Fquip. Co., 1252
N. Vine St., Phila., Pa. (See
Adv.)
Projection Apparatus Co., 41-45
Lafayette St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Projection Optics Co., 293 State
St., Rochester, N. Y. "Projex." (See Adv.)
Solomon & Son, L., 199 Worcester St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Sussfeld-Dorsch & Schmell, 153
W. 23rd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Spencer Lens Co., 422 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.
"Taylor-Hobson"
— (See Burke &
James.
Wollensack Optical Co., 1415
Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
LIBRARIES, Film
American Motion
Picture Co.,
Louisville, Ky.
Jawitz Motion Picture Library,
729 7th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Krippendorf-Holley Mercantile
Library Bldg., Cincinnati, O.
Miles, Joseph R., 130 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Romell Motion Picture Co., 115
East Sixth St., Cincinnati, O.
Simplex Projection Studios, 22D
W. 42d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
LIGHTING, Acetylene
Capital Mdse. Co., 525 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111. "Perfecto."
LIGHTING APPLIANCES
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Capitol Theatre Equipment Co.,
626 10th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Major Equipment Co., 2518 Cullom Ave., Chicago, 111.
Me strum, 817 Sth Ave., N. Y.
City, N. Y. (See Adv.)

Newton, Chas. I., 244 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Universal Elec. Stage Lighting
Co., 321 AV. 50th St., IV. Y.
City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
LIGHTING, Cornice
Pearlman, Victor, & Co., 75
East Aden St., Chicago, 111.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 Y.St. Paul St., Rochester,
N.
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LIGHTING PLANTS, Individual
Adkins, Young & Allen, 561 W.
Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Allis-Chalmers
waukee, Wis. Mfg. Co., MilCushman Motor Works, Lincoln, Neb.
Matthews Eng. Co., Sandusky,
O.
Roberts-Hamilton Co., 413 So.
Fourth St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Universal
Motor Co., Oshkosh,
Wis.

St.

Louis

THEATRE

St. Louis,

One

Venn Severin Machine Co., Chicago, 111.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
LIGHTING SYSTEM,
Emergency
(See Emergency, Lighting
System)

ORGAN
in

of many

ORPHEUM

The

Mo.

Kimball

Organs

CIRCUIT

in

HOUSES

opening of this Theatre on Nov. 23rd, 1925
a Notable Event.

LIGHTS, Bunch and Strip
American Reflector & Lighting
Co., 517 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, 111.
Bailey Reflector Co., 619 Second
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chase-Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.
Capitol Theatre Equipment Co.,
626 10th Ave., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Display Stage Lighting Co., 314
W. 44th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Frink, Inc., I. P., 24th St. &
10th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Kansas City Scenic Co., N. E.
Cor. 24th & Harrison Sts.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Major
Co., 111.
2518 Cullom Equipment
Ave., Chicago,
Menkes Electric Co., J., 853
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Newton, Chas. I., 331 W. 18th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
United Electric Mfg. Co., New
Orleans, La.
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N.
Adv.)
Y.
City, N. Y. "Kliegl." (See
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
LIGHTS, Aisle, Theatre
(See Also Aislelites, Theatre)
Adapt
Co., 2996
E. 72nd St.,
Cleveland,
O.
Brookins Co., The, 1741 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland, O.
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
N. Grand Ave. Chicago, 111.
Kausalite Mfg. Co., 6143 Evans
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Major
Co., 111.
2518 Cullom Equipment
Ave., Chicago,
LIGHTS, Exit
(See Exit Lights)
LIGHTS, Exit Boxes
(See Exit Boxes, theatre)
LIGHTS, Flood
Adapt
Co., 2996
E. 72nd St.,
Cleveland,
O.
Frink, I. P., 239-10 Ave., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Mestrum, Henry, 817-6th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Neu, O. F., 249 W. 47th St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
New York Calcium Light Co.,
449 W. 53d St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Sun Ray Lighting Prod. Co., 119
Lafayette St., N. Y. City, N.
Y. (See Adv.)
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
Adv.)
City, N. Y. "Kliegl" (See
LIGHTS, Foot
American Reflector & Lighting
Co., 517 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, 111.

u:._j
Console of Kimball Organ in St. Louis Theatre
!H!5H5ESHSE5S525S5ESES25E5E5^^

W.

KIMBALL

UNIT

order

Theatres

W.

for

Organs
of

built to
any

KIMBALL
Organ

306 So. Wabash

CO.

Builders

Ave., Kimball

5&E5E5E5H52525H5E525E525E5E5KE5E^^

size

Bldg., Chicago
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Pa.
Congoleum

THEATRE

ORGANISTS

Furnished
Short

on

Notice

Managers, let us solve your musical problems. We have expert organists thoroughly
trained in showmanship available at all times.
No service charge.
The

studios are equipped

with

complete

organ practice and projection facilities. Advanced pupils have the advantage of lessons
before the screen under the same conditions
as prevail in any large theatre.

Our

pupils succeed where
organists fail

other

VERMOND
KNAUSS
STUDIOS
OF
THEATRE
ORGAN
PLAYING

210 N. 7th St.,

Bailey Reflector Co., 619 Second
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Birkholm & DeHart, 111 W. 42d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Boahling, Frederick A., 502 W.
44th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
49 Cortland St., Detroit, Mich.
Capitol Theatre Equipment Co.,
626-10th Ave., N. Y. City, N.
Y..
...
Lighting Co.,
Stage
Display
314 W. 44th St., N. Y. City,
Frink, I. P., 239-10 Ave., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Heineman, Alfred G, 1212
Spring
Garden, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Kansas City Scenic Co., N. E.
cor. 24th & Harrison Sts.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kliegle Bros., 321 W. 59th St.,
IV. Y. City. N. Y. (See Adv.)
New York Calcium Light Co.,
449 W. 53d St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
United Electric Mfg. Co., New
Orleans, La.
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City,
Adv.) N. Y. "Kliegl." (See
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Y.
LIGHTS, Orchestra
Electrical Products Corp., 1122
W. 16 St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Flagg, I. J., 33 Norris St., No.
Cambridge, Mass. "LightGallagher
right." Orchestra Equipment
Co., 3235 Southport Ave., Chicago, 111.
Liberty Music Stand Co., 116th
St., Cleveland, O. (See Adv.)
Motion Picture Service Co., «13
W. 44 St., N. Y. City, N. S.
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co. 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Wheeler-Green Electric Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

Allentown,

Pa.

LIGHTS, Strip
See Lights, Bunch and Strip)
LIGHTS, Spot
Adapt
Co, 2996 E. 72nd St.,
Cleveland, O.
Bennett, Chas. H., 224 No. 13th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Boahling, Frederick A., 502 W.
44th St., N. Y. City.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
49 Cortland St., Detroit, Mich.
Capitol Theatre Equip. Co., 10th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Display Stage Lighting Co., 314
W. 44th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Frink, I. P., 239 10th Ave., N.
Y. City, N. Y. Heineman,
Alfred
G., 1212
Spring Garden, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Mestrum,
Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City, IV. Y. (See Adv.)
Neu, O. F., 249 W. 47th St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Newton, Chas. I., 244 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
New York Calcium Light Co.,
449 Y.W. 53rd St., N. Y. City,
N.
Rialto Electric Lighting Co.,
304 W. 52nd St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Spotit Co., The, 522 W. 41st St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Sun Ray Lighting Prod. Co.,
119 Lafayette St.. N. Y. City,
N. Y. (See Adv.)
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N.
Adv.)
Y. City, N. Y. "Kliegl." (See
LIGHTS, Studio
Cooper-Hewitt Electric Co., 95
River St., Hoboken, N. J.
Universal Elec. Stage Lighting
Co., 321 W. 50 St., N. Y. City,
N. Y. (See Adv.)
LINOLEUM
Armstrong Cork & Insulating
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Blabon Co., Geo. W., 21st St. &
Hunting Park Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

ing)
Co., Philadelphia,

Congoleum
Co., 381 4th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Cook's Linoleum Co., Trenton,
N. J.
Fabris &lister Co.,
D., 579 McAlSt., SanJ. Francisco,
Cal.
Harmon cific &St., Tacoma,
Co., F. S.,
1938 PaWash.
Joesting & Schilling Co., The,
379 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
Ave., Chicago, 111.
McCulloch, H. V., 206 Boston,
Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
Nairn Linoleum Co., 179 Belgrove Drive, Kearny, N. J.
"Lin-Rhuber."
Potter, Sons & Co., Thomas,
Second St., & Erie Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Adv.)
Russelloid
Co., The Harrisbnrg,
Pa. "Keystone Brand." (See
Taylor
Ind. Carpet Co., Indianapolis,
Wild, Joseph & Co., 336 Fifth
Ave, N. Y. City, N. Y.
LISTS, Mailing
Williams, A. F., 166 W. Adams
St., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)

LOBBY

DISPLAYS,

Mov-

(See Exploitation Stunts — movLOBBY DISPLAY
TALS

PEDES-

Lebman-Spanjur
Co., 1600
B'way, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Menger, Ring & Weinstein, 306
W. 42d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Sprague Foundry & Mfg. Co., 3d
Ave.
&
11th
St., Council
Bluffs, Iowa.
Stanley Frame Co., 727-7 Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
LOBBY

WALLS

Vitrolite Co., 133 West Washington St., Chicago, 111.
LUBRICANT
TORS

PROJEC-

(See Graphite, Lubricating)
MACHINES,
Automatic
Sanitary Device
Cellucotton Products Co., 208 S.
La Salle St., Chicago, 111"Kotex."
Goldburg Ozeon Mfg. Machine
Co., 800 Ft. dianapolis,Wayne
Ave., InInd.
Individual Drinking
Cup Co.,
Easton, Pa.
(See Adv.)
"Kotex" — See Cellucotton
Products.
Vending
MACHINES,
Automatic

LITHOGRAPHERS
Acme Litho. Co., 1651 11th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Atlantic Litho. & Paint Co., 438
W. 37th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Donaldson
Litho. Co., 6th &
Ky.
Washington
Sts., Newport,
Erie Lithographing Co., 8th &
Perry Sts., j-rie, Pa.
Erie Lithographing & Ptg. Co.,
10 W. 4th St., Erie. Pa.
Goes Lithographing Co., 175 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Greenwich
Lithographing Co.,
406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Hennegan
Co., The,O. 311-321
Genesee, Cincinnati,
Morgan Lithograph Co., E. 17th
& Payne, Cleveland, O.
Otis Lithographic Co., 1717 E.
30th St., Cleveland, O.
Penn Show Print Co.. 1120 Vine
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia
Show
Print Co.,
31 N. Second St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Photo. Repro. Co., 68 Hunters
Point Ave., L. I. City, N. Y.
Ritchey Litho Co., 406 W. 31st
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Schmidt
Lithograph
Co., San
Francisco, Cal.
Strobridge
Lithographing Co.,
108 W. Canal St., Cincinnati,

Ad Lee Novelty
Co., 184 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
"Butterkist" — See Holcomb «fc
Hoke.
(See Adv.)
Colonial
Metal
Products Co.,.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Hadden - Messinger Corp., 42;
Lorimer St., Brooklyn, N. YHance Mfg. Co., Westerville, O.
Hecht, Nielsen, 1322 Congress
St., Chicago, 111.
Holcomb
& Hoke,
2136 Van
Buren
St., Indianapolis,
"Butterkist."
(See Adv). IndIndividual
Drinking
Cup Co.,.
Inc., Easton, Pa. (See Adv.)
ing Register Co., 15International
Throop St., Chicago, 111.
Kingery Mfg. Co., 420 E. Pearl:
St., Cincinnati,
O.
Millards
Gum
Vending
Corp.,.
338 Broadway, N. Y. City, N.

United States Printing & Lithographing Co., 701 7th Ave.,
N.
O. Y. City, N. Y.

Mills Novelty Co., 221 S. Greem
St., Chicago, 111.
New York
Operated
chine Co.,Coin
96 Spring
St., N.MaY..

LOBBY DISPLAYS
Arkay Display Service, 409 Film
Exchange Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Barbeau, Frank, Oswego, N. Y.
Baker Art Gallery, 106 S. High
St., Columbus, O.
Biltrite Co., 221 Green St., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Blancke Harris Studio, 602 W.
Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Brown
Art Co., 504 Leonard
Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
Campbell
Art
Co., Flatiron
Bldg., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Davis Bulletin Co. Inc., 6-10
Lock St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122 W.
16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42d St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Lebman
Spanjur
Co.. 1600
B'way, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Adv.)
Markenclorffl,
C. 159 W. 23d St.,
New York City, N. Y. (See

City, N. Chocolate
Y.
Surburg
Corp., 204
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Ecla Jr."
Y.

McKenna Bros. Brass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Menger Ring & Weinstein. 306
W. 42d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Moise-Klinker Co., 369 Market
St., San Francisco, Cal.
Murray, F. R. 1033 Forbes St.,
Pitsburgh, Pa.
National Picture Frame & Art
Co.,Y. 947 61st St., Brooklyn,
N.
Onken Co., Oscar, 8872 Fourth
St., Cincinnati, O.
Rialto Studios 1314 Walnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Russell Studios, 726 8th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Stanley Frame Co., 727 7th Ave.,
N. Y.Grafters,
City, N".301
Y. W.(See
Sign
50thAdv.)
St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.

MACHINES,

Change

Mak-

American
Coin Register Co.,,
Emeryville, Cal.
Brandt
Mfg. Co., Watertown,.
Wis.
Coin Machine Mfg. Co., 984 E17th St., Portland, Ore.
Hoefer
Maker City,
Co., 3700J
E. 12thChange
St., Kansas
Mo.
Lightning Coin Changer, 855 N.
Rush St., Chicago, 111.
McGill Metal Products Co., 1640
Walnut
"McGill." St., Chicago, Ilk
Major
Co., 111.
2518 Cullom Equipment
Ave., Chicago,
Smith, E. J., 1960 E. 116th St..
Cleveland, O., "Liberty."
MACHINES, Coin CountingAbbott Coin Counter Co., 143rd;
St. & Wales Ave., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Jorgenson ferson
Mfg.Ave.,Co.,
124 W. Mich.
JefDetroit,
"Jorgensen."
Standard- Johnson Co., Inc., i0Anable Ave., Long Isiand!
City, N. Y.
MACHINE
MENT

DEVELOP-

Duplex Motion Picture Industries, Inc., Cor. Sherman St.
& Harris Ave., L. I. City, N.
Y. (See Adv.)
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There are many ways to advertise — and they all get
some results — but there is one way of advertising that
gets more results per dollar spent than any other adver-

WarsMlSoimi
— THEATRE —

Theatre
130

■■'■"■■v.

MADISON CIRCLE

tising method used by a theatre.

7219 W.h^rtb Arsons ^

Theatres

than

200

in Chicago

Theatres
Are

Out

Using

and

More
SCHOENSTAOTS
ATLANTIC THEATRE
26th and Crawford
NEWELL & RETCH IN
oAdelpht

of Chicago

Our

°»d M Pratr Boulevard
H E A TR E —

Weekly

j/o y

nex\m
AnAVE.
UKEE
|9 5 MILWAUKEE AVE.
VTRE —
„ - theathe -

PROGRAMS

we select

Cuts
and

get

attention

write

Copy

Springfield

that

that

compels

attendance

Distribute our programs to the homes — they will reach
people that do NOT come to your theatre — and those
who do not come often. Distribute them at the theatre —
your patrons will take them home — and they will attend
MORE often.
APITOLI

■j — THEATRE —
noAfld Bo*.' TWricd Enterpro«
ERS
THEATRE
%OG
25,8 FSe 5f QUALITY PHOTOPLAYS.

The illustrations get their attention and the reading
matter is written to get them interested, and make them
want to see the picture.
Programs

Are

Advertising
i' I
«» si«a Sl.te
i0wL^eatrel

You

Can

Buy

The Cuts and Copy We Furnish Are
Selected and Written to Get Results
MAIL

Mm

the Cheapest

ORDERS

Copy Received in the Morning Is Printed and Expressed Out the Following Day
SEND

mm

The

FOR

SAMPLES

AND

National

Poster

&

729

South

Wabash

PRICES

Printing

Avenue,

Chicago

Co.

^^fi
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YOUR

PIPE

ORGAN
PROBLEM
Can readily be solved by the installation of a truly high quality
Organ — Built for motion picture
theatre use and containing all the
essential features necessary for
proper theatre presentation.
We

Strive For

HIGHEST

We

WEST

Will Appreciate

GEO.
BOYLSTON

ing
MACHINES,

Film Measur-

Bell & Howell Co., 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex Machine Co., 316 ibth
St., Brooklyn, N. T.
Duplex motion Picture Industries, Long Island City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Film Inspection Machine Co.,
21 W. 60 St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
MACHINES,
vating

Film

Reno-

American Film Cleaner Co.,
1104 Prospect Ave., Cleveland,
O.
Bennett
Film Renovator, Box
127 Kansas City, Kan.
Film Inspection Machine Co., 21
W. 60th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Film Renovating Machine Co.
of America, 729 7th Ave., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Rex Film Renovator Mfg. Co.,
73 E. Norton
St., Columbus,
O. (See Adv.)
Smith, Amos, 1964 Fulton St.,
Cleveland, O.
MACHINES, Film Splicing
Bell & Howell Co., 1803 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex M. P. Industries, Inc.,
Sherman St. & Harris Ave.,
Long
Adv.) Island, City, N. Y. (See
General
Machine
Co., 359 E.
155th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Griswold Machine Works, Port
Jefferson, N. Y.
Slipper, J. & Co., 728 S. Olive
St., Los Angeles, Cal.
MACHINES, Film Waxing
(See Waxing, Film)
ing
MACHINES, Peanut ToastHolcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co., 2046
Van Buren St., Indianapolis,
Ind. "Universal Butterkist."
(See Adv.)

An Opportunity
Next Organ.

W.

To

Figure

LOWEST

on Your

REED

QUALITY

PRICES

a

While

Maintaining

Grade

of Quality

&

Superior

SONS
MASSACHUSETTS

Kingery Mfg. Co., 555 Pearl
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
"Universal Butterkist" — See
Holcomb <& Hoke Mfg. Co.
(See Adv.)
MACHINES, Slide Making
Elliot Fish Co., Mass.
Radio
Mat Slide Co., 165 W. 48th
Adv.)
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
ing
Standard
Slide Corp., 209 W.
Adv.)
S4th St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See

Moeschl-Ed wards Corrugating
Co.,
(See Box
Adv.)564, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pitt
Composite
Iron Works,
Wm. R., 219 W. 26th St., N. Y.
City, N. Sheet
Y.
Pro-Bert
Metal Co., 21
W. 8th St., Covington, Ky.
(See Adv.)
Schreck
& Waelty,
27 Hague
St., Jersey City, N. J.
Tyler Co., W. S., 3618 St. Clair
Ave., N. E., Cleveland, Ohio.
Vulcan Co., Clarkston, Mich.

National Cash Register, Dayton, Ohio.
National Electric Ticket Register Co., 1511 N. Broadway, St.
Louis, Mo.
Simplex Ticket Co., 1801 Berenice Ave., Chicago, 111.
Tamco Sales Co., 1900 Morgan
St., St. Louis, Mo.
World Ticket & Supply Co., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Simplex."
(See Adv.)

MATS & MATTING, Cocoa
Associated Manufacturers Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Clarke Linen Co., 30 E. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Gary Co., Theo. H, 67 Irving
Place, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Heywood Bros. & Wakefield
Co., 209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Holcomb Mfg. Co., J. I., Indianapolis, Ind.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., 25
Madison Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Joesting & Schilling Co., The,
379 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
Lewis, Samuel, 73 Barclay St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Wild & Co., 366 5th Ave., N. Y.

MACHINE PARTS
C. R. Baird Co., 2 E. 23rd St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.

City, N. Y. "Wild's."
MATS & RUNNERS,
Leather

MARBLE, Artificial
Vitrolite Co., 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

American Rug & Carpet Co.,
910 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Excello-Grimes Leather Mat
Co., Inc., Iff7 Wooster St., N.
Faber
& Winship
45 E. 17th
"X-L-O."
N. Y. Co.,
Y. City,
St.,
N. Y. City. N. Y.
Hayden & Clemons, Inc., Brockton, Mass. Products Co., 73
Leathersteel
Long
Wharf, Boston, Mass.
Nairn
N. J. Linoleum Co., Kearny,

MACHINES,

Ticket Vend-

Arcus Ticket Co., 352 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Automatic Ticket Co., 723 7th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Globe
Ticket Co., 112-16 N. 12th
Adv.)
St., Philadelphia, Pa. (See

MARQUEES, Theatre
Dow Co., The, 201 N. Buchanan
St., Louisville, Ky.
Flour City Ornamental Iron Co.,
27th Ave. & 27th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
McFarland, Wm. T., 3209 Harrison St., Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th & waukee,
Burnham
Sts., MilWis.

Wear-Proof Mat. Co., 2156 W.
Fulton St., Chicago, 111.

Winship,mer St.,Inc.,
W. W.,
Boston,
Mass.71 SumMATS,

MATTING & RUNNERS, Rubber
Acme Rubber Mfg. Co., E. State
St., Trenton,
N. J.
American
Purchasing
Corp.,
Ltd., 25 W. 45th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Barnard Rubber Co., Wm. H,
257 S. 4th St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Boston Belting Corp., 80 Elmwood St., Boston, Mass.
Getman Leather Co., 721 Waldo
Place, Chicago, 111. "MarGoodyear
Rubber Co., Akron,
O.
Goodrich
Co., B. F., S. Main St.,
Akron, Ohio.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg.
Co., 127 Duane St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Hewitt Rubber Co., 240 KenAve., Buffalo, Co.,
N. Y.The,
Joesting &singtonSchilling
379 Sibley St., St. Paul, IKinn.
Josephnot."Sanitary
waukee, Wis. Rug Co., MilKroder, John & Henry Reubel,
107 E. 17 St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Quaker City Rubber Co., 629
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Republic
town, O.Rubber Corp., YoungsUnited States Rubber Co., 1790
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
MATS, Slide
Adv.) Mat-Slide Co., 121 W. 42d
Radio
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St,. N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
METAL POLISH
Acme Polish Co., 421 Myrtle St.,
Cleano'la
Co., Pa. Fulton Bldg.,
Pittsburgh,
Eclypse
Mfg.
Co., 424 N.Ind.
Meridan St.,
Indianapolis,
Hines & Coon, 124 Pearl St.,
Boston, Mass.
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Hoffman, Geo. M., & Co., 557 E.
Washington St., Indianapolis,
Ind.
International Metal Polish Co.,
1601 Van Buren St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Lord, F. T., Polish Co., 37
Hovey Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
North America Polish Co., 1237
Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.
Penn. Petroleum Co., 115 No.
2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rexine Co., Sheboygan, Wis.
Solshine Mfg. Co., 204 Milk St.,
Boston, Mass.
St. Louis Surfacer & Paint Co.,
26 S. Commercial St., St.
Louis, Mo.
Ulrich & Co., 363 E. North St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
MOTORS, Electric
Allis-Chalmers
waukee, Wis. Mfg. Co., MilBell & Howell Co., 1S01 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Bell Electric Motor Co., Garwood, N. J.
Century Electric Co., 19th &
Pine Sts., St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.,
820 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago, 111.
CrockerN. J. Wheeler Co., Ampere,
Diehl Mfg. Co., Elizabeth, N. J.
Dilg Mfg. & Trading Co., 401
E. 163d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Acme"
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co., St.,
Louis, Mo.
Fidelity Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Holtzer-Cabot Co., 125 Armory
St., Boston, Mass.
Kimble Electric Co., 634 N.
Western Ave., Chicago, 111.
Langstadt-Meyer
Co., Appleton, Wis.
Master
Electric
Co.,
Dayton,
O.
Mechanical Appliance Co., 133
Stewart St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Menominee
Electric Mfg. Co.,
Menominee, Mich.
Northwestern
Mfg.
Co., 480
Clinton St., Milwauke, Wis.
Power Co., Nicholas, 90 Gold
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Reco
Reynolds Electric
Co. — See
Reynolds Electric Co., 2651 W.
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
"Reco."
Robbins & Myers Co., Springfield, O.
Sprague
Electric Works, 527
W. 34th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Stocker Electric & Machine Go.,
Detroit, Mich.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Damon
St., Hyde ParK, Mass.
Victor Electric
Co., Jackson
Blvd. & Robey St., Chicago,
111.
Western Electric Co., 195 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester
N. Y.
MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS, Automatic
(See also Pianos, Automatic and
Organs)
Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,
5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Coburn Organ Co., 220 N. Washtenau Ave., Chicago, 111.
Deagan, Inc., J. C, 1770 Berteau
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kimball, W. W., Co., 308 S. WaAdv.) bash Are, Chicago, 111. (See
Leatherman, F. A., 64 N. Pryor
St., Atlanta, Ga.
Lyon & Healy, 57 Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, 111.
Marquette Piano Co., 2439 Wallace St., Chicago, 111.
Marr & Colton, Warsaw N. Y.
Smith Unit Organ Co. 413 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Wurlitzer Co., Rudolph, Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, Orchestra
Aeolian Co., 29 W. 42nd St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Conn, 47th St. & Broadway, N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Holton
Wis. & Co., Frank, Elkhorn,
King-Slater
N. Y. City, Co.,
N. Y.126 W. 34th St.,
Martin Band Instrument Co., 401
Baldwin St., Elkhart, Ind.

Selmer, H. & A., 117 W. 46th St
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Wurlitzer Co., Rudolph, Cincinnati, Ohio. (See Adv.)
MUSIC STANDS, Orchestra
Capitol
Theatre
Equip. Co.,
10th Ave.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.,
820 S. Tripp St., Chicago, 111.
Liberty Music Stand Co., llMiO
E. 116th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
(Sec Adv.)
McAuth ilto&n, O. Benninhofen, HamSmith,
E. J., 1916 E. 116th St.,
Adv.)
Cleveland, O.. "Liberty." (See

A

SUPER-LITE
Gives a
BRILLIANT
SOFT

Universal Stage Lighting Co.,
321 W. 50th St., N. Y. City,
N, Y. (See Adv.)
NOVELTIES, Exploitation
and Advertising
(See also Fans, Advertising)
Adams
N. J. Co., S. S., Plainfield,
American Lead Pencil Co., 220
5th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
American Rule & Block Co.,
Menominee, Mich.
Argus Mfg. Co., 128 Honore
St., Chicago, 111.
Bastian Bros. Co., 233 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Bayer & Pretzfelder Co., 5 E.
17th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Beacon Press, Inc., 318 W. 39tn
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Beers-Keller-Bowman,
Inc., Norwalk, Conn.
Berger Co., L. D., 58 N. 2d St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Brazel Novelty Mfg. Co., 1700
Ella St., Cincinnati, O.
Bruml, Henry, Co., 110 Liberty
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Cellotex Co., 220 W. 19th St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Cory & Renalls Co., 92 Niagara
St., Providence, R. I.
Darr Rubber
Prod. Co., Sandusky, O.
Dayton Felt Prod. Co., Dye
Bldg., Dayton, O.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Framingham, Mass.
Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland,
O.
Gerber, M., 727 South St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Grand Lake Co., Inc., 280 Madison Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Hahn, Ed., 358 W. Madison St.,
Chicago, 111.
Herald Printing & Pub. Co., E.
Moline, 111.
Homer, Geo. E., 45 Winter St.,
Boston, Mass.
House of Baloons, 96 Warren
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Howe,
Bauman
Baloon N.
Co.,J. 18*7
Murray
St., Newark,
Jackson, Henry, 141 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Jung-Kans Mfg. Co., 1390 Green
Bay Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Kraft Attractions, 1476 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Laurence Radio-Electric Co.,
852 Locust St., Cincinnati,
O.
Lewald Co., 330 S. Franklin St.,
Chicago, 111.
Lord & Co., C. C, Long Beach,
Cal.
Maple
Rubber Co., Norwalk, City
O.
Messmore, Herbert, 1540 Bdwy.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Metal Cast Products Co., 1696
Boston Rd., N. Y. City, N. Y
Mink
Novelty
Corp., Ellicott
Square Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Mohican Rubber Co., 250 Miller
St., Ashland, Ohio.
Morgan Bryan Art Studios, 110
W. 40th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Novelty
Sales Co.,
Akron, O.Rubber
Old Glory Mfg. Co., 212 Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Pacific Pennant & Advertising
Co., 244 West New High St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Peerless
Mfg.
Co., Norwalk,
Conn.
Philadelphia Badge Co., 942
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Read
Rubber
Toledo,
O. Co., 1156 Door St.,
Robbins, I., & Son. 627 Penn
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Shure, N., I., Madison & Franklin Sts., Chicago, 111.
Sterling Metal Novelty Mfg.
Co.,Y.174 Worth St., N. Y. City,
N.
Seipel, Louis, 301 W. 50th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Times Square Printing Co., 250
West
54th St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.

SCREEN

PICTURE

AND

EASY

ON

CLEAR

THE

EYES

Brings out the picture in a
wealth
DEPTH,
AND

of detail, with
PROPER

COLOR

TONES

VALUE

If you are not getting good results now, mail the
attached coupon and get full details on how a
SUPER-LITE will improve your projection.

Tipp Novelty Co., Tippecanoe
City, O.
Toledo Calendar Co., Inc., 1415
W. Delaware Ave., Toledo, O.
Van & Belle Mfg. Co., 1579 W.
1st St., Columbus, O.
Victor Sparkler Co., Elkton, Md.
Weshner-Davidson Agency, 117
W. 46th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
NUMBERS, Metal
Alumin Goods
towoc, Wis. Mfg. Co., ManiKrauss Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Radium Dial Co., Forbes &
Meyran Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
OIL
BURNING
MENT

EQUIP-

Simplex Oil Heating Corp., 30
Church Street, New York
City, N. Y., and 588 Drexel
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
ORCHESTRA LIGHTS
(See Lights, Orchestra)

Heat

Your

ORCHESTRA TIONS,
Mechanical
American Photo Player Co.,
1560 Bway., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,
5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.
Hope-Jones — (See Wurlitzer Co.
Lyon & Healy, 57-89 Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, 111. "EmMarquette
Co., 111.
2421 Wallace St.,Piano
Chicago,
Smith-Unit Organ Co., Erie St.,
Chicago, 111.
Wurlitzer Co., Rudolph, 121 E.
Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
"Hope-Jones."
(See Adv.)
press."
ORGAN HEATERS
(See Heaters, Organ)
ORGAN PLAYING,
Instructions in
Vermond Knous, Allentotvn, Pa.
(See Adv.)

Pipe

Organ

And Eliminate Pipe Organ Troubles
Organ trouble from cold weather or dampness can be easily prevented
by installing Evenheeters.
Your pipe organ represents a tremendous investment. Good business
demands that it be kept in best operating condition and protected against
deterioration.
Cold weather and dampness are the two big sources of organ trouble.
Evenheeters are the only equipment approved by the fire Underwriters
and recommended by organ builders and architects for organ protection.
Evenheeters are entirely electric and automatic, absolutely noiseless,
simply and ruggedly constructed.
They are reasonably priced and your own electrician can install them.
Write us at once stating voltage, kind of current, dimensions of each
chamber and what outside or exposed walls.
Cramblet
Engineering
Corp.
177 Fifth Street
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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FIBRE

ADVANTAGES

SCREENS

Reflecting

Screen

SUNLIGHT
OF
6. WASHABLE
7. FLEXIBLE AND NON-CRACKABLE
8. DURABLE
9. WILL NOT SAG
10. CANNOT BE TORN

t
1. SHARP DEFINITION
?
2. NO EYE STRAIN
3. WIDE ANGLE
T
4. INCREASED BRILLIANCY
T
5.
NO GLARE
f
T
Leading Circuits Use Sunlight
T
t
SCREEN
SUNLIGHT
T
WALKER
T
New
7 359 Canal Street
7

ORGANS,

t Bros., South Haven,
Casavan
Mich
Warren Co., 1448
Clough &
Broadway, Detroit, Mich.
Mass. St.,_ Melrose,
60 Upham
Cole, Jas.,
WashCo., 220
Coburn
o, N.111.
Ave., Chicag
tenau Organ
N. J.
Cornish Co., Washington, Piano
— See Marquette
Cremona
Co.

Theatre

60 Chestnut cor.
Adler Mfg. Co.,
29th St., Louisville, Ky.
Aeolian Co., 29 W. 42nd St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Co., 156 Woodland
Austin Organ rd,
Conn.
Ave., Hartfo
N. Y.
Autophone Co., IthacaS., Wabas
h
Baldwin Pianos, 323
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Co.,
Bartola Musical Instrument
5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
& Culley, 1740 S. 19th St.,
Bates
Philadelphia, Pa.
Co., Northwest
Beckwith Organ
Chestnut St., Louisville, Ky.
Organ Co.,
Symphony
Beman
Binghamton, N. Y.
P., 214 So. Wabash
Bent,
Ave., Geo.
Chicago, 111.
Bennett Organ Co., Rock Island,
Berrii Organ Co., 216 W. 20th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Berry-Wood Piano Player Co.,
Market St., San
Inc.,
o, Cal.
Francisc973
Bilhorn Bros., 136 W. Lake St..
Chicago, 111.
s, Henry Sons, 914 Mason
Bilcher
Ave., Louisville, Ky.
Blvd. & WaCable Co.,bash,Jackson
Chicago, 111.
Cable Piano Co., Aurora, 111.

Vt. Organ Co., Brattleboro,
Estey
Eifert & Stoehr, 920 2nd St.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Eifler, Adolf,
Darby, Pa. (Mechanical.)
O.
Eirsching Organ Co., Salem,
Emmons
Organ Co.: Howard,
Westfleld, Mass.
Foley
& Williams Mfg. Co.,
Kankakee, 111.
Fischer and Jarouch, 4821 O.Superior Ave., Cleveland,
French Piano & Organ Co., 1114
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
Godfried, A., Co., Erie, Pa.
Alton, 111.
Gratian Organ Co., Pipe
Organ
Guider-Haussman
Co., 836 New
waukee, Wis. York Ave., MilCo., New Haven,
Organ
Hall
Conn.
Haskell, C. S., Inc., 1520 Kater
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hillgreen & Lane Co., Alliance,
O.

Be

Your

Print

Own

Printer

YOUR

PROGRAMS

—

OWN

HANDBILLS

PLUGGERS— ANNOUNCEMENTS

Keep your patrons informed of your future programs
-utilize your spare time by advertising your business.
Write for estimates on our printing outfits
GLOBE
956 West

TYPE

Harrison

St.

Made

FOUNDRY
Chicago, 111.

CO.
York

T
7
7
7
7
t
7
T
7
7
t
7
7
t
t
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

City ♦♦♦
7

Hook
&
Hastings, Kendal
Green, Mass.
"Hope-Jones" — See Wurlitzer
Co., Rudolph.
Hughes & Son, Piano Mfg. Co.,
Foxcroft, Me.
Ingersoll Construction Co., 424
4th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jackson
Iowa. Organ Co., Burlington,
Johnson Piano Co., E. P., Ottawa, 111.
Jones, David, 44 Montgomery
St., New Jersey, N. J.
Kilgen clede
& Ave.,
Sons,
Geo., 3825
St. Louis,
Mo. LaAdv.) Co., W. W., 300 S. WaKimball
bash Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Kloeh, G. H., Crum Lynne, Pa.
Kramer Organ Co., 1600 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Link Piano Co., Binghamton,
N. Y.
Lyon & Healy, Wabash & Jackson, Chicago, 111. "Smith
Marquette Piano Co., 2421 Wallace St., Chicago, 111.
Marr & Colton Co., Warsaw,
N. Y. &"New
Era." 313 Fifth
Mason
Hamlin,
Ave.,
Unit." N. Y. City, N. Y.
Mathers Church Organ Co., Alnati,fred,
O. 207 Worth St., CincinMidmer Organ Co., Merrick,
N. Y.
Mielke, bornThos.
H., 1214 N. Ind.
DearSt., Indianapolis,
Miller Piano & Organ Co., Lebanon, Pa.
Moline Piano Co., Rock Island,
111.
Moller, M. P., Hagerstown, Md.
Morton, Robert, Organ Co., 1560
Bway., N. Y. City, N. Y.
No. Tonawanda Musical Instrument Wks., No. Tonawanda,
N. Y. Piano Co., Fairfield St.,
Packard
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Page Organ Co., Lima, O.
Palm, E. E., Mt. Penh, Pa.
Parker,
Kansas. C. W., Leavenworth,
Pilchers
Sons,
Henry, Ky.
914 Mason Ave.,
Louisville,
Putnam Co., W. W., Staunton,
Va.
Reed
& Son,
W., Adv.)
W. BoyIeston,
Mass. Geo.(See
Reuter
Schwartz
Organ Co.,
Lawrence, Kans.
Schaeffer Sons Co., B., Schlersingerville, Wis.
Schuelke Organ Co., Max, 522
16th Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Seybold
Piano
& Organ Co.,
Elgin,
111.
Shantz Sons & Co., Orrville, O.
N. C. Organ Co., Highpoint,
Shipman
Skinner Organ Co., 215 Sidney
St., Boston, Mass.
Smith
N. Y.Organ Co., N. Tonawanda,
Smith Unit Organ Co., 419 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Southern Piano & Organ Co.,
109 Elvod St., Houston, Texas.
"Reedophone."
Stein, Adam, 223 No. Holliday
St., Baltimore, &Md. Organ Co.,
Stevens
Marietta,Piano
O.
111. & Sons, S. N., Freeport,
Swan
Symphony
Co., Front
Scott Sts.,Player
Covington,
Ky. &
Tellers Organ Co., 419 Hollad,
United' States Pipe Co., Del
County, Crum Lynne, Pa.
United States Organ Co., Crum
Lynne,States
Pa. Pipe Organ Mfg.
United
Co., 8105 Tinicum Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Van Dinter, Louis H., & Son,
Mishawaka, Ind.
Viner & Sons, 1371 Niagara,
Buffalo, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Voeteler
Holtkamp Sparling
Organ Co., West 39th St., cor.
Meyer, Cleveland, O.
Wangerin-Weickhardt Co., 114
Burrough St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Whitney
& Currier
Co., 603
Adams
St., Toledo, O.
111.
Wick Pipe Organ Co., Highland,
Wick Co., P. S., 930 Portland,
St. Paul, Co.,
Minn.Rudolph, CincinWurlitzer
nati, O. (See Adv.)
ORNAMENTS, Plaster
National Plastic Relief Co., 416
Elm Ave., Cincinnati, O.
OUTFITS,
Slide Making
Adv.)
Radio Mat-Slide Co., 121 W. 42d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Simplex Slide Co., 1012 Michigan Ave.,Slide
Sheboygan,
Wis. W.
Standard
Corp., 209
48th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
PAINTS,

Screen

Golden Co., Not Inc., 1913 W.
Harrison
St., Chicago, 111.
"Silvo,"
Glitter,"
"Kurtain "Crystal"
Koat."
Hakila Mfg. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Leland Theatre Supply Co., 97
State St., Montpelier, Vt.
Sonneborn Bros., L., 262 Pearl
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Strand Screen Coating Co., 441
Jefferson Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Thomas, A. G., Crystal Theatre,
Pittsburgh,
Pa. Not
"Sateen."
Velco
Screen Co.,
Inc., 1535
111.
S. Ridgeway Ave., Chicago,
Wertsner & Son, C. S., 221 No.
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Adv.)
Pa.
Wilhelm
& Co., A., Reading,
PANEL
BOARDS,
Lighting
tre)
(See also Switchboards, TheaAdam Electric Co., Frank, St.
Louis, Mo.
Hub Electric Co., Chicago, 111.
Major
Equipment
Co., 111.
2518 Cullom Ave.,
Chicago,
PARTS,

Projector Repair

Houses)
(See
Projectors,
Motion Picture: Standard
also Supply
PATCH ERS, De Luxe
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, Inc., cor. Sherman St.,
and Harris Ave., Long Island
City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
PEANUT TOASTERS
"Butterkist" — See Holcomb &
Hoke.
(See Adv.)
Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co., 2046
Van Buren
St., Indianapolis,
Ind. "Butterkist." (See Adv.)
Kinfrpry Mfg. Co., 555 Pearl
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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PENCILS, Slide
American Lead Pencil Co., 220
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Blaisdell Pencil Co., Philadelphia, Pn. (See Adv.)
PERFORATORS,

Film

Co., B. F., RavensCummin
wood s Station, Chicago, 111.
Picture IndusMotion
Duplex tries,
Inc., cor. Sherman St.
and Harris Ave., Long; Island
City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
PHOTOGRAPHS, Colored
Kalmus, Comstock and Westcott, 110 Brookline Ave.,
Boston, Mass.
PHOTOS
AND
PORTRAITS
(For Lobby Display)
Artfilm Studios, Inc., 1212 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.
Barbeau, Frank, Oswego, N. Y.
Garraway
Photo
Sales Co.,
Rutherford, N. J.
Kassel Studios, 220 W. 42d St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Kleine Poster Co., 1423 Vine St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Mnrbendorfi, S., 159 W. 23d. St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
McChristie, W. E., Co., 235 W.
Court St., Cincinnati, O.
Photo Roto, Inc., 106 First Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Reliance Reproduction Co., 340
W. 42d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Reuben
Studios, 812 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, O.
Russill Studios, 726 8th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Story Scenic Co., O. L., 21 Tufts
St., Somerville
Sta., Boston,
Mass.
PIANOS, Automatic
Berry-Wood Piano Player Co.,
Inc., 973 Market St., San
Francisco, Cal.
Chickering Bros., Chicago, 111.
Doll Co., Jacob, 118 Cypress
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Kimball Co., \V. \V., 300 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)
Link Piano Co., Binghamton,
N. Y.
Lyon & Healy, 57-89 Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, 111. "Empress."
Marquette
Piano Co., 1608
Canal St., Chicago, 111.
Mason & Hamlin, 313 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Operators Piano Co., 16 S. Peoria St., Chicago, 111. ' Coinola." &
Ricca
Son,
99 Southern
Blvd., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Seeburg Piano Co., J. P., 419
W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Wurlitzer Co., Rudolph, 121 E.
Fourth St., Cincinnati, O. (See
Adv.)
Operators Piano Co., Clayborn
and Osgood Sts., Chicago, 111.
PIPES, Organ
Meyer & Sons, Jerome D., 125
Austin St., Milwaukee, Wis.
PLASTERING, Architectural
Architectural Plastering Co.,
624 First Ave.. N. Y. City, N.Y.
POLISHERS, Metal
(See Metal Polish)
POPPERS, Pop Corn
Bothelomew Co., 1300 Heights
St., Peoria, 111.
Cretors and Co., 22nd and Jefferson St., Chicago, 111.
Dunbar Co., 2652 West Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
POSTERS
Berkshire Poster Co., 136 W.
52d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Epstein, Phil, 209 W. 48th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Erie Lithograph & Printing
Co., 10 W. 4th St., Erie, Pa.
Exhibitors Supply & Sign Exchange, 1000 Forbes St.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Brass Co.,
McKenna
. Pittsburgh,Bros.,
Pa.
.
Co., 118 So.
Peoples Printing
Howard St., Baltimore, Md.
Co., 31
Philadelphia Show Print
No. 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Co., 1270 Ontario
Postograph
St., Cleveland, O.
Co., 1600 Broadway,
Sampliner
N. Y. City, N. Y.
POWER PLANTS, Electric
W.
Adkins, Young & Allen, 561
111.
Washington St., Chicago, 1496
Co.,
Continental Electric
Church St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Kohler of Kohler, Kohler, Wis.
yer Co., 735 WashLangstadt-Me
ington, Appleton, Wis.
Matthews Eng. Co., Sandusky,
Universal Motor Co., Oshkosh,
Wis. "Universal."
POWER PLANTS, Studio
E -J. Electric Installation Co.,
'221
N. Y.W. 33d St., N. Y. City,
PRESS BOOKS
Beacon
Press, Inc., 318 West
39th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Circle Press, Inc., 238 W. 53rd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Kleeblatt, O. S., 253 W. 52nd St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Times
Square Printing Co., z50
Y.
West 54th St., N. Y. City, N.
Tanney Printing & Publishing
Co., American Theatre Bldg.,
42nd St., bet. 7th & 8th Aves.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
PRINTERS,
Duplex
Ave.,
(See

Automatic

Motion Picture Industries, Sherman St. and Harris
Long Island City, N. Y.
Adv.)

PRINTERS, Film
Consolidated Laboratories, 729
7th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Craftsman Film Lab., 729-7th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Cromlow
St., N. Y.Film
City,Lab.,
N. Y.220 W <x2
Duplex M. P. Industries, Inc.,
Sherman St. & Harris Ave.,
Long
Adv.) Island City. PT. Y. (See
Empire Lab., 723-7th Ave., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
National
Evans
Film, 1476
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Z.
Rothacker Film Co., 1339 uiversey Blvd., Chicago, 111.
PRINTERS, Theatre
Beacon Press, 318 W. 39 St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Exhibitors Press, 203 W. 49 St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Filmack Co., 730 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Jordan tuteShow
Print, 111.
229 InstiPL, Chicago,
Kleeblatt, Irwin S., 253 W. 52
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
National Poster & Printing Co.,
506 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111. (See Adv.)
Quality Print Shop. 1208 No.
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Read
Taylor Co., Lombard &
South Sts., Baltimore, Md.
Times Square Printing Co., 250
W. 54 St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
PRINTING, Theatre
(Programs, Window Cards,
Heralds, Throwaways).
Alles Printing Co., 224 E. 4th
St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Berkshire Poster Co.. 136 W.
52d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Chronicle Printing Co., Logansport,Pub.
Ind. Co.. Cleveland, O.
Cole
Donaldson Lithograph Co.,
Newport. Ky.
Fil-^ick Co.. 738 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Green, P. A.. 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham. Mass.
Hennegan Co., The, Cincinnati,
Jordan
Show Print, 229 InstiO.
tute Place, Chicago, 111.
Keystonedotte Press,
19th &City,
WyanSts. Kansas
Mo.
Liberty Show Print, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Nat'l. Poster & Printi>«- Co., K06
S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
(See Adv.)

Is

A

Good

Worth

1%

Screen
of

Your

Investment?

In other words — do your patrons come to your
theater to see a picture well presented or to look
at the architectural beauty of your house? You
have spent thousands of dollars on the decorations. You have the frosting — now how about the
cake? You either have a good screen or a bad
one and the GOOD screens are DA-LITE.
HERE

ARE THE COMMON
REASONS WHY

SENSE

DA-LITE SCREENS have an especially prepared highly reflective surface that cannot be
duplicated. Our own secret process of manufacturing guards against it.
DA-LITE Surface is put on to stay on. It is
almost scratch proof and resists scaling, flaking
and tarnishing.
DA-LITE Screens have the toughest and heaviest
backing that is practically possible. Our laboratories have subjected the materials used to the
most exhaustive tests to guarantee you the
longest wear obtainable in a screen.
ONE

BIG

REASON FOR
THE PRICE

DA-LITE

IS

Figure it this way: The cost of a DA-LITE
Screen is less than 1% of your entire investment.
As long as the screen is such an important factor
in your profits, that's mighty little to pay for
the best screen you can ever hope to buy. The
extra years of service you will get from the
DA-LITE Screen will overpay for it many times.
DO

YOU

THINK

WE

COULD

TALK

LIKE THIS IF WE DIDN'T HAVE
SOMETHING
TO BACK IT
UP WITH?
You DA-LITE
bet your last
dollar
we couldn't!
That's why
the
Screen
is worth
your investigation.
Send us your name today, and let us give you
the whole story with samples for you to test.
No Sir — not a cent of cost or one iota of obligation to you!

DA-LITE
SCENIC

SCREEN
COMPANY

&
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PROJECTORS,
fessional

Bell & Howell Co., 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Safety Projector & Film Corp.,
Duluth, Minn.

GLO-LETR
Interior
Electric
Signs
FOR ALL DIRECTORIAL PURPOSES
JUST ONE OF THE
MANY STYLES. ASK
FOR CATALOGUE "X"
SEE BELOW REPRODUCTION OF ACTUAL
INSTALLATION.

Standard
DON'T
T

T

PROJECTORS, Standard
Band Projector, Newark, N. J.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Helos Machine Co., Auditorium
Tower, Chicago, 111.
Herbert & Huesgen, 18 E. 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. "ErneParamount Mfg. Co., Dept. ER,
18 Benford St., Boston, Mass.
Power Co., Nicholas, 90 Gold St.,
." City, N. (See
N.
Y. Adv.)
"Powers
mannY.
Cameragraph."
Powers—
olas. (See Power Co., NichPrecision Machine Co., Inc., 319
E. 34th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Simplex."
(See Adv.)
Co.
Simplex
— See Precision Machine

Signs

Superior Projector Co., Cosackie, N. Y.

Sign for Aisles
FORGET
&

Changeable

Should be used in making
your announcements
They

are shown

Mezzanine
Floor McVickers our Catalogue
(Chicago) Two of the twenty
signs in this theatre.
Correspondence Invited
SOLD BY

in

"X"

The

Tablet
&
Ticket
Co.
1015 WEST ADAMS STREET
CHICAGO
407 Sansome Street
35 West 45th Street
SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK
Penn Paster Co., 224 No. 13 St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Lithograph Co., Kansas
Quigley
, ,
City, Mo.
Rialto Printing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Savoy Printing & Pub. Co., 729
7th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Tanney Printing & Publishing
Co., American Theatre Bldg.,
42nd St., bet. 7th & 8th Aves.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Waters-Barnhart Printing Co.,
414 So. 13th St., Omaha, Neb.
PROGRAM CLOCKS
Pettes and Randall Co., 150 Nassau St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Standard Slide Co., 209 W. 48th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
PROGRAM

COVERS

Co., The, O. 311-321
Hennegan
Genesee, Cincinnati,
Nat'l Poster
& Printing Co.,
500 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
m.
(See Adv.)
Star Program Co., 201 W. 49th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
PROGRAM PRINTES
Cahill-Igoe,
119 W. Harrison
St., Chicago, 111.
Erie Lithographing Co., 8th &
Perry Sts., Erie, Pa.
Exhibitors'
Co.,Pa.1006
Forbes St.,Program
Pittsburgh.
Hennegan & Co., 1311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, O.
Krauss Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42d St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Nat'L Poster & Printing Co.,
500 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111. (See Adv.)
Reeland, 727 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Star Program Co., 201 W. 49th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Tanney Printing & Publishing
Co., American Theatre Bldg.,
42nd St., bet. 7th & 8th Aves.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Theatro Program Co., Journal
Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Water Color Co.. 450 Fourth
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.

Semi-Pro-

POJECTORS, Advertising
American
Moto-Sign
Co., 218
Post Sq., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Lube M. P. & Phonography Co.,
1G0O Bway., N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Perfection Slide & Picture Corp.,
79 5th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Standard
Slide Corp., 211 W.
48th
Adv.) St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
PROJECTORS, Portable
Acme M. P. Projecting Co., 1134
W. Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Advoscope Co., The, 305 Pine
St., Portland, Ore.
American Projecting Co., 6225
Broadway, Chicago, 111.
Atlas Educational Film Co., 63
E. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Bray Screen Products, 130 W.
46th St., N. Y, City. N. Y.
Buffalo Projector & Film Corp.,
Niagara Life Bldg., Buffalo,
N. Y.
Capitol Machine Co., 100 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Cosmograph Co., Morehead, Ky.
DeVry Corp., 1111 Center St.,
Chicago, 111.
Drophead
Projector, .The, FonDu-Lac, Wis.
Duplex M. P. Industries, Inc.,
Sherman St. & Harris Ave.,
Adv.)
Long Island City, N. Y. (See
Gennert,
G., 24 E. 13th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Herbert & Huesgen, 18 E. 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Hohmes Portable Projector Co.,
Chicago, 111.
Levenham Corp., Grand Central
Terminal, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Pathescope Co., Aeolian Bldg.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Safety Projector
& Film Co.,
Duluth, Minn.
Van Dyke Hill Co., 16 E. 43rd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Victor Animatograph Co., Davenport, la.

PUBLICATIONS,
Picture Trade

Motion

RADIO OUTFITS, Theatre
Betts & Betts, 646 W. 43rd St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Howells
Cine Equipment Co.,
Inc.,Y. 740(See
7th Adv.)
Ave., N. Y. City,
N.
Lyradian Sales Co., Mishawaka,
Ind. "Lyradian."
Wheeler-Green
Electric Co., 2939 Y.St. Paul St., Rochester,
N.
RAILS, Brass
Baldwin Brass Works,
411 S.
Clinton St., Chicago, 111.
Buffalo Wire Works Co., 320
Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dearborn
Brass
Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Dow Co., The, 201 N. Buchanan
St., Louisville, Ky.
Fiske Iron Works, J. W., 56
Park PL, N. Y. City, N.
Flour City Ornamental Iron Co.,
27th Ave. & 27th St., MinneMinn. Brass Foundrv
Gilbert & apolis,
Sons
Co.,
A.,
4015
Park
Blvd., St. Louis, Forest
Mo.
Howell-Melville Co., 1223 Sprmg
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Humphrey Co., D. C. 909 Filosrt
St., Philadelphia,
Pa. Houston,
Ketler
Brass Mfg. Co.,

Exhibitors Daily Review, 45 W.
45th St., N. Y. C.
Exhibitors Trade Review, 45 W.
45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Exhibitors'
Herald, 203
born St., Chicago,
111. S. DearFilm Daily, 17 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Motion enth
Picture
Ave., N. News,
Y. City,729N. SevY.
Motion Pictures Today, 140 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Moving Picture World, 516 5th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.

Tex.
McKenna
Brass Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Michaels Art Bronze Co., 230
Scott St., Covington, Ky.
Midland erineMetal
Co., 1427 Pa.
CathSt., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Pittsburgh
Brass Mfg. Co., 32d
St. & Penn Ave., Pittsburgh,
Reinhardt Mfg. Co., E. G„ 326
East 2nd St., Cincinnati, O.
(See Adv.)
Standard Iron & Wire Works,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Taylor & Dean, Fenn Ave. &
25th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Western
Brass
Mfg. Works,
111.
2007 Marshall Blvd., Chicago,

PUBLICATIONS, Projection
Cinema
Handbook, Scientific
American,
Woolworth Bldg.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Falk Publishing Co., Inc., Dept.
625, 145 W. 36th St., "M. P.
Hallberg, J. H, 25 W. 45th St.,
N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Projection."
Richardson's
Handbook,
H.,
516 Y. Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. F.City,
N.

REAL ESTATE
Cross and Brown Co., 18 East
41st St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Lewis Business & Real Estate
Exch.,
Mutual
Life Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Wm. J. Smith, 1457 B'way, N. Y.
City, N. Y.
REELS, Film, Shipping

PUBLISHERS
Crossett & Dunlap, 1140 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
PUNCHERS, Ticket
Kautz & Co., 2633 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
Lock Stub Check Co., 3 Bush
Terminal, Brooklyn, N.Y.
McGill Metal Products Co., 1640
Walnut St., Chicago, 111.
Meyer &born St.,
Wenthe,
Chicago,143111.N. DearMoss, Samuel H, 36 E. 23rd St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
PURIFIERS, Mechanical
Air
American
Blower Co., Detroit,
Mich.
American Chemical Co., 113
North 9th St., Lebanon, Pa.
"Deo-Gem."
Goldburg Ozeon Machine Co.,
Fort Wayne Ave., IndianapAdv.) olis, Ind.
Westinghouse
.Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
RACKS, Film
Duplex M. P. Industries, Inc.,
Sherman St. & Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Pacific Tank & Pipe Co., Equitable Bank Bldg., Los Angeles,
Cal.
RACKS, Ticket
Ansell Ticket Co., 730 N. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
RADIATORS
American Radiator Co., 40 W.
40th St., N.Y.C. i

and Projection
Ajax Film Accessories Co., SO
Church St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
American Can Co., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Bell & Howell Co., 1803 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111. "B
Adv.)
Duplex
M. P. Industries Inc.,
Sherman St. & Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y. (See
Elkhart Brass Mfg. Co., ElkInd. E. E„ 3208 Carrol
Fulton hart,
Co.,
Ave.,
Chicago, III. "Fulco."
(See Adv.)
Geometric Stamping Co., 22i E.
131st St., Cleveland, O.
Globe Machine & Stamping Co.,
1250 W. 76th St., Cleveland, O.
"Globe."
Goldberg Bros., 1431 Lawrence
St., Denver, Col.
Indestructible
Metal Products
Co., 521-25 W. 45th St., N. Y.
City,Mfg.
N. Y.Works, Olean, N. Y.
Lang
Mossberg,
Frank Co., Attleboro,
IMass
Neu, o'. F., 249 W. 47th St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Niess-Waner
Co., Blackstone
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Perfection Reel & H."
Can Co., 807
W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Rush Ent., 66, Greenville, S. C.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Tavlor-Shantz Co., N. St. Faul
St., Rochester,
Y.
Universal
Electric N.Welding
Co.,
132 W. 4 2d St., N. Y. City,
N.
Y.
"Lachmann Wire
Whitehurst Co., R. W., Norfolk,
Va.
Wirt & Knox Mfg. Co.. 23rd &
York, Philadelphia, Pa.
REFLECTORS,
Light
Reels."
Frink, I. P., 24th St. & 10th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
National
Reflector Co.,
Chicago, X-Ray
111.
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Broadcast

Your

Current

A

and

Coming

ttr actions

with

The

Capitol

Self-Operat-

ing Continuous
Picture

Motion

Projector

Suit Case Type with Rear Projector, Daylight Screen
Light weight portable and does not require an operator;
can easily be transported and set up anywhere
Will sell your vacant seats by showing
coming and current films in your lobby.
Capitol-Claremont Laboratories, Inc., 601 Transportation Bldg., Washington,
D. C, District of Columbia,
Maryland & Virginia.
James B. Buchanan, P. O.
Box 435, Atlanta, Ga. Alabama, Georgia, Florida,
South & North Carolina.
F & N Co., 28 Piedmont
Street, Boston, Mass. New
England States.

SPECIAL
from
York

TRAILER

TORS on 16
National
City.

FILMS

for

continuously

CAPITOL

m/ m non-flammable stock can
Screen Service, 130 West 46th

Four

outstanding

Capitol

features

Daylight
1.

Can

your

PROJECbe procured
Street, New

of the

Projector
be displayed

either day
success.

in your lobby

or night

with

equal

Capitol Machine & Film
Co., 109 W. 18th Street,
Kansas City, Mo. Kansas &
Missouri.

2.

Motion Picture Machines
Co., 607 Neville Street,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Northern
New York & Western
Pennsylvania.

continuous automatic projection without any attention
whatsoever.

3.

Capitol

Newspaper Film Corporation, Room 1105, 100 East
42nd Street, New York
City. Eastern Pennsylvania,
Delaware & New Jersey.
Pathescope Co. of Canada,
Ltd., 156 King Street, West,
Toronto, Canada.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co.,
3150 Wilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Projectors

use

16

mm.

films (reduced from any standard negative) , have a special perforation and are made only on

The Sly Fox Film Co., 627
First Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn. Minnesota, Wisconsin, South & North Dakota.
Capitol Projector & Film
Co., 133 W. Washington
Street, Chicago, 111. Illinois,
Indiana & Michigan.

Gives

non-flammable film, which is free
from insurance restrictions and
does
booth. not
4.

require

a

fireproof

Made in both light portable and
in cabinet styles.
CAPITOL
>^
MACHINE CO.,
100 E. 42nd Streets,
Please
how I can
New advise
York City.
make the Capitol Self-Operating
«■ —
Continuous Motion Picture Projec,—
tor increase my receipts.
Also explain your TRAILER SERVICE.
^

Theatre
Town

State
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Pittsburgh Reflector & 111. Co,
3d Ave. & Ross St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sunlightcific St.,Reflector
Brooklyn,Co.,
N. 226
Y. PaWheeler-Green Electric Co.,
29-39
N.
Y. St. Paul St., Rochester,

(patented)
JUST

WHAT

YOU

LOOKING
A

high grade

sign made
developed

We

BEEN

FOR!

interchangeable

expressly

Exhibitors.

HAVE

letter feature

for the Motion

know

your

this standardized

needs

Picture

and

have

sign to meet

your

every requirement. The cost is surprisingly
low. Send for illustrated folder with detailed
description

and prices.

Are you interested in Marquise,
Flashing Signs, Spectacular

Dis-

plays, Roof Electrics? Write

Philadelphia
338-40

Sign

N. Randolph

PHILADELPHIA,

"DE
LUXE"
Interchangeable
FLASH
(Flashes
AN

SIGN
on

and

off)

Co.
St.

PA.

N
OWT
AIN
PUR
YO
ELECTRIC

SIGN
THI
•SPASC
E

IDEAL

DISPLAY
SIGN
FOR YOUR
DAILY

PROGRAM

The most practical, most effective and lowest priced display of its kind on the market.
Can be placed on the stage, in the lobby, over the ticket
booth or in stores around your neighborhood.
The sign inserts are to be painted on transparent paper
by your sign man. This paper is obtainable in six different
colors.
The patented mahogany frame in front of the sign box,
which is 15 inches wide and 24 inches high, and consists of
two frames hinged and grooved together, grips the inserted paper and tightens it stiff as a drumhead.
An ideal publicity medium that is being used extensively
by Chicago Exhibitors. Ascher Bros, have several for
each one of their 15 theatres.
Price $10.00 F.O.B. Chicago
In lots of 6 — $8.50 ea.
100 Sheets Transparent paper in assorted colors, $2.50.
Mail check with order or shipment is sent C. O. D. Can
be returned after five days tryout if not satisfactory.
DE
833

W.

LUXE
Washington

STUDIOS
St.

REFLECTORS,
Sign and
Bulletin
Frink, Inc., I. P., 24th St. and
iOth Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
National X-Ray Reflector Co.,
Chicago, 111.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Y.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

REGULATORS,
ture

Tempera-

Beers Bros. Thermostae Co., 20
Elm St., Rochester, N. Y.
Simplex Heating Specialty Co.,
Lynchburg, Va.
Taylor Instrument Co., 95 Ames
St., Rochester, N. Y.
RESEATING SERVICE
American Seating Co., Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Heywood Wakefield Co., Boston,
Mass.
Stafford Mfg. Co., 218 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, III. (See Adv.)
RHEOSTATS
Bell
Co., 1803
mont& Howell
Ave., Chicago,
111. LarchBrenkert Light Projection Co.,
Detroit, Mich.
Bundy Electric Co., Leonard,
433 Champlain
Ave., Cleveland, O.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Mil(See Adv.)waukee, Wis. "Simplicity."
Duplex Machine Co., 316 75th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady,&N. Y.Sons, N. Y. City, N.
Hoffman
Y.
Leonard Electric Mfg. Co., 3907
Perkins Ave., Cleveland, O.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Newton, Chas. I., 331 W. 18th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Nicholas
Power
Co., 90 Gold
Adv.)
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Universal Electric Stage LightAdv.) ing Co., 321 W. 50th St., N.
Y. City, N. Y. "Kliegl." (See
Ward Leonard Electric Co., Mt.
Vernon. N. Y.
Wheeler-Green
Electric Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
REWINDERS, Film
Automatic Film Rewinder, Harrisburg, Pa.
Bell
& Howell
Co., 1803 111.
Larchmont
Ave., Chicago,
Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.,
820 Tripp Ave., Chicago, Til.
Duplex Machine Co., 316 75th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Duplex M. P. Industries, Inc.,
Cor. Sherman
St., & Harris
Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122 W.
16th St.,
Angeles,
Emory
Co., Los
R. J.
ShermanCa1 Avi,
& Runvon St., Newark, N. J.
Feaster Mfg. Co., 16 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. City. N. Y.
Lang Mfg. Works, Olean. N. Y.
Power
Co., Nicholas, 99 Gold
St.,
N.
Y. Brown
City, N.& Y.Earle.
"Power."
Williams,
Inc.,
Pa.
918 Crestnut St., Philadelphia,
REWINDERS, Hand
Duplex M. P. Industries. Inc.,
Cor. Sherman St. & Harris
Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
REWINDERS, Power
Duplex M. P. Industries, Inc.,
Cor. Sherman St. & Harris
Ave., Long Island City, IV. Y.
(See Adv.)
REWINDS, NONFeaster Mfg. Co., 16 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.

Worman Theatre Supply Co.„
Alhambra Bldg., Ogden, Utah
"Worman."
ROOFING, Metal
Edwards Mfg. Co., 411-451 East
Fifth St., Cincinnati, O.
(Rope Rails)
Moeschl-Edwards
Mfg. Co.,.
Covington, Ky.
(See Adv.)
Pro-Bert
Sheet
Metal Wks.,
Covington, Ky.
(See Adv.)
SAFES
American Film-Safe Corp., Baltimore, Md., (See Adv.)
Carey Safe Co., 1200 Ni; gara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.
SAFES, Film
American Film Safe Corp , 180OWashington Blvd., Balti more,
Md.
(See Adv.)
Art Metal Co., Jamestow i, N.
Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., S208 Cai roll
Ave., Chicago, 111. (See A Iv.>
Hall-Marvin Co., 393 Broad /ay,
N. Y. City, NT. Y.
Hall Safe Co.. 388 Broadway,.
N. Y. City, is. Y.
Herring-Hall-Marvin
Safe Co.,
400 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. f_
Lane, &N.Lock
V. City,
N. MaidY.
York enSafe
Co., 5".
SAFETY

DEVICES,

Pro-

Eastern jector
Theatre
Equipment
Fire
Corp., Winchester St., Boston,.
Film
Protector
Corp., 811 ProsMass.
pect "Coda."
Ave., Cleveland, O.
Fyre-Gard Mfg. Co., Fox Theatre Bldg., Aurora, 111. "FyreHulett, E. W., 3119 Argyle St.*
NewChicago,
Ulmer 111.
Circuit Breaker Co.,
434 E. Market St., Louisville*
Ky.
Pagenhardt, L. C, Westernport,.
Md.
Protectall
Gard." Co., The, Dallas.Tex...
Chicago, 111. "Protectall."
SANITARY DEVICES
(See Machines
tary Device) Automatic SaniSAVERS, Carbon
Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, O. (See Adi.)
National Carbon Co., Cleveland,.
Projection
Apparatus
41—
45 Lafayette
St., N. Co.,
Y. Ci(y,.
.\. Y. (See Adv.)
Electrical
Prods. Corp., 1122 W..
O.
16th
St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Fulco Super — See Fulton, E. E^
Fulton Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll:
Ave., Chicago,
111. "Fulco Super." (See Adv.)
SCENERY, Stage
Acme
Artists'
Studios,.
36 W. Scenic
Randolph
St., Chicago,.
111.
Armbruster, M. & Sons, 249 S_
Front St., Columbus, O
Atlanta
Scenic
Co., Atlanta,.
Ga.
Baker
& Lockwood Mfg. Co._
Kansas City Mo.
Beaumont Velvet Scenery Studios, J. H., 225 W. 46th St.,.
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Beck & Sons Co., The, Wm._
Cm oinn iti, O.
Bradley Studios, Wm., 318 W..
43d St.. N. Y. City, N. Y.
Camph,
Wm., N.1540
N. Y. City,
Y Broadway.
Carson Scenic Studios, Root. P.,.
1507 Clarke St., Chicago, 111*.
(See Adv.)
Dramart Studios, 4fith St., N. Y.
City, Geo.,
N. Y. Scenic Studio, Arch
Davis,
St. Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa..
De Berri Scenic Co., 922 W..
Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
Enkeboll Art Co., 5305 N. 27th.
St., Omaha, Neb.
Erwin & Spark Scenic Studios,.
432 N. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Excelsior
Studios
& TheatreSupply Co., Mich.
816 W. Vine St.,
Kalamazoo,
Fabric Studios, 177 N. State St.,.
Chicago. 111.
Fetters & Fisher, 432 N. 3rd St.,.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Fredericks
Studio,
W. 42d St.,Scenic
N. Y. City,
N. Y.643".
Glover. Susan Stubbs, 66 E. 22ndi
St., Chicago, 111. "Calkins Stu-
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C, 909Pa. FilCo., D. hia,
HumphrebertysSt., Philadelp
Irwin & Sparks Scenic Studio,
432 N. Third St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Jov & Cannon Scenic Co., 378
Wabash St., St. Paul, Minn.
King
Scenic Studios, 311 So.
Hanwood St., Dallas, Tex.
Kiilui, Theodore,
155 W. 29th
St.. IV. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Adv.)
Kulin Studios, Louis, 291 Sth
Ave.. N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Adv.)
Kansas City Scenic Co., N. E.
cor. 24th & Harrison Sts.,
Kansas City, Mo.
La Touche, J. B., Clearfield, la.
Lash
Studios, Lee, Longacre
Bldg., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Law
Scenic Studios, 502 W.
38 St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
McDonald, T. B., W. 30th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
McHugh & Son, Jos. P., 9 W.
4 2d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Manhattan Scenic Studios, 324
W. 35th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Murray Hill Scenic Studios, 488
6th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
New York Studios, 328 W. 29th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Novelty
Scenic
Studios, 220
West
46th St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Beising & Co., Theo., 625 B.
15th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Bothe & Teichner, Irving Place
Theatre, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Schells Scenic Studio, 581 S.
High St., Columbus, O. (See
Adv.)
Servas, Jno. A., Bochester, N. Y.
Sheck & Co., D., Metropolitan
Theatre, Cleveland, O.
Star Scenic Studio, Inc., Omaha,
Neb.
Story Scenic Co., O. L., 21 Tufts
St., Somerville Sta., Boston,
Mass.
Sussman & Landis Co., 416 So.
Kedive Ave., Chicago, 111.
Tiffin Studio, Tiffin, O.
Turner, Allan J., 266 W. 41st
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Twin
City Scenic
Co., 2819
Nicolet
Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.
United Scenic Studio, 30 W.
Lake St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)
Unique Papier Mache Co., 331
W. 44th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Universal Scenic Artist Studios, 90 N. State St., Chicago,
111.
Wenger, John, 939 8th Ave., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
Werbe Scenic Studio, 1713 Central Ave., Kansas City, Kan.
Young Bros., 536 W. 29th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.

Hettwick Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.
Jacobsonland Mfg.
Co., 3718 O.WoodAve., Cleveland,
Kansas City Scenic Co., 24th &
Patterson Sts., Kansas City,
Mo.
Ludcke
Screen Co., 150 Minn.
Ave., St. Peter, Minn.
Minusa
Cine Screen Co., Bomont & Morgan Sts., St. Louis,
Mo.
Mirror
Ind. Screen Co., Shelbyville,
National Screen Co., 1549 E.
21st St., Cleveland, O.
Premier Screen Co., P. O. Box
Va. B"Premier."
861, Boanoke,
"Badia-Beat"
— See
a d ia n t
Screen & Dec. Co.
Badiant Snreen & Dec. Co., Finance Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Baven Screen Co., 1476 Bway.,
"Haftone."
N. Y.Co.,
N. Y. City,Screen
Bembusch
Shelbyville, Ind.
Storey Scenic Co., 21 Tuft St.,
Boston, Mass.
Sunlite Screen Co., 257 Canal
St., N. Y. City, JV. Y. (See
Adv.)
Walker Screen Co., 259 Canal
St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Adv.)
Wertsner & Sons, C. S., 221 No.
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
"Superlite."
(See Adv.)

TO
Will

Prize

Contest

That

Will

Keep Your House Packed!
because
of their interest in their favorite film star.
This contest consists of 48 slides all depicting movie stars.
Also teaser slides, posters and ballots having numbers and
you can prove the definite pulling power of this contest
space for names of stars for contestants to fill in. However,
for your theatre by your first order of 12 slides which will
amount to $12.00.
SEND

SEAT INDICATORS, Vacant
Better Service Film Co., Inc.,
551 Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Guerin Theatre Seating System,
Inc., New Hibernia Bldg.,
New Orleans, La.

SHADES, Arc Lamp
Gill & Co., E. York & Thompson Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Boyal Enameling & Mfg. Co.,
111.
326 W. Madison St., Chicago,
Vogel & Bros., Wm., 37 South
Ninth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 Y.St. Paul St., Bochester,
N.
Wheeler Beflector Co., 156 Pearl
St., Boston, Mass.

You

A

SEATING ENGINEERS
American Seating Co., Jaekson
Blvd., Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Heywood Bros., & Wakefield,
Chicago, 111.

"Crystal
Mfg. Co. Bead" — See Jacobson
Da-Lite Scenic Co., 922 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111. "Dalite." (See Adv.)
DeBerri Scenic Co., 922 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.)
Enkenboll Art Co., 5305 N. 27
St., Omaha, Neb.
Gardiner L. G., 1031 W. Goodale St., Columbus, O.
Gold King Screen Co., Altus,
Okla.
"Haftone" — See Baven Screen
Co.

HOUSE

holds theterestpublic's
inand packs
your house on dull
nights.
The idea is a series
of 48 slides as illustrated showing
popular movie stars.
Get the audience to
guess each number
correctly
and give
three or more prizes at the end of the contest.

SEATING
(See Chairs, Theatre)

SCREENS, Motion Picture
Acme Screen
Co., New Washington O.

YOUR

Invest niM
A new movie star
guessing contest that

SCRUBBING MACHINES,
Floor
(See Floor Scrubbing Machines)

SEATS, Outdoor Theatre
American Seating Co., 14 E.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
(See Adv.)
Architectural
Decorating Co.,
Chicago, 111.
Flynn
& Emrich
Co., 305 N.
Halliday St., Baltimore, Mo.
Heywood-Wakefield
Co., 209
Washington
St., Boston, 9,
Mass.
Stafford
Co., E. H., W.
Adv.) Mfg.
Adams
St., Chicago, 111. (See

PACK

YOUR

ORDER

STANDARD
208 W.

SHEARS, Film Mending
Blue Seal Products Corp., 27
Lafayette
Ave., Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
SHOW CARD STANDS
Oscar Onken Co., 8872 Fourth
St., Cincinnati, O.
SHUTTERS, Iris
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Newton,
N. Y. I., 14th St., N. Y. City,

FLASH-O-LITE
INCREASES

BOX

SLIDE

48th Street

SHADES, Orchestra Lamp
Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.,
820 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago, 111.
Flagg, I. J., 33 Norris St., No.
Cambridge, Mass. "LightBialto Electric Stage Lighting
Co., 304 W. 42d St., N. Y. City,
N.right."
Y. "Gallagher."
Wheeler-Green
Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Bochester,
N. Y.

IN TODAY.

New

CORP.
York

City

SHUTTERS, Metal Fire
Bolles Iron & Wire Works, J.
E., Det.oit, Mich.
Brier Hill Steel Co., 521 W. 23d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Dahlstrom
Metallic Door Co.,
Jamestown, N. Y.
Dimond, Thomas, 139 W. 32d
St., N. Y. City, S Y.
Edwards Mfg. Co., 724 Eggleston Ave., Cincinnati, O.
General Fireproofing Co.,
Youngstown, O.
Hanke Iron & Wire Works, N.
Albany & W. Chicago Aves.,
Chicago, 111.
Harbaugh, Smedley & Co., 140
W. Fifth St., Cincinnati, O.
Harris Co., S. H., 3323 Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kinnear Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.
Landon Iron & Wire Works, E.
B., 166 N. May St., Chicago,
111.
Lupton's Sons Co., David, Allegheny Ave. & Tulip St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SERVICE

OFFICE

RECEIPTS

The above is a reproduction of a beautifully constructed, 8 section, hand carved,
bronze finish frame, metal box, electrically wired for illuminating each section. The
wiring is arranged so that four sections are illuminated at one time, flashing on and off.
The sign is highly ornamental as well as serviceable and will prove to be a fixture
of much attraction installed in the interior or lobby of a theatre.
The FLASH-O-LITE SERVICE permits you to display coming features, be it pictures, vaudeville or any other message by a method of colored, interchangeable mats,
electrically illuminated at a cost less than hand painted signs.
We will furnish the display sign and a weekly change of copy at a small weekly
charge.
Write for Circular and details.
FLASH-O-LITE
SALES
COMPANY,
INC.
P. O. BOX 94, FENWAY STATION,
1102 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.
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Philadelphia Sign Co., 338 RT.
Randolph, Philadelphia, Pa.
Strauss
& Co.,
N. Y. City,
N. 616
Y. W. 43d St.,

"SONGFEST"
52 Complete
300

OLD

SLIDES
Sets with Over

FAVORITES

A splendid feature.
There is a nation-wide
tendency to swing back to the old melodies.
Here they are — all ready for you.

Just as successful for the small theatre with a piano as the
big one with a three-manual organ.
WRITE FOR INFORMATION.
Also complete line of Organ Novelties.
M.

S. BUSH
Buffalo, N. Y.

52 W. Chippewa St.

Meyers Mfg. Co., F. J., Hamilton, O.
Missouri Fire Door Co., 907 S.
2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.
Riester & Thesmacher Co., 1514
W. 25th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Schreiber & Sons Co., L. (Norwood), Cincinnati, O.
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F.
P.,
56
W.
Lake St., Chicago,
111.
Variety Mfg. Co., 2958 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Vulcan Co., Clarkston, Mich.
SHUTTERS, Projector
Flicker
(See also Projectors, Standard
Motion Picture)
Perfect Projection Shutter Co.,
Iroquois Bldg., Louisville, Ky,

SIGNS,
netic

Changeable

Mag-

American Sign Co., Willard &
Cooley Sts., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Atlas Electric Sign Corp., 510
W. 45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
A. Cleveland,
& W. Electric
Sign Co.,
O.
Clark Co., W. L, 5 Beekman
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Electrical Products Corp.,, 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Federal Electric Sign Co., 8700
S. State St., Chicago, 111.
Flexlume Sign Co., 1439 Niagara
St., Buffalo, N. Y.
K-H Sign Mfg. Co., 530 Fernando St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Novelty Electric Sign Co., 165
Eddy St., San Francisco, Cal.
Philadelphia
Sign Co., 338 Iff.
Randolph
St., Philadelphia,
Pa. (See Adv.)
Rawson & Evans Co., 711 W.
Washington St., Chicago, 111.

SIGNALS, Reel End
(See also Safety Devices, Projector Fire)
Behlen — See C. C. Rush Enterprises.
SIGNS, Electric Illuminated
C. C. Rush Enterprises, Greenville,
So.
Carolina.
"Behlen."
A.
& N. Electric Sign Co., 2120
Bevelchanopal — See American
E. 19th St., Cleveland, O.
Sign Co.
Apex Sign & Metal Co., 2204 S.
Brilliant Mfg. Co., 1035 Ridge
Hutchinson St., Philadelphia,
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Brilliant Sign Co., 3531 WashBuck & Co., C. H., 411 Dorchesington St., St. Louis, Mo.
ter Ave., Boston, Mass.
Brumfield Electric Sign Co., 18
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
Seventh St., San Francisco,
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Cal.
Chicago Miniature Lamp Co.,
Flexlume Sign Co., 1439 Niag640 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
ara St., Buffalo, N. T.
Davenport Taylor Mfg. Co., 412
Fricker, Frederick, 428 11th
Orleans St., Chicago, 111.
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Federal Electric Co., 130 W. 42d
Greenwood Advertising Co.,
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Flcxlum Sign Co„ 1100 Military
Haller Consolidated Co., 213 W.
Rd., Buffalo, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Luminous Sign Co., 2736 WentK-H Sign Mfg. Co., 350 Ferworth Ave., Chicago, 111.
nando St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Matennis Sign Co., E., ProviLangever Service, J. J., 288 W.
dence, R. I.
11th St., Fort Worth, Tex.
McClain, Inc., Wm. H., 1445 S.
Munn Electric Co. Amarillo,
Tex.
State St., Chicago, 111.
Murphy & Brodie, 817 8th Ave.,
Newman Mfg. Co., 416-418 Elm
N. Y. City, N. Y.
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Norden Co., Inc., 132 W. 43d St.,
Philadelphia Sign Co., 338 North
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Randolph
St., Philadelphia,
Novelty Electric Sign Co., 118
Pa. (See Adv.)
W. 2nd St., Cincinnati, O.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29Sign Co., Battle Creek,
39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
-MatOpalume
Mich.
N. Y.
ii
RadiO
BUT 10 DAYS MORE
for the voting in the
BEAUTY CONTEST
One Years Free Admission
to This Theatre
To the Young Lady Receiving
the Most Votes
MISS MAY SIMPSON
.Now Leads With 301,753 Votes
is the Stationery of the Screen
10,000 Typed Daily!
■

SIGNS, Electric Illuminated
(Changeable Letters)
A. & N. Electric Sign Co., 1680
Carnegie Ave., Cleveland, O.
Adsign Corporation, 247 W.
47th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Advance risonSign
Co., 567111.W. HarSt., Chicago,
American
— See American Sign Beauty
Co.
American
Interchangeable
— See
American Sign Co.
American Sign Co., Willard &
Cooley Sts., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Atlas Electric Sign Corp., 510
W. 45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Bauer Sign Co., 3264 W. 25th
St., Cleveland,
Moran,
F., & Co.,'Ohio.
268 Pearl St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
AdV.)
Philadelphia Sign Co., 338 N.
Randolph, Chicago, 111. (See
Plowman Co., Frank E., 404 N.
Mich. Ave., Chicago, 111. (See
Tablet & Ticket Co. Adv.)
Streus Sign Co., 46th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Superior Slide Co., 812 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, O.
Troy Slide & Sign Co., Troy,
Victor Animatograph Co., DaX-L
Co.,la. "Viopticon."
Film Exchange
O. Slide venport,
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Williams, Brown & Earle, 918
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
SIGNS, Exit
Plowman Co., Frank E., 400 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
111. (See Tablet & Ticket Co.
(Adv.) Dial Co., Forbes &
Radium
Meyran Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
SIGNS, Illuminated
Program
Advance risonSign
Co., 567111.W. HarSt., Chicago,
American Sign Co., Willard &
Cooley Sts., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Atlas Electric Sign Corp., 510
W. 45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Federal Electric Sign Co. 8700
S. State St., Chicago, 111.
Plowman Co., Frank E., 400 N.
Michigan
Ave., Chicago. "GloLetr."
Co.
Adv.)(See Tablet & Ticket
(See Lights, Exit)
K-H Signnando St.,Mfg.
Co., 530Pa.FerPittsburgh,
Major
Co., 111.2518 Cullum Equipment
Ave., Chicago,
Nu-Flex Mfg. Co., 160 N. Fifth
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Opalume
Mich. Sign Co., Battle Creek,
Adv.)
Philadelphia
Sign Co., 338 N.
Randolph, Chicago, m. (See
Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

Screen Bulletins by
the Exhibitor
"We have found that your mats make
ideal slides for carrying messages to the

U-l

Conn. Endeavor Summer School,
audience."
H. W. Hicks, Sec.

■

Hartford, Conn.

o
©•

"I have been using Radio-Mats for
about three months at the Centre Theatre and I find them very efficient as they

•

bring results." Biglerville, Pennsylvania.

SIGNS,
Letter Interchangeable
Brilliant
Sign Co., 3531 WashAdv.) ington
St., St. Louis, Mo.
Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111. (See

SIGNS,

Parking

Adv.)
Plowman
Co., Frank E„ 400 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
(See Tablet & Ticket Co.
Rawson & Evans, 711 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Voight
Co., 1743 Pa.N. 12th St., N.
Philadelphia,
SLIDE INK
(See Inks, Slide)
SIGNS, Rest Rooms
(Illuminated)
SLIDE PENCILS
(See Pencils, Slide)
SLIDES
Advertising Slide Co., 85 Chestnut St., St. Louis, Mo.
Aloe
Co., Mo.
A. S., 513 Olive St., St.
Louis,
American
Slide Co., Columbia
Bldg.,
Columbus,
O.
American Stereoscoptic
Co., 417
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Burden
& Salisbury
Co., 213
East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Bnsh, M. S., 52 W. Chippewa
St„ Buffalo N. Y. (See Adv.)
Catchel & Sons, W. D., Republic
Bldg., Louisville, Ky.
Catty Slide Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Columbia Slide Co., 19 S. Wells,
Chicago, 111.
Edmondson Geo. M., Co., 2362
Euclrd Ave., Cleveland, O.
Excelsior Illustrating Co., 219
Sixth Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Glenn,
A., Y.76 Columbia St.,
Albany,J. N.
Mich. Slide & Film Co., Albian,
Globe
International Stereograph Co.,
Decatur, 111.
Kansas tralCity
Slide Co.,City,
1015 Mo.
CenAve., Kansas
Lantern Slide Co., 220 W. Liberty St. Cincinnatio, O.
Los Angeles Slide Co., 122 W.
3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 30
E. Randolyh St., Chicago, 111.
McLaughlin Studios, 36 Broomfield, Boston, Mass.
Monogram Slide Co., Film Exch.
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Nichols, Grace L., 58 E. Con
gress St., Chicago, 111.
North American Slide Co., 122
No. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Novelty Slide Co., 209 W. 48th
Stu, N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Adv. Standard Slide Co.)
Pacific Stereoptic Co., 106 W.
3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Perfection Slide Co., 79 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Quality Slide Co., 6 E. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
Radio Mat Co., 167 W. 48th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Rechter, J. W., 135 E. 4th St.,
Dayton, O.
Robinson,
Geo.Los
A., Angeles,
Wesley Roberts Bldg.,
Cal.

r RadiO^;- Mat
'
IT IS THE POLICY OP THIS
HOUSE TO SHOW ONLY
CLEAN PICTURES
If in Your Opinion We Ever
Pail in This the Management
Will Welcome Your

o

ui

Opinions or Advice
L
J
is the Stationery of the Screen

en

Non-melting — Non-in flammable
I
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Standard Slide, 211 W. 48th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Stebbins M. P. Supply Co., 1820
Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo.
Unique Slide Co., 717 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Victor Animatograph
Co., Davenport, la.
X-L Slide Co., Film Exchange
Bldg'., Minneapolis, Minn.

COUCH

Private

Exhibitors Trade Review

1 elephone

SLIDE MAKING MACHINES
(See Machines, Slide Making)
SOAPS, Liquid
Spray)also Disinfectants and
(See
Pa.
Garnett Co., Geo. H., Allentown,

Systems
Among the thousand of establishments in this country
equipped with a Couch Telephone System lor interdepartmental communication are many theatres. One of
the latest theatres so equipped is the new Metropolitan
of Boston.
We have specialized in the design and manufacture of
telephone apparatus for private installations for over
thirty years.
Our line includes telephone sets and wiring systems representing the highest development in this branch of the
telephone industry.
Our systems range from a two station private line to a
100 station automatic private exchange.
Electrical contractors everywhere recognize the superiority
of our equipment.
Write to us or our nearest sales office for our Bulletin
No. 80.

System B-12-A
Being but one of several of our systems
for theatres.

STAGE EFFECTS
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Courtland Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 534 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Major
Equipment
Co., 111.
2518 Cullom Ave.,
Chicago,
Mestnim, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City, IV. Y. (See Adv.)
Newton,
Chas. I., 244 W. 14
St.. N. Y. Citv, N. Y.
Sbpck & Co.. O.. Metropolitan
Theatre, Cleveland, O.
Universal
Eleetrie^l Stage
T.'jrMfnsy Co.. 321 YV. 50th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y. (See Adv.)

STORAGE, Film
(With Public Projection Rooms,
Cutting and Editing Rooms)
Film Storage & Forwarding Co.,
37 W. 39th St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Miles, Joseph R., 130 W. 46th
"Lloyds"
R.
St., N. —Y. See
City,Miles,
N. Y.Joseph
"Lloyds."
Simplex Studios, 220 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Porter, B. F., 729 7th Ave., N.
Y. City, N. Y.
STUDIOS

STAGE RIGGING
Channon Mfg. Co., Jas. H., 221
W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Clark, Inc., Peter. 534 W. 30th
St.. N. Y. City, N. Y.
W^lsK J. FT., 270 W. 44th St., N.
Y. City, N. Y.

West Coast
California
Studio, 1432 Gower
St., Hollywood, Cal.
Century
Studio,
6100 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Chaplin
Charles, 1416
La Brea Studio,
Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.
Christie
Studio,
6101 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Cosmozart Studio, 3700 Beverly
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Culver City Studio, 6529 Venice
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
De Mille. C. B., Studio, Culver
D. City,
& M.,Cal.1333 Coronado St., E.
Long Beach, Cal.
E. & R. Jungle, 1720 N. Soto,
St., Hollywood, Cal.
F. B. O.,wood,780
Cal. Gower St., HollyFine Arts, 4516 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Fox Studio, 1400 N. Western
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Hollywood Studio, 6642 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Horsley, William, 6050 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Independent Pictures Corporation, 6070 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Independent
1751 Cal.
Glendale Blvd., Studio,
Hollywood,
Keaton Studio, 1025 Lillian
Way, Studio,
Hollywood,
Lasky
1521Cal.
Vine St.,
Hollywood, Cal.
Marshall Neilan Studio, 1845
Glendale Blvd., Hollywood,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studio,
Cal.
Culver City, Cal.
McNamara Studio, 4011 Lankershim Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Patton,set C.
Studio, 6046
Blvd.,W.,
Hollywood,
Cal. SunPickford-Fairbanks Studio, 7100
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Ray, Charles,
Studio, 4372Cal.Sunset Drive, Hollywood,
Roach, Hal, Culver City, Cal.
Selig Studio, 3800 Mission Road,
Hollywood, Cal.
Sennett, Mack, 1712 Glendale
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
United Studio, 5341 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Universal Studio, Universal
City, Cal.Studio, 5360 Melrose
Waldorf
Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Warner Bros. Studio, Sunset
Blvd., &wood, Cal.Bronson St., HollyWarner Bros. Vitagraph Studio,
Hollywood, Cal.

STAMPS, Time
Automatic Time Stamp Co., 160
Congress St., Boston. Mass.
Calculagraph Co., 30 Church St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Follett
Recording
11 W. Time
Broadway,
N. Y.Co.,
City,9N. Y.
Joslin Mfg. Co.. A. D., 223-25 W.
Erie St.. Chicago, 111. "Cos"Eclipse." 150 Nassau
Pettes &mos,"Randall.
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Kastens, Henry, 419V2 W. 27th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
STANDS, Music
SmiiHn,
E. .1., O.1!)6"(See
E. Adv.)
116th St.,
Cleveland,
STAIR TREADS
(See Treads, Stair)
STATUTORY, Ornamental
Bronze
Bonnard Bronze Co., Henry, Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.

mk if* .♦

S.

H.

COUCH

Main Office
and Factory:

COMPANY,
Jorfolk Downs,

Sales
Boston, 170
Chicago, 337
New York,

INC.

Mass.

Offices:
Purchase St,
W. Madison St.
76 Varick Street

Sales Agencies:
Sierra Electric Co., Inc., 515 Market St., San Francisco
212 Calo Bldg , Los Angeles
Hinckley Bldg., Seattle
John R. Hollingsworth, 1723 Sansom Street, Philadelphia
G. H. Steinhans, 917a Pine Street, St. Louis
D. C. Griffiths Company, Rockefeller Bldg., Cleveland
The Cadillac Metal Products Co., 1444 Park Place East, Detroit
The Thornhill Company, 311 S. W. Life Bldg., Dallas
G. S. Felt, 3310 No. 58th St., Omaha, Neb.

Mestnim, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City , N. Y. "Kleine."
(See Adv.)
Moore, Hubble & Co., Masonic
Temple Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Newton, Chas. I., 244 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Perfection Slide & Picture Corp.r
79 5th Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Projection
Optics Co., RochesAdv.)ter, X. Y. (See Adv.)
Standard Slide Corp., 200 W.
48th St., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
Universal Elect. Stage Lighting
Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y»
City, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Victor Animatograph Co., Da"Viopticon."
Viopticon — venport,
See la. Victor
AnimatoWilliams, graph Brown
& Earle, 918
Co.
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

moreland Sts.,
Philadelphia,
Bureau Bros.,
23d
& "WestPa.
Church Art Works Co., 523
S. Seventh Ave., Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.
De Rome, Louis, San Francisco,
Cal.
Detroit Mausoleum Equipment
Works, Detroit, Mich.
Gorham Co., Fifth Ave. & 36th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Tiffanv Studios, Madison Ave.,
& 45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
STEREOPTICONS, Automatic
Beseler Co., Chas., 131 E. 23d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Perfection
Slide
& Pictures
Corp., 79 5th Ave., N. Y. City,
N. Y. "Perfectiscope."
Standard
Slide Corp., 309 W.
47th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Slide-O-Graf."
(See Adv.)
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
25 Courtland
St., Detroit,
Mich.
STEREOPTICONS
(See also Lanterns, Slide)
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Transparency Co., 143
N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Kineto Machine Co., 329 Plymouth St., Chicago, 111.
Mcintosh Stereopticon Co., 30
E. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

Eastern Coast
Cosmopolitan Studio, 2nd Ave.
& 127th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
DeForest Studio, 318 E. 48th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Diamant Studio, Fort Lee, N. J.
Famous Players Studio, 6th &
Pierce, Long Island City, N. Y.
First Nat'l Studio, 807 E. 175th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Fox Studio, 10th Ave. & 55th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
\
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Glendale Studios, Glendale,
Long Island, N. Y.
-Jackson Studio, Westchester &
Forrest, N. Y. City, N. Y.
McFadden Studio, 137th & Lexington Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Pathe
Island,Studio,
N. Y. Astoria, LongTec Art Studio, Westchester &
Forrest, N. Y. City, N. Y
Tilford Studio, 344 W 44th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Universal Studio, Fort Lee, N. J.
Warner Bros. Vitagraph Studio,
E. 15th St. & Locust Ave..
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Whitman Bennett, 537 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Northwestern Coast
Belasco Studio, 833 Market St.,
San Francisco, Cal.
■Cope
Corp.,
Northwestern
BankFilm
Bldg.,
Portland,
Ore.
Film City, San Francisco, Cal.
Gerson
Studio, San Francisco,
Cal.
Lilliputian Studio, San Rafael,
Cal.
Montague Studio, San Francisco, Cal.
Playter Studio, Spokane, Wash.
Stocktonian
Studio, Stockton,
Cal.
Weaver, H. C, Tilton Beach,
Tacoma, Wash.

SUPPLY DEALERS
(See Equipment Supply Dealers
and Distributors at rear of
section)

By

QUALITY
TICKETS

Walker Electric Co., 2336 Noble
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Ward Leonard Electric Co., 41
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Adv.)
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See

AT

THE
^
Right Price
SIMPLEX

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
Wisconsin Electrical Mfg. Co.,
453
Wis. E. Water St., Milwaukee,
Wurdock Electric Mfg. Co..
Wm., 21 S. 11th St., St. Louis,
Mo.
SWITCHES,
Time

Southern Coast
Brush
Studio, W. B. Brush,
Manager, Miami, Fla.
Florida
& Gramlich Studios,
Miami, Fla.
Hamilton,
Ray, San Salvador,
Salvador, S. A.
San Juan
Studio, San Juan,
Porto Rico.
West Palm Beach
Studio, W.
Palm Beach, Fla.

SWITCHBOARDS, Theatre
A. J. Mfg. Co., Seattle, Wash.
Adam Electric Co., Frank, 3650
Windsor PL, St. Louis, Mo.
•"Bulldog"
— iSeeCo. Mutual Electric
& Machine
Cleveland Switchboard Co., 2925
E. 79th St., Cleveland, O.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. (See Adv.)
Dearborn Elec. Co., 25 Kinzie
St., Chicago, 111.
Display Stage Lighting Co., 314
W. 44th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Drendall Electrical & Mfg. Co.,
169 Erie St., San Francisco,
Cal.
Electric Apparatus Co., 700 N.
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Industrial Controller Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Kliegl — See Universal Electrical
Stage
Lighting Co. (See
Adv.)
Krantz Mfg. Co., H, 160 Seventh St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Major Equipment Co., 2518 Cullom Ave., Chicago, 111.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
East Ave. & 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Mutual Electric & Machine Co.,
Detroit, Mich.
Northwestern Electric Co., 40S
S. Hoyne St. & Tilden, Chicago, 111.
Pringle Electric Mfg. Co., 1906
N. Sixth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Safety Rite Electric Products
Co., 56 Baldwin Ave., Jersey
City, N. J.
Sterling Switchboard Co., 537
S. Seventh St., Camden, N. J.
Trumbull Electric Mfg. Co.,
Plainville, Conn.
United Electric Mfg. Co., New
Orleans, La.
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
Adv.)
City, N. Y. "Kliegl." (See

SWITCHES,

Canopy

Cutler-Hammer Mtsf. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. (See Adv.)
Wheeler-Green
Electric Co., 29Y.
39 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
SWITCHES,

BALABAN & KATZ
and other large circuits.
Write us for our attractive

LIGHT

BALLUNA

Liberal allowplan.machines.
purchase
ance on old
WORLD TICKET &
SUPPLY CO., Inc.
1600 B'way

OF

w

<VV

i RIADCHMIMWTO-ONE»*•

SYSTEMS,
Theatre
Bookkeeping
Exhibitors Trade Review,
Broadway & 42nd St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
TANKS,

Film Developing

A. New
J. Cocoran,
759 Jersey
Ave.,
Jersey City,
N. J.
Duplex
M. P. Industries Inc.,
Adv.)
Sherman St. & Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, X. Y. (see
Hamman Slate Co., Bansor, Pa.
Pacific Tank
and Pipe Co.,
Equitable
Bank
Bldg., Los
Angeles, Cal.
Intercom-

Automatic Electric Co., ChiCentral cago,
Telephone
' & Electric
111. "Pax.
Co., 310 N.
11th St., St. Louis,
Mo

BROADWAY

SPOT

LAMPS

Used wherever dependable spot lighting, flood
or effect work is required. Especially adapted
for continuous duty — long distance work.
Made in two styles — No. 1 — 100 Amperes
Used— by
No. 2 — 150 Amperes
6" and 8" openings
Capitol, Strand, Keith, Loew, Hippodrome, Rialto, Fox, Paramount and the bigger and better theatrical productions.
Made and guaranteed by
817 SIXTH

NEW

m
> >
2
O
n
©
019991

">.*> ^
' VI
* «
1
* IM M
c O « -I

YORK
350003

TELEPHONES,
municating

Clock

(See Switches.
'lime)
Adam
Electric Automatic
Co., Frank,
90 4
Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
Wheeler-Green
Electric Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y. .
THE

REGISTERS
Used Exclusively

Automatic

Anderson Mfg. Co., Albert & J.
M., 289 A St., Boston, Mass.
Automatic
Electric Mfg. Co.,
Mankato, Minn.
Automatic Electric Time Switch
Co., Derby, Conn.
Betts & Betts Corp. 511 W. 42d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Dorland, Leslie C, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hansen
Mfg.
Co., Princeton,
Ind. "Simplex."
Hartford
Time Switch Co., 101
Warren St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Kennedy-Webster
Co., 538 S.
Clark St., Chicago, 111. "Comr se.
mie
Ele"ctric Co., 4032 RaPremon
sen
venswood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
"Martin."
Russell
Mfg. Co., South Bend,
Ind.
Sorensen,
P., 18 Dunham PI.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Toledo
Electric
Co., 116 Sr.
Clair St., Toledo, O.
Waldman, P. J., 136 Liberty St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Wheeler-Green
Electric C<;.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y

TICKET

a 111
5

HENRY
MESTRUM
AVE.
NEW

YORK

CITY

OME

Conn.
Telephone
Meriden,
Conn. and Elec. Co.,
Conn. Telephoen and Elec. Co.,
Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Couch
S. H.,Adv.)
Norfolk Downs,
Mass. Co., (See
De Veau Tel. Mfg. Co., 23 Murray St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Dictaphone Products Corp., 1819
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Federal Telephone and Telegraph Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady,
Partrick &N. Y.Williams Co., 51 N.
Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pettes & Randall Co., 150 Nassau St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Stromberg Carlson Co., 1050
University Ave., Rochester,
N. Y.
Western Electric Co., 195 Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
TERRA COTTA,
Architectural
American Terra Cotta & Ceramic Co., 2010 Peoples Gos.
Bldg., Chicago, 111.
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There are only three points that interest you as a buyer of tickets: —
Correctness in numbering — which is Accuracy
The highest class of Workmanship — which is
Quality
Delivery of tickets when promised — which is Service
On these three points Globe leadership has never )een
challenged.
GLOBE

TICKET

COMPANY

Specialists in tickets since 1872
120 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Atlantic Terra Cotta Co., 350
Madison Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Denny-Renton
& Coal Co.,
"Wash. Hoge Clay
1007
Bldg., Seattle,
Denver Terra Cotta Co., W. 1st
Ave. & Umatilla St., Denver,
Col.
Federal Terra Cotta Co., Ill
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Galoway Terra Cotta Co., 3210
Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gladding-,
& Co., Cal.
Rialto Bldg.,McBean
San Francisco,
Indianapolis Terra Cotta Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City-Terra Cotta &
Faience Co., 19th & Manchester Aves., Kansas City, Mo.
Maryland Terra Cotta Co., North
Ave. & Oak St., Baltimore,
Md.
Midland Terra Cotta Co., 128
North Wells St., Chicago, 111.
New Jersey Terra Cotta Co.,
Singer Bldg., N. Y. City, N. Y.
New York Architectural Terra
Cotta Co., 401 Vernon Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Northwestern Terra Cotta Co.,
2525 Clybourn Ave., Chicago,
111.
South Amboy Terra Cotta Co.,
South Amboy, N. J.
St. Louis Terra Cotta Co., 5801
Manchester Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.
Washington Brick & Lime Mfg.
Co., Washington St. & Pacific
Ave., Spokane, Wash.
Winkle Terra Cotta Co., Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Atlantic Terra Cotta Co., 350
Madison Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y.
National Terra Cotta Society, 19
W. 44th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Terra Cotta Co., 19 W. 44h St.,
New York City, N. 'Y.
Terra Cotta Co., 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
THUMB

TACKS

Solidhed Tack Co., 37 Murray
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
TICKET

CHOPPERS

Brewster & Co., Long
City, N. Y.

Island

Bright, H. V., 1104 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, O.
Caille Bros. Co., 6210 2nd Blvd.,
Detroit, Mich.
Duplex Motion Picture IndusAdv.) tries, Sherman & Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y. (See
Langslow Co., A. Chas., 232 Jay
St., Rochester, N. Y.
Projection
Apparatus
Co., 41
Lafayette St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Schaffer, E. S., & Co., 24-26 E.
Eighth
St.,
Chicago, 111.
"Badger."
World
Ticket
&
Supply
Co., 1600
Adv.)
Bway., N. Y. City, IV. Y. (See
TICKET

HOLDERS

Globe Ticket Co., 112 N. 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. (See Adv.)
Standard
Ticket
Co., 150 W.
10th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Williams, Brown & Earle, 918
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
World Ticket & Supply Co., 1600
Bway., N. Y. City, N. Y.
TICKETS, Admission
Reserved Seat, Coupon,
Roll and Machine
Automatic Ticket, 723 7th Ave.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Ansell Ticket Co., 730 N. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
Arcus Ticket Co., 352 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Elliot Ticket Co., 101 Varick
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Empire Ticket Co., 16 Beach St.,
Boston, Mass.
Globe Ticket Co., 112 N. 12th
Adv.)
St., Philadelphia, Pa. (See
Harrison, E. H., New London, O.
International
Ticket
Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Newark, N. J.
Keystone
Ticket Co., Shamokin,
Pa.
McCaskey
ance, O. Register Co., AlliNational Electric Ticket Register Co., 1806 Krenlin Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.
National Ticket Co., 203 North
Pearl St., Shamokin, Pa.

Oppenheimer Printing Co., 319
E. 8th St., Cincinnati, O.
Poole Bros., 85 W. Harrison St.,
Chicago, 111.
Rees Ticket Co., 406 South 10th
St., Omaha, Neb.
Simplex Ticket Co., Chicago, 111.
Standard Ticket Co., 150 W.
10th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Triangle
Co., 1015
ter St., Ticket
Philadelphia,
Pa. WinTrimount Press, 113-121 Albany
St., Boston, Mass.
Weldon, William and Lick, Fort
Smith,Ticket
Ark. & Supply Co., 1600
World
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. T.
(See Adv.)
TICKET REGISTERS
(See Machines, Ticket Vending)
TIME KEEPING EQUIPMENT
(See Also Time Stamps)
Stromberg
Electric
Co., 830
McKinloek Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Pettes & Randall, 150 Nassau
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
TINS,
Film, Shipping,
Packing, Vault and Waste
American
Can Co., N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Continental
Can Co., 616 W.
43d St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Fulco — See Fulton Co.
Fulton Co., E. E., 3298 Carroll
Ave.,
Chicago,
111. "Fulco."
(See Adv.)
Globe Machine & Stamping Co.,
1250 W. 76th St., Cleveland, O.
Gueder, Paeschke & Frey Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Le Comte & Co., 174 Seventh
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Manufacturers'
Can Co. Newark, N. J.
Niess-Waner
Co., Blackstone
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Titles, Film
Alynlu, 251 W, 42nd St., N. Y.
City, N. Y.
Alynlu Studios, Inc., 251 W. 42d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Broda, M. F., 220 W. 42d St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Buchheister, Oscar, 245 W. 55th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Chandlee, Harry, 130 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Dixon-McNitt-Schneider, 959 Seward St., Hollywood, Cal.
Film Laboratory, Inc., 251 W.
19th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Farnham, Jos. W., 220 W. 42d
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Hirlagraph
Motion Picture
Corp., 723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
City, N. Y. and Fort Lee, N. J.
Kassel Studios, 220 W. 42nd St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Knickerbocker
Film Laboratory, Fort Lee, N. J.
Meyer, Louis, Craftsmen Film
Corporation,
251 West 19th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Old Masters Studio, 110 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Photoplay Title Co., 5828 BroadChicago,
Prizma, way,
Inc.,
110111.W. 40th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Quality Film Titling Co., 1658
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Silvera, G. R., 590 West 17Sth
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Simplex Studios, 220 W. 42d St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Slobey, John, 214 W. 49th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Stern, Ernest, 203 W. 40th St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Teitel, A., 1600 Bway, N. Y. City,
N. Y.
Weil, Arthur, 220 W. 42nd St.,
N. Y. City, N. Y.
White
Studios. Eddie, 160 W.
45th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
TOILET
COMPA RTM' NTS
and Partitions
Sanymetal Products Co., 988 E.
64th St., Cleveland, O. "SanyVitrolite Co., 133 West Washington St., Chicago, 111.
TRANSFORMERS,
Altermetal."
nating Current
Automatic Devices
Co., 19 N.
7th St., Allentown, Pa.
Hertner
Electric
Co., West
114th
St.,
Cleveland,
"Transverter."
(See Adv.) O.
Northwestern
Electric Co.,
Hoyne
Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
"Martin."

"Transverter" — See Hertner
Electric Co.
Adv.)
Westinshouse
Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
TREADS, Stair
American Abrasive Metals Co.,
50 Y.Church St., N. Y. City,
N.
American
Brass
Co., Waterbury, Conn.
American
Mason Safety Tread
Co., Lowell, Mass.
Asbestolith Mfg. Co., 1 Madison
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Associated
Co.,
Milwaukee,Manufacturers'
Wis.
Concrete Steel Co., 32 BroadN. Y. City,
Y. 719
Flexotile way,Floor
Co., N.The,
Race St., Rockford, 111.
Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, O.
Goodyear
Rubber
Co., 787
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg.
Co.,Y.127 Duane St., N. Y. City,
N.
Mechanical Rubber Co., Lisbon
Rd., S. E., Cleveland, O.
Norton Co., New Bond St.,
Worcester, Mass.
Republic Rubber Corp., Youngstown, O.
Republic land, O.Structural Iron Works
Co., 5300 Lakeside Ave., CleveRusselloid Company, HarrisBrand."
"Keystone
burg, Pa. Slate
Slatington
Co., Slatington,
Pa.
Stokes Rubber
Co., J., Trenton, N. J.
Taylor Co., H. D., Buffalo, N. Y.
Truscon Steel Co., Youngstown,
U. S. Continental Co., Greenville,
United States Rubber Co., 1790
O.
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
"Usco."
O.
Universal
Safety Tread Co.,
Waltham, Mass.
O.
Victor
Rubber Co., Springfield, ]
Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N. J.
Winship,
W. W.,
mer St.,Inc.,
Boston,
Mass.71 SumWoonsocket Machine & Press
Co., Woonsocket, R. I.
TURNSTILES, Registering
Coin Machine Mfg. Co., 984 E.
17th St., Portland, Ore. "PotDamon-Chapman
Co., 234 Mill
St., —Rochester,
Y.
Potter
See Coin N.
Machine
Mfg.
Co.
UNIFORMS,
Men

Ushers, Door

Ford Uniform Co., 220 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Pettibone Bros., Ferguson Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Russell ter." Uniform
Co., 1600
Bway., N. Y. City, N. Y.
Warnock Uniform
Co., 16 W.
46th St.. N. Y. City, N. Y.
USHERS SIGNALS
Walsh, J. J., 502 Commercial
Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.
VACUUM CLEANERS
(See Cleaners, Vacuum)
VACUUM LAMPS,
cent)
Incandescent

(See Lamps, Electric IncandesAdv.)
VALANCES,
Box
Knit ii Studios, Louis, 293 8th
Ave., N. Y. City, N. Y. (See
National Plastic Relief Co., 416
Elm St., Cincinnati, O.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 220 W.
46th St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
VALVES,

Fittings

and

Pipes
Crane Co., 836 South Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
VASES, Stone Lobby
Architectural
Decorating Co.,
111.
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
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VAUDEVILLE
Fally
Markus
Agency, 1347
Broadway, N. Y. City, N. Y.
VAULTS, Public Film
(See Storage, Film)
VENDING MACHINES,
Automatic
(See
ing)Machines, Automatic VendVENDING MACHINES
(See Machines, Automatic)
VENTILATING
leatre

SYSTEM,

Acme Condition and Engineering Co., 2614 S. Jefferson St.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Allen Air Turbin Ventilator Co.,
Sth and Porter Sts., Detroit,
Mich.
American Blower Co., 6004 Russell St., Detroit, Mich.
American Foundry & Furnace
Co., Bloomington, 111.
Atmospheric Conditioning Co.,
Lafayette
Bldg., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Automatic Refrigerator Co., 618
Capitol Ave., Hartford, Conn.
Boehn, John C, Co., 1555 Hamilton Ave., Cleveland, O.
Carrier Engineering Corp., 7250
Frelinghuysen
Ave., Newark,
N.
J.
Johnson Service o., 118 E. 28th
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.
N. E. Ventilating & Heating Co.,
Providence, R. I.
Nelsin
Corp., Herman, Moline,
111.
Pullman Ventilating and Mfg.
Co., York Ave. and R. R„
York Pa
Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 W.
Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
Robert Gordon,
Inc., 1357 W.
Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Roberts-Hamilton
Co., 413 S.
Fourth St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Seymour, James M., Lawrence
St., Newark, N. J.
Solar Engineering
Corp., 20D
N. 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sturtevant
Co., B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Co., 1522 Olive St., St. Louis,
Mo.
Typhoon
Cooling' System, 345
W. 39th SU N. Y. City, N. Y.
(See Adv.)
Westinghcvu.se Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See Adv.)
York
Pa. Refrigerating Co., York,

Baldwin Co., 703 Finance Bldg.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Butte Engineering & Electric
Co., San Francisco, Cal.
General Electric, Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
General Electric Utilities Co.,
145Y.W. 45th St., N. Y. City,
N.
Rochester Stamping Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Simplex Electric Heating Co.,
Cambridge, Mass.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Adv.)
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See

WATER
SOFTENERS,
Laboratory

Refer to the Selected List of
Advertisers, which appears on
pages 50 and 60 of this issue.
The names and addresses, as well
as a brief description of the products which these companies
manufacture, are given in alphabetical order. You cannot afford to overlook these names
when you are ordering new
equipment, both because they
represent the best obtainable,
and also because they have many
new products which will go a
ciency.way towards creating effilong

American Water Softener Co.,
Philadelphia. Pa.
WATER FILTERS
(See Filters. Water)
WAX FIGURES
L. E. Oates Wax Studio, 105
East 10th St., Los Angeles,
Cal.
WAX, Film
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y. (See Adv.)
Magic Film Protector Co., 613
E. Willard St., Muncie, 111.

WATCHMAN'S CLOCKS
Chicago
Watchmen's
Works, 1526
S. Wabash Clock
Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Pettes & Randall, 150 Nassau
St., N. Y. City, N. Y.

WRENCHES, Carbon
Pierce, Carl, Morris, 111.

the
yum
COOIEST
/THEATRI

iH

When

it's

You

need

it— cool,
bring

VENTILATORS, Stage
Fordham Cornice Works, Inc.,
2009 Monterey Ave., N. Y. City,
N. Y.

in

the

shade,

HELP

need

you

90°

TOWN

air — fresh
refreshing

them

in night

AIR.

And

breezes
after

lots of

that

will

night.

That's the only way you can be sure of good
business the whole summer through. And the

VIGNETTING DEVICES,
Camera
Bass Camera Co., 100 N. DearAdv.) born St., Chicago, 111. (See
Bell & Howell Co., 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Burke & James, Inc., 240 E. Ontario St., Chicago, 111.

cost is so low you'll get the cost back in the first
two summers.
Send

hack the coupon

and

let us show

you how

easily it's done.

VINES, Artificial
(See Flowers, Artificial)
VIOLINS, Automatic
Mills Novelty Co., 221 S. Green
St., Chicago, 111. "ViolanoVirtuoso."
Violano-Virtuoso — See Mills
Novelty Co.
VOLT METERS
(See also Ammeters, Volt)
WARMERS, Electric Foot
(See Lobby Walls)
American Electrical Heater Co.,
Burroughs St. & Woodward
Ave., Detroit, Mich. "American Beauty."

FAN

TYPHOON
345
New

West

39th

York,

COMPANY

St.

N. Y.

^x^Gentlemen:
I want a better summer business. What can
you do for me?

ices in ies
Offpal
Cit
Princi
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Supply

Equipment
ALABAMA
Gueen
Feature
Film Co.,
1916^ Morris Ave., Birmingham, Ala.

Dealers

and

CONNECTICUT

INDIANA

Independent Movie Supply Co.,
131 Meadow St. (Branch Office), New Haven, Conn.

Exhibitors' Supply Co. of Ind.
(R. E. Gumm), 128 W. Ohio
S., Indianapolis, Ind.

COLORADO

CALIFORNIA
California Motion Picture Equip.
Co. (E. C. Andrews), 838 S.
Olive St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Denver Theatre Supply Co.,
(Edw. H. Mohrbacher), 2106
Broadway, Denver, Colo.

J. Slipper Co., 840 So. Olive St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc., (F.
A. Ramenstein), 822 21st St.,
Denver, Colo.

Electrical Products Corp., 1128
W. 16th St., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Pacific Amusement Supply Co.,
908 S. Olive St., Los Angeles,
Calif.
Ed. H. Kemp, 309 Turk
Francisco, Calif.

Distributors

DISTRICT

E. E. Fulton Co., Ill S. Capital
St., Indianapolis, Ind.
IOWA
Exhibitors' Supply Co. (L. L.
Phillips), 10th and High Sts.,
Des Moines, la.
KENTUCKY

of COLUMBIA

Washington Theatre Supply Co.
(A. Dresner), 908 G St., N.
W., Washington, D. C.
Southern Moving Picture Corp.
(W. E. Claflin), 319 McGill
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

American
Motion
Louisville,
Ky.

Picture

Co.,

Louisville
Film
Louisville,
Ky. &

Supply

Co.,

St., San

LOUISIANA
FLORIDA

Walter G. Preddey, 187 Golden
Gate Ave., San Francisco,
Calif.

Theatre Equipment Supply Co.
(R. M. Combs, Mgr.), 146
Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Calif.

Western Theatre Supply Co., (L.
G. Dolliver), 121-127 Golden
Gate Ave., San Francisco,
Calif.

Tampa Photo & Art Supply Co.
(W. C. Burgert), 314 Twiggs
St., Tampa, Fla.
GEORGIA

George Vivirito, 224
New Orleans, La.

Barrone,

MARYLAND
N. C. Haefele & Co. (N. C. HaeMd.
fele), 228 Gay St., Baltimore,

Theatre Equip. & Supply Co.,
158 Manetta St., Atlanta, Ga.
Southern Theatre Equipment Co.
(Wm. Oldknow), 100 Walton
St. (Main Office), Atlanta, Ga.

MASSACHUSETTS
Eastern Theatre

Supply Co. (R.

L. Hosmer), 43
St., Boston, Mass.

Winchester

ILINOIS
CANADA

Perkins Electric Co., Ltd., 347
Bleury St., Montreal.
Coleman
ronto.
Perkins

Electric Co. (J. H. Coleman), 21 Dundas St., To-

Electric, Ltd., 11 Temperance St., Toronto.

Perkins Electric, Ltd., 217
Dermot Ave., Winnipeg.

Mc-

Amusement Supply Co. (B. A.
Benson), 746 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Capital Merchandise Co. (B.
Pearlman), 538 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
Exhibitors Supply Co. (H. A. R.
Dutton), 825 S. Wabash Ave.
(Main Office), Chicago, HI.
Fulco Sales Co. (C. H. Fulton),
24-26 E. 8th St. (Main Office),
Chicago, 111.

& Stevens, Calgary, Alta.

Movie Supply Co. (S. S. Behrend), 844 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

United Elec. Co., Ltd. (R. E.
W. Fairleigh), 1118 Granville
St., Vancouver.

Western Motion Picture Co. (H.
D. Fairall), 102 y2 W. Main
St., Danville, 111.

Aaron

Exhibitors' Supply Co. (R. D.
Matson), 67 Church St., Boston, Mass.
United

Theatre

Equipment

(Jos. S. Cifre), 26-28
mont St., Boston, Mass.

Co.
Pied-

MINNESOTA
Exhibitors' Supply Co. (A. T.
Crawmer), 221 Loeb Arcade
Bldg.

(Branch Office), Minneapolis, Minn.

The Rialott Co. (S. A. Louis).
Minneapolis, Minn.
Standard

Theatre

Equipment

Corp. (Howard
Hall), 39
Western Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.

December

26, 1925
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MICHIGAN
McArthur
Grand
Mich.

Erker Bros., 608
Louis, Mo.

Behrend

Olive St., St.

E. E. Fulton Co., 3405
St. Louis, Mo.

Exhibitors' Supply Co. (G. D.
Brady), 149 E. Elizabeth St.,
Detroit, Mich.

Olive St.,
Capitol M. P. Supply Co. (Isadore Perse), 142 W. 46th St.,
New York, N. Y.

NEBRASKA
Capitol Theatre Equipment Co.
(E. Altman), 626 10th Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

Exhibitors' Supply Co. (O. H.
Dutton), 1518 Davenport St.
(Branch Office), Omaha, Neb.

Service Theatre Supply Co.
(George A. Rogers), 137 E.
Elizabeth St., Detroit, Mich.

U. S. Theatre Supply Co. (Win.
C. Raapke), Film Exchange
Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

Theatre
Equipment
Co., 2109
John R. St., Detroit, Mich.

Western Theatre Supply Co. (F.
A. Van Husen), 15th and
Davenport, Omaha, Neb.

Crown M. P. Supply Co. (J. H.
Katz), 138 West 46th St., New
York, N. Y.

MISSOURI
NEW

YORK

Cole Theatre Supply Co. (T. F.
Cole), 18th and Baltimore
Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

Empire Movie Supply Co., 42
Orange S., Albany, N. Y.

Charles M. Stebbins Picture Sup.
Co. (C. H. Badger), 1028
Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

Auburn Theatrical Supply Co.,
(Frank W. Spreter), Auburn,
N. Y.

Yale Theatre Supply Co. (C. D.
Struble), 108 W. 18th St.
(Main Office), Kansas City,
Mo.

Sam Kaplan, 357 Vermont St.,
Otto Greenbaum, 436 Cornelia St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Exhibitors' Supply Co., 3315
Olive St. (Branch Office), St.
Louis, Mo.

Becker Theatre Supply
(A. Becker), 416 Pearl
Buffalo, N. Y.

Shakespeare

BUT
TO

PLAY
HE

WAS

THE

IS THE
NOT

MODERN

THING"QUITE

UP

REQUIRE-

MENTS OF PRESENTATION.
HE

WAS

RIGHT—

BUT

NOT

THOROUGH.

The

keeps

Independent

Co.

Movie

CAROLINA

Exhibitors'
Supply
lotte, N. C.

Co.
St.,

A.

& B. Moving
Raleigh, N. C.

OF

AND

A

in step with the dictates
of modern business

THE

PATRONS,

GOES

INTO

MODERN

THE-

ATRE SHARE

TRADE

Picture

EVERYTHING

THAT

MAKING

Co., Char-

Dictates

PRESENTATION,

MUSIC

Supply

Carolina Theatre
Supply, 135
Church St., Charlotte, N. C.

SHAKESPEARE

EXHIBITORS

Co.
7th

NORTH

COMFORT

ELSE

Howell's Cinema Equipment
(Joe Hornstein), 740
Ave., New York, N. Y.

(W. H. Rabell), 729 7th Ave.
(Main Office), New York,
N. Y.

Business

Said:

THAT
"THE

Picture Supply

Co. (E. R. Behrend), 729 7th
Ave., New York, N. Y.

Equipment Co., 1963
River Ave., Detroit,

Amusement Supply Co., (Max
Rubin), 2105 R St., Detroit,
Mich.

Motion

WITH

WHAT

SAID.

REVIEW

Co.,
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Classified

Opportunities

Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash

Theatre

Construction

Philadelphia, Pa. — Archt. Hoffman Henon
•Co., Finance Bldg. Drawing plans for a theatre at S. W. cor. Broad and Girard Sts.
Owner, Stanley Co. of America.

Pittsburgh, Pa.— Archt. Thos. W. Lamb,
644 8th Ave., N. Y. C. Drew plans for a
theatre at Penn and Sixth Streets. Owner,
The Loew Theatrical Enterprises.
Manoa, Pa. — Archt. not selected. Contemplated. Owner W. C. Boyd, 221 S. Eagle Rd
Syracuse, N. Y.— Archt. Thos. W. Lamb,
644 8th Ave., N. Y. C. Theatre contemplated.
Owner Michael H. Mark, Theatrical Enterprises.
Niagara Falls, N. Y— Archts. E. B. Green
& Sons, 1 Niagara Square. Drew plans for
a theatre at Falls Street, Niagara Falls.
Owner, Niagara Gorge Railroad Co., 38 W.
Falls Street.
Princeton, N. J.— Archt. not selected.
Drawing plans for a theatre. Exact location
withheld. Owner, Triangle Club, Princeton
University.
Oaklyn, N. J.— Archts. Hodgens & Hill,
130 S. 15th St., Phila., Pa. Drawing plans
for a theatre at Ormond and Holley Avenues
Oaklyn. Owner, David Barrist, 301 N. 13th
St., Phila., Pa.
Duluth, Wis. — Archts. Gilliuson, Ellingson
& Erickson, Lonsdale Bldg. Drew plans
for a theatre at Superior St. and E. 2nd
Avenue. Owner, G. G. Hartley, 740 East
Superior Street.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Archt. L. A. Smith,
Lilyfletcher Bldg. Drew plans for a theatre
at Maplewood and Western Avenues. OwnBldg.er, West Coast Theatres, Inc, Film Exchange
F. C. Butt is building a new theatre in
Blue Ridge, Ga.

With

Copy

For Sale

Positions Wanted

EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
of battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
goods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair ; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.

AT LIBERTY — Experienced Operator, strictly reliable,
experience on
Powers
plex. five
Can years'
give references.
Please
state and
full Simparticulars. Clarence M. Anderson, 614 So. Bartlett
St., Canton, So. Dak.
MANAGER AVAILABLE
LIVE WIRE MANAGER open for position with
live theatre. At liberty after January first. Address,
S. J., 1238 N. 64th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa.

Local Films

FILMS FOR SALE— WESTERNS, CARTOONS,
Comedies. NewNorfolk,
list available.
EXCHANGE,
Arkansas. FINLEY'S FILM

MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial.
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20e per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS are saved by exhibitors yearly by buying their machines and organs
from us. Motiographs $165.00, two for $290.00.
Simplex $265.00, two for $485.00. Automatic Organ
Players, as low as $425.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
18 years experience has taught us how. WESTERN
FEATURE FILMS, 730 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
SACRIFICE 5-FIVE REEL FEATURES $10.00
each. Road of Evil — Beyond the Shadow — Little
Brother — Days of Daring, Tom Mix— Right Off the
Bat. 3-Six Reelers for $15.00 each. Circumstantial
Evidence — Price Women Pay — Lust of Ages. Ten
Single Reel features and comedies $10.00. These
pictures are in good shape. I have quit the road.
Am selling out — ship C. O. D. upon receipt of deposit. Geo. Scott, Box 57, Chetopa, Kansas.
FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre, seats 225.
New chairs ; new screen ; two Powers projectors. In
aHaven,
good Fla.
growing town. Geo. C. Morton, Lynn

2 LATEST TYPE "S" SIMPLEX LAMPHOUSES, perfect condition; 2 Peerless Arc Controls, all guaranteed. Atlas Moving Picture Co.,
538 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.
FOR SALE — UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER,
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for
City. Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
Box H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York
MARCHANT
CALCULATING
MACHINE— A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a real machine for $75.00. Box M. O., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York City.
ROAD
YOU.

SHOWS— WE HAVE THE STUFF FOR
Write ACME, Box 6, Atlanta, Georgia.
For Rent

MOTION
PICTURE Portable
and "Still"
sold
and exchanged.
lightsCameras
for salerented,
and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.

CINEMA

CORNER SPACE
with 4 private offices; solid partitions with
one elaborate private office including special
floor covering, railing, partition, etc.
Bethlehem Engineering Corporation
1650 Broadway at 51st Street

W anted
THEATRE CHAIRS WANTED— Highest Cash
Prices Paid. C. G. Demel, 845 South State, Chicago.
HIGH CLASS CARTOONIST, artist and camera
man; must be experienced in Bray and other popular systems of animation ; write ~ fully
first letter
~ catalog
for immediate connection. National
Film Studios,
311 So. Sarah St., St. Louis, Mo.

Will help
you increase
Bale*
Send
fornig
FREE
catalog
aim*
classified
Lists
National,
l-lndlrldoala
counts
andpriceson
classified
Daanag
ofProfTouresalons,
beatState,
prospective
customer*
Bi ess Firms.
1 Guaranteed
. you u C i ,
O by ref and of J r each
SEES!

FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre in good
county seat.' Town about 1,100 inhabitants; 325
seats ; good electric piano. Will rent, long lease ;
good deal
right parties. Address, M., ExhibitorstoTrade the
Review.

L. R. Brandon has just opened a new theatre in Dania, Fla.
H. W. Dorn will open a new theatre in
Larkin, Fla., about the first of March.

TITLES, presentation trailers, local movies, competent cameramen. Best service. Rector Advertising Service, Marshall, Illinois.

The

Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager: R. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" » the only picture publication
circulating throughout the Orient.
A Mr »n :
•CINEMA," 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

HERALDS
ED V
SHIPPED SAME DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED
Guaranteed Service — Good Work — Popula
Prices — Send for Trial Order.
dar I

FILMACIC
73f5 S. WABASH

COMPANY
AVE. CHICAGO

When

In

Need

Of

M ..
Film

rewinders — reel

machines — patching
and

measuring

Film

of

chemicals

light

Steel
bench

chairs
legs

machines
printers

changes

developing

racks — developing
drying

holders

a complete

machines — reduction

automatic

Automatic
chinery

and

and

machines — perforating

— polishing

Film

cleaner

photographic

Printing

and

blocks — reel

machines

cement — film

line

rewinders — splicing

and

drying

tanks — rack

ma-

stands

drums.

—

tables

and

—

bench

cabinets

—

shelves

—

drawers

Remember —

DUPLEX

EQUIPMENT

is more serviceable — more efficient — far more
and therefore most economical!

DUPLEX

MOTION
Long

PICTURE
Island

City,

New

durable

INDUSTRIES,
York

Inc.

GREEN

HER

Allene

As great a mystery
had to solve.
A

Miller

RayA.DWalter

heartless,

as any

Sherlock

cruel, criminal

castle from England,
it on the Hudson.
Does he also import
archer who
haunted

Holmes

millionaire

stone

by

stone,

ever

brings
and

a

erects

the ghost of the ancient
the historic structure in

England?
How
else can be explained the mysterious figure which stalks the corridors at night,
a deadly

menace

Is the charming

girl who

lives near by, the Green

Archer?
friend?

Is it her father?
Is it the handsome

Is it her father's
captain of the state

troopers

who

the girl?

As

a feature

Directed

is in love with
it would

a sensational,
I

to the oppressor?

be great.

surprising

by Spencer

As

a serial it is A

triumph.

Bennet

Scenario

by Frank

Leon

Smith

From

the book

by Edgar

Wallace

"EAUCiH
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MONTH

NUMBER"

last

and

Will

of '1925

cstament
'<>

1926

J

do

conwill

52
y192
Qualit
6
.
tract

be

jjositiv&iy
other

TTletro^old-

STARTING

NEW
What
Happy

New

we've

Year

is correct.

1926

is going to ring out some

old records and ring in some

new

ones.

got pictures to do that with.

Wait 'till^you see Lon
surpasses "The Unholy
You'll

RIGHT

1926 gets.

WletfO-Goldwyn-Mayer
And

THE

YEAR

a break

Lfear.

TTlayer

wifn-

an-

Chancy in "The
Three."

Black

agree that it's more than a phrase when
is another Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer year.

Bird"— his greatest. He
we

unquestionably

say:

Here's just an idea of what's coming at the beginning.
To help you start the New Year right.
With

showman-productions

And the tremendous
Lucky 1926.
You

new

get Cosmopolitan's

like "Dance

picturization

gigantic

Madness."

of Rex

production

it's the crowning fiction achievement
"Blood and Sand'' and others.
Prosperous
1926.

Beach's

of the man

who

Barrier."

wrote

Block,"

IS

pictures to make

New

(What

action.)

Torrent."
"The

by Rex

Talks" by Rupert Hughes. And Norma Shearer
Quality Fifty-Two had some treasures coming.

And though we're too busy making
We'll make this one:

1926

"The

of " I banez

The Quality Fifty-Two hands you "The Auction
story that brought him fame and fortune.)
And "Money
We
said The

(For the crowds.)

Four

Beach

in "The

Year

Horsemen,"

(a wonder-

Light Eternal. "

resolutions—

ANOTHER

M
ETRO-GOLDWYN
- ft! A YER
YEAR
Published weekly by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation at 34 North Crystal Street, East Stroudsburg, Pa. Editorial Offices, 45 West 45th Streets
New, York City. Subscription $2.00 year. Entered as second-class matter Aug. 5, 1922, at postoffice at East Stroudsburg, Pa., under Act df-March 3; If**""
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SURE

PROFITS
with

SHORT

26

The

these

FEATURES

"Hey
KID

Fellas!"
COMEDIES

Doin's and Disasters of Young America
Released every other week

"SHEIKS

and

26

COMEDIES
SHEBAS"
of Flapper Americans
Released every other week
(Made

by

McKnight-Womack

Episode

Prod.

Super

Inc.)

Serial

m
"The
Starring

Ben

Power

Wilson and
READY

Episode

Neva

Mystery

God"
Gerber

Serial

10

F "The
Mystery
Starring Ben Wilson and Neva
READY

Box"
Gerber

Fragments
of Life
Two Reel Dramatic Featurettes
Tales Told Without Titles

©

RELEASED

VITAL

THRU

EXCHANGES
DAVID R. HOCH REICH, President

Inc,

BY
(

DAVIS
218 West

DISTRIBUTING

DIVISION

Inc.

J. Charles Davis, II., President
42nd Street
New York,

N. Y.

Foreign Rights Controlled by Inter Ocean Film Corporation, 218 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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Extra

Laughs

on

Every

Program

w
1
8
22
15

CAMEO

COMEDIES

WE'S
GE.
H.HO
GE-POD
AN
HOD
LYM

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

T

Mem

F

S

2 10
3 ,— 4
„— <
9 17 11
16 31
23
80
24

:

29 CARTOONS
FELIX THE CAT
KINOGPJIMS-NEWS REEL-

Member,
Picture Proand Distributors
of
America, ducersMotion
Inc.,
Will H. Hays, President
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Extra

Profits

No

other

meant

so

To

Short

much

your

you

it is an
show

a

For

ever

when

make

And
when
best

your

your

you
you

know
book

service,

advertising

and

Educational

Laugh

you
an

January

show

can

the

to

bit weak —
a little

count

on

line

of

that

The moving picture theatres will help

the

you by showing the
best comedies — and

that

plenty of them — in
January.
The Educational
Pictures trade-mark
will serve as your
guide to the best in
comedies and other
Short Features.
Watch for these

cooperation

Picture —

the

funny pictures in
LAUGH MONTH

complete

all backed

HAMILTON COMEDIES
LUPINO LANE COMEDIES
BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES
WALTER HIERS COMEDIES
JIMMIE ADAMS COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
TUXEDO COMEDIES
JUVENILE COMEDIES
CAMEO COMEDIES

up

advertising.

this ad
help

and

Have a good, hearty laugh
every day in January, and
the rest of the year will
surely take care of itself.

better.

accessories,
helps —

save

her sense of humor —
her ability to laugh.

in

Profit

know

generally

One of the principal reasons for
America's greatness is

pictures

leaders

You

starting it with a
month of laughter.

attrac-

Added

Educational

national

9th,

will

publicity

carries

of

lobby.

is a

best

a full

consistent

Post,

feature

'HE whole coun-

Pictures

undisputed

in The

you

build

Saturday
bigger

Evening

business

in

Month.

Book

1926

try is being encouraged to make
1926 a better year by

added

years

assurance

Picture

in

Showman.

of a fine

the

Show

has

Educational

it in your

Educational

it will

by

the

been

trade-mark

as

program.

it have

you

when

day

You

Every

field.

To

an

to

is a guarantee

tion on your

their

Features

patrons

trade-mark

bearing

for

HODGEPODGE
LYMAN
H. HOWE'S
FELIX THE CAT CARTOONS

(%9<lujxittittuz£

$lctuAje&
.

and

Boost

Bigger

them

Profits*

for

"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"
EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. Hammons. President
Executive Offices
370 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

THE
THE
PLACE

DATE
AND

EANCE
ASTOR

FEB

1926 h
6t
Paste this
Date
Your

in
Hat

Let the sirens shriek and cannons roar — The big A. M. P. A. Annual
NAKED TRUTH DINNER is coming . . . The Date, Feb. 6th,
1926— The Place, Astor Hotel, New York City.
One Hundred and Seventy-six high pressure A. M. P. A. Advertising
and Publicity Men behind it with full steam up, putting it over in a
manner that will surpass any NAKED TRUTH DINNER in history.

2 —

Famous

Jazz

Orchestras

—

2

Two of New York's famous orchestras for constant and continuous
dancing till early dawn . . . (When one stops the other starts).
The "Eye and Hoof affair" of many seasons ... 100 tables— 100
stars including the 12 immortals of the Motion Picture Industry.
(Note) — Owing
the unprecedented
demand advises
for tickets
year'stables
A. M.
P.
NAKED
TRUTHto DINNER,
the Committee
that to
all last
desiring
or tickets
make reservations without delay. Address your requests to Charles Einfeld, care of
First National Pictures Corp., 383 Madison Avenue, New York City. Let's got 11

HOTEL

GRAND
BALL
City
ROOM
New

York

JAN

-8

1926
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Michael L. Simmons
Henry A. Linet
GEO.

J

Staff Editor
Exploitation Editor

C. WILLIAMS
President

James A

Cron

Advertising Manager

Herman J. Senleier
Larry S. Harris

Business Manager

JheVsher

Equipment Manager

says.
/
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No.

1
"What

a mob

we've

got in here with

'The Merry Widow/
Matinees are
packed and weVe had standing room
CONTENTS
PICTORIAL
"For the Laugh Month"

every night. Looks like they'll keep
the picture another week or more.

PRESENTATIONS

That's

Goldwyn- Mayer

.._

A Lunatic at Large
REGULAR

another

one

films.

the business."
DEPARTMENTS

Editorial
the

Review of the Week

Ask

Daily Review Section

man

Seidman's Tax Report
Laugh Month Section
A New Day

who

—

is

Shorts in Germany
Shorts Reviews _
Production Highlights

playing

Box Office Reviews 1.
Production Charts

Copyright 1926 by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation

/
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of those
They

Metro*
sure do

trade-ads

The

that

you

tell

this

is

a

ear

?
1926

box-offices

tell

Erst

you

that

National

is tumtinq
with

$2,000

Cash

Prizes

For Exploitation

aivai/

it!

See your Exchange Manager
for the details of the
First National Month Contest
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We Business fhpcr ofthe Motion fidure Industry

Editorial

it's here. Laugh Month. The first
WELL,
really concerted move to make Short Features the factor in picture profits they ought
to be.
Where
Month

are the profits to be earned

thing works?

this business
At

Where

do all the profits of

originate?

the box-office.

So Laugh

if this Laugh

Month

is an Exhibitor

American

for tragedy,
we

Month

associate
wouldn't

goes for pictures of

fore, is soundly
perament.
When
wants.
When
is a broad
put some
When

idea of Laugh

in accord

Month,

with the American

you sell laughs, you sell what

you

all

you

theretem-

the public

are selling an article for which

basic demand

there

are in duty bound

selling pressure back

to

of it.

you hide your exploitation

when

you

can afford to invest

extra dollars in advertising

are threadbare.

the Short

Fea-

light under

a

bushel there's considerable likelihood that it will
go out.
Laugh Month will go over with a profit
to you in proportion to the effort you make
i your public what it means.

to tell

But

Not

rehashed

exploitation

of

stunts that
your

own

planning, tied wherever possible with the local color, sentiment and thought of your community.
Possessing

public regards a good laugh as a

fundamental

This is one month

stuff out of the cannery.

precious thing. It hides its tears, but it is boisterous with its chuckles.
The

means
papers, among others, that Laugh
something, will do a considerable part of the job.

But advertising isn't the whole job. Here's a
unique chance for Original Exploitation. Not

lengths.
The

your news-

tures you ordinarily give casual mention.

But we knoAv — statistics prove it— that the comedy element is the most important single factor in
That

will convince

re-

Institution, or

for the sordid type of entertainment
with the Russian mind, Laugh
have a chance of going over.

which

perfunctory

Month

else.

public Avere hungry

picture success.

Real advertising

a few
Nowhere

it isn't anything. It is a plain, practical, commonsense selling idea to build attendance.
If the American

Perfunctory effort will bring
turns, or none at all.

Here's

local flavor.
a month

in which

you have

opportunity to demonstrate that you
rather rare talent, Showmanship. To
some

added

added

profit.

laurels

while

you

are

an unusual
possess that
get yourself

getting some

the case, the first Laugh Month
will be the hardest. But if you pitch in now and
make this one the outstanding success it ought to
As

is always

be, you will need
again.
Let's

make

no selling when

this a

unanimous

it rolls around

job.

It will

help us to get the eggs into two baskets where
we have been carrying too many in one. It will
put us on the basis of selling entertainment programs, rather than individual pieces of the other
fellow's merchandise. And
lic. Which is enough.

it will please the pub-
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The
ALBANY, Dec. 28.— Harry M. Brooks, of
Troy, N. Y., who was recently elected to the
New York State Legislature, was also honored last week by being re-elected president of
the Motion Picture Machine Operators'
Union of his home city.
CHICAGO, Dec. 28.— Eleven officials of
the Consolidated Realty and Theatre Corporation will be arraigned next Monday before Federal Judge James H. Wilkerson.
The officials have been indicted by the Federal Grand Jury on charges of using the
mails to defraud. $4,000,000 is the sum
which will probably be lost to investors.
Frederick Grueneberg and his son are the
heads of the corporation.
WASHINGTON, D. C, Dec. 29.— With all
the publicity given the reopening of the Rivoli Theatre, New York, under the management of Publix Theatres, with Sam Katz as
the active and dominant executive, many of
First National's sub-franchise holders
throughout the country are beginning to
wonder just how their interests are going to
be affected by this alignment of one of the
principal factors in First National, as at
present constituted, with their principal competition, the Famous houses.
The question is being asked, naturally,
How can Sam Katz continue on both sides
of the competitive fence?
Facts thus far developed seem to indicate
that the affiliation between Famous and Katz
supposed to have been forced in part, at
least, by the activities of the Federal Trade
Commission, has in fact proven the one thing
which threatens disaster to Famous' most
powerful rival. Thus, it is charged, in the
guise of conforming with the ideas of the
Commission, Famous has actually turned a
defeat into a potential move for further aggression, leaving the minority of the First
National crowd who wish to continue free
and independent of Zukor domination very
much out on a limb.
The idea that Sam Katz, by his personal
affiliation with Famous Players-Lasky, can in
any way change the policy of First National
as a competitor of Famous, or impair the interests of its subfranchise holders who find
themselves in competition with the FamousKatz Publix theatres was ridiculed by Richard A. Rowland, General Manager of First
National, in an interview yesterday, following publication in this newspaper of a Washington report that government agencies are
watching the Publix-Katz-Famous deal.
The question continues to be raised, however, whether Sam Katz can do a balancing
act of such magnitude in view of his dominant interest in the First National organization, as reflected in his control, through financial, booking or other arrangements of more
than 50 per cent of the franchises of that
company.
Confirming rumors which have persisted
in the last ten days that Carl Laemmle, on
behalf of Universal Pictures and the Ufa
Company of Berlin, Germany, have been unable to get together on a satisfactory basis,
to complete their proposed contract and loan,
comes a cable from Berlin which indicates
that negotiations between the two companies
are off.
The new report from Berlin says that Ufa
has finally concluded an agreement with the
Paramount and Metro-Goldwyn Companies.
Famous Players-Lasky and Metro-Goldwyn are reported extending credits to Ufa
to the amount of ^4,000,000 for ten years on
terms of
per cent interest.

Week

in

Review

CALENDAR

Jan. 28. — Meeting, Board of Directors M.
P. T. O. of N. J., Morristown, N. J.
Jan. 6— Meeting Western Pa. M. P. T. O.,
at Pittsburgh.
Feb. 6.— A. M. P. A, Naked Truth Dinner,
Astor Hotel.
Feb. 10.— Brooklyn M. P. T. O., dinnerdance, Hotel Bossert.
Feb. 12.— Sixth annual ball T. O. C, Hotel
Astor.
Awaiting the signing of the final papers, a
deal is pending between Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and the International
Newsreel Corporation, whereby International
will produce a weekly or semi-weekly newsreel for distribution only in the Publix Theatres of the Zukor-Katz organization.
Until the nature of the new Famous Players-Lasky newsreel release is ascertained, it
will not be known whether the two newsreels will be of a competitive character.
The motion made in the Supreme Court of
Kings County before Justice Lewis by the
Carnation Photoplay Company, Inc., owners
of the Empire Theatre, Staten Island, for an
injunction to prevent the picketing of its
theatre by motion picture operators, was
denied by the Justice. The injunction was
sought against the operators' union through its
president, Joseph Basson.
J. D. Williams, general manager, and
George T. Eaton, chairman of the Board of
British National Pictures, are sailing from
London on January 6 with prints of their
nroductions "Nell Gwynne," the Herbert
Wilcox production starring Lillian Gish, and
the H. G. Ponting picture of Scott's last
Antarctic Expedition, "The Great While
Deeds to the new $1,500,000 Texas theatre
Silence."
San Antonio, Texas, have been filed. The
building will be financed by L. J. Hart and
managed by W. I. Lytle, general manager
San Antonio Amusement Co., and Famous
Players-Lasky will operate the theatre when
ready for opening.
S. S. Prellberg, president of Excellent
Pictures Corporation, 1560 Broadway New
York City, announced last week that his company has engaged Pauline Frederick for a
series of screen dramas. The first of this
series will be started on January 20th in
New York City.
FredNiblo
Niblo,(Enid
director
of "Ben>
Hur,"
Mrs.
Bennett)
arrived
on and
the
Twentieth Century yesterday to attend the
opening of the massive Metro-GoldwynMayer production at the George M. Cohan
Theatre tomorrow night.
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.— The Liberty
Film Company will ^tablis^ a branch office
and exchange at Oklahoma City January 1st,
occupying a part of the Metro-Goldwyn
building at Robinson and Pottowatomie Avenues.
Joseph M. Seider, business manager, will
address a special meeting of the Western
Pennsylvania; Motion Picture Theatre Owners
in Pittsburgh on January 6th.
Another bill will be introduced in Congress
by Rep. W. I. Swope, (Rep. of Pa.) asking
a Federal Commission to regulate the motion
picture industry.

Joseph Stern and Louis Golding have
leased for a period of 15 years a building
in Millburn, N. J. containing a theatre
seating 1,000, three stores and seven offices.
The theatre will be opened on March 1st,
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah.— The American Theatre Co., Inc., has applied to the
State Securities Commission for permission
to sell 4,000 shares of preferred cumulative
stock at $100 per share.
Tom McNamera,
of the Dix
"Us unit
Boys"
cartoons,
has joined creator
the Richard
as
comedy constructor for the Paramount star's
next picture, "Let's Get Married."
The West Coast Theatres, Inc., latest addition to their 200 houses, the new West Coast
Imperial Theatre at Ocean Boulevard and
American Avenue, Long Beach, opened last
week.
It became known yesterday that as the result of a protest telegraphed to R. F. Woodhull, President of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, by thirty independent Exhibitors of St. Louis, Mo., who are
alarmed over the effect of the projected
William Fox theatre on their future business,
Fox has agreed to meet with the St. Louis
theatre owners about January 15th, presumably for a discussion of their situation and
the future Fox policy in St. Louis.
OTTAWA, Canada. — • The discussion
throughout Canada regarding the muchmooted British quota scheme, both in the
press and in moving pictures circles, has had
a very interesting result in that it has provided a definite impetus in the demand for
the short subjects released by the Canadian
Government Moving Picture Studio at Ottawa, Ontario, under the direction of Raymond S. Peck.
R. T. Newton, who recently resigned from
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation after
having been connected with the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises and the Southern Enterprises for
eight years, has been signed by the New
Universal Chain Theatres, Inc.
S. L. Rothafel, the genial Roxy of radio
and motion picture fame, has taken permanent quarters at Steinway Hall, 113 West 57th
Street, room 605, where he presides over the
destinies of the new Roxy Theatre.
Sierra Pictures, Inc., of Hollywood, Calif.,
has opened an office at 729 Seventh Avenue,
New dent
York
with in
Dalecharge.
Hanshaw, presiof the City,
company,

Too

Many

Theatres

ALBANY, Dec. 26.— Theatre managers in Schenectady, N. Y., particularly those in the downtown section,
declare that for a city of its size
Schenectady is far overseated at the
present time and this with a letdown
in business at the General Electric
Works, is responsible for many of the
houses being only partly filled these
days. In the downtown section at
the present time, there are nearly a
dozen theatres, including the Albany,
Barcli, Strand, State, Crescent, Happy
Hour, the Hudson, Van Curler, as
well as Proctor's. Despite this fact,
Proctor interests are erecting a half
million dollar theatre which will be
ready for opening several months
hence.
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Cables

JANUARY

"Ben

Hur"

Director
Abroad For Rest
Fred Niblo, director of the mammoth
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production, "Ben
Hur," which was three years in the making,
is going- to take a much deserved rest abroad,
He will sail for Europe in several weeks for
a rest and to look over material for future
pictures. He plans to return to the M-G-M
studio by March 1st to start his next production.
Niblo is receiving the congratulations of the
entire industry these days, and the general
verdict is that he has done an excellent job.
He has a contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
to do five more pictures and to keep his hand
in trim after such a super picture as "Ben
Hur" he is thinking seriously of directing the
next three or four pictures all at once.
In an interview Thursday, Niblo entertained
with stories of how the production was filmed
and the difficulties which it presented, both
here and abroad.
^ # %
Gerhardt New Manager
Publicity Warners Theatre
George Gerhardt, formerly motion picture
editor of the New York World, has been engaged by Warner Brothers to take entire
charge of the publicity at the Warner Theatre.
Hereafter the publicity will be handled from
the Warner home office.
*
*
Marchal to West Coast
Arlette Marchal, Parisian actress who arrived in New York to appear in Paramount
pictures, departs for the West Cosst Saturday
on the Lake Shore. She has been cast for an
important role in the new picture which will
co-star Betty Bronson and Ricardo Cortez.
William Wellman will direct.

COMBINE

Deal

Famous

Closings

ADVANCES

Industry

2

New
and

Courtland Smith Resigns
Following the resignation today,
December 31, of Courtland Smith,
of the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, of which
Will H. Hays is president, to become
associated with thir Fox Theatres
Corporation, Carl E. Milliken, nationally known churchman and exGovernor of Maine from 1917 to
1921, was appointed secretary.
Ex-Governor Milliken is a member
of the Board of Directors of the religious Motion picture Foundation.
He has also produced a series of
pictures featuring the state of Maine.

Picture

on

Make

Final

Deal

$4,000,000

AT

7%

%o

Further cable advice from Wynne- Jones of the UFA Company, from Berlin,
has been received by the New York office on Thursday which confirm the earlier
newspaper reports of the contracts signed with Famous Player s-Lasky Corporation and Metro-Goldwyn.
Following is the context of the cable :
"Contract signed this morning UFAIn a purported conversation with a German
Famous
Loew
Metro
Mutual distribution giving UFA production access to
correspondent Wednesday Laemmle is reported as saying :
American Market. Contract most satis"We have never desired a monopoly of
factory to all parties. Wynne- Jones."
American film releases on the German marAccording to the meagre reports published
in various newspapers in New York on
many. ket, and only sought to insure exhibition
Wednesday and Thursday, Famous Players
possibilities for Universal photoplays in Geracting in close combination with Metro-GoldSatisfaction apparently is expressed on all
wyn, have agreed to advance $4,000,000 credit
to UFA for ten years on terms of 7j/2 per
sides with the outcome of the battle in Berlin,
cent interest, in exchange for the distribution
but further details of what the actual transof their pictures in more than 130 UFA
actions are, will be forthcoming in the next
few days.
theatres, which distribution, however, they
must share with Universal Films in return for
that corporation's agreement to relinquish the
contract entered into with the German comNew Theatres Planned
pany.
ST. LOUIS, — The Laventhal Theatres,
Laemmle is reported as withdrawing his ofInc., which now has the Union, Mikado, Emfer to advance credits of 15 000,000 marks to
UFA, and will not be obligated to place
Ashlandfor and
Newstead, plans
Plaza, announced
lon hasbassy,
also
two O'FaladdiGerman productions on the American market.
tional houses both of which win pronaDIy be
He will, however, be privileged to release a
started in 1926. These are the Sanford at
number of Jewel productions in Germany.
Union boulevard and Northland avenue,
Famous Players-Lasky and Metro will conwhich will seat approximately 3,000, and antribute amajor portion of the pictures which
other house at Euclid and St. Louis avenues.
the UFA controlled theatres will need. In
This company was formally incorporated the
(urn they are to release ten German productions in American theatres annualiv.
past week, succeeding the Embassy Amusement Company, which was controlled by the
same
interests.
The two American producing concerns
>{; sjc :fc
agree to co-operate with UFA in the production of two German features annually.
International Newsreel
One correspondent reports that it was the
Boosts Laugh Month
threat used by the film combination to avert
the turning over cf control of American proA special
Month
section
in Interductions in Germany by Universal, to build
nationalLaugh
Newsreel No.
1, the
current
issue,
an extensive chain of houses abroad which
and a full page layout now being sent out to
would offer such a menacing competition to
newspapers all over the country by the King
UFA that it would practically force it to
Feature Syndicate, mark two important steps
liquidate.
during the past week in the drive for National Laugh Month.# * *
Before sailing for Berlin, Laemmle announced that through prior contracts with
UFA's two leading competitors in Germany,,
Title Changed
and through his coming contract with UFA,
Universal would be in a position *o virtually
"Hassan," James Elroy Flecker's famous
control all, foreign pictures coming into Gerstage spectacle, will be released under the
many, and that other American producers
title of "The Lady of the Harem," according
seeking to release their product abroad would
to an announcement today by Hector Turnhave to let them come through Universal.
lull, a:soc:ate producer at ihe Lasky studio.
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Press

Opinion

Two developments loom large in recent
news of the British film trade, and there
is not a little nervousness over the prospect
of what is likely to follow.
The first is the rejection by a majority of
British exhibitors of the production plan
drawn up for submission to the government,
which anticipated the establishment of a
compulsory quota of British films on all programs in the United Kingdom, and also
looked to reforms in the distribution of pictures in this country.
The other development lies in the strong
hints that the government will take action on
its own initiative to revive British film making, and these suggestions are of such a nature that there can be no doubt of the British
government having some definite plan in
hand.
Still another development, though not so
outstanding as the other two, is causing a
good deal of discussion and some apprehension, and may be part and parcel of the government scheme. This is the announcement
that the Federation of British Industries has
a plan ready for submission to the government, which will impose upon exhibitors a
still larger quota of British films than in the
original plan which has now been rejected by
the exhibitors.
The voting of the members of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association revealed that
against the plan stood 79 exhibitors, while
609 were in favor of it. There appears to be,
however, much more feeling against this
scheme than the voting figures indicate. Only
one vote was cast in favor of the plan in the
London area.
The situation has been well summed up in a
brief statement in The Times.
"The reason for the rejection of the
scheme," it runs, "seems to have been the
distrustment inofthe
any internal
interference
by of
the the
Governaffairs
film
trade and the dislike of the suggested
quota system for British films, which, while
helpingBritishto production,
was maintained
by
exhibitors
be an exceedingly
doubtful
aid to the picture theatre proprietor."
To illustrate this, here is a short statement
from a representative British exhibitor :
"No output of British films have yet proved,
on the whole, of commercial value to exhibitors. In fact, it might be stated that certain
outputs have cost them a great deal of money
and loss of patronage. To suggest, therefore,
that we shall be compelled to exhibit a product
which in the past has not succeeded on its
merits, is stretching the patience of a business
man to the breaking point."
"No Compulsory Films"

British

Plan

Quota
Much-Discussed

on

Project of Limiting Import of American
Reveals Conflict of Sentiment

pulsory legislation now proposed will not
bring the result that its sponsors desire.
"British films have failed to secure their
proper place on the screen not through lack
of opportunity, but through lack of intellivalues. gent understanding of entertainment
"The British film at its worst is very bad,
but not worse than many of its foreign
competitors. The British film at its best
does not reach the entertainment standard
of the best foreign films.
"British
are mediocrities,
in thisis
world
of films
modern
entertainmentandthere
not much room for mediocrities.
"Compulsory
films There
carry isan
essential
stigma
of inferiority.
no incentive
to see compulsory films, no one wants compulsory entertainment of any kind."
"Machine-Made

"In the excellent plan whereby the
British film industry is seeking to bring
about a revival of film making in this
country it is stipulated that a Board of
Trade authority shall have the right to reject all films falling below a reasonable
standard of entertainment. Had such an
authority judged recent American film imports the public would have mercifully been
saved from about half these pictures.
"The pictures we receive from the
United States grow steadily and incredibly
poorer in quality, and, because of the
sausage-machine methods now generally
employed in American picture making,
there is no likelihood of improvement.
There is every likelihood that the American
film industry will commit suicide."

Ferguson
Laugh

Declares
Month in Texas

From the Dallas (Texas) branch of Educational Films, comes word that due to the diligent activities of local film men, "Ma" Ferguson, governor of Texas, has officially declared
January as Laugh Month for that state.
Following this declaration, Educational
Branch Manager Frank Tombs has journeved
to Austin at the head of a group of local film
men, where a news reel will be taken showing
the governor inaugurating the laugh campaign, and this will be shown throughout the
state to help stimulate activities.
New

JANUARY
IS
LAUGH
MONTH

FORGET

IT!

DON'T

Films"

Turning from The Sunday Express, we
find in The Sunday Pictorial, a widely circulated journal, a point of view differing radically from that expressed by Mr. Atkinson.
Writing under the heading quoted at the top
of his paragraph, W. A. Mutch, another
leading critic of films, supports the plan for a
revival of British production, now rejected,
and takes occasion to castigate American
films severely. As Mr. Mutch expresses ideas
typical of what is often heard here, it may be
a good idea to quote salient paragraphs from
his article :

"Ma"

Films

Incorporations

The above headline, placed at the top of
this paragraph, has become a slogan with
many opponents to the proposed plan, particularly in the newspaper and exhibiting fields.
These commentators declare that the whole
scheme is opposed to the traditional British
belief in libery. No clearer idea of this point
of view can be given American readers than
to quote G. A. Atkinson, widely read film
observer, in The Sunday Express:

ALBANY, N. Y.— Basil Dean, securities
and motion pictures, $10,000; B. Dean, P.
Feiner, A. C. Scheer. (Attys. Stern & Reubens, 149 Broadway.)
Leander Development Corporation realtv,
theatres, $1,000,000; H. H. Boyce, T. E. Ham34th St.)mond. (Atty., O. W. Muehlenbrink, 47 West

"Every
one wishes
a fair percentage of British
filmsto onsee British
screens.
Sympathy for British films does not blind
cool observers to the fact that the com-

Capital Reductions
Van Wyck Amusement Co., Brooklyn, has
reduced their capital from $420,000 to $50,000.

THEATRE

CONSTRUCTION

Manoa, Pa. — Archt. not selected. Contemplated. Owner, W. C. Boyd, 21 S. Eagle road.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Archt., Thos. W. Lamb,
644 Eighth ave, New York City. Theatre contemplated. Owner, Michael H. Mark Theatrical Enterprises.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. — Archts., E. B. Green
& Sons, 1 Niagara Square. Drew plans for a
theatre at Falls St., Niagara Falls. Owner,
Niagara Gorge Railroad Co., 38 W. Falls st.
Princeton, N. J.— Archt. not selected. Drawing plans for a theatre. Exact location withversity.held. Owner, Triangle Club, Princeton UniOaklyn, N. J.— Archts., Hodgens & Hill, 130
S. 15th st., Philadelphia, Pa. Drawing plans
for a theatre at Ormond and Holley aves.,
Oaklyn. Owner, David Barrist, 301 North
13th st, Philadelphia, Pa.
Duluth, Wis. — Archts., Gilliuson, Ellingson
& Erickson, Lonsdale Bldg. Drew plans for a
theatre at Superior st. and East 2nd ave.
Owner, G. G. Hartley, 740 East Superior st.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Archt., L. A. Smith,
Lilyfletcher Bldg. Drew plans for a theatre
at Maplewood and Western aves. Owner,
West
Coast Theatres, Inc., Film Exchange
Building.
Auction

Sale

120 shares Blue Ribbon Pictures, Inc., trust
certificates, were sold yesterday at $10 per
share.
Mr. Exhibitor: Askforatthe
the Film Exchanges

It'* little to ask for, but it't the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians
to help put the picture over.
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STELLA

DALLAS

There is no doubt that in "Stella Dallas,"
United Artists has given to the picture
going public one of the outstanding pictures of the year. With Belle Bennett,
Ronald Coleman and Lois Moran in the
cast, little is left to be desired in this
superb picture of mother love. Touching
pathos, and heart interest result in fine,
convincing drama

The

New

Tax

Law

By L. M. SEIDMAN
The ninth of a series of articles appearing in the Exhibitors
on income tax laws of this country
Before taking up the subject announced for
this article, I want to say a word about the
new law that is being proposed. So many
inquiries have been made concerning it, that
it might be best to clear the atmosphere at
this time.
In the first place, let it be said that no
new law has as yet been passed. A bill has
gone through the House of Representatives,
but no action has as yet been taken by the
Senate. In view of the fact that the Senate
usually makes very drastic changes in tax
bills sent to it by the House, I hardly think
it of advantage to discuss the provisions of
the bill as it now stands. Readers may rest
assured, however, that if a new law is passed
the important changes will be completely discussed in these columns.
What can be said at this time is that it
looks as if a new law will be passed that
will decrease tax rates considerably and increase exemptions. Whether the benefits of
this change will accrue to 1925 returns or
not cannot be said. Sentiment in Washington
is strongly in favor of applying the new
rates to 1925 returns, but there may be some
difficulty in getting a new law passed before
March 15, when 1925 returns must all be
filed.
Another point might be mentioned in connection with the prospective law, particularly
as regards its effect on the articles appearing
in this department. It can almost be said with
a certainty that the subjects that will here
be discussed will not be in any wise affected
by the new law. The most significant phase
of any new law would be the rate changes.
The substance of the law, that is, what is
income and what is not income, is bound to
continue practically the same. Should readers
have any questions about the proposed new
law, however, they should feel free to submit
them and I shall be glad to answer them.
NET LOSSES
Now to get to the subject for this article — ■
the effect on the income tax where a person,
instead of having a net income, has a net
loss. There is one very equitable provision

Trade Review

in the law which makes it possible for aperson who has had a net loss in une yeai
to apply that loss against the income of subsequent years. There was a time when that
could not be done, as a result of which a
great injustice to taxpayers was worked. A
large profit might have been reported one
3'ear, only to find itself more than wiped ou:
in the next year. A tax had to be paid on
the profits, but there was no way of recouping
it as a result of the losses.
Congress recognized the unfairness of ttiij
situation, and embodied in the law wh^.
known as the net loss section. A net loss
defined as a net loss resulting from the operations of a trade or business. In other words,
the section applies only to business losses.
What is a business is difficult to say with any
particularity. The law regard it in the same
light as the word is popularly accepted.
The computation of the amount of the net
loss is rather technical and involved. It is
not merely the1 excess of deductions over income. There are several factors that need be
considered but that would only be confusing
if mentioned here. For our purposes, we will
therefore regard a net loss as being the excess of the total business deductions over the
entire gross income of the taxpayer.
Where such a loss exists, the law says that
it can be applied as a deduction against the
income of the next succeeding year, and if it
exceeds the income of that year, the excess
can be applied against the income of the
second succeeding year. In other words, if
for 1925 a taxpayer has a net loss of say
$10,000, and a net income in 1926 of $15,000,
the $10,000 will be deductible from the 1926
income, and a tax will be paid only on the
difference of $5,000. If the income in 1926
were $6,000 instead cf $15,000, the 1925 net
loss being greater than that amount by $4,000,
this $4,000 would be deductible from 1927 income. However, the effect of the net loss1 of
one year cannot be carried beyond two years.
As the net loss provision was in effect
during 1924, if a taxpayer sustained a net
loss in that year it can be deducted from his
1925 income.
Likewise, when a net loss was

sustained in 1923, which was greater than
1924 income, the excess can be deducted from
1925 income. In other words, it works both
ways. Current net losses can be applied
against the income of the next two succeeding
years, and the net losses of the previous two
years can be deducted from current income
in the manner outlined.
It will, therefore, be seen how important it
is for one to take pains in accounting for
losses just as much as for income. Taxpayers
are prone to become indifferent about their
figures when losses are involved, feeling that
the government is interested only in profits.
Such an attitude works an injustice to the
taxpayer as well as to the government, for
those net losses serve as deductions from
future income, and at that time must be
properly substantiated and supported if they
are to be allowed.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q. A married man living with his wife has
an income gross of $4,900 per year and net
$2,400 per year. His wife dies and he receives
$1,000 life insurance. Does he add this $1,000
to his $4,900 gross income? Then must he
make out an income tax return? If so, will
he be compelled to pay tax on the insurance
money? He continues at the head of the
house. Will he be considered as a single man
or a married man (that is, will he be allowed
an exemption of $1,000), or what exemption
will be allowed?
A. A married man is entitled to a personal
exemption of $2,500. If his net income is less
than this amount, he need not file a return,
provided his gross income is less than $5,000.
The $1,000 proceeds from life insurance are
not income, and no tax is payable on such
proceeds. In the case cited, after the death
of the wife he is still entitled to an exemption of $2,500, plus $400 for each dependent.
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Davis

Distributing

Division

Makes

a New

Years

Gift to "Laff'

Month With "Ringling's Rivals," a "Hey Fellas''
Comedy Released Through Vital Exchanges
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Laugh

Month
On

Comedies

Mack

Sennett

The production of comedies in tune for
"Laugh Month" is humming at the Mack
Sennett Studios in California where several
series of Pathe Comedies are made.
Director Eddie Cline has just completed
an Alice Day two-reel comedy vehicle in
which the star was supported by Danny
O'Shea, Ruth Taylor, Joe Young and Eddie
Quillan. Cline is starting another Alice Day
two-reeler with a cast including the leads in
her completed comedy, with the addition of
Sunshine Hart.

Above is a facsimile of the Riesenfeld
Medal which was awarded for the best
short subject of the year of 1925, and went
to Earl W. Hammons, Pres. of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., who released
"The Voice of the Nightingale," the winning subject

N.

P.

FILM

CO.

introduces
THE

CLEVER

YOUNG

FERRE

DOM FERRE
Nicol Parre Produces His Comedies and
is open to contract with any distributors
N. P. FILM
412 Lake

CO.

St., Brooklyn,

add to the merriment of
Among these is the latest
special comedy, "Saturday
.** t * *
Highlights

COMEDIAN
DOM

Lloyd Bacon has completed direction of
Ralph Graves in a star comedy of the Graves
series with a supporting cast including Thelma Parr, Marvin Lobach and Sunshine Hart.
Following this he began production of another Graves comedy with Thelma Parr and
Marvin Lobach again supporting the star.
Director Del Lloyd, who guides the unit
appearing in the series of star - comedies
bearing the "Mack Sennett" brand name, is
in the midst of production. As usual Billy
Bevan and Andy Clyde are prominently cast,
in addition are such well-known players in
Pathe comedies as Madeline Hurlock, Kewpie
Morgan and Louise Carver.
Several comedies from the Mack Sennett
studios are scheduled for Pathe release to

N. Y.

"Laugh Month."
Harry Langdon
Afternoon."
"

of Pathe's

Output

Highlights of the Pathe shr rt-feature program for the week of December 27th are
"Flaming Flappers," a Glenn Tryon two-reel
comedy produced by Hal Roach and "Fins
and Feathers," a novelty Grantland Rice
"Sportlight." Other screen attractions listed
for this date are "On the Storm King Road,"
the fourth chapter of the Patheserial "The
Green Archer" ; "Noah and His Troubles,"
one of the "Aesop's Film Fables" ; "Topics of

Humming
Lot

the Day," the reel of laughs from the world
press; Pathe Review No. 52, screen magazine ;and two issues of Pathe News.

"Flaming Flappers" is a modern fun concoction based upon happenings of the times.
Glenn Tryon is the star of this Hal Roach
two-reeler which Fred L. Guiol directed.
Tryon is supported by Jimmie Finlayson,
Tyler Brooke, Charlotte Mineau, Yvonne
Howell, Sue "Bugs" O'Neill and Sally Long.
"Fins and Feathers" is one of Grantland
Rice's entertaining "Sportlights," revealing
thrilling scenes of fishing and hunting that
sports lovers will revel in. The scenes were
taken in various sections of the United States.
The Patheserial, "The Green Archer,"
reaches the fourth chapter entitled "On the
Storm King Road."
Pathe Review No. 52 features Annette
Kellerman in demonstration of her prowess
as a dancer. The multiple-action made by the
"process-camera" provides both merriment
and wonder. "Yale" of the new series
"American Colleges in Pathecolor" is another
subject of this issue, which also includes
"The Triangle," one of the "Makin's of an
Artist"
series by Hy Mayer.
"Noah and His Troubles" is a mirthful animated cartoon of the "Aesop's Film Fables"
series. "Topics of the Day" and two issues
of Pathe News complete the December 27
program announced by Pathe.
* ,* *

"Congrats"

for Red

Seal

Red Seal's release of "Through Three
Reigns," a short subject dealing with the
reigns of three British sovereigns, Queen
Victoria, King Edward and King George,
has elicited widespread comment for its
uniqueness in numerous dailies, with consequent bookings by Balaban-Katz, Kunsky, Detroit, Howard, Atlanta, Fenway,
Boston and others.
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"Flaming Flappers" is the name of this Hal Roach opus, starring Glen Tryon, and here we see him right in the act of practicing
his wiles. Pathe is releasing this for "Laff" Month.
STRONG
Stern

As

Brothers

Hail

Beginning

National Laugh Month is a happy augury
for 1926, say the Stern Brothers, makers of
Buster Brown Productions and Century
Comedies. The two fun-film producers see
in this drive a wonderful momentum for
comedies for the entire year, and predict
that 1926 will develop into a veritable Laugh
Year, because of the increased popularity
and prestige of screen comedies, especially
short comedies.
"This concentration on Short Comedies
during the month of January, is a great
thing," they said in a recent statement. "It
will prove to be good business, not only for
the makers of short comedies, but for the
screen industry as a whole. It is bound to
bring the public around to a better frame
of mind towards the screen.
"You can't be sore at a man and laugh
at him at the same time. If he makes you
laugh, he wins your good-will. Many a
patron will be changed from an occasional
screen goer to a warm follower of the screen
by the entertainment to be offered during
Laugh Month.
"The greatest advantage within the industry will be in the increased prestige for
Short Comedies in the minds of exhibitors.

of

Laugh

Laugh

Month

Year

advertising, that different things appeal to
different people. The answer in motion picture advertising, is to play up the short comedies and other products in all forms of advertising, thereby catching the eye of the
'short comedy public' This is a gilt edged
public and will mean added profit at the
box-office, if the theatre operator but knew
"We foresee the widespread effect Laugh
Month will have. We realize that this drive
is liable to make the entire year a boom
year for short comedies. We are preparing
for this added popularity by increasing our
production plans to include several new series in addition to the Buster Brown Producule. tions and our present Century Comedy sched-

MONTH"

TO

CONTEST

Exhibitors in all parts of the country have
signified their intention of entering the
prize contest for the best exploitation tying
up with Laugh Month in which the National
Laugh Month Committee is to award $850.00
in cash prizes. A number of exhibitors have
filled in the entry blanks which have been
printed in the trade papers and have sent
them to the National Laugh Month Committee in advance of the beginning of Laugh
^ionth
in order
their bids
As prizes
are to
to "get
be awarded
for intheearly."
best
campaigns conducted each week during the
month, however, it will be necessary for each
exhibitor to make a separate entry with each
week's campaign which he desires to have
considered for the cash prizes.
The first prize for each of the four weeks
in January is to be $100.00 and the other
prizes will be as follows :
2nd Prize
$50.00
3rd Prize
25.00
4th Prize
12.50
5th Prize
..
10.00
and three additional prizes of $5.00 each.
All exhibitors or exhibitor employees responsible for exploitation work are eligible
to enter the contest and they can make as
many as four entries during the month —
one for each week.
*
* *
PRESENTATIONS
Colby Harriman, director of presentation
at the Mosque Theatre, Newark, and the new
Fabian Theatre at Paterson, New Jersey, is

It is
presumedhisthat
the ' average
exhibitor,
in
exploiting
Laugh
Month programs,
will give due credit in his advertising and
in his publicity to the Short Comedies he
features during this month. The results are
bound to teach him a lesson — the lesson that
the public will respond just as quickly to
the advertisement of a good comedy as it
does to the ad of a long feature — sometimes
quicker.
"If Laugh Month can banish the phrase
'AND A COMEDY' from the moving picture ads, programs and publicity of the industry, and substitute AND BUSTER'S
BUST-UP,' A ROLLICKING BUSTER
BROWN COMEDY, for instance, it will
have accomplished wonders.
"If exhibitors would only read the department store ads, and see how; other merchants reach every variation in the public
taste, they would profit by it. Department
stores advertise as many of their articles
as they can call attention to in the space
they have. They know the great secret of

"LAFF

RESPONSE

authority
the statement
that "both plans
these
houses haveforarranged
their presentation
so as to line up all January programs as
closely as possible with "Laugh Month."
"Some of the most effective and outstanding entertainment features that have been
presented at both the Mosque and the Fabian
Theatres,"
Mr. feature
Harriman,
"have by
con-a
sisted of asays
short
preceded
special prologue and followed by an epilogue,

Johnny Arthur is said to out- Valentino
Valentino in "The Shiek," and EducationalTuxedo Laugh Month release, "My Stars."

all synchronizing with appropriate music"
In reference to Laugh Month, Mr. Harriman states that "this campaign should prove
to be a universal demonstration of the entertainment value of the short feature. "It has
long been my belief," he continues, "that the
short feature, properly presented, has more
audience appeal than any other part of the
program. It has a guaranteed appeal ; fewer
of the "audience walk out when the short
feature is on, than at any other part of the
program, observation will prove.
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The

Fox

Punch

By JAMES R. GRAINGER
General Sales Manager, Fox Film
Corporation

"Whispering Whispers" is the title .of the Mack Sennett two-reeler
which this
scene appears, and believe us, it's funny, though not so funny for thein taxi
driver.

United

Exhibitor

Putting
"Laff
The exhibitors of the country are solidly
behind the National Laugh Month campaign
as attested by the veritable avalanche of replies being received from all over the nation.
During the past week hundreds of letters
have been received by the committee in
charge, assuring wholehearted cooperation in
the movement on the part of theatre-owners
and managers.
No section of the country is missing from
the line-up of letters received during the
past week. North, East, South, West and
even the Dominion of Canada are represented. In the Middle West such prominent circuits as the Hostetter chain in Nebraska, the
, Spears circuit in Missouri and Kansas, and
the Butterfield houses have declared themselves in on the celebration.
In the South the Sparks chain in Florida
has lined up with the other powerful groups
of that section that have already notified the
committee of their intention to take part.
In the East, the Stanley Company of America, through its Managing Director of Theatres, Frand Beuhler, declared itself to be one
hundred per cent in favor of Laugh Month
and at a big rally meeting in Philadelphia on
Friday, December 11th, at which over one
hundred and fifty exhibitors attended, representatives of the Laugh Month Committee
were assured that the exhibitors of that section were all set to make this drive the biggest thing ever staged there.
A partial list of the theatres which have
expressed their readiness to cooperate in the
National Laugh Month movement follows:
The Liberty, Parsons, Kansas; The Best,
Parsons, Kansas; Crystal, Atchinson, Kansas; Royal, Atchinson, Kansas; Lynn,
Brooneville, Missouri; Orpheum, Colonial
and The Royal, at St. Joseph, Missouri;
Auditorium, Marshall, Mo.; Star, Nevada,
Mo.; De Graw, Brookefield, Mo.; Beldorf,
Independence, Kans. ; at Arcadia, Fla.— The
Star, The Opera House, The Octavious ; The
Palace, Bradentown, Fla.; The Athens and
Dreka, Deland, Fla.; The American, Beachem, Orlando, Fla.; The Capitol, Plant City,
Ha.; The Jefferson, and Orpheum, at St.

Co-operation

"
Month
Across
Augustine, Fla.; and the Saratsota Theatre,
at Sarasota, Fla.
In Canada, The Lyceum, Starland and College Theatres of Winnipeg, have lined up for
Laugh Month. Nebraska is well represented
with the following theatres already on the
Laugh Month register and others are preparing to come in: The Strand, Empress and
Palace, at Hastings; The Majestic, Empress
and Lyda, of Grand Island; The Crescent
and Empress, at Kearney; The Majestic of
Fairbury; The Swan, Columbus; The Wall
at Freemont; The Grand and Lyric of Norfolk; the Lyric and Lincoln at Lincoln; The
Gilbert, Beatrice; the Sun, York; the Keith,
No. Platte; the Paramount, Nebraska City;
and the Tivoli at South Omaha. At Omaha,
Nebraska, the Rialto, the Strand, the Hamilton and the North Star have fallen in line.
Iowa is also heavily represented among the
Laugh Month boosters, with the following
theatres taking their places alongside of the
houses and circuits previously heard from :
At Sioux City — the Princess, the Hipp, and
the Tivoli; the Broadway, Council Bluffs;
the Casino and Majestic of Missouri Valley;
the Royal, LeMars ; the American, Cherokee ;
the Rialto, at Boone; the Rialto, Burlington;
the Strand and Rialto, Clinton; the Capitol
and Garden, Davenport; at Iowa City, the
Englert and the Garden; the Strand, Marshalltown; the Palace, Mason City; at Newton, the Rialto; at Fort Dodge, the Majestic
and the Rialto; the Fort Armstrong and
Spencer Square, Rock Island, Illinois; the
Strand and Crystal at Waterloo, la. ; the
Strand, Dubuque; the Twin Star, Aimes ; the
Royal, Carroll; the Plaza and Rialto, at
Waterloo ; and the Grand at Oelwein. The
Strand, the Capitol, and Rialto of Des Moines
have undertaken plans to participate in a very
active way.
From Denver, Colo., word was received
by the Laugh Month Committee during the
.past week that the following theatres of that
city have pledged their active cooperation in
promoting January as Laugh Month: Rialto
Theatre, Victory, Colorado, America, State,
Isis, Palace and Colonial.

When Fox Films took for its slogan :
"Start the New Year With a Laugh," we naturally had National Laugh Month in mind
but we were also of the opinion that if we
put sufficient punch behind the suggestion to
"Start the New Year with a laugh, it would
be mighty good propaganda for the" exhibit
or
to spread among his patrons. There's a whole
lot in the power of suggestion and we see
and hear so much of the drab side of life that
any time anybody can start something that
will produce a smile, he immediately begins
to cash in on the little old sunshine dividends;
Fox Films heartily joins hands with anybody who starts a splendid idea. It should be
productive of more genuine mirth and healthy
amusement than was ever created by any
given agency in the history of the world,
exhibitors of motion pictures will cooperateif
with the creators of this unique idea. Millions of men, women and children will patronize the thousands of motion picture theatres during January and, in my opinion, if
everybody will support the plan, young 1926,
starting to work with a broad smile and a
hearty laugh, will carry on much in the same
manner throughout the year. Because of the
medium through which it is hoped to establish a new record for laughter, National
Laugh Month is bound to be a huge success.
No medium other than the motion picture
could hope to produce the results that are
anticipated, for the undeniable reason that
the plans for National Laugh Month will provide more people with opportunities for continuous and uninterrupted laughter than ever
before. Live-Wire exhibitors will grasp the
importance of this plan with one accord for
it will be to their advantage to give their
patrons the benefit of an idea that has been
so generously endorsed. To "start the New
Year with a laugh," means to start the New
Year right, and show me the exhibitor who
does not want to "get off on the right foot."

Alice Ardell makes here contribution to
Laugh Month in F.B.O.'s "Mummy Love,"
a Blue Ribbon Comedy.
"Easy on the
eyes?" So say we all of us.
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"U"

Serial

Chief

Arranges

Program

William Lord Wright, in charge of Universal serial production at Universal City,
made a special trip to New York and has
just completed a conference with Fred J.
McConnell
on the production for next yearns
serials.
Wright is an old-timer in the film business,
having been associated with Pathe in New
York and Selig in Chicago in the old days,
and with other producers on the Coast, where
he has been for the last two years. He was
called to New York by McConnell to assist
in lining up the biggest serial year that Universal has ever contemplated. Wright will
return to the Coast the end of this week.
Three of the six big serials have already
been lined up for production beginning with
the new year. They are "Whispering Smith,"
a big circus serial ; "The Trail of the Tiger,"

Edna
Marion,
Century
Comedy Star,
caught in the middle of a big laugh for
"Laugh Month"

Entertainment

Says

WILLIAM

LORD

WRIGHT

by Courtney Riley, Cooper, and "The Return
of the Riddle
Rider," by Fred McConnell and
Arthur
B. Reeve.
The last two serials of the year are being
completed at Universal. They are "The Radio
Detective" and "Strings of Steel," the
romance of the invention of the Bell telephone.
Mr. Wright departed for the Coast immediately after completing his conference with
Fred J. McConnell.
& ♦ ♦
SHORT,

BUT

POINTED

"W7TTH the increased attention being given
"to Short Subjects everywhere, it is very
noticeable that the briefer pictures are get(ting better representation in theatre programs
and house magazines.
The Rohs Theatre, Cynthiana, Kentucky,
uses its short subjects to advantage in the
attractive little Rohs Theatre Magazine. In
a caption over an item in this program magazine which takes advantage of Educational's
national advertising. This reader says:
"LIKE TO LAUGH?"
"Sure you do. Every Tuesday and
Saturday we offer a special Educational Comedy, just to make you
laugh. The comedies, advertisements of which you read in the
Saurday Evening Pott every week,
contain the highest priced fun
stars on the screen today. See
them."

Al

That the majority of picture producing
companies will strive for "entertainment
first" in their new season for 1926 and for
art in pictures as an incidental consideration,
is the belief of Al Christie, prominent comedy producer, maker of the famous Christie
Comedies, Bobby Vernon Comedies, Walter
Hiers Comedies and Jimmie Adams Comedies, released by Educational, who bases his
claims on the fact that the most popular
pictures of the past year have been the big
comedy successes
That these pictures have been the most successful from a popularity standpoint, according to Christie, is proven by the lists which
have been made up of the pictures which
made
1925. the most money for the exhibitors in

First

Christie
thrilling
melodramas."
According
to Christie, who has been feeling
the public pulse in the course of his comedy
work for many years, there has been much
talk wasted over the subject of whether or
not the movies were improving along artistic
lines. After all, he says, the greatest thing
picture producers can do for the public is to
entertain them when they pay out their good
money to see a picture show.

"Gradually the industry has swung back to
its first principles," says Christie, who himself is a poineer and who should remember
the early days of filming. "These first principles of making pictures were 'entertainment' for the masses, whether it was in comedy, romance or melodrama. We are in a
business of selling entertainment to the public, and when such pictures now and then
achieve artistic merit in addition to their entertainment qualities, so much the better. But
first of all, they have to be entertainment to
register successfully with the public and the
exhibitor.
"Because the industry has been convinced
of this important consideration in picture
making, I believe 1926 will see more companies striving for 'entertainment first,' and
losing less money striving for art. Incidentally, by reaching out for entertaining pictures, they will probably happen on to art
more often.
"It is not necessary to enumerate the pictures which have been the most popular this
past year. But if you will stop to think over
the pictures you enjoyed the most it is very
likely that your favorites will fall into the
'entertainment' class, whether they were hilarious comedies, romantic love stories, or
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A Pioneer

Laugh

Month

Campaign

Cartoon

To
Producer's

Foment

Community

There is probably no poetic expression of
modern times that has received, for its aptness, such universal approbation in the mind
and on the tongue of man as Ella Wheeler
Wilcox's

By ELMER

R. PEARSON

Vice-President and General Manager of
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Laugh and the world laughs with you,
Weep, and you weep alone ;
testifying forcibly as it does to man's natural
tendency to rebound from the depths, into
which circumstances may sometimes plunge
him, to his normal demeanor and broad, tolerant view of life.
We speak of Jones as "a grouch," yet almost in the same breath hail Smith as "a
good fellow." Most of the time we may not
actually dislike Jones, but the fact that he
rarely smiles, or when he does, lets his face
grimace grudgingly, finds an antipathy in our
hearts for which we can give no reason.
Smith, on the other hand, greets us with a
cheery "good morning," laughs whole-heartedly at our newest stories and says "good
night" to us with a smile, even after a hard
day which may have seen more than one
wordy discussion between us. And we like
him, we don't know why.
Yet Smith and Jones are on a par in mentality, ability and character. And both are
human.
It is that same human side of Smith and
Jones that inspired LAUGH MONTH. January, 1926. January, first month of the new
Year, with its depressing flood of unpaid
bills for holiday festivities, its cold weather
and its coal problem. January, opening gun
of the broadside of Old King Boreas. January, with its cold and grippe and other ills
to which flesh is heir, crying aloud for a panacea.
And that Panacea is LAUGH MONTH.
Let LAUGH MONTH do its part in overcoming the reluctance of business to stir
from its Winter lethargy. Let LAUGH
MONTH turn the annual depression, the period of price reductions into a credit balance.
Let LAUGH MONTH be an annual ASSET
to CREATE ASSETS.
By taking the lead in the advancement of
the LAUGH MONTH idea the exhibitor can
render a distinct service to his community.
In campaigning among his fellow merchants
in support of the LAUGH MONTH movement he will have a definite mission of value
to him and themselves. In getting their cooperation ineducating the public by carrying
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Interest

R. PEARSON

Vice-Pres. and General Manager of Pathe
Exchanges, Inc.
the LAUGH MONTH slogan in their advertising and window displays he will fire them
with new ardor for business-getting. Incidentally he will be earning their support
through the medium of his box-office.
LAUGH MONTH assumes importance in
the fact that everybody profits by unselfishness Even the feature distributors have
comedies. They are bound to profit. The
exhibitors, merchants, distributors, producers,
and the public will be tremendously benefited by the carnival spirit LAUGH MONTH
brings in its wake. The Smiths will be ready
and willing to LAUGH and to the Joneses a
good LAUGH will be a tonic.
January, 1926, will be LAUGH MONTH.
January, 1927, will be ROAR MONTH.
And every January after that will be a
PROFITABLE MONTH for the exhibitor.

Contribution
Laugh

Month

By JACQUES KOPFSTEIN
General Manager of Bray Productions
It is particularly fitting that Bray Productions, the jJoneers in the production of animated cartoons, should be represented during
Laugh Month by the release during this period of some outstanding subjects.
I would call the exhibitor's special attention to "Dinky Doodle at the Circus" as a
production which combines everything desirable in a one reel subject. We have in this
straight cartoon comedy in which appear
Dinky Doodle and Weakheart the pup, creations of Walter Lantz the eminent artist of
the Bray Studios, also the circus freaks,
the Fat Lady, Rubber Man, the Inseparable
Twins, etc., for the first time in Cartoon —
then we have straight comedy — the artist appearing alone and then a combination of cartoon and straight photography — in particular
the scene of the artist riding a cartoon mute
is one of the most realistic as well as one of
the most hilarious scenes ever depicted on
the screen. Other Dinky Doodle subjects;
which should prove of great audience interest
are "Dinky Doodle at the Restaurant," which
is now in course of completion. In this subject Dinky gives the Child's flapjack balancers some interesting instructions ; "Dinky
Doodle and the Bad Man" in which Dinky
an d the Artist have a most thrilling experience in lassoing the most desperate of all
cartoon desperados — Dynamite Dan and reap
a reward of one thousand cartoon dollars ;
"Dinky Doodle in the Hunt" showing how
ter.
Dinky proves a greater hunter than his masF. B. O. who are releasing the Dinky;
Doodle suspects are also distributing the new
series of one reel comedies with cartoons
which are known as the "Unnatural History"
Comedies. These subjects are burlesque on>
the history of where the wild animals obtained their most distinguishing characteristics. In each "Unnatural History" the artist:
is forced by circumstances into the positions;
of story-teller to his nephew and the Un.—
natural History tale which is told in cartoons,
results. Titles of the first four will indicate the variety of the subjects. "How theElephant Got His Trunk," "How the Bear
Got His Short Tail," "The Camel's Hump'"
and "The Leopard's Spots." For Laugh
Month in addition to the four above mentioned "The Goat's Whiskers" will be ready
for release and we promise comedy, cartoon,
burlesque and novelty in this subject as. in. Its
predecessors.

r.
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To Watch Them Is To Laugh. Who wouldn't, when guiding the scene are Bobby Vernon, Walter Hiers, Jimmy Adams, Neal
Burns, Billy Dooly, Jack Duffy, William Blaisdell, William Irving — principal "Laff" Month comedians at the Christie Studios.
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At the right: Gertrude Astor and Tyler Brooke coasting
in "Laughing
Ladies"; below,
Elaine Hammerstein,
well-known feature
star, now to appear
in Roach's shorts.
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PatJhe Comedy

AUGH MONTH is dedicated in a special
sense to the comedy, and accordingly it
furnished an ideal occasion to announce
f what probably amounts to the most radical
■f change in production policy ever launched
by a comedy studio.
This policy is, briefly, to introduce into
pur short comedy productions such names of
outstanding prominence that they will exercise for the exhibitor a definite box-office
draw. This policy has been shaped entirely
with a desire to meet the demands of the
present day market and assist the exhibitor in
increasing his attendance.
r. >,
Frequently, the theatre owner is faced with
the necessity of showing a program feature
in which there are no prominent box-office
names that he can display. The feature itself
may be an entertaining piece of work, but
without the names to exploit it the exhibitor
into his theais powerless to get the peoplenew
production
tre. It is right here that our
policy fits into the scheme of things. The
exhibitor may not have the names to bill on
his feature, but he will have them in our.
two-reel comedies.
Assuming that he has a feature with all
the' advertising possibilities of well known
names, our two-reel comedies witn rneir ad-

Above, Lionel
Barrymore, who
needs little introduction as a
feature star. Future releases
will se j him apin Roach's
pear ers,
untwo-reel
der the Pathe
banner.

Eileen Percy is another feature, star
who likes the prospect of meeting the
screen public via Hal
Roach's two-reel
laugh producers. She
has joined the new
battalion of feature
stars to appear in
"shorts" for 1926.

Producer

ditional box-office names will augment the
drawing powers of the feature's stellar lineup. Thus our purpose is to meet the exhibitor's need for box-office names that will get
the' discriminating movie going public off the
street and into his seats.
The facts leading up to this change in
policy will be of interest to the trade. Some
few years ago we set out to improve the
quality of our short comedies by the acquisition of the best material available in the way
of stories, directors, acting talent, technical
craftsmen, and so on. We have improved pur
product consistently until today we can claim
without fear of contradiction that reel for
reel our comedy product is superior in entertainment value and screen technique to the
average run of feature productions.
What we set out to do was to make of
our two^reel comedies program features of
definite box-office value — screen units that
would
possesscould
a real,
that
the exhibitor
gaugetangible
in terms"draw"
of dollars
and cents at his box-office. First, we had
to build real substantial quality into our productions. Next we had to develop players
and directors as proficient in their respective
roles as any set of performers or directors on
any feature lot. We have succeeded in these
first two steps beyond our fondest expectations. In fact, as far as comparison with
feature lots is concerned, I know that right
now we have better director talent, better
comedy-player talent than can be found on
any feature lot anywhere.
We have now reached the third phase of
our campaign to make the two-reel comedy
of definite box-office value. For the exhibitor's advertising purposes a well known name
of established prestige is of the utmost importance. We are out to secure outstanding
names
proved box-office
"draw"
— names
that anyof exhibitor
can put in
his marquee
lights, in his lobby displays, in his newspaper advertisements and posters, with the
certainty that such names will exercise a
definite, tangible "pull" for his box-office.
Our recent acquisition of Theda Bara, of
Lionel Barrymore, Mildred Harris, Eileen
Percy, Elaine Hammerstein, Vivian Oakland,
Gertrude Astor, to mention a few, has been
in pursuance of our new policy. There are
other contracts under negotiation of equal
significance, which we will be able to announce
in the near future. We are doing our part —
in fact, considerably better than our part — at
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tremendous expense. We ask in all fairness
that the exhibitor does his part.
This innovation has been launched only
after what practically amounts to nationwide
inquiry among leading exhibitors. Among
those recognized theatre authorities that have
listened to our plan and given it their unqualified approval as destined to help the
exhibitor in filling his seats are J. J. Murdock, General Manager of the Keith-Albee
Circuit ; Fred Miller of the Far West Theatres chain; Al Bold of the Stanley Arausment Company of America ; and Frank Newman, Manager of Paramount's Los Angeles
houses. Moreover, we have behind us the
experience of the vaudeville business which
has been built up to its present state of
prosperity largely through following the plan
that we have adopted. Well-known Broadway stars have been signed between their
stage ensiagaments for variety acts. The
rest of the bill has been built around them.
Not only their regular "legit" following came
to see them, but also many who while not
content to watch them perform for a twohour period found real enjoyment in their
"briefer
vaudevillians.
The same
principleappearance
applied toas recognized
feature
stars
for presentation in short comedies will, we
are sure, have the same beneficient effect on
the motion picture business as its counterpart had in the vaudeville business.
It is not our intention to depend on stellar prominence to put our comedies over.
We
build
"best
that shall
can be
hadaround
in the these
way players
of actingthetalent
and production effects. When we hire a
performer to do a butler role, we engage
not an extra but exactly the same calibre of
character actor that our biggest feature producer would insist upon. When a' scene
•calls for pretty costumes, we secure the best
that can be had in the way of materials, styles
and fashion apparel. In this respect we wish
to call attention to the fact that the head
of the Hal Roach wardrobe department at
the present day is Will Lambert who is a
recognized authority in his profession. The
same goes for technical details, such as properties, lighting and the like. We have in
charge of these departments men that are
equal of any of their contemporaries on
feature lots. It may come as a surprise to
many that we have "let out" of the Roach
studios persons, who later through sheer
force of publicity became recognized "experts" in their lines — and the reason we "let
them out" was because they were not competent enough to meet our studio standards.
"Laugh Month" strikes the keynote of a
situation that has been developing for some
time past. More and more feature dramatic
producers have been showing a decided trend
toward the comedy angle as a basic source
of entertainment.
Every dramatic company

Below, our old friend Stuart
Holmes, hero, or rather villain of
many a feature film fracas, now
to appear in shorter editions, as
done by Hal Roach and released

THEDA

BARA

An old favorite in a new
chances of a come-back into
enhanced
by the will
frequency
Roach shorts
permit

position, whose
public favor are
wi.h
her tozvh'.ch
appearHal

is concerned at the present t me wlt'i working
"comedy relief" into its product. ons.. Many
of the industry's leading directors—not excepting D. W. Griffith — are engaged in planing greater slices of this "comedy reliei" for
their current dramatic work. Broadway's
present outstanding cinema sensation, "The
Big Parade", is generously sprinkled with
comedy
despite its We
serious
theme.
That's
trend — Comedy!
would
like to
jumpthea
bit ahead of the trend and risk a prophecy.
The more we study this marvelous business
of ours the more convinced we are that the
the ambition to make quality the supreme
goal will have the effect of putting mere
footage in the shade. We sincerely believe
that the day is not far distant when three
reels will be the maximum footage of standard feature — even of those features boasting the greatest box-office names as stars
and directors.

MILDRED

HARRIS

Known not only as the former zvife of
Charles Chaplin, but for her several successes
in feature films. She will now appear under
the Hal Roach two-reel banner
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By F. WYNNE
Managing

Director

JONES
of Ufa, U. S. A.
tronomical film which has been shown
with great success in Germany, and
we are also making a large number
of educational films that contain
dramatic plot as well as instructional

Short subjects, once the backbone
of the product of some of the largest
companies, have been neglected in
the past few years with the increase
in feature length pictures. A number
of the largest producing companies,
which owed their start and success
to short subjects, have, at present
writing, curtailed or even completely
abandoned this department. They
prefer to leave it to separate organizations to continue the supply of
short subjects.

features. "Life's Steeplechase,"
which was shown recently in Washington to prominent officials illustrates this. It is an agricultural film
with a dramatic plot. Another is the
"Mystery of the Soul" founded on the
Freudian theories. We have also biological films with plots.
We have recently completed the
first super-educational film ever made,
which has run over a hundred performances at one theatre in Berlin
and has attracted world-wide attention— "The Way to Strength and

Universum Film Aktien-Gesellschaft (UFA) of Berlin, while it
concentrates its efforts on superfeatures, viz., "The Last Laugh,"
"Siegfried," "Faust," "Metropolis,"
"Variety," and many others, maintains, nevertheless, an efficient short
subject bureau, which has thoroughly
equipped departments of geography,
ethnology, history of culture, history
of art, natural science, industry, technology, trade, traffic, agriculture,
sylviculture, horticulture, hunting,
fishing, sports, games, medical, entertainment and a lecture film organization. In short, the complete gamut
of human knowledge, popularized so
that he who sits may read.
The Kulturabteilung, department
of short subjects of an educational
nature of the UFA organization not
only supplies the theatres of the
world with educational and scientific
motion pictures that entertain and
instruct, but they are also fully
equipped to render motion picture
service on these topics in the schools,
colleges and educational institutions
of Germany and neighboring countries. This, they are enabled to do
with the use of many small, but practical home projectors, simple and safe
to operate.
The UFA company has at the present time motion picture expeditions
all over the world, in countries such
as Peru, Africa, South America and
North America, as well as the Orient.
Our Dr. Teubert is at this very moment completing a trip around the
world filming educational topics and
scientific life, in every civilized
country.
He will be gone for four

Problem

F. WYNNE JONES
more
months
before returning
Germany.
We

have just completed
The

to

a big as-

German

Among the geographic and ethnological
subjects are "The Formation of Mountains
^nd Their Valleys," "Picturesque Luxemburg," "Edam and the Zuyder-Zee," "The Island of Jersey," "The Northermost Railway
of the World,' "Norwegian Towns," "Northern Riches," "In the Eternal Ice of the Arctic
Zone," "Through Picturesque Finland,"
"Warsaw," "The Kremlin at Moscow," "The
Cascades at Peterhof, the Old Castle of the
Czar," "Prague," "The Most Beautiful Waterfalls of Southern Europe," "Types of Albanian Natives," "In the Dolomites," "Bali,
the Stronghold of Brahamism."
"The Cremation of a Corpse on the Island
of Bali," "Sketches from Coram," "Natives
of Misol," '"Manners and Customs Among
the Sakais," "Scenes from Java," "In the
Land of the Arabs,' "In the Wilds of Africa,"
"With the Bantus in Nyassaland," "With the
Nomad in the Desert," "Stormy Weather on
the Silver Shore," "Sketches from the Life
of the Red Indians Along the Maranon,"
"Our Neighbors in the Universe," "Aeroplane Trip to the Moon," "Man and the
Ocean," 'Man in the Highlands," etc.
In the History of Culture, Modern Hostory and History of Art are included "The
Development of the British mpire, "Ancient
German Madonnas,' "Portrait Heads,"
"Plastf.c Works of Art," "China Ware,"

At the present time, with many
hundreds of thousands of people interested intravel and the life and cus'
toms
of
other
lands, the department of
Beauty."
geography and ethnology has been
especially active. While a great number of geographic short films include
scenes in Germany, other nations are
well represented.

Short

Subjects

"Bronze," "Plastic Art of the Negroes," etc.
In the Division of Natural Science: "Fluid
Crystals and Their Apparent. Life," "Life of
the Inanimate," "Optical Illusions," "Chemistry of the Gases," "The Importance of the
Air to Respiration," "Respiration of Aquatic
Animals," "A Chemico-Technical Study of
Alcohol," "The Soul of the Plant," "Flowers, Fruits and Insects," "Budding Plants,"
"Budding Tulips," "Germinating Potatoes,"
"Amboebae," "Hay Infusoria," "Insects That
Took to the Water," "The Stag Beetle,"
"The Wood Beetle," "The Meal Beetle,"
"The Apple Weevil," "The Rape Beetle,"
"The Giant Centipede," "Silk Moths," "The
Mulberry Silk-Moth," "The Perny Silk
Moth," "The Leaf Roller," "The Cabbage
Butterfly," "With a Bee-Keeper," "The
Honey Bee," "Birds in Winter," "Linnet at
the Nest," "In the Nursery of the Stork,"
"The Elephant and Other Pachyderms," "The
Wonderland of the Microscope," "HibernatAnimals,'"
etc. of Natural Science the
In ingthe
Division
camera
is
aided
by artists and scientists embelllishing the photography.
It may thus readily be seen that UFA has a
number of worthwhile short subjects of a
truly educational nature, seriously conceived
and executed.
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"The Call of Hazzard"
Universal
2 reels
Tom Shafer seeks the hand of Molly Parsons who
lives and travels in a medicine wagon with her
father who sells "Nedra," the cure for all ills. Walt
Mason, a cowpuncher, saves Molly from an unwelcome intimacy with Shafer. Doc Parsons gambles away his wagon to Shafer who comes to claim
the outfit when Walt appears on the scene with
the marked cards Shafer had used in winning the
property. In a battle which ensues, Walt tears the
shirt from Shafer, disclosing a scar which identifies
him as an outlaw. Walt receives the reward offered
by the
which is used for his weddingtrip
withgovernment
Molly.
Speaking in terms of comparison, more plot
and less action than usual about sums up this
Mustang Western featuring Fred Humes. A
plot of which the thread is never lost holds
the interest, even if the developments are
obvious.
Fred Humes plays the cowpuncher with
conviction and handles the villain with d
gusto that is admirable.
The girl who plays Molly, a very fetching
brunette, is a very welcome newcomer to
screenland.

Little

REVIEWED

"Wide Open Faces"
Pathe
2 reels
Bob Bridger, a new and ambitious dentist, settles
in the wild and wooly west, unaware of the antipathy the toughest man in town has towards
dentists
because isofno his
sweetheart's
weaknesscomes
for
them. Bridger
exception
and Eugenia
to his office to have her teeth treated and incidentally
to exert her charms on him. At a ball to which
Bob brings Thelma, the girl he hopes to win, the
"toug-h man"
stages
a demonstration
Bob's dental
abilities,
and by
making
some sort of ofelectrical
connection with theBobchair,
ruins which
Bob's ensues,
reputationas
as a dentist.
winsnearly
the battle
well as Thelma's hand.
Sure to tickle their funnybone.
Comedy situations that are funny and the
ability of performers to make the most of a
gag are two reasons for the high entertainment value of "Wide Open Spaces." Lloyd
Bacon's able direction is another.
Ralph Graves in the feature role is, as
usual, funny without being clownish — getting
chuckles which develop into hearty laughs,
without resorting to the slapstick. A well selected cast includes Thelma Parr and Eugenia Gilbert, who adorn the screen whila
playing significant parts, as well as Marvin
Lobach and Leo Willis.

THIS
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"Lyman

'A Salty Sap"
Educational
2 reels
A peculiar will calls for Lawyer Haig ascertaining who is the dumbest member of his deceased
client's family
to whom tne
his conditions
fortune is of
to go.
Immediately on learning
the will,
all the family starts acting as nutty as they know
how. Billy, a nephew, makes his presence and only
has to act natural to be pronounced the "sappiest of
the saps."
Two reels chock full of laughs. Given
a funny idea, Billy Dooley in the feature
role, a good supporting cast, smart titles, excellent direction, such an attainment in entertainment value is inevitable.
Acting silly and procuring laughs is by
no means facile, and when the story calls
for eight or nine people in succession trying
to prove the "emptiness of the upper story"
it is easy to understand that one fallacy
would prove fatal. "A Salty Sap," on the
other hand, brings forth a steady stream of
merriment.
Billy, as the natural dumb-bell reaches the
peak of side-splitting comedy when he obediently follows orders given a dog. He goes
through each performance with nary an expression of askance, and finishes his tricks
with a perfect imitation of "dead dog."

IN

Feature

H.

"Searchlights"
Red Seal
1 reel
The first half of this one-reeler gives us a
look-in on how sound is formed by vibration.
The examples used to demonstrate the theory
will prove interesting enough even to the unscientific.
The latter half is devoted to showing pure
white animals of every species — albinos, to be
technical. All in all, an entertaining and
even instructive little presentation.
"Ta-Ra-Ra-Boom Der E"
Red Seal
1 reel
If anything, this Ko-Ko song cartune is
better than the previous issues of this series
The music is, of course, contagious, and together with the unique presentation, should
"get" them. Even if they won't sing, they will
undoubtedly find the manner in which this is
presented most entertaining.

* *
Howe's

Hodge

Educational
1 reel
Podge, No. 40"
One of Mr. Howe's most elaborate and interestingly presented editions of the series.
Under
the
category
of "sense"
comes Mexico
a view
of the hustle and bustle
in modern
City. A peep into the lives of the simple folk
of the ruralities — the crudities of their existence, which are almost incredible. A view
of the beautiful Viga Canals concludes that
portion of the presentation. Then comes an
amusing myth from Mr. Howe's book of
mythology which depicts a legend of the
Sphinx who delighted in propounding riddles
to travelers and who caused the death of
those unable to answer them.

ENTRY
BLANK
FOR
LAUGH
MONTH
EXPLOITATION
CONTEST
(Use this coupon to file your
entry in the prize contest for the
best Laugh Month exploitation.
Send entry to Laugh Month
Committee, 218 West 42d Street,
New York City.)
Name of Theatre

!

Address
City or Town
State

"All Astride"
Pathe

1 reel

A Grantland Rice "Sportlight" which by
virtue of the subject dealt with should prove
popular with lovers of the sports.
We are shown that although the automobile has replaced horses for everyday purposes, the latter still have a very important
place in the world — the sport world. The
horse is still supreme in the cattle country as
a means of transportation on the rough
mountain roads, on the polo field, and the
race track.
Beautiful and graceful steeds ..^ed for
demonstration and attractive backgrounds
make for an altogether entertaining presentation.

Name of person responsible for camwins)
paign
(This is the person to whom
money will be paid if this entry
Is theatre first run,

second run or

subsequent run?
Seating capacity
Population of City or Town
Was campaign for one day, two days,
three days or a week?

FABIAN'S
Branford

Newark

Was a particular comedy exploited?
If so, give title and name of distri-

first run — p lays

"Silvery Art," one reel skiing special this week.
729 7th Ave

TTffl

fU

N. Y. C.

Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

buting company
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited,
it being sufficient if the campaign
boosts LAUGH
MONTH.
But if a particular comedy is ex— E. T. ploited,
R itmust be a short comedy— not more than three reels.)
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"Pathe Review No. 2"
Pathe
1 reel
A unusually interesting review embracing a
variety of subjects, well presented.
This edition comprises "Plundering the
Sea," a camera record of the Arcturus
Oceanographic Expedition released in cooperation with the New York Zoological Society "Innocence,"
;
pictorial studies of babyhood in Pathecolor living paintings ; "A Date
in Egypt," stealing sticky fruit from the
stately palm. .
( ;•
Obviously the^ aim; of these reviews is to
present instructive facts in as entertaining a
manner as possible. Afore and more they are
hitting the mark, and should be unanimously
accepted.
* * *
"Good Cheer"
Pathe
2 reels
The story
the efforts
of the
brighten
the concerns
Xmas season
for the
less"Gang"
fortunateto
kiddies.
'
They
encounter
a
whole
army
of
Santa
Clauses and uncover a big plot as well as providing
a right Merry Xmas for many children.
Although entertaining after a rashion,
"Good Cheer" suffers by comparison with
previous "Our Gang" releases. To be sure,
the high standard set by these precocious
kiddies has rather spoiled us.
Centering around Santa, etc., "Good
Cheer" is particularly suitable for the holiday
season.
* * *
FOX ADDS THREE
TO "LAUGH" LIST
As a means of bringing National Laugh
Month to a mirthful climax, Fox Films
announces the release late in January of three
full length comedies. These are in addition
to the fourteen two-reelers already scheduled and, while not in the short subject class,
they are nevertheless considered appropriate
by the home office.
First on the list is "The First Year," based
on John Golden's successful stage farce,
which is to be released January 24. Kathryn
Perry and Matt Moore will be seen in the
principal roles and it is promised that thes
film version will be even funnier than the
play. Frank Borzage directed.
"A Trip to Chinatown," scheduled for release January 31, is the first of the Charles
Hoyt comedies recently purchased by Fox to
be put on celluloid. Margaret Livingston and
Earle Foxe are the principals, with J. Farrel
AfacDonald and his whimsical eyebrows also
playing an important part. It was directed
by Robert Kerr from a scenario by Beatrice
Van.

News

Reels

Pathe News

In

Brief

No. 2

MilNEW YORK CITY (except Chicago,
Seattle, Portland, Lis Angeles, San
waukee,
Francisco, Detroit, Des Moines,.. Omaha,
Memphis, Kansas Cijy* St. Louis, Cleveland)
conquers Montreal Uni— Boston College ice!
American collegians
versity on the
by 4 to 2 in fast and
Canadians
outplay
furious hockey match.— BOSTON, MASS.
(except Boston, Detroit, Des Moines, Omaha
Memphis, Kansas City, Si. J_/ouis, Seattle,
Cleveland) — Zero weather adds tons to burdens of fishing fleet! Trawlers, back from
banks, bear heavy coats of ice as evidence
of terrific gales. WASHINGTON, D. C—
Mrs. Coolidge spreads holiday cheer among
crippled children in hospital! First Lady
of the Land mothers youngsters and wipes
away their tears. HERE AND THERE —
Starts on first London-to-Cape Town flight!
unto India,'
of hopmile
Alan Cobham,
hazardous 8,000
trip over
dertakesveteran
heart of African continent. 1. NEW YORK
seeks
skaterOlympic
Finland's
CITY
S. ! Thunberg,
in U. champion
new —honors
star, will compete with America's speediest
"king of the blades." 2. DENVER, COLO.
— Sets new world's record in trapshooting!
R. A. King of Witchita Falls, Texas, establishes mark of .9870 average for 1000
registered targets. 3. JERSEY CITY, N. J.
(Newark only) — Sioux Indians honor Gov.
elect Moore! Tribesmen urge next New
Jersey Governor to run for President because of his stand on the prohibition Question. 4. NEW YORK CITY (New York
only). — Select new Police Commissioner for
New York City! George V. McLaughlin is
appointed by Mayor-elect Walker to serve
in important post. LONDON, ENGLAND —
Church pulled down in an hour by traction
edifice
John's
engineblesand
before cables!
latest
of crumattack
under
the eye St.
wrecking device. CHAMONIX, FRANCE —
the
— here's
rules supreme
King
s abroad
welcome
proof! Youngster
actual Winter
lessons in
call by Ttaking
season's
the
BE LIMITED?
WILLicyARMAMEN
skiing.
world's
the
holds
question
— This vital
tention as League of Nations invites U. at-S.
to join Europe in disarmament parley.
Fox News Continuity Vol. 7, No. 26
PARIS, FRANCE — Modified bull-fight,
with all the thrills but minus the kills, finds
high favor with French sport fans. PHILADELPHIA— Gen. Smedley D. Butler of
Marine Corps fame resigns as police head
after 2-year war on vice. MARYSVILLE,
CAL. — Harvest of the Nation's rice crop is
hastened by modern machinery, due to potato shortage. FRASCATI, ITALY— In
part payment of war debt, Germany restores to Kingdom of Italy, the beautiful
Falconieri villa. PARIS, FRANCE— For
first time, a lioness is on the passenger list
of the airplane line that crosses English
Channel. SCOTLAND — In St. Andrew,
where game of golf originated in year 1452,

Doesn't seem like much of a laughing
matter for Harry Langdon. Nevertheless
"Laff" Month
"Saturday Afternoon"
really has laughs,
and is one of Pathe's contributions to
everybody enjoys the pastime today.
EMORY, GA. — Entire G. W. Hitchinson
family-father, mother and 3 children are
students at Emory College here. MT. LASSEN, CAL. — One of America's hottest spots,
winter tainordotted
summer,
this volcanic
with is
boiling
lakes. mounHOW
GIRLS ARE TRAINED TO BE FASHION
MODELS — In New York, thousands pose
professionally and recruits are added daily
BEND, ORE. — Lumbermen of Central Oregon pine forests set new production record
of a million feet per day. NORTH ATLANTIC STORMS BATTER OCEAN LINERS —
Heaviest seas in years batter giant Aquitania on trip from New York.
Kinograms No. 5148
Shipped from factory December 29, 1925.
NEW YORK — End of strike looms as coal
heads meet! President Lewis, of United
Mine Workers, & Committee arrive to confer with operators. 1-President John L.
Lewis representing the 158,000 striking
miners. NEW YORK — Introducing Mrs.
Stribling!
Here is
"schoolboy"
star
of the boxing
ringBilly,
with the
his bride.
BOSTON— Frozen ocean by the ton comes into
port! Fishing trawlers in from the Grand
Banks look as if they had been where it's
cold. LANCHOW, CHINA — Celebrate Chinese mission's birthday!' Father Hufnagel
holds review on tenth anniversary of Catholic Station. A Kinograms exclusive.
ROME — Wait 2678 years to see trotting
races! Citizens of Eternal City dedicate
Hippodrome,
first trotting track inUndercity's
history.
wood willWOODLAWN,
read a lot of VA.-Mr.
books! Senator
from Alabama, retiring after present session, ready to enjoy a rest. A Kinograms
exclusive. HIALEAH, FLA. — Train hounds
with mechanical rabbit! Racing dogs
put through
novelNEW
trackYORK
— Inspecting some paces
of the on
entries.
— Comes to smash skating records! Clas
Thunberg
of Finland,
world's
amateur
champion, here
to compete
in American
meets.
— How
world's richest man ORMOND,
spent XmasFLA.
day!
Rockefeller
celebrates
with
grandaughter,
Muriel
McCormick on golf course.
is
January

Talking about putting weight behind Laugh Month, there's nothing lacking in this
"Fat Men Comedy," produced by Joe Rock for Standard Cinema Corp., and released
through F. B. O.

Laugh

Month

PRODUCTION

HIGHLIGHTS
GEORGE MARION, Jr., who is under
contract to Joseph M. Schenck, has been
borrowed
Mary
Pickford
to title
Marion isbyalso
titling
a picture
for "Scraps."
Warner
B rothers.
WARNER OLAND has been engaged
by Universal Pictures for a leading part in
"The Crime of the Arm-Chai Club," a picshortly.ture which is slated to go rinto production
" ALAN BROOKS has been added to the
cast of "Red Dice," which is being directed
by William K. Howard. The cast is to include Margaritc De La Mottc, Rod La
Rocque, Gustave von Seyfferitz, Ray Hallor,
Clarence Burton, Walter Long and George
Cooper.
POLA NEGRI is hard at it on a new
picture from another good story by Ernest
Vajda. As yet there is no final title to this
one, but it goes temporarily under the name
of "A Pasteboard Queen."
MARGARET LIVINGSTON is fast arriving. In her next picture for Fox, which
is to be "Hell's Four Hundred," she climbs
to stardom. It is now in process of preparation by John Griffith Wray. Go to it,
Margaret, we are all with you !
MATT MOORE will' be featured in the
leading role in "Crimes
Club." Herbert Blache
production to be made at
CHARLES CLARY

of the Arm-Chair
is to direct this
Universal City.
and David Tor-

rence have joined the cast of "The Auction
Block," which is now being directed by Hobart Henley for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Gertrude Bennett has also been cast for a
ARCHIE

MAYO

is to begin work on a

a new one entitled "Money Talks" toute
suite.
part. Claire Windsor is billed for the leading feminine part.
LORO BARA, sister of our old vampire
friend, Theda, is taking a part in "The
Auction Block" for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Hobart Henley is the director. Loro, we
hear, is very promising ; yet the family laurels hang very high.
FRANK B. O'CONNOR has been enBeck to lot.
directThis
an follows
all-star
feature gagedonby Arthur
the Universal

Dance
Claire Windsor
Madness"

removes

Madness

her jeweled mask

at the bewitching

is produced through Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
by S. Jay Kaufman

EARL TAGGERT, actor and assistant
director, who has been associated with Tod
Browning who has just furshed directing
"The Mocking Bird," has just celebrated
seventh year of combined acting and
directing.
MRS. WALLACE REID has begun
work on "The Earth Woman," featuring
Johnny Walker with Mary Alden in the
title role. Under Airs. Reid's supervision
Walter Lang is directing. The cast includes
Russel Simpson, John Carr, Carroll Nye,
William G. Scott, Joe Butterfield and Charles
French.
MIDGIE KNIGHT, a young actress
who is growing in popularity around the
studios for her winning dimples and snowwhite hair, has returned to Hollywood from
a short vacation at Paso Robles.

hour.

"Dance

from an original story

BOB CUSTER is a real hustler these
days. He is now at work on "The HalfBreed Hostler," another Western, following
a brief rest from his work on "Man Rustlin'," a picture of a similar calibre.
WILLARD LOUIS has been borrowed
by E. M. Asher for "Mile. Modiste" by
si ecial arrangement with Warner Brothers.
Following several delays this production is
now under way with Corinne Griffith starring and Walter Pidgeon in the lead. Robc' 7 Leonard is directing.
RENEE ADOREE, according to more
or less confirmed rumors, is schedu'ed to
play the lead in a novel picture of life in a
French circus, to be directed by Philip Rosen
as his first production for Metro-GoldwynMayer. The scenario was written by Harvey
Gates and Marion Orth.

O'Connor's finishing "The Speed Limit" for
Renaud Hoffman. Next on O'Connor's program, it is reported, is the making of a special for Beck, who is interested in the Embassy pictures in addition to the Beck-Bair
Productions.
FRANK STAPLES is to resume his
screen work in "Poker Faces" at Hollywood.
This follows his appearance in "What Price
G'ory" at San Francisco.
MARTHA FRANKLIN has been engaged by the Fox Studios for a part in
Rowland V. Lee's all-star production. This
comes upon the heels of her finishing work
in "Don Juan," the John Barrymore screen
hit for Warner Brothers.
ARTHUR
STONE, well-beloved of
vaudeville fans, who made his screen debut
in Hal Roach comedies, has returned to
Hollywood from a vaudeville tour to take
up comedy relief work in dramas.
LYDIA YEAMAN, who has fully recovered from her recent illness, is working
with Colleen Moore in "Irene," under the
direction of Alfred Green. Since her recovery she seems sprightlier and better looking than ever.
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Metro-Coldmyn-Mayer Photoplay. From
the story by Carey Wilson. Directed by
Hobart Henley.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ruth Lawrence
Norma Shearer
David Colman
Lew Cody
John Sloden
..Willard Lewis
Janitor
Karl Dane
Clara Bayne
Gwen Lee
Mrs. Sloden
Mabel Van Buren
Minnie
Estelle Clark
Head Clerk
Ernest Gillen
Ruth Lawrence, a very plain and repressed creature,
is a stenographer in the law firm of Colman &
Sloden. She is secretly in love with Colman. One
day his secretary is absent, and he sends for Ruth
to take his letters. After dictating one letter he has
enough, and he tells the office assistant "never to
send
homely creature
again."
Sloden where
takes
Ruth inon that
a secretarial
mission to
Washington,
chancing
to
read
the
"Lovelorn"
column
in
newspaper, she is actuated by a great resolve. theA
beauty parlor, a modiste and sundry devices metamorphose the ugly duckling into a ravishing swan.
In the end she leads Colman a merry chase for her
affections, finally capitulating to his honest lovt.
By Michael L. Simmons
^/1T, merriment and human interest play
a measurable part in this business romance. The result is a type of light entertainment that should give most filmgoers an
entertaining session. The plot is sprightly,
embracing Hans Christian Andersan's theme
of the suffering ugly duckling who finally
evolves into a swan of surpassing loveliness.
The settings for the most part take place
in a business office showing the daily byplay of humor, flirtation and routine between bosses and the pretty underlings.
What results is mostly flirtation.
Norma Shearer in the part of the ugly
duckling delivers an entertaining portrayal.
You never recognize the lovely Norma in
this homely aspect, but you love her none
the less. Lew Cody and Willard Lewis are
excellent foils for the star's wistful presence,
supplying a diverting swordplay of satire
and repartee that adds "salt" and pungency
to the story.
Karl Dane, whose character "bit" in
M-G-M's "The Big Parade" brought the
spotlight of the industry on his excellent
work, appears here for a short sequence in
the role of a janitor, and adds further
laurels to his record.
What is most important, a sprightly
thread of sophistication and wit runs constantly through the picture, deftly abetted
by clever titles and situations, all tending
to mirth and merriment. The picture can
be well characterized as fitting entertainment
for the "Tired Business Man," for his
"stenog," the clerks and even the elevator
runner.
There is a wonderful chance for tie-ups
with all stores selling cosmetics. Gown
shops and beauty shops should also evince a
desire to co-operate, as there is much material in the film to redound to their advantage.

WEDDING

REVIEWS

SONG

P. D. C. Photoplay. Adapted from the
novel by Ethel Watts Mumford. Directed by Alan Hale. Length, 7,373
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
feet.
Beatrice Glynn
Leatrice Joy
Hayes Hallam
Robert Ames
Paul Glynn
Charles Gerard
Ethea
Rosa Rudami
Captain Saltus
Clarence Burton
Grandma
Gertrude Claire
Auntie
Ethel Wales
Jeffrey King
Gladden James
Hayes Hallam is leaving a Pacific island where
he was born, for San Francisco to dispose of a fortune in pearls on his island. On board he meets
Paul Glynn, confidence man, who plans to cheat
him. In Frisco, Glynn introduces Hayes to his
confederates, posing as members of his family.
Among them is Beatrice, posing as Glynn's sister.
True to his plans, Hayes falls in love with Beatrice,
marries her, and they sail for his island accompanied
by Glynn, and a pseudo grandmother. On the
island, Beatrice comes to realize the baseness of her
plans, and she refuses to carry out the scheme with
her cronies. Glynn forces her to open the safe and
Hayes arriving on the scene, finds them in the act
of robbery. At the point of a gun he orders them
to leave the island. Beatrice learns that they have
thrown a bomb under the house and rushes to the
cabin, snatches the bomb and throws it over the
cliff. There is an explosion — a terrific landslide follows and the gang of crooks meet a retribute of
death.
then realizes
Beatrice's honest love
and takesHayes
her tenderly
in his arms.
By Michael L. Simmons
^n

interesting crook drama, liberally
sprinkled with thrills and amusing relief touches — all calculated to strike a popular box-office note. The action starts in a
South Sea island, noted for its pearl fishcries. Here, the atmosphere is well rendered, breathing an air of mystic romance
and the restful effect of balmy, tropical
waters. In this sequence there is a pleasing
quantity of pictorial lure.
A transition to cosmopolitan circles is
quickly made, and we have before us the
sinister, but clever (and in this case often
amusing) tactics of "big league crooks,"
getting ready to fleece the young pearl king.
The way this gang gets together and establishes itself as a modest, retiring, domesticated family would alone be the backbone
of a successful photoplay.
But in this case, the "Wedding Song"
has additional interesting incidents. Among
these are shots of underworld dives on the
Barbary Coast, sparkling cabaret atmosphere, and last, but not least, a thrilling climax in the gigantic upheaval of a landslide
started by an exploded bomb, intended for
the hero and heroine.
Summed up, you have here good, substantial, heart-interest entertainment, the
crook atmosphere well registered, and the
titles carrying out the humor with sprightly
cleverness.
Exploitation angles are various. There
is the pearl suggestion for jewelers. The
title of the film lends itself to tie-ups with
specialists in trousseau outfits, and since
the film was picturized from the novel, book
shops should not be forgotten.

THE

PERFECT

CLOWN

Chadwick Picture Corporation Photoplay.
Directed by Fred Neremeyer. Length,
5,981 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bert Larry
Larry Semon
Mrs. Sally Mulligan
Kate Price
John Mulligan
Oliver Hardy
The Girl
Dorothy Dwan
Her Chum
Joan Meredith
The Boss
Otis Harlan
The Porter
G. Howe Black
Bert Larry, through helping an invalid to pay his
board bill, is left without funds to pay his own. He
arrives at work late, and only through the ingenious
efforts of his girl is he saved from being fired. The
boss sends Bert to the bank with a bag containing
$10,000. When he arrives there, the bank is closed
and so Bert has to keep the money with him overnight. A wild comedy of events follow, during
which detours in a tumbled down flivver, white
spooky objects and convicts who compel him and
his friend to exchange clothes, all tend to make a
hectic evening for our hero. In the morning, worn
out, he shows up at the office with the bag, only
to find that he had taken the wrong bag, and the
one that he had was empty. The real bag with the
money is at the office all the time. Nevertheless,
Bert is delighted, for after all he has the girl.
By Michael L. Simmons
T'HERE are, all told, about two reels of
real comedy in this six reel affair. It
seems, then, that Larry Semon, who can
unquestionably be very funny at times, is
somewhat out of his element in a six reel
feature. Especially this one, which has
actual "guts."
only about
What
results two
is a reels
highlyofextravagant
slapstick affair that adults may find trying, but
that should prove a real winner for the kiddies.
Fred Newmeyer, who has been responsible for many of the Harold Lloyd successes, has done the directing here, but one
"sure-fire"
individual
the the
little of
recognizes
often in
house so
down
that bring
gags
Lloyd pictures.
The line of attack in this picture is
mostly through action, the sort that tries
action at any price. One finds the comedian falling down the stairs any number of
a hare's
at of
times, torushing
pace
escapethrough
whole streets
platoons
cops,
shinnying up and down buildings like a cat,
and kindred other devices for which two
reel comedies are noted.
The verdict, then, is that in this picture
at least, Larry Semon is far from a perfect
clown. Nevertheless, as already mentioned
in the above, there is a fairly definite prospect of appealing to the kiddies with this
type of entertainment. The kiddies do like
slapstick, without being too critical about
its calibre, and there is a whole truckload of
this stuff here.
There is also a vein of semi-serious love
interest. The best that can be said for this
is that the girl is pretty.
Your best exploitation bet is an appeal
to the youngsters of the neighborhood.
Chadwick has gotten out some extraordinarily good accessories for playing up the
clown idea. You might stage a local clown
contest in which patrons can vote for their
favorite clown of the town.
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feet.

PRINCE
OF
WAY

BROAD-

Pictures Corp. Photoplay. Directed byJohn Gorman. Length, 5,800
CAST AND

SYNOPSIS

George Burke
George Walsh
Nancy Lee
Alyce Mills
Wade Turner
Freeman Wood
Buck Marshall
Frank Campeau
Juanita
Alma Bennett
James J. Jeffries
Himself
The Champion
Capt. Robert Roper
Jack Root, Match-maker
Tommy Ryan
Tim McCane
Charles McHugh
"Snowball"
G. Howe Black
George Burke, heavyweight champion, dissipates
wildly, and as a result is knocked out by the challenger. The news brings Nancy Lee, an oldtime sweetheart, to his dressing room, where she
finds him in a coma from drink. One night, as
Burke passes the theatre, he is knocked down by an
auto. Nancy and a suitor, Wade Turner, rush to
him. On regaining consciousness, Burke is offered
a chance to go to Wade's ranch to get in shape.
Wade
actually
Burke'smotive
rivalry
Nancy's
hand, and
has fears
an ulterior
in for
sending
him
away out West. Burke trains faithfully, and outto harm
He
leaveswitsforWade'sSanemployees,
Franciscowhofor try
a bout
with him.
the new
champion, and not only wins back the title, but also
the love of his boyhood sweetheart, Nancy, who has
been rooting for him from a ringside seat.
By Michaf.l L. Simmons

BLUEBEARDS
WIVES

First National Picture. Robert Kane Production. Directed by Alfred A. Santell. Story by Blanche Merrill and Paul
Scho field. Length, 7,774 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Hart
)
Ben Lyon
Don Juan Hartezj
Mary Kelly
Lois Wilson
Juliet
Blanche Sweet
Gilda La Bray
Dorothy Sebastian
Kathra Granni
Diana Kane
Gindelheim
Sam Hardy
Partners in the Film Business
Dick Bernard, Andrew Mack
B. C. Duval
Dan Pennell
Paris
Wilfred Lytell
Most unusual and unheard of is the insistence of
Mary Kelly, a flapjack artist at Childs, that her
fiance raise a mustache. Otherwise she refuses to
marry him. To cap it all, John Hart, her boy
friend, loses his job and we find him several months
later down and out, and with a mustache and a
beard. John is spurred on, after accidentally meeting his former sweetheart in the park, to- seek a
job, and again Fate interferes, but this time in his
favor. He substitutes for a leading man in a motion picture studio. Then follows huge success with
its attendant ills of fraudulent publicity, which enmeshes him with seven publicity wives. In the end,
he sickens of the whole business, elopes with his
waitress sweetheart, and retires to the farm. Picture magnates seek him but no more sheik business
for him.
By Abraham

■yyiTHOUT
doubt, interest
this film
has strong
angles of human
(whatever
its
other short-comings) that give it box-office
appeal. The prize-fight scenes, and the
appearance of famous boxing personalities
add a colorful authenticity to the background that should draw sport followers
like a magnet draws pins.
Realism in these fight scenes is the keynote of the film's almost exclusive interest.
When James J. Jeffries, once super-caveman of the roped arena, appears as "himself" in the role of kindly adviser and
trainer to the defeated "champ," much interest ismanifested in his personality.
Other figures, once stellar lights in the
boxing world, contribute additional color
and interest to the fight scenes. George
Walsh is convincing in the part of a hardhitting wielder of the padded mit, his real
boxing ability and splendid physique eliciting much admiration as he dives into action.
The picture is strongest when dealing
with prize-fighting settings and characters.
It can claim little or no distinction in its
other sequences. There is a quick transition from Broadway to the ranch country
of the West, with the latter predominating
as a background.
Alyce Mills, as the girl in the case, contributes bit
a of personal sweetness, without
distinguishing herself in any way. There
are no really "big" moments, the suspense
is never at fever pitch, and the attention to
story detail, outside of the fight sequences,
is occasionally weak.
Nevertheless, the film has enough human
interest appeal to get over very definitely
with average audiences. And to those with
the least memory of, or interest for, the
gallant ring warriors of a bygone day, it
offers an exciting array of colorful incidents.
Get in touch with local sporting editors
and promote a revival of feature stories of
ring heroes of old. Co-operate with fight
clubs. Give an invitation showing to all
the boxers in town.

SEVEN

Bernstein

We

find in this picture a happy combination of clever direction; a story which
permits of poking fun at the motion picture

TUMBLEWEEDS
United Artists Photoplay. From the story
by Hal G. Evarts. Directed by King
Baggot.
Length, 7,254 feet.
CAST AND

SYNOPSIS

Don Carver
Molly Lassiter
Kentucky Roue
Noll Lassiter
Bill Freel
Bart Lassiter
Mrs. Reilly

William S. Hart
Barbara Bedford
Lucien Littlefield
J. Gordon Russel
Richard R. Neill
Jack Murphy
Lillian Leighton

Don Carver views wistfully the scene of the cattle territory he once roamed at will, being prepared
for the oncoming rush of homesteaders. In fooling
around with his side-kick, "Kentucky Rose," he accidentally lassos Molly Lassiter, a homesteader. She
is the sister of Noll, whom Don thrashed the day
before for cruelty to a boy. Noll conspires to have
Don arrested, on false evidence, for violating the
government's injunction against trespassing on the
"strip" before the signal is given. Don escapes in
time Molly.
to engageOn inthetheway
"rush,"
a claim
for
back and
he establishes
captures Noll
and
aDonconfederate
and
delivers
them
to
the
soldiers'
then is exonerated, and finds Molly, whompost.
he
takes tenderly in his arms.
By Michael L. Simmons
""DILL"

HART

returns here in a role

precisely as of yore — a hard-riding,
gun-shooting, good-natured cow puncher.
He doesn't seem a whit changed, and to
those who like the heroics of the plains,
"Tumbleweeds" will have a more measurable appeal than most Westerns. The
New York audience seemed to like it.

studio,
and part
"yes-men"
lent its
team luminaries
work on the
of Ben; excelLyon
and Lois Wilson, and a laugh-producing
set of titles by Randolph Bartlett.
Delicious burlesques of such personalities as Cecil De Mille, Rudolph Valentino,
John Gilbert, Ricardo Cortez, and a wellknown firm of producers are copiously
sprinkled throughout the picture. Ben Lyon
with his Gloria Swanson side-burns will set
the girls a-talking.
The only distraction to an otherwise perfectly wholesome picture is the play within
a play, in which Ben Lyon as Don Juan
Hartez, movie sheik, and Blanche Sweet
enact the famous Romeo and Juliet episode

has the personal magnetism he showed before, the story is of a type that suits his
character; but it is a question whether this
type and this kind of story is as popular
as it was in the days when the fans were
"Hart-mad." Each exhibitor, knowing his
own audiences better than anyone else in the
world, can best answer this question for
himself.

of Shakespeare's, presented on the screen
as "Purple Passions." This episode, played
entirely straight and seriously, while exquisitely done, has a tendency to slow up
the picture, and one anxiously awaits the

shots, though minus action, are rather impressive, showing the unending rolling
prairie trudged by vast battalions of cattle
as far as the eye can reach.
Then action takes a hand. We see the

resumption of our hero's difficulties aroused
through the tactics of a superpublicity man.
The flimsiest part of the story, that from
which the picture derives its title, is terribly
slighted. One expects a smash of histrionic
fire-works from the seven famous beauties
who were selected for the picture, Dorothy
Sebastian, Katherine Ray, Ruby Blaine,
Lucy Fox, Muriel Spring, Kathleen Martin
and Diana Kane. The beauties were given
very little opportunity to do anything, and
were not properly presented in the matter
of close-ups, Diana Kane being the only one
favored. Several dupe shots of the interior
of the Metropolitan Opera House are also
distracting.

Hart of old tripping up bullies in his characteristic way. We see the famous two
guns spit fire and hit the mark right in the
eye. And at the finish, a brand of riding
that has rarely been equalled by any

Theatre owners all over should play this
picture, and they will be helped by many
natural exploitation possibilities, the best of
which is probably a local movie contest for
bashful swains and their sweethearts. Feature the excellent work of Ben Lyon and
Lois Wilson.
They are a positive draw.

Whether this picture earns Hart the position he once enjoyed in filmdom's Hall of
Fame is a matter of public taste. The star

The film starts off rather slowly, with
attention for the most part given to the pictorial nature of the background. These

"puncher" on the screen. Yes, there certainly ispunch and thrill to this wild ride,
which brings the late-starting hero yards
ahead of the mad surging rush of homesteaders for free government land.
Humorous human-interest touches are not
wanting. Lucien Littlefield in the character of the hero's half-cracked buddy, serves
as the foil that produces the chuckles. He
is known as "Kentucky Rose," a sub-title
immediately assuring you that under any
other name he'd smell the same. All in all
the picture produces satisfactory audience
entertainment.
Throw all the weight of exploitation with
a heavy emphasis on the reappearance of the
star in a role dove-tailing perfectly with his
well-known capabilities.
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Paramount Photoplay. Adapted from the
novel by Peter B. Kyne. Directed by
Irvln Willat.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Leo Purdy
Jack Holt
Gail Ormsby
Florence Vidor
Jake Dort
Noah Beery
Hallie Purdy
Mary Brian
Link Halliwell
Richard Arlen
Ira Todd
George Bancroft
Tommy Scaife
Ray Thompson
Jasper Doak
Brandon Hurst
Bud Shannon
Henry Hebert
Chan
George Kawa
Conchita
Matilde Comont
Lee Purdy, owner of a ranch on "Enchanted
Hill," has trouble with Ira Todd, foreman of the
Box K. Todd's men make various attempts on
Purdy's life, with disastrous results to themselves.
While Purdy is shipping a wounded would-be assassin off to a hospital, he is addressed by Gale
Ormsby, who, unknown to him, is the new owner
of the Box K ranch. What seems the start of a
romantic friendship is rudely interrupted when Gale
later gets
version
of Purdy'smade
character.
Attacks are Todd's
still being
mysteriously
on Purdy,
and in a pitched battle between Purdy's men and
Todd's tained
thethat Todd
latter had
are routed.
is then who
obconspired Evidence
with a banker
had designs
on Purdy's
property,
to frighten
the
latter
off his land.
Gale comes
to recognize
the real
manliness and gentlemanly qualities of Purdy.
By Michael L. Simmons
^HIS

is a virile type of Western, sprinkled generously with smart action and
humor. On the whole it is pleasantly diverting, chiefly through the treatment which
makes it differ from the stereotyped Western. It has the makings of a satisfactory
box-offering, not only at houses catering to
Westerns, but wherever an action picture is
appreciated.
Its difference from the usual Western is
in an almost total lack of horses. The cowpunchers use automobiles instead, and likewise, there are more airplanes about than
bucking bronchos. Yet, so smoothly has
Willat created the atmosphere for these
modern devices on a wild background, that
not for a moment do these obtrude themselves asbeing out of place.
The use of ultra-modern effects do not
infer that the basic passions and play of
emotions among the hard-boiled westerners
are not the same as when lariats, chaps and
sundry dot the scene. The constant attempts made on the life of Holt in the role
of a gentleman rancher, cover a multitude
of sinister tactics. Guns spit fire from all
sides, and fists shoot out with crushing force
against unprotected jaws.
Yea, boy, Holt is some handy with his
mits, and what Noah Beery doesn't take on
his
nose,
eyes and hind-quarters, wouldn't
fluster
a rabbit.
Florence Vidor contributes a wholesome
brand of sweetness and charm. In quality
' of eye-lure she vies strongly with the picturesque background, which has unquestioned scenic grandeur and beauty.
For audience reaction, one can take the
Broadway patrons' response as a good criterion of how the picture should fare most
everywhere. Broadway isn't very strong on
Westerns, and the manifest kindly reception
of this one augurs well for its reception elsewhere.
Bill the names of Jack Holt, Florence
Vidor and Noah Beery heavily. Get out
airplane snipes in the form of heralds, so
that these can be shot through the air. And
don't forget the bookshops on the Peter B.
Kyne story.

THE

UNCHASTENED
WOMAN

A Chadtvicfj; Production. Adapted from the
play by Louis K. Anspacher. Directed
by James Young. Length, 6800 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Caroline Knollys
Theda Bara
Hubert Knollys
Wyndham Standing
Hildegarde Sanbury
Dale Fuller
Lawrence Sanbury
John Miljan
Michael Krellin
Harry Northrup
Emily Madden
Eileen Percy
Susan Ambie
Mayme Kelso
Overjoyed at the knowledge that she is to become
astudy
mother,
Carolinethe Knollys
her husband's
to impart
news torushes
him. toThere
she finds
him and his secretary in a fond embrace. Having
outlined
course ofmakes
actiona to
her inhusband's
affection, a Caroline
longregain
sojourn
Europe
where she determines to become the most talked
of woman. This she succeeds in doing. Lawrence
Sanbury, a young American architect, is seen a good
deal in Caroline's company. Their relationship, howis purely platonic.
husband,
of his ever,secretary,
and jealousCaroline's
of Caroline,
tries tired
very
hard to win her back when she returns to America.
The reconciliation is effected when Hubert learns of
their son and Caroline is softened by the love of
father and son.
By Peggy Goldberg
^HE much heralded
Bara to the screen
shekels to the box office.
quality of the production,
flock to see what Father

return of Theda
should bring the
Regardless of the
her admirers will
Time has done to

the famous "vamp" of the screen. They
will find that he has indeed treated her
kindly. The Chadwick people have not,
however, depended entirely on the star's
drawing power. So that even those not
particularly interested in Theda, will find
"The Unchastened Woman" fair entertainment.
The adaptation of Louis K. Anspacher's
drama, while lacking in subtlety, is interesting. Of course the eternal triangle is preeminent, but other elements have not been
neglected. Comedy relief is very aptly furnished byDale Fuller, who as the exponent
of a theory conducive to the happiness of
young married couples, practices not as she
preaches. The scenes of Venice, the land
of tradition, with its moonlit waters and
gondolas sailing to the strains of rhythmic
music, are perfect backgrounds for the romantic Theda.
In a not too radical departure from her
"vamp" role Theda's leaning to the emotional isgiven full play. This means that
she is not actually seen working her charms
on the opposite sex, although the illusion
that she knows how is created. As a means
to an end, she deliberately sets out to capture hearts which, by virtue of the number
of her pursuers, it is logical to suppose, has
been an easy job for her.
Miss Bara's supporting cast is of an unusually high standard. Every one in it is
suitably adapted to his part. Wyndham
Standing plays the leading male role with
the proper conviction. Eileen Percy, the
animated young secretary, is very pretty
and vivacious.
The most logical exploitation angle to
develop is the return of Theda Bara to the
silver screen.
Scenes of the Lido Canal in Venice
suggest tie-ups with
agencies.

foreign tourist

STEEL

PREFERRED

Metropolitan Photoplay. Released by P.
D. C. From the Saturday Evening Post
story by H. S. Hall. Directed by James
Hogan. Length, 6,717 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Amy Creeth
Vera Reynolds
Wally Gay
William Boyd
James Creeth
Hobart Bosworth
Red Face
Walter Long
Nicker
William V. Mong
Dicker
Charlie Murray
Waldron
Nigel Barrie
Mrs. Creeth
Helene Sullivan
Bartender
Ben Turpin
Wally Gay, young engineer in the Creeth steel
mills, is
a puddler
for insubordination. apprenticed
Here he comes todirectly
in contact
with the
practical mechanics of making steel. One day, he; is
instrumental in saving the mill owner's daughter,
Amy, from the threatening horror of a wrecked train
carrying molten metal. Creeth becomes interested in
Wally, and sponsors a mechanical patent conceived
by the former. Later, in a "walk-out" by the emWally shows
leadership
of men
ting themployees,
back
to workhis after
a terrific
fight by
withget-a
scheming
of
Amy. agitator. A happy climax is achieved in
his putting over his "idea," and winning the heart
By Michael L. Simmons
STORY replete in human interest, on
a spectacular background of molten
metal and blazing furnaces. Relief touches
afford frequent chuckles. All in all, you
have here a film that strikes an appealing
box office note.
William Boyd, who attracted so much
attention in Cecil De Mille's "The Road
to Yesterday," is again shown here in the
hard hitting "he-man" type of clean cut
youth. The predictions made on the basis
of his able performance in that film are
amply realized here. Boyd adds a compelling kind of force and romantic masculinity tothe hero's role.
The picture is not in the absolute nature
of an epic of the steel mills, but rather as a
revelation of the by-play of human emotions
and humor among those who face the
threatening dangers of white-hot sparks and1
sinister writhing coils of blazing metal.
As

such it gets across with many

sprightly touches of humor, frequent moments of suspense and climactic action.
Charlie Murray in the role of a booze-loving mill hand, is injected into the proceedings whenever tension is tight and invariably
the result is a bubbling laugh. Vera Reynolds, as the girl in the case, adds a definite amount of sweetness and charm. Her
opportunities to shine are not many, but she
is nevertheless
ever she appears."easy on the eyes" whenFor those who crave excitement there is
a terrific battle between hero and villain,
which threatens to pull the house down in
which it is staged, and an effective thrill is
staged when a "hot train," carrying molten
steel, jumps the rails and pours its awesome
load down a hillside.
You've got names to play with in your
billing on this one. Ben Turpin, Hobart
Bosworth, Charlie Murray and Walter
Long are only a few, besides the principals, who should draw them in.
Get in touch with stationery stores selling toy "construction sets," window displaysadvantage.
of which can be capitalized to mutual
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Short

6
26
13
12
12

New
Bray
Bray
Sport
Tense

Subjects

AMBASSADOR
PICTURES CO.
Title
Subject
Length
Bray Magazine*
Nature Pictures
Romance*
Travelogs
Moments of Opera

ARROW
Title
Subject
The Dumbwaiter
Bobby Dunn
The Hypnotist
Tom and Jerry Cartoon . .
The Wrong Groom
Eddie Lyons
That's That
Billy West
Don't
Slip
Billy
Her Other
Husband
Eddie West
Lyons
Days
of
'49
Desert Hawk
Riders of the Plains

DAVIS

Released

Length Released
2000
Aug 15
. 1000
2000
Aug 1
Aug 15
Sep 11
2000
Sep
2000 Oct 25
2000
Oct 1

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
Title
Subject
Length Released
The Merchant of Venice . . Tense Moments from Famous 1 reel classic . .
Plays
and
Great
Author*
David Garrick
MacBeth
Bast Lynne
Scrooge
Jane Shore
The Lady of the Camelias
Moths
Hunchback of Notre Dame
Nancy (From Oliver Twist)
Sappho
The Scarlet Letter
Vanity Fair
Never Too Late to Mend . .
Leg Miserable*
Fagin (From Oliver Twist)
Bleak House
A Tale of Two Cities
AYWON
Title
A Tough Night
On the Isle of Sap
The Poor Millionaire
A One Man Woman
The Huckleberry Gulcb . . .
A Wonderful Wallop
October Morn
A Lucky Dog
His Future Father in Law..

FILM
Jimmy
Jimmy
Jimmy
Jimmy
Jimmy
Jimmy
Jimmy
Jimmy
Jimmy

CORPORATION
Subject
Length Released
Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
Callahan Comedies. %2 reels
Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels
Callahan Comedies. . 2 reels
Callahan Comedies.. I reels
Callahan Comedies.. 2 reels

BISCHOFF, INC.
Length
Subject
Title
2 reels .
H. C. Witwer Comedies
Mac's Beth
2 reels.
Battling Romeo
H. C. Witwer Comedies
2 reels.
Merchant of Weenies ... H. C. Witwer Comedies
2 reels.
Taming of the Shrewd . H. C. Witwer Comedies
Account of Monte Cristo
H. C. Witwer Comedies
22 reels.
reels
Live Agent
...Biff Comedies
Hollywouldn't
Biff
Comedies
2
reels.
Working for the Rest
Biff Comedies
2 reels,
Six Miles to Go
Biff Comedies
....2 reels.
Assorted Nuts
Gold Medal Comedies
2 reels.
Spooky Spooks
Gold Medal Comedies
I reels.
Play Ball
Gold Medal Comedies
2 reels.
Roomers Afloat
Gold Medal Comedies
2 reels.
Starvation Hunters
Biff Comedies
2 reels
Cured Hams
Gold Medal Comedies .... 2 reels
Last of the Moheglans . . . H. C. Witwer Comedies . . 2 reels
Lost Whirl
Biff Comedies
2 reels

Chart

Released
..Aug. 1
..Sept. I
...Oct. 1
...Nov. I
...Dec. 1
..Aug. 10
,.Sept. 10
..Oct. 10
..Nov. 10
..Aug. 20
.Sept. 20
..Oct. 20
. .Nov. 20
.Dec. 10
..Dec. 20
. ..Jan.
. .Jan. 101

CRANFIELD
& CLARKE, INC.
Title
Subject
Length Released
!n Tulip Land
Scenic
2 reels
October
Let's
Go
Fishing
Scenic
1
reel
....November
Wooden Shoes
Scenic
1 reel ....December
Heroes of the North Sea . . Scenic
1 reel
January
Where Silver River
Scenic
February
Beautiful Britain
Scenic
March
CUMBERLAND
PRODUCTIONS
Title
Subject
Length Released
On the Go
Billy West
1810 Jan. I
Believe Me
Bobby Dunn
Jan. 15
So Simple
Billy West
1851 Feb. I
Hard Around
Hearted Husbands .. Bobby
"Thins
Feb. 15 I
Stick
Billy West
1846 Meh.
Rival*
Bobby Dunn
Meh.it
Hey Taxi
BIHy West
1758 ,u>r
Brass Button
Billy West
...... .Anr.ift
West fs West
BHIy Dunn
May
Dog 'On It
Billy West
Msy IS

DISTRIBUTING DIVISION, INC.
Thru Vital Exchanges)
Released
Title
Subject
Length
Saturday
Fellas"
2000 ft
(Dist "Hey
"Sheiks and Shebas"
Peggy The Vamp
Fireflies
"Hey Fellas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
Peggy's
Pests
Tin
Hoss
"Hey Fellas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
Peggy'sPrice
Putters
"Hey Fellas"
What
Orphans
"Sheiks
and Shebas"
PeggyKlynick
in a Pinch
"Hey Fellas"
The
"Sheiks and Shebas"
Peggy's
Six
FacesHeroes
West
"Hey Fellas"
"Sheiks and Shebas"
Peggy's
"Hty Fellas"
Ringlings Helpers
Rivals
"Sheiks and Shebas"
Peggy's
A Tale Told Without Titles 2000 ft
It Might Reward
Happen to You
Serial
10 Episodes .
The Mystery Box
Tales Told Without Titles. . 2 reels
The Promise
The Invention
A Tale Told Without Titles 2000 ft
Crooked
A Tale Told Without Titles 2000 ft
The Valiant Skipper
A Tale Told Without Titles 2 reels
Cinema Stars
Novelty Reel
1 reel weekly
The Power God
Serial
15 episodes .
Fragments of Life ........ Herrick Prods
2 reels
EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
Subject
Title
1000 MayReleased
3
Length
Earl Hurd Cartoon Comedy 2000
Monkey Business
Msy 3
Hamilton Comedy
King Cotton
2000 Msy 3
Dragon Alley
Juvenile Comedy
1000 May 3
Novelty
Judge'sBottom
Crossword Puzzle . Cameo Comedy
Rock
1000 May 10
1000 Msy
May 10
Fablea in Color
Only
a
Country
Lass
2000
10
Fares Please
Tender Feet
Walter Hiera
Comedy .....*. 2000 Msy 10
Mermaid
Comedy
1000 May 10
Judge's Crossword Puzzle Novelty
1000 May 17
L.
H.
Howe's
Hodge-Podge
1000 May 17
Judge'sWsves
Crossword Puzzle. . Novelty
Wild
Cameo Comedy
1000 May 24
Hello Goodby
Mermaid Comedy
2000
May 24
Two Poor Fish
E. Hurd Cartoon Comedies 1000 May 31
Sit Tight
Christie Comedy
2000 May 31
1000 May 31
Judge's
Crossword Puzzle.. Cameo Comedy
Fun's run
1 1000 June 7
The Cloudhopper
Larry
Semon
2000. ... .June 7
Air Tight
Bobby Vernon ........... 2000..... June 14
Wake
Up
£ Lyman H. Howe
Hodge-Podge
1000..... June 14
Cameo Comedy
1000.
.June 21
Mermaid Comedy
Going
Great
Baby Blues
2000 June 21
Juvenile Comedy
2000 June 21
Christie Comedy
Props'Out
Dash for Cash
Look
2000 June 28
Cameo Comedies
Beware
1 reel... .Aug. 2
Mermaid Comedies
2 reels Aug. 9
Wild Beasts of Borneo . . . Special
• 2 reels Aug. 16
Felix Cat Trifles with Time
Pictorial Proverbs
Felix
the
Cat'....
.... 11 reel
reelAug. 23
L.
H.
Howe's
Hodge-Podge
Christie Comedies . ,
Soup to Nuts
Aug. 30
E. Hurd Cartoon Comedies 21 reels
Props and the Spirits
reel Sept.
Aug. 306
Felix the
Cat In Business. . Felix the Cat
1 reels
reel
Watch
Out
2
Bobby Vernon Comedies . . . 2 reels
Pleasure Bound
Mermaid Comedies
In Deep
Cameo Comedies
reelSept. 13
Off His Beat
Walter Hiers Comedies .... 1 reel
The Tourist
Tuxedo
Comedies
•.
Felix
the
Cat
21 reels.
. .Sept. 20
Felix Cat Thru Toyland . .
reel
The Stor> -Teller
L.
H. Howe's
Hodge-Podge 1 reel
Who's Which
Cameo
Comedies
Sept. 27
Be Careful
reels
.Ilmmle
Comedies . . . 221 reel
Fair Warning
MermaidAdams
Comedies
reels
Christie Comedy
A Misfit Sailor
Felix Movies
the Cat on the Farm Felix the Cat
2 reels
Oct. 4
The
Hamilton Comedy
1 reel
Oct. 4
Cameo Comedy
Dog Daze
2
reels
Oct. 4
Juvenile Comedy
| 1 reel
Baby Be Good
Oct.
11
Felix
the
Cat
Felix the Cat on the Job..
2 reels
Oct. 18
Knlcknacks of Knowledge. . Hodge-Podge
Scrambled Eggs
Oct.
Cameo Comedy
1\ ireel
reel
Oct. 18
18
Mermaid Comedy
Spot Light
1
reel
Oct.
25
Felix the Cat in Gold Rush Felix the Cat
2 reels
Oct. 23
Bobby Vernon
Comedy .... 1 reel Nov. I
Slippery
Cameo
Comedy
Sweet andFeet
Pretty
2 reels Nov. t
Christie Comedy
A Goofy Gob
1 reel Nov. 8
Fire Away
Mermaid Comedy
2 reels Nov. 8
Fellow Members
Walter Hiers Comedy
2 reels Nov. 8
Felix the Cat
Felix Feet
Cat in Eats are Wets Cameo
2 reels Nov. IB
Hot
Comedy
1 reel
Nov. 15
Cleaning Up
Tuxedo Comedy
1 reel
Nov. 2t
Magical Movies
2
reels
Nov. 22
L.
H.
Howe's
Hodge-Podge
Felix Cat Tries the Trades Felix the Cat
1 reel
Nov. 22
On Edge
Mermaid Comedy
reel
Nov.
Sea Scamps
Juvenile Comedy
21 reels
Nov. 29
29
Cameo-Cliff Bowes
Slow Down
2000
Dec. 6
Hamilton
Framed
1000
Dec. 6
The Fighting Dude
Lupino Lane
2000
Dec. 6
Christie
My Swedie
2000
Dec. 6
Felix the Cat
The
Rainbow's
Emd
2000
Dec. 13
What's Up
Cameo-Cliff Bowes
1000
Dec. 13
Cheap Skates
1000 . . . Dec. 20
L.
H. Howe's
Mermaid
Lige Hodge-Podge
Coniey
1000
Dec. 20
Felix the Cat
2000
Felix Kept on Walking
Oo-La-La
1000
Dec.
27
Bobby Vernon
Cameo-Cliff Bowes
2000
Dec.
Sky
Walter Hiers
1000
Jan. 273
Weak Hooks
But Willing
2000
Jan. 3
Felix the Cat
Felix Spots the Spooks
1000
Jan. 10

January 2, 1926
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EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGE
(Cont.)
Length
Released
Title
Subject
200U . .
Live Cowards
Mermaid-AI St. John
.
Jan. 10
1000 .. ..
Brotherly Love
Cameo-Cliff Bowes
. Jan. 17
2000
A Salty Sap
Christie-Billy Dooley
. Jan.
2000 . .
My Stars
Tuxedo-Johnny Arthur
17
.. Jan.
1000 . .
Jan. 24
Felix Flits with Fate
Felix the Cat
•. — . 2000
.
.
17
For Sadie's Sake
Jimmy Adams
. Jan. 24
Mother
Movies .... McCall
L. H. Howe's
Hodge-Podge 1000
. Jan. 24
FashionsGoose's
from Paris
Color Fashion
1000
. Jan. 24
Be Careful Dearie
Cameo-Joe Moore
2000
Jan. 31
31
Lickety Split
Mermaid-Lige Conley
Jan.
FILM BOOKING
OFFICES
Title
Subject
Length Released
Sun Laurel Comedy
200U Dec. 1
Mon*ieur Don't Car* .
Dinky
Doodle
1000 Dec. 1
Pied Piper
Screen Almanac No. 6 ... Broadway Beautie*
1000 Dec. 10
Habia Jeebie
Aubrey Comedy
2000 Dec. 15
Man Laurel Comedy
2000 Dec.30
We*t •( Hot Dog
Red Riding Hood
Dinky Doodle
1000 Jen. 4
Screen Almanac No. 7
Studio Secrets
1000 Jan. 10
Hypnotized
Aubrey Comedy
2000 J an. 15
2000 Jan.30
Somewhere In Wrong .... Stan Laurel Comedy
The Captain * KJd
Dinky Doodle
1000 reb. 1
Screen Almanac No. 8 .... Hollywood's Close- Ups ... 1000 Feb. 10
Oh What a Flirt I
Aubrey Comedy
2000 Feb.15
Twin*
Stan Laurel Comedy
2000 Feb.28
1000 Mar. 1
Dinky Doodle & Cinderella. Cartoon
Welcome Granger
Comedy
,.
Mar. 1
Peacemaker*
2000
Mar. 15
He Who Get* Rapped
Merton of the Goofie* .... Peacemakara
2000 Mar. 29
The Great Decide
Peacemakera
2000 Apr. 12
The Fast Male
Peacemaker*
2000 Apr.26
The Covered Flagons
or Hooch Mon I
Peacemaker*
2000 May 10
Madam Sans Gin
Peacemaker*
2000 May 24
Peacemakera
2000 June 7
April's Fool
Peacemaker*
2000 June29
Oscar'a Wild
Miss Me Again
No. 12 "The Pacemaker*"
Aug. 152
Book Bozo
Jimmy Aubrey
Aug.
Babes in the Woods
ft 12 Dinky Doodle Cartoon
Aug. 13
16
Lame Brains
Blue Ribbon Comedy
Sept. 206
Amazing Mazie
ft
of Mazie"
Sept.
Tailoring
ft 11 "Adventures
Stand. Fat Men
Com
Sept. 20
The Bad Man
ft 1. Bray Cartoons
Sept.
The Constant Simp
ft
2.
"Adventures
of
Mazie"
Sept.
Three Wise Goof*
ft 2. Stand. Fat Men Com
Oct. 4
Oct. 274
How Elephant Got Trunk . . Novelty Bray Studios
II
«'_Or
What
Have
You?"
.
ft
3
"Adventures
of
Mszie"
Oct.
2nd Blue Ribbon
Oct. 18
Oct. 18
3rd Bray Cartoon ........
25
•'Mazies Won't Tell"
ft 4. "Adventures of Mazie'
Oct.
FILM EXCHANGE, INC.
Title
Service Novelties
Danse Macabre
Synch, of St. Saens Sym
Road to Mandatay
Pict. of Kipling's Poem
Aphrodite
Beauty Rising from the Sea
Soul of the Cypress
Vividly Portrayed Dance
Reverie in Land of Dream*
Day Dreams
The White Chrysanthemum A Beautiful Love Story ...
Title
New Era Novelties
Land of Eternal Youth .... Peril* of the Alps
Neath the South Sea Moon Idylls of Southland
Isle of Romance
Valley of Content
Hot and Cold
Roof Tops of Europe
Jungle Rites
Winter** Playground
Honeymoon Place
Mt. Blanc, the Magnificent
Snows of Many Years .... Venice of the South Seas
Memories of Helvetia
An Alpine Paradise
Heroes of Long Ago
Land of Heart's
Desire
Mountains
of Romance
Lady of Bath
Land of William Tell
Week End in Paradise
Top of the Title
World
Trip to Happyland
Novelty Seenlcs
Working the Scenery
Niagara Falls from Aero
Where Firemen Grow Wing* Fighting Forest Fires In Air
Nipping Them in Nipigon . . Trout Fishing as a Sport
The Magic Rag
Novelty Dealing with Paper
The Land of Rivers
Northern Canada
We Parked in Ontario .... Toronto, Ct. of Amus. Parks
Title
Novelty Adventures
Spearing Lions _
Jungles of India
Tiger of the Stream
Lassoing Wild Animals
Dinner Time at the Zoo . . A Path In the Woods
4 Others
Toto of the Congo
Quaint People and Queer Places
Head Hunters of Borneo . . Land
Dyaks of Sarawak
Old China
Ouaint Berne
Ragoon of the Mystic East With Nomads and Tartars
Land of the White Rajah Sea Dyaks of Sarawak
Ruby Mines of Burma .... Customs of Calmucks
Land of the White Elephant Japanese Fishermen
Tttle
Wonders of Nature
Secrets of the Waters .... Wav of a Sea Cull
Comrades of the Gsrden . . Denizens of the Deert
Glimpses of Bird Life .... P-»r> Into the Pnnd
Feathered Friends
Nature's Chn^sMrs
Sidelights of Water Birds . Cnmmnn Folk o' Vntitre
FITZPATRICK
Title
Franz Schubert
Famous
Felix Mendelssohn
Famous
Stephen Foster
Famous
Ludwlg Van Beethoven .... Famous
Franz Lizt
Famous
Frederick Chopin
Famous
George Frederick Handel . . Famous
Richard Wa?ner
Famous
Haydn and Mozart
Famous
Guiseppe Verdi
Famous

PICTURES,
Subject
Music Masters ....
Music Masters ....
Music Master* ....
Music Masters ....
Music Masters ....
Music Masters ....
Music Masters
Music Masters
Music Masters ....
Music Masters

INC.
Length
1 reel
1 reel
I reel
1 reel
I reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Released

June 13
Sep. I
Oct. 2
Oct. 15

Subjects — Continued
Title

The Big Game Hunter ....
On the Go
The West Wind
A Business Engagement . . .
Shoes
Sweet Marie
In a China Shop
The Sky Jumper
Love and Lions
My Own Carolina
Cloudy Romance
Pencil, Brush and Chisel...
All Abroad
The Heart Breaker
Transients in Arcadia
Cuba Steps Out
The Wrestler
Strong for Love
The Sky Tribe
White Paper
The Peacemakers
Failure
The River Nile
Toiling for Rest
Iron Trail Around the World
Cupid a la Carte
His Own Lawyer
The Fighting Tailor
The Whirlpool of Europe . .
A Flaming Affair
Old Virginia
The Feud
The Bankrupt Honeymoon .
Egypt
Today
Hold For
Investigation ....
Sawdust and Spangles
Officer of the Day
Elsie in New York
Pawnshop Politics
The Reporter

FOX
Star
Length
Van Bibber-Foxe
2 reels
Imperial Comedy
2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
Helen & Warren Series . . 2 reels
O. Henry Series
2 reels
Imperial Comedy
2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel
Van Bibber-Foxe
2 reels
Imperial Comedy
2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
Imperial Comedy
2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
Helen & Warren Series ... 2 reels
Imperial Comedy
2 reels
O. Henry iSeries
2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
Van Bibber-Foxe
2 reels
Imperial Comedy
2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
Helen & Warren Series .... 2 reels
O. Henry Series
2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
O Henry-Gilbert
2 reels
Helen & Warren Series ... 2 reels
Imperial-Georgie Harris ... 2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
Imperial-Sid Smith
2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
Van Bibber- Earle Foxe .... 2 reels
Imperial-Harold Goodwin . 2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
0. Henry Series
2 reels
Fox Varieties
1 reel .
Imperial-Harold Goodwin .. 2 reels
O. Henry Series
2 reels
Imperial-Georgie Harris ... 2 reels
Van Bibber-Foxe
2 reels

IRIS NOVELTY
Title
12 Hand Colored Nov
20 Screen Stars
6 Nov. "Did This Ever
Spe.
15 Trick Reels-Iris
to You"
9 Happen
Scenics

Released
. . . Aug. 16
. . . Aug. 23
, . . Aug. 23
.. . Aug. 30
. . . Sept. 6
. . . Sept. 6
Sept. 6
. . Sept. 20
, . . Sept. 20
. . . Sept. 20
. . . Oct. 4
... Oct. 4
Oct. 18
11
. . . Oct.
... Oct. 18
Oct. 181
. . . Nov.
. . . Nov. 1
Nov. 151
... Nov.
. . . Nov. 22
. . . Nov. 29
.. .. .. Nov.
Dec. 29
13
Dec.
27
. . . . Jan. 3
. . ".. Jan.
Jan. 103
Jan. 10
. ... Jan. 24
Jan. 24
Feb.
Feb. 77
Feb. 3114
Jan.
. ... Feb. 21
Feb, 21
Feb. 21
. . . Mar. 7
. . . Mar. 14

EXCHANGE

LEE-BRADFORD
CORPORATION
Length
Subject
Series One
Released
His Week- End
The Lightning Comedies . 22 reels
reejs
See Here!
The Lightning Comedies . reels
Robbing the Rube
The Lightning Comedies . 2 reels
Two Too Many
The Lightning Comedies . 2 reels
Never on Time
The Lightning Comedies . 2 reel*
Horrible Ser/ej
Hollywood
The Lightning Comedies
Released
Two
Subject
. 2Length
reel*
The Dry Agent
The Lightning Comedies
Stage Struck Slim
The Lightning Comedies . 2 reels
The Gob
The Lightning Comedies . 2 reels
True to Two
The Lightning Comedies . 2 reels
Slippery Husband
The Lightning Comedies , . 2Length
Old Timers
The Lightning Comedies . 2 reels
reels
Released
Series Three
Subject
The Lion's Share
The Lightning Comedies . 2 reels
Tangled Wive*
The
Lightning Comedies
Comedies . 2 reels
Marriage Lies
The Lightning
reels
A Crook That Can Cook . . The Lightning Comedies . , . 22 reels
Her Father's Agreement The Lightning Comedies . . . 2 reels
MERIT FILM CORPORATION
Title
Author
Length Released
12 Fables in Slang
H. C. Witwer
2 reels
12 Biffs Thrill Comedies . . Chester Conklin, B. Franey 2 reels
12 Gold Metal Comedies . . A. St. John
2 reels
6 Criterion Classics
Gems of His. Romance.... 1 reel
The Flame Fighter
Features Herbert Rawlimon 2 reel*
PATHE
TttU
Subject
Sunken Silver No. 9
Drams
Wine, Women and Song . . . Fables Pic. Corp
Isn't Life Terrible
Roach Comedy
Ouch
Stereoscopik
Pathe Review No. 27
Educational
Topics of the Day No. 27 . Timely Films Inc
Sunken Silver No. 10
Drama
When Men Were Men
Fables Pic. Corp
Sherlock Sleuth
Roach Comedy
The White Wings Bride . . . Harry Langdon
Learning How
Grantland Rice
Topics of the Day No. 28 . Timely Films Inc
Pathe Review No. 28
Educational
Play Ball No. 1
Drama
For Love of a Gal
Fables Pic. Corp
Daddy Goes a Grunting . . . Roach Comedy
Sneezins Beezers
». Mack Sennett
Pathe Review No. 29
Educational
Tonics of the Day No. 29 . Timely Films Inc
Yes, Yes, Nanette
Roach Comedy
Play Ball No. 2
Drama
Bugville Field Day
Fablea Pic. Inc
Boys Will Be Joys
Our Gang
Why Kids Leave Home
Grantland Rice
Pathe Review No. 30
Educational
Topics of the Day No. 30 . Timely Films Inc

Length *«*>,
2000 Jul 5
700 Jul S
2000 Jul 5
500 Jul 5
1000 Jul 5
334 Jul I
2000 Jul 12
1000 Jul 12
2000 Jul 12
2000 Jul 12
1000 Jul 12
334 Jul 12
1000 Jul 12
2000 Jul It
1000 Jul 12
2000 Jul IV
2000 Jul 19
1000 Jut 12
334 Jul 19
1000 Jul 12
2000 Jul 26
1000 Jul 28
2000 Jul 29
1000 Jul 29
1000 Jul 26
L334 Jul 20
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Chart Aof
m Short

Aug
PATHE— Continued
.Aug
Aug
Title
Subject Length .AugReleased
Drama
£000. . .
2
Play Ball No. 3
Fables Pic. Inc
1000
A Yarn About Yarn
a
Roach
2000.
.
.
Adk a2
Innocent
Huabanda ...... . ~.. Mack Sennett
2000. .. .Auc
Tee
for Two
Educational
1000. . . Aug a
Patbe Review No. 31
Topica or the Day No. 31 .
.Aug a
Drama
2000.
Play Ball No. 4
.Aug ••
Bubblea
Fables Pic. Inc
1000.
Roach
2000.
»
Madame Sana Jane
■ Aug 0
Grantland Rico
1000.
Sona of Swat
Educational
1000.
Patbe Review No. 32
.Aug 9
Aug 169
334.
Topica of the Day No. 32 . Timely Film* Inc
.Aug
Aug 16
Drama
2000.
Play Ball No. 5
Fables
Pic.
Inc
1000.
Soap
.Aug 16
16
Lucky Stars
.Aug
2000.
Tama Men and Wild Women Roach
Aug
Pathe Review No. 33
Educational
1000.
Aug 16
Aug
Topica of the Day
Drama
2000.
Aug 23
Play Ball
Over the Plate
Fables Pic. Inc
750.
Aug 23
Mack Sennett
2000.
Aug 23
Don't Tell Dad
Aug
Our Gang
2000.
Mary, Queen of Tots
Aug 23
Seven Ages of Sport
Educational
1000.
Pathe Review No. 34
Aug 23
Aug
Timely Films, Inc
334.
Topics of the Day
SepSep 23
Drama
2000.
Play Ball No. 7
Sep
The Window Washers
Fables Pic. Inc
750.
30
Mack Sennett
2000.
Butter Fingers
SepSep 30
Mack
Sennett
2000.
S
ep 30
Cojd Turkey
Educational
1000.
Pathe Review No. 35
Sep 30
Timely Films, Inc
334.
Topics of the Day
Drama
2000.
6
Play Ball No. 8
2000.
6
No Father to Guide Him . . Hal Roach
Grantland Rice
1000.
6
Barrier Busters
6
Stereoscopik
1000.
A Runaway Taxi
Educational
1000.
6
Pathe Review No. 36
6
Fables Pic., Inc
750.
Barnyard Follies
6
Timely Films, Inc
334.
Topics of the Day
...Sep. 13
Madam Sans Jane
Hal
Roach
1
reel
Sep. 13
Unfriendly Enemies
.Sep. 13
"Play Ball' No. 9
2 reels
Into Ugly
Segundo's
Hands
The
Duckling
Aesop'sSennett
Film Fables
2/3
reel ....Sep.
13
.Sep. 20
Mack
2 reels
Hurry Doctor
.Sep. 20
Mack Sennett
2 reels
A Rainy Knight
2 reels
Somewhere in Somewhere . Hal Roach
.Sep. 20
A Home Plate Wedding ... "Play Ball" No. 10
t. reels
Sep. 20
.oep. 20
Starting an Argument
"Sportlight"
. 1 reel
Nuts and Squirrels
Aesop's
Film
Fables
2/3
reel
....Sep.
20
The Land Rush
..Sep. 27
"Wild West" No. 1
3 reels
Our
Gang
2
reels
.
...Sep. 27
jj Your
Own Kisses
Back Yard
... Mack Sennett
. .. .2 reels . ...Sep.
Love and
27
Hal Roach
1 reel . . ...Sep. 27
The Big Kick
Hungry Hounds
. .Sep. 274
Aesop's Film Fables
2/3 reel . ..Oct.
On The Show
"Wild West" No. 2
2 reels .
2/3 reel
The Lion and the Monkey.. Aesop Fable
.Oct. 44
Hal Roach-Cook
2 reels . ...Oct.
Moonlight and Noses
The Outlaw Elephant
"Wild West" No. 3 ...... 2 reels
Oct. 11
Hunkey Dorrey
1 reel
Oct. 11
Solid Ivory
The Hero Wins
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel ....Oct. 11
Mack
Sennett
2
reels
Oct.
11
Over There-Abouts
Roach-Chase
2 reels
Oct. 11
The Caretaker's Daughter . . Hal
"Wild West" No. 4
2 reels
Oct. 18
Ride Cooled
'Em Cowboy
Air
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel ....Oct. 18
Cuckoo Love
Hal Roach-Tryon
2 reels
Oct. 18
2 reels
Oct. 18
Good Morning Madame ... Sennett-Graves
Clever Feet
"Sportlight"
1 reel Oct. 18
"Wild West" No. 5
2 reels
.Oct. 25
The
CloserRustlers'
Than aStampede
Brother . . . Aesop Fable
2/3 reel ....Oct. 25
2 reels
Oct. 25
A Punch in the Nose .. Roach
Sennett-Day
2 reels
Oct. 25
: A Sweet Pickle
All Wool
Roach -Hunkey Dorrey
1 reel
Oct, 29
"Wild
West"
No.
6
2
reels
Nov.
1
"The
Diamond
Girl"
! Wildcats of Paris
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel ....Nov. 1
Better Movies
Our Gang
2 reels Nov. 1
2 reels Nov. I
Dangerous Curves. Behind .. Mack Sennett
What Price Touchdown ? . . "Sportlieht"
1 reel Nov. 1
The Champion Cowboy .... "Wild West" No. 7
2 reels Nov. 8
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel ....Nov., 8
The Honor System
Hal Roach-Cook
2 reels Nov. 8
Should Sailors Marry
Are Parents Pickles?
Roach-Parrott
1 reel
Nov. 8
2 reels Nov. 15
] Under the Buffalo Stampede "Wild West" No. 8
The Uneasy Three
Roach-Charley Chase
2 reels Nov. 15
More Mice Than Brains ... Aesop Fable
2/3 reel ....Nov. 15
Take Your Time
Sennett-Graves
2 reels Nov. 15
Shooting at Time
Sportlight
1 reel Nov. 15
Stolen Evidence
Wild West" No. 9
2 reels Nov. 22
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel
The Great Open Spaces
.Nov. 22
Papa, Be Good !
Roach -Glenn Tryon
2 reels Nov. 22
Isnl Love Cuckoo
Mack Sennett
2 reels Nov. 22
The Soapsuds Lady
Sennett-Alice Day
2 reels Nov. 22
Charlie
Chaplin
3 reels Nov. 22
A Dog's Life
Roach-Parrott
1 reel Nov. 22
Whistling Lions
The Law Decides
"Wild West" No. 10
2 reels Nov. 29
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel Nov. 29
A Day's Outing
Hal Roach
2 reels Nov. 29
Laughing
Ladies
Walloping Wonders
Sportlight
1 reel
Nov. 29
There He Goes
Sennett-Langdon
3 reels Nov. 29
The Ghost of Bellamy Castle "The Green Archer" No. 1. 2 reels Dec. 6
The Bonehead Age
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel ...Dec. 6
One Wild Ride
Our Gang
2 reels Dec. 6
The Midnight Warning .... "The Green Archer" No. 2. 2 reels . ..Dec 13
The Haunted House
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel ....Dec. 13
Wandering Papas
Roach-Clyde Cook
2 reels
Dec 13
2 reels ....Dec 13
From Rags to Britches .... Mack Sennett
Untitled
Sennett-Ralph Graves
2 reels Dec. 13
Then and Now
Sportlight
1 reel
Dec. 13
"The
Green
Archer"
No.
3.
2
reels
Dec. 20
In theEnglish
Enemy's
Stronghold.
The
Channel
Swim. Aesop Fable
2/3 reel ...Dec. 20
His Wooden Wedding
Roach-Charley Chase
2 reels
Dec. 20
Hotsy Totsy
Sennett-Alice Day
2 reels
Dec. 20
On the Storm King Road... Green Archer No. 4
2 reels ... Dec. 27
Noah and His Troubles . . . Aesop Fable
2/3 reel Dec. 27
Flaming Flappers
Hal Roach Comedy
2 reels
Dec. 27

Subjects — Continued

PATHE (Continued)
Released
Title
Subject
Length
Fins and Feathers
Sportlight
1
reel
.
Dec.
Pathe Review No. 52
Magazine
1 reel .
Dec. 27
27
Topics of the Day No. 52.. Timely Films, Inc
1/3 reel
.Dec.
27
The Affair of the River
Green Archer No. 5
2 reels .
The Gold Push
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel
Between Meals
Hal Roach Comedy
1 reel . .
A Punch in the Nose
Hal Roach Comedy
2 reels .
The Gosh Darn Mortgage . . Mack Sennett Comedy
2 reels .
Pathe Review No. 1
Magazine
1 reel . .
Topics of the Day No. 1 .. Timely Films, Inc
1/3 reel
Jan. 10
The Mystery Ship
Green Archer No. 6
2 reels .
Three Blind Mice
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel
Good Cheer
Roach-Our Gang Comedy . . 2 reels .
Wide Open Faces
Sennett-Graves Comedy ... 2 reels .
10
Jan.
10
All Astride
Sportlight
1 reel . .
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
10
Pathe Review No. 2
Magazine
1 reel . .
Jan. 10
Topics of the Day No. 2 .. Timely Films, Inc
1/3 reel
Jan.
Bellamy Baits a Trap
Green Archer No. 7
2 reels .
17
Jan. 17
Lighter Than Air
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel
Hot Cakes for Two
Sennett-Day
2 reels .
.Jan. 17
Pathe Review No. 3
Magazine
1 reel . .
Jan. 17
Jan.
Topics of the Day
Timely Films, Inc
1/3 reel
Jan. 17
Don't Butt In
Hal
Roach
Comedy
1
reel
.
.
The Cottage in the Woods . Green Archer No. 8
2 reels .
The Little Brown Jug
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel
.Jan.
Charley, My Boy !
Roach-Chase Comedy
2 reels Jan. 24
17
Whispering Whiskers
Sennett Comedy
2 reels
.Jan.
Pathe Review No. 4
Magazine
1 reel
Jan. 24
Jan. 24
Topics of the Day No. 4... Timely Films, Inc
1/3 reel
The Battle Starts
Green Archer No. 9
2 reels . . Jan.
24
Jan.
Soft Pedal
Roach Comedy
1 reel . . . . Jan.
Jan. 31
A June Bride
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel
Jan. 31
24
Long Pants
Roach-Glen Tryon Comedy. 2 reels . . ..Jan.
Jan.
31
Saturday Afternoon
Sennett-Langdon Comedy . . 2 reels . ,
Pathe Review No. 5
Magazine
1 reel . . ,
Jan.
Topics of the Day
Timely Films, Inc
1/3 reel . .. .Jan.
Jan. 31
317
Jan.
31
The Smoke Clears Away . . . Green Archer No. 10
2 reels . . Feb.
Feb.
7
The Windjammers
Aesop Fable
2/3 reel .
Pathe Review No. 6
Magazine
I reel ...
Feb. 7
Amundsen Polar Flight .... Special
RED

SEAL

PICTURES

CORP.

Title
Subject
Length Released
Song Car-Tune
Dec.27
Good
Come By*
TakeMyA LadyTrip Love
in My. . Song Car-Tune
Jan.15
Old Folks at Home
Song Car-Tune
Feb. 1
Mar. 1
Has Any Body Hera Seen Song Car-Tune
Delay Belt
Song Car-Tune
Mar.20
League ef Nations
(Out-of-the-Inkwell) Oct. 15
The Cure
(Out-of-the- Inkwell)
....Nov.15
The Storm
(Out-of-the-Inkwell)
.....Dec.20
Evolution
Urban- Kineto Prod
5 reels
.....
Thru Three Reigns
Royalty
..2 reels
The Silvery Art
Skiiing
2 reels
Flirting with Death
Ice Thriller
2 reels
13 Out of Inkwell Series . . Ko-Ko Cartoon Comedies
13 Marvels of Action
Fleischer-Novograph
13 Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes. . Fleischer Cartoons
13 Gems of the Screen
26 Animated Hair Cartoons By Marcus
.13
Made by Urban-Kineto
13 Searchlights
Film Facts
Laila or an Oriental Fantasy Emil Jannings
2 reels
SHORT
Title
Accidents
Won't Happen . .
Soda
Clerks
Invisible Revenge
Where Am 1
Bear Facts
Mixing
in Mexico
I Remember
One Day in June
Desert of Patience
Unknown Mother
The Lion Hunt
The Rhinocerous Hunt
The Water Hole
The Cloud Cruiser
Thirty Years Ago
Old Time Movie Show ....
Beware of Broncho Billy . .
Old Time Serial Show
Wild West Comes to Europe
Boston and New England .
Coney Island
The Endless Caverns
Betty and Her Beasties
Orphans of Mother O'Phew

FILMS

SYNDICATE
Subject
Length
Mutt & Jeff Cartoons
1 reel
Mutt & Jeff Carteons
1 reel
Mutt & Jeff Cartoons
1 reel
Mutt & Jeff Cartoons .... 1 reel
Mutt & Jeff Cartoons .... 1 reel
Mutt & Jeff Cartoons
1 reel
Venturini Series
2 reels
Venturini Series
2 reels
Venturini Series
2 reels
Venturini Series
2 reels
Adventure Series
1 reel .
Adventure Series
1 reel .
Adventure Series
1 reel .
Adventure Series
1 reel .
Old Fashioned Movies .... 1 reel
Old Fashioned Movies .... 1 reel
Old Fashioned Movies .... 1 reel
Old Fashioned Movies .... 1 reel
Old Fashioned Movies .... 1 reel
Technicolor
1 reel
Technicolor
1 reel
Technicolor
1 reel
Novelty Series
1 reel
Novelty Series
1 reel

SYNCHRONIZED

FILM

Released

SONGS

Subject
Author
Yearning
Irving Berlin
Waiting for the Moon
Irving Berlin
Will You Remember Me . . Leo Feist
I'll See You in My Dreams Leo Feist
Honest and Truey
Leo Feist
Madeira
Watterson, Berlin & Snyder
If You See That Girl, etc. Watterson, Berlin & Snyder
Shadowland
Watterson, Berlin & Snyder
Wonder If We'll Meet Again Shapiro, Bernstein & Co
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co....
Save Your Salary

Lengtn Released
350 feet
feet
350 feet
350
350 feet
feet
350 feet
feet
350
350
350
In Preparation
In Preparation

January 2, 1926
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Production
TENNEK

FILM

Chart

of Short

UNIVERSAL

CORP.

One Released Every Month
New-Idea
Big-Time
Two-Star
All-Star

Series
Comedies
Comedies
Comedies
Comedies

(12)
(12)
(12)
(12)

International Detective
Stories (12)
New Shadows of the
Jungle (12)
Chuckles
(12)
Honeymoon Fantasies

Title
The Fighting Ranger
Great Circua Mystery No. 10
Queen of Aces
Roaring Waters
Fighting Ranger No. 2
Nobody Wins
•
'he Fighting
Ranger, No. 2
Love
Sick
The Close Call
The Fighting Ranger No. 3.
Andy in Hollywood
Slick Articles
The Show Down
The Fighting Ranger, No. 4
Speak Freely
Queen of the Round Up . . .
The Fighting Ranger No. S
Kicked About
The Outlaw
The Fighting Ranger No. 0
Gridiron Gertie
The Pronto Kid
The Fighting Ranger No. 7.
Married Neighbors
Beauty and the Bandit ....
The Fighting Ranger No. 8.
Plenty of Nerve
The Ropin'
Venus
The
Lucky Accident
The Fighting Ranger No. 9.
A Rough Party
The Knockout Man .......
Discord in "A" Flat ,
The Fighting Ranger No. 10
Just in Time
The Battle of Wits
The Milky Way
The Fighting Ranger No. 11
The Polo Kid
Captured Alive
The Green Horn
The Fighting Ranger No. 12
After a Reputation .......
Raiders of the North
The Fighting Scboolmarm .
The Green Horn
After a Reputation
Raiders of the North
His New Suit
Paging a Wife
The Best Man
Speak Easy
Won by Law
Stand Up and Fight
The Party
Crying for Love
Dynamite's
Pleasure BentDaughter
Stranded
The Fight Within
Westward Ho
Officer 13
Tricked
One Wild Night
Too Much Mother-in-Law . .
Taking Chances
Green Eyed Monster
Educating Buster
The Raid
By the Sea
Cupid's
Victory
Just
Cowboys
The Cat's Whiskers
Uncle Tom's Gal
The Gold Trap
Muddled Up
Piping Hot
The Road from Latlgo .
Winning Pair
Absent Minded
Buster Be Good
Winds of Fate
The Rock of Revenge
The Rescue
The Fatal Card
Shootin'
Wild
Half Fare
No Greater Love

Stat
Chester Conklin
Hank Mann
Fatty Raymon-C. Dorety ..
Bill Patton, Clara Horton,
Eric Mayne, Sheldon Lewis,
Stuart Holmes
Eileen Sedgwick &
Lightnin' The Great ....
Selig's
Famous Wild
StarsAnimals
in Moments
of Mirth
Travelogues

Subjects — Continued

Length
2
2 reels
2 reels

Released

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

UNIVERSAL
Subject
Length Released
Weetern
2000 May 11
Serial
2000 May 11
Century
2000 May 13
Mustang Western
2000 May 16
Adventure Picture
2000 May 18
Arthur Lake
1000 May 18
Jack Daugherty
2000 May 18
Century Comedy
2000 May 20
Edmond Cobb
2000 May 23
Serial
2000 May 25
"The Gumps"
2000 May 25
Century
3000 May 27
Mustang
2000 May 30
Jack Daugherty
2000 Jun. 1
Edna Marian
2000 Jun. 3
Josie Sedgwick
2000 Jun. 6
Jack Daugherty
2000 June 8
Eddie Gordon
2000 June 10
lack Perrin
2000 June 13
Serial
2000 Jun. 15
Century Comedy
2000 Jun.17
Mustang Western
3000 Jun.20
Serial
■'000 Jun
Jun 24
21
Century
2000
Mustang i
2000 Jun 27
Serial
'000 Jun 29
Century
2000 Jul 1
Mustang
'000 Jul 4
Bull's Eye
1000 M
8
Serial
2000. . . . .Jul 9
Century
2000 Jul 8
Mustang
'000 Jul U
Bull's Eye
1000 .Jul 13
Serial
2000 Jul 13
Century
2000 Jul 15
Mustang
2000 Jut It
Bull's Eye
1000 Jul 20
Serial
2000 Jul 20
Century
2000 Jul 22
Mustang
'.000 Jul 25
Bull's Eye
1000 Aug •
Serial
2000 Aug 3
Century
'000 Au» •
Mustang
2000 Aug 8
Mustang-Josie Sedgwick ...2 reels... Aug 1
Bulls Eye-Charles Puffy .. l reel Aug 3
Century-Edna Marian
2 reels... Aug 5
Mustang-George Larkin ...2 reels. ..Aug 8
Bulls Eye-Arthur Lake .... 1 reel. ...Aug 10
Century-AI Alt
2 reels... Aug 12
Mustang-Josie Sedgwick ... 2 reels... Aug 15
Bulls Eye-Charles Puffy ... 1 reel Aug 17
Century-Wanda Wiley
2 reels... Aug 19
Mustang-Jack Perrin
2 reels... Aug 22
Bulls Bye-Arthur Lake .... 1 reel.... Aug 24
Century-Eddie Gordon
.2 reels. . .Aug 26
Mustang-Josie Sedgwick ...2 reels. . .Aug 29
Bulls Eye-Charles Puffy ... I reel. .. .Aug 31
Century-Edna Marian
2 reels. . .Sent. 2
Mustang-George Larkin ...2 reels. . .Sent. 5
Blue-Bird-Charles Puffy
1 reel. . . .Sent 7
2 ree's. . .Sept. 9
Century-Eddie Gordon
Mustang-Edmund Cobb
2 reels. . .Sent 12
Bluebird-Neely Edwards
1 reel. . . .Sept. 14
Century-Const. Darling
22 reels.
Mustang-Fred Humes
reels. . .Sent 16
.Sent 23
10
Bluebird-Arthur Lake
1 reel.. ,<5ent
21
Century-Trimble & Dog
*»e!s. .Sent
<?pnt
29
Mustang-Edmund Cobb ....2 reels. .Sent 26
Bluebird-Charles Puffy . 1 reel..
Century-Wanda Wiley
2 reels. .Cent
rv». 3DK
Mustane-Ben Corbett
2 reels.
BlueBird-Neely Edwards .. 1 reel..
Century- Edna Marian
2 reels.
Mustang-Fred Humes
2 reels. .Opr. *
Bluebird-Charles Puffy .... 1 reel. ,. ,0»»
.O-t
.Oft 10127
Centurv-Al Alt
2 reels.
Mustane-Edmund Cobb .... 2 reels. . O-t u
Centurv-Wanda Wllev
t- reel , 0/-f 21
.rvt 17
10
RlueMrd-Neely Edwards . .. ? reels . .OpI
Century-Trimble & Dog ... ' reels
0-» 7Q
Perils of the Wild No. 8.. 2 'eels
Opr. *
Perils of the Wild No. 9. . ' re=i*
Perils of the Wild No. 10. •» reels
o-»
Ctpf
mto
Ace of Snades No. 1
? r»"1s
Opt. ?a
Mwstane-Corbett-Holmes . . . ? ee»I« . . . O-t. <->
Blue Bird-Arthur Lake .... ' '»e>
Ace of Spades No. 2
2 reels
o-t ■»«

(Continued)
Subject
Length
Title
Released
The
Boundary
Line
Mustang-Fred
Humes
Back to Nature
Blue Bird-Charles Puffy . . . 21 reela
..Oct.
312
roel
Ace of Spades No. 3
Whirling Waters
2 reels Nov.
Nov. 1624
Nursery Troubles
Century- Edna Marian
Nov.
Rustlers of Boulder Canyon Mustang-Edmund Cobb .... 22 reels
reels Nov. 70
Jiminy Crickets
Blue Bird- Eid wards
reel
Nov. 9
Fires of Sacrifice
21 reels
Nov.
Ace of Spades No. 4
A Taxi War
Century- Eddie Gordon .... 2 reels Nov. 11
Thundering Hoofs
Ace of Spades No. 5
2 reels Nov.
A Free Ride
Blue Bird-Lake
1 reel
Nov. 18
Century-Wanda Wiley
A Speedy Marriage
2 reels Nov. 2816
Kick Me Again
Blue Bird-Puffy
1 reel Nov. 23
16
Flung From the Sky
Ace of Spades No. 6
2 reels Nov. 23
Red Riding Hood
Special Century — Baby Pegreels . . . .Nov. 21
gy-Peter the Great
Oh Buster
Buster Brown-Art. Trimble.
reels
Nov. 25
Gumps Series
reels ....Oct.
Andy's Lion Tale
Chester's Donkey Party ... Gumps Series
reels .... Nov.
Dynamited
Gumps Series
reels Nov. 30
Beware of Relatives
Blue Blrd-Neely Edwards . . 1 reel
Nov. 30
The Trail of Terror
2 reels Nov. 30
Ace of Spades No. 7
Scandal Hunters
2 reels Nov. 30
Century-AI Alt
Breakin' Loose
Mustang-Corbett-Holmes . . . 2 reels Nov.
The Understudy
Blue Bird-Arthur Lake . 1 reel
Dec, 6
The Lariat of Death
Ace of Spades No. 8
2 reels Dec. 6
Eighteen Carat
CenturyEdna
Marian
9
2
reels
Dec.
The Rider of the Pass
Mustang-Fred Himes
2112
reels
Dec
Faint Heart
Blue Bird-Chas. Puffy
reels
1 reel
Dec. 30
14
Fingers of Fate
reels
"Ace of Spades" No. 9....
14
reels
28
Captain Suds
. Dec. 26
16 r
Century- Eddie Gordon ....
.. Dec.
Top Hand
Mustang- Edmund Cobb ....
28
19
Dec.
Happy Go
Lucky
Blue Bird-Neely Edwards . . reel
Smash
Up
,. Dec.
Andy Gump
Dec. 30.
21
reels
Buster's
23
Century-Buster Brown
Mustang
reels
The
CrookNightmare
Buster
.
Dec.
Love My Dog
Blue Bird-Arthur Lake ....
.
Dec.
reel
Masks and Men
. Dec.
The Scarlet Streak No. 2. . reels
reels
reels
Century-Wanda Wiley
Going Good
. Dec. 4
The Call of Hazard
Mustang-Fred Humes
11
reels
Horse Laugh
Blue Bird-Chas. Puffy
reels
13
. Jan. 1644
Min's Home on the Cliff. . Andy Gump
.
Jan.
Century- Edna Marian
Honeymoon Squabble
e
reels
.. Jan.
Montana of he Range
Mustang-Josie Sedgwick . . . 1 reel
Jan. 189
.
Honeymoon Hotel
Blue Bird-Neely Edwards .
20
. Jan.
Buster5s Bust Up
Century-Buster Brown .
2 reels
reels
. Jan.
Hearts of the West . . . Mustang-Edmund Cobb .W,
. Jan.
reel
Blue Bird-Arthur Lake ....
reels .
Prep School
17
.
Jan.
Min Walks in Her Sleep . . Andy Gump
reels
Century-Wanda
Wiley
.
A
Her Lucky Leap .........
reels
. Jan. 30
The Man With a Scar
Mustang-Fred Humes
reel
. Jan.
Jan. 25
Blue Bird-Chas. Puffy
Badly Broke
.
reels
Scarlet Streak No. 6
The Plunge of Peril
.Jan.
Jan. 27
Century-AI Alt
reels
Helpful Al
Mustang-Ben Corbett
The Hero of Piperock
. Jan. 21
SERING D. WILSON
25
Releases
Title
Star
Length
Kid
Noah
Comedies
1000
.
.
The Goldfish's Pajamaa ... Color Shots
1000 . .
. Jan1.
In a Cottage Garden
Color Shots
1000 . .
The World in Color
Color Shots
1000 . .
Thundering Waters
A Floral Feast
Color Shots
1000 . .
Color Shots
1000 . .
Divertissement
Volume 1
1000 ..
Wonder Book
Volume 2
1000 ..
Wonder Book
Volume 3
1000 . .
Wonder Book
New Red Head Satires . . 1000 .
Nero's Jazz Band
New
Red
Head
Satires
.
.
1000
..
Why Sitting Bull Stood Up
Columbus Discovers Whirm New , Red Head Satires .. 1000 ..
Balboa Discovers Hollywood New Red Head Satires .. 1000 ..
New Red Head Satires .. 1000 ..
Rip Without s Wink
New Red Head Satires . . 1000 . .
The
James
Boys'
Sister
...
Napoleon Not So Great . . . New Red Head Satires . . 1000 . .
Cleopatra, Her Easy Mark New Red Head Satires . . 1000 . .
New Red Head Satires . . 1000 . .
Teaser Island
Crusoe Returns on Friday.. New Red Head Satires . . 1000 . .
Sir Walt and Lizzie ...... New Red Head Satires . . 1000 . .
New Red Head Satires . . 1000 . .
Kidding Captain Kidd
Karlo Kolor Komics
1000 . .
Honeymoon Heaven
Karlo Kolor Komics
1000 ..
Love's Tragedy
Karlo Kolor Komics
1000 . .
A Ripe Melodrama
Ebony Comedies
1000 . .
The Flying Elephant
An Ice Boy
Ebony Comedies
1000 . .

You

Book

Your

Shorts
By
NameAdvertise
them
in
The

the
Old

"and
is

same

way—

a
Comedy"
obsolete
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Opportunities
Classified
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy
For Sa/e

Situation Wanted

EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
of battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
goods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair ; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR composer, arranger, open
for engagement, 15 years experience cutting pictureconcert, prologues. Extensive and up to date library. Address M.V., Apartment 5-A, 2684 Broadway, New York City.
At Liberty

VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa.
Hotel
Knickerbocker
120-128 West

45th St.

Just East of Broadway,
Times Square
New York's Newest Hotel
A

location unsurpassed. A few seconds to all leading
shops and theatres.
Away from the
noise and bustle
and

still convenient to everything.
Between Grand
Central and Pennsylvania Terminals.
RATES

$3

to $5 per Day
400 Rooms — 400 Baths

FILMS FOR SALE— WESTERNS. CARTOONS,
Comedies. NewNorfolk,
list available.
EXCHANGE,
Arkansas. FINLEY'S FILM
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AT LIBERTY — Experienced Operator, strictly reliable, five years' experience on Powers and Simplex. Can give references. Please state full particulars. Clarence M. Anderson, 614 So. Bartlett
St., Canton. So. Dak.

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS are saved by exhibitors yearly by buying their machines and organs
from us. Motiographs $165.00, two for $290.00.
Simplex $265.00, two for $485.00. Automatic Organ
Players, as low as $425.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
18 years experience has taught us how. WESTERN
FEATURE FILMS, 730 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

LIVE WIRE MANAGER open for position with
live theatre. At liberty after January first. Address,
S. J., 1238 N. 64th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre in good
county seat. Town about 1,100 inhabitants; 325
seats; good electric piano. Will rent, long lease;
good deal
right parties. Address, M., ExhibitorstoTrade the
Review.

HIGH ART SCENERY: Decorative Hangings
Lobby and Wall Paintings. Finest Work at Lowest
Prices. Decorate your theatre ; it pays. Send dimensions for estimate and catalog. Enkeboll Scenic
Shops, Omaha, Nebraska.

FOR
SALE— UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER,
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
City.
Box H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York

Local Films

Manager

Motion

Available

Picture Scenery

MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial*
Home or Industrial. We hare excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

MARCHANT CALCULATING MACHINE — A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a itors
realTrademachine
Review, forNew$75.00.
York Box
City. M. O., Exhib-

TITLES, presentation trailers, local movies, competent cameramen. Best service. Rector Advertising Service, Marshall, Illinois.

SACRIFICE 5-FIVE REEL FEATURES $10.00
each. Road of Evil — Beyond the Shadow — Little
Brother— Days of Daring. Tom Mix — Right Off the
Bat. 3-Six Reelers for $15.00 each. Circumstantial
Evidence — Price Women Pay — Lust of Ages. Ten
Single Reel features and comedies $10.00. These
pictures are in good shape. I ha-ve quit the road.
Am selling out — ship C. O. D. upon receipt of deposit. Geo. Scott, Box 57, Chetppa, Kansas.

For Rent

FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre, seats 225.
New chairs; new screen; two Powers projectors. In
good Flagrowing town. Geo. L. Moi ion, Lynn
aHaven,

33 Jjjj

BOX OFFICE CHECKER— Experienced, strictly
reliable, can give reterence from Distributors and
Exhibitors, will go wherever needed. Please state
particulars. Charlie L. West, Diagonal, Iowa.

ROAD
YOU.

SHOWS— WE HAVE THE STUFF FOR
Write ACME, Box 6, Atlanta, Georgia.

CINEMA

MOTION
PICTURE Portable
and "Still"
sold
and exchanged.
lightsCameras
for salerented,
and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruhr
Camera Exchange. 727 Seventh Ave. New YarkEquipment Wanted
to buy Dictaphone Outfit. State Full
Box S-H. J., Exhibitors Trade Review.

WANTED
particulars.

WANTED— GRAFLEX
CAMERA
BOX, 5x7 or
4x5, with or without lens, or can use English Reflex. Must be in good working condition. State
price. Address, Graflex, Exhibitors Trade ReviewTHEATRE
Prices Paid.

CHAIRS WANTED— Highest Cash
C. G. Demel, 845 South State, Chicago.
Wanted

ai was Orsssu
K. ATHA*A**OPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN TOUS5IEH
"CINEMA" is nM •air »■—" mvfctocatia*
ssraasatsBC titrauakaat at* Onsst.
AMr—:
•CINEMA." 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

HERALDS
SHIPPED SAME DAT ORDER IS RECEIVED
Guaranteed Service — Good Work — Popular
Prices — Send for Trial Order.
[
FILMACIC
COMPANY
736 5. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO r.

HIGH CLASS CARTOONIST, artist and camera
man ; must be experienced in Bray and other popular systems of animation ; write fully first letter
for immediate connection. National Film Studios,
311 So. Sarah St., St. Louis, Mo.
HOTEL
LORRAINE
CHICAGO
$2.00
$2.50
andj

250
BAT
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ROOMS

WABASH
AVE. AND
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9Ae dminess Thper of the Motion Before Industry

Editorial

THERE

is no basis of experience

on which

it

is possible to say how many seats, per thousand of population, represent the saturation
point. But it is fairly evident to most showmen
that a ratio of one seat to 7.5 persons is hazardous,
to put it mildly. The situation exists in St. Louis
at the present time and in some other cities the
prospects are as bad or worse, due to the competitive building operations of the distributors and
the activities of speculative builders who are finding theatres easy to finance and unload at a profit.
Overseating is going to be the great problem of
this industry, overshadoAving all else. Carried far
enough,

it will bring financial distress involving

tremendous

interests.

It will mean

cheap

admis-

have to be paid ahead of film rentals — -interest on
bonds, salaries, rent, light bills and all of the principal elements of "overhead." These are unavoidable expenses in most theatres, in virtually
all the theatres Avhich are being projected on shoestring margins. Left unpaid, they close the doors.
And if overseating reduces attendance, per house,
to the point Avhere the takein is entirely absorbed
Avith these items, where is the distributor going to
get off, particularly Avith his higher-priced product ?
Which means, to put it concisely, that we are
in for a period of price-cutting that will hurt
everyone in the business, unless someone leads the
way back to sanity.
The St. Louis situation is attracting a good deal

public, turning to other forms of entertainment because of the sudden deterioration in the quality of

of attention right noAv, because it has received a
lot of publicity. But Avhat of Cleveland? What
of the many other spots where the public is being
encouraged to shop around for its entertainment,

pictures.

encouraged

sions and cheap films, produced to meet the demand for cheap rentals. It will mean a disgusted

These things probably Avon't come about, because capital is beginning to see the danger signals, and, once the money purveyors realize where
they are heading, theatre financing will get back
to a rational basis.
The

present

theatre

panic has been

materially

aided by the bankers' habit of depending chiefly
on past performance as the ground for future financing. As long as theatres have shoAvn satisfactory financial statements, it is not surprising to
find the financial powers assuming that theatres
will continue to be profitable. But eventually
they must come to realize that there is a definite
relationship betAveen population and profitable
seating capacity — that any effort to ignore that relationship isbound to be disastrous.
It is possible, of course, that by intensive advertising of picture entertainment it Avill be possible
to increase the aggregate

A^olume

of business

con-

siderably, but there isn't much likelihood of doubling it. And in a community Avhere there is a seat
for every seven and one-half persons, if it be assumed that the average seat must be filled once a
day, seven days in the Aveek, to shoAV an even break
on the books, it becomes obvious that we must
have

the entire population, of all ages, going to
a Aveek, or half of it going tAvice

the theatre once

a week, to get the break. Can anyone imagine doing much better than that Avith present facilities?
The distributors seem to forget that many things

to expect

a dollar's Avorth for a quar-

It isn't at all unusual to find the smaller Exhibter? itors swalloAving the theory that the acutely competitive condition noAv being hatched will result
to their adArantage, enabling them to buy good pictures for less money. But the real outcome is
bound

to be quite othenvise.

When

there isn't

money coming in to pay for good pictures, it Avon't
be possible to buy many good ones at any price.
And Avherever the small Exhibitor is in competition
with a big one, the small felloAv is bound to lose
out. The big theatre can ahvays trim its overhead
harder, in proportion to seating capacity, than the
small house. In a period of Aricious price competition, presentations will disappear, all the frills
will be abandoned, people may be alloAved even to
find their own seats. And with prices cut to the
bone the big house can live AAdiere the little house
must fail.
This

may seem the result of an attack of extreme pessimism. Probably none of these things
Avill happen. Because, let us hope, the theatre
panic will check itself before great damage is done.
But the business will be in danger until Ave get
doAvn to fundamentals and this policy: Build theatres Avhere theatres are needed; stop building them
for other reasons.
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The
MONDAY,

JANUARY

Week

JANUARY

THURSDAY,

5

NEW

YORK— William Harris, Jr., theatrical producer, brings suit against Famous
Players-Lasky Corp., in the Special Term,
Part III, of the New York Supreme Court,
charging plagiarism by Famous in "Feet
Clay" picture of his "Outward Bound"
of
stage production.
NEW
YORK— Famous Players-Lasky
will distribute large number of Ufa scientific and educational shorts released in the
United States. Ufa is to release nine Universal Jewel productions in Germany in
1926.
NEW YORK— Richard A. Rowland, general manager of First National Pictures,
left for West Coast studios for conference
with producers and directors.
NEW YORK— AMPA to welcome D. W.
Griffith as principal speaker at regular Thursday Luncheon at the Hofbrau.
NEW YORK— Man j. Inc. and the Short
Films Syndicate, producers and distributors
of Bud Fisher "Mutt and Jeff" cartoons,
notify Forbell Film Exchange to cease the
selling of series of Mutt and Jeff films made
eight years ago.
WORCESTER, Mass.— Murray Garsson,
producer of Murray Garsson Productions,
is in a theatre building partnership with
Henry Sofferman. of Sofferman Bros., starting with the building of a $2,000,000 picture
house and office building here.
UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif.— Laemmle
Photoplay University is to be definitely established here. At present it is situated in
the Administration Building.
WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

Review

4

WASHINGTON, D. C— Report comes
that at a hearing before the Federal Trade
Commission the Government will seek reopening of the case against Famous Players
Lasky Corp., to introduce new evidence regarding the acts and policy of that organization in point of its attitude towards First
National.
LOS ANGELES, Calif.— With the purchase of United Studios in Hollywood from
First National, Famous will give up its old
Vine Street studio.
NEW YORK— Sol Lesse, president of
Principal Pictures Corp., is here to attend
executive meeting of First National Prod,
of which he is vice-president.
NEW YORK — J. Gordon Edwards, well
known director and advisor for Fox Films,
died here at the Hotel Plaza.
NEW YORK— Fox and Sam H. Harris
organizations sign 5-year agreement. Fox
will finance Harris productions on 50-50
basis.
TUESDAY,

in

Calendar

of Coming

Events

Jan. 12. — M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri
directorate meeting, Kansas City.
Jan 28. — Meeting, Board of Directors
M. P. T. O. ot N. J:, Morristown, N. J.
Feb. 3. — Third Annual Motion Picture
Carnival, Plaza Hotel
Feb. 6.— A. M. P. A., Naked Truth
Dinner, Astor Hotel.
Feb. 10.— Brooklyn M. P. T. O., dinner-dance, Hotel Bossert.
Feb. 12. — Sixth annual uall T. O. C.
C, Hotel Astor.
writer, has been signed by Universal to do
seven pictures during 1926.
NEW YORK — Samuel Goldwyn has completed agreement with Frances Marion, noted
scenario writer, whereby she will devote
herself to Goldwyn Productions.
NEW YORK— Pathe Exchange, Inc., and
Mack Sennett studios finally sign new contract for the joint production and distribution of short feature comedies, at rate of
52 a year. Ben Turpin's return will be
featured.
NEW YORK — Jerome Beatty appointed
an assistant to Will H. Hays, president of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.
NEW YORK— F. C. Munroe, president of
Producers Distributing Corp., leaves here
today for the West Coast to confer at the
DeMille studioos.

7

NEW YORK— Carl Laemmle, president
of Universal, cables his office here from
Berlin his complete satisfaction as to the
new Universal-Ufa deal. This involves
Famous Players-Lasky and Metro-GoldwynMayer also, but Universal gains big share
of profits and advantages.
NEW YORK— Scott Sidney, director of
many well known picture hits, plans to retire upon the completion of "The Million
Dollar
NEW Handicap."
YORK— In view of the statement
made yesterday bv Richard Rowland, general manager of First National, to Exhibitors Daily Review, it appears that the Publix circuit officially embraces Balaban and
Katz, if so, there appears to be a distinction between Balaban & Katz, franchise
holders in First National, and Balaban &
Katz, participants in the Publix Theatres
chain. Interlocking control results. The
joining of forces of First National and Publix in Chicaga raises competitive angle for
Fox with his theatre in Chicago and St.
Louis, where the combination blocks his
LONDON, ENGLAND— Publicity by Lonproduct.
don dailies of building activities of J. D.
Williams, president of British National
Pictures, indicates British support of homemade pictures.
NEW YORK— Frank J. Rembusch, president of Indiana M. P. T. O. here to confer with independent producers on a comnlete booking combine and organization of
indenendents exhibiting in Indiana.
UNION, N. J.— Joseph Stern and Louis
Golding have bought site for theatre here
to seat 1,250. It will cost $200,000.
GADSDEN, ALA. — Imperial theatre, first
run house owned by Gadsden Enterprises,
Inc., has
been sold to the Crescent Amusement Company.
NEW YORK — Queries as to the reason
for the floatation of a $10,000,000 loan bv
Famous Players-Laskv on its subsidiary.
The Paramount Broadway Corporation, are
answered by the report that Famous had
bought back the original bond issue for this
purpose from
siderable loss. Prudence Company at a conFRIDAY,

6

ST. LOUIS, Mo.— Decided slump in general attendance of motion picture theatres
is experienced by most of the exhibitors
here. Check-up seatage shows there is a
seat for every 7.5 persons in the entire
population. This overseating is the principal cause.
NEW
YORK— Famous Players-Lasky
Corp. confirms report that Kuhn, Loeb &
Company will float a $10,000,000 bond issue
of the Paramount Broadway Corporation,
which is constructing the new Paramount
building and theatre at Broadway, 43rd and
'
44th streets.
NEW YORK— Courtland Smith, resigned
from Motion Picture Theatre Producers and
Distributors, will be assistant to Fox in the
theatres department.
NEW YORK— Marie Prevost has been
signed by Metropolitan Pictures Corp. under
a long term contract.
NEW YORK— H. H. Van Loan, scenario

JANUARY

BUBBLING

WITH

LAUGHTER

Lois Boyd, of the Sennett Pathecomedies,
and her bubbles usher in January, the
"Laugh Month" of 1926.

JANUARY

8

PITTSBURGH, Pa,.— M. P. T. O. A.
will call a conference of all First National Franchise holders, as announced by Joseph M. Seider, business manager of the
National organization, at meeting of the
Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania
at Hotel William Penn here. West. Pa.
unit endorsed the work of the National
Contract and Arbitration Committee in its
campaign for equitable contract, pledging
aid. Overbuilding and seating discussed.
NEW YORK— Victor Clark, general manager of the Lasky Studios, has resigned
from that organization to become associated with M-G-M, it was announced bv
Louis B. Mayer, vice president in charge
of production for that organization.
NEW YORK— Universal obtains a Delaware charter for distribution of its product in India.
NEW YORK — Steps toward friendly relations between the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America and
the Independent Motion Picture Producers
are reported fostered by Will H. Hays.
NEW YORK— M. P. T. O. A. making
arrangements for its next convention to be
held in Hollywood next May.
BERLIN, Germany — Charles Rosher,
cameraman for Mae Murray, as guest at
Berlin Cameraman's Gub, brought greeting
of American Society of Cinematographers
and expressed hope for exchange of ideas.
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The prologue arranged by the
Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, for the showing of
United Artists' "The Gold

Rush."
The

Prologue
It serves

for the purpose
a receptive

is entitled to his or
EVERYBODY
her own opinion as to the value
of the prologue. It is entirely logical that Major Bowes has
found the prologue unsuited to
his theatre. However, such may not
be the facts in other cities and in
other theatres. I can only speak from
my experience here in Brooklyn for
the past six and a half years. In this
time we have developed the prologue
until it stands forth as one of the
most important incidents of the program.
Whenever I hear a discussion on

Is
of putting

mood

Paramount
the audience

for the picture

TN a recent issue of Exhibitors
*■ Trade Review, Ma j. Edward
Bowes, Managing Director of the
Capitol Theatre, New York, said
"The Prologue
is Passing —
Music is now the logical medium." But Mr. E. L. Hyman, of
the Mark Strand
Brooklyn
house, differs, and herein expresses his own opinion on that
subject.

old truism 'It is not what you do,
but the way you do it.' This can be
applied to theatres as well as to any

-entertainment and art, without endeavoring to give information concerning the feature film, is very likely to win 100% approval from the
audience. That has been our experience here.

"ther endeavor. Naturally the prologue which attempts to lift a scene
or sequence from the story would defeat its own purpose because it would
destroy the continuity. On the other
hand, an atmospheric prologue which
is built upon the basic principles of

I BELIEVE that as far as the setting of the prologue is concerned,
it is permissible to copy a scene from
the picture. Into this setting you
may put your artists, but have them
do nothing which would take parts

any point I immediately

think of that

into

out of the picture itself. It is possible to build original incidents through
means of vocal solos, dance interpretations, instrumental numbers and
pantomime. With an act so constructed we have found that this is
just what the people want. They
are given entertainment for the eye
and for the ear, while at the same
time they are being put in the mood
associated with the feature itself. It
is very important that the public be
in the proper mood when the picture
begins.
Take for example, the recent HarFreshman.'
This old
turned
out to be'The
one of
the most
Lloyd picture,
successful prologues we have ever
used and one which drew thousands of people into the theatre during the week. To this prologue,
coupled with the feature itself, we
owe the sale of block tickets to St.
Johns
more

College and Brooklyn Technical High School, amounting to
than two thousand tickets.
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"This prologue had as a setting a
college jazz band on a terrace raised
from the stage by four marble steps.
The jazz band was costumed in the
Harold Lloyd caps, sweaters and
trousers. There were six dancers in
white sport suits and tams, and there
was a male dancer who wore the
football suit similar to Harold Lloyd's
in the picture. With these people
an act was built which included instrumental numbers, dances by the
girls and two eccentric dances by the
man. There was also incorporated
in the prologue a college yell by the
Ensemble. This incident was practically a riot all week, winning so
much applause that it was nearly impossible to continue with the show.
The result was that thousands who
saw it circulated the news outside of
the theatre and the people came
flocking in.
In view of that fact and the big
success of all our prologues, it would
be illogical for me to join in the
opinion that the prologue is passing.
In fact, it is only arriving, but the
showman must know how to put it

Exit

on for his individual theatre, or else
lose the effect entirely.

incident of the success
ANOTHER
of prologues was the one used
for Valentino in "The Eagle." This
being a film with a Russian locale,
we employed a Russian orchestra, a
male sextette costumed as Cossacks,
and Russian dancers. In building the
incident, nothing was lifted from the
film at all, but the fifteen minutes
given over to the act were thoroughly enjoyed by the audience and there
was no doubt but that it put the people in the proper mood to appreciate
the picture which followed. If the
atmosphere is created properly then
the showman's purpose has been accomplished.
"Little Annie Rooney," the Mary
Pickford Picture, was also given a
most interesting treatment insofar as
the prologue went. A dozen of Gus
Edward's kids were engaged as Annie Rooney's gang. The setting had
as a background a transparency drop
of Brooklyn Bridge, which was lighted up to represent evening. A board
fence ran across the stage and from

"Hearts
The

Tin-pan

Piano

organ

have accepted
GENERATIONS
the maxim: Music Calms the
Savage Breast. Its origin is an
enigma; but that is a negligible thing.
What concerns us most, in the matter
of motion picture music, is its poignant
truth.
With the passing of the "Nickle Arcade" and the "Happy Hour" legitimate motion picture music came into
its own. The tin-pan piano, bared to its
worn hammers and strings, has given
way to an expensive, electrical organ.
The operator in many cases has proven
to be none other than the organist who
plays the Sunday services in the local
Baptist or First Presbyterian church.
In larger towns orchestras of five and
six pieces have been employed to cooperate with the organist in a better
adaptation of finer music to the motion
picture.
And finally, in the Strand and the
Rivoli and the Rial to of the large cities
augmented symphony orchestras, under
the direction of skilled and talented
conductors furnish the movie goer the
work of the masters. The gigantic
strides taken since the monotonous
"tum-tum-ta" of the tin piano to the
beautiful orchestrations of the present
day are almost as important as the colossal development of the moving picture industry itself.
It may be said that the musical score

and

has

and
given

symphony

By Eleanor

Shelton

way

to the

behind this the characters made

their

appearance. The repertoire included
songs and dances tastefully arranged
and running about twenty minutes.
This prologue, as was the case with
Lloyd, went over so big that the
show was held up in its start. The
people clamored for more and went
out and boosted the show to their
friends.

CE
SPAinto

t me to go
permirning
not conce
does ls
detai
other

prologues which

we

have used and

bacon.
homethe'theprolog
broug
which
ue'
Suffice have
it to
sayht that
which is built upon the principles of
entertainment should find favor with
nearly any audience. However, the
individual showman must judge for
himself just what his theatre needs
and he must also judge for himself
how he is to put on his numbers to
get the most out of them. It is impossible, in my opinion, for one set
rule to be used by all theatres. Theatres are different in characters just
the same as are human beings, and
what is good for one is sometimes
poison to another.

Flowers
expensive

orchestra
Mehnert

writer is something of a music-tailor.
For each character portrayal on the
screen and for every situation that is
created he must cut and fit musical
pieces from the whole cloth. Whether
the fit is a happy one or not depends
upon the responsiveness of many audiences, far and wide. He must arrange
his score to please the intellectual

the
fit the
and'suit
s which
to cut will
tunes
melodie
; and
rhythm
called and
movie patron.
Mothers

and fathers have found in

this work a new meaning of the moving picture. Music and picture must
be in harmony. Likewise they have discovered their own dormant appreciation and the ever-growing sensibility
in their children because of this visual
association. If this is doubted imagine

sophisticate of Manhattan's Broadway
and Chicago's Loop. His music garment must fit the villager of Bovine
Center and appeal to the rural tastes

the reaction of an audience to the rendition of "Hearts and Flowers" during
a custard pie comedy or to a Sousa
march when the heroine and her lover

of Pickney's Corners.
Many of those theatre goers who
find their chief diversion in the photoplay— whether they are of the restless
city or the complacent village — feel
that they have little or no appreciation
of good music. This is an erroneous
thought, since everyone responds to
rhythm whether he is conscious of it cr
not. And rhythm is the paramount constituant of all music. A tiny babe can
be lulled to sleep by only the musical

are banked deep in palms and moonlight.
It is for the score writer to analyze
his choice of music and match it to a

croon of its mother's lullaby. The savage can work himself into a frenzy
when stimulated by the even tempo of
the tom-tom. A nation may be roused
to arms at the martial staccato of a
snare drum. It is for the score writer,
then, to blend and color this thing

n of the screen busiformer analyzatio
ness. He must give to the silver sheet
its third dimension: Depth; that each
character and situation may be worked
into one harmonious climax. He must
depend upon his music score to solicit
the sympathy of the audience to the
screen character, the setting, the situation and the plot. Through this medium
and the sense of hearing the motion
picture score writer must be able to
remove the audience from their spectator selves and give to each one of them
part in the story which the
a living
film
reveals.
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Cream

The

A

Resume

of

1925

of the Essentially Different Types
and the Best of Each Type
By MICHAEL

L. SIMMONS

THE "cream" here means the stuff
that has come to the surface of the

We can only regard the evidence and
trust that similar methods and similar
circumstances will prevail when all the

viewer's mind, just like the quarterinch segment that gathers at the top of
your morning milk bottle. The cream
of the 1925 output of films is then in
each case the single, outstanding film,
which in the particular category of its

factors responsible for "The Big
Parade" start their next. It would
aseem a pity to break up the combin
tion. It is said that the author was on

kind, doesn't have to be culled from a
given lot because the season is rife for
post-mortems. By virtue of its rich,
impressive quality it has been visibly
inscribed on the viewer's mind ever
since he first saw it, and the impressions registered by it have survived the
flow and wash of countless other impressions.
So taking as our distinctly separate
groups the Super Action film, the
Heart- Interest film and the purely Entertaining Comedy film, let us start
with the first. In this class I name
"The Big Parade."
So much unanimous sentiment has
glorified this picture in print, it may
seem like multiplying instances to add
more rhetorical bouquets. Nevertheless,
it may be interesting to call attention to
the specific elements that contribute to
its excellence.
To begin with, there is the story bv
Lawrence Stallings. Stallings made
his first contribution to filmdom w-th
this story. He is by profession a news-

of Films

the ground during the whole of the
period the film was in the making. He
watched every move with the concern
of a mother jealously guarding its
young from harm.
Perhaps that is why such perfection
of detail is achieved. Why long range
shots loom up in all the regal aspects
of classic composition. Why seemingly
trifling incidents convey a force that
carries a wealth of meaning.

KING

VIDOR

Who is responsible for the directorial perfection of Metro's
"The
Big Parade," the
season's supreme screen achievement
paper man. He played his part in the
war as a buck private. He observed
the swarming spectacle around him
with faculties trained by newspaper
training to project his mind incisively
into the heart of things. He felt hie
environment with only such feelings as
a man experiences who has emerged
from the shambles minus one of the

Assuredly, none of this would have
been achieved, had not the director
been able in his own masterful way to
interpret these meanings in the language of the screen. It is merely repeating atruism to give King Vidor
credit for rising to superb heights.
That, and the flawlessness of characterization as contributed by John Gilbert and Renee Adoree is simple reviewer's higtory now. Also, the splendid co-ordination from those in the
supporting cast. Summed up, that is
why "The Big Parade" is the cream of
the Super, or Action pictures of 1925.
Long may it march.

legs God gave him.
TECHNIC

OF TRUTH

This incisiveness, these feelings, have
been molded into graphic form with a
dramatic force rivalling, if anything,
the booming of the hell-dealing "big
Berthas" screaming their song of death.
Some of the material is frightfully
grim. But how tell a war story without the grimness of inevitable details?
Audiences may quiver, may squirm at
the gory message of death, but it grows
on them as does also the by-play of
exquisite humor and good cheer.
So, what really results is truth. It
has truth to start with, because the

CLARENCE

BROWN

Deft, well-knit direction marked his success
with Universal' s "The Goose Womasn," a
fine example of the restrained type of drama

story-teller has been not only an eyewitness to the scenes depicted, but has
actively participated in them. This is
immediately apparent in the fact that
you are inveigled into not merely believing itis true, but that you, too, are a
breathing, venturesome, pitiful performer in the teeming spectacle.

HAROLD

LLOYD

He
makes release
the clock
"Theeclipsed
Freshman,"
a Pathe
said tick
to in
have
every
other film this year in gross takings
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go now from a type of film
which was motivated by forces
expressed in huge dimensions, dynamic power and incidents that identified a cosmic conflict with events that
affected almost every individual in the
civilized world personally.
WE

"Stella Dallas," which is nominared
at the head of the procession in the
Heart-Interest group, has no such mobile forces with which to move the
audience. That it nevertheless catches
them up in a sweeping tempo of emotion, is a striking commentary on its
intrinsic vitality.
Here is a case of tense, gripping
drama without gun-play, without fist
fights, without violence of any kind.
An entrancing spectacle without mob
scenes, without colossal sets, without
trick photography. Love interest —
powerfully moving, appealing, without
impassioned kisses and embraces, without the squirmings and writhings which
have unalterably damned the very
sentiment they hoped to achieve in the
less sensitive, cruder films.
A NEW

AND

UNIQUE

EFFECT

What

achieved this new unique effect? In this case no tear-stained
author stood on the side-lines while the
film was being made. Henry King,
who has done several fine things before, though none nearly approaching
the unsurpassable soundness of sentiment and beauty of this one, had to
work with the devices accessible to
every director who knows his craft.
Given the fundamentally-powerful
theme of mother love, and an extraordinarily well-adjusted ca.st, Henry
King, the director, proceeded with infinite care and sensitiveness to weave
the fine-spun threads into a simple design. The slightest departure from
mere delicate shadings might have
spelt mediocrity.
As a matter of fact

there were one or two situations in the'
early sequences that bordered on the
gross. That these are quickly forgotten and dissipated into the limbo of
unimportance, speaks concretely of the
unsurpassingly beautiful later sequences, which alone are the only impressions the mind retains.

up, three things stand out
SUMMED
strikingly, as a result of this production. One is the exquisite direction;
two, the superb performances by everv
one in the cast (these have been dwelt
with at greater length in the article on
"New Screen Faces") ; and three is the
courage of Samuel Goldwyn in hazarding the experiment. For "Stella Dallas" is essentially an experiment. From
now on ,it should be a model.
We go now from the field of socalled illusion to the field that raav be
aptly termed objective. That is to sav,
on the one hand, there was an atmosphere that rarely if ever smacked of
exhibitionism, so subtly did the emotional elements on the screen merge
with the sympathies of the spectator.
In this the four walls of the theatre
disappeared, the screen lost its contour
as a form of area. You cried, not at an-

GADE

His directorial effects in bmversal's "Siege,"
stamps Mm as one whose future work will
invite much attention and interest

There

have been, of course, other

other's tragedy but at your own. You
were Stella Dallas, or her daughter, or
her husband, or whatever part suited

fine things, which, in closing, are certainly worthy of comment. Some of
the vivid impressions in a fulsome
season of reviewing, are associated

you best. You were grippf - :n the
web of circumstances so real that you
were no more out of the plot than you
would be out of the war if you were
in the first-line trenches at Ypres or
Flanders.

with "The Merry Widow," its spectacular lavishness of settings, the directorial personality of Eric Von
Stroheim and the acting of May Murray and John Gilbert.

THE

FRESHMAN

The objective type of picture is sheer
entertainment, as a musical comedy
might be. At a musical comedy your
interest may be as strongly captivated
as at the serious drama. But the interest is always objective. For those
that eclipsed all others in this group, I
have in mind "The Freshman," featuring the one and only Harold Lloyd. In
this, Lloyd is the mainspring that
makes the whole clock tick.
When one looks for the elements
that strike such a widely popular note
in "The Freshman," one finds factors
that are really no different in kind from
those responsible for other Lloyd successes. It's the Lloyd technic, and no
matter what the situation, when Harold
pulls the strings of the gag-bag, laughs
pop out as inevitably as the cork pops
from a champagne bottle. Lloyd, the
psychologist, has learned how to get
under the skin of those on the other
side of the screen.
The above three films have been
selected on a basis already explained.
Of course, the conclusions are those of

SVEN

HENRY KING
Who capped the climax of past directorial
successes with the supreme achievement of
his career, "Stella release
Dallas," a United Artists

a single reviewer's viewpoint, though,
peculiarly enough, these have coincided
with a consensus of critical opinion almost unanimous, to say nothing of
public opinion which has already been
manifested in a way the showman appreciates best.

ble
memora
n was
Chapli
CHAR
sale
" Univer
in LIE
"The Gold
Rush.
"Siege" showed us the fine things to be
expected from Mary Alden as a porer
trayer but
of charact
and rial
Sven touches
Gade's
.
simple
eloquent ;directo
"Little Annie Rooney" must be considered as an important event, marking
the return of Mary Pickford to a type
of interpretation that originally made
her famous.
In uniqueness of effects, where a director's genius made itself felt with
crushing force, Cecil deMille's "The
Road to Yesterday" released by Producers Distributing Corporation, is a
marked

example. I find it quite impossible to forget the lively, in fact almost hysterical, afternoon afforded

ago by "Charlie's
many ismonths
This
a laugh-producer
if thereAunt."
ever
was one, and signifies that Syd Chaplin
is to be known as something more than
merely Charlie's brother.
This will have to conclude the subject matter for this article. As invariably happens in summaries of this kind,
the reader will recollect films, unmentioned here, deserving in his opinion of
consideration even above those herewith included. On this there can be
no argument. Tom, Dick and Harry
haven't the same tastes. What's more,
there are many films I haven't seen, and
among these may be many deserving of
the highest praise.
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Doris Kenyon having a little fun on location at Birmingham, Ala., while filming of "Men of Steel," a First National
picture.

Rin-Tin-Tin's paws are never idle. Between scenes of a
picture being produced at Warner Bros. West Coast studio
he takes one of the children for an airing.

Col. H. A. Cole, President
of M. P. T. O. of Texas,
and
representatives
of the
Motion
Picture Industry,
at the Capitol on invitation of Governor Miriam
A. Ferguson, to witness
the signing of her official
proclamation designating
January, 1926, as Laugh
Month for Texas. Seated:
Governor Miriam A. Ferguson; Standing L. to R.:
P. K. Johnston, Manager
Fox Films, Dallas Exchange; F. A. Tomes,
of
Managertional Dallas
Exchange; EducaR. CMclllheran, Manager of
Universal Dallas Exchange; Col. H. A. Cole,
President of Texas M. P.
T. O.; Oscar A. Morgan,
of Dallas Pathe
ManagerExchanges.

I
I
)
\

Carl E. Milliken, nationally known as
Governor of Maine from 1917-1921, has
been appointed secretary of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, following the resignation of
Courtland Smith. A member of the Board
of Directors of the Religious Motion Picture Foundation, Ex-Governor Milliken
has produced a picture featuring the State
of Maine.

John C. Flinn,
vice-president and
general manager
of Producers Distributing Corporation, is
shown getting
ready to "clean
up" for the new
year.

Dorothy

Dwan,

leading
Larry lady
Semon'sin
his first Pathe
p.'cture, "S top,
Look and Listen," presents a
fashion display in
the new film.
This is part of it.

A part of the eager throng rushing the doors of the George
M. Cohan Theatre on the opening night of "Ben Hur," three
years in the making for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, directed by
Fred Niblo. It was a big event on all sides.
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Above are scenes from
the Educational - Mermaid comedy, "Live
Cowards," a "Laugh
Month" release. Al St.
John and Virginia
Vance are in it— "nuff
"Ma"

Ferguson

says:

sed."

"Let

There
Be
Laugh
Texas Governor Gives
A LL precedents have been shattered
2 jL^y the cooperation of the four
Personal Co-operation
weekly News Reel Distributors.
The International, Fox, Pathe, and Kinograms have cooperated to assist in
brought prosperity to many though adversity to some ; And believing that a
making
January a successful
cheerful, happy outlook is the best antiLAUGH MONTH.'
dote for gloom, as well as the great test
Representatives of the four firms in
assurance of future well being, and
the person of R. C. Mcllheran, of Uniwith the most heartfelt conviction that
versal, distributor for International
News, P. K. Johnson of Fox, Oscar
'it is better to laugh than to mourn' and
Morgan of Pathe, and F. A. Tomes
that 'we must laugh to live,'
of Kinnegrams, and camera man journ"I hereby proclaim the month of Janeyed to Austin, Texas, December 31,
uary, 1926,
'LAUGH
for
the State
ofasTexas;
and MONTH'
I recommend
where they were met by representatives

of News Syndicates, and Col. H. A.
Cole, president of the M. P. T. O.
of Texas. The committee was received
by Governor Miriam Ferguson, and
their request on behalf of the picture
industry that January be officially proclaimed a LAUGH
MONTH
was
granted. Arrangements were made for
the filming of the signing of the
LAUGH
MONTH
PROCLAMATION, which took place later in the
day.
During the interim, scenes were shot
of the House of Representatives Chamber. At 1 :30 P. M., scenes were taken
of Governor "Ma" at her desk, her reception of the committee, composed of
R. C. Mcllheran, P. K. Johnson, Oscar
Morgan, F. A. Tomes, and Col. Cole in
behalf of the theatre owners of Texas
in the observance of January as
LAUGH MONTH.
Governor Ferguson's proclamation
read: "Realizing that the year of 1925

to the people of the great and glorious
commonwealth that they start the year
with happy laughter and good cheer,
with the assurances of a happy, prosperous New Year."
THE sub-title, "Ferguson family, real
folks" is explanatory of the scenes
that follow, and of the impression that
one gains from an audience with the
Governor.
The next shot shows the Governor at
her desk, and her austere countenance
is suffused with a smile that is a benediction for the little grandson, who
bears the affectionate title of the

Month"
This little scene is. eloquent. It was
un-rehearsed, and was a spontaneous
action of a child for one he idealized
and it serves to give the public a clear
insight into the home life of our Governor whom we have affectionately
nick-named "Ma," which title is as well
known as that of Governor, due to the
fact that her attitude is maternal to
all of her constituents.
The camera-man was fortunate in the
selection of the date as December 31st,
as he was enabled to get the entire
family group, among whom was exgovemor "Jim," who bears the distinction of being the first governor to advocate Sunday movies.
The next shot shows the Governor
on the steps of the Capitol where she
is greeted by representatives of the
press, who congratulate the executive
upon her issuance of the LAUGH
MONTH
PROCLAMATION.
The episode is closed with the final
scene of the "Little Colonel," raising
the official state flag, the lone star flag
of Texas.

scenes
areour
to be prints
made, of
and the
one above
copy
TY-f
TWEN
attached to the next issue of the news

"Little Colonel." That the little chap is
unimpressed by the dignity of his

reel distributed by the four above mentioned companies.

grandmother's office is evidenced by the
very naturalness of the child himself
in the manner in which he throws himself with childish abandon and a heart
full of love upon the woman whom the
State of Texas has honored with the
title of Governor.

Great praise and acknowledgment

of

efforts of "Skinnay"
cooperative
the
Pryor
in the securing of an audience
with the Governor was accorded by
all the visitors to Austin, of which city
Mr. Pryor is an exhibitor, and a very
highly respected one.
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At the ri^ht, showing
what keens things interesting on the Mack Sennett lot. More generally
known as the Bathing
Beauties. Below, another
beauty, whose face is
really his fortune, or
more exactly,
tache. His his
namemus-is
Billy Bevan. "Nuff sed."

Above, Harry Langdon, who will be seen
in a number of specials for Pathe release
during
the forthcoming months.
At the
right,
our
friendis
dies.
Ben Turpin,oldwho
returning to his old
love, two-reel come-

Above, Alice Day,
who heads her own
comedy unit on the
Mack Sennett lot. At
the right, Madeline
Hurlock, who helps
make things easy on
the eyes in Mack Sennett comedies.

The

Mack

Sennett

Yes, and They're all Jokers, and Pathe
Time Playing This Money-Making

Full-House
Should Have an Easy
With Exhibitors
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Pathe-Mack

Promises

Reel

Sennett

Unique

Deal

Short

Vogue

with the finest feature productions on
the screen, as instanced by its recent
contract with Hal Roach and the deal
just closed with Mack Sennett.
"The production cost under the new
contract is increased by from 25 per
cent to 50 per cent over our previous
arrangement," states Mr. Pearson in
commenting on the new Mack Sennett
contract. "The entire transaction involves several hundred productions
and several millions of dollars.
"It has been the aim of Pathe and
Mack Sennett to produce comedies that
for sheer excellence of entertainment
MACK SENNETT
Producers of Comedies for Pathe release.

A memorable

step in the production

and distribution of "greater and better
short-feature comedies" was taken
this week in the closing of an important contract between Pathe Exchange,
Inc., and the Mack Sennett Studios.
Involving two outstanding factors in
the short-comedy field in the person
of Mack Sennett, the veteran comedy
producer, and Pathe, the leading shortfeature distributor of the industry, the
leading short-feature distributor of the
industry, the new contract holds a special significance for the entire trade,
affecting, as it will, the fuiure programs
of thousands of theatres throughout the
country.

The contract just consummated provides for the production and release
of 52 two-reel comedies per year over
a period of several years. This schedule calls for substantial increases in
production costs to assure the highest
calibre talent and material available
in the way of stories, direction, cast
and production effects. The plans under way promise to transcend all previous efforts to provide exhibitors with
two-reel comedies of quality entertainment and definite box-office power.
In his statement announcing the new
contract, Elmer R. Pearson, Vice-Pres-,
ident and General Manager of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., strikes the keynote of
Pathe's campaign to establish its shortcomedy output on a plane of quality

and box-office drawing power will rival that of the best feature-length pictures on any exhibitor's program.
While, heretofore, rental grosses have
not permitted all the production latitude
desired the new arrangement gives the
producer ample elbow room on this
score, and if the plans now in hand
are carried out a real treat is in store
for the Pathe customers and motion
picture fans all over the world."
The return of Ben Turpin in a series
of two-reelers is a highlight of the announcement just released, as is also the
inauguration of a series of domestic
comedies depicting the diverting mishapsmond
of theMcKee
"Smith
Family,"
withas Rayand Ruth
Hiatt
Mr.
and Mrs. Smith. Another important
point is the listing of several Harry
Langdon comedy specials.
Five series of two-reel comedies as
well as the Harry Langdon specials
are listed under the terms of the new
agreement which becomes

effective at

once.
In addition
the Turpin
ant."
Smith Family
series toreferred
to aoove.
the Alice Day and Ralph Graves starring series as well as the Mack Sennett brand of two-reelers will be continued.
Ben Turpin will be seen again in
the type of starring vehicles which have
endeared him to the movie-goers of the
world. Those who recall Turpin's
work in. Pathe funfilms "Three Foolish
Weeks," "The Reel Virginian," "Romknow
Jake"see
eo andisJuliet"
what
in storeandfor"Yukon
those who
the
new Turpin comedies.

ELMER

PEARSON

Vice-president and General Manager of
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Alice Day, the vivacious young star
of the series bearing her name, has
won a permanent place in the hearts
of the public. She is the first girl to
be starred by Mack Sennett since the
days of Mabel Normand, which bespeaks her ability as a comedienne.
Some of her recent two-reel comedies
are "Tea For Two," "Hotsy Totsy,"
"Hot Cakes For Two," and "The Soapsuds Lady." As in the past, she will
be supported by such capable players
as Danny O'Shea, Ruth Taylor, Eddie
Quillan, and Joseph Young.
Domestic comedies always appeal to
audiences. The new Mack Sennett
series will have Ruth

Hiatt and Ray-

mond McKee, who appear as the "Spacting" Smiths. The first Smith Family
comedies listed are titled "Smith's
Baby," "Smith's Vacation," and
"Smith's Landlord."
Forthcoming "Langdons" are notable
in their entertainment quality. These
are "Junk Man," a two-reel comedy the
plot of which may be guessed from the
title. "The King" (tentative title) a
four-reel picture and "His First Flame,"
the comedian's initial five-reel comedy
production. Concerning "His First
Flame," Mr. Sennett says this is probably the best feature comedy ever made
on his lot.
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Short

"What's
the World Coming 2To"
Pathe
reels
This fantastic farce comedy looks a hundred years
into the future when men have become more like
women and women more like men. Cook is married
to
"manly"
ru!esaid.
himbutwithwifey
an
irona fist.
His young
father beauty
comes who
to his
will have no father-in-law interfering with her domestic quarrels with a mere husband.
A. clever and novel plot whose satire will
particularly appeal to the higher class of
patronage. The leaning of the modern
woman to the masculine has aroused the
query, "What's the world coming to?" And
in this picturization of a specific example of
what the next hundred years may bring, Hal
Roach predicts a very masculine woman and
very effeminate man.
According to his prediction, the tables will
have been very much turned. The "blushing" groom carries the bouquet while the
bride places the ring on the third finger of
his left hand. The girl's father-in-law instead of the man's mother-in-law is the objectionable "in-law"; the husband in crimps,
lacy pajamas and silk coverlet, awaits the
return of his spouse in the "wee" hours of
the morning. Also the means of transportation will have been considerably changed.
Planes wheeze by each other with considerably less road courtesy than the Yellowcabs
of today.
Clyde Cook and Katherine Grant are very
happily cast in this altogether unusual and
diverting comedy.

Features

REVIEWED
What's

the World

Going

Good

Pathe

Review

Lighter

"Pathe Review No. 3"
Pathe
1 reel
A very interesting combination of features which comprise another installment of
the polar experiences of Knud Rassmussen
in crossing Arctic America amid endless ice
wastes; another issue of "Makers of Men,"
showing how West Point prepares America's
military manhood for the nation's defense ;
and
"The Sea Rover," a study of seagulls
in Pathecolor.

3
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Fighting

Fox
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Hot Cakes

for Two

Fox

Continuity,

News

Kinograms

Pathe
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No. 27

No. 5149
News

No. 2

In "Lighter Than Air" he reaches the peak
of ingenuity when he introduces a vender of
soap bubbles who blows a bubble, ties it with
a string and then sells it to a cat or mouse
who alights thereon and sails through the
air
'nth thus.
degree. Clever and entertaining to the
* * *
1 reel
'Prep School"
Universal
This Blue Bird comedy featuring Arthur
Laka is an amusing one-reeler, and will particularly appeal to the younger generation.
Perhaps in many cases Arthur's boasting of ai
conquest he had never made will strike home.
It touches a sympathetic chord, too. Arthur,
who works his way through school by peeling potatoes, is ridiculed by the more fortunate ones, but his forbearance is recompensed
when the girl — the conquest he had never
made — urged on by the dean, lavishes attentions on Arthur, neglecting all the other
boys.

"KO-KO

STEPS

Out of Inkwell

OUT"

Cartoon

plays

STRAND

this week

729 7th Ave.
Edwin

"listens in" on a calisthenics class, following
every order, to the chagrin of the onlookers.
Play up Sid Smith. His work in his last
few releases should have earned him a warm
spot in the hearts of movie-goers.

Fox

Educational

1 reel

The prolific Paul Terry's latest animated
cartoon is one of the funniest of the "Aesop's
Film Fables." One wonders at the absence
of any signs of strain that seems inevitable
when you consider the frequency of issue of
this series. Mr. Terry's ideas, however,
seem to flow like water from an open faucet.

Universal

Prep School

N. Y.
"Lighter Than Air"
Pathe

ISSUE

Coming Pathe
To?

No.

Than

International
"Going Good"
Universal
2 "reels
Wanda, atop her car, is busily engaged cleaning it
■when the car slips off its props and slides away, into
the heart of the city's busiest traffic. Just at the
moment she wheezes by a skyscraper, a boy friend
of
pursuers
on
an Wanda's,
invention to
of elude
his, leaps
from who
a 15thhaveor designs
16th story
window and alights on the runaway auto. The villains continue to pursue them. They are chased
through a haunted house- where they meet adventure at every turn. They finally make their escape
by way of the roof where the boy and jrirl become
sweethearts.
Fair entertainment is provided by this Century comedy featuring Wanda Wiley. Certainly not up to the standard maintained in
Wanda's recent releases, lack of originality
is the most prominent shortcoming of "Going Good." Bewhiskered and bomb-throwing conspirators in pursuit of a moneymaking formula isn't a particularly new idea.
However, Wanda's inexhaustible vivaciousness is stimulating and alone compensates
the viewing again of these timeworn situations.

IIS THIS

2 reels
Fox
The Flying Fool"
Eager to impress the lady of his choice, Sid volunteers to make the first flight in an experimental
plane. He gets instructions from the inventors by
radio. Inadvertently he jiggles the dial, however,
and tunes in on a calisthenics class. As he follows
instructions, the dizzying antics of the plane cause
the
send up
Sid's Then
rival
is thewatchers
pilot whoto takes
the agirlrescue
alongplane.
with him.
comes
a
terrific
battle
in
the
air,
in
which
Sid's
plane is demolished and he plunges to terra firma.
The girl spurns the advances of the villain, and
when she is advised to get out and walk, opens »
parachute and lands safely on earth. It is then
presumed that she and Sid live happily forever after.
A fast and genuinely funny comedy, well
cast and directed, that should go well with
any audience. Plenty of action, a recalcitrant
plane, Sid Smith, the fool of the air, an4
pretty Marion Harlan all make for a thoroughly entertaining two-reeler.
The highlight of the picture is the scene
where
Sid, instead
taking the the
inventor's
instructions
how toof manipulate
plane,

Miles Fadman, Pres.

2 reels
The Fighting Tailor"
The glitter of gold and glamour of glory have
"gotten" Abie, and brushing aside his sire's objections, takes advantage of an opportunity to substitute for one of the principals in a slugging bee.
Another reason why he does not turn down the
chance, although he has had little training, is the
fact that the promoter is his sweetheart's father.
When Abie wins $600, his father's objections are
less strenuous — in fact Abie gets his whole-hearted
support. Abie's success wins the admiration of his
sweetheart's father, and the sight of the winnings
makes Abie's father even kindly to an Irishman.
"The Fighting Tailor," one of the "East
Side, West Side" series, should prove a great
laugh-getter.
Worked out in such an interesting and
mirth-provoking manner, the fact that the
Hebrew and the Irish combination has been
worked to death, is soon forgotten.
At Abie's debut in the rectangular ring, half
of the ringside is occupied by Dearded Jews,
and their wives, while the other half is occupied by the sons and daughters of Erin.
Hence when Abie manages to shoot over a
fast one, the Jewish sector rises en masse,
and when the Irish scrapper lands a telling
punch, the process is reversed. The repetition
of this action should develop into big laughs.

Pathe

'Hot Cakes

for Two"

2 reels
The plot adventconcerns
the
adventures
or
rather
misures of a girl from the corn fields who would
rather become a movie actress than remain down on
the farm. Arriving in Hollywood, she takes some
lessons in film acting but depends upon her ability
to cook hot cakes in a beanery for her living. Her
boy friend from home also has movie aspirations.
But Alice seems to favor a rich young actor and
nearly loses him when he almost learns of her lowly
position.
The vivacious and pretty Alice Day saves
"Hot Cakes for Two" from the brand of
mediocrity.
A timeworn
plotaided
that bywon't
stand
much more
wear is also
the
. smooth direction of Alf Goulding. It is at
least gratifying that the hackneyed situations were pigeon-holed in such manner as
to
make
That's the
most that for
can perfect
be said continuity.
for it.
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BEN

HUR

M ctro-Coldxvyn-M ayer Photoplay. From
tne Story by Len> Wallace. Directed
by Fred Niblo.
Length 12 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Btn-Hur
Ramon Novarro
Messala
Francis X. Bushman
i_scner
May McAvoy
Mother of Hur
Claire McDowell
Tirzah
Kathleen Key
Iras
Carmel Myers
Simonides
Nigel de Brulier
Sheik Ilderim
Mitchell Lewis
Arrius
Frank Currier
Ben Hur accidentally drops a tile on the head of
the Roman Emperor as the latter passes the Hur
estate with his entourage. Hur is accused with wilful crime by Messala, a former friend, and sentenced
to the galleys. Here he serves three gruelling years
in chains, life being sustained by the burning thought
of revenge. Pirates attack the galley ships, and Hur
saves the life of the Roman commander, Arrius, who
liberates him and adopts him as a son. Starting
North in search of his kin, Ben Hur learns that
his former betrayer, Messala, is entered in a chariot
race that has stirred the whole countryside. Hur
enters incognito, and after many thrilling mishaps,
wins the race, breaking the mighty Messala both in
fortune and in body. In Antioch Hur finds h.s family, and, a.so, Esther, who years before had won his
heart. The dawn of a new day finds all united in
love and contentment.
By Michael L. Simmons
A LONG awaited film that can be said to
be a promise fulfilled. It takes its
place among the so-called screen epics. It
places Fred Niblo on the directors' list of
immortals. Summed up in box-office terms,
it should be an irresistible draw.
The picture runs more to pageantry than
to dramatic narrative, though there is a
pleasing story threading its way through the
maze of architectural splendor, color sequences, galley scenes, fight episodes, lovemaking and intrigue.
Ramon Novarro in the title role cuts a
stirring, romantic figure, happily cast in the
heroic mold. In character he conveys a
nobility of bearing, a grace of movement
and a magnetism of personality that alone
would be sufficient to put many pictures
across.
Sets that run into colossal dimensions,
panoramic backgrounds teeming with color,
life and beauty; on all sides impressive evidences of the glory and greatness that was
once Rome's, are vividly set forth with a
painstaking attention to detail that is fairly
breath-taking.
The Circus Maximus, in which the
chariot race takes place, is a triumph in setbuilding and an impressive achievement in
pictorial lure. And the chariot race — the
highlight of the film — rises to a veritable
frenzy of tension and excitement. Incredibly beautiful horses realistically convey the
imagery and colorful fancy of myths of old.
The various component parts that make
ud the massive, splendid unit that is "Ben
Hur," can be succinctly summed up in the
remark that everything in this film has been
exceedingly well done. Francis X. Bushman, May McAvoy, Nigel de Brulier and
Frank Currier deserve particular mention
for their fine portrayals.

SOUL

MATES

A

KISS

FOR

CINDERELLA

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Photoplay. Story
by Elinor Clyn. Directed by Jacl(
Conxvay.
Length, 5,590 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Paramount Photoplay. From the play by
Sir James Barrie. Directed by Herbert
Brenon.
Length, 9,686 feet.

Velma
Aileen P; ingle
Lord Tancred
Edmund Lowe
Markrute
Phillips Smalley
Velma's Brother
Antonio D'Algy
Tancred's
Mother
Edythe
Velma s Maid
MaryChapmcin
Hawes
Dolly
Katherine Bennett
Stevens
Lucien Littlefield
Tancred's Chauffeur
Ned Sparks
Velma, outraged by the selfish demand of her sociai-climbing uncle, Markrute, who insists that she
marry Lord Tancred, whom she has never seen, to
improve his own social status, refuses further support at his hands and returns what money remains
of her allowance. Penniless she cannot pay her
cabfare. Lord Tancred, unknown to her, and unaware that he has just refused her hand offered by
Markrute as a bribe against the foreclosure of the
mortgage on the Tancred estate, pays her tare and
starts the pursuit of her love, still incognito. Witty
and dashing, he presses her reluctant submission to
his suit. Each learns the other's identity. They
marry : she, scorning him, but submitting to save
her brother from prison ; he, solely from love of
her. Her love quickens at his threat of divorce and
she returns his affection when she learns that he
has paid the mortgage in cash, and has married her
purely for herself. "Money is little, love is victor."
By Read Goodridge

Cinderella
Betty Bronson
Policeman David
Tom Moore
Fairy Godmother
Esther Ralston
Mr. Bodie
Henry Vibart
Cindie, a little waif living in squaior, despite her
hardships and impoverished circumstances harbors
idyllic dreamscumstancesofwill be
an abstract
in which
changed world
as they
were her
for cirher
namesake in the story, "'Cinderella and the Glass
Slipper."
enough,
one evening,
she turning
sits on
the
doorstep,Surea fairy
godmother
appears,as and
pumpkin into coach and mice into real prancing
horses, transports her to the palace of the king.
There she is chosen from hundreds of others as the
prince's
mate. policeman
The prince who
has ain striking
to the corner
real liferesemblance
has often
defended her. The end of the dream sequence finds
Cindie in a hospital recuperating from overexposure,
but with her real prince found at last — the corner
policeman, whose courtly manners and gentle kindare the
equal of any that ever prevailed at the
courtsness of
royalty.

brand.
peculiar is
pictureGlyn's
from one
oneAsof a Elinor
'JpHIS story
of her later fictions it has fewer lingering
sighs and ten-minute kisses than we looked
for. Although the plot is weak and the
spiciest of the scenes far from actual
naughtiness, the picture should prove a fair
box-office draw.
Though Aileen Pringle plays the leading role as Velma, the wit and agile vitality
of Edmund Lowe as Lord Tancred reigns
in triumph. He tickles the funnybone.
And, what should be emphasized to his
credit as an actor, he looks and plays the
part of an English gentleman consistently
and well.
Miss Pringle is always adequate for the
job in hand, but her part proves secondary.
The situation Velma finds herself in supplies the theme, Lord Tancred the amuseand the major part of the picture's
mediumment success.
Aside from the acting and the situations
"Soul Mates" is funny in a way all its
own. The scenes are supposed to portray
English life and English people. But they
don't. The policeman, the cabby and the
hunting lodge are English. Lord Tancred
is an Englishman (as far as Elinor Glyn
can make him), but the rest of the cast and
their portrayals are typically American,
Italian or something else.
The plot is shaky. The directing could
have been vastly better. But it's an Elinor
Glyn show, singularly clean, and there is a
lot of humor.
Count it a middling success.
Exploitation suggestion number one, is a
tie-up with book stores selling the Glyn
novel. Get out circulars, simulating marriage certificates, playing on the title for
the interest.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

By Michael L. Simmons
have here what is best described by
the word "beautiful" — which is a technical aspect of the picture. A Box-office
aspect sums it up as something that should
appeal particularly to kiddies. Also, grown
ups who appreciate well executed fantasy
will find much to admire in the lilting
beauty of this work.
Betty Bronson justifies all the bright
"Peter Pan."
hertheinhandling
made for in
predictions
There
is a wistfulness
of her
character that is immediately touching. She
reaches the heart-strings with a rendition of
pathos that is as affecting as it is real.
Herbert Brenon has again proven his ability to take delicate, quite intangible, material and weave it into an exquisite, entertaining design.
Even for those out of sympathy with a
fairy tale as a theme, there is entertainment
of a substantial nature. Deft touches of a
material human interest sort have been instilled in a manner that unfailingly register
in terms of heart appeal.
Betty Bronson as the little waif living in
wretchedness and poverty registers poig'
nant pathos. Later, in her transition to the
role of a princess, dressed in royal raiment
and chosen by the prince for his future
bride, she is equally touching, and certainly
lovable. The palace sets scintillate with
the magnificence of dimension and color.
The spirit of play, of dance, and festivity
is contagious. Tom Moore, as a London
"bobby" and later as the prince, lends a
substantial amount of humor to the proceedings.
For exploitation, I don't see why schools
can't be prevailed upon to send the kiddies
down in groups. An invitation showing for
teachers would soon convince the latter that
here is worthwhile and appropriate entertainment for the youngsters.
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INFATUATION
First National Photoplay. From the story
by IV. Somerset Maugham. Directed

THE

"WOMANHANDLED"
Paramount

Photoplay.

From

Arthur

Stringer's Saturday Evening Post story.
Directed by Gregory La Cava. Length,
by Irving Cummihgs. , <
-' ,
6 reels.
CAST AND SNYOPSIS
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Violet Morgan
Corinne Griffith
Bill
Dana
Richard Dix
Sir Arthur Little
....Percy Marmont
Molly
Esther Ralston
Ronald Perry
Malcolm McGregor
Uncle Les
Edmund Breese
Osman Pasha
Warner Oland
Lucille
.Margaret Morris
Lady Etheridge
....Clarissa Selwyn
The Kid
..V.
EH Nade
Ronny's Sister
Leota Lorraine
Molly was born in the wild arid .woolly west, and
Pasha's
Wife
Claire
du
Bray
Mrs. Pritchard
Martha Mattox
lived there until she reached the age of six. Besides,
at the time she met Bill, she was reading "North
At a society affair given on the eve of his deof 36," and so it was to be expected that she would
parture for an official: post in Egypt, Sir Arthur
show a preference for a real he-man, not one of
the dilly-dallying womanhandled creatures of the
joitte wins the heart of Violet Morgan. In the
East. And so he leaves for the West to become a
lonely outpost of civilization, Lady Little turns to
young Ronald Perry for social interest. Realizing
man, only to find that all the cowboys were in the
movies. Some few stragglers, migrated mostly from
this growing love, Lady Little confesses her infatuation to Sir Arthur, begging that he send Perry to
the East, played tennis for diversion, and did their
another post. Sir Arthur refuses on the ground of
rounding-up in Ford cars. But since , she insisted
duty, saying that "Caesar's wife must be above sus- . upon atmosphere, he. gave it to her. And, man
picion.''
Arthur Little
is called
awayhis toassassination
the Khedive'sis alive, she got it. What, with all the bathrooms
for dinner..Sir;, Lady
learns
nailed up,- and a family toothbrush, and a 'take
planned. At the : risk of her life she intercepts < him,
yours the
and twopass• days,
the she
rest"stuck
table,
it is surprising
that
even
. through
did not ,bring
reaching him on the very brink of imminent tragedy.
Lady Little realizes . that sincere love motivated her ' about a nervous collapse.
in
her husband's
rescue, asand
her affair
withrushing
Perry to,
is immediately
concluded
< a temporary
By Hank Linet
infatuation superinduced by morbid circumstances. •.
"WOMANHANDLED"
can be said
By Michael L. Simmons
to be a better than ordinary picture.
It will draw laughs from high-brows, lowPORINNE
GRIFFITH'S personal
brows and "in-betweens." It strums a joyful box-office chord.
charms and Percy Marmont's aristocratic bearing lend dignity and impressiveJust who should be given the credit for
ness to the story which suffers in spots from
the laughs is hard to say. Honors seem to be
poor continuity. As it is, with excellent
about evenly divided between Gregory La
backgrounds and interesting detail, the film
Cava, the director, Richard Dix, the star,
on the whole strikes a fairly promising boxEsther Ralston, feminine lead, as well as
office note.
the "pest" and the whole lot of the hard
The star's beauty shows to advantage in , riding "Fordaroos."
Even the titling was uniformly clever.
an Oriental setting, reeking heavily with
the dread and sinister mystery of intriguing
As, for example, when Dana jumps into
Central Park lake to make a rescue of the
natives*., ....
0 uK-i- ..,..,,,.»-,« t-s *»
"pest" a strolling policeman comments that
The "eternal triangle" is actually the
"if the lake were three feet deeper, you
theme on which the story interest depends.
would have been a hero." This is the byThe above mentioned "intrigue" has no
play that keeps occurring right through the
relation to the love plot, for that is done
entire
taining.picture, and makes it so very enterabove-board in true British sporting fashion— the wife coming directly to her husThe story and its developments are light
band with her tale of infatuation for his
and
unobtrusive, except for a moment at
secretary.
the very finish of the picture where a number of cows were made to pay their bed
Where the "intrigue" does develop is in
the political background of the story inand board by staging a stampede. But it
was exciting and well done, though irrelevolving aPasha's plot to assassinate the
vant.
erring wife's husband. Realization of her
husband's peril shows the wife how superOtherwise, we have in "Womanhanficial is her romance with the handsome
dled" an adult's picture of the "Wild and
young roan, and brings her back penitent
Woolly
West," where men are men and
and more devoted than ever to her hushard riding is done in Fords. The picture
band. It
, is the sort of film that essentially
ought to be a great relief to the many who
appeals to women. Shots of the native
don't believe in Santa Claus any longer.
locales furnish a fair measure of pictorial
There is one exploitation angle which is
diversion.
peculiarly adapted to this picture. Put a
Malcolm McGregor as the other man in cowboy outfit in a glass case in your lobby,
and in the case include one of the little exthe triangle is adequate in the role in a
planatory cards such as are seen in museum
mechanical sort of way. Warner Oland
exhibits. Refer to the outfit as a costume
as the plotting Pasha impresses one with a
of an extinct race of men once roving over
sufficiently sinister form of villainy. There
the Western expanse.
is really nothing of arresting distinction anywhere, but the good looks of Corinne Griffith and the substantial presence of Percy.
Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW staff of
Marmont, insure a fair measure of enterreviewers are capable men who thortainment.
oughly realize their responsibility. It
is true that reviews are the opinion
Place the weight of the billing behind
of one man, but it is also true that
experience and training count for a
the two well-known principals. Get in
great deal in reviewing. But at all
touch with book-shops selling "Caesar's
time you can count upon our reWife,"' which is the W. Somerset
viewers not sidestepping, but reviewMaugham novel from which this screen
ing with honest and absolute candor.
play is adapted.

GILDED

BUTTERFLY

Fox Production. Scenario by Bradley
King. Directed by John Griffith Wray.
Length, 6,200 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Linda Haverhill
Alma Rubens
Brian Anestry
Bert Lytell
John Converse
Huntly Gordon
Jim Haverhill
Frank Keenan
Courtney Roth
Herbert Rawlinson
Mrs. Ralston
Vera Lewis
Maid
Carolynne Snowden
Mr. Ralston
Arthur Hoyt
Jim Haverhill, who has been reared in luxury,
brings upthough shehisis daughter,
Linda,
in like
alunaware of
the fact
thatmanner
they are
living oft rich friends and relatives. His greatest
wish is to see Linda safely married to some wealthy
man. On the night of Linda's reception, Courtney
Roth proposes to her, and as Haverhill is about to
announce
his they
daughter's
engagement,
his creates
aunt' ina
whose house
are living,
enters and
scene. The shock kills Haverhill. When Courtney
Roth learns because
of Linda's
he breaks
engagement
he haspoverty,
been attracted
onlytheir
by
the girl's apparent wealth. John Converse, an old
friend of Linda's father, who had made the latter
many'
Linda on
bonds loans,
having continues
little valueloaning
becausemoney
of histo infatuation
for the girl. At the end of her resources, Linda is
about and
to submit
Converse's
terms
when she
meets
falls intolove
with Brian
Anestry.
To
raise some money, Linda sets fire to her gowns and
collects insurance. When she is found out, she is
arrested.
On engine
the way
to the
office, a fire
knocks
theirinsurance
taxi intocompany's
a patrol
wagon. The detective, sorry for Linda, identifies a
victim
of the wreckage
— another
butterfly" —
as his charge.
Linda and
Anestry"gilded
are reconciled.
By Peggy Goldberg

theme,
absorbing
interest,
,
the love
threadan finely
interwoven
JJUMAN
Alma Rubens and Bert Lytell in the leading roles, the able direction of John Griffith Wray, and a title with box-office appeal— all these are. found in "A

Gilded

The story is treated with refinement and
simplicity.
Butterfly." Moderation is something generally unknown in the making of screen
presentations of the society calibre. Mr.
Wray, however, has considerably toned
down the brilliancy which is generally characteristic ofthis type of production and the
result is very satisfactory.
Alma Rubens as the "gilded butterfly
who almost singes her wings" plays the
much-indulged in but unspoiled girl with
conviction and sincerity. The psychological effect that reverses have on such a girl
is worked out flawlessly.
By way of thrills, a new kind of wreckage is introduced which more than fulfils
its purpose. Scenes of Monte Carlo with
a dash of the life there are very adroitly
injected.
To create a receptive mood for what is to
follow, the opening scene shows Haverhill
looking on a Labor Day parade which he
compares with >the big parade of life. A
touch of symbolism which is very effective.
The work of Bert Lytell, Huntly Gordon, and Frank Keenan deserves special
mention, and the comedy character played
by Carolynne Snowden is by no means
negligible.
The excellent cast of "The Gilded Butterfly" should be exploited. A society romance always offers natural exploitation in
tie-ups with manufacturers of all kinds of
women's apparel, etc. This one proves no
exception.
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ONE
OF the most striking 24-sheets issued in a
long time has just been prepared by First National
Pictures as a part of the campaign which is expected to place Harry Langdon in the forefront of
popular comedians.
From the technical standpoint of poster advertising,
the Langdon 24-sheet is a model-of simplicity and effectivenes . Itpresents a humorous appealing sketch

Riding

a
By IRVIN
Paramount

Realizing that the "Pony Express"
had to be handled in a real, showmanlike manner, and in order to have the
exhibitors profit as much at the Box
Office as possible, I thought up a. plan
whereby I could stir up the people in
•Northern Ohio cities and towns, by the
carrying out of a capital exploitation
stunt. This consisted of a young man,
by the name of Joseph William Irwin,
III, direct descendant of one of the
original pony express riders, ride pony
express fashion, dressed in pony express regalia, and using the original
pony express mail pouch supplied by
the Assistant Postmaster General at
Washington, D. C, from city to city,
through towns and villages, and in
each instance, be greeted by Mayor,
Postmaster, Police Escort, populace,
etc.
The first step was to secure the services' of Troop A — 107th Cavalry of
the Ohio National Guard, of which Mr
Irwin is a member. A schedule was
then arranged for Mr. Irwin and bookings of "The Pony Express" arranged
accordingly, so the exhibitors could get
the maximum benefit of this huge bit
of exploitation.
I then sent a special delivery letter to
the Mayors, Postmasters, Newspapers,
Chiefs of Police, etc., and outlined the
plan in general, and also informed the
various newspapers and officials that on
Mr. Irwin's arrival in their town, he
will have messages for them which he
would deliver in Pony Express .fashion,
and they in turn were to have messages

world.
of the comedian, drawn by Lambert Gunther who has
come to be recognized as a past master of this type of
art. On the right of the poster are the words "Harry
Langdon in First National Pictures" and underneath,
running the full length of the 24-sheet, the slogan "He
Started the Laugh Heard Round the World," a phrase
that will be used as a keynote in the campaign that
First - National is placing behind this comedian.

Fast
ZELTNER
Exploiteer

for the officials in the next town along
Mr. Irwin's route. I then secured the
co-operation of the general manager of
the Postal Telegraph Company in
Cleveland, and he, in turn, called on all
his branch managers in Northern Ohio
to co-operate to the extent that telegrams be sent to the officials of newspapers, keeping them informed as to
what progress Mr. Irwin was making
and the approximate time of his arrival
in their town.
TwoT went
weeksover
prior
start,
the
personally called on all
newspapers, where I

to Mr.route
Irwin's
entire
and
the officials, and
left a series of

articles
on in
"The
Pony Express
Ride,"
that
I had
readiness:
When all
was
in readiness, the Associated Press
flashed a wire to all papers using their
service, that Mr. Irwin would start on
October 5th. So, on this day, Mr. Irwin, after receiving lots of advanced
publicity- in the Cleveland papers, escorted by a specially picked detail of
the Black Horse Troop of Cavalry, arrived at the City Hall in Cleveland
where he was greeted by Mayor Marshall, Postmaster Taylor, newspaper
men, photographers and a crowd of approximately 5000 that had gathered to
watch Mr. Irwin start on his Pony Express ride.
Promptly at noon, Mr. Irwin was
handed letters by Mayor Marshall,
Postmaster Taylor and the newspapers,
for the officials at Akron, Ohio, and he
started on his now

One

famous

Pony Ex-

press Ride. He was escorted to the
city limits by the Military Delegation
and a special escort of mounted and
motorcycle police and about forty automobiles that followed him to the city
limits.
,
After receiving this rousing send-off,
Mr. Irwin spent 19 days riding Pony
Express Fashion, passing through and
visiting 68 cities and towns and stopping at twelve, some of which are
Akron, Lodi, Massillon, Canton, Salem,
East Liverpool, East Palestine, Youngstown and Warren. I was approximately 48 hours ahead of Mr. Irwin
and made final arrangements for the
the
towns..
.H ,
(flinto
.,
Rider's entrance
Express
Ponyvarious
We received a tremendous amount of
front page publicity with photographs.
About two score exhibitors were aided
considerably with the exploitation of
"The

Pony Express" and it is a concensus of opinion among the exhibitors
of the Cleveland Territory that this
out-'
one perwas the ever
Pony Express
exploitation
bit ofStunt
standing
counthe
in
or
territory
this
formed in
try in . general. Simply because the
people were worked up to a fever-heat
and when the picture played in the respective towns, it had ready-made
audiences waiting for-it.
The exhibitors in the Cleveland territory are realizing day by day what
exploitation means and. are becoming
either Exhibitor-Exploiteers or Mana-

ger-Explpiteers.
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THEATRE

CONSTRUCTION

Gardner, Mass.— Archt. not selected
Drawing plans for a theatre at Parker Street!
Owner, Gardner Realty.
Chicago, 111.— Archt., J. Eberson, 212 East
Superior Street. Drawing plans for a theatre at Saginaw and Exchange Avenues.
Owner, F. Ragen, 7531 Stony Island Avenue.

Opportunities
Classified
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy
For Sale

Situation Wanted

Attleboro, Mass.— Archt., J. A. Tuck, Park
Sq. Bldg., Boston. Drew plans for a theatre
at Bank Street, Owner, Eagle Bldg. Ass'n,
c/o Archt.

EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
of battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
goods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR composer, arranger, open
for engagement, 15 years experience cutting picture —
concert, prologues. Extensive and up to date library. Address M.V., Apartment 5-A, 2684 Broadway, New York City.
MOVING
PICTURE
OPERATOR, LICENSE,
wants position in Exchange or Theatre. Experience
and reference. Schlecter, 318 Rochester Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Los Angeles,
Film Exchange
tre at Wilshire
Owner, H. H.

VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair,
neverPa.used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co..
Scranton,

AT LIBERTY — Experienced Operator, strictly reliable, five years' experience on Powers and Simplex. Can give references. Please state full particulars. Clarence M. Anderson, 614 So. Bartlett
St., Canton, So. Dak.

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS are saved by exhibitors yearly by buving their machines and organs
from us. Motiographs $165.00, two for $290.00.
Simplex $265.00, two for $485.00. Automatic Organ
Players, as low as $425.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
18 years experience has taught us how. WESTERN
FEATURE FILfIS, 730 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Manager Available
LIVE WIRE MANAGER open for position wuh
live theatre. At lib-rtv -after Ti""?rv fi'-st. Address.
S. J., 1238 N. 64th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Calif. — Archt., L. A. Smith,
Bldg. Drew plans for a theaBlvd., near La Brea Avenue.
Fisher, Union Oil Bldg.

New York. — Archt. not selected. Theatre
contemplated. Owner, Isidore Zimmer, 299
Broadway.
New York. — Archt. not selected. Theatre
contemplated.
Owner, Irebush Realty Co.
The new house being built in Nacogdoches
will open in March. It is being built by
Hazel & McLain.
A. C. January has opened his new theatre
on Hampton Road, Oak Cliff, Texas.
The Cozy Theatre, which has been closed
since it was taken over by the J. W. Lytle interests of San Antonio, opened January 2nd.
A new theatre is being planned and has
been put in working shape by Powers &
Chamberlain, at Henderson, Texas.
William Fox is planning to build a new
theatre in St. Louis, Mo.
A new Minne Theatre is being built at
Thirtieth and Tatus Streets, Omaha, Nebr.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Archt., Peacock &
Frank, 445 Milwaukee. Drawing plans for
a theatre at S.E. cor. 37th and Centre Streets.
Owner, Sillman's Theatres, Inc., J. H. Sillman, pres., 530 Grand Ave.
Whitefish Bay, Wis. — -Archt.. John Topzant, 144 Oneida, Milwaukee. Drawing plans
for a theatre at W. Main and Garfield Aves.,
Wauwatosa. Owner, C. C. Gilles, 331 61st
St., Wauwatosa, Wis.
Springwells, Mich. — Archt, A. L. Wilson,
13535 Woodward Ave., Highland Park,
Mich. Drew plans for a theatre at Schraefer
Road, Springwells. Owner, Joe Miskins,
4724 W. Fort St., Detroit, Mich.
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Archt., C. R. Weatherhogg, 250 W. Wayne St. Drawing plans for
a theatre at Cor. Wayne and Clinton Streets.
Owner, J. F, Keenan, Anthony Hotel.
Willow Grove, Pa.— Archt,, Horace W.
Castor, Stephen Girard Bldg., 21 E. 12th St.,
Phila., Pa. Drew plans for a theatre at York
Rd. and Davidsville. Owner, Rothwell Co.„
Inc., c/o Eugene Rothwell. '

FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre in good
county seat. Town about 1.100 inhabitants; 325
seats ; good electric piano. Will rent, long lease ;
good deal
right parties. Address, M., ExhibitorstoTrade the
Review.
FOR
SALE— UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER.
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
City.
Box H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York

WANTED
particulars.

Equipment Wanted
to bli Dictaphone Outfit. State Full
Box S-H. J., Exhibitors Trade Review.

WANTED— GRAFLEX
CAMERA
BOX, 5x7 ot
4x5, with or without lens, or can use English Reflex. Must be ir good ' working condition. Stale
price. Address, G.aflex, Exhibitors Trade Review
THEATRE
Prices Paid.

CHAIRS
Highest
Cash
C.
G. Demel,WANTED—
845 South State,
Chicago.
Wanted

MARCHANT CALCULATING MACHINE— A-1
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a real machine for $75.00. Box M. O., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York City.

HIGH CLASS CARTOONIST, artist and camera
man ; must be experienced in Bray and other popular systems of animation ; write fully first letter
for immediate connection. National Film Studios.
311 So. Sai-ah St., St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre, seats 225.
New chairs ; new screen ; two Powers projectors. In
a good growing town. Geo. C. Morton, Lynn
Haven, Fla

For Rent

ROAD SHOWS— WE HAVE THE STUFF FOR
YOU.
Write ACME, Box 6, Atlanta, Georgia.

MOTION PICTURE and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.

FOR SALE — Two Six H. Power Machines, Rectifier, Generator, four fire extinguishers, four fans
2 — 16 inch oscillating. 1— 16 — 12 inert unoscillating
(cheap).
falo, N. Y. V. Burk, 37 Niagara Falls Blvd., Buf-

Local Films
MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial.
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh \vrnui-. N )

FIREPROOF,
BRICK
AND REINFORCED
concrete building on lot 50x200, running from street
to street, containing two stores, three offices, large
loft, banquet
dress:ng676rooms,
dance
hall 110room,
feet lobbies,
long andcheck
fullyandequipped
seat
picture house with stage, curtains, scenery, etc., picture machines, screen, twin eight-foot typhoon fans.
Everything except the film. Only picture house in
town'
of 7,000.
Nearest
10.000
people.
Best dance
hall within
fifteenhouse
miles. toPrice
$150,000.00
(not 149), 83 per cent can remain on mortgage at 6
pei cent. The cash payment required does not even
cover cost of equipment. E. H. Rolston, Seymour.
Connecticut.

CINEMA
The Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Maucar:
E. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" u the only picture publication
cme-cuiating threat; bout the Orient.
jiMrmt:
•CINEMA." 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEB A NF
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

TITLES, presentation trailers, local iiiumc-, competent eanrer.imi ii. Best service. Rector Advertising Service, Mai hall, Illinois.
Manuscripts Typed
CLEAN-CUT TYPING OF MANUSCRIPTS ana
any other
itors
Dailv work.
Review. Standard rates. Lox Ll., j_xhibfailing
Lists
■Will help
you Increase
sain
»«nd
tor FREE
catalog cMu.
•ants
and
prices
on
classified
Mas**
of•Jstlonal.
yoair beetState.
prospective
castomes*Local-IndirtdiiaJs
'Tof eaalons,
Boalnesa Firms.
Q071
Guaranteed
£ i ,

SAMP DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED
S3 SHIPPED
s
Guaranteed Service
Good
Send — for
Trial Work
Order.— Popular
t
1
FILMACK
COMPANY
736 5. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
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Roy Tillson, who
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The
Calendar

of Coming

Events

Jan. 26-27. — Meeting Administrative Committee M. P. T. O. A., National headquarters, New York.
Jan. 28. — Meeting, Board of Directors
M. P. T. O. A. of N. J., Morristown, N. J.
Feb. 3. — Third Annual Motion Picture
Carnival, Plaza Hotel.
Feb. 4. — Meeting to elect directors, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, at home office, New York.
Feb. 6.— A. M. P. A., Naked Truth Dinner, Astor Hotel.
t I.) '-. Jt tJ-vn M. P. T. 0., dinnerdance, Hotel Bossert.
Feb. 12.— Sixth Annual Ball T. O. C. C,
Hotel Astor.
June 1 to 5. — Annual Convention, M. P.
T. O. A., Los Angeles, Calif.
MONDAY,

JANUARY

11

KANSAS CITY, MO.— Persistent rumors
indicate that the recent "biggest theatrical
deal" in this city, through which Paramount would gain possesion of the Newman
and Royal theatres from Frank L. Newman, may fall through. Mr. Newman has
returned from Hollywood, and it is probable that he will resume operation of the
houses. Harold Franklin, director general
of the Paramount theatres, says that a deal
bnt\ver" hi company and Mr. uPwwn is on,
"Mr. Newman may return in affiliation with
our company."
NEW YORK— Publix Theatre Corporation deny and brand as "silly" the report
that that company was planning to operate
and own outright the entire list of first
run houses. The merger would involve a
billion dollars, and would meet with great
opposition.
PORTLAND, ORE.— P. D. C. through the
North American Theatres Corp., a subsidiary
has purchased a lease on a theatre site here,
from Ackerman & Harris. This deal somewhat counteracts the Warner strength here.
NEW YORK—
cumChinese
.NungGovernment,
Anv unrepresentative of the
is holding conferences with Will H. Hays,
president of the M. P. P. D. A., in the interests of a wider distribution of American
pictures in China.
BUFFALO— A Rochester site has been
purchased by the Montreal Theatre Corp.,
!here, for the erection of a 3,500 seat house.
The land cciiiiacts have been closed, involving about $1,150,000.
NEW YORK — Third annual carnival of
of the motion picture industry will be held
at the Hotel Plaza on January 3, unci
the auspices of the Film Mutual Benefit
TUESDAY,

JANUARY

12

NEW YORK— Red Seal Pictures Corporation announced that Edwin Miles Fadman,
president and general manager,' has resigned.
There will be no substantial change in the
policies of the company. The releasing program for 1926-1927 will have 140 short subjects. Max Fleischer, creator of the Out
of the Inkwell Ko-Ko one reelers, was
elected president.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.— M. C. Levee,
formerly head of the United Studios here,
announces extension of the company's rental business in properties. A new building
will be erected to house additional furniture.
NEW YORK— Harry M. Warner, of
Warner Brothers, who has arrived in New
York, with Mo*'ev H. Flint, banker, is arranging the roadshow plans of his company.

Week

in

Review

The series of productions will include "The
Sea Beast" and "Don Juan" with John
Barrymore
and "The
by
Rafael Sabatini.
Mr. Tavern
Warner Night,"
sails for
Europe on the 16th to study the internationalization ofmotion pictures.

fices ;Samuel Rachmann, of Germany, and
E. B. Johnson, of First National, abroad.
WATERLOO, IOWA— The Frank Amusement Company here will celebrate its sixth
anniversary week with the showing of "The

NEW YORK— "The Skyrocket," Associated Exhibitors' special, starring Peggy Hopkins Joyce, has been booked for B. S. Mos«'
Colony Theatre Broadway, for an indefinite
run beginning Sunday, January 2lkh.

THURSDAY, JANUARY
14
Skyrocket."
NEW YORK — Document of international
oledge of good will signed by 16 representatives of American, British and German companies aboard the S.S. Majestic. Including
the names of such well known executives as
H. C. S. Thomson, S. R. Kent, F. WynneJones, J. D. Williams, Samuel Rachmann
and others, the pledge declares for world
wide cooperation within the industry.
NEW YORK — Warner Brothers Theatre
establishes advance in prices with the premiere of the "Sea Beast," starring John Barrymore. Policy also calls for elaborate prologue for each feature picture.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.— Work on the
new theatre and mercantile house to be built
by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
and the Loveman, Joseph and Loeb Department Store, will be started February 1.
NEW YORK— Colvin W. Brown, vicepresident of F. B. O. in charge of distribution, has declared March as F. B. O. month.
All F. B. O. exchanges will join in d'ive
NEW
YORK— Edwin Miles Fadman
stated <hat he resigned from Red S.-a Pi tures Corporation, of which he was president, to enter on a program of novelty productions for American distribution. He
will sail for Europe shortly.
NEW YORK— Action brought by the
Lumiere Studios of 574 Fifth Avenue, four
years ago against the Goldwyn Distributing
Corporation for its use of the plaintiff's
photographs of Betty Compson in trade publications without giving credit, will be settled
in the United States District Court in the
next few days. It is alleged that the copyright law was not followed, the name of the
photographer not appearing with picture.
WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

13

CHICAGO ILL. — Authentic reports concerning overseating here indicate that not one
of the many new houses built in Chicago
during the last year has made money, with
the exception, perhaps, of Ascher Bros. New
Terminal Theatre. There is no first run
house in the city available to independent
producers. Situation aggravated by new
first run houses for Fox, Universal, Cooney
Bros, and Balaban & Katz. Relief may be
found in short runs.
SACRAMENTO, CALIF.— Mary Pickford organizes corporation as the Mary
Pickford Company, capitalized at $1,000,000.
Fairbanks' name omitted in articles.
ST. LOUIS, MO.— The Wellston Theatre,
Wellston, Mo., a suburb, has been taken
over by the Laventhal Amusement Company,
under a $125,000 aggregate payment for ten
years-' lease.
NEW YORK— John Mednikow, Chicago
branch manager of Associated Exhibitors,
is here for several days conference with
ho<r>e office on presentation and bookings of
"The Skyrocket" in his territory.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.— Publix Theatre
Corporation is planning a new $1,000,000
picture house for this city. The project is
to be known as the Tennessee Enterprises,
Inc. Plans have been prepared by R. E.
Hall, Inc. of New York.
NEW YORK— M. P. T. O. A. receives
fourth instalment of $50,000 faith and goodwill pledge made by Universal.
NEW YORK— Arrival of S. S. Majestic
from England brings return of Sidney R.
Kent, general manager of Famous PlayersLasky ; J. D. Williams and George T. Eaton,
of British National Pictures, Ltd. : Mae
Murray, Betty Compson, and James Cruze ;
Frederick Wynne- Tones, Ufa representative;
Herbert Wilcox, British producer ; H. C. S.
Thompson, president of Film Booking Of-

NE*W YORK — Samuel Goldwyn, producer
of "Stella Dallas," arrived from Hollywood.
Mrs. Goldwyn will accompany him to Paris
and London in a few weeks for the premieres
of the picture in those capitals.
NEW YORK— J. D. Williams, of British
National Pictures, Ltd., arriving on S. S. Mabrings first print
Gwynne,"
shortly.
starringjestic,Dorothy
Gish, ofto "Nell
be distributed
NEW YORK — First National in conjunction with radio station WJZ gave a pictureradio innovation at an informal dinner last
night at the Hotel Astor. "Too Much
Money," the first picture to be broadcast,
will be followed by other First National
productions, weekly.
NEW YORK— Red Grange laughs at reputed offer of $300,000 for a picture he is to
make this Spring for Arrow Pictures Corporation. "That's bunk," he says.
FRIDAY, JANUARY
15
NEW YORK— Rumors to the effect that
P. A. Powers, the P. D. C. and other film
interests have sought to buy out F. B. O.,
were emphatically denied by H. C. S. Thompson, president and general manager of that
organization, in an interview with Exhibitors
DAILY REVIEW. He stated steady progress and good foreign outlook for his organization.
DETROIT, MICH.— Report that Fox
Film Corp. has completed plans for 5,000
seat house here for first runs. Ready _by
next September, the new house will bring
the total seating of Detroit theatres to
27,500.
NEW YORK— Report from Los Angeles
that Ralph B. Straub has brought suit against
Davis Distributing Division for alleged
breach of distribution contract, involving
claim for $132,000, brought statement from
Stuart R. Brandon, attorney for Davis organization, that he believed action baseless.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Shea's Theatre, newly
constructed picture house here, has formal
opening with first public performance on
Saturday. A large number of Publix and
Famous Players executives were present,
Adolph Zukor, Sam Katz, Jesse L. Lasky
and R. S. Kent, and other notables of the
industry among them.
NEW YORK— Action of Graphic Production vs. Eugene Spitz will be brought up for
decision in the Supreme Court January 28.
Graphic Productions discounted a $2,500 note
given them by Spitz. When due. payment
was protested by Spitz, and Graphic had to

pay.
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LAUGH
Month has swept the country by storm with its publicity campaign
reaching newspapers from coast to coast and from the Gulf to the Great
Lakes. The clippings reaching the secretary at headquarters, which started
as a trickle in December, have become a veritable flood. In addition to the almost daily mention in the New York City papers have been editorials, cartoons,
front page screamer heads and column mentions from all parts of the country.
T N JERSEY

o

cAL Christies feature Comedy

Dude
njjhtinj}
*The
"SEVEN
DAYS"

By Julian Solomon

In Texas where "Ma" Ferguson issued aproclamation naming January as

O

City and Union

City,

"Laugh Month" the newspapers
throughout the state carried both editorial and news comment on the event.
The Associated Press and the United
Press services carried this news all over
the world.
Texas theatres had the proclamation
painted on one and three sheet cards
and used them for lobby displays.

-■- New Jersey, David Schaefer director of publicity and advertising for the
Haring and Blumenthal theatre circuit
is concentrating his efforts on the third
week anH expects to put on a smashing
campaign for the Central and Lincoln
theatres which are two of the main
houses on that circuit.

"Pete" (R. F.) Woodhull, national
president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America used the banner as

He is decorating the lobbies of both
theatres with clown figures and papier
mache heads and cutouts. The ushers

Using
Accessories
o
The slide shown above is only one
D
o of the many ideas Tillson spilled in
putting over EducationaPs "The
Fighting Dude" for his Laugh Month
show.
He also used 11x14 lobby cards,
50 one-sheets and two three-sheets,
besides a lot of ballyhoos, lobby
frames and marquee hangers. No
wonder it was a success.
IOE

The
T> OY

Tillson

o
D
o

D
o

Stunt

Tillson staged one of the great-

* est Short Feature newspaper advertising campaigns that was ever accorded
a two-reeler in the State of Michigan,
when

the

Educational-Lupino

Lane

Comedy, "The Fighing Dude" played
the Fuller Theatre which he manages at
Kalamazoo, Michigan, January 3rd to
6th.
That
he succeeded admirably may

and doormen will all be dressed in hara lobby display and decorated his marquee with the pennants.
He arranged
lequin suits and the newspaper copy
feabest be ascertained by a sumhis bookings so that the
tures were not too heavy and
mary of what was used to
included a comedy on every
exploit the comedy and what
CLASS Of SERVICE SYMBOL
bill during the month. Then
CUSS OF SERVICE
the campaign accomplished.
NIGHT
MESSAGE
Short Feature and Laugh
:he advertised that a comedy
WIGHT MESSAGE
WIGHT LETTEfl
HICHT LETTER
If
no
.is
of
thaw
thrra
symbols
would be part of every show
these ttires(number
symbols
month "Ad" space daminated
rlho
kOTean thischarecterislndiratMJbillie
after (sthe• cfweli
wordsl
telegram.(numberOther-oi
is a Cheeti
telegram. Olhtrof
■belts
and gave it good space in his
the three column by seven3yf l bo I qppc jrlnp oHe r tfto check
N EWCOM aOHWTOM. mhidot CtOBOC W. C »T»tNS r.oet vie
ill-rale telegrams and t*i letter;, and (he tii
teen inch newspaper layout
oi at deiUMtion as shown on til mewiges, ri STANDARD TIME.
newspaper copy.
In talking
Received at
used in the Kalamazoo
the matter over with his pat47N FVH 47 COLLECT BLUE
rons, most of whom he
Gazette as an opening anKALAMAZOO HICH 419P JAN 12 1926
knows personally, he asked
nouncement, and likewise the
it.
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES INC
for comments.
They all
smaller "ads" that succeeded
370 7 AVE NEWYORK HI
agreed that the comedy evBOX
OFFICE
PEPPED
UP
AT
LEAST
TWENTY FIVE PERCENT DURING
ery day was a splendid idea.
LAFF MONTH STOP PATRONS SEEM TO HAVE CAUGHT THE SP3HIT
Laugh Month secured a
THEY LAUGH COMING IN AND GOING OUT CONGRATULATIONS ON S) ME
ger
succession of humorous refD AVID Lustig, mana
WONDERFUL EDUCATIONAL LAFF MONTH SPECIALS EVERYONE A KNOCKOUT NOW
erences from the pen of
of the Regun Theatre,
"Penn E. Wise," one of the
New York City, tied up
PLAYING CHEAP SATES BOY HOW THEY ROAR
foremost columnists in the
with the campaign when he
ROY TILLSON
506P
middle west. One of the arplayed "Hot Feet" a one reel
ticles in the Kalamazoo
comedy by staging a Charleston and Laugh Month ConGazette stated : "In order to
test. He too used the banenter into the spirit of Naner and pennants.
tional Laugh Month, which
is now under way, LeRoy
Telegram Sent by LeRoy Tillson to Educational
In Kalamazoo, Roy Tillwill be in keeping with the spirit of
Tillson, manager of the Fuller, has
son, who directs the destinthe occasion.
ies of the Fuller Theatre went after
booked 'The Fighting Dude' for a
Schaefer is also going to put out a
the Laugh Month idea strong.
showing at the theatre starting Sunday.
float advertising the comedy feature
During the third week in January
The Fuller boss in order to carry out
Tillson will again feature a two_ reel
of the program at both theatres and
the desired effect has instructed Slim
comedy in his advertising and publicity.
this will have half a dozen clown figDoreman, on the gate, to use a dude
While not as extensive as his first
ures in addition to advertising the feamake-up during the time this comedy
tures and comedies to be shown durweek's campaign it will nevertheless be
thorough.
is being shown.
ing their laugh festival.
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Hardly without exception the
press of America has joined
solidly behind the campaign,
because writers have caught the
happy spirit of the movement.
Every day a newspaper is sure
to remind us about it.
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America

Laugh

Month

F. P. A., Heyward Broun, Kiser,
Argens, Ted Cook, in fact the
wit and comic brush and pen of
this country have pounced upon
the Laugh Month as a splendid
theme for their columns.
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Laugh

Month

Really

to

But

Why

Limit

ntly e disrecevalu
Mr.
cussed withHow
mee the
of
LAUGH MONTH
to the Moving Picture Theatres of the country,
he hit the key note when he said that
LAUGH
MONTH
really belongs to
ican
le.
the Amer
peop

the

This world is entirely too serious. I
doubt whether anyone could find any
article so salable as "LAUGHTER."
Take for instance the newspapers.
The newspaper are responsible for almost everything that has ever occurred
in the line of literature. Long before
magazines were printed, the newspapers

Laugh

This

Off

One of the laughs that
ushered in Laugh Month was
the following Associated Press
dispatch from Berlin which appeared in the newspapers all
over the country on January 1 :
"Berlin, Dec. 31. — Criminals
in Prussia may find themselves
reduced to a state of helplessness through laughter instead
of by the impact of the 'copper's' blackjack, if the plans of
the Minister of the Interior
work out as he thinks they will.
"In a general order just issued he instructs guardians of
the law to 'select all humorous
utterances, whether spoken,
written or pictured, coming to
the attention of the police in
their official or unofficial contact with the population.'
"These choice bits will be
assembled and distributed periodically to the entire police
force, much as ammunition is
issued. The minister believes
the 'coppers' can 'successfully
master the most difficult situations if possessed of the weapon of humor.' "

Hilarity

American

to Only

One

Month

By Fred J. McConnell
Manager, Short Produce Department
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.,

WHEN

That's my idea, too. I feel that a
proposition of this kind is one that the
public will take hold of and once the
public takes hold of a proposition, it
will grow by leaps and bounds in proportion toits merits.

the

Belongs

published the type of material that was
later embodied in the magazines. The
beauty column in the newspapers was
a fore-runner of the Beauty Magazine
The scientific geographical column gave
the idea for the Geographical and Scientific Magazines. The comic sayings
and cartoons were later developed to a
higher point in the comic magazines.
HE newspapers are constantly strivA
ing to get more comedy into its
issues, with very rare exceptions. Many
of the biggest papers in the United
States run eight pages of comics in
colors in their Sunday supplement.
Why do they do this? Isn't it because
the)' recognize from their constant
daily touch with their public, that people are much interested in LAUGHTER
or AMUSING SITUATIONS ?
While LAUGH MONTH, of course,
has a direct effect on comedies, nevertheless, itserves to focus the attention
of the public on something else outside
the feature that is run on programs.
How

important the thing is often depends on how important the owner
feels that it is and the manner in which

he impresses the public with its \rsvportance.
Unquestionably, thousands of exhibitors that have gotten behind the
LAUGH MONTH
MOVEMENT, are
cashing in on their exploitation* efforts,
but no one can tell the far reaching
value of this propaganda to them.
T

AUGH MONTH has brought more
forcibly to the public the value of
picture theatres and I believe brought
more forc'bly to the public the value
of LAUGHTER to their everyday life
No one can laugh and be depressed.
All that unhealthy feeling of depression
that creates poison in the human system is eliminated by LAUGHTER.
It
is just like so much sunshine that comes
into a dark, unhealthy room. You open
the windows and in a few minutes the
air is purified and it's a fit place to live
in. Just so with the human body.
This may sound very technical, but
after all LAUGHTER
does have a
chemical or some kind of an effect on
the human

body and I know

that peo-

People

of the

Year?

ple like it. Therefore, the theatre mart
that sells it has a popular product to
sell. He can figure it out any way he
wants to.

that has
LET'S
hopegotten
that behind
every the
exhibitor
short
reel part of his program has actually
made the people realize that by going
to his theatre they can get a good laugh
on account of the corking comedy.
Let's hope that everyone of these exhibitors realize that they have done
something and that they continue it
throughout the year.
If the LAUGH IDEA was good for
January, then it is good for every
month, every week and every day of
the year. If it meant money at the
boxoffice for exhibitors in the first part
of the year, it will mean money every
other part of the year.

Laugh

Month

Programs

Nationally "Aired"
The screen, radio and press
combined this week to give the
"Laugh Month" celebration a
flying start. The radio programs were broadcast both
from the East and West Coasts
thus assuring a nationwide
coverage by air of the message

of "Laugh

Month."

The West Coast broadcasting
was done from Station KNX,
known

as "The Voice of Hollywood." On Saturday, Decem-

ber 26th, a "Laugh Month"
program was broadcast, including short addresses on the subject by Larry Semon, Dorothy
Dwan and Walter Wessling of
Pathe's Los Angeles office. A
special three-hour "Laugh
Month" program was scheduled
for Saturday, January 2nd,
with such well-known screen
personalities as Harry Langdon, Charley Chase, and the
famous "Our Gang" troupe on
the program.
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"Parisian

Gaieties"

ON

November 29th, B. S. Moss presented the second of the series of
great combination programmes planned

The public wants something vastly different. To that end we have presented
productions that were not merely
A new form of prologue presentation is evolved at the B: S. Moss Colvaudeville acts tossed hap-hazardly tofor the Colony Theatre when "The
Phantom of the Opera" and "Parisian
ony Theatre, N. Y. It has gone across
gether for review, but miniature musical comedy productions with lyrics
Gaieties" opened.
big
for
several
weeks.
Its
future
is
a
The success of this double offering
and music specially written ; costumes
matter of speculation.
as evidenced by the, business being
specially designed and executed ;
done and the public approval met with,
scenery specially devised ; in short, the
has confirmed his judgment that the
same care and direction were given
kind of motion picture theatre entertainment he started with
these productions as are usually devoted to a three hour
Harold Lloyd in "The Freshman" and
tion "Campus Capers" with 35 artists,
tainment motion picture theatre-goers
port. This program ran for ten weeks

the stage presentais the type of enterare willing to supat the Colony, and

now with the present double program of "The Phantom of
the Opera" starring Lon Chaney, and "Parisian Gaieties"
with 75 in the cast, both in their fifth week with the prospect of several weeks more to run, there is still more evidence of such a program's popularity.
This policy of a double offering is original with the
Colony Theatre for this beautiful Broadway playhouse has
the distinction of being the first theatre to present such
offerings in New York City. That' this is the coming
policy for motion picture theatres, is shown by the plans
that other Broadway Movie Houses are making for elaborate stage presentations in conjunction with their photoplays.
In an interview with B. S. Moss, owner of the Colony,
speaking of the new policy, he said :
"Prologue consisting of Ballet dances, vocal or instrumental solos, and the like are soon to be things of the past.

musical comedy."
"Parisian Gaieties," produced under the personal supervision of B. S. Moss and presented in conjunction with
"The Phantom," is one of the most pretentious presentations ever offered in a first class motion picture house in
the East.
The show was staged by Harry Shaw and Jerry De Rosa
with musical direction by Andre Dore, the specially written
libretto and score, by George Bennett and Jack Glogau,
costumes by Charles Le Maire, and the scenery was designed by Irving Eastman.
INCIDENTALLY the Colony Theatre has mechanical
provisions sufficient to handle any intricate stage production which might be interpolated into future programs.
Every modern facility was provided so that a stage presentation of any size and proportion could be advantageously
staged without the necessity of closing and reconstructing
the theatre.

"Parisian Gaieties" as the most
have hailed
Newspapers
stage production ever presented in
and colorful
elaborate
a motion picture theatre in New York.
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"Partners
With Potash and Again'
Perlmutter
For

United

Artists

Release

Samuel

Goldwyn presents George Sidney and Alexander
Carr, already
known and endeared to the public
by their work on the
legitimate stage.

■ si

NO than
GREATER
laugh
has Potash
ever been
filmed
the scene
where
calls
on
"mama" to doctor him through his ailments. Or
the scene where Potash and Perlmutter both take
a hand, simultaneously, at demonstrating an automobile to a prospective customer.

Laughing

at

the

Weakness

of

Humanity
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Exciting

of

the

the

Imagination

Picture

Audience

By ROUBEN MAMOULIAN
Eastman Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

question of stage presentations has become a very important problem in the motion picture theatre. The largest and best
motion picture theatres all over the
country feel the need of an actual stage
presentation to complete the film program. Many of those theatres in New
York, Chicago and other cities are frequented by people attracted not alone
because of an appealing film but also
very considerably on the strength of
an entertaining stage presentation. This
to me, is a very interesting phenomenon;and it is one of the best arguments
against the opinion of people who
think that the motion picture is out-doing the actual theatre and that it will
replace the theatre completely. As we
see it now theatres of living actors not
only exist, but grow in number. Also
with the growth of the motion picture
industry and increase in the number of
fine motion picture houses, we see a
growing demand for supplementing and
enriching the movie program with
stage presentations which use the living actor. This shows that people
want life on the stage, and need the
actual movement of the actor, whether
it is dance or dramatic action, alone,
or combined with singing or spoken
word.
THE

essential
quality
of
the"The
theatre
and the
art of
of the
the art
ideal
film is that it appeals primarily to the
sight. It is visible creative movement
expressing human emotions and thought.
It is, however, a fact not to be denied
that one of the elements of theatre fascination is the actual presence on the
stage of human beings — artists, with
their actual emotions and thoughts.

theatres have had these
MANY
presentations for several years
The Eastman Theatre has had them
for the three years of its existence. Experience in those presentations shows,
however, that motion picture houses
require a special character of stage performances. Itappears quite clear that
in motion picture houses, especiallv
those of the size of the Eastman (3,500
seating capacity) straight dramatic or
operatic performances, as well as
straight dances, are not entirely satisfactory and that the motion picture
requires something else, due to its peculiar and essential characteristics.
During at least an hour and a half the
audience is present at a silent film pre-

sentation (without the actual human
body and voice) accompanied with
music, orchestra or organ. This puts
the audience into the frame of mind

trated for at least an hour and a ,half
on the visible movement on the screen

and mood that is ready to accept the
form of art on the actual stage which
would come closer to visible expressive
movement and music or to a form of
art which I would call dramatic action

the stage presentation preceding or following the film would be based
too much on the spoken word or singing voice or purely ballet movement.
That kind of act would strike the audi- !
ence consciously or unconsciously as
being incoherent with the film program
of the theatre. The result is a feeling
of dissatisfaction.
There must be a specific form of
act then, that would impress the motion
picture audience under the conditions
described. That form would have to

to music."
^

NAME
to an article
writtensigned
on paper
carrying

the head "Eastman Theatre" is
usually a name signed to an
authoritative article of interest
and importance. This instance
is no exception. Mr. MamouHan treats the subject of stage
presentation in all its elements.
Most interesting are the argU'
ments he advances to show the
need
from
to set
two

of rousing
the lethargy
in if it were
solid hours

an audience
that is sure
subjected to
of silence.

The legitimate theatre of the present
day is invaded over measure by literature. Too much emphasis is given to
the spoken word and to the play, (that
is, to the literary element in the theatre) and not enough to the dramatic
movement which is the true art of the
theatre. The ideal performance before
the motion picture camera which takes
place on the stage of the filming studio
when the film is being made approaches
closer the first elements of the theatre.
That is : acting, and using the play, or
rather scenario, as a canvas for dramatic movement, that is as it should
be always used on the legitimate stage
also. Whether this is being done during filming by the reason of conscious
realization of the true principle of theatre art or whether it is done because of
the obvious limitations of the film in
the literary and spoken word — does not
change the fact itself.

only sounds reaching the ears
of the spectators is the sound of
music (orchestra or organ) accompanying the film when it is being show in
the theatre. So, naturally, the motion
picture audience after having concenTHE

and accompanying sound of music
would immediately feel the discord if

emphasize visible movement of the living actor as a first element of the presentation and music as another element
accompanying it. This means that the
act should be based on a new form of
theatrical art which we might call
dramatic action to music. This would
mean

perfect correlation and unification of music and rhythmic plastic
movement on the stage, the sound of
a singing voice or the spoken word
being used only as additional elements.
There are two distinct kinds of stage
presentations in a motion picture theatre. One we might call independent
acts, the other, prologues to the film.
Some films lend themselves to prologue
which is related to the film not in the
way of direct resemblance or imitation
of one of the scenes in the film but
mainly in the similarity of dramatic
content and the mood. The independent acts are those which have a little
story of their own.

A GREAT help in achievings the aim
on the
of perfect production
base of dramatic action to music is the
association and close cooperation of the
Eastman School of the Dance and
Dramatic Action with the Eastman
Theatre. The school has a professional
Group which works under my direction,
and forms the Eastman Theatre Company which appears on the stage of the
Eastman Theatre. This group, along
with the rehearsals of acts, is receiving
intensive training for the stage, and
among other things a special training
in the art of rhythmic dramatic action.
This training makes it easier to achieve
the new form of stage performance and
brings it to the public through the stage
presentations on the regular programs
of the Eastman Theatre.
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Dressed-up
The

Modern

Storage

Projection

and

IN the constructing, building and planning of modern motion picture theatres today, the finest of exterior
and interior decorating and material
is used to awe the spectator when
entering the theatre as well as when
seated. The average patron of a theatre^has never seen a moving picture machine or knows the contents
of the Projection Booth, and there
are many exhibitors, managers and
projectionists in this country who
are not familiar with the projection
material that goes into a Modern
Booth to bring out the finest there
is in projection on the Screen.
As an illustration, the attached
photograph covers an installation
made at the "Colony Theatre" one of
Broadway's finest show houses. This
identical equipment is being used today in most of the large chain theatre circuits, such as Famous, Loew,
Keith, etc., etc., and the most modern
equipment installed to date is in the
Famous Players Theatres, namely,
the "Metropolitan Theatre," Boston,
and "Olympia Theatre," Miami, Fla.,
and Loew's "Embassy Theatre," New
York City.

God's

Sunlight

The picture is usually made

in the

open under God's sunlight, or under
artificial illumination produced by the
Sunlight Lamps; and, in projecting
pictures, the writer has found that,
to obtain and produce on the Screen,
every bit of detail and highlight, it
is necessary to use the same sort of
illumination as that with which the
picture was taken, namely, Sunlight
Arcs.
In enumerating

the equipment

For
Booth

Dumping

Company
Is

Room

No
of

200 ampere switches and boxes are
used for High Intensity work and
placed underneath the lamphouse on
the Simplex Projector.
Also, underneath
the Simplex
Machines is a combination carbon
and tool tray, where the operator may
be able to have his material handy
in case adjustments and. a new trim
is desired in the lamphouse. The
porthole of the Projection Booth is
closed with an Iris and has an automatic cut-off device which delivers
a perfect dissolved picture from one
end of the reel to the other reel or
change-over from one machine
other.
Sound-Proof

to the

Windows

On the lookout porthole of the projection booth, this is covered with
sound-proof windows and non-distorting glass, which can readily be
adjusted similar to a wind-shield on
an automobile. To obtain even illumination on the Screen for various
densities of film, a Remote Control
System has been installed, such as
manufactured by Henry Mestrum.
This Remote Control System is
placed underneath the lookout porthole on the Projection Booth on a
slate panel and can be adjusted in five
ampere steps, so that if a telegram
or letter is flashed on the Screen and

a

the

Theatre

the illumination is entirely too much
for a clear field such as produced by
a letter or telegram, the Projectionist may readily reduce his current so
that eye strain is eliminated the spectator who is viewing the picture.
On this Remote Control Panel
there are three meters mounted, a
Volt Meter, an Ammeter and a Speed
Indicating Meter. This Speed Indicating Meter is the "watch-dog" for
the Projectionist in determining the
proper speed at which the film should
be run through the machine to synchronize with the orchestra, and a
similar meter is usually placed on the
orchestra leader's desk. There is a
push-button for signals and curtain
opening and closing control together
with an ear phone plug for conversation held backstage and the ProThere

are jectionist's
twoBooth. Balluna

Spotlamps

with

Boomerang Attachments together with Brenkert F-3 Combined
Dissolving Effect and Spotlamp Machine which can produce the finest
of effects in the theatre.
The Balluna Spotlamp is a masterpiece in construction and the last
word in perfected spot work. An image of two inches in diameter or fifty feet in diameter may be obtained
at will by the twist of the projectionist's wrist on a dial swivel which enables him to obtain the adjusted spot
illumination he desires. The Boomerange Attachment operated from the
rear of the Balluna Spotlamp enables
the Projectionist to produce any color scheme or the blending of colors
that the particular prologue, dance
act, etc., requires, instantly.
How

in

the "Colony Theatre," New York
City, as well as in the other theatres
mentioned above , this equipment
consists of the latest type Simplex
Projectors equipped with every modern device manufactured by the Simplex Company, together with the
Sunlight High Intensity Projection
Lamps and C i n e p h o r Projection
Lenses. On the Simplex
machines there are special pedestal tilting devices ; in case the Screen is
dropped, lower or higher, than is the
usual place for the screen, the machine can readily be adjusted so that
the picture is always in line with the
frame line on the screen. Special

Longer

Dissolvers

Help

With the Brenkert F-3 Dissolver,
as an illustration, the four Seasons
can be produced in a period of from
two to three minutes, such as Spring.,
with a back drop of a farm or a country home, birds and flowers— Summer, Fall and Winter may just as
readily be produced. Snow-storms,
hail-storms, rain-storms, lightning,
etc., etc., can be instantaneously projected on the back drop ; and it is
with these effects that many a theatre has been able to put over the

S. Moss'
the aB. model
on booth
projecti
The
for
York,
New of
Theatre,
Colony
modern cleanliness and sanitation.

proper performance to the utmost
satisfaction of the exhibitor as well
as the patron.
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The

With

More

Art

and

Syndicate

of

Better

Specialization

Theatres

Prepares

for

A

the

Motive,

Mammoth

St. Joseph, Mo., hotel and theatre seating
2,500 to cost $1,800,000. R. Levine & Co.,
expect to reach the 40 theatre mark by 1926,
making them the largest theatre architects
and financiers in the United States.

R. Levine and Company, of Chicago,
Illinois, have for many years been one
of the outstanding factors in this unprecedented development and are responsible for some of the finest theatres
in the Country.
Build

They have been in the business since 1910
and back in August, 1925, re-organized and
incorporated a new syndicate called R.
Levine & Co., Inc., for which ten men have
banded together, each contributing in spot
cash, $100,000. The primary purpose of the
syndicate is to help theatre men finance and
b'rild rew theatres in Chicago and elsewhere.
They now have under construction or have
completed in recent months, over twenty-five
projects, all of which have been financed
through them. Their ability to finance, in
which they specialize, is one of the most
attractive features of their organization.
Some of these theatre projects in which the
Levine Company figures, include the following Lincoln
:
Square Theatre, Springfield,
Illinois, Seating Capacity 2,650. Theatres,
Stores, Offices and Apartments.
Ambassador Theatre, Archer Avenue and
Leavitt Street, Chicago, Illinois. Seating
capacity 2,200, Theatre, Stores and Apartments.
Fischer-Paramount Theatre, Fond du Lac,
Wisconsin, seating Capacity, 2,000, Theatre,
Stores and Apartments.
Tivoli Theatre, Mishawaka, Indiana, Seating Capacity, 1,200, Theatre, Stores and Offices.
Washington Square Theatre, Quincy, Illinois, Seating Capacity, 2,000, Theatres,
Stores and Offices.
La Grange Theatre, La Grange, Illinois,
Seating Capacity, 1,500, Theatre, Stores and
Offices.
Loomis Theatre, 18th Place and Loomis
Street, Chicago, Illinois, Seating Capacity,
1,200, Theatre, Stores and Offices.
Hoosier Theatre, Whiting, Indiana, Seating Capacity, 900, Theatre, Stores and Apartments.

Schedule

Eighty-ninth and First Ave., New York Tor
Charles O'Reilly, 2,500 seat theatre and 10
story apartment building to cost $2,000,000.
Work to start Jan. 20, 1926. Gohman Levine Construction Co. of Chicago, are the
general contractors.

monuments of Beauty and Artistic triumph— no other Architectural project
is looked upon with such local favor as
the DeLuxe Theatre of today. It not
only adds materially to community life
and property value but also stands out
as a profitable investment.

and

Chicago

theatre seating 3,300 people to cost $4,500,000.
Work to start March 15, 1926.

on has
THE r ART of specializati
neve shown better progress than
in present-day Theatre designing
and construction. Standing as lasting

To Finance

A

Reuben

Levine

The syndicate, for the new year, has already purchased three locations in Chicago,
the first at Twelfth and Crawford, a plot
119x219, for $126,000, and will erect a
3,500 seat theatre and 6 story apartment
building to cost $2,250,000. The second is a
lot on Chicago Ave., 200x150 to cost $90,000, and a 2,500 seat house, stores and apartments will be erected to cost $1,200,000. At
North Ave., lot costing $175,000, 190 x 319,
will erect a 4,000 seat theatre, stores and
apartments to cost $3,000,000. The Twelfth
and Crawford theatre and building, when
completed will be bought by Asher Bros., of
Chicago, for $2,390,000.

President R. Levine & Co., Inc., Chicago
Indiana Theatre, Indiana Harbor, Indiana,
Seating Capacity, 2,200, Theatre,' Stores, Offices and Apartments.
Parthenon Theatre, Berwyn, Illinois, Seating Capacity, 2,200, Theatre, Stores, Offices
and Apartments.
Parthenon Theatre, Hammond, Indiana,
Seating Capacity, 2,250, Theatre, Stores and
Offices.
Proposed Theatre, Hammond, Indiana,
Seating Capacity, 3,500, Hotel and Theatre.
Drake Business Block and Theatre, Montrose and Drake Avenues, Chicago, Illinois,
Seating Capacity 1,800, Theatre, Stores and
Apartments.
27 Theatres

Planned

'T'HE company is now in a position to
broaden its scope and for 1926 announces $30,000,000 worth of theatre work,
consisting of 27 theatres, 6 for St. Louis,
Mo., two of which are under construction,
and the other 4 to be completed in 90 days.
The project cost $4,500,000 with seating capacities of 2,200 to 3,000 per theatre.
_ Chicago,
$12,000,000
construction
sisting of 9111.,
theatres
seating
from 2,200conto
3,500.
Toledo, Ohio — 16 story office building and

All of these theatres will be well equipped with B. F. Reynolds ventilating and
cooling systems, and of the twenty-seven
theatres, there are now under construction
11, of which 5 have been started within the
last two weeks.
Reuben

Levine — the Man

LEVINE, president of
REUBEN
, a man of outzation
organi
the
standing ability in this particular line,
has had a broad experience in the
theatre field. Mr. E. P. Rupert, master
architect and Vice-President of the
concern, has a wide reputation as a designer of theatres. These two men
form a union of inestimable value and
strength. They have surrounded themselves with a practical and efficient staff
of specialists in various lines, constituting an organization for modern financing, designing and construction..
They are namely: William P. Whitney,
architect; Louis Harris, traveling superintendent, and John J. Gohman, in
g of contracts and gencharge of leasin
eral construction. Abraham Friedman
Woolworth Building, New York City,
is their New York representative. They
also have increased their office space in
care of the large inChicago to take ss
crease in busine
which is expected
during 1926.
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Mightier

on
as a
MONTH
LAUGH
r
s
popula succes is an assured fact. Julian M.
Solomon, Secretary of , the
Committee reports that Headquarters have been swamped
with requests from newspapers from Main to Florida
and New Jersey to California,
for Laugh Month mats. Messenger boys form a regular
parade with telegrams and the
postman adds his bit every
time he calls.

Pen

"Laugh
tHE
This is Laugh

Month!

Comments

h" From Pennsylvania comes,
Mont
EVENING
WORLD, WEI
"We are with you on anything that will make people
By Haenigsen
laugh." Another one from
Penn State says, "We will
use your material and think
it is a very fine idea on your
Among the papers who have
following : the mats are the
requested
Daily Beacon, Paris, Illinois.
Daily Post, LaSalle, Illinois;
Galesburg Evening Mail, Galesburg, Illinois ; Portland Republican, Portland Indiana ; The Michigan City Evening News, Michigan
City, Indiana ; The Cadillac Evening News, Cadillac, Michigan;
Coldwater
Daily Reporter, Coldpart."
water, Michigan
; Newburgh Daily
News, Newburgh, New York;
Buffalo Times, Inc., Buffalo, New
fork ; Washington Daily News,
Washington, North Carolina ;
Sentinal Tribune, Bowling Green,
Ohio ; Urbana Daily Democrat,

The newspapers are 100%
behind the move as such comments as, "When I opened the
envelope and found the Ha
Ha faces, I began to laugh
and am in the mood to make
January a real Laugh Month
in this community." Another
one reads, "We will be glad to
use some of the mats throughout the . editorial and news
columns. Will also see what
we can do with smile copy in
our advertisement department." From Indiana another
paper says, "Believe we can
use all the mats during the
month in features and ads and
will be pleased to receive the
mats and will use the Laugh
One of
Month Calendar." From Oklahoma, "We will do our best
to put this through."
This one dated Christmas Eve, "It
is a great idea and promises big for
the coming year. We are glad to have
an opportunity to get in on the big
push. Have plenty of ideas right now
where we can use the mats to great

Urbana, Ohio ; Franklin Repository, Chambersburg, Pa. ; The
Evening Record, Lansford, Pa.;
The Carbondale
Lead_er,
dale,
Pa. ; Pottstown
DailyCarbonNews,
Pottstown, Pa. ; Portsmouth Star,
Portsmouth, Virginia ; Mineral
Daily News, Keyer, West Va. ;
Monroe Evening Times, Monroe,
Wis.; Welch Publishing Co.,
Welch Publishing Co., Welch,
the country's most popular news cartoonists takes a
merry ha-ha from Laugh Month.

effect." Indiana again says, 'We commend your progressive movement.

For

There is no reason why it should not
bring results both for your committee
and for the local publishers." "There
is no reason why it should not make
a great hit," the publishers of two
Ohio papers says. "I think the idea
is fine. With Christmas bills pouring
in during the month of January, we
need

the

something

Price

to make

of

us laugh."

Ten

West, falo,Va.
BufN. Y. ;; Star
PassaicEnquirer,
Daily News,
Passaic, New Jersey; Daily Review, Sisterville,
W. V. ; News,
TelaGoldsboro,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. ; Goldsboro
gram,
N. C. ; Intelligencer, Lancaster,
Pa. ; Daily News, Longview, Texas ; Democrat, Davenport, Iowa ; Daily Index, Mineral Wells, Texas ; Times Publishing Company, Corpus Christi, Texas ; Journal, Logan, Utah ; Journal, Wilmington, Cal. ; Sentinel, Noxville, Tenn. ; Boulder Publishing
Co., Boulder, Colo. ; Leaf-Chronicle, Clarkesville, Tenn. ; The Times, Manitowack, Wis. ;
The Star, Peoria, 111.

Admissions

Here are four combinations suggested by the
Laugh Month Accessories Committee that
can be had for $5 each.
will take care of you.
Banner ....
30 Window
$1.25
1 50
Cards ....
2 3-Sheets . . . . .54
2 1-Sheets . . . . 30
12 Pennants . .. 1.44

Banner
$ .25
2 1-Sheet
30
2 3-Sheets
54
25 Pennants ... 3 00

Your

local exchange

Banner
20 Window
1.00
Cards
10 Pennants . . .$1.25
1.20
2 3-She:ts . . . .54
6 1-Sheet .. . . .90

1
Banner
10 1-Sheet . .
20 Pennants . . 1.50
. . 2.40
$1.25

$5.03
$5.09

$4.89
$5.15
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Still

News

of

Life

the

Picture

Week

in

Form

J. Frank B r o c k 1 i s s,
whose appointment as
managing director of
First National Pictures,
Ltd., (Great Britain)
follows the resignation
of Ralph J. Pugh.
From the earliest days
of British pictures, Mr.
Brockliss has played an
important and varied
role in the British arm
of the industry.

Robert Smith, winner of the Portland, Oregon,
"Greater Movie
Season Essay Conin forDea
chat test"
atdropsthe
Mille studio while
Cecil B. himself is
outlining a scene in
"The Volga BoatMan" to Miss Fair.

How it's done in the movies. Annette
Kellerman "shot" in spectacular scenes
for Pathe with the process camera, Note
the natural scenic effect obtained by the
screen and how it was attained shown in
the still below.

Here is Colleen Moore, F. N. star, with
her Wampas gold trophy for screen
achievement in 1921, '22, '23 and '24. The
silver cup will be awarded the girl who
has made the biggest strides in 1925.
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Mrs. Todd Browning drops in on Mr.
Todd. I he well known M G M d rector at
his office and talks over the fur coat and the
open spaces it's made in the vanity bag.

(Above) Louis B.
Mayer,dent invice-presicharge of
p r o d u c tion for
Metro - GoldwynMayer, Pacific
Sid Grauman,
Coast showman,
and Marion
Davies, Cosmopolitan star, on
the "Beverly of
Graustark"
set at
Culver City.

(Right) who
Pat
O'Malley,
plays
Russianin
GrandtheDuke
"T h e Midnight

(Above) Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas MacLean as they just
stepped off the train
returning from a
world trip. Mac is
still a regular
mount star.Para-

(Right) Joe Fisher,
First National representative in the Far
East, including
India, China, the
Straights
Settlements and the
Malay
Here is the latest photograph of Irene
Rich, Warner Bros, star, who plays Mrs.
in "Lady Windermere's Fan."
Erlynne

States, visits First
National's west coast
studio, and is hailed
a regular fellow.

Sun," the Dimitri
Buckowetzki special made for
Universal with
Laura La Plante
in leading role.
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FEATURES

SHORT

REVIEWED

IN

THIS

Film Facts

ISSUE

Red

Seal

Universal
Hot Dog
Pathe
Songs of Ireland
Pathe
d
lan
Songs of Eng
Pathe
Songs of Scotland
Universal
Buster's Bust-Up
Pathe
The Little Brown Jug
Pathe
Charley My Boy
onal
Educati
e
Lov
Brotherly
Educational
My Stars
Marvels of Motion "H" Red Seal
Red Seal
Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune

"Film Facts 'J' "
1 reel
Red Seal
conler
The greater part of this one-ree
fines itself to straight facts, interestingly
presented. Then, as a sort of surprise it
ends up with a cartoon which demonstrates
how time has changed the man of yesteryear.
"Hot Dog"
1 reeI
Universal
"Hot Dog," like the rest of the series
featuring Arthur Lake, has a fair amount
of entertainment value. The comedy is
any mark of displeasing
tinction. without reaching
Arthur has
antics in this
the sap, he is
all his efforts

perhaps wider scope for his
release than usual. Again, as
sadly taken advantage of and
to win the girl are in vain.
* * *

"Songs of Ireland"
Pathe
1 r«el
This is the first of the "Famous Melody
Series," produced by James Fitzpatrick presenting musical picturizations of the songs
of many lands. The technical quality of
this short is very high, and its value as entertainment isstriking. Peggy Shaw, known
as
the
"Famous
the Her
lead
in this and the Melody
others Girl,"
of the plays
series.
work is excellent. Mr. Fitzpatrick, producer, appears in the picture.
Woven about the old popular songs of
Ireland, the scenes of the Killarney Lakes
district give an artistic background to the
story illustrating the lyrics. Special musical
score and cue sheet to accompany each subject of the series are being prepared by
Pathe and Mr. Fitzpatrick. "Songs of Ireland" will strike a popular note with all
classes of movie patrons. All the pictures
of the series were produced in their actual
locales.
* * *
'Songs of England"
1 reel
Pathe
The second of the Pathe Melody series,
with Peggy Shaw and Producer Fitzpatrick
in the important roles, is depicted in northern
England among the sheep and high-hedged
lanes. The arrival of the eighteen century
mail coach from London, and the tavern
dance are scenes of fine artistry. The story
portrays such old favorites as "Just a Song
at Twilight" and "Drink to Me Only with
Thine Eyes." This one makes us wish to
live in those days!

"Songs of Scotland"
Pathe

1 reel

This short follows the "Songs of England"
in the "Famous Melody Series," produced by
James Fitzpatrick with Peggy Shaw in the
lead. It is quite as good technically and in
point of interest to all classes, as the others
in the series. With heart interest as old
and universal as the world, the story depicts the scenes of such songs as "Coming
Through the Rye," "My Bonnie Lies Over
the Ocean." The bagpipes play and the
pipers dance for you and the heather and the
hills fairly sing for you of Scotland. It
will mean pleasure for all folks.
"Buster's Bust-Up"
Universal
2 reels
Buster and Tige tear through the streets in his
toy fire truck. After a little squabble with MaryJane, he leaves her for the "fire." On the way he
bumps teredinto
a painter's
ladder, sure
getting
his contracted
face spatwith paint.
His mother,
he has
small pox, puts Buster to bed. He escapes from
the bed room and with Tige makes his way to a big
steel frame in construction. After a thrilling escapade. Buster comes back to press his case with
Mary Jane, but she spurns him for another.
Another of the Buster Brown series which
measures up to standard. This one is more
particularly suited to the palate of the youngsters than some of the previous releases. The
kiddies will be charmed with the cute toy fire
truck in which Tige and Buster literally
"bust" up the town — upsetting pedestrians,
knocking over apple stands, etc.
They will gaze with awe at the thrilling
situation in which Tige and Buster find themselves and will follow them breathlessly till
they hit terra firma.
An active interest in this series should
be stimulated by a concentrated appeal to
the parents of the children in the community. They should be impressed with the
wholesomeness of these comedies which provide fun without in any manner having any
ill effects on the minds of the youngsters.

"The Little Brown Jug"
Pathe
1 reel
From the ingenious pen of Paul Terry
again emerges a diverting cartoonic that deserves aplace on any program. Mr. Terry's
animated cartoon creations all go a-fishing
and competition is very keen. This, together with the fact that the fish aren't?
the proverbial "poor fish" as evidenced by
their deftness in removing the bait without
biting, causes a run of tough luck for the
fishermen. A very entertaining bit is a calisthenic class at the bottom of the sea consisting of a number of little fish, with a
large fish as the instructor.

Urban-Kineto's

First

REELVIEW

N.

Y.

plays
CAPITOL

This week
N. Y. C.
DISTRIBUTORS
d0B

"Art"

says

Darling

"If there is any so-called 'art'
in the movies, it is to be found
in comedies," declares Scott
Darling, veteran comedy writer
and director, now supervisor of
fun-films at Universal City.
"One and two-reel comedies
are the orphans of the picture
industry in the minds of the
critics," Darling declares. "Yet
they are universally popular —
and in many theatre programs,
one can find that they provide
much more entertainment than
the feature picture. They are
often the real 'main event' on
the programs.
"More originality has developed on comedy sets than in
all the expensive features ever
made,"

declared Darling. "Dramatic pictures are often rewrites of novels or stage plays
— illustrated subtitles which,
when strung together, provide
ten story. synopsis of the writa sketchy
"Comedies are
nothing else. They
of themselves. Their
not been borrowed

based on
developed
gags have
from any

other medium of expression."
"Laugh Month," Darling declares, "is only giving the comedy its due after years of
neglect as far as public recognition goes."

"Charley, My Boy"
Pathe
2 reels
Charley, very much out of a job, and seeking one
with an eagle eye, starts out dressed in his best and
only suit. As he crosses the street he is attracted
by a young lady in an automobile, but fails to notice
a puddle.
didn't
however, for it His
wais bespattered
love at first suit
sight.
He matter,
unknowingly
answers
her dad's
wanted"
an. invitation
meant "help
for the
rival ad.
suitor,Mistaking
Charley
comes to their house for dinner. He soon enough
gets the rival out of the way and goes off with his
lady love.
A diverting comedy featuring Charley
Chase and Katherine Grant. Although it
takes almost a whole reel until it gets under way of real comedy, the patient ones
are rewarded with some good entertainment in the second half.
The spirited Charley Chase works with
the pep that is characteristic of him and
Katherine Grant is, as usual, "a sight for
One of the highlights of the comedy is
sore eyes." ingenuity in foiling prohibition
Charley's
agents. As a last resort, he hides all the
bottles in his knickers and nonchalantly
walks past them with nary a blink of the
eye.
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"Brotherly

Love

Educational

2 reels
sweethis
with
park
the
has a date in
Cliff Bowes
ck who also
heart. While waiting for her, a roughneflowers
from
the
has a date with his Mamie snips
Cliff's hand, and presents them to his own girl who
. Misunderthe park on a bicycle
comes riding into
ck pays attention
standings arise, and the roughne
ecks girl in
to Cliff's sweetheart, and the roughn
adjourn to the
turn vamps Cliff Bowes. They all
e each
extricat
to
dance cafe, where they attempt
p re, a smash-u
chase ensuesck onandbicycles
other.sultsAand the
hir sweetheart land up
roughne
tree, leaving the other two to themselves.
in the ing
Everyth
ends happily.
This is just an ordinary comedy, which
while it has plenty of snappy action, strives
e laughs with ill sucmighty hard to produc
cess Cliff Bowes, and Helen Foster while
best known and featured don't make the
best impression. It remains for Zelma O Neal
and Howard Esary playing the roughneck
acand his sweetie to steal the honorsareforloads
tion and pleasing work. There
of comedy, falls, smash-ups and mix-ups
that will probably make the youngsters
count
your
in it
on
too audien
much. ce laugh. But don't
'My

This tuxedo comedy starring Johnny
Arthur follows up very closely his success
in earlier comedies. It is well thought out
and directed, and is full of clever ideas and
imitations of leading stars of the screen.
Johnny Arthur, of course, takes the honors
with his impersonations of Rudolph Valentino, Harold Lloyd and Douglas Fairbanks.
Virginia Vance featured with him is satisfactory in the role, and is very pleasing
and appealing. The titles while not very
clever are more than adequate. Johnny
Arthur gets better in each picture he plays,
and his name is the best exploitation bet
you have.

"Marvels
Red Seal

Reels

Kinograms No. 5152
OTTAWA — 15th Parliament of Canada
Opens; Brilliant spectacle marks ceremony
presided over by Governor General, Lord
Byng. PHILADELPHIA — Penn Runners
Begin Early Track Training. Lawson Robertson, famous coach, gives his wards cold
weather workout at Franklin Field. WASHINGTON—popular
He'sMan;Called
UnJohn Capital's
RaymondMost
McCarl,
Comptroller General, is watchdog of public
pocketbook. SHANGHAI, CHINA — 'Strike
Closes Stores; - Chinese Shops On Street;
Walkout of clerks forces merchants to sell
goods on sidewalks and in carts. ROME —
Pay
a Dollarof aCitizens
Year to pledge
Cancel themselves
Italy's Debt;to
Thousands
aid the government reduce U. S. war loarr.
SCOTT FIELD, ILL. — Army's Airship Makes
Maiden Flight; The RS-1, largest semi-rigid
dirigible in world, gets her first taste of air.
BODAIM, ENG. — A Lady of Title Joins
Farmers: Raises Ponies; Lady Estelle Hope
turns Shetlands.
her estate in
SussexCHAMPIONS
into a "ranch"
for
PAST
OF
THE
RING
AS
THEY
ARE
NOW
—
"What
do you suppose ever became of Jim Jeffries,
holder of the heavyweight title 1899 to

Stars'

2 reels
misery
m
is
Arthur
The boy played by Johnny
s of the faart falls for picture
because his sweethe
mous leading men of the screen. She tells him that
if he could only sheik like Valentino and make love
folmight accept him. Johnny
as he does, that she unfortu
he iminately each time
lows this idea, but
action,
and
costume
in
star
movie
tates her favorite
and eads him
she changes over to another favorite
takes the bull by the
a merry chase. He finally
crashing into
finally
horns and elopes with the girl,
a church in an aeroplane. All ends well.

Educational

News

of Motion

*H'

International News No. 5
1910?"
BELLEVILLE, ILL. — Uncle Sam tries out
new typecessfully
airship.
RS-1 safest
sucmakes trial Semi-rigid
flight believed
dirigible yet built. BAKER RIVER, WASH.
—scenic
(Omit marvel.
Chicago)Huge
New dam,
Man-made
"falls"
245 feet
high,a
rivals Nature's mightiest creations. CHICAGO, ILL. — (Chicago Only) Behind the
scenes at popular radio station. Millions of
fans hear latest news from screenland
broadcast by W E N R. WASHINGTON,
D.
C. — Winter
Snapshots;
Capital's first
snowfall
provides
battle ammunition
for
Senate pages. BURBANK, CAL. — ExChampion Jim Jeffries now a peaceful
farmer. International Newsreel finds former world's heavyweight title holder happy
In seclusion. MIAMI BEACH, FLA. — U. S.
polo players prepare for Britons. Display
remarkable form in first practice of southern season. NEAR CAIRO, EGYPT — Sphinx
worn by age goes under repair. Workmen
erasing the ravages of the centuries from
silent guardian of the desert. LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Army of crocodiles arrives
from ages,
Egypt.received
Scores ofat'em,
all sizesfarm.
and
all
Western
SHANIKO, OREGON — 300 wild horses
caught in mountain round-up. Untamed
steeds ranging wilderness captured by cowboys.

in

Brief

Fox News Continuity, Vol 7, No. 30
SUFFOLK, VA. — Fox News cameraman
accompanies dry agents on perilous "moonshine" raid in Dismal Swamp. Outstanding
Figuresabroad
in theto Day's
goes
defendNews
her— Helen
tennis Wills
title
against famed Suzanne. DES MOINES, IA.
— Senator A. B. Cummins congratulates first
Iowa Woman in Federal post — Nellie G.
Tomlinson. PASADENA, CAL. — 50,000 football fans see University of Alabama beat
Washington, 20 to 19, in post-season classic.
PASADENA, CAL. — 500,000 people watch
Tournament
California's
midwinter festivalofof Roses,
the flowers.
VOLENDAM
■— Holland's most severe winter in years
locks her canals in ice — and every one
takes to skates. ST. LOUIS — Shoes milady
will wear for Spring and Summer are displayed before the National Footwear Show.
WHEATLEY HILLS, L. I.— A day with Will
Rogers, the cowboy philosopher, who raises
his family in the saddle. Western style.
HOLDS MANOEUVERS — Total post-war
strength of 20,000 men stages a battle to
cross Danube. ESSEX COUNTY, N. Y. —
Winter sport with a kick is mushing behind
trusty dog team in snowswept Adirondack
Mountains.
* » »
Pathe News, No. 6
LANGLEY FIELD, VA.— Non-rigid training ship makes initial flight! TA-5, equipped
with a gas capacity of 130,000 cubic feet, is
given a severe test during trial trip. MIAMI
BEACH, FLA.
— Famous
"Genes"
winter
training
in warm
South!
Gene doSarazen,
midget golfer and Gene Tunney, heavyweight boxer, enjoy outdoor exercises.
WASHINGTON, D. C— Launch inquiry into
Justice leged
Department's
investigation
of alaluminum trust!
Senate Judiciary
Committee seeks data on Government's,
probe. mentAtty.
Gen. investigated.
Sargent, whoseQUEBEC,
departis being
CANADA — (Except Boston). War is declared indoorCanada
— but battle
it's a gleefully
snow war!
sport lovers
with Outbig
ammunition supply generously donated by
winter. NAPLES, ITALY — New crater
causes Vesuvius to erupt again! aerial
views of great volcano which has often
threatened danger since destruction of
Pompeii in 79 A. D. WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Congressmen vote for more and better pies!
Capital's
investigation
finds lawmakers in fulllatest
accord
for crustaceous
culinary
confections. COACOANUT GROVE, FLA. —
(Except Chicago, Milwaukee, Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles, San Francisco, St. Louis,
Atlanta, New Orleans, Washington). Classical dancers try rhythmical steps in southland setting! Ballet artists find they are at
their best beneath the swaying palms.

1 reel

This edition of the series made by the
Fleisher-Novagraph Process embraces stunts
of Jiu Jitsu, Apache dancing and swimming
at Columbia in the normal, slow and stop
processes. Interesting titling and the varied motions help make this a thoroughly entertaining one-reeler.
* * *
"Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune"
Red Seal
1 reel
"Sailing Over the Bounding Main" is the
old-timer, dear to the hearts of all of us,
chosen by the inimitable Ko Ko to start us
a-hummin'. If your patrons liked the previous efforts of Max Fleischer along these
lines, they will be more than pleased with
this one.

. Exhibitor: Ash at the Film Exchanges
for the

It's little to »sk for. but it'f the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians |
to help put (he picture over. '

Do-Re-Mi-Fa-So-La-Si-Do
Spells
More and more thought is being devoted
by the producers and distributors of Short
Features to National tie-ups as the tendency grows for exhibitors to take advantage
of such helps to make added profit out of
the briefer pictures.
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., through
its department of advertising and publicity
has just completed an arrangement with M.
Hohner, Inc., who manufacture ninety-five
per cent of the world's output of harmonicas, atie-up providing for a series of Harmonica Playing Contests which all theatres
booking the Educational-Juvenile Comedies
can take advantage of.
This is not the first time that the Educational pictures organization have secured an
exploitation "beat" with a great manufacturer's assistance. Their tie-up between the
special two-reeler "Wild Beasts of Borneo"
and National Biscuit Company's Barnum
Animal Crackers has resulted in a tremendous number of mutually satisfactory window displays being arranged between local
merchants and exhibitors.
The new exploitation tie-up offers many
desirable and unusually liberal features.
Theatres everywhere are assured of receviing the cooperation of local musical instru-

Dough
ment dealers, schools and even newspapers*
direct from the manufacturer. Hohner's
are a national organization that have had
a vast amount of experience in conducting
Harmonica Contests in the larger cities and
the exhibitor can derive directly the benefit
of their practical promotion plans. They
have 250,000 retail store outlets for their
merchandise, and are represented in nearly
every neighborhood by live wire dealers.
The Harmonica Contest idea can be carpreliminary contests culminating in a big
ried out on as large scale as desired with
contest on the stage of the theatre with
street ballyhoos and a parade of kids entered in the contest.
All that the exhibitor will have to do is
to notify M. Hohner, Inc., 114 East Fourteenth Street, New York City, or nearest
Educational Exchange that he is interested,
and the harmonica manufacturers will send
along immediately all necessary instructions,
materials and even worth-while prizes at
absolutely no cost to the exhibitor.
Educational is distributing through all its
exchanges a broadside giving contest particulars in detail and showing illustrations
of
the prizes from which selections may bemade.
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"Jrene," the First National starring vehicle for Colleen Moore
was but another step up the ladder of fame for the pert lassie.

PRODUCTION
CONSTANCE

TALMADGE

will have

HIGHLIGHTS

as herinal next
"Silky
Anne,"
origstory bypicture
Edward
Clark.
He an
decided
on this one as a result of the postponement
of the production "East of the Setting
Sun,"
big later
Von onStroheim
special, which
will be the
made
in the Spring.

TODD BROWNING, the noted director
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has signed a
contract with that company to direct a
series of pictures to be called the Tod
Browning Productions, according to word
from Louis B. Mayer, vice-president in
charge of production at the M-G-M studios.

THEODORE KOSLOFF, dancer, actor
and musician, is now also a director, for at
present he is assisting Cecil B. De Mille in
the production of "The Volga Boatman."
* * *

CHARLES EMMETT MACK, a favorite player of the D. W. Griffith unit, has
been chosen for the leading role in "The
Unknown
Soldier,"
the production of

HUGH WILSON has just been signed
by James A. Fitzgerald for a leading role
in a feature production to be filmed in
Virginia, shortly. Wilson has just completed parts m "Keep Ii Up" and "Rainbow Riley."
* * *
MADGE BELLAMY has been selected
by Fox Films to play the title role in the
screen version of "Sandy," Elenore Meherin's well known serial story,
* ^ *
RAOUL WALSH, who has been assigned by Fox to direct the screen adaptation of "What Price Glory," arrives in
New York this coming Monday from Hollywood to put the finishing touches in the
scenario and hunt actors for the principal
parts.
* * *

HENRY B. WALTHALL
has celebrated his twenfth birthday in the movie
industry with great "doings" this week
out in Los Angeles. He had just completed afine piece of character work in the
Producers Distributing release "Three
Faces East."
* * *
FREDERICK WYNNE-JONES, managing director of the Ufa productions in
the United States, arrived in New York
Wednesday on the Majestic.

OAKE

has started work oa

a new "Sweet Sixteen" comedy for Universal under the direction of George Summerville.
* * *
CHESTER BEECROFT of the Chester
Beecroft Productions, Inc., has returned
from St. Petersburg, Florida, where he inspected the new Pinellas Film Corporation studios, at Studio Park.
* * *
GUY
CROSWELL
SMITH,
of the
United Artists Paris office, sailed cn the
S. S. Leviathan, returning to his headquarters after a week in New York. Sailing
at the same time were Fred and Mrs.
Niblo; Charles Eyton, on his way to London for Famous Players production, and
Sir
Hugh
Ward, theatre owner of Australia.
* * *
LOUISE DRESSER has been signed
for the part of Mrs. Clayton, in "The Blind
Goddess," a Paramount production to be
directed by Victor Fleming.
* * *
TOD BROWNING has been re-signed
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to a term contract. Browning directed one of M-G-M's
most successful pictures this last year, "The
Unholy Three," as well as "The Mystic"
and "The Black Birds."
MARIAN NIXON has been selected
for the leading feminine role in Reginald
Denny's next starring production, "Rolling
Home," according
to announcement from
Universal
City.
* * *
GILBERT PRATT will direct Sid
Smith and Alice Ardell, supported by a

LILLIAN RICH has been loaned to the
Metropolitan studio by Cecil B. DeMilie,
with whom she is under contract. She is
being featured with H. B. Warner, in
"Whispering Smith."
* * *
MAE MURRAY and Betty Compson,
among other picture celebrities, returned
from Europe on the Majestic Wednesday.
Mae Murray is considering a new contract.
In all probability Betty Compson will begin a picture for Excellent Pictures Corporation.

ARTHUR

Zero gives his impression
Menjou.

of Adolphe

which is now under way by Renaud Hoffman for the Producers Distributing Corporation. Mack's work in "The Light
Eternal," (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) costarring with Norma Shearer, has drawn
much praise. This one will be released
shortly.
s|c sj; %
ALLAN DWAN will direct the picturization of "Padlocked," which will be one
of Paramount's biggest productions for
next fall. Dwan was selected by B. P.
Schulberg as the first step to make this an
outstanding production.

well known cast, in "Alice Blues," as Joe
Rock's initial Blue Ribbon production of
this year. Rock will supervise the filming
which will start at once.
ANTHONY JOWITT, the young British actor, has been cast for the role of the
dashing
guardsman
Pola Negri'sErwin
new
Paramount
starringin production.
Connelly, character actor, is also in the
cast.
* * *
HARRY MILLARDE has been engaged to direct "Lovely Mary," Agnes
Christine Johnston's adaptation of the
novel by Alice Hegan Rice, for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. Millarde made "Over the
Hill" and "If Winter Comes."
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"THAT

ROYLE

Paramount Picture. Adapted from Story
by ELdrvin Balmer. Directed by D. W .
Griffith.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Joan Daisy Royle
Carol Dempster
Her Father
W. C. Fields
Calvin Clarke
James Kirkwood
Fred Ketlar
Harrison Ford
Adele Ketlar
Marie Chambers
George Baretta
Paul Everton
His Henchman
George Rigas
Baretta's Girl
Florence Auer
Mrs. Clarke
Ida Waterman
Lola Meeson
Dorothea Love
Elman
Dore Davidson
Oliver
....
Frank Allworth
Hofer
"Bobby" Watson
Joan Royle, daughter of the melting pot of Chiicagoj becomes "chummy" with Fred Ketlar. Ketlar's wife, who is carrying on an affair with George
Baretta, an underworld character, is shot by the latter. Fred is arrested and found guilty of the murder. Joan determines to clear Fred, simply because
"right is right." She appeals to District Attorney
Clarke, who is really in love with her, but says
He
can do nothing.
disguised,
enters Baretta's
headquarters
with theJoan,
aid of
a venturesome
reporter.
Together,
they
get
evidence
of
Baretta's
guilt,
byfnot until they have experienced hair-raising adventures, near-destruction by a cyclone, and a rescue
by Clarke,
der betrothal.who finally takes her in his irms in tenBy Michael L. Simmons
QIVE D. W. Griffith a story with the
slightest suggestion of plot; let the
master do with it as he will; then sit back
with the confident assurance that real entertainment will result. You

MIKE

GIRL"

won't be dis-

appointed.

f Now, with "That Royle Girl" which
"has a wealth of red blooded plot, adorned
with more climaxes than you can count on
your fingers, D. W. didn't have to spend
much time thinking up a story. All he had
to do was to conceive the screen language
with which to tell it. And he does tell a

Metro-Goldrvyn-Mayer Photoplay. Story
by Marshall Neilan. Directed by Marshall Neilan.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
"Mike"
Sally O'Neill
Narlan
William
Oaines
Father
Cnanej iuurray
Slinky
Ned Sparks
lad
Ford Sterling
Boy
Frankie Darro
Boy
Junior Coghlan
Girl
Muriel Frances Dana
Brush
Sam De Grasse
"Mike," the daughter oi a railroad foreman, is
oaretnke'- of their box-car home, and "mother" to a
brood of three. While bathing the little sister in
me river,is the
latter when
slips Harlan,
from "Mike's"
Tragedy
imminent,
a hobo bygrasp.
cirin and
rescues
the a kid.
prevails uponcumstance,
herdives dad
to give
Harlan
job. "Mike"
A budding romance is rudely interrupted when a visiting
division executive recognizes riarlan as a turme..'
diFchp-ced employee and has him fired. Harlan is
later
drawn neback
into the dramain of
the little
...^ w.iu.n
is instrumental
effecting
thefamily's
rescue
of "Mike" and the kiddies from a runaway tram,
set in motion by a yegg band who have robbed a
mail train. Harlan is reinstated as a trusted employee of the company.
their romance
to a happy Both
climax.he and "Mike" bring
By Michael L. Simmons
A

RAILROAD
melod rama, made up
for the most part of nonsense and
burlesque character interpretations — all to
rather entertaining effect. It's the sort of
thing that will satisfy the popular taste for
light diversion and nothing else. In that
respect, "Mike's" box-office prospects have
promise.
Miss O'Neill in the star part is the kind
of saucy chit whom the feminine contingent
will
undoubtedly
pronounce
"cute."
That's
the chief
impression
she makes,
and for
the
purposes of this light story, it is quite sufficient. She gains immediate sympathy for
the mother role she has to play to her kiddie
brood.
youngsters
alsosustain
"cute,"a
and by These
their pranks
and are
antics

box office eyeful. "Just an old fashioned
melodrama," to use the master's own words,
but certainly told with the last word in
modern effects. The sort of thing that
should send the customers away satisfied,

good portion of the -interest.
The story has no serious relation to reality, being nothing else than a vehicle for
the getting off of some character comedy
and good-natured hokum, with the help of

i Carol Dempster's versatile portrayal of
the title role is one of the highlights contributing tothe pleasing result. She is in
!tuj;n; igay, grave ; saucy, tearful ; vivacious
and lovable, with a competence that is entertaining and impressive.
W. C. Fields, that inimitable zigzagging
pillar of drollery, might have been used to
more extensive advantage. The audience
met his every appearance with bubbling
murmurs of mirth, but his appearances were
all too few.

a "performing" dog that doesn't perform ;
a "cooked" goose that isn't really cooked,
and a mule. Marshall Neilan has employed these devices in a good way to bolster up human interest.
In the characterizations, Charles Murray, who can always be depended on for a
laugh, and Ford Sterling, who likewise has
a reputation for generating chuckles, come
together in a good old Irish and Dutch
duet in real vaudeville style. This, and
some snappy titles, helps the story along
with a measurable quantity of humor.
A stereotyped brand of heroics is injected at the proper moments, once when
the hero "knocks the division boss for a row
of break-beams," and later when a band
of yeggs are rounded up with the aid of
the Marine Flying Corps. All in all, there
appears to be sufficient screen fodder to
furnish an entertaining time.

As though fights, shootings and love conflict are not enough, D. W. caps the climax
with a crashing, roaring cyclone in which
.houses collapse, strong men run riot, and
oUr heroine escapes from a sinister underWorld menace into the arms of her lover.
" 'Meller' reigns supreme, but it's all
good meaty box office stuff."

MANNEQUIN
Paramount

Production.

Adapted

from

Fannie Hurst's Liberty Magazine Prize
Story. Directed by James Cruze.
Length, 6,915 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Selene Herrick
Alice Joyce
John Herrick
•
Warner Baxter
Joan H»-rif-k
Dolores Costello
Annie Pogani
Zasu Pitts
ui n^^tjus
Walter Pidgeon
Terry Allen
Freeman Wood
Toto
Chariot Bird
Joan Herrick as a baby is stolen by her nursemaid, a half-wit who has a passion for children.
Reared in an East Side tenement under the name
of Orchid Sargossa, Joan at the first opportunity,
escapes the ugliness of her environment. She takes
a position as mannequin in a fashionable shop where
she meets Martin Innesbrook, a reporter, coming of
tine stock. They fall in love but are unable to marry
on
of Martin's
Joan.
Joan account
gives Martin
an idea inability
on which tohe support
bases a series
of editorials denouncing the practice of acquitting
women law-breakers on account of their sex. Terry
Allen accosts Joan in her room one night. He picks
up the gown which Joan has just removed, and
which belongs to her employer. Afraid that he
might tear it, she goes after it. In the scramble that
follows, Allen falls and in so doing is stabbed through
the heart by the belt pin sticking in the dress. Joan
is charged with the murder. The jury, influenced by
Martin's
articles,
to a Then
conviction,
the
final
decision
is are
for inclined
acquittal.
it is but
learned
that the judge who tried her is Joan's father.
By Peggy Goldberg
one withal — whicha should
provea agood
real
JgSSENTIALLY
"movie"—
money-winner for most exhibitors. It posvalue. sesses the ingredients that spell box-office
On the one hand, we have a production
well directed, striking the keynote of human
interest, with sensational touches, and augmented byan excellent cast. On the other
hand, the treatment of a sociological problem— one which has been and is still being
universally discussed — while only superficially dealt with, nevertheless doesn't altogether fail to supply food for thought.
To be sure, the example employed to argue
the point is one "which can only happen
in the movies";
stimulating
thought.however, it succeeds in
It is rather obvious that Fannie Hurst's
story which won the $50,000 Liberty Magazine prize and of which "Mannequin" is
an adaptation, was written with an eye to
the screen. Situations representing not life
itself, but which lend themselves beautifully
to the silver screen will only be accepted
by the credulous. The less credulous will
make the proper discounts and take the net
proceeds as good entertainment.
An unusually fine cast includes Alice
Joyce, Warner Baxter, Dolores Costello
and Zasu Pitts. Dolores Costello gives a
beautifully restrained portrayal of the lovely
creature who has escaped the mire of her
environment.
With four such names as featured in
"Mannequin"

and the capitalization of the

publicity which Fannie Hurst's winning
story has
gained,
culty drawing
themyouin. shouldn't have diffi-

January 10. 1926
CALIFORNIA
STRAIGHT
AHEAD
Universal Photoplay. Story by Harry
Pollard and Byron Morgan. Directed
by Harry Pollard.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom Hayden
Reginald Denny
Betty Browne
Gertrude Olmsted
Sambo
Tom Wilion
Creighton Deane
Charles Gerrard
Mrs. Browne
Lucille Ward
Jeffrey Brown
John Steppling
Mr. Hayden
Fred Esmelton
James
Leo Nomas
The night before his wedding Tom Hayden makes
merry with his men friends in an automobile rigged
up for the purpose, and they all end up in the hospital. Betty Browne, piqued, calls off the wedding.
Tom's
father casts
him off
shift for
himself.impatient
Tom organizes
a coast
tourto California
bound, serving motorists with dinners. His entourage
meets the Browne unit, and he is thrown together
with
muchBrowne
againsthas Browne
senior's
When Betty,
they elope,
them headed
off, will.
and
Tom lands in jail. However, he is given the alternative of driving Browne's entry in the California big
race
his event
father's
special.
stakesAfter
are
Betty,against
or, in the
of losing,
backTheto jail.
a thrilling race, Tom wins.
By Michael L. Simmons
REGINALD
DENNY
seems to improve with every appearance. In this
one Denny carves a niche for himself which
establishes him as one of the most entertaining light comedy artists in the business.
Loads of fun, the kind of action you don't
take seriously, but which keeps you on edge
just the same, "jazz" on the open prairies,
and a climactic automobile race are the contributing elements that spell box-office from
the word "go."
The big "kick" in the film is the auto
caravan, equipped with every device and
appointment found in our best Pullmans,
with a few extras thrown in.
When this drawing room on wheels hits
the dry American desert, the very cactus
seems to take on a gentle fragrance as the
sounds of sweet revelry fill the air. Radio
is the arch medium by which the prairie is
turned into a syncopated night club.
In talking about the other entertaining
elements that furnish fuel for the interest,
one must perforce come back to Denny.
Throughout the play of plot and incident,
nonsense and love-interest, the personality
of the star spreads a cordial glow over the
scene.
A sequence in which the escaping wild
animals of a wrecked circus intrude themselves upon the caravan, gives rise to fat
bits of burlesqye sport. The climax
achieved in the auto race is replete with the
thrills usually found in this sort of thing.
The feminine support is adequately provided by pretty Gertrude Olmstead. Tom
Wilson gets in some funny licks of "darky"
stuff. And clever, sprightly titles carry
out the amusing lightness of the theme.
The picture bristles with tie-up possibilities. Auto garages, radio stores, Victrola
shops, a circus ballyhoo, are a few of the
ideas that immediately suggest themselves
in putting this one across.
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MY

LADY

OF

BRAVEHEART

WHIMS

A

Dallas FilzCerald Production. Distributed byArrow Film Corp. Directed
by Mr. FilzCerald. Length, 6,089 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Prudence Severn
Clara Bow
Bartley Greer
Donald Keith
Wayne Leigh
Carmelita Geraghty
Dick Flynn
T »e Moran
Rolf
Francis MacDonald
Bartley Greer and his side partner, Dick Flynn,
are very much on their uppers when Bartley receives
a letter asking him to call on a Mr. Severn. Bartley
accepts the job of bringing back i home Severn's
daughter Prudence, who has gone to live in Greenwich Village. Bartley becomes friendly with Prue
and they get along famously -until Prue learns that
Bartley
her father's
agent. Ball
Bartley
forbids
to
attendis with
Rolf a Masque
given
by a Prue
certain notorious character in the Village. She goes
notwithstanding. Bartley follows and demands her
to leave with him. He attacks the man whom he
believes is Rolf. However, he turns out to be the
middleweight champion. When Bartley regains consciousness he learns that Prue and Rolf are on
board a private yacht where they are to be married.
Bartley intervenes. Then follows a romance between
Prue and Bartley. The friendship between Dick and
Wayne Leigh, a friend of Prue's who came to the
to "express herself in clay" also blossoms into
aVillage
romance.
By Peggy Goldberg
'JVHERE is that element of movie-goers
which finds the story of an incorrigible
flapper with a Greenwich Village background and its implied naughtiness good entertainment. To that element "My Lady
of Whims" will prove entertaining.
The more discriminating will find that
there is much to be desired in this picture.
The nucleus is a conventional one which
notwithstanding could have been worked
into a story with wider appeal. Opportunities for injecting a little subtlety seemed to
present themselves but were obviously overlooked.
Claraa Bow
as "the
ladySheof works
whims"withis
indeed
whimsical
miss.
an abandon befitting the part and exudes a
waft of youthful charm. Donald Keith,
playing opposite Miss Bow, gives a serious
and earnest characterization of the man
called upon to save a young and innocent
girl from the folly of youth. Lee Moran
furnishes an element of comedy but is unfortunately handicapped by a set of stereotype titles that detracts materially from his
efforts.
The Bohemian life of Greenwich Village is realistically portrayed and some of
the scenes might be used in an exploitation
way. The names of Clara Bow and
Donald Keith should be used to advantage.

In answer to a question that often
arises, "What is a good review?" it
might be said that several important
considerations enter. First, it must
be well written. That depends on
the person. Then it must show the
selective ability of the reviewer. That
is also personal. And most important, it must be honest. In this last
consideration, the paper which publishes the review enters. Only when
the paper is broad enough to give
the reviewer carte blanche can a review be truly honest.

P

D. C. Photoplay. From the Play
"Strongheart." Adapted by Mary
O'Hara. Directed by Alan Hale.
Length, 7,256 feel.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Braveheart
Rod La. Roque
Dorothy Nelson
~
Lillian Rich
Hobart Nelson
Robert Edeson
Frank Nelson
Arthur Hbusman
Standing Rock
,.
..Tyrone Power
Sky-Arrow
Jean Acker
Ki-Yote
. Frank -Hagney
Hobart Nelson, owner of , salmon fisheries, ha? a
dispute with Standing Rock over fishing rights.
Nelson orders the Indians away. They refuse to
obey. Braveheart, son of the chief, aids Nelson's
daughter Dorothy when she fs thro wn • from 'a torse.
Both are conscious of a- growing mutual interest.
In the from
meantime,
Nelson'sgrounds.
. men have
Indians
the fishing
In '.'driven,',
council,, 'the
.the
Indians decide they must fight the whites' with their
own "law." They send- Braveheart to college where
he develops literary talent and also becomes a famous
football player. Dorothy returns from Europe a,nd
again meets Braveheart, and they fall in love: Dorothy's brother "frames up"" Braveheart, so that the
latter
expelled
from is
college.
Newsfromreaches
"the
Indians,is and
Braveheart
ostracized
the tribe.
He appeals to the courts for ruling on the hereditary fishing rights of the Indians, and wins the verto the
only
He. returns:
to finddict.them
rioting,
and tribe
that ' with
they the
havenews
abducted
Dorothy and her father. Braveheart quiets them
when of
he the
tellstribe.
of his Dorothy
"victory inandcourt,
and is made
chief
Braveheart
meet
later, and having learned that between red and white
blood there is a barrier, they bid each other farewell, and part forever.
By Michael L. Simmons
'JpHE
story with will
both bewestern
and eastern
backgrounds
welcomed
chiefly
as a relief from the present epidemic of
"Jazz Age" pictures.
ments of interest, fights,
theme, and an ending
from most love stories.
booking bet.

It has many elean appealing love
which is different
All in all, a good

Rod La Rocque in the title role has a
nobility of carriage and romantic bearing
which adapts him admirably to the part.
He contributes an excellent performance,
and his work particularly in the football
scenes has a Red Grange flare.
Scenes of the outposts of civilization are
unraveled with adequate attention to pictorial lure. The atmosphere of the Indian
territory is well rendered. So far as dramatic conflict is concerned, there is an embar as ment ofriches — fights, counter fights,
kidnappings, and an Indian uprising, following inbewildering succession, »
Throughout it all, Rod La Rocque's
portrayal is of paramount interest. The
dramatic strength of the film is reposed in
him, and on his broad shoulders , it is carried to a sufficient and entertaining conclusion. . \

■"

For exploitation, the prominent names in
the cast offer something to play with. Don't
forget to mention that Jean Acker is the
former Mrs. Valentino. Play up scenes
from the football episode, as these roles
have a definite interest for a measurable
part of the public. ■ Stores selling' camping
equipment should offer potential tie-up. op-
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THEATRE

CONSTRUCTION

M. Micbaelson will start work on his new
Madison Theatre, Madison, Wis., in the
spring.

A new Milwaukee west side theatre will
be built soon in Milwaukee, Wis. The
theatre is owned by the Badger Building
Service Co.

Philadelphia, Pa— Archt., not selected.
Theatre contemplated. Owner, Harris
Amusement Co., J. P. Harris pres., Davis
Theatre Bldg.
Rochester, N. Y— Archt. not selected.
Theatre contemplated. Owner, Burnee &
West, Albee Theatre Bldg, Montreal, Canada.
Wade Moore has opened the new Moore
Theatre at Anardako, Okla.
On the south side of the square in Waco,
Texas, Thompson will launch a new theatre.

Chicago, 111.— Archt., Levy & Klein, 111
W. Washington St. Drawing plans for a
theatre at 3934-54 W. 26th Street. Owner,
H. Schoenstadt & Sons, 1118 S. Michigan
Avenue.
Milwaukee, Wis.— Archt., A. H. Keinapple,
445 Milwaukee St., drew plans for a theatre
at 8th and Oklahoma. Owner, Alfred H.
Bartlet, prop. Eagle Theatre, 1350 Eighth
Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Detroit, Mich.— Archt., Williams & CoughIan, 801 Kresge Bldg. Drew plans for a
theatre at Hamilton Blvd., near Seward
Ave. Owner withheld.
Detroit, Mich.— Archt., J. Gwiszdowski,
care owner. Drew plans for a theatre at
Van Dyke, near Elliott. Owner, A. Kozdron, 5930 Lucky Place.

Ft. Wayne, Ind. — Archt., Howard F.
Crane, 542 Griswold, Detroit, Mich. Drawing plans for a theatre, corner of Wayne
and Clinton Sts. Owner, Jas. F. Keenan,
Anthony Hotel, Fort Wayne.
Rochester, N. Y.— Archt. not selected.
Owner M. Katz plans a theatre here at Clinton Ave., M. Katz Ellicott Bldg., Buffalo,
N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Archt, T. W. Lamb, 644
Eighth Ave., New York City. Drew plans
for a theatre. Owner, M. H. Mark Theatrical Enterprises.
Richmond, Ind.— Archt., F. D. Jacobs, 28
West Lake St., Chicago, 111. Drew plans
for a theatre. Owner, M. Remley Corporation.

Opportunities
Classified
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy

EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
of battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
goods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair ; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
J2. 50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.
VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa.
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS are saved by exhibitors yearly by buying their machines and organs
from us. Motiographs $165.00, two for $290.00.
Simplex $265.00, two for $485.00. Automatic Organ
Players, as low as $425.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
18 years experience has taught us how. WESTERN
FEATURE FILMS, 730 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre in good
county seat. Town about 1.100 inhabitants; 325
seats ; good electric piano. Will rent, long lease ;
good deal
right parties. Address, M., ExhibitorstoTrade the
Review.
FOR SALE — UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER.
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
City.
Box H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York
MARCHANT CALCULATING MACHINE— A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a real machine for $75.00. Box M. O., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York City.
FOR SALE— Moving Picture Theatre, seats 225.
New chairs ; new screen ; two Powers projectors. In
aHaven,
good Fla
growing town. Geo. C. Morton, Lynn
SACRIFICE SALE OF ENTIRE STOCK of films.
List free. TULSA FILM EXCHANGE, 1223 S.
Lewis Pla-ce, Tulsa, Okla.
CLEARANCE SALE OF 150 REELS IN FEATURES, Dramas, Westerns, Comedies, Scenic and
Educational, International News Reels. We buy,
•ell or exchange. Bargain lists free. NATIONAL
EQUIPMENT
CO., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minnesota.

Local Films
MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial,
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20c per foot
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
TITLES, presentation trailers, local movies, competent cameramen. Best service. Rector Advertising Service, Marshall, Illinois.

WANTED
particulars.

Equipment Wanted
to buy Dictaphone Outfit. State Full
Box S-H. J., Exhibitors Trade Review.

WANTED— GRAFLEX
CAMERA
BOX, 5x7 or
4x5, with or without lens, or can use English Reflex. Must be in good working condition. State
price. Address, Graflex, Exhibitors Trade Review
WANTED — Two 6B machines, two motiographs.
Gundlach Lenses, all sizes. Box 234, Bristol, Tenn.
For Rent
MOTION PICTURE and '•Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Robs'
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.

CINEMA

ISO UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS, brand new seats,
standards and arm rests. Only backs slightly used.
very cheaply. ' C. G.
WillSt.,sellChicago.
$8.00
An
So. State
845 value.
Demel,
USED THEATRE CHAIRS at very low prices.
We replace broken backs and seats with new ones.
Why
Chicago.buy junk? C. G. Demel, 845 So. State St.,

<MsY«ss:
•CINEMA," 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

FOR SALE— 150 ft. 9 ft. side wall, one Silby tent
18 ft. 3 ft. walls. First $50.00 takes all. Lewis
Kiggins, Independence, Iowa.

San Antonio, Texas. — Archts., Boiler
Bros., 114 W. 10th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Drew plans for a theatre at Houston and
River Sts. Owners, Famous Players-Lasky
Corp. & W. J. Lytle Co., c.o. Princess
Theatre.

FOR SALE — Two Six H. Power Machines, Rectifier. Generator, four fire extinguishers, four fans
2 — 16 inch oscillating. 1 — 16 — 12 incti unoscillating
(cheap).
falo, N. Y. V. Burk, 37 Niagara Falls Blvd., Buf-

L©s Angeles, Calif. — Archt, G. A. Lansburgh, Consolidated Bldg. Drew plans for
a theatre at Wilcox and Hollywood Blvd.
f3w*#r, Wim«r Br»s., e.». Architect.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR composer, arranger, open ;
for engagement, 1 5 years experience cueing pictures,
concert, prologues.
Extensive and up to date library. Address M.V., Apartment 5-A, 2684 Broadway, New York City.
MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR LICENSED—
Wants position
in Exchange
or Theatre.
Ex- ,
perience and reference.
Schlecter,
318 Rochestei
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR. New York License,
wants employment. Tel. : Morningside 5642, New
York.

The Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager: E_ ATH AN ASSOPQULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHRNTOUSSIRH
"CINEMA" is tie only picture partijeatiee
asreahytin* throughout the Orient.

Grand Island, Nebr.— Archts., R. E. Hall
k Co., Inc., 231 W. 43rd St., New York
City. Drawing plans for a theatre at W.
2nd St., Grand Island, Neb. Owners, Famous
Players-Lasky Corp., 485 Fifth Ave., New
York City.

Los Angeles, Calif. — R. B. Lloyd, Union
Oil Bldg., drew plans for a theatre at Kermont Ave., So. of Hollywood Blvd. Owner,
Far West Theatres Corp., F. Miller president.

Situation Wanted

For Sale

Mailing Lists
Will for
help FREE
you increase
aaief
Band
catalog «Mnf
comtaandprieesooeluslflftdnBMS
ofNational.
yonrb— tpro9pocUBe<UHtoaMM*Local-IncUTiaaaia
Profeaalona,State.
Bnalnesa
Firms.

FOR SALE — Motion picture theatre; town of famous summer resort of over 5,000. Fully equipped.
Seats 700. Only theatre in Tannersville N Y
J. J. Byck.

refund of J£ *ieach '
* %O byGuaranteed

FOR SALE— Self-olaying. electric control Link
Pipe Orean. nearly new ; bargain ; library of music
rolls. Wilbor A. Shea, Eastport, Me.

Motion

Picture Scenery

HIGH ART SCENERY; Decorative Hangings
Lobby and Wall Paintings. Finest Work at Lowest
Prices. Decorate your theatre; it pays. Send
dimensions for estimate and catalog. Etikeboll Scenic
Shops, Omaha, Nebraska.

SHIPPED SAME DAT ORDER IS RECEIVED
Guaranteed Service— Good
Prig— Sand for Trial Work—
Order. Popular
1
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IT seemed as though LON CHANEY
in "The Unholy Three" had given
the industry his biggest money maker.
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Edit

o

is the real profit in pictures? Particularly for the small Exhibitor? What
class, type or brand shows best net returns?
What constitutes the best guide in booking?
WHERE

These
day.

are questions on which the average Exhibitor receives a ton of misinformation every

Every

sales department

will answer

them

neatly — "Our pictures show the profit, of course."
The real answer, however, must come from Box
Office records, not from sales enthusiasts.
Since

the

material

appearing

in this issue is

based entirely on reports from Exhibitors, it is
worthy of more consideration than should be given
to such information from any other source.
It should not, however, be deemed necessarily
conclusive as of any particular community where
abnormal conditions of any sort affecting the public taste seems to obtain.
Such

a consensus, intelligently used, may be extremely valuable to a large majority of the independent theatres; misapplied, however, it may
lead to some erroneous conclusions. Therefore, it
is desirable to point out the following
With

the smaller

theatres

facts:

it is not unusual

to

find that the superspecials make a weak net profit
showing and the best profit is earned on program
pictures. But many managers have found by experience— in some cases costly experience — that
these big pictures are quite necessary to maintain
a satisfactory average of entertainment. If an unvarying diet of program features is given, the inevitable result is dwindling attendance and failing
public interest. Consequently it is not safe to assume, even in a house that finds itself making most
of its profit on the ordinary product, that big pictures which show little more than an even break
are a poor investment. The theatre must offer
its bargain specials, just as live merchants do.
Another point
Exhibitors fail to
cover the higher
Often this failure

about the big pictures: Many
adjust admissions adequately to
rentals on this class of product.
is traceable to a lack of definite

r

and

i

a

I

specific information

as to past performance

of high-priced features. In such cases the profit
showing of specials may be the fault of the house
management.
Another consideration may enter into individual reports on net profits, although it is hardly
likely to affect averages taken from a large number of reports. Occasionally a picture which is
being released without producer supervision of
booking contracts is made the general "goat" in
adjusting the distributor's troubles with Exhibitors. In such case, where a picture that ought to
bring good

prices is widely

sold for less than

its

normal value, it is apt to assume unusual proportions in the schedule of box-office profits. In other
words, where an Exhibitor knows he has bought
a certain picture for a fraction of what it is worth,
simply because he demanded an adjustment on
some other picture, he should realize that his net
figures on the picture so bought are unfair.
With

these

considerations

in mind,

mary appearing in this issue should
able to every theatre owner.

the sum-

be very valu-

Hereafter this information will be compiled
monthly. In the issue of January 30 and in the
last issue of each month thereafter will be published a coupon or ballot which every Exhibitor
subscriber of this paper is invited to fill out and
mail as soon as net profit figures are obtainable on
pictures shown during the current month. From
such reports the complete compilation will be
worked out and published during the following
month.
This service is going to provide THE
BOOKING
GUIDE
EVER
OFFERED
TRADE.
Please give us your help in making
plete and accurate as possible.
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provement. Typographical changes that will render
Illustrations that will be more attractive. Better-
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As

OeCUnU.
the magazine companion of EXHIBITORS
DAILY
REVIEW,
the newspaper for all Exhibitors, the new name, though
a slight change, will be shorter, more convenient. Just a matter of
dropping

a superfluous

Thir
J. till d'
LL»
show
Edited

the way

word.

win bt
review
ITORs
policy- ofEXH1B
A
thenew
Magazine
Theatre
Theatre Management.
Management. Built to
tc
to greater success, larger profits at the Box Office.>e

from the Exhibitor
hibitor sources.

viewpoint,

from

facts obtained

from

Ex-

All the news of the industry is
TP/Ill vtl/l • N°t: a newspaper.
rUU tin.
served to exhibitors in EXHIBITORS
DAILY
REVIEW.
The Weekly will be free to devote itself entirely to the
building of more and better business for the theatre owner.

Exhibitors

The

Magazine

of

Features

New

Big

Ji^jffTl •
New Features.
Not all of them can be announced
J
*
yet, but here are three that will be of extraordinary
value to every Exhibitor —

IT)

E VIEWS

on a new

basis.

Every

picture accorded

a definite

XV
box-office rating. On the basis of a new principle in reviewing,
which is that a Superspecial and a cheap western ought not to be
treated on the same plane. Either type of picture may be well done
or badly done, but two distinct types can not be compared or grouped
together. The new rating system, therefore, will tell you where a
picture belongs as to type or class and then whether it has been well,
indifferently or badly done.

jT) ATINGS
in the Production Chart. Beginning with the first isXv
sue in which the new Reviewing plan appears, ratings will be
transferred each week to the regular production chart, so that the
Chart will rapidly become a quick means of finding any week the
rating given to any picture that has been reviewed. This feature will
make the paper invaluable as a means of checking quickly the value
of a block of pictures or a single picture.

T)
Uj

OX-OFFICE
ures supplied

Profits. A monthly report based on actual figby a large number of Exhibitors, showing the

pictures that, during the preceding month, have actually made the largest net profit for their theatres. Not dealing with volume of attendance, box-office gross or the other variable factors that are apt to mislead, but getting down to the tangible and all important fact that certain pictures are showing the profits. For an indication of the value
of this information supplied monthly, see the summary for 1925
appearing in this issue; also the editorial appearing on page 3.

Review

Theatre

Management
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The
MONDAY,

JANUARY

Philadelphia. — Famous loses contract case.
In the test case of the Toms River Amusement Co. before the Philadelphia Board of
Arbitration it was ruled the Famous must
deliver the next Gloria Swanson picture,
no matter what its title, in lieu of "Conquered." The decision also said that FamVanishing American"
ous must deliver
price. "The
'at contract
* * *

C. Flinn refuted the
been a break between
Producers Distributing
* *

York.— Bernhard Benson, vice-president of Pathe Exchange, Inc., sailed for
Europe on the S. S. Majestic.
* * *
New

New York.— Fox Theatres Corp., whose
is seekstock is now listed on the "Curb,"
ing listing on New York Stock Exchange.

Hollywood.— Reported that P. A. Powers
has purchased Selig Studios.
* * *

Denver Colo.— New Million dollar corporation 'composed of Frank Milton, John
Famularo and Lou Milton is to erect a 2,000000 dollar combined office and moving picture theatre building. Frank Milton, manager of the Rivoli, here, is president.
* * *
TUESDAY,

JANUARY

in

Review
THURSDAY,

18

Both New South Wale's
Australia.
Houses
of — Parliament have passed a hill
imposing a tax of five shillings on the pound
on motion pictures. American enterprises
will be affected, as the tax is expected to
and the Ameriyieldcan100,000
interests pounds
have a yearly
virtual monopoly.
* * *

New York.— John
story that there had
Cecil B. DeMille and
Corp.
*

Week

19

Albany, N. Y. — Report of State Motion
out the contenPicture Commission bears that
the Censor
tion of Governor Smith
Board ought to be abolished.
* * *
Kansas City. — Non-members of the M .P.
T. O. of Kansas-Missouri are banned and
receive no representation on Joint Board of
Arbitration. Voted that managers of producer-owned theatres be admitted to membership.
* * *

York.— Robert Pritchard, First National publicist on studios, was burned to
death in a fire in his room at the Hotel Richmond.
* * *
New

Providence, R. I.— Peggy Hopkins Joyce
in "The Skyrocket ' goes over big at KeithAlbee's Victory.
S. R. O. at premiere.
* * *
Hollywood. — Associated is to lease part
of Selig studios to companies needing
space. P. A. Powers has just purchased
the studios and their name will be changed
to Associated Studios, Inc.
* * *
New York, N. Y. — Hugo Reisenfeld
is to score and direct the showing of "Three
Faces East" at the Motion Picture Carnival
at the Hotel Plaza on February 3.

Calendar

of Coming

Events

To-day — Studio Luncheon for Ben Lyon,
First National Studio, N. Y., at noon.
Jan.Carlton
25. — Gala
performance
"Nell
Ritz
Hotel,
N. Y., 8:30
P. Gwyn,"
M.
■ Jan. 26-27. — Meeting Administrative Committee M. P. T. O. A., National headquarters, New York.
Jan. 28. — Meeting, Board of Directors
M. P. T. O. of N. J, Morristown, N. J.
Jan 30. — Luncheon, National Board of
Review, Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Feb. 3. — Third Annual • Motion Picture
Carnival, Plaza Hotel, New York City.
Feb. 4. — Meeting to elect directors, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, at home office, New York.
Feb. 6.— A. M. P. A., Naked Truth Dinner,
Astor Hotel, New York City.
Feb. 10.— Brooklyn M. P. T. O., dinner
dance, Hotel Bossert, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fe'« 12— S'vh p-nrnl h->H T. O. C. C,
Hotel Astor, New York City.
June 1 to 5.— Annual Convention, M. P. T.
O. A., Los Angeles, Calif.

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

20

Los Angeles. — Will Hays, on arrival at
Los Angeles, gave out statement in which
he praises the activities of the men and
women associated in the industry.
* * *
New York. — J. I. Schnitzer, vice president
of F. B. O., announces the purchase of "His
Honor the woman
Governor,"
which dramatizes the
American
in politics.
* * *
Trenton, N. J.— Blue laws brought up
again in New Jersey. New Governor Harry
A. Moore evinced a liberal attitude. Recommended letting up on laws that were in
force 127 years ago when there were no
motion pictures.
St. Louis. — The Knights of Pythias
Building at Grand and Delmar now in the
course of construction will house a 3,000
seat independent motion picture theatre.
* * *
Louisville, Ky. — Exhibitors up in arms
against recommendation of Governor Fields
recommending a luxury tax which would
mean an assessment on all theatre tickets
in Kentucky. Appeal made to national organization, M. P. T. O., to take up matter.
* * *
New York. — Emil Jannings signed by Famous-Lasky for long term contract.
% Jjt $
Hollywood. — ■ Trixie Friganza, comedy
star, signed by Universal to play important
role in "The Whole Town's Talking."
Kansas City, Mo. — Globe Theatre is
closed for a week as a result of a fire which
did $15,000
as' entailing a
loss
of 12,000damage
dollars as
in well
receipts.

JANUARY

21

New York. — T. O. C. C. sends personal
letter to Will Hays advocating arbitration
on new contract. Old uniform contract advocated be supplanted by that of the I. M.
P. P. with modifications.
^ % ^
New York. — Republican machine awaits
report of the State Reorganization Commission. Fred H. Elliot reports that Commission is not to be transferred to state educational department, and there will be no
place for a censor * board.
* *
Washington, D. C. — Suit of Federal
Trade Commission vs. Famous-Lasky to re* * *
open.
Chicago, 111. — Old fire laws threaten Chicago theatres. Thousands of dollars invested in sumptuous furnishings threatened
by Fire Commissioner Joseph Connery, who
claims drapes, etc., a violation of the fire
laws. Theatres threatened with closing unless they comply with existing laws.
^ * #
New York. — Samuel Goldwyn announces
signing up Marion Fairfax, scenario writer,
for exchisive service for his company, to be
released through United Artists.
* * *
Elmira, N. Y. — Local ministers trying to
do away with Sunday movies. Church advocating boycott of theatres. Final showdown on February 1, when battles comes
up before the Common Council.
* * *
New York. — Louis B. Mayer signs up
Owen Moore for M-T-G.
* * *
New York, N. Y. — Leon Abrams, former director of Sarah Bernhardt is now under contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
and is at work on a new story.
New York, N. Y. — Carl Laemmle will celebrate his Twentieth Anniversary on February
26. Is now on his way from Europe to N.
Y. He will arrive Feb. 2 on board S. S.
Olympic.
London, Eng., — The British Government abandons plan to require British Motion Picture proprietors to show quota of
British films.
Kansas City, Mo. — C. E. Cook, business manager of M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri conceives a plan for a monthly income
for members. Members are to try and get
bookings in a cooperative scheme with a
certain exchange, name not given. Plan
along the lines of the late P. D. C. percentage plan, tried out during "Exhibitor Month."
Chicago, 111. — Chicago Theatre Owners plan to fight old time fire laws by appealing to City Council, if mayor and fire commissioner cannot be pacified.
Reports from Berlin printed in Variety
yesterday hinted that Samuel Rachmann, who
is now in New York, would, as a result of
the recent American-German deal on motion pictures, head the combined Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation-Metro-GoldwynMayer and Ufa Company Distributing organization inGermany.
With two weeks left to go in the First
National sales campaign, reports from the
38 branches show heavy bookings of the
First National product. During the remainingmen days
of to
thebreak
drive,allmanagers
and and
salesare out
past records
to
share in the liberal prize awards.
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Lon

Chaney received a tremendous ovation for
his work in Universal^ "The
Hunch back
of
one of the leading
Notre1925.Dame,"
profit - takers of

Picture

the

BIGGEST

T LIE" is a phrase
S DON'
URE
FIGrecur
rent
on the lips of man ever
since the first bright lad to get a
mathematical brain-storm learned how
to put two and two together and get

That

Made

PROFIT

Exhibitors Tell Which Films
Gave Heaviest h-Till
Nourishment
To Cas

"four' for an answer. And, it's figures we'll deal with here.
Not a long line of impertinent digits, showing what problematical effect one uncertain thing may have on another; or
how, if stretched in a straight line, something or other will
reach all the way to the moon and back to Hogan's Alley,
and still have enough left over to make a pair of suspenders
for a pink lizard, or what will you.
The figures submitted here represent the answer to a
question you may have been asking yourself all year long.
Or for that matter, ever since you've been in this business
of furnishing celluloid entertainment at so much a head.
Aside from being vitally interesting to you for the most
practical reasons you can possibly conceive, these figures

or
fi

me

may interest y>u for wholly personal
reasons — that is ic pv. you, personally,

who are at this morat:i reading this,
may be one of the very contributors
who made the compilation of these
figures possible. If so, it will probably be of more than
money-makers"
passing interest to you to see how your by"pet
your brother exstacked up against those submitted
hibitors all over the length and breadth of this land.
It might be pertinent, before presenting the names c

these "Biggest Profit Pictures/' to reproduce in text the
questionnaire which went out to exhibitors all over the
country, the unusually heavy response to which, furninshes
the basis of this article.
Dear Friend Exhibitor :
I would like to know, if possible, what picture made the
most money for you during 1925. Not the picture which
grossed the largest amount at the box-office, but the one on

Above is a scene showing
Stella Maris in her first contact with worldliness. She
learns that there is a thing
called "love," different from
the kind one bears one's
brothers and sisters.

Below, the bed-ridden Stella,
living in a fairyland of fancy
created by her- two good
friends, John and Walter.
The star's personal beauty in
these scenes is comparable to
the rarest, delicately-tinted

The little slavey, Mary
Philbin — in one of her
moments showing her
dog-like devotion to the
man who has befriended her. The star shows
a mastery of make-up
in this role which immediately identifies her
art with many pointers
probably gained during
her association
Lon Chaney. with
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which you showed the best net profit,
taking into consideration film rental, exploitation expense and everything.
If you can answer this question,
along with other Exhibitors, it will
show whether the big high-priced features are a better buy, or whether the
real money lies in good program pictures.
Cordially,
* * *
THE answers to the above, then, are
not the over-enthusiastic findings of
press-agents, who for obvious reasons,
are likely to be somewhat colorful with
their peculiar interpretations of returns ;nor even the astounding revelation of so-called seers, who with sage
observations purport to supply the
coveted information by some gifted
process identified only with the omniscient. The list follows :
"The Ten Commandments," done by
the fine hands of Cecil deMille, heads
the list as the heaviest earner, and repsents the choice of approximately 7%
of all the exhibitors who answered the
questionnaire.
A close
"Charley's
Aunt,"
which
the second
Christieis brothers
made
for
Producers Distributing Corporation,
and which made the most money for
6% of all those who sent
in their "winners."
Tied for third place are
"The Freshman,' "Sally,"
"The Thundering Herd,"
"The Rainbow Trail," "The
Pony Express," "Riders of
the Purple Sage" and "The
by the Sea."
Lighthouse
Each
of these pictures was
submitted by 2% of all the
exhibitors who registered
in this roster of "What
Made the Most Money for
Me."
In fourth place we find
"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," "North of 36,"
"The Rag Man," "The
Covered Wagon," "The
Thief of Bagdad," Tom
Mix's Pictures, "The Iron
Horse," and "A Boy of
Flanders." Each of these
represents \y2% of the replies sent in.
Fifth place finds a motley number tied for honors.
These are: "Peter Pan,"
"The Midshipman," "As
No Man Has Loved,"
"Wild Susan," "Dante's Inferno," "Street of Forgotten Men," "A Son of His
Father," "The Mad on the
Box," "The Limited Mail,"
"Classmates," "The Unholy Three," "Wild Horse
Mesa," "Abraham Lincoln," "Tracked in the
Snow Country," "In Search

of Thrills," "Last of the Duanes,"
"Code of the West," "Little Annie
Rooney," "Sally of the Sawdust," and
"The Sea Hawk." Each of these pictures has been submitted by approximately%
1 of all those who replied to
questionnaire.

other group might be added.
ONE
It comprises the films, respectively,
that made the most money for at least
one exhibitor somewhere. The films in
question are :
"Silk Stocking Sal," Find Your Man," "His
Supreme Moment," "Desert Flower," "Sundown," Durand of the Bad Lands," "Racing
Luck," "Quicker than Lightning" ;
"Oh Doctor," "Let 'Er Buck," "Black
Cyclone," "The Lady," "Lost World," "Quo
Vadis," "Riding Kid from Powder River,"
"Call of the Wild";
"When a Man's a Man," "Gold Rush,"
"Hell's Highroad," "Arizona Romeo," "Old
Home Week," "The Devil's Cargo," "Adventure, "Keeper of the Bees" ;

Door," "Love Light," "The Dixie Handicap,"
"Loyal Lives," "Ninety and Nine," "Girl of
the Limberlost" ;
"Tracked in the Snow Country," "The
Bedroom Window," "Little Old New York,"
"Six Days," "Feet of Clay," "The Navigator," "Romola," "The Last Edition";

"I Want My Man," "Mad Love," "Lighting Coward," "Tiger Thompson," "America,"
"Going Up," "Danger Ahead," "The White
Outlaw," "That Royle Girl";
"Sawdust Trail," "Shooting of Dan McGrew," "Deadwood Coach," "O You Tony,"
"The Birth of a Nation," "Why Worry,"
"Pollyanna," "Circus Days," "Hot Water";

"Sister from Paris," "Night Club," "Frivolous Sal," "The Great Divide," "The Fool,"
"Lightning," "Jimmie's Millions," "The Sky
Raider," "King of Wild Horses" ;
"The Man from Texas," "The Fighting

Sap," "White Sister," "Humming Bird,"
"Girl Shy," "The White Moth," "In Hollywood with Potash and Perlmutter";
"A Thief in Paradise," Rin Tin Tin Pic"Trail of the Lonesome Pine," "Riding the
tures, "East Lynne," "The Ragman," "Silent
Wind," "Below the Line," "Baree, Son of
Pal," "The Air Hawk."
Karzan," "Off the Highway," "Red Hot
Above, so to speak, are the words
Tires," "Daddy," "Potash and Perlmutter" ;
and music that sing their own complete
"Ride for Your Life," "Through the Back
message of information to the reader.
"Charley's writer
Scenes from
the
by some
ng added
result in
Anythimight
Aunt," (P. D. C.) which
ran a close second, though
handicapped
by a short s u p e eless,
ous over-tones.
period of showing
Neverth r fl u
it might be of
time.

more than passing interest
theedfootfrom
to quote
notes which
appear
on
some of the letters in answer to the questionnaire.

n, wh
o
Superior, Wisconsiin
SAYS one chap
manages a chain: "It is
the popular star who makes
money for our theatres.
The star's popularity makes
money for our houses as a
ause it isn't necesrule, bec
sary to spend a lot of
money exploiting. The big
outstanding specials have
h
eaten up the profits wit
tor
high rentals." An exhibi
in central New York State
avers: "The real money
lies in good program pictures. Too many highpriced specials that ought
to be sold for program
wants
public
e snt
Thdoe
es.. It
pric
go to the
ion
act
aggy
g
dr
lon
see
es
to
movi

An exhibitor, whose patronage
" comes for the most
features.
part from the grimy, besooted coal-miners in central Pennsylvania, says: "I
Speon kton
,
loseBroc
ys From
cials."
alwa
ly
near
Mass., comes the terse re-
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Harold Lloyd in "The Freshman"
W(
Pathe's "The Freshman" ran third in the race for the Biggest Profit Taking pictures. Considering, that the picture
was relatively a newcomer in the field, it is safe to assume that it will be among the first ten for the present year.
have been attracted by an exclusive run

port : "I play action pictures, only,
with profit." Whereas, from another
point in Pennsylvania, an exhibitor remarks : "The only big picture on which
I made a real profit was 'The Covered
Wagon.' Denny, Gibson, Mix and
Keaton usually pack them in. I lost
money
EVEN

in Philadelphia, a city of cosmopolitan tastes and population,
apparently program pictures showed
their dust in the race for profit to the
super specials. An exhibitor

Talks with managers whose
houses depend almost entirely
for profit on program pictures, reveal that big pictures
play an important part in their
merchandising policy, even
though the latter do not scale
the lofty heights in earning
power. These specials add interest and institutional prestige to the theatre, and are
often responsible for the acquisition of patronage that in
the first place would never

been more thoroughly and more pointedly discussed in the editorial by the
Editor, in the front of this magazine.
So, again, we say, there are the
words and music. Have they
brought you a new tune on

kind are not only justifiable but imperative. Neither does it simmer down

The

Biggest

not go over so well." There
are other leters, but to quote
from them is merely to multiply instances already given.
The point, then, we get
from these remarks is that to
all intents and purposes the
so-called big specials are so
much deadwood, so far as
contributing to the health of
the bank deposit. Before coming to this conclusion it would
be well to take into consideration the observations of showmen who have learned not to
accept hasty truths reached
by a glance at the mere surface of things.

in a house among the movie-goers of
neighboring towns. These are potential prospects who would have no reason to patronize a distant house serving
the kind of pictures that can be seen at
the local theatre. However, all this has

subsists almost exclusively on "program" fare, that the "bargain counter"
holds in some of the most exclusive department stores. Experts on the subject of public buying psychology have
learned from deep and varying experiences that merchandising tactics of this

on most of the big boys."

here says: "All my money
makers were program pictures. The super-specials do

into a mere idea of "baiting." The introduction of a big special now and
then has been known to create interest

of program pictures. By a sort of reverse illustration, they occupy the same
position on a booking schedule which

Profit

as reported

FIRST:

"The

SECOND:
TIED

by

of

1925

Commandments."

THIRD:

"The

"Sally,'
Freshman,"

Thundering
Herd." "The Rainbow
Pony Express," "Riders of the Purple Sage"

and "The
TIED

Lighthouse

FOR

by the Sea."

FOURTH:

"The

Hunchback

of

Notre Dame," "North of 36," "The Rag Man,""
"The Covered Wagon," "The Thief of Bagdad,"
Trail,''
Tom Mix's Pictures, "The Iron Horse," and "A
Boy

the subject of "Profits in
Pictures" ? At the very least,
you must concede that the refrain comes directly from the
source, and the only source,

Exhibitors

"Charley's Aunt.

FOR

"The
"The

Ten

Takers

of Flanders."

which can give it conviction —
and that is the exhibitors'
box-office experience. And if
this means anything to you —
and it should — it may be of
further interest to you to
know

that hereafter information of this sort will be

offered in the pages of Exhibitors Review as a regular
monthly service to readers.
In the issue of January 30th,
and in the last issue of each
month thereafter will be published a coupon which every

Mid-

Exhibitor Subscriber is invited to fill in as soon as net

shipman," "As No Man Has Loved," "Wild Susan,"
"Dante's Inferno," "Street of Forgotten Men," "A
Son of His Father," "The Man on the Box."

profit figures are obtainable
on pictures shown during the
current month.

TIED

"The

FOR

FIFTH:

"Peter

Pan,"

Limited Mail," "Classmates,"

Three," "Wild
"Tracked in
Thrills," "Last
"Little Annie
and "The Sea

"The

"The Unholy

Horse Mesa," "Abraham Lincoln,"
the Snow Country," "In Search of
of the buan.es," "Code of the West,"
Rooney," "Sally of the Sawdust,"
Hawk."

From

such reports the complete compilation will be
worked out and published
during the following month.
What should result is THE
FINEST
BOOKING
GUIDE EVER OFFERED
THE TRADE.
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"The Rag Man"
Kelly & Ginsberg made a host of
friends for themselves in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's production, "The Ragman," with Jackie Coogan as Kelly.
This picture was one of the profit
takers sharing fourth place honors.

Production

Highlights
the coast. Waddell recently decorated the
new Beverly Theatre in Beverly Hills and
the Carmel Theatre on Santa Monica
Boulevard. Waddell will make his headquarters in the east from now on and
will negotiate several new theatre contracts.
He is also a painter of note and has sold
many pictures to motion picture stars on
the coast.

E. RICHARD
SHAYER is the newest
of the playwriters to join up with the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer forces. Last week he
reported
at that
company's
west coast studios to start
active
work.
^ *
POLI NEGRI'S new picture, formerly
titled "The Peacock Parade," and then
changed to "The Pasteboard Queen," will at
last reach the screen as "I Love You."
This will be a Dimitri Buchowetzki production from an original story by Ernest
Vaj da.
* * *
RED GRANGE was the guest of Marion
Davies at the M-G-M Culver City studios,
trying to get first hand information about
studio work before starting on his picture
for Arrow Film Corp.
* * *
JAMES CRUZE is in Hollywood, Laurence Stallings with him, to start activities
on the new Paramount super-production,
"Old Ironsides."
* * *
PAULINE STARKE, who recently
played the feminine lead with Charles Ray
in the Metro - Goldywn - Mayer picture
"Bright Lights," has been signed to a new
term contract by that
* * organization.
*
RICHARD BARTHELMESS has changed
his plans about the making of "The Kid
from Montana" for Inspiration Pictures,,
and instead will make "Ransom's Folly"
from the story by Richard Harding Davis.
Sidney Olcott will direct.
* * *
RONALD COLEMAN will share honors
with Vilma Banky in their next for Samuel
Goldwyn, to be known as "Beauty and the
Beast." The story was written by Katherine
Norris, and George Fitzmaurice will direct,
for United Artists release.
* % %
ANTONIO MARINO, who recently
played opposite Alice Terry in "Mare Nostrum," made in Europe, and who returned
to support Marion Davies in "Beverly of
Graustark," has been engaged for the leading
male role of "Manuel Robledo" in the forthcoming Cosmopolitan production, "The
Temptress."

ALMA RUBENS has just renewed her
contract with the Fox organization and will
play the feminine lead in some of the productions to be made by this company during
1926. Miss Rubens has been with the Fox
organization more than a year.
* * =fc
JACK PICKFORD has signed a contract
with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to play the role
of "Doolittle."
* * *
FRANCES MARION, famous scenario
writer, will dcvo'e he-s-df exclusively to
Samuel Goldwyn productions, which are to
be released through United Artists.
^
^
BUSTER KEATON started work last
week on "Battling Butler," the famous stage
play, and it will be ready for release by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer early in the Spring.
ROBERT KANE has purchased "The
Wilderness Woman," by Arthur Stringer, a
serial beginning in the current issue of the
Saturday Evening Post. The serial will run
through two more sfcissues
H< * of that magazine.
JANE WINTON has been added to the
cast of "Perch o' the Devil," an African
novel which King Baggot will direct. Mao
Busch and Pat O'Malley
* # *are in the cast.
BESSIE LOVE, who recently returned
from Europe, has been signed by Mr. Mayer
to appear in Irving Thalberg's production of
* *
"Lovey Mary," for *Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
HOEY LAWLER has just completed titling "The Meal Ticket," featuring Johnny
Hines and Marie Dressier, re-edited from
"Tilly Steps Out," for Aywon Film Corporation.
* * *
HARRY M. WADDELL, theatre decorating artist, has arrived in New York from

TRIXIE FRIGANZA, vaudeville and
musical comedy star, who has been making
a hit in motion pictures this last year, has
been engaged by Universal Pictures Corporation to play an important role in "The
Whole Town's Talking." The picture is
from the John Emerson- Anita Loos play,
which Eddie Laemmle will direct, with Edward Everett Horton in the leading role.
* * ^
JAMES SPEARING, recently made a
Universal director, will begin his first story
for that organization, called "Blazing
Through," by Johnson McCulley. Such players as Viola Dana, Kenneth Harlan and
Henry Walthall
be featured.
appearance
in thiswill
picture
seems to Harlan's
indicate
that the Warner Brothers are either farming him out, or permitting him to disregard
their term contract with him.
% % *
C. GARDNER SULLIVAN, an outstanding figure in the world of screen writing, has
been signed to a long term contract by Cecil
B. DeMille, according to an announcement
=}= =H *
from the DeMille studio.
LAURA LA PLANTE,^ the popular Universal star, is now planning, in conclusion
with Pat O'Malley, also a star with tha
same company, to break in on the stage;
by way of the radio play. It will be broadcast from Station WENR in Chicago as
soon as the pictures they are engaged in
% %
at this time are completed.
NORMA SHEARER, Metflo-GoldwynMayer star, left California for New York
Monday for a vacation. This is the first
respite from work she has had in some time
and although she will devote a bit of her
time to shopping most of it will be spent in]
resting and enjoying the entertainment the
big city affords.
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"L_T ERE are the tools that were
used in putting over a personal appearance of Miss Anne
Dale at the Newton Theatre,
Newton, N. J. To the right is
one of the eighth-pagefl newspaper ads. Below is the front and
back of a throwaway card. To
the far right, one of the newspaper clippings that announced the
event. And below it, one of the
strippers, extensively used all
through the town.

BIG

WAY

Newton
Theatre!
S. E. SAMUELSON, Managing Director
Plret IVforniMw at 7:1ft P..M.
9 P. and
H.
Satorda*Second
Three Performance
Sbowa at 8:50.at 8:25
10 P. H. Laet Feelnre at 9 30 P M.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24
EDITH THORNTON in
On Probation
Helen and Warren Comedy
ALL ABROAD
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25

The Fool is a gripping story (rora the
pen of oughlyChanning
Pollock,in iho
withleading
thorhuman character*
Aside from Daniel, played by Edparti. mund Lowe, Miss Anne Dale, as the
little crippled
girl. Maryattention
Margaret,
tracts the sympathetic
of theatidience.

TOM MIX in ZANE GREY'S
The Rainbow
Trail
THE FLAME FIGHTER
Lane in
MAIDLupino
IN MORROCCO

'PHE facing page tells the
story. It also tells how Mr.
Samuelson, owner of the Newextra "kick"
got anappearance
into ton
theTheatre,
personal
by
breaking the picture at the end
of the particular scene that Miss
Dale reenacted.

The Fool is a gripping story from
the pen of Channing Pollock with thoroughly human characters in the leading parts.
Aside from Daniel played by Edmund Lowe, Miss Anne Dale as the little crippled girl, Mary Margaret, attracts the sympathetic attention of the
audience.
It is with considerable pride, therefore, that we announce that Miss Dale
will appear at every performance of
The Fool and will act toe miracle
scene from the play. Miss Dale is an
accomplished stage as well as film
actress atid the theatregoers of Newton
and vicinity will have the rare opportunity of seeipg the picture and on the
same evening witnessing the performance of a scene from the picture by the
game young lady who created the part
in the film.

MISS

ANNE

Will
AT

Appear

ALL

DALE

In

Person

PERFORMANCES
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BIG

Stunt
I

in

a

Small

Town

AVE on, Mr. Small
Town Exhibitor ; Rave
on about the unfairness
of the existing conditions that govern the
matter of selling your
pictures to your audiences. Rave on, and then read on
about the way a big exhibitor in a
small town drew capacity business
simply because he put his own
shoulders to the wheel instead of waiting for help to reach him from the big
city.

Sidney E. Samuelson hardly requires
an introduction to the exhibitors of
America. You all know him as a big
fellow, big in stature as well as in mind,
and just as big in ideas. And what's
more, when he gets an idea, he puts
it across big. Consider his work on
"The Fool," a Channing Pollack work.
"The Fool" is a Fox picture, with
fair cast, a better than ordinary story,a
and several other things. But all these
were disregarded by Mr. Samuelson in
favor of one centralized idea. Mr.
Samuelson had an opportunity to get
Miss Anne Dale to visit his theatre.
Miss Dale, who plays the part of the
little cripple girl in "The Fool" had
an important part recently in "The
Miracle," in which play she portrayed
a character somewhat similar to that
which she enacts in "The Fool."
At any rate, Mr. Samuelson was
cognizant of the fact that with a little
publicity Miss Dale could do more than
her share in filling his theatre. And
that is just what happened.
He gave her publicity and she
filled his theatre.
Four newspapers carried
eighth page ads, composed in
the manner as shown on the
facing page. The direct result of these ads, aside from
their own drawing power, was
that each of these papers carried at least the amount of
reading matter as shown to
the right of the ad in the layout.
Then Mr. SamueJ_son augmented his advertising with
three different kinds of film
trailers, flashed on the screen
many days before the big
event. A four page brochure,
with a large cut of Miss Dale
on the front cover page added
its bit to the campaign.
Page two of this brochure
■carried an editorial comment

Miss Anne Dale, who
repaid Mr. Samuelson's big way in putting over her personal appearance at
his Newton Theatre
by filling the house
for three days'
consecutive running.

on "The Fool" over Mr. Samuelson's
signature. Page three was a resume of
newspaper critics on the picture, and
page four carried advance dates of the
Newton Theatre. The whole was attractively made up on good stock paper,
six by nine inches in size and very
cleanly printed.
A THROW A WAY played its part in
no small way. One side carried
the editorial comment that marked the
brochure and the newspaper advertisement, and the reverse side carried the
advance dates of his theatre.
One

other feature was the stripper
The Magic Word

Mr. Samuelson made up. These were
printed on white paper, and were used
to a large extent right on the paper and
posters that were part of the regular
accessories of the picture.
'J'HEN came the big punch, — the
manner in which the personal appearance was put across. The picture
goes on, reel after reel is flashed on the
screen, telling the story of a little unfortunate girl. Then suddenly, the picture stops, and right in front of them,
the audience sees a real person, looking
just like the little actress in the picture
reenact exactly the same scene as was
flashed before them a moment
before.

"IN PERSON"
Thirty-five percent, roughly, of the electric light space on
the Newton Theatre, Newton, N. J., was given over to
announce Miss Dale's "Personal Appearance' with Fox
Film Corporation's production, "The Fool."

It was a remarkable piece
of showmanship, and Newton,
N. J., is still talking about it.
All in all, there was hardly
anything left wanting in putting the matter before every
person in Newton and its suburbs. And the result— -? A
full house for three days.
And why

?

Not so much to see the picture, but to see Miss Anne
Dale in person. To see Miss
Dale put on a little act. To
be allowed to hear a real motion picture actress a few
minutes after she had been
seen in an actual picture. To
see her re-enact the same
scene in real life as had been
seen in a picture.

When

Norma Talmadge recently launched

her
latent
product'on,
adaptation
of the
famous
Belasco"Kiki,"
stage ansuccess,
she
christened the first set with champagne.
Still
News

of

Life
the

Picture

Week

Cecil B. De Mille, who personally directed.
"The Volga Boatman," instructs William
Boyd in the shortest and surest way to
the heart of El nor Fair — which is one way
of saying that Bcyd as the hero is supposed to shoot Miss Fair during the action.

in

Form

Louise Fazenda, the popular Warner Brother's Whenever
star, is a great
enthusiast.
she fishing
is not
actively engaged on the lot, she is
to be seen trying her luck with the
wiley brook trout.

Right upon the heels of her fine work in
the Patheserial "Wild West," Helen Ferguson came east to portray the heroine in
"Casey of the Coast Guard," another
Patheserial which Will Nigh directed.

Blanche Sweet, First National Pictures
actress, brings the European novelty to
Hollywood. The doll is known as the toy
wich a thousand strings. Miss Sweet was
the first to introduce it to the film center.

Figuring that a Laugh a Day will help
make Laugh Month, these three youngsters, Cup.e Carr, Fatty Alexander, and
Fat Rash have added their weight to the
pressure behind the drive to make Laugh
Month a success. They are the shining
stars of the F. B. O. Fat Men Comedies,
and as such, are a huge success.

Society girls of New York City, devote a day a week in the Babies
Ward of the Tonsil Hospital, New
York City, acting as volunteer
nurses, as a part of their service to
humanity. Photo to left shows a
group of the volunteers at the
hospital. Richard Barthelmess and
Miss Moran, (above) who are starring in the motion picture, "Just
Suppose,"of (First
showing
which National)
was given aat Prethe
Hotel Plaza on Jan. 20th, for the
benefit of the babies, visited the
Hospital today to see the society
girls act as nurses and see just
whom their picture would help, at
the pre-showing.
Photo by Underwood and Underwood

Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand The"Just
wantedatre, S.toDak.,
show writes:
an editor
of
one of our important 'trade
papers' that all the small town
exhibitors do not 'wait for
the crowd to come.' I believe
the average exhibitor in the
town of 3,000 to 5,000 works
harder than the average of
those over 10,000. Pierre has
but 3,200 people but most of
them know I am running my
theatre — that it isn't 'just staying open.' "
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Playing

and

not

Pictures

just

to

Fans—

any sort that popCONTESTS
players
ularizeof
always result in
the making of fans out of ordinarily disinterested patrons. It pays.

to

Patrons

It insures money

houses

even when
the picture product temporarily is off
color.
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Contest

On

It,

the

or

Off

Band

Every

Beneficial

IT is one thing to sell an exhibitor on
the idea of running some sort of
guessing contest to pull additional
business into his theatre. It is quite another matter to tell that same exhibitor
that a contest, planned to get additional
business for his theatre, has already
been instigated, and that whether he
cares to or not, he will nevertheless receive all the benefits of it without any
cost.
Of the value of such contests, there
is no doubt. Consider, for example,
how newspapers and magazines have
been able to double and triple their subscription lists within a month or two
months through the expediency of some
similar contest. Adding to the contest
the zest which the flavor of motion picture stars have for the fan, success
that comes with the contest which is to
be explained in the following columns
is more than a positive certainty.

Wagon

Exhibitor

Results

of

the

four Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer players
masked. On the second week, there
will be another subject showing four
players, the same on the third week
and the same on the fourth week.
There will be an intermission of one
week, during which time the answers
will be sorted and the winners decided.
Then on the sixth week the solution
reel will be presented at the four theatres.
The Kunsky Theatres and the Detroit Times will offer 168 prizes in cash,
worth over $1,000.

are unusually enthuEXHIBITORS
siastic over the Masked Players
Contest. They have seen its money
making possibilities as well as the opportunity to get a tremendous amount
of publicity for their theatres. The six
reels comprising the Metro-GoldwynMayer Masked Players Contest are, of
course, furnished free of charge to the

Will

trips to Culver City and many cash
prizes have been offered. Newspapers
have taken up the idea with a vengeance, almost, and double trucks, onesheeted delivery wagons are going to
be the regular run of things.
Special posters, a complete press book
and sundry other aids in putting the
Masked Players Contest over have been
prepared by M-G-M and no detail has
been neglected that would help make
this one of the biggest things of its kind
ever attempted.
Since only a limited number of
prints were made of the special reels
which Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has distributed for the contest, it goes without saying that there will be many theatres in the country who will have no
active part in the contest. But that
does not mean by a long shot, that theatre owners who are not part and parcel of the stunt will not benefit thereby,
nevertheless.
The results of contest
of this nature are far

- GOLD- MAYER
announce a "Masked
Players" contest to begin
within the week. Though
only one theatre in each
of the chosen cities will
actually participate in
the contest, the results
will benefit every other
theatre that ever shows

As an actual example
of how the contest will

reaching. They tend to
popularize the stars that
participate
in the
contest. They tend
to make
the motion-picture public acquainted with
them. They tend to
make
BEHIND

^•32^2^

which

fans of the otherwise indifferent theatre

MASlC

WHO

for every exhibitor
ey
mon
ATcounmea
THthe
r
try,ns whe
the
in
goer.
in New York or Squeedunck. There is no
doubt that a good portion of box office receipts at the present

One of the stock cuts that will be available for all newspapers and
theatres that are to take an active part in the "Masked Players" Contest conducted by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer starting this coming Monday.

January 25, with the co-operation of
tfie Detroit Times, these theatres will
run the first installemtn of the Masked
Contest,

THE

?

function, take the workings of it in, say, the Kunsky Theatres in Detroit. Kunsky runs four
theatres in that city. All are to take
part in the contest, the Capitol, Madison, Adams and State Theatres. On

Players

Feel

Contest

RO
METWY
N

any of the pictures starring any of the "Masked
Players" that are to be
unmasked by the cont e s t a n ts. Coincidental
with the participation of
a theatre a representative newspaper in that
city will also be running
columns of matter as
well as the coupon that
is to be submitted.

Player"

"Masked

the

On

In

Getting

will show

theatres showing them. Thus the theatre runs in place of the usual short
subject a reel that is intensely interesting, awonderful box office magnet and
a publicity getter that would be hard to
beat.
Many other theatres throughout the
United States have already entered
actively into the contest, and prizes like

entupon
end
alis dep
time most
rely
enti
names of players.

Today there is a contest, and the name of
Norma Shearer is heralded far and
wide. Next month, the contest is over,
but Norma Shearer still persists as a
direct result, and whether your theatre
did or did not directly take part in the
contest will not influence the "Norma
Shearer" attendance one bit for your
theatre.
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CLASSIC

dewho an
archit
^HE
the Newm
signed ect
Theatre, Kansas City, was
able to just skim along the
border line of architectural beauty that takes severity and puts it into the
realm of simplicity. There
is nothing to offend the
eye in this front of the
Newman theatre, yet the
absence of any extravagant
attempts at magnificence
is marked.

The

A

Shrine

Theatre

of

boasts

which

Achievement

Kansas

in

of

Motion
By FRANK

Theatre has
SINCE the summer of 1919 the Newman
filmdom.
City
s
Kansa
stood as the undisputed shrine of
is now
it
so
on,
erecti
its
of
etion
As it was at the compl
— the peer of the city's motion picture palaces.
Located in the heart of night life, the house, the total
cost of which exceeded $1,000,000, could not be replaced
for twice its original cost today, due to increased property
valuation. Its architectural design stands as a tribute to
H. Alexander Drake, architect, who designed all of the
theatres constructed by Frank L. Newman, the builder.
Today at the head of an organization of more than 100
persons connected with the theatre, stands the youthful
manager, Bruce Fowler, who assumed charge of the house
when Paramount obtained it from Mr. Newman. The
policy remains virtually the same, which is best depicted
by the slogal of the Newman— "The Supreme Achievement
in Motion Picture Presentation."
The prologue idea, which flourished in the earlier days
of the theatre, has been more or less supplanted by novelty
numbers, which consume from thirty minutes to more than
an hour, the latter pertaining only to special holiday or anniversary programs. Everything from grand opera to orchestral jazz is to be found in the Newman program preceding the feature picture. One of the most complete
studios to be found in the West is in the Newman. Virtually all scenes for special numbers or prologues are the

its

Filmdom

City

slogan,

Picture

"The

Supreme

Presentation"

C. TRUE
productions of the Newman studio. Never has the theatre
been known to spare time or expense in getting the most
out of any special number. So well educated has the Kansas City public been in the policy of the Newman that the
theatre is accepted as the standard of screen entertainment.
Directing the Newman
islaw Mirskey of London

orchestra of forty pieces is Bronfame. The screen program of the

Newman, as a rule, consists of the "Newman Mirror of
the World," selected from Pathe, Kinograms and International News, as well as local photography, a comedy and a
cartoon, with an occasional educational reel, and the feature.
Italian Renaissance Interior
It is on the interior of the theatre where beauty abounds.
The Italian Renaissance design, as typified by the Ducal
Palace of Urbino, was used as a motif for the style and
decoration. From cellar to dome every square foot of
floor space is either of terrazzo or white marble. The
wainscoting throughout the building is likewise of kastoe
marble, the red brown hue of which gives warmth to the
bright color scheme of the magnificent wall and ceiling
decorations. The lobby is constructed of terra cotta with
beautiful majolica staff ornamentation.
The main auditorium is 96 feet wide and 100 feet from
stage to entrance. The ceiling is 75 feet high. The picture
stage is the center of a great cyclorama with scenic open-
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New

in

A

The poster room of the Newman Theatre is a model for other
theatres to follow.
With an enviable reputation to uphold,
the artists at work in this studio try for the new and original
with every piece of copy they turn out.
ings on each side. Dark green draperies prevail. This
cyclorama, with its beautiful elliptical ceiling, forms a great
sounding shell for the orchestra. The orchestra pit is
40 x 14 feet and can comfortably seat fifty men. The proscenium arch occurring in front of the orchestra shell is 68
feet wide in the clear and is ornamented with Greek figures.
A portion of the arch is of glass, illuminated from behind.
The ceiling of the auditorium is one of great beauty with
a large dome 54 feet across. The dome is lighted by 200
concealed lights of various colors. From the center is suspended a great chandelier of solid bronze that is 20 feet
long and 12 feet spread, the chandelier weighing 2,500
pounds.
The side walls of the auditorium are designed with huge
arches, subdivided into panels for mural painting. These
paintings, of immense size, are real works of art. Behind
the balcony is the salon promenade, 54 x 20 feet. The
Louis XV boudoir, lavishly furnished ladies' and men's
rooms, including club rooms, private lockers, toilets and
shower baths for employees are just a few of the endless
features to be found in the house.
.The basement houses a theatrette, fitted with a stage,
orchestra pit and complete equipment, it being used as the
"work shop" of the theatre, where pictures are previewed,
musical numbers arranged and prologues reviewed. While
the orchestra is not in the pit, Earl Thurston is in charge
of a powerful $40,000 Wurlitzer pipe organ.
The admission policy of the theatre has remained stable.
Prior to 1 o'clock admission is 25 cents, thereafter it is 50
cents, children 25 cents. Two matinees and two night
shows are given daily.
In fact the theatre, its policies and construction history,
might be summed up as follows :
Capacity — 1,926.
Seats — American Seating Co.
^ Projection — Simplex, G. E. High Intensity, Yale Theatre
Supply, Kansas City, Mo.
Lobby Frames — Sundahl-Heckert Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Ice Machine — Whittenmeyer Machine Co., Chicago.
Architect — Alexander Drake, Kansas City, Mo. No general contractor — entire construction under supervision of
architect.

Ticket Machine — National Ticket & Register Co., St.
Louis.

Fixtures — Bailey-Reynolds, Kansas City, Mo.
Glo-Ltr-Signs— Tablet & Ticket Co., Chicago.
Booth Spots — Kliegel Co., New York City.
Stage Lighting — Major Equipment Co., Chicago.
Policy — De Luxe. Paramount Pictures and stage presentations, concert orchestra, Wurlitzer organ.

Projection

Generator
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Low
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Intensity

Appearance

AFTER
many months of preparation during which the
assistance of expert electrical designers, experienced
projectionists and leading equipment distributors was
freely drawn upon, the Samuels Stabilarc Company of
Allentown, Pa., has recently placed on the market its new
Stabilarc, a motor-generator set designed particularly for
use with the mirror arc low intensity lamp.
The development of Stabilarc has been guided only by the
demands of the work it must perform and was not restricted, as so often is the case — by the dictates of design
and manufacturing methods already in use for larger machines. Accordingly, it is much more than simply a small
edition hastily marketed to fill a demand.
The results of this policy are reflected in the performance
of the Stabilarc. Tests in actual theatre operation show it
to give perfect results at any lamp current from 15 to 30
amperes, whether with one or two arcs. This flexibility
allows the projectionist to use only as much current as his
conditions demand with the consequent proportionate saving
in current being paid for. Furthermore, the efficient design
of Stabilarc enables the use of only a 3 hp. motor which
further reduces the current charge.

the liberality of design and manDEMONSTRATE
ufacture, this machine in public demonstration held two
30 ampere arcs for 35 minutes without heating and was
run open-circuited for an equal length of time at normal
temperature without the use of any relays, solenoids, or
other complicated devices to limit the direct voltage.

TO

Stabilarc is made up with oversized ball bearings and all
openings are thoroughly guarded with removable plates
without interfering with the
cooling stream
of air to which
the interior is
constantly subjected. Operation is practically noiseless.
Conceived and
The Stabilarc Motor Generator

developed by Irving Samuels,

General Manager of the Automatic Devices Co. Stabilarc has already
received the unqualified approval of leading exhibitors and
equipment dealers as evidenced by orders received from
New York City to Vancouver, Canada.
Stabilarc is being marketed by exclusive franchise
through responsible equipment distributors, applications
for territory being considered in order as received.
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BOX

STELLA

OFFICE

MARIS

Universal Photoplay. From the story by
William J. Locke. Directed by Charles
Brabin.
Length, 5,786 feet.
CAST AND

SYNOPSIS

Stella Maris
Mary Philbin
Unity Blake
Mary Philbin
John Risca
Elliott Dexter
Louisa Risca
Gladys Brockwell
Sir Oliver Blount
Phillips Smalley
Lady Blount
Lillian Larence
Walter Herold
Jason Robards
Dr. Haynes
Robert Bolder
Mary Heaton
Eileen Manning
Stella Maris has never walked since birth. She
lives in a fairyland of fancy created by her two
friends, John and Walter. Stella doesn't know John
is married. John's wife is in prison, and John lives
alone
attended
by a little
slavey,Later
Unity,
whom surgeon
John's
wife had
previously
tortured.
a great
succeeds in making Stella walk, and John realizes
that Stella has emerged into beautiful womanhood.
He declares his love and she returns the sentiment.
John's
and learning
reaches her
vicious wife
lies learns
about about
him. Stella
Unity,
of with
this,
kills the wife and then herself. John, having learned
from tragedy that real love begets its happiness in
giving, relinquishes Stella to Walter, who has loved
her all along.
By Michael L. Simmons
'J'HE
story
laid conflict
on the
screen
so has
thatbeen
love,deftly
dramatic
and heart interest attain an entertaining design of eye lure and emotional reaction. A
good booking bet for all types of houses.
Mary Philbin's execution of a dual role
is the outstanding single feature of the film.
The star's association with Lon Chaney
has apparently inspired her in the neat, tight
art of putting on "make-up." As a sordid
little slavey, distorted of face and body,
Miss Philbin presents a character spectacle
so extraordinary that it remains vividly impressed upon the mind for a long time
after.
In the opposite role of a beautiful sequestered girl, innocent of worldliness, the
star realizes a bewitching effect in personal
beauty. Shots of her in profile reveal a
composition of feature comparable to a rare,
delicately-cut cameo.
Gladys Brockwell comes in for some
character honors in the part of the vindictive wife. She gnashes her teeth and
twitches her eye-brows in a manner wellcalculated to strike terror to the hearts of
all those who cross her path.
Interiors of an old English castle are
impressive and lend realism to the atmosphere of blue-blooded aristocracy. There
are also, in carrying out the theme, a sufficiency of landscaped gardens, rustic walks,
gabled granite structures, statuary and the
like. Director Brabin has done his work
with a shrewd eye for effects, and throughout the play of character and plot, the
smoothness of story is paramount.
For exploitation you have a fine cast of
names to play with in herald, "electrics"
and advertising. Then, there is the bookshop angle on the original story by William
J. Locke.

THE

SEA

REVIEWS

BEAST

Warner Brothers. Adapted from "Moby
Dick" by Bess Meredyth. Directed by
Millard Webb.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND
Ahab Ceeley
Esther Harper
Derek
Ceeley
Rev. John
Harper

SYNOPSIS
John Barrymore
Dolores Costello
.....George
O'Hara
James O. Barrows

Ahab Ceeley wore the coveted harpoon on his hat
— the insignia of men who dared death to pierce the
thick hides of whales. His one ambition in life was
to
piercewhaling
the hide
of "Moby
the white
of the
seas.
Then heDick,"
met Esther,
and terror
loved
her. But his half-brother Derek shared that latter
feeling with Ahab. Hoping that he would find more
favor in her eyes, Derek also tries his hand at whaling. And once, when the brothers are together a'fter
Moby, Derek pushes Ahab overboard almost into
the mouth of Moby. An amputated leg, and a sour
outlook upon life are the results. Derek, whose part
in the deed is not known to Ahab, further poisons
Ahab's
mindbutbythat
telling
loves him,
it ishim
pitythat
thatEsther
keeps no
her longer
near.
He leaves civilization with vengeance upon Moby as
his one thought. Then one day he is told of his
brother's
role in his
his vengeance
misfortune, where
and with
the help
of
fate, wreaks
it rightfully
belongs.
By Hank

Linet

gUFFERING only the handicap from
being over-touted,
"The Sea
nevertheless
does come through
with Beast"
flying
colors. Divide the whole up into two very
distinct parts, one : the acting of Barrymore ;
two: the fast and almost furious sea action,
and the result is a really better than average
box-office bet.
Barrymore, of course, is only a regular
theatre-goers' drawing card. But the magnificent storm scene and the two battles with
the white terror of the seas, "Moby Dick,"
— these ought to prove a magnet for every
kind of audience. That's why it is safe
to say that in the sticks or in the big city,
"The Sea Beast" ought to pull.
Little can be said of the story. It is by
no means a very careful adaptation of the
Herman Melville novel, on which it is
based. But it is, nevertheless, sufficient to
hold the attention of the audience through
those few moments when Barrymore is not
centered on the screen. And those moments
are very seldom.
The picture has been, for the most part,
very carefully done. So carefully, in fact,
that a few errors that are obvious almost
jump from out the screen to fasten themselves upon the attention of the audience.
As, for example, the close-up of the fastidiously manicured finger-nail of a very
dirty and grizzled sea captain (Barrymore
himself) .
But, after all, all this is incidental and
irrelevant to a large measure. It remains
that John Barrymore is the star in this picturization of a very popular and widely read
novel. Exploit these two factors, and there
will be little danger of any very serious
complaints from your bank.

STOP, LOOK, AND
LISTEN
A Pathepicture. Adapted from the Musical Comedy by Harry B. Smith. Directed byLarry Semon. Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND

SYNOPSIS

Luther Meek
Larry Semon
Dorothy
Dorothy Dwan
Mother
Marv Carr
Bill
William Gillespie
The Sheriff
Lionel hielmore
The Mayor
B. F. Blinn
The Strong Man
Bull Montana
The
Manager
"Babe"McHenry
Hardy
The Show
Porter
Curtis
Old Actor
Josef Swickard
Luther Meek is a model young man and as subdued as saved
his name.
uncle'steacher,
bank
and has
$3,000.He Heworks
loves atthehisschool
Dorothy, but she will not marry him until she has
had her fling at a stage career. The school board
takes exception to her teaching dancing to the pupils
and ousts her. A musical comedy troupe is stranded
in the townwith
and its
Luther's
scheming
step-brother,
conspires
manager
to offer
Dorothy Bill,
the
star part if Luther will finance the show. While
the opera house, is packed with their home town folk
eager to see the local belle perform, Bill and the
manager run off with the box office receipts, and
also rob the bank. Bill throws the blame on Luther,
and during ai terrific chase in which the town tries
to vent its ire on Luther, he captures the thieves
and also the heart of Dorothy.
By Michael L. Simmons
J^OR those who like action, this one has
enough to qualify, with a brand that is
thick, fast and heavy. The film stacks up
as the kind of entertainment that will appeal
particularly to kiddies, though its box-office
range by no means excludes adults.
There are hectic motorcycle chases, a
fist fight between the hero and his villainous
step-brother in a dark cellar under a bank
vault, a variety of slapstick and burlesque
— all calculated to appeal to the moviegoer's peculiar sense of humor.
Through it all, Larry Semon, as busy
as a two-headed cat in a fish story, except
that he has more lives, flits from one hectic
episode to another, in an uninterrupted sequence of gags, hokum and adventure. Romance also has its fling.
A spectacle of a stranded company of
"hams" putting on a one-night show will
give the customers a good round of laughs;
and the well-known Bull Montana adds his
well-known brand of "cave-man" antics to
the scene. Curtains rung down at the
wrong moments, dancing girls tripping,
actors "emoting" without benefit of cues,
are some of the devices used to squeeze
chuckles and grins out of the situation.
Dorothy Dwan has a quality of looks
and smiles that brightens up the scenes
whenever she appears. Lionel Belmore as
the sheriff, Joseph Swickard as the "Old
Actor," contribute diverting character bits.
For exploitation, throw the weight of
your billing behind Larry Semon, who undoubtedly has a host of friends and followers. Play up to kiddie audiences for
this one is certainly calculated to give the
youngsters a good time.
Try the local
bank for a tie-up on the vault angle.
* * *

January 23, 1926
HANDS

JUST

UP

SUPPOSE

Paramount Photoplay. Story by Reginald
Morris. Directed by Clarence Badger.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

First National Photoplay. Adapted from
the Play by A. E. Thomas. Directed
by Kenneth Webb. Length, 6,270 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Confederate Spy
Raymond Griffith
One Girl
Marian Nixon
Other Girl
Virginia Lee Corbin
Mine Owner
Mack Swain
Union General
Montague Love
Abraham Lincoln
George Billings
President Lincoln has called his cabinet into session to say that the fate of the Union depends on a
new birth of finance. He receives word that a mineowner will supply gold if some one will come for it.
The President appoints an emissary. Simultaneously,
General Lee appoints a Confederate spy to intercept
the Union messenger. The spy eludes death at the
hands of firing squads, Indians, etc., and finally
locates the stage which is to bring back the gold.
At the end of this episode he is being prepared for
hanging, when peace is declared. In the meantime
he has fallen in love with the mine-owner's two
daughters, refusing to choose between them, and
finally solves his problem by taking them off to
Salt Lake City, there to reside in Mormon blessedness.

Prince Rupert
Richard Barthelmess
Linda Lee Stafford
Lois Moran
Count Anton Teschy (Toni)
Geoffrey Kerr
Baron Karnaby
Henry Vibart
The King
George Spelvin
The Crown Prince
Harry Short
Mrs. Stafford
Bijou Fernandez
The King's Private Secretary Prince Rokneddine
Prince Rupert, second son of the King of a small
principality in Southern Europe, shows a lack of
dignity and appreciation for his royal breeding, to
the chagrin of Baron Karnaby, who carries upon
his shoulders the care of running the kingdom. As
a punishment for a misdemeanor, Rupert is sent to
America, where he meets again Linda Lee Stafford
with whom he has fallen in love. When the news
arrives
that tothedisclose
Crown hisPr:"ce
d'edandit after
ie necepc;P*"v
for Rupert
identity
a fight
between love and duty, he leaves for KaroUia. l-.i-.ua
visits Europe without seeing Rupert. She is about
to
neverwidow
to return
twin sons
arcbornleave
to the
of the again
elder when
son, making
Rupert
fr"e to l^ave the orincess. whom the State Department had selected for his bride. He hurries to
junida's side, and all ends well.

By Michael L. Simmons
'J'HERE is a lot of good-natured hokum
and amusing nonsense in this burlesque
cn the Civil War. The kind that puts the
patrons in good humor and leaves them feeling that "a good time was had by all." In
other words, here is good box-office stuff,
to be relished by a wide range of tastes.
Raymond Griffith is the lad who takes
comedy by the ears and jazzes it all over the
place. Gags follow gags in uninterrupted
order, and though none of these are startlingly new, the fun gets over just the same.
Farce is the key-note of every situation,
with the episodes furnished by mock firingsquads, tilts with Indians, which end up
with crap games and a "Charleston" exhibition, flirtations with pretty girls, modest
and reserved in their billowy crinolines, and
wild rides in a stage-coach.
Throughout it all, this lad Griffith unloads himself of a diverting brand of comic
capers and a steady glowing smile that
keeps him "on velvet" with the audience.
Then, too, he has a way of wiggling out of
all sorts of ticklish situations that makes
the proverbial eel seem riveted to a spot.
A very engaging, laugh-provoking personality isGriffith's.
Marian Nixon and Virginia Lee Corbin,
the two girls who sweep the hero off his
feet in a deep, undivided affection, lend a
very definite feminine appeal to the scene,
and you can hardly blame Ray for not being satisfied with only the one. His problem
is settled in a way that adds a few more
chuckles to the climax — that is, by taking
them off to Salt Lake City, there to live in
regular Brigham Young style.
Mack Swain, as the mine owner, lends
his avoirdupois to good effect. Montague
Love is adequate in the serious part of the
messenger as a foil for the nonsense of the
star.
The direction is excellent.
You might exploit this in the spirit in
which it is offered, that is, with heralds
made up farce-style, pretending to reveal
secrets of the Civil War, hinting at new
evidence of things that went on behind the
scenes, etc. Such names as are in the cast
deserve heavy billing and will mean something to the public.

By Peggy Goldbekg
"JUST

SUPPOSE"
a sentimental
romance, generously is
sprinkled
with delightful comedy, which furnishes entertainment of a light order. It will suit a large
variety of audiences.
Although Richard Barthelmess might
have done better in a stronger vehicle, there
couldn't have been a better choice for this
one. Dick can wear the grey slouch "pour
le sport" as well as the Prince of Wales
himself. And he cuts a very impressive
figure in the plumes and velvets of the court
garb. With all the ease of manner of a
prince, he is nevertheless an unspoiled lad
whose propensity for mischief-making is
quite as developed as that of the average
youth. In such a role he gains the sympathy of the audience from the outset.
Lois Moran, as the coy American girl
on whom the prince lavishes his affections,
gives a beautiful portrayal of the refined
debutante, playing with an impressive sincerity and restraint. Some of her closeups are perfectly exquisite.
The direction is consistently good, the
continuity smooth and unbroken. The settings are unusually handsome. The private
polo field and home of Thomas Hitchcock
of Westbury, L. I., are said to have been
used for the exterior views and the Joseph
E. Widener home at Elkins Park, Pa., was
the "set" for the palace scenes. Both these
homes lend themselves very adequately to
the illusion of splendor and grandeur.
The names of Richard Barthelmess and
Lois Moran are the most "exploitable"
angle. In the stage play from which the
picture was adapted, Geoffrey Kerr, who is
Toni in the screen version, was the prince.
The reviewers of Exhibitors Trade
Review and Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW, don't content themselves with
merely stating that a film is good,
or otherwise. They state specifically,
why. In describing just how and
why a film measures up to certain
standards, or fails, they are providing you with a critical record that
makes the best sort of booking
guide.

ROCKING

MOON

Page, 21

Metropolitan-P. D. C. Photoplay. From
the novel by Barrett Willoughby. Directed by George Melford. Length,
6,013 feet.
CAST AND

SYNOPSIS

Sasha Larianoff
Lilyan Tashman
Gary Tynan
John Bowers
Nick Nash
RockUffe Fellowes
Soya
Laska Winters
CoL Jeff
Luke Cosgrove
Side Money
Eugene Pallette
Sasha Larianoff, a girl who has never seen an
automobile, runs a fox ranch on Rocking Moon
Island off the coast of Alaska, with the aid of
Feodor, her brother, Soya, a pretty half-breed girl.
Gary Tynan, an ex-soldier, replaces Feodor, who has
been hurt in a brawl. Nick Nash, a handsome
scoundrel, has inherited a mortgage on Rocking
Moon. Considered the richest trader in the country,
he is in reality the leader of the fox poachers.
Feigning love for Sasha, he conspires to rob her of
her
season's
the love
meanwhile,
falls
in love
with blue
him. foxes.
Gary, Soya,
truly in
with Sasha,
lies low and waits. The night of a celebration when
traders and Indians are at the dance, Nash, spurning the love of Soya, at the head of his men, overpower Gary and take the foxes to the robber cave.
Gary escapes, and sending word to Sasha and her
uncle, the thieves are captured red handed. Sasha,
really in love with Gary, then discovers the falsehood of Nash, who had explained the disappearance
of Gary as due to his theft of the foxes. Soya,
though deceived by Nash, helps him to escape. All
explained, Gary and Sasha plight their troth.
By Michael L. Simmons
rJ,HIS is an unusually good thriller with
a punch to it. From start to finish it
maintains a high degree of romantic appeal,
heightened by the colorful scenery of the
Alaskan coast line and the strange dances
and wild manners of the native Indians.
Taken in point of view of its stirring action,
the magnificent scenery, exploited by touches
peculiar to its locale, this picture can be
counted as a good box office bet.
The acting of Lilyan Tashman, as
Sasha, and John Bowers, playing the part
of Gary Tynan, measures quite up to the
standard called for in pictures like it. The
Soya of Alaska Winters is admirable. The
problem of a half-breed girl in love with a
white man, and rejected because of the
mixture in her blood, is exceedingly well
handled. Here Alaska Winters is in her
element, and she proves it.
It is evident that the production was
handled with great care and careful planning. The many novel features attest to
this. Among them there is the blue fox
farm, Soya's Aleutian Dance of Love in
the secret cave, and Bowers' expert handling of a Thlinglet canoe in a rough sea.
Indian rites and dances, the wealth of genuine bonnets and regalia and the weird aspects of the totem poles, add to unusual
color of the picture. The entire company
went to Alaska for its filming.
understood
that "Rocking
is toIt beis cut.
This would
result in a Moon"
distinct
gain to the picture and can easily be done
without dropping the more interesting and
thrilling scenes.
To exploit it, you might build some totem
poles, or imitate them with replicas painted
on cardboard and wood. Place them before
your entrance. Get in touch with furriers,
and arrange for co-operative displays — as
for example, an exhibit of skins in the lobby,
and in return, stills and posters in the merchant's window. Try a walking ballyhoo
in fur-skins.
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THE

OUTSIDER

Fox Photoplay. Adapted from the stage
success by Dorothy Brandon. Length,
5,424 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Leontine Sturdoe
Jacqueline Logan
Anton Ragatzy
Lou Tellegen
Basil Owen
Walter Pidgeon
Jerry Sidon
Roy Atwill
Sir Jasper Sturdee
Charles Lane
Pritchard
Joan Standing
Shadow
Gibson Gowland
Doctor Talley
Bertram Marburg
Doctor Lodd
Crawford Kent
Doctor Helmore
Louis Payne
Leontine Sturdee with her dancing partner and
fiance, eager to learn some new gipsy dances, are
taken to a Romany camp by Anton Raigatzy, a
gipsy mystic endowed with the power to heal. Ragatzy falls deeply in love with Leontine. Doing a
difficult step, Leontine falls and is seriously injured.
Leading London surgeons pronounce Leontine a
permanent cripple. Ragatzy, confident of his power
to cure Leontine, is denounced by the English doctors as a charlatan. He persists and finally gains
access to Leontine, whose fear of him is changed to
confidence. The miracle occurs when Leontine admits that Ragatzy's love for her is reciprocated.
By Peggy Goldberg

^^ITH expert direction, impressive scenes,
augmented by a fine cast, "The Outsider" leaves little to be desired as far as
the actual handling of the production is concerned. Though the appeal here depends
entirely on excessive credulity on the part
of the audience, the film version of the stage
success should offer even those not in sympathy with the idea, a large measure of
entertainment because of the adequate development ofthe other features.
Opening up as a play within a play, the
film provides Jacqueline Logan ample opportunity todemonstrate her dancing ability. And she proves very conclusively that
she is an able stepper. Later when the
scenes are shifted to the gipsy camp, there
is some very vivid dancing done by the natives.
In these same settings take place some
of the miracles performed by the man endowed with the power to cure all ills. This
whole sequence is very impressive. Much
the same as the sight of discarded braces
and crutches in the Shrine where people
come to be cured, in the picture the restoration of the man's sight and the child's regaining control of his limbs are awe-inspiring.
Jacqueline Logan as Leontine is happily
cast. She plays the part with soul — at no
time overacting — and adequately registers
her conflicting emotions. Her personal
beauty, too, was never more definitely registered.
Lou Tellegen carries the brunt of the
burden, characterizing the gipsy mystic.
For the most part he does very well. It is
only when he is actually exerting his power
to cure that the characterization fails to
carry conviction.
Play up the names of the two stars and
exploit the fact that the picture was adapted
from the stage success. Try to arrange tieups with stores selling surgical appliances.
Give a special invitation showing to doctors
and nurses. The newspapers, hearing of
this, will take it up, with resultant advantages for you in a publicity way.

A SIX SHOOTIN'
ROMANCE
Universal Photoplay. Story by A. J.
Neitz. Directed by Clifford Smith.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Length,- 4,837 feet. "
"Lightning"Travis
Jack
Hoxie
Donaldeen
Olive Jack
Hasbrouck
Currier King
William A. Steele
Concho Cortez
Carmen Phillips
"Pop" Ricketts
Bob McKenzie
"Mammy"
Mattie Peters
Muriel Travers
Virginia Bradford
The boys of Travis Ranch prepare to receive the
new owner with a wild and woolly reception. "Jack"
Hardy, the foreman, is cast in the role of "rescuer."
When
stage toappears
and the "show"
put on,
Travis the
proves
be Donaldeen,
a girl.is She
expresses her resentment and starts to run the ranch
her own way. The boys would leave but for their
loyalty to Hardy, who, it develops, is part owner of
the ranch. Currier King, a crooked ranch owner,
is sweet on Donaldeen and decoys her to his place.
Jack and his cowboys follow in the nick of time,
practically wiping out the entire personnel of the
ranch before rescuing the girl. The sequel to this
is the consummated love of Jack and Donaldeen.
By Michael L. Simmons
^HIS has the same formula as other
Westerns, so far as plot is concerned.
But what it has, as an advantage over most
Westerns, is Jack Hoxie as the hero, and
Clifford Smith to look after the technic.
Between these two you get a brand of
wild and woolly screen play that promises
a really entertaining session for most audiences.
The chances are, if you gave Hoxie a
sombrero, a horse and some latitude for
the use of his hard, bulging knuckles, you'd
have the makings of a good Western. In
"A Six Shootin' Romance," his screen
equipment is effectively augmented by a
gang of hard-riding, slam-bang shoot-emup cowboys that takes action by the tail
and flings it all over the place.
So, with lots of action, a good love
theme, the amusing spectacle of a girl tenderfoot trying to put a gang of "leathernecks" through their paces, and a climax
in which bandits, bullets and rescuing cowboys mix in one wild jamboree, you have
a Western that adequately achieves its obOlive Hasbrouck, as the girl in the case,
looks
ject. admirable in knickers, and does her
share well in the working out of the plot.
The rough, but good-natured horse-play of
the "punchers" offers a sufficiency of comedy for relief, better than is usually found
in straight-forward Westerns.
For exploitation, use a trailer the weebefore showing Jack Hoxie's thrilling ride,
also bits of his fist-fight with the villain
and the final hand-to-hand struggle hundreds of feet above the ground, in an aerial
coal scuttle.
You might get an imitation bullet accessory and pass it out as a circular.

Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW staff of
reviewers are capable men who thoroughly realize their responsibility. It
is true that reviews are the opinion
of one man, but it is also true that
experience and training count for a
great deal in reviewing. But at all
times you can count upon our reviewers not sidestepping, but reviewing with honest and absolute candor.

TOO

MUCH

MONEY

First National Production. Supervised by
Earl Hudson. Directed by John Francis
Dillon. From the play by Israel Zangreill. Length, 7,600 feet.
CAST AND

SYNOPSIS

Robert Broadley
Annabel Broadley
Dana Stuart
Duke Masters
Rabinowitz
Mrs. Rabinowitz

Lewis Stone
Anna Q. Nilsson
Robert Kain
Derek Glynne
Edward Elkas
Ann Brody

A wealthy man devoted to his beautiful wife bemoans the fact that outside duties take up too much
of her time. A fellow clubman and defeated suitor
for the wife's hand suggests that the trouble with
the pair is too much money, and induces the husband to deed over everything to him, and to change
their mode of living to one of poverty. The idea is
adopted and works beautifully for a time, until the
husband to maintain the deception is forced to accept
menial labor. His experiences prove excruciatingly
funny and sad. The false friend finally shows true
colors and suggests an elopement. The wife seemingly agrees to the plan to trick him, and the villain
comes to grief and everything ends well.
By Abraham

Bfrnstein

periences ofthestory
wealthy
Broadley
^ANGWILL'S
of the
painful who
extried to create a happy domestic life through
false poverty furnishes a compact and delightful scenario for the talents of Lewis
Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson. Because of
its homey atmosphere and the popularity of
these stars, the film should draw widely.
Though there is not much to recommend
the first half of the story, the action begins
to perk up and to register laughs in the
grocery store and janitor sequences. In
these sequences, Stone as the wealthy clubman isforced to take a job in a delicatessen
store dishing out herring and such fancy
edibles to his utter confusion.
The scenes of Stone throwing handsful
of herring out to a milling mob of women
at $.05 a dozen, and those showing him
performing janitor's duties in the apartment
house where he is living, and the fight scene
on the ocean liner will cause side-splitting
laughter.
The continuity is smoothly written, particularly the change from unlimited wealth
to abject poverty being very well managed
without causing a too abrupt change. Dillon has created a fairly smooth working
picture, and has done particularly well with
the comedy scenes.
The honors, of course, fall to Stone,
Nilsson and Robert Kain as the designing
villain. Both Kain and Stone, who give
evidence of being able to play straight
drama in a comedy way, are sure to make a
hit with the fans who have been accustomed
to seeing them in stereotyped society roles.
The director has succeeded because he has
managed to present these actors in versatile
roles.
The pajama party scene hardly registered, and is silly for the most part. Ralph
Spence's titles are adequate. Play up photographs inyour lobby of Lewis Stone in
the delicatessen store, and as a janitor, to
intrigue your lobby-gazers.
This type of story is particularly apt
for a direct mail broadside asking the
reader what he or she would do to retain
the love of a mate, and then stating that
the solution will be given at the theatre.
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News

Reels

In

Brief

Pathe News No. 8
A DAY WITH THE EX-KAISER— Wilhelm Hohenzollern — yesterday surrounded
with the pomp of Germany's Emperor — today a 7-year exile at Doom. NAMUR,
BELGIUM — Royalty brings cheer to sufferers in flood-swept area — Albert, King of
the Belgians, and Queen Elizabeth take to
rowboats in their mission work. HERE
AND THERE — 13-year-old boy pilot flies to
capital to demonstrate safety of aviation.
Mayor of Anderson, Ind., gives Farnum
Parker letter to Congress before he takes
off. PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — (Philadelphia
only)memory.
— 'Ben Franklin's
his
The Poor home
Richardtown
Club honors
holds
celebration on 220th anniversary of the
great
American's
birth.
N. J.
— Ski jumpers
match
leapsPATERSON,
for metropolitan
championship title! Stars of the runners
whisk into space to test skill in closelycontested meet. WILBURTON, OKLA.— 90
killed in coal mine disaster! Terrific gas
explosion buries miners beneath tons of
debris in worst mine disaster in Oklahoma's
history. PHOENIX, ARIZONA — (Los Angeles only)- — Sets new world's record for
living trotting stallions — Mr. McElwyn
races one mile in 1 minute 59% seconds,
clipping % second *off *old* mark.
International News No. 7
NEAR TIENTSIN CHINA— Chinese families flee as war flames anew. Thousands of
refugees in flight before advancing armies.
MIDDLEBORO, MASS.— (Omit Okla. Cn. .
Dallas, Memphis and N. Orleans) — Elk
Boar to roam New England woods. ftnterprising farmer plans substitutes foi
Easterners fed up on ordinary meats. WILBURTON, OKLA.— (Okla. City Only)— Terrific mine explosion kills scores of workers.
Fire halts rescue efforts. GALVESTON,
TEX. — (Dallas, Memphis and N. Orleans
only) — Fierce waterfront fire causes huge
loss. Cotton worth millions destroyed by
worst blaze in years. ST. LOUIS, MO. —
(Omit Boston, L. Angeles and Chicago) —
"Safest" dirigible soars smoothly in new
test. First extended flight of the RS-1
shows double-sausage airship master of the
skies. POLAND, SPRINGS, ME. — (Boston
only) — Veteran husky captures new honors in thrilling cross-country dog race.
CATALINA ISLAND, CAL. — (L. Angeles
only) — California sunshine greets czar of
baseball. Judge Landis presides over convention of sport magnates here for business
and pleasure. CHICAGO, ILL. — (Chicago
only) — Finny pets safe from hungry kitties
in novel aquarium. Goldfish travel from
bowl to bowl in catproof pipes. OAKLANDCAL. — City's kindness lures record army ob
ducks.
"free feed"
and protection
seems toNews
have ofspread
for greatest
number
ever assembled. NEAR HOQUIAM, WASH.
— Indian
canoes • shoot
• • perilous rapids.
Kinograms No. 5154
POLAND SPRINGS, ME. — Champion Sled
Dogs Set World's Record; Famous Walden
team goes forty miles in four hours, 1 minute, 55 seconds. WILBURTON, OKLA. —
Scores Killed in Coal Mine Blast; More than
a hundred miners, are trapped by explosion
in Western colliery. FREEVILLE, N. Y. —
Inaugurate President of Smallest Republic;
The George Junior Republic is governed by
boys and girls 16 to 21 years old. HS1
PAO, CHINA — North China Vows to Exterminate Bandits; General Chao, Chief of
Staff, promises merchants to wipe out enemies. WEST POINT — Cadet's Team Trains
With Sabres and Foils; These are busy days
for men chosen to represent Academy in
intercollegiate meet. NEW YORK — 1 Dead,
100 Hurt When Bridge Trains Crash; Elevated cars loaded with rush hour crowds
collide in centre of big Williamsburg span.
WILKES-BARRE, PA. — Firemen Show
Proof lieve
of ourEvolution
If you
beancestors Theory;
leapt from
tree don't
to tree,
watch this drill.

Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at tbe Film Exchange*
for the

It's
littleaidto you
ask can
for, give
but your
it's musicians
the only
reliable
to help put the picture over. r
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Feature
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ISSUE

Educational
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Educational
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Educational
Fox
Universal
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Pathe News No. 8
International News
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No. 7

No. 5154

"Parisian Modes in Color"
Educational
] reel
Here's one that will tickle the female contingent. Hope Hampton, whose natural coloring lends itself so perfectly to color photography, displays the costumes of the Parisian
creators in their "true colors." The Kodachrome process was employed in making this
one-reeler, and seems to mark a step of
progress in registering the delicate shadings.
"Be
Educational

Careful

Dearie"

2 reels
Mrs. Moore, who has the ruling hand in the household, reprimands hubby for not making the boss
come across with more money. For the fiftieth time
he asks for and is refused the raise. Just then cook
arrives, demanding her salary. Mr. Moore's employer, attracted to the pretty creature, and mistaking her for Moore's wife, hands her a note, telling
Moore to regard it as an increase. Then the boss
invitesnothimself
to the
Moore's
house
lunch.
order
to forfeit
increase,
Mooreforgoes
throughIn
with tbe bluff. Complications arise when the real
Mrs. Moore appears on the scene, but ultimately
everything is satisfactorily explained.
Where they believe that there is nothing
new under the sun and therefore do not insist on originality, "Be Careful Dearie" will
please. Despite the fact that the story of the
domineering wife and henpecked husband has
een real service this two-reeler succeeds in
fiolding the interest and provides some good
laughs.
Zion Myers, the director, has done commendable work with a story that might easily
have become a very dull affair. Joe Moore,
Chrystine Francis, Fay Holderness and Wallace Lupino all do very admirably.
* * ♦
«<
The Man With the Scar
Universal
2 reels
"Cold Cash" Harding informs Jerry Evans he
can't
marrya his
daughter
until Jerry,
his capital
consiststo
of
at least
thousand
dollars.
determined
have the girl, sets forth to find Barney Russell,; a
horse thief, for whose capture a thousand dollar reward is being offered. A telltale scar gives Barney
away to Jerry after the latter had befriended Barney,
winning him the thousand and the girl.
Some unusually fine shots of beautiful
country are the outstanding feature of this
Mustang western with Fred Humes. The9 Vi development of plot runs more or less true to
form, but there is less action than is usually
characteristic of these two-reelers. Only toward the tail end of the picture does the
"hard-hittin' " Fred start things humming.
Then there is some wild riding and the inevitable fight between the hero and the
villain.

Reviews

"Felix the Cat Spots the Spook"
Educational
J reel
Possessing the usual high entertainment
value
Pat Sullivan's
Felix
the Catof cartoonic
shouldcreations,
win the this
favor
of
every type of audience. Felix again has a
run of hard luck which overshadows his
life. But, as usual, his ingenuity comes to
the rescue.
* * *

'For Sadie's Sake
educational

2 reels

Wilbur had contracted to furnish the animals for
a musical show in the city. Unaccustomed to city
ways, Wilbur has a hard struggle with the fourlegged specimens with the result that all but one
horse
run from
aroundthetown,
loose.
Sadie, her
Wilbur's
sweetheart
country,
is making
first
appearance as the star in the show. After Wilbur has
succeeded in ruining the performance, Sadie aind he
leave the bright lights1 for a quiet life on the farm.
A good cast, including Jimmie Adams,
Molly Malone and Eddie Baker, gets
as much out of this two-reeler as can be
expected of the hackneyed gags used for
provoking laughter. The kiddies will undoubtedly laugh at the wild antics of the
"products of the farm," as will those adults
who are easily pleased. The others will find
very little
entertainment value in this rehashed comedy.
*

* *

"A Flaming Affair"
2 reels
Fox
Reprimanded for his unmanliness by the girl of his
heart, Sid gets a job as street car conductor and
sends the girl a picture of himself in the uniform.
Mistaking
it for toa admiration.
fireman's uniform,
contempt
for
him changes
While her
the pretender
is collecting fares on his car, a fire chief whizzes
past in his machine and his hat blows off. Sid dons
the hat. and thus attired, he meets the girl. Sid gets
permission to demonstrate to the girl the hook and
ladder machinery. He is so securely hooked to the
ladder that when an alarm comes in he is hurried
away with the engine. His reward comes when he
rescues two men from the burning building and is
regarded a hero by his lady love.
This makes good average entertainment.
There is sufficient plot and action to hold the
interest, although some of the situations
would have materially benefited by cutting.
A thrilling trolley ride is the result of a
scramble between the motorman, conductor
and passengers for a handful of nickles that
were dropped. Disregarding pedestrians, vehicles and later the absence of car tracks, the
trolley jogs along, then races through town at
a dizzying rate of speed. A good situation,
but just a little too long. Another thriller is
Sid's exciting ride atop a fire engine, securely
hooked on to the end of a ladder.
Sid Smith does good work. Feminine
charm is liberally furnished by Consuela
Dawn.

Universal

'Badly Broke"

reel
Charles Puffy in a consistently funny onereeler.
Charlie proves that it isn't always what's
done as how it's done. Eating a pickle and
squirting the juice all over everybooy within
a radius of some yards isn't a particularly
clever stunt, nor a new one, for that matter,
yet Charlie's nonchalance in biting into the
juicy cucumber wifl produce some godd
laughs. A lunch counter built on a construction elevator is unique and leads itself to
comedy treatment. Then there is a new device— a frankfurter attached to a chain coming out of a miniature dog kennel — this when
a "hot dog" is called for.
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THEATRE

CONSTRUCTION

Huron, S. D. — Archt., Buechner & Orth,
Shubert Bklg., St. Paul, Minn. Drew plans
for a theatre. Owner.. Kinkelstein & Ruben,
-125 Loeb Arcade, Minneapolis, Minn.

Opportunities
Classified
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy

St. Louis, Mo. — W. Fox Picture Corp.,
care Frumberg Bank of Commerce Bldg.,
having preliminary plans made for a theatre
at Grand and Washington Blvds.
Milwaukee, Wis.— Archt., A. S. & J. V.
Frederickson, 702 East Main st., drew plans
for a theatre at State St. Owner, Beecroft
Bldfi. Co. 6 West Miffin St.
The E. & R. Theatre Enterprises of Dallas
are starting work on a new theatre in Dallas, Texas.
The R. & R. Developing Co. are planning
to erect a new theatre in Sinton, Texas.
L. D. Jackson will open a new theatre in
Louann, Ark.
W. T. Lytle is starting construction work
on a new Tytle, Texas, theatre, on Houston
Street, San Antonio, Texas.
The Star Theatre will open this month under the management of Roy Wesiherall in
Gould, Ark.

Situation Wanted

Salt
EIGHT
HUNDRED
UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made uu contract. Seven hundred yards
•i battleship cork carpet and linoieum. All new
ouds, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust (an and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped tactory patterns;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
4>2. 5U. Redingtou Co.. Scranton, Pa.
VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa.
FOR SALE! — Two Six H. Power Machines, Rectifier, Generator, four fire extinguishers, four fans
— 16 inch oscillating, 1 — 16 — 12 incn unoscillating
(cheap).
falo, N. Y. V. Burk, 37 Niagara Falls Blvd., BufFOR SALE — Self-playing, electric control Link
Pipe Organ, nearly new ; bargain ; library of music
rolls. Wilbor A. Shea, Eastport, Me.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR composer, arranger, open
for engagement, 15 years experience cueing pictures,
concert, prologues. Extensive and up to date library. Address M.V., Apartment 5-A, 2684 Broadway, New York City.
MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR LICENSED—
Wants position in Exchange or Theatre. Ex
perience and reference. Schlecter, 318 Rochestei
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR, New York License,
York.
wants employment.
Tel.: Morningside 5642, New

WANTED
particulars.

Equipment Wanted
to buy Dictaphone Outfit State Full
Box S-H. J., Exhibitors Trade Review.

WANTED— GRAFLEX
CAMERA
BOX, 5x7 or
4x5, with or without lens, or can use English Reflex. Must be in good working condition. State
price. Address, Graflex, Exhibitors Trade Review
WANTED — Two 6B machines, two motiographs.
Gundlach Lenses, all sizes. Box 234, Bristol, Tenn.

J. L. Schlenker, new owner of Auditorium,
Kulm, N. D., purchased from F. W. Swanke.

FOR SALE — Two Powers 6A, 110 volt electric
machines in good condition. One hundred fifty dollars each. C. R. Brandenburg, Smithsburg, Md.

FILM PERFORATOR WANTED— MUST BE
IN FAIR CONDITION. COMMUNICATE
WITH MR. F. W. KNIGHT, 139 CHARLES
ST., N. Y. C. W ATKINS 6586.

Finkelstein & Ruben, of the Eltinge Theatre, Bismarck, N. D., plan remodeling of their
theatre.

NEW SPRING MOTOR MOVIE Camera with
lens and case, $150 reduced to $39; New Home
Projector, $25. RAY, 296 Sth Ave., New York.

Local Films

The Jewell Theatre, Havelock, Neb., has
been purchased by Roy Headrick.

FOR SALE — UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER,
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
Hox H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York
City.
!• « \&M

Ben. A. Neitzel is the new owner
Lyric Theatre, Little Falls, Minn.
plans to remodel the house. Former
A. T. Hand, will continue as orchestra

of the
Neitzel
owner,
leader.

Opera House, Bear Creek, Neb., is now
owned by John Novak.

MARCHANT CALCULATING MACHINE— A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
ExhibrealTrademachine
get a itors
Review, forNew$75.00.
York Box
City. M. O.,

Cbicago, 111.— Archt., E. P. Rupert, 822 W.
70th St., drew plans for a theatre at Roosevelt Rd. and Komensky Av. Owners, Lawndale Theatre Corp., 822 W. 70th St.

FOR SALE) — Moving Picture Theatre, seats 225.
New chairs; new screen; two Powers projectors. In
growing town. Geo. C. Morton, Lynn
good Fla.
aHaven,

Downers Grove, 111. — Archt., Elmer Behrens, 605 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Drawing plans for a theatre at Main and
Grove Sts. Owner, Dvova Bros., care archt.

SACRIFICE SALE OF ENTIRE STOCK of films.
List free. TULSA FILM EXCHANGE, 1223 S.
Lewis Place, Tulsa, Okla.

Lake Forest, 111. — Archts., Anderson &
Tickner, care Jos. Anderson Co., Deerpath.
Drawing plans ' for a theatre at Bank Lane
and Deerpath. Owner, Estate of Jas. Anderson, Geo. Findlay, trustee.

CLEARANCE SALE OF 150 REELS IN FEATURES, Dramas, Westerns, Comedies, Scenic and
Educational, International News Reels. We buy,
sell or exchange. Bargain lists free. NATIONAL
EQUIPMENT CO., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minnesota.

Minot, N. D.— Archt., H. T. Frost, 124 S.
Main St. Drawing plans for a theatre. Site
not selected. Owner, J. M. Wilson.

TsO^UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS, brand new seats,
standards and arm rests. Only backs slightly used.
An $8.00 value. Will sell very cheaply. C. U.
Demel, 845 So. State St., Chicago.

Milwaukee, Wis. — Archts., Duck & Bauer,
811 State. Drawing plans for a theatre at
15th and Vliet. Owner, Colonial Amusement
Co., W. F. Maertz, pres., 984 Sherman Blvd.

USED THEATRE CHAIRS at very low prices.
ones.
We replace broken backs and seats with new
Why buy junk? C. G. Demel, 845 So. State St.,
Chicago.

MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial.
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
For Rent
MOTION PICTURE and "Still" Cameras rented,
■old and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.
Lists
Williling
help
you increase
aaSes
Send
for FREE
catalog
ofdnfc
eonntaandpriceaon
classified
asanas
ofNational,
Four bestState.
prospective
cajtoni"^*
Wal~IndMdul4
Professions,, Boainess Firms.
QQ%

Guaranteed Cat

HERALDS
SHIPPED SAME DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED
Guarantee
d —Service
Good
Prices
Send —for
Trial Work
Order.— Popula
1
FILMACIC
COMPANY
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9he Business Taper of the Motion lecture Industry

Editorial

declares one of my ExMAINTENANCE,
hibitor friends, is the habitually neglected
factor in theatre operation.
Let him tell
his idea in his own words :

general overhauling and housecleaning once a year,
the curve starts at its high point. Everything is
top notch at the beginning of the year. From that
point there is a general sagging down, usually

"We exhibitors are great fellows to keep things
shiny where they show. We polish the brass out

consistently progressive, until the low point is
reached before the annual repair period. Scientific maintenance tends to level out this curve, to

front, but we don't look under the seats. We figure that what the public doesn't see won't hurt it.

eliminate the sagging tendency
sible extent.

"I know, because I just finished, a job of general hell-raising around this theatre that uncovered alot of things. I thought I was a bear on
maintenance. Now I know I wasn't so good. But
it's going to be different from now on. From the
heating plant to the projection room, we are going to have active attention to maintenance all
along the line.
"Any kind of a breakdown in this theatre is going to have to be accounted for with somethingmore than a stock alibi.

That practice of annual
ly well in some lines of

to the greatest pos-

overhauling works fairbusiness. In others it

Avon't work at all. A railroad, for example, must
keep the facilities of its repair shops busy the year
through. Maintenance is a continuous operation.
The aim is to make the curve a straight line and
keep it that way. Of course that aim is seldom
fully realized, because conditions come along at
times that stand in the way of full achievement.
And there are some things that have to be done
periodically,

perhaps

at yearly

intervals.

You

"It costs money to keep house on this basis, but
experience has taught me that it costs a lot more
not to do it.

can't touch up the decorations of a theatre every
week, obviously. But you can subject all mechanical and electrical appliances in a theatre to regular inspection and make immediate replacement of

"A lot of us think that because the projection
machines are operating we have covered the whole
subject. Bat real Maintenance covers every cubic

every defect uncovered, instead of allowing little
troubles time in which to develop into big ones.

foot of space in the house that isn't entirely devoted
to atmosphere."
This
where.
house.

outburst
Except

comes

from — Well,

never

mind

that its source is a money-making

It raises a point that has had very little attention in this business. For instance: In some industries itis the practice to keep a "maintenance
curve."

Accurately plotted, to show actual conditions. Once such a curve is set up, the object is
to convert it into a straight line.
If the practice of the business

has been

to have

Maintenance

is a big subject.

It probably

has

been neglected. Its importance may be generallj''
overlooked. To what extent this is true only Exhibitors can testify.
It is going to be made the basis of an investigation that will be reflected in future issues of this
paper.

If you

have

ideas

them in. Let's sit around
how important it is.

on the

subject,

the table and

send

find out
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The
MONDAY,

JANUARY

Week

JANUARY

26

NEW YORK.— Robert Lieber, president
of First National Pictures, Inc., announced
arrangements have been completed for the
erection of a new West Coast studio, which
will be the largest and the best equipped in
the world. Negotiations, which have been
under way for several months, were concluded this week by Richard A. Rowland,
general manager, and John McCormick, West
Coast production manager.
JEFFERSON CITY, MO.— Missouri exhibitors this week are facing what bids fair
to be the worst legislative battle experienced
thus far. As part of his proposed constitutional amendment, Governor Baker has
adopted a 10 per cent tax on all admittances
to theatres and places of amusement, the
money going to public and state schools.
CHARLOTTE, N. C— An urgent appeal
for the institution of motion picture production in North Carolina was sounded here at
the mid-winter meeting of 150 exhibitors,
theatre owners and exchange men of the
North Carolina Motion Picture Owners Association.
DENVER. — Articles of incorporation have
just recently been filed with the secretary of
state by the Sixteenth Street Realty Company for the purpose of completing the necessary transactions for the construction of
the new Famous Players-Lasky theatre, seating 2,500, at Sixteenth Street and Glenarm
Place.
TRENTON, N. J.— Two bills, drastically
modifying "blue laws," are now in the hands
of the New Jersey legislature. One of these
bills, known as the "Local Option Sunday
Motion Picture Bill," is sponsored by the
New Jersey Unit of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America. This bill would
permit the voters of New Jersey to go to the
polls during 1926 and cast their ballot for or
against Sunday motion
;jc pictures.
%
WEDNESDAY,

Review

25

NEW YORK.— Sol Lesser, for the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., announces that Western Bankers will back the flotation of $4,000,000 worth of treasury stock of the corporation, non-voting, for purposes of expansion of the company's business.
NEW YORK.— The New York Times reports that television — the transmission by
electric waves of visual showing of motion
— has been perfected in England, after many
years of research, according to a copyrighted
special cable dispatch.
NEW YORK.— Nathan Burkan, film attorney, who is Charlie Chaplin's representative in legal matters, has instituted suit
against First National Pictures Corporation,
for $62,147.52 due Chaplin as his share of
the gross receipts on the distribution of "The
Kid." First National denies owing the sum.
NEW YORK.— All filmdom attends "Nell
Gwyn" premiere at the Ritz-Carlton grand
ballroom tonight.
NEW YORK. — Nina Morgan, soprano of
the Metropolitan Opera Company, brings suit
for $25,000 damages against the Chadwick
Pictures Corporation, charging that she has
been "held up to public contempt" and that
her reputation as an artist has been damaged
as a result of her name and pictures being
used in "The Midnight
% % %Girl."
TUESDAY,

in

JANUARY

27

NEW YORK. — In a special dispatch from
its correspondent in Seattle, Wash., Exhibitors Daily Review received information that
within the next few weeks .there will be a
possibility of a giant organization of exhibit-

Calendar

of Coming

Events

Feb. 3.— Third Annual Motion Picture Carnival, Plaza Hotel, New York City.
Feb. 4. — Meeting to elect directors, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, at home office, New York.
Feb. 5.— Universal Supper Dance in tribute
to Carl Laemmle, Hotel Commodore.
Feb. 6.— A. M. P. A., Naked Truth Dinner, Astor Hotel, New York City.
Feb. 10.— Brooklyn M. P. T. O., dinnerdance, Hotel Bossert, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Feb. 12.— Sixth annual ball T. O. C. C,
Hotel Astor, New York City.
June 1 to 5. — Annual Convention, M. P.
T. O. A., Los Angeles, Calif.
ors covering the States of Washington, Oremated. gon, Idaho and Montana, being consumCHICAGO. — A four story fireproof recreation building to contain a 2,500 seat motion
picture theatre, hotel rooms, 14 stores and
office suites is to be erected on the half-block
on the south side of 75th St., between Kingston and Essex Avenues, by the South Shore
Theatre Building Corporation. It will cost
$2,000,000.
ALBANY. — Although no bill has yet been
introduced in the New York State Legislature abolishing the motion picture commission, it is evident that any such bill will have
hard sledding if the sentiment expressed by
Republican senators is any criterion. If the
commission is not abolished, one bureau head
will preside over the commission, rather than
three as at present.
NEW YORK. — Friends and associates of
E. J. Smith, general manager of distribution
of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., will be glad
to learn that he has returned from Atlantic
City, after a week's illness.
NEW YORK— J. D. Williams, managing
director of British National Pictures, Ltd.,
London, announced he and his English associates were so strongly impressed as to the
future of Dorothy Gish, following her brilliant triumph in "Nell Gwyn," that his company had made a deal with Inspiration Pictures, Inc., who has the star under contract
for five years, under which arrangement she
is to return to England immediately to be
starred in three productions.
NEW YORK— The first function of the
Legislative Department, formed this week by
business manager Joseph M. Seider of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
was to take up in Washington, D. C, a plea
from the Wisconsin Unit of the National
Organization that the railway companies
again place film on the perishable list.
NEW YORK. — Conferences are being held
at daily intervals between Joseph M. Seider,
business manager and chairman of the Arbitration and Contract Committee of the M. P.
T. O. A., and Gabriel Hess, of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America, on the final revisions in the matter of a
Standard Uniform' Exhibition Contract.
THURSDAY,

JANUARY

28

NEW YORK— Charging Will H. Hays
with breach of faith, Joseph M. Seider, business manager of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, assailed the report from
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America "of its tremendous success
in settling commercial disputes in the motion
picture industry" as misleading. He again
branded the present arbitration system as
compulsory.

HOLLYWOOD— Following the announcement of Major H. C. S. Thomson, president
and managing director of F. B. O., J. I.
Schnitzer, vice president in charge of production, began the reorganization of F. B. O.
studios on the unit plan of production.
NEW YORK. — Immediate organization of
the independent producers on the West Coast
is to be undertaken by I. E. Chadwick, president of the Independent Motion Picture Association of America, following the endorsement of the proposal at the monthly meeting of the Association.
NEW YORK.— The idea of three division
control of sales distribution, which seems to
be working out so favorably with such companies as Famous Players-Lasky, Universal
Pictures and First National Pictures, all of
which have three main territorial divisions,
each' under a different executive, but all departments being co-ordinated under one control, has been adopted by United Artists.
INDIANAPOLIS.— Frank J. Rembusch,
president of the Indiana M. P. T. O., who has
conceived a plan for an independent and centralized booking plan for film, in conjunction with the exhibitors of the State of Indiana, has chartered a company in Delaware.
It is to be known as the Cinema Booking
Corporation of America and is capitalized at
$1,000,000.
NEW YORK. — The administrative committee of Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America last night instructed the Committee on Contract and Arbitration to obtain a
reduction in the number of days for which
the distributor has to accept a contract because of the rapid facilities afforded by the
air mail. The Administrative unit also condemned the tax clause as offered by Mr.
Hays, because of its form and language.
The Contract Committee was further instructed to insist upon a change in the percentage clause which would provide for a
definite amount being paid by the exhibitor
in the event the exhibitor does not like a
percentage.
^ % ^
FRIDAY,

JANUARY

29

MORRISTOWN, N. J.— The board of directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
meeting action
at Piper's
Restaurant here Jersey,
today, started
to protect
the small independent exhibitor.
NEW

YORK.— The suit of the Commonwealth Film Corporation against B & H
Productions (C. C. Burr and Johnny Hines
Pictures) will come to trial next Monday
in the Supreme Court.
NEW YORK. — Reorganization of the affairs of the De Forest Phonofilm Company
is taking place at the present time, which
will tend to put 'that organization on a real
functioning basis. A new group of directors
were elected to the Board, among whom was
Rober E. Welsh, present director of advertising, exploitation and publicity of Associated Exhibitors, who becomes secretary of
the De Forest- Company as well as a member of the executive board.
NEW YORK— Flo Ziegfeld and William
R. Hearst, publisher, who has large film interests, are understood to have broken.
NEW YORK— First National Pictures,
Inc., will locate its new West Coast studios
in Burbank, Calif., a, suburb of Los Angeles,
Calif.
NEW YORK. — Despite jmany reports of
restored amity, it was still believed in many
quarters last night that the ill-feeling said to
exist between Marcus Loew and Adolph
Zukor over the New York theatre situation
still continues unchanged.
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Into

Outdoors
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Theatre

UI\ aim throughout the building
By E. H. MARSTON
I I of the new State Theatre in
Owner and Manager of
Portland was to bring into it the
State Theatre, Portland
spirit of Oregon outdoors. We have
tried to work out this idea in the interior decoration of the
house, which we intend shall be a place where persons living
several miles from the central amusement section of the
city may enjoy the best pictures in artistic and beautiful
surroundings.
The State theatre, situated at Twenty-first and Hoyt
streets, is of reinforced concrete construction, with yellow stucco exterior. The building is flat-roofed, 50 by
100 feet. Part of it is leased to retail stores.
There is a large art sign over the entrance, and all the
advance picture "stills" are exhibited here by illuminated
posters behind plate glass.
The
as are
which
air of

foyer is 75 feet in width, and is thickly carpeted,
the aisles, with material of a greyish-brown shade,
not only serves to absorb the light rays and add an
distinction to the interior, but is placed there with
the express purpose of reminding the patron of his favorite fern-carpeted haunts during Oregon summer days.

The tinting of the walls and ceilings
has been carried out with the same end
in view. Turquoise, yellow and white
The simplicity of the
handsome front of the
cloud effects are blended together on
new State Theatre,
walls and ceiling, with mellow urn
Portland, Oregon,
lamps at frequent intervals. From
hardly tells the secret
these lamps, a faint turquoise and gold
that the unique
ior holds. interlight emanates upwards, indirect lighting being used throughout the theatre.
An Oregon summer evening is forcibly suggested by the
coloring and arrangement of this interior, which is the last
word in the decorator's art.
The ladies' rest room, in the balcony section, has a carpeted floor, and is comfortably furnished with davenport,
easy chairs, and a small table on which fresh flowers are
kept continually. Several cheerful canaries add an outdoors note to this room.
There is an overhanging balcony, 30 feet from back to
front, and extending the width of the theatre. In addition to the corner devoted to the ladies' rest room, there

is a small resort for mothers of small children. This is
sound-proof, fitted with easy chairs and a plate-glass front,
and is designed as a welcome refuge for parents whose
little ones might embarrass them by crying in the middle
of the picture, and thus necessitate their exit from the
place. In the "mother and baby" room, the youngsters
will disturb no one by their crying, and mother may watch
the picture through the plate-glass all the time !
The organ used in the State theatre represents an outlay of $14,000. Seventy-five per cent of the materials
used in its construction were grown or mined in the state
of Oregon. The console is operated by electricity, also
air pressure of fifteen inches derived from a 5 h.p. motor
and blower in the basement of the theatre, together with
the generator which produces the electric current that
operates the hundreds of electric magnets that control the
pir valves under every pipe, bells, xylophones, chimes, etc.
This fne piece of equipment was made by the William
Wood Construction Company, Portland, Oregon.
The foyer carries
out the cleanlin e s s and simplicity which the
exterior has already suggested.
Thickly carpeted
with material of a
greyish
- brown
shade, there
is a
feeling of coolness imparted to
the visitor.

The ventilation system changes the
air in the theatre every three minutes.
There is a gas heating system. Other
special features include two Motiograph DeLuxe Projectors, a F^renkert
Double Dissolver and Spotlight, Electric Curtain Control, Minusa DeLuxe
screen and dimmer system in connection with all lights.
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a
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This

Meaty

H. REIZNER, who is
GEORGE
known by practically every exchange
and salesman on the Pacific Coast,
started in the moving picture business in
Raymond and Soutn Bend, Wash., in the
days when moving pictures were looked
upon as a fad — business in those days was
entirely different from the present day business.
Mr. Reizner started first picture shows in
both Raymond and South Bend, Wash.
Opening the Dime and Lyric in South Bend
and the Lyric in Raymond, these were ten
cent shows and were the best in their day.
Later on, when Raymond grew larger he
opened the New Lyric in Raymond, where
vaudeville and pictures were on the bill at
an admission of ten and twenty cents.
Later on he took over the Grand Opera
House of South Bend and put in projection
equipment and booked the best road show to
be had, and has played nearly every production of any merit that has visited the Coast.
"The Birth of a Nation" was played there
for three days with the complete orchestra.
Mr. Reizner is a man of keen foresight
and realizing that one must either forge
ahead and progress or drop behind and be
lost, he decided to build and progress. So in
1920 he built the Tokay Theatre at Raymond,
a strictly modern theatre, not surpassed by
few theatres in larger cities.

George H. Reizner
Proprietor of the Tokay and Grand Theatres
of South Bend, Wash.; also, the Tokay and
Lyric Theatres of Raymond, Wash.

Success

Story

The Tokay seats 1,100, equipped with a
large stage of size ample enough to care for
any road show that plays the Coast cities.
The dressing rooms all have steam heat and
hot and cold water in every room. The theatre
is heated by hot air brought in by a powerful
blower, which supplies the theatre with a
constant changing of air, thus insuring the
patrons of comfort.
The building occupies a space of 50 x 150
feet. It is built of brick, steel and concrete.
There is a well proportioned balcony, and
also boxes and loges. The front is well illuminated, and has a large flashing sign, "Tokay
Theatre." A large specious lobby and foyer, a
gents' and ladies' room — the ladies' room furnished with velour carpets and wicker furniture, and the men's room furnished with
leather upholstered lounging seats, making
the rest rooms very pleasing and comfortable,
are
house.some of the features of this modern

Later on he started out as steward on
board of ship. He has sailed the seven seas
and carries the seaman's tattoo marks. After
tiring of sea life he went back to the butcher
business, and it was while in that business
that he became associated with the moving
picture industry. Having the ability to sing,
he sang the illustrated songs and managed
the shows at night and butchered in the daytime. Those were the lean days of his life,
but being gifted with rare business ability
it didn't take him long to forge ahead, so to-

The projection room, located on the main
floor, is 12 x 16 feet with a motor generator
room 5x7 feet. Toilet and lavatory are
located right in the projection room complying strictly with state laws. The projection
room is equipped with two telephone systems,
the Bell long distance and the regular house
phone.
,
The projection is in charge of W. T. Marcuson, who has been with Mr. Reizner for the
past sixteen years, having the distinction of
being one of the earliest men in the projection game still doing actual projection work.
Mr. Marcuson started in the days when the
old Optigraph made by the Enterprise Optical
Co. was considered a marvel, and the old universal type of Edison was "some" projector.
Those projectors were not much larger than
the size of two hands.
The music is supplied by a Wurlitzer organ
and the Tokay Theatre orchestra. The musical program is in charge of Jack Chester,
the leader of the orchestra, and the organist.
Feature pictures, vaudeville and road shows
constitute the program, with special musical
selections in between the pictures (overtures).
The house draws a good patronage from the
surrounding country, as Mr. Reizner is a
great believer in advertising and lets his
patrons know what he has to offer them..
In 1923 Mr. Reizner built the Tokay at
South Bend, a house fully as large as the
Tokay at Raymond. The South Bend house
is constructed entirely of concrete and steel
and has all modern improvements that the
Raymond house has. The projection equipment in the South Bend Tokay is the same
as the Raymond, with the exception that the
projectors are Powers make. The projection
is in charge of Mr. C. W. Wheeler, another
old time projectionist who has been with Mr.
Reizner for twelve years.
The Tokay of Raymond and South Bend
represent an investment of over a quarter
of a million, which is a tribute to Mr. Reizner's ability as a manager. Mr. Reizner is a
self-made man, having started out in life as a
butcher's errand boy.

W. T. Marcuson
A pioneer of motion picture projection, and
head of this department for Mr. Reisne/s
four theatres. He has been with his present
boss for sixteen years.
day finds him a successful business man at
middle age. Mr. Reizner owns the Tokay
and Grand Theatres at South Bend and the
Tokay and Lyric at Raymond, together with
large real estate holdings, including a large
vineyard in California, and hold a big block
of shares in the First National Bank of
Raymond, holding the office as one of the
directors of that bank.
Mr. Reizner is a member of the Rotarian
and Kiwanian clubs, and almost every lodge
of any note, and, is a strong booster for the
old home town. Nothing is ever pulled off
without having George in it.
While Mr. Reizner has no competition he
doesn't fail to advertise his shows, and that
advertising is backed up by giving patrons
the very best there is to be had in the line
of amusements. Everything considered, Mr.
Reizner has made a grand success in life, and
when one stops to consider that he started
out as a butcher's errand boy and is now a
financial success* the thought suggests itself
that here is one man vrtio has made the
business serve him, because he has never let
up in serving it.
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Pathe's "The Freshman," is setting precedents for exploitation ideas. On the left is the treatment given by the U. C. Theatre, Berkeley, Cal. Right shows a stunt pulled by the Liberty, McKeesport, Pa. Center comes from the Liberty, Seattle, Oregon.

28
c reamer

showman knows the story
EVERY
of "Creamer's 28." That's why
we can pitch right into the story of

F amous

s

JOHN
runs

W.
Creamer, who
the Strand Theatre

how he went about putting over "The
Ten Commandments" without any further explanation.
1. First screen mention was slide run

at Chillicothe,

Mo.,

whole

resound

during in
"The
Thundering
month
advance.
This Herd,"
film wasa

"Creamer's

stopped to permit running of slide telling of the booking over the phone of
"The Ten Commandments." Slide just
had to be read by 800 persons.

2. Eight other slides started immediately, copy changed weekly.
3. Thirty-foot banner with cutout
letters hung in rear of auditorium 25
days in advance. Illuminated as audience passed out between shows.
4. Painted mirrors in lobby 20 days
in advance.

country

28."

ing else but
mount's

an

made

the

to his

It was nothindexed

ex-

ploitation campaign on Para"The Ten Command-

ments."

6. Material in lobby 15 days in advance.

■■'
15. Chariot
used in
days. 'costume
for 10 drivers
theatre
gents'
vance. store window
16. Two

for 10 days in ad-

bookstore window

displays.

One

merchant came, and asked permission to co-operate with us, even
wiring to New York for books.
17. Small towns covered with window cards and posters.

it. 21. Country school students given assignment to cover picture and report on

7. Painted window in my coupe 20
days in advance.
8. Preview showing for all ministers
and club presidents two weeks in ad's vance.
9. One-inch teaser ads started 19
days in advance.
10. Twenty-four sheets posted in all
I surrounding towns 2 weeks in advance.
11. Three thousand rotogravures
>\ used, back page sold to merchants, with
91 a nice profit. Mailed to every rural
route out of Chillicothe, and to many

jlf: from them used on slides, and in newsIdI Paper ads.

14. Original chariot used in front of

18. Window cards tacked along all
public highways leading into town.
19. Special morning matinee for
girls of State Industrial Home over 300
girls paraded to theatre.
20. Sermon on "The Ten Commandments" by a local minister day before
picture opened.

5. Posters hung in vacant store windows 20 days m advance.

,.| out of neighboring towns. Also dis;J tributed by carriers in town, and in
95 1 small near-by towns.
12. Postcards given out at preview,
(jli addressed back to theatre, patrons
df1 asked to give their opinions. Cards
displayed in lobby for two weeks, copy

13. A one sheet placed in center of
diamond on electric score board, during
world series. In plain view of hundreds watching game and those passing

22. Picture boosted
news editors.

editorially by

23. Ad on High School Fashion
Show program, read by 4,000 persons
at the fashion show.
24. Window cards tacked on merchants delivery wagons.
25. Souvenir booklets mailed to all
ministers.
26. Short Review Contest with Daily
Constitution, placed by Exploiteer Earl
Cunningham.
27.. Ads placed in every small paper
within radius of 50 miles.
Tie-up arranged with a book dealer on
"The
Ten
Commandments" — one of
Creamer's 28.

28. Exactly 200 column inches of
free publicity received, ranging from
small mentions to column and a half
front page story. Fifty per cent of this
publicity was front page stuff.
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The

of

Helping

Office—

Box

the

Hand

Accessories!
By
Manager,

DAVE

Advertising

Universal

DAVE

|VERY Exhibitor — large and
small — is looking everlastingly for the helping hand
that oft-times, especially
when used right, leads to
independence and prosperity.
Every Exhibitor has that helping hand
nearer to him than he sometimes knows,
although he doesn't always want to
know where it is. He is thinking too
much of that small outlay, which invariably brings in other dollars that
would otherwise be lying dormant in a
"hard-boiled" fan's pocket.
and a theatre do not always
trade will follow. It takes
ship .exploitation, publicity
work. And hard work does

Pictures

enough of to book and from which
you
nues. are entitled to obtain large reve-

BADER

A picture
mean that
salesmanand hard
not mean

booking a picture, buying two onesheets and a set of llxl4's. It means
plugging, billing, publicising in many
ways.
The helping hand that will take the
Exhibitor by his own hand and show
him the way to more dollars and likewise more sense — is the careful, but
liberal, use of advertising accessories as
planned and printed by the various film
companies. Every picture deserves the
fullest cooperation on the part of the
Exhibitor. You'll admit that it costs
a good deal of money to advertise in
all the local or nearby papers, and notwithstanding that newspapers are splendid media, not every Exhibitor is in a
position to avail himself of it. But take
accessories on the other hand — made in
such large quantities by the producers
that they can sell them to you cheaply.
The quality is there — because the best
brains and facilities are behind each and
every printed article turned out for the
large producers. The large producers
do not in any way try to save time or
money or talent in creating material that
is produced with only one thought in
mind: to help you, the Exhibitor, put
over the film that you have thought

BADER

There is no limit as to what an Exhibitor can do with a good picture. He
must shout his wares from the housetops and he must use ways and means
that are not too expensive and exorbitant. He cannot himself print lavish
booklets or colored drawings or fourpage heralds, on his pictures for that

Accessories,
Corporation

how kiddies and couples and lonesome
men and women stand around and study
every inch of your lobby. They have
a keen, unquenchable interest in the
stars, the scenes that the various pictures boast of — of nearly everything
that portrays to them Life as they probably would like to live it.
Use that lobby- — and use it with great
thought. Dress it nicely with colored
sets of stills, no matter what the size.
See that you make use of the novel ideas
that can be gotten from one sheets that
are made with the thought of using

would run into big "jack." He can,
however, buy a goodly number of one
sheets, three sheets — and six sheets, if
he has the room. He must place five
or ten, if he has the facilities — and
every live Exhibitor should make his

them for cut-outs. Use star photos —
use window cards — in fact don't overlook asingle thing that will help enrich

own facilities (for that's why Franklin
and Katz and Roxy are what they are !)
— choose spots for his twenty-four
sheets — twenty-four sheets ! These

your lobby.
Please don't fail to remember that
heralds and special throwaways are all
made with the idea to help you fight

glorious flaming "paintings" staring
down from the sky or along the roads
that lead to YOUR theatre !

your battles for patrons.

Take the one sheets and the three
sheets, for instance. Here is paper that
embodies every requirement that Exhibitors have ever asked for. Color,
thought behind each scene, action and
the necessary reading matter that brings
'em in! Not too large for general use
and easily handled by men who need not
be experts in the art of pasting posters.
And there isn't an Exhibitor, if he
wants to "put the film over in a real
way," that should be without a generous portion of paper on every release.
How are those from nearby towns to
know what commodity "you're selling ?"
And after all — you are selling something, aren't you?
Then there is your lobby! What
right, in the name of common sense,
has your lobby — your indoor 24 sheet —
to be without proper dressing? No
more, you can bet, than you have going to a formal affair in a sack suit!
Your "inside 24 sheet" is one of your
greatest assets. There is nothing to
You know
equal it for possibilities.

And, that

you'll admit, is SOME BATTLE ! Use
them regularly. Instead of using only
one thousand — which is only like a
ripple thousand
on the Atlantic's
bosom — and
orderif
three
or five thousand,
you want to get the business that is
waiting for you in nearby villages and
smaller towns USE TEN THOUSAND.
'JTIE
same goes
for window
cards
and other
accessories
that can
be
tacked or pasted. Place them in vantage points out of your own locality —
for there is business "dying" to he won!
And don't forget your own merchants'
windows. Everyone of them is a 6sheet stand for your wares and if you
overlook
throwing
ness that it
is you're
rightfully
yours. away busiProducers have large staffs of men
who prepare the advance publicity to
make the public anxious to see productions that you will later play. Their
extensive exploitation staffs lay the
plans that you later follow, or should
follow, before and during a run or a
booking. (Continued
And these
same 20)large proon page
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An

Old—

Considers

Timer

Laugh

Month

"One should never grow too wise for so great
a pleasure in life as laughter" says O'Keefe, the
showman
who has successfully staged laugh
months for thirteen consecutive years.
By S. BARRET
McCORMICK
Director of Exploitation, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
THERE'S
a long,
back
through the
years long
for trail
anyonewinding
who would
trace the original of "all-laugh day,"
"all-comedy week/' or "all-fan show," in
motion picture theatres.
The exploitation department of Pathe has
recently been in touch with many veteran
showmen in order to get an expression of
opinion as the first exclusive "laugh-week,"
"fun-feast," or "laugh-day" in motion picture history. Some old-time follower of Barrmm has no doubt originated the idea of
the present day "all-comedy circus," the "joy
carnival," or "all-comedy day," and from
these no doubt Laugh Month has been a further development.
Recently from all sections of the country
we have received circus dodgers from our
field men which are proof that all-comedy
week or all comedy day has caught on with
exhibitors and has now reached a stage where
it may be definitely pointed to as a new
phase of program presentation. That laughter
is first today in the hearts of kids from
eight to eighty is shown by the house records
which have been broken by those series of
all-comedy days, circus weeks, or call them
what you will.
It also occurred to us that out of the allcomedy week idea there may grow other ideas
for specialized programs and that the day is
not far off when folks will go to. one type
of theatre for the tear, another for the thrill,
and so on through the gamut of the more
important cinematic emotions. Indeed, this
phase of program development has been
widely discussed in recent months. Broadway may soon have a cinema theatre devoted
to short features alone.
While the old three-ring circus had a
wide appeal from the "strange people" to the
feats of physical skill of animals and humans,
its real punch was in the clowns who were
forever breaking into the festivities and sendwaves clown
of laughter
Whating-the
and hisaround
antics the
werebigto top.
the
circus, the short comedy is to the general
motion picture theatre program. The laugh is
the foundation on which the big top and the
modern movie theatre have been raised. A
knowledge of this fact, almost unconscious,
perhaps, has led to the retention of the circus
handbill for the all-comedy show, with a soft
pedal on the type of adjective that once
flourished.
When Max Graf introduced the Pathe allcomedy circus week at the Egyptian and Aztec Theatres in San Francisco, where on three
occasions it broke all house records, he billed
his program "like a circus." Graf's Pathe
presentation was perhaps on a larger scale
than was ever done before. It stamped him
as a leader in modern showmanship who went
one better than his contempories.
But the idea is buried deeper in silent
screen history. Our field men have been able
to trace the all-comedy feature back more
than thirteen years. Jack Pegler, of our exploitation department, was in Atlantic City
recently organizing showmen for Laugh
Month, and he brought back with him the!
story of how Edward O'Keefe, director of
the City Square Theatre, started an all-com-

edy day nearly fourteen years ago and has
retained this feature of his program presentation to the present day. We believe O'Keefe
gets a place in the Hall of Fame for those
who believed Voltaire when he said "Laughter makes men gods."
Mr. O'Keefe is chairman of the Laugh
Month campaign for Atlantic City and he was
also general manager of the greater movie
campaign in that territory. He is a progressive showman known up and down the Coast
and the story of how he paved the way for
an all-comedy feature in the face of ridicule
and laughter from fellow exhibitors, and
how he has made box office history with the
plan through long years in which the motion
picture industry has been turned topsy-turvy
is an interesting one.
Early in 1912, Mr. O'Keefe went to the
City Square Theatre from the vaudeville
field, and there he met with little success with
the two-a-day. Pictures were just starting to
attract attention and Mr. O'Keefe hiked to
Philadelphia to look them over. He had a
tough time finding many available films, but
in the single reels put out by the old time
Mutual company he saw a ray of light in
the dark clouds that rolled by slowly. The
General Film output was tied up in Atlantic
O'Keefe
Mr. he
exhibitor.
fellow
City by a for
contracted
all the
single reelers
could
get from Mutual and one or two other film
concerns. Tt meant a weekly cost to him of
$65, but they immediately, in his own words,
"made the vaudeville look sick."
Mr. O'Keefe and vaudeville parted and
were never company in that house again.
Early in 1913 the Keystone comedies came
in, with Mack Sennett and Ford Sterling in
the leading roles. In the two comedians
O'Keefe got the idea for a strictly allcomedy bill, and he promptly decided to introduce a program of five reels to contain
nothing but Keystone comedies — four repeats
and one first run film, of the custard pie and
dizzy-stick vintage, of course.

Here is O'Keefe's All Comedy
Day Program for Tuesday,
December 29th, 1925:
"Better Movies" (Pathe) with
that famous bunch of kids,
"Our Gang."
"Breaking the Ice," (Pathe) A
Mack Sennett Laugh
With
Ralph Graves.
"Meet the Missus" (Pathe) A
Hal Roach rib tickler with
Glenn Tryon.
"A Tol'able Romeo" — A good
Pathe Comedy.
"East Side West Side," a William Fox Imperial riot.

Edward, O'Keefe, Chairman of the Atlantic
City Laugh Month Committee, who has
always advocated "all comedy programs"
since the old Keystone days.
Showmen with whom O'Keefe conferred
about the plan told him he was crazy and
that nobody would sit through five reels of
comedy except a few kids.
"Well," says O'Keefe, "I decided to try it
out anyhow — and from the first day until now
it has been a real success.
"First I called the feature Keystone Comedy Day, but when that famous company
went out of existence I called it All-Comedy
Day. I ran the feature one day a month — and
would hive run it often but couldn't get
enough film. A year or two later I introduced ittwice a month and have held to this
period ever since. It never fails and my
claim is that if it is handled intelligently it
will go over anywhere. There is an old saying that is as true as any ever uttered.
'Laugh, and the world laughs with you :
weep,
you when
weep spring
alone.' comes around and
"You and
know
the circus comes to town the old men will be
heard saying, 'Well, I guess I will have to
take the kids to the circus.' Well, as Goldberg says, that's a lot of bologna, for the
old man is just as anxious to go as the kid,
and that applies to my all-comedy bills, too.
There are just as many grown ups who patronize this laugh feature as there are kids,
and if you doubt it just drop into my theatre
on one of these special days and see for
Of course, there will be those who will sayt
that the all-comedy day will go over only in
certain communities.
Mr. O'Keefe provcu
yourself."
the
fallacy of this hypothesis. He had iwv>
theatres on the Atlantic City Boardwalk at
one time which catered almost exclusively hi
visitors from all over the world, and for ieu
years he featured a, semi-monthly all-corm-uy
day in these houses. The wise ones predicted
failure for the plan, just as they had done
previously for the City Square Theatre — and
again O'Keefe's patrons got the first laugh
and he the last one. At the present time
O'Keefe gives his patron nine reels of fun,
four two reelers and one single reel. "The
comedies," says O'Keefe, "must be carefully
selected, and it is necessary to repeat a few
of them. I keep a little book ana when the
comedies come on I jot down the names of
the best ones, and bring them DacK later. I
rarely get a complaint for a good comedy is
often enjoyed more at a second showing than,
at the first.
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ROY

TILLSON

PAUL

Michigan Theatre manager, who makes them laugh the loudest,
and now gets a chance to laugh loud and long by winning the
first Laugh Month prize of $100.

Cartoonist of Aesop's Film Fables, who made the first personal
appearance in his film life to help put over a Laugh Month
program at the famous Metropolis Club, New York.

Modern
These

Fellows

the

Aesop

Laugh

Loudest

ROY TILLSON, manager of the Fuller Theatre, Kalamazoo, Michigan, won first prize — $100 — for the best entry for the
first week in the Laugh Month exploitation contest. Mr. Tillson's entry was the most comprehensive campaign ever displayed on a
two-reel comedy. Making the Educational Pictures release, "The
Fighting Dude," a Lupino Lane comedy, the center of his Laugh
Month advertising for the first week of the month, Mr. Tillson
backed up a great lobby display with newspaper advertising, newspaper publicity, street ballyhoo, special posters, half sheet posters on
the fronts of street cars, trailers and slides, and practically every
other form of advertising available to this live wire exhibitor.
The second prize for the week — $50 — was awarded to Mr. F. V.
Kennebeck, North Star Theatre, Omaha, Nebraska, a second run
house, for a comprehensive display which was arranged to run
throughout the month and which, during this week, was tied up to
exploit the Felix the Cat cartoon, "Felix Trifles with Time" ; Pathe's
Our Gang Comedy, "Dog Days" ; an Aesop Fable, "Nosh Had
Trouble," and the Fox Imperial Comedy, "Cloudy Romance." The
Omaha newspapers were enlisted in support of the Laugh Month
campaign by Mr. Kennebeck and the Laugh Month idea was carried
through all the programs as well as through all advertising and
publicity throughout the week.
The $25 third prize went to Mr. J. A. Murphy and Mr. Lou
Williams, of the Family Theatre, Philadelphia, a neighborhood
house with a daily change of program. It was Lou Williams who
won the cup recently awarded by The Exhibitor, the Philadelphia
regional trade publication, for "the best featurette exploitation
campaign."
A large cut out of a laughing face with red cheese cloth over the
mouth was the center of an attractive lobby display at the Family
Theatre. Behind this large head was a loud speaker connected by
an automatic appliance to a phonograph which was continuously
playing a laughing record.
As a lobby ballyhoo a colored mammy weighing 300 pounds
defied all comers to make her laugh. A placard on her back bore
the words : "January is Laugh Month. Sober Sal gives one dollar
to anyone who can make her laugh. Sober Sal is the only one who
won't laugh during Laugh
Month." on page 23)
(Continued
MR.

TERRY

Boosts

Laugh

Month

PAUL
TERRY,
cartoonist
FilmtheFables,
madeon hisSaturfirst
personal
appearance
since ofhisAesop's
entry into
film field
day evening, January 23, to help Sydney Cohen and Felix Feist
well known film men, present Laugh Month movie program at
the famous Metropolis Club on West 57th street, New York City,
upon the occasion of a special dinner, entertainment and dance.
As vice-president of the Metropolis Club, Sydney Cohen is very
active in the entertainment activities, as is befitting this well known
New York exhibitor, who is nationally known as former president
and now chairman of the board of directors of the Motion) Picture
Theatre Owners of America. Cohen has staged several movie
nights at the Club, but he wanted something out of the ordinary for
Laugh Month movie night. Being a short subject enthusiast, he
sought the aid of Paul Terry in making up his program.
"We want you to come up and tell the folks how you make your
film fables," Cohen told Terry. The creator of the Pathe cartoon
comics explained that that was something he had never attempted
before an audience, but Cohen was a good salesman and told Terry
that it would be a boost for Laugh Month. That settled it.
"I'll be there !" exclaimed Terry.
Short subjects in general were paid a marked tribute by Mr.
Cohen in his remarks on Saturday evening. He explained to the
audience that his fellow exhibitors and he do not depend entirely
upon so called features for their programs, stating, in part :
"There are many meritorious short subjects which are features in
their appeal. We have short comedies, news reels and novelties like
Aesop's Fables and Topics, which we are showing here tonight.
The shorts are very entertaining and very popular. We in the motion
picture business are celebrating Laugh Month, and for our program
this evening we have a comedy program with a personal appearance
of a different kind of star— the creator of Aesop's Film Fables
cartoon movies, Paul Terry, making his first personal appearance."
Before the audience of about eight hundred members of the
Metropolis City and Country Club and their friends, Terry explained
all the intricacies of making cartoon movies move. After a detailed
description of the progressive stages of the work, the cartoonist
drew Henry Cat in a sequence of poses. Then, by a clever manipulation of the sheets of(Continued
drawings, onhe page
made23)Henry do a Charleston
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STILL
THE

NEWS

OF

PICTURE

Marie Prevost. really has no
right to be in this still taken
while Ken Harlan was working
in
"The Fighting
Warners.
But then,Edge"
Marie foris

LIFE
J
THE

WEEK

IN

FORM

Bebe Daniels, Paramount star,
idling about on her front door
steps with
her chow chum,
Ah-Hong-Ke.

his wife — so that's that.

(Below) Lillian Rich, (on the
left) and her sister, Celia, who
just arrived from London and
likes Hollywood sc well that
she intends to stay Lillian
now under contract with De
Mille., may coach her sister on
the path to cinema fame.
Crashed again. "Tammany"
Young, famous gate-crasher,
gets right into a production
still with Richard Dix while
on location down in Texas on
Paramount's "Womanhandled."
Lloyd
Nosier,
film editor of
M-G-M s "Ben
Hur," who cut
over 850,000 feet of positive film
for the production.

Coleen Moore and her director, Alfred Greet., celebrate their
completion of "Irene" for First Nationals with a little music.

Dolores Costello,
whose marvellous
performance in
Warner
Bros.'
"The Sea Beast,"
opposite John
Barrymore, insures her a permanent place as a
star.
(Right) Oscar A.
Price, President
of Associated Exhibitors, Inc.;
Miss Peggy Hopkins Joyce and
Captain Hartley,
Commander of
the Leviathan, on
whose vessel the
world premiere's
showing of "The
Skyrocket"
held recently.was

Lupino Lane,
putting on his
own little "Laugh
Month" affair, despite the fact that
he is in England
at the present
time. However,
this picture taken
just before he left
for his homeland,
sees him signing
his contracts to
appear in legit
over the big lake.
Mr. Lane will return to the Educational Studios
in Los Angeles
early in July to
complete his
series of Educational - Lupino
Lane comedies.
Claire Windsor, featured
player ness,"
inwith "Dance
Madher three ounce
pet, a midget dog, which
she always carries with
her in an especially constructed box. Miss Windsor plays the feminine lead
with Conrad Nagel in this
amusing comedy written
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
by S.ert Z.Jay
Kaufman.
RobLeonard
directed.

The comedy family of the
Half Roach studios get together for a Laugh Month
group
picture.
Theofwhole
well-known list
fun
makers were there to get
in on the picture, and of
course, Farina takes for
himself the
position of
honor.
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Taken from the famous story by Rex Beach, "The Barrier" brings to the screen a wonderful action picture.
Sharing honors with Lionel Barrymore are Norman
Kerry and Marcelaine Day.
It is produced by Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer.

PRODUCTION

MAL ST. CLAIR, director of Adolphe
Menjou's forthcoming Paramount picture,
"A Social Celebrity," has returned to California where he will film Pola Negri's next
production.
* * *
RUDOLPH VALENTINO, after acquiring a very elaborate wardrobe, has
returned from abroad to start production
on his next picture for United Artists,
"Sons of the Sheik," which will probably
be produced at the Pickford-Fairbanks
Studio.
AILEEN PRINGLE will star in Robt.
T. Kane's next production, "The Wilderness Woman," from a current serial in the
Saturday Evening Post by Arthur Stringer.
NORMA SHEARER, after a brief stay
with her family in Montreal, and a shopping tour in New York, will return to the
coast where she will start work on her
next production for M-G-M.

MARY

PICKFORD

HIGHLIGHTS
has finished her

next picture for United Artists. "Sparrows" is the title of the production whose
working title was * "Scraps."
* *
DONALD CRISP was signed to a longtime contract by Cecil B. De Mille and
will direct three pictures this year for release through Producers Distributing Corporation.
MARY PHILBIN, the wistful-eyed
beauty will next be seen in "The Star
Maker," adapted from Dana Burnett's
Saturday Evening Post story, "Technic."
This is being produced by Universal Pictures Corp. Francis X. Bushman will play
the leading male role.
* * *
BURTON KING, who is producing and
directing Clara Beranger and Forest Halsey's original story, "The Cleaner Flame,"

LOUISE FAZENDA'S whimsicalities
have at last reaped their just reward. Miss
Fazenda has been signed by Warner Bros,
for star roles during the coming year and
will also be co-starred with Willard Louis
in high class comedy-dramas.
* * *
CHARLES LAMONT, director of Educational Mermaid Comedies is being congratulated by his friends. Estelle Bradley,
leading
ladygirl.
in Educational-Mermaid
comedies is the
* * *
BEBE DANIELS, who incurred a minor injury while making a scene for "Miss
Brewster's Millions," is reported as having
fully recovered and is back on the job.
* * *
JACK

CONWAY

has started on Rida

Johnson Young's play, "Brown of Harvard." Jack Pickford is "Doolittle" in
this picture. Wm. Haines has the title
role and role.
Francis X. Bushman, Jr., has the
"heavy"
* * *

MARION DAVIES, after playing the
boyish role in "Beverly of Graustark," will
go to the other extreme when she starts
work on her next Cosmopolitan production in which she will be the essence of
femininity. This production will be a
screen version of the musical comedy,
"The Red Mill," and will be produced by
Irving Thalberg and directed by Marshall
Neilan.

BUSTER KEATON'S next comedy for
M-G-M, in which Joan Crawford plays the
role of Betty Burton, originally was called
"Mister Nobody." The title has been
changed to "Tramp 1 Tramp! Tramp!"
JOE ROCK announces that his next
Blue Ribbon Comedy will be called "A
Fraternity Mix-Up." The collegiate story
around which the fun film will be made
was written by Bob McKenzie. Alice Ardell, petite French comedienne, will' be
featured with a comedian yet to be selected.
* * *

DOROTHY GISH'S sparkling performance in "Nell Gwyn" was responsible for
an arrangement made between Inspiration
Pictures Co. who has the star under contract for five years, and J. D. Williams,
managing director of British National Pictures, Ltd., whereby Lillian is to return
to England immediately to be starred in
three productions.
HENRY KING, who has established a
precedent with the screen triumph, "Stella
Dallas," is on the look-out for a suitable
story for Ronald Colman and Vilma
Banky.

one of the twenty-four Golden Arrow firstrun features of 1926, is at work at the
Whitman Bennet Studios, Glendale, L. I.

WANDA WILEY'S first comedy for
the year bears the title "Her Lucky Leap,"
announces Stern Brothers who make tworeel comedies for Universal release.
It ain't fair, Leatrice Joy, to tempt the
sheiks the way you do. But she really
can't help being as charming as she is,
especially while working in "Made for
Love," a De Mille picture for P. D. C.

LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD will support
Tom Mix in his newest Fox Film starvehicle, "Tony
Runs Buckingham.
WildV' which
will beringdirected
by Thomas
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What picture made the most money for you during the month of
January, 1926? Not which picture grossed the largest amount at
the box-office, but the one on which you showed the best net-profit,
taking into consideration film rental, exploitation expense and
everything else.
Name

of Feature

reader of this paper to assist
in
making this compilation.

Distributor

When

What was, in your own estimation, the best short subject you played
during the month of January, 1926?

you

are helping

help us in this, you
yourself.

The

big-

gest net-profit makers for the
month
of January will be

Title of Short Subject
Distributor
Further Remarks

published as early as possible
next month.
Exhibitor's Name
Theatre
Address
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House

of

The six-story brick plant of the Duplex Motion Picture Industries at Long Island City, New York.

By

A.

With a contrivance to meet every
need of the exhibitor, it is no wonder that "Duplex" has become synon-

Bernstein

The famous Heinz' 57 varieties of
well-known delicacies can almost compare with the Duplex variety of equipment and appliances for the film indus-^
try, in that they are so nearly alike
in number. An opportunity was created
for the writer recently to learn more
about the Duplex Motion Picture Industries establishment in Long Island
City, N. Y. He had heard that the
Duplex line of film and laboratory
equipment was an old established one
oi some 18 years' duration, tie had
further heard from various sources
that the Duplex engineers for 18 years
had established a record for the finest
machinery of its kind made, and so he
accepted Mr. Watson's kind invitation
to come over and inspect the Duplex
plant, and to judge for himself as to
the quality of the product.
Not far from the Queen's Plaza sta- '
tion, we found a six story brick building which housed two floors of machine
shops employing 80 men, two floors
devoted to the manufacture of chemir
cals, one floor devoted to laboratory
equipment, and a floor of general offices.
The entire plant employing about 130

Variety

people, hummed like a community of
bee-hives, with activities divided into
three main divisions : chemicals, theatre
equipment and laboratory equipment.
Upon inspecting the machine shops,
the paramount impression received by
the onlooker was that of precision,
quality of materials used, and permanency of manufacture. He saw parts
for Polishing Machines, Step Printers,
Reduction Printers, Automatic Light
Change Machines, Measuring Machines,

ymous with "Accessories."

built like battleships, of the finest steel,
copper and bronze.
There were steel utility cabinets for
theatres, steel sorting tables for laborattories, steel assembly tables for theatres and laboratories, steel projection
room chairs for theatres, steel bench
draws, and tables, dust proof and com-

Splicing Blocks, Reel Holders, Rewinders, Splicing Machines, and numerous other products fashioned into fine
upstanding examples of their kind,
The splicing machine
is one sample of the
neatness of the Duplexsories.
line of acces-

A most handy and
useful mechanism is
the little measuring
machine shown
below.

plete units, film rewinders, film cement,
sturdy measuring machines and splicing blocks, all these products requiring
accurate work on the part of expert
mechanics.
In the chemical department we found
a fully equipped plant devoted to film
developing and printing, making use of
the Duplex Cumminone line of chemicals, a new creation for the development of negative, print and enlargement. We saw chemicals which eliminate all complicated formulae and make
the photographic process very nearly
fool-proof. After exposures are made,
all the work is turned over to the fin(Continued on page 25)
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CATALOGUES

EXHIBITORS

of the concerns listed below

sending same

to EXHIBITORS

issue catalogues which may be obtained by filling in the coupon below and
REVIEW.
J

Accessories
Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dearborn
St., Chicago.
Duplex M. P. Ind., L. I. City, N. Y.
Howells Cine Equip. Co., 740 7th
Ave., N. Y.
Philadelphia Theatre Equip. Co., 1311
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Adapters
Best Devices,
22
Film Building, Cleveland, O.
Aisle Lights
Exhibitors Supply Co., 845
bash Ave., Chicago.

S. Wa-

Arch Lamps
J. E. McAuley, 522 W. Adams St.,
Chicago.
Warren Products, 265 Canal St., N.Y.
Artificial Flowers
Frank Netschert, 61 Barclay St., N.Y.
A. L. Randall Co., 729 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
Schroeder Artificial Flowers Mfg. Co.,
6023 Superior St., Cleveland.
Banners
Henry
Y. C. Jackson, 141 Fulton St., N.
Cameras
Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dearborn
St., Chicago.
Duplex M. P. Ind., L. I. City, N. Y.
Motion Picture Apparatus Co., 110
W. 32nd St., N. Y. C.
Carbons
Hugo
Reisinger,
11 Broadway, N.
Y. C.
Carpet Lining
Clinton Carpet Co., Chicago.
Cue Sheets
Cameo Music Co., 112 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. C.
Music Buyers Corp., 1520 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
Cups
Individual
Drinking Cup Co., Easton,
Pa.
Curtain Control and Track
Automatic Devices Co., 17 No. 7th
St., Allentown, Pa.
C.
E. J. Vallen Elec. Co., Akron, Ohio.
J. H. Welsh, 270 W. 44th St., N. Y.
Decorating
Louis Kuhn Studios, 105
St., N. Y. C.
United
Studios, Inc., 30 W.
Chicago.
Wm. Beck & Sons Co.,
Ave., Cincinnati, O.
Robert
Chicago.P. Carsen, 1507

Fans (Ventilating)
Typhoon
Fan Co., 345 W. 39th St.,
N. Y. C.

Motion Picture Printing
Erwin S. Kleeblatt, 351 W. 52nd St.,
N. Y. C.

Film Safes

Music Stands

American Film Safe Co., 1800 Washington Blvd., Baltimore, Md.
E. E. Fulton Co., 3208 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago.
Flash Signs
De Luxe Studios, 833 W. Washington
St., Chicago.
Floor Covering
Russeloid Co., 31 N. 2nd St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Frames (Lobby Display)
Bilt-Rite Frame Co., 225 N. Green
St. , Chicago.
S. Y.Markendorff,
159 W. 23rd St., N.
C.
Stanley
Co., 127 7th Ave.,
N. Y. Frame
C.
Hardware
J. R. Clancy, Syracuse, N. Y.

Liberty Music Stands Co.,
116th St., Cleveland, O.

Organs
W. W. Kimball Co., 306 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
Geo. W. Reed, West Boylston, Mass.
Viner & Son, 1375 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wurlitzer Co., Rudolpf, Cincinnati, O.
Pencils (Slide)
Blaisdell Pencil Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Printing Presa
Globe Type and Foundry Co., 956
W. Harrison St., Chicago.
Projectors (Portable)
Capitol
Co., 100 E. 42nd St.,
N. Y. Machine
C.

Heralds

Projectors (Professional)
Nicholas
N. Y. C.Powers Co., 90 Gold St.,

Nat. Poster and Printing Co., 729 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Filmack,
736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Precision Machine Co., 317 E. 34th
St., N. Y. C.
Rails (Brass)

Inter Communicating Phones
S. H. Couch, Norfolk Downs, Mass.

Edwin
Reinhardt,
Cincinnati,
O.

326

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Goerz Amer. Optical Co., 317 E. 34th
St., N. Y. C.
Gundlach Manhattan Optical Co., 767
Clinton St., Rochester, N. Y.
Kollmorgan Optical Co., 31 Steuben
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Projection Optical Co., 203 State St.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel, 153 W.
23rd St., N. Y. C.

Amer.
Blvd.,Seating
Chicago.Co., 14 E. Jackson
E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co., 367 W.
Adams St., Chicago.
Scenery

Marquis
Moeschelton, Ky.Edwards Mfg. Co., CovingKy.
Probert
Sheet Metal Co., Covington,

Lake St.,

Edison Lamp
rison, N. J. Works of N. J., Har-

Highland

Motor Generators
Acme Electric Co., Cleveland, O.
Hertner land,Elec.
O. Co., Locust Ave., CleveSamuels Stabilarc Co., 17 N. 7th St.,
Allentown, Pa.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Da-Lite Screen Co., 922 W. Monroe
St., Chicago.
Walker Sunlite Screen Co., 359 Canal
St., N. Y. C.
C. Philadelphia,
S. Wertsner,Pa. 221 N 13th St.,
Signs
Flash-O-Light
Sales
ston St., Boston. Co., 1102 BoylPhila.
Sign Co., Pa.338 N. Randolph St.,
Philadelphia,
Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W. Adams
St., Chicago.
Sign Flashers
Crumblet Eng. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Slides
M. S. Bush, 52 Chippewa St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Radio Mat Slide, 167 W. 48th St.,
N. Y. C.
Standard Slide Co., 208 W. 48th St.,
N. Y. C.
Spot Lights
land, O. 22 Film Building, CleveBest Devices.
Henry Mestrum, 817 6th Ave., N.Y.C.
Robert
N. Y.C. C.Entwistle, 304 W. 52nd St.,
Sun Ray Lighting Co., 119 Lafayette
St., N. Y. C.
Universal Stage Lighting Co., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. C.
Theatre Organ Teaching

Raw Stock (Film)

Wm. Beck & Sons Co., Highland
Ave., Cincinnati, O.
Robert
Chicago.P. Carsen, 1507 N. Park,
Theo. Kahn Studios, 155 W. 29th St.,
N. Y. C.
Schell Scenic Studios, Columbus, O.
United Studios, Inc., 30 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
EXHIBITORS

Cutler
Wis. -Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,

2nd St.,

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Y. C.Shurman, 45 W. 45th St., N.
Fish
Seating

Mazda Lamps

Dimmers

E.

Lamp Coloring
Rosco Labs., 133 Third Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lenses

W. 63rd

N. Park,

1960 E.

Screens

Vermond Knauss Studios, 210 N. 7th
St., Allentown, Pa.
Tickets
Globe Ticket Co., 122 N. 12th St.,
Philadelphia^, Pa.
World Ticket & Supply Co., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. C.
Ticket Machines
World Ticket & Supply Co., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. C.
Vending Machines
Holcomb & Hoke, 3204 Van Buren
St., Indianapolis,
Ind.
Ventilating
Wittenmeier Machinery Co., 850 N.
Spalding
N.
Y. C. Ave., Chicago.
Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th St.,

REVIEW,

45 W. 45th St., New York City.
Gentlemen :
Please send me the latest catalogue of the

Co. and

any literature pertaining

to their product.

Name

Address

Theatre

Town
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NATIONAL

HONOR

Mr.

Exhibitor;—

"V/"OU

want

to defeat the Music Tax
want to get a fair contract

YOU

want
You
croachments

Mr.

A

Forest Theatre, New York City, on which
decorating was done by Kuhn Studios.

Unique

Achievement

en-

unjust

prevent

to

Exhibitor:—

YOUR
for
Shubert's

ROLL

National
you

Your

National

Your
WIN
you

National

is

Organization

Organization

Organization,

is by

and —

252525E5E5ESE5E525252H5
In

Decorative

Design

EXCELLENT example in theatre decoration is evidenced in that done on Shubert's new Forest Theatre, on
49th street, New York City, by the Louis Kuhn Studio, Inc.,
New York City.
AN

The Kuhn

studio did practically all of the decorating appointments which included the main-act curtain of purple
and gold damask, and the proscenium valance, made of purple velour. Other work included box draperies in both upper and lower boxes, valances for all openings, festoons and
swags.
The walls maintain the same tone in a scheme of purple
and gold damask, this same effect being carried out even to
the rails, which are also covered with purple velour. The
exit doors have stirred curtains of very fine silk, and the
gold box chairs are covered with purple velour.
The general effect of the whole is one of quiet repose in
keeping with the character of the house, and effective from
an artistic standpoint as well as from a utilitarian aspect.
At the moment, the Kuhn Studio is busy on many other
theatre jobs.
Some

of the theatres on which the Kuhn

The

OFFICIAL

Motion

Wilmington, Wilmington, Del. ; Loew's Palace, Columbia,
Washington, D. C. ; Toledo, Toledo, O. ; National Vaudeville Artists Club, New York City.

Picture

America

Theatre

is dedicating

umns to the purpose
PERCENT
STATE

Is

one

of

the

Owners

of

of its col-

of recording
UNITS

100

YOUR

state

unit

eligible

for

placement

on

this—

NATIONAL

HONOR
Motion

Studios have

done the decorative work are the Republic, Astor, -Belasco,
Cohan and Harris, Hippodrome, Knickerbocker, Metropolitan Opera House, Winter Garden (New York City) ; B. F.
Albee, Brooklyn ; St. James, Boston ; Strand, Lynn, Mass. ;

BULLETIN

ROLL!!

Picture

Theatre

Owners

of America
745

Seventh

Avenue,

N. Y.

Tel. Circle 4037-8-9

£2525H5E525S52SEH5EHE525H5H525HSHSH^^

C.
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ACCESSORIES!

erly prepared and business getters. Exchange managers have told me on their
various visits to New York that the difference between the Exhibitors they

{Continued from page 10)

Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchange*
for the

ducers engage high priced artists and
JAematicMu

writers and idea men to prepare material for you in the form of advertising
accessories. These accessories are

It's littleaidto you
Bsk can
for, give
but your
it's musicians
the only
reliable
to help put the picture over. '

know who are making "gelt" and those
who are only paying the landlord is the
small difference of a few dollars spent
on accessories. .

yours for a price that is most reasonable and the more you use the more
people you will reach.
Don't push aside the helping hand

$5.00

Per

that wants to help you greatly. Don't
let this fine material lie dormant at an

Foot

FIGURE your film cost, pay-roll, upkeep
and overhead — that is as reasonable as
you can get out for. And it figures at
least $5.00 per second — or $3.00 every nour
of actual running lime.
As long as you are spending that to operate,
you certainly should consider how well these
$5.00-a-foot pictures are presented. You know
it is not every screen that will stand the
"gaff" day after day — year in and year out.
No one, — fortunately for us — has ever been
able to duplicate DA-LITE QUALITY. Frankly.
Because we will be still further ahead when
they catch up !
Think it over — you can install a DA-LITE
Screen for less than 1% of your entire investment. So don't you think it is worth
while to, at least, look into the matter? It
don't cost anything to do that !
Samples are furnished on request.
Not one iota of obligation to you, at
all. Send foi them today!

Exchange, that has less to lose than
you if the accessories are not used. You
must reach the people — and how you
reach them is your business and the
solution to large box 'office revenue.
And you certainly aren't going to spend
five dollars where two will do just as

Send

qWestPp'c
Catalogue

for

J.RXXANCY,:

well, are you ? No — you bet your sweet
life you aren't going to. But you are
doing this very thing — until you start
making use of the most wonderful store
of assistance any successful Exhibitor
can ask for, and that is ADVERTISING ACCESSORIES and lots of them
and regularly!

Da-Lite Screen &'Scenic Co.
922 W. Monroe St.
CHICAGO
DA-LITE

Don't bite the hand that wants to help

SUPER - QUALITY
SCREENS

you — the hand of the producer with accessories that are eye-compelling, clev-

Motion

to

the

eye

Pictures

when

Credit

Where

Due

An article under the heading "Dressea Up
for Company" appeared on page 14 of the
issue of January 16, Exhibitors Trade Review. Unknowingly, the editor of this paper
omitted the credit line on this very excellent
treatment of the modern projection room,
and now, when we state that none other than
Joe Hornstein, known as the Projection Creator of the Movie Theatre, was the man who
wrote it, you can see why we are so anxious
of giving credit where due.

are

Restful

Properly

Thanks

Syracuse NY.

to

Projected

the

lran^forteK
The flicker and
eliminated.

fluctuation

are

automatically

In Mirror Arc Projection the use of the Transverter is especially important.
Send for our Bulletins explaining its cost
reducing and quality improving features.
Over

2,000

Theatres

already

equipped with Transverters.
Perkins Electric, Ltd., Canadian Distributors

S^HERTNER
T^/O exist

ELECTBIC

Avenue

COMPANY

Cleveland

, Ohio

XLS

A
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need

this

BECAUSE

it protects

surrounding- property
age fire hazards.
BECAUSE
Now

installed or specified for all Fox Theatres,
all new Famous Players
Theatres, many other
large and small theatres,
Eastman Kodak Studios,
Academy of Music, New
York, and in many exchanges and laboratories

Film-Safe

your

films

against

it provides

film

and
stor-

a convenient

There are two sizes of
American Film - Safes.

fil-

ing cabinet for your films and keeps
each film instantly available for use.

Style 1100 has five compartments for five 1,000
foot reels, designed principally for exchanges,
studios, laboratories, etc.
and style 1200 for five

BECAUSE
it is the only film-safe available that has been listed as standard and
labeled
tories.

by

BECAUSE
rating

the

Underwriters'

it pays

companies
ductions in rates

exchanges,
Film-Safes.

for

itself.

make
for

substantial
with

The
The American
films.

foot reels, designed principally for
theatre projection booths

Insurance

theatres,

etc., equipped

2,000

Labora-

re-

studios,

American

American

Film-Safe

Film Safe is a neat, compact, fireproof filing cabinet for

It is made of full cold rolled sheet steel with all joints tenoned and pinned
together and is practically indestructible.
The safe is of unit construction and may be added to or rearranged at will.
Each film is housed in a separate fireproof compartment and is suspended
on a film carriage which automatically moves forward when the door to
the compartment is opened. Reels are always readily accessible for handling. Doors to compartments close and fasten automatically.
Each compartment has a bronze label holder on the door into which
card can be inserted so that films can be catalogued or indexed.
American

Film-Safes absorb abnormal

at normal

humidity, thereby increasing the life of the films.

a

heat from films and maintain them

Exterior surfaces are beautifully finished in baked, enamel. Interior surfaces are thoroughly protected against rust.. Standard colors are olive
green with bronze hardware but they may be had in several other finishes.

No

matter what size theatre

you Jiave it will pay you to install an American Film-Safe.
You may purchase one on the
deferred payment plan.
Send for full information.

MAIL

THIS

COUPON

AMERICAN
FILM-SAFE CORP.
Baltimore, Maryland
Please send me full description of
the American Film-Safe.
Name
Address

The

American

Film-Safe
Baltimore,

Md.

Corporation

Business
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The

Theatre
By VERMOND

Editor's Note: This article is the first of a
series relative to the proper use of the
organ, the technical and psychological
qualifications of organists, and other kindred factors pertinent to effective capitalization of organ music in the theatre. The
author, who is a nationally-known expert
on the subject, will be glad to answer
questions. If you have any inquiries to
make, send them to Exhibitors Review,
care of the Organ Department.

LOBBY

DISPLAY

FRAMES
MIRRORS
TICKET

Made

BOOTHS
ETC.

by the Oldest Concern
in the Business
ALL

DESIGNS

ORIGINAL
Send

for Our

CATALOGUE

Stanley Frame
L. Ring, Pres.
727-7th

Ave.,

Co.

New

York

Before proceeding to our series of articles
on the artistic use of the Theatre Organ,
we may properly consider its peculiar function and wherein it differs from all other
organs, Church and Concert.
It should be understood that an organ
may be employed in only three ways ; namely,
as a solo instrument, as an ensemble instrument, and as an accompanimental instrument.
The true Concert Organ is designed to
serve as a solo instrument by furnishing
the recitalist with the necessary stops, properly grouped, and under flexible control,
for the adequate rendition of orchestral
transcriptions and all classes of true organ
music ; as an ensemble instrument to assist
the orchestra in the accompaniment of
choral music, and as an accompanimental
instrument to furnish in itself a satisfactory substitute for the grand orchestra when
such an organization is not available for
choral accompaniment. All in all, the Concert Organ is a perfect solo and accompanimental organ and full orchestra under the
control of a single performer. In majesty
and grandeur it often excels the grand orchestra.
The true Church Organ is primarily designed to provide adequate accompaniment
for the singing of the choir and congregation, and is used as a solo instrument only
during the performance of voluntaries and
other religious incidental music. Some
churches, however, have installed organs
which - are fairly satisfactory as recital instruments, being a cross between the Concert and the true Church Organ. Such instruments cannot be definitely placed in
either classification, as they are neither one
nor the other.
The true Theatre Organ is designed to
serve as a solo instrument in only one unit
of the program, generally a solo with slides
or special film ; as an ensemble instrument
when playing with the orchestra, generally
the overture only, and as an accompanimental instrument during the remainder or1
major portion of the program.
It is therefore quite apparent that the
true Church and Theatre Organ are both
primarily accompanimental instruments. But,

Why
Our
Palms
Look
The explanation is short and simple.

Organ

KNAUSS
and what a big "but" it is, the Church Organ
is destined to accompany the voices of a
well trained choir and the powerful singing
of a large congregation, and the Theatre
Organ is designed to accompany the absolutely silent action of the screen with its contunity of ever-changing thought-creating
episodes
observer.
Hence passing
it is too before
much the
to expect
any ' organ
builder to overload his instrument with
heavy solo stops, since these are most effective in the single unit of the program
where the organ is used as a solo instrument
and can be employed only rarely in the accompanimental portion of the program
without demanding specific and particular
attention by breaking in on the intelligent
patron's train of thought.
The ideal Theatre Organ has only a moderate number of heavy solo stops, Dut has a
great variety of stops of medium strength
which can be used in a dual capacity, accompanying the heavy solo stops in the solo
unit of the program and serving as solo
stops in the major portion of the program,
with sufficient soft stops to insure ample
variety of accompaniment for the stops of
medium strength.
THIMI IN COLORS

SEE IN COLORS

DO IN COLORS

WIN WITH COLORS

Indispensable
Motion
Musical

Picture

Presentation

A PRACTICAL
FOR

for Correct

METHOD

OBTAINING MUSICAL
RESULTS WHICH WILL
INCREASE

BOX

OFFICE

RECEIPTS

For Particulars Address
MUSIC

BUYERS
NEW

1520 B'way.

CORP.
YORK

Alive

They are made of real palm leaves — selected leaves
which have been carefully dried, bleached and recolored a natural green.
Live palms and Netschert natural prepared palms
look alike. But live palms cost three times as much
and are short-lived, even if regularly attended.
Have your name baoked nozv for
a copy of our neiv Spring Catalogue No. 14, to be issued about
January first.
Frank
All

Kinds

61

BARCLAY

netschert,
STREET

NEW

Inc.
YORK

All

Sizes

■
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These

Boys
Laugh
Loudest
(Continued from page 12)

Mr. Sam Carlton, manager of the Strand Theatre, Frankfort,
Indiana, look fourth prize — $12 — the principal item of hio campaign
for the week being a large newspaper display advertisement, three
columns by eleven inches in the form of proclamation to the
citizens of Frankfort, inviting them to begin the year with a month
of laughter. Comedies released by F. B. O., Universal and Educational were shown during Laugh Month by Mr. Carlton.
Fifth prize- -$10— went to Mr. Guy Bays, Globe Theatre, Buena
Vista, Va., for a ballyhoo in connection with the two-reel Century
Comedy "Queen of Aces."
Sixth prize — $5— was awarded to Mr. M. A. Giles, Royal TheaIndiana. bearing
Mr. Giles'
mail type
for display
the month
_ of attention
January
went tre,
outGarrett,
in envelopes
a large
calling
to Laugh Month.
As to the results at the box office. Mr. Tillson and Mr. Kcnnebeck,
winners, respectively, of the first and second prizes, can testify.
"Box-office pepped up at least 25 per cent during Laugh Month
campaign," is the report wired by Mr. Tillson, while Mr. Kennebeck
closed his description of his campaign with :
"We have found that the business during this period has showed a
good increase. * * * Yours till another Laugh Month."

Motor-Generators
for
Projection

Purposes

SOMETHING

Means

Better and More

Get the Particulars
Aesop

Boosts
Laugh
Month
(Continued from page 12)
that took the house by storm. Terry closed his talk by answering
questions of the audience upon various phases of fable filming.
Two pre-release subjects of Aesop's Film Fables, embodying the
drawings previously explained by Terry, were thrown on the screen.
"Hearts and Showers," in particular, proved a laugh riot with the
Metropolis members.
Through the courtesy of Amedee J. Van Beuren, of the Fables
and Topics organizations, a special Metropolis Club reel of "Topics
of the Day" was shown. This reel was replete with jckes and
humor with local appeal, bringing the names of club members into
the mirth mentions on the screen. It proved a striking climax to
the Laugh Month screen entertainment.

NEW

Light

Write

Us

Built to Serve the Best by Test
Sold on a Money Back Guarantee Basis
The

ACME

ELECTRIC
1449 Hamilton
CLEVELAND,

and MFG.
Ave.
OHIO

CO.

Manufacturers of Electrical Equipment for 10 Years

"DE
LUXE"
Interchangeable
FLASH
(Flashes
AN

SIGN
on

and

ELECTRIC
SPAC
E
SIGN
HISOWN
YOTUR
PAINT

off)

IDEAL

DISPLAY
SIGN
FOR YOUR
Good

You Can't Have
Pictures Without

It

success of a house often depends upon a thing comparatively
insignificant in cost — a good projection system. For only with a fine lens
and scientifically related parts can you
have good pictures.
The Bausch & Lomb Cinephor Optical System gives strong illumination,
evenly distributed over the whole
screen. It defines the images with
strong contrasts of black and white. It
makes pictures convincingly real and
helps to bring crowds back again. Ask
your projection man.
THE

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.,
622 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

DAILY

PROGRAM

The most practical, most effective and lowest priced display of its kind on the market.
Can be placed on the stage, in the lobby, over the ticket
booth or in stores around your neighborhood.
The sign inserts are to be painted on transparent paper
by your sign man. This paper is obtainable in six different
colors.
The patented mahogany frame in front of the sign box,
which is 15 inches wide and 24 inches high, and consists of
two frames hinged and grooved together, grips the inserted paper and tightens it stiff as a drumhead.
An ideal publicity medium that is being used extensively
by Chicago Exhibitors. Ascher Bros, have several for each
one of their 15 theatres.
Price $10.00 F.O.B. Chicago
In lots of 6 — $8.50 ea.
100 Sheets Transparent paper in assorted colors, $2.50.
Mail check with order or shipment is sent C. O. D. Can
be returned after five days tryout if not satisfactory.
DE
LUXE
833 W. Washington St.

STUDIOS
CHICAGO, ILL.
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—

Successful

Despite

Chaos

One look at the above photograph gives
you the "low down" on a scene which can
be nothing short of the aftermath to the
late Japanese earthquake: Even in earthquakes there are duties to be done to makq
mankind's existence on this earth as easy,
as efficient, and as smooth as the conditions
will permit. The same applies to the advertising department of Power's Division,
International Projector Corporation, which
is actually the scene depicted in the above
photo.
The view represents the effect of the
alterations and remodeling which are going
on in the offices of the projector company
and the final results will show great changes
and a marked improvement in the entire
plant of the company.

The Above

a maintenance of high grade service to
their clients.

The big point to be remembered is that
despite the inconveniences of rearranged office equipment, the general chaos and impediment to business attendant to that awful
stress of life called alterations, the members of this well known organization are
throwing their concerted . shoulders to the
wheel for one distinct purpose — and that is

TO

PACK

Photograph Tells the Story But You'll Have
to Read to Really Be in the Know

The company's own wants are left in the
background, precedence being given to the
direct needs of distributors, dealers and
exhibitors, and if there is m any case a
hitch somewhere down the line between the
company's source of service and its destin-

YOUR

BUILDERS

HOUSE

SINCE
Will

ation, it can be laid to only one unavoidable cause, and thai is < graphically illustrated in the Photograph above. More power
to a concern that is up against what you oj
we or any of us will probably be plagued
with early next spring, and managing by
sheer determination to keep the business
ball rolling and the service staff well oiled.

OF

STANDARD

ORGANS

I^^^MlSfe^

1835

You
Ko. 22
"%\ X

Invest $12££
A new movie star
guessing contest that
holds the public's interest and packs
your house on dull
nights.
The idea is a series
of 48 slides as illustrated showing
popular movie stars.
HO IS THIS^T
Get the audience to
guess each number
correctly
and give
three or more prizes at the end of the contest.
A

Prize

Keep
because of their

Contest

Your
interest

That

House
in

their

Will

Packed!
favorite film

star.

This contest consists of 48 slides all depicting movie stars.
Also teaser slides, posters and ballots having numbers and
space of names of stars for contestants to fill in. However,
you can prove the definite pulling power of this contest
for your theatre by your first order of 12 slides which will
amount to $12.00.
SEND

YOUR

STANDARD

ORDER

IN

TODAY.

SLIDE

208 W. 48th Street

New

Organs Fill Every Requirement
the Motion Picture Theatre

City

of

RICHNESS OF TONE — COMPLETE ORCHESTRATION
SEND

CORP.
York

Viner

FOR

FULL

VINER
1375

NIAGARA

INFORMATION
&

SON

ST., BUFFALO,

N. Y.
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DUPLEX— The

Trade-Mark of High-Grade
(Continued fr um page 17)

ishing department where a chemical
bath gives superior and uniform results.
In the special department devoted to
theatre equipment there were adjustable splicing blocks, serviceable, accurate and durable — an automatic film
splicer that makes any sized patch at
any point of the film — a film cement
which joins inflammable film to non-

imflamable, or instantly patches either;

appreciate at one time, the company's
major line of laboratory equipment, designed and built like skyscrapers and

a measuring machine which has the capacity of 10,000 feet, and can be reset
to zero at any time ; a film cleaner
which completely removes friction

not merely job-put-together. That
would take many weeks. We were glad
however, to take away with us, for
further attention and study, the comj-

oarks, finger-prints, chemical stains
aid machine abrasions, and countless
jther devices necessary to the projection room and laboratory.

G
THEATRE

It was impossible to take in and fully

Accessories

ORGANISTS

Furnished on Short Notice
Managers, let us solve your musical problems. We have expert organists thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all
times. No service charge.
The studios are equipped with complete organ practice and
projection facilities. Advanced pupils have the advantage of
lessons before the screen under the same conditions as prevail in
any large theatre.
Our pupils succeed where other organists fail
VERMOND
KNAUSS
STUDIOS
OF THEATRE
ORGAN
PLAYING
210 N. 7th St.,
Allentown, Pa.

pany's brand new catalogue just off the
press, describing fully the entire line
of equipment, which the writer will be
^lad to send to anyone interested in the
Duplex products.

O
E
R
Z
Products for the Motion
Picture Industry

Film Raw Stock: Positive, Negative, Panchromatic.
S. O. G. Condensers: Heat Resisting and of superior
optical
quality ; diameters:
1^" — 12".
Goerz Mirrors:
For Arc-Lamps.
Optical Raw Glass: For motion picture equipment,
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS:
FISH-SCHURMAN
CORPORATION
45 West 45th Street, New York City
1050 Cahuenga Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.
IN CANADA:
John A. Chantler & Co.
200 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

13

BOSSES

THEATRE
DECORA
IF PROPERLY
Dollars

DONE,

to Your
WE

Specialists

TING

in

WILL
Box

Office

ARE

Theatre

Patented
Decorating

WE MAKE AND INSTALL PROPERLY—
CURTAINS — DRAPERIES — VALANCES
STAGE SETTINGS — WALL COVERINGS.
LOUIS
KUHN
105 W. 63rd ST.

NOW

PL<AYLNG~«

1*

100% Satisfaction
The name of VALLEN placed on
a curtain control or track signifies
that the latest in design, the best
of material and the finest labor has
been put into the machine — with
this combination, VALLEN machines are bound to prove 100%
satisfactory.

MEAN

STUDIOS,

INC.
NEW YORK

VALLEN

Noiseless Curtain

have proven

BOX

and

Track

satisfactory for over 10 years.

E. J. VALLEN ELECTRICAL
AKRON

FLASH-O-LITE
INCREASES

Control

CO.

OHIO

SERVICE

OFFICE

RECEIPTS

1- JfeCK HOUw .
GECILRDE&E5 j ie sectors!
1[~ J3.ME ti-WW.IE~ 5!~ !
Isd ~* " , i

The above is a reproduction of a beautifully constructed, 8 section, hand carved,
bronze finish frame, metal box, electrically wired for illuminating each section. The
wiring is arranged so that four sections are illuminated at one time, flashing on and off.
The sign is highly ornamental as well as 1 serviceable and will prove to be a fixture
of much attraction installed in the interior or lobby of a theatre.
The FLASH-O-LITE SERVICE permits you to display coming features, be it pictures, vaudeville or any other message by a method of colored, interchangeable mats,
electrically iljuminated at a cost less than hand painted signs.
We will furnish the display sign and a weekly change of copy at a small weekly
charge.
Write for Circular and details.
FLASH-O-LITE
SALES
COMPANY,
INC.
P. O. BOX 94, FENWAY STATION,
1102 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.
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introduced

Reviews

in connection

this week

is designed

to

BSaila provide the first really practical means of conveying, for the benefit of Exhibitors generally, the essential
facts about
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a picture
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it is necessary,
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obvious exhibition possibilities; then to rate it in accordance
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its quality,
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BOX

A
B
C
D
E

THE

OFFICE

Key To The Rating, System
Road Show Calibre
1 Excellent
First Run Product
2 Good
Suitable for Second and Subsequent Runs 3 Fair
Action Pictures, Westerns and Melodramas 4 Not Recommended
Shooting Gallery Stuff
* Unusual Exploitation Possibilities

DANCE

SKYROCKET

Associated Exhibitors Photoplay. Story
by Adela Rogers St. John. Directed
by Marshall Neilart. Length, 7,350
feet.

CAST AND

SYNOPSIS

Sharon Kimm
Peggy Hopkins Joyce
Mickey Reid
Owen Moore
Lucia Morgan
Gladys Hulette
Mildred Rideout
Paulette Duval
Lilyan Tashman
ht
Ruby Wrig
William
Dvorak
Earl Williams
Sam Hertzfelt
Bernard Randall
Morris Pincus
Sammy Cohen
Film Comedian
Bull Montana
Sharon Kimm and Mickey are born on the seamy
side of life. Sharon's mother dies, and she goes to
an orphan asylum. Mickey is swallowed up in the
passage of the years. We next see Sharon grown
to beautiful womanhood trying to break down the
barriers of stardom in Hollywood. She is finally
selected by Dvorak, a world famous director, to substitute for a dismissed star. Overnight, Sharon
shoots like a skyrocket from obscurity to fame. The
attentions of an adulating public go to her head,
and from the sweet, modest creature of the slums,
she becomes a self-centered, superficial clothes rack.
Fate plays a peculiar prank in that the film story
which brought her fame is written by none other
than goes
the now
Sharon's
meteoric
rise
the grown-up
way of allMickey.
skyrockets,
for with
the
explosion
of
"Kind
Circumstance,"
she
crashes
earth in failure. When all the world seems deadto
against her, her comforting port in the storm is
Mickey, who takes her tenderly in his arms.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

B2

An interesting story with a sufficient
measure of heart appeal and entertainment
to hold the attention throughout.
Box

Office

REVIEWS

Highlights:

Peggy

Hopkins
Joyce'sHers
drawing
power would
as a
box office name.
at the moment
seem to be second to none. Well known
supporting cast, such as Owen Moore,
Gladys Hulette, Earl Williams, Lilyan
Tashman, Bull Montana. The name of
Marshall Neilan as director means a lot to
ticket buyers. The direction is also one of
outstanding factors. Shots of "behind the
scenes activities" in Hollywood are calculated to tickle the palates of the great curious public, interesting sidelights on movie
making are capitalized.
Audience Appeal: Star with her
array of gorgeous gowns, jewels, etc.,
should be an attractive magnet to the feminine contingent. Aside from this, since
most of the outside world has a proverbial
curiosity for knowing what goes on in films,
the scope for customers on this is indeed
broad.
How To Sell It: "A natural for
winning feature story space in the newspapers." Excellent possibilities for tie-ups
with any shop that sells anything a woman
can wear.

MADNESS

Metro-Goldrvyn-Mayer Photoplay. Robert Z. Leonard Production from the
Original Story by S. Jay Kaufman.
Adapted by Frederika Sagor. Directed
by Robert Z. Leonard. Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Roger Halladay
Conrad Nagel
May Anderson
Claire Windsor
Bud
Douglas Gilmore
Valentina
Hedda Hopper
Strokoff
Mario Carillo
Roger Halladay, in love with May Anderson, a
dancing teacher, elects her his tutor. They marry.
A year stincts
later
in Paris,
Halladay He
's old
insend him
philandering.
givesbachelor
his attention to Valentina, aj celebrated Paris danseuse, who
has no patience for this disloyal husband. She and
her husband determine to teach Roger a lesson. She
invites him to her home at the dead of night, and
by certain prearranged tricks frightens him out of
his wits. He returns to his own wife a repentant
and wiser husband.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

B2

The sort of story that win tickle the risibilities ofthe married folks. Has bubbling
good humor which makes the moral easy
to swallow. Consistently entertaining
throughout its play of plot, character and
incident.
Box
Office
Highlights: The
playing and the good looks of both
stars, Conrad Nagel and Claire Windsor.
The pretentious sets done in the usual Robert Z. Leonard manner. Excellent support by the rest of the cast. The sparkling
atmosphere of Paris and theatre scenes.
The incident in which the recreant husband goes a-wooing of his "crush," and is
intrigued in the house, where her husband
and herself inflict all sorts of indignities as
a moral lesson, provides a whale of a lot of
fun.
Audience Appeal: Since a consistent note of entertainment is maintained
throughout, since the subject is one that
appeals to all classes and the story is
light, the pictorial lure effective, this film
can be safely characterized as having universal appeal.
How To Sell It: Bill heavily the
names of the stars. Have the Parisian
scenes figure prominently in your lobby
dress. The title is a good one for bold display in newspaper advertisements, heralds,
and posters. The author of the original
story is the well-known "Round The
Towner" of the New York Telegram.
You might make bromide enlargements of
strips of his column which always has salty,
human gossip of the doings of the great in
the metropolis.

MEMORY

LANE

First National Release. Louis B. Mayer
Production. Directed by John M. Stahl.
Length, 6,825 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mary
Eleanor Boardman
Jimmy Holt
Conrad Nagel
Joe Field
William Haines
Mary's Father
John Steppling
Mary'sUrchin
Mother
EugeniaD arrow
Ford
The
Frankie
Maids
..Dot Farley, Joan Standing
Woman in Telephone Booth
Kate Price
A love triangle is formed by Mary, Jim and Joie,
when all are but seventeen. Mary favors Joie,
often wandering with him through a wooded lane
later to be associated with youthful memories.
Mary's parents favor Jim, and when later Joie leaves
for other paTts, Mary marries Jim. A year later
Mary is stirred by the news that Joie is back in
town. She has an infant son, has been a dutiful
wife, but has never ceased to love Joie. Jim invites Joie to the house. The memory of the handsome, refined boy now probably grown to a polished
man of.trancethe
as thedress
enof the world
visitor isis rudely
marked interrupted
by loud, vulgar
and manners. Her illusion is shattered, but she is
glad she has her Jim. Later, unknown to her, Jim
learns
that Joie
onlytriangle.
"acting," in order not to
evoke again
the was
painful
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

B3

The following of the stars, clever capturing of the domestic atmosphere and a
soothing picturesque sentimentality that will
probably find favor with that very measurable body of ticket buyers — the married
women of the middle class — makes this a
very fair first-run prospect.
Box

Office Highlights:

Eleanor

Boardman's good looks; excellent characterization byWilliam Haines, her support.
Heart interest obtained by the introduction
of a loveable baby with a brand of baby
tricks that tugs mightily on the heart strings.
Wedding scenes. An all night ride by
bride in an automobile with her former
sweetheart on the night of her wedding.
Audience

.Appeal:

Not

subtle

enough for the "high-brow," and lacking
craved by the "lows,"
usually find
actionprobably
the will
but
favor with the middle class. The idea of the story has a
woman's appeal.
How To Sell It: Get out a throwaway describing the runaway incident of
the bride, and ask the reader what he would
have done had he been a victim of the
trick. Screen the answers on slides or a
trailer, a few days before the showing, and
announce that the real solution will be revealed inthe forthcoming picture. Watch
the interest "perk" up and prepare for extra
heavy audiences of married women.
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NELL

GWYN

Released by British National Pictures,
Ltd. A Herbert Wilcox Production.
Scenario and Direction by Herbert Wilcox. Story by Marjorie Borven.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Nell Gwyn
King Charles II
Lady Castlemaine
Mrs. Gwyn
Toby Clinker
Dickon

Dorothy Gish
Randle Ayrton
Juliette Compton
Sidney Fairbrother
Judd Green
Edward Sorley

Nell Gwyn, jolly seller of oranges, attracts the
attention of King Charles 2nd, by her antics
courageous optimism. As a lark he dines with and
her
at a cafe, and their intimacy results in the king
placing Nell in His Majesty's theatre at Drury
Lane, and later maintaining the girl as his mistress.
Nell has a rival for the King's regard in Lady Castlemaine. The latter snubs Nell at a Court function, and Nell later retaliates by travestying
Castlemaine in a theatre performance, to the Lady
great
merriment of the entire audience. They are sworn
foes. Meanwhile, Nell uses her influence with the
King to sponsor worthy causes, chiefly to help the
poor. At the height of her popularity
with the
monarch, just when the latter is to sign the document necessary to establish Nell
a full-fledged
Countess Charles 2nd passes awav, as
leaving a brokenhearted Nell to face a vindictive world.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

B2

Comfortably makes the first-run grade
chiefly because Dorothy Gish in the title
role was never more charming, more lovable, more versatile, vivacious and sparkling with the glinting faces of a manysided personality than she is in this costume story based on a historic incident of
three hundred years ago.
Box Office Highlights: Star s superb performance. Intelligence of story
structure and smoothness of direction.
Lighting not as good as usually found in
American productions. Interesting and intelligent touches of well-known characters
of the day, particularly Samuel Pepys, famous diarist. Interesting shots of the London of the period, and old Drury Lane
Theatre.
Audience Appeal: Should find a
welcome market where intelligent tastes
are paramount. As, for example, the deft
touch on the Samuel Pepys character,
would mean very little to one who didn't
know of him. Its appeal is broader than
its subject matter, for after all it has heart
interest, star value, excellent acting, and
other elements whose sum-total is entertainment.
Though not a flawless example of its
kind, its faults are not such that they obtrude themselves acutely. Story is draggy
in a few spots, which is easily remedied by
cutting. Re-titling might also help. Withal,
the film has the stuff that gives pleasure and
satisfaction to an audience. And the jolly,
optimistic personality of the star is fairly
contagious in its effect upon the spectators.
How To Sell It: You can safely
bill it as one of the finest performances
rendered by the star. Place Dorothy
Gish above everything else in seeking for
drawing power, whether in electrics, newspaper or circular. Try the book stores on
a tie-up with the Pepys Diary. Nor should
the public library be ignored.

THE

YANKEE

SENOR

FLAMING

WATERS

Fox Production. From novel "Conquistador" by Katherine Fullerton Cerould.
Scenario by Eve Unsell. Directed by
Emmett Flynn. Length, 4,902 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Distributed by F. B. O. Story by Lloyd
Sheldon. Directed by Harmon Weight.
Length, 6,591 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Paul Wharton
Tom Mix
Manuelita
i
Olive Borden
Luke Martin
Tom Kennedy
Juan Gutierrez
Francis McDonald
Flora
Margaret Livingston
Don Fernando Gutierrez
Alex Francis
Doris Mayne
Kathryn Hill
Abigail Mayne
Martha Mattox
Ranch Foreman
Raymond Wells
Paul Wharton, manager of a ranch in Old Mexico,
saves the payroll from a gang of bandits headed by
Juan Gutierrez, the adopted son of Don Fernando
Gutierrez.lives
The inlatter,
unaware hacienda
of Juan'swith
unlawful
practices,
a magnificent
Juan
and Manuelita, a poor relation. Don Gutierrez has
for many years made a futile search for the son of
his daughter whom he had disowned for marrying
an American. Paul makes his appearance and identifies himself as Gutierrez's grandson. Juan, realizthe importance
Gutierrez's
will, ingconspires
to havePaul
him will
done play
away inwith.
Paul,
assisted by his horse Tony, succeeds in freeing himself and returning to the hacienda, finds his grandfather on hismarry
deathbed.
It is the
dying loves
wish
that Juan
Manuelita.
Butlatter's
Manuelita
Paul. Juan induces Hora, well-known dancer, to
place Paul in a compromising position. Paul's American sweetheart misunderstands and leaves in indignation. This leaves Paul free to marry Manuelita.

Dan O'Neil
Malcolm McGreeor
Doris Laidlaw
'
Pauline Garon
Mrs. O'Neil
'
Mary Carr
Jasper Thome
John Miljan
Midge
Johnny Gough
Mrs. Rutherford
Mayme Kelso

By Peggy Goldberg
Rating:

B3

The love element being pre-eminent and
with Tom Mix's following, this should do
a fair business for first-run houses.
Box Office Highlights:
Tom Mix
seen in real action for about one third
of the picture. Then he is transformed
into a gallant toreador. Tony, the wonder horse, displays real human intelligence. Some very attractive settings showing the interior and exterior of the hacienda.
An effective ballroom scene done in Technicolor. Olive Borden in a multi-colored
Spanish shawl is exceedingly beautiful in
this scene.
The story with its four or five love affairs doesn't carry much weight; nevertheless, amild interest is sustained throughout.
Audience Appeal: The action,
what there is of it, is good. However,
there isn't enough to satisfy "western"
audiences. The high-brow audience will
find the picture sadly lacking in subtlety.
The in-between should find it just fair entertainment.
How To Sell It: Exploit the cast.
It has drawing power. Dress up your
ushers or usherettes as Spanish toreadors
a la Tom Mix.
Playing on the title, you might have a
ballyhoo — a man dressed partly American
and partly Spanish. You should be able
to make your lobby attractive with stills
of the extremely effective scenes from the
picture.
Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW staff of
reviewers are capable men. who thoroughly realize their responsibility. It
is true that reviews are the opinion
of one man, but it is also true that
experience and training count for a
great deal in reviewing. But at all
times you can count upon our reviewers not sidestepping, but reviewing with honest and absolute candor.

DannyhasO'Neil
returns offrom
sea to by
learn
that his
mother
been fleeced
her money
Thorne,
an
oil operator. He starts out for Oil City. There
the O'Neils meet the Sheldons, heavily compromised
by Thome's stocks. Doris Laidlaw and Danny form
an attachment. Danny turns the tables on Thorne
by turning the deal to his own benefit, and the other
retaliates by trying to destroy Danny's property.
Dannyforegives
Thorne
a soundto beating,
beThorne has
managed
set the but
placenotafire.
Through a swirling inferno of burning oil, Danny
swims with a rope, in order to attach it to a tree.
He then swings back hand over hand and rescues
his sweetheart and mother over the same route.
chief.
Thorne has, meantime, perished in his own misBy Michael L. Simmons
Rating: D2
Packed with juicy melodrama, ripe almost to the bursting point. Alive with
fights, runaway cars on the edges of yawning precipices, the villain foiled, the handsome hero winning a rich man's daughter
and achieving wealth and success in his
own right. Should tickle the palates of
those who crave excitement, and send their
blood racing joyfully through their veins.
Box Office Highlights: Fist fights
in which the hero, though getting the worst
of it, puts up a whale of a scrap. He
has a good alibi for losing each time, once
when three bruisers dive into him, and
again when on the point of victory his
head hits a stone. Nevertheless, he is a
rip-roaring terror with his "dukes."
Scenes of Oil City provide interest with
its welter of "get-rich-quicks," quacks,
"stock-barkers," and other backwash of society. A dare-devil escape from death in
a runaway automobile down a steep mountainside, and the final climax of a whole
oil gusher i~ a veritable flaming inferno are
the action-highlights in the picture.
Audience Appeal: Though dealing in a locale where rough-necks, mountebanks, and— in one scene — the frozen
faces of a snobbish smart set prevail,
there is nothing even bordering on offense at any point. It will, therefore, suit
the tastes of all those who like "fatty"
sugar-coated melodrama. Pauline Garon's
feminine appeal registers well in sharp contrast tothe rough background, and she helps
measurably to contribute to the interest of
the love theme.
How

To Sell It: The names of the

three leading principals, Malcolm McGregor, Pauline Garon and Mary Carr,
have definite exploitation value. Carry out
the oil stock scheme, in a throwawav designed for the purpose. Then there is the
age-old question, solved in this story, of
whom, when danger threatens, to save first,
mother or sweetheart. You can play with
this in your circular or newspaper advertisement.
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THE

AMERICAN

VENUS

Paramount Production. Written by Torvnsend Martin. Adapted by Frederick
Storvers. Directed by Frank Tuttle.
Length, 7,931 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mary Gray
Esther Ralston
Chip Armstrong
Lawrence Gray
Hugo Niles
Ford Sterling
Miss Alabama (Miss America) Fay Lamphier
Miss Bayport
Louise Brooks
Mrs. Niles
Edna May Oliver
Horace Niles
Kenneth MacKenna
John Gray
William B. Mack
Sam Lorber
George De Carlton
Artist
W. T. Benda
King Neptune
Ernest Torrence
Neptune's Son, Triton Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
(Also seven of the leading contestants in the 1925
Atlantic City beauty pageant: Misses Bronx, Newark, San Francisco, Bay
Ridge, Birmingham and
Seattle.)
Mary Gray is betrothed to Horace Niles, a sap, to
whoseMr.father
dad is in
indebted.
Both Mr.of Gray
and
NilesMary's
are engaged
the manufacture
cold
creams.gests Niles'
publicity
man,
Chip
sugsigning up the likely winner Armstrong,
of the Atlantic
City beauty pageant, using her name as testimonial.
When he falls in love with Mary and realizing her
great chance to win the contest. Chip appoints himself her publicity manager. Mary breaks her engagement with Horace. She enters and wins the
contest which makes Mr. Gray's cream very desirablemance
and putting
them on "easy street." The robetween Mary
and Chip has in the meantime
taken flower and their marriage is planned.
By Peggy Goldberg
Rating:

B2

Something of a novelty in nature. The
story is an inconsequential one. However,
the advance publicity which it received
should make it a draw.

Box Office Highlights: Gorgeous
floats and the beautiful contestants of the
recent beauty pageant held in Atlantic City
are enhanced by the use of Technicolor.
The fashion revues at the Pier Theatre
with the most beautiful girls in the country as mannequins, also done in Technicolor, furnish additional eye lure. The appearance of "Miss America" and seven
other contestants should stir up some excitement.
There are very thrilling automobile and
motorcycle rides during which collisions are
providentially avoided. A motorcycle with
the hero and heroine sandwiched between
two trains running at a furious rate of speed
provides a moment of tense suspense.
The rest of the cast includes at least four
names that have drawing power. There is
a touch of light comedy that registers. The
direction is consistently good.
Audience Appeal: The gorgeous
costumes worn by the most beautiful girls
in the United States should bring the women
in. The men-folks will also want to get a
glimpse at America's prettiest. The scantiness ofthe girls' attire, though by no means
vulgar, will undoubtedly offend the bigoted.
How To Sell It: Capitalize the
widespread publicity the pageant received.
Advertise the fact that the winner as well as
seven other contestants are appearing in the
picture. Exhibitors in the towns whose
most beautiful girls are represented should,
of course, exploit the fact. Use in bold
type Fay Lamphier's name. A fashion
revue would be most appropriate. Tie-ups
with manufacturers of all kinds of women's
apparel should be effective.

THE

DANGER

Distributed by P. D. C.

GIRL
Metropolitan

Production. From "The Bride" by
George Middleion and Stuart Olivier.
Directed by Edxeard Dillon. Length,
5,660 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Marie Duquesne
Priscilla Dean
Wilson Travers
John Bowers
James, the butler
Gustave Von Seyffertitz
Henrietta Travers
Cissy Fitzgerald
Mortimer Travers
Arthur Hoyt
Pelham
William Humphrey
Organ Man
Clarence Burton
Henderson
Erwin Connolly
Wilson and Mortimer Travers live sequestered,
bachelor lives, interested only in their respective
hobbies, rare gems and rare fish. The police learn
that a robbery is planned on the Travers home, and
start an investigation. One night, Marie Duquesne,
in bridal clothes, breaks in on the brothers, appealing to them to save her from a distasteful marriage
with an old man. Mortimer resents her presence,
but Wilson kindles a romantic interest. They allow
her to stay. The next morning the butler tells
Wilson
of states
Marie'she suspicious
the
night, and
has alreadyprowling
notified during
the police.
A policeman arrives and takes her into custody.
That night the butler opens the safe and is about
to make off with the gems, when he turns to face
Marie, gun in hand. A terrific fight ensues, ending
finally in the arrival of the police, who take charge
of the butler. It develops that Marie is aiding the
police
to save Wilson's gems, and he takes her in
his
arms.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating: B2
A crook story with a stronger element
of farce than seriousness, but with sufficiently diverting details to give most audiences a satisfactory session of entertainment.
Box Office Highlights: Priscilla
Dean uses her broad experience and
natural aptitude for fun-making to good
effect. Her sudden arrival through a trap
door in the roof of a painfully quiet bachelor abode, gives rise to a train of comic
incidents that are the backbone of the film's
interest. The characterization of Arthur
Hoyt as Mortimer Travers, whose congenital distaste for women is balanced by
a dog-like devotion to a collection of rare
fish, and the star's by-play on Morty's eccentricities, furnishes a goodly measure of
snickers.
John Bowers is likeable in the part of
Wilson Travers, to whom the lustre of a
rare gem is only to be likened to the light
that shines in the eyes of a woman in love.
He and Miss Dean make a good-looking
couple, as they introduce a note of revelry
into the staid old bachelor dwelling.
For the rest there is a series of disclosures
in the regular crook-drama, the girl under
suspicion turning out in the end to be a detective in disguise. Her betrothal to the
man whose gems she saved at the risk of
her life is the romantic morsel offered to
complete the interest. Cissy Fitzgerald
contributes a diverting character bit in the
role of a fussy, gushing, extravagantly romantic aunt.
Audience Appeal: Will not appeal to the exclusively sophisticated, but
is sufficiently well done and contains an
adequate measure of those elements necessary to entertain the great mass of moviegoers. Nothing objectionable in the film
from a moral, social or general standpoint.
How To Sell It: Chances for tieups with jewelers, haberdashers, and perhaps safety-vault keepers.

THE

FIRST

YEAR

Fox Photoplay. Adapted by Francis
Marion from play written by Frank
Craven. Directed by Frank Borzage.
Length, 6,038 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom Tucker
Matt Moore
Grace Livingston
Kathryn Perry
Dick Loring
John Patrick
Dr. Myron Livingston
Frank Currier
Mr. Livingston
Frank Cooley
Mrs. Livingston
Virginia Madison
Mrs. Barstow
Margaret Livingston
Hattie
Carolynne Snowden
Mr. Barstow
J. Farrell MacDonald
Tommy Tucker, a bashful lad, in love with Grace
Livingston, has a self-assured rival to contend with.
Tommy, however, wins the girl when he literally
sweeps Grace off her feet with attention. During
their first year of married life, with the proper
amount of economy, Tommy is able to purchase
a piece of property which becomes very valuable
when a certain railroad starts dickering for it. Mr.
Barstow, on behalf of the railroad, is about to make
the deal with Tommy when Dick Loring, working
for
the and
samejealous
company,
and who
former
suitor,
of Tommy,
stepsisinGrace's
and squelches
the leaves
proposition.
endurance
and
she
Tommy.Grace's
The deal
is then weakens
consummated
for more money than originally agreed on. Grace
repents her hastiness and when Tommy arrives with
the huge
check
she doesn't
age him for
fearhehehasmayreceived,
misunderstand
her encourmotive.
Tommy leaves the money with Grace and is about
to depart
Grace's
uncle asks This
Tommy
he'll
come
to seewhen
the baby
occasionally.
bringsif them
together and everyone is happy. "
By Peggy Goldberg
Rating: B2
A sparkling touch of comedy, an interesting story, well presented, provide an hour
of real entertainment.
Box Office Highlights: It is a
faithful adaptation of the stage success.
the lives of "Main Street"
Sequences
characters from
are realistically done. Excellent direction, introducing a novel way
of conveying the idea of a lapse of time —
the use of symbols. Smooth continuity that
for stretches at a time makes the spectator
think he is reading from the pages of an
interesting book. Adequate handling of the
casting. Grace Tucker with her irrepressible
desire to travel and become educated, and
Tommy with his almost pathetic optimism,
are really people as portrayed by Kathryn
Perry and Matt Moore.
Plenty of laughs are furnished by the
latter and Carolynne Snowden, who with
aptitude characterizes a sluggish product of
the South. A side-splitting comedy situation is the scene where the blundering
Hattie, who knows how to serve, but who
admits she washes best, makes all the errors
possible while serving the guests on whom
the hosts are trying to make an impression.
The one distraction in the production is
a rain effect which looks more like buckets
of water being poured down.
Audience Appeal: This has struck
a happy medium. Should win the favor
of most any audience. A good story
interestingly told, and abounding in laughs,
should give it universal appeal.
How To Sell It: Exploit the fact
that the picture was adapted from the
stage success bearing the same name written
by Frank Craven. Play up to the newlyweds both in your newspaper advertising
and circularizing campaign. For the latter,
a list could be compiled from newspaper
announcements of betrothals and marriages.
The domestic help problem offers another
angle for exploitation.
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News

Reels

Pathe News

In

Brief

Short

Feature

No. 9

CARY, ILL. (except Chicago, Milwaukee,
Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles, Boston, San
Francisco, Washington, St. Louis, Philaski experts give
thrillingdelphia)— World's
exhibitiongreatest
— champion
jumpers
rally at the 21st annual tournament of the
Norge Ski Club. SCRANTON, PA. — Forecast
end of coal strike! Major Inglis, operators'
chairman, accepts Lynette peace plan as
basis for resumption of negotiations with
miners. QUEBEC, CANADA. — .Night fire
sweeps famous Canadian hotel! Flames
cause over $1,000,000 damage to old wing
of Chateau
Frontenac
from
which 300
guests
escape.
NEW
YORK
CITY Mr
Dinosaur takes first walk
10,000 000
years! Skeleton of gigantic inmammal
moved with utmost care to home in newis
wing of museum. ROME, ITALY. — Paj
final tribute to Italy's Queen Mother Thousands wait at railroad
for body of
Margherita, brought fromstation
Bordighe
where
she died. BARNES CITY, CAL.—raAnimals
Damon and Pythias friendship rudely shattered. Prince and Zip, the puma, were
raised together from pup days
in the
G
Barnes Zoo. DETROIT, MICH. — Motion Alpictures decide case in modern Judgment of
Solomon. Judge awards child to
mother as result of tests made by foster
News cameraman. HAMPTON ROADS Pathe
VA
(Washington only)— 24 seaplanes 'leave
pase for winter maneuve
Giant ships
take off for Guantanamo rs.
Bay where they
SiS Swt1!* fl?e.t
Practicelphia
drills. PHILADELPHIA, PA.in(Philade
only)— Set
opening date for Sesqui-Centennial Exposition—National Advisory Committee agrees
7Ithc^7RrrT£en£/Ack
to besin
on June
2. ST. LOUIS, MO. (St.
Louis fair
only)—
1500
stunning beauties compete
for prizes as
<jueens of pulchritude— but they are orchids in city's annual show.
Kinograms No. 5156
Cardinal Mercier passes to his rest; the
Jr-rlmate of Belgium, his country's greatest
who at the age of
war,the
world
?,er2™sof ..V}e
Entere
d into
Hands of God."
SANTA ROSA, CAL.— Grange teaches Burbank how to raise footballs; Gliding Ghost
of the Gridiron and his team call on noted
5,^2.1 wizard. TIBETAN MOUNTAINS ARE
CROSS
ED FOR THE FIRST
Gene
.uamb, Kinograms cameraman,TIME;
leads the
only white expedition to conquer
Alexander
exclusive. NEW
a Kmogr
itkT>v£
YORK—ne£L
Blind
collegeamsgirls
seek scholarships; sightless students from Hunter
City Colleges, and Columbia, prepare and
for
/xarns.
A
Kinograms
exclusive. LOS
he runs out
,7?v.e
aoo all
ff
of gas;
thattsh.?cul.1
"Sailorworry
Jack"if Miller need
S°-1S
a tow r°Pe out °f his wavy
hair. ^t1?^*5
They're off! Florida racing
season MIAMI.
begins;— opening
day crowd of 20 000
Wi"ter Pro^ram
PT?i-ck.Start
It HLleah
International News No. 9
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same high standard of entertainment is maintained in this one as in the preceding eleven.
Al Cooke and Kit Guard as the character
men, furnish a liberal amount of comedy, a
stiff battle provides action, and pretty Alberta Vaughn, as usual, is the essence of
charm and vivacity.
This series, properly exploited, should
prove a real draw in neighborhood theatres.

Universal

The Windjammers
Husband's

Reviews

No. 9

Honeymoon"
2 reels

Fox
is inin wealth and luxury,
Oswald, brought up day
by his lawyer that all his
formed on his wedding
money was lost in a Wall Street deal. Riding in a
taxicab with his bride, for his last quarter he buys
sandwiches and coffee. When the taxi driver sees
a cash customer, he orders the honeymooners to sit
in the front. The cash customer eats the sandwiches
and on reaching his destination, hands Oswald a
dollar for the food. This gives Oswald an idea and
he starts an "eat while you ride" bus line. The
girl's father, who owns an ordinary bus line, to stifle
competition, pays Oswald $50,000 for the idea.
A consistently entertaining comedy that
should go with most audiences. Harold
Goodwin plays the much-indulged-in sap in
a style all his own and succeeds in getting
laughs even in a role which has been done
time and again.
There is a distinct novelty in the form of
an "eat while you ride" bus line. Tables
set atop a Fifth Avenue coach is unique and
provides an angle for comedy development.
Shirley Palmer adequately furnishes feminine charm.
* *
"Mazie's Married"
2 reels
F. B. O.
Dorsey, in love with Mazie, his stenograGeorge
pher, is too shy to propose. Their friends, Tripp
and Fall, private detectives, engage Harry Roberts
arousing George's jealMazie,
to makeousy.love
Robertstosees
Maziethusplace some very valuable
and later, pretending he is Dorpapers in the safe,
sey, phones her, instructing her to bring the papers
to a certain address. After a vain effort to recover
she phones the office. George and the
the papers,arrive
detectives
immediately and after a hard battle
get the papers. Mazie, who has found a card on
which George has asked her if she will marry him
but which he was too shy to . hand her, answers
"yes" and they start, for the minister.
This is the twelfth and concluding edition
of the "Adventures of Mazie" series. The
Max Fleischer's Ko-Ko Song
Car-Tune
"DOLLY
GRAY"
This Week Plays New York
CAPITOL

729 7th Ave., IS. Y. C.
DISTRIBUTORS

"Montana of the Ranges
Universal
2 reels
Ruth Spear arrives from the East at the death of
her father to assume ownership of Spearhead Ranch.
Her boss and manager, Montana Morgan, a hard
riding girl of the West, forbids Ruth to see Mel
Bromwell, an engaging scoundrel. Mistaking Monmotive as one ofposition
jealousy,with
RuthDaveplaces
herself intana's
a compromising
Sinclair,
in love with Montana. After Montana saves the
Spearhead horses from a gang of rustlers headed by
Bromwell, as well as Ruth from the folly of marrying Bromwell, Ruth realizes what a fool she has
been and asks to be forgiven by Montana, who then
becomes reconciled with Dave.
This Mustang Western has what is primarily looked for in a Western — plenty of
action. A plot that holds the interest and a
good cast headed by Josie Sedgwick should
make this two-reeler desirable where they
like Westerns and even acceptable where
they are not particularly partial to this type
of short.
Miss Sedgwick does some very effective
riding, again
trienne she is. proving what an able eques"The Strenuous Life"
Pathe

1 reel

To convince us that we are not being misled by the title, Grantland Rice shows us in
the opening shots of his latest "Sportlight"
ato few
of a professional
"strong
man"
whomstunts
bending
steel is as easy
as taking
candy from a baby.
This is followed by demonstrations of a
boxing match, classic and acrobatic dancing,
the Charleston, high diving, etc., all of which
are done in such fashion as to bear out the
fact that modern sports are indeed developing the muscles.
This "Sportlight" is presented in unusually
interesting fashion.
% ^ %
"The Windjammers"
Pathe

1 reel

This edition of Paul Terry's "Aesop's Film
Fables" is funnier than usual, and that's going some.
The little cat introduces a great improvement over the present method of fishing.
Going down in the deep seas, and with the
employment of a bellows, he sends the unwary fish to the surface, where they are
easily caught by the other fisherman. He
displays further ingenuity when he uses the
skeleton of the fish for a comb.
*

* *

"Your Husband's Past"
Pathe
2 reels
Tyler, who has gone on the reform, falls in love
with themony, a detective,
governor'srecognizing
daughter. the
At groom
the wedding
cereas a former
lawbreaker, is unable to intercept because of his inTyler's identity.
lowsabilitytheto prove
honeymooners
to their The
hotel,detective
but he fol-is
foiled
by
Dippy,
Tyler's
friend.
The
groom
the bride is willing to forgive, and all ends explains,
well.
Some very funny business is introduced in
this Hal Roach comedy; in fact, this tworeeler hits a higher than average entertainment mark. Unbroken continuity, good direction and a cast which includes Vivian
Oakland, Tyler Brooke and James Finlayson all help make a good story thoroughly
diverting.
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Laugh

to Enter

The

Month Exploitation Contest

(Use this coupon to file your
entry in the prize contest for the
best Laugh Month exploitation.
Send entry to Laugh Month
Committee,
218 West 42d Street,
New York City.)
Name of Theatre
Address
City or Town
State

.........

Name of person responsible for camwins)
paign
(This is the person to whom
money will be paid if this entry
Is theatre first run,

second run or

subsequent run?
Not so laughable fof the lad on the outside of the cage, but the way it works out,
it is funny for the audience.

One of the scenes in "Mummy

Love,"

F.

Seating capacity

B. O.
Population of City or Town
Was campaign for one day, two days,
three days or a week?

Fifty-Fifty
Short

Subject
Space

With

Shares
a

Again a short feature shares equal honors
with a feature production in newspaper advertising. The Educational picture special
two-reeler,
Beasts
Borneo,"
received this "Wild
distinction
whenof shown
at the
Liberty Theatre, Seattle, Wash., week of
December 20, 1925, on the same bill with the
Buster Keaton feature, "Go West."

in

Feature

the

Advertising

Picture

The Pacific Coast Biscuit Company of
Seattle donated several barrels of animal
crackers for this Christmas week showing,
and just before the holiday Santa Claus delivered these to all kiddies entering the theatre. It proved a real stunt and attracted a
great deal of attention.

Was a particular comedy exploited?
If so, give title and name of distributing company
(It is not necessary that a particular comedy should be exploited,
it being sufficient if the campaign
boosts LAUGH
MONTH.
But if a particular comedy is ex— E. T. ploited,
R. itmust be a short comedy— not more than three reels.)

Both in the newspaper "ads" and "readers" this theatre treated the short feature as
of equal importance with the long feature.
The Seattle Daily Times carried on the
front page of its Motion Picture section a
four column-page length display "ad" of
which more than twenty-eight column inches
was devoted to a large cut on "Wild Beasts
of Borneo," the largest cut of those offered
for exhibitors' use in the Educational press
sheet.
On the same day the Seattle Post-Intelligencer carried on page two of its Screen
Section, a display "ad" measuring three columns by fifteen inches, of which one third,
or fully double the space allotted the long
feature, was given to "Wild Beasts of Borneo" copy. In this instance a press sheet
cut was also used to advantage.
The use that the Liberty Theatre makes
of all Educational short feature press sheet
material refutes the statement made by a
trade paper contributor recently that "Short
features are not backed properly with exhibitor aids." This is an instance of a great
first run theatre getting its entire campaign
from the press sheet. Not only did this
theatre use the large cuts mentioned but
also used advance publicity "reader" material clipped from the Educational press
sheet, and adopted as well the animal cracker
tie-up that was originally a press sheet suggestion.

Peewee Holmes and Ben Corbett, co-featured in Universal's two-reelers, cut up a
few high jinks in preparation for "Laugh Month"
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THEATRE

CONSTRUCTIONS

Russellville, Ark. — New Vance Theatre has
been opened on North Oak St.
Los Angeles, Calif. — West Coast Up-Town
Theatre, city's newest moving picture house,
located at Tenth St. and Western Ave., and
costing $500,000, is drawing capacity business.
Chicago, 111. — Aristo Theatre. Capital,
$1,000. Incorporators: Philip Levy and others.
Evanston, 111. — University Theatre Company. Capital $400 000. Incoporators : Clyde
E. Elliott, Charles P. Harvey, Ralph R.
Obenchain.
Sterling, 111. — Max Gumbiner, of Chicago,
has leased Illini Theatre.
Springfield, 111. — Theodore Gray and
Charles Coutrakon have opened Pantheon
Theatre. House has seating capacity of 600.
Pictures are shown exclusively and music
furnished by pipe organ.
Richmond, Ind. — M. Remevl Corporation
has plans bv F. D. Jacobs. 28 West Lake St.,
Chicago, 111., for two-story brick and reinforced concrete theatre, to cost $150,000.
Doon, la.— C. McAllister, of Sioux Falls,
la., has purchased Cosmo Theatre. G. McAllister, ofMadison, la., has been made manager.
Manhattan, Kans. — Earl Hayes, of Moberly, Mo., is new manager of Grand Theatre.

Classified
Opportunities
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy
For Sale
EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
>f battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
troods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.
VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair,
neverPa.used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton,
USED THEATRE CHAIRS at very low prices.
We replace broken backs and seats with new ones.
Why buy junk? C. G. Demel, 845 So. State St.,
Chicago.
150 UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS, brand new seats,
standards and .arm rests. Only backs slightly used.
An $8.00 value. Will sell very cheaply. C. G.
Demel. 845 So. State St., Chicago
MARCHANT CALCULATING MACHINE — A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a real machine for $75.00. Box M. O., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York City.
NEW SPRING MOTOR MOVIE Camera with
lens and case, $150 reduced to $39; New Home
Projector, $25. RAY, 296 5th Ave., New York.
FOR SALE — Self-playing, electric control Link
Pipe Organ, nearly new ; bargain ; library of music
rolls. Wilbor A. Shea, Eastport, Me.

Calhoun, Ky. — Masonic Theatre is now being operated by Vienne Lodge of Masons.

CLEARANCE SALE OF 150 REELS IN FEATURES, Dramas, Westerns, Comedies, Scenic and
Educational, International News Reels. We buy,
sell or exchange. Bargain lists free. NATIONAL
EQUIPMENT
CO., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minnesota.

Goldwater, Mich. — New electric sign has
been installed on Tibbitt Theatre.

SACRIFICE SALE OF ENTIRE STOCK of films.
List free. TULSA FILM EXCHANGE, 1223 S.
Lewis Place, Tulsa, Okla.

Springfield, Mo. — Tri-State Amusement
Co. Incorporators : Roscoe Cox, Enslee Barbour, Landers Orpheum Theatre Building.

FOR SALE — Two Powers 6A, 110 volt electric
machines in good condition. One hundred fifty dollars each. C. R. Brandenburg, Smithsburg, Md.

Q. R. Thompson will open his new theatre
at Waco, Texas, in near future.

FOR SALE: — UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER,
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for
Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
City.
Box H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York

The R. & R. Enterprises will erect a new
theatre at Kingsville, Texas, soon.

Local Films

Jesse Jones has filed application for permit
to erect two new theatres at Houston, Texas,
one to cost $350,000 and the other $275,000.

MOTION PICTURES nude to order. Commercial
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20e per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

The Cleveland Theatre at Rochester, Texas,
was destroyed by fire recently.
The Dreamland Theatre at Tulsa, Okla.,
has been leased to Mrs. Z. A. Phone, and
renamed The Princess.
B. F. Maitlin has taken over the Liberty
Theatre at Goteto, Okla.
W. E. Wolfenterger has purchased the
Rialto Theatre at Notart, Okla.
Wade Moore has opened his new Moore
Theatre at Anadarko, Okla.
J. E. Ketcham will open his new Nusho
Theatre at Chelsea, Okla., January 29.
Columbus, Ohio. — Archt, C H. Crane, 542
Griswold St., Detroit, Mich. Drawing plans
for a theatre at East Main St. Owner,
James Theatre Enterprises, 39 West Broad
St.

Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED
LADY
PIPE ORGANIST
wishes position in picture theatre. Familiar with
both straight and unit organs. Address, P. O. Box
1268, Lubbock, Texas.
PROJECTIONIST of wide city experience, seeks
position in small town at once. Prefer states of New
Jersey, New York or Pennsylvania. Willing to accept moderate salary. Highest kind of reference ; 8
years with present employer. Write me and I will
give you more details about myself. Address, CHIEF,
Exhibitors
York City. Trade Review, 45 W. 45th St., New
MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR LICENSED—
Wants position in Exchange or Theatre. Experience and reference. Schlecter, 318 Rochester
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR. New York License,
wants employment. Tel. : Morningside 5642, New
York.

Equipment Wanted
WANTED — Two 6B machines, two motiographs.
Gundlach Lenses, all sizes. Box 234, Bristol, Tenn.
FILM
PERFORATOR,
be. .in
fair
condition.
CommunicateWANTED—
with Mr. F.Must
W. Knight,
139 Charles St., N. Y. C. Watkins 6586.
For Rent
MOTION PICTURE and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.
Motion

Picture Scenery

HIGH ART SCENERY: Decorative Hangings
Lobby and Wall Paintings. Finest Work at Lowest
Prices. Decorate your theatre; it pays. Send dimensions for estimate and catalog. Enkeboll Scenic
Shops. Omaha. Nebraska.

CINEMA
The Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager: E. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" is the only picture publication
circulating throughout the Orient.
Address:
"CINEMA." 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

INCORPORATIONS
Albany, N. Y.— William K. Hedwig Picture Enterprises, motion pictures, $10,000. E.
& W. K. Hedwig, E. E. Makholm. (Atty, H.
H. Oshring, 1476 Broadway.)
Albany, N. Y.— Henry M. Hobart Productions, motion pictures, 200 common, no
par. M. L. Lesser, H. M. Hobart, S. Budd.
366 Madison Ave. (No attorney.)
Albany, N. Y. — Shelter Producing Co.,. motion pictures, theatricals, $600. H. Macollum,
220
H. C.Broadway.)
Ford, T. Hynes. (Atty., J. A. O'Leary,
Dover, Del. — Dramatone Corp., manufacture, buy, sell and deal with devices of all
kinds used in connection with motion pictures. $10,000,000. (100,000 shares without
nominal or par valuei) Mark W. Cole,
Dover, Del. (Corporation Trust Co. of Del.)

Mailing Lists
Will help you increase sale*
Send for
FREEon classified
catalog aiTlof'
counts
and fcproepectiva
prices
ocsMg
of yoarb—
ewtoeaf
National, State,
lical-Indivldaalt
Professions,
Business
Firms.
99%by°r^d

of 5 ^each
;3HH
ie*ns«J

HERALDS
SHIPPED SAME DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED
Guaranteed
Good
Prices—Service—
Send for
Trial Work
Order.— Popular
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Tod Browning' 's production of
his Story— starring Lon Chaney.
With Owen Moore, ReneeAdoree
Adapted by Waldemar Young.
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!

ISTEN to this box-office music: "Just Suppose" did
j
L/the best Saturday and Sunday business with only
one exception at the Grand Central Theatre, St. Louis,
in the history of the house!
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in

Suffer

Shorts

place where Short Features ought to get
THE
particularly careful attention is the place, on
the average, where they don't get much of any
— the small theatre, particularly in the small town.
Perhaps it is the logical result of conditions
which lead this class of Exhibitor to feel that he
^an't do a creditable job in behalf of the feature
picture, even, and therefore the Shorts must slide
by without

attention.

Perhaps

there is some

reason, but this thing is obvious
programs

of a good

many

from

small

other

watching

houses,

the

just to

get the facts on this particular point.

of comfort,

Short

house.

gets a

good

break

It gets fairly good

age second-run house. But when
along the line, the Exhibitor who

in the aver-

you get further
makes any real

efforts to put over his Shorts is a rare bird.
some

fellow will make

I doubt

me

(I hope

take that one back, but

it.)

Now let's consider, just a moment, whether this
is one of the logical conditions that grow out of
exercise of good business
who know, or just "one
reason back of it.

judgment

by Exhibitors

of those things," with no

In which

There

trade.

A rather high proportion,

sient business. Composed

perhaps,

of people who

ing to pay a higher price. Trained

of tranare will-

to expect good

program, good music, pleasing atmosphere. A uniformly smooth and harmonious handling throughout.
In the small-town

house, on the other hand, you

have, generally, an audience
of sophistication,

smaller

displaying

a little less

expectations

in the way

price.

case is it likely to be safer to neglect

Features,

the Short

doesn't

particularly the comedies?

seem

much

for argument.

room

To me, at least, it appears fundamental that the
small-town house ought to capitalize its Shorts to
the limit. Its audiences, on the average, are sure
of good short pictures as any,

it generally needs

out its programs
presentations

them

much

more

than does the big house

to round
with its

other attractions.

and

It is true, of course, that thousands of smalltown Exhibitors, having formed the habit of skidding over the Short Feature as a mere time-filler,
.
neglect it as much in booking as in exploitation
Comedies bought by the mile aren't apt to make
who
much money for anybody. The Exhibitor
doesn't feel he can afford to pay a decent price for
altoShort Features, ought to throw them out
him
tell
to
e
chanc
a
nce
audie
his
o-ether and give
something

Consider the average audience of the big firstrun house: Relatively small percentage of juvenile

a larger pro-

incidentals,

for the admission

exchange

to be as appreciative

in the first-run

treatment

and

music

portion of juveniles, more dependence on the
screen and less on the other features as value in

and
The

House

Small

the

about

balanced

This theory may

entertainment.

not fit in with yours at all, but

it's my idea that the careful selection and aggressive exploitation of Short Features in the small
house, the small-town house, will bring proportionately larger returns than in the big theatre.
And that any Exhibitor, big or small, who places
all his reliance on Feature pictures is just plain
dumb.
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News

MONDAY,

FEBRUARY

NEW YORK.— Nat T. Rothstein, manager of advertising and publicity of Film
Booking Offices of America, who has been
with that organization for four years, resigned to join Universal Pictures Corporation.
JEFFERSON CITY, MO.— A flood of
public resentment aroused by exhibitors
forced Governor Baker to abandon his plans
to submit a constitutional amendment at November election to set up a ten per cent tax
on amusements for use of educational funds.
HOLLYWOOD.— All filmdom is mourning for Barbara La Marr, who died suddenly
yesterday.
Will for
H. arbitration
Hays' repudiation
of NEW
claimsYORK.—
of success
in the
film industry was scored by Joseph M. Seider, business manager of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America and president
of the New Jersey organization, as mere
subterfuge.
NEW YORK. — Eugene Zukor, of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, sailed on the
Aquitania Saturday for Europe.
FEBRUARY

the

Week

1

CHICAGO.— Benjamin J. Cooney, of the
National Theatres Corporation, charged that
the suit of Famous Players-Lasky for $25,000
for alleged violation of the present uniform
contract was but another attempt to obtain
reflecting publicity for his organization.

TUESDAY,

of

2

NEW YORK— Frank J. Rembusch, president of the Indiana Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, issued a non-partisan call for a
national meeting on the contract situation.
NEW

YORK.— The exclusive contract between the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Company
and the Marine Corps of the United States,
made through Major General Lejeune, its
commander, threatens to rival the calling out
of His Majesty's troops to escort a print of
"The Phantom of the Opera" through London some time ago and to stir up a controversy here that may rage in greater intensity
than that occurrence.
NEW YORK.— Will H. Hays, president of
the M. P. P. D. A., returned to New York
and reported that the new employment bureau fostered by his organization was successful.
NEW

YORK.— Exhibitors through the Official Bulletin of Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America were urged to make
"discretionary use' ' of their fundamental
rights as American citizens, by replying to
those who attack filmdom.
NEWARK, N. J.— The M. P. T. O. of
New Jersey directors protest tax clause in
new contract.
KANSAS
CITY.— Frank- L. Newman,,
manager of three Los Angeles theatres for
Paramount, was thought along film row as
near a break with the Famous Players organization.

Calendar

of Coming

Events

Feb. 6.— A. M. P. A., Naked Truth Dinner, Astor Hotel, New York City.
Feb. 9.— M. P. T. O. of Ohio executive
committee meets in Cleveland.
Feb.
dance,
Feb.
Hotel

10.— Brooklyn M. P. T. 0., dinner
Hotel Bossert, Brooklyn, N. Y.
12.— Sixth annual ball T. O. C. C,
Astor, New York iCty.

June 1 to 5.— Annual Convention, M.P. T.
O. A., Los Angeles, Calif.

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY

3

NEW YORK— F, J. MeConnell, manager
of Universal's Short Product Department,
He has been with Uniresigned.
yesterday
versal as sales
manager and producer.
TRENTON, N. J.— The Senate of the
Legislature of New Jersey here today
adopted the resolution appointing a commission to investigate in preparation for the
repeal of the "Blue Laws" of New Jersey.
NEW YORK.— Ed Supple, in charge of
publicity of the Pathe Exchanges, Inc., will
leave that company this coming Saturday, to
join a national advertising organization.
WASHINGTON.— According to preliminary figures by the Department of Commerce,
American exports of positive films for 1925
reached a total of 225,656,151 linear feet at
an invoice value of $6,787,687, while exports
of negatives were 9,929,643 linear feet, valued
at $1,893,058.
As compared with 1924, exports of the
former, which were 170,347,342 linear feet
valued at $6,081,917, and 8,100,264 linear feet
of the latter at a value of $1,419,859, the
year 1925 has shown a striking gain in our
foreign trade in motion picture films.
NEW YORK. — Further reorganizing of
the sales force of United Artists Corporation
was made yesterday by Hiram Abrams, president, with the appointment of six district
managers.
THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

4

NEW

YORK.— While enthusiastic responses were claimed by Frank J. Rembusch,
president of the Indiana M. P.. T. O., in answer to his call for a convention at French
Lick, Ind., by exhibitors on the uniform contract question,
O'Reilly,
president
the New
YorkCharles
Theatre
Owners
Chamberof
of Commerce, indicated there was little likelihood his organization would participate.
WASHINGTON.— Establishment of a bureau to follow the interests of the motion
picture industry in the Department of Commerce is favored by President Coolidge, it
was learned here.
NEW YORK— Frederick H. Elliott, general manager of the Independent Motion Pic-

ture Association of America, forwarded to
Washington complaints that the United
States Army Motion Picture Service was
discriminating against independent product.
T^- rhpr?" were filed by prominent distributors ofindependent product in the South
and Southwest.
CHICAGO. — Lubliner and Trinz today announced a$19,000,000 theatre building proNEW YORK.— Another obstacle in the
matter of a new Uniform Exhibition Congram. tract which had stood in the way of agreement between the producers and Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America has been
swept aside. A revised availability clause
was adopted.
NEW YORK.— Due to recent agitation
against admittance of non-voting shares of
the stock of any corporation to the New
York Stock Exchange for trading purposes,
the application of the Fox Theatres Corporation to get 800,000 shares of the Common
Class 'A" non-voting stock on the Exchange,
was denied by the Special Committee on
tSock Listing.
NEW

YORK.— Will Hays disclaimed receiving any protest from Fox against MetroGoldwyn-Mayer obtaining an exclusive confilms. tract for the use of the Marine Corps in
FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY

5

NEW YORK— Vital Exchanges, Inc., it
was learned from an authoritative source
last night, talization
isto $100,000.
planning to increase its capiA new stock issue is contemplated to be
underwritten by a prominent brokerage
house. This sum will be used to finance
added distribution offices and production by
independent producers releasing through
Vital Exchanges.
NEW YORK— Al Lichtman, it was learned yesterday, has contracted to produce one'
feature production for the Universal Pictures Corporation. The name of this picture
niece." It is being made
in New is "Charlie's
York.
NEW

YORK — Information obtained yesterday by Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW reveals Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as
the company which has secured the American rights from J. D. Williams of the British
National Pictures, Ltd., for American presentation of "Nell Gwyn," starring Dorothy
Gish.
HOLLYWOOD— Producers of independent productions here will meet Wednesday
to perfect an organization of the independent
producers,
to the I. M.which
P. A. isoftoA.serve as an auxiliary
NEW YORK— Reorganization of Cranfield & Clarke, following increase in its capitalization from $10,000 to $100,000, yesterday resulted in the election of these directors,
R. H. Granfield, president ; Mr. Clarke, vicepresident and general manager ; George Merrell, secretary and treasurer ; Rudolph Byer
tion.
and Frank L. Rogers, directors of distribu-

J
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REPRODUCTION of the inSide pages of the Regun [\ewsette, published weekly by the Regun
Theatre, ISetv York. This particular
issue was given over to a publicity
stunt advertising short subjects for
Laugh Month, and used the Educational star, Virginia Vance as the
subject. Several weeks previous to
this issue, these Neiosettes began to
ballyhoo the coming Charleston
contest, and it teas not until the
actual announcement of date was
made that the tie-up with a short
feature picture was even suggested.

Making

t»i-fh pf jiinlumi 1011). nun

Bc«im Btruiarft* ntccli at JJommni >r»lr. toao

Umic ^lir.

VANCE, Short Feature Star and EXPERT CHARLESTON DANCER, Doing Her Stuff According to Hoyle! AND SHE TEACHES YOU HOW!
Laughter
And
the
Hearty

Laugh
Month
Folks
So
Laugh
It's
And
Charleston
To Your

Charleston
Keep
Old
Age
Away!

Oelight!
Ik Heart's
IheSarap&iM. the kiting at tin Pttu

the twgbtej 8t tte CtoiMl, (rfisn itsy plJ'f ttii Cflafelw nuta ftiuwt Vwptu Vira of Wiainw! Cwwrfitt, ie tw M in
kit w'B wjff lb Hwwtti BiArtii fill Vpgi«i mtd iwto it » n &* i- Ctateltfwj lit tte wi, ■

itjti i swj tie l far err H'"^ ,,J

HOW TO DANCE THE CHARLESTON
» MB Hf 1BSK SWISS BHCIW IM KM IBM PMW »t WflM WKE,
MS l« !« (OtHW-WtW tfWCB, ;.»,

Programs
By DAVID
Managing

title
IHAVE no regrets at all if the
of this article is rather misleading —
in part. I do make my programs
pay, but on the ledger books of my
theatre, programs appear on the wrong
side of the dividing line between profit
and loss.

Itroim Vtn>*iUe

Pay

J. LUSTIG

Director, Regun

Theatre, N.. Y.

the Charleston Contest which was run
in conjunction with Laugh Month. Beginning as early as December of last
year, teaser copy was being inserted in
the program telling about the contest.
And then it broke, in the form shown
in the program reproduced on this
page — it broke in a veritable riot. If a
packed house means anything, then this

percent of my copy space. At best,
that would only ease up on my expenses,
It would not cover them. Not to talk
about the time and trouble involved in
the getting of the advertisements.1 And
to talk even less about the immediate
depreciation
in the reading value of
them.

You see, the Regun Newsette carries no advertising at all. In actuality,
At various times I have been apit costs the theatre about
proached byorganizations
who would give me pro$5.50 a thousand to print.
grams at a very small or
Add to this cost, the exWhat
Price Profit?
no cost at all. Big propenditures made for mailing and postage covering
grams, with colored covMR.
LUSTIG, who gives us this interesting article
ers, fan stories, pictures
the weekly list of threein making programs pay, does not believe in sellof stars and all that. But
thousand certified names,
ing any space in them to outsiders. His contention is
then what would happen
it does amount to somethat
if
a
page
in
his
program
is
worth
$25.00
to
a
neighthing.
to the personality of the
borhood store, it is worth at least that much to him.
But still, I maintain that
Regun
Theatre? It would
Therefore, why should not his own theatre exercise the
be
submerged,
partially if
the program pays — and
first option on that space?
and pays big. first of all,
not entirely, — and the isThere is a great deal in what Mr. Lustig says. But
it has
done
almost as
suance of a weekly properhaps you in your own locality, facing a different
gram would become just a
much as the best pictures
problem, have cause to differ with him. The space almatter of form, meaningwe have played during the
lotted to Mr. Lustig will be duplicated for your story.
less and unprofitable, deyear to establish the theaThe readers will be just as glad to read your version.
spite thenothing.
fact that it would
tre. What check up have
cost me
I on that, you ask ? Well,
No sir, the Regun
remember one week when
Newsette
carries no advertising. It is
contest was a success. And to no small
the postal department delayed the decarried
on
the ledgers as overhead — but
livery of the programs a few days, and
extent, the program copy was responsible
for
it.
just
as
essential
a part of overhead as
the house phone was busy half the day
are our accessory sheets, or prologues
Suppose
I
did
try
to
save
some
money
answering inquiries about the delay.
or ballyhoo exploitation. If the space is
on the cost of the programs through
Then again, the program in the form
worth so many dollars a page to neighthe medium of paid advertising, how
I have it— that is with all the available
borhood stores for advertising copy,
much
would
it
amount
to?
Suppose
I
space given over to written matter, alwhy should not the Regun Theatre take
could get about $25.00 a page for space,
lows me the opportunity to put over any
and suppose I were able to sell fifty first option on that space
ideas I may wish.
Take, for example,

With Dorothy Dwan (left) as his feminine lead,
Larry Semon has little trouble in making a pure,
honest to goodness comedy out of "Stop, Look, and
Listen" — minus the usual slapstick.

Larry

Semon

New

Has

a

LARRY

SEMON

makes

Idea

his debut

as a star

under the Pathe banner in "Stop, Look
Listen," a rollicking feature adaptation of
Broadway musical comedy success, which was
leased on January 31st. In this fun vehicle
noted

comedian

departs

from

his previous

and
the
rethe

char-

acterizations and plays "straight," in conventional clothes rather than as a clown in eccentric
make-up.
To the many fan followers of Larry Semon,
this straight comedy role will be a great surprise.

o
his resome ofespecially
g
Recallin
Cent
productions,
"The Wizard of Oz," which
he

did

for

Chad wick

PlC-

car is the cause for many
The somewhat dilapidated
hilarious screams. Its an^i^ToTi^X
makes it more ludicrous.

hires Company, the motion
picture audience has been accustomed to see him
clown through reels of film, using funny costumes
as at least a partial basis for laugh getting.
And now, to see him in his every day clothes,
depending upon his own sterling capabilities as a
comedian of the first water, ought to prove most
gratifying

to the many who wish to see him
tablished as a real actor of comedy, roles.

es-

Comedy thrillers are always popular and Semon has injected a number of thrilling incidents
into this fast-moving
The spiciness is added to "Stop, Look,
and Listen"within
when a
show is used as a
tneme, allowing opportunity for some
chorine rehearsals.

fun-feature.

Pie has also

given the film an elaborate production with big scenes and
massive scenery. One of the
scenes shows the interior of a
theatre while

a musical

is being performed

comedy

on the stage.
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Pittsburgh

"Phantom

of

the

Opera

for

"

Is

Exploitation

Otherwise
By LON

Phantom of The Opera," starring Lon Chaney, Mary Philbin and an
army of cinema stars which opened in
this city to one of the largest crowds
"The

that have ever been a theatre manager's
pleasure to entertain, of which there
were hundreds who were unable to get
into the theatre at all, purchasing their
tickets and awaiting another day when
they might enter to view this magnifi'spectacle without losing an arm
cent s.
or clothe
Manager Ray Brown, of the Cameo
Theatre, was on hand early on the opening day to take care of the line which
he knew would be formed at the box
office. Arriving at the theatre at eight
o'clock
he was
astoundedinto the
find morning,
that the line
had
turned into a veritable mob, clamoring
for admission to the theatre, and not
until help of the traffic police had
straightened out the tangle, could any
semblance of order be obtained.
Greeting the patrons as thev entered
the portals of the Cnmpo wns a special
lobby arranged by the theatre management for the engagement. Crouched
up under the arches were figures of
THE PHANTOM.
A skeleton head,
skillfully arranged beneath the folds of
Phantom Red, was the prevailing color
all over the front of the theatre, with
red glowing search lights illuminating
Fifth Avenue in the evening and causing much wonderment from the passersby who congregated in front of the
theatre.
An automatic fortune teller, placed
in the lobby, kept the people busy learning their past and future, and with the
instrument crowded all day long, an impromptu theatre party had formed itself and remained as the lobby guests
of the Cameo.
Preceding the announcement of the
picture coming to the Cameo, Manager
Ray Brown immediately took up the
matter of publicity with Lon B. Ramsdell, exploitation manager for Universale Pittsburgh division, and these
two gentlemen spent a day in going
over the exploitation campaign which

Campaign

Hardened

Too

Much

Town

B. RAMSDELL

Universal

as the
known
PITTSBURGH,
toughest town in America among
exploitation and press representatives, opened its heart in true western
style to the unbeatable campaign that
helped to cram and jam the narrow interior of the Cameo Theatre for the
premiere showing of the Universal,

Thrilled

Exploiteer

Tie-ups featured Mr. RamsdelV s
campaign in Pittsburgh, for in
tie-ups he found the cheapest
and, at the same time, the most
effective result-producing

ideas.

later proved it will go down in the annals of Pittsburgh publicity arrangements as the greatest, most complete
drive ever made in the Smoky City by
any theatre or picture concern. Every
detail had been worked out before
Brown and Ramsdell started the ball
rolling, which resulted in a campaign
being carried out that was perfection
itself.
In speaking of crowds and vast assemblages, none of course could be
compared to the throngs that visited
Forbes Field during the recent World's
Series. Three weeks ahead of the opening of THE PHANTOM, a special
card was made up carrying a circle of
photographs of each of the players in
the Pittsburgh Club, and baseball fans
can easily imagine the millions of
reaching hands that grasped for one of
these unique souvenirs. Three weeks
ahead of the starting of the picture,
through these cards, Manager Brown
reached every individual that entered
the park.

lip stick. McCulloughs stores inaugurated atrade stimulant in the form of a
Phantom Red Milk Shake, with Ginger
Mint Julep. Elaborate window and
counter displays in each instance
coupled with the ad of the picture and
theatre at which it was to be shown,
made this a most effective method.
Rosenbaum's and Bedell's department stores co-operated to a gratifying
extent, giving up valuable window
spaces for oil paintings of Miss Philbin. A tie-up was even effected with
the Postal Telegraph Company and
ten thousand government postal cards
were gotten out reading, "You are going to be robbed, no matter what pre
cautions you may take. You may select the place, but we will positively
rob you. I will steal away dull care
and deprive you of worry."

Brown and Ramsdell then directed
their attention to the two largest drug
chain corporations in the city, the McCullough Drug Co. and the May Drug
Co. May's twelve stores turned their
windows over to the Phantom Red Lip
Stick, elaborate window displays being made to feature the picture and the

(Above) One of the
t w elv e May Drug
store windows in the
heart of the business
district of Pittsburgh
advertising the Phantom Red Lip Stick.

(Left ) Rosenbaum's,
Pittsburgh's
highest
class department
store displaying the
Phantom Red Dress.
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FOUND!

A

Real

Way

to
By HANK

Exploit
LINET

You can readily imagine a man

of short
Exploitation
E jects
THsub
has always been a
sore spot in the activities and
records of exploitation men. True,

dressed as Charlie Chaplin shuffling down the street with a sign
on his back "At the Gem Theatre
Tonight." That means something.
That would probably attract manv
patrons to the Gem Theatre.
But suppose the same were done
with Hawkeye Spitzenbarger -— a
fine comedian, no doubt, but without the advantage of several highsalaried or high powered publicity
men behind him. The reaction to
that piece of ballyhoo might be

every now and so often, some special short feature would be issued
that was specially adaptable to
some specific stunt. But the usual
procedure was to give the short
an even break with the feature
picture in the newspaper advertising space, and perhaps to include
the name of the short on the
marquee in electric lights.
How much good that really has
accomplished is hard to say. My
personal opinion is that nothing
resulted but an exalted opinion of
the exhibitor of himself because
he had the foresight to "exploit his
shorts" along with the rest of the
program. Frankly, I do not believe very many seats have been
filled in any theatre when a
meaningless picture title has been
added in the lights under the title
of the feature.
Within the last year or so,
however, since the inception of the
National Tie-up Sections that have
been featured in Exhibitors Review, there has been a very definite turn towards tie-ups for short
exploitation. Some difficulty was
experienced by the writer in making the first few of these tie-ups
on short subjects. But it was
clearly evidenced with the manner
in which a waiting list of nationally known manufacturers was had
for the section on "Our Gang"
that the tie-up value of shorts had
at last registered.
And now, it is with some degree
of pleasure that announcements
are read, coming from Educational Pictures, that a tie-up on
the Educational juvenile players
has been affected with Hohner harmonicas.
Nothing else could possibly be as effective for this particular group of comedy players as such a tie-up. And that
it is really effective has already been
evidenced by the increased drawing
power of these pictures as reported bv
many exhibitors who are booking the
series.
M. Hohner, Inc., has over 250,000
retail store outlets for their merchandise, and is represented in nearly every

Shorts

summed

up in the well known

ex-

Man."that
pression "So's Your
But should
it so Old
happen
this same Spitzenbarger is a very
fine ukulele player, and though a
One of the stills used for the window
displays on the Hohner Tie-up.
THE

HOHNER

TIE-UP

This is what the tie-up of the Educational
Juvenile with M. Hohner, Inc., means for
exhibitors.
Complete window trim tie-up material, posters, etc., to supply each local dealer.
Special window

posters for imprinting, j

Lapel pins for give-away purposes.
Instructions for organizing contests.

ukulele playing contest is organized— bringing into being thousands of stores dealing in ukuleles,
etc., etc. — the flapper element that
is interested in ukuleles will very
soon come to know Spitzenbarger
is a ukist, — and then when his
name is put out in big lights on
marquee the chances are even
your the
that
name will be remembered,
and so some reason afforded for
coming in to see him in whatever
picture is playing.
That is not so far fetched as

i
slide.

one might imagine. It is a good
wager that many more people got

Instruction booklet on how to secure the cooperation of the local schools.
THREE TO SIX PRIZES, consisting of
HARMONICAS, BLOW
ACCORDIONS and HOHNER "SAX" instruments.

hairto see Gloria Swanson's new Think
cut than to see Gloria act.
that over.

Harmonica Contest announcement
Copies of publicity material.

The above prizes and accessories will be
obtained for you without cost on application
to your Educational Exchange, as well as
special Juvenile Comedy lobby photos.

live neighborhood in the country. Besides these many additional "lobbies," a
"Champion Harmonica Player'" contest
has been arranged. Prizes are offered
by the Hohner company for distribution by the exhibitors who proceed with
the contests.
However,

these are but the details of

this particular tie-up. What we are
more concerned about is the idea behind it, the why and the wherefore of
the success of tie-ups as against straight
ballyhoo exploitation.

atan ing
ly sell
agereal
the
not
disispar
tempt toit
YOU see,
value of individual stars of the
short features. There is no doubt
that there are many of them that
are very fine artists in their own
way. But the fact remains that
they have not yet attained the
money value — in name alone — that
has been accredited to some of our
feafeature stars. And if these same icit
y
ture stars will resort to little publ
stunts in order to make their names
even more valuable, why should a short
feature star hesitate.

The tie-up is the greatest thing for
the making of stars — money making
stars. It behooves exhibitors to cooperate in every way possible in the furthertie-ups. The box-office
ing of these
will feel
the reaction.

Colleen Moore, the First National star, is surrounded and
almost covered with telegrams of congratulations
from radio fans when she
spoke through the micraphone
recently.

STILL
The

News
in

LIFE
of the

Picture

Week

Mrs. Ray Long, wife of the
Hearst Magazines Editor, got
a great thrill when she stopped at a picture studio in
Hollywood and was greeted
by Murray and Miss Nilsson,
First National stars.

Form

John C. Brownell, east
coast scenario editor of
F. B. O. announced a
purchase of "Glenister
of the Mounted" for
"Lefty Flynn."

A. C. Fere, cartoonist of "Just
Boys" getting a laugh out of
Neal Burns, Christie comedian,
and his dog Ritz.
And now comes "P. T. Barnum" for the
screen. Wallace Beery will take the part,
and Paramount will do the picture under
the name of "The Greatest Show on Earth."

Reginal Barker, famous for his indoor pictures, has rejoined the M-G-M ranks as a
director.

Irving G. Thalberg, associate executive of
M-G-M, who is back in New York with
John Gilbert and King Vidor. He will go
into conference immediately on the new
year's production program.

Jackie Coogan, famous M-G-M juvenile,
who is keeping the whole picture world
guessing as to his next move
in this
profession.
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Reports that the Chinese are
making their own motion
pictures are confirmed by the
above picture which has just
been received in this country.
It was sent here by Ariel
Varges, staff cameraman for
International Newsreel in
China, who is shown in the
right center of the photograph behind the camera.

Jane Arden added to cast of
Pete Morrison Special. Joe
Sameth, President of the
Lariat Productions, announces the signing of the
new blonde film "find" to his
next picture for the Universal program. This will be a
big western special. Barbara
Starr will also play a leading
part in this picture.

H. T. Moore signs contract
for first Tacoma Made Production, to
"HeartsRight:
& Fists."
Standing Left
J. H.
Green, Dramatic Editor News
Tribune, W. R. Reist, VicePres., and Peter Shamroy, of
the H. C. Weaver Prod., Geo.
C. Greenland, Mgr. Rialto
where world's premiere took
place Jan. 2nd; Seated: Paul
R. Aust, Branch Mgr. of Associated Exhibitors who distribute the picture, and H. T.
Moore,
Gen'l. Company.
Mgr. Moore
Amusement

Pete, the dog comedian, who plays the role of Tige in the
Buster Brown Comedies, made by the Stern Brothers for
Universal release, has been signed up on a long term contract.

Educational effected a peach of a national tie-up with the Hohner Harmonicas, and
the result is already showing itself on the box-office receipts of theatres playing the
Educational Juvenile comedies. Harmonica playing contest are features of the tie-up.
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The

Computation

For

Income

We have now reached the stage where consideration can be turned to the different elements involved in the computation of that income. One of the most common transactions
in which taxpayers are interested is the calculation of gain or loss on the sale of
property. Generally, gain or loss on the sale
of property is arrived at by comparison of the
cost of such property with the selling price.
Any excess of the selling price over the cost
represents gain, and likewise any excess of
cost over selling price represents a loss. In
most cases the actual gain or loss to the taxpayer represents the gain or loss to be reported on the tax return. However, there
are a large number of instances in which
other elements beside initial cost and ultimate selling price must be considered.
Property Acquired Before Act
Thus, where property was acquired prior toMarch 1, 1913, the date of the income tax
amendment to the Federal Constitution, the
value of the property on that date may have
to be substituted instead of the cost. The
rule to be followed in +hat case is very
simple. If the value of the property on
March 1, 1913, differs from the cost of the
property, the higher of the two values <~T'
be used. This rule applies even though it
may result in increasing the loss to which
the taxpayer might otherwise be entitled. For
example: If securities were purchased bv "A"
in 1910 for $1,000 and were sold in 1925 for
$500, the loss sustained by "A" was $500.
However, if these securities had a value on
March 1, 1913, of $2,000, the loss, for tax
purposes, is the difference between $2,000 and
$500, or $1,500.
Another case where gain or loss must be
computed by reference to factors other than
merely cost and selling prices, arises when
the property was acquired by inheritance. In
such a case there is no cost, and the value of
the property at the time it was received bv
the taxpayer is considered as the equivalent
of cost.
Again, where property was acquired by
gift, the value of the property at the time of
the gift is considered in lieu of cost. However, where the gift was made after December 31, 1920, the rule is different. In all
such cases the cost to the maker of the gif'
must be determined, and such cost is the basis
for determining gain or loss. Thus, if "A"
made a* gift to "B" in January. 1922, of certain nronerty which cost "A" $50,000. but was
worth in January, 1922. $100,000 "B' must
consider the cost to "A" of $50,000 as M«
cost in the event of subsequent sale of the
property, regardless of the fact that the
property was worth more at the time of the
gift.
Property of Depreciation
Another f?c'nr of imnrr'Tice is the element of depreciation. In the case of property which has a limited life, such as the
ordinary building, depreciation is deducted
annually on the tax return of the owner of
the property. In the event of the subsequent
sale of ciirh nroperty. the depreciation previously allowed is considered as a reduction of
the cost of the property, and the cost as so
reduced is compared . w'th the selling price
in determining gain or loss.
Mention should also be made of the fact
that such items as improvements to property
are considered as increasing the cost of the
property, and other items such as commis-

of

Gain

Tax

and

Loss

Reports

By M. L. SEIDMAN

sions paid to brokers at the date of sale of
property are considered as reducing the selling price of the property in determining gain
or loss.
It is pertinent at this point to direct attention to an important difference between the
nature of capital gains and capital losses.
While profits from the sale of property held
for personal use, such as a residence or personal automobile, are regarded as capital
gains, losses from similar transactions cannot

THIS is the tenth of a series
of articles by Mr. Seidman
of Seidman & Seidman, certified Public Accountants, on
to prepare income tax returns, that will appear regularly in these columns. Mr. Seidman is a well known tax expert
and has written numerous
articles on taxation. He will
answer all income tax questions
that might be directed to him
by our readers. Questions
should be addressed to him,
c/o Seidman & Seidman, 41
Park Row, New York City. All
communications must be signed
by the inquirer, but no names
will be disclosed in the answers.

how

be considered as capital losses. Only such
losses are deductible under the income tax
law as arise from property purchased for
profit. A residenre and a personal automobilq
cannot he so regarded. However, the loss
from the sale of real estate held for investment purposes for more than two years is
considered a capital loss. Likewise, the loss
from the sales of securities held for more
than two years involves a capital loss. This
distinction between the nature of property involved in capital sains and capital losses has
i'ecn retained in the new revenue act now before Congress.
Computation of Net Loss
With these principles in mind, the capital
let loss can be determined and its effect on
the tax is as follows : The tax is first com-;
puted on the ordinary income in the regular
manner, and from the tax a deduction is
made to the extent of 12*4 per cent of the
capital loss. In other words, where capital
net losses have been sustained, the tax can be
reduced only to the extent of 12^ per cent
of such loss.
Let us work out an example showing just
how the tax is affected. Suppose a married
man with no dependents has a regular income
from salaries, rent, etc., of $50,000. and that
he has sustained a net loss of $10,000 from
the sale of securities held for more than two
years. Assuming further, that his earned income was $5,000, the normal and surtax on
the ordinary income of $50,000 would amount
to $6,137.50.
From this is deducted 12^4

per cent of the capital net loss of $10,000, or
vl,250. The net tax is therefore $4,887.50.
Now, if the capital loss provision were not
in the tax law, the tax would be computed
on a net income of $40,000. The total normal
and surtaxes on this amount would then be
$4,037.50. As a result of the capital loss provision, the taxpayer is called upon to pay $850
more than would otherwise be the case.
It is thus apparent that just as the capital
gains provision has for its purpose the relief
of the tax payer, so the capital loss provision
is intended to limit the benefits which a taxpayer might otherwise derive from the deduction of losses.
It is for this reason that a taxpayer has no
option in applying the rules with respect to
capital net losses. The tax must be computed
following the method outlined above.
Which Tax to Pay
Since we have seen lime and again that to
every rule there is an exception, there is one
to this rule, as well That is, that where
the tax on the capital loss basis is smaller
than the tax would otherwise be without regard to that provision, the higher tax must be
For example, if in the case previously supposed, instead of A's ordinary income being
$50,000, it were $25,000, and his capital loss
paid.
remains at the
$10,000
upon
tax
considering
capital
losscomputing
provision, A's
we find
that the tax on $25,000 of regular income is
$1,607.50. When this is reduced by 12^4 per
cent of the capital loss, or $1,250, the remainder representing the tax to be paid is
$357.50. However, if we disregard the capital
loss provision and consider A's net income as
$15,000, that is, $25,000 ordinary income reduced by $10,000 loss on sale of securities,
A's tax would be $557.50. Since this is the
higher tax, and since, as we have seen, the
capital loss provision cannot operate to reduce
the amount of tax to be paid, A will have to
As in the case of capital gains, no rule of
pay $557.50.
thumb
can be laid down to determine when
the tax on the capital loss basis will be smaller than the tax computed on the ordinary
basis. In most cases, it will be found that
wherever the ordinary income, not considering the capital loss, is less than $25,000, the
tax computed on the basis of the capital loss
provision will be the smaller tax and must
therefore be disregarded. However, it is
best to work out the tax both ways and use
the larger result.
In the next article, the subject of net
losses from a trade or a business and the
relief extended by this provision of the law
will be considered.
Questions and Answers
Q. I wish to know what amount of tax
must be paid by an unmarried woman, without dependents, whose income is $1,400 from
mortgage investments, and who has sold her
home at an advance of $4,000?— M. B. B.
A. Your total income is $5,400. Since you
are entitled to an exemption of $1,000, the
balance of $4,400 is subject to tax. Of this
amount, $4,000 is subject to tax at 2%, or f
tax of $80, and $400 at 4%, or a tax of $16.
making a total of $96. The earned income
credit on net income of $5,000 reduces your
tax by $20, leaving a balance of tax due of

$76.
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Production
Highlights
ARTHUR DEGAN, well known star of
JUNE MARLOWE today began work
in
the forthcoming,
"Wilderness Woman,"
Starring
Aileen Pringle.
'Rose Marie," which will begin a road
under
her new five-year Universal contour shortly, plans to sign up with a mo* * *
tract. She was a 1925 Wampas Baby Star.
tion picture producer after several weeks
VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN will play a
STie will appear in* "The
of touring with the show. He has ap* * Old Soak."
peared in films heretofore, but now intends
leading role in Universalis "The Whole
"HEARTS AND SPANGLES," with
to sign a definite * contract
Town's Talking."
* *.
Wanda Hawley, is under way today with
* # *
the arrival1 of Sam Sax, head of Gotham
BARBARA KENT will play a lead in
MARION DA VIES' next Cosmopolitan
Productions.
Frank O'Connor is directing.
production for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will
"Prowlers of the Night," a Universal Wes* * *
tern.
be an shall
adaptati
of
"The
Red
Mill."
Maron
WILLIAM BOYD who has
Neilan will direct.
* * *
given ances
consistently
fine Producers
performin many of the
DOROTHY
DEVORE
is
Distributing releases, has been
now free-lancing following with
cast by Cecil De Mille to play
drawal from Warner Brothers.
* * *
opposite
in "Eve's
SIDNEY OLCOTT, director;
Leaves," Leatrice
her nextJoy
starring
vehicle.
J. Boyce Smith, general man* * *
ager; Mrs. Lillie Hayward,
SO
JIN,
the blood-chilling
scenario writer, and others of
the company, are at work on
Chinese "heavy," has also been
secured for a featured role in
"Ranson's Folly" for Richard
"Eve's Leaves." This remarkBarthelmess.
able Oriental character actor is
one
of
the veterans of the moREGINALD BARKER today
tion picture business, having first
is back at the Metro-Goldwynattracted attention in the Pearl
Mayer studios on a long term
contract.
White serial pictures.
* ^ %
"MARE
NOSTRUM," Rex
CREIGHTON HALE yesterday signed a long term contract
Ingram's latest for Metro-Goldto star Thomas L. Griffiffith prowyn, will have its world preductions through Associated
miere February 15 at the Criterion Theatre, New York City.
Exhibitors, Inc. His first will be
"La Boheme'' will replace "The
"Tardy Tolliver,"
* * an* original.
Merry Widow'' in the Embassy
* * *
JOHN FRANCIS DILLON
soon.
will direct Elinor Glyn's story,
CHARLIE
CHASE,
Hal
"Love's Blindness," for M.-G.-M.
Roach star comedian, who has
been in New York for more
BENJAMIN CHRISTIANthan a week, left for Baltimore
SON, director for Metro-Goldto spend a few days with friends
wyn-Mayer, started shooting on
there whom he has not seen for
some years. * * *
"The
Devil's
Circus,"
which
he
wrote. The cast includes Norma
Shearer, Charles Emmett Mack,
LOUIS
B. MAYER signed
Maurice Tourneur to direct the
Carmel Meyers, Claire Mac■uction of Harvey Gates
Dowell, John Miljahn, Joyce
adaptation of the Jules Verne
Coad and "Buddy," a dog.
story, "The Mysterious Island."
WILLIAM BOYD, who has
Estelle Taylor as "Lucretia Borgia" in "Don Juan" with John
JUNE
MATHIS. arranged
just completed work in the title
Barrymore (Warner Brothers) has set all Hollywood to talkwith First National Pictures to
ing.
For
she
has
played
a
wicked
part
with
a
smile
and
given
role of Cecil De Mille's personproduce for that company four
a performance that has set the critics who
ally directed picture, "The Volga
pictures each year, which will be
have seen it in pre-view to raving. And
Boatman," has been assigned to the leaddirected by Balboni, recently placed under a
for the first time she is seen on the screen
ing role opposite Leatrice Joy in "Eve's
long term contract.
in a blonde wig.
Leaves," to be directd
* * *
* * by
* Paul Sloan.
* * *
THEDA
BARA
has now shoved off for
GEORGE SIDNEY is playing the role
LOIS MORAN, fortunate through her
comedies. Her first work of this nature is
role in "Stella Dallas," is the leading woman
for Hal Roach studios. Her role is that of
of Hans Wagner in A. H. Sebastian's "The
in "The Reckless Lady." The cast includes,
Prince of Pilsen," a part created on the
a mystery woman of intrigue, who comes
among others, Dorothy Sebastian, Ben Lyon,
stage by Arthur Donaldson.
James Kirkwood, Belle Bennett and Lowell
* * *
on an international
Europe sleuths
here from
with
government
in her wake. "deal"
The
Sherman.
RICHARD BARTHELMESS, return* * *
picture
is
being
directed
by
Richard
Wallace
ing from a pleasure jaunt in Miami, is about
under the supervision of F. Richard Jones.
HARRY
LANGDON'S
first feature
* * *
to start work on "The Kid From Montana,"
comedy, now nearing completion on the
under the direction of Sidney Olcott. "The
EMMETT
FLYNN'S
next picture for
West Coast for First National, will be reAmateur
Gentleman,"
from
Jeffrey
Farnol's
William Fox will give a story of South Seas
well
known
novel,
will
be
his
next
picture
leased as "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp," Joan
for Inspiration, also under the direction of
allurement. It is slated as. "Yellow Fingers."
Crawford, recently seen as Irene in "Sally,
Olive Borden, who was signed a short time
Sidney Olcott.
Irene and Mary," is playing the lead opposite
* * *
the comedian. Others in the cast are Edago by Fox for a long period will be starred.
* * *
COLLEEN MOORE is certainly being
wards Davis, Carlton Griffin, and Tom
TOM
MIX—
that
wild and woolly worker
Murray.
Harry Edwards is the director.
rushed this season. With "Irene" practically
* * *
completed, plans are fast materializing for
— is engaged at present on "Tony Runs
FROM 30 TO 18 reels in one week!
Colleen's next starring vehicle. Under the
Wild," a new one for Fox. Jacqueline Lodirection
of
Alfred
M.
Green,
this
production
gan is playing opposite him. The story, an
Under the editorial supervision of June
is expected to be under way by the middle
adaptation by Edfrid Bingham and Robert
Mathis, 'The Viennese Medley," First Naof January.
Lord of
Knibb's original, is di* * *
tional's big special, has shrunk twelve reels
rected byHenry
Thomas K.Buckingham.
in less than one week, establishing a record
JEAN
HERSHOLT
is
to
be
starred
in
* * *
in film editing. The photoplay will, in its
final form, come down to twelve reels.
JOHN PATRICK has been signed to a
"The Square Head," adapted by Curtis Ben* * *
ton from
Edward
Sedgwick's
new long-term contract by Warner Bros.
author
is to
direct this
one as story.
the firstThe
of
Mr. Patrick has been in pictures only a short
CHESTER CONKLIN was engaged by
a series of productions featuring Jean
Hersholt.
time, having gained fame through his comRobert T. Kane to play the comedy lead
edy role in "Flaming Youth."
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The

Business

A

Million

of

Theatre
By

ANY

of us find it a difficult task to please or satisfy our little group of
friends or the immediate
members of our family.
Few of us would care to assume the
responsibility of keeping this limited
number entertained, and the majority of us would laugh and be greatly
amused over the brief command :
"Take the pulse of a million theatre
patrons, learn their likes and dislikes, ascertain what they are seeking in the form of entertainment, meet
their requirements, and exercise constant vigilance that the youthful members of the million are protected from
anything that grown-ups alone should
see."
Sounds like a superhuman task, yet
it is being carried on in a most systematic and successful manner daily by
the Public Relations Department of the
West Coast Theatres, Inc. The officials of this organization, M. Gore,
President; A. Gore, Vice-President;
Sol Lesser, Secretary; A. M. Bowles,
General Manager; operating one hundred and sixty-eight theatres and catering to in excess of a million patrons
yearly, attribute their success to this
simple receipt — "Determining what appeals most to the public and furnishing
it in the most entertaining and uplifting
form possible."
The great problem is ascertaining
with some degree of accuracy, a representative tabulation of the feelings of
the patrons, and the West Coast Theatres Public Relations Department is
maintained and operated with just one
object in view — the good will of the
public. West Coast Theatres, Inc., appreciating what a great factor this good
will is in the theatrical business, selected Jack Retlaw as the head of this
department because of his great understanding of the theatre going public.
Retlaw in speaking of the success of
the Public Relations Department attributes itto the interest and efficiency
of his organization. "The days when
the rental of an average motion picture
film, the engagement of a mediocre
piano player, and an indifferent ticket
seller were all that were essential to the
theatre business are passed. The public
has become more discriminating and
critical in its entertainment demands,
and certainly has a right to be, but what
forms of entertainment carry the greatest appeal to the greatest number of
people is a problem which can only be

the

Pleasing

Patrons
West

Must

be

Kept

Patrons

Happy

Theatres

Coast

solved through close contact and cooperation on the part of the theatre
management and the patron.

youngsters. This organization is under
the supervision of Ryllis Hemington.
Miss Hemington who is in addition to

"Our department of Public Relations
endeavors to establish and maintain this

being familiar with entertainment values, and who has made a special study
of the minds of children has a corps
her.
of assistants engaged in this work with

contact through personal touch, questionnaires, and various systems which
do not cause our patrons the slightest
inconvenience. Letters of praise or adverse criticism of a picture come direct
to our attention and we tabulate the
statements and use them as a guide for
the future.

SOME of us find difficulty
enough in trying
to
please

some

one

or

two

people
that we are concerned in. But suppose the
giagntic problem of pleasing
a million disinterested folks
confronted us? What then?
A million people who were
quick to find fault and flaw,
and upon whom you had to
depend
for your subsistence? That is the problem
that confronts the West
Coast

Theatres,

Inc.

And

that is the problem that suggested the formation of the
Public Relations Department of that organization.
That department must feel
the pulse of the public, and
cater to its wants.

"Pleasing the grownup is far more
simple in the matter of selection than
pleasing the children. Programmes for
youngsters must not only be entertaining but must be of a nature which protect these future fathers and mothers
from anything coarse, crude, suggestive
or demoralizing in the slightest degree.
What may amuse and greatly entertain
a child might at the same time prove
most harmful to his mind, and the protection of the childish mind is of paramount importance to the officials of
West Coast Theatres.
•'With the view to logically and constructively handling this phase of work,
the Public Relations Department main
tains a special organization for the
presentation of Junior Matinees for

"Prior to its general release, arrangements are made whereby a special preview of a picture to be shown in one
of our theatres is given for mothers,
teachers, women's clubs or any recognized organization which cares to send
a representative. The film is carefully
studied and later discussed for the purpose of deciding whether any scene or
bit of action would be likely to have any
other than a most helpful influence on
the minds of children. If any question
does arise on this angle notes are made
and the questionable parts of the film
are cut for the showing at the Junior
Matinees. All the objections are carefully tabulated on cards, and these cuts
are made every time the film is shown
at a Junior Matinee in any West Coast
Theatre.
"Another outstanding feature of this
work being conducted under the supervision of Miss Hemington is the fact
that the general public, through representatives ofvarious organizations, are
made to feel that their views, suggestions and constructive criticism is welcome at all times; that it is the paramount aim of West Coast Theatres,
Inc., to please the General Public and
not sit in final judgment on entertainment with the arbitrary attitude—
'Take it or leave it.'

Taking the pulse of a million theatre patrons, and constantly striving to
gain and maintain their good will is the
daily task of the West Coast Theatres
Public Relations Department. Members of the organization deny that it is
a formidable problem. On the contrary
they contend that the patrons themselves respond in a manner which
makes the work merely a matter of
efficient organization.
The West

Coast Theatres, Inc., as

far as can be determined, were the first
and only large theatrical organization
in the country to established a department of this nature.
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BOX

A
B
C
D
E

THE

OFFICE

Key To The Rating System
1 Excellent
Road Show Calibre
2 Good
First Run Product
3 Fair
Suitable for Second and Subsequent Runs
4 Not Recommended
Action Pictures, Westerns and Melodramas
Shooting Gallery Stuff
* Unusual Exploitation Possibilities

BEAUTIFUL

CHEAT

Universal Production. From Saturday
Evening Post Story by Nina Wilcox
Putnam. Adapted by A. P. Younger.
Directed by Edward Sloman. Length,
6,583 feet.
CAST
M ary

Callahan,

AND
alias

SYNOPSIS

Mariza

Chernovska . . . .
Laura La Plante
Jimmy Austin
Harry Myers
Marquis de la Pontenac
Bertram Gra^sbv
Al Goldringer
Alexander Carr
Herbert Dangerfield
Youcca Troubetzkoy
Lady Violet Armington
Helen Carr
Dan Brodie
Robert Anderson
A motion picture producer gives Mary Callahan, a
shoo girl, a job, has his press agent take her abroad,
publicize her and bring her back as Meritza Callahansky. The press agent, Jimmy, learns the producer
has failed and stages a party
a strange home,
intended to impress an intended ininvestor.
It turns
out that this investor is broke. The owners of the
house arrive and are about to call in the police, when
it is^ discovered that they are the parents of one of
the "extras" in the comoanv. Th» div is saved, the
parents
finance the production. Timmy marries the
star.

QUEEN
O' DIAMONDS
Produced and Released by F. B. O. Story
by Fred Myton. Directed by Chet
Withey.
Length, 5,129 feet.
CAST

ticklers witnessed in many weeks
of reviewing. Laura La Plante
in the title role effectively gets
her personality over. Alex Cangives his Potash-and-Perlmutterish characterization the inimitable
touches for which he is famous.

The "Ritzy" party, framed up
to impress a prospective investor,
is a barrel of laughs, action and
good-natured hokum.
Harry
Myers is typical as the pressagent who will try to land a story
even in the telephone directory.
Audience Appeal: Should be
welcomed wherever good, rich
hokum on the swift wheels of ac-

tive farce is liked, regardless of
story form and plausibility. The
story doesn't matter much here.
It's the action and burlesque humor that count.

to set the town

AND

Evelyn Brent
Evelyn Brent
Elsa Lorimer
Phillips Smalley
Wm. N. Bailey
Theodore von Eltz

Jerry Lynn, a Broadway chorus girl, believing she
is engaged in a publicity stunt by Hudson, is
actually being used to get Hudson a package of
ge"ns intended for another diamond hijacker. Phillips, realizing he has been double-crossed, shoots
and kills Hudson. The police trace a glove found
near the dead Hudson as belonging to Jerry and
come for her at the home of Ramsey, the famous
theatrical manager, where Jerry has been doing
some
scenes Jerry
from proves
the manuscript
of her and
fiance's
first play.
her guiltlessness
her
happiness is complete when Ramsey announces his
intention of engaging her for her fiance's production.
By Peggy Goldberg
D2

DANCE

chance

talking by stag-

ing a shop-girl's screen test. Project the results on your screen.

Box-Office Highlights: Gripping melodrama. A tense note is
struck at the outset and that strain
is never lost. Although complication follows complication in quick
succession, the thread of the narrative is never broken. Evelyn
Brent,

playing

two

roles, keeps

MAN

Paramount Photoplay. From the play by
George M. Cohan. Directed by Herbert Brenon. Length, six reels.
CAST AND

SYNOPSIS

"Happy" Farrell
Leola Lane
Joseph Murdock
Charles Nelson
Carroll
Fred Rosemond
Jane

Tom Moore
Bessie Love
Harrison Ford
Norman Trevor
"Bobby" Watson
Josephine Drake
When "Happy" Farrell is caught trying to hold
up Murdock, a rich artist, he is given the chance
to furnish a good excuse for his attempted crime or
be handed over to the police. Farrell tells of his
tribulations as a member of a song and dance act,
and how, finally in New York, almost penniless, he
gives the last of his funds to pay the board of an
old lady and her dancing daughter, Leola. The episode ends in Leola becoming a star under the direction
Nelson, toMurdock's
and ' Happy"
getting aofchance
start anewfriend,
out West.
Three years
later "Happy" returns successful, but yearning to
return to the song-and-dance game. Leola marries
Murdock. The moral of the tale is, "Once a song
and dance man, always."
- By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

B2

to Sell It: Dandy

SONG

SYNOPSIS

Rating:

B ox-Office
Highlights: The
titles are the most consistent rib-

How

AND

Jeanette Durant
Jerry Lynn
Mrs. Ramsey
Mr. Ramsey
LeRoy Phillips
David Hammond

By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

REVIEWS

Box-Office
Moore's

Bl

Highlights:

excellent

Tom

capturing

of

the spirit of the song and dance
artist, who above everything else,
wishes to be the best song and
dance

man

back-stage

in

the world.

atmosphere.

The

Bessie

up the high tension acting
throughout. There is a deft touch
introduced when the two charac-

of the dancing
and exnovelty
The
girl Leola.
cellent treatment of narrative.

ters portrayed by Miss Brent
actually cross each other. Neatly
woven in is the love theme.

Humor in the titles. Well-knit
direction.

Audience Appeal: The dramatic shooting with its inevitable
complications to follow, the introduction ofcircumstantial evidence, scenes of the underworld,
an element of suspense, are all
calculated to please those who
want
Not

their melodrama "straight."
recommended for sophisticated audiences.

How

to Sell It: Bill heavily

Evelyn Brent's name. Employ, a
ballyhoo — a sandwich man representing the playing card, a
queen of diamonds.
jewelry shops.

Tie up with

Love's

portrayal

Audience Appeal: Should entertain practically all audiences,
and satisfy most. Has that sort
of human interest touch that tugs
at the heart-strings one moment,
and curves the lips into a smile
the next. Diversion for the hightoned, and meaty entertainment
for the general mass.
How

to Sell It: An

opportune

occasion to give your house
vaudeville atmosphere for a
week. Frame up your posting
bills in regular vaudeville style.
Use a song and dance team in the
prologue. You have
names that should sell.

a

cast of

February 6, 1926
THE

BLACK

BIRD

THE

Metro-Coldtvyn-M ayer Production. From
the Story by To d Browning. Adapted
by Waldemar Young. Directed by Tod
Browning.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Black Bird
Lon Chaney
The Bishop
Lon Chaney
Fifi
Renee Adoree
West End Bertie
Owen Moore
Limehouse Polly
Doris Lloyd
The Shadow
Andy MacLennan
Red
William Weston
The district,
Black Bird,
Limehouse
coversa crook
up his living
tracksinbyLondon's
impersonating
a crippled mission worker, supposed to be his own
brother. He falls in love with Fifi, a dancer. She
is
admired
by "West-End
Bertie,"
a society
Bertie
decides
to go straight
to deserve
Fifi.crook.
He
returns his stolen goods to the police, who have
received an
noteBertie,
girvingbutBertie's
where-is
abouts. Theanonymous
Bishop hides
in reality
working a game to win Fifi away from him. In
this he is almost successful, until, distorting his
limbs once too often, he falls and remains transfixed
as a real cripple. The police burst in, having been
informed
the Blackis Bird's
of his dualof character
cleared guilt
up. and the mystery
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:
Box-Office

Bl

Highlights:

MILLION

Metropolitan Production. Released by
Producers Distributing Corp. Directed
by Scott Sidney. Adapted from the
Novel, "Thoroughbreds," by W.
Fraser.
Length, 6,095 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Alis Porter
George Mortimer
John Porter
Philip Crane
Tom
Langdon
Jockey McKay

"West-End Bertie," the society
crook. The shots showing" the
stream of distorted, haggard, sinister faces of the backwash of so-

Scenes

far-famed
directorial

right into the
music

hall are rendered with much human interest and touches of comic relief. But above all it is Lon
Chaney with his individual flair
for distorting himself out of all
semblance to his natural appearance that maintains the center of
interest.
Audience

Appeal:

Meat

and

pie for lovers of well-directed
melodrama. For the smart set,
may split hairs on the question of plausibility of story,
there is still sufficient entertain-

who

ment in the locales, the characterizations and the dark, brooding
atmosphere

How

to

of the underworld.

Sell

It:

Vera Reynolds
Edmund Burns
Ralph Lewis
Ward Crane
Tom Wilson
Clarence Burton
Danny Hoy

John Porter, Southern racing man, loses one race
through the scheming of Crane, who believes Alis
Porter will marry
if the family's
resources
exhausted.
Porter him
is tricked
into buying
Dixie,area
doped horse. Alis has confidence in the thoroughbred and when her father is partially paralyzed from
a fall from his horse, she enters Dixie in the $10,000
handicap race, planning to disguise as the jockey,
and riding him herself. Crane tries further to win
Alis'
in an
marriage
whenhas hestolen
learnssomethatmoney.
Alis'
brother,hand
Alan,
employee,
Crane promises not to press a charge if Alis will
accept him. Mortimer, who also works for Crane,
and Alis'
sweetheart,
assumes
bility andchildhood
is dismissed.
Alis rides
Dixietheto responsivictory.
Her father, in his excitement, loses consciousness of
his affliction, and is completely cured.

Excellent

chance for tie-ups with stores
selling cosmetics of anv kind.
The mere mention of Lon Chaney "perked" up a lot of interest
among the movie-goers on Broadway. There's your cue for stirring up player following.

LOVE
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COLD
F. B. O. Production. Based on the novel
by Laura Jean Libbey. Directed by
Harry O. Hoyl.
Length, 6,500 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Margaret Benson
...Natacha Rambova
(Mrs. Rudolph Valentino)
Jerry Benson
Clive Brook
Jerry,
Jr
Russell Gough
Griffin
Alec Clark
Johnny
Vera Clark
Kathlene Martin
William Graves
Sam Hardy
Gloria Trevor
Kathryn Hill
Jerry Benson, a young inventor, solicits William
Graves to adopt his plans. He is unsuccessful, but his
wife, Margaret,
unknownIn toshort
him,shrift
succeeds
interesting the financier.
the inBensons
make the grade to luxury and wealth. Graves conspires to win Mrs. Benson's affections, and part of
his
is to cross
the newly-rich
inventor's
withplan
a young
scheming
woman. This
causespatha
breach between the young couple. The conspiracy
reaches a point where Benson loses all his money,
and then learns how Graves has swindled him. He
starts for Graves with a gun but is deterred from
shooting when the latter swears he will make good
all the money lost. Benson returns to the forgiving
Margaret, a sadder but wiser husband.
By Michael L Simmons
Rating Cl
Box-Office Highlights:
excellent illusion of wealth

The
and

By Peggy Goldberg
luxury
Rating:
Box-Office

B2

Highlights:

Scott

Sidney's expert direction has
saved this racing picture from
the brand of mediocrity. Two
thrilling races that actually succeed in furnishing excitement to
the same degree that is generally
stimulated at the race track.

as conveyed in the settings, the appointments of the
Long Island home, etc. Natacha
Rambova trots out a ward-robe
and A'arious modes of hair-dress,
well calculated to give the frailer
sex something to talk about. Russell Griffin, the child in the case,
strikes a note

Reynolds

proves

herself

an ade,pt horsewoman, and her
dash and courage are particularly
appealing Rosa Gore does a
good bit of character acting. As
the unsympathetic wife of a man
whose veins know none other
than sporting blood, her ultimate

usually associated

with "ah's" and "oh how
from just folks.
Though

Vera

of a Limehouse

A.

Lon

Renee Adoree's contribution of
feminine charm. Her part in the
love theme with Owen Moore as

device for plunging
heart of the story.

WHEN

HANDICAP

Chaney's extraordinary mastery
of make-up and limb distortion.

ciety in London's
Limehouse is a deft

DOLLAR

cute's"

the story runs without

a hitch throughout, and the acting and direction are adequate for
the problem on hand, there is,
nevertheless, nothing of real distinction, apart from the facts
above mentioned, at any point in
the production.
Audience Appeal:

The

story

yielding to the instinct which is
awakened by the entry of their
horse in the race is most natural
and amusing.

is conventional and has been conventionally treated, being aimed
for an appreciative reception
where tastes in plots are rather

Audience Appeal: Should go
over with the average audience.

gullible. If a picture ever seemed
to be almost exclusively suited to

Only the hearts of the most blase
will fail to beat a little faster

women,

when

Dixie

wins by a nose. Will

undoubtedly get a great reception from the more susceptible
small-town audiences.
How

to Sell It: Play

up the

excellent

cast. Dress your usherettes in jockey uniforms, to
simulate Vera Reynolds. Tie up
with

book

shops

on

"Thoroughbreds."
riding academies.

the
Also

novel
with

this is one. There is undoubtedly something strange and
exotic about the very appearance
of Miss Bambova, and this will
tickle the feminine palate.
How
to Sell It: Excellent
chance

for tie-ups with all stores

celling women's apparel of all
kinds, cosmetic shops, daily neAvspapers on signed articles from
the star, for she is an adept designer, writer, poet, dancer and
color artist.
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News
Short

Feature

"Ko
Red Seal

Ko

Baffles the Bulls"

1 reel
Another diverting Max Fleischer Ko Ko
cartoon. This time Max becomes peeved
when Ko Ko and his dog try to evade him
and immediately he draws a couple of detectives to capture them. Ko Ko and his dog
very deftly elude their pursuers and it is only
when Max appears in disguise that he is able
to put them in their place— back in the
inkwell.
* * *
"Buried Treasure"
2 reels
Pathe
They
Island.
Treasure
find
to
The gang sets out
build some sort of a contrivance which brings them
engaged
to a little island where they become busily
company,
digging for the treasure. A motion picture
some fun with
doing cannibal stuff, decide to have
wits
their
of
out
them
scare
almost
and
the kids
with the result that they are glad to be rescued by
their parents.
One of the funniest "Our Gang" comedies
made. Always characteristic of these tworeelers is the careful direction of Mr. McGowan. In this one the more than, usual attention isgiven to details.
The boat the kids build and which the title
informs us is not as big as the Leviathan, but
more original, is alone good for a couple of
laughs. Then their adventures at sea prove
mirth provoking, but the highlights of the
comedy are the youngsters experiences with
the actors dressed as grizzly bears, etc.
upr
Farina is seen with' a real monkey in an find
roariously funny situation. Here we
traces again of McGowan's unusual direction.
Little Farina, inwardly trembling, laughs
when the monkey, of whom he is dead scared,
tickles him.
Should be equally entertaining to the
youngsters and their adults.
* * *

"Felix the Cat Flirts With Fate"
Educational
1 reel
y with previous ediCompares
tions of the very
series.favorabl
Felix thinks nothing of going to Mars to
win the lady of his heart. There he finds
things pretty much the same as on earth —
taxicabs and subways being quite as popular.
His only cause for complaint is that their
mode of dancing is terribly old-fashioned and
he certainly starts something when he gets
the Charlesthe
ton. entire Mars populace doing
* * *
"Sea Scamps'
Educational
2 reels
The orphanage is elated over their outing. Mrs.
Bullock calls for the children in her car and after
persuading to leave the animals home, they start on
their excursion. They indulge in all sorts of pranks
and a good time is had by all — except their chaperone
and the ship officers.
In this juvenile comedy the kids are given
wide scope for their mischief-making. They
are a mirthful lot and their pranks are really
amusing. The younger element will be tickled
with the "sea scamps" and their maneuverings aboard ship.
Little Big Boy in his funny get-ups is a
delight, and, happily, he is the center of the
stage for many minutes.

In

Brief

Reviews
Fox News

"Dolly Gray"
Red Seal
1 reel
Max Fleischer revives the old-time popular
tune, "Dolly Gray," in a Ko Ko Song Cartune. It proves to be one of the best yet, the
funny little characters used for illustrations
being just so many laughs.
* * *

Reels

REVIEWED

IIS THIS

Fish For Two

ISSUE
Red

Seal

Hair Carloon

No. 3

Red Seal

Pathe Review

No. 7

Pathe

Dolly Gray

Red

Ko Ko Baffles the Bulls

Red Seal

Buried

Seal

Pathe

Treasure

Felix the Cat Flirts With Fate
Fducational
Sea Scamps

Educational

"Fish or Two"
Red Seal

1 reel

An edition of the "Gem of the Screen"
series in which a dog, a funny-looking mutt,
is featured. A clever little animal who is a
wonderful aid to his master, carries the
sawed pieces of wood to the woodshed, and
when duty calls, proves himself the best
little life saver there ever was. After rescuing the boy from a watery grave, he further manifests his usefulness by pulling in
the fishing pole which had fallen in the lake,
with a nice-sized fish on the other end.
"Hair Cartoon No. 3"
Red Seal
'
1 reel
Marcus -deftly employs his pen in transforming very strange faces to 'unmistakable
likenesses of Lady Astor, David Belasco,
Clara K. Young, Billie Burke and Larry
Semon.
* * *
"Pathe Review No.
^athe

7"

1 reel

This includes another "process camera"
novelty, "Making Over a Metropolis," which
is very interestingly handled. The enlarging
of buildings and improvement of traffic conditions is easily accomplished by this method.
Some of the effects are .good for laughs.
"The Bird's Paradaise," 'scenes 'of Palmyra,
Hawaii, and "The Stonebound City," Rothenberg, Germany, in Pathecolor, complete the
reel. The latter furnishes plenty of eye
lure — comely girls with their stalwart partners engaged m a very pretty .folk dance.
NOW BOOKING
1
St. Patrick's Day Special
Week of March 14th
Fleischer Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune
"HAS ANYBODY
HERE
Hand
Colored
by Brock
KELLY"
SEEN

729 7th Ave., /V. Y. C.
DISTRIBUTORS

Continuity, Vol. 7, No. 36

United States Joins The World Court;
After a three-year fight, Senate votes 76
to 17 to sit in the Hague tribunal. LAKE
duck migraCAL. — Studying
MERRITT,thousands
are tagged to learn where
tion,
they go next and whether they return.
SHREVEPORT, LA. — First snowfall in
in quarter of a cenyears, and heaviest
Southland.
joy -in the
with— Sophie
is greetedCITY
Tucker, long
NEW tury,YORK
the reigning "queen of jazz" in Europe,
comes back to dear old Broadway. MINconlongest
feet each,
spans of 300
withMINN.13— World's
crete bridge, NEAPOLIS,
HARD$5,000,000.
of
cost
a
at
is built
SHIP GROWS ACUTE AS COAL STRIKE
DRAGS — In East, poor wait in line to buy
and carry home a daily supply of coke.
CHICAGO, ILL. — Raoul Walsh, who will
direct the picturization of "What Price
Glory" meets Louis Wolheim. CHATTA"Kid"
TENN. — iFiveer daughters
Yankees,
of N. Y. of
ex-ballplay
Elberfeld, NOOGA,
form a sister basketball team. More.
Pathe News

No. 11

ST. JOHN, N. B. (except Detroit) — Gorat opening The
of world's
skatingman stars
championships.
St. John speed
flier
flashes to victory in final heat of the 220yard and
dash.
THEBerlin
BRITISH
COAST—
Mr.
Mrs. OFF
Irving
on honeymoon.
Exclusive pictures of former Ellin Mackay
and her musical husband aboard S.S. Leviathan nearing England. NEW YORK
CITYa —result
Gotham
becomes newused
"Smoky
As
of substitutes
duringCity."
the
coal strike, the city's picturesque skyline
is constantly
dimmed. resigns
IN THEfrom
LIMELIGHT— Col. Mitchell
the
Army. pension
Officer,
who
received
5-year
after courtmartial, seeks to quitsus-to
carry on fight for united air service. LEICESTER, ENGLAND — .Off his horse again
— yes, the Prince of Wales. This time the
heir to British throne suffers a broken collarbone when thrown while on hunting
trip.
TOKIO,
JAPANViscount
— PremierKato
of Japan
dies of influenza.
(left)
prominent in his country's affairs for thirty
years, signed the famous Anglo-Japanese
treaty. MIAMI, FLA. — Will Dempsey box
Tunney?dering,That's
what
are wonbut, at any
rate,thethefans
heavyweight
champion starts some real training — guess
for yourself. Jack says he still has "that
punch," and Marty Cutler is soon willing
to agree with him. ALBANY, N. Y. (Alonly) —wins
Boy prize.
Scout Rendle
producesFussell,
fire with
stones banyand
14,
performs feat which Albany lads have
been trying to accomplish for nearly a vear.
OMAHA,road NEB.
(Omaha
only) life
— Honor
railfireman for
saving
of child.
Watch is given Ray E. Sutton, who risked
own life to scoop 3-year-old from path of
speeding engine. More.
Kinograms

No. 5157

WASHINGTON — Senate approves U. S.
joining World Court. After struggle of
three years, adherence to protocol is voted
at Capitol. NAPLES — Mount Vesuvius
breaks out anew. Volcano in latest eruption presents fearsome sight with smoke
and flame.
chilla movesINGLEWOOD,
his home to CAL.—
the U. The
S.. ChinNow
almost extinct in his native South America,
valuable rodent now thrives here. Kinograms exclusive. MIAMI BEACH — Florida
speedboats Open racing season. Crack
motorcraft near mile-a-minute speed when
year's first contests are staged. NEW
YORK tra.
— HeMillionaire's
son Kahn,
has jazz
orchesis Roger Wolf
son of
Otto
Kahn, banker, and he makes $30,000 a
year. More.
International News

No. 10

TIENTSIN, CHINA — Christian General
Feng wins decisive battle as city of Tientsin falls. (An International Newsr^el special photographed by Capt. Ariel Varges.)
RHODESIA,
AFRICA — Mighty
New views
of world's
greatest waterfalls.
Victoria
cataracts,tacle.
400 feet INTERESTING
high, present
awesome
FOLKS IN specTHE
PUBLIC EYE — WASHINGTON, D. C. (omit
Boston) — Sen. Borah, defeated in valiant
fight to keep U. S. out of world court, for~ets state cares in great outdoors. BOSTON,retaryMASS.
only) — Assistant
Secof War(Boston
on inspection
tour praises
New England's army posts. NEAR KELSO,
WASH. — Mountain torrent breaks tremendous log jam. More.
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A STEAMSHIP
The

Use

Automatic
in

of
ticket

vogue

Ticket
sellers

as

Registers

are

becoming

reliability

increases

more

NOT very long
IS the
IT
days when
since
the cashier of a theatre
required a very thorough checking up at the
end of each day to get
's
ures ofevethe
fig
theeip
ts.
with
How r, day
rec
the increasing reliability
of automatic registers,
these calculations are
soon to be a thing of the
past, along— with "Just a
moment while the operchanges
ers and
indls"
of
remree
other
such ator
the early days of the motion picture industry.
The Simplex Ticket
Register, manufactured
by the World Ticket and
Supply Company now has
a machine ready for this
year that is really foolproof. At any time of
The
the day, the cashier can
tell immediately just how
many tickets have been sold. It is also a fine
way to keep check on what hours of the day
bring the best business. They are very handy
■ — in fact almost essential — machines to have.
Most o-f the modern theatres are already
equipped with them.
^ ^ ^
PROTECTION FOR THE ORGAN
Patrons of theat: _s are quick to notice thr
change in the pitch and tone of an organ and

A
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The largest and fastest high-powered steamship ever to be built in the United States will
have, as a part of the equipment designed
for the comfort and enjoyment of her passengers, facilities for the showing of motion
pictures both in the lounge and on the open
deck.
The ship is the Malolo, Hawaiian for Flying Fish, which is now being built for the
Matson Navigation Company at Cramp's
Shipyard, Philadelphia. She will be launched
this coming spring and will be placed in service on the San Francisco-Honolulu run in
the spring of 1927.
Both of the motion picture booths will be
provided with electrically driven exhaust
blowers, doors, and other equipment to meet
the requirements of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters. The booth in the lounge
will be a built-in steel structure lined with
magnesia and galvanized sheet iron. The
screen will be designed to roll up and lie concealed within a false* beam
* * aft of the fireplace.
A COMPLETE

Simplex Ticket Machine
criticism is frequently heard about the tone.
The Cromblet Engineering Corporation of
Milwaukee has perfected what is known as
an "Evenheater" which protects the pitch
with the change of the weather. It frequently happens that the delicate mechanism of an
organ is affected by the elements but the
Evenheater" keeps the tone the same the
year round. It takes but little time to install
this device but it is best to have it installed
when the organ is. new.
},

LOBBY

SERVICE

There is probably nothing more important
for a theatre than an attractive and nobby
lobby display. Exhibitors should make their
show window the same as a store displays
its commodities. The Stanley Frame Company of New York features in the manufacfacturing of lobby display frames of every
type. The company also manufactures ticket
choppers, ticket booths of the highest type.
CONSIDER ^
THE H4MUSICIANS
One of the many new innovations in theatres is the Liberty Music Stand which has
become popular throughout the country. The
organist, the repair man, the orchestra conductor and musicians, the pianist and even the
architect were given consideration in the
making of the final products.

Carbon

Saver
for
High
Intensity
Lamps
tached and detached in the same way as the
dinally for about two inches at the end
Owing to the peculiar cOnstrugtion oifi
crank handle. The other end of the grinder
which receives the carbon stub. A counterhigh intensity Jamps it has been found nesunk screw is used to make the ends of the
cessary, heretotore, to discard the positive
has a guide hole into which the carbon to
carbons when they are burnt down to about
be ground is inserted. Inside this guide hole
tube grip the shoulder of the stub firmly.
six or seven inches. As this is about oneThe outside diameter of the adapter is the
is a blade which grinds off a th'in shoulder
third of the total length of the carbon it is same as that of the original carbon — 13.'6 m.
when the carbon stub is pressed gently inobvious that this is a serious waste of
m. or 11 m. m., while the inside diumeter is
wards. This part of the grinder is provided
the same as that of the shoulder which is with a removable dust cover which catches
material. It is poor economy to ouy these
the dust - from the carbon and prevents n
ground on the stub. A .ring or collar on the
high priced carbons and then have to- junk
13.6 m. m, or a set. pin on the ) I m. m.
from getting on the machine or on the floor.
one-third of them. Although many attempts,
some quite ingenious, had been made tj
adapter prevents it from feeding too far
This device is manufactured and sold by
eliminate this wasteful condition, none ever
forward and coming in contacf with the
flame.
amounted to anything until Alfred Weiss, a
the W. & W. Specialty Mfg. Co, 7?9 Seventh avenue, New York. It is already being
member of Local 306, came forward with
constructed
that one'
his new invention — a thoroughly reliable and
ofThe
it grinder
fits on isto;so the
-crank apart
of end
the
used extensively m the entire Loew's' Cirprojector mechanism so that it revolves
efficient high intensity carbon saver which
cuit, B. S. Mess Theatres, and Keith's
makes it possible to burn carbons down to
when the machine is running.- It can be atone inch with convenience and perfect
CUP
GRINDER
" J
Circuit. safety.
This device consists of two unts : a grinder and an adapter. The grinder is used to
grind a shoulder on the back or flat end
of the stub. This stub is then placed in the
adapter and ths two are ready to i e placed
in the lamp in -the same manner as the
original carbon, the adapter acting as an
extension of the carbon stub.
The adapter into which the shoulder of
the ground carbon stub fit's is a piece of heat
resisting steel tube which is split longituMr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchange*
for the
email c M usie

kTY^t Cue wSAcCl>
^^^^

It's
littleaidto you
psk can
for, give
but your
it's rnusiciaus
the only
reliable
to help put the picture over.

Adapter — 20 Inches Long.
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rHEATRE

CONSTRUCTION

Fort Wayne, Ind. — Archt., Chas. R.
Weatherhogg, 250 W. Wayne, Ft. Wayne.
Theatre contemplated. Owner, Jas. F. Keenan, Anthony Hotel, Ft. Wayne.
Philadelphia, Pa.— Archt., Frank E. Hahn,
628 Chestnut St. Drawing plans for a theatre at Market Street. Owner, Harry H.
Victory Bldg., 10th and Chestnut
Goldberg,
Sts.

Classified
Opportunities
Rate 2 Cent* a Word — Cash With Copy
For Sale

Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED
LADY
PIPE ORGANIST
wishes position in picture theatre. Familiar with
both straight and unit organs. Address, P. O. Box
1268, Lubbock, Texas.

The Mystic Theatre has opened at 1016
Garrison Ave., Fort Smith, Ark.

EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
if battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
..roods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 S-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.

New House opens in Russellville, Ark., on
North Oak St. Owner, H. H. Vance.

VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa.

The Greenwood Theatre will open in February. Charles C. Hildinger is owner. The
theatre is in Trenton, N. J.

USED THEATRE CHAIRS at very low prices.
We replace broken backs and seats with new ones.
Why
Chicago.buy junk? C. G. Demel. 845 So. State St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.— Archt. not selected.
Location withheld. Owner, Norman E.
Greenberg, 903 N. American Bldg.

150 UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS, brand new seats,
standards and arm rests. Only backs slightly used.
An $8.00 value. Will sell very cheaply. C. G.
Demel, 845 So. State St., Chicago.

A. C. Moore has opened a new theatre in
Georgetown, Texas.

F. & R. new Eau Claire Theatre opened
Tuesday. The theatre is situated in Chippewa Falls, Wis.
Chicago, 111.— Archt., John Eberson, 212 E.
Superior. Drawing plans for a theatre at
Exchange Ave., 75th and Saginaw Aves.
Owner, Syndicate formed.
Chicago, 111.— Archt., John E. Eberson,
212 E. Superior. Drawing plans for a theatre at 213 N. Crawford Ave. Owner, National Theatre Corp.
LABORATORIES.

We

are

looking- for the second negative
of the Selznick picture, "CONCEIT," with flash titles. The
laboratory holding this negative
will kindly communicate with
UNIVERSAL
PICTURES
CORP. of DELAWARE,
730
Sth Ave., New York City.

Just East of Broadway

Through

Street

to 48th Street

A
modern high-class 15story hotel very close to
Times

Square

few minutes
Theatres and

and

within

a

to all leadingShops.

Rooms

with running

Rooms

$2.00
with bath

water

$2.50 up

Special rate* for long or short periods
GEORGE

FOR SALE — Two Powers 6A, 110 volt electric
machines in good condition. One hundred fifty dollars each. C. R. Brandenburg, Smithsburg, Md.
FOR SALE— UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER,
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for
City. Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
Box H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York
GUARANTEED — % H.P., 110 volt, 60 cycle, single phase, used motors, with pulley, at $7.50 each;
cash with order. Also brand new 'A H.P., 110 volt,
Westinghouse make, at $13.75 each. Brand new
1 K.W., Westinghouse 32 volt, 1150 speed, light
and power generators at $48.00 each; 25% with
order, balance C. O. D. We repair and rewind
motors and generators, etc. Bargains on electric
fans. General Distributing Co., Security Storage &
Van Bldg., Duluth, Minn.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, FILMS, Supplies, Stereopticons, Spot Lights ; Power Veriscope,
Motiograph, Edison, Zenith Projectors. Suit-case
Machines ; Theatre, Road Show and Home Machines. Bargain lists. NATIONAL EQUIPMENT
CO., 409 W. Michigan St., Duluth, Minn.

FLANDERS

47th

NEW SPRING MOTOR MOVIE Camera with
lens and case, $150 reduced to $39; New Home
Projector, $25. RAY, 296 5th Ave., New York.

WE HAVE a limited number of 'A, H.P., 110 Volt,
D. C, and 220 Volt, D. C. motors at $5.50 each.
One-sixth H.P., same as above, at $6.00 each. First
class condition, overhauled. Cash with order. Suitable for operating moving picture machines, rewinding machines, etc. General Distributing Co., Security Storage & Van Bldg., Duluth, Minn.

HOTEL

119 West

MARCHANT CALCULATING MACHINE — A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a itors
realTrademachine
Review, forNew$75.00.
York Box
City. M. O., Exhib-

SANBORN,

Prop.

250 REELS, Features, Westerns, Comedies, Scenic
and International News. Bargain lists. NATIONAL
EQUIPMENT
CO., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minnesota.

PROJECTIONIST of wide city experience, seeks
position in small town at once. Prefer states of New
Jersey, New York or Pennsylvania. Willing to accept moderate salary. Highest kind of reference; 8
years with present employer. Write me and 1 will
give you more details about myself. Address, CHIEF,
Exhibitors
York City. Trade Review, 45 W. 45th St., New
MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR LICENSED—
Wants position in Exchange or Theatre. Ex
perience and reference. Schlecter, 318 Rochestet
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Local Films
MOTION PICTUKEg made to order. Commercial.
Ham* or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
For Rent
MOTION
PICTURE Portable
and "Still"
■old
and exchanged.
lightsCameras
for salerented,
aad
for rent. Keep tu advised of your want*. Ruby
Camera Krthang*. 727 Seventh Ave., New York.
Equipment Wanted
WANTED — 500 good theatre chairs, upholstered
seat, 7 ply veneer back. Asbestos curtain, 26 feet
wide, 18 feet high. Scenery, velour or sateen picture set, stage hardware and electrical equipment.
Have for sale 600 opera chairs, five ply seat and
back, $1.00 each. Electric piano, $150; fans, $10
each ; Butterkist popcorn machine. Hamond Robey,
Spencer W. Va.
FILM PERFORATOR WANTED— Must be in
fair condition. Communicate with Mr. F. W. Knight,
139 Charles St., N. Y. C. Watkins 6586.
Miscellaneous
MINNESOTA SCENIC STUDIO,
Avenue North. Minneapolis.

242 Second

All Poster and Supply Houses having any stock of posters, photos, etc:,
for Selznick pictures are requested to
send in a complete list together with
prices so that if need be selection
can be made quickly and orders
placed without loss of time. The
receipt of all lists will be specifically
acknowledged. UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORP. OF DELAWARE,
730 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Mailing Lists
• ••nd
Will heforlpyou
PR EH increase
catalog sa ke*
en classified
ofcounts
v oa rand
b •* prices
t prospective
easternsa*«**
r»
Nstiensl,
Professions,SUte,Basinl^sl-IodiTSdaasfc
ess Firms.

CINEMA
The Motion Picture Reviev.
of the Orient
Manager: E. ATHAN ASSO HOU L( )
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSS1 EH
"CINEMA" is the only picture publication
circulating throughout the Orient.
Address :
•CINEMA." 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

99^0 by^e'uno'of 5 ^Cacb

HERAIJDS
SHIPPED SAMS DAT ORDER IS REGEIVBD
Guaranteed
Good
Pricei —Service
Send —lor
Trial Week
Order.— Popular
r
1
FILMACK
COMPANY
^ 736. S. WABASH
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EXHIBITORS

REVIEW

New

The

THIS

IX

issue

EXHIBITORS

prints the full text of the
bition contract, as agreed
last week by a conference of
Producers & Distributors of
tion Picture Theatre Owners

REVIEW

new uniform exhion and established
the Motion Picture
America, the Moof America and the

Every

Exhibitor should familiarize himself, immediately, Avith the provisions of the new form.
It contains many important changes from the old
contract and a number of entirely new features
which,
some

in actual

practice, will substantially

in-

crease the Exhibitor's measure of rights and, in
instances, his responsibilities.

That this document is a vast improvement over
the contract heretofore in effect will be apparent
at a glance. That it will afford a large measure of
future protection to Exhibitors will become evident on careful reading. It probably is not perfect. The Constitution of the United States had
to be amended on a number of occasions. So it
will not
some

be altogether

surprising

if occasionally

clause of this new contract gives rise to disagreement. But the main thing is that it constitutes areal advance in the basic methods of the

business.

Also, provision has been made,

through

the establishing of an advisory committee, to provide a means whereby future disputes of basic
character can be handled.
Every
new

reader

is urged

to study the text of the

contract as printed in this issue and
serve this copy for reference.

And,

having

acquainted

to pre-

yourself with the most

important document thus far written in the motion picture business, your attention is directed to
these facts:
1. If there had not been altogether too much
sharp practice and trickery on both sides in the
early days of the industry, the exhibition contract
would never have assumed its present importance.
Now is the time, with the aid of this improved
contract, to inaugurate a drive for decent methods
on both sides of the fence'. The time for a general house-cleaning of the industry will never be
more opportune. It can be had by giving ample
publicity to every trickster and his tactics brought
to light before the arbitration boards. This should
be done,

whether

seller or buyer. Couple publicity with arbitration
and there will come tremendous improvement in
the methods of conducting this business.
2. The

new

painstaking

contract

effort.

The

is the result of long and
heavy

work

in behalf of

the Exhibitors' case has been done by the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America. Necessarily,

States organization.

Allied

Contract

Exhibition

the offender

is large or small.

the benefits of the new

deal go alike to those who

support and those who ignore the M. P. T. O. A.
and its affiliated units. But there is no reason
why

any organization
fits of its service and

should extend the full benehelp to those who refuse to

pay their share of the cost of its operation. If the
M. P. T. O. A. and affiliated organizations refuse
further aid to Exhibitors who insist on remaining
outside

the fold, they will be within

their rights

and fully justified.
3. As has already been pointed out in Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW,
the revised contract is evidence of what can be accomplished by united Exhibitor organization. There should be no need
of further demonstration of the value of such organization, ofthe treasonable character of any act
or policy that brings division
4. It becomes

in Exhibitor

ranks.

evident, also, that once Exhibitor

interests actually are united, most of the disagreements of the industry can be amicably settled
through

negotiation and mediation. The Hays organization indicates its willingness to meet the
Exhibitors of the country fairly and squarely, but
only when it can actually meet them through fully
accredited

agents, whose power to negotiate is undisputed. This means, in other words, that once
the political sharpshooting which has characterized
Exhibitor organization activities of the past is
stopped, there need be no further open breaches
within the industry, costing no one knows how
much in money and wasted effort. And as the
M. P. T. O. A. is the one possible medium whereby the Exhibitors of the country can have national
representation, it is the duty of every Exhibitor
who desires peace and an opportunity to devote
his attention to his legitimate business to assist in
making the M. P. T. O. A. Avhat it ought to be,
what it deserves to be, the real voice of the theatre
owners of America.
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The
MONDAY,

Week's
FEBRUARY
8

NEW YORK.— Joseph P. Kennedy, Boston
hanker, acquires control of RC Pictures
Corporation and Film Booking Offices of
America from Lloyd's bank and the Grahams
of London. The policy and the personnel of
the company will continue the same. A huge
production programme is being mapped out.
NEW YORK— Joseph M. Seider, business
manager of the Motion Picture Owners of
America receives congratulations for his victhe fight for a new exhibition contory intract.
At a luncheon tendered to exhibitor
leaders, completion of a contract is announced. Allied, States and the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce as well as
the Hays organization are represented.
WASHINGTON.— Following complaint
from the Independent Motion Picture Association, the Army Motion Picture Service
undertakes an investigation of the reported
ban on independent product for Army use in
the Southwest.
NEW YORK— Warner Brothers fail to
declare the quarterly dividend of 37^4 cents a
share for Class "A" stock. The financial
statement reveals a net loss of $333,413 for
the six months ending September 26, 1925.
NEW YORK.— Total assets of more than
$26,655,000 are shown in the report of the
Fox Film Corporation as of November 28,
1925, made public recently. This is compared with $24,509,999 reported in June, last.
Total current and working assets were $17,656,000, of which $4,268,000 was in cash and
$500,000 in the form of call loans. This was
in ratio of 18}^ to 1, as compared with the
total liabilities of $940,000.
NEW YORK— Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.
Lasky and Sam Katz, of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, are now in Florida.
Joseph E. Seidelman, of the foreign department of Famous Players— Lasky, sailed Saturday for Europe on the Olympic to meet Emil
E. Shauer who has returned to Europe from
the Far East.
NEW YORK.— Reports from St. Louis
concerning a dispute between Spyros Skouras
and Famous Players-Lasky over the policy
of the pictures playing the Missouri Theatre,
may result in an announcement as to the policy of that house in the future. Spyros
Skouras, of Skouras Brothers Enterprises,
manages the Missouri, although it is the property of Famous Players. Skouras is reported
to have booked a print of "Braveheart" from
P. D. C. to play that theatre, which drew
criticism from the local Paramount.
5(e :fe ^
TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY

9

NEW YORK.— E. F. Albee, head of the
Keith circuit, is reported uneasy over the announcement ofthe Publix Theatres Corporation of the opening of a booking office to
sign acts for Publix theatres at No. 1520
Broadway, New York. Mr. Albee, it was
said along film row, was considerably alarmed
in the trend apparently dictated by Sam
Katz, president of Publix, to swing Paramount's chain of houses into a combination
vaudeville and film program. Such a step already taken for the New York houses is
said to have cut into the business of the Palace and other Keith houses.
BOSTON. — An active part in the conduct
of F. B. O. and its subsidiaries will be taken
by John F. Fitzgerald, former mayor of
Boston.
Control of the company passed to

News
Calendar of Coming

Briefly
Told
WASHINGTON.— More than three-fifths
Events
of all the motion picture films exhibited in
April 19-20.— M. P. T. O. of Western
Finland during 1925 were American productions, according to a statement by the Finnish
Pennsylvania.
Convention at Pittsburgh.
June 1 to 5. — Annual Convention, M. P.
Board of Censorship, states Vice-Consul
T. O. A., Los Angeles, Calif.
Frank P. S. Cassey at Helsingfors, in a report to the Department of Commerce.

P. Kennedy, son— in-law of the former
Joseph
mayor.
NEW YORK.— Irving Thalberg, of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corporation producing forces at Culver City, is conferring with
Robert J. Rubin and Nicholas Schenck of
the home office on the lining up of the production schedule for 1926-27. Thalberg announced that his organization would produce
50 pictures.
NEW YORK.— Net profits of $1,408,330.19
for the three months and $3,459,862.90 for the
nine months to September 26, 1925, after deducting all charges and reserves for Federal
income and other taxes, are reported by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and consolidated companies. On February 8, the
board of directors declared the regular quarterly dividend of $2 per share on the common stock, payable April 1, to stockholders
of record at the close of business on March
15. The books will not close.
CHICAGO. — Charles Pettijohn and Jerome
Beatty of the home office are here to attend
the conference called for Wednesday by certain reform interests, to consider the question of motion picture censorship. Five or
six members of the Allied States Group of
Theatre Owners will attend the conference.
NEW YORK.— W. A. Steffes, president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Minnesota, places his approval on the new standard motion picture contract, which he declared to be as near perfect as present problems permit.
NEW YORK.— Edward L. Klein, of the
Edward L. Klein Company, film exporters,
will leave this month for Europe. He will
arrange distribution in continental centres.
^ ^ ^
WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY

10

DETROIT.— The American Cinema Association, Inc., organized to engage in national cooperative production, distribution and
exhibition, has announced that 2,800 independent theatre owners had aligned with it.
The total assets of the group is now put at
$20,000,000.
NEW YORK.— Hy Daab, in charge of publicity at the West Coast F. B. O. studios for
three years, has been appointed by Film
Booking Offices of America to take charge of
the advertising and publicity at the home
office.
SEDALIA. — A -500,000 merger involving
twenty-five theatres in Missouri and Kansas
is consummated by the Amercan Theatres
Company with S. C. Carter of Nevada, Mo.,
and Lee Jones, of Kansas City.
TRENTON.— A bill is introduced by Assemblyman Siracusa, majority leader, at the
request of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
New Jersey, at the New Jersey Legislature,
providing for the supervision of theatres,
carnivals and other amusements by the State
Tenement House Department. This bill, it is
hoped, will have the effect of eliminating unfair competition by the non-theatrical institutres. tions with tax paying motion picture thea-

NEW YORK— H. A. Cole, president of
the Texas Motion Picture Theatre Owners,
thinks the new Standard Exhibition Contract
is a big improvement on the old one. The
objection that most exhibitors have to it, is
the item of undue length, but the way Cole
looks at it is that there are so many diversified situations arising throughout the different
territories, that all conditions had to be covered. Cole's organization has not had much
trouble with the old contract, he said.
ONTARIO.— Hon. W. H. Price, K.C..
Provincial Treasurer, throws down gauntlet
to the Canadian film distributing companies
with regard to the censorship question in the
Province of Ontario when he issues an official statement regarding the examination and
release of the current feature, "Moana of the
* * *
South Seas."
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
11
CHICAGO. — Charles Pettijohn and Jerome
Beatty, of the Hays organization, together
with A. W. Steffes, president of the M. P.
T. O. of Minnesota, and other exhxibitor
leaders, are watching the moves of the fourth
national motion picture conference, which
has opened at the Congress Hotel. Efforts
will be made by them to prevent a stampede,
as planned, for a national censorship drive.
TORONTO.— Canadian Performing Rights
Society, Ltd., affiliated with the Performing
Rights Society of London, England, issues invitations to all exhibitors of Canada to become members of the society for the privilege
of paying a form of royalty on all copyrighted music controlled by the Society, which
runs to a considerable amount, it is stated. A
great many of the theatre managers in Canada ignore the invitation.
NEW

YORK.— The British National Pictures incorporates at Albany for $20,000.
The purpose of the organization, given in the
charter papers, is to engage in the theatre
business.
NEW YORK.— Meetings will be held here
by all the important officials of the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., regarding refinancing of
the company and plans for further expansion
of the theatre activities.
COLUMBUS. — Ohio exhibitors are alarmed by the reported invasion of the Loew
group into the Ohio field.
NEW YORK. — Irving M. Lesser, it was
learned, is planning a chain of theatres in
suburban New York. In addition to a theatre
at Rockville Centre, L. I., Mr. Lesser is contemplating erection of houses at Little Neck
and Port Washington, L. I.
ST. LOUIS.— William Fox will build in
St. Louis, Mo. A reliable source reports that
the projected $3,500,000 5,000-seat Fox theatre and office-apartment building at Grand
and Washington Boulevards will go through
as planned.
SEATTLE — Jensen and VonHerbert are
watching moves of Famous Players in this
territory. It is rumored that a Paramount
representative is here to arrange a deal or
build opposition houses.
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Full

Text

of

Exhibition

agreement,

a corporation
an exhibitor

made

in

(hereinafter
operating

the

party of the second
parties agree

part.

party of the first part, and

No

(hereinafter

Street,

called "the Exhibitor") ,

as follows:

LICENSE
Second: The Distrihutor hereby grants to the Exhibitor, and
the latter accepts, a license under the respective copyrights of the
several photoplays designated and described, in the schedule herein, subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter stated to exhibit
(during the year commencing with the date fixed or determined
as hereinafter provided for the exhibition in the above named
theatre of the first photoplay deliverable hereunder) each of such
photoplays at the said theatre only, for the number of successive
days in the said schedule specified.
Such license shall be specifically for the exhibition of such photoplays at said theatre on the exnibition date or dates specified in
said schedule or determined as hereinafter provided and for no
other purpose.
AND PLACE

OF EXHIBITION

Third: The Exhibitor agrees to exhibit said photoplays but only
at the theatre above specified on the said date or dates and will
no* allow any positive print thereof to leave the Exhibitor's possession during the period specified for the exhibition thereof by
the Exhibitor, nor exhibit or permit the exhibition of any such
positive print at any other time or place than those herein specified
or determined as herein provided.
PAYMENT

19. ., between

Witnesseth.

WARRANTY AS TO FORM
First: The Distributor warrants that there is contained herein
all of the numbered Articles of the "Standard Exhibition Contract" filed with the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of
America, Inc., identified by the signature of its President on the
1st day of March, 1926. Articles
hereof are in addition thereto.

TIME

day of

Theatre,

State of

New

Contract

called the "Distributor'''),

City of

The

cate this

the

OF FIXED

SUMS

Fourth: The exhibitor agrees to pay for such license as to each
of such photoplays the fixed sums herein specified at least three
(3) days in advance of the date of shipment from the Distributor's exchange or from the last previous Exhibitor of the positive print thereof.
PERCENTAGE BOOKINGS
Fifth: If this contract calls for payment or any part thereof
computed
the Exhibitor's
receipts
the Exhibitor
furnish to upon
the Distributor
dailygross
a correct
itemized
statementshall
of
the gross receipts of said theatre for admission thereto upon the
exhibition date or dates of each photoplay for which payment is
so required to be made. Should the Distributor so require, such
itemized statements shall be made upon forms furnished by the
Distributor.
The distributor shall have access during the period of exhibition of each such photoplay and for a period of sixty (60) days
after the receipt by the Distributor of the final box office statement, for the purpose of inspection, to the box office and to all
books and records relating to the Exhibitor's box office receipts
during the period of exhibition of each such photoplay.

Payments or any part thereof computed upon the Exhibitor's box
office receipts shall be made during the exhibition of the print
of each photoplay for which payment is so required to be made.
PAYMENT ON ACCOUNT
/
Sixth: Payment, if any, made upon the execution hereof by the
exhibitor shall be deemed payment on account of the sums last
payable hereunder.
PROTECTION AND RUN
Seventh: During the life of this contract the Distributor agrees
not to authorize or license the exhibition of any such photoplays
in violation of the run or protection period, if any, in the schedule specified. Unless otherwise provided herein such protection
period shall be computed from the first date of exhibition of each
photoplay as fixed herein.
DELIVERY OF PRINTS
Eighth: The Distributor agrees to deliver to the Exhibitor during the period specified in Article Second hereof a positive print
of each of such photoplays in time for exhibition at the said theatre on the dates specified or on the dates determined as herein
provided. Delivery of such positive prints by the Distributor to
the Exhibitor at the Distributor's exchange or to a common carrier
or to the United States postal authorities for mailing or to any
agent of the Exhibitor shall be deemed delivery by the Distributor
to the Exhibitor hereunder.
SELECTION

OR DESIGNATION

OF PLAY

DATES

Ninth: The exhibition date or dates of each of the photoplays unless definitely specified in the said Schedule or otherwise
agreed upon shall be determined as follows :
(a) The Distributor shall mail the Exhibitor at least fifteen (15) days' notice
in writing of the date upon which each photoplay will be available for exhibition
Exhibitor
consistent
withExhibitors.
prior "runs" and/or "protection" heretofore byor the
hereafter
granted
to other
(b) Within fourteen (14) days after the mailing of such notice the Exhibitor shall select with
the exhibition
or dates within
the written
four (4)notice
weeks'to
period commencing
such date date
of availability
by giving
the Distributor of the date or dates so selected.
If the exhibition date or dates so selected by the Exhibitor are
not available to the Exhibitor then the exhibition date or dates
shall be designated as follows :
1. If other
within said
shalldates
be available
the
Exhibitor
shalldates
immediately
selectfour
from(4)suchweeks'
other period
available
another date
or other dates failing which the Distributor shall designate the date or dates by
mailing
two (2)shall
weeks'
the Exhibitor,
but later
such date
so designated
not notice
be fixedthereof
earlierto than
two (2) nor
than orsixdates
(6)
weeks from the exhibition date first selected by the Exhibitor ;
2. If no other date or dates within said' four (4) weeks' period shall be availablethe(after
written request
nate
datetheor Exhibitor's
dates by immediately
givingtherefor)
written the
noticeExhibitor
thereof shall
to thedesigDistributor, but such date or dates so designated shall not be fixed earlier than
two (2) nor later than six (6) weeks from the last day of the said four (4)
weeks'
If thein Exhibitor
fails to(2)sotheimmediately
such date
or
datesperiod.
as provided
this paragraph
Distributor designate
shall designate
the
date or dates within the period last specified by mailing to the Exhibitor two (2)
weeks' notice of such date or dates.
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(c) If the Exhibitor fails to make such selection within fourteen (14) days
after the mailing of such notice of availability then
( 1 ) the distributor may at any time thereafter designate the exhibition, date
or dates (no such date to be prior to the initial date of availability) by mailing
notice thereof to the Exhibitor at least fourteen (14) days before the first
exhibition date so designated ;
(2) provided that the Distributor shall have then entered into a contract
with any other Exhibitor in which contract is specified a ' win" of any of the
photoplays
in pointgranted
of timetheandExhibitor
immediately
the "run"
fied in the prior
Schedule)
and preceding
provided further
thait(specisuch
photoplay shall have been exhibited by such olher Exhibitor the Distributor
shall in the manner specified in Sub-division 1 of this Paragraph (c) designate
the exhibition date or dates of such photoplay within the period of forty-five
(45) days .commencing with the date of avaiiability specified in the notice
provided for in paragraph (a) of this Article.
(d) In case the exhibition date or dates of any of the photoplays shall be
designated by the Distributor pursuant to paragraph (c) of this Article the
period of "protection," if any, specified in the Schedule shall begin upon the
day
this after
Article.the expiration of the four weeks' period specified in paragraph (b) of
(e) The exhibition daite or dates of any of the photoplays selected by the
Exhibitor (if available) or designated as above provided or otherwise agreed
upon between the Distributor and the Exhibitor shall be for all purposes the
exhibition
date or dates of such photoplay as though definite'y specified in the
said Schedule.
(f) In case this contract embraces a series of feature photoplays, five reels
or more in length, and featuring a particular star or directqr, the Exhibitor
shall not be required hereunder to exhibit more than one photoplay of such
series every five (5) weeks.
RETURN

OF PRINTS

Tenth: The Exhibitor agrees to return each positive print received by the Exhibitor hereunder, with the reels and containers
furnished therewith, to the exchange of the Distributor from which
the Exhibitor is served or as otherwise directed by the Distributor
immediately after the last exhibition of such positive print licensed
hereunder, in the same condition as when received by the Exhibitor, reasonable wear and tear due to the proper use thereof excepted. The Exhibitor agrees to pay all costs of transportation
of such positive prints, reels and containers from the Distributor's
exchange or the last previous exhibitor having possession of any
such positive print (as the case may be) and return to the Distributor's exchange; or if directed by the Distributor, to ship such
positive prints elsewhere than to the Distributor's exchange transportation charges collect. It is agreed that the delivery of a positive print properly directed and packed in the container furnished
by the Distributor therefor, to a carrier designated or used by
the Distributor and proper receipt therefor obtained by the Exhibitor, shall constitute the return of such positive print by the Exhibitor.
If the Exhibitor fails to or delays the return of any positive
jrint to the Distributor or fails to forward or delays forwarding
(as directed by the Distributor) any such print to any other
Exhibitor the Exhibitor agrees in addition to paying the Distributor the damage, if any, so caused the Distributor to pay to such
other Exhibitor the damage, if any, so caused such other Exhibitor as shall be determined by Arbitration as provided for in
Article Twentieth hereof. In case the Exhibitor shall be
damaged by reason of the failure or delay of any other Exhibitor
in returning any print to the Distributor or in forwarding (as
directed by the Distributor) any such print to the Exhibitor the
Exhibitor agrees to assert such claim for damages only against
such other Exhibitor and thai such claim and the damage, if any,
shall be determined by Arbitration provided for as aforesaid.
LOSS

AND

DAMAGE

TO PRINTS

Eleventh: The Exhibitor shall pay to the Distributor the sum
of four (4) cents for each linear foot of any positive print lost,
stolen or destroyed or injured in any way in the interval between
the delivery thereof by the Distributor and the return thereof by
the Exhibitor in full settlement of all claims for such loss, theft,
destruction or injury. If any such positive print or any part thereof is coWed, then for any ruch print or part thereof the Exhibitor shall pay to the Distributor the laboratory cost thereof instead of four (4) cents per linear foot. (Laboratory invoice for
such colored print or part thereof shall be conclusive of such laboratory cost upon the parties hereto). Such payment, however,
shall not transfer title to or any interest in such positive prints
to the Exhibitor or any other party, nor release the Exhibitor from
liability arising out of any breach of this agreement. The Distributor shall repay or credit to the Exhibitor any sums paid bv
the latter for lost or stolen prints, excepting new reels, upon their
return to the Distributor within sixty (60) days after the date when
the same should have been returned hereunder. The Exhibitor
shall immediately notify the Distributor's exchange by telegram of
the loss, theft or destruction of or damage or injury to anv positive print. If any print shall be received from the Exhibitor by
the Distributor or any subsequent Exhibitor in a damaged or partially destroyed condition it shall be deemed to have been so damaged or destroyed by the Exhibitor unless the latter, on the day
of receipt of such print and prior to the second public showine
thereof, shall have telegraphed the Distributor's exchange that such
print was received by him in a damaged or partially destroyed condition, and setting forth fully the nature of such damage and the
amount of footage so damaged or destroyed.

TITLES

OF PHOTOPLAYS:

REISSUES

Twelfth: The Distributor reserves the right to change the title
of any of the photoplays specified in the said schedule but shall
not substitute any otner photoplay thereot without tne consent of
the Exhibitor ; and warrants that none of such photoplays are reissues from old negatives or are old negatives renamed excepting
those specifically set forth as such in the said schedule.
ASSIGNMENT

AND

SALE OF THEATRE

Thirteenth: The contract shall not be assigned by either party
without the written acceptance of the assignee and the written consent of tne other party; provided, that if the Exhibitor sells or disposes of his interest in the theatre above specified, he may assign
this contract to the purchaser ot such interest without the writien
consent of the Distributor and such assignment shall become effective upon the written acceptance thereof by the assignee, such assignment, however, not to relieve the Exhibitor of his liability
hereunder, unless the Distributor consents in writing to release the
Exhibitor from such liability.
EXHIRITION

AND

ADVERTISING

Fourteenth: The Exhibitor agrees to run photoplays as delivered without alteration, except with the written or telegraphic approval of the Distributor, subject to requirements of competent
public authorities necessitating any change. The Exhibitor also
agrees to advertise and announce each photoplay as a "
In all newspaper advertising and publicity relating to said photoplays issued by the Exhibitor, the Exhibitor shall adhere to the
form of announcement contained in the advertising matter sent
by the Distributor.
All advertising accessories used by the Exhibitor in connection
with the exhibition of said photoplay must be leased from or
through the Distributor and must not be sold, leased or given
away by the Exhibitor.
Unless this contract expressly provides for the "first run" in
the City or Town wherein the theatre hereinabove specified is
located, the Exhibitor agrees not to advertise any of the photoplays herein provided for by means of lithographs, slides, trailers,
lobby displays, newspaper announcements, advertising or otherwise prior to, and until after the completion of, the exhibition of
such photoplay by any other Exhibitor having the right to the
"first run" thereof in said City oi Town
The Distributor shall not in any wise be liable for any breach
of the provisions of the immediately preceding paragraph contained in any other Standard Exhibition Contract with any other
Exhibitor.
WARRANTY

AS TO ADVERTISING

Fifteenth: The Distributor warrants that the photoplays herein
provided for will not contain any advertising matter for which
compensation is received.
TAXES
Sixteenth: The Exhibitor agrees to pay to the Distributor upon
demand any tax, fee or other like charge now and/ or hereafter imposed or based upon the delivery and/ or the exhibition of positive prints of the photoplays and / or upon the sums payable under
this contract by the Exhibitor to the Distributor. If under any
statute or ordinance any such tax, fee or other like charge is or
shall be payable or paid by the Distributor and the exact amount
payable hereunder by the Exhibitor is not therein definitely fixed
or cannot be exactly determined then the Exhibitor agrees to pay
such part of any such tax, fee or other like charge, paid or payable
by the Distributor as shall be fixed in the manner determined by
the then President of the Arbitration Society of America.
MINIMUM ADMISSION CHARGE
Seventeenth: The exhibitor wararnts and agrees that during
the period each of the photoplays herein provided for shall be exhibited in said theatre the Exhibitor will charge for admission to
said theatre an actual admission fee which shall not be less than
ten cents, unless a greater minimum admission charge is herein
elsewhere specified, for each exhibition ; and that such photoplays
shall not be exhibited unless such admission fee is charged.
DELAY

IN OR PREVENTION

OF PERFORMANCE

Eighteenth: In case the Exhibitor shall be delayed in or prevented from the performance of this Contract with respect to any
of the photoplays herein specified by reason of censor rulings, the
elements, accidents, strikes, fire, insurrection, acts of God, the public enemy, public calamity or order of any Court of competent
jurisdiction, then such delay or failure of performance with respect to such photoplay shall be excused and all claims or causes
of action for damages therefor, or arising therefrom, are hereby
expressly waived by the Distributor. In any such event, the time
of the Exhibitor to perform this Contract with respect to any such
photoplay shall be extended for a period equal to the time of such
delay, unless performance thereof because of the happening of any
such cause or contingency is rendered impossible, in which case per-
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formancc by the Exhibitor with respect to any such photoplay shall
he waived. The resumption of pertormance by the Exhibitor shall
begin promptly after the removal or abatement of the contingencies or causes of such disability or prevention of performance,
provided, that if such delay and / or prevention of performance,
caused as aforesaid, shall continue for a period of three (3) months
either party hereto may cancel this contract, but only with
respect to any such photoplay the exhibition hereunder of which
has been so delayed or prevented, by sending within ten (10) days
after the expiration of such three (3) months' period to the other
party notice in writing to such effect.
In case the Distributor shall be delayed in or prevented from
the performance of this contract with respect to any of the photoplays herein specified by reason of the elements, accidents,
strikes, fire, insurrection, acts of God, the public enemy, public
calamity, Court orders, censor rulings, delays of any common
carrier, delays in production or failure of the producers of any of
such photoplays to make or deliver them to the Distributor or
of any star or other performer to appear therein in time for
delivery, as herein provided, or the failure or delay of any prior
Exhibitor in returning any positive print to the Distributor or in
forwarding any positive print to a subsequent Exhibitor, then
such delay in or prevention of performance shall be excused and
all claims or causes of action for damages therefor or arising
therefrom are hereby expressly waived by the Exhibitor. In any
such event, the time of the Distributor to perform this contract
with respect to any such photoplay shall be extended for a
period equal to the time of such delay, unless performance because of the happening of any such cause or contingency is rendered impossible, in which case performance by the Distributor
with respect to any such photoplay shall be waived. The resumption of performance by the Distributor shall begin promptly
after the removal or abatement of the contingencies or causes of
such disability or prevention of performance and the Distributor
shaft deliver to the Exhibitor any such photoplay at the earliest
available date thereafter, and such delivery in any such case shall
have the same force and effect as though delivery took place
withui the period herein above limited and the Exhibitor agrees to
accept, pay for and exhibit any such photoplay at any such later
period pursuant to the terms hereof, provided, that if such delay
as aforesaid, shall conand/or prevention of performance, causedeither
party hereto may
tinue for a period of three (3) months
such photoplay
any
to
respect
with
only
but
contract,
this
cancel
or predelayed
so
been
has
wnich
of
hereunder
deliverv
the
the expiration of
vented by 'sending within ten (10) days after
period to the other party notice m writing
months'
(3)
three
such
to such effect.
WAIVER

or deNineteenth: The waiver by either party of any breach of
any
waiver
a
as
ed
constru
be
not
shall
party
fault by the other
other or subsequent breach or default by such other party.
ARBITRATION

sum to be retained by the Distributor until the complete performance of all such
contracts and then applied, at the option of the Distributor, against any sums
finally due or against any damages determined by said Board of Arbitration to
be due to the Distributor, the balance, if any to be returned to the Exhibitor;
and in the event of the Exhibitor's failure to pay such additional sum wjthin
seven days after demand, the Distributor may by written notice to the Exhibitor suspend service hereunder until said sum shall be paid and/or terminate
this contract.
In the event that the Distributor shall fail or refuse to consent
to the submission to arbitration of any claim or controversy arising under this or any other film service contract providing for arbitration, which
the Distributor may have with the Exhibitor, or to abide by and forthwith
comply with any decision or award of such Board of Arbitration upon any such
claim or controversy so submitted, or if the Distributor shall be found by such
Board of Arbitration in any such arbitration proceeding to have been guilty of
such a breach of contract as shall in the opinion of such Board of Arbitration
justify the Exhibitor in refusing to deal with the Distributor, the Exhibitor
may at his option terminate this and any other existing contract between the
Exhibitor and the Distributor by mailing notice by registered mail within
two (2) weeks after such failure, refusal or finding, and in addition the Distributor shall not be entitled to redress from such Board of Arbitration up.m
any claim or claims against any Exhibitor until the Distributor shall have
complied with such decision, and in the meanwhile the provisions of the first
paragraph of this Article Twentieth shall not apply to any such claim or claims
Any such termination by either party, however, shall be without
prejudice to any other right or remedy which the party so terminating may have by reason of any such breach of contract by the
other parly.
The provisions of this contract relating to arbitration shall be
construed according to the law of the State of New York.
REPRESENTATIONS
Twenty-first: No promises or representations have been mad%
by either party to tlie other except as set forth herein.
ACCEPTANCE

OF APPLICATION

Twenty-second: This instrument shall be deemed an application for a license under copyright only and shall not become bind- .
ing until accepted in writing without alteration or change by an
officer of or any person duly authorized by the Distributor and
notice of acceptance sent to the Exhibitor as herein provided. The
deposit by the distributor of any check or other consideration given
by the Exhibitor at the time of application as payment on account
of any sums payable hereunder shall not be deemed an acceptance
hereof by the Distributor.
Unless notice of acceptance of this application by the Distributor
is sent to the Exhibitor by mail or telegraph within the number
of days after the date thereof hereinafter specified immediately following the
name of the city wherein is situated the branch office of the Distributor from
which the Exhibitor is served, said application shall be deemed withdrawn and
the Distributor shall forthwith return any sums paid on account thereof by the
Exhibitor. Albany 10; Atlanta 15; Boston 10; Buffalo 10; Charleston 15;
Charlotte 15; Chicago 15; Cincinnati 15; Cleveland 15; Dallas 20; Denver 20;
Des Moines 15; Detroit 15; El Paso 25; Indianapolis 15; Jacksonville 15;
Kansas
City 15;
15; Northern
Los Angeles
Little 7;
RockMinneapolis
15; Louisville
5 ; Memphis
15;
Milwaukee
New25;Jersey
20; '1 Butte
30; New
Haven 10; New Orleans 15; New York City 7; Oklahoma City 20; Omaha 15;
Peoria 15; Philadelphia 10; Pittsburgh 10; Portland, Ore., 30; St. Louis 15;
Salt Lake City 20; San Francisco 20; Seattle 20; Washington, D. C, 10.

Twentieth: The parties hereto agree that before either of them
shall resort to any court to determine, enforce or protect the legal
rights of either hereunder, each shall submit to the Board ot
and regArbitration (established or constituted pursuant to rules Produce
rs
re
P^u
Motion
the
of
office
the
in
ulations now on file
and Distributors of America, Inc., bearing date of March 1st, Wib
and identified by the signature of its President, a copy of which
request) in the city wherewill be furnished to the Exhibitor upon Distribu
tor from which the
in is situated the branch office of the
Exhibitor is served or if there be no such Board of Arbitration
in such city then to the Board of Arbitration in the city nearest
in writing that such subthereto (unless the parties hereto ofagree
Arbitration located m another
mission shall be made to a Board
for
specified city), all claims and controversies arising hereunder
determination pursuant to the rules of procedure and practice
adopted by such Board of Arbitration.
th comThe parties hereto further agree to abide by andof forthwi
Arbitration m
ply with any decision and award of such Board
that any
any such arbitration proceeding, and agree and consent
such decision or award shall be enforceable in or by any court
pursuant to the laws of such jurisof competent jurisdiction
diction now or hereafter in force; and each party hereto hereby
arising under
waives the right of trial by jury upon any issue
s ot
this contract, and agrees to accept as conclusive the finding the
to
s
consent
and
tion,
Arbitra
of
fact made by any such Board
s in evidence in any judicial prointrodu
ceeding.ction of such finding

A copy of this application, signed by the Exhibitor shall be left
with the Exhibitor at the time of signing, and in the event of acceptance thereof as above provided a duplicate copy, signed by the
Distributor, shall be forwarded to the Exhibitor.

to consent
In the event that the Exhibitor shall fail or refuse
arising under
any claim or controversy
to submit to arbitration
the
providing for arbitration which and
this or any other film service contract
other Distributor or to ab.de by upon
Exhibitor mav have with this or any
ion
of such Board of Arbitrat
forthwith comply with any decision or award
Exhibitor shall be found
controversy so submitted, or if the
any such So
ion proceeding to have been
by7 such Board of Arbitration in any such .arbitrat
in the opinion of such Board of
guilty of such a breach of contract as shall tor
g security m dealany other Distribu atin itsrequirin
Arb tra? on justify this r,or the
option, demand, for its
Distributor may,
ings with the Exhibito
and all
Exhibitorby othethisExhibito
by thepayment
ance-hereto,
perform
for the the
as securit'y
r
on and contract
protectiexisting
part.es
s between
other
, such
contract
existing
each
under
$500
ng
of an additional sum not exceedi

Direction to Salesmen: While you Jtave every right to trade
among prospective customers to obtain the best offer possible for
your product, after you have selected a particular exhibitor whose
offer you believe to be the best obtainable and take a written application from such exhibitor, you are hereby directed to forward
the application to the office of your company and make no further
effort to sell the same service to any other exhibitor directly competing zvith such exhibitor until the application so forwarded has
been duly rejected, accepted or zvithdrazvn in accordance zvith its
terms.

SCHEDULE
In the schedule there shall be provided space in which shall be
specified either the title of each photoplay, or the name of the star,
director or author thereof or the brand by which such photoplays
are known.
The schedule shall also contain the words "Protection Period"
and the word "Run"' with space to specify the protection period
or run, if any agreed upon.
CANCELLATION*
* Optional Cancellation Clause: If this contract designates certain photoplays by title, it shall be non-cancellable as to such photoplays. If it embraces a series of photoplays not designated by
title it may be cancelled as to such series by either party after two
photoplays of such series have been played and paid for, by notice
in writing to the other party after playing the second of said photoplays, such cancellation to take effect after
(
)
additional photoplays shall have been exhibited and paid for.
* It is optional
withContract.
Distributors to incorporate or omit this clause from thenStandard
Exhibition
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Sold/

INSURANCE AGENT once came very near selling
me a certain kind of policy of which I was not in favor.
His method was fine — he kept hammering at the one
angle of that policy which he believed might interest me. I
was almost sold when, trying to clinch it no doubt, he began
to tell me some of the other "wonderful qualities" of the policy. That gave
me my chance to point out the weak
spots and the sale developed into an
argument and a lot of wasted time.
AN

O UPPOSE that agent had stuck, howO ever. Suppose he knew the secret of
salesmanship as the manager of the two
theatres shown in the photographs on
this page knew it ; he would have
SOLD!
And that secret is simple — pick out
the best in the merchandise or whatever
is on the counter, and sell that only.
Consider the marquee hanger above —
on "The Gold Fish." The managing
exploiteer wished to convey the humor
behind the name — the "Butter and Egg
Man" idea — and there was nothing
more fitting than a big cut out of a Dollar Sign. There was his bet, and sticking to that bet— he SOLD.

OTH in the large photo above, and the
smaller one at the bottom of this page,
there is one outstanding figure that immediately captures the eye. Thafs salesmanship
of the best sort. To pick out the best there
is in a certain article and to sell that, and
that only. Above is the marquee of the
Royal Theatre, Loreda, Texas, zvhile playing "The Gold Fish" (F. N.) Below is a
cut-out of Johnny Hines in "The Live Wire,"
zvhile showing at the Strand Theatre, Seattle, Washington.

Or consider the cut-out of Johny Hines in the photo here
below. Does it really matter what the name of the picture
was ? or who took part in the supporting cast ? or what the
nature of the story was? Hardly. It sufficed that Johnny
Hines was a drawing card in himself. Therefore the Strand
Theatre SOLD Johnny Hines.
That is certainly a verv easy lesson
in the art of exploitation. Just like
showing one how to speak any language
with the knowledge of only the first letter of the alphabet. Other examples
could be given, as for instance : the title,
"The Ten Commandments," the star
Charlie Chaplin ; the epic, "Abraham
Lincoln,"
race inselling
"Ben points
Hur."
There arethethechariot
individual
of those pictures. Those are the only
qualities that should be exploited.
T'S a good thing to remember, and
makes exploitation very much cheaper. It is unnecessary to follow every
idea that every exploiteer and every
press book gives on a picture. You
know your audience. Sell it only what
you know it wants most to buy. A
title, a cast, a name — -concentrate on
one or the other.
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Is

the

Matter

By

MELVIN

with

G.

Movie

Critics

WINSTOCK

Special Universal Representative
HE motion p i c t u r e
world as well as the
public are indebted to
"The

Sage of Emporia" for a merci1ess
trouncing" in Collier's
of January 16.
We are always interested in "Figgly
Wigglys" whether thev
concern gi-ocenes or the morals and
intellects of the people. A great Scotch
poet once dwelt on the value of seeing
ourselves as others view us. Mirrors
are hne even in thru some,
the image is false and dis
toted.
The "Sage" has constituted
himself prosecuting witness.
He presents the evidence
complete without let or hindrance, acts as judge, jury,
pronounces the verdict and
proceeds to carry the judgment of the court into execution.

money. That is comparatively true.
Some make and some lose, depending
largely upon the excellence or lack of
it as evidenced in product. We may,
however, concede the fact that production in general is followed by profit
That of itself is not a sin, unless, that
same sin be charged to every man in
America, in every branch of human
activity who has the good fortune to be
successful. To say that a mere desire
for enrichment is the dominating inspiration cannot be sustained by the
mere statement of the very eminent

LAST

week,

EXHIBITORS

w

E have used Victor Hugo with
"The Hunchback o f Notre

Dame," "Toilers of the Sea," and
"The Man Who Laughed," and in
quick succession, I might add that we
have presented the works of Sir Walter
Scott, Chas. Reade, Bulwer Lytton,
Disraeli, George Eliot, Barrie, Robert
Louis Stevenson, Oscar Wilde, Henrik Ibsen, Maeterlinck, De Mauppesant,
Blasco Ibanez, Sabatini, Scenhiewicz,
Tolstoi, Lew Wallace, J. Fennimore

Cooper, Hawthorne, Longfellow, Richard Harding Davis, Girard, Zane Grey,
Conan Doyle, Ouida, and a
host of others who have reflected honor and glory on
literature. I could add to the
REVIEW

published a very interesting* answer to
William Allen White's article entitled "Are

list if space permitted. Suffice it to say that every producer in America today hs.L

the Movies a Mess or a Menace," appearing
in Collier's Weekly recently.
Melvin G. Winstock also saw the article

competent and skilled men
searching madly the libraries
of the world for suitable material for screen adaption. I
might add that it is keenly
possible that, if Mr. White
has material which he will

ing:
in Collier's and summing it up in the followThe very virulence of his
testimony shows bias. He is
guilty of the unpardonable
"He (White) has indicted our Producsubmit to these already consin of distorting the evidence.
victed producers, he might
ers, Authors, Directors, Actors, TheaHe suppresses much that is
not only gain great glory but
tre Managers, The Public, Art or the
material to the issue. He
gain
help. golden nuggets and also
Lack of it,—
proves that he does not differ
uplift a profession that from
from all Samsons, utterly
his viewpoint sadly needs his
made haste to answer White's masterpiece.
willing to destroy, utterly unThis answer, in full, is now presented to
able to construct. Solomons,
According to Mr. White
the readers of EXHIBITORS
REVIEW.
who built temples, are more
motion picture directors are
valuable than Samsons who
vapid, stupid, insane, puerile
destroy them.
and where they are not all
It might not be without
these they are cheap, vile
author of the article in question. The
value to chart and analyze his verbal
slaves of a golden monster, who lashes
record open to Mr. White shows that
their backs with scorpion whips and
brickbatism without indulging in the
all producers are earnestly striving to
extremes to which he has indulged
before whose tyranny they bow in abreach the highest artistic standards.
throughout his entire article. He has
ject submission. Mr. White shows
his own audience who will laugh at his
that he speaks whereof he does not
Mr. White hurls quite a few thunknow. If he had ever been privileged
derbolts atthe authors we employ and
alleged wit, which with strange lack of
to attend a session of the directorial
utilize
for
the
screen.
Here
is
where
vision, he has substituted for argument.
staff of a producing plant and record
he distorts much evidence and supHe has indicted our :
what takes place there that he would
presses the truth, a procedure of which
he should be ashamed and to which he
1. Producers,
have been in a better position to do
should not descend. Who are the
2. Authors,
justice to a group of specialists, who
3. Directors,
are as honorable and independent and
writers whose creations we have trans4. Actors,
mitted to the screen? The Bible, with
who are quite as artistic in their profession as he is in his.
5. Theatre Managers,
"Passion Plays," "The Queen of
6. The Public,
Sheba," "The Five Books of Moses,"
If motion picture directors in gen7. Our Art or Lack of it.
eral were as crude as friend White
"Salome," "The Ten Commandments,"
and others.
The principal sin of which we are
charges, there would have been no
guilty is that the producer is making
"Birth of a Nation," no "Hunchback
Shakespeare with "Hamlet," "Richof Notre Dame," no "Intolerance," no
ard III," "Macbeth," "King Lear,"
* This article was originally published in its
"Four Horsemen of the Apocolypse,"
present form in The Walla Walla Union,
"Romeo and Juliet," "As You Like It,"
Walla Walla, Washington. Melvin G. Winno "Abraham Lincoln," no "Ben Hur,"
"Julius Caesar," "Anthony and Cleostock, the writer, was traveling through that
no
"Phantom of the Opera," no "Miracity at the time the White Treatise was called
patra," "Comedy of Errors," "Mercle Man," nor any of the wondrous
to his attention, and the newspaper extended
chant of Venice," and I dare say others
(Continued oil \page 17)
of equal literary and dramatic value.
the courtesy of its columns to him.
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They're
Leading St. Louis

From
Exhibitors
Explain Miss
the Recentouri
Hubbub
By DAVID

F. BARRETT

Special Correspondent. Exhibitors Review

IN VIEW of the widespread publicity given to the St. Louis firstrun situation in recent weeks it is of
more than passing interest to obtain a
cross cut of the dominant figures in the
St. Louis motion picture world and the

caused by overseating, and a conference was sought with Mr. Fox to talk
over the first-run problem. Mr. Fox
promptly advised Mogler by wire that it
was his intention to visit St. Louis about

"The same is true of any other producer or distributor or individual exhibitor who may desire to build a firstrun house here. They know their own
business best.

January 15 when he would be pleased to
meet the signers of the telegram to
Woodhull. Apparently press of other
business forced Mr. Fox to change his

"Much has been printed and said
about the policies of our theatres, but I
believe that the theatre-going public of
St. Louis knows from experience that
we have always sought to give

policies they have pursued in bookingfilm for their theatres — Spyros and
Charles Skouras, heads of Skouras
Brothers enterprises, and their
associate in the St. Louis
Amusement Company, Harry
TT all started when William Fox anKoplar.
nounced that he would build a new
Skouras Brothers have in
charge the Missouri, Grand
4,000 seat house in the alreadv badlv
Central, West End Lyric and
overseated St. Louis.
Capitol theatres, all first-run
houses, and are building the
4000-seat Ambassador theatre
"Don't build," was the instant reacat Seventh and Locust streets.
tion Fox received from the exhibitors
The St. Louis Amusement
of that city.
Company operates twenty-four
of the leading neighborhood and
"But I must have an outlet in St.
suburban theatres in the St.
Louis District. They have several other houses which are
closed for the time being and
also have plans for the construction of other houses.
The other theatres in St.

Louis,"
William
To

was

the sum

Fox's

which

and

substance

of

reply.

the

Skouras

tervened with a summary

Brothers

in-

of the entire

them the best pictures obtainable, the record of the pictures
that have been shown at the
theatres is the best evidence.
"Naturally because of our
connections we owe a certain
allegiance to First National and
Famous Players Lasky. Everything else being equal it is proper fortional
us andtoParamount
favor Firstfilms.
NaOr to stretch a point in their
favor. They are our bread and
butter so to speak. We would
not be expected in fairness to
side-track a First National or
Paramount picture on a given
date for a picture of some
other producer that was of no
better box-office appeal.

"In addition to our obligations as associates to First NaFox had the equal outlet facilities of
tional and Paramount we must
Delmonte, Kings, Loew's State,
every other producer in the country,
also see that our patrons obtain
Rivoli and Grand Opera House.
In all there are 108 theatres in
the best entertainment it is posproviding they can deliver the goods.
sible for us to present at the
the St. Louis metropolitan disadmission
charges we make. If
trict which book pictures regwe believe that we can make
ularly, including three vaudeplans so he has not as yet paid his visit.
money with a big picture produced by
ville houses. There are fourteen other
some other organization than Famous
Although the telegram to Woodhull
houses closed and sixteen houses prostated that it was not inspired by any
Players or First National we have not
jected. The ratio of seats per population is one seat to every 7.5 persons.
first-run circuit, but was authorized by hesitated to buy it.
This is based on the actual number of
"That has been our policy in the past
the independent exhibitors' own organseats in the houses and not on the claims
ization the charge has been made in
and it will continue to be the policy in
some quarters that in some way Skouras
usually made by press agents or in adnot only the first-run houses we are
Brothers were behind the effort to pervertising. The capacity of houses closnow operating, but also in the Ambassasuade Mr. Fox not to build a large firsted, projected and airdomes is not indor when that house is opened. Howrun theatre in St. Louis.
cluded. On the latter basis the ratio of
ever, primarily the Missouri is now and
the Ambassador will be a Paramount
In view of this a declaration of Mr.
seats is the startling one of a seat for
every 3.8 persons based on a population
Spyros Skouras on this point is very
first-run
theatre."
of 850,000.
The Grand
Central, West End Lyric
pertinent.
These are the bare unvarnished facts
and
the
Capitol
theatres prior to
Commenting on a rumor in local film
concerning the situation in St. Louis.
Skouras Brothers taking over the mancircles that he may have met Mr. Fox
The attention of the country on St.
while on a recent business trip to New
agement of the Missouri Theatre devoted a very generous proportion of their
Louis was focused recently when a
York, Mr. Skouras said upon his return to St. Louis.
play dates to other pictures than First
number of Independent exhibitors memNational. It is also a fact that Skouras
bers of the St. Louis Motion Picture
"There was no occasion for me to
Exhibitors League headed by Joseph
have paid record prices for big picmeet Mr. Fox and I did not meet him,
Mogler, president, wired to R. F. Woodtures purchased on the open-market
while in New York.
hull, president of the Motion Picture
The Missouri Theatre during its caTheatre Owners of America, pointing
reer has not confined itself to Para"Mr. Fox has a perfect right to build
a first-run theatre in St. Louis if he deout that the projected 4000-seat theatre
mount Pictures. Neither has Loew's
sires to do so, and I certainly would not
to be built in St. Louis by William Fox
State Theatre been an exclusive Metro(Continued on page 19)
would greatly aggravate the situation
presume to interfere with his plans.
Louis which book motion pictures first run are the St. Louis,

situation,

and

showing,

in part,

that
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Effecting

Every

"Even

magnificent

become
says

A

Lobby

Month

marble

monotonous
Edward

New

L.

in

EDWARD
L. HYMAN
Managing Director of the
Mark Strand, Brooklyn, N. Y

lobbies
time,"

Hyman

or so ago the writer
K
A WEE
went into the Mark Strand
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., and
for a moment, after entering the lobby,
wondered whether he was in the right
theatre. Something had changed, materially changed.
A closer examination of his memory revealed that he had never seen
the green hedge row that had been
placed across the promenade over the
inner doors leading to the orchestra
floor. Just a simple touch, after all,
and yet it was enough to make him
actively realize that he was not in a
theatre just to see a certain picture,
but that he was in the STRAND
theatre. And he recalled further that
on several occasions in the past, the
same thought was brought rather forcefully to his mind, to wit : that he was
in the Strand.
Hidden lights playing on this hedge
row and upon mirror mosaic vases
placed at strategical points attracted
the eye of each patron who came in and
caused so much comment that the
writer drew Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the theatre, into conversation on the point.

"J" obby decoration is a very importLiant thing," said Mr. Hyman. "I
think it should be given as much attention as any other angle of the
theatre. Too often you have probably
noticed the theatres whose lobbies present the same appearance week after
week, month after month. Their
marble walls and exquisite panels may
have been very attractive, but if the
house caters to the same people regularly the beauty of things is bound to
wear off and become monotonous.
When that point is reached the patrons
will take the theatre as a matter of
course, which is always a bad condition for the house to get itself into.

"T believe in constantly changing the
-l lobby decorations so that something
new reaches the patrons every few
weeks. Having a wide passage way
running across the marble staircases, it
was a comparatively easy matter to put
the hedge row across and hide strip
lights on the floor in front of them with
which to light them.
The result is an

His
and

and 40x60 inches in size.
A few weeks ago when

Idea

H y m a n installed new
draperies and enlarged

Yours

ynty Mark
is aokl
pret
E nd Bro
large
THStra
theatre as theatres go. Perhaps as much money was
spent in renovating the lobby of the Strand during the
past year as was spent in the
construction of some fellow's
entire theatre. But that does
not mean that Mr.
idea is not a good

Hyman's
one. Or

do you differ? Do
you
think that once a good lobby
design is attained, it ought
to be preserved in that one
form? Or are you one of
the many exhibitors who
uses the lobby as an exploitation museum, changing it
for nearly every new picture? After all, the lobby
is your show-window, and
deserves some thought and
consideration.

effect which catches the eye of every
one who comes in. And, as people
also like to talk, they tell their friends
and neighbors about what they saw
here as they entered the theatre and
through curiosity more customers are
made for us. The two large mirror
mosaic vases which sit at either end
of the hedge row are at present lighted
by vari-colored spot lights. This, also
is a simple matter. The spot light is
placed about three feet in front of the
vase and shoots .directly at the center.
A rainbow gelatine sheet is placed over
the spot light and the trick is done."
TVTanaging Director Edward L. Hy-L'J-man also is a great believer in
having made up for his lobby special
photographic enlargements and special
These generally run 20x30
paintings.

his stage, thereby improving his facilities for greater shows,
the Brooklyn Eagle carried a two column splurge, commenting most favorably on the improvements, and the
performance. This two column story
was used as the basis of a 40x60 enlargement. The front page of The
Eagle was first photographed and enlarged to the full 40x60 size for use
as the background. The commendatory article was then placed directly
in the center of the page and enlarged
to about eight times its regular size.
When this was done, the -enlargement
was sent to the sign painter who placed
a magnifying glass over the article,
giving it the appearance of being seen
through the glass. This enlargement
is an example of the different ideas
Hyman uses in securing interesting
things to place in his lobby, aside from
the artistic point of view which he employs to such excellent advantage. As
soon as the hedge row and the mirror
mosaic vases become monotonous they
will be removed and other schemes will
be used in dressing the lobby, in order
to keep up the public interest at its
highest pitch."
IT would be anti-climactic to add anything to what Edward Hyman has
to say. Yet, the great possibilities there
are of further developing the subject
prompts one to at least call for opinions
of other exhibitors on the matter.
It is to be remembered, of course, that
the Strand is a large theatre, and that
therefore, its problems are not the problems of the usual 600 seat neighborhood
house. In this latter type of theatre
there is to be expected a large diversity of thought and opinion on the
same subject.
You

can take away the wisdom

of

Hyman's opening sentence : "Lobby
decoration
is a in
very
important
thing."
But
the manner
which
this decoration
is to be accomplished is yet an open
question.
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HE

Altoona Tribune, alert to the
great possibilities
that Miss Peg-gy Joyce
Hopkins held as an attraction in its columns

T

READ

MEN-MY QUEST FORI
HAPPINESS
— 6y PEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE '
MEN— MY QUEST FOR A CHAPERONE
[PEGGY MACAROON,
JOYCE
ENTERTAINMENT
HAPPTNESS
MENDIVORCE—
FRIENDSSPYANDIN— PARIS
JOYCE BY !APRICOT
SPECIAL
COUNT— THE
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Jimmy Says

Plugging
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Peggy

Newspapers Quick to Pick Up Interest
Value of New World Famed Star

gave her a great send-off when
"The Skyrocket," the first picture
she made for Associated Exhibitors, opened at the State Theatre,
Altoona, Pa., recently.
A story of the life of Miss Hop-

JOYCE

SAYS

Today9 s Weather
Central Pennsytvi
The Newspaper That C<
ALTOONA. PA., SATURDAY MORN IN (3, JANUARY 30, 192<t— FOV KT K E N PACKS

Edsel
Signs.
The GoodFord'sol theAir Service.
Poor Old Sam.
Non-Voting
Slock.He's In.

, vu

»

kins was accepted by the editor of
the paper, and published in five instalments. This serialized biography was preceded with first page
streamer announcements for three
days prior to the first instalment.

TWO CENTS

Meanwhile, the Altoona Mirror, an afternoon sheet, started a series of beauty talks over
the signature of the star.
Window
displays, a

dance in her honor at which photographs of the star were distributed,
and many special merchandise tieups — in fact every angle of a thorough exploitation campaign was
covered by Dewey D. Bloom.

Hoot Gibson, well known Universal
Western star, does a sun-fish with his famous horse "Pal" to signalize the way his
latest production "The Flaming Frontier,"
is being received in the East.

STILL
The

News
in

LIF
of

Picture

the

Week

Form

Emoryson, F.John
B. O.
producer
ing a v ,at
i a filmtion
scenes
the
naval base at
San Diego,
California, for
his forthcomrama
e melod
"Thing
Non-

Irving G. Thalberg, associate studio executive for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer ; King Vidor, the director and John Gilbert,
the star, who were closely associated in the making of "The
Big Parade," and Lillian Gish's forthcoming production of
"La Boheme." They will remain in New York until after the
premiere of "La Boheme" to take place soon.

Flight."
Stop Simmons
Mike
of the Exhibit o r s Rev;ew,
welcomes
June
Mathis and
her husband,
B^lboni, into
New York.
The lady is
signed
deli v e r tofour
stories a year
for Firsttional PiNac t.

First contract for film service for
new $10,000,000 Roxy Theatre. S. L.
"Roxy" Rothafel, to whom the new
edifice is a monument, is seen herewith, pen in hand, signing for Fox
News, the news reel production by
Fox Film Corporation. James R.
Grainger, Fox general sales manager, is the witness.

Alluring Alberta Vaughn, the vivacious
little F. B. O. star, now playing in "Fightng Hearts," for F. B. O. release, learn?
the intricacies of the Linotype machine.

King Meighan, brother of Tommy( puts his
John Hancock on the dotted line for number of productions for Columbia Pictures,
while Joe Brandt, president of that company looks on with pleasure.

Rex Ingram, one of the mcsi
colorful of the present day directors, whose latest effort,
"Mare Nostrum," an Ibanez
novel, will open at the Criterion Theatre, New York, this
coming Monday night. The
picture was produced and will
be released under the Metro
Goldwyn banner.

A new fad hits Hollywood, and Joyce Comption,
popular little First National player is among
the first to adopt it. They call it the "tinkle"
garter, and it is self announcing when walking.

J. Stuart Blackton at work making "Bride
of the
Storm" for
Warner
Brothers.

Celebrities meet at Universal
City. Judge Landis and Will
Hays, leaders of baseball and
pictures, received by Reginald
Denny, Marion Nixon, McRae and Wm. Seiter.

Micky Martin, aged three, showing what the
well dressed will wear, and Lew Cody, M-G-M
star,
showing
he won't.
to tell
the world
thatwhat
the little
fellow Lew
stole tried
his clothes.

i'auia Gould, publicity woman
for F. B. O., who resigned to
join Universal Pictures.
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(Left) A few of
the stars who put
the laugh into
Laugh Month.
Danny Taylor,
O'S h e a,
Ruth
Alice Day and
Eddie Quillan of
the Mack Sennett
comedy forces,
making funfilms
for Pathe
Exchange.

(Below) Greta
Garber introduces
her director,
Monte Bell, to
Max R e e, the
Danish costume
designer who created the gown she
is wearing and
which was used in
the filming of
"Ibanez Torrent,"
for MetroG o 1 d w y n.

Major H. C. S. Thomson, President and Managing Director of Film Booking Offices who recently returned
from an extended tour through Europe studying film
conditions there. He returned in time to enter the new
Broadway home of the F. B. O. home office.

It was an easy thing for the Wampas to dispose of their tickets, especially when
Joyce Compton and Dolores del Rio, First National players, attended some of the
details themselves during the big affair the organization staged.

Upon his recent arrival in New York,
Charlie Chase, star in the Hal Roach comery group, accepted the invitation of Bernarr Macfadden to join his Early Gym
Class at the Radio Station WOR.
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Presentations

Vaudeville

or

Theatre

Audiences

How

Expect

Are

[tmes do change.
It is not so very long
ago that a two reel
"feature"was thrown
into vaudeville
houses, more or less
for the novelty of the
thing. Then followed
the nickel shows, in
which the picture
was the main attraction, but well bolstered up, however, by a couple of songsters, asoft-shoe dancer and maybe a
little one act drama. From which pictures resolved into attractions in their
own right, but still using a songster to
cover up the weak spots in the show
with an illustrated song.
And now, when millions are spent to
educate the American people into the
appreciation of picture plays for their
own entertainment value, more millions
are spent in providing prologues or
presentations, or whatever you prefer
to call the variety entertainment preceding the showing of the picture.

You

Extra

Meeting

Entertainment

Their

the public plainly as vaudeville and not
as presentation. However, we take
great care in staging and illuminating
these acts very carefully."
As to the limitations of these acts,
Mr. Frank added that :
"We do not take just anything that
the booker sends us. We have an understanding with the booking office as

you book "vaudeville" or are they
rather in the presentation acts ? And
the answer was simply:

Demands?

months
few comedy
pasta good
the that
ed
NG
we discover
DURI
team or trio will give as much satisfaction as the average seven or eight piece
dance and musical flash act. Occasionally, too, with a picture like 'The Merry
Widow,' 'His People,' and 'The Road
to Yesterday,' we change the policy by
using a one-act specialty staged — an
act in keeping with the theme of the
picture. In cases of this sort, we request the booking offices to submit to
us a list of acts available and reallv
have very little trouble in securing the

production of
JACK CONWAY'S
ELINOR^
1 r1! VM

'fc nmenU

proper sort cf talent when needed."
It would be erroneous to draw conclusions of any sort from this one
story. Yet it is a fact that the increasing pretentiousness of presentations, and
the necessarily increasing cost, there is
also an increasing tendency towards the
booking of "acts." And only with this
in mind can any consideration be given
to the method employed by the Frank
Amusement Company.
Can't Sell "Presentations"

Right Name, Please
THERE are some exhibitors inclined
towards calling these presentations
by their right name — -"Vaudeville." The
policy of the Frank Amusement Company, which operates two big theatres
in Iowa — one in Waterloo, and another
in Clinton— is to book these acts from
a recognized vaudeville booking office—
and makes no bones about the fact that
they are vaudeville acts, and nothing
else but. Yet it would be erroneous to
term these theatres as anything other
than first run motion picture houses.
The three acts of vaudeville which are
programmed daily would hardly be
enough to make the house a vaudeville
theatre in the face of the feature picture and the short subjects which make
up the remainder of the two and a half
hour show.
The editors of Exhibitors Review
asked Mr. Alexander Frank, President
of the Frank Amusement Company,
some questions regarding this policy.
The answers were very interesting and
shed light upon the situation.
First it was asked of Mr. Frank : Do

Nowadays

FIRST of all regardless of the
quality of the presentations they are
difficult to "sell." That is, you could
not very readily advertise, and expect to
realize on that advertisement, that as a
presentation for a certain picture you
are going to stage a very lavish presentation. It sounds too much like oil.
But

call your presentations "vaudeville," and that's something else again,
as can be seen from the half page

newspaper advertisements used by the
Frank Amusement Co.

Reproduction of an advertisement run by
the Frank Amusement Company in newspapers. This ad was a half page layout.
"Soul Mates," a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture, gets the bulk of the advertising
space, as will any big feature. But always,
at least 50% will be given to the vaudeville
attractions that play the week.
to the type of acts we can use to best
advantage, and confine ourselves to
singing, dancing and musical acts, including Jazz bands. We do not use,
under any circumstances, animal acts,
sketches, acrobatic acts or acts of like

"These acts are presented and sold to
nature."

Then again, there is a complete freedom from all the fuss and flurry of arranging and rearranging whatever
be on hand to fit each new
might
props
picture. And the worry about getting
new ideas each week. And a thousand
and one other worries.
And besides, it's really not being
done. With all the talk of the wonderful Publix "presentations," stiil it is a
fact that that company hardly makes
any pretense at all about putting on
prologues to fit the nature of the picture being shown. In the last analysis,
their presentations are nothing but variety vaudeville acts.
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Current

Questions

Because of the accumulation of readers'
questions I think it would b,e best to devote
this entire article to the publication and
answer of some of the more important ones.
The policy I am following in connection with
readers' questions is to answer all of them
directly by mail. Those that involve situations undoubtedly confronting many other
taxpayers as well, I will arrange to have
published in these columns. In that way,
every question will be taken care of, and at
the same time points of interest singled out
for the benefit of all readers.
Of the questions in this article, I want to
call attention to the one on the Florida real
estate transaction. Because of the tremendous increase in real estate activity throughout the country in 1925, many taxpayers will
undoubtedly find themselves in the same position as has this particular inquirer. The
question on the computation of gain or loss
on property acquired by gift, and the one
on the net loss are also very interesting.
Florida Real Estate Transaction
Question. A holds title to ten acres of
land in Florida. On. Feb. 1, 1925, A sells
this ten acres to B for $9,000. A does not
deliver deed to B but sells to B under contract for $3,000 cash and $3,000 to be paid
on Feb. 1, 1926 and $3,000 on Feb. 1, 1927.
A agrees to deliver deed to this ten acres
when all payments are made. B did not give
notes or mortgage back to A for deferred
payments.
On Dec. 1, 1925 B assigns his contract to
C for $50,000. C pays B $20,000 cash and C
is to make payment to A for $3,000 on Feb.
1, 1926, and payment to B for $24,000 on
Dec. 1, 1926, and payment to A for $3,000
on Feb. 1, 1927. C has given no notes or
mortgage to B for deferred payments.
These prices are very, very much inflated
and may be deflated before Dec. 1, 1926, and
B may not be able to collect one penny of this
$24,000 from C by December 1, 1926. If C

What

is

the

on

Income

By M. L. SEIDMAN
This is the eleventh of a series ,of articles
by Mr. Seidman of Seidman & Seidman. certified Public Accountants, on how to prepare
income tax returns. Mr. Seidman is a
zvell known tax expert and has written numerous articles on taxation. He will answer
all income tax questions thai might be directed to him by our readers.
wants to acquire a deed for this ten acres before Feb. 1, 1927, he must make all these
payments and obtain a deed from A. Since
B holds no notes or mortgages and as the
payment of this $24,000 to B depends upon
conditions, will B be required to pay income
tax on this $24,000 by March 15, 1926?
Since this is a conditional sale under contract, no deed given, no notes or mortgage
received, and as B may never collect this
$24,000, it does not seem that B should pay
income tax on this $24,000 deferred payment.
T. L.
Answer. B will have to report the full
profit made on the sale in 1925 based upon
the difference between $9,000 cost and the
full sales price. Under the law, when a sale
is made of the nature described it is held to
be a completed transaction and as such the
total profit must be reported. In reporting
such profit, however, if it can be shown that
the debt due from C to B is not sufficiently
secured, or is of such a nature that it is not
worth its face value, then in lieu of the
face value B can use its actual value. In
other words, if the balance of $30,000 due by
C to B can be proven to be worth less than
$30,000,
because
of C's
or
for other
reasons,
thenfinancial
in lieucondition
of $30,000
the actual values of C's account can be used
as the sales price to be added to the $30,000
cash received. The fact that prices are very

Matter

with

Tax

much inflated and may become deflated before the end of next year, can have no bearing upon the consideration received in the
sale in December, 1925. The law does not
allow the anticipation of future losses.
Gifts and Gain or Loss

Question. Last year my father distributed
his property with his children on which a
gift tax was paid. I received 347 shares of
stock, on which a value of $150 was placed
in computing the gift tax. Recently I sold
this stock at $200 a share. Would I have to
pay an income tax on the difference of $50
a share, or not? E. V. G.
Answer. You would have to pay a tax
on the difference between $200 and the cost
of the stock to your father. The value of
the stock at the time the gift was made, or
the value upon which a gift tax was paid is
immaterial. It is only in property acquired
;by bequest or devise where the value at the
time of its acquisition controls.
Net Los,?

Question. I note in your article you state
if one makes a loss in 1924, this loss can be
deducted from 1925 income. Would this apply in case a married man did not have
an income of $2,500 in 1924? Could the
amount that was less than $2,500 be deducted
from 1925 income?
E. J. P.
Answer. The amount by which your 1924
income was less than $2,500 is not deductible
from your 1925 income. A net loss must
be an actual loss resulting from the operations of a business. A net loss does not arise
where the income is less than the amount of
one's exemption.

Movie

Critics

(Coniinued from page 9)
things that have come to enrich the screen
as well as the lives of the fifty million people per week who find more or less delight in
motion picture theatres. Every year brings
new brains and artistry to motion picture direction and pantomimic expression finds new
methods daily. The fact cannot be obliterated by brick bats no matter how brilliantly
thrown.
He does not like our stars or actors. We
have experimented with his, of the so-called
legitimate stage, and they have failed us. We
have to build from the ground up. Considering the short time allotted, we have done
as well as any reasonable person could expect, "Sages," of course, excepted.
In his wholesale condemnation he does not
like our theatre managers nor the theatres
which they have erected. The manager takes
what the producers make for him. This
does not differ from other forms of theatric
art. Nor have I ever heard such senseless
mud throwing against Charles Frohman, nor
Al Hayman, David Belasco, nor George
Cohan, who in their day and time have
bought to entertain people with dramatic
values based on history or life with all its
vivid realism. If it be an offense to provide
plain people with fine play houses in which
to enjoy popular amusement then assuredly
we must plead guilty. The time has passed
when the finer things of life may be monopolized by the rich and highly cultivated mi-

nority, the select and self-chosen few.
There is one count in his indictment to
which, however, I will not plead guilty,
namely, that the fifty million adult Americans who weekly attend the "movies" are
"morons," "imbecile giants," or generally
speaking intellectually weak and irresponsible. The Pharisees still exist. Christ did not
stop stone throwing. Mr. White dresses differently, lives differently from the manner
and style of his ancestors of the long ago
but he still has many of their characteristics.
In all ages of the world there have been
those who felt themselves divinely anointed
to judge and lead the masses. A bill board
on stone was unearthed from the ruins of
Athens, centuries old. Among other things
deciphered was a protest against unjust taxation, as well as popular opposition to a
decree that sought to regulate the dress and
morals of the common people. No man or
group of men can arrogate to themselves
that supremacy of wisdom which fits them to
decide for the vast majority who have rights
equal to their own. It cannot be that the
fifty million are all wrong and that Mr.
White and his minority group are entirely
right. Fifty million people are not to be
denied, Mr. White and his noisy but small
following to the contrary notwithstanding.
His last scathing count against us is that
we are not artistic. If Mr. White will define art, a grateful world will accord him
a high niche in the Hall of Fame.
It took

centuries to produce a Raphael, Michael Angelo Gounod, a Mendlessohn, a Shakespeare,
a Victor Hugo, a Charles Dickens. Motion
pictures are not yet a quarter of a century
old. Yet our brick bat hurler demands that
we achieve all the might, power and excellence which have come to the older arts
through the constructive centuries. Fie, fie,
Brother White. Just a trifle more of fairness and your message might have gone over
with better force and grace.
By way of constructive suggestion he
wants us to cease producing for them asses
and to make pictures for that self-styled intellectual minority, so that this minority in
turn, may teach the deluded masses to reach
the high and mighty level of the few.
Piffle! Bosh! Silly twaddle! The masses,
the fifty million, through motion pictures, the
university of the plain people, are outstripping the select few in practical knowledge.
They do not need the sacrificial services of
the minority. They are able- to uplift themselves, and they do not intend to submit
themselves to intellectual and moral guardianship of the brick bat throwers. Motion
pictures are by no means perfect. Evils exist
but they are rapidly being thrust into the
past. Many splendid and keen American
citizens are lending constructive effort to
making pictures better, more responsible to
the public need. If we are not dominated by
the group, represented by Mr. White and his
tribe, we will soon emerge as the greatest
single influence for good in modern life.
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Production

Highligh

ts

Putti's first appearance on the screen in this
country will be in a big special production,
made in Berlin, entitled "Variety."

John Lowell featured in "The Big Show,"
a forthcoming Associated Exhibitors release made on the Miller Bros. 101 Ranch
TOM TYLER has completed "Born to
Battle" for F. B. O., under the direction of
Bob De Lacey. The story, by William E.
Wing, treats of the cowboy character in an
original manner and is said to get away to a
great extent from the stereotyped Western
story. Tvler will shortly begin "The Arizona
Streak" for F. B. *O. * *
RALPH GRAVES, who was converted by
Mack Sennett into a comedian, is reported
planning to leave that producer at the expiration of his contract to get back into
features.
* * *
HOWARD EMMETT ROGERS is writing the scenario for Richard" Dix's "Paradise
for Two," for Paramount.
FRED HUMES was signed by Universal
under a five-year contract for Westerns. His
first picture will •.be* "Prowlers
of the Night."
* *
EDWARD LAEMMLE will start production of his next Universal special, "The
Whole Town's Talking,"
* * *this week.
BEBE DANIELS
the Coast for the
Paramount comedy.*

is on her way here from
production of her next
"The
* * Palm Beach Girl."

E. M. ASHER is practically ready to
start his production of the Drury Lane melodrama, "Good Luck," in which Conway
Tearle is to be starred. The story, by Seymore Hicks and Ian Hay, was placed in continuity by Carey Wilson. Alan Hale will direct. As an attraction on the London stage
last
season,
Luck"
had a long that
run.lendIt
is filled
with"Good
the sort
of situations
themselves to exciting action on the screen.
* * *
FRED THOMSON'S next Western feature for F. B. O. will be "Hands Across the
Border," an original story by Frank M.
Clifton. "Hands Across the Border" will be
the second of his super-productions, in accordance with his long term, contract with
Ihe distributing organization, his first having
been "The Tough *Guy,"
* *just completed.
LYA DE PUTTI has been signed to a
long term contract by Paramount and will
arrive in this country next month to be
starred in Paramount
pictures. Miss de

Associated Exhibitors, Inc., have recently acquired two outstanding features in
"The Earth Woman" and "The Big Show,"
which they feel confident will be declared
among the best pictures of 1926. Each of
these approaches perfection in photography,
direction, story and audience appeal and is
graced by a cast that can only be described
as flawless.
With epic qualities that stamp it as out of
the same general mold as have come some of
the biggest pictures in motion picture history.
"The Earth Woman" at a recent private
showing impressed Associated executives as
a real contribution to the wt>rld of cinematography that will stand out as a box-office
attraction par excellence.
Mary Alden contributes a characterization
as a pioneer mother that transcends her many
remarkable mother portrayals and which is
certain to have the same appeal accorded to
the "Stella Dallas" mother.
Although Mary Alden does the best work
of her career in this picture, she is superbly
supported by Russell Simpson, Priscilla Bonner, Johnny Walker, Carroll Nye, John Carr,
Hoe Butterworth, William Scott and others.
His direction of "The Earth Woman" will
undoubtedly win for Walter Long an honored place in the foremost directorial ranks.
Mrs. Wallace Reid sponsored the production of "The Earth Woman," and while it
maintains her reputation for sure fire boxoffice successes it reaches a much higher degree of artistic excellence than she has attained hitherto.
With the illuminative title of "The Big
Show" to attract customers to the box-office
and a circus story of certain entertainment
value there exists little doubt that the other
recentlv acquired Associated Exhibitors' feature will also find a ready welcome with exhibitors and public. It was pictured on the
Miller Bros.' famed 101 Ranch, and all the
thrills and gaiety of circus life find place in
this fascinating story of life beneath the big
tent. John Lowell and Evangeline Russell
have the featured roles in this picturizatior,
of the L. Case Russell story "On With the
Show," and are supported by Dan Dix, Col.
Joseph C. Miller, S. Serrano Keating, Joe
Lewis and Naida Blatherwick. Director
George Terwilliger has nt0.de of "The Big
Show," a fast moving photoplay that will
bring delight to all. Associated Exhibitors'
announce
"The Big Show" for March release.
* * *
M. C. LEVEE has engaged Al Santell to
direct
entitled
scheduledhisto production
start February
15th. "Molasses,"
Up to the
present time the cast includes Charlie Murray, George Sidney, Vera
Gordon, Kate
Price, Jack Mulhall* and
* * Gaston Glass.
RTCHARD BARTHELMESS has just
reached the Coast for the production of
"Ransom's Folly," the famous Richard Harding Davis story which will be his next First
National release. Sidney Olcott, the director,
and other members of the Barthelmess organization preceded the star to Los Angeles
in order to prepare for the coming production. This will be the first picture that
Barthelmess has made on the West Coast
for a considerable period.
* # *
JOHN McCORMICK, West Coast production manager for First National Pictures, announces that Wid Gunning, noted production
and story authority, has been signed to assist
in the forthcoming Colleen Moore stories, as
well as in the preparation of other scripts
for First National.

Mary Alden gives the finest performance
of her career as heroine of "The Earth
Woman,' a Mrs. Wallace Reid production,
to be released by Associated Exhibitors.
JOHNNY HTNES and his company, pro"The Brown
Derby,"
a First
picture, ducing
will
leave for
Miami,
Fla.,National
on the
S. S. Alexandria, February IS, to film exteriors. Included in the party will be the
producer, C. C. Burr, Bradley Barker,, Harold Forshay, Diana Kane, Ruth Dwyer and
a complete technical and scenario force. The
entire' company will remain in Florida for
about three weeks, following which interiorswill be filmed at the Tec Art Studios irt the.
Bronx.
* * *
NOAH BEERY was assigned an important role in "Padlocked," Rex Beech's great
story which
Allan
Dwan of
is to
for Paramount.
Announcement
thedirect
selection
was
made by B. P. Schulberg, associate producer
in charge of the production.
* * %
FEODOR CHALIAPIN, the most famous
bass in the history of grand opera, will appear in a screen drama with Pola Negri next
winter. They are seeking a suitable story to
make his film venture a definite matter.
Plans whereby the greatest actor of the operatic stage will make his first film venture
with the greatest dramatic star of motion
pictures have been under discussion by the
two for the past two weeks, according to
Miss Negri.
% Sl£ 4*
PERCY PEMBROKE, who directed
"Heavy Love" for Rock, is again wielding
the megaphone while Murray Rock is handling production details of the cast of "A
Fraternity Mix_Up," a Joe Rock-Blue Ribbon-F. B. 0. comedy now being filmed.
* * *
BEN LYON, May McAvoy, Sam' Hardy,
Philo McCollough, Charlotte Walker and
Tom Maguire left New York last week for
the sunshine of Miami, Florida, where they
will spend the next three weeks filming exterior scenes for First National's "The Savage," in which Ben and May are featured.
* * *
JOE ROCK is en route to his ranch near
Las Vegas, Nevada, where a number of improvements are under way. The well known
producer pians to use his large estate as
an auxiliary studio and for the filming of
outdoor scenes.
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Too

Organist

BEFORE proceeding with the principal
subject of this article it is necessary
to explain that nothing therein shall be construed as contrary to the following generally
accepted facts :
That almost everyone enjoys hearing a good
organ played by a capable organist.
That thousands of people attend the theatres chiefly to hear the organ music.
That the organ should not be relegated to
an unimportant place in the complete entertainment program.
That the organ does not merely furnish
more or less agreeable sound to which the
audience is expected to pay no particular attention.
That the organ, properly featured, is a
tremendous business builder.
Nevertheless, it is obviously undesirable to
attract separate and distinct attention to the
organ during every unit of the program.
The organist should show-off the organ and
his own executive dexterity and virtuosity
to the fullest possible extent during the solo
unit of the program. If he also is required
to play for the news and magazine, these
units will generally afford ample opportunity
for similar treatment. This treatment, however, is usually entirely out of place in the
feature picture unless it synchronizes perfectly with the screen action. The music
for the picture should always be in full
accord with the episodes passing on the
screen ; but there is one type of organist who
insists on presenting an organ recital throughout the entire picture program. This is the
organist we will now discuss.
There are innumerable advanced concert
and church organists who are being attracted
to the theatre by one great magnet ; the
theatre organist draws a larger salary than
he who plays for church or concert. This
type of organist is in most cases entirely out
of sympathy with the more advanced methods

Big

Continuing a series of articles on
organ operation by
VERMOND

KNAUSS

Mr. Vermont! Knauss, who conducts a studio of Theatre Organ Playing will be glad
to answer any and all questions relative to
the care of organs. Questions should he
addressed to him in care of Exhibitors
Review.
of picture synchronization, and when he succeeds in securing an engagement he loses no
time in letting his audiences know that he
feels he is too big for his job.
This individual will expect theatre audiences to be more interested in his displays
of manual and pedal virtuosity and in overwhelming tonal effects, to which he was accustomed in recitals, than in the picture program itself. Extraordinary as it may seem,
the more skilled he is, the more unwilling he
is to adapt himself to the requirements of
perfect synchronization. He is too important, and admires grandiose and impressive
effects too much, to condescend to the performance of the relatively simple music required for the artistic accompaniment of motion pictures. He is proud of his expertness
and the evident limitations placed on his
virtuosity by the exacting requirements of
synchronization are entirely unwelcome. He
is there to exhibit his virtuosity. At least,
he generally does so, regardless of the irritation he causes to those who are desirous
of enjoying the emotional continuity of the
dramatic action.
Then there is the "concert" organist who
admits
that who
he plays
but the "best"
music, and
assumesnothing
that everyone
in his
audience is uncultured and that the average
person does not know or care whether the
accompanying music synchronizes with the
film action or whether
it does not. He

They're
from
ri
(Continued
from pageMissou
10)
Goldwyn-Mayer house. The Delmonte,
Kings, Rivoli and Grand Opera House have
shown first-run the pictures of many producers and distributors.

Mayer, 7; First National, 4; Producers Distributing,;1 Warner Brothers, 2 ; Fox. 3 ;
United Artists, 1 ; State Right Distributors,
5. Two of the theatres had double features.

To some in St. Louis film circles the charge
that Skouras Brothers dictated the telegram to Mr. Woodhull is little short of
amusing. Some of the men who affixed
their signatures to that telegram are the
keenest kind of business rivals to the theatres in which Skouras Brothers have an interest. So it is difficult to figure out why
they should aid their competitors even if
such aid was sought.

And in Big Picture Month which starts
on February 6 the line-up for the Grand
Central, West End Lyric and Capitol theatres shows : "Lady Windemer's Fan" ;
"The Sun Beast," "Irene" and in the concluding week of the month "Memory Lane"
at the Grand Central and "Three Faces
East" at the West End Lyric and Capitol.
Included are two First Nationals, two
Warner Brothers and a Production Distributing picture.

In the last analysis the pictures shown on
the screen are the best evidence of what the
policy of the house really is. Statements are
words, and as the old adage says "Actions
speak louder than words." With this in view
a check of" the film shown in the theatres of
Skouras Brothers and the St. Louis Amusement Company on Sunday, January 31, may
be regarded as Exhibit A.
On that date the Missouri showed "The
American Venus," (Paramount) and the
-Grand Central, West End Lyric and Capitol^ Rudolph Valentino in "The Eagle"
(United Artists). In the twenty-four houses
of the St. Louis Amusement Company the
•count was : Paramount, 3 ; Metro-Goldwyn-

Spryos P. and Charles Skouras and their
brother, George Skouras, started their motion picture careers in a very humble posi^
tion. The same is true of Harry Koplar.
Could it have been possible for them to
have attained their truly wonderful success of they hadn't given the publis the
kind of entertainment wanted? That's the
question thflt disinterested observers ask.
Whether St. Louis is over-built
entirely with the point of view from
ihe existing facts are reviewed, The
ber of theatres now operated and the
therein must be taken at face value.

meets
which
numseates

For

Job

utterly disregards the musical tastes of the
great majority of his audience and of his
manager, selecting his program of accompanimental
music
according
ideas; entirely
losing
sight of to
the his
fact "pet"
that
most films can be synchronized with the
simpler forms of music that appeal to the
great
majority and yet do not offend the
class. taste
good
and sensibilities of the cultured
Good judgment and showmanship are the
principal requirements of these organists and
would increase their box office value 50 per
cent.
The time is past when one could be "promoted" from "movie pianist" to "picture organist" over night. There was a time when
one could be transformed from theatre pianist
to theatre organist by merely moving from
the piano stool to the organ bench and boldly
proclaiming himself a theatre organist to the
general public and the theatre managers. Today, the theatre-going public and the managers recognize the wide gap between this
type of player and the organist who has
been thoroughly trained in showmanship,
proper synchronization and all the details
of correct theatre organ playing.
The thoroughly trained theatre organist has
a thorough knowledge of organs of various
types, an acquaintance with their tonal and
mechanical possibilities and limitations, and
has a technique equal to all demands of correct musical synchronization. He knows just
what stop combinations will give the desired
coloring and effect suitable for the portraying
of the ever-changing moods and situations of
the screen action- He does not fear tradition and refuses to be limited by what is
being done or has been done by others. He
experiments and blends his stops until he has
exhausted the best combinational resources ot
every organ that he is called upon to play.
He familiarizes himself with the peculiarities
of every stop, choosing the best, and shunning those that will not blend or are imperfect. He listens to symphony orchestras
at every possible opportunity, enhancing his
sense of proportion and balance, and imitating its tone color by a discreet and frequent change in registration.
He uses the various distinctive stops of
the instrument separately, and avoids mass
registration as far as possible. He shuns the
"churchy" four-part harmony and the chordal
style, and uses them only where they are
exceedingly effective. He uses the "solo and
accompaniment" style as far as possible in
the building of his synchronization. He
brings inhisthe
instrument
up the
to "full
organ"
only
once
course of
entire
program.
Under his hands the organ is non-obtrusive
and he does not permit it to make itself
overwhelmingly felt. His music supports and
vitalizes the impression of realism experienced by the observer of the screen action.
He does not attempt to draw the attention
of the audience to himself, or to split their
ears. He studiously avoids all uncalled-for
displays of pedal and finger acrobatics. He
is equally careful not to employ an excess
of soft effects. He varies his music to bring
out and heighten the emotional lights and
shadows of the dramatic action. He exercises self-restraint in the use of blatant and
striking stops, reserving these for gruesome
and diabolical scenes that cannot be portr-ayed
by any other variety of stop. He realizes
that atmospheric suggestion is more to be
desired than over-powering and distracting
noise.
He strives constantly and systematically to
improve his technique. He is clever, has
perfect command of trick playing and jazz;
but he does not depend on these to hold his
position.

I

His
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BOX

A
B
C
D
E

THREE

OFFICE

Key To The Rating System
1 Excellent
Road Show Calibre
2 Good
First Run Product
Suitable for Second and Subsequent Runs
3 Fair
4 Not Recommended
Action Pictures, Westerns and Melodramas
* Unusual Exploitation Possibilities
Shooting Gallery Stuff

FACES

THE

EAST

Cecil de Mille Production. Released by
Prod. Dist. Corp. From the play by
Anthony Paul Kelly. Directed by Rupert Julian. Length, 7,419 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Miss Hawtree
Jetta Goudal
Fraulein Marks
Jetta Goudal
Frank Bennett
Robert Ames
George Bennett .".
Henry
Valdar
CliveWalthall
Brook
On the fighting line in France, Lt. Frank Bennett falls a prisoner to the Germans. In a German
hospital he is attended by a nurse who identifies him
with the British Intelligence Service. In a raid she
is captured by the British, but gives the countersign,
learned from Bennett, and is sent to London to unmask Boeke, a German spy. She stays at the home
of George Bennett, head of the War Office. In this
house she meets Valdar, a servant, presumably
wounded in the war. He reveals that he is an agent
of Boelke's. The two fall in love.. Later, she
learns that he is Boelke himself, and broken-heartedly has to make him her prisoner. He is shot in
the act of signaling the enemy.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating
Box-Office

Highlights:

Though the military background iswell registered, most of
the action takes place in a single
house, with only a few individuals making mysterious moves
like pieces on a checker board.
is so well wrought,

so masterfully handled, as to evolve into gripping, breath-taking situations.
Audience

CAST AND

Appeal:

SYNOPSIS

Rating:

The
and

"Stella Dallas." They
bear a family resemblance

almost
thanks

to the dexterity of the make-up
artist. The automobile race to
save Belle Bennett

from

flinging

herself head-long over a bottomless precipice is sufficient to
raise

blood

pressure

a few
/

de-

grees.
Audience Appeal: An excellent picture for the audience that

high-grade, successfully aimed
to give intelligent audiences

own

appreciate the great sacrifices amother will make for her
flesh and blood. At the same

time, the sordidness of the situation is much relieved by the
fashionable society background.
How
the

to Sell It: The

cast is

selling Avedge for this picture. Teaser stories in the news-

How to Sell It: Good tie-up
angle with the local Red Cross.
Use a Red Cross nurse ballyhoo.
Advertise it as adaptation of

papers about escapades of reckless people will serve as a tie-up
basis for exploiting the title. Sell

play which
Broadway.

the mother-daughter act of Belle
Bennett and Lois Moran.

had

great

vogue

on

THE

FRONT

Paramount Production. From Saturday
Evening Post Story by Hugh Wiley.
Directed by Edward Sutherland.
Length, six reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Riff Swanson
Wallace Beery
Shorty McGee
Raymond Hatton
Betty Bartlett-Cooper
Mary Brian
Percy Brown
Richard Arlen
Captain Bartlett-Cooper
Hayden Stevenson
Scottie
Chester Conklin
Sergeant
Tom Kennedy
Mrs. Bartlett-Cooper
Frances Raymond
Mr. Bartlett-Cooper
.Melbourn McDonald
Riff Swanson, detective, has his watch picked by
Shorty McGee, light-fingered member of the underworld. Riff chases Shorty into an army conscription office, and both forget their personal troubles
in the bigger issue of being pressed into service. A
captain's sister, out for a recruiting record, has
managed
to signthat
themshe up,
leaving
the blissful assumption
is his
girl.each
On inforeign
soil
both nersgladiators
distinguish
themselves
as
prize-winin the awkward squad. Finally they see real
action, capturing an armored car, only to learn that
the armistice has been signed. Both return to the
States, demobilized, when Riff suddenly recognizes
his watch in Shorty's hand, and continues to give
the chase that the war interrupted.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating: Bl

B2

Lois Moran as mother and daughter recalls their fine acting in

can

theatre." It will be acceptable also to "just folks" for its
love interest, its graphic portrayal of the spy system, and the war
fire- works.

Linet

Box-Office Highlights:
reunion of Belle Bennett

Everything

"good

BEHIND

Mrs. Fleming,
the Reckless
her
husband,
relies upon
her luck Lady,
at thepar'ed
gamingfromtables
to provide a livelihood for herself and her daughter.
Boris, a suave product of the gambling house, lover
of Mrs. Fleming, meets the daughter, unknown and
unknowing. He sees in the young girl fair prey.
T ater, when Mrs. Fleming does find out his intentions, she is held to silence by the former lover's
' insidious innuendoes. The Reckless Lady once more
returns to the gaming table to stake everything in
order to get sufficient funds to remove them both
from
the sinister
She loses,
and 'issaves
about herto
take her
life whenBoris.
her former
husband
from self-destruction. They are reunited, and return
to their former happiness.

The

of the chief character's

LADY

Mrs. Fleming, the Reckless Lady .... Belle Bennett
Colonel Flem'ng
James Kirkwood
Sy'via
Fleming
LoisSherman
Moran
Boris
Lowell
Ralph Hillier
Ben Lyon
Gendarme
Charlie Murray

By Hank

po of dramatic tension from the
first reel to the very last. The

This

RECKLESS

First National Release. Robt. T. Kane
Production. Adapted by Sada Cowan.
Directed by Howard Higgin. Length,
6 reels.

Bl

superb characterizations by the
entire cast. The consistent tem-

mystery
identity.

REVIEWS

Box-Office Highlights: Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton
in an orgy of inimitable comic
capers. Mischievous spirit of
merriment

pervades the whole atmosphere of the picture. Clever
reproductions of locales convey
the bogus illusion of Avar.
That expert craftsman, Ralph

Spence, has dug deep in his kitbag for an array of titles that
adds more guffaws and smiles.
Audience Appeal: It Avould
seem hard to find an audience
that can sit still under this BigBertha of Avholesome, good-natured hokum. Has the sort of
humor

that can be comprehended

merely by the eye.
How to Sell It:

Invite your

local "Legion" post. Also other
post-war chapters. An excellent
chance for biscuit tie-up with
grocers.
Also that
a jeAveler's
with
a watch
is at theangle,
root
of the Avhole story. Probably
nothing
than

better to sell the picture

to shoAV one of the laughable incidents in advance trailer.
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THE
GRAND
AND
THE

DUCHESS
WAITER

THE

Paramount Production. From the Play by
Alfred Savior. Adapted by Pierre
Collings. Directed by Malcolm St.
Clair. Length, six reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Albert Durant
Adolphe Menjou
Grand Duchess
Florence Vidor
Grand Duke Peter
Lawrence Grant
Grand Duke Paul
Andre de Beranger
Albert Durant, a gay philanderer of Paris, sees
the Grand Duchess Zenia of Russia in a box at the
theatre. He is struck by her beauty, and sends
his card to her box. She indignantly discards it.
Albert arranges with the officials of the hotel at
which tht Duchess is staying to serve her in the
guise of a waiter. His awkwardness and mistakes
hardly
sweetenshe Her
Highness'
disposition
towardin
him, though
becomes
perceptibly
interested
hie strange paradoxical personality. Later she learns
that Albert has been secretly helping her out of financial difficulties. She dismisses him, but not before
she has revealed her love. Later, Albert finds her
starting life anew as hostess in a fashionable inn.
He claims her for his own, and she submits.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:
Box-Office

Bl

Highlights:

Flor-

turn. Her effectiveness in the sensitive role of a Russian Grand
is striking beyond

words.

She it is who gives "soul"
practically all the situations.
These situations have been

to

and quality — worked out. There
is a finesse and lightness of directorial touch which establishes
conviction in the character of its
people

and the luxurious background. Adolphe Menjou delivers his part as only he can.

Audience

Appeal:

There

is

enough of humor and love interest to inspire some attention
among all sorts of movie goers,
but it is to the refined, intelligent
tastes that the story will primarily appeal. This is the sort of audience that patronized it as a
stage play, and though the picturization has enhanced its interest, its appeal is essentially to the
same class.

Universal Production. Scenario by J G.
Hawl(s. Directed by Lynn Reynolds.
Length, 6,714 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Blaze Burke
House Peters
Ruth Childers
Wanda Hawley
Milton Symmons
Walter Mc Grail
"Red" McLaughlin
C. E. Anderson
Jerry Flint
Charles Hill Mailes
Blaze Burke, rowdy lumberjack, is released from
jail, in order to serve (z lumber king as "brutebreaker." The lumberman's aid, Symmons, doublecrosses to
him,shelter
and from
Burke a takes
girlLater,
from
danger
storm Symmons'
in a cabin.
he returns the girl to Symmons, who becomes utigallant
in hisFire
interpretation
girl's conduct
with Burke.
breaks out ofin the
the forest.
Burke
rushes to warn Symmons and the girl. Symmons
flees bravely to look out for himself. Burke struggles through the flames, bringing the girl to safety,
then goes back to look for Symmons. The latter is
lost in the flames, and Burke returns to the girl to
find that
tender
love.she has learned to appreciate him with

By Peggy Goldberg
Rating:

By Michael L. Simmons

C3

Rating:

Highlights:

Lovely

May McAvoy as the carefree and
vivacious girl is charming. Later
robbed

of her vision and the com-

panionship ofher father, she succeeds in touching the sympathetic
chord. In short she plays her
role well.
An

exciting auto ride culminating in a thrilling wreck provides moments of suspense. A

raging storm

is realistically done.

The story is a
one, handled in a
manner. Drama

conventional
conventional
that never

strikes a dramatic tone, improbabilities that will be detected by
the most

naive, are the outstand-

ing flaws in the production. Bitterness turns the girl into an agnostic; later faith restores her
happiness; — an idea which even
when properly handled is not absolutely convincing. No degree
of subtlety is achieved with the
result that the underlying thought
of the photoplay

fails to register.

Audience Appeal: The fundamental elements — a love story,
suspense, pathos, a happy ending, should satisfy the less discriminating.
How

to Sell It: Exploit

May

How to Sell It: Florence Vidor photographs so beautifully
her picture amply displayed in

McAvoy. Tie up with the Salvation Army. Have arrows with

lobby, and reproduced in a throwaway is bound to whet the appetite of onlookers to see her. Bill

the following inscription, "The
Road to Glory," placed in conspicuous positions, pointing to

Adolphe Menjou for all he's
worth. Opportune possibilities

vour

for tie-ups with kennel clubs,
jewelers, and gown shops.

COMBAT

GLORY

Judith Allen's love is shared by two men — her
father and David Hale. David and she providentially escape death when their roadster overturns.
Judith's
grief bycaused
by the death
her
father is great
increased
the prediction
of herof physician that she will shortly go blind as a result of
the
accident.
Afraidandof gives
spoiling
she
withholds
the truth
him Davidl's
reason tolife,
believe
she is no longer in love with him. In a raging
storm David comes to Judith and is seriously injured
by a falling tree. After many days of doubt and fear
of
Judith's
joy her
at learning
that he
will losing
recover,David,
restores
to Judith
sight.

in

some cases brilliantly — and in
no case without some distinction

TO

Fox Production. Scenario by P. C. Rigby.
Directed by Howard Hawks. Length,
5,600 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Judith Allen
May McAvoy
David Hal«
Leslie Fenton
James Allen
Ford Sterling
Del Cole
Rockliffe Fellowes
Aunt Selma
Milla Davenport
Butler
John MacSweeney

Box-Office

ence Vidor' s beauty can be compared to a sort of liquid poetry
that entrances and dazzles in

Duchess

ROAD

theatre.

"Find

'The Road

To Glory' At Blank Theatre"
might be text for ballyhoo in
form of sandwich man.

Cl

Box-Office Highlights: House
Peters is convincing in his rugged
portrayal of "Blaze" Burke,
breaker of brutes, under whose
rough exterior lurks a sensitive
understanding of the finer things
in life. His

is a kind

splendid

animalism
fights
battles with histhat
fists.
And,life's
oh, how
his ten bulging knuckles do wreak
havoc to all those who try to
cross him.
The

raging

passions

of great,

hulking lumbermen, whose primordial instincts are stimulated by
the wild, unfettered life of the
forests, registers many stirring
moments, both in their fighting
and

in their playing.

Wanda

Hawley 's
feminine softness
against this primeval harshness
is a refreshing contrast. A storm
scene strikes an impressive note
in dramatic tension, and other
scenes

are pictorially beautiful.

Audience

Appeal:

Should

be

welcomed by those who appreciate the better kind of melodramas, where sheer action is of
more moment than love interest.
Admirable for those who crave
excitement.
How

to

Sell

It: There

are

many

tourist agencies that exploit scenes such as are shown in
this film, to attract clients. An
excellent

chance

for tie-ups with

agencies

of this kind. Flash incidents of the fighting scenes in
advance trailer. Have lumber
concerns
trucks.

carry displays on their
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News
Short

"The

Great

Feature

Arena'

Pathe

1 reel

REVIEWED

IN THIS

The

Great

The

Big Game

Clever stunts are demonstrated by sylphlike maidens in the pool at Miami. And while
on the subject, Mr. Rice shows how inconvenient water sometimes is. Shots of Florida
streets during the recent cloud-burst are
shown. Automobiles were veritable water
sprinklers and every corner a swimming hole.
Skiing and fancy skating on the frozen
waters of Lake Placid prove quite as fascinating as the sports in the water's liquid
state.

Ko

Arena

Pathe

Universal

Ko's Paradise

Soul of the Cypress
Wandering
Page

Red

Seal

Red

Seal

Papas

Me

Animated

ISSUE

Hair

Issue 4

Pathe

Educational
Cartoons,
Red

Seal

An interesting set of titles gives this diverting one-reeler additional appeal.
yy
* *

Deviating from the set Western formula,
this Mustang is really a comedy with a
western locale.
Pee Wee Holmes and Ben Corbett, featured in "The Big Game," supply a fair number of laughs. The highlights of the comedy
come during the game between the "hicks."
The final close-up gets perhaps the biggest
laugh. It shows the Paradise populace returning home in barrels — small sized ones,
medium and large sized ones — some in lonesome splendor, others making the best of a
tad situation — sharing one barrel.
The comedy is a little long getting started,
hut once under way, there is a sequence of
mirth provoking situations.
*3j$fKj * * #
"Ko-Ko's Paradise"
1 reel
Red Seal
The usual Max Fleischer cartoon with its
usual number of laughs.
This time Max amuses himself by shooting
apples off the heads of Ko-Ko and his pal,
the dog. Terrorized by a shot which they
think struck them, their imagination carries
them to the pearly gate, which they enter
through a turnstile. They buy halos for $5
down and $1 a week, and enjoy all the happiness of paradise until Ko-Ko loses his
wings.
"Soul of the Cypress"
Red Seal
1 reel
A pretty picturization of the old legend
told about the cypress tree. The dryad soul,
held captive by an aged cypress, frees itself
to answer the song of a young composer.
Longing for him, but fearing the mortal
touch, she eludes him. Plunging into the
swirling sea, the composer s spirit comes
back to the dryad in "The Song of the Sea."
A lovely girl, gracefully dancing through
the woods, symbolizes the fantastic creature
Soft greys in the scenic effects, which in
themjselves are very beautiful, properly create
the illusion of fantasy.
Should prove popular with the average
audience.

In

Brief

Reviews

This Grantland Rice Sportlight takes us
from Miami to Lake Placid to convince us
of the importance that water plays in the
sporting world.

"The Big Game
Universal
2 reels
Paradise and Piperock, neighboring towns, are
constantly slam-bamming each other. Paradise is
challenged to a basketball game by Piperock on
Piperock's own soil. Paradise, sure of victory, bet
their money, horses and clothes on the outcome.
Piperock wins and Paradise goes home in barrels.

Reels

"Wandering Papas"
Pathe
2 reels
Cooke is the cook for a large engineering camp.
A hermit with a romantic daughter chances to live
nearby and the chief engineer is her suitor. The
girl and the engineer are about to elope when the
girl's which
father the
learns
He jumps
the train
from
pairofhadit. escaped
and on
on which
he
finds Cooke, whom he suspects as the guilty one.
A precarious position on the edge of a cliff prevents
the furious father from killing the supposed offender.
A thoroughly diverting comedy with Clyde
Cooke at his best. Situations that are real
laugh
getters are made funnier by Clyde's
interpretation.
A thrilling climax that will evoke exclamations of awe simulates a situation in "The
Gold Rush," that created a great amount of
interest. In "Wandering Papas" it is a train
that has been running at a furious rate of
speed and which stops abruptly on the edge
of a cliff. The efforts of the victims to save
themselves from a premature death prove
very exciting as well as mirth-provoking.
* * *
'Page Me"
.Educational
2 reels
Bobby and the hotel manager are both in love
with Sally. Being without funds, Bobby is put to
work in the hotel as bell hop. When he receives a
check
to "Mrs.
Vernon,"
which
his unclemade
sent out
to induce
BobbyBobby
to settle
down, Bobby
grabs Sally, and eluding the hotel manager, they ride
up and down the elevator while answering the minister's questions.
Bobby Vernon in a pleasing twd-reeler
which never achieves side splitting comedy,
but which holds the interest throughout.
Maintaining an even pace for the most
part, toward the end it rapidly gains momentum when a unique and much interrupted
wedding
takes place on the different floorsceremony
of the hotel.
Frances Lee is very charming as the
bride.
NOW BOOKING
St. Patrick's Day Special
Week of March 14th
Fleischer Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune
"HAS ANYBODY
HERE
Hand
Colored
by Brock
KELLY"
SEEN

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
DISTRIBUTORS

Pathe News No. 14
STATEN ISLAND, N. Y. (except Chicago
Milwaukee, Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, .Boston, Detroit, Omaha,
i lttsburgn, Philadelphia) — 'Army tanKs
conquer snow in war with King Winter!
Midget "Caterpillars"
experimental maneuvers charge
at Millerdrirts
Field.in PE1
i'SANG,
CHINA
—
North
China
in
throes
still another civil war. Despite Uen. Feng ofs
successes,
troops
Gen. inLi small
Ching-Ling
strive to hold
theirof lines
towns.
PALM BEACH, FLA. — You have to be past
70 to play in this golf match. Rev. C.
Temple, 73, and Gen. J. Smith, 77, lead the
way over
in "Young —Boy's"
ment. INcourse
THE LIMELIGHT
Churchtournatemtwins. Club boasting most human pairs
of a kind holds annual exhibition. COLUMBUS, OHIO (Cleveland and Cincinnati
only) — i"McKiniey s Own" relinquish historic battle standards. Battle-scarred colperance society urges Volstead Act modification. Rev. Jas. Empringham of Protestent Episcopal body reports poll favoring revision. BRUSSELS, BELGIUM — All
Belgium unites in tribute to Cardinal Mercier. Hundreds of thousands throng to
impressive
ritesNEW
held YORK
for nation's
war leader.
CITY —spiritual
Storms
rage in Atlantic — 27 saved from freighter
sinking in gale. Crew of ill-fated Alkaid
arrives in port with cheers for gallant
rescuers. NORFOLK, VA. — Falls backwards from auto speeding at 70 miles an
hour. Dare-devil Vee defies death in
thrilling stunt which is considered only
feat of its kind. DETROIT, MICH. (Detroit, only) — City bids Polar fliers "bon
voyage."
Mayor Smith
extends of
besthiswishes
to Capt. Wilkins
and members
party
who Will make flight from Alaska. CASTLE SHANNON, PA. (Pittsburgh only) —
14 lose lives in mine blast. Workers are
trapped far below surface of earth in ex
plosion that seals exits to Mine No. 4 at
Horning. OMAHA, NEB. (Omaha only)—
Old Time Fiddlers have their day again in
radio contest — -47 players fiddle away to
their hearts' content in program conducted
by Station WOAW. NEW YORK CITY
(New York only) — Cardinal Hayes returns
from Holy Year pilgrimage. During visit
to Rome, noted prelate attended sealing of
Holy Door and held audience with Pope.
CORAL GABLES, FLA. (Philadelphia only)
— Mayor Kendrick enjoys visit in Southland. Philadelphia Executive delivers ah
impromptu
address while inspecting the
beauties of Florida.
International News No. 11
ST. PAUL, MINN. (Omit Dos Angeles and
Frisco) — -Youthful "mushers" race in exciting dog derby. Huge crowds cheer game
youngsters competing for speed crown.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. (Los Angeles and
Frisco only) — Redskin runner triumphs in
six-mile Marathon. Thomas Humphrey .of
Sherman Indian School wins sweeping victory in hard fought contest. SANTA
ROSA, CAL. (Omit Cleveland and Cincinnati)— Presenting the biggest collection of
twins. Club boasting most human pairs of
a kind holds annual exhibition. COLUMBUS, OHIO (Cleveland and Cincinnati only)
— "McKinley's Own" relinquish historic battle standards. Battle-scarred colors
are presented to state. SPRING GARDEN, CAL — Sky-scraping cars break winter traffic tie-up. World's longest tramway
spans dizzy heights — snows close other
roads. WASHINGTON, D. C. — Interesting
snapshots from the news of the day. Representative Stedman of North Carolina
celebrates 85th birthday with help of fellow Congressmen. LOS ANGELES, CAL. —
First double 'plane change in mid-air.
Pilot
MacDougall's
perfect
plying
Daredevils
Matlock and
Nichols
to enables
hop off
from same machine. MACON, GA. — Bull- 1
dog mothers
tiny the
orphan
tigerfindcubs.
Two '
little
exiles from
jungle
a canine
friend in need. Playful kittens — until they
grow transforms
up. NIAGARA
FALLS,
Y. — Cold
snap
Niagara
into N.
playground.
Hundreds revel on frozen slopes of ice- ?
clad falls. PORTLAND, ORE. — Motorcycle
"hare" leads "hounds" on wild chase.
Breakneck riding marks new kind of hunt
introduced in northwest.

t

'Animated Hair Cartoon, Issue 4*
Red Seal
1 reel
Marcus distinguishes himself in this Animated Hair Cartoon by drawing a bird, with
which he plays around a bit, finally turning;
it upside down to show a perfect likeness to
Galli Curci. Coiffures and mustaches arc!
manouevered with to produce likenesses also j
of Taft, Joffre, Napoleon, J. P. Morgan, Hayakawa, Lenin, La Follette.
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SPECIAL

Investing

in

Comfort

Exhibitor Calls Installation of Good
Chairs an Investment
It is a most novel way to express the
expenditures made on seating facilities for
a theatre, yet the argument advanced by an
exhibitor who called the installation of better than average chairs an "investment"
really justified his contention. Only recently, did this particular exhibitor renovate his theatre, and among other things,
replaced all of his
old rickety chairs
with a well known
standard brand.
And strangely
enough, more favorable comment
was passed by his
patrons on that one
change than on any
of the other
changes made.
The fact that the
stage was enlarged,
One of the standard style
and the fact that
chairs for theatres manuthe orchestra was
factured by the HeywoodWakefield Co.
augmented, — these
were both secondary to the fact that the audience really felt
comfortable in their seats while the picture
was going on.
It is, then, really a very fine investment
to get some real seats in your theatre. A
good show is often spoiled as a source ot
entertainment because the audience was
annoyed by squeaks of chairs, or because
the chairs were uncomfortable to sit on.
There are several well known standard
brands of chairs on the market. They are
well advertised, and any exhibitor who contemplates adding comfort to his theatre
should investigate any or all of these.
Films

Safe

As

Protection

The careful exhibitor is one who looks
after every phase of showmanship, not
overlooking safety, which is very essential.
The American Film-Safe Corporation, of
Baltimore, Md., produces film-safes for the
safe storage of motion picture film. They
offer absolute protection against extensive
film fires, because small quantities of film
are installed in insulated and isolated com*
partments covered with automatic closing
doors which latch and engage with an
effective fire stop. Each compartment has
an automatic pressure relief valve leading
to a duct or vent, which in turn leads to
the outer air.

Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchanges
for the

^^^^^^^
It's littleaidto you
ask can
for, give
but your
it's musicians
the only
reliable
to help put the picture over. '

PENCILS

FILM

Little

1520 B'way

New

CORP.
York City

It is the belief of this magazine that the exhibitor knows
better than anyone else just
what his needs are, and is also
quick to recognize when he has
struck something new and useful. Those are the things we
wish to publish.

make

Semon, Bache & Co., of N. Y., have supplied many of the theatres with exit signs.
They also manufacture lantern slides and
one of their big features is Maltese Brand
Lantern.

Decorations

Touches

of Flowers

the Theatre

More

ANOTHER

to say, Exhibitors Review has
little to recommend one way or
another as to what manufacture
of product to use. But the
magazine will at all times print
and publish any suggestion
made by exhibitors as to the
uses of those products.

Fire Laws seem to be about the same
everywhere so that every exhibitor, when
building his theatre, or dressing it, must
giving his utmost attention to exit signs.

Floral

EXHIBITOR

sory of
comp
notes
acces
and
t iled
equiispmen
S page
THI
as far as is practical from observations ofexhibitors. That is

It is a wise showman, who, when he wins
patronage, presents to them glimpses of
coming productions. In doing this he whets
the film appetite of his audience, and this
has done much to bring the public back
time and again.
Filmack Company, of Chicago, has
gained a fine position in the hearts of many
exhibitors for its film trailers as well as
heralds.
* * *
INTERIOR
SIGNS

for

Spring

in the Lobby
Inviting

Several of the better known interior
decorators of theatres are already beginning to recommend floral decorations for
lobbies, in anticipation of the coming of
spring. That is not at all amiss at this
time of the season, since there are but a
few weeks left before the air will take on
the soft fragrance of flowers and buds.
People will expect, and be pleased to
see floral decorations in store windows, or
wherever displays are made. And since
the lobby is the window of a theatre, there
is the pl'ace for exhibitors to show that
they are acquiescing in the whims and
fancies of their patrons.
There are many different forms in which
floral decorations can best be made. Mr.
Ed. L. Hyman, managing director of the
Brooklyn Mark Strand, used boxes of green
along the ledges of his balcony. In the
photograph shown here,
they are used in basket
form on a stand much
as they would be used
in a home, since the
lobby here is rather
small and of the intimate type. Sometimes
one huge basket in the
centre of the lobby floor
is sufficient.

Using a flower basket to
conform with the general
airiness of the wicKer furniture in a small and intimate type
lobby is very
effective.
BUYERS

TO

TRAILERS

Send for Catalogue and Circulars

MUSIC

ONE

There are many kinds of pencils and
many grades of pencils, but it seems as
though year in and year out the Blaisdell
Pencil Company, of Philadelphia finds itself
at the head of the list in practically all of
the best houses. ' They feature besides the
regular writing pencils china and glass
marking pencils which are especially
adapted for making emergency slides. This
is most splendid for the exhibitor who may
book pictures at the last moment as well
as announcing prologues, special information and other phases of showmanship.
The Arrow Pencil incidentally is one of
their most popular product.
* * *

Artificial flower
basket, manufactured by the
Netschert
Studios, New York,
finding favor
with many hibitors
ex-for
tions.
lobby decora-

. Of course, real flowers are not to be used.
They are too expensive and perishable. The
artificial flowers now on the market are so
well made that it is really difficult to tell
them apart from the natural without at least
feeling them with bare fingers.
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THEATRE

CONSTRUCTION

San Jose, Calif .— Archts., Weeks & Day,
Draw315 Montgomery St., San Francisco. Owner
ing plans for a theatre at So. 1st St.
West Coast Theatre Corp., Knickerbocker
Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
Omaha, Nebr.— Archts., J. Eberson & Co.,
212 East Superior St., Chicago, 111. Drew
plans for a theatre at 20th and Farnum Sts.
Owner, A. H. Blank Theatre Co., c/o M. B.
Griffin, 1107 First National Bank Bldg.
New York City— Archt. E. DeRosa, 110 W.
40th St., N. Y. C. Drawing plans for a theatre at 4915 Broadway. Owner, G. F. Gerrety, c/o Archt.
Camden, N. J.— Archt., W. H. Lee, Schaff
Bldg., Phila., Pa. Drawing plans for a theatre at 31-35 Kings Highway. Owner, Hunts
Theatre Corp., 1324 Vine St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Baltimore, Md.— Archts., C. H. & N. Fritz,
Bldg. Drawing plans for a theaLexington
tre at Penn and Fulton Aves. Owner, C.
Raith, Fulton and Penn Aves.
Danville, Va.— Archt., H. A. Underwood,
Commercial Bank Bldg., Raleigh, N. C.
Drawing plans for a theatre at City Hall Site.
Owner C. B. Clement.

Wilson, N. C. — Archt. not announced.
Having plans drawn for a theatre at Old
Hodges Home Site. Owner, M. Saliba.

Wayne, Mich. — Archt. withheld. Having
a theatre at Michigan Ave. Ownplanser, C.for
K. Miller & Co.
Miami, Fla.— Archt., A. Peacock, Miami.
Drew plans for a theatre at Main Highway
and Charles St., Cocoanut Grove. Owner,
I. J. Thomas & Co.
San Antonio, Texas.— Archts., Walsh &
Burney, 928 N. Flores St. Drew plans for a
theatre at Houston St. Owner, W. J. Lytle,
Princess Theatre Bldg.

is completing the construcN. tionJ.of aPortlane
new theatre in Columbia Heights,
Minn.

Classified
Opportunities
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy
For Sale

Situation Wanted

EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
if battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
oods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
ixhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair ; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.

EXPERIENCED
LADY
PIPE ORGANIST
wishes position in picture theatre. Familiar with
both straight and unit organs. Address, P. O. Box
1268, Lubbock, Texas.

VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa.
FOR
SALE— UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER.
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for
Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
City.
Box H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York
GUARANTEED — %. H.P., 110 volt, 60 cycle, single phase, used motors, with pulley, at $7.50 each ;
cash with order. Also brand new 54 H.P., 110 volt,
Westinghouse make, at $13.75 each. Brand new
1 K.W., Westinghouse 32 volt, 1150 speed, light
and power generators at $48.00 each; 25% with
order, balance C. O. D. We repair and rewind
motors and generators, etc. Bargains on electric
fans. General Distributing Co., Security Storage &
Van Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
WE HAVE a limited number of */s H.P., 110 Volt,
D. C, and 220 Volt, D. C. motors at $5.50 each.
One-sixth H. P., same as above, at $6.00 each. First
class condition, overhauled. Cash with order. Suitable for operating moving picture machines, rewinding machines, etc. General Distributing Co., Security Storage & Van Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, FILMS, Supplies, Stereopticons, Spot Lights ; Power Veriscope,
Motiograph, Edison, Zenith Projectors. Suit-case
Machines ; Theatre, Road Show and Home Machines. Bargain lists. NATIONAL EQUIPMENT
CO., 409 W. Michigan St., Duluth, Minn.

Milwaukee, Wis. — Archt., Peacock &
Frank, 445 Milwaukee. Drew plans for a
theatre at 37th and Center Sts. Owner, Silliman's Theatre, Inc.
David McLean has purchased the dance
hall, Three Lakes, Wis., which will be remodeled into a theatre.
Universal is building a new Capitol Theatre in Grand Island, Nebr.

MARCHANT
CALCULATING
MACHINE— A-l
condition; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a real machine for $75.00. Box M. O., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York City.

HOTEL
FLANDERS
Just East of Broadway
119 West
Through

47th

MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial.
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
For Rent
MOTION PICTURE and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.
Miscellaneous
MINNESOTA
SCENIC
STUDIO,
Avenue North, Minneapolis.

242 Second

Not Classified Ads
But Classified Opportunities
in EXHIBITORS REVIEW

A
modern high-class 15story hotel very close to
Times
few

Square

minutes

Theatres

and

and

within

a

to all leading

The

Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager: E. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" is the only picture publication
circulating throughout the Orient.
Address :

Mailing Lists
Will help FREE
you increase
sale?
Send
catalog wtrtaf,
conn ta for
and prices on euwUMnontfl
ofNotional,
too r bastState,
prospective
coa toro«r&=
Loeal-Indhidaaifc
Professions, Business Firms.
9 9 % byUr""0deot 5^each

Shops.

with running

Isabel Getter opens Grey Eagle House. It
is called the Cozy Theatre, in Grey Eagle,
Minn.

Rooms

with$2.00
bath $2.50 up

water

Special rates for long or short periods
GEORGE

CINEMA

to 48th Street

Rooms

Charles Knudtson has opened a Theatre at
Mentor, Minn,

Local Films

•CINEMA," 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

Street

The Commercial Club of Prier Lake is
planning to build a new theatre

Joseph Phillips is building a new theatre at
Fremont, Nebr,

MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR LICENSED—
Wants position in Exchange or Theatre. Ex
perience and reference. Schlecter, 318 Rocheste/
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

250 REELS, Features, Westerns, Comedies, Scenic
and International News. Bargain lists. NATIONAL
EQUIPMENT
CO., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minnesota.

Madison, 111.— Archts., C. Pudry & Son,
19th and C Sts. Drawing plans for a theatre at Madison Ave. Owner withheld.
Knoxville, la. — Archt., W. L. Perkins,
Chariton, la. Drew plans for a theatre.
Owner, Byron Watson, Grand Theatre,
Knoxville.

PROJECTIONIST of wide city experience, seeks
position in small town at once. Prefer states of New
Jersey, New York or Pennsylvania. Willing to accept moderate salary. Highest kind of reference; 8
years with present employer. Write me and I will
give you more details about myself. Address, CHIEF,
Exhibitors
York City. Trade Review, 45 W. 45th St., New

SANBORN,

Prop.

SHIPPED SAME DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED
Guaranteed
Prices—Service
Send —forGood
Trial Work
Order.— Popular
1
L
FILMiACIC
COMPANY
736 S.WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
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"When a man who is as bus}'
as I am — and as busy as every
other exhibitor in the country is
— takes time to sit down daily
and reads Exhibitors DAILY
REVIEW
right through, every
item on every page, he not only
finds that reading valuable, but

that

count," so the saying goes. The
small Exhibitors are "the little
things" that count and count
big, in the profit side of the
ledger with the distributor of
motion pictures. Fine to sell
the big fellows, but they are few.
It's the little fellows that are in
the majority. Therefore, EXHIBITORS REVIEW and Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW aim
to help the little fellow first.

Representative Papers of the
Motion Picture Industry, EXIBITORS REVIEW
and Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW contain all news when it is news,
exploitation departments, reviews of features and shorts,
film releases, sound editorials
comment equipment material,
in fact they are the best value
in the field tor all Exhibitors.

also enjoys it."
That is what a big Exhibitor
chain operator states.

Subscription rate for both papers— about 300 issues — $5 a

year.

Exhibitors

In any real crisis you will find
Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW
and EXHIBITORS REVIEW
on the Exhibitors' side. We
have helped many an exhibitor
without flourish of trumpets.
Call on us when you need help
and you will get it.

The publishers of Exhibitors
know the
DAILY REVIEW
exhibitor is a busy individual
and has so much time and no
more for reading his motion
ture journal. The DAILY
VIEW is gauged to save
We give the exhibitor only
he wants, when, where and
he wants it.

picREtime.
what
how

It
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REVIEW

FRED

in this issue is an

ELSEWHERE
Exhibitors

But

my

mention

further

I doubt

pleasure

of many

the cause

will count

announce-

ment of Mr. Fred J. McConnell's joining
Review Pubishing Corporation.

It has been
make

J. McCONNELL

quite

frequently

things we have

of the motion

if anything
so decidedly

we

have

for the good

to

in the past
of the field

as will Mr. McConnell's ability, now through the
medium of Exhibitors DAILY
REVIEW
and
EXHIBITORS

REVIEW,

is well acquainted with problems of Exhibitors, Producers, Distributors, Exchange Managers and Salesmen. His services should be in-,
valuable.

to

planned

picture industry.
done

■)>»
He

to devote

himself, not

to one enterprise, but to the motion
as a whole.

picturedom

Mr.

McConnell knows publishing
ing. Note his success with
Chicago

Herald,

Chicago

Tribune,

Cleveland

and advertis-

j'.'Vi
,U

News,

in charge of Editorial and Advertising of the iiitl
. .
•t'V't
Amusement Departments of these big newspapers, v
Fundamentals of advertising acquired througK
connection with national advertising agencies

Mr. McConnell is for and of the motion
ture field. Witness his connection with

pic-

Kaufman
Taylor,

Universal
Pathe

Corporation,

Exhibitors,

Film

&

Handy

Critchfield

Agency,

Co., Chicago.

REVIEW,
and I bespeak for him the cooperation
he needs to serve you properly and well.

Corporation,

and was General Short Product Manager for Universal; also National Serial Representative with
Mutual, Pathe and Universal; at one time Assistant General Manager

of Associated

Exhibitors.

."

Chicago,

I am sure the entire industry will welcome Mr.
McConnell as Editor and Vice-President of Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW
and EXHIBITORS

Exchange,

Associated
Mutual

Film

■ '/!

President

and Publisher.

f
V
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News
Worthwhile
Week's
The
organizing
a
new
association. This group,
12
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY
which will be composed of civic leaders, minCalendar of Coming Events
NEW YORK.— Collapse of negotiation
Friars. isters and club workers, will be known as the
with a Wall Street banking house for the
flotation of a $10,000,000 stock issue sends
PORTLAND, Ore.— Formation of a Motion Picture Theatre Owners unit in Oregon
Vital Exchange, Inc., into bankruptcy. The
Feb.
25.—
Meeting
New
Jersey
M.
P.
T.
O.,
film
to
surprise
e
inove comes as a complet
at Newark.
is progressing rapidly. While exhibitors will
retain membership in the Oregon League, it
•circles, which had been led to believe that neMarch
10.
—
Executive
Committee,
M.
P.
T.
h,
gotiations begun by David R. Hochreic
is planned to affiliate the M. P. T. O. unit
O. of Ohio, meets at Columbus.
with the national organization. A meeting
president, were about to be consummated.
will be held this month to complete plans.
April 19-20.— M. P. T. O. of Western
Internal fight for control is also reported in
some quarters.
Pennsylvania.
Convention at Pittsburgh.
NEW YORK.— Fox Film Corporation will
hold a semi-annual sales convention in Los
WASHINGTON,— Consideration of the
June 1 to 5.— Annual Convention, M. P.
T. O. A., Los Angeles, Calif.
-repeal of the admission tax voted yesterday
Angeles in April.
ST. LOUIS— General Committee on Our
hy the United States Senate is before comenittee. The repeal of the taxes on amuseCommunity and Its Youth of the St Louis
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY
16
ment was crowded through by a non-partisan
Community Council recommends a commit■block and passed by the narrow margin of
tee be appointed to study undesirable motion
36 to 34.
NEW YORK. — Receiver in equity is appictures
and theatrical performances and to
pointed for the Davis Distributing Company.
recommend city and State legislation to bring
vCHICAGO.— Frank J. Rembusch, presiThis
move
is
made
in
the
United
States
dent of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
about improvements.
District Court, officers of the company ex•of Indiana, is a speaker at the conference of
plained,
in
order
to
protect
the
interests
of
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
18
<the Federal Motion Picture Council. The
the producers and various creditors.
•organization, which is seeking a national
WASHINGTON.— The fate of the theatre
NEW YORK. — Secret negotiations are
censorship drive, is thrown into turmoil as a
continued
by Mike Gore, president of West
admission
tax
repeal
by
the
Senate
still
ap•result of the address by Judge Ben B. Lindpears in doubt. There is much sympathy in
Coast Theatres, Inc., and his brother Abe
sey, of Denver, warning against censorship.
and Sol Lesser, on plans for the financial
the House for the Senate's action in wiping
.NEW YORK. — John S. Woody returns to
out admission taxes, but it is not believed
reorganization of the company. It was
(production field with plans for making a
that the repeal will be approved by the House
learned
the West Coast heads were in confeature based upon the exploits of the James
conferees in full, but that some modification
ference with First National executives. This
And Younger boys.
will be made.
conference is reported to have been arranged
NEW YORK— The board of directors of
by First National to head off reported sale
MONDAY,
FEBRUARY
15
the De Forest Phonofilm Corporation met to
of the Gore and Lesser interests to a large
discuss matters pertinent to the recent reproducing and releasing organization.
"NEW YORK.— E. Thornton Kelly assumes his duties as head of the new Contract
organization of the company's activities.
ALBANY, N. Y. — Assemblyman Charles
COLUMBUS, Ohio.— The executive comOwnA. Freiberg, of Buffalo, is drafting a new
Bureau of the Motion Pic'.ure Theatre
mittee of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio will again
ers of America. The bureau was created by
bill for the legislature to permit children bemeet here March 10, The question of closing
tween ten and sixteen to enter motion picture
conto
manager,
Joseph M. Seider, business
in July will be one of the factors taken up
theatres unaccompanied by a parent.
tinue the work of bringing into the fold ®f
at that time.
4he national organization all units repreTRENTON, N. J.— The New Jersey State
senting exhibitors throughout the United
WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY
17
Legislature today has before it a bill which
States.
would empower the Public Utilities CommisNEW YORK. — Approximately forty picsion to supervise the fixing of the basic rates
NEW YORK.— Jake Wells, of Norfolk,
tures will be the output of the First National
on insurance. The bill was introduced by
ive Commitof the Administrat
"Va., member
Pictures, Inc., for 1926-27. About eleven of
tee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
May P.M.T.C?rty
M.
O. on behalf of the New Jersey
these will be produced in the East and the
America, completes plans for his drive in
balance
in
California.
A
total
of
nearly
Jbehalf of the Virginia State organization^ to
NEW YORK.— Hy Daab, F. B. O. studio
$11,000,000
will be spent for these produc<thwart a bill to levy ten per cent admission
publicist, arrives to assume the duties of adtions.
'tax. ,
vertising and exploitation manager of Film
ROCHESTER, N. Y.— Funeral services
Booking Offices.
BROOKLYN.— Eighteen new officers are
are
held
today
for
John
Jacob
Bausch,
NEW YORK— Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,
"directing the destinies of the Motion Picture
founder and president of the Bausch &
Theatre Owners of Brooklyn. They are:
of New York, incorporates for $100,000 in
Lomb Optical Company, of this city. Mr.
the State of Delaware. The move is exIRndoJph Sanders, president ; H. S. McNaBausch, who was 95, died Sunday after an
plained as a protective measure for operating
secPhilips,
Abraham
;
nt
illness
of
four
weeks.
wceipreside
♦mara,
in the State of California.
tMStary; Louis Schiffman, treasurer; Meyer
KANSAS
CITY,
Mo.—
In
an
effort
to
Rosenthal, sergeant-at-arms ; Eugene Zorner,
prevent future conflict and to harmonize
business manager. Board of directors : Elias
heretofore conflicting interests with the moLouis
M. P. T. O. A. Business
Fisher,
Sam
Zorner,
Eugene
Bernstein,
tion picture industry, the Motion Picture
Reson, Ben Idson, Max Pear and Fred Stein.
Theatre Owners of Missouri and Kansas is
Manager Has Breakdown
CHICAGO.— Mrs. Walter E. Hughes,
Joseph Seider, business manager of the
representing 3,000 members of the Illinois
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
Women's Athletic Association, will recomhas been taken ill and is suffering from a
mend the unequivocal opposition to the UpWashington, D. C,
general breakdown due to overwork. Mr.
shaw Bill, which provides for national cenFeb. 19.
sorship of motion pictures, and ask for active
Seider has been putting in fourteen to sixparticipation of the women in a campaign
teen hours a day on matters of vital importo defeat it.
tance to his organization and was beginning
The Conference Committo feel the effects of his strenuous labors
NEW YORK.— Carl Laemmle, president
of Universal Pictures Corporation, is on his
several weeks ago but would not rest until
tee sitting on the question
the contract situation had come to a satisway to Universal City, Calif., to supervise
of Tax Repeal has decided to
factory conclusion.
on the "Greater Movie List" for
production
He will leave today for Atlantic City for a
1926-27.
repeal theatre admission
CHICAGO.— Frederick H. Grueneberg,
ten day rest and has been advised by his phytaxes up to 75c. This desician to take it easy for at least three weeks
Sr., head of the Consolidated Realty and
if he wishes recuperation.
Theatres Corporation, in which 6,000 percision when incorporated insons are said to have lost $4,000,000, is found
to law will affect 99% of the
guilty of using the mails to defraud.
Trinz Passes Away
NEW YORK— Richard Barthelmess holds
theatre owners of the coun;a contract with First National Pictures, Inc.,
CHICAGO, 111., Feb. 19.— The body of
try and will be held with apifor eight pictures to be made within two
Henry Trinz, of the firm of Lubliner &
years after expiration of his present contract
Trinz, Chicago theatre owners, arrived here
probation bythe entire mowith Inspiration Pictures.
today from Hot Springs, Ark., where he
tion
picture
and
amusement
WASHINGTON— American film prodied yesterday of heart disease. He was
industries.
ducers dominated the world film trade during
born in 1860 and leaves a widow and six
children.
1925, according to a report from the Commerce Department.
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An interview
George

requires

by Ed. L. Ways
J.

motion

pictures,

salesmanship

with

Shade

Sandusky, Ohio, Exhibitor
ER
A COAL DEAL
FOR
to get into the motion picture business as an exhibitor and, in less than five years,
occupy a high place among the
exhibitors not only of his state
but of the United States — well,
some might think it less than

when it comes to exploitation*.,
Schade is a real genius.
You don't have to look far if
you happen to be in or around
Sandusky, for evidence 6f the
fact that the "Schade" theatre
is in Sandusky. And you car*
inform yourself in no time as to

impossible, but it isn't.
George J. Schade did it-—
George J. Schade, of Sandusky,
Ohio.
Ask most anyone in New
York or Chicago — or Denver or
San Francisco for that matter

just what the Schade is offering, for Schade is a firm believer in advertising and advertises
in every way, shape and manner.
Placing an attractive cut-out
over the marquise in front off
his theatre is one of Schade's
favorite means of drawing atoffering. tention to the "Schade" and its

— who Schade is and they'll tell
they've "read about him" even
if they've never met him
Schade, as an exhibitor, has a
reputation. The reason is that
he really makes exhibiting a
business, that he has been successful and has made money,
and has taken genuine pleasure
in letting the fact be known in
every way possible.
It was ten years ago this
spring that Schade got into the
motion picture business. He had
staked an acquaintance who
was operating a "cigar box"
and awoke one morning to find
that he had what his friends
termed
his hands.a "white elephant" on

like, for instance, stationing:
some "stunt,"
ING
PULL
a ballyhoo man in the garb of a-

Most of us know Shade as a fine exhibitor. This story
talks about his activity as one. It is interesting to know
also that friends persuaded Shade to become a candidate
for a seat on the five-man commission, the body that
governs Sandusky under charter. Schade ran. He was
elected. That was in 1921. In 1925 he ran again and
was re-elected. That speaks pretvy well for Schade.

Instead of sitting down and
bemoaning his fate Schade got
busy. He instituted an investigation and as an investigator, picked up
quite a little bit of information about
running a picture theatre.
"By golly," he remarked, once he had
"found" himself ; "I believe I can open
up that place and make some money."
So it wasn't long before the "cigar
box" was open and doing business again.
And then — to make a long story short
— it wasnt long until the "cigar box"
was being replaced with a handsome
new picture house, said to be one of the
finest- — the Schade Theatre, opposite the
City Building, in the city of Sandusky,
Ohio.
While the "cigar box" was being
displaced in favor of the Schade,
Schade never lost a moment. Shows
were given afternoon and evening, day
in and day out.

Ku Kluxer, and a phony "wireless" rigging, near the entrance,,
is another.
Schade originates and works
out himself, the most of the
business makers he pulls. And,,
not only this, but he has made
of himself quite an artist, signwriter and decorator.
"Practice makes perfect, you
know," he'll tell you.
As a result of his having interested himself in exhibitorship, paying close attention tf>
business and specializing in the

The "cigar box" was abandoned one
night after the last performance of that
day had been given, and the "Schade"
was opened up to the public the next
day at noon.
It didn't take Schade — who some time
before the "Schade" was opened up, was
out of the coal business and in the
movie theatre business exclusively —
it didn't take Schade long to recognize
the fact that in order to get business
you've got to go after business.
A period of exploitation that is still in
progress, — and has been for nearly nine
years and no doubt will be as long as
Schade is in the picture business — was
the result.
Schade rarely presents a picture until he has exploited it to the limit, and
in this connection it must be said that

art of "pulling 'em in" by resorting tovarious means devised by him
from time to time, Schade has not only
made a success of exhibiting but has
won a high standing as a business man.
"When does he sleep?' you ask.
Schade gets plenty of sleep. He alsogets plenty of recreation. And, furthermore, he has found, and is still finding,
time for civic work which is helping
materially to make him more and more
financially and otherwise, each day.
Schade is making money. Business
with him is good when a whole lot of
exhibitors are complaining, dodging the
sheriff or throwing fits in an effort to
stay bankruptcy proceedings.
"You're pretty sure to get business if
you go after it and, when you get it, deliver the goods," is his slogan.
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A
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Salesmanager-Exhibitor
Danger
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An
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Says
in

Interview

"No,

First
With

"

and

Run

Harry

New

Disputes
York

Imminent

Theatres

Bernstein

General Sales Manager, Red Seal Pictures
RACTICAL
showmen and

picture
motion

picture producers have
long been divided as to
whether New York's
great Broadway is to
shortly suffer with overseating as a result of the soon-to-be conv structed Roxy and Paramount Picture
theatres. This twain of great screen
emporiums will add anywhere from
nine to eleven thousand seats to the fifteen thousand seats already in use as
tabulated by the first runs ; Capitol,
Rivoli, Rialto, Strand, Colony, and
Warner, etc.

entertained are even able to see a picture
performance before entering the legitimate theatre. With the gigantic metropolitan public anxious to see first run
pictures in first run houses, and the half
million visitors here, it remains only for
pictures of real merit to be offered.

The

Population

of a City

ght
"Bri
k's
ents
ion pres
NEW
Light" Yor
sect
a very peculiar problem. In
an area covering less than a
square

"But Broadway, even, though the
present fifteen thousand seats should be
.doubled, will not suffer from over-seat-

mile, the seating capacity of first run motion
ure
pict
theatres amounts to

ing," concludes General Sales Manager
Harry Bernstein, of Red Seal Pictures,
distributors of 140 featurettes this season. Bernstein recently assumed this
important duty and is at present building up a national series of exchanges.
. Bernstein, a practical showman of
long standing, had been associated for
a number of years with some of the biggest theatres in the country. In the

somewhere in the neighborhood of 300,000. Those

years preceding this phase of his "Education," he was associated in an executive capacity with . one of the biggest
film distributors. Here his experience
was not only obtained in handling big
features but his ideas in selling short
subjects were so successful, Red Seal
Pictures presented him with a proposition which no wide awake film executive
could have refused.
"The motion picture public is the
largest amusement public in the country
and world, too," Bernstein stated, "and
is increasing every day in the year.
New York, the largest city in the world,
has half a million visitors each day
which adds to the metropolitan demand
for first run picture houses.
"The intelligent policy of the first run
houses in playing their pictures continuously, for five and even six performances a day, makes it possible for visitors, whether they are buyers or business men and women whose time is
greatly taken up, to drop into a luxurious theatre for a spare hour or two,
anytime during the afternoon or evening, see a well put over program, and
then meet whatever business obligation
demands his or her time.
"Rabid picture fans who want to be

seats, filled on an average of
twice a day, represent the
equivalent of a fair sized
city. And yet Harry Bernstein, who is responsible for
the context of this page, contends that Broadway need
not ing.
fear the danger
seat

of over-

Of course, it immediately
occurs to one that, after all,
New York is a city of six
million souls. But on the
other hand,

there is a large

percentage of this number
has never been in any of
these Broadway houses. And
furthermore, you will find at
least one good sized motion
picture theatre for every
half mile of lateral avenue.
The patrons of Broadway
theatres are in an individual
strata, and when

talk of over-

seating arises, it is that particular strata in itself that is
to be considered.

"It is quite true that often these days
a first run Broadway house will play a
'flop' which results in most of the seats
being empty despite strenuous advertis-

ing. Often too, a plural number of
these houses will have pictures of little
merit and they suffer accordingly.
"But there are occasions when practically every one of these big theatres
have good pictures.
This results in packed houses. It also
means that long lines always wait to
get into the picture theatres, and this
means that two or more weeks is then
the rule.
"At just such times it conclusively
proves that Broadway needs the additional seating capacity for the great
army of picture fans. And these fans
are increasing in number at a terrific
clip because the general calibre of motion pictures is REALLY GETTING
BETTER.
"Proof
borne out
far more
three or

of this latter statement is
when one sees a picture ot
than average worth of only
four more years removed,

whether big or short feature. The socalled good picture of the past is decidedly below the average of 1926.
"Another big factor which tends to
prove that Broadway is getting in position to stand more seats for screen
shows isentertainment
that the so-called
'highbrow'
element
of such
camera
dramas as 'Bill' the adaptation of Anatole France's 'The Majesty of the
Law,' 'The Last Laugh,' 'The Big
Parade,' 'Ben Hur,' "The Ten Commandments,' 'The Cabinet of Doctor
Caligari,'
and a of
goodly
hostrank.
more Asarea
artistic
creations
the first
result this group is deserting its hardshell position and steps up the movie
box offices to purchase ducats.
"Many of the latter type of fans remark that they go to see such short features as the Ko-Ko Out of the Inkwell
cartoon, Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes, and
Marvels of Motion, other varieties of
short novelties. Picture fans when questioned as to the program which they
had seen a week or two removed will
remember the short feature only. This
holds good with all types of audiences,
'highbrow' or 'lowbrow'.
"But the fact is that the picture fan
is increasing in number and the better
due to the natural adgrade of picture,
vancement inthe making of film drama
assures the success of the new picture
theatres along Broadway, now in the
process of construction."
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Alexander Keese (insert to right) and his Palace Theatre, Dallas, Texas, orchestra which
was recently augmented to make possible an improved score for the pictures shoicn.
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They wrote
to the orchestra leader and asked him
some very pertinent questions about the
why and wherefore of the change.

Figuring that good musicians are
worth about sixty to seventy-five
dollars a week in motion picture
theatres (average union scale), it
meant a neat little investment for
the owners of the theatre to make
the four or five new additions. But
from the tone of Keese's answer, it
was no doubt thought a very equitable investment.
The Palace Theatre is a first class
house, and as such, must uphold
certain traditions of good presentations. One of the features of this
theatre was a Sunday afternoon
symphony concert, which has been
in progress for the past eighteen
weeks. These concerts have become arecognized part of the social
life of Dallas, and the many music
lovers have come to expect only the
best of music.
On these afternoons the orchestra
is augmented with local talent to
forty men. Music of a pure symphonic nature is rendered. To the readers who are acquainted with music, it
would be of interest to know that
Beethoven's C Minor and Tschaikowsky's Pathetique are part of the repertoire.
Now, it stands to reason that the pa-

Note

Orchestras

trons of the theatre who

attend these

materially the scope of music that could

wonderful concerts on Sunday afternoons are not going to have much patience with the ordinary washy- willy
musical programs that usualy result
from hastily thrown together orchestras, planned more for conservation of
expense than for entertainment value.
And so, the theatre allowed Mr. Keese

be played,
as formake
example,
Mendelssohn scores which
a varied
use of
the horns in the ensemble.

Golf

is Not

a

Parlor

Game

should an orchestra
NEITHER
leader who has no more than
twelve musicians under his baton
any of the standard overtures. The results might be just
as disastrous as shooting the little
white pill in a parlor. That is only
attempt

one angle of many that were treated by Mr. Alexander Keese, musical director of the Palace Theatre,
Dallas,

One

Texas, in a letter to Exhibitors Review.
other matter

was the giving

of Sunday afternoon concerts with
an augmented orchestra, and on
this page that usage is explained.

to add two French horns, a second clarinet and a second cello.
The beneficial effect of these instruments upon the orchestra were remarkable. First, they made actual performance better, and resulted in a really balanced orchestration. It also increased

of this new spirit on
THE
audience was also immediate.
the impression
The pictures could be better scored because of the increased scope of selection of music. The music could be
more of a continuous nature
throughout the filming of the feature because with the added men to
bear the physical brunt of the playing, the orchestra could be manipulated in two sections, one section
tacit while the other performed.
Mr. Keese wrote of many other
very interesting things in his letter.
But this idea of Sunday afternoon
concerts struck us as having great
possibilities in cities that are too
small to boast of a regular music
hall.
If you have a real musician at the
head of your orchestra, he can easily train a local orchestra to do just
what Mr. Keese has done. Then
you can take your place, where you
as an exhibitor, rightly belong, as
one of the leading civic men in
your city, giving to your city the
better things in life — two sources of
pleasure and entertainment, the
silent drama and music — instead of
on.y one as in the past.
Your orchestra leader will work
hand and hand with you on any such
developments, for it is part of the existence of a musician. He likes to play,
and if you can add some interest to
his
job, you'll
be weekly
getting salary.
much
in return
than his

more
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Flamin

Frontier

ESTWARD
HO! 1876,
and the tide of civilization was still pushing,

New

York, to mark

the 50th Anni-

versary of the occasion of Custer's
Last Stand.

pushing, pushing — and
always towards the
West. The copper colored Indians were
growing restless and jealous of the ever
new encroachments upon their hunting
grounds. On the plains, settlers and
soldiers were blazing the way for the
new civilizations, while back East, in
Washington, unscrupulous politicians
and profiteers were selling whiskey and
arms to the Indians.

Laemmle's
well.

It was at this period that America
first heard of Col. Custer. He sought
to bring peace between the new white
settlers and the Indians, but this of
course, was against the interests of
those who sought to capitalize upon
these disturbances.

The cast of the picture is really an
all star, intermingling such names as
Hoot Gibson, Anne Cornwall, Dustin
Farnum, Ward Crane, Kathleen Key,
Eddie Gribbon, Harry Todd, George
Fawcett, Harold Goodwin, Noble Johnson, Charles French and others, and
each with a really important part to

That is the background and history
which finally led to the world famous
fight between Custer and his little band
of 400 courageous men against whole
hords of fiery Indians, led on by their
warrior leader, Chief Sitting Bull.

Leading educators and prominent
members of patriotic organizations who
have had occasion to preview this picture privately, have pronounced it to be
one of the greatest of its kind. It is
therefore not surprising that Universal
plans to make its opening one of the
events of the cinema season, coming as
it does within the celebration of

Hoot

Gibson

as Bob

Langdon

DOB LANGDON is the cadet who was
JD sent right through the entire horde of
attacking Indians to get help for the little
band of Americans, to whom complete destruction seemed imminent. How he got
through
lines will just make one's blood
boil
with the
excitement.

play.
Edward
And that is the story of "The Flaming Frontier," that is soon to be released by Universal Pictures, and have
its world premier at the Colony Theatre,

twentieth

Sedgwick,

anniversary

who

as

directed

"Lorraine of the Lyons," "Let 'Er
Buck," "Broadway or Bust" and others
directed this epic of the growth of
Americanization.
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Richard Barthelmess signing contract with First National
Pictures, Inc., whereby he will produce eight pictures for that
company. Standing, left to right: Ned Depinet, southern sales
manager; Dennis F. O'Brien of O'Brien, Malevinsky and Driscoll; A. W. Smith, Jr., eastern sales manager; Ned Marin,
western sales manager and Robert Perkins, counsel for First
National. Seated, left to right: Sam Spring, secretary-treasurer; Dick Barthelmess and R. A. Rowland, general manager.
On Your Marks — Joseph M. Schenck,
United Artists' chief, has added to his
many other activities the^business of being
athletic. He is shown here with his
coach, Douglas Fairbanks, who is said to
be something of an expert on athletics.

June Marlowe plays a prominent role in
support of Jean Hersholt in the UniversalJewel,
"The Edward
Old
Soak,"
Sloman. directed by

Alice Ardell, one of
the prettiest of the
comedy field flock,
is now being starred
in a series of Blue
Ribbon comedies for
Standard Cinema.
Film Booking Offices
release these two
reelers, which are
gaining in well
earned popularity.

"Iron B. V. D.'s" is the way this photograph came in to these
offices. George Sidney has to wear this little suit of clothes
for his role of Hans Wagner in "The Prince of Pilsen." The
picture will be released under the Producers Distributing
Corporation banner in the very near future.
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Three of the directorial stars at the De Mille Studio seem a
little bit doubtful about Donald Crisp, the gentleman at the
left, who has joined their ranks. Left to right we have Mr.
Crisp, William K. Howard, who has just finished directing
Rod La Rocque in "Red Dice", Rupert Julian, director of
"Three Faces East," and Paul Sloane.

Edward L. Klein, noted film exporter, leaves shortly for Europe,
wher- his knowledge of foreign
affairs will help cement cordial
relations between the U. S. A.
and European countries.

Blanche Sweet, First National
star, has a new part. It upsets
the old style in every way, starting at the tip of one ear and
making a cross-country jump to
the tip of the other.
Eileen Percy who makes her debut in Hal Roach two reelers.

Colleen Moore, First National star, with
the author (William Conselman, left) and
artist (Charlie Plumb) of "Ella Cinders."

Charles Ray, no longer playing "hay seed"
roles, on the steps of his Beverly Hills
home.
Ray is playing in "The Auction
Block" for M-G-M.

Dorothy Dwan, leading lady in
the Pathe Feature Comedy
"Stop, Look and Listen," pays
tribute to country.
the father . of our

Rin-Tin-Tin acts as cameraman while
John Patrick does a little posing for the
Warner Bros.' "wonder dog."

JFebruary 20, 1926
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Fred

J.

McConnell

J. McConnell, who has
FRED
been connected with the Universal Pictures Corporation for
a number of years as Sales Manager
of serials and short product, is now
vice-president of the Exhibitors Review Publishing Company, which publishes the Exhibitors Daily Review and
the Exhibitors Review, Mr. George C.
Williams, President of the company,
announced this week.
Mr. Williams also announced that
Mr. McConnell has taken a substantial
interest in the corporation and would
be active in its affairs.
Mr. McConnell is widely known in
the film business having been connected
with both distribution and production
^ends of the business in important capacities. Formerly a newspaper man
trained in the Chicago Herald and
Cleveland News schools, he knows the
exploitation and advertising of pictures intimately. He also is well ac•quainted with the problems and worries
of the producer, having been formerly connected with Universal in charge
of all short product " production for
^nany months under Carl Laemmle.
For four years he was Eastern Moving Picture representative of the Chicago Herald located in New York City,
•during which time he was actively connected with such companies as Mutual,
Pathe and Universal in the national

Making

marketing of serial pictures, putting
over newspaper campaigns in the various exchange cities.
During this period he traveled all
through the United States, calling on
newspaper men and exhibitors in practically every city with a population of
25,000 or over. He knows newspapermen, and knows exhibitors, and has
worked to help exhibitors get more
money out of pictures than they made
before.
Since his return from the coast
studios of Universal in September,
1924, he has been Short Subject Sales
Manager for Universal, and also has
worked very closely with the studios
at Universal City to get the kind of
product exhibitors needed.
Mr. Williams feels that the entering
of Mr. McConnell into the organization of the Exhibitors Daily Review
will be of keen interest to exhibitors
and distributors as well, since he is a
practical film man, trained on the firing
line of the business.
The film business today is moving
ahead so rapidly and such radical
changes are being made at a minute's
notice, that a trained sales and production executive, put on as a member of the Exhibitors Review personnel, isbound to be of supreme importance to everyone connected with it.
With the millions of dollars tied up in
theatre properties, in tremendous

Pictures

most popular indoor sport at
THE
the present time is that of guessing
at the causes that produce crime
and inventing magical formulae for dealing with them. In getting its share of
the blame for the crime-wave the moving picture is only paying the penalty of
its enormous popularity. It is a shining
mark. No one has attempted to show in
what way the movie promotes banditry
and bootlegging and the widespread contempt for law, but as everybody goes to
the movie it is only too easy to see that
the picture show is the guilty party.
I wonder that somebody hasn't had
the gumption to discover that the newspaper is the villain of the piece. It
wasn't the movie but the newspapers
that printed all the filthy details of the
Rhinelander case and it isn't the movie
but the daily paper that day by day dramatizes the sensational hold-up and
shows how easy and how profitable it is.
I don't know whether there are any
newspaper men present or not but I
hope this conference will not adjourn
without passing a resolution demanding
the suppression of the newspapers — all
excepting the Christian Science Monitor
- — or at least the creation of a Board of

Joins

By

Geo.

an
W.

stu-

Alibi

Kirchway

Head of the Dept. of Criminology,
N. Y. School of Social Research

Censorship which will render them innocuous tothe innocent eyes that peruse
Ihem.
Our prison wardens are on the right
track. In most of our prisons the inmates are not permitted to receive the
daily papers until all crime and sex news
and the lingerie advertisements have
been clipped from them. They are not
easy to handle but there will still be the
want ads and real estate news and the
senate speeches on the World Court.
Only the other day I was quoted as
saying
thatsafe
I didn't
know howButto Imake
the
world
for morons.
take
it back. I do. Suppress everything —
the motor car, the telephone, the radio,
the theatre, the too-seductive symphony
concert, the newspaper, the motion picture, most modern books — all that are
worth reading — the Natural History
Museum, and the Bible. After everything has been suppressed from which

Review

Co.

dios, in large distributing organizations,
it is important that the Editor of trade
papers realize what each move means,
and work hand in hand with the progressive men of the industry toward its
betterment. The Exhibitors Review
is for the general good of the picture
business as a whole. It has always
stood for progress, honest progress.

and Mr.
Williams
Mr.
ilityMcto
their responsib
Connell realize
l
the personne of the moving picture business. They plan to carry the legitimate news of the business to the big
BOTH

distributing organizations, to the exhibitors of the world and to the men
located both in New York and Los
Angeles actually engaged in the making of pictures. That, in a nut shell,
tells the story.
While no attempt will be made at
this time to give in detail plans under
development for the future of the publications produced by the Exhibitors
Review Publishing Company, sufficient
is said in the promise that these plans
will be worked out from the practical
standpoint.
All of Mr. McConnells' friends are
pleased with the big opportunity his
new connection gives him. He is now
in position to do in a big way many of
the things he has been doing for individual companies in the past years, and
allow the industry at large to cash in.

for

Crime

anyone can get any harm, the world will
be safe for morons. But dumb as they
are they won't want to live in it. It
won't be a world fit for anyone to live
in. But it will be a grand prison.
The truth is that the moving picture
is for the moment the dramatic point
about which an eternal conflict rages between those who see life as a succession
of aborted and suppressed desires and
those who welcome it as the great adventure. To the one side, the world is a
drill ground with the drill-sergeant everlastingly in control. To the other, the
world is the field of experience, in which
the winning of character through selfdiscipline is the great achievement. To
the former of these, the moving picture,
with its varied interpretation of life, is
a constant menace. To the latter the
moving picture is a new opportunity for
the liberation of generous emotions and
for the better understanding of life.
In conclusion let me say that, as a
criminologist, I have been carefully observing the sinister aspect of the sun
during the last few days. It seems evident that the sun-spots are the cause of
the crime-wave. That lets the movies
out.
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Romeo

Mattioni,

of

the

Magallanes

Theatre

Mogul

Territory

these latter being usually frequented
theatre was not only made for motion
more than ever, when motion
NOW
picture entertainment is swaying
pictures, but has an ample sized stage,
by the younger children. The "Verand room for an orchestra of about
the peoples of every nation and
mouth" or matinee sections on Saturin countless instances supplies the only
days, and Sundays, and holidays, and
ten pieces. Besides the theatre, in the
form of amusement available and
the evening performances on
compatible with the means of
Thursdays are the popular perrural populations, an interesting
formances, and the better filmsby one, far away countries are
ONE
awakening to the vast possibilities
are usually reserved for them. At
account of the construction, operthese times the boxes are usually
ation and equipment of motion
opened up by the business of exhibiting
filled by the more well to do
picture theatres in the southernmotion pictures. Always, some one man
most point of South America,
families and the theatre is alwayscrowded.
Punta Arenas, Chile, has reached
grasps the new field first. In the Territhese shores. In a voluntary reThe performances usually contory of Magallanes, Chile, it was Romeo
sist of the presentation of one or
port of motion picture theatres in
oni
ed
Matti
who
first
open
eyes
the
of
the territory of Magallanes fortwo films lasting about two-thirds
of the time, and then, after a
warded by Ronald D. Stevenson,
the public to the silent drama.
short intermission, the time is
American Vice Consul in charge
e
ulat
ral
of the Cons
Gene
at Valusually occupied by some enterparaiso, Chile, it is learned that one,
tainer, singer, or short vaudeville act.
same building, there is a "cafe" which
is
always
well
patronized
before
and
Romeo Mattioni, holds at the present
Occasionally
on evenings when the perafter the performance and during the
time practically a virtual monopoly of
formance
is
given
as a benefit to some
intermission of about ten minutes. Also
organization,
local
talent is employed.
the motion picture business in this teron the second floor in the front part
ritory.
of the building there is a large ball
Not only is there a virtual monopoly
ly
room which is rented for dances given
practical
THIS
y of
all thetheatre,
theatresas inwell
the as
Territor
in the presentation of motion pictures
by the various societies and clubs in
Magallanes, is under the management
in Punta Arenas, but this same manPunta Arenas.
of Romeo Mattioni, whose address is:
agement also controls all the other moTestro Palaca, Punta Arenas, Chile.
tion picture theatres in the other small
every
given
are
ES
RMANC
PERFO
towns of the Territory, namely Puerto
He has secured the presentation of all
evening from 9.30 to 11.30 or
Natales with a population of about 650,
moving picture films presented in Chile,
twelve. And on Saturday and Sunand holds the exclusive presentation for
and on "Isle Dawson", an island with
day afternoon and on holidays there
a total population of less than 300.
various of these. According to Matis a "Seccion Vermouth" or matinee
Other theatres are being established in
tioni, there are four important film
section, between 6 and 8 P. M., and in
other small communities as soon as
agencies
doing business in Chile at the
addition on Sunday afternoons and
they become large enough to make the
present time. Two of these are
holidays there are usually two other
business pay.
branches of American film agencies,,
sections from 2-4 and 4 to 6 P. M.,
There are four motion
another is a branch of the "Max
picture
houses in Punta Arenas,
Glucksman" film agency, well known;
both in Chile in Argentina and which
Chile, which is the southernmost city in the world and
buys many American films, and the
has a population of about
fourth is the Italo-Chilena film agency
22,000 people. Only one of
which deals principally in European
these, however, can really
films. Of all the films presented here,
be called a motion picture
the American films are by far the most
theatre with any pretense of
being at all modern.
The only other theatre in Punta
The Palace theatre, picArenas
popular. that is doing any sort of busitured herein, was only reness at all is the "Select," which is frecently constructed, the first
quented only by the poorer people. It
way.
performance being given
is
under
the same management but canin it in April of 1925. The structure is
not compare with the Palace in any
estimated to have cost nearly 1,000,000
pesos, which at the prevailing rate of
The "Politeama" theatre was built
exchange at the time of construction
about five years ago, but the owners
would be equivalent to about $100,000.
never had money enough to finish the
There are four hundred seats in the
building completely. Having lost condownstairs portion or "orchestra secsiderable money, the owners eventuallytion", twenty-six boxes with a seating
turned
the management over to Mattioni.
capacity of six each, and three hundred seats in the gallery, making the
The "Municipal" is quite a neat little
total seating capacity of the theatre
theatre built originally by one of the
eight hundred and fifty-six, which is
wealthy inhabitants of Punta Arenas
quite often increased to about one
and presented to the Municipality.
TEATRO
PAL
AC
A
thousand by placing additional chairs
Later the Municipality leased it to a
downstairs and in the gallery. The
Punta Arenas, Chile ■
private company as a theatre.
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Parlez-vous

The

Continental
For

Countries

Americans
By

men
PUBLICITY and exploitation
in the motion picture industry of
the United States rate the highest in
the world. An American exploiter
.goes abroad and is literally swept off
his feet with the eager welcome and cooperation extended him by foreign
•exhibitors.
"What, an American motion picture man has arrived ! What good
fortune ! Now, he will show us how
to create larger attendance at our
theatres. He knows how, for, are
not American movies the best in the
world, and do not more people in
America go to the cinema than in
any part of the world ? Voila — ! ! !
and Donner Blitzen ! ! !
We must
have his help at once. He will show
us the way."
Until now, that has been the experience of American publicists and
exploiteers abroad, and rightly so.
Two things have developed in recent years which promise to widen
the usefulness of, and resultant profit
to exploiteers, publicists and specialists, abroad, and will the same exploiteers take advantage of these opportunities ?They will, if they brush
up on their foreign languages and
customs of Europe, Asia and South
America.
One of these developments which
statistics from every quarter confirm
has been the practical swamping of
foreign markets with American productions. Mention any country you
choose, and with few exceptions you
will find local sympathy and support
preponderantly for American motion
pictures and American stars.
Self-protective measures may be
and are being taken by foreign governments to prevent, first, the inadequacy of homeland production and
exhibition, and second, the inevitable
internationalization which follows in
the wake of motion pictures. But,
they cannot stifle the taste of their
citizenry for the most entertaining,
the most instructive, and finest motion pictures, the proud development
•of America.

Are

Who

Francais?

Full

Speak

ABRAHAM

of

Golden

Their

Voila, and

Donner

Do
you
language?

know

Blitzen!
a

foreign

you talk French?
German?
Itaian?

Do
The

you

want

a good

job?

Industry abroad is calling. Will you answer?

Nathan Mannheimer, Eugene Zukor,
Arthur Loew, Harold B. Franklin,
Roxy, or anyone else who has studied
foreign theatres, and they will tell you
that those theatres are 50 years behind the plane, found reflected today
in the American theatre.
STILL

Language

BERNSTEIN

The second development and one
of recent origin is the entrance of
American producers and distributors
into the foreign theatre field. Ask
any one of these men, Marcus Loew,
Elek J. Ludvigh, J. J. McCarthy,

Can

Opportunities

IIS THE

DARK

picture houses in France,
MOTION
Germany, Italy, India, China,
South America, are still in the dark
ages of the marionette show, as
far as lighting, musical and stage presentation, advertising, exploitation, and
house management are concerned.
What has all this to do with the
advertising man, the exploiteer, the
house manager, and the American
stage director? It has this to do.
American motion pictures have developed aliking and a taste in the
hearts and souls of foreign peoples.
They have brought to them, a vision
of a golden land ; they have inculcated
a newer taste for American clothes,
customs, and fashions, which are enticing and desirable to the submerged,
stifled and strike-weary fellow human beings, and once having started,
we are expected to, and we must go
on and on, satisfying this urge for entertainment and light-hearted surcease from a troubled world.

It is up to the American skilled
craftsman to impart the benefit of
his specialized knowledge to the day
of newer and better theatres, and motion pictures abroad. With their help
and guidance, American producers
and distributors can keep pace with
the demand for American methods.
The field is there; the opportunity is
there; and the world is calling to him,
but he must be well equipped, more
than ever before, to make himself understood and to make others understand.
Otherwise, his task will be a hard
one. A publicity friend of the writer
has been thinking constantly of
brushing up on his German, his
French or his Spanish, or even the
Russian languages. And he will begin the first of the year. There are
several good things he is considering,
which, when his proficiency to cope
with the intricacies of Parlez-vous,
Habla Usted Espanol and Sprechen
Sie Deutsch will have been perfected,
which will place him in a position of
the utmost usefulness. Then such
proposals may become

effective.

As a matter of fact, almost every
one of the host of really worthwhile
American publicists and specialists,
like Horace Judge, James V. Bryson,
Erno Rappe, Frank Tours, Ben
Blumenthal, Paul Perez, and others
have tested the possibilities of pioneer
work abroad, and have found them
lucrative as well as fascinating.
With the increase in advertising
and exploitation plans, and appropriations which such companies as Universal, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Famous Players-L a s k y, Prod. Dist.
Corp., C. B. C, and others are planning for activities abroad there is
bound to be a hurry-up call for the
man who can step into some mighty
fine jobs in England, France, Germany, Italy, and elsewhere. Many of
us already possess the knowledge
and experience which will be in demand. It might not prove to be untimely advice to exploiteers, if I say,
now is the time to study a foreign
language.
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Mack

Ruth Hiatt (above) and Raymond McKee (right) the Mr.
and Mrs. Smith in the new series
of the "Smith Family" comedies.

Sennett

OF

A

Players

KIND
Now

Active

Thelma Parr (left) and Ralph
p Graves (above), two of the most
popular of the Sennett group
producing for Pathe release.

ALICE DAY'S new comedy
is laid in a farm locale. SupP RODUCTION
porting Alice are Eddie Quillan,
Danny O'Shea, Joseph Young
and Thelma Parr. Earle Rodney is at the megaphone.
H
IGHLIGHTS
$ $ $
RAYMOND
McKEE and
Ruth Hiatt are maintaining a busy schedule
finished "Chip of the Flying U," will make
on the Smith Family series. Gilbert Pratt isthe new production.
* * *
JACK
one of leading
screendom's
now guiding these stars in a two-reeler in
best
knownMULHALL,
and most popular
men,
which Carmelita Geraghty makes her Sennett
HONG-KONG
has
it
all
over
Paris
in
the
has been added to the cast of "Silence," now
debut. Also in this cast are several screen
matter of creating fashions, Leatrice Joy says,
being produced at the Cecil De Mille Studio.
favorites including Mary Ann Jackson, Barbecause
the
heavy
silk
trousers,
woven
by
the
The past year has witnessed Mulhall in the
ney Helium and Irving Bacon.
Chinese girls in her present starring picture,
male lead of four outstanding productions,
* * *
"Eve's Leaves," have made such a favorable
with Corinne Griffith in "Classified," Colleen
impression on Leatrice that she predicts the
EDWARD HORTON, immediately followMoore in "We Moderns," Dorothy MacKaill
adoption of feminine pants as everyday wear
in "Joanna," and Blanche Sweet in "The Far
the completion
of "Poker
which
within a few years.
he isingmaking
at Universal
under Faces,"
the direction
* * *
of Harry Pollard, will start another comedy,
Cry."
VIOLA DANA has been selected to play
"The Whole Town's Talking" under the direction of Edward Laemmle. Laura LaPlante
opposite Kenneth Harlan in "Crashing Timbers" with Henry B. Walthall in a prominent
is co-starring with *him* in* "Poker Faces."
supporting role. Frank Hagney, DeWitt
Jennings, Fred Kohler and Billy Kent also
LAWRENCE GRAY will play the leadingwill be in the cast.
male role in Bebe Daniels' next Paramount
* * *
comedy, "The Palm Beach Girl," by Byron
LOUISE FAZENDA is a most important
Morgan. He has just completed his second
addition to the cast of "The Old Soak," Slopart opposite Gloria Swanson in "The Unman's
picturization
Donof Marquis
play.
tamed Lady." This has just been announced
She will
be seen in ofthetherole
the eccentric
by William Le Baron, associate producer at
maid. George Lewis, June Marlowe, George
the Long Island studio where interiors will be
made.
Siegmann and William V. Mong will be in
* * *
the supporting cast of the picture, which
marks Jean Hersholt's
bow as a star.
* * first
*
GRETA NISSEN has been signed by Universal to play the lead opposite Norman
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON, who
Kerry
in
"The Love Thief," according tohas been signed to star in "The Whole
telegraphic announcement from Universal
Town's Talking," under the direction of EdCity. "The Love Thief," adapted from the
ward Laemmle, will have many well-known
story by Margaret Mayo, will be directed by
names in the supporting cast. Dolores Del
John McDermott as one of the special proRio will play the role of the stage "vamp" ;
ductions of Universal's
Trixie Friganza, the famous stage star, has
* * 1926
* program.
just been signed. Virginia Lee Corbin will
Glen Hunter and Mildred Ryan, who put
OTIS HARLAN has been signed to do a.
play the ingenue lead. Malcolm White, Robover some very excellent acting in "The
ert Ober, and Margaret Quimby have been
featured
role in "The Whole Town's TalkClod
Hopper," released by Associated.
signed for supporting parts.
ing." The leading lady and other members* * *
of the cast have not yet been chosen. ProRALPH GRAVES started his new picture
duction will start in about ten days.
MACK SWAIN, popular comedy "heavy,"
under Moffit's direction, following compleCissy Fitfgerald, and Billy Kent, the child
tion of a two-reeler which Wesley Ruggles,
actor who scored so heavily in King Bagwell known feature director, supervised. In
under the
directorial
winggot's "The Home Maker," will play supportof BEN
Eddie TURPIN,
Cline, is making
a mythical
kingdom
the current Graves' film Ruth Taylor appears
ing roles in "The Big Night," Laura La
opposite the star. Others in the cast are
comedy with Ben as a Crown Prince. MadePlantc's
forthcoming
starring
line Hurlock, Sunshine Hart, Dave Morris,
which
Melville
Brown will
direct. production,
Patsy
O'Bryne,
Dale
Fuller
and
Marvin
Lobach.
* * *
Blanche
Payson, Herbert Sherwood and Bud
* # #
Jameson complete the cast.
HOUSE PETERS will be starred in
DIRECTOR William K. Howard's descrip"Prisoners of the Storm," from the popular
tion of "Bachelors' Brides," is "A laugh in
NIGEL BARRIE, recently returned from
novel "The Quest of Joan," by James Oliver
every foot with a thrill between each laugh."
Curwood as his next production for UniIt is the newest Rod La Rocque starring picEngland, Borgatto, the celebrated Italian acture for De Mille. Howard describes the film
versal, according to an announcement from
tor, and Charles Puffy, Austrian stage star
who has been playing in Universal comedies,
Henry McRae, acting studio general manas a delightful "comedy-mystery" piece,
ager. Lynn Reynolds, who directed Peters
will have important parts in the supporting
which masterfully combines genuine laughs
with
hair-raising
situations.
in his last picture, "Combat," and who just
cast of "The Love Thief," for Universal.
ALMOST A SCORE of some
of filmdom's most prominent
players have been signed by Universal for parts in forthcoming
productions, according to word
from Henry McRae, directorgeneral of production at Universal City.
* * *
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BOX

REVIEWS

OFFICE

Key To The Rating System
1
A Road Show Calibre
2 Excellent
B First Run Product
3 Good
C Suitable for Second and Subsequent Runs
4 Fair
D Action Pictures, Westerns and Melodramas
* Not Recommended
E Shooting Gallery Stuff
Unusual Exploitation Possibilities
MARE

NOSTRUM

WATCH

Metro-Goldxvyn Photoplay. Rex Ingram
Production. From the story by Blasco
Ibanez. Directed by Rex Ingram.
Length, 1 0,500 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Freya Talberg
Alice Terry
Ulysses Ferragut
Antonio Moreno
His wife, Dona Cinta
Mile. Kithnou
Their son, Esteban
Michael Brantford
Their niece, Pepita
Rosita Ramirez
Toni, the mate
Fredrick Mariotti
Doctor Fedelmann
Mme. Paquerette
Count Kalendine
Fernand Mailly
Ulysses, son of a family of sea-farers, follows in
the footsteps
of his forebears,
despiteNostrum
his wife's
wishes.
In command
of the MaTe
he
visits Italy, where he is attracted by Freya Talberg,
through her resemblance to the allegorical Aphrodite,
his beloved Goddess of the Sea. War breaks out.
Freya is forced by German agents to conscript
Ulysses to their work as spies. He is innocently
instrumental in outfitting a submarine which later
sinks a ship on which his son is a passenger. Subsequently, Freya is shot as a spy, and Ulysses goes
to his death on his craft, after first visiting vengeance on the undersea destroyer responsible for his
son's death.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

Box-Office Highlights: Exquisitely photographed scenes of the
beauties of the sea in a variety of
moods. The scene inside the submarine showing the death-dealing machinery at work gives an
exciting peep into a strange, terrifying world. There are hushed
dramatic moments in the death
scene

of the woman

spy and

in

the father's receipt of the news
of his son's death.
Pictorially, the film is superb.
Dramatically,

you have occasion-

al flagging moments, none flagrant enough to spoil the picture
as a whole, but sufficient to keep
it from attaining road show calibre. The acting is best described
as competent.
Audience Appeal: The scenic
beauty will interest the "toney"
folks. The melodramatic action
and

love interest will satisfy the

"just folks."
How to Sell It: An

excellent

chance for tie-ups with libraries,
book-shops, marine societies, and
opportunities for window display
in commercial aquariums.

WIFE

PARTNERS

Universal Production. Story by Goesta
Sergercrantz. Directed by Sven Cade.
Length, 6,980 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Claudia Langham
Virginia Valli
O'Malley
Pat Nat
ham
Lang
James
Benjamin Harris
Carr
Gladys Moon
Helen Lee Worthing
Alphonse Marsac
Albert Conti
Madame Ruff
Aggie Herring
James Langham, an author, and his wife, Claudia,
are annoyed by the little things of life. Finally, a
violent quarrel parts them. Claudia moves into a
down-town hotel ; James remains at home. At the
hotel Claudia- meets a former foreign friend, a fortune-hunter. The two are much together. Langham learns of a social service bureau that rents
wives, that is to say, a fair companion from 10
a. m. to 10 p. m. He rents one. Claudia, learning
of
this,former
and misinterpreting
the tonewgo lady's
presence
in her
place, determines
away with
her
foreign friend out of sheer pique. James goes
after her, catching her just as the train is pulling
out of the station.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:
Box-Office

Bl

YOUR

AGAIN

5am. Goldwyn Production. Released by
United Artists. Story by Montagu
Glass. Adapted by Frances Marion.
Adapted by Henry King. Length, 6
reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Abe Potash
George Sidney
Mawruss Perlmutter
Alexander Carr
Hattie Potash
Betty Jewel
Allan Forest
n
Da
Schenckmann
Robert Schable
Rosie Potash
Lillian Elliott
Aviator
Earl Metcalfe
Pazinsky
Lew Brice
Abe and Mawruss have taken over the agency for
the Schenckmann Six. Business is not so good, and
Abe allows himself to be inveigled into a stock
scheme by his nephew. Mawruss refuses to enter the
negotiations and they split. Abe comes to grief in
this venture and has to flee the maddened stockthe police.
doesn'tinto
forsake
Bis
old pal, holders,
and also arranges
for Mawruss
Abe to escape
Canada
by
the meantime,
that airplane.
the stock Inmanipulators
have Abe's
been niece
caught,learns
and
Abe's name cleared. After many exciting incidents
chasing the fleeing plane, all come to the ground.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating: B2

B3

Highlights:

The

wife-renting idea takes the story
out of the realm of plausibility
into that of sheer farce, and by
this token is the most entertaining device in the picture. Not
that this is so "hot" so far as entertainment goes, for at the best
the amusement is mild, and the
interest inherent, chiefly, in the
domestic situations.

Box-Office Highlights: Starts
ofi with considerable laughing
gas, but rather sputters out toward the end of the journey. Not
that it drags, for it has action
and movement from beginning
to end, but the laughs aren't so
plentiful in the later sequences.

up any real excitement

Nevertheless, there's a lot of humorous Hebraic by-play in the
familiar style of the Potash and
Perlmutter series, and the titles,
though not as consistently funny

or give the story something unusual in the way of interest. The
attention is held because the con-

as previous effusions, bubble
with a measurable amount of
merriment.

There
to muster

is nothing

at any point

tinuity issmooth, and the direction competent. You keep watching because one thing is quite dependent on the thing that follows. Pat O'Malley and Virginia
Valli give excellent portrayals.
Audience

Appeal:

Married

folks will undoubtedly find something of interest here, or to take
sides with. Young "eligibles"
come likewise in this group.
How

to Sell It: Feature

the

title in all your billing, advertising and publicity. A likely seller
for the mailing list.

The

characterizations

by

George Sidney and Alexander
Carr are beyond criticism.
Audience Appeal: The reviewer has seen this sort of thing go
great
gunsit in
the with
"sticks,"
and
he's seen
meet
the same
reception on Broadway. Adults
and children like it.
How

to Sell It: Get up enlarged bromide of some of the
characteristic dialogue of Abe
and Mawrus, and place it out
front where it will be missed by
none.

A

good

lobby

draw.
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MOANA

THE

Paramount Release. Robert J. Flaherty
Production. Story and Direction by
Robert J. Flaherty.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND

SYNOPSIS

Moana
His Sweetheart
Younger Brother
Parents
Rest of the Tribe
This is practically the portrayal of the philosophy
of a race, and expresses the poetic subtlety and
graceful charm of life for the natives on the island
of Samoa. The youth, Moana, typifies broadly the
youths of the island. He must not only show bravery on the field of battle, daring on the sea, a*\d
skill in the pre-nuptial dance, but he must pa=,s
through an ordeal of pain before he can win to
manhood, prestige for his village, honor for his
family, and the maiden of his desire. The ordeal is
tattooing, and Moanai undergoes three weeks of
gruelling agony in making the grade.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:
Box-Office

chaff on the raging surf reveal
the adeptness of the islanders on
the water. They are shown diving deep into the sea, wrestling
with turtles as large

as sharks, and bringing them
umphantly to the surface.

tri-

Though the picture is essentially educational in content, it is
entertaining in effect, for the
daily tasks have been woven info a story-like sequence, which
begins with the trapping a wild
boar and ends with Moana' s marriage. There is no lack of romance and picturesqueness to the
episodes.
Audience Appeal: A typical
movie audience, made up from
the conglomerate ranks of the
public, seemed visibly pleased
with this peep into another world.
Aside from its wholly pictorial
and

educational nature, the producer has shrewdly dramatized
some of the incidents, so that the

emotions
a play.

as well as the mind

to Sell It: Seems a "natural" for a call on the feature
editor. Appropriate for group
attendance from schools, geographical clubs and sundry. Get
your mailing list busy.

COP

Joe Regan
Lefty Flynn
Alicia Davidson
Kathleen Myera
Wm. Radcliffe Davidson
James Marcus
Mrs. Radcliffe Davidson
Adele Farrington
Marmalade Laidlaw
Ray Ripley
Harvey Phillips
Nigel Banie
Tapioca
Raymond Turner
Jerry Murphy
Jerry Murphy
Joe Regan, traffic officer, has adopted little Jerry
Murphy. An automobile runs over little Jerry. Joe,
returning home laden with presents, is aghast a* the
near tragedy. The doctor advises sea air and close
attention for little Jerry. Joe gets a leave of absence and lands at Del-Mar-By-The-Sea, a sort of
semi-fashionable sanitarium and hotel combined. Here
he meets Alicia Davidson and they fall in love. Mr.
Davidson is satisfied, but Mrs. D., having social
ambitions, objects. Later, on an automobile ride,
the whole family and some kiddies are endangered,
when the brakes go wrong. Joe follows in a Ford,
and ait flying speed swings from one car to the
other, and saves the day. Mrs. D. is impressed by
his bravery and the nuptial bells ring out gleefully.

Rating:
Box-Office

By Michael L. Simmons

B2

Highlights:

Ray gets himself over with a
light, airy manner that brings to
mind

some of his good characterizations of old. Not that he does

a rube
camera

role, but that his perfect
ease, his jaunty flippancy

and expressive gestures are that
of the finished screen actor.
The

titles are tuned

Rating:

Charles

nicely to

Box-Office

C2

Highlights:

ages to maintain

Man-

its interest chief-

ly by a change of pace; an episode of love interest is quickly
followed by a touch of comic
characterization ; comedy relief
is followed
action, and

quickly by dramatic
this in turn switches

to heart appeal

drawn

from

the

the story so that many a humorous situation realizes its vitality

spectacle of "shooting" cute little
kiddies in "cunning" poses.

in the

Putting all these elements together you have a comedy drama
with a fair amount of interest.

have

title. The

done

script writers

their work

exceeding-

ly well — the story having an entertaining flavor throughout.
Eleanor Boardman doesn't get
much of a chance to distinguish
herself, but what she does is convincing. The direction is sound.
Audience

Appeal:

The

sort of

stuff usually termed "fodder for
the tired business man." Nothing poignant, nothing particularly sophisticated or graphic, it
nevertheless has the stuff to give
folks of all classes a fairly good

Separate

them

and

you

have

no

single factor that particularly distinguishes itself. One might except the personal appeal of
"Lefty" Flynn, who is really
very likeable and attractive. The
climax is achieved in a runaway
automobile ride down a hill, the
effect of which

is rather common-

time. It's quite likely to attract
folks who expect to see Ray in

Audience Appeal: Nothing
place.
for the upper classes here. Suited
to gullible and unsophisticated
palates only.

one of his typical "rube" roles.
He'll
probably satisfy them in
the
change.

How to Sell It: Solicit your
local police on the idea of giving

get

How

TRAFFIC

Bob Wharton
Charles Ray
Lory Knight
Eleanor Boardman
Bernice
Lane
Sally
Carter Lane
Ernest O'Neill
Gillen
Homer Lane
Charles Clary
Robert Wharton, Sr
David Torrence
Mr. Knight
James Corrigan
Edward Blake
Forrest Seabury
Nat Slauson
Ned Sparkea
Lory Knight, daughter of an old Southern family, wins a beauty contest, and is auctioned off for
a dance with the highest bidder, the proceeds to go
to charity. Bobby Wharton wins the dance, and
final./ her hand with a breezy brand of wooing.
Later, she learns he is entirely dependent on his
rich father. She returns home. He follows, and
starts a shoe business in her home town which booms
quickly. He becomes so popular with the girls that
one of them determines to win him at all costs. She
compromises him, and Bob is being forced to marry
her at venes,
theand she
pointsaves
of ahim.
gun, when Lory's love inter-

Infi-

Perjlous excursions on out-rigger
canoes tossed about like so much

THE

F. B. O. Production. Story by Gerald
Beaumont. Directed by Harry Garson.
Length, 5,193 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

By Michael L. Simmons

nite patience and painstaking efforts have wrought this into an
authentic document of the daily
routine of the Samoan natives.

hare-handed

BLOCK

Metro-Goldxvyn-Mayer Production. From
the novel by Rex Beach. Directed by
Hobari Henley.
Length, six reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

B2

Highlights:

AUCTION

special
How

to Sell It: A striking opportunity to tie up with shoe
stores. Also appropriate for
staging

an auction dance, auctioning the prettiest of the best
dancers to the highest bidders,
the proceeds to go to charity, as
is done in the film.

performances, with percentage of the receipts going to

the Widows
Another

way

and

Orphans

Fund.

to provoke

news-

paper comment is to give a special showing to the inmates of the
local orphanage. The film is appropriate intheme for staging a
kiddie show.
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MOTHERS

Paramount Production. From the play by
Edgar Sewyn and Edmund Goulding.
Adapted by Forrest Halsey. Directed
by Herbert Brennon.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ethel Westcourt
Alice Joyce
Jerry Naughton
Conway Tearle
Kittens Westcourt
Clara Bow
Kenneth Cobb
Donald Keith
Mrs. Massaiene
Dorothy Cumming
Irma
Elsie Lawson
Hugh Westcourt
Norman Trevor
E hel Westcourt, once a famous actress, now married, finds herself practically ignored by her husband
and her daughter Kittens. That is, the latter two
have their own social interests, and night after night
spend their time elsewhere but at home with mother.
Mrs. Westcourt learns that Kittens is having a dangerous affair with a certain Gerald Naughton. She
determines to intervene. At the same time she
learns
her she,
husband's
infidelity.
Westcourtto
decides ofthat
too, will
live, andMrs.
commences
frequent the gilded salons of dance. She accepts an
invitation
to Naughton's
There,flaysheher.is
found by her
daughter and apartment.
husband. They
She breaks with Naughton, and returns home to get
her belongings and leave the country. Her husband and daughter, penitent, urge her to come back
to them, but she, noting only their selfish motives,
says "good-bye" and leaves.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

B2

DRIFTIN' THRU
A Charles Rogers Production for Pathe
Release. From story by Dickey and
Haven. Directed by Scott R. Dunlap.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dan Brown
Harry Carey
The Girl
Harriett Hammond
Joe Walter
Raymond Nye
Stella Dunn
Ruth King
Bill Dunn
Stanton Heck
Joshua Reynolds
Bert Woodruff
Only the passing whim of a strange girl saves
Driftin' Dan Brown from capture and hanging for
a crime which he never committed. In his quiet
way, he thanks her, and leaves her to wonder. Then
Fate takes a hand and brings Dan into a< partnership with an old prospector looking for gold near
an old ranch of which Joe Walter is foreman. Joe
knows that there is gold on this ranch, and ever
since the death of the owner, had been planning to
make s dummy sale to his sweetheart, wife of Bill
Dunn (for whose murder Dan had been blamed),
and with her, capitalize on the real wealth of the
ranch. And it just so happens that the girl who
saved Dan from capture is the same girl to whom
the ranch had been left as an inheritance, and that
it was that girl that the widow Dunn and her accomplice, Joe Walter, were planning to cheat. All
this, of course, is frustrated when Dan finds gold
on the ranch, and warns the girl. In the meanwhile, because the sale does not materialize, differences come up between the two cheats, and soon
the truth is brought to light that the widow Dunn
was herself responsible for her husband's death.
By Hank Linet

Box-Office Highlights: Alice
Joyce can always be depended
upon to do a young matron
role with finesse and charm, and

trick mule. Dan's victory over
Joe Walter with the aid of a stiff

here she presents a personal picture of great beauty. Her camera
poise is one of the priceless

finger pressed against Walter's
back, and a match-stick. Great
kick. The reckless riding of Dan

things of the screen world. Conway Tearle is, as always, grimly
masculine, and attractive for ail
that. Clara Bow gets a chance
to unfold a variety of histrionics,
and she does so with diverting vivacity.
Norman Trevor, though handling himself with the ability of a
finished artist, doesn't seem happily cast in the part of the erring
husband. The family atmosphere is well realized, the story
interesting enough to hold the
ittention throughout, though the
early sequences are jumpy.
Audience Appeal: No question about it, the story will find
a ready reception

among

women.

The

first night's audience in particular will probably start comment by taking sides, as to whether the mother did the right thing
in the end.
How

to Sell It: This

taking

sides business should be well capitalized in advance. A thin outline of the plot sent to the women of the neighborhood, asking
each what she would do in the
same

place, should
able interest.

stir up profit-

Box-Office Highlights: The
comedv between Dan and his

(Harry

Carey), and his fine portrayal of a drifter.
Story is average western, but
cast picks it up with good acting.
Some

good

photography

in the

bar-room scene around the gaming table. Otherwise, there is very
little to get excited about, for the

FIFTH

Prod. Dist. Corp. Release. Photoplay by
Belasco Productions. From Satevepost
story by Arthur Stringer. Directed by
Length, 5,503 feet.
Robt. Vignola.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Marguerite De La Motte
Barbara Pelham
Allan Forrest
Neil Heffner
Louise Dresser
Mrs. Claudine Kemp
William V. Mong
Peter Heffner
Craufurd Kent
Allan Trainor
Lucille Lee Stewart
Natalie Van Loon
Anna May Wong
Nan Lo
Lillian Langdon
Mrs. Van Loon
Flora Finch
Mrs. Pettygrew, of Indiana
social lion,
and
Neil Heffner, son of Peter Heffner,
devotes his spare time to sport. His fiancee, Natalie
Van Loon, is interested in Neil because of the great
fortune he is destined to inherit. In the South lives
Barbara Pelham, the last of her line, with her
source of insole by
Sally.
maiden come,aunt,
her cotton
fire. She
is destroyed
crop,Barbara's
determines to go to New York and see Heffner with
a view to obtaining an advance upon the coming
season's cotton crop. On the train Barbara meets
Mrs. Claudine Kemp who invites her to stay at her
home during her visit in New York. Heffner makes
advances which she repulses. Meanwhile, Neil realizes that Natalie's motives are mercenary, and breaks
with her. He asks his father for a job and is sent
Neil
elder Heffner's
to
Neil takes
One day there.
friends. holdings
Barbarathe become
andinspect
engagetheir
announce
to
house,
father's
her to his
ment. The latter exposes her as having been an
neverthebut Neil
of Mrs.
inmateless insists
calls
Heffner
marry her.
he will house,
that Kemp's
upon Mrs. Kemp to substantiate his charge. But
Mrs. Kemp, who has been appealed to by Barbara
to tell the truth, after having been kissed by Barbara, exonerates the girl, whereupon Heffner apologizes and accepts her as his daughter-in-law.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:
Box-Office
splendid

Audience Appeal: It is a western of the real western variety,
where

lots of

things are

taken

for

Bl

Highlights:

characterizations

The
by

Marguerite De La Motte and
Allan Forrest; the fast action,
based on a story that contains no
serious improbabilities ;
the
"Fifth Avenue" flavor of the entire production, with its sets and
costumes

outcome of the story is very evident from the time Dan is saved
from capture "f'r somethin' I
didn't do" by the girl, who, by
the way, is rather pleasing to look
at.

AVENUE

in keeping;

the

alto-

gether reasonable amount of suspense and the lavish sets. Technically, an excellent picture.
Audience
above

Appeal:

everything

Over

and

else, this is a

women's picture. They won't be
able to resist the gowns. They
are bound to get a thrill out of
the elite gambling establishment.

granted or entirely overlooked because they originated
out in the wild and wooly west.
But there is enough fun peppered

There's a
throughout.

throughout the picture to make
even the more sophisticated sit
through it and like it, even though

won't be equally effective with
the male portion, barring possibly the mannequin parade.

they might

not write home

doesn't

feminine
Yet the

contain

appeal
picture

anything

that

to the

neighbors about it. Great picture for the followers of Harry
Carey, and for the enthusiastic
western drama audience en toto.
How to Sell It: Harry Carey

all the way through. He has a
tremendous pulling power among
the audience of westerns.

How

to Sell It: Use

the Na-

tional Tieups, as provided by Exhibitors Review. Devote special
attention to the possibilities of
tieing up with the fashionable
shops if there are such. Stress the
"little girl in the big city" angle,
also.
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Short

"Gooseland"
Pathe
2 reels
Alice is a little Dutch girl who lives on a farm
in Holland. A party of Americans come to stop on
their farm and the fun begins when the man in the
party, who is there with his fiancee, falls head over
heels in love with Alice. The fiancee leaves in indignation and Alice is free to marry her American.
Lots of geese, a collapsible bathtub that
collapses, beds that give way to the weight of
their occupants, are calculated to produce
laughs. However, the disjointedness of the
situations only tends to confuse and arouses
the query, "What's all the shootin' for?"
Pretty Alice Day is featured but is given
little opportunity to display her abilities as a
comedienne. Sunshine Hart, with all her
avoirdupois, makes a funny picture in her
quaint Dutch costume. A little Dutch baby
succeeds in stirring up some interest.
* * *
'Moving Day"
Fox
2 reels
Helen and Warren have decided to move to the
suburbs. They are reconciled to the fact that Warbrother, hiswith
wife packages
and small and
son pets,
are to the
live party
with
them.ren'sLoaded
leaves for a ride in the subway after which it is resolved that the best way to ride in a subway is by
'.axicab. When they arrive in their new home, they
ire further disheartened by the fact that the rain
has made a veritable swimming pool of their living
room
rescue.; their saving grace of humor comes to the
Here's one that should be a laugh-getter
with any audience. The laughs are cumulative, starting with the complications that
arise when Helen thinks she is admitting her
husband when in reality it is the moving
men — and Helen garbed only in a bath towel.
The episode in the subway is a riot providing
a steady stream of laughs.
The regular Helen and Warren series cast
does extremely good work in this two-reeler
whichfar.is perhaps the best one they've done
thus
* * *
"Elsie in New York"
Fox
2 reels
Elsie froivi ihe country arrives in the big city
armed with $1.50 in cash, a book on how to avoid
the snares and pitfalls of the metropolis, and a world
of confidence. Securing a job in the packing room
of a dress establishment, Elsie becomes friendly with
a fellow worker who saves her from the unwelcome
attentions of the manager by revealing his identity.
He is the owner's son so he fires the manager and
makes Elsie say "yes."
An O. Henry story that has the human interest touches and humor characteristic of the
works of our short story writer. The continuity is good and while the comedy is not of
a hilarious nature, it is thoroughly entertaining. The inevitable surprise ending comes as
a real surprise.
Gladys McConnell does very well as the
simple village maid. Hallam Cooley, who
plays the lead in the Helen and Warren series, has a very likeable personality and is a
happy selection for the male lead.
Make known the fact in your advance advertising that this is an adaptation from an
O. Henry story. It should prove a draw.
"Mummy
Love"
F. B. O.
2 reels
A professor, his secretary and his beautiful daughter arrive in Egypt to explore the mummy caves
under
the from
king'shispalace.
Actionspiesbegins
as soon as
the sheik
observatory
the approaching
expedition. Abduction of the pretty maid naturally
follows ; but she does not long grace the harem.
Love guiding, the secretary finds a way to her side
throug-h all possible and impossible dangers, and the
potentate is finally outwitted right on his own undergrounds, for they escape via the cave disguised as
mummies. This clever ruse enables them to walk
out to safety unmolested — the natives being too'
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frightened at the phenomenon to interfere. The adventure ends fittingly with a desert typhoon whose
hot breath further fans the flames of love between
the united pair.
All comedies needed in the old days to
fetch good long bursts of merriment was
about ninety per cent of pie — the missile variety. Now look at them ! To produce "Mummy Love' the recipe calls for no less than a
desertful of sand, an oasis with at least six
waving palms, bronzed giants, covetous
sheiks, caves, palaces and willowy maidens,
camels, alligators, bats, gorillas, white mice,
and spiders, and Brrr — a cellarful of musty
mummies. Mummies. But it is a comedy for
all that. Despite their formidable character
these ingredients are mixed and moulded to a
nicety, resulting in an excitingly funny picture. The question is: — When mummies begin to function in comedies how long can embalming remain a dead
* * art?
*
F. B. O.

"In

the Air"

2 reels

The three brothers of Avoirdupois receive their
diplomas from a correspondence school, as hoboes
de luxe. They determine to get the full value out
of the degrees, and they hie forth on the road. There
adventure takes ihem in and out of jail on the slightest provocation. Running afoul of the law, they are
fortunate in proving of assistance to the sheriff. However, they refuse all honor and decide to continue to
exercise the rights of graduate hoboes.
Fat-man gags are not unusual in short
comedy stuff, but the spectacle of three
heavyweights, looking more like old-time
caricatures of the beef trust than anything
else one can conceive, makes for a laugh
right off the bat. A piece of comic business,
whereby two of the brothers are driven by
necessity to simulate a horse, gets over in
real laughable style, covering a sizeable
sequence that in itself would justify calling
this comedy a laugh-getter. There are, howNOW
BOOKING
St. Patrick's Day Special
Week of March 14th
Fleischer Ko-Ko Song Car-Tune
"HAS ANYBODY
HERE
Hand
Colored
by Brock
KELLY"
SEEN

729 7th Ave., /V. Y. C.
DISTRIBUTORS

ever, other incidents calculated to furnish an
adequate measure of fun.
* * *
Educational

'Run

Tin

Can"

2 reels

Neal and Eddie are rivals for the hand of Mary,
who favors Neal. Neal has abandoned a well which,
unknown to Neal, becomes very productive. Eddie
rushes to Neal to have the well signed over to him
for a negligible sum. By the devices of Mary and
Neal's dog, Run Tin Can, Eddie's designs are upset.
Plenty of action, a fine cast, including Neal
Burns, Vera Steadman and Eddie Baker, and
a smart set of titles make for a thoroughly
entertaining comedy.
Run Tin Can is an exceedingly fine dog
and the animal's cleverness is properly capitalized. He virtually steals away the laurels
from the featured players, although their
work is highly commendable.
The titles are particularly smart and the
amusing.
caricatures
that accompany them are most
*

* *

"The Roosevelt Rescue"
International Newsreel
8 minutes
The International Newsreel Company was
fortunate in having a big game hunter
aboard the Roosevelt, armed with a camera
and bound for Africa. Circumstance placed
him on the ground when one of the most
exciting sea events of many decades took
place, the rescue of the crew of the sinking
S.S. Antino. These views graphically suggest the fury of the seas and the hazardous
conditions under which the brave sailors volunteered their heroic services. One of the
shots shows the smashed lifeboat in which
two lives were lost. Other views show the
rescued crew, the water-logged Antino
slowly descending to its briny grave, scenes
of the lifesavers receiving medals from King
George, the Roosevelt steaming up the Hudson on her triumphant return, the Captain
and his crew being met by their wives, city
cfficials, high army and navy officers, and so
on. All in all you have here one of the
most notable newsreel scoops in many
months, exciting, interesting and inspiring.

'Ko-Ko
Red Seal

Song

Car-tune" 1 reel

Ko-Ko leads his ink-well quartette through
the well known tune of "Has Anybody Here
Seen Kelly," coming to a grand finale when
the last chorus dissolves itself into Kelly
himself, a real brogue if there ever was one.
The last shot, "Kelly with the Green Neck
TIE," forms itself into a tie of vivid green,
and gets the laughs. Good entertainment
that can make the people sing.

"Searchlight,
Red Seal

Issue C"

1 reel

Two parts constitute this Searchlight. The
first is a really fine piece illustrating from
life the metamorphosis that takes place in
the transformation of an ugly worm, through
all the stages when it finally spreads its
wings as a beautiful moth. The second is
a scientific treatise, put up so that the layman could appreciate and understand the
rcrystery of the soap bubble. Great stress is
laid upon the fundamental upon which the
bubble depends — the surface tension that is
part of every body of water.
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Heralds

and

Programs

Bring

Big Results

What

You must advertise to get them to your
theatre, and keep on advertising to keep
your regular patrons and get more. Advertising is a necessity, there is no getting
away from that. There are many ways of
advertising — and they all get some results.
One of the best and quickest methods to
start results is by using heralds to announce
your coming attractions. These should be
w ritten in a catchy and striking way, giving
a special slant to the feature of the picture.
Heralds are one of the specialties of the
National Poster and Printing Co., of Chicago. This company also prints weekly programs to be distributed to the homes. They
attract people who do not come to your
theatre and others who do not come often.
You can distribute them at your theatre also.
The illustrations get the patrons' attention
and the reading matter holds their interest.
It is claimed by the National Poster and
Printing Co. that over 350 motion picture
theatres are using their weekly programs as
the cheapest advertising they can buy that
gets real results. The cuts and copy are
furnished you by the company, carefully selected and written to your satisfaction. The
National Poster and Printing Co. will also
attend to your mailing matter. Samples and
price lists will be gladly sent you on application.
* * *

of

are
a

Lobby

Displays

Displaying your current and coming productions means much in putting over your
picture. Generally, people passing by are
interested in your presentations. They
wonder what you are showing today and
tomorrow and the next day and even the
following week. It is your duty to give
them this knowledge. If you can do it
elaborately, do so. If you cannot, do it in
a plain business like manner. Frames for
your lobby displays attract the eye and in
this line, Stanley Frame Co., are considered one of the best.
Send for Catalogue and Circulars

MUSIC

BUYERS

1520 B'way

New

CORP.
York City

Good

Requirements
Projection

There have been whole volumes of written
matter on what constitutes a really good
projection lamp. Each year in the endeavor
to meet new requirements, new lamps have
been added to the already numerous assortment on the market. Some few, however,
have been able to withstand from the very first,
the many changes that new
ideas and improvements
would have necessitated
had not the lamp been
originally built of the very
finest of material, and in
true accord with the highest of projection engineering principles.
One well known company recently made a list
of what it thought were
the true requirements for
a good projection lamp.
The list is somewhat like
this.

Screens to Cut Expenses and
Assure Good Service
It is well said that your screen today is
worth no more than its value a year from
today. Is it not, therefore, a good policy to
make your initial installation of such screens
that will assure you minimum depreciation,
and at the same time, the best of service?
The Da-Lite Screen, manufactured by the
Da-Lite Screen and Scenic Company of Chicago, costs you, it is claimed, less than 1%
of your entire theatre investment. The extra
years of service that you will get from the
Da-Lite Screen will overpay for it many
times. This screen wears. Its surface is put
on to stay on. It is almost scratchproof , and
resists flaking, scaling and tranishing. -Constructed with heavy coatings through special
processes, the backing of the screen gives
you the utmost durability. The highly reflective surface gives you all that can be desired in the part the screen plays in the
showing of your pictures.

the

The 900-Watt,
30 amperetionalNaMazda

First, does it give the
true tones to the projected
picture? Then, is it able
to eliminate entirely the
very annoying flicker that
is caused by an inconstant
light source? Does it
make the picture a visionary torture to the patrons
who happen to be seated
way up front of your
theatre ?

And as regards to your
projectionist, does it tend
Motion P i c- to eliminate the obnoxious
ture Lamp.
fumes or gases? And does
it require constant attention after once set, or is
it of the fool proof and dependable variety?
As to cost of a lamp that will come through
such a test, the only thing that can be said
is that the price paid is immaterial. Rather,
it should be figured on the basis of how much
current will it save, and what its average
life is.
This list of tests for a lamp is very thorough and complete leaving but little to be
desired. Of course, nearly every lamp on the
open market will claim all these attributes as
its very own. But there is really only one
way to find out, and that is to make your individual tests. It may take you a little time,
but in the end you will be the one to benefit
by it. Not only will you be able to ascertain
what the cheapest lamp for use will be, but
you will also find a way to give the maximum
of pleasure to your audience.

MAZDA

GETS

122 FT. THROW

ENID, Okla. — Two of the very latest type
Motiograph projectors were installed in the
New Royal, opened recently here. These
were Mazda equipped with Cinephor Condenser system, the installation berng done by
H. G. Greekmore, chief projectionist. New
Superlite lenses and motor driven rewind
were also installed. The equipment was sold
by the Anderson Theatre Supply Co., Oklahoma City, Okla., and they are to be complimented on this wonderful installation.
The throw is 122 feet and the light source
is Mazda, the picture is very bright and clear
with this long throw.

We

would

Lamp?

like to receive let-

ters from exhibitors. Informal
letters, saying very directly and
without any attempt to make
rhetorical statements, telling
about what they find good and
what bad in the field of projection and equipment.

Tell us

your ideas, and you will be
more than amply repaid with
the ideas of others.

Using
Many

Plastic

Relief

of the Newer Theatres
Favor Ornamentation

Now

It has been called to the attention
of those
follow whatwho
is new
and improved in
the way of theatre
construction that
many of the newer
theatres are using
a good deal of
plastic relief for
their lobby and ineffects. terior decorative
There is a wide
variety of uses for
these reliefs : fan
Drackets, pilasters,
capitals, rosettes,
mouldings and so
on. There are
ishes that can finbe
many different

One of the one hundred kinds of wall fixtures made by The
National Plastic Relief
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

had for
plas- can be treated just like a
tics, these
because they
wood.
In the line of electric fixtures a special
compo material shows up to very fine advantage. There are perhaps two hundred
kinds of such fixtures on the market, —
sidewall brackets, indirect ceiling fixtures,
semi-indirect bowls, chandeliers and such.
These make up in a most attractive style,
and are orators
recommended
by the leading dectoday.
It would certainly be very much worth
while that every exhibitor, contemplating a
new theatre, investigate thoroughly this line
of decorations before contracting for anything that might come his way first.
Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchanges
for the

It's
littleaidto you
ask can
for, give
but your
it's musicians
the_ only
reliable
to help put the picture over.
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THEATRE

CONSTRUCTION

Attleboro, Mass.— Arch : J. A. Tuck, Eagle
Building Assn., Park Square Bldg., Boston,
having revised plans prepared on theatre at
Bank St., 112 x 240. $350,000. Noted Dec.
31.

Classified
Opportunities
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy
For Sale

Situation Wanted

EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
if battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
^,'oods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
ixhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 5-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair ; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, dropped factory patterns ;
some cost as high as $5 ea-ch, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Redington Co., Scranton, Pa.
VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa.

MANAGER at liberty after Maixh 15th; 20 years'
experience, managing and owning vaudeville, picture, combination, road show, and picture with presentation houses. Able to do own publicity, exploitation, work. Able to build own prologue and presentations. Able to buy and book vaudeville, pictures,
road shows. Have the very best of reference from
former positions and recognized showmen. Am a
business getter as proven, and like lots of work.
Prefer large Class A theatre or group of smaller
houses. Salary what I am worth to you, or will
consider percentage proposition, or a fair salary to
start. Married, 39 years old. Will go anywhere if
there is chance of advancement. Address, Box 12,
Exhibitors Review.

Williamsport, Pa.— Theatre being planned
at Williamsport, Pa., by Chamberlain-Comerford Co. (J. R. Cadoret, representative), address 341 Pine St., to be located at 4th St.,
120 x 140. $650,000.

FOR SALE — UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER,
16-inch Carriage, perfect condition. Can be used
for
Billing and Making Out Reports. Price $60.
City.
Box H. S., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York

VIOLINIST AND PIANIST TEAM want steady
work cueing pictures in Illinois, Wisconsin or Iowa.
Have large repertoire of motion picture music and
seven
State111. everything in first
letter. years'
M. J. experience.
Weber, Galena,

Lakewood, Ohio.— Plans prepared by
Braveman & Havermaet, of 208 Ulmer Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio, on theatre at Madison Ave.
& Hilliard Rd., 115 x 240. $350,000. Owners: H. Robbins, Hippodrome Bldg., and M.
Rubin, Ulmer Bldg., both in Cleveland.

GUARANTEED— 'A H.P., 110 volt, 60 cycle, single phase, used motors, with pulley at $7.50 each;
cash with order. Also brand new 54 H.P., 110 volt,
Westinghouse make, at $13.75 each. Brand new
1 K.W., Westinghouse 32 volt, 1150 speed, light
and power generators at $48.00 each; 25% with
order, balance C. O. D. We repair and rewind
motors and generators, etc. Bargains on electric
fans. General Distributing Co., Security Storage &
Van Bldg., Duluth, Minn.

Grand Island, Nebr.— Plans being prepared
by J. Eberson, 212 E. Superior St., Chicago,
111., for Hostetler Amusement Co., Brandeis
Theatre Bldg., at Grand Island, Nebr.
$200,000.

WE HAVE a limited number of Vs H.P., 110 Volt,
D. C, and 220 Volt, D. C. motors at $5.50 each.
One-sixth H.P., same as above, at $6.00 each. First
class condition, overhauled. Cash with order. Suitable for operating moving picture machines, rewinding machines, etc. General Distributing Co., Security Storage & Van Bldg., Duluth, Minn.

Omaha, Nebr.— Orpheum Circuit, care M.
Singer, gen. mgr., 1301 Madison Park, Chicago, 111., preparing plans on theatre seating
3,000, at 15th and Harney Sts. $1,000,000.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, FILMS, Supplies, Stereopticons, Spot Lights ; Power Veriscope,
Motiograph, Edison, Zenith Projectors. Suit-case
Machines ; Theatre, Road Show and Home Machines. Bargain lists. NATIONAL EQUIPMENT
CO., 409 W. Michigan St., Duluth, Minn.

Fresno, Calif.— Preliminary plans are being
drawn for L. L. Cory, Cory Bldg., by E.
Mathewson, Cory Bldg., on general reconstruction on present theatre.

250 REELS, Features, Westerns, Comedies, Scenic
and International News. Bargain lists. NATIONAL
EQUIPMENT
CO., 409 West Michigan St., Duluth,
Minnesota.

Guilford, Conn. — Archt : J. Weinstein,
Metropolitan Bldg., Chapel St., New Haven.
Preparing plans on theatre at Water St.,
Guilford, Conn. $150,000. Owners: United
Theatres, Inc., care Architect

Easton, Pa. — Archt: Kirkpatrick & Martin.
220 S. 16th St., Philadelphia, preparing plans
on theatre at E. Northampton St., 120 x 120
$600,000. Owner: T. B. Hochman.

Los Angeles. Calif.— Revised plans are being prepared by L. A. Smith, Film Exch.
Bldg., on theatre at La Brea Ave. near Wilshire Blvd., for W. H. Fisher, Union Oil
Bldg. $350,000. Noted Dec. 31.
Oakland, Calif. — R. Midgley, of the American Theatre, San Pablo Ave. and 17th St.,
plans theatre costing $1,000,000 and seating
3,600.

Oroville, Calif.— Paramount Theatre Corp.
care Starks and Flanders, archts., Ochsner
Bldg., Sacramento, had plans prepared on
theatre seating 1,500. $250,000.

Bristol, Conn.— Bids are being taken on
theatre being constructed at Main St., 75 x
175. Colonial Theatres, Inc., care A. H.
Lockwood, and S. A. Peters, 102 South St.,
New Britain, and Mowll & Rand, archts
$350,000. Noted Dec. 24.

Hartford, Conn. — Contract awarded by
Allyn Realty Co., Allyn House, Asylum St.,
to R. F. Jones Co., 36 Pearl St. Archt. est.
on theatre, $350,000. 92 x 145, seating
2,000. Private plans. Noted Dec. 24.
Canton, Ohio.— Contract awarded by Palace Amusement Co. to R. G. Witters 312
3rd St., N. W. Archt. est. on theatre, $250,000. 100 x 146 feet

MARCHANT
CALCULATING
MACHINE— A-l
condition ; late model. Don't miss this chance to
get a real machine for $75.00. Box M. O., Exhibitors Trade Review, New York City.
FOR SALE — Motion picture theatre; town of 5,000;
fully equipped ; seats 290 ; one other small theatre
opposition. $3,500 if taken immediately. M. J.
Weber, Galena, 111.

Local Films
MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial,
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
For Rent
MOTION PICTURE and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.
Not Classified Ads
But Classified Opportunities
in EXHIBITORS REVIEW

HERALDS
SHIPPED SAME DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED
lar
EDMI
| Guaranteed Service — Good Work — Popular
Prices — Send for Trial Order.

FILMACK
736 S. WABASH

FOR SALE — Bell and Howell inductor compensator, 110 volts, 60 cycles; good condition; $45.00.
Sent prepaid. Arthur Herzog, North Judson, Ind.
Mailing Lists
k Send
Will help
you increase
Bate*
for FREE
catalog gtoUac
coantsandprlceson classified a*or*3
exNatlonal,
toq rbesState,
t prospect)
ve
contomev*
Local--Firms.
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Professions, Business
m

99%&ZAS*mA
Gould coJBpt Louis

COMPANY
AVE. CHICAGO

HOTEL
FLANDERS
Just East of Broadway
119 West
Through

47th

Street

to 48th Street

A
modern high-class 15story hotel very close to
CINEMA
The Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager: E. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" is the only picture publication
circulating throughout the Orient.
Address:
"CINEMA," 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

Times Square and within a
few minutes to all leading
Theatres
Rooms

and

Shops.

with running

water

Rooms

with bath $2.50 up
$2.00
Special ratal for long or short period*
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THE UNHOLY THREE
Starring Lon Charity, with Mae
Busch , Matt Moore, Tod
Browning'
s production of the story
by
Tod Robbins.
HIS SECRETARY
Norma Shearer ivi/h Ijw Cody.
Hobart Henley's production. With
Willard Louis. Story by Carey
Wilson.
NEVER THE TWAIN
SHALL MEET
With Anita Stewart, Bert lyiell
and All Star Cast. By Peter B.
Kyne. Maurice Tourneur, director. A Cosmopolitan production.
SUN UP
With Pauline Starke, Conrad
Nagel, Lucille La Verne. fulmund
Gouldrng'j production of Lit I a
Fo timer's play.
LIGHTS OE OLD
BROADWAY
Starring Marion Da-vies. A
Monta Bell production. With
Conrad Nagel. From Laurence
Eyre's play "Merry Wives oj
Gotham." A Cosmopolitan production.
DANCE MADNESS
With Claire Windsor and Conrad
Nagel. Robert /.. Ijonard's production. Story by S. Jay Kaufman.
AUCTION
BLOCK
With Charles Ray, Eleanor
Boardman. Hobart Henley's production. Based on Rex Beach's
novel.

oidwyn

-M

THE MERRY WIDOW
Starring Mae Murray and John
Gilbert. Erich Fon S/roheim's
prod action Henry IF. Selvage's
stage success by l.ehar- 1 .eon-Stein.
SALLY,

IRENE AND
MARY
With Constance Bennett, Joan
Crawford , Sally O' Neil. Edmund
Colliding'
production of the
Broadway splay.
PRETTY LADIES
With Y.asit Pitts, Tom Moore,
Lily an Tashman, Ann Pennington .
Monta Bell's production of the
story by Adela Rogers St. Johns.
EXCHANGE OE WIVES
W ith Lew Co dy, Eleanor
Boardman, Renee Ailorte,
Crtighton Hale. Hobart Henley's
production of Cosmo Hamilton' s
play.
THE MASKED BRIDE
Starring Mae Murray. By Leon
Ahrams. Directed by Christy
Cabanue.
BRIGHT LIGHTS
With Charles Ray and Pauline
Starke. Robert '/.. Leonard' s production. Story by Richard Council.

ayer
THE

MIDSHIPMAN

Starring . Ramon Navarro. By
Carey Wilson. Christy Cabaurie,
director.
THE

BLACK

THE DEVIL'S CIRCUS
Starring Norma Shearer. With
Charles F.mmett Mack, Cafrnel
Myers. A Benjamin C hrisiianson
production .

A SLAVE OE FASHION
Starring Norma Shearer, with
Lew Cody. Hobart Henley's
production of the story by Samuel
Sliipman.
GO WEST
Starring Buster Keaton. Presented
by Joseph M. Schatck. Directed
by Buster Keaton.
SOUL MATES
With Aileen Pringle and Edmund
Lowe. Jack Conway's production based on Elinor G/yii's novel,
"The Reason Why. "
OLD CLOTHES
Starring Jackie Coogan. Story
by -Willard Mack. Directed
by Eddie (.'line. Under personal
supervision of Jack Cooga/i, Sr.
TORRENT

With Ricardo Cortex., Greta Garbo
and Star duction
Cast.
proof the Monta
novel Bell's
by Blasco
J banes.. A Cosmopolitan Production.

ANOTHER

5

Distribution
charts

BIRD

Tod Browning's production of his
story — starring l.on Chaney. With
O wen Moore, Reucc Adorer.
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I i T Tysterical

Entertainment

*- A says the Boston Traveller.
One of the best in a long, long
time," says the Bridgeport Star.
That's why big first run exhibitors
have
booked "Rainbow Riley."
They know Johnny Hines has the
drawing power
that fills big
theatres.
Here

are just a few:

Olympia in Boston; Poli in Bridgeport;
Strand in Cincinnati; Rialto in Louisville;
Lyric in Minneapolis; Broadway in Charlotte; Empress in Oklahoma City ; Pantheon in Toledo; Des Moines in Des
Moines; Main Street in Kansas City; New
Grand Central in St. Louis and many
others.

It's a Shower

A

Hut

of Gold!

actional

Picture

Members / Motion Picture Producers *mt Distributors of America Inc.— Will Hays Pntutnt
Ftrxi Kanontl
Pkcturct Inc by
Foreign
Righu Controlled

EDITORIAL

COMMENT

"It is nothing for you to know a thing, unless another knows that you know it."

Chains

Frequently

one saving feature about chain enterprises, from the standpoint of the independ-

THERE'S

ent business that has to meet their competition: Usually their ambition is unlimited. They
are ready to undertake
they undertake

methods

management
known

Even

with

the ambitious

in
ef-

fort of a chain of cigar stores to sell radio equipment. These stores entered into an exclusive

where

the

by his first name,

where

he is one of the

the maximum

In the case where

fleeced with shoddy

thousands
money-

of sets, goods running
And

nothing

the radio department
and

quit and

much

into considerable

happened.

of the cigar chain

the set manufacturer

turn his made-up

stock over

moral, obviously,

gave

was

up

glad to

to a big department

store to sell at half price, — pocketing
The

Finally

a big loss.

is that cigar stores ought

not to try to sell radio sets, but that, like most
chain
once.

enterprises,

they will try almost

anything

the management

business

we

find a more

or less

decora-

of the small

bunch

looks on the fans of the community

as a

of boobs, to be treated with no respect and
entertainment

as often as he

can get away with it ; where he isn't on more than
speaking terms with his fellow business men and
has

about

crooked

as

much

undertaker,

community
conditions

standing

as

are ripe and

a

ele-

gant for the chain crowd and what they can be expected to do to the independent house will make
a sad story.
So, after all, it's a matter of competition, with
the odds fairly well split according to circumstances.
If you

happen

to

be

an

yourself facing this problem,

In the theatre

gaudy

independent house is cold, literally "independent"
and in various respects antagonistic; where the

departments as well as some exclusive radio stores.
The set manufacturer, believing that he had turned
up a good many

of lights and

they want, plus a smile.

manager

ahead and made

is

cheer leaders of the community, the incoming chain is going to have a pretty rough time.

agency deal with the manufacturer of a well-known
radio receiving set and opened numerous radio

a good trick, went

manager

tions isgoing to have a hard pull against the fellow who knows his people and is giving them what

of the chain

to light recently

-Reach

is popular,

stand-by

they can deliver.

came

in connection

frequently

And

of this weakness

of operation

York

New

than

more

fair example

A

anything.

Over

over carefully and

you

can

Exhibitor

and

find

just look the ground
come

close to writing

parallel situation. We have chains of first-run
houses that are eminently successful. That means

your own ticket on the outcome. You can be fairly sure that a chain, if it takes the notion, will come

that almost

in ; but the question after that will be, can it make

any chain will wager

roll that it can conduct
ably in proportion
the first-run

you a sizable bank

small theatres just as profit-

to the investment.

chains

have

put

money

Some
into

of

small

houses and are now beginning to wonder* what it
is all about. And, meanwhile, the question remains unanswered — Can small-town theatres be
run successfully

on the chain basis?

At this time the probable
In any
small-town

case where

answer

.

is Yes and No.

the independently

operated

theatre is giving satisfaction, where

the

expenses

after it arrives?

If not, you

may

ulti-

mately be the beneficiary, inheriting a better theatre than the one you have, simply because

you pos-

sess the one real requisite — specific knowledge
the business in your community.

of
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Footnotes

on

Headliiiers

after a report on conditions in Ohio was
compiled from questionnaires sent to 1,000
Calendar of Coming Events
NEW YORK— Control of the West Coast
members of the organization.
Theatres, Inc., today passes to the Gore
NEW YORK— More than $3,000 in dues
Brothers and the First National Group. Sol
were received at national headquarters of
March
10.
—
Exectutive
Committee,
M.
P.
Lesser, vice-president and general manager
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
T. O. of Ohio, meets at Columbus.
of the string of 169 theatres, . sold his inMarch 17 — Northwest Film Board of ^America from affiliated state units. Enterests to them during negotiations here.
Trade Frolic at Seattle, Wash.
the national
organization's
achievementthusiasm
in oversecuring
a new contract
is held
NEW YORK— No decrease in the mini- 1
April 19-20.— M. P. T. O. of Western
reason.
ber of the state rights buyers and independent
Pennsylvania.
Convention
at Pittsburgh.
exchanges has taken place during the last
DETROIT— The American Cinema AsJune 1 to 5. — Annual Convention, M. P.
year, according to the Independent Motion
T. O. A., Los Aangeles, Cal.
sociation which is composed of 2,800 indePicture Association of America. There
pendent
theatre owners, today was continwere 254 independent exchanges and buyers
uing its plans for an extensive 1926-1927 profor Universal Pictures Corporation, and
with the beginning" of 1926, operating in 45
ductions. duction program of twenty-six feature procities and 32 states. Canada has 15 exchanglately associated with Joseph M. Schenck,
es distributed among six cities, making a
NEW YORK— Edwin Miles Fadman will
as associate producer, has left Schenck and
total of 269 exchanges in both countries.
shortly
open his own motion picture offices.
has been signed by Warner Brothers. BeMr. Fadman recently sold his interest in Red
NEW YORK— Authentic advices;' from
ginning
next
week,
Schrock
will
become
asHollywood report a move to (icombine the
Seal Pictures Corporation to Max Fleischer.
sociate executive to Jack L. Warner and
leading independent producing companies inhave the title of Assistant Supervisor of
NEW YORK— Two stars complete arProduction.
to .one national unit, which will open exrangements with new organizations. Mae
changes throughout the country! Among the
Murray,
signs
new contract with Metrofirms mentioned as being behind the plan '
Goldwyn-Mayer to make four pictures. John
are Chadwick Pictures Corporation and
Barrymore will go to United Artists for
Banner.
25"
RY Picture
FEBRUA
THURSDAY,
ALBANY—
The State
Motion
completion of "The Tavern Knight," his
NEW YORK— Report of Universal PicCensorship Commission will be retained unthird picture for Warner Brothers.
der the State Department of Education in
tures Company, Inc., for the year ended NoNEW YORK— A deal which has been
vember 7,1925, shows the year to have been
the Hughes plan for the reorganization of
pending for the last three weeks, whereby
the State bureaus, it was believed here tothe best in the company's history, net earntwo of the most important state rights orings available for dividends amounting to
day. Under the new plan, only one comganizations in the Eastern territory would
$1,925,506. This is equivalent to more than
missioner appointed by the governor will be
merge
their
interests in a new $500,000
eight times annual dividend requirements on
retained. He will have full supervision of
amalgamation, is consummated between
the first preferred stock outstanding, and
censoring and licensing films after the methCharles S. Goetz, president of Dependable
after allowing for annual dividends on the
od now pursued by the present commissioner.
Exchanges, Inc., of 729 Seventh avenue, and
first and second preferred stocks is equivNEW YORK— Cecil B. DeMille, is holdHerman Glucksman, president of the Capialent to $6.18 per share on the common
tol Film Exchange.
ing a series of conferences with the exec-*
stock compared with $5.62 per share in 1924.
utives of Producers Distributing CorporaWASHINGTON— Leaders of both the
NEW YORK— R. F. ("Pete") Woodhull,
tion and the eastern financial group interpresident of the Motion Picture Theatre
House and Senate are making plans to speed
ested in DeMille, Metropolitan and Pros-DisOwners of America, in addressing the A.
the passage of the new revenue bill, which
Co activities on a $10,000,000 program for
M. P. A. meeting, denounces the practice
has slashed the tax on theatre admissions.
1926-27.
of certain companies of employing players
The bill is expected to pass both houses in
HOLLYWOOD— I. E. Chadwick and Arrecord time and go to President Coolidge
primarily because of the amount of notorithur S. Beck are actively preparing organous publicity they received.
for his signature.
ization plans, scope and policy for the new
.At his suggestion the organization passed
formation of independent producers who are
KANSAS CITY, MO.,— This city has had
a resolution condemning this practice and
many court battles of exhibitor interest, but
to merge their producing and distributing
urging
the industry to refuse to employ any
none which attracted such wide attention
activities, and will call a meeting for March
one in films because of publicity gained
as the Jackson County Court of Appeals
1, when the scope and policy of the company
through notoriety.
will be outlined.
case, which will test the legality of the
KANSAS CITY, MO— Archie Josephson,
Joint Board of Arbitration here.
WASHINGTON— Reports here indicate
veteran
Kansas City exhibitor, is now head
NEW YORK— Cecil B. DeMille, superof the circuit of houses being organized by
that the British government is about to invisor of production for Producers Distribtroduce legislation prohibiting block booking
a syndicate. About thirty theatres will be
utors Corporation, arrived in New York
of pictures for British theatres. This step,
included in the new chain.
yesterday with the first print of "The Volga
it is understood, may follow additional fiNEW YORK— W. Ray Johnston, pres:Boatman," his latest and most spectacular
dent of Rayart Pictures Corporation, reports
nancing by the British government of stuproduction. He will remain here for several
dios
and
producing
companies.
weeks!
signing new contracts for the release of proNEW YORK— First National yesterday
ductions starring Reed Howes, Billy Sullivan and Jack Perrin. Each will appear in
continued making plans for its sales convenWEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY
24
tion. The eastern unit will meet here on
three groups of eight pictures in 1926-27.
ST. LOUIS — Missouri motion picture exNEW YORK— J. Charles Davis, 2nd, is
April 26. The Southern district and reprehibitors today are face to face with the most
sentatives from Canada and the Middle
completing
a thoroughDivision,
reorganization of his plans
Davis for
Distributing
now
West will meet at Chicago on April 20. The
serious Blue Law menace that has ever presented itself. It has been discovered that
Western division will meet at Los Angeles
in the hands of - a receiver in equity. -It
the Kansas City Court of Appeals handed
on March 6.
was learned that he expected to shape the
down a decision upholding the conviction of
affairs of the company in such a manner
LOS
ANGELES
—
Special
entertainment
Jack Kennedy a motion theatre owner of
that within a very short time it would be
program
is
being
mapped
out
here
today
for
Howard County, under an 1885 law.
able to ask the removal of the receiver in
the National Convention of the M. P. T.
NEW YORK— Abe Gore, of the West
equity and able to launch into plans for
O. A. here June 1-5.
Coast Theatres, Inc., who has been in town
1926-27.
KANSAS CITY— With adverse legislasome eight weeks, leaves for California, afNEW YORK— Latest reports from Washtion looming darkly with the approach of
ter confirming the story that First National
ington, D. C, quote Major General John A.
Missouri
and
Kansas
terms
of
the
state
legishad
taken
over
.Sol
Lesser's
interest
in
the
Lejeune,
commander of the Marine Corps,
latures,
the
annual
convention
of
the
M.
West Coast.
as saying that the exclusive contract which
P.
T.
O.
Kansas-Missouri,
at
-Joplin,
Mo.,
NEW YORK— The, True Story Films,
Metr'o-Goldwyn-Mayer has with the Marine
early in April, will be confronted with outcompleting the eighth picture of its first seronly. the United States is for one picCorps tureof
lining a drive.
ies, will distribute its own product independently for 1925-26. In charge is S. G. ConNEW YORK— To counteract harmful ruklin, personal representative of Bernarr McFRIDAY, FEBRUARY
27
mors which are circulating the industry conFadden, handling distribution.
cerning the financial position of the Fox
COLUMBUS, OHIO— The Columbus City
Films Corporation, which the recent action
COLUMBUS,
OHIO—
"The
exhibitor
in
Council discusses the possibility of a city
the small town, in Ohio at least, is out of
of the New York Stock Exchange motimotion picture theatre tax at its meeting.
luck, due to the good roads and automobiles,
vated, when the Exchange rejected the Fox
The action which Owas taken will be ancoupled with the fact that his operating exto list additional shares of nonapplication
nounced in several days.
penses continue to mount while his receipts
voting
common stock, Jack Leo, vice-presNEW YORK— Raymond Schrock, forare on the decline," says P. J. Wood, busident, makes public complete information on
merly general manager of Universal City,
iness manager of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio
the strength of the company.
TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY

23

February 27. I92()
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New

Booking

F.B.O.

Product

Smith

Touring

South

E. J. Smith, general sales manager of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., is touring the South
in the interests of his firm. Mr. Smith already has closed several big deals, as well
as having whipped into high-speed shape the 1
sales forces of several southern branches.
iff 4> . jfc
Four

for First National

Pauline Frederick will make four features
for First National Release, according to an
announcement by Arthur F. Beck, president
of Embassy Pictures Corporation, who has
just signed a contract with the star.

for

Season

■ Maintaining the momentum given to production by Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and general manager of Fox Films, the
West Coast staff has just started four new
pictures on the Fox Hollywood lot for this
season's schedule — -"The Shamlrock Handicap," "Rustling for Cupid," "Hard Boiled,"
andIn "Early
Wed."
additionto to
the four now productions,
there are three Hearing completion. These
include "Sandy," "Siberia," and "Hell's Four
Hundred." Four more^-"The Johnstown
Flood," "Yellow Fingers," "Tony Runs
Wild," and "The Fighting Buckaroo" are in
the cutting room..
Directors have just Deen assigned for
'"Fig Leaves" and "Thirty Below Zero," two
more of next season's' productions. "Threa
Bad Men" is practically finished for next
season and Raoul Walsh has ■ started back
from New York' to begin work on "What

during March than at any time heretofore."
The production department, under VicePresident Ji I. Schnitzer, has been especially
watchful during the current season, that
every unit of the F. B. O. product be a highly
standardized piece of merchandise, made to
meet every demand of the box-office.
Lee Marcus, general saies manager of
F. B. O., but recently returned from an extensive tour of the country, during which he
acted in the capacity of F. B. O. Month's
advance agent. Mr. Marcus visited a" all
the company's branches, and mapped out a
plan of intensive campaigning for March.
He addressed employees at the branches, and
also gest
called
on many of the company's bigexhibitors.

country. The series by Sam Hellman, the
Saturday Evening Post humorist, and stars
Alberta Vaughn. Other shorts released during March are two Bray cartoons, "A Beauty
Parlor," which 5s la Standard Fat Men
Comedy, and "A Fraternity Mix-Up, ' a
Blue Ribbon Comjedy starring Alice Ardell,
both from the Joe Rock Studios.
* * *

Four

Pictures

Present

Colvin W. Brown, vice-president of Film
Booking Offices, in charge of distribution
reports that next month, when F. B. O.
celebrates its own particular month — March
being F. B. O. nDonth— the company will
enter upon its annual yearly sales celebration, with the most formidable "hsf ci bookings that F. B. O. has ever 'enjoyed.
"It is perhaps
more to the general
excellence of the due
current product
this year,
rather than any intensive sales campaignMr. Brown,
lodged
F. B. ing,"
O. says
offerings
in more"that
first has
run houses

That F. B. O.'s front line trench contains
nothing but the kind of high powered material that can execute a big money offensive
for the most lethargic box-office in the land is
substantiated by the following list of productions which are heavily booked for
March.
"Wen Love Grows Cold" with Natachai
Rambova (Mrs. Rudolph Valentino), with
the name of Laura Jean Libbey as author
thrown in for good measure ; "The Keeper
of the Bees," a film version of Gene Stratton Porter's world famed novel ; "The Midnight Flyer," Arthur Guy Empey's sprightly
romance ef the thundering rail ; "The Last
Edition" ; Emory Johnson's fascinating
newspaper drama. "Queen o' Diamonds"
Evelyn Brent's finest picture to date: "Flaming Waters," a thrilling drama of the oil
fields; "The Night Patrol," starring Richard
Talmadge ; "The King of the Turf," a stirring narrative of the racetrack; "The Tough
Guy," starring Fred Thomson, and his beloved mount, Silver King, and many others.
Among the short subjects which will make
their screen bow in March are the rirsr of
the new Fighting Hearts Series, which is
similar
"The by
Fighting
Blood"allseries,
widely to
booked
exhibitors
over was
the

Starts

Paramount

Seeking

Roosevelt

Double

Candidates to play the role of Theodore
Roosevelt in "The Rough Riders" are beginning to appear in various parts of the
country — even in other countries, according
to Hector Turnball, associate Paramount producer at the West Coast studio, who is supervising- the plans to film this epic.
Since the call was broadcast for a man
to take the part of Roosevelt, as he appeared
at the time of the Spanish- American war,
more than 100 people have either applied or
sent in suggestions.
Only a few of these have been found,
upon
investigation, to be possibilities, Turnbull states.

"Firefly,"
a Magnificent
Horse, Which
Rudolph Valentino
Has Just Acquired
for Use in His New
United Artists
Picture,
"A Son of the Sheik."
The Horse Was
Acquired from
Captain Souder,
of Philadelphia
Police Department.

Two Glory."
original screen , stories by Peter B.
Price
Kyne are included among the four just
launched into production.- John Ford will direct "The Shamrock Handicap," a racing
drama of Erin's Isle and California. Janet
Gaynor, new find of Fox Films, will play
the leading feminine role, with Leslie Fenton and the veteran J. Farrell MacDonald
■ supporting. Irving 0. Cummings is directing
"Rustling
Cupid," with George O'Brien
and
Anita for
Stewart.
* %~ *

Saenger Books "Skyrocket"
Another big chain of theatres has been
added to the already long list of theatres
booking Peggy Hopkins Joyce in "The Skyrocket," Associated Exhibitors' big special.
The latest circuit to contract for this big
business-getter is the Saenger chain, with
houses in New Orleans and many other
Southern cities.
% *
Robbins Starts Film
Director Jess Robbins, of the MetroGold wyn- Mayer forces, began the direction
of "There You Are",, an original story by
F. Hugh Herbert.
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Laemmle
Arrival

of

Work
With the arrival of Carl Laemmle on the
Coast, the Universal Pictures Corporation
started work for its entire production schedule for 1926-1927— The Greater Movie List.
Besides the several super pictures being
undertaken by the Universal forces, including such huge screen projects as "The Flaming Frontier," "The Midnight Sun," "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," "Gullivers Travels," "Les
Miserables," and similar type pictures, Universal plans the release of five or six special
Reginald Denny productions, to be marketed
separately; twenty-eight Universal Jewel
pictures; twenty-four Blue Streak Westerns
made with outstanding stars and casts as
well as a splendid schedule of serials and
short product.
The Universal 1926-1927 output will be
known as "The Greater Movie List," because
each picture is promised as a distinct advance over anything ever put out before. The
pictures will be marketed on a special Golden Rule Contract which will have certain
features of exceptional advantage to exhibitors.
Among the authors in the list are Edgar
Franklin, Don Marquis, George Ogden, Dana
Burnett, Gertrude Atherton, Johnstone McCulley, John Emerson and Anita Loos, James
Oliver Curwood, Frank Spearman, Peggy
Gaddis, Arthur Somers Roche, Andrew
Soutar, Gabriel Reuter,, Lucile Van Slyke,
George Weston, John Taintor Foote, Nellie
Revell, William Johnstone, Winifred Eaton
Reeve, Byron Morgan, Richard Barry and
many others.
The directors include William A. Seiter,
Harry Pollard, Edward Sloman, tCdward
Laemmle, King Baggot, Edward Sedgwick,
Lois Web.er, Herbert Blache, James Spearing, Melville Brown, Lynn Reynolds, E. A.
Dupont and others.
The stars list Reginald Denny, Laura LaPlante, Edward Everett Horton, Mary Philbin, Hoot Gibson, Pat O'Malley, Norman
Kerry, House Peters, Viola Dana, Jack
Daugherty, Kenneth Harlan, Jean Hersholt,
Mae Bush, Francis X. Bushman and others
of similar reputation.
Pictures made by Reginald Denny will
be marketed separately as Reginald Denny
Productions. Five or six Denny productions
will be released during 1926-1927. The first
will be "Beware of* Widows."
* *
The twenty-eight Jewels scheduled for release "between September 1, 1926, and August,
1927, will
include
Laura
La Plante"
pictures, seven
Hoot four
Gibson
pictures,
two with
Mary Philbin, two with Norman Kerry, one
with House Peters, as well as pictures with
other stars.
Universal will start with "Poker Faces," a
Harry Pollard production. Edward Everett
Horton and Laura La Plante are co-starred
in this picture.
The next will be "The Old Soak," adapted
by Edward Sloman from the play, for release September 12.
The next release, September 26, will be a
Hoot Gibson production, "The Texas
Streak." Seven will be released : "The Texas
Streak" ; "The Prairie King," November 14 ;
"The Buckaroo Kid," January 2; "Riding
Like Fury," February 13; "A Hero on
Horseback," April 3; "The Silent Rider,"
May 15, and "Ace High," July 11.
In October of this year, Universal will release two Jewels.
"The Star Maker" and

Launches
Universal

on

Huge

Head

4U'
on

Schedule

"Perch of the Devil." "The Star Maker" will
be made with Mary Philbin, supported by
Francis X. Bushman, Mildred Harris, Warner Oland and Grace Darmond.
"Perch of the Devil" will be a King BagO'Malley.
got production, with Mae Bush and Pat
In November, 1926, two Jewels will be released, "The Ice Flood" and "The Prairie
December will see released "The Whole
Town's Talking," "Prisoners of the Storm,"
and
"The Big Night."
King."
"Prisoners of the Storm" will be released
December 19. and is a Lynn Reynolds production starring House Peters.
"The Big Night," for release December 26,
will be a Laura LaPlante starring vehicle,
and will be directed by Melville Brown.
In addition to the Gibson picture, "The
Buckaroo Kid," Universal's January 1927,
releases will include the Universal Jewel,
"The Runaway Express," and Edward Sedgwick production, with Jack Daugherty In
February, 1927, Universal will release three
Jewels, "Riding Like Fury," and "The Mystery Club," and "Butterflies in the Rain."
"The Mystery Club" will be a Herbert Blache
production.
In March there will be three more Universal Jewels, "Too Many Women." "Brides
Will Be Brides," and "Taxi ! Taxi !" The first
will star Norman Kerry, with May McAvoy. "Brides Will Be Brides" is another
Laura LaPlante picture.
The April list of Jewels will
sides "A Hero on Horseback,"
picture, "Another Woman's Life"
the Stretch." The first will be
vehicle for Mary Philbin.

include, bethe Gibson
and "Down
used as a

The May Jewel list will include "Spangles,"
"Take It from Me," and the Gibson picture,
"The Silent Rider." "Spangles" will be an
Edward Sloman production.
Starts Schedule
Jarl Laemmle, Who Is Now on the
Coast Supervising Launching of
Universal 1926-27 Program.

Program

Coast

for

Starts

'27

In June, Universal will release these Jewels :"A Savage in Silks," "The Love Thrill"
and "The Big Gun." "Savage in Silks" will
be a Laura LaPlante picture. "The Love
Thrill" probably will be another Laura La
Plante picture. "The Big Gun" will be a
Norman Kerry picture, directed by Edward
Sedgwick.
Gibson marks
picture trie
"Ace
forThe
JulyHoot
11 release,
flnalHigh,"
Jewel set
in
Universal's 1926-1927 Greater Movie List.
Universal's Greater White List also will
include other Western pictures — twenty-four
Blue Streak Western features, made with
such stars as Jack Hoxi, Art Acord and
Fred Humes. Each star will contribute six
In addition to the Greater Movie List,
pictures.
Universal's output will include six short
comedy series by the Stern Brothers, including the Buster Brown comedies, the "Newlyweds and Their Baby" comedies, the "What
Happened
to Jane"
comedies,
array
of
five Popular
Author
Serials, and
104 an
issues
of
the International Newsreel, a series of
weekly issues of short Western dramas and
other special short product.
* * *
Prizes

Distributed
F. B. O.'s

in
Contest

Results of the F. B. O. "On the Stroke
of Three" Contest, which closed August 31,
1925, have just been brought to a head
in the various localities where prize winners
reside. This contest, sponsored and paid for
by F. B. O., was instituted for the purpose of
discovering a better title for the F. B. O.Associated Arts Corporation production temporarily titled "On the Stroke of Three."
There were 189,654 title suggestions received and 151 prizes awarded. The first
prize was won by Vincent de Pascal, a
prisoner in Sin Sing, (Ossinning, N. Y.)
The prize, $1,000, went for his title, "The
Fatal Stroke," which was adjudged best of
all the suggestions racefived De Pascal
has since completed his sentence. The second prize, $250, was won by the Rev. N. L.
G. Anderson, of Tryadelphia, W. Va., for
the title, "Through Dust to Destiny," and
the third prize, $100, went to Mrs. A. Duncan, of Montreal, Canada, for the title,
"A Million Dollar Minute."
* * *
"Free Souls" Bought by M-G-M
"Free Souls," a popular noved by Adela
Rogers St. John, the well known authoress,
has been purchased for screen production
by the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, announces Louis B. Mayer, vice president in
charge of production for M-G-M.
Four

Warner

Releases

Four Warner Bros, productions, "The
Little Irish Girl," "The Honeymoon Express," "Other Women's Husbands," and
"The Sap" will be released during the month
* *
of March.
•' *•
Santell Making Comedy
"Molasses," M. C. Levee's new feature
comedy, has been started on the United
Studio's lot under the direction of Al Santell.
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Lester

Western

Scott

To

Guide

Patsy

"People used to tell me that the public
Would not write their
opinions of a picture," stated De Mille. "Therefore, for
years we went along trying to judge the
worth of an offering from applause alone.
This was unsatisfactory so we attempted
the so-called "impossible."
"And I am now convinced that the public
- at large will respond to a request that they
act in judgment on their own pictures. The
hundreds of replies we received in our Riverside experiment were clear and to the point.
We showed the picture to them in extreme
length and their suggestions towards bringing it down to normal length were logical
and convincing.
# * *

Giant

"Artificial dun

. An artificial sun, generating 325,000,000
candlepower, and recently completed as the
greatest studio light in the history of the
screen, is being given its trial in the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studio, preparatory to being used in Lillian Gish's new starring vehicle. "The Scarlet Letter."

With

R.

Miller

Patsy Ruth-Miller will continue as a Warner Brothers' star.
This week these producers exercised their
option to renew the contract with Miss
Miller, according to the anouncement made
by their West Coast studio. The renewal
also carries a substantial increase in salary.

It was just a year ago next month that
Miss Miller, after four years of. successful
free lancing, was taken into the Warner fold
and the producers are said to be highly
so much so that a
pleased
star, j with her work,
few months ago she was made a tull fledged

During the past year Miss Miller has
been featured in the following Warner
Brothers' productions : "Rose of the World,"
"Red Hot Tires," "Hogan's Alley," "The
"Nightie Night Nurse," ana
- Edge,"
FightineBent
for Heaven," the last of which
"Hell
has just been completed under J. Stuart
Blackton's direction.

"Blind

Cantor

Comedies
Starts

2-Reelers

Cantor Comedies, Inc., started on a series of twelve two-reel comedies starring
Donald Kerr, stage and vaudeville comedian.
Kerr's first screen vehicle for Cantor Comedies is "Some
Baby,"in now
production at
the Pathe
Studios
New inYork.
Bryan Foy, is handling the megaphone.

Cutting "Boatman"
"Letting the public cut it," is the latest
move of Hollywood film producers intended
to bring their offerings more definitely within the actual likes and dislikes of the ultimate consumer."
Cecil De Mille initiated this new system
which consists of "Opinion Cards" handed
and "The Volga Boatman"
out
will at
be previews,
edited in accordance with the verdict
of hundreds of people who attended the first
public viewing of this romance of the Russian revolution as held at Riverside, California.

Renew

Contract

Films

Contracts have been signed this week
whereby Associated Exhibitors, Inc., will
distribute eighteen Western features to be
produced by Lester E. Scott, Jr. The eighteen pictures will be divided in three
groups — six starring Buddy Roosevelt, six
starring Buffalo Bill, Jr., and six starring
YVally Wales, the "cowboy prince."
The signing of the big contract this week
marks the culmination of negotiations which
have been progressing for several weeks between Mr. Scott, who is head of Action
Pictures, Inc., and officials of Associated
Exhibitors, Inc.
The acquisition of these three Western
stars, together with the recent signing of
Bill Cody, gives Associated a line-up of
Western stars certain to furnish exhibitors
with a constant supply of the kind of slambang action Westerns that mean real money
to the box office. With the new combination functioning under the distributing facilities possible through Associated, - exhibitors throughout the country are assured
enough Westerns to fill their fondest wants
— and needs.
The Lester E. Scott, Jr., productions will
be produced at the Associated Studios in
Hollywood. Production will begin immediately and it is expected that the first picture of the Scott series will be ready for
release early in May of this year.
Each picture will be made from a story
of proven worth by an author of box office
value, and likewise each picture will be made
by a director who knows how to make pictures that sell seats.
SjC sjs ^£
Public

Warners

Signs

To Release "Nut-Cracker"
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., announces for
early
Nut and
Cracker,"
starring
Edwardrelease,
Everett"The
Horton
Mae Busch.

Goddess"

for Famous

Completed
With signing of two additional players,
the cast for Victor Fleming's Paramount
production, "The Blind Goddess," has been
completed, according to an announcement by
B. P. Schulberg, associate Paramount producer.

s are
ed player
and
featur
nce Jack'
Torre
principal
The Esther
n, Ernest
Ralsto
Holt,
cast inting
Louise Dresser. The suppor
cludes such names as Ward Crane, Richard
Louis Payne, Charles Lane arid
Ttacken,
y Clary.
Charle
Studio officials are planning "The Blind
Goddess" as one of the most dramatically
spectacular productions of the year. The
the
" isbyfrom
Goddess
"The ofBlind
story
Arthur
name
the same
famousof novel
Train. It was scenarized for Paramount by
Hope Loring and Louis D. Lighton.

Cecil B. DeMille, P. D. C. Director, is in New York to confer on next season
productions. From left to right: Oscar M. Bate, Lou Goodstadt, Cecilia De Mille,
Mrs. De Mille, Cecil B. De Mille and Raymond Pawley.
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Along

Film

Trails
With the Observer

Not so long ago we mentioned that this
seems to be the open season for good feature comedies. This week's releases appear
to sustain that point. Witness the simultaneous launching on Broadway of Universal's
"The Cohens and the Kellys" and Warner's
"Oh ! What a Nurse !" with the inimitable
Sid Chaplin.
* * *
Stand at any point between 47th Street
and 53rd Street on the Gay White Way,
and what may seem to you the rumblings of
a threatening typhoon is nothing else but
the rolling Niagara of laughs leaking out
of the ventilators, chinks and cracks of the
Strand and Colony Theatres.

For Sid Chaplin, one need only say that
he repeats with a vengeance so far as the
expectations raised on his performance in
the rollicking 'Charlie's Aunt" is concerned.
The picture is a veritable gag-fest, with Sid
the dynamic motor that keeps the picture
charged with the electricity of action, mirth
and merriment from beginning to end.
* * *
Speaking of open seasons, title writing has
picked up considerably these days. It is
the title writing that is in no little way responsible for much of the entertainment in
the above picture. In this case the titles
contribute as much value as the direction.
That's no mean compliment when one realizes that it was "Chuck" Reisner who wielded the megaphone.
* * *
Reginald Denny, Universal's pet comedy
ace, and whose work the past few seasons
stamps him as one of the best light comedy
men in the business, is to forsake the screen.
Don't get excited, it's not permanent. Denny
is coming East to do a legitimate stage play
next fall. And he's bringing Bill Seiter, his
director, to guide him in the speakies.
* * *
What the play is, isn't divulged yet, but it
is;a certainty that Denny doesn't intend to
leaye Hollywood flat on its back forever.
* * *
The hard-working Priscilla Dean, having
just finished the last scenes of "Forbidden
Wives" for Prod. Dist. Corp., now starts
work on "The Dice Woman," directed by
Edward Dillon. Considering the names of
these two pictures, and a preceding one, 'The
Danger Girl," one can't help but conclude
that Miss Dean makes a very representative
member of "the deadlier of the species."

Heres' a thought for the folk who have
been regaled with the details of the bottomless money-bags necessary to finance the
making of "Ben Hur," the time it took to
make, and the epic scale and breadth of
dimension of the present classic. In 1905,
"Ben Hur" was made by the Kalem Co., in
one reel, at a cost of about — well, the amount
would just about pay for the bird seed for
the little pigeon that May McAvoy uses in
the film

PAULINE

NEFF

SIGNED

Along

PAULINE NEFF will play the role
of Mrs. Holland in "Ransom's
Folly,'' the Inspiration Picture, starring Richard Barthelmess, now being
filmed at the Coast. Pauline Nelf
appeared recently in "The Midshipman" with Ramon Novarro.

Wright

Signs

Universal

New

Contract

William Lord Wright, screen writer and
production executive, renewed his contract
with Universal Pictures Corporation and as
supervisor of all serial productions. He has
occupied this position with Universal for
several years. He was the first producer to
make historical serials, producing "The Oregon Trail," "Buffalo Bill," "Stanley in Africa," "Robinson Crusoe."
Wright is now completing plans for the
production of five big serials, to be produced on a more elaborate and expensive
scale than ever before. The series will be
known as "The Famous Author's Five."
The authors are Courtney Ryley Cooper,
Arthur B. Reeve, Frank H. Spearman, John
Moroso,written
and William
F. ("Buffalo
Bill")J.
Cody,
in collaboration
with Fred
A'IcConnell.
* * #
Reginald

Barker

Heads

Group

Reginald Barker, director, has been elected
by his fellow directors as the President of
the
MotionWilliam
PictureBaudine.
Directors' Association,
to succeed
In the elections that made Barker president of the M. P. D. A., Henry Otto was
chosen assistant director, Rupert Julian as
technical director, Francis Powers, secretary
and Frank Cooley, treasurer.

Returns
Marcus

Loew,

Soon

Who

Is Now

in

Florida, Is Expected to Return
to New York Soon.

Film

Row

.

With BURNEY

Last night was the big night for Carl
Laemmle. In Holywood, at the Ambassador
Hotel, Henry MacRae of University City,
was toastmaster at a banquet given in Mr.
Laemmle's honor, yesterday being the actual
20th Anniversary day of Laemmle's existence as an exhibitor. J. Stuart Blackton delivered atribute, "One Pioneer to Another,"
and many special stunts were pulled, such as
a special newspaper for the occasion, special
Laemmle song and films of the old IMP days.
* * *
Warner Brothers report that "The Sea
Beast" is breaking records in Chicago at the
Orpheum Theatre. It has broken the standrecord
made by
Gold Rush,"
and ing
thehousefilm
is proving
to "The
be a knockout
all
* ""*'
j
.^ over the country.
Dallas, Texas, is to have a ten-story theatre and office building this coming year according to local reports. The project is in
association with Jesse H. Jones, capitalist,
and Marcus Loew. The theatre is to seat
3,000 and will be equipped for vaudeville and
pictures.
William Lord Wright, in charge of
serial production at Universal City, has renewed his contract with the company for one
year more. He will be supervisor of all serial production. Lord recently visited in N.
Y. and we found him to be an expert on the
short reel action films.
* * *
George Bernard Shaw, that super-publicist
again breaks into print, with his admiration
of the importance artistically and morally, of
the motion picture. But he does not believe,
however, that he is fitted to be a dumb dramatist. If Michaelangelo were alive, says
vyeorge, he would probably be asked to devote
his time to drawing pictures of "Felix the
Cat" for the movies, instead of painting Holy
Madonnas. Seems that Pat Sullivan is also
getting the breaks here.
* * *
"Lady Windemere's Fan," which was originally booked into the Forum Theatre in Los
Angeles for two weeks, has been breaking
house records with a four-week performance
so far, and the end is not yet in sight.
Captain Fairfax, Unionist Member of Parliament in England, has protested to Winston Churchill, Chancellor of the Exchequer
that American film producing companies pay
no British income tax on films exhibited in
Great Britain. He claimed that American
producers register their distributors abroad
as separate companies which showed no profits and paid no war tax. He advocated that
all copies of contracts between exhibitors and
ment.
distributors be sent to the Revenue DepartHobart Bosworth is to play the important
part of "Bowman" in the Universal picture
of circus
"Spangles."
Pat O'Malley
and
Marion life,
Nixon
are also featured
in this
film version of Nellie Revell's book.
* * *
Commonwealth Film Corporation has obt-ined a judgment against the East Coast
Films, Inc. (Johnny Hines and C. C. Burr)
for $6,338.45. This action involved three of
Johnny
Hines'
whose bygrosses
fell
below the
sumspictures,
guaranteed
the East
Coast.

Still
The

News

Life
of the

in Picture

Week

Form

Dorothy Revier, star of Columbia Pictures, welcomes King
Meighan, theforces,
newest
to that company's
on starring
his arrivaladdition
in Hollywood.

Cecil De Mille personally on the
job, directing Victor Varconi and
Julia Faye in a colorful sequence
of "The Volga Boatman."

"Runs" don't show under the
camera, and so Dorothy Dwan,
Larry Semon's leading girl for
Pathe, fixes them up for "Stop,
Look and Listen."

George C. Williams, publisher
of Exhibitors Review and Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW,
caught in a jovial mood at Atlantic City recently.

Dick Barthelmess, arriving in
Los Angeles for his new picture
for Inspiration greeted by the
California Orange Girls

Location work for Pathe's serial,
"Casey of the Coast Guard," becomes very hazardous at times.
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George Sidney and Charlie Murray pair
up in the Aaron Hoffman play that was
adapted for pictures, "The Cohens and the
Kellys.' Ana wnat a pair they do make,
with a laugh in theit every movement. Of
course, Sidney plays Cohen, and Murray
plays Kelly. Harry Pollard produced the
picture, and Universal
will release it.

Celebrities at the recent dedication of the new Talmadge park in San Diego, California. (Left to right) Mrs. Clarence Brown, wife of the director of Norma Talmadge's latest picture, "Kiki," for First National, Norma and Constance Talmadge.

George
Universal Lewis,
leading
man, learns how
they do the latest
steps out in the
great open spaces
where cowboys
are actors. His
instructress, Virg i n i a Bradford
shows what the
well dressed cowgirl should wear.

Lois Boyd, who plays an important part
in the hilarious standard "Fat Men" comedies released by Film Booking Offices.

"You may have put lots of fellows in jail, try it yourself," Lew Cody says to members of the American Bar Association as he ushers them into the jail set in "Monte
Carlo." The attorneys visited the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios during their
mid-winter convention in Los Angeles, and Cody played host for the jail part.
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PRODUCTION

ft

HIGHLIGHTS

ALAN HALE will have Horace Jackson
as art director for his next picture. Barbara
Bedford. Ward Crane and Charles McHugh
have been cast for parts.
* * *
BETTY COM P SON is signed for the
First National picture, "The Wise Guy,"
which Frank Lloyd will direct. James Kirkwood, Mary Astor, George Cooper and Mary
Carr are others who have been cast.
* * *
MAE BUSCH, who was recently loaned
to Universal to play in the picture, "Perch of
the Devil" is once more back at her studios
following the completion of her role.
* * #
RUDOLPH VALENTINO'S latest picture, which goes into production shortly under the direction of George Fitzmaurice for
United Artists' release, is to be known as
"The Son of the Sheik." The picture is from
E. M. Hull's novel, "Sons of the Sheik."
Frances Marion did the script.
* * '*
JOHN L. HAWKINS producer of the
Grantland Rice Sportlights for distribution by
Pathe Exchange, Inc., returned from Florida
where his staff of cameramen filmed a large
number of interesting shots of luminaries
of the sport world and important sport
events held in the cities of Tampa and
Miami.
CECIL

B. DeMILLE, supervisor of production, arrived in New York this week with
the first print of "The Volga Boatman,"
his latest and most spectacular production.
He will remain here for several weeks.
* * •*
WILLIAM RUSSEL, who contracted
some time ago to go to France and start in a
picture of the French Revolutionary Period
for the Concordia Film Cormpany of Paris,
has cabled that company that he does not intend to go abroad to make the picture.
JULES LEVY, formerly sales manager for
Universal Pictures Corporation, is a very
busy man these days, commuting between
New York and Philadelphia, Boston, Pittsburgh and St. Louis on a number of special
propositions. In the very near future he
will be ready to announce what his new
connections will be.
BOYLAN
twoMALCOLM*
ParamountSTUART
productions,
"Miss
Brewster's Millions,"
starring Bebe Daniels, and
"The Cat's Pajamas."
* * *
CLARA BOW is now appearing in her fortieth motion
picture,
"The
Runaway," being made
in Hollywood
for
Paramount by William de
Mille.
* * *
CHARLES HUTCHINSON, the star and director
of the ten episode serial, "Lightning Hutch," for
Arrow Pictures Corporation,
came to New York recently
with the third and fourth
episodes. He is on the way
to Hollywood to resume
"shooting." * * *
TOM MIX started his last
starring vehicle for the current season, "Hard Boiled,"
for Fox.
* * *
PHILLIPS SMALLEY
was added to the cast of
"Money

Talks,"

now being

will title

WILLIAM DANIELS, who made a wonderful reputation for himself with some of his
more recent camera shooting, has been
signed to a long term contract by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.
BUCK JONES started off on the coming
season's pictures when he recently started
work on "Thirty Below Zero." All his pictures for the current season are already
completed. Eva Novak will play opposite
him in this newest film.
* * *

Karl Dane again a janitor, this time in
Christy
Cabanne's
satirical comedy,
"Monte Carlo."
directed by Archie Mayo at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer West
Studios.
* * Coast
*
LOUIS B. MAYER, vice-president in
charge of production for Metro-GoldwyD"
Mayer, has taken up a long term option for
Norma Shearer.
* * *
HARRY J. BROWN, shooting "The Self
Starter," for Rayart Pictures, has completed the last scene. Reed Howes stars
in this picture, which is the latest of a series Howes has been making under the direction of Brown. Mildred Harris and
Sheldon Lewis play important roles in the
cast.
* * *
NORMAN TREVOR, recently arrived in
Los Angeles from New York, is now awaiting
the next move before his work starts in
Paramount's "Beau Geste." Herbert Brennon is now in Yuma, Arizona, shooting
some of the exteriors for this super-production.

JOHN FORD is to direct "The Shamrock
Handicap" for Fox, and has just put it into
production. The picture is an adaptation
of "Corncob Kelly's Benefit." The cast includes J.Farrell MacDonald, Georgie Harris, Willard Louis who was borrowed from
Warner Bros., and Janet Gaynor, a Wam* * *
pus girl.
MELVILLE BROWN and James O.
Spearing, well known scenario writers, make
their
first City.
attempts at directing this week at
Universal
* * *
EDWARD ROSKAN has been signed by
Ben Verschleiser as film editor for "Good
Luck." Fred Tyler becomes the assistant to
the director.
* * *
CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

chose Merna Ken-

his latest
comedy.
nedy to play
opposite him in "The Circus,"
* * *
JOHN McCORMICK, production manager1
for First National at Hollywood, installed a
soles promotion department under Georga
Landy. His duties will be to keep contact between the production units and the sales
force.
* # &
RICHARD BARTHELMESS in "Ransom's Folly" is being shot at the Marshall
Neilan studios at Hollywood.
JOHN C. FLYNN, vice-president and
general manager of Producers' Distributing
Corporation, is coming along in fine shape
since his recent illness, and is now able to
sit up and dictate to his secretary at his
home in Yonkers. It is expected that he will
return to his desk in town the latter part
of this week or the early part of next.
M. C. LEVEE PRODUCTIONS has obtained the
services of Jobyna Ralston
from the Harold Lloyd Com'%
'II

pany to appear
in "Molasses,"
a special
for First
National,
which is now in production
at the United
* *Studios.
*
CECIL

Ip
|p
\p
\p
jm

Intimate poses of the Marion Morgan Dancers who are putting
esoteric touches to the Frances Marion Production, "Paris at Midnight." This production, which is being made under the. direction of
i£. Mason Hopper at the Metropolitan Studios, is an adaptation from
Balzac's "Pere Goriot."
It will be released by Producers Distributing
Corporation.

B. DeMILLE

is

holding a series of conferences with the executives of
Producers Distributing Corporation
and the
eastern fill nancial group
interested
in
DeMille, Metropolitan and
Pro-Dis Co. activities.
SAM SAX has started the
first of a series of eight
Thrill - Dramas for Lucas
Film Company's release.
There is "The Mile a Minute
Man" story, William Fairbanks' production, being made
by the Camera Pictures, Inc.
* * *
VILMA BANKY will be
starred in "The Wiinning of
Barbara
Worth,"
which Samuel Goldwyn
and Henry
King
will make for United Artists.
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BOX

A
B
C
D
E

LA

OFFICE

Key To The Rating System
1 Excellent
Road Show Calibre
2 Good
First Run Product
3 Fair
Suitable for Second and Subsequent Runs
4 Not Recommended
Action Pictures, Westerns and Melodramas
* Unusual Exploitation Possibilities
Shooting Gallery Stuff

SEA

BOHEME

Metro-Goldrvyn-Mayer

Production. Sug-

gested by Puccini's Opera. Directed
Length, 8,781 feet.
by King Vidor.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lillian Gish
Mimi
John Gilbert
Rodolphe
Renee Adoiee
Musette
Count
Paul
Roy D'Arcy
Schaunard
George
Hassell
In a cheap
by
■students
of theParis
LatinroomingQuarter,house,
live frequented
Rodolphe and
Mimi. Rodolphe is ambitiously working on a play,
while Mimi barely ekes out a living by sewing. Rodolphe befriends Mimi and later they become sweethearts. Absorbed in his play Rodolphe forgets to
deliver his hack articles to a newspaper. Without
knowing it, he is discharged, but Mimi, wishing to
preventliverathe lowering
of his morale,
pretends
to dearticles regularly
and bring
back
the
money. This she earns by working herself sicx.
In a huff he leaves her. Later he becomes successful as a playwright, but his joy is incomplete
without Mimi. Mimi, in the meanwhile is at death's
door from illness, but seeks out the heart-broken Rodolphe before she dies.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

Rating:

Excellent

Suand

captur-

ing of
'
the good fellowship and
bohemian spirit of the Paris Latin quarter. The romantic note is
rendered with a touching, lilting
beauty that unfailingly elicits an
emotional response. The rest of
the cast is strikingly competent,
and the relief touches of comedy
and characterization register to
good effect.
The
backgrounds of early
Paris and the studio life have
much of human interest. The
photography is spendid, the direction rendered with a finesse
and expertness that is responsible
for much of the conviction of the
story.
Audience Appeal: A great
chance to get those who pretend
not to care for movies. As for
those who do go, this should
meat and drink for them.
How
of

the

be

to Sell It : Get the names
co-stars

out

HORSES

front,

big,

prominent, and in all your printing copy. Advertise it as a fit
companion piece to "The
Parade" and "Ben Hur."

Big

THE

Paramount Production. From the novel
by Francis Brett Young. Directed by
Allan Dwan.
Length, six reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
George Glanville
Jack Holt
Helen Salvia
Florence Vidor
Lorenzo Salvia
William Powell
Cochran
George Bancroft
Bimbo-Bomba
Mack Swain
Senor Cordoza
Frank Campeau
Harvey
Allan Simpson
Helen Salvia, living wi h her baby daughter at
the return
home ofof her
in-laws" from
for three
the
her 'husband
Panda,years
Eastawaiting
Africa,
fina'lly determines to seek him out. She prevails on
Capt. Glanville, in charge of a freighter, to take her
as a passenger. On the voyage he falls in love with
her, but must restrain his feelings out of respect to
her marriage vows. In Panda, Salvia is discovered
in the last stages of dissipation from drink. Nevertheless, Helen feels that her place is at his side to
help him. She prepares to remain., Glanville goes
rt search of her to offer protection and discovers
Salvia in the act of treating her brutally. A fight
ensues. G anville is wounded. Salvia is killed. The
return voyage to England is one of betrothal for
Helen and her gallant captain.
By Michael L. Simmons

Al

B ox-Office Highlights:
perb acting by John Gilbert
Lillian Gish.

REVIEWS

Box-Office

F. B. O. Photoplay.

Rating:
Flor-

ence Vidor's beauty would add
appeal to any story, and since
means

uninter-

esting, you have here pretty acceptable entertainment. Jack
Holt is sufficient "unto his task"
in his grim, masculine way. The
comedy relief is rendered with a
fine flair for values, in fact comprises quite the best parts of the

Audience Appeal: A
good
praise.
mixture of entertainment ele-

Story by Arthur

D2

Box-Office Highlights: Almost
an embarrassment of riches in its
hurricane

action,

man

to

man

fights, runaway trains, a wreck,
villains attacking women, in other
words, ■melodramatic screen
der in 'wholesale doses.

fod-

The

director knows his railroading. The atmosphere of the
roundhouse is authentic. Cullen
Landis

makes

a handsome

ing hero. Dorothy
picture.
The way the entire cast "does
";s stuff" is worthy of honorable
.nention, each member contributing a portrayal deserving of

FLYER

Guy Empey. Directed by Tom Forman.
Length, 6,030 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
David Henderson
Cullen Landis
Mary Baxter
Dorothy Devore
Mel Slater
Buddy Post
Silas Henderson
Charles Mails
Young Slater
Davey
Frankie
Darro
Liza
Claire
McDowell
The West Virginia mountaineers resent the building of a railroad in their territory, and when Si
Henderson hires out to rail gang, he is marked by
Jeb Slater for death. His bad aim results in Si's
wife's death. To prevent burdening their little son
with a feud, Mrs. Henderson makes Si promise not
to try to "get" Jeb. The years pass, and Jeb's son
Mel, and Si's son Dave, are working together, Mel
firing for Dave, who starts his initial run as engineer. Mel, full of the family hatred, forces Da-ve to
jump from the cab. The train hits a wagon. Dave
is fired. Later, Mel, crazed with drink, and also
fired, tries to get even by imprisoning the Superintendent and Dave's sweetheart in a train which
he proceeds
to engine
'ride toandhell."
follows alongside in another
saves Dave
the day.
By Michael L. Simmons

B2

Highlights:

this one is by no

MIDNIGHT

Devore

lookis giv-

en practically no chance to distinguish herself. Buddy Post as
the "bad

man" is repellent and
vicious according to the most villainous style. The Avreck is exceptionally good. The story

beauty in the star, a peep into life
on the East African coast for the

merely a hodge-podge of events.
Audience Appeal: Likety material for the lovers of melodrama. You might determine
Avhether the incident of the vil-

curious, and a gun fight with natives and a terrific typhoon for
the excitement cravers.

lain smashing his own father into a pulp will offend. Otherwise,
melodrama in T.N.T. doses for

ments to please a wide range of
audiences. Romance in the story,

How

to Sell It: There

is a gift

shop angle here for window

tie-

ups on laces, women's novelties,
etc. Also possibility for merchandising stunt with a photographer specializing in children.

those who

crave

excitement.

How to Sell It: Tie up with
the local railroad brotherhood.
Dress the box-office as a ticket
station. Get out throwaways in
the form of railroad tickets.

February 27. 1926
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KELLYS

AND

Universal Release. E. M. Ascher Production. From the Play by Aaron Hoffman. Adapted and Directed by Harry
Pollard.
Length, 6 reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jacob Cohen
George Sydney
Mrs. Cohen
Vera Gordon
Patrick Kelly
Charlie Murray
Mrs. Kelly
Kate Price
Tim Kelly
Jason Robards
Nannie Cohen
Bobby Gordon
Milton J. Katz
Mickey Bennett
Cohen owns a dry goods shop. Kelly is a cop.
The two families are at constant loggerheads, _ even
to the kids and dogs. Except for Tim, Pop Kelly's
son, and Nanny. Pop Cohen's daughter. These two
are
in love.
to consider
Irisher,"
so the
couple Cohen
marry refuses
in secret.
Cohen "that
receives
word
that
he's
heir
to
two
million.
The
family
move
into
their new station of opulence. Nanny has a baby,
and the secret of her marriage is out. Cohen refuses
to countenance young Kelly, and Nanny leaves with
him. Mrs. Cohen joins them. Cohen is left alone
i-i misery, when he suddenly learns that his legacy
has a priority claim, Kelly being the rightful heir.
Ilonesty prompts Cohen to inform Kelly, which
finally ends in a reconciliation all around.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

Bl

Box-Office Highlights :George
Sidney and Charles Murray in
their burlesque characterizations
stand out against the rest of the
cast like a patch of white daisies
in a purple field of poppies. They
shoot a laugh whenever they will
it. Vera Gordon brings to her
part the distinctiveness that has
always distinguished her as the
real thing in Jewish mother
roles.
The story has a good change
of pace, the laughs alternating
with situations of pathos that put
a lump in your throat, and just
M'hen tears seem imminent, along
comes a bubbling chuckle to lighten the tension. The sets and appointments are well rendered to
convey the varying backgrounds
of homely poverty and wealth.
The

continuity is smooth, the direction excellent, and the titles

packed

with merriment.

Audience
this the same

Appeal:

There

is in

kind of appeal that

has given "Abie's Irish Rose" a
four-year run on Broadway.

CASEY

OF

THE

COAST

GUARD
Pathe Serial.
Directed by Will Nigh.
(First Three Chapters.)
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ens'gn
George
Casey
...George
O Hara
Doris Warren
Helen Ferguson
John Warren
J. Barner Sherry
Countess Zelina
Jean Jarvis
Don Malverni
Coit Albertsom
James Courteau
Robert Craig
The Hunchback
James Mack
Deep Water Kelly
....Joe Marba
Jack Denton
Roland Flander
Story concerns itself with the heroics of Casey,
Coast Guard Ensign, in capturing a band of smugglers, operating under the leadership of Malverni and
"Diamond
Kate." mistaken
Casey's for
animosity
when his brother,
himself, isis increased
killed by
a member of the gang. He traces some of the men
to a secret passage leading to the home of the
Countess who is none other than "Diamond Kate"
and who has been entertaining Casey's fiancee, Doris,
and her father, John Warren. The latter has become
enamoured of the Countess who plans to unload the
contraband on him. She has extracted the promise
from Mr. Warren to loan her a vast sum on her
"heirlooms." The Countess and Malverni "fake" a
fight with their own gang to erase any suspicion
from Casey's mind.
By Peggy Goldberg
Rating:
Box-Office

Fine

serial

Highlights:

IBANEZ' TORRENT
Cosmopolitan Production. Released by
M clro-Coldxvyn-M ayer . From the novel
by Blasco fbanez. Scenario by Dorothy Farnum. Directed by Monta Bell.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Don Rafael Brull
Ricardo Cortez
Leonora
Greta Garbo
Remedios
Gertrude Olmsted
Podro Moreno
Edward Connelly
Cupido . . .
Lucien Littlefield
Dona Bernarda Brail
Martha Mattox
Dona Pepa
Lucy Beaumont
Don Andreas
Tully Marshall
Don Mattias
Mack Swain
Salvatti
Arthur Edmund Carewe
Don Rafael Brull, scion of an old landed family,
is
in loveDona
with Brull,
Leonora,
daughter
tenant.
ambitious
for of
her hisson,mother's
spikes
tne romance
by
dispossessing
Leonora's
family.
nora, aspiring to sing in public, goes to Paris Leoand
develops into a famous prima donna. On a visit
home she finds Don Rafael being elected to public
office, and betrothed to Remedios. In a blinding
storm, Rafael proves his old sentiment for Leonora by risking his life to make sure of her safety.
Again he makes love to her. His mother learning
of the returning attachment, brings pressure to bear
so that out of filial duty he gives up Leonora. He
marries Remedios. " Years laten, both meet at the
height of fame, time having played but lightly with
the prima donna, whereas Rafael shows the effects
of a life, comfortable and serene, but bereft of
romance.
They part forever.
By Michael L. Simmons

Thrills,

Rating:

suspense, melodrama, love, heroism— all the elements that make

Box-Office

for popularity with audiences who
favor serials — are inherent in

Garbo's beauty
felicity to each

"Casey of the Coast Guard." Action and suspense are predominant in each of the first three
chapters reviewed. The story as
it reveals itself, becomes more
and more fascinating.
The

serial was

made

with

the

cooperation of the United States
Coast Guard which fact makes the
more

impressive the heroic battles between the men in actual
service and the international

smugglers. Thrilling scenes of
the romantic sea, in the black stillness of the night are stirring. A
well selected cast headed by
George O'Hara who makes a
convincing Coast Guard Ensign,
and Helen Ferguson, a charming
heroine.
Audience Appeal: Wherever
serials are favored, this should

B2

Highlights:

Greta

lends a lyrical
scene in which

she

participates. Ricardo Cortez is eminently fitted by his appearance and natural aptitude to
fill the role of a Spanish gentleman. Lucien Littlefield as the village barber and music mentor to
Leonora, is delightful. He brings
a cleft humor to the story.
The

storm scene is done in impressive dimensions and has all
the intensity of dramatic fury and
relentlessness generally associated with the raging elements. The
local color of the rural and domestic scenes is well conveyed Math a measurable amount
of authenticity. Throughout the
play of plot and situation the atmosphere isheavy with the aroma
of the Spanish background. The
sets are faultlessly dressed.
Audience

Appeal:

There

is the

Xothing poignant, nothing profound— just a good natured
vaudeville kind of entertainment

prove a big draw, if the first
three chapters reviewed are at all
representative of the calibre.

angle of romantic appeal to interest the young folks. There is

and nothing to offend at any
point. Ideal stuff for the crowds.

How to Sell It: Tie up with
the Coast Guard Stations who

sufficient pictorial lure to interest the more thoughtful. And
Greta Garbo as a new screen face,

How

to Sell It: Get

up some

of the wise-cracks that Kelly and
Cohen constantly fling at each
other and post them out front in
an enlarged bromide. Watch it
croAvd

your lobby. Run an advance trailer on any of the humorous incidents.

loaned

their equipment

and

men

for the production of the serial.
Stills showing jewels handled by
the Countess provide an opportunity to tie up with jewelers.
Get

in touch

cartridges,
tie-ups.

with handlers

munitions,

of

etc., for

offers something
How

for the curious.

to Sell It:

Good

for tie-ups with

book

the Ibanez

The

novel.

angle

stores
storm

on

sug-

gests displays in rain-coat store
windows. Ricardo Cortez is
worth heavy billing.
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THE

FAR

CHIP

CRY

First National Production. Adapted from
Richman Play by Katherine Kavanaugh.
Directed by Balboni. Length, 6,868
feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Claire Marsh
Blanche Sweet
Dick Clayton
Jack Mulhall
Louise Marsh (Claire's mother) .... Myrtle Stedman
Julian Marsh (her father)
Hobart Bosworth
Max Fraisier
Leo White
Eric Lancefield
William Austin
Count Filippo Sturani
John Sainpolis
Yvonne Beaudet
Dorothy Revier
When Claire Marsh learns that her father and
Dick
motherin have
the ocean
preventClayton's
their marriage
Paris,crossed
she decides
to teachto
Dick's mother a lesson, first causing Dick to proto her Dick
in hisgoes
mother's
presence
and then
rejectingpose him.
to Venice
to paint
and forget,
but Claire seeks him out, having found the yearning
for him too strong. Count Sturani, who resides
across
from Dick's
Dick's
jealousytheby canal
his attentions
to studio,
Claire, arouses
and again
the
two are parted. Claire returns to Paris where the
Count gives a gorgeous fete in her honor. Fire
breaks out, and Dick, who has come to Paris to find
Claire, saves her from the flames. They are reconciled.
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating:

and Jack Mulhall, have done better acting before, and certainly
have enjoyed the advantages of a
better story for the display of
their talents, but there are nevertheless contributing elements of
human interest to this picture
which places it definitely in the
category
ment.
The

scenes in the climat-

ic finale enhance the impressiveness of its pictorial quality and
add to the human

interest by giv-

ing the color scheme
geous costumes.

of the gor-

Appeal:

Can

be

briefly summed up as entertainment that will please the masses.
More for the credulous than the
thoughtful, but even the "toney"
folks should get a kick out of the
to Sell It: Get

Box-Office

Highlights:

Hoot

Gibson's mastery of the runaway team of horses gives one
the first touch, early in the picture, of the way Hoot has with
things of the West. The mock
lynching of the sheep-herder is
good for a hearty laugh. The
story moves along at a fairly

chance

nothing in particular. Lots of fun
in the ranch-hands, who appear
to be a party of school boys out
on a holiday most of the time.
Audience Appeal: It's a Hoot
Gibson picture, and therefore a
ready-made buy for a Hoot Gibson audience. However, it is
nevertheless an entertaining picture as pictures go. The ease
with which two men are treated
by Dr. Delia Whitmore for fractures and wounds which they
never had serves to make one

dow tie-up on artist's materials.
good angle for co-operation
costume shops.

Highlights:

Syd

Chaplin, all the way, is the highlight of the entertainment, the
piece de resistance for laughs,
and

the

dynamic

motor

which

keeps the picture moving at a
merry whirl of mirth, action and
well, more action. The story is
one of pure hokum, slap-stick and
extravagant burlesque, not for a
moment to be taken seriously,
though

it has a thread of love interest and pretty Patsy Ruth Miller to sharpen up the incentive
for the loving.
The

picture is an excellent

ex-

ample of gags, copiously distributed and well placed, rarely failing in each case to register.
Titles, that help to bring home
the humor in the gags, are also
done in the good old laughing
manner. What could have been
vastly better is the photography.
The

lighting seemed

Audience

poor.

Appeal:

Did

your

audience like "Charley's Aunt?"
This one is a worthy sequel, done

M. D.

in the same manner, yet with sufficient new stuff to justify the

But, not taking it too seriously, and only in a spirit of fun,
the picture ought to go well with
any audience.
How

to Sell

It:

With

the

talk in newspaper

Also
with

Box-Office

sort of incredulous about the efficiency of the young lady as an

for win-

art shops;

Length, six reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jerry Clark
Syd Chaplin
June Harrison
Patsy Ruth Miller
Capt.
Kirby
Pat
Mrs. Ladye
Clark
EdithHartigan
Yorke
"Big Tim" Harrison
Dave Torrance
Jerry Clark substitutes for Dolly Wimple, Editor
of Advice to the Love-Lorn, and gets mixed up in
a conspiracy to defraud June Harrison of her legacy.
His editor, in league with the conspirators, sends
for him. While crossing on the ferry, he falls overboard, and is picked up by a rum-runner, being
pursued by revenue officers. The rum-runner, disguised as a woman, forces Jerry to don his clothes.
Jerry, thus dressed, appears in the office. He is sent
to June to persuade her to marry her uncle's choice.
Here, he sees the rum-runner. Jerry disguises himself as a nurse for June, and leaves with the party
for the rum-runner's ship, where June is to be forced
into the marriage which will rob her of her fortune.
In his disguise and by many ingenious tricks, Jerry
is able to keep the ceremony from taking place, until
having rid the ship of the whole rascally crew, he
makes himself known to June, and wins her devotion
By Michael L. Simmons
Rating: Bl

in touch

with

OH! WHAT
A NURSE!
Warner Brothers Production. Story by
Robert IV. Sherwood and Bertram
Bloch. Directed by Charles S. Reisner.

By Hank Linet
Rating: Cl

ready made Western picture ballyhoos. Also suggests a window
display of flying wood chips.
Leaves room for some serious

party scenes.
How

parson.

relief is good. The

The picture is exceptionally welldressed... Balboni has done well
with the materials he had to work

Audience

Universal Picture. From story by B.
M. Bowers. Directed by Lynn Reynolds. Length, 6,596 feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Chip Bennett
Hoot Gibson
Delia Whitmore
Virginia Browne Faire
Duncan Whittaker
Philo McCullough
Dr. Cecil Grantham
Nora Cecil
"Chip" Bennett of the Flying U ranch is an amateur cartoonist of quality and a confirmed woman
hater. more,But
uponhis meeting
Whitsister of
employer,"Doctor"
all his Delia
misogynistic
tendencies go up into thin air. Delia has taken
to this young man, but, womanly fashion, proceeds
to make him very jealous by paying marked attentions to ai rich, young bachelor. At the same time,
however, she proceeds to secretly submit several of
Chip's drawings to various publications for approval.
Chip, in order to get some attention from Delia,
fakes an accident, and monopolizes nearly all of her
time as a nurse to a supposedly injured ankle. On
the very
Deliasubmitted
hears from
an artmade
publication thatday
one that
of the
sketches
by
Chip had won first prize at an exhibition, she also
discovers his deceit, and leaves him in a rage. He
is heartbroken, and only by mere chance does he
come across her later in the evening, and in one
bold swoop, carry her off, a willing victim, to a

or other, Gibson lingers in a few
closeups of his face portraying

scenes of an artist's studio and a
castle in Venice, also a houseboat dance on the Seine, and finally a gorgeous Roman fete in
a Parisian villa, will undoubtedly
tickle the palates of the curious.

Color

U

entertain-

titling gives a diverting flair to
the situations, and the interior

with.

FLYING

steady gait, except during those
moments when, for some reason

of popular

comedy

THE

A

B2

Box-Office
Highlights: The
two principals, Blanche Sweet

OF

columns

about

the efficiency of women as doctors. Suggests some tie-ups with
accident insurance companies.

buy. Laughter always has a wide
appeal, and here is plenty of it.
How
from

to Sell It: If possible, arrange to broadcast the laughs

your audience

into the lob-

by. Nothing could be a more potent selling device. Flash an advance trailer of one of the laughable incidents. In any event, your
first audience will spread the good
news around.
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No. 18

UTAH — buries
40 dead,
15 injured,
slsBINGHAM.
Utah snowslide
mine
hamlet!
Scores work desperately to rescue victims
caught in avalanche engulfing Sap Gulch.
SAN BERNARDINO, CAL. — Lowly orange
comes into its own! Sixteenth Annual National Orange Show gives striking display
■of the state's most toothsome product.
NEW YORK CITY (Except Chicago, Milwaukee, Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Boston, Minneapolis) — Baby
manikins exhibit latest styles in show all
their own! Youngsters ranging from 3 to
15 years, appear in what well dressed child
will wear. HERE AND THERE — Havana,
Cuba. — Dedicate tablet to victims of the
Maine! Pres. Machado accepts gift of the
United Spanish American War Veterans in
behalf of Cuba. NEW YORK CITY — War
is
declared ammunition
— but it's justjuvenile
a snow armies
war! With
unlimited
bombard each other in the "Battle of the Winter."
MOSCOW, RUSSIA
sents exclusively
a series— Pathe
of the News
only premotion pictures from Russia, showing leading
events transpiring under Soviet regime.
KELLY FIELD, TEXAS — Six fliers jump
from door of air transport in 12 seconds!
Airmen set record for parachute jumping
in test to determine emergency speed. DULUTH, MINN.— (Minneapolis Only.) — Ski
jumpers compete in 22nd annual national
tournament! Performers thrill throngs
with spectacular rides over high steel
slides in Chester* Park.
*
*

Fox News Continuity, Vol 7, No. 42
NICE, FRANCE— Miss Helen Wills meets
Suzanne Lenglen for the first time on tennis court in mixed doubles finals. MIAMI,
FLA., — Fire in a building supply depot in
heart of the city imperils business area,
causing $500,000 loss. Women of prominence in the
— Marion
a Kansas
City day's
girl news
of 19,
achievesTalley,
fame
in N. Y. opera debut. Storms on Two
Coasts
Cause
Wide Damage
The Atlantic's
high seas
undermine
houses — along
the New
England shore. NEW YORK CITY — Scenes
rivalling the wild Armistice celebration in
lower Broadway attend Roosevelt crew return. GUERCHE, FRANCE — Here's a new
challenger for Dempsey — Paoilno Uzcudun,
the champion of Spain, goes in training.
NORTHERN SWEDEN — Arctic Circle "cowboys" roundfrom
up vast
of reindeer
save them
winterherd
starvation.
NEWto
YORK CITY — Boys don the war-paint of
chorus girls to play parts in musical show
at Columbia University. SWITZERLAND —
The longest and fastest toboggan slide in
the world in this 3-3-mile path down the
Alps at Adelboden. CORVALLIS, ORE. —
Students of Agricultural College Military
School are put to horsemanship test in
cross-country run.
*
*
•
International News No. 17
SOMEWHERE IN AMERICA — Behind the
scenes with the bootleggers. Masked workers agree to let International Newsreel
show some of their "up-to-date" methods.
PALM BEACH, FLA. — Speed cruisers race
thru
rough for
waters.
Brisktitle.
winds
addCITY
"pep"
to contest
Southern
N. Y.
—
Immigration bars lift for Countess Cathcart. Barred as divorcee she finally gains
temporary admittance. SAN BERNARDINO, CAL. (Omit Phila., Chicago and
Wash.)
— A attracts
fairyland thousands
of oranges.
exhibition
to Unique
annual
show. PHILA., PA. (Phila. only) — Girl
marksmen defeat "crack shot' coppers.
Rifle experts of Drexel Institute triumph
overt Philly bluecoats. CATALINA ISLAND,
CAL. (Chicago only) — Chicago Cubs comtraining.
Marty Krug's
hopefulsmence
lose spring
no time
in getting
down to
intensive work. RICHMOND, VA. (Wash,
only) — Yankee
visitors
hospitality. Delegation
fromenjoy
Pine Dixie's
Tree State
are guests of Old Dominion. YELLOWSTONE PARK, WYO. — Hunger-driven elk
helped by Uncle Sam. Government agents
provide food for victims of bitter cold
spell. NEAR FRISCO, CAL. — Raging seas
hammer away at huge oil tanker. Worst
storm in years putting the finishing touches
to menacing derelict. BINGHAM, UTAH —
(Omit Frisco. Los Angeles, Seattle, Port.,
Butte and Denver) — Scores perish when
giant snow-slide sweeps town. Death list
grows as rescuers fail to reach trapped
victims. FRISCO, CAL. — Celestials celehrate ancient oriental feast day. Dancing
dragons never tire when welcoming arrival of Chinese New Year. TAMPA, FLA.
— Exciting races open new million dollar
track. course.
Stirring turf battles inaugurate
Dixie

"Leaps

Pathe

and

Bounds"

1 reel

An interesting Grantland Rice Sportlight
that reveals the part played by the jumpers
in the big field of sports.
Leaps of man and beast alike prove of
infinite interest when analyzed which is
made possible by the slow motion process.
The poise, grace and form oi athletes,
hounds and horses in action, are registered
and prove very fascinating. The subject
of gravity and its relationships are cleverly introduced by a smart set of titles which
are instructive as well as entertaining.

IN

REVIEWED

Flying
Tune
The

Bounds

and

Leaps

THIS

Wheels

Pathe

Universal
Universal

Up
Phoney

ISSUE

Express
Universal

'Pathe

Pathe

Review

No. 11"

1 reel

This comprises three interesting subjects,
interestingly presented. First, we get a
peep into the heroic, even if lonely, life of
the forest ranger.. A picturesque forest fire
is shown to demonstrate the heroisms of the
ranger in extinguishing the blaze.
Next we have in Pathecolor some shots
of Columbia College. The beautiful architecture of the different buildings, the spacious campus and other distinctions of the
university are shown to advantage.
The leisure moments of a pretty circus
girl is the last subject, and a fascinating one
indeed. If the kiddies aren't particularly
interested in these Reviews, they will surely "sitofupNo.
and 11.take notice" during the last
third
s

LOOK

bod

y

Her

e

See

n

Kel BOOK!
ly"
?

For

Week

of

St.

Patrick's

Girl

"Flying

Wheels"

Pathe

2 reels

Edna is an ardent golfer. She is discovered energetically digging her way into, the course, her efforts
resulting in a hole deep enough to bury a small
array.
male togolfers
to help
'in
reality Two
continue
play pretend
a variety
of her,
tricksbutthat
hardly help her game. A hen lays an egg near the
ball. Edna takes a swing at it and lands it into
the face of a sleeping woman. The latter awakes
and ing
bounces
paw off
her faces
husband's
face. ofDashhome in her
disgust,
Edna
the wrath
her
father, an auto dealer. She escapes in a tiny automobile and enters the auto dealers' race. She wins
the
race, her.
and her father forgives her as the populace
acclaims

Universal

March
Day

Universal

My

Rarely does Wanda Wiley fail to give a
good show, and this two-reeler is no exception. The golfing episodes should prove particularly popular with the members of the
"Hole in 100 Club," the gags being in the
true manner to burlesque the trials and tribulations of the aspiring golfer. The auto race
is a mad melange of mishaps, maltreatment
of pedestrians, and miraculous escapes in the
wake of a tiny racing car, with Wanda at
the wheel. At one point she carries off a
huge haymow, finally emerging from the
chaff to break the tape a winner. Aside from
the diverting spectacle of seeing a halfdozen Fords trying to act like automobiles,
the picture has its chief appeal in the charming, wholesome good looks of the principal,
whose mischievous smile alone would be the
backbone of a good short.

"Ha

Any

Meet

14th

Special

One of Max Fleischer's Great Ko-Ko
Car-Tunes
Hand Song
Colored
By Brock

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
DISTRIBUTORS

1 reel

Up"
Tune
Puffy asks
Elsie's
father,Thethechief,
chiefinofa police,
for
permission
to marry
her.
huff, over
the escape of a convict, pushes Puffy into the piano,
which breaks under his weight. Puffy determines
to square himself by replacing with a new piano.
It falls from the truck, and while rolling down the
street, the escaped criminal lodges inside. The piano
is delivered while a party of cops are making merry
in Elsie's house. Puffy notices the piano keys acting strangely, and opening the piano, detects the
criminal and announces his capture. He saves the
chief's job and wins the girl.

The gags used here in order to jerk laughs
out of a comedy of errors are pretty much
in the conventional mode, there being much
business of loading the piano on a truck
which tips up on one side, only to regain
balance when Puffy lends his avoirdupois to
the other side. Then there is the usual falling of the truck (the piano, not Puffy) and
rolling down hill, sweeping everything before it. This may be rather commonplace — ■
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result that the Felix Series is now
Playing up the great popularity of
rr\i
TTT
J J*
J"
7»
irau*i l"aL lIlc
ocnc» is now
"Felix, the Cat," Pat Sullivan's brain / fog
W £CLCLlfl{f Of
r P LlX,
one of the biS drawing cards at the
child put out for Educational release,
vsj
jVancouver house. The whole presenthe Vancouver Capital Theatre made up a of Felix." The Gladys Attree Dancers, in tation was extremely funny, and had the
great presentation out of "The Wedding
their very novel costume, assisted with the audience in a continuous uproar.
though such business rarely fails to elicit
laughs, and that is, after all, what counts —
but what isn't commonplace or conventional
is the fat, perplexed figure of Puffy trying
to win the small sylph-like Elsie. For a onereeler it makes a satisfactory balancer on
the program.
* # *
"The Phoney Express"
Universal

1 reel

There's action aplenty in this one-reeler
featuring Chas. Puffy. Satirizing on tne experiences of the whites with the Indians
in the early American age, some good comedy is introduced.
Arrows without number are aimed at and
evaded by our rotund hero. Scalps are coveted— even if all that's procured is a wig.
There are some subtle touches, but for the
most part it is comedy of the hokum calibre.
A funny situation is a bit where the fighting American, armed with a rifle in either
hand, looks to the right, then shoots to the
left — gazes hard to the left and shoots to the
right.
j(e sK sfc
"Meet My Girl"
Pathe
2 reels
Ralph is a young inventor head over heels in love
with Thelma Lane. Thelma's father urges her to
a'ccept Felix Butterworth who professes to have
enough money
father's
invention
is to tobe pay
financed
by creditors.
ButterworthRalph's
until
the latter 'earns that Thelma and Ralph are sweethearts. The deal is off and when Thelma's dad
learns that Butterworth's millions were simply ficto Ralph.titious, he becomes reconciled to Thelma's maTriage
Ralph Graves has recently been seen in
several comedies that were genuinely funvy and entirely free from slapstick of the
obnoxious order. It is therefore dissappointing that in Mr. Graves' latest, Mack Sennett has resorted to shoe black misapplied,
messing women's backs, and getting fingers
stuck in sticky food to evoke laughter. Instead of fulfilling their purpose, tnese gags
only detract from other situations that are
meritorious.
The story of "Meet My Girl" is an interesting one, the continuity excellent, and
those who won't mind the aforementioned
sloppiness will find it good entertainment.
Thelma Parr is adorable as the girl, and
Ralph Graves is an impressive-looking hero.

Pathe

Extends

Cover
T^OLLOWING To
its policy of
giving the exhibitor a full line of accessories for its
short feature product, Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
has just released a series of ten corner block
ads on Aesop's Film Fables, the single reel
novelty short subject produced by Fables
Pictures, Inc.
These corner blocks are complete ads and
have been made in a wide variety of sizes
and shapes so that they can be slipped into
any newspaper ad layout or house program.
Although they have been released only a few
weeks, they are being widely used in various

9

& °& 3

Service

Aesop's
parts
of the country and Fables
have filled a long
felt want on the part of showmen anxious
to play up the Paul Terry cartoons, now one
of the most popular short subjects on the
mnrket.
"Only in rare instances have a series of
illustrated advertisements been released with
a one-reel subject," said William Alack,
short subject sales manager for Pathe, "but
we feel that Aesop's Film Fables have earned
the reputation of being the foremost cartoon
creation in the motion picture field and we
want the exhibitor to have the advertising
material with which to properly represent
them in the newspapers and house organs
Newspaper reviewers often compare the
Fables favorably with longer subjects and
even features on the screen."
When Aesop's Film Fables were first produced from the screen a staff of only three
artists was employed. At that time Farmer
Al Falfa, the cat, dogs, mice, and other animals, jumped about on the screen. But in
spite of the imperfection in movement the
Fables caught on with the public almost instantly. The producers sensed the need of a
more finished product and the force of artists was greatly augmented until now there
Terry.
are two dozen employed by Cartoonist Paul
* * *

^FABLES

Film
FABLES

^SOP'S

Tillson Joins Butterfield Circuit

^SOFS "-FABLES

i=ilm

Ad

jar-

FABLES
$10*
SOP'S
E
A
A variety of smart corner blocks
that are now available to exhibitors
in
the popular
"Aesop's Film
which
are released
by Fables"
Pathe
Exchange.

Roy Tillson, for three years manager of
the Fuller Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., has resigned to become manager of the New State
Theatre at Pontiac, Mich., the latest addition
to the Butterfield Circuit, which will open the
latter part of February playing vaudeville and
pictures.
Mr. Tillson has long been known as a live
wire manager, and was one of the first key
center showmen to carry out a regular policy
of adequate and consistent advertising and
exploitation on Short Features. The result,
according to Mr. Tillson, has always been
added profits at the box-office.
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Local

Tie-up

Worked

on

Records

to

Break

Rockaway

"Phantom"

By "Pop" Hartman and
Het Markeim of Big U.

Matinee records, the "Hunchback"
receipts for Far Rockaway, and the
house record held until then by "The
"fen Commandments" all fell before the
inimitable "Phantom" and the stellar
exploitation campaign. Manager Paul
Blaufox's Rockaway charge weathered
all sorts of opposition as the patrons
swarmed in from that entire section of
Long Island 10 view U's greatest picture.
The "Phantom" publicity was started
with a bang as 10,000 roto-heralds,
hundreds of window cards, and posting were distributed through Far Rockaway and ten surrounding towns. The
next move was to tie up the Far Rockaway "Journal," the leading local news
publication, in a co-operative page advertising scheme in which the merchants of the town welcomed the advent of the "Phantom."
A galaxy of window tieups followed,
including the Brodie Music Shop exhibit of "Faust" musical material and
Mary Philbin's special model "Radiola;" the Doolittle Drug Co. display of
Phantom Red lipsticks; Neveloffs Leroux book window; four "Phantom
Red" hat and merchandise windows; a
huge cake display with the opera house
staircase built in icing in the Central
Bakery; and numerous placings of oil
paintings, cutouts, and stills. Special
art window cards were utilized in the
prominent mam street stores not adaptable to tieup displays.

My

Crowds in front of the Columbia Theatre, Far Rockaway, L. I., when the Phantom of the Opera paraded around in the big Studebaker loaned for the tie-up.

A huge canvass net that told of
coming of Chaney, Philbin and
others, in flaming red letters,
stretched across Central and Mott

enues, Far Rockaway's busiest corner.
Traffic is exceedingly heavy there, and
the stunt proved one of the most effective of the entire campaign.
The crowning glory came
sation-creating ballyhoo was
A tieup was negotiated with
ner Auto Sales Corporation,
"Studebaker"

Best

Looking back over the past year it
is decidedly difficult to pick out an exploitation stunt in the many campaigns
that was decidedly outstanding. Many
of the biggest stunts did not get the direct results that some of the smaller
ones did. And frequently some little
thing that wouldn't take more than an
inch of space to explain produced startling results.
However, here is a stunt that has
worked for me consistently and has
brought results in almost every case.
It is a stunt so adaptable that it can be
used with success of almost any picture. It gets results because it appeals
to the children. It also gets the attention of the grownups. For parental
pride is a characteristic easily reached
and not difficult to play upon for box
office action.
Each parent whose child

the
the
was
Av-

as a senarranged.
the Donthe local

agency, in which the en-

Exploitation
By A. J. SHARICK
Paramount Exploiteer

is interested is a very potential box
office possibility. Furthermore this
stunt gives the exploiteer or theatre
manager an excuse to write to the
school teachers in a way which appeals
to their personal and professional pride,
and almost always gets a break in the
way of class announcements.
It is a tie up with the American
Crayon Company of Sandusky, O. The
company furnishes me with window
display material and free prizes whereever I wish to use them. Then I tie
up with the paper on a coloring contest. We run an outline picture of
some scene or star and give the handsome crayon and paint sets for prizes.

terprising Mr. Donner furnished a
shiny new car to transport a red-clad
"Erik" through the principal streets
and surrounding towns amid the din of
bells, horns, and noisemakers kept
working by energetic boys taken along
for that purpose and to give out "hold
these to the light" Phantom cards to
the crowds that gathered wherever the
car went. The peculiar passenger and
his Studebaker welcomed the rush hour
trains, and lighted by a red spot, met
the theatre goers in the evening.

Stunt
The local dealer in each case gives us
a splendid window display and the
newspapers give us plenty of free
space. Then we write to the drawing
teachers in all the schools and tell them
about the coloring contest, saying it is
promoted by the crayon company in
order to promote the study of coloring
and a knowledge of color effects. We
end the letter with a wish that "some
child from one of your classes may be
among

the winners." This almost always results in the teachers running
their own contests and sending us only
the best efforts turned in. In the City
of Cleveland we ran the contests with
the News and landed more than 7,000
entries. Many teachers sent the entries direct to the Crayon company,
there
velope.being as many

as 100 in each en-
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Exploiteer

Outlet
Easy
on

to Get
Great
By

The

Finds

for

Ideas

Civic

Cooperation

National

JACK

New

"Annapolis

in

Seattle

writer wandered

into Sioux

Falls, S. D. just about the time the exhibitors the country over were gathering their forces and wits to invigorate
fandom with a new sense of appreciation for what was being done for them
in the matter of better screen entertainment. ■ While conversing with one of
the exhibitors the remark was dropped
that a benefit was being considered for
the purpose of erecting a band shell in
one of the parks. No organization had
volunteered to sponsor the affair.
The dramatic editor of the leading
paper is a member of the Cosmopolitan
Club and I broached him on the benefit
being given under their auspices. At
the weekly luncheon the following day
I addressed the Cosmopolites and the
following day the papers carried the
story of a Band Shell Benefit Dance,
ushering in Greater Movie Season,
sponsored by the Cosmopolitan Club.
By tieing in with a civic organization
I was able to promote for Greater
Movie Season, in addition to reams of
newspaper space, the city auditorium
and a 40-piece band without the cost
of one dollar. The auditorium was
turned over to us for decorative purposes. After the exchanges and exhibitors finished the edifice was a riot of
advance material for impending attractions.

for
By FRED

Declared

"Midshipman"
BABCOCK

Special Seattle Representative
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Movement

HELLMAN

Week"

While the stunt I am about to tell
about was perhaps not as spectacular
as some I have pulled, it brought home
the shekels at the box office — and that,
as I understand it, is the only excuse
for exploitation.
When

it was

decided to stage the

Northwest premiere of "The Midshipman" at Bremerton, Washington, which
is the seat of one of Uncle Sam'«
greatest naval yards, I was asked by
Mr. C. M. Hill, manager of the Seattle
office of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and
Mr. C. P. Scates, managing director
of the Rialto Theatre at Bremerton, to
go over there and see what I could do
in getting the people excited about a
picture concerning which they knew
virtually nothing. Mr. Scates and I
thereupon worked a week on a campaign that had some novel features
and some features that have stood the
test in other cities and on other pictures.
Our principle stunt was in getting
the officers and enlisted men of the
Puget Sound Naval yard all hopped
up over our offering. We knew that
if we could get the film talked about
there it would be a comparatively easy
matter to line up the civilians of Bremerton and surrounding territory.

We went to Rear Admiral J. V.
Chase, commandant of the yard, and
succeeded in getting him to invite more
than 100 dignitaries of the Naval yard,
Seattle and Bremerton to attend the
formal opening as his guests. After
getting his consent to various other
jobs, such as circularizing the yards
and having official bulletins sent out
from time to time, we proceeded with
the following:
We had Mayor C. E. B. Oldham of
Bremerton issue a proclamation setting
aside the week as "Annapolis Week"
in that city, in honor of the picture ;
we talked the city officials and the business men into decorating the downtown area with American flags and
Navy flags ; we arranged for a daily
ballyhoo, as well as a daily concert, by
the navy yard band ; we secured special
publicity in the Bremerton and Seattle
papers ; we sold a double-truck of display advertising to the merchants : we
shot thirteen guns from the roof of
the theatre as a salute to the admiral ;
we had a number of telegrams of congratulation, from such notables as Ramon Novarro and the Mayor of Seattle,
read from the stage; we staged a battleship setting for the band and the picture, and we made the first night a genuinely gala occasion.

Gish Sisters Pick Post-Telegram

In Movie

Stmt

A movie impersonation contest was
given and in addition to theatre period
passes prizes were awarded by 20 merchants.
Window cards, broadsides and newspaper ads, all gotten out by the Cosmopolitan Club without the expenditure
of one dollar by exhibitors or exchanges, plugged the occasion two
weeks in advance.
I have on file a letter from the president of the Cosmopolitan Club lauding
us for our co-operation and inviting our
participation in any future events. They
realized a goodly sum for the band shell
and the exhibitors received beaucoup
publicity at a very small cost.
Our participation created much good
will and needless to say business picked
up considerably on the ensuing weeks.
The writer does not take credit for
the entire success of the affair. The
idea was his but without the friendly
cooperation of the exhibitors and exchanges, the thing could not have been
put over with any degree of attainment.

Pom a
1926 HOV 6 643 Alt

GA 17 DAY

METRO GOLDWYN MAYER STUDIO LOS ANGLES
CAMD3H POST-TELEGRAM

CAMDEN N£t JERSEY 654 AM
WILL 5T0U- KINDLY INVITE ALL SISTERS IN CAMDEN AND VICINITY WHOSE
NAMES ARE
LILLIAN AND DOROTHY TO BE OUR GUESTS NEXT WEEK AT THE NBff LYRIC THEATR
E
DURING THE PRESENTATION OF OUR LATEST METRO GOLDWYN MAYER PICTUR
E "HOMO LA
PLEASE HAVE IH3I SEND THEIR NAME AND ADDRESS TO YOU AND OUR REPRES
3UTATIV
IN CAMDEN WILL PROVIDE THEM WITH TICK3TSST0P OUR SINCERE THANKS
TO YOU
AND BEST WISHES TO OUR MANY FRIEHDS IN CAMDEN
LILLIAN AND DOROTHY GISH
Telegram published as a teaser in the Camden (N. J.) Post-Telegram to exploit
the showing of M-G-M's new Lyric Theatre in that city. Idea worked wonders.
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New

new Buffalo theatre has been opened in
the Queen City of the
Lakes. The new house
is the climax of a half

while from the ceiling hang four gorgeous crystal chandeliers, each of
which were especially designed for
the Shea's Buffalo and each of which
cost many thousands of dollars. Large

century of accomplishment in the theatre

arches extend up each side of the lobby. A grand marble staircase leads
from the right end of the lobby to the
mezzanine promenade which runs
around the rear and along the south
and front sides of the lobby. This
promenade is artistically furnished,
laid with gorgeous rugs and has a
lounge at the front over the space occupied on the ground floor by the ticket vestibule. Here is placed a grand
piano, divans and large easy chairs.
From this promenade the patron looks
down into the lobby.

HEA'S

world by Michael Shea, who when only
23 years old, launched on his first
venture, the Shea Music Hall in the
old Arcade building on Clinton street.
Today Mr. Shea is nearing the age
of three score and ten, but is still "on
the job,"
to direct
operation of continuing
his chain of
Buffalothehouses
under the new Publix-Shea organization known as the Shea Operating
Company.
The Shea Buffalo built in exactly
one year by John Gill & Sons of Cleveland from plans drawn by C. W. and
George L. Rapp, cost close to $2,000,000 and has a seating capacity of
4,000. The entrance, which is on Main
street is an impressive one. It rises
to a height of 100 feet. A mammoth
marquise is faced with three interchangeable attraction signs, the ones
at the side containing four rows of
letters, while the one in front has two
rows. At the left side of the front
of the building is the large electric
sign, 66 feet high and eight feet wide,
and which flashes the name, "Shea's
Buffalo," for miles up and down Main
street and illuminates the surrounding
district like daylight. Directly above
the marquise opens a plate glass and
ornamental iron window surmounted
by a 40 foot parapet in Gothic design
and constructed of terra cotta. The
front is of white terra cotta, elaborately
decorated.
Entering a vestibule, 22 by 30 feet,
from Main street, through five double
bronze doors, one comes to a ticket office placed in the center, which is of
marble, six feet by five feet and
seven feet high. Large frames are
placed in the marble walls of this vestibule to announce attractions. Five
more bronze and leaded glass doors
lead from the vestibule into the lobby
which is 80 feet long and 30 feet wide.
Here one comes upon a gorgeous scene
of marble walls and pillars, including
immense mirrors of panelled glass
which reflect the graceful arches opposite them. These mirrors are hung
with gorgeous red and gold curtains.
On the walls are beautiful candelabra

This

Man

Picture

Shea

In a business that twangs
so much of the unusual as
does the motion picture
field, it would hardly seem
possible that even in this,
there are some outstanding
figures. Shea is one. He is
one of the pioneers, who
has always been at least in
step with every new condition, every new exigency
that besets a new industry.
And now, at the ripe age
where nearly seventy years
will soon have been left behind, he is still one of the
leaders of the field.
From the lobby, one enters the foyer
which extends along the entire length
of the auditorium to Pearl street, where
there is another entrance, marquise,
ticket office, etc. This foyer is 22 feet
wide and 90 feet long. It is separated
from the auditorium by glass doors
and like the rest of the house is strikingly and elaborately furnished. Side
aisles, separated from the auditorium,
run down each side of the house, and
it is at a point about half way down one
of these aisles that one gets the first
idea of the theatre as a whole. The
first impression is that of a confused
mass of gold, pink and blue.
The eye

Industry,

Buffalo

notes the elaborately decorated proscenium arch which has a height of 50
feet. The stage has an opening 66 feet
wide. It is 32 feet deep. The balcony,
which seats 1600, is supported by three
large members, two girders 54 feet
long and five feet high and truss 53
feet long and 11 feet high and weighing approximately 56 tons, thus giving
the balcony the same factor of safety
as the auditorium floor. There are
eleven rows of loge seats in the front
of the balcony. There are three mammoth arches at each side of the balcony, each of which has a large mirror
at the top and a fire exit at the bottom.
A large crystal chandelier hangs from
the ceiling in front of each arch mirror.
At the center of the top of the auditorium is an immense dome, indirectly lighted. This dome is 56 feet
north and south by 70 feet east and
west. The total distance from the top
of the dome to the orchestra floor is 89
feet, a distance equal to the height of
the average seven story office building.
In front of this dome is a smaller, rectangular shaped dome, in which are
concealed ten floodlights for the stage.
The whole interior decoration of the
theatre is French renaissance in character, approaching most nearly to the
Louis XIV styles, but with a modern
and American adaptation. The ceiling
is covered with an infinite variety of
interlacing woodwork designs on curving panels, painted in the dominant
golds, pinks and blues, with many variations of these shades. The designs
include shields, scrolls, conventional
flowers and plaques.
The orchestra is arranged on a
special platform which can be lowered
to the basement and raised to the stage
level at the time of the overture. The
organ console, similarly arranged, is
on a separate elevating unit. This organ, one of the largest ever built by the
Wurlitzer Company, has pipes ranging
in size from 32 feet to three inches in
length.
Opportunities for originality in stage
fittings are somewhat limited, but the
stage of the Shea Buffalo offers something quite different. The fire curtain
in the 66 foot wide proscenium is raised at the opening of the house in the
morning, and only the drop of red silk
is visible. This curtain alone weighs
800 pounds. When this is parted, the
real novelty of this stage is visible in
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the form of enormous gilded gates
weighing 1600 pounds, which slowly
fold back. The opening of the portal
is 42 by 26 feet, and forms the stage
proper. The sounding board is attached to this and extends 42 feet into the air, making the acoustics practically faultless.
ALL of the stagehangings and scenery
are regulated from the ground floor
by means of counter weights. The house
has a lighting system above reproach,
at the heart of which is the FA
Major All-Master Control System. As
many lighting scenes as are desired
can be preselected. At the proper cue,
the scene is automatically changed bv
the operation of one All-Master switch.
Dressing rooms for the artists are
located on the Main street side with an
automatic elevator for the use of these
folk. The screening room, equipped
with two Simplex machines, is over
the dressing room.
A great deal of attention has been
u^.oted to making the house comfortable for women patrons. There are
rest rooms on the balcony foyer on the orchestra foyer with a
lounge in the mezzanine,
while in the basement a
complete suite has been
reserved for their use,
including cosmetic and
smoking quarters. All
Tiie furniture in the

procured. They are 3-inch Superlite
arch lenses designed to give long depth
of focus. In spite of the 22 degree
angle perfect projection has been obtained. The booth is equipped with all
the latest devices such as three Leonard
multiple rheostats, 110 volt, 150 ampere; four Leonard multiple rheostats,
110 volt and 100 ampere; one Brenkert
color effect machine, type "F-3 ;" one
Brenkert slide projector; three Bren-

of ventilation. The "washed" air enters the house through mushrooms
placed under the seats. The house
also has its own refrigerating

rooms is in excellent taste and harmonizes beautifully with
the luxurious hangings.
There is a special ventilation system for the
smoking room, while the
cosmetic room is sup- | |
plied with many small
tables and mirrors.

house
plant.
THE
of almost
directorship
Faul who is

In the basement are %smmmmm
rooms and shower baths

air entering the house is "wasted."
The projection booth is one of the
finest as well as most up-to-date in
the country. It is located at a central
point at the top of the balcony. It
is 34 feet long and 12 feet wide. Three
Simplex machines of the very latest
type are used and they have special
features such as door opening and
tilting devices, a three inch diameter
for opening, special front plates of
non-warping material, film trap gates
of the same material, friction cranks,
measuring devices, attachments for
speed indicators, direct current motors,
200 ampere switches and boxes for
same, porcelain insulators in the switch
boxes to take care of No. 00 wire ;
3,000 foot reel magazines, including the
very latest type Hall & Connelly high
intensity lamps. Inasmuch as the operators are projecting a picture on a
22 degree angle special lenses have been

by touching momentary contact switch'r
es. A." R. Bruggeman of Cleveland, installed the low pressure steam heating
plant as well as the mushroom system

At the right is a view
of the corner of the
lobby showing the
grand staircase leading to the mezzanine.
Below, we have a
view of the balcony
and loges. Note the
magnificent decorations on the side
wallsn also one of the
organ pipe arches at
the right.

women's

for the ushers, as well as the airy conditioning apparatus with which all the

are toilets and wash rooms for the operators and rheostat rooms. There is
also a vent room for taking out the
foul air from the booth. All the projection machines are equipped with a
changeover device which can be operated from any part of the front wall

kert spotlights with six iris shutters ,
one Brenkert metal color box complete ;one Brenkert color wheel, three
generators for indicators, one motor
rewind, an approved film box which
will hold 3000 foot reels and which is
in 15 sections. There are also two sets
of hand rewinds, for mounting and inspecting film, one rewind and inspecting bench which was constructed according to specifications submitted by
Jack Sawyer, chief of projection, who
supervised the entire installation of the
booth equipment which was supplied
through the Becker Theatre Supply
Company of Buffalo. A Dalite crystal
white screen made in Chicago, is used.

picture shown on the screen is
THE
23 feet wide, unusually large and
requiring expert projectionists as well as
equipment when the 22 degree angle is
considered. The floors of the booth
are covered with quarter inch battlership linoleum which is noiseless. There

is operated by a staff
200 persons under the
of Vincent R. Mcalso a member of the

board of directors of the Shea Operating Company the new organization formed of the Shea-Publix
officials. The Shea interests in
Buffalo recently were merged with
the Publix Theatres Corporation.
Michael Shea is in direct charge of
the operation of the Shea, Buffalo,
as well as Shea's Hippodrome, Court
street and North Park. The orchestra
of 50 men is under the direction of
Harry

Wallace,

drome.
for many

who

years

was

conductor

at Shea's

Hippo-

programs Publix
at Shea's
will
be The
the elaborate
billsBuffalo
as offered
at the Rivoli, New York, and the Metropolitan, Boston, including the John
Murray Anderson stage presentations.
A novel price system is in vogue. From
11 A. M. until 1 P. M. the admission
is 30 cents from 1 P. M. to 5:30 P.
M., 40 cents and from 5:30, 65 cents.
There are no reserved seats. The programs, by the way, will open on Monday instead of Sunday of each week.
On Saturdays, Sundays and holidays,
all seats are 65 cents. , . ■■ ,
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Ice

In

the

Summer

By HENRY
A. LINET
Theatre Management Editor

r

HERE are some very fortunate
motion picture exhibitors who
1 never have to worn' their heads
about the summer depression, for the
one simple reason that summer time is
a temporary relief from the intense
cold of the winter. But to the less fortunate who have their theatres in territories where summer means an exodus
of population to points north and to the
bathing beaches — to these exhibitors
the oncoming of the torrid months presents a very serious problem.
Yet that problem has been met by
many theatres in a manner that will
henceforth do away with the tremendous losses suffered in past years during the summer months. Over three
years have passed since Sid Grauman,
master exhibitor took the problem upon himself, squarely and without sidestepping, and prepared to pay an enormous sum to the Carrier Engineering
Corporation to devise a system of manufacturing weather for his new Metropolitan Theatre at Los Angeles.
That company realized immediately
that it had a man-sized job on its hands.
Here was a daring showman who did
not stop to compare the price of a set
of buzzing fans with a system that
would give him any kind of weather
he wanted in his theatre at any time
that he desired.
It meant a new conditioning — heating, cooling, ventilating — of the modern motion picture theatre that was
wanted. It was a problem not before
encountered in twenty- five years of the
functioning of that company. The very
nature of that building, the Metropolitan Theatre — its size as a single enclosure ;its great cantilever balcony
overhanging the main floor; the tall
opening of the proscenium; the fact

that is was occupied for twelve hours
a day ; the heat from myriads of lights
that had to be counterbalanced and removed in the summer and utilized in
the winter — all these consideiations
made the task even of more prodigious pioportions than the first cursory
examination would disclose.

"\/ ET, it was done — and done most
I efficiently. And the result was
that . for twelve months a year, the theatre kept up a steady gait in its boxoffice receipts — barring only lapses due
to poor pictures. But the seasonal
slumps were entirely eliminated.
Its success spread quickly. Soon,
Mr. Harold B. Franklin, head of the
Paramount Theatre division had a similar cooling system installed in the Palace Theatre, Dallas, Texas. And in
this particular instance, the reverse
was proven, that it held up the business in the winter which heretofore
used to experience a slump. .
Then others followed along. The
big theatres of the country were quick
to realize the great selling point that
was opened up by having a normal,
even temperature the year around. The
theatres played the matter up in the
newspapers, advertising the coolness
or comfortable warmness even above
the weekly picture attractions. It paid,
and paid handsomely

Of course, the problem is individual
with each exhibitor, depending a Lar,-°
degree upon the revenue and size of
the house he operates. It is after all, a
very extensive piece of engineering to
make one of these installations, and
it would be erroneous to believe that
every type of house could afford just
this sort of weather conditioning. Still
the fact remains that the theatres that
can afford to make the installation are
doing so, and capitalizing on it besides.
ISweighty
THAT consideration
FACT not worth some
— even if one
must resort to the less expensive but
nevertheless very efficient theatre cooling systems that are now in use
throughout the country. And if there
be no more than two "hundred seats in
your house, is it not along the same
principles of good business to. make an
installation of some electric fans — and
advertise the fact that there are electric
fans in your theatre, and that it is several degrees cooler in your theatre than
it is outdoors?

Of course it is. The business of the
motion picture is really divided into
two sections, as is every other business
in the world. One is to have something
to sell, and the other is to actually sell
it. Whatever it is, you must sell it to
make profit. In the summer time, you
can most easily sell ice.
Send for Catalogue and Circulars

The Rivoli Theatre, New York, made
a habit of breaking into the newspapers
during the extreme heat that New
York underwent the last summer, and
the result was that it was always a full
house, regardless of, and sometimes because of the heat that was prevalent
in the outdoors. People actually went
to the Rivoli to cool off.

Why
Our
Palms
Look
The explanation is short and simple.

MUSIC BUYERS CORP.
1520 B'way
New York City

Alive

They are made of real palm leaves — selected leaves
which have been carefully dried, bleached and recolored a natural green.
Live palms and Netschert natural prepared palms
look alike. But live palms cost three times as much
and are short-lived, even if regularly attended.
Have your name booked now for
a copy of our new Spring Catalogue No, 14, to be issued about
January first.
Frank
All

Kinds

61 BARCLAY

netschert,

STREET

NEW

nc.

YORK

All

Sizes
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EQUIPMENT

FOR

CATALOGUES

EXHIBITORS

Most

of the concerns listed below issue catalogues which may be obtained by filling in the coupon below and
sending same to EXHIBITORS REVIEW.

Accessories
Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dearborn
St., Chicago.
Duplex M. P. Ind., L. I. City, N. Y.
Howells Cine Equip. Co., 740 7th
Ave., N. Y.
Philadelphia Theatre Equip.Pa. Co., 1311
Vine St., Philadelphia,
Adapters
Building, CleveBest Device
land, O.s, 22 Film

Fans (Ventilating)
Typhoon
Fan Co., 345 W. 39th St.,
N. Y. C.

Motion Picture Printing
Erwin
N. Y.S.C.Kleeblatt, 351 W. 52nd St.,

Film Safes

Music Stands

American Film Safe Co., 1800 Washington Blvd., Baltimore, Md.
E. E. Fulton Co., 3208 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago.

Liberty Music Stands Co., 1960 E.
116th St., Cleveland, O.

Aisle Lights

Flash Signs
De Luxe Studios, 833 W. Washington
St., Chicago.

Co., 845 S. WaExhibitors
Chicago.
bash Ave.,Supply

Floor Covering

Arch Lamps

Russeloid Co., 31 N. 2nd St., Harrisburg, Pa.

St.,
E. McAule
J. Chicag
o. y, 522 W. Adams
Warren Products, 265 Canal St., N.Y.
Artificial Flowers
Frank Netschert, 61 Barclay St., N.Y.
l Co., 729 S. Wabash
L. Randal
A.Ave.,
Chicago.
Mfg. Co.,
Schroeder Artificial Flowers and.
6023 Superior St., Clevel
Banners
N.
Henry
Y. C. Jackson, 141 Fulton St.,
Cameras
Camera Co., 109 N. Dearborn
B»s
St., Chicago.
Duplex M. P. Ind., L. I. City, N. Y.
Picture Apparatus Co., 110
Motion
W. 32nd St., N. Y. C.
Carbons
11 Broadway, N.
er,
Reising
Hugo
Y. C.
Carpet Lining
Clinton Carpet Co., Chicago.
Cue Sheets
Co., 112 W. 44th St.,
Cameo
C.
N. Y. Music
1520 Broadway,
Music
N. Y.Buyers
C. Corp.,
Cups
Individual Drinking Cup Co., Easton,
Pa.

Curtain Control and Track
Automatic Devices Co., 17 No. 7th
St., Allentown, Pa.
E. J. Vallen Elec. Co., Akron, Ohio.
H. Welsh, 270 W.. 44th St., N. Y.
J. C.
Decorating
Louis Kuhn Studios, 105
St., N. Y. C.
United Studios, Inc., 30 W.
Chicago.
Wm. Beck & Sons Co.,
Ave., Cincinnati, O.
Robert P. Carsen, 1507
Chicago.

Frames (Lobby Display)
Bilt-Rite Frame Co., 225 N. Green
St., Chicago.
S. Y.Markendorff,
159 W. 23rd St., N.
C.
Stanley Frame Co., 127 7th Ave.,
N. Y. C.
Hardware
J. R. Clancy, Syracuse, N. Y.
Heralds
Nat. Poster and Printing Co., 729 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Filmack,
736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Inter Communicating Phones
S. H. Couch, Norfolk Downs, Mass.
Lamp Coloring
Rosco Labs., 133 Third Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lenses
•
Bausch ter.&N. Y.Lomb Optical Co., RochesGoerz Araer. Optical Co., 317 E. 34th
St., N. Y. C.
Gundlach Manhattan Optical Co., 767
Clinton St., Rochester, N. Y.
Kollmorgan Optical Co., 31 Steuben
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Projection Optical Co., 203 State St.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimmel, 153 W.
23rd St., N. Y. C.
Marquis
Moeschelton, Ky.Edwards Mfg. Co., CovingKy. Sheet Metal Co., Covington,
Probert

W. 63rd

Mazda Lamps

Lake St.,

Edison Lamp
rison, N. J. Works of N. J., Har-

Highland

Motor Generators
Acme Electric Co., Cleveland, O.
Hertner land,Elec.
O. Co., Locust Ave., CleveSamuels Stabilarc Co., 17 N. 7th St.,
Allentown, Pa.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg. Co., E.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

N. Park,

Dimmers
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Screens

Da-Lite Screen Co., 922 W. Monroe
St., Chicago.
Walker Sunlite Screen Co., 359 Canal
St., N. Y. C.
C. Philadelph
S. Wertsner,
ia, Pa. 221 N. 13th St.,
Signs

Organs
W. W. Kimball Co., 306 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
Geo. W. Reed, West Boylston, Mass.
Viner & Son, 1375 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Wurlitzer Co., Rudolpf, Cincinnati, O.

Flash-O-Light Sales Co., 1102 Boylston St., Boston.
Phila.
Sign
Co., Pa.338 N. Randolph St.,
Philadelphia,
Tablet & Ticket Co., 1015 W. Adams
St., Chicago.
Sign Flashers
Crumblet Eng. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Slides

Pencils (Slide)
Blaisdell Pencil Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Printing Press

M. S. falo,
Bush,
N. Y. 52 Chippewa St., BufRadio Mat Slide, 167 W. 48th St..
N. Y. C.
Standard
N. Y. C.Slide Co., 208 W. 48th St.

Globe Type and Foundry Co., 956
W. Harrison St., Chicago.
Projectors (Portable)
Capitol
Co., 100 E. 42nd St.,
N. Y. Machine
C.

Lights
land, O. Spot
Best Devices.
22 Film Building, Cleve-

Projectors (Professional)
Nicholas
N. Y. C.Powers Co., 90 Gold St.,
Precision Machine Co., 317 E. 34th
St., N. Y. C.
Rails (Brass)

Henry Mestrum, 817 6th Ave., N.Y.C.
N. Y.C. C.Entwistle, 304 W. 52nd St.,
Robert
Sun Ray Lighting Co., 119 Lafayette
St., N. Y. C.
Universal Stage Lighting Co., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. C.

Edwin
Reinhardt,
326 E. 2nd St.,
Cincinnati,
O.

Theatre Organ Teaching
Vermond Knauss Studios, 210 N. 7th
St., Allentown, Pa.
Tickets

Raw Stock (Film)
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Y. C.Shurman, 45 W. 45th St., N.
Fish
Seating
Amer.
Blvd.,Seating
Chicago.Co., 14 E. Jackson
E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co., 367 W.
Adams St., Chicago.
Scenery

Globe
Ticket Co.,
Philadelphia,
Pa. 122 N. 12th St.,
World
TicketN.•& Y. Supply
Co., 1600
Broadway,
C.
Ticket Machines
• World Ticket & Supply Co., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. C.
Vending Machines
Holcomb & Hoke, 3204 Van Buren
St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Ventilating

Wm. Beck & Sons Co., Highland
Ave., Cincinnati, O.
Chicago.P. Carsen, 1507 N. Park,
Robert
Theo. Kahn Studios, 155 W. 29th St.,
N. Y. C.
Schell Scenic Studios, Columbus, O.
United
Studios,
Chicago,
111. Inc., 30 W. Lake St.,
EXHIBITORS

Wittenmeier Machinery Co., 850 N.
Spalding Ave., Chicago.
N. Y. C.Fan Co., 345 W. 39th St.,
Typhoon

REVIEW,

45 W. 45th St., New
Gentlemen :

York

City.

Please send me the latest catalogue of the
Co. and

any literature pertaining

to their product.
Name
Address

Theatre
Town

February 27, 1926
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Keeping

Your

Some few weeks ago I had dinner at the
home of friends whom I hadn't visited for
five years. It was a perfect meal, and after
the grand finale of mince pie and Java, the
Mamma entertained me with family gossip
until the Papa had washed and dried the
dishes.
* * *

By

MURTACH

Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Wihen the Papa finally joined us he enthusiastically started his $200 radio set off
on a tonal tour of the U. S. A. The radio
set was good, his cigars were darned good,
and his Scotch highballs were d
good ! ! !
* * *
Later on they asked me
Old Sweet Song" on the
grand. I did. But somehow1
Song"
sounded
ever before
! ! ! much older
* * *

HENRY

to play "Love's
Steinway babyof other "Love's
and sourer than

The modern organ is well constructed of
the finest materials by men who know how
to build them. But no organ is immune from
wear and tear, dirt, and climatic conditions.
* * *
The free service furnished by the organ
builders naturally has a time limit. After
that the upkeep expense must be shouldered
by the theatre owner.
* * *
And then the grief accumulates ! ! !
A ten dollar bill paid to a competent organ
tuner or mechanic every six or seven weeks
will keep an organ sweet and hitting on all
six cylinders.
* * *

"Swell piano, isn't it Henry?" said the
Papa when I had finished.
"No doubt about it," I answered, "but it
seems slightly out of tune!"
"That's strange," exclaimed the Mamma,
"we had it tuned only four years ago ! ! !"
* * *
There is a certain type of theatre owner
who pays anywhere from $5,000 to $15,000
for an organ. He is convinced that an organ
is a good investment, a box-office attraction
and a money saver.
* * *
He is right on all three points. BUT — he
just can't seem to understand that organs
need attention once in a while, just like
automobiles, furnaces, etc.

But does the average theatre owner separate himself from those occasional ten-spots?
Does a hen lay Welsh rarebits?
* * *
No, brother, no ! ! !
And pretty soon the poor organ is sourer
than a Sun-kissed lemon. Dead notes, due to
dusty magnets, are plentiful ; the vox humana
sounds absolutely inhuman ; the snare drum
is as peppy as a featherbed, and the bird
effect no longer gurgles.
The organist gets discouraged and lays
down on the job. "What's the use?" he
moans. "No mfatter how well I play it
sounds terrible !"

Invite You to Spend a Half Hour With
Us Through the Radio on
THE
RADIO
ON
March
2nd, 9:30 P. M.; March
9th, 9:00 P. M.
March 12th, 8:00 P. M. ; March 16th, 9:30 P. M.
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY-SIX
EASTERN STANDARD TIME FROM W. A. D. C.
WAVE LENGTH 258 METERS
ALLEN THEATRE BROADCASTING STATION
AKRON, OHIO
This program is furnished by the manufacturers of
VALLEN CURTAIN CONTROLS AND
NOISELESS CURTAIN TRACKS
E. J. Vallen

Electrical
U. S. A.

Company
OHIO

Butance ? pay out money for organ maintenSure — about once a year — and they do it
with tears in their eyes ! ! ! And then they
only spend
factory job. enough for a makeshift, unsatis* * *
A run-down instrument makes a bad orbition. ganist worse — and kills a good organist's am* * *
Just try to remember that ! ! !
Every dollar you save by postponing or
completely neglecting necessary repairs or
tuning for the organ is costing you plenty —
far more than you realize ! !
* * *
The organ can build up business for your
theatre. It can also drive business away.
It is entirely up to you, Mr. Theatre
Owner ! ! !
* * *
So part with that ten dollar bill more
frequentlyin and
cheerfully.
It's true
economy
the more
long run
!!!

ONLY
STAND
That Reflects

MADE

All the Light on the Music
and
No

Light on the Screen
Now Being Used By:
KEITH CIRCUIT

FAMOUS
And
Send
LIBERTY
MUSIC
I960 E. 116TH ST.

FLASH-O-LITE
INCREASES

Tune

These same theatre owners, as a matter of
course, buy gas for their autos. They have
their cars washed and polished now and then.
They
tire ! ! !don't try to run 1,000 miles on a flat
* * *
They have their hair cut, their clothes
presssed, their collars laundered!! If they
have a headache, a toothache, or a pet corn,
they do something about it. Believe me —
they do ! ! !
* * *

The

We

AKRON

In

Organ

BOX

PLAYERS
Many

CIRCUIT

Others

for New

Booklet

STAND
CO.
CLEVELAND, O.

SERVICE

OFFICE

RECEIPTS

The illustration is a reproduction of a beautifully constructed, 8 section, hand carved,
bronze finish frame, metal box, electrically wired for illuminating each section. The
wiring is arranged so that four sections are illuminated at one time, flashing on and off.
The sign is highly ornamental as well as serviceable and will prove to be a fixture
of much attraction installed in the interior or lobby of a theatre.
The FLASH-O-LITE SERVICE permits you to display coming features, be it pictures, vaudeville or any other message by a method of colored, interchangeable mats,
electrically -illuminated at a cost less than hand painted signs.
We will furnish the display sign and a weekly change of copy at a small weekly
charge.
Write for Circular and details.
FLASH-O-LITE
SALES
COMPANY,
INC.
P. O. BOX 94, FENWAY STATION,
1102 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.
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of
A

Floor
Laid

Improving

Projection Materially With Use of
Transverters

Covering
on

Concrete

There was a day in the motion picture
industry when all that mattered was to have
a good picture, one that would sell your
house out. Today competition in the presentation of pictures is as keen as in the department of getting good pictures themselves.
You must put your picture on th: screen
perfectly to pack the house. The transvenei'
will assist you along these lines. The transverter, made by the Hertner Electric Co., of
Cleveland, Ohio, is used in over Z'.uou theatres where motor generator sets are in use.
They eliminate the flicker and fluctuation on
the screen, which is most important. They
also economize on current, ensuring a flexible and easy control of the volume
of light required,
while giving you the
utmost
candle
er for what
you powpay
on the meter. You
can obtain them in
either the vertical
GOERZ
or horizontal posiNEGATIVE
RAW
STOCK
tion, which ever will
NOW
best meet your proKEY NUMBERED
jection room conditions.
Because the
More gradation; more definition; no grain
Transverter means
Sole Distributors:
a way to economy
for large and small
Fish-Schurman
Corporation
theatres alike, plus
Avenue
Cahuenga
1050
et
45 West 45th Stre
Better projection on
Hollywood, Cal.
New York City
the
screen, ufacturers
its report
manIN CANADA:
its
J. A. Chantler & Co.,
increased use where200 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.
ever pictures are
shown.

It is very probable that you have met with
considerable trouble in the covering of your
flooring for corridors, aisles, and the projection room. The Russelloid Company, of Harrisburg, Pa., are manufacturers of Keystone
Floor Coverings. This material is used for
runners, in aisles, corridors, lobbies, and also
for covering entire floors. Because no fastenings are required you can lay Keystone on
concrete as readily as on wood, the seams
never turn up, and interfere with walking in
' any way. Keystone deadens sound, is shock
absorbing, easy on feet, and quickly cleaned.

Protect

Your

The

Business

of Short-

changing Now Obsolete
A popular
automatic
change making machine
manufactured
Hoefer
by the
Change-Maker
Kansas
City,
Corporation
Mo.

A large percentage of the old fly-by-night
tent show business was done in short changing. Leaving the question of ethics and morals out entirely, that business could not be
done in the mpdern theatre where perhaps
nine out of ten patrons are regular callers.
Even if the short changing is entirely a matter of accident, still it is very ticklish business
and is very liable to cause the loss of some
patronage.
That is only one of many reasons that
nearly all of the modern theatres have installed some system of mechanical change
making. It removes all possibility of mistake, besides being very efficient from the
consideration of expediency. There are sevral standard makes of these machines on the
market, and investigation of one or all of
these through the medium of Exhibitors
Review is invited.

Theatre
against

LOSS
A dark house means
DOLLARS LOST to
your Box Office.
Don't take any
U IS N E C ESSARY
CHANCES — protect
yourself against dark
houses and resulting
loss with

ACME

BATTERY

CHARGERS

THEY
Guarantee Light in Your House at All Times
Start Automatically Whenever Needed.
Are Always 100% Efficient. y y
Are Very Simple to Install and Operate.
Don't take chances on having a dark ' / ELECT. &
house. Send for an ACME CHARGER
' ,MFG. ACME
CO.
at once.
/ 1449 Hamilton
COUPON
Ave., Cleveland,
/ Ohio.
USE ATTACHED
Gentlemen :
Kindlv send me
ACME ELECT. & MFG. CO. / full information on
/
the Acme Charger.
/
Price $50.00.
/ Name
Address
/ Town
1449 Hamilton Ave., Cleve., O.S

Shubert's Forest Theatre, New York City
ATTRACTIVE
INTERIOR
THEATRE
DECORATIONS
WILL DRAW MORE PATRONS FOR YOU
INCREASE
We

BOX

and
OFFICE

RECEIPTS

make and install: Curtains, Stage Settings,
Valances, Draperies, Stage Curtains, Etc.
SEND

LOUIS
105 WEST

FOR

KUHN
63RD ST.

OUR

ESTIMATE

Inc.
STUDIOS,
NEW YORK CITY

February 27, 1926
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GOOD

MUSIC
TO

IS ESSENTIAL

INCREASED

THEATRE

PATRONAGE

Satisfactory Installations have
PROVEN
VINER
SUPREMACY

A.D.C.

Curtain

sssmamm

Control

OPERATED
FROM
ANY
POINT IN YOUR HOUSE!
SMOOTH

— SILENT — COMPACT
ECONOMICAL

For Operation —
SIMPLY

PRESS

A

BUTTON

AT YOUR
BOOTH,
OR WHEREVER
YOU
Perfect Performances

ORGAN
DESIRE

are assured when

an A. D. C.

Curtain Control is installed back-stage. The leading theatres, everywhere, use them most successfully.
AUTOMATIC

DEVICES

17 N. 7th ST., ALLENTOWN,

CO.

PA.
YOUR

PATRONS

Must be pleased at all costs. Here is an
opportunity to give your patrons the utmost
in musical presentation with no more cost to
you than you would have with the installation
of the ordinary organ. — Your patrons cannot
help but appreciate the superior tone of
VINER

THE

It will

bTABILARC
MOTOR

Send

ECONOMICAL
— QUIET
DEPENDABLE
A decided improvement
in the theatre equipment
field
Write

for full information

bring
your

GENERATOR

ORGANS

them

back

to

theatre.

for Full Information
Viner Organs

on

Their full RICH TONES and complete orchestration make the VINER ORGAN a delightful method of entertainment and permit
them to take the place of the full orchestra.

on the

new features — sent cheerfully.
SAMUELS
ST

ABIL

ARC

VINER

COMPANY
17 N. 7th ST.

ALLENTOWN,

1375 NIAGARA
PA.

ST.

&
I! ! f

SON
BUFFALO,

N. Y.
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New

York

Exhibitors
Daily Review Classified Columns for Immediate
and

Lasting

$5.00

Per

Results

Foot

FIGURE your film cost, pay-roll, upkeep
and overhead — that is as reasonable as
you can get out for. And it figures at
least $5.00 per second — or $3.00 every hour
of actual running time.
As long as you are spending that to operate,
you certainly should consider how well these
$5.00-a-foot pictures are presented. You know
it is not every screen that will stand the
"gaff" day after day — year in and year out.
No one, — fortunately for us — has ever been
able to duplicate DA-LITE QUALITY. Frankly,
Because we will be still further ahead when
they catch up I
Think it over — you can install a DA-LITE
Screen for less than 1% of vour entire investment. least,
So don't look
you into
thinktheitmatter?
is worthIt
while to, at
don't cost anything to do that !
Samples are furnished on request.
Not one iota of obligation to you, at
all. Send for them today!
Da- Lite Screen & Scenic Co.
922 W. Monroe St.
CHICAGO
DA-LITE
SUPER - QUALITY
SCREENS

of

Buried

Soft

Under

Coal

Screen

Smoke

At no time in the motion
picture history of New

York

did the question of "Coal vs.
Oil" as heating power come
up as pertinently as during the
past few months when due, to
the coal strike, anthracite coal
was not to be had. In recent
years when coal strikes have
made many theatres go without any heat at all, it was the
.fault entirely of the theatre
for not laying up a sufficient
amount of coal to cany them
through just Such emergencies. But this last condition
when nothing but a sooty, soft
coal could be bought, it was
really not the fault of any
shortsightedness that beautiful
white theatre fronts became
so dirty as to present a really
repelling sight.
This condition is now a

Motor fan and oil pump
manufactured by the
Simplex Oil Burning System.
thing of the past, but there is
no answering for what the future will bring. Surely, for once, ex- ing in fuel and upkeep costs. The sumhibitors ought to give some solid thought
mer would be a great time to make any
to the matter of oil heating in the face
such installations in ord,er to be all
of these conditions. Installations of oil
ready for the next cold season. The
burning heaters are not at all as expenTheater Management Editor of Exhibsive as one might think. And besides,
itors Review would be glad to go over
there is this to be considered : that effiany plans with exhibitors in this reciently handled, there is really a big sav-

gard.
If

Economy

u

Yo

is
If you

with

are troubled

equipment

r

with

Better

—

Aim
inadequate

Pictures

projection

or your cost at the meter is too high —

If flicker and fluctuation are constantly annoying —
If you want

to produce better pictures from good

pictures and increase your audience —
Or, if your projection room

is to be remodeled

or

equipment altered —
Send in the coupon and ve will send
you, absolutely free of chairge, valuable
information that will aid you in solving
your problems.

MERTNER
liocust

electric

Avcnug

company

Ctevela.ricL

, Ohio

y.&A.

February 27, 1926

You

need

BECAUSE

this

BECAUSE
Now

installed or specified for all Fox Theatres,
all new Famous Players
Theatres, many other
large and small theatres,
Eastman Kodak Studios,
Academy of Music, New
York, and in many exchanges and laboratories

Film-Safe

it protects

surrounding property
age fire hazards.

Page 27

your

films

against

it provides

film

and
stor-

a convenient

fil-

There are two sizes of

ing cabinet for your films and keeps
each film instantly available for use.

American

has five comStyle 1100 partments
for five 1,000
foot reels, designed principally for exchanges,
studios, laboratories, etc.
and style 1200 for five

BECAUSE

it is the only film-safe available that has been listed as standard and

labeled
tories.

by

BECAUSE
rating

the

Underwriters'

it pays

companies
ductions inrates

exchanges,
Film-Safes.

for

itself.

make
for

with

dereels, for
2,000 foot
signed principally
theatre projection booths

Insurance

theatres,

The
The American
films.

Labora-

substantial

etc., equipped

Film - Safes.

re-

studios,

American

American

Film-Safe

Film Safe is a neat, compact, fireproof filing cabinet for

It is made of full cold rolled sheet steel with all joints tenoned and pinned
together and is practically indestructible.
The safe is of unit construction and may be added to or rearranged at will.
Each film is housed in a separate fireproof compartment and is suspended
on a film carriage which automatically moves forward when the door to
the compartment is opened. Reels are always readily accessible for handling. Doors to compartments close and fasten automatically.
Each compartment has a bronze label holder on the door into which
card can be inserted so that films can be catalogued or indexed.
American

Film-Safes absorb abnormal

at normal

humidity, thereby increasing the life of the films.

a

heat from films and maintain them

Exterior surfaces are beautifully finished in baked enamel. Interior surfaces are thoroughly protected against rust. Standard colors are olive
green with bronze hardware but they may be had in several other finishes.

No

matter what size theatre

you have it will pay you to install an American Film-Safe.
You may purchase one on the
deferred payment plan.
Send for full information.

MAIL

THIS

COUPON

AMERICAN
FILM- SAFE CORP.
Baltimore, Maryland
Please send me full description of
the American Film-Safe.
Name
Address

The

American

Film-Safe
Baltimore,

Md.

Corporation

Business

Exhibitors Review
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Playing

WARNING!
HpVVO

men, using the names of H.

1 MANDEL and J. W. FARRINGTON, are reported soliciting subscriptions to Exhibitors DAILY REVIEW
and EXHIBITORS

REVIEW,

and

offering a book called "Cameron's
Handbook of Projection" as a premium. These men ARE NOT in the
employ of these publications. Subscribers are cautioned not 10 pay for
subscriptions to them and are asked
to communicate direct with this office
or. call the police, should such individuals approach them.

The

Final

Decorative

Touches

for

the

Lobby

You can do no better in the final attention
you give to the decoration of the lobby and
interior of your theatre than add an appropriate selection of artificial flowery. Flowers
give a finished and distinguished appearance
to the ensemble of your appointments. Frank
Netschert, Inc., of IS[ew York City, is
among the biggest dealers in this important
line. Flowers in baskets, side brackets and in
rrjany compositions of every size and description as to color and variety can be furnished you at short notice and in original
designs to suit your need.

Fast

the

and

Fire

Loose

with

Hazard
The film is suspended in is compartment
in a film carriage, which is automatically
moved forward when the door to the compartment is opened, thereby making each
reel of film easily accessible for handling.
The door to each compartment closes and
latches automatically, sealing the film within
its insulated cell. By reason of its unit
structure this system of Film Safes can be
easily added to or re-arranged.

"V OU realize that you must do all you can
to protect and insure your house and your
films against- fire. The precaution of fire
prevention is better for you than the remedy
of insurance after a disastrous fire. But film
fires can be entirely eliminated and the
danger from nitro-cellulose- film greatly reduced.
Because of this reduction of danger
through the use:of Film Safes, made by the
American Film Safe Corporation, of Baltimore, Md., fire- underwriters will make a
great reduction on your insurance premiums.
The success of these Film Safes, tested under great heat, has been proved to the satisfaction of manyandinsurance
' companies and
state examiners
fire commissioners.
The more serious fires have occurred
where the 'storage facilities consisted exclusively of vaults, which not only failed to
minimize danger, but increased it, by concentrating within a limited and closed area
large amounts .of explosive material. Overheating;! ashort circuit from electric wiring,
or some petty negligence.
Then follows disasfer. American Film

Installs

New

Organ

TACOMA, Wash.— C. Glendenney, of the
Victory, installed the largest Wurlitzer in
any community house here.

Safes elffrtmate
d£i%er£of
loss' have
and lower
depreciation
of all
films
when they
_been
placed In ?these patented and specially constructed safes. Each film is in a separate
and completely insulated compartment. Each
of these compartments is individually vented
to the outer air, affording complete protection
both internally and externally.

J-RP-ANCY,;.^ syracuseNY.
Send for ff Catalogue

Are
Your

You

Getting

Money's

Worth?

may have a fine house and
YOU
good pictures, but you are not getting your money's worth out of them
unless your projection system itself is
right.
Crowds

come back to see pictures that

are clear, with strongly defined contrasts of black and white — pictures that
make the characters live, because they
are vividly projected. . . .The Bausch
& Lomb Optical Condensing System
increases illumination, distributes the

LOBBY

FRAMES

light evenly, and assures perfect pro-

CHARACTER, ATTRACTIVENESS
AND
ORIGINAL DESIGN
WHICH WILL ATTRACT YOUR PATRONS and
ADD DOLLARS TO YOUR BOX OFFICE
We Also Manufacture
TICKET BOOTHS, MIRRORS, ETC.

BAUSCH
& LOMB OPTICAL CO.
jection.
622 St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.

DISPLAY

OF

We

Are

the Oldest

SEND

FOR

Company
OUR

in the Business

CATALOGUE

STANLEY
FRAME
CO.
727 7th AVE.
L. Ring, Pres.
NEW YORK CITY
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Splicing

New

Made

Sure

Duplex

The Duplex Motion Picture Industries,
Inc., of Long Island, New York, has recently
launched on the motion picture market a
Duplex Film Cement known as the Duplex
Cumminone No. 7, for use in projection
booths, exchanges and laboratories whenever
the cutting, splicing or patching of films
make it necessary to use a cement that will
hold.
An important factor in the motion picture
projection booth is the cementing of a
"break" in a film, and the operator is in the
habit of "splicing" his "break" and then
testing it to see if the patch holds securely.
The Duplex Motion Picture Industries has
proven to the satisfaction of the users of
their Duplex Cumminone No. 7 Cement that
their cement will patch a break in a strip of
film without any testing after the "break is
made whole. The patch holds securely and
stands more than the ordinary strain. Much
grief in the projection booths over poor
patch work will be eliminated by this new
cement.
Among the many fine Duplex products
the measuring machine deserves special mention. This machine has a capacity of 10,000
feet and can be reset to zero at any time. It
is 100 per cent accurate and eliminates any
posssibilities of errors in footage. Its speed
is practically limitless, and in its construction
the quality is characteristically Duplex.
One of the best known accomplishments
of the Duplex Motion Picture Industries was
the production of the automatic printer, a
machine which so accurately prints a positive

With

What's

Cement

film from the negative as to reduce to a
minimum the flicker on the screen that it has
made the watching of a picture a positive
delight. Cameras, tripods, perforators, power
and hand rewinders, adjustable patchers,
frame line machines, polishing machines, automatic light change, and developing machines, and others, all attest the high quality
of service rendered by Duplex products.

in a Name

rTHE Gem, Victory, Strand, or what
have you in names for a theatre?
It has often been a source of wonder
to us how theatre names are chosen.
In the very near future we will publish
an article on "Names, and What They
Mean." You can help make the article
more worth while by writing in just
a few lines on why your theatre is
called what it is. Just a post card is
plenty, addressed to Theatre Management Editor, Exhibitors Daily Review.

A

Pleasing

Interior Brings

You

Bigger Business
Your patrons come to your theatre to enjoy more than the picture alone can give
them. They come for complete recreation.
They must be attracted by the surroundings
as well, and be as comfortable as in their
own homes. The settings of your show
should be as pleasing and appropriate as
possible. Louis Kuhn Studios, of New
York City, furnish and install interior decorations completely and efficiently. Curtains
of all styles and materials, draperies, stage
drops, stage settings, valances, and wall coverings of all descriptions are made by them
with the aim of giving a pleasing effect for
the interior, as a whole. No matter what
your requirements in decoration call for, the
Louis Kuhn Studios can satisfy your most
particular needs. No matter how large or
small your theatre, you will do well in writing them for information as to their designs
and prices.

ORIGINALITY
+

MUSICAL

♦

SHOWMANSHIP

ABILITY

J

Typewritten Slides a Convenience
There is often a picture that arrives at the
last minute, or an announcement that you
must flash on your screen with no previous
notice. Radio Mat Slide Company, of New
York City, make these mats to cover just
such an emergency. You have a piece of
local news — well, just slip one of these mats
and you have your anin your typewriter
nouncement neatly typed in an instant.
Quick?
Two minutes,
it's ready
for can
the
screen. There
are manyandother
uses you
put these little mats to. On election nights
your patrons will be glad to hear the returns
during the show. In the baseball and football
seasons they need not be anxious to leave
your theatre to know the results. You can
also keep them posted when the news is redhot, on local elections, public meetings, concerts, etc., through instantaneous printing on
these slide mats. They serve your every last
minute convenience at trifling cost.

"DE
LUXE"
Interchangeable

|
I

FLASH
(Flashes
AN

SIGN
on

and

off)

ELECTRIC
SPACE
SIGN
URISOWN
TH
YO
PAINT

IDEAL

DISPLAY
SIGN
FOR YOUR
DAILY

The most practical, most effective and lowest priced display of its kind on the market.
Can be placed on the stage, in the lobby, over the ticket
booth or in stores around your neighborhood.
The sign inserts are to be painted on transparent paper
by your sign man. This paper is obtainable in six different
colors.
The patented mahogany frame in front of the sign box,
which is 15 inches wide and 24 inches high, and consists of
two frames hinged and grooved together, grips the inserted paper and tightens it stiff as a drumhead.
An ideal publicity medium that is being used extensively
by Chicago Exhibitors. Ascher Bros, have several for each
one of their 15 theatres.
Price $10.00 F.O.B. Chicago
In lots of 6 — $8.50 ea.
100 Sheets Transparent paper in assorted colors, $2.50.
Mail check with order or shipment is sent C. O. D. Can
be returned after five days tryout if not satisfactory.

H
M
(Sj

HENRY

B.

MURTAGH

"BOX
OFFICE"
ORGANIST
LAFAYETTE
THEATRE
1 BUFFALO

NEW

YORK

PROGRAM

I

LUXE
DE
833 W. Washington St.

STUDIOS
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Improved

Power

There are two outstanding improvements gained
electrical advertising when you employ Flexlume Signs.

for

your

THE ONE IS — clearer readability for your day's features because the Flexlume interchangeable solid letters of light show at
night in prominent contrast to your exposed lamp theatre-name sign.
THE OTHER IS— bold display in daylight for your day's features because of snow-white letters against a dark background. (The
exposed lamp letter is lost in daylight.)
Accuracy of letters for quick change and racks and carriers to
insure against breakage are among many desirable features.
Write for prints and information showing Flexlume Signs (either
or both glass-letter and exposed-lamp) increasing business for theares. No obligation other than fair consideration.
FLEXLUME

CORPORATION

1440 MILITARY ROAD
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Factories also at Detroit, Los Angeles, Oakland, Calif,
and Toronto, Can.
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THEATRE

CONSTRUCTION

New Hollywood House
Construction of the new theatre building
planned for the south side of the Boulevard
Hollywood, Calif., two doors east of the
Morse Arcade, between Second and Third
avenues, was started last week. The building
according to the owners, Pappas brothers,
Miami, will cost approximately $100,000 and
will be completed early in April. Frank Gilbert, contractor in charge of its erection is
executing plans drawn by Sutton and Routt,
architects.
The new building will occupy a space of
100 by 120 feet. It will be two stories high,
providing for a balcony to the theatre and for
ten office suites on the second floor. Besides
the lobby, foyer and audnorium, four shops
will be contained on the ground floor.
Spanish type of architecture is to be followed throughout. The building will be constructed of steel, hollow tile and concrete.
* * *
Millions for Building
Toledo, O.— This city will have a $5,000,000
movie theatre and office building in a year,
Ora L. Brailey, theatre owner, said recently.
He and Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
will build it, Brailey said.
* * *
Theatre for New Rochelle
A syndicate headed bv J. A. Mahlstedt
will erect a theatre to seat 1,800 at the corner of North and Winvah avenues, New
Rochelle, N. Y. It will be of SpanishMoorish design and will cost about $400,000.
H. Lansing Quick is the architect. Others
m the syndicate are Louis Johnson, Victor
Nelson, Thomas Miller and James A. Floyd.
Frederick A. Rellstab, of New Rochelle, was
the broker.
* * *
Theatre and Store
San Antonio, Texas. — Will N. Noonan
company, architect, will take bids shortly for
a two-story store and theatre building to be
erected at Yorktown for Louis Streibeiv
Plans for the brick and concrete structure
will be completed about January 22, it is announced. Itwill cost $50,000.
* * *
Lynch Builds Another
Chicago, 111. — Downers Grove is to have a
$500,000 fireproof theatre that will seat 1,200.
It will be erected by James J. Dvorak and
Vincent T. Lynch, president of the Lynch
Theatres, of Chicago.
* * *
400-Seater

Planned

Opportunities
Classified
Rate 2 Cents a Word — Cash With Copy
Situation Wanted

For Sale
EIGHT HUNDRED UPHOLSTERED OPERA
CHAIRS made on contract. Seven hundred yards
if battleship cork carpet and linoleum. All new
...roods, government standards, for theatres, etc. One
Exhaust fan and three ampmeters. 1200 S-ply veneer seats and backs made to fit any chair ; all new.
One large asbestos drop with rigging. Thirty new
high grade folding chairs, droppea factory patterns;
jome cost as high as $5 each, offered from $1.50 to
$2.50. Rediijgton Co., Scranton, Pa.
VENEER SEATS and backs. 1200 for any size
chair, never used. Will fit to suit. Redington Co.,
Scranton, Pa.
WE HAVE a limited number of Yt H.P., 110 Volt,
D. C, and 220 Volt, D. C. motors at $5.50 each.
One-sixth H.P., same as above, at $6.00 each. First
class condition, overhauled. Cash with order. Suitable for operating moving picture machines, rewinding machines, etc. General Distributing Co., Security Storage & Van Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
HERE*newIS J4YOUR
to obtain
brand
HP., 110OPPORTUNITY
volt, 60 cycle, single
phase,
AC, brand new motors with pulley at $10.00 each.
Cash with order. Will operate rewinding machines,
motion picture machines, lathes, grinders, etc. Brand
new 1 KW., Westinghouse, 32 volt light and power
generators, ready to run, at $48.00 each. Factory
price $78.00. 25% with order, balance C. O. D.
Bargains on electric fans. Largest dealers in new
and used motors and generators in the Northwest.
Send us your repair work. General Distributing Co.,
Security Storage & Van Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
FOR SALE — Motion picture theatre; town of 5,000;
fully equipped ; seats 290 ; one other small theatre
opposition. $3,500 if taken immediately. M. J.
Weber, Galena, 111.

Salt Lake
ity moving
Ninth East
and Burton

Theatre

Project

City, Utah. — A 500-seating capacpicture house is to be erected at
and Ninth South streets. Pope
are architects.
* * *

tOthSt Sr. Louis
. 99%bg; OTH

HERALDS
SHIPPED SAME DAY ORDER 18 RECEIVED]
Guaranteed Service — Oood
Work— Popular
Price*— Send for Trial Order
. !

FILMACK

Chicago, 111.— Archt., Z. Erol Smith, 305 E.
55th St. Drawing plans for a theatre at 75th
and Kingston Streets. Owner, South Shore
Theatre Bldg. Corp.
Cicero, 111— Archt, E. P. Rupert, 822 W.
79th St., Chicago, 111. Drew plans for a
theatre at N.E. cor. 25th and 53rd Sts. Owner S. J. Gregory, c/o Archt.
LBQ

Local Films
MOTION PICTURES made to order. Commercial,
Home or Industrial. We have excellent facilities,
and the best cameramen.
Our price 20c per foot.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.
For Rent
MOTION
PICTURE Portable
and "Still"
sold
and exchanged.
lightsCameras
for salerented,
and
for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York.

kT36X»..WABA5V>

AVE*.

Wanted

WANTED TO BUY— Small motion picture thea400 to 800 seats.
"X," tre,Exhibitors
Review.Describe fully, stating terms.
WANTED TO BUY— Dictaphone Outfit. State
full particulars. Box S-H. J., Exhibitors Review.
Miscellaneous
MINNESOTA
SCENIC
STUDIO,
Avenue North, Minneapolis.

COMPANY

242 Second

HOTEL

CHiCAftO
FLANDERS
Just East of Broadway

Not Classified Ads
But Classified Opportunities
in EXHIBITORS REVIEW

119 West
Through

47th

Street

to 48th Street

A
modern high-class 15story hotel very close to

The new Dunkin Theatre will open at
Cushing, Okla.
* •* *
Evanston, 111 — Archt., J. E. Bndmore, 38
So. Dearborn St., Chicago, III. Drew plans
for a theatre at Church and Sherman Aves.
Owner, Clyde E. Elliott, c/o New Evanston
Theatre, 150 Sherman Ave.
* * *

VIOLINIST AND PIANIST TEAM want steady
work cueing pictures in Illinois, Wisconsin or Iowa.
Have large repertoire of motion picture music and
seven
State111. everything in first
letter. years'
M. J. experience.
Weber, Galena,

Equipment
Lists
Williling
help
you increase
saie-c
Bead
for FREB
catalog rivim*
count* and prices on etuuflM nampfl
«f roar best proBpecttv«castoineE*Nfttlonftl,
Local-Indfrfda*!*
Professions,State.
Business
Firms.

Louann, Ark. — L. Jackson will erect a 400seat theatre here.
* * *
Utah

MANAGER at liberty after March 15th; 20 years'
experience, managing and owning vaudeville, picture, combination, ' road show, and picture with presentation houses. Able to do own publicity, exploitation, work. Able to build own prologue and presentations. Able to buy and book vaudeville, pictures,
road shows. Have the very best of reference from
former positions and recognized showmen. Am a
business getter as proven, and like lots of work.
Prefer large Class A theatre or group of smaller
houses. Salary what I am worth to you, or will
consider percentage proposition, or a fair salary to
start. Married, 39 years old. Will go anywhere if
there is chance of advancement. Address, Box 12,
Exhibitors Review.

CINEMA
The Motion Picture Review
of the Orient
Manager: E. ATHANASSOPOULO
Editor-in-Chief
JACQUES COHEN-TOUSSIEH
"CINEMA" is the only picture publication
circulating throughout the Orient.
AdArett:
"CINEMA." 8 RUE de L'EGLISE DEBANE
ALEXANDRIA. EGYPT

Times Square and within a
few minutes to all leading
Theatres
Rooms

and

Shops.

with running

water

Rooms

with$2.00
bath $2.50 up
Spatial rata* for long or short periods

GEORGE

SANBORN,

Prop.
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POWER'
INCANDESCENT

GENERAL

EQUIPMENT

ELECTRIC

PATENTS

Steadiness
The Incandescent Lamp provides a constant source of light and the intensity of
illumination on the screen does not change.
The intensity of the lamp itself does not vary
and it operates in a fixed position always.
Continuous uniformity of screen illumination
is assured and the possibility of eye strain is
reduced to a minimum.
Simplicity
The projectionist has no adjustments to
make during operation and after the initial
setting no change is necessary during the
life of the lamp. This permits the projectionist to give his full attention to the other
details of presenting the picture in the most
satisfactory manner which is very essential
in view of the growing realization that
Better Projection Pays.

IMPROVEMENTS
and

Moulded
and

Composition

a New

Lamphouse.

and

Knobs

Superior
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Steel, accurately
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Vertical

slideover
finished
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and
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Thruout,

Adjustment
are

now

securely

on

the

Cold

Rolled

fastened

to the

casting.

Cleanliness

The Incandescent Lamp is a hermetically
sealed light source and its cleanliness inspires a general cleaner condition in the
projection room.

Economy
The 900 Watt Incandescent Lamp compares favorably with the 40 ampere direct
current arc and the advantages from an illuminating standpoint are in favor of the
former. Assuming an alternating current
source of supply the arc requires 60 volts at
50 amperes, and with converter losses, consumes 4 kws. per hour. The Incandescent
Lamp (including all losses) requires approximately 1kw. per hour. The cost of current
consumption is therefore cut to about onefourth.
Utility

The new Incandescent equipment is used
most successfully in theatres having a main
floor seating capacity up to 1,000 or having
up to a 16 ft. picture and a throw of approximately 100 ft. It gives better results
than an alternating current arc and is the
equal of the direct current arc up to 40
amperes.
Adaptability
The Incandescent Lamp operates equally
well on alternating or direct current and
with equal illumination.
The arc lamp gives a whiter, steadier,
more effective light on direct current than
on alternating current. Current supplied to
theatres is usually alternating and it is
therefore necessary to use an expensive
motor generator set to convert to direct
current.
Reliability
Power's Incandescent equipment represents eight years' development and exacting
practical tests in laboratories and theatres.
It is therefore offered as a reliable projection
device using the Incandescent Lamp as the
source of light, not only for theatres but
also for schools, lodge rooms, community
centers and industrial establishments.
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